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FOREWORD 

THE Legal Research Committee of the Commonwealth Fund has 
continued the work, begun about thirteen years ago, of an ex

amination of the fidd of administrative law. It was intended to se
cure a general survey of administrative powers revealing, so far as 
the face of legislation can reveal it, the extent to which administra
tive control has, by modern legislation, been in mct conferred. It was 
intended to follow this with a series of special studies disclosing the 
actual workings of carefully selected administrative organs, it being 
deemed that such intensive studies in administrative law and prac
tice are the prerequisite to an appraisal of what administrative law 
really does and a guide to what ought yet to be done. The general sur
vey above referred to resulted in the publication of the study by Pro
fessor Ernst Freund, Administrative Powers Over Persons and Prop
erty. The first of the intensive studies was that of The Federal Trade 
Commission, by Gerard C. Henderson, and others have followed. 
The present study of The Interstate Commerce Commission, by Pro
fessor I. L. Sharfman, is the result of research continued for nearly ten 
years past. Parts I and II were published in 1931; Part III will be in 
two volumes, of which that now published is the first; Part IV, con
cluding the study, is in preparation. While the study has been con
ducted under the auspices of the t'egal Research Committee and is 
published by the Commonwealth Fund, the author has been allowed 
entire freedom and the responsibility for the statements of fact and 
for the opinions expressed is fully and soldy his own. 
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE 

BOTH in Part I and Part II of this study, dealing respectively with 
the legisIative basis of the Commission's authority and the scope 

of the Commission's jurisdiction, some attention was necessarily 
given to the character of the Commission's activities, since the analy
sis of developments in the above directions was grounded in the Com
mission's experience as a functioning tribunal. In the first two parts, 
however, the examination of the administrative record with respect 
to specific types of activity was largely incidental to tracing the evolu
tion of legislative policy and of the sweep of authority, on a juris
dictional basis, exercised in conformity therewith; in this part of the 
study we deal directly with the cbaracter of the Commission's activi
ties. A general survey of the entire field, disclosing the extent and 
diversity of the Commission's tasks, is followed by a detailed analysis 
and appraisal of the Commission's policies and practices in the major 
spheres of valuation, organization and finance, and rate control. In 
view of the extensive and complicated character of the Commission's 
determinations, and in view of the necessity of analyzing processes as 
well as results, Part III is presented in two volumes, the first of which 
(III-A) embraces, in addition to the general survey, the valuation 
project and the control of organization and finance, and the second 
of which (III-B) deals with rate regulation, from the standpoint of 
both the general level of cbarges and their interrelationships. 
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CHAPTER XI 

THE EXTENT AND DIVERSITY OF THE 
COMMISSION'S TASKS 

THE analysis and appraisal of the Commission's activities, to 
which this part of the study is devoted, can best be introduced 

by a survey of the extent and diversity of the Commission's tasks. 
The very growth and magnitude of these tasks, as reflected in statisti
cal measurements, disclose the heavy burdens borne by the Commis
sion, with their inevitable influence upon the effectiveness of its 
labors; and the varied nature of these tasks, in terms of both the sub
ject-matter to which they apply and the types of governmental au
thority involved in their performance, provides concrete evidence of 
the sweep of power entrusted to the Commission and of the marked 
departure from traditional legal processes character:stic of the admin
istrative justice sought to be achieved. Such a survey necessitates a 
consideration, along these lines, of the entire range of the Commis
sion's activities; but from the standpoint of the more significant as
pects of administrative law and procedure, a differentiation may well 
be made between those tasks which involve formally litigated con
troversies and find expression in published reports, and those which 
are normally disposed of, in cooperation with the interests affected 
and largely by way of routine, through the various internal boards 
and bureaus. 

The judicial and legislative aspects of the Commission's work 
manifest themselves chiefly, and in any event most significantly, in 
contested cases. These cases generally involve the adjustment of dif
ferences between the carriers and the users of their service, and the 
promulgation, in the premises, of rules of future conduct. Although 
complaints may be brought and participation may be had in these 
proceedings by a great variety of interests, and although the Commis
sion may act on its own initiative, the controversies usually concern 
the relationships, both as to the past and for the future, between the 
carriers and their patrons. Such proceedings are predominantly deter
mined on the Commission's formal docket, although numerous simi-
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lar controversies are also settled informally, without strict delimitation 
of issues, without public hearing, and without binding effect. The 
formal cases embrace, for the most part, matters of rates and charges, 
together with such questions of service and problems of traffic as 
bear upon the establishment of reasonable and equitable rates and 
charges. In addition to these scxalled formal cases, furthermore, there 
are the proceedings resulting from protests against proposed changes 
in rates and charges, which are determined on the investigation and 
suspension docket. These proceedings are essentially of the same char
acter as the formal cases, both as to subject-matter and manner of 
adjustment, and they likewise fall within the category of controver
sies which involve the mandatory exercise of administrative· power 
and which normally result in official orders and published reports. 
But the Commission's rate and traffic activities do not exhaust the 
group of tasks subject to such formal disposition. Distinct series of 
finance reports and of valuation reports are also issued. The subject
matter of these finance and valuation reports is sufficiently indicated, 
at this juncture, by their titles; but it must be noted that the mode of 
approach and character of action in these proceedings differ in im
portant respects from those involved in the rate and traffic cases. In 
matters of organization and finance er parte applications for approval 
of proposed courses of action, rather than complaints or independent 
investigations, constitute the usual starting-point for the exercise of 
the Commission's authority, and the execution of the proposed poli
cies, especially when modified by the Co~ission, generally depends 
upon the volition of the applicants; and in the valuation proceedings 
the Commission acts not in the general enforcement of the duties of 
the carriers as defined by statute, but under a specific mandate to as
certain a special body of facts, and its findings, even when they pur
port to establish final single-sum values, but constitute ancillary deter
minations subject to attack in the courts only when actually used in 
the regulatory process. But the finance and valuation proceedings, no 
less than those dealing directly with rates and traflic, serve to i11ustrate 
the nature of the Commission's functioning as an administrative 
body. These three fields, taken together and broadly conceived, em
brace most of the published decisions and provide the essential mate
rials for an analysis and appraisal of the Commission's performance. 



SCOPE OF THE COMMISSION'S TASKS 

In the chapters that follow, therefore, concerning the substantive 
character of the Commission's activities, attention will be confined to 
the valuation project, the control of organization, with reference to 
extensions and abandonments and intercorporate relations, and of 
finance, with reference to the issuance of securities and assumption of 
obligations, and the regulation of rates, from the standpoint of both 
the level of charges and their interrelationships. At this point these 
matters will be dealt with only in terms of their volume or mag
nitude. 

But this introductory survey, even on such a basis, cannot be re
stricted to these fields. Since the objective, here, is to indicate, largely 
through statistical means, the extent and diversity of the Commis
sions' tasks in their entirety, this preliminary analysis must necessarily 
comprehend all of its important fields of action, and not merely those, 
noted above, which are actively controversial in character and which 
issue in formally published determinations. By w,ay of supplement to 
its disposition of complaints, applications, and investigations dealing 
with rates and traffic, organization and finance, and valuations of 
carrier property, the Commission is engaged in a vast body of activi
ties which are largely of a routine administrative character---..lthough, 
even in these instances, the assertion of quasi-judicial and legislative 
authority is by no means always absent, and the results frequently find 
their way into the published reports. The chief expressions of this ac
tivity consist in the exercise of general investigatory power, the regu
lation of service, both under normal conditions and in emergency 
situations, the enforcement of the safety acts, the promulgation and 
supervision of accounting practices and the compilation of statistical 
data, participation in penalty suits and criminal prosecutions, and the 
administration of numerous miscel1aneous enactments. The present 
survey of the extent and diversity of the Commission's tasks will in
clude these various administrative activities, along with the major 
fields previously indicated which will be subjected to analysis and ap
praisal, from a substantive standpoint, in succeeding chapters. While 
little emphasis will be placed at this juncture upont"e direction which 
the performance of all these tasks has taken, an indication of their 
character and, wherever possible, some measurement of their volume, 
will help focus attention upon the variety of undertakings with which 
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the Commission is charged and upon the aggregate load which it is 
compelled to carry. 

St. RATES AND TRAFFIC 

The settlement of rate controversies has, from the beginning, con
stituted the Commission's central task, and it remains its dominant 
activity to the present time. But no exact measurement is available of 
the volume of the Commission's work involving problems of rates 
and traffic. Neither formal nor informal cases, running in the aggre
gate into many thousands annually, are classified on the basis of sub
ject-matter. Since, however, the vast bulk of the proceedings handled 
by the Bureau of Formal Cases and by the Bureau of Informal Cases 
does in fact deal with controversies as to rates, charges, and traffic 
practices, the growth and present extent of the complaints coming be
fore these bureaus provide a reasonably adequate index of the magni
tude of the Commission's rate-regulating activity. 

The Bureau of Informal Cases seeks, among other things, to adjust 
rate differences, particularly those centering about the interpretation 
of tariffs, between carriers and shippers, by means of correspond~ 
ence.' No formal procedure is followed, no orders are issued, and no 

1 The earliest reference to the work of this bureau, which was men simply a part 
of the Operating DivUion, was as foUows: "One method of the Commission requUos 
specia1 notice; tha, is, the informal investigotion of grie ....... set forth in the .."".. 
.pondena: of shippen. The usual eoune is to ..roy the ... ......." of the eomplaio2ot 
IS far as it is possible to do so in the office of the Commission; then if the complaiat 
appears to posse5$ merit the anien coocerned arc caJled upon to make a starement iD 
relation to the matter or settle with the complainant if the &as so require. nus en
deavor to adjust differences between carriers and shippers without formality, delay, ,. 
.. pense .... been attended with very satis&aory resulu, and this is espcciaIly uue of 
the setdemen' of overcharges." A •• wi Repon •• 89:0, p. 9. 10 a Ia .... Jq>Ort the Qxn
mission made dear the dilf ....... belWeeo these informal proceedinga and the J<gO
Iarly contested cues, indicating the legal basis for this dilferenliatinn: ""The work of 
the Commission which pertains din:a:ly to regulation involves two distina kinds of 
proc:<dure: One based upon formal petitinos filed with the CGmmisaioa DOder JeCboo 
'3 of the law, and involving "'gular bearing and investigation. the preparatiDo of • 
Jq>Ort setting forth the maraial W:ts found and coodusioDl reached by the Comroio
lion. and issuance of an order dismissing the case or dirtaing the carrier or carric:n 
eomplaioed against to _ the .. te or praaicc: which may be beJd uoIawfiJI. The 
other kind of procedun: arisea in the perfOrtllalla by the CommistiDo of its duty, UD

der the IWelfib seetiDo, to 'ezeegte and eoforee the provisions of the act,' and n:Iatcs 
to eomplaints presented by Iettor, the ezaotiDatiDo of tarilIio DO file in the olIice in eon· 
nectioo with such complaints, and correspondence with shippen and c:arric:n concern.· 
ing the same. Complaints of the Iaau dasa an: c:alled informal eomplaiob to dis-
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binding effect attaches to the resulting adjustments." In addition to 
the disposition of such complaints, this bureau also entertains special 
docket applications, whereby shippers, with the consent of the car
riers, seek through informal procedure to collect reparation claims re
sulting from admitted overcharges.8 The Bureau of Formal Cases, on 

linguish them from the formal pennons or complaints which constitute the basis of 
CODtestcd. cases." ilnnM Report, 1901, po 17 • 

• The charaaer of these informal complaints has been further described by the 
Commission as follows: "'No order can be is.sIbl upon an informal complaint and in~ 
quiry. The main object of Ihzt method of procedure is the speedy disposilion, through 
oettlements, reuljustments plainly r<quirod by the statute, or advice given by the Com· 
mission, of matters in which regulation is demanded, and thus to limit the Dumber of 
contested cues upon the doeket. It would be an injusliee to complaining shippen and 
communities, amounting frequendy to deo.ial of relkf, to compel the institutioD of a 
n:gu1ar proceeding every time cause of complaint is brought to the attention of the 
Commissionj and the Dumber of cases requiring the hearing of witnesses, oral or 
written argument, and formulated decision would probably be greatct than the Com
mUsion could dispose of ptopctly or without intolerzble delay •• The great mass of 
complaints ... bandied and disposed of by the Commission by preliminary invemga. 
Gon and correspondeDcc or conference with carriers and shippen. The mattcn con
sidered and acted upon in this way taDgc from overcharges upon .mall shipments to 
rate relatioD.l affecting the interests of entire communities, and arc of the same nature 
as tho .. which lind theis way to the regular ease doeket of the Commission." Ibid. 
See, also, Annul RqorI. 1907, p. 120. 

• So important did these proceedings become, Ihzt a spccial Division of Claims was 
established, "chasged with the invesngalion of claims involving reparalion by the ear· 
rier to the shipper on account of alleged overcharge due to the application of excessive 
and untcaJOnable rates, misrouting, ea:., which may be settled OD informal complaint 
and are adjustable under the rules ptomulgated by the Commission." A ...... Rqon. 
Ig08, p. 10. This Division of Claims wu later made part of the Division of Cozre.. 
opondenee and Claims (A •• rt4l Report. 1916, p •• ), and is now the Special Doclo:t 
seelion of the Bureau of Ioformal Cases (A •• rt4l Report. 1920, p. 4')' The origin of 
tbia Special Docket bas been described by the Commission as follows: ''Soon aJior the 
passage of the Hepburn Aa. the Commission annouoned that in order to assist in the 
..women< of certain claims of shippen against carrion, and as a ptaelical means of 
disposing with ptomptnesa of all informal complain .. that might otherwise develop 
into formal complainu, and in connection wUh which the unreuonableucu of the 
rate or regulatiOD iI admitted by the interested carrier or carrien: it would OD full jo.. 
formalion authorize adjustment by .pcciaI order if all the &ru and coodiIioas ...... 
ranted .oeb aeIion. A spccial doc:ket was, therefore, provided Ii>< tbia bruda of the 
Commission's work, and all claims involving reparation on in.JOroW COIDpbiaa: wc:rc 
placed upon tbia docket, given a number, and invealigaud. This dod.a bas lP'0WIl 
from No. I, on January I, 19D'1 (the clate on wbiclt tbe CommiMioa', lira reparaliool 
order was issued),. ~ No. 8755, on ~ I" ,~.' "" ..... lie,.,.,. ,_ pp. 
5&-'9. The Commission found warnnt Ii>< III _ ID thac reparaliool gsea .. the 
SpcciaI Docket in the oame authority wbiclt it ....a..d in fDrmal ~ .... 
might be well to .tate," the Commission wnlioued, "that while ..... -... IOnrd 
OD this docket are adjusted in an informal DWUIeI'. this tpeciaJ cIoc:ka: ....... ... 
formal docket w:ept in respect to tbe fOrm of pleadings and the dw ...... of die 
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the other hand, is concerned with proceedings which involve con
tested issues and which result in the Commission's published reports. 
The handling of these proceedings generally follows the formal 
course of complaint, answer, hearing, argument, and decision-neces
sitating, in most instances, the issuance of an order; and it is the dis
position of these cases, in face of complicated and far-reaching con
troversies as to the reasonableness, both absolute and relative, of 
charges and practices, that constitutes the Commission's major task in 
the field of rates and traffic. 

The following table presents data evidencing the growth and pres
ent volume of the Commission's work as reflected in these informal 
and formal proceedings. They include, by years, as far as available, the 
number of informal complaints, the number of special docket appli
cations, the number of formal complaints, the number of hearings, 
and the number of pages of testimony taken.' 

This table (p. 9) indicates at a glance both the growth of the Com
mission's formal and informal dockets and the magnitude of the pre
vailing task in this field. The course of formal complaints, which im
pose the most important demands upon the Commission, reveals these 
elements with particular significance. It is obvious that the volume of 
the Commission's work came to assume substantial proportions with 
the passage of the Hepburn amendments in 1!J06, when the Commis
sion's jurisdiction was extended and mandatory powers were con
ferred upon it. During 190'1> the first full year of the operation of 
these amendments, the number of informal complaints grew from 
1,002 to 4>382-more than a four-fold increase in the single year. But 

hearing. The Commission can not on the special docket exceed the authority CXCf# 

cised by it on the formal docket. nor may it omit any requirement with respect to 
cases on the special docket that the law imposes on it in the disposition of cases on the 
formal docket. In all cases, whether on the formal or the informal docket, the law re~ 
quires a complaint and answer and a full hearing, and provides that where cLimap 
arc awarded the report of the Commission sball include the findiDgs of fact on which 
the award is made. The Commission has endeavored to simplify the procedure on the 
special docket by accepting the application of the carrier as the eqUivalent of a c:om~ 
plaint and answer, and by acct.:pting as a sufficient compliance with the requircmcnu 
of section J 5 for a full hearing its admission that the rate charged under the circum· 
stances then existing was unreasonable." Ibid.1 p. 59. 

"The figures in this table, as well as in all subsequent tables appearing in this chap" 
ter, have been compiled from the Commission's annual rcpom to Congress. While 
some minot inconsistencies appear in the figures as presented in the reports, their utility 
fOf our purposes is Dot impaired thefeby. 
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TABLE I 

INFOllMAL AND POlUdAL CASES 

Speeial Ptlgesof 
l·ro,.,."r doe~ .. Formal Helll'ings kstimony 

y., """,ma.u .pplie"; ... eomplainu held 14k .. 

1900 20 
1901 19 
1902 351 38 
1903 462 84 
1904 425 62 
1905 503 65 
1906 1,002. 82 
19rYJ 4,382 41, 
1908 4,640 3,789 554 
1909 4>435 4>406 1,097 
1910 3,840 5,102 660 737 65,190 

19" 4,325 5,653 881 '943 95,000 
1912 6,550 ·6,009 755 1,154 ]25,000 

1913 7,600 6>130 1,023 1>401 140 ,000 

1914 7,880 5,991 1,154 1,6rYJ 179,569 
1915 6,500 6,690 964 1,543 200,438 
1916 4,939 6,040 854 1,485 154>488 
1917 5,300 4,883 6,1 1,228 210,133 
1918 5>458 2,761 456 596 104,983 
1919 4>450 1,885 838 839 106,591 
1920 4,208 1,798 1,040 1,3°3 15°,986 
1921 7,811 2,35° 1>487 1,616 185,111 
1922 4,371 4,692 1,264 1,862 227,037 
1923 6>405 5,543 1,160 1,883 248,383 
1924 6,876 7,098 1.343 1,479 226,234 
1925 6,871 7,032 1,505 1,5°2 246,069 
19z6 7,840 8,076 1,524 1,584 302,875 
1927 7,578 9,393 1,561 1,600 291,299 
1928 8,211 Il,722 1,693 1>415 319,557 
1929 7,339 11,843 1,520 1,355 219,519 
1930 6,651 11,568 1>412 1>491 217,621 
1931 6,352 10,736 1,021 1,188 206,4rYJ 
1932 4,159 8,362 971 1,192 239,812 
1933 3,164 7,801 741 1,028 184>476 
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even a sharper increase in formal complaints followed: their number 
grew from 82 to 415, more than a five-fold increase as between I!)OO 
and 1907; and these 415 formal complaints exceeded the aggregate of 
such complaints fi1ed during the preceding seven years. From then on 
the growth in volume has been persistent and substantial. The appar
ent drop in 1910, as compared with 1909, was due to the consolidation 
of all cases involving substantially the same subject-matter into the 
same docket number, on and after July 2, 1909. The decreases during 
the war years were the result of the abnormal situation then prevail
ing. These were years of industrial prosperity, with constantly rising 
prices, and the level of railroad rates, as evidenced by the large finan
cial deficits incurred during the period of Federal Control, Jailed to 
reflect the increased operating costs incurred by the carriers. Further
more, the roads were managed by the Government for a period of 
more than two years, with the authority of the Commission subordi
nated to that of the Railroad Administration in many respects; and 
patriotic motives as well as motives of business expediency were 
largely operative: some interests withheld complaints because of a de
sire to coOperate with the authorities under the exigencies of war con
ditions, while others preferred to wait till the roads were returned to 

their private owners in the expectation that success would more 
readily attend their efforts at rate readjustments with the carriers 
rather than the Government as the defending parties. But with the 
termination of Federal Control, with the passage of the Transporta
tion Act, and with the extension of the 0lmmission's authority re
sulting from the new enactment, the number of complaints, both 
formal and informal, sharply increased. The complete effect was not 
felt till 1921, the first full year of the operation of the statute; and, 
with some fluctuations, there were further substantial increases in the 
years following. Only with the great curtailment of trallic resulting 
from the economic depression did a marked decline follow in these 
various indices of the extent of the Commission's tasks. It is signifi
cant, as bearing upon the permanence of the regulatory process, that 
after more than forty-five years of activity on part of the Commission, 
the complaints and applications involving rates and charges and the 
controversies springing therefrom are as numerous as they are now. 
Since 1920 the Commission has received annually, on the average, 
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6,274 informal complaints, 7,715 special docket applications, and 1>303 
formal complaints; and each year during that period, on the average, 
it has held 1",64 hearings and has taken 233,242 pages of testimony. 

The proceedings handled by the bureaus of formal and informal 
cases, it has been pointed out, are not confined to matters involving 
rates and traffic. As a means, therefore, of indicating the volume of 
some of the Commission's work which is specifically applicable to 
this field, reference will also be made to the extent of the more itn
portant activities of the Bureau of Traflic, which has jurisdiction 
"over all matters dealing direcdy with the charges for transportation 
and transmission, by freight, passenger, express, pipe-line, and tele
graph service, other than proceedings on the formal docket and com· 
plaints handled by the bureau of informal cases."s Tbe units of this 
bureau the work of which is measurable to some extent in statistical 
terms are the Section on Tariffs, the Released Rates Committee, the 
Suspension Board, and the Fourth Section Boru;d. The Section on 
Tariffs not only receives, checks, classifies, and files tariff schedules 
and other documents, but handles applications for authority to pub
lish rates and charges on less than the statutory notice of 30 nays and 
for waiver of the usual rules of tariff publication; the Released Rates 
Committee considers applications for authority to establish rates de
pendent upon the declared or agreed value of the commodity trans· 

• An"UIIl Report, 1921, p. 34. The Division of Rates and Transportation, mentioned 
as early as 1892, of which this bureau is an outgrowth, was originally described as 
follows: 1'The division of rates and transportation has charge of the tariffS, contracts, 
classifications, and other documents filed with the Commission under section 6 of the 
act. The general work of this division includes the recording and acknowlcdgmc.nt of 
documeDti received from the carriers, the examination, indexing. and filing of the 
variow papers, and the correspondence resulting from WIurc on the part of carriers 
to meet the requirements of the act and orders of the Comrniuion in the constrUction 
and filing of tariffs; also the preparation of data and information regarding rates for 
use in connection with complaints, and keeping of various records and other special 
work .. ' A"nual Report, 1899, pp. 49-50. In 1920 the Bureau of Traffic as such was 
established, and many aignificant activities growing out of the development of the 
Commission', power. were entrusted to it. "In the rearrangement of our forces to meet 
the increased duties laid upon us by the transportation act and contemporaneous legis
lation," said the Commission, .. the bureau of traffic was organized. In this bureau we 
have consolidated the several board.. sections, and divisions which have heretofore 
dealt with the publication and filing of tariffi:; the suspension of rates pending investi .. 
gation; applications for relief from the provisions of section 4 of the act; the clauifia ... 
tion of freight; express charges; and practically all matters affecting charges for trans. 
portation other than proceedings on our formal docket, and complaints of an informal 
character handled by our bureau of informal cases." Annllal hporl, 1920, p. 4:1. 
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ported; the Suspension Board handles requests for the suspension of 
proposed changes in rates and charges; the Fourth Section Board, as 
its name implies, considers applications for authority to depart from 
prohibitions of that section, and particularly for relief from the so
called long-and-short-haul clause. In connection with these activities, 
in so far as they involve the exercise of discretionary power rather 
than mere administrative routine, the bureau simply acts in an ad
visory capacity to the Commission, as it does also in formal rate pro
ceedings involving large matters of policy. "In dealing with these 
matters it investigates, conducts hearings when necessary, prepares 
reports, and makes recommendations concerning their disposition.'" 
In the following tables data are presented indicating the volume of 
these activities. 

Table II (p. 13) shows, for the years 1920 to 1933, inclusive, the 
number of tariff publications filed annually which contain changes 
in freight, passenger, express, and pipe-line rates and in classification 
ratings; the number of certificates of concurrence filed in connection 
with the publication of joint rates; the number of tariff schedules re
jected because of failure to give the required statutory notice; the 
number of applications for authority to file changes in rates, fares, 
and charges without the required statutory notice or without adher
ence to other rules of tariff publication; and the number of rate 
memoranda prepared for the use of shippers, the Commission, or 
other departments of the Government. 

From the standpoint of the sheer volume of activity involved, these 
figures speak for themselves. Their fluctuations can be largely ex
plained as the effects of far-reaching rate determinations by the Com
mission, or as the results of unstable economic and transportation 
conditions. The large number of tariff publications filed in 1920 and 
1922, for example, sprang from the exigencies of the general rate ad-

e Annual &pon. 1925. p. 42. '"The bureau also acts in an advisory capacity," COD~ 
tinued the CommissioD. "in connection with the disposition of many formal caxs, 
especially those involving general policies and the more important and extensive rate 
adjwtments. ]n connection with suspended tate schedules and with other (ate adjust
ments contemplated by the carriers, or sought by shippers. it h.aJ been instrumenw in 
aD increasing Dumber of instances in securing a satis&ctory informal adjustment of dif. 
pules between carrien and shippen, thus avoiding the delay and es:pc:we incident to 
the disposition of formal proceedings:' 
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TABLE U 

TAIUPP ACTIVITIES 

TIIri[fi 
reieckd Applicoti"'1 

torW_o' 10 /ile willt~ Rate 
TIIri[fi Concur7'meel ~qllintl oUl requirnl mmJortIIJda 

y..,. til •• (il •• notice notia p'.p.,... 

1920 135>426 87,763 3,306 2,524 5,146 
1921 103,741\ 201,656 2,165 4,6"9 6,574 
1922 135>433 98,082 2,034 5,475 8,537 
1923 94,780 67,200 1,919 4,167 9,307 
1924 89.955 64>1~ I,IOI 4,784 12>430 
1925 90,045 44,754 977 5,560 12,717 
1926 84,748 42>833 968 5,216 8,336 
1927 94.942 35,680 1.144 5.549 12,284 
1928 93.672 29.185 970 6,317 IZ,188 
1929 100,569 39,085 1,066 6,"96 10.879 
1930 II 0,583 37,813 1,327 '6,534 9,786 
1931 110,420 26,833 1,J19 8,287 9.893 
1932 156,994 23,988 6,345 II,829 
1933 1140287 38,757 1,006 12,569 6,426 

vances' and general rate reductions· of those years. More recently, 
the pressure of competition by alternative carrying agencies, particu-

TIna-eased 1UzIes. 19~. 58 I.C.C. 220. Note the following: "The work of the bu
reau has been especially heavy and important during the past year. The increases au
thorized. in lnerellSed RIltes, 1920, supra, were allowed to become effective by the pub
lication of supplements to all existing tarim. the supplements containing percentage 
tables under which the increased rates ace computed. As anticipated, these general in
creases not only have called for many important readjustments of the rates themselves 
... but, because of the impossibility of publishing the increased rates specifically and 
the necessity of usmg percentage tables, have added greatly to the difficulty of ascer
taining the legal rates and charges, thereby materially increasing the number of COD

troversies between shippers and carriers . ... To remove the difficulties caused by use 
of percentage tables in increasing the rates we have required carriers to reissue their 
tarifiS as promptly as possible and therein to state the rates specifically. TariffS contain
ing 432.220 pages of rates, rules. and regulations were so supplemented following 
lnt:r~tuetl RAus. '930, supra. and of these tariffS 300,320 pages have been reissued to 
bring them into conformity with our tariff rules up to and including September I, 

J931. the latesl period available, leaving 132,209 pages yet to be reissued. This work 
under our instructions should be completed by March 1. 1922." Annual Report, J92J, 

P·35· 
8 Retlw:ttl Ratu, 1922, 68 I.c.e. 616. Note the following: ""During June approxi-
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larly under the prevailing conditions of gready restricted traffic, has 
not only expanded the number of rate changes filed, but has in
creased very substantially the number of applications for authority to 
depart from the statutory requirements with respect to notice; and 
these developments have been in harmony with the Commission's 
policy of expediting specifi~ rate readjustments, especially in a down
ward direction, ·which are designed to enhance railroad revenues.· 
Some of the tariff activities represented by the above figures, while 

mately 34,000 tariff' publications comprising in the aggregate 375,391 pages were 
filed, most of them in compliance with our findings in Reduced Rates, 1922. To at 
ford shippers the benefit of the reduced rates at the earliest possible dare and to mini· 
mize the expensc to the carriers. these reduced rates were allowed to be filed on short 
notice, the Commission waiving its rules governing the construction of wifJi for the 
purpose, with the proviso that within a specified period new tariffi must be filed con .. 
fanning with out rules." AnnUlll Rrport. 192.2, p. 46. 

8 During the depression of 1921 the Commission said: ·'It has been our policy, in 
dealing with rate readjustments, to encourage such cbanges as would tend promptly to 
relieve the existing depression of business in so far as changes in transportation c:harges 
may effect this result. Pursuant to this policy we have allowed changes in rates to be 
published upon less than the statutory 30 days' notice in a greater number of c.ases 
and under mote liberal rules than heretofore. The requests therefor received from car· 
ners numbered 4,609 as compared with 2,524 in the prcccding year, and approxi. 
mately 95 per cent were granted. In addition, 2,1'65 schedules tendered for filing were 
rejected as compared with 3,306 in the preceding period:' ifnn1l4llhp01'l~ 19:n, p. 35· 
A similar policy has been followed in the current depression. In 1931, out of 8,287 
applications for special permission to establish rates or Ures on less than statutory no
tice, or for waiver of other taritt:publishing rules, 7.091 were granted by specific or· 
decs; in 1932. 10,209 were grant~ out of 11,829; in 1933, 11,190 were granted, out 
of 12,569. ifnnuallhporu: 1931, p. 64; 1932, p. 85; 1933, p. ~f'. Note, allO, the fol· 
lowing from Fifiem p~ Cent Care; 1931; 178 I.e.c. 539, at pp. 577-578": -10 addi· 
tion to these pending revisions and others which are in progress on our docket, we 
believe that the traffic departments of the railroadi' should address themselves to the 
task of making such changes in the rates on particular kinds of traffic u will, in their 
judgment after careful analysis of all attendant circumstances. produce additional 
revenue and which can be supported as reasonable under existing CODditions. This doe. 
not necessarily mean increases in rates. It is quite likely that there are now many tate. 
which will produce more revenue if they are reduced, and we include in this category 
rates which we ourselves have prescribed as maxima. Some such rate. have already 
been reduced, but we fear that there is at times a reluctance on the part of traffic: of6· 
cers, because of possible contingent effects. to cut below these rates even when they 
believe that the result would be to railroad advantage. But in addition to reductions it 
is not at all unlikely that there are a considerable number of rates which can reasonably 
be advanced substantially. even under present conditions. If tarim are filed. in accord~ 
ance with this suggestion, proposing changes in rates upon particular movemeng or 
kinds of tratlic, we .hall be guided. in determining whether they shall be IUSpeaded. 
DO' only by the statements filed in support .ad protest, bu. oIso, in part, by our own 
general knowledge and the r=Jrd in this proceeding as bearing on the particular kind 
of traflic in question. • • • And to the extent that suspension proceedings are initiated, 
we shall apedi .. their disposition." 
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largc1y handled by subordinates under supervision, are not merely 
routine matters, nor are they elearly separable from the Commission's 
other regulatory processes. 

Table m sets forth, for the years 1920 to 1926, inclusive (no data 
being published for later years), the number of applications received 
annually by the Commission seeking authority to establish and main
tain rates dependent upon declared or agreed values. 

TABLE m 
RELEASED UTE APPLICATIONS 

1920 

Applications filed 128 
192 1 

210 

1923 1924 1925 1926 

165 61 56 44 

It will be recalled that limitations upon the liability of carriers for 
full loss, damage, or injury caused by them to commodities trans
ported is prohibited, but that such liability may be limited in case of 
rates dependent upon declared or agreed values, provided such rates 
are authorized by the Commission.'· The number of these applica
tions has varied, during the period, from a maximum of 210 to a 
minimum of 440 and the applications for approval have generally 
been disposed of without formal hearing." Both the relatively small 
numbers of these applications and their noticeable decline in the lat
ter portion of the period can be explained, in considerable measure, 
by the Commission's issuance of general orders, rather liberal in char
acter, which removed the necessity of filing applications in many 
instances.12 

10 Sec Part I, chap. iii, note 5. 
11 But sec ReletIHtl R4Us 0tJ SkJ~ in the Southeast, 93 J.C.C. go (1924). 
11 By Releued RAtes Orin- No. J,JI, for example, it was provided that where au .. 

thority had once been granted to establish and maintain rel .... d rates, "changes in 
rates, ratings, or carload minimum weights may be established thereafter and filed 
under authority of the original order without sec::uring new released rates orders, pro
viding that rules. regulations, or descriptions of the commodity or commodities to be 
affected or the declared or agreed value or values on which the same are dependent 
ace not changed, and, provided further. that other routes or points of origin or destina
tion are not added:' But for the promulgation of this order, "probably more applica
tio .. would have been made." A •• UAl Report. '92" pp. 41-42. Subsequcndy the 
situation wu still further liberalized. In the words of the Commission: "Our released 
rates orden have hitherto been limited in their application to specific routes and points 
of origin and destination, but during the past year we have issued orders granting 
genua! twentieth section relid' in connection with the transportation of livestock 
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Table IV presents data, for the years 1910 to 1933, inclusive, as fat 
as available, concerning suspension proceedings. 

TABLl! tv 
SUSPENSJON PROCEEDINGS 

Pro~JIJ Proc«dhsgr 
Susp~tui()nl StupewiOIU Suspnlsio,y Dtherwilf! institukdoll 

y, ... ~qtMlleri grantd "'MId di'/H>tdo' I.Ir S. dotka 

1910 25 
191I 43 
1912 120 

1913 159 
1914 204 
'915 199 
1916 223 

1917 196 
19,8 10 

19I9 0 

1920 140 66 70 4 66 

I921 444 207 168 69 207 
1922 570 257 181 '32 257 
1923 639 270 201 168 270 

1924 667 316 180 171 316 

1925 656 275 201 180 275 
19"6 643 ,"68 169 206 268 

'92 7 590 215 183 192 2 15 
1928 541 195 105 181 195 
1929 539 193 165 181 193 
1930 487 157 ,87 143 157 
'93' 439 123 195 12' 123 
193'" 6.6 198 266 162 '75 
1933 .f61 105 '"32 '24 98 

chieBy valuable fur ,.ang. bCC<ding. >how purpotes, or • .,,'" .peciaI ...... .nd of 
hou .. hoJd good. or <migrant mo •• ble> •••• A number of individu.al appli<>tio ... fOe 
relief from the: provisiont of section 2() as to tbete (()mmodiries were withdra'WD when: 
the gemral orden were issued. and it is bc:licved that these otdcts will rewJt in a sub.-
"""rial -.. in the rotaI number of application. hied in the rotu, .... <1.#.,./ III,..,.. 
19".3. p. 42~ For a decruse. as a ttsult o( ~ Commissioo'. decisioo ill Gold Hwan 
Mining CD. v. Dirmor G<nn-tJ~ 63 1.CC. -Zj4 (Jg:n), of tM number of applicaUonr 
covering ore:s and <=CeIllra .... see ihiJ .. pp. _43. 
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The power to suspend changes in rates, charges, and tariff provi
sions, pending investigation, was first conferred upon the Commis
sion in '9'0; and the present extent of the Commission's activity in 
this field, as in that of formal and informal cases, can best be gauged 
in terms of its growth from the very beginning. The exercise of the 
suspension power involves two distinct stages: first, a decision, with 
or without hearing, as to whether the protested change will be sus
pended; and second, in the event of suspension, the disposition of the 
case after investigation as in other formal proceedings. Accordingly, 
data are presented not only as to the number of instances, annually, 
in which changes were protested and suspensions asked, but also as 
to the number of proceedings instituted, as a result of suspensions 
granted, on the Investigation and Suspension Docket. Up to '920, 
only the latter information is available; for the period since that time, 
the information includes also the number of suspensions requested 
and their preliminary disposition. It will be noted that there has been 
a marked growth in both directions, despite the 'sharp break of the 
war period and the fact of some decline during the past few years. In 
'9'0 the proceedings instituted on the Investigation and Suspension 
Docket numbered 25; in '933 the number was 98, but during inter
vening years it had grown to twice or three times this number. Simi
larly, the number of suspensions requested grew from '40 in '920 to 
46, in '933, with intervening periods of considerably greater volume. 
From the standpoint of the extent of the Commission's tasks, it is 
significant to note that, in addition to complaints received in informal 
and formal cases, requests for suspension have averaged 53' annually 
since '920, and formal proceedings resulting therefrom have averaged 
201 annually. 

Finally, Table V (p. 18) presents data for the years '910 to '933, 
inclusive, as far as available, concerning fourth-section applications . 
. While a long-and-short-haul clause had been included in the origi
nal Act to Regulate Commerce, its effectiveness, as we have seen, was 
destroyed by judicial interpretation. Not until '9'0 was this species of 
local discrimination and certain allied practices prohibited in un
equivocal terms, with express authority in the Commission, upon ap
plication and after investigation, to grant relief from the operation of 
the section and to prescribe the extent of such relief. Essentially the 
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TABLE V 

POURTH·SECTION APPLICATIONS 

Orders;" Orders in Number of 
relponle to resptmlt!to original 5,OJI 

ApplicaliotU Total orders origina/S.O]1 subsequent applications 
Year filed nlterea applications applications remaining 

'9'0 5,031 
19" 693 450 
19'2 1,993 1,828 
19'3 1,252 1,256 
1914 950 1,086 
1915 673 822 
1916 524 1,028 

'917 299 7'3 
1918 265 453 
'919 51 182 

'920 201 200 88 107 
1921 409 426 46 380 2,269 
1922 180 330 II4 216 1,767 
1923 219 357 277 80 1,240 
1924 II6 217 136 79 1,068 
1925 226 332 58 268 927 
1926 209 192 50 138 889 
1927 276 248 41 205 802 
1928 329 285 13 266 776 
1929 370 290 44 239 7II 
1930 239 240 60 175 649 
1931 362 271 74 197 554 
1932. 363 3II 50 261 107 
1933 422 336 41 

situation has remained unchanged since that time, although the 
Transportation Act of 1920 imposed certain specific limitatiOns, 
which had been previously applied in considerable measure, upon the 
exercise of the Commission's discretion.18 It is necessary, however, to 
differentiate between the applications filed immediately following the 
enactment of the 1910 legislation and those subsequendy submitted. 
The amended long-and-short-haul provisions were to become effec-

II See Annual Report, 1920. pp. 41-48. 
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tive sixty days after June 18, 1910, the date of the approval of the act; 
but no cbanges in rates or fares then in force were to be required by 
reason of the amendment for a period of six months, nor until appli
cations for relief filed with the Commission bad been acted upon. In 
other words, the filing of applications served to stay the statute-that 
is, as far as then-existing violations of the fOUIth section were con
cerned, carriers were protected by their applications until eacb had 
been investigated and acted upon by the Commission. Under these 
terms, the carriers bad until February 17, 19II, to file applications for 
relief; and during this period 5,031 such applications were filed, many 
of them "exceedingly voluminous and intricate, involving thousands 
of rates and many different situations."" Subsequent applications for 
fourth-section relief have been designed to meet newly developing 
situations. It will be noted that for a number of years new applica
tions on this dockct were forthcoming in very large numbers, rising 
as high as 1993 and 1252> respectively, in 1912 and 1913. With the de
velopment of the Commission's policies and practices in the premises, 
the numbers of new applications have shown a marked decrease, 
though they still add very substantially to the weight of the Commis
sion's tasks. Since 1920 these new applications, generally involving 
formal disposition, have averaged 280 annually.10 It is worthy of note, 
furthermore, as bearing upon the extent and difficulty of this admin
istrative task, that despite the growing crystallization of the Commis
sion's views and the sweeping rate readjustments effected in many 

140 A."ruJ kpon. 1911, p. 20. 

11 The sharp decrease in the Dumber of applications during the war years, and par~ 
ticularly in 1919, was due in large measure to the policy of the Railroad Administra
tion: 1'The operation of the transportation systems of the country by the Director 
General of Railroads under the Federal control act has had a marked effect upon the 
applications for relief from the requirements of the fourth section of the act to1 regu
late commerce. The Direc[or General has, in important instances, declined to defend 
carrier,' applications for relief under the fourth section, but requested relief in a few 
instances. The applications filed have been in the main on behalf of carriers Dot under 
Federal coDtrol, and as these carriers form in the aggregate but a small part of the 
transportation system of the COUDtry, and have comparatively few situations where 
such relief is necessary, the number of applications has been less than in previous 
years." Annual ~port. 19J9, p. 26. In the year following, however, the Commission 
declared: "Since the return on March I last of the transportation systems to corporate 
control and the renewal of more active competition between individual carriers there 
has been a great and growing increase in the number of these applications." .Annual 
Report. '9.0, p. 48. 
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parts of the country, the complete disposition of the original 5,031 
applications was not effected till 1934> after the lapse of almost a quar
ter of a century. 

S2. ORGANIZATION AND FINANCE 

Not until the passage of the Transportation Act of 1920 was the 
Commission end<;>wed with power over matters of organization and 
finance; the Commission's activity in this field constitutes one of the 
newer phases of its prevailing authority. The 1920 legislation, as has 
been indicated, involved the assumption of aflirmative public respon
sibilities toward the carriers. This was made manifest by many of its 
provisions, and particularly by those establishing a rule of rate·mak
ing, those looking to the formulation and execution of a consolidation 
plan, and those involving the control of service and facilities. But in 
order that this end of maintaining an adequate national transporta
tion system might be effectively achieved, it was also necessary that 
additional restraints be imposed upon the carriers. These restraints, 
touching largely upon matters of organization and finance, were di
rected against the managements of the roads in relation to the prop
erties under their control, as distinguished from the restraints which 
had been traditionally imposed upon the carriers in relation to their 
dealings with shippers and other users of the transportation service. 
In order, for example, that the railroads might be permitted to earn 
the /air return contemplated by the statute, it was deemed essential 
that the construction of unnecessary ne~ lines be prevented; simi
larly, in order that the credit of the carriers might be maintained and 
the continuous flow of necessary new capital might be forthcoming, 
it was deemed essential that unsound financial structures and specu
lative manipulation of securities be prevented. With such considera
tions by way of impetus, numerous powers and duties were conferred 
upon the Commission in this field. The activity incident to these 
duties and powers involves participation in a wide range of mana
gerial affiUrs (for the most part by passing upon applications of the 
carriers for authority to pursue proposed courses of action), and ne
cessitated the organization, in 1920, of a new administrative unit, the 
Bureau of Finance, for these special tasks"" 

18 See Annual kport. 19ZO, pp. 26-33. 
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In this bureau was vested jurisdiction over a great variety of mat
ters: the issuance of certificates of public convenience and necessity 
for new lines, extensions of old lines, acquisitions for operation, and 
abandonments; the approval of acqnisitions of control of one carrier 
by another, and the authorization of consolidations; the recovery of 
earnings in excess of a &ir return, and the maintenance and adminis
tration of a general railroad contingent fund with the proceeds of 
such recovery; the regulation of security issues and of the assumption 
of financial obligations; the reimbursement of deficits incurred dur
ing the period of Federal Control, the execution of the guaranty of 
income made available to carriers for six months after the termination 
of Federal Control, and the extension of loans to carriers "during the 
period inlmediately following the resumption of private operation. 
Similar in character to the execution of some of the above functions, 
is the activity of the Commission in authorizing interlocking direc
torates and pooling arrangements. In the aggr~gate these activities 
not only constitute a highly significant extension of the bounds of the 
regulatory process, but they have added strikingly to the weight of 
the Commission's administrative tasks. Our primary concern here is 
to indicate their volume as far as possible. Even from the standpoint 
of their mere extent, however, it will be helpful to resort to some 
degree of classification of subject-matter. The Commission's activi
ties which centered about the termination of Federal Control, for ex

ample, were obviously of a purely transitional character. While they 
involved much exacting labor, they are for the most part concluded 
and now possess only an historical interest." Of the remaining activi-

11 The three major tasks involved in effecting the readjustments growing out of 
Federal Control were: first. the reimbursement of deficits; second, the administration 
of the transitional guarantyj and third, the extension of loans to carriers. First: Sec~ 
tion 204 of the Transportation Act provided that such carriers as had operated their 
own lines during any portion of the period of Federal Control should be reimbursed 
for the de6ciu sustained dwing such portion of the period. This provision was de
signed to meet the difficulties of the short lines which had been relinquished from 
control by the Director-General and had competed or connected with lines operated by 
the Government. By the end of 1931 an aggregate of 461 claims amounting to 
$:18,978,173 bad been filed; 451 claims. including 180 dismissals and 10 withdrawals, 
had been examined and settled; the certi1icales issued in settlement amounted to 
$10,428,:189.71; 10 claims. requiring approximately $500,000, remained outstanding. 
A.tltlrutl IUpott, 1931, pp. 10-11. See. also. A.tlnua/ IUportl: 193:1, pp. 46-47; 1933. 
pp. 40-41. For the development of the Commission's views as to the meaning of "deS· 
cit" in this connection, see Construction o/the Word "Deficit:' 66 I.C.C. 765 (19:1:1); 
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ties, one group deals largely with matters of organization and the 
other with matters of finance. An attempt will be made to indicate 
the magnitude or extent of the demands made upon the Commission 

Defici' Status of Bingham Ii; Garfield Ry. Co., 99 I.C.C. 724 ('9'5); Defici' Smle· 
menl with B., A. & P. Ry., 117 I.C.C. 780 (1927), affirmed in BUlle, A"tlCond. II 
Plldfi< Ry. Co. v. U. S., 6. Fed. (.d) 587 ('933). S«ond: Section 209 of the TranJ' 
portation Act provided for a guaranty to the carriers during the six months immedi· 
ately following the termination of Federal Control of an amount equal to one-half of 
the annual standard return guaranteed during the Federal Control period. Thil provi
sion was designed to overcome the di.fliculties of transition to private management 
before the necessary rate readjustments had been effected, and its applicability to any 
carrier was conditioned upon the filing of an acceptance of ill terms by IUch carrier on 
or before March IS, 1920. It was the duty of the Commission to ascertain the amounts 
duc and to certify them to the Sccrcwy of the Treasury. The number of carrier. 
availing themselves of this guaranty was 667; and claims were filed aggregating 
$680,000,000 under instructions promulgated in F;nJ SettlemnJl under Section 2D9i 
70 I.C.c. 711 ('92'). By the end of '93' an aggregate of 663 claim. had been oct· 
tied, including 140 dismissals; the total amount certified in connection with thCle 
claims was SS28,98S,S:n.20, and the aggregate sum disallowed was $15°,881.923.45; 
.f claims, requiring approximately $200.000, were still pending. Annual Rrport. 1931, 
pp. 11-12. See. also, Annual &ports: 1932, p. 41; 1933, p. 41. For the nature of 
IIOme of the issues involved in these proceedings, see Gtutrtmly SmlemnJI II/;t" G. N. 
Ry. Co., 991.C.C. 23' ('9'5), ,"I.C.C. 3.8 ('9.6); United Slate/V. Gmll North"" 
Ry. Co •• 287 U.S. 144 (1933). Third: Section 210 of the Transponation Act ICt up a 
revolving fund of $300,000,000, to be used for the extension of loans to neccssirouJ 
carriers during the period of transition. After hearing the Commission tentatively ap
portioned the fund to variow purposes for which loans were to be made, and in pass
ing upon applications of the carriers it also availed itself of the assistance of the A,uo. 
ciation of Railway Executives and of the American Short Line Association. Since no 
applications for loans could be entertained unless made prior to February 28, 192~ 
the fund has been in liquidation since that date. By the end of 1933. of the loam ag~ 
gregariag 5350,600,667, a IOtaI of $3'7,438,709.39 bad bcc.n repaid, IOgethcr with 
interest amounting to $89,663,041.10; unmatured loans amounted to $28,842,102.94-
and carriers were in defilult to the extent of $4,319,854.61 on principal and 57.6540" 
289.26 in interest payments. AlImuJ Report. 1933, pp. 41, 129. For the character of the 
Commission', activities in connection with loans to the railroads under the Recon" 
struction rmance Corporation Act of January 2~ 1932, see AnnU41 Reports: 1932, pp. 
121'-15,258; 1933, pp. 21-22. 129. At the end of 1933 the CommissWn mmmarized ill 
activities as follow.: ""The aggregate amount of loans approved by us onder thiJ act it 
$436,405.523 . .• • Since work under this act wu initiated in February 1932, applica~ 
tiom for loans have been filed by 145 carrien: or their receive ... or trusleet. Loans to 
81 of these applicants have been approved. For various IC3S0OI we were unable to 
approve loans on the appIic:atioDJ of 41 others, and in 23 cases the applicaboOl were 
dismissed usually with !he corucnt of !he appliants. Some of !he carriers have received 
more than one loan. In a few instances the diminishing teJOutCCI of the carricn and 
their inability 10 furnish acccpl2ble security for additioll2! 1_, have required denial. 
where earlier applicationa have been approved. Due apparendy to an improvement in 
bwincss conditiom affecting !he carricn, the need for fin2ncing them under thiJ act 
Iw diminished, as indicated by !he declining Dumber of applicatiom and !he with· 
drawal of other." (pp. 21-22). 
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in connection with each of the more important constituents of these 
two groups of activities. 

One source of the Commission's control of the organization of the 
carriers lies in its authority to grant or deny certificates of public con
venience and necessity for extensions, abandonments, and acquisi
tions for operation. Without prior application to the Commission and 
favorable action thereon, no carrier by railroad subject to the Inter
state Commerce Act can proceed in these ways to extend or curtail its 
operating plant or service. Although financial prohlems are inevitably 
involved in connection with every such application for authority, and 
although the administration of the relevant provisions is entrusted to 
the Bureau of Finance, the question of sanctioning or restraining the 
policies of the management with respect to organization for service 
constitutes the dominant issue in such proceedings, from the stand
point both of substantive ends and of the regulatory process. Because 
the welfare of entire communities may be involved, as against the 
property rights and managerial independence of the owners of the 
transportation mechanism, extended inquiry and delicate adjustments 
become necessary. Similarly, while the various tasks performed by the 
Commission which bear upon intercorporate relationships generally 
cannot escape the pressure of financial complications, the essential 
problem is one of organization, in terms both of maintaining- such 
competitive freedom as is deemed necessary and of effecting such 
unification of the transportation system as is believed to be in the 
public interest. The prohibition of pooling as between different and 
competing railroads, except upon specific approval of the Commis
sion, and the requirement that no person shall hold the position of 
officer or director of more than one carrier, except upon authoriza
tion of the Commission, but provide a basis for regulating informal 
coOperative activity. In addition, the provisions dealing with the con
solidation of the carriers into a limited number of systems, and with 
acquisitions of control through lease, stock ownership, or any other 
method not involving consolidation into a single system for owner
ship and operation, constitute a more definite departure from the tra
ditional policy of enforced competition, and are designed, through 
the supervised reorganization of carrier ownership and control, to 
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promote on a more permanent basis the affirmative purposes of the 
Transportation Act. In all these matters of organization the Commis
sion has been functioning actively since 1920. 

Table VI shows, for the years 1920 to 1933, inclusive, as far as the 
data are available, the number of applications filed for authority to 
construct new lines or to extend existing lines, together with the rail· 
road mileage involved; the number of applications filed for authority 
to abandon railroad lines or portions thereof, together with the mile
age involved; and the number of applications filed for authority to 
operate or to acquire and operate railroad lines, together with the 
mileage involved. 

TABLE VI 

CERTIFICATES OF CONVENIENCE AND NECESSITY 

Applications Mjl~/of Applications Mil"., ApplkmiotJl Miles., 
,Of' ,oatl ,Of' rotul (Of' rotul 

Y .... eztmsionl involved abtmdonmenu involved opn-alia" involved 

'920 ,6 9 
1921 39 40 
1922 53 2,94,·28 47 808-46 
1923 5° 2,9'4,51 36 964.94 28, 780-44 
1924 42 2,564.66 52 949.82 26 2,°52.56 
1925 73 3,5'2.50 57 883021 37 2,935-4° 
'926 51 1,28°,52 46 937"9 39 2,'49.29 
'927 41 ',257·73 56 792.26 49 15>34°.51 

'928 46 1,38°,79 53 752.21 58 3,3°1.48 
1929 79 3>307.26 69 834.92 58 3,19°.83 
1930 37 737.83 75 980.83 56 1,829·57 
1931 21 3'9·39 88 1,075·53 44 2,945,94 
'932 9 850.86 II4 2,28',42 34 2,°'9.83 
1933 12 491.29 '53 3,263.21 40 1,536.II 

It appears from the above table that on the average approximately 
ISO applications for certificates of convenience and necessity have 
been filed annually. The recent shrinkage in the number of applica
tions for extensions, as a result of the depression and of the competi
tion of other carrying agencies, has been more than offset by the in
creased number of applications for abandonments. During the period 
as a whole, on the basis of these somewhat incomplete figures, there 
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has been an aggregate of 1,933 applications for certificates--s~ for 
new construction, ll95 for abandonments, and 4~ for operation-the 
proposed extensions involving 21>559 miles of line, the proposed aban
donments involving 14524 miles of line, and the requests for author
ity to operate or to acquire and operate involving 38,082 miles of 
1ine.18 

Turning, now, to the activities touching upon intercorporate rela
tionships, we will note, first, the extent to which the Commission has 
been resorted to in connection with pooling arrangements and inter
locking directorates--the loose expedients involving some measure of 
carrier coOperation. Pooling arrangements can be disposed of sum
marily at this point. In view of the general prosperity of the roads 
prior to 1930, and in view of the possibility of preventing unduly low 
charges through the Commission's power over minimum rates, there 
have been but few proceedings requiring the Commission's approval 
of agreements or combinations for the pooling ICf freights or earn
ings, and these proceedings neither require, nor alford a basis for, 
statistical measurement.' • In the case of interlocking directorates, on 
the other hand, there have been numerous requests for the Commis
sion's authorization, upon a showing, as required by statute, that 
neither public nor private interests would be prejudiced thereby. Since 
the statutory prohibition did not become effective till after December 
31, 1921, the data in Table VII bdow are for the years 1922 to 1933, 

l8ln the disposition of these proceedings the Commission has received the assist
ance of the local authorities. The foUowing is typical: "We have continued the prac~ 
rice of enlisting the cooperation of the State commissions in these cases. In 57 of them 
hearings have been held for us by State commissions, and in most of such cases in 
which a decision has been reached their recommendations and our conclusions have 
coincided:' A.nual lI<por •• 1933. p. 31. The numbers of hearings held by me state 
commissions during the preceding years have been as follows: 15 in 1921; 24 in 1922; 
18 in 1923; 45 in 1924; 54 in 1925; 41 in 1926; 18 in 1927; 38 in ]928; 36 in 1929; 
41 in 1930; 25 in 1931; and 19 in 1932. 

18 See Divisitm of Traffic G. Iff N. Ry. and ConneaiotU, 74 I.C.C. 444 (192:1); 
Pugn Sou"tI-Pord(1t1i1 Toi", PlUlmger-Train Senicel 96 I.CoC. 116 (1925), 12.8 
I.C.C. 149 (1927). 167 I.Ce. 308 (1930); loin' Passenger-Train Service, 107 I.C.C. 
493 (1926). 112 I.C.C. 403 (1926). 132 I.C.C. 413 (1927). 161 I.C.C. I (1930); 
Pooling Ore Traffic in Wisconsin IIIItI Michigan, 201 I.C.C. 13 (1934); Pooling Pas-
lenger-Train R.nenws .ntl St:rtJ;«, 201 I.C.C. 699 (1934). In all these proceedings. 
under the ferms approved, the arrangements were found to be in the: interest of hence 
service or of economy of operation and not unduly restrictive of competition. But see 
Um01J BellO! DetroU Pooling of Reuenws, 201 I.C.C. 577 (1934). in which the appli
cation was denied. 
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inclusive. They show the number of applications received annually 
from individuals, the number of applications received annually from 
carriers, and the number of persons to whom these applications, in 
the aggregate, related. On the average, 410 applications, relating to 
902 different persons, have been received annually during this period. 
The sharp decline in carrier applications, beginning in 1923, was the 
result of changes in the Commission's regulations." The total num· 
bers of applications for authority have thus been numerous, although 
the Commission's denials have been very few!' 

TABLE VII 

!NTERLOCKING D1It.E.CTORATES 

Appli<DIioru Applications Number of per/onl 
Year pom individuals /Tom camers involved 

'922 430 319 2,349 
1923 402 13 653 
1924 324 9 770 
1925 361 ''I 914 
19~6 47' 17 1,167 
1927 410 14 796 
1928 323 15 723 
1929 478 12 837 
1930 473 10 1,<)99 
1931 220 3 240 
1932 361 6 612 
1933 228 7 667 

20 These changes have been explained as follows by the Commission: "Our rcgula~ 
bOns governing procedure in cases of thO nature were revised by our order of June J9, 
J922. Formerly, applicatiolll could be made either by interested carriers or by incH
viduals. Under the revised regulations applications can be made only by the iodividuab 
concerned, and each application must be confined to onc person. There is one exceP"' 
tion. Where all the carriers involved may be regarded as parts of a tingle system, appli
cation may be made by an interested carrier in behalf of any Dumber of perSOD' for 
general authority to hold positiom with any or all of the companies of the .ystem.·· 
Annual Report. 1922, pp. 33-34. 

11 During this entire period there havc been only seventccD outright denials of 
authori<y as prayed for in tho appliations. The Commission Iw pointed our repearedly 
that this result arises from the faa that the statutory provision, at coDItIUCd. has been 
accepted aJ conb'oUing both by the carriers and by the individual. involved. The fo1· 
lowing;' <ypical: "As ",red in our Ian ceporr, tho clfccr of tho IUn'" can oor be 
measured by the Dumber of cases in which we have refused to grant authority. It may 
be assumed that iD many instances the law haJ exercised a controlling influence in the 
sdecbon of individuals for positions wirh carricn having conBicring in"" ..... Com· 
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The more significant tasks imposed upon the Commission in the 
matter of intercorporate relationships-those designed to effect per
manent unifications among the carriers-are concerned with the con
solidation of the railroads into a limited number of systems and with 
acquisitions of control of one carrier by another, short of consolida
tion into a single system for ownership and operation. The consolida
tion of railroads into a limited number of systems was conditioned 
upon the formulation by the Commission of a complete plan to 
which consolidations must conform. While an elaborate investigation 
was made for this purpose and a tentative plan was formulated as 
early as August J, 1921,22 followed by extensive hearings and the 
building up of a voluminous record," the Commission for a number 
of years delayed the adoption of a final plan, and did not announce 
one till late in 1929." Since the period of the depression, because of 
linancial and other difIiculties, was not conducive to effecting con
solidations, actual performance in this field of corporate combination 
of railroads has been largely confined, since 1920, to a consideration 
of requests for acquisitions of contro!''' 

pamivcly few applications fur authority 10 ..... such carriers bav. been fil.d with us. " 
ifn,,,,. kport~ 1932, p. 46. 

II Coruolidali ... of R4iJ1'OQI/s. 63 I.e.c. 455 ('921). 
21 Sec A.nnual Reports: 1921, pp.9-IO; 1922, p. 22; 1923. p. 12; 19240 p. 13. The 

hearings were complered .December 4. 1923; oral argument was had during the week 
beginning January 7. '9'4' bricfi wer. 10 be filed not lator than F.bruary 9. '9'4' and 
the proceeding was submitted _as of that date. The record comprised 54 volumes. in· 
dueling n.7J3 pages of testimony and 111 exhibits. 

26 The Conunissioo became convinced that the adoption of a complete plan to which 
future consolidations mwt conform wu not a wise method. of securing unification of 
the railroad systems of the: counay; and 00 February 4. 1925. it addressed a commu .. 
nication to the chairman of the Senate Committee OD Interstate Commcrc:c explaining 
thia: cxmclUlion and the reasons therefor. To this communication W8$ also attached a 
proposed amendment to section 5 of the Act. whereby the Commission would be re
Ii<vcd of the duty of adopting a complcto plan and the process of COllJOlidatiDD would 
be "permitted to develop. under the guidance of the Commission, in a more normal 
way." """..J Report. 1925. pp. 13-14. Formal recommendation to this effect was in
cluded in me Commission"s annual reports through 1928; but while bills were pr0-
posed and legislative bearings held, no action was taken by Congress. In the summer of 
1929 IIDlIOUIKCIIIODI was made by the CommissioD that it would proceed with the 
formulation of a CODSOIidation pi ... UDder existing law. and the pi ... formally ap
peared OD D«=bcr 9th of that year. Co",oIid<llio. of R4iJrottdl. '59 I.C.C. 522. 

II But mention should be made at this point of the Commission's activity in the 
matter of authorizing coruolidatiom of tel.pbo ... companies, WIder patagraph (9) of 
section 5 of the Act. added Jun. '0. '92' (42 Stat. 27). By the end of '933 a IOtai of 
,87 applications for authority bad been m:civcd, distributed u follows, 3 in '921; 
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Table VIII below shows, for the years 1920 to 1933, inclusive, the 
number of applications filed, the number of authorizations issued, 
and, as far as data are available, the number of miles of line affected 
by such authorizations. It will be noted that, despite the uncertainty 
during most of the period as to the relation of such acquisitions of 
control to the ultimate plan of consolidation, an aggregate of 451 ap
plications was received during this period, with favorable action in 
394 proceedings; and that, despite the denial of authority for some of 
the major proposals, the authorizations issued since 1923 involved 
57>442 miles of line.'s 

TABLE VIII 

ACQUISITIONS OP CONTROL 

Applications AuthoriztZtions Mil~/olline y,,,, fiJ,d issued Ilffecud 

1920 2 2 
1921 25 19 
1922 28 24 
1923 24 16 4,°09·95 
1924 34 33 10,928.62 
1925 39 26 2,883.13 
1926 51 48 6,328.18 
1927 H 55 7,105-59 
1928 45 31 4,874·09 
1929 56 H 8,207·57 
1930 33 47 5,105.25 
1931 29 14 1,685.35 
1932 26 26 4>498.08 
1933 15 9 1,815.38 

Finally, data will be presented with regard to those of the Commis
sion's activities which concern primarily matters of finance. These 
activities embrace, first, the exercise of authority over the issuance of 

13 in 1922; 18 in 1923: 20 in 1924; 23 in 1925: 25 in 19%6: 26 in 1927; 41 in 1928; 
43 in 1929; 34 in 1930; 19 in 1931; J6 in 1932; and 6 in 1933. 

28 The total mileage involved through ]933 probably exceeds 6 •• 000. as mileage 
data do Dot appear in the annual repom prior to ]923. In A"nulll ~port. 19%6. p. 18, 
the Commission declared: "Since the effective date of paragraph (2) of IeCtion 5 we 
have authorized thereunder acquisition of conuol over approximately 31,000 miles of' 
line." The total in Table VIU through 1926 is 24.15° miles. 
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securities; and, second, the administration of the provisions for the 
recapture of excess earnings. The functions performed in these two 
fields are essentially distinct: the regulation of security issues involves 
control of the financial structures of the carriers; the recovery of ex· 
cess earnings involves control of the net railway operating income 
aecruing to particular carriers under the rate adjustments prescribed 
or sanctioned by law. In both cases, however, the determination of 
questions of policy, as well as the exercise of routine supervisory pow· 
ers, is necessary; and since both fields concern the finances of the 
carriers, from the standpoint of capital or income, jurisdiction in each 
case was entrusted to the Bureau of Finance. In the matter of security 
regulation the authority of the Commission became effectively op
erative from the very beginning; all of the vast financing of the car
riers since the enactment of the I920 legislation has been subject to 
the Commission's approval, on the basis of the legitimacy of the pur
poses of the issues, their size, the types of instrllIIll'nts employed, and 
their terms and conditions. In the administration of the recapture 
provisions, on the other hand, despite the early establishment of the 
constitutionality of the enactment, 2'1 some of the dominant issues
such as what the value base shall be for the computation of excess 
earnings" and under what circumstances a group of carriers shall be 
deemed under common control and management and operated as a 
single system29-remained largely undetermined throughout the life 

2r D.ytOn-GOOM Creel( Ry. Y. u.s., 263 U.S. 456 (1924). 
28 Sec Er«ss Income of SI. Louis & O'Fttllon Ry. Co., 124 I.e.c. 3 (1927), and 

Sz. L. liT O'Fallon R. Co. v. U.S •• 279 U.S. 46, ('929), in which the Supreme Court 
condemned the valuation procedure employed by the Commission for recapture pur~ 
poses. On the practical aspect of the problem, note the following: "We again call at~ 

tention to the fact that the excess income reported has not been computed upon values 
fixed. by us. Under our orders carriers have been permitted to compute their claimed 
values upon such basis as they deem proper. Under this procedure many different bases 
have been used. When values shall have been fixed by us the number of carriers found 
to have earned exCCJ$ income and the amount thereof may differ from the results 
shown in carriers' reports." A.,."ual Report~ 1929, pp. 84-85. Also: "While the carriers 
reported a total excess income of only $23,548,811.16, one~half of which is subject to 
rccapwre. for the period 1920 to 193J, inclusive, our estimates of recapturable excess 
income for the period 1920 to 1930, inclusive, amount to considerably over 1300,-
000.000." Annuol Report, 1932, p. 93. 

SUI The statute provided that such commonly controlled and operated properties 
shall be treated as a single system, in the determination of both the value base and the 
net operating income, "irrespective of the separate ownership and accounting returns 
of the various parts of such system." Sec. 15a, par. (6). 00 the resulting situation, 
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of the experiment; in 1933, moreover, the recapture provisions were 
retroactively repealed.so But while thus lacking in contemporary sig
nificance, the heavy labors of the Commission for many years in mat
ters of recapture, as in the more far-reaching and currently important 
field of security regulation, require notice. In the following tables 
various data are presented indicating the extent or magnitude of the 
tasks imposed upon the Commission in connection with these two 
aspects of carrier finance. 

Table IX (p. 31) shows, for the years 1920 to 1933, inclusive, certain 
measures of the extent of the Commission's activity with regard to 
the issuance of railroad securities. The figures present the number of 
applications for authority, including supplements, received annually, 
the amounts of the authorizations granted, exclusive of no-par shares, 
and the amounts of the certificates of notification filed which repre
sent note issues matUIing in two years or less.81 These data do not 
disclose, of COUIse, the great variety of the types of securities author
ized or the great diversity of the purposes for which the issues were 
approved. DUIing the year 1930, for example, before the capital mar
ket had become largely sterile as a result of the depression, the au
thorizations embraced preferred stocks, common stocks, mortgage 
bonds, income-mortgage bonds, debentUIes, secured and unsecured 
notes, equipment obligations, drafts, receivers' notes, and receivers' 

Dote the following: ''Many of the reportl /iIed include groups of carriert claimed by 
respondents to have been under common conuol and managemeDt Ind opcrared as lin
gle system.. . . • The question of grouping into systcnu is being reterved for disposi
tion in proceedings h2d for the determination or the amount of liability in individual 
cases.'· Annual Report. 1932, p. 93. 

10 Emergency Railroad Transportation Act of June 16, 1933. Public No. 68. 73d 
Congress. In iu last regular report to Congreu prior to the repeal of the recapture pro
visions, the Commission described the status of payments on account of recapture as 
follows: "Since our last report three carriers have paid w $3,300.96. . . . These pay
ments. added to the $[0.681,249.90 paid prior to November I, 1931, make me total 
payments of excess income $10.684.550.86 •..• As stated in our previous reports, 
the bulk of these payments were made under formal prOletts and reservations. Come-
qucndy the general railroad contingent fund • • . has DOt been available for the pur" 
poses contemplated by the statute," AnnUlll Report. 1932, P.94. 

11 Under paragraph (9) of section 20a DOte issues maturing in DOt more than two 
years and aggregating, together with all other such shon-term notes lhcn outstanding, 
not more than S per cent of the par value of the outstanding IeCUli.ties of the carrier. 
do not require the Commission', authorization. But certificates of notification must be 
filed with the Commission with regard to JUCh DOte issues, teuing forth the tame mat .. 
te" required in applicatiolUi for authority to issue other ICCUrities; and in any subse· 
quent funding of these DOtes the Commission', full power, become applicable. 
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certificates; and the purposes of the issues embraced additions and 
betterments, acquisitions of property other than equipment, acquisi
tions of equipment, acquisitions of securities of other companies, 
construction of new lines and extensions of existing facilities, pay
ment of maturing capital obligations, extensions of matured debts, 
refunding of matured obligations, conversion of securities, exch.ange 
of securities, payment of advances, reimbursement of the treasury, 
pledge, stock dividends, reorganizations, and general corporate pur
poses. It will be noted from the table below that an aggregate of more 
than 3,000 applications, including supplements, was filed during this 
period, averaging 215 annually; and that for the thirteen years be
ginning in 1921 an aggregate in excess of $16,000,000,000 of securities 
was authorized, exclusive of more than 8,000,000 shares of stock 
without nominal or par value, averaging an annual authorization of 
$1,230,000,000. 

TABLE IX 

SEetJl\!TY ISSUES 

~pplicatiotu A.mounlof Amou", of et!f'ti/katel 
Y<III' reai,,~d fIUIhorilJatio1U of notification 

1920 61 
1921 283 $1,715,601,624 $137,502,723 
1922 195 889,719,710 54,141,584 
1923 268 1,213,054,783 65,902,381 
1924 283 1,795,027,403 137,438,523 
1925 281 907,777,854 78,270,289 
1926 206 862,628,862 120,922,525 
1927 238 1,157,368,222 114,628,526 
1928 229 1,871,200,315 125,480,048 
1929 232 1,160,383,991 43,201,576 
1930 223 1,723,543,133 185,106,370 
1931 168 750,092,636 314,932,044 
1932 223 1,398,870,789 248,548,944 
1933 126 565,363,923 166,419,449 

Finally, Table X (p. 33) presents, for the years 1920 to 1931, inclu-
sive, some of the more significant data concerning the administration 
of the recapture provisions. These data include not only the response 
of the carriers to the Commission's general orders with regard to the 
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recovery of excess earnings, but the extent of the Commission's activi
ties in checking the returns. There is shown the number of reports 
submitted by the carriers for each period; the amount of excess in
come reported for each period; and the number of accounting ex
aminations completed annually for checking the returns of the car
riers. In some parts of the period the accounting examinations re
quired under these provisions became so urgent and were accelerated 
to such an extent that practically the entire field force of the Commis
sion was utilized for this purpose.B' It should be noted, also, that prior 
to the repeal of the recapture provisions very substantial progress had 
been made in the holding of hearings on matters of value and other 
controversial issues and in the preparation of reports actually fixing 
the net railway operating income subject to recapture.·a 

82 At the end of 1926 the Commission said: "Our duties under section 153 of the 
interstate commerce act have made it necessary to confine the field work of ow bureau 
of accounts almost exclusively to examinations of carriers' accounts in connection with 
possible recapture by the Governme!lt of excess earnings under that section:' Annual 
~port. 1926, p. 8S- This situation continued for a number of years. In its summary of 
this accounting work prior to the repeal of the recapture provisions, the Commission 
reported as follows: "Our bureau of accouDts during the year made 202 examinations 
of the accounts of steam railroads for the purpose of determining correct nct railway 
operating income, bringing the total Dumber of examinations thus far made for recap" 
ture periods from 1920 to 1931 to 4.068. In 3,306 cases the net railway operating in~ 
come has been reported by the bureau. In 2,080 of these cases the figures stated by the 
carriers have been increased $72,3450335.11, and in 977 cases they have been reduced 
$53.035.944.13. In 249 cases the carriers' figures were not changed by our examina~ 
tions. In 762 cases final reports have not been made. but the net railway operating in· 
come has been tentatively determined, with the result that in 452 cases an increase oC 
$80,650,745.37 is indicated, and in 277 cases a decrease of $40,473,J2O.81. In 33 cases 
the carriers' figures are not changed. Combining the results set forth in final reports 
with the tentative determinations, our accounting examinations result in increasing 
the net railway operating income $152.996,080.48 in 2,532 casu and decreasing it 
$93,5°9.064.94 in 1,254 cases. a total net increase of $59,487.015.54."' AnnU4l /lLf'D'I, 
1932, p. 95. Subsequently J43 additional recapture examinations were made, bringing 
the total number of accounting examinations for rccaptwe pwpolCl to 4,:n I. Annual 
Report, '933. pp. 35-36. 

88 The procedure originally adopted in the disposition of recapture cases. through 
bearing and issuance of proposed reports as in formal proceedings, did not prove satis
factory, and in 1930 a change was instituted: "Formerly a cue was set down for hear .. 
ing on the returns of the carrier showing property value, net railway operating in .. 
come, and excess income for each year, and after the taking of testimony an examiner', 
pro~d report was issued to which the parties were permitted to file exceptions. Aficr 
a consideration of these exceptions it was contemplated that a final report would issue. 
Thirty.seven cases have been handled in this way. although only one has reached the 
final·rcport stage. This procedure, however. was found to be unsatisfactory and in lieu 
thereof we have aubstitutcd a new one modeled after the valuation procedure pre~ 
ICribcd in section 193. Proceedings are now initiated by • tentative recapture repan 
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TABLE X 

RECOVEkY OP EXCESS EAllNlNGS 

Reponsfrom Amount of ~zee$1 decol",ung 
Yew e.mers income reportetl eZllmitllllions 

1920 993 $2,505,006 
1921 975 458,535 
1922 931 1,867,239 
1923 902 6,909,296 14 
1924 902 1,196,261 271 
1925 897 2>'102,198 354 
1926 882 1,090>'190 421 
1927 870 177,566 732 
1928 851 1,115,087 813 
1929 843 5,378,101 595 
1930 810 381,266 168 
1931 753 67,821 202 

b. VALUATIONS OF CAlUUEll PROPERTY 

Valuations of carrier property are c10sdy rdated to the performance 
of some of the more important of the regulatory tasks surveyed in 
the preceding two sections. Such valuations were essential to effective 
rate contro\' in the establishment of the generallevd of charges and 
in the disposition of the flow of earnings resulting therefrom under 

setting fonh the results of our ex parte investigation into the subjects of val~ in· 
come, and resultant recapture liability. which is served on the carrier and other inter· 
csted parties and becomes a final determination if no protest is filed within a specified 
lime. If a protest is filed. a hearing is had, briefs filed. followed by oral argument 
wheo requested, and by a fin.al repofL" Annual Report, '93., p. 85. In the fin.al sum
mary of this aspect of ita labon. under both procedures. the Commission reported as 
follows: '''Hearings have been completed in all cases tcmaining to be disposed of under 
the old procedure. The Dumber of sueb cases was reduced to 34. the estimated recover· 
able excess income being $17,835.848. Twcnty.two proposed reports have been served 
and .ix made final. Under the new procedure 63 tentative reports were served during 
the year, involving approximately $31,991,632 recaptucable excess income. This brings 
the total number of tentative reports served to 136, and the approximale rcc:apturable 
cxcesa income to S5~195,194. No protests were filed in 11 cases. Hearings have been 
completed or are in progress on 90. Ten are final by decision. Eleven additional tenta
tive reports involving an estimated $2,302,815 of rc:capturablc excess income have been 
prepared. but not yet served, and 64 tentative reports involving approximately $25,115." 
140 are in course of preparation. The combined proposed and tentative report cases 
upon which ac:tiOD has been and is being taken now Dumber 245, with estimated recap
turab1 • ...,... approzimating $ ••• ,65."97." A •• uaI Report, 193', Pp. 95-96. 
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the mandates of the Transportation Act, as well as for the execution 
of the consolidation provisions and for the regulation of security is
sues. The Commission's activity in this lield, therefore, is but ancillary 
to the continuous exercise of its major powers in other spheres. Valua
tions are not ends in themselves, nor do they, as such, involve re
strictions upon management or adjustments between the carriers and 
the users of their service. In making valuations the Commission is 
engaged, essentially, in a research undertaking-an undertaking 
which, in its organization and conduct, is distinctly separable from 
the remainder of the Commission's work. Yet the tasks involved and 
the administrative mechanism required are not of temporary dura
tion. With a stupendous amount of inventorying, pricing, and ac
cumulation of accounting and historical data to be accomplished, the 
project required initially a much more elaborate organization and a 
much more extensive personnel than is now necessary or will be 
needed in the future; but since the Commission was charged with 
keeping these valuations up to date, in order that they may be avail
able for current use in the various regulatory processes to which they 
are pertinent, the valuation work constitutes a permanent aspect of 
the Commission's administrative functions .... 

The Commission's activity in this lield dates from the passage of 
the Valuation Act of March I, 1913. The purpose here is merely to 

indicate the progress of this activity from the standpoint of the mag
nitude of the undertaking. The data presented will dea~ primarily, 
with the extent of performance of the principal tasks required for the 
determination of final single-sum values; but they will be supple
mented by ligures as to the number of employees engaged and the 
amount of expenditures incurred because of their bearing upon the 
vastness of the project. 

The determination of single-sum values, even as of primary valua
tion dates, necessitated the ascertainment of the underlying ligures, 

.. Compare the following: "By the act of Marcb I, J913. the Comm.iJsioa. it re-
quired to value the property of all common carncn subject 10 the 8Ct to regulate: 
commerce. • • • Por the purpose of executing the provUions of Ibis ac:t the CommiJ. 
aOD organized, within the 60 day., a division of valuation. corresponding with irs 
divisions of sratistics, accoUDts, tarifti, etc. Si.nc:c, after the initial nluatioo has bee.a 
made the Commission is requiral to keep the oame up to dare, chis division will be 
pemwu:nt and will embrace aD important part of the work of the CommUsion.· 
" •• rullleport. '9'3, p. 75. 
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the establishment of tentative valuations on the basis thereof, and, 
after protest and hearing, the announcement of final valuations. The 
most laborious portion of the work, though perhaps not the most 
difficult and certainly not the most significant in terms of principle 
and policy, was that involved in ascertaining the underlying figures. 
These figures represented the dements of cost and of value expressly 
required to be found by the provisions of the statute. They were em
braced, for the most part, in the underlying engineering reports, cov
ering reproduction costs, both new and less depreciation, the un
derlying accounting reports, covering original costs and matters of 
financial and corporate history, and the underlying land reports, cov
ering the required costs and values of carrier lands.·' The progress of 
the valuation work is first indicated in terms of these underlying 
reports. 

Table XI (P.37) shows the status of the Commission's work in as
certaining the underlying figures, as evidenced cy the number and 
scope of the underlying engineering, accounting, and land reports 
completed by the end of each year, beginning in 1921 and extending 
to 1926 ••• The data presented include the number of reports made, 
the number of corporations embraced therein, the number of miles 
of road covered thereby, and the percentage of the total railroad mile
age involved. Detailed comparable data along these lines were first 
available for 1921. It will be noted that by the end of that year, almost 
nine years after the initiation of the valuation project, only about one
half of the engineering reports and only about one-quarter of the 
accounting and land reports had been completed;·' and that not until 

81 Compare the following: "Broadly speaking, the prescot work of the Commission 
under this act falls under two general heads: First, ascertainment of the cost of repro~ 
duction of the property new, and also less depreciation; second, ascertainmc:nt of the 
original cost of the property to date, together with certain information as to its finan~ 
cia1 and corporate history. The first is largely engineering, the second accounting. The 
act also requires certain specific information as to lands, rights of way, and terminals. 
The value of these is a considerable part of the total value of a railway property. It 
follows that the work of the division of valuation is done through three subdivisions--
engineering, accounting, and land." An"ual ~port, 19t4J pp. 61-62. 

as In accordance with the Commission·. usual practice. the period covered by these 
data ends in each instance on October 3J:-that is, the annual periods extend from 
November 1 of one year to October 31 of the year following. 

" rn considerable measure the war period interfered with more prompt pcrformw 
anee, both because of the difficulty of securing competent men. especially for the a~ 
counting section, and because of the higher costs involved.. See Jlnnual kporu: 1917. 
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the end of I926, after a period of almost fourteen years, were sub
stantially all of the underlying figures ascertained.88 The magnitude 
of the undertaking is clearly evidenced by the fact that when this 
task was entirely completed, with all underlying engineering, ac
counting, and land reports "served on the carriers concerned and 

p. 52; 1918. P.56; 1919, p. 52; 1920, p. 69. Furthermore, it mUll be remembered that 
the valuation work is cumulative and cannot be measured entirely by the number of 
completed reports. As early as 1917. for example, the Commission directed attention to 
the following significant considerations: "It would be highly desirable in the pro5Ccu~ 
tion of this work to finish each property before proceeding to the next, but this has 
been found impracticable in actual experience. The carriers arc required to furnish cer~ 
tam information, and the work of the Commission upon a particular property cannot 
be completed until that information has been furnished. The inability of the carriers 
to prompdy give this information has rendered it impossible to complete reportl upon 
their properties. For example. each carrier is required to file a schedule of its equip
ment, stating, among other things, the original cost of each piece of equipment 31 

shown by its books. It is required to file another schedule showing its lands and the 
cost of each parcel when disclosed by its records. While this looks simple in the statc~ 
ment it is a very extended process in fact. The Dumber of men who can be employed 
upoo the records of the carrier in searching out these facts is limited 10 that in case of 
systems of considerable size a great deal of time is required. And yet no final repon 
can be prepared by either the engineering, land, or accounting JCCtioru until these te~ 
turns have been. received. This has made it necessary to pass on to other carriers before 
completing work on those first undertaken and the actual situation today is that the 
Commission is engaged in the valuation of nearly every railroad system of any im~ 
pomnce in the entire country, although scarcely any of those systems have been com~ 
pleted." Annual Rrport~ 1917, p. 53. Sec, also, Annual !aport, 1918, pp. 56-57. That 
the number of completed reports did not measure funy the progress made in ascer~ 
taining the underlying figures was further evidenced by the status of the field work at 
the end of 1921: '"The work of the bureau of valuation divides itself; in all sectionJ, 
into two broad classifications, field and office. In the engineering section, which re~ 
quired a larger and more expensive organization ~an either the land or accounting 
sections, al1 field work has been completed and the partics have been disbanded. In the 
accounting section approximately 98 per cent of the field work has been completed 
and the balance will be finished in the current year •••• 10 the land section. 00 a 
basis of mileage, the field work is 98 per cent completed and the personnel reduced 
to about one-fifth of ill quota at the beginning of the ycu." Annual Report, 192J, pp. 
55-56. Finally. it should be DOted that, despite the incompletcd state of the under
lying reports as a whole. 151 tentative valuation reports had been issued at that time, 
representing the properties of 193 carriers. and covering 24.493 miles of road. dnnwJ 
Report, J922. p. 71. 

18 By that time. however. 894 tentative valuation reportl had been served, embracing 
1.328 corporations and covering 160.486 miles of road-corutiruting about two~tbirds 
of the entire railroad mileage; hearings on protests against tentative valuatioDl had 
been concluded in 439 cases. covering 97.005 miles of road. or 39.69 per cent of the 
total mileage. with 63 cases. covering 37.884 miles of road, or 15.50 per cent of the 
total mileage, pardy heard; and valuations had become final. either upon decision after 
protest or upon &ilure to file protest within the statutory period, in 445 cues. covering 
17.974 miles of road, or 7.3 per cent of the total railroad mileage. dnnUi1l Ref'D'l~ 
1926, pp. 13-14. 
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revised or otherwise made final for use in preparing tentative va 
tions," 1,047 reports were made, listing 1,6m corporations and co~ 
ing an aggregate of 243>397 miles of road, exclusive of the mileage, 
additional main tracks or sidings."· 

TABLE XI 

UNDERLYING VALUATION REPORTS 

N.mmo' Nl4mmo' Miles 0' Peranlllgeof 
Year reports eorportllions road kJlal mileage 

ACCOUNTING 

1921 273 444 61,731 24.89 
1922 555 953 151,572 61.II 
1923 903 10474 2330444 90•09 
1924 1,034 1,707 243,605 99.70 

1925 1,073 1,750 244,IIO 99.89 
1926 1,113 1,771 244,200 99·93 

ElfGlNEElUNG 

1921 423 755 133,139 53.68 
1922 636 1,155 1790475 72.37 
1923 912 1,516 223,796 90.24 
1924 953 1,610 235,088 96•20 
1925 1,040 1,742 243,042 99·45 
1926 1,079 1,792 244,325 99.98 

L\NI) 

1921 371 565 71,558 28.85 
1922 671 1,063 14404" 58.23 
1923 1,051 1,52 2. 219,426 88,47 
1924 1,106 1,672 233,247 95-40 
1925 1,12.3 1,764 244,045 99.86 
1926 1,125 1,766 244,101 99.90 

The underlying ligures as to specific cost and value elements, to-
gether with the general information as to financial status and cor-
porate history contained in the engineering, accounting, and land 
reports, provided the necessary data for the determination of tenta-
tive single-sum values. By the end of 1927 all tentative valuation re-
ports had been served upon the carriers. Table XII below indicates 

•• A.nnual Report, 1927. pp. 59-60. 
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the course 'of development of this aspect of the valuation work. These 
d:p show, for the years 1920 to 1927, inclusive, the number of reports 
qimpleted by the end of each period, the number of corporations em

,braced therein, the number of miles of road involved, and the per
centage of the total mileage covered thereby. The relative rapidity 
with which these tentative valuations were completed, once ascertain
ment of the underlying figures was well under way, illustrates further 
the cumulative character of valuation performance." Prior to No
vember I, 1920, only 55 tentative valuation reports, representing the 
properties of'JO carriers, had been issued; by the end of 1926, when 
the 'underlying reports were substantially completed, tentative valua
tions had been served for approximately two-thirds of the mileage; 
and during the single year following, all of the remaining reports 
were issued. The tentative valuation reports completed during the 
two years 1926 and 1927 covered almost one-half of the entire railroad 
mileage of the country. 

TABLE XU 

TENTATIVE VALUAnON "EPOR.TS 

. NumiJ"o/ Numbn'0/ Miles.' Peruntageo! 
Year reports corporations r.tIIl IOttumuellge 

1920 55 70 
1921 151 193 24>493 9.86 
1922 287 400 39,956 16.11 
1923 327 468 54,622 22.03 
1924 386 568 75,375 30.84 
1925 657 981 125,758 51",6 
1926 885 1,J18 160>453 65.92 

'927 1,047 1,6g7 243,J97 100.00 

But both the underlying reports and the tentative valuation reports 
are but preliminary stages in the determination of final single-sum 
values. These final values are established either after hearing, upon 
protests filed against the tentative valuations served, or upon &ilure 
to file protest within the statutory period of thirty days. The first of 
the final single-sum value reports was issued July II, '922. By Octo
ber 31, I!)29, hearings on protests had been concluded for aU of the 
tentative valuations, these hearings embracing 766 eases and covering 

.. See ..,... 37 and 38, IUpr .. 
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:134>859 miles of line; and during the year 1932 the last of \e primary 
valuations of the 1,685 steam railroads listed for appraisal,. existing 
on March I, 1913> was completed, the results being incorp&-ated in 
1,035 final valuation reports." The work of the Commission'lin this 
field is now almost exclusively devoted to bringing the primary ~alua
tions to date," and its progress has been so substantial that it ~ in 
position to make current valuation data readily available"· 

4-1 But there were further primary valuations to be made, involving inventories and.\ 
the ascertainment of underlying figures, in connection with new roads. At the end of 
1928 the o,mmissiOll reported as follows: "We are now engaged in making field in
ventories of 191 properties, representing 5,377 miles of main track, which have CQIDe 
into existence since the original field work was completed, or which were for some 
..... n omitted from our original program:' Annual Report. 1928. p. 56. The .. prop· 
erties later increased to 198, involving 5,843 miles of line, and by the end of 1930. 124 
engineering, 120 accounting, and 187 land reports had been served, and 37 tentative 
valuation reports had been prepared. Anntud Reports: 1929, p. 64; 1930, p. 59. Atten
tion should also he directed to the taa that, although the .tarute required valuations of 
the property of all carriers subject to the Commission's jurisdiction, the preceding 
pages have dealt only with steam railroads. There has been substantial accomplishment, 
in so far as appropriations would permit. in connection with other types of carriers. 
Sec Annual &ports: 1922. pp. 72-73; 1927. p. 60i 1928. pp. 56. 57. In its latest re
port the Commission commented as follows: "Section 193 is applicable to all carriers 
subject to the provisions of the act. Insufficient appropriations have prevented us from 
proceeding with the valuations of carriers oth~ than railroads with the exception of 
the Pullman and telegraph companies. The valuation of these latter companies is being 
prosecuted as Jar as appropriations permit. Requests for additional appropriations to 
value other carriers such as pipe lines and telephone companies have been made from 
time to time." .Annual Report, 1933. p. 76. 

oA2 The dates of the primary valuations range from June 30. 1914. to June 30, 19:11, 
with June 30. 1916, as the average date. In order to make valuations currendy us
able in the tasks of regulation it is essential that the inventories be corrected and the 
values revised from time to time. Toward these ends the Commission has sought. 
through Valuation Order NO.3. issued June 25. 1914, to keep itself informed,conccrn
ing changes in the properties of the carriers; and through experts in its Bureau of 
Valuation it has heeD contiDually making studies of price changes. The results are vety 
far advanced. See Annual &port, 1932, pp. 88-91. Moreover. the Commission is no 
longer required by law to revise all valuations as a matter of course, or to proceed "in 
like manner" as in the original valuations in bringing them down to date. By the 
Emergency Railroad Transportation Act of 1933 (Public No. 68. 73d Congress). sec
tion 19a was so amended as merely to require the Commission to keep itself informed 
concerning property changes subsequent to the original valuations, costs of .additions 
and betterments and investment changes. and current changes in costs and values of 
railroad properties. "in order that it may have available at all times the information 
deemed by it to be necessary to enable it to revise and correct its previous inventories. 
classifications, and value. of the properties"; and it Itmay revise. correct, and supple
ment any of its inventories and valuations" only "when deemed necessary" (Sec. 
208). This amendment, coupled with the repeal of the recapture provisions by the 
l8Dle legislation, has gready simplified the valuation wk. See Annual &port, 1933. 
Pp·73-74. 

61 Thus: "Already this work bas progressed to such a point that in the consideration 
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FinallY"lIs further evidence of the extensiveness of the valuation 
project, r able XIII below presents data, from the beginning, as to the 
number-'of employees on the valuation rolls and as to the amounts 
expended by the Commission in prosecuting the work. It wi11 be 
noted that, starting with a skeleton organization of 13 employees in 
1913, the personnel reached its peak of between about 1,000 and al-

of the petition of the carriers in 1931 for a 15 per cent increase in all freight ratcs, 
within a period of six weeks we prepared and presented in that proceeding an exhibit 
presenting all of the studies, records and data necessary for reaching conclusions 31 to 
value of the railroads as a whole and by recognized rate-making groups. The dctailt 
of this exhibit reveal the extent to which we stand ready to respond to practical rc
quirements in the field of valuation. • • • As stated in hearings before committees of 
the Senate and House, we arc DOW in a position on 60 days call to make complete 
reports, extending even Suther than that contained in the exhibit in the Fifiem Per 
emt Cast!, necessary for the fixation of the value of the property of the sream car
riers as a whole and by recognized ratc-making groups, and in many easci of indi
vidual carriers." An"U4I kporl, 1932, pp. 9G-91. Again: "With original, or primary, 
valuations completed, our present valuation activities 6..11 under the direction of the 
above referred to amendmenu. [Sec note 42, supra.] To meet such requiremenu the 
bureau is perfecting a perpetual current inventory of the property of each carrier. Thil 
has been accomplished to such an extent that the bureau is now in a position to furnish 
the valuation elemenu specified by the act within a period of 60 days which, it iI ex
pected, will, during the next year, be reduced to 30 days or less. The bureau also it 
perfecting original cost records and estimates and bringing to currency the investment 
records. M the result of recording all reconstruction and replaccm.enu in the perpetual 
inventory, the record of original cost. which a few yean ago was largely unknown, 
now is a known factor to the extent of approximately 70 percent. Continuation of the 
valuation processes will ultimately result in complete original cost and investment rec
ords •••• Through the inspections. together with a study of maintenance expenditures 
and other pertinent data, we are kept informed as to the condition of the property and 
the amount of existing depreciation. Through the studies of cost engineers and land 
appraisers we are kept informed of current railroad construction COIU and changes in 
land values. In this way the elements that arc esSential i.o ascertaining the present 
value of the property of carriers as a whole, by recognized rate groups, and individually 
are readily developed. From information gathered in this manner, the bureau prepared 
an exhibit for use in the Gmeral R4t~ Level Investigat;on. '9JJ. • • • In sumnury 
form. it set forth, as of December 31, 1932, estimales of the cost of reproduction DeW 

and reproduction less depreciation, original costs, present value of lands, and the 
amounts necessary for working capital, including marerial and supplies, for all class 
I. II, and m carriers. including switching and terminal companies. • • • Among the 
various purposes for which carefully prepared information reguding the value of the 
carriers' properties is desirable are to be included reorganizations under the recent 
amendment of the Bankruptcy Act. In these proceedings new capital structures are to 
be set up and new issues of JCCUrities authorized; and questions arise as to the sepa
rate and relative values and earning power of parts of systems covered by different 
mortgages and other liens. Several of our largest railroad system. are in the process 
of reorganization under this statute. The bureau is giving priority to these properties 
in its current investigations. Progress so f.ar achieved leach us to believe that: full and 
complete data concerning thC5C properties will be avUlable for we i.o the.e reorganiu
Don proceedings." A •• 11111 kpon, '933. pp. 73'"7'. 
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most 1,600 during the period when c!llefstress was being placed upon 
the fidd work and the completion of the underlying reports; that a 
brief period of substantial contraction followed, Iargdy in the inter
est of governmental economy; that with the initiation of the three
year program for the completion of the primary valuations by June 
30,1928, the personnd expanded once more; that further expansion 
marked the period of emphasis upon recapture proceedings; and 
that, with the completion of the primary valuations, the repeal of 
the recapture provisions, and the amendment of the Act with respect 
to revision of values, the force of employees was sharply reduced." 
The same coursc of devdopment is apparent in connection with ex-

TABLE :xm 
EMPLOYEES ENGAGED AND EXPENDITVllES INCURRED 

IN VALUAnON waH 

Y..,.nuJi.g Number.! 
Tun. 30 nnployeel Er,mihll'es 

'9' 3 13 $ 10,366.33 

'9' 4 429 456,565.32 

'9' 5 1,261 2,'3
'
,924.74 

1916 1>480 2,984,332.83 
19

'
7 1,562 3,283,883.9

' 1918 1,573 3,384,444.31 

'9' 9 1,530 3,560,3°8.88 
1920 99° 2,956,736.08 

'92' 
996 2,728,6s6·45 

'922 585 1,595>488.89 
'923 543 1,293,526.16 

'924 4
'
5 1,245,718.33 

'925 439 1,064,654.57 
1926 542 1,593,83°.36 
1927 535 ',7'2,05

'
.74 

1928 667 2,067,141.17 
1929 641 2,332,013.13 
'930 708 2,534,978.57 
'93[ 3,246.694.09 
[932 9'° 3,'99>49

'
.°4 

'933 381 2,645,653·[8 

"' In its latest report to Congress the Commission commented as follows on the rc~ 
ductioa. of its valuation force: "The amendment above referred to, together with rc~ 
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penditures, which started with a sum for the initial period of but 
slightly more than $10,000 and reached a peak in excess of $3>500,000 
in 1919. The Commission's aggregate expenditures on the valuation 
project to June 30, 1933, have been approximately $46,000,000. 

14. GENERAL INVESTIGATIONS 

In addition to the numerous specific proceedings in matters of rates 
and traffic, organization and finance, and valuation of carrier prop
erty to which attention has been directed in the preceding pages, gen
eral investigations which partake of the nature of both formal deter
minations and routine administrative tasks are conducted by the 
Commission in a great variety of directions. These general investiga
tions constitute a sort of transitional field, involving the subject
matter and methods of disposition characteristic of the activities 
already discussed as well as of those yet to be considered. Sometimes 
they are undertaken in fulfilment of express Congressional mandates 
of general applicability, as under the Hoch-Smith Resolution in the 
matter of regulating rate relationships, or in compliance with the pro
visions on depreciation in the matter of exercising accounting con
trol, or in the determination of efficiency and economy of manage
ment in the matter of establishing rate levels; sometimes they are 
undertaken on the Commission's own motion, in connection with 
various aspects of the regulatory process, either in the absence of all 
complaint, or by so broadening the issues in proceedings arising from 
specific complaints as to include other matters than those expressly 
raised and other carriers than those initially involved; sometinIes they 
constitute a response to special requests of Congress for inquiry and 
information with regard to any matter within the scope of the Com
mission's jurisdiction. The fact that it is within the duties and powers 
of the Commission to keep itself informed concerning the business 

peal of pcovisiollJ of ICCtion Isa relating to excess Del railway operating income. 
gready simpluy the valuatioD work. Togelh ... with the completioD of the primary 
valuations it has enabled us to reduce materially the personnel and expencliturcl iD the 
bureau. The reduction was p::tssible, also, becaUJe of the progress made in correctiDg 
aDd RviUng the origiDaI invCDtories aDd underlying records aDd do ... For the Iasc 
6scaI y.ar (.93 .... 33) the appropriatioD for the bureau wu S>'750,oOO. Iu penoDDd 
on June J. 1933, consisted. of 910 employees. The appropriation for the current tuaJ 
year (1933-34) is $1,000,000, and its active pc:raoond OD July I, 1933, consiJted of 
38. employees." A._ lie"",. '933, P. 7+ 
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of the carriers subject to its control provides the unifying element in 
all these investigations, however varied they may be in character and 
sweep and importance. The results of these investigations generally 
find their way into the formally published reports, with express find
ings and mandatory orders not unlike those arising in contested cases; 
in many instances, however, the facts found are merely filed by way 
of record or transmitted to Congress in the form of special reports. 
It is obvious that these investigatory activities, in view of the diversity 
of their origin and disposition and the miscellaneous range of matters 
with which they deal, do not lend themselves to the method of statis
tical measurement. It will suffice, for our purpose, to provide some 
concrete indication of their character and scope; and this end will 
be served adequately by illustrating each of the principal categories 
of investigation referred to above. 

First, brief reference may be made to investigations undertaken by 
the Commission in response to special requests cf Congress. Such 
requests, which are always complied with, have been numerous 
throughout the history of the Commission, and they have often been 
made without much regard to whether the proposed investigation 
was essential or whether the administrative burden imposed thereby 
would interfere with pressing duties in other directions. They have 
dealt with a great variety of problems, as will appear from the sub
ject-matter of some of these inquiries which have been concluded in 
recent years. The following are illustrative: ascertainment of the facts 
in connection with existing or prospective ownership or control of 
railway lines in the United States by the Government of Canada;'· 
investigation as to living conditions of trainmen who are compelled 
to lie over at terminals between trips and as to' the feasibility of the 
railroad companies furnishing suitable accommodations in the cir
cumstances;'· inquiry as to the causes of freight congestion in the 
principal cities of the United States and as to the measures that have 
been taken or may be taken to relieve the situation;" ascertainment 

65 Pursuant to Senate Resolution No. 212 of October 30, Isug; report wu made to 
the Senate December 3, 1919. Annual Reporl, 1920, p. 38. 

te Pursuant to Senate Resolution No. 267 of January 16, 1920; report was made 
August 3, 1920. Lilli"g Conditions of 1WIWd)' Trainmen, 58 I.C.C. 761 (1920). 

'" PurJUl.Dt to Senate Resolution No. 36 .. of May 14, 1920; report was made to the 
Senate December g, 1920. AnnUM Report, 192.X, p. 29. 
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of the cost of railroad fuel for the year 1920 over such cost for the year 
1919;48 investigation as to the organization, management, and control 
of the Trans-Continental Freight Bureau;'· inquiry as to feasibility 
and advisability of ordering an embargo upon shipments of anthra
cite coal to foreign countries, and as to the steps taken or which may 
be taken for the establishment of transportation priorities and equi
table distribution of such coal and for the prevention of its purchase 
or sale at unreasonably high prices;" provision of information as to 
the extent to which the railroads serving the Northwest Pacific states 
failed to supply adequate transportation facilities during the crop sea
son of 1922, with an analysis of causes and a suggestion of remedies 
designed to prevent a repetition of such failure or inadequacy of 
transportation facilities;01 provision of information with regard to 
the administration of the fourth section of the Interstate Commerce 
Act;" inquiry as to the assessed valuation, as used for taxation pur
poses for the year 1923, of all the property of each of the railroads in 
the United States acting as a common carrier;'· the preparation, by 
October I, i927, of a manuscript suitable for publication as a Senate 
document, covering the various acts administered by the Commission 
and related provisions of law and annotated with digests not only of 
all pertinent decisions of the Commission, including its regulations, 
but of the courts and other administrative agencies;" investigation 

"8 Pursuant to Senate Resolution No. 412; rcport was made to the Senate April 4, 
1921. Ibid., p. 30 . 

• 9 Pursuant to Senate: Resolution No. 194 of December 15. 1921; report was made 
February 3. 1923. Trims-Continental Frnghl Burell", 17 I.c.e. 252 (1923). 

60 Pursuant to Senate Re50lurion No. 4]8 of January 23. 1923; report was made to 
the Senate February 28, 1923. Annual Report, 1923. p. 31. 

51 Pursuant to Senate Resolution No. 414 of January 20, 1923; report Wat made 
February 4. 1924. Transportalion FaaJities in Nrmnwen Pad/ie Stlllel, 87 I.C.C. 47:1 
(1924) • 

• 2 Pursuant to Senate Resolution No. 472 of March 3. 1923; report was made Feb
ruary II, 1924. AdministrlZlion of FOUT1/J Smion. 871.C.C. ,64 (1924). 

II Pwsuant to Senate Resolution No. 199 of March 28. 1924, report was made to 
the Senate February 9. 1925. Annual Rrpon, 1925. p. 34. 

No This compilation and anJlOtation of statutes was originally directed by Senate 
Resolution No. 334 of Jaouary 2S (calendar date, January 28). 1927. The CommiJ.. 
sion found it impossible to comply with the request within the alloted time and pro~ 
ceedcd without regard to the time limit. Moreover. it recommended that the rctolu~ 
bon be amended in certain particularl: "'The resolution calls for a great amount of 
work. We doubt whether the result would warrant the labor and expense involved as 

, to certain of the matters contemplated. ThUl, the resolution calli for digest of fall 
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as to the effeet upon operation, service, and expenses of applying the 
principle of the 6-hour day in the employment of railroad labor."" 
The staff and facilities of the Commission are thus freely resorted to 
in connection with transportation matters and their control which 
happen to enlist the interest of the legislative branch of the Govern
ment.GO While such miscellaneous requests for investigation but in
frequendy require the personal attention of the commissioners or 
involve the time-consuming processes of contested cases, they serve to 
add to the burdens of the administrative personnel and to the respon
sibilities of the Commission. 

The investigations undertaken by the Commission on its own ma-

pertinent decisions of the courts and the commission and other administrative age.o~ 

c:ies.' Decisions of the State courts construing the Federal statutes and decisions of the 
administrative agencies other than this commission are of doubtful assistance, and 
might well be omitted. They are relatively the least important:, but the most difficult 
to compile.·o It was recommended, too. that the Commission be directed to "comply 
with the ~uest as soon as possible, rather than by any ccrqUn time limiL" Annual 
Report. 1927. p. 64_ By Senate Resolution No. 1'1 of December 6 (calendar date, De~ 
ccmbe:r 9), 1921. the Commission's recommendations were substantially adopted. With 
regard to the extent of the task, the Commission said: "Some idea of the volumetric 
mass of the undertaking can be secured from the number of points of material 
which have been assembled. To date these exceed 120,000, and before the comple~ 
lion of the manuscript several thousand more will be added." Ibid., p. 65. This work 
was completed and transmitted to the Senate December 31, 1929. It has been pub
lished in five volumes as InternflU' Commerce Acts Anaolflted, Sen. Doc. No. 166, 
70th Cong., ISt Bess., prepared by and under the direction of Commissioner Clyde B. 
Aitchison. It is planned to keep this valuable work current through the issuance of 
supplements. Annual Report, 1930, pp. 73"""74. 

GIl Pursuant to Public Resolution No. 13 of March 15. 1932; report was made to 
Congress December 13, 1932. Effect of 6-Hour Day for Railway Employees, 190 
I.C.C. 750 ('93'). 

as The Commission not only conducts investigations at the behest of Congress, but 
it also provides considerable assistance in connection with Congressional investiga
tions. Note the following, for example, with regard to the investigation of stock own
ership in railroads, especially by holding companies, conducted by the House Com
mince on Interstate and Foreign Commerce (Ho~se Report No. 2789. 7ISt Cong., 3d 
Sess.): 'We have been kept advised as to the progress of that inquiry, and in con
nection with it have given the House committee the services of various members of 
our statE" Again, in surveying the work of its Bureau of Accounts for the same pe
riod, the Commission said: "Our accountants have also assisted the House Committee 
on Intcntate and Foreign Commerce in its investigation of holding companies in their 
relation to railroads and a special committee of the Senate in its investigation of the 
railroad operated by the Government in Alaska." Annual Report, 1930, pp. 80, I. 

Furthermore. the Commissi.on is frequently called upon to consider and appraise new 
legislative proposals, and the performance of this important function, generally 
through ib Committee on Legislation, makes substantial inroads upon the time of in
dividual commissionen and of the body as a whole. 
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tion, though often impelled by the filing of complaints, are very nu
merous, touching upon almost every aspect of the regulatory process, 
and they generally result in binding readjustments in the prevailing 
relations between the carriers and the users of their service. Authority 
to act upon its own motion, with power of disposing of the issues 
involved coextensive with that exercised in complaint proceedings, 
was vested in the Commission in order that it might discharge ef
fectively its affirmative responsibilities toward the transportation 
system as a whole, restricted neither by the necessity of specific com
plaints nor by the scope of the complaints actually filed. The need of 
spontaneous action or of sweeping inquiry is constandy arising, and 
the Commission has responded sensitively to the demands of devel
oping situations. Mere reference to some of the more important in
vestigations entered into upon the Commission's own motion and 
concluded since 1927 will reflect the broad extent and far-reaching 
significance of the exercise of this investigatory power. Such investi
gations of the following matters, among many others, have been 
completed during this period: class rates in southern territory; class 
rates in eastern territory; rates and practices governing the transpor
tation of anthracite coal, bituminous coal, fertilizers, cotton, woo~ 
and sugar; refrigeration charges on fruits and vegetables; charges for 
wharfage, handling, storage, and other accessorial services; divisions 
of joint rates; private passenger-train cars; extra lares on passenger 
trains; car-hire rules; off-track stations and the transfer of freight; 
rates and practices in connection with the usc of car-container equip
ment; railroad practices in the purchase of equipment, materials, and 
supplies; railroad practices affecting operating revenues and expenses; 
motor bus and motor truck operations, with special reference to their 
coordination with rail and water transportation; the financial af
fairs of a great railroad system; and the general level of rates and 
charges."1 In addition to conducting inquiries of this varied charac
ter, the Commission has been instituting numerous investigations 

5'1 The results of the above investigations have been incorporated in the following 
reports: Southern Clius R4Ie 1""estigat;<m, 100 I.C.C. 513 (1925), Jog I.C.C. 300 
(1926). 113 I.C.C. 200 (1926), 128 I.C.C. 567 (1927); Eastern ellIS, RIlle 10 • .,tigo
tioo, 1641.C.C. 314 (1930), 171 I.C.C. 481 (1931), 'nl.C.C. 156 (1931); Ao,n,tta14 
Colli r""est;gaIWn. 101 I.c.e.363 (1925), 104 I.C.C. 341 (1925) and 514 (1926), 
122 I.C.C. 527 (1927); Eastern Bituminous eoa/lnvestigation. 140 I.C.C. 3 (1928); 
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under section 13 of the act, to determine whether prevailing intra
state rates, as fixed by the carriers or prescribed by state authority, are 
unduly prejudicial to persons or localities in interstate commerce or 
constitute unreasonable discrimination against such commerce. &S 

Proceedings instituted by the Commission on its own motion, 
through resort to its broad powers of investigation, have come to be 
an integral part of the regulatory process. They are not only so 
great in number and generally so extensive in scope as to add suD
stantially to the Commission's administrative tasks, but they fre
quendy lead to the most significant results, from the standpoint of 
both the carriers and the public"· 

Finally, special attention should be directed to certain investiga
tions undertaken by the Commission under specific Congressional 
mandates of tar-reaching importance. These investigations, like those 

FertiJi6 .... belw ... SOUl",", Poinu. "3 I.C.C. 389 ('926), 123 I.C.C. '93 ('927), 
129 I.e.c. 215 (1921); RIms on Colton to Gulf Ports, IOO·i.C.C. 159 (1925), 123 
LC.C. 685 ('927)' Wool Rata In •• nigation. 192J. 9' I.C.C. 235 ('924), 120 I.C.C. 
493 (1927); Southeast"" Sugor Investigalion. 132 I.C.C. 477 (1927), I421.C.C. 459 
(1928); k/rigl!Ntion Charges on Fruits, etc., foom the South. lSI I.C.c. 649 (1929), 
'72 I.C.C. 3 ('93')' Wh.,.fog' Ch""ges .. Adanli. and Gulf Ports. '57 I.C.C. 663 
('929), '74 I.C.C. 263 ('93')' DiWlions of Freight RaIeS, '48 I.C.C. 457 ('928), 
156 I.C.C. 94 (1929); Use of Prit/ate PtUsmger Train Cars, 15S I.C.C. 775 (1929). 
Extra Pares on PtUlt1Iger Trains, 186 I.e.c. 40 (1932) j Rules for CIII'-Hire SettlemnJI, 
.60 I.C.C. 369 ('930), .65 I.C.C. 495 ('930); Transf., in S,. Louis •• d E." S,. Louis 
by Dray,.d Truck. '55 LC.C. 129 ('929), '77 I.C.C. 3.6 ('93'); CollllnlCli .... d 
OD-Trtu:1c Frdg'" Stations, 156 I.C.C. 205 (1929); Container Service, 173 I.C.C. 377 
('93'), .82 I.C.C.653 ('932), .85 LC.C. 787 ('932), Rcciprod"l in Purchati.g and 
Rauti'g • • 88 I.C.C. 4'7 ('932), Propri'''I of 0P"";'g Pr"';cel-New York w.,...· 
houting. '98 I.C.C. '34 ('933); Mo'., But .. d Mo'., Tl'UCk Operatio •• '4° I.C.C. 
685 (1928); Coqrdination of MoltJr Transportation, Ib I.C.C. 263 (1932); Chicago, 
Milwaukee 6' St. Paul Investigation, 131 I.C.C. 615 (1928); Fifinn Per Cmt Case, 
19JI. '78 I.C.C. 539 ('93')' '791.C.C. 2'5 <'93')' '9' I.C.C. 361 ('933)' G .. ",z/ 
RaJe uvellnvestigation, '933. 195 LC.C. 5 (1933). 

as For complete lists of the investigations, including the numerous intrastate rate 
proceedings, instituted by the Commission since 1920. see dnnual Reports: 1920, 

pp. 38-42; 1921. PP. 29-34; 1922, PP. 40-44; 1923. pp. 30-35; 1924. pp. 30-33; 
1925. pp. 34-.37; 1926. pp. 33-.36; 1927. PP. 72--75; 1928, pp. 69-72j 1929, pp. 14-
17; 1930, pp. 69-72; 1931, pp. 15--78; 1932, pp. 32-35; 1933, pp. 26-28. For an ex· 
tensivc survey and analysis of the Commission's exercise of authority over intrastate 
commerce, see Pan n, pp. 191-.344. 

89 Reference to some of the outstanding proceedings of this character concluded 
rince 1920. aside from those already indicated for the period beginning in 1927, will 
disclose even more strikingly the varied nature of these investigations, the extensive· 
ness of their scope. and the significance of their results. See, for example: Increased 
Rtzus, '920, 58 I.C.C. 220, 302, 489 (1920); Erpull Rates. 1920, 58 I.C.c. 281,107 
(19%O); Express Classification, 1920, 59 I.C.c. 265 (1920); Consolidation of Erprell 
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just dealt with, have been instituted on the Commission's own mo
tion; and the Congressional mandates to which they were a response 
are an integral part of the law which the Commission administers 
and are no more binding upon it than those involved in its other 
general investigations. They are singled out for separate notice, not 
alone because of the magnitude of the tasks which they involve, but 
because the method of general investigation, as distinct from the 
piece-meal disposition of specific complaints, is the contemplated 
mode of procedure in these instances. The tasks here referred to com
prise the rate structure investigation, the determination of deprecia
tion charges, and the establishment of standards of economy and 
efficiency. 

Under the Hoch-Smith Resolution, after the general declaration 
that "the true policy in rate making" necessitates the consideration 
of "the conditions which at any given time prevail in our several 
industries," the Commission was directed to determine the extent of 
existing maladjustments in rate relationships, to remove such malad
justments in conformity with standards prescribed in general terms, 
and, "in view of the existing depression in agriculture," to effect such 
lawful changes in the rate structure as would promote the freedom 
of movement of the products of agriculture, including livestock, 
affected by such depression, "at the lowest possible lawful rates com
patible with the maintenance of adequate transportation 5ervice."" 
The Rate Structure Investigation entered upon in compliance with 

Compt:mies, 591.C.C. 459 (1920); Limilation.s of Liability ifJ Trllrum;tl;ng Telegrams, 
6, I.C.C. 541 ('9"); Consolidatio. of II4iIroadl. 63 I.C.C. 455 ('9")' 159 I.C.C. 
522 (1929); Rau,O. Grai •• Grai. Proauett ... a Hay. 64 LC.C. 85 ('9")' 69 I.C.C. 
56, (19'2), 80 I.C.C. 362 (1923); Reaut:,a Raul. 1922. 68 I.C.C. 676 (1922), 69 
I.C.C. 138 (1922),13 I.C.C. 189 (19"), 17 I.C.C. 675 (19'3), 81 I.C.C. 170 (1923); 
Aulomtllic Train-Control Devices, 69 I.C.C. 258 (1922).91 I.C.C. 426 (1924); Inln'~ 
dangeable Mileage Tklcd ItJl1enigtlliOtl, 11 I.C.C. 200,647 (1923), 98 I.C.C. 298 
(1925); Assigned Carl for BittlmitunU Coal Mines, 80 I.C.C. 520 (1923), 93 I.Ce. 
701 (1924); Ezpwl Raul. 1922. 83 I.C.C. 606 (1923),89 I.C.C. 297 (1924); /l6H1 
tm4 Charges on Grllin. II1Itl Grtlin Products, 91 I.C.C. 105 (1924); Power Br.Jc.el ."J 
Appliances (or OperlUing. 91 I.e.c. 481 (1924); Rules GOl1tNJ;ng RJuingl of Coal 
Mines, 95 LC.e. 309 (1924); CIII"g~1 for ParsNlg"s i" S/~~pi"g IItUl Par/or CIITS, 
9S I.C.C. 469 (1925); ~tlNlUI!S i" W~/krn District, 113 I.C.C. 3 (1926); DNiIltr' 6-
IIi6 Grana, 1 ... stigation. 113 I.C.C. 15 (1926), 

10 Public Resolution No. 46 of January 30, J925. 68lh Congress, 43 Stat. 8oJ. For 
an enlightening analysis of the divene inrerpretatioDl of the Resolution, tee Warren H. 
Wagner, T'" H""A.smiIJJ Retolldi .. (1929). 
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this Resolution involved an inquiry into the propriety of the rates 
and charges of all the common carriers subject to the Commission's 
jurisdiction;" it was without question the most important and most 
extensive proceeding ever undertaken by the Commission." In the 
coursc of its dcvdopment the investigation embraced separate in
quiries concerning the following class rates or rates on important 
commodities or commodity groups: western trunk-line class rates, 
cotton, petroleum and its products, furniture, iron and sted articles, 
grain and grain products, cottonseed and its products and related 
articles, livestock, hay, sand and gravel, non·ferrous metals, and salt.68 

These proceedings were very prolonged and extensive," and because 

01 Upon the institution of this investigation, the Commission, in its Order and No .. 
tice to Public of March 12, 1925, said: '"The joint resolution authorizes and directs the 
commission to· make a thorough investigation of the rate structure of 'common car~ 
rien subject to the interstate commerce act.' Accordingly. all pipe-I inc companies; tele
graph, telephone, and cable companies operating by wire or wireless; express com .. 
panies; aleeping~ companies; and all persons, natural or aQificial. engaged in such 
forms of transportation or transmission, as wdl as those engaged in the transportation 
of persons or property by rail or by water subject to the act have been made respondents 
in this proceeding." In view of the importance and broad scope of the investigation. 
the CoOllllission created a new division of its membership, designated as Division 6, to 
direct the proceeding, and it eJfeaed coOperative arrangements with the National Ass0-
ciation of Railroad and Utilities Commissioners and with representatives of the state 
regulatory bodies. A •• 1UIl Rep"". 1925. p. 40 • 

• , Compare: the following: '''Io. outward appearance innocuous, the Joint Resolution 
of Congte5$. popularly known as the Hoch-Smith Resolution, and aD the Boor of Con
gress prior to its passage described as a political 'gesture,' has been responsible for what 
is believed to be the greatest task. ever imposed upon the Interstate Commerce Commis
Don since its creation in 1887. And this without additional appropriation. M Com
missioner Balthasar H. Meyer has said. 'the tasks imposed upon the Commission by its 
provisions are Herculean. In tact, literal and complete execution of all its provisions is 
probably beyond the power of any body of men. • • • I could k",p a hundred Solo· 
mons busy on this program for a hundred years. • • • Complete compliance with such 
requirements clearly exceeds the ability of any set of men.' Involving as it does all of 
the rates of substantially aU of the common carriers of the nation, it has been stated by 
Commissioner Clyde B. Aitchison that the investigation instituted under the Resolution 
was 'the most tar-reaching and important one ever entered upon by the Interstate 
Commeca: Commission or by any other human tribunal among civilized peoples." II 
Warren H. Wagner, op. cit., p. I. 

e'The development of these '"Parts" of No. 17000, RIlle StruelUl'e Inllestigfllion, is 
set forth in detail in Annulll RrPOrll: J925, pp. 37-4J; J926, pp. 36-39; J921, pp. 61-
72; J928, pp. 63-68; 1929. pp. 69-73i 1930, pp. 6J-68; and J932, pp. 29-31. 

'" WeSkm T,.""lt.pUne Clos, Jakl, 164 I.C.C. I, 113 I.C.C. 637, 118 I.C.C. 6J9, 
18. I.C.C. 301: instituted October 11,1926, decided May 6,1930, April 14. 1931. ~ 
bel I, 1931, and Dcc:cmber I, 1931; 13.352 pages of traDSCript and 1,231 exhibits. Rate 
SInICtIWe InlJemgllliOft, Pm J, COlwn, 165 I.C.c. 594: instituted November' 26, 1926, 
decided July 1$, 1930; 1.181 pages of tranacript and 943 exhibits. Petroleum ."t/ ill 
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of their unwieldy proportions, 116 the Commission, toward the end of 
1933> ordered the investigation discontinued." 

PnJducts. I?II.C.C. 286: instituted November 8,1926, decided January S. 1931; 7.6:19 
pages of transcript and 1,029 exhibits. Rr/iuJ PelrOln4m Products in the Southwell, 
171 I.C.C. 38r, ]74 I.C.C. 745= instituted June 4, 1928, decided January S. 193., and 
June 2, 1931; 4,606 pages of transcript and 551 exhibib. Furnitur't, 177 I.C.C. 5: insti· 
ruled March It 1928. decided July 28, 1931 j 6.776 pages of transcript and 941 exhibits. 
Iron and Steel .Articl~l, 155 I.C.C. 511. 161 I.C.C. 386, 161 I.C.C. 608, 168 I.e.c. 107: 
instituted November J8, 1926, decided June 3, 1929. February 24t 1930, March 3. 1930, 
and October 14. 1930; 4,092 pages of transcript and 685 exhibits. Grain and Grain 
Proauets, 164 J.C.C. 619. 173 I.C.c. 5lJ: instituted December 30, 19:16. decided July I, 
1930, and April 13. 1931; 53,304 pages of uan.script and 2,106 cxhibiu. CotlO1Jleea, 
iu Products, .. d Related Artit:/", .88 I.C.C. 60S: institur<:d March '4. '9'7, decided 
November 12, 1932; 19,$09 pages of transcript and 2,464 exhibits. U"ell«~ SoU/linn 
Territory, Ralel. 171 I.C.c. 721: instituted May 16, 1921, decided December 8, 1930; 
2,140 pages of transcript and 280 exhibits. UveSl«Ic,-WeS1t:r1J DisWI Rizlel, 116 I.C.C. 
I: instituted May 16, 1927. decided June 8, 1931; 1$.699 pages of transcript and 153 
exhibits. Sand, GrtJflel, Crushed SlOne, lind Shelll, 155 I.C.C. 247: instiNted June 13. 
'9'7, decided June 3, '929; ',469 pages of tralllCtipt .. d '75 exhibits. Sand, era.eI, 
tmJ CNUhed Stone, 1?1I.e.c. 621: instituted October I.., 1929. decided July 7. 1931; 
1,551 pages of transcript and 186 exhibir.s. At time of writing the investigations of 
rates on hay. instituted June 29, ]927. 00 DOD~ferrous metals, institulCd March I, 1929. 
and on salt:, instituted January 4. 1930, had not yet issued in published reporu; but the 
hearings had been completed, .. d tbe record consUtcd, respectively, of 7,695 pages of 
transcript and 6» exhibits, 8,'76 pages of transcript .. d ','34 exhibits, and 40'93 
pages of transcript and 874 exhibits. s..: Ann"'" Rep"", '93:1, p. 3'. 

ea The Commission's general reaction to its experience with the rate lttUCtW'e in· 
vcstigation was first formally stated at the end of 1932: "The Resolution directed us, 
among other things, to reconstruct the rate structure of the country and to reapportion 
the burdc.n under it. In a sense, every rate case is a revision of the existing rate suuc~ 
ture. but the Hocb~Smith Resolution was apparendy intended to hasten that process. 
Generally speaking, the Docket '7000 cases have developed into unwieldy proportioIlf. 
Our experience: with them bas shown that the country is too big to make it generally 
practicable to deal with it as a whole or even with the major classification territories, 
except in proceedings especially ad.pted to large territorial treatmen~ such u the claui· 
fieatioDJ themselvc:o. Substantial benefits have resulr<:d from the genetal surveys which 
have been made in the Hoch·Smith cases, but these: have been offict by the disad· 
vantages connected. with unavoidable delay bca.UIe of the protracted character of the 
hearings in arriving at specific rate changes in particular territoricl or r.o meet particu~ 
Iar situations.·· Ibid., p. 30. The contemplared benefits of the Resolution to agric:ulture: 
did oot materialize, largely .. a result of the decision of the Supreme: Court in An. 
Arbor R. Co • •• U.s., 28. U.s. 658 ('930), holding invalid the det<rmination in 
Calif. Gro .. ,,1' and ShipperI' Prot«ri", u.gue •. S. P. Co., 1>9 I.C.C. '5 ('9'7), 
'32 I.C.C. 58. ('9'7), in wbich the Resolution .... ro in .... prettd by the Court as to 
confer no new power upon the Commission. 

"Thus: "Experience has shown that necessary cha.o.ges in the rale structUre: caa 
be effcacd by us with the least delay (wbich is the mand. .. of the Hoch·S.ruth res0-

lution) through the usual course of hearing complaints. or by investigations on our 
own motion, rather than under a gcnera1 pation~wide investigation whic.h is likely to 
assume unduly poDdcrous proportions. In view of all the c:itcwnstaDceI we therefore 
entered an order on October 2, 1933. that except for the orden already made in this 
proceeding or which may be entered in respect of such orckn .. supplementary or 
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A second general investigation of far-reaching importance, though 
not possessing the direct significance of the rate structure proceeding, 
was that concerned with the prescription of depreciation accounting. 
Under section 20, as amended by the Transportation Act. the Com
mission was directed to prescribe "the elasses of property for which 
depreciation charges may properly be included under operating ex
penses, and the percentages of depreciation which shall be charged 
with respect to each of such classes of property." This Congressional 
mandate, the execution of which will exert a vital influence upon the 
determination of the earnings of all carriers subject to the Commis
sion's control, has been found to involve very arduous and highly 
complex tasks. The Commission wisely proceeded with caution in 
this technical matter, by slow stages and in thoroughgoiog fashion. 
It entered upon the task prompdy, by organizing a Depreciation Sec
tion in its Bureau of Accounts;" for the first few years preliminary 
studies and analyses were made, involving "a fast amount of re
search";- during the year 1923 tentative reports were issued for tele
phone companies and for steam railroads, and public hearings were 
held for their consideration;" during the year 1924 the hearings and 
argument in the case of telephone companies and steam railroads 
were concluded; T. but despite the progress made in connection with 
these classes of carriers, "the importance and great complexity of the 
questions involved" delayed final decisions, '11 and not until Novem
ber 2, 1926. was depreciation accounting prescribed for telephone 
companies and steam railroads, to become effective January I, 1928."" 

aJJciIWy -. and """"pt for those pam of the proceeding which have been heard, 
and not ,.. submitkd, the goncraI inV<Stigation be diJcontinued." A""wI Report. 
1933. p. 12-

61 A.",,1UIl Report, 1920, pp. 34-35. 
18 LltnIIUIi Reports: 19~1, p. 26i 192.2., p. 37 • 
•• A,."'" kporl. 1923, P. 26 • 
•• A ..... &,.".. 1924> p. 26. 
n A. .... kport, 1925. P. 27. The Commission added: "'Pending such decisions 

and the determination of the CODtrolling goncraI principles, it has DOt been coosidercd 
2dvisable 10 proceed with public heuiogs for consideration of depreciation eharges of 
other dasocs of CODUDOD arriers." NOI<, also, the following: ''Early decisioD upon this 
troublesome and involved matter, in 50 &r as steam railroads and telephone com
panies arc concerned. is anticipated and will contain a comprehensive discussion of the 
goncraI subject of depreciation eb2rges and underlying principles which will so p>ve 
the W2y that progress may be made in promulgating oimilar rulings with respeet 10 
the other dasocs of carricn subject 10 OUI jurisdiction." Annwl &por •• 1926, P. 26. 

TO TeI<phon. ad RIliIroo4 D<preeiIlIion Chtll', ... u8 I.C.C. 295 (1926). 
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But the Commission's report and orders in this proceeding proved 
only the beginning of a new cycle of investigation. Because of the 
interest aroused among shippers' organizations and commercial 
bodies which had not been represented at the original hearings, and 
in response to requests for rehearing by some of the carriers immedi
ately involved, the railroad and telephone cases were reopened for 
further hearing, 'with the effective date of the Commission's orders 
postponed, first, to January I, 1929," and then indefinitely, and with 
the determination of depreciation charges for other carriers held in 
abeyance pending the establishment of general principles in these 
proceedings'" The Commission's final report on further hearing in 
the matter of depreciation charges of steam railroads and telephone 
companies was not issued till July 28, 1931, the orders in pursuance 
thereof to become effective January I, 1933;" and because of the 
extraordinary economic conditions of the depression this effective 
date was subsequently postponed, first to January I, 1934, and then to 
January I, 1935, almost fifteen years after the depreciation provisions 
of the Transportation Act became operative"· 

The activities of the Commission in connection with the develop
ment of standards of efficiency and economy, with special reference 
to its formal investigations toward this end, provide the final field 
for brief notice. The Commission's studies in efficiency and economy, 

T8 Annual Rep01'l# 1927, p. 2. 

14. AnnU4l Report, 1928, pp. 1-2; and for subsequent progress of the investigation, 
Annum Reports: 1929. p. 2; 1930, pp. 1--2. 

7f1 Telephone anti Railroad DepreciaJion Chtll'gu, J77 I.C.C. 351 (1931). 
78 At the end of 1932 the Commission reported: "Upon oonsidrralion of pecitions 

filed by the interested carrien and in recognition of the ntr.lOJ'dinary economic coodi· 
bOns now existing which make a change in the practice of carriu. wi[h respect to 
depreciation charges difficult and inadvisable at this time, the effective date of our or .. 
ders pertaining to the depreciation accounting of telephone and steam railroad com .. 
panies. which was set for January I, 1933. has been postponed for one year. Under 
the circumstances final action in the matter of depreciation charges of other classes of 
carriers has been held in abeyance." Annutzl Report, 1932, p. 42. And at the end of 
1933: IllContinuation of the extraordinary economic: conditions which . . . brought 
about postponement of the effective dates of our orders . .. from January I, 1933, 
to January I, 1934. has resulted in further petitions from the interested carriers. and 
in response to these. postponement for an additional year has been granted." Annutd 
R<port. '933, p. 36. Furthermore, pending the actual application of the o,den for 
sream railroads and telephone companies, final action in Doc:kets 15780, 19157. '9200. 
19440, and 19450, dealing with depreciation accounting for wau:r carrier .. electric 
railways. pipe lines. lleeping-c:ar companies. and express companies, has been deferred. 
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and its establishment of a Section on Efficiency and Economy of 
Operation in its Bureau of Service, were largely the outcome of the 
rule of rate-making enacted by the 1920 legislation.'I'I Under section 
15a, in the adjustment of rates and in the determination of the rate 
of return, the exercise of the Commission's authority was condi
tioned upon the requirement of "honest, efficient and economical 
management." In order that a basis for judgment in this direction 
might be made available, the Commission entered upon studies in 
efficiency and economy. For the most part, because of inadequacy of 
appropriations and the desire to avoid duplicating the work of the 
railroads' own technical staff, the Commission has confined itself, 
taking the fidd as a whole, to statistical studies based upon the operat
ing returns submitted by the carriers.'· The operating averages of 
various sorts thus produced provide useful comparative data, though 

Tf ."The creation of the section of efficiency and economy of operation within the 
bureau of ...-rice • • • has made for increased efficiency an4 economy. Matter. per. 
taining to car service and to efficiency and economy of operation are so interrelated 
that work in both lines is being handled cooperatively without overlapping or dupli~ 
cation of effort. Some of the investigations mentioned elsewhere in this rcport--as, 
for example, those relating to the Florida congestion, wasteful car handling practices, 
rdiigerator-car distribution, icing, tidewater coal congestions. ctc:.---are matters in~ 
volving cfIiciency and economy of operating in which the combined forces of the 
bureau have participated:· Annual &pon. 1926. pp. 64-65. 

78 The Commission has explained this delimitation of its activity as follows: "To 
go into the question of efficiency of management in a thoroughly effective way would 
occessitatc an organization of experts especially qualified to investigate the numeJ'ous 
and complex p~ of railroad management, such as shop methods. locomotive per
formance. road and terminal operation, maintenance of way and structures. purchas. 
ing and many others. This would involve a large additional appropriation and would 
in lOme degree duplicate the work of the technical staff of the railroads. We have not 
been convinced that we are called upon to engage in the study of operating efficiency 
upon this elaborate plan. We have: undertaken, however, to emphasize to a greater 
degree than heretofore the systematic comparison of operating results through statis. 
tical reports." AntuUlI Report, 1922, p. 25. The operating items measured statistically 
by periods for these purposes have included the following: net ton·miles per mile of 
road per day; trainloads, both in gross tDns (except locomotives) and net tons; aver-
age miles per hour of trains; net ton·miles per car-day; average carload tons; car~mi1es 
per car..d,ay; percentage of aU car~miles loaded; can per train; locomotive~miles per 
locomotive--day; and data have likewise been compiled as to the percentage of loco· 
motives and freight cars in unserviceable condition, fuel consumption of freight loco· 
motives. and railway equipment contracted for repairs in outside construction or re· 
pair shops. For comparative operating averages and summaries in terms of these items, 
ICe AnnruJI Reports: 1922, p. 10?,; 19:2.3. P. 105; 1924, pp. 8, 113; 1925, pp. 57, 115; 
1926, pp. 65-66. 121; 1927. pp. 39, 52, 123; 1928, pp. 44-45, 51, 127; 1929. pp. 
51, 57. 135; 1930, pp. 4'7-48, 55. 148; 1931. pp. 53-54. 62, 170; 1932, pp. 79, 84. 
145; '933. pp. 69. 99· 
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they are obviously not controlling in matters of efficiency and 
economy.T. But the Commission has also instituted, upon its own 
motion, general investigations of a formal character into the effi
ciency and economy of management of the carriers. These have con
cerned the maintenance of equipment, for example, and they have 
been directed particularly at the propriety of expenditures made for 
repairs to locomotives and other equipment at outside construction 
and repair shops. Reports embracing a good many carriers have 
been issued in these investigations,SO and substantial excess expendi
tures, as compared with the costs of similar repairs in railroad shops, 
have been disclosed.81 The Commission has also proceeded in other 

19 Compare the following comment by the Commission on the work of its Bureau 
of Statistics in this matter: "The principal analytical work that is being done is the 
comparative study of operating averages. An examination is being made of the dif~ 
ferences in results obtained by various railroads operated under similar condiuoDJ. 
Although it is difficult to reach final conclusions II to the honesty, economy, and effi~ 
cieney of railway management from statistical tests in a central office, it is believed that 
a systematic effort to explain apparendy abnormal results will prove of value both to 
the carriers and to the public." Annual R~porl. 1922, p. 39. Again, in the following 
year, the Commission said: "Much attention has been given during the year to methods 
of analyzing current statistics so as to reveal tendencies in the economy and efficiency 
of management. A compilation of comparative operating averages from this point of 
view has been published. and it is expected that similar statemenu will be issued an
nually in the future. Although there are limitation. to the conclusions as to efficiency 
which can be drawn from a mere comparison of statistical averages, a study of such 
data, when available for a series of years, wilt assist in showing which carricn are 
making the most rapid progress in the efficiency of operation." Annu ~pOf1, 1923, 
p.28. 

80 CtmSlNldWn and J«pllir 0/ Railway Equipment: Pennsylvania Railroad en .. 66 
I.C.C. 694 (1922); Adantic Coast Line Railroad Co., 66 I.C.C. 727 (1922); New York 
Central Railroad Co., 66 [.e.e. 732 (1922); Chicago &: North Western Railway Co., 
69 I.C.C. '43 (1922); Seaboard Air Line Railway Co., 69 I.C.C. 151 (1922); Central 
Railroad Company of New Jersey. 89 I.e.c. 751 (1934), 104 I.e.e. 352 (1925); vari· 
ous railway companies. including Chicago. Burlington at Quincy Railroad Co., Chi .. 
ago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Co., Philadelphia at Reading Railwaf Co .• SL 
Louis-San Francisco Railway Co., Missowi Pacific Railroad Co., SL LoW. Southwestern 
Railway Co., and Texas" Pacific Railway Co., 91 I.C.C. 399 (1924); Erie Railroad 
Co .• 93 [.C.C. 646 (1924). and, for Marine Equipment, 128 I.C.C. 323 (1927)j New 
York, New Haven&: Hartford Railroad Co .• 107 I.C.c. 721 (1926). 

'1 Without entering into an analysis of the Commission's findinga. it: may be nored 
that the Commission has reported as follows: '"The maintenance expenditures on 16 
railroads investigated included repairs in contract shops to I,JS. locomotives which 
exceeded by '15.:183,748.97. an average of '13.244.15 pet locomotive, the cost of 
similar repairs made to locomotives at the railroad .hops." AnnutJllUporl. 1925. p. 58. 
Since July 6. 1925. all Class [ railroads must file wilh the Commission copies of con~ 
traCU and agreements entered into with outside colUb'UCtion or repair shops for the 
repair or rebuilding of locomotives or othc:r equipment wed in the transportation JetYicc. 
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directions," the most significant of which is represented by the in
vestigation, institoted on its own motion July 6, 1931, into the prac
tices of carriers by railroad affecting operating revenues or expenses." 

Is. SERVICE AND SAFElY 

In passing to a brief consideration of the Commission's activities 
in connection with matters of transportation service and safety of 
operation, we enter upon a survey of the Commission's more purely 
administrative tasks, which are performed, in large measure, through 
the routine of its bureaus, in cooperation with the carriers. While 

The Section 0.0 Efficiency and Economy of Operation checks and analyzes these con
tracts. and conduct5 such field investigations in connection with them as may be neces
sary. On the basis of these results the Commission eltleJlds its formal inquiries from 
time to time. See Jfaluuzl Reports: 1927. p. 39; 1928, pp. 44-45; 1929, p. 51; 1930, 
p. 47; 1931, pp. 53--54; 1932, p. 79; 1933. p. 69 • 

.. s... for example, Mainteo ...... of W.p Ezpendilures: P. & L. E. R. R. Co., 136 
LC.C. 52.7 (1928), in which, upon investigation, the Commission found the practice 
of the carrier in paying labor contractors a 10 per cent allow~ce of the monthly earn
ings of its track and roadway laborers, iDduding those employed in a supervUory ca
pacity and in connection with camp and Commissary. to be inconsistent with efficient 
and economical managemenL . 

U Ez Ptlt1e '04: PrllClices 01 Carri"1 A/fiding Operating Revenues or E:tpenscs. 
The character of the investigation .... early described by the Commission as follows: 
ult should be understood that this proceeding is not intended as an exhaustive investi
gation into the economy and efficiency of railroad management and operation. We arc 
not equipped for such an undertaking, and, indeed. our facilities arc limited for the 
investigation which we have instituted. making it necessary to carry it on piecemeal. 
step by &tcp. The purpose is to investigate definite practices of the carriers which we 
have reason to believe may be unduly depleting operating revenues or increasing opcr~ 
atiog expenses. They will chie8y be practices brought about by the pressure of com
petition. In such situations it is often diflicult for the carriers to discontinue a particular 
practicc:. even if they realize that it is exerting an advCtsC effect upon income, but this 
dilIiculty may be overcome by pubIi<: disclosure of the facts, provided the &cu ohow 
need for discontinuance. The investigation will not be confined, however. to practices 
of this c:haractcr. but will embrace such other matters as we believe merit investigation 
and which we have taciJ.ities to investigate:' A"nual Rrport, 1931, p. 79. The investi .. 
gation was divided into six parts: Part I, Railroad Fuel; Part n. Terminal Services of 
Oass 1 Carriers; Part In, Construction and Maintenance of Private Side Tracks for 
Shippen; Part IV. Traffic Expensesi Part V. Private Freight Can; and Part VI, Ware~ 
housing and Storage of Property by Carrier. at the Pon of New York. The results of 
the last of these parts appear in PrOpri~ly of Operlfling Prtlt:lia.s-N~III York Warehous .. 
iog. 198 I.C.C. 134 (1933). The results of lOme of the remaining parts, in completed 
or preliminary form, have been. referred to the Federal COOrdinator of Transportation, 
who was charged by the Emergency RaiIroad Transportation Act of 1933 (public No. 
68.73d Congress) with promotiog or requiring action by the carriers designed to pre
vent undue impairment of net earnings and avoidable waste and expense. Sec Annual 
&pon. '933. p. 29· 
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ultimate responsibility for these activities, as for those previously con
sidered, rests in the Commission, the Bureau of Service, with its sec
tions on car service, on efficiency and economy of operation, and on 
transportation of explosives and other dangerous articles, is in direct 
charge of service matters; and the Bureau of Safety, with its sections 
on hours of service, on safety appliances, on accident investigation, 
and on signals and train-control devices, together with the Bureau of 
Locomotive Inspection, are in direct charge of safety matters. The 
activities of these bureaus, in so Jar as they entail the adjustment of 
controversies and the promulgation of practices for future applica
tion, involve the performance of quasi-judicial and legislative func
tions as well as executive tasks; and formal proceedings are frequently 
entered upon with respect to these matters, in response to complaints 
or on the Commission's own motion, with full hearings, published 
reports, and mandatory findings." Predominantly, however, the 
duties of the carriers in matters of service and safety are enforced 
through a continuous process of accommodation between the Com
mission's representatives, stationed in the field and operating from 
Washington, and representatives of the roads. It is but necessary for 
our present purposes to indicate the character and extent of these 
administrative activities. 

The Commission's control of railroad service, not merely in terms 
of removing discriminatory practices, but to the end of promoting 
the reasonable and effective use of available facilities, is of compara
tively recent origin. The transportation. difficulties of the war period 

.. See, for example, the following: Safe,yAppli4n<es. 58 I.C.c. 655 ('9>0); Auto
matic TrtJi,,~ContTol Del/ices, 69 I.e.c. 258 (1922), 91 I.C.C. 426 (1924), J4B I.C.C. 
.88 ('928); Has';.gs Comm.mal Club v. C., M. 6- St. P. Ry. Co .. 69 Le.e. 489 
('922), .07 I.C.C. 208 ('926); York Mfn. Assa. v. P. R. R. CD .. 73 I.e.e. 40 ('922); 
Pan AnA", Chamber of Commerce v. T. 6- F. S. Ry. CD., 731.C.e. 36. ('922); As· 
siptl CfII'l for Bituminous Coal Mines, 80 I.C.C. S20 (1923),93 I.C.C. 701 (1924); 
Power BraJc.cl and ApplillIJUI (or Opcl'lwng. 91 I.C.C. 481 (1924); JUJcs GOllerning 
Rlltings 0/ Cotd Mines, 95 I.c.e. 309 (1924); Train Serlliee em Northern Paci{ie. 112 
I.e.c. 191 (1926); Handling of Pres" Meat, 132 I.C.C. 49 (1927); Cal'l (l1' Litlcltod( 
from Sou,hwest, '36 I.C.C. 61 (1927); Sample v. A .. T. 6- S. F. R,. Co .. 139 I.e.e. 
324 ('928); Pan 0' New Yo,k Authorit, v. A .• T.6- S. F. Ry. Co .. '44 I.C.C. 5'4 
('928); Chicago 6- Alton R. R. Co. v. T •• P. 6- W. Ry. Co., 146 I.C.C. 171 ('928); 
/olll",ncshUl'g Mfg. Co. y. Michigtm C. R. Co., J5J I.C.C. 6J (19:19); Trlln$porIIIIion 
of S"aUlbmie, by Express, 's' I.C.C. 5S3 ('929), '56 I.C.e. 4 ('929); ExeelUor 
Coal Co. v. Midland Valley R. Co .. • 60 I.C.e. '75 ('929); L.mghli. Y. Aberde ... 6-
Rod(fish R. Co., .6. LC.C. 'S7 ('930); Rules for Car·Hire Settlemenl, .60 I.C.C. 369 
('930), .6S 1.e.C. 495 (1930). 
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led to the passage of the Esch Car Service Act of 1917 and to the 
establishment of the Bureau of Service;" and, upon the reconstitu
tion of the regulatory structure by the Transportation Act of 1920, 
the powers conferred by the earlier legislation were further enlarged, 
and the activities of the Bureau of Service were correspondingly ex
panded." The Commission's authority over service is now essen
tially coextensive with its rate-making power even under normal 
conditions; and in emergency situations it exercises a jurisdiction so 
sweeping, in the interest of general transportation needs, as virtually 
to dominate the movement of property by rail and the utilization of 
its instrumentalities. Nominally, aside from authority to require the 
joint use of terminals when deemed practicable and in the public 
interest, the duties of the carriers and the powers of the Commission 
are restricted to "ear service"; but since the term "car service," as em· 
ployed in the statute, embraces the use, control, supply, movement, 
distribution, exchange, interchange, and return pf all vehicles-in
cluding cars, locomotives, and special equipment-and the supply of 
trains, it is obvious that all physical instrumentalities as well as all 
important service relationships, between carriers and shippers and 
amongst the carriers themselves, are thereby subjected to the Com
mission's jurisdiction. The initiative in furnishing safe and adequate 
service and in maintaining just and reasonable arrangements rests in 
the roads; but on complaint or on its own motion, the Commission 
may, after hearing, prescribe the rules, regulations, and practices that 
shall govern. In performing this normal regulatory task, however, the 
Commission has avoided formal proceedings as far as possible. From 
the beginning, it has achieved its ends very largely through coopera
tion with the carriers.·? But the Commission also possesses extensive 
emergency powers over service, in the event of shortage of equip-

s. s.. A •• rurI Report, '9'7. pp. 62-68. 
86 Sec Annual &porI~ 1920, pp. 11-25, 56-57. 
8f When, in 1917. the Commission first organized its Bureau of Car Service as the 

agency for the transmission of its directions in matters of service, it laid down a co
operative procedure which has been largely followed since that time. "Where occasion 
requires," it said. "orders or directions will issue under the car service act and directly 
to the carrier or carriers concerned." But it then continued as follows: "Subject to this 
fundamental principle, the Commission is availing itself, and will continue to avail it
selC of cooperative effort on the part of the carriccs' commission on car service. . . . 
The Commission is advised that the carriers have appointed local car service committees 
at IODlC 30 points throughout the country, and that the National Industrial Traffic 
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ment, congestion of traffic, or any other circumstance requiring im· 
mediate action, and these powers may be exercised summarily. They 
extend to the suspension of existing car-service rules and practices; to 
the enforcement of such arrangements, irrespective of the ownership 
of facilities, as will promote service in the interest of the public and 
the commerce of the people; to the requirement of such joint or com· 
mon use of terminals as will best meet the emergency in terms of 

League has appointed similar committees of shippers at the samc poinu, the aim being 
to secure harmony and cooperation between shippers and carriers. The Commission 
suggested that these committees should meet jointly where necessary to adjust local 
afi3irs; any irreconcilable difference which might arise to be referred to the carrierl' 
commission on cae service or to the bureau of car service for adjustmcnL" Annual Re
port, ISU7. p. 66. Again in 1920, when the Bureau of Service was first organized under 
the provisions of the Transportation Act, the Commission likewise stressed iu rc1iancc 
upon informal coOperation with the carriers: "The railroads, realizing the necessity for 
fair and equitable distribution of cars, voluntarily established a car service division of 
the American Railroad Association. • • • By voluntary action of the carriers by rail· 
road that division has been given power to issue directions to them in the matter of 
car distribution, which they have undertaken to follow. It also acts as the statutory 
agent for the members of the association in receiving service of orders entered by us: 
and, by its o~cers and committees, speaks to us the collective voice of its constituents 
as to all matters of car service .••• We have cooperated with the railroads in traJII.
portation matters through that agency." Annual R~port, 1920, p. 13. Through the or· 
ganization, by the carriers' car service division, of regional advisory boards, composed 
of railroad and shipper represcJltativC5, and through the stationing of the Commillion'. 
service agents at all important gateways, this coOperative procedure has been further 
promoted. The regional advisory boards, organized in large measure for the purpose 
"of anticipating car requirements and overcoming car«rvice and operating difficulties 
which can be worked out locally," enable carriers and shippers to ··understand more 
dearly each other's problems" and to "harmonize their dilferences." Annu IUporl, 
1923, p. 54. And the achievements of the Commission's ICtvice agents are noteworthy: 
·'Our definite policy of seeking to bring about the greated pouible measure of c0-

operation between shippers and carriers bas contributed largely to efficiencies and 
economies of operation and has facilitated transportation. Our service agents are con .. 
standy assisting in the adjwtment of diff"erenccs and complainu of a local nature 1:Je. 
tween shippen and carriers. • • • The immediate attention to giVCll at an. incipient 
stage frequcndy results in bringing the parties together and. in nearly all such inst.anCCl, 
satisfactory adjwtments are reached, thereby obviating the filing of formal complaintl 
and the resulting expense to the shippers. the carriers and the commission.·· AnnuJ 
Report, 1926, p. 59. Sec, also, Annual &ports: 19:27, p. 35; 1928, pp. 41-43; 19'29, 
p. 47; 1930, p. 44j 1931, p. So; and Dote the following &om. Annulll Rrport# 1933, a' 
p. ,,: "With the general deer .... in the amount of traffic handled by nil throughout 
the country there has come to this bureau [of service] aD increased amount of work. 
Due to curtailments of train service, changes in schedules, dosing of ftations, and 
abandonment of lines the bureau has received and acted upon I.D unusual Dumber of 
informal complaintJ and protests. We have received requests uom carriers, shippers, 
chamben of commerce, and other civic organizations for assistance in adjusting local 
controvcrsiel: relating to service matten. Our service ageDu are successful in bringing 
about many amicable settlements." 
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public need; to the establishment of priorities, embargoes, and trans
portation under permit; to the control of the handling, routing, and 
movement of traffic in the public interest. In these various ways, un
der emergency conditions, the Commission in effect serves as a super
directorate of the carriers as a whole in matters of transportation 
service. The situations requiring the exercise of these extraordinary 
powers generally affect a considerable section of the country and do 
not lend themselves to the informal accommodation which so fre
quendy composes local differences. While the Commission's close 
contact with transportation conditions and its cooperation with the 
carriers may often exert a preventive inHuence, the actual develop
ment of such emergencies usually results in resort, through service 
orders, to the Commission's mandatory powers. 

Neither the Commission's normal car-service activities nor those 
called forth by emergency situations lend themselves to effective sta
tistical treatment. It is suJlicient to give a brief .i!ldication of their 
character. The Commission, in cooperation with the carriers and 
shippers and their representatives, seeks continuously not only to 
stimulate improvement in operating efficiency, but "to eliminate mis
understandings and secure the best possible distribution of cars and 
the freest practicable movement of traffic."" Emphasis is placed upon 
heavier car loading, increased car mileage, preclassification of cars in 
freight trains, decreased percentage of bad-order cars, reduced cross
hauling of empty cars, prompt release of equipment by shippers, an
ticipation of car requirements, enforcement of car-service rules.·· Not 

88 AfJr""d Report. 1923. p. 54. 
8. See ,A"tuUI/ Reports: 1920, pp. 23-25; 1923. pp. 54--56; 1925. PP. 54-58j 1926, 

pp. 59-60. By way of illustration of a few of these matters, note the following: "The 
necessity for prompt rdease of cars by shippen and consignees is constantly empha
sized, especially as to refrigerator cars, the demand for which is increasing. The haul 
from the poiDt of production of perishables to cODSuming markets is often long, and 
prompt unloading and movement is o.ecc:ssary. This is generally recognized, but never
theless many consignees are prone to use the cars for salesrooms and storage pwposes. 
The resulting delay in return to originating territory is in some measure responsible 
for aea.sonal car shortages. In an effort to speed up the release of refrigerator cars com~ 
minees of the principal fruit and vegetable shippen and receivers in each city have been 
formed by the regional advisory boards. Their efforts have resulted in more prompt 
release of refrigerator can this seasoo, and it is hoped that this plan will be cootinued. 
The delay in the release of aucb. car" however. is .till excessive. and if the practice is 
persisted in it may be that more effective stept; will become necessary." Annuttl Report, 
1915. p. 56. The following with regard to the observance of car-service rule. concerns 
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only have substantial general results been achieved through these 
means, but the difficulties of special situations have been repeatedly 
removed through informal methods, without the exercise of manda
tory power. Merely by way of illustration, among numerous other 
service difficulties adjusted by the Commission in various parts of the 
country and with respect to various types of traffic, reference may be 
made to the relief of the freight congestion in Florida," to the de-

carriers rather than shippers: "During the year it was found that carriers generally in 
the Chicago district were not observing the provisions of certain car~servicc rules in 
forwarding merchandise traffic from their different freight houses. The rules contem~ 
plate that when cars are unloaded at destination they will be forwarded either loaded or 
empty in the direction of the owning road, or returned to the owner over the route 
traversed by the outbound shipment. In many instances carriers having lines extending 
west from Chicago forwarded under load to eastern destinations their own and other 
cars, which, under the rules, should have gone west, and at the same time were fe· 
turning empty from Chicago cars belonging to easterD carriers. The eastern carrier. 
were following similar practices. The cars so loaded and forwarded in violation of the 
car~service rules constituted a considerable portion of the total number of cars loaded 
at and forwarded from Chicago on a majority of the larger lines. In odler instances, the 
practices followed. although not directly in violation of the car~service rules, were not 
conducive to economical operation. Obviously such practices resul[ in unnecessary 
movement of empty cars and other avoidable expense. The action taken to bring about 
observance of these rules resulted within two months in substantial reduction of the 
number of violations. Investigations followed at other terminals with like resulu." 
Annual &portl J926, p. 60. 

80 The Florida freight congestion of J925 and J926, involving chiefly [he Florida 
East Coast Railway and resulting in an embargo on carload freighl for pointJ on that 
line, was largely relieved through Ihe efforts of the Commission, in coOperation with 
carriers, shippen, civic organizations, and local authorities: '"We held conferences with 
the principal operating officials of the railroads serving Florida and with representatives 
of the car~service division of the American Railway Association. Much streu was laid 
by the carriers' representatives upon certain develdpm.ent work in progress and in con· 
templation, such as double tracking, new yards and terminals, new and larger motive 
power, and other equipment. But looking to the future did not help the present situa~ 
tiOIL Traffic was Dot being handled currently. Operating dliciency was at low ebb. 
Loads into Florida continued to accumulate at the various gateways and !erminals. The 
unloading of cars and the return of empties was not being &cilitated. Dally checks of 
yards and terminals were not made. The entire area lacked coordination with the reswt 
that much eB'ort was misdirected and lost. The local shippen blamed the carrie,.. The 
carriers coDlCDded that shippers were not unloading promptly. and the country al 

large was clamoring to get commodities into Florida. The embargoes were ,till in effect 
in January. 1926. Our director and an augmented force of service agents were ICDt 
mlo Florida to work cooperatively with carriers and ,hipper" Their efforts were di· 
rected toward obtaining faas and figures which were used in conferences with carrim 
and consignees. Interest of civic organizations and municipal authorities in the maRer 
of releasing cars was created or revived. By February thc situation was approaching 
normal, and on February ~2 the state·wide embargo was modified 10 that it remained 
eB'ective only OD building and road-construcrion maleriats. In March the embargo wu 
practically liftod." A •• uaI Rrport. '926. pp. 6.-62. See, aI", A •• uaI Rrport. '925. 
pp. 60-61. It should be noted that two service orders. in the cxcrciJc of the CommiJ.. 
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vdopment of a car-distribution plan for the movement of grapes 
from California, 91 to the removal of congestion on the Belt Railway 
of Chicago9

' and at the port of ~ouston"· to the adjustment of dif.. 

sion's emergency powers, were issued in connection with the Florida situation. By 
Sc:rvicc Order No. 42 (entered December 4, 1925. and vacated March 19, 1926), the 
Seaboard Air Line Railway was directed to divert certain traffic over the newly con .. 
structed Brooksville and Inverness Railway; and by Service Order No. 43 (entered 
December 28, 1925, and vacated as of April 8, 1926), all railroads south of the Ohio 
and east of the Mississippi were directed "to forward traflic to and from destinations in 
the State of Florida by the routes most available to expedite its movement and prevent 
congestion, without regard to the routing thereof made by shippers or by carriers from 
which the traffic was received, or to the ownership of the cars, and suspended all con .. 
flicting rules, regulations, and practices of those carriers with respect to car service."' 
4 •• U4l Rrpcrt, 1926, pp. 6:H53. 

91 "During 1925 and previous years we received many complaints from Califor.nia 
shippers of grapes that available rcfiigerator cars were Dot being equitably distributed. 
With a view to obviating similar difficulties this year, a member of our field force made 
detailed study of the situation and submitted an outline of a plan of car distributiOJl. 
This outline was submitted by us to the car.-service division for consideration by it. the 
railroads, and the private-car lines, as well as the growers and shippers of the State 
through the medium of the Pacifie coast regional advisory bodd. The necessary details 
in carrying out the plans were worked out by cooperation between these various in~ 
terests, and the plan as a whole has been approved by railroads, private-car lines, and 
the large majority of growers and shippers in the State."' .Annual &port, 1926, pp. 63-
640 63. See. also. AnnU4l Reports: 1921. pp. 31-38; 1928, p. 43. In the latter repon the 
Commission said: nOne of the most intensive movements of perishable freight is the 
transportation of grapes from California to eastern markets. The grape car plan men~ 
tioned in our last two reports was continued this year with some minor modifications. 
This plan operates only during periods of car shortage, but by reason of the plan re~ 
quiriog advance information as to car requirements for a definite period the carriers 
can better meet the needs. Furthermore, inflated car orders so common in the past are 
greatly curtailed. Our service agents give panicular attention to the return movement 
of the empty refrigerator ears and whenever they find the movement sluggish corrective 
action is taken."1 

III"A congestion occurred on the Belt Railway of Chicago due in pan to the hold~ 
ing of ears for Chicago & North Western delivery. Certain industries located on the 
Chieago & North Western had heavy aceumulations which interfered with the making 
of prompt placements by the carrier, and resulted in the placing of a hold order against 
the Belt. Investigation by our service agent at Chicago and conference with the railroads 
involved brought about better c1assifieation of cars ·and the detouring of empty re
fiigerators and line-haul business to an outer line, instead of being handled over the 
North Western. This relieved the situation."' Annual &port, 1921, p. 38. 

e8 ''During the heavy movement of export cotton through the pon of Houston there 
~a& an accumulation of nearly 3,000 cars of cotton held in yards due to inability of 
compresses and warehouses EO unload. In addition there were 1,036,000 bales in storage. 
The greater portion of this congestion was due to the limited terminal £aciJities of the 
International Great Northern and the dumping on that line by connecting carriers of 
cotton consigned to three of the five large shipside compresses. Our $e1'vice agent 
joined with the port authorities and the carriers in an investigation of conditions at this 
port which resulted in plans for increasing the classification and storage facilities, zon~ 
ing of their industrial work, and operating yard engines on a schedule which will 
rewlt in improved service."' Ibid. 
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ferences with regard to the handling of livestock," the weighing of 
vegetables,·· and demurrage and storage .. e Through such activity 
in matters of car service, the Commission is removing maladjust
ments and promoting movement of traffic, composing service differ
ences and &Cilitating efficiency and economy of operation'" 

But the Commission is also exercising its emergency powers, 
through the issuance of service orders. On two occasions the diffi
culties resulting from shortage of equipment and congestion of 
traffic were so broad in their scope and so serious in their effect that 
the Commission asserted its authority over railroad &cHities and 
transportation service in vigorous and far-reaching manner. The first 
of these country-wide emergencies developed in the spring of 1920, 

O. UIn response to numerous informal complaints filed with w concerning unsatia
mctory freight service provided by the railroads for the transportation of livestock 
originating in the State of Wiscoll$in, this bureau [of service] in cooperation with the 
Wisconsin Railroad Commission conducted an exhaustive investigation into the sulJ.. 
ject, and through informal handling with the carriers brought about a general readjust
ment of practically all livestock schedules from shipping stations in the State of Wi .. 
cowin to Chi~go. • • • The new schedules are so arranged that livestock taken from 
farms to railway loading stations during morning houn can be marketed at Chicago 
the following day. Heretofore, such livestock ordinarily reached Chicago the JeCOnd 
day after leaving the: farms, and the running schedules were such that frequently it 
was necessary to unload shipments one or more times while en route for feed, water, 
and rest. • • • The necessity of holding .tock. in .tation pens for long periods will 
now be avoided, and it is estimated by the shippers that under the new arrangements 
they will save from Iso to IISO or more per car, account less shrinkage, depending on 
whether shipments consist of hogs, cattle, calves, or sheep. The expense of fceding in 
transit will also be avoided. In addition to the foregoing. informal complaints that were 
filed concerning the handling of livestock between certain points in Iowa and Illinois 
were investigated and practical and satisfactory adjustments arranged." AnnuailUpon, 
1929, pp. 47-48. See, also, Annual Reports: 1928, p. 42; 1930, p.4D. 

86"A controversy of long standing regarding the weights of vegetablea ,was settled 
in informal conference. Competition among vegetable growers and .hipper. and the 
abuse of the bulge pack reswted in a wide range of weigh IS covering the same kind 
of vegetables in similar containers from the same district. In conference the fizes or 
various containers were agreed to as were estimated weights 10 be wed for billing put. 
poses for the several commodities. Tariffs were changed in accordance with the agr~ 
ment reached." Annual Report. 1928. p. 42. Soc, also, Annulll &poru: 1929. p. 47; 
J930, p. 45; J93J, p. '2; J932, p. 78. 

llO"In out last three reports the fact has been mentioned that the bureau (of ICI"V" 

ice] is examining all complaints concerning demurrage and storage which are ptefCD.ted, 
and disposing of such as will permit of informal handling. ThiI plan i. proving ac
ceptable, effective, and economical. In some cases it permiu of informal handling of 
cases submitted originally for the formal docket, and in owers the parties take the 
initiative in suggesting that expense for all concerned be minimized by .uch adjuat. 
ment." Annual Rrport~ 1932, P.78. 

8' Por • consideration of the special Wldertakings of the Section on Efficiency and 
Economy of Operation, see pp. 52-55, 1111"(1. 
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soon after the Commission's new powers had become effective. The 
intensification of business activity, in face of an inadequate car sup
ply, was itself producing a condition of car shortage; but the conges
tion that accompanied the switchmen's strikes of that period so far 
reduced the available supply of equipment and so gready accentu
ated the difficulties of operation that disruption of the transportation 
service was threatened." Under these circumstances, upon petition 
of the principal roads, the Commission declared an emergency to 
exist and took summary steps to relieve the situation. Numerous serv
ice orders were entered." All roads were directed to forward traffic, 
regardless of instructions received from shippers or carriers and with
out respect to the ownership of cars, by routes most available to 
expedite movement and relieve congestion;'00 the relocation of equip
ment between eastern and western carriers was formally required;'·' 
and through the establishment of priorities, and otherwise, the ship
ment of coal was facilitated, especially to the Nor;hwest and to New 
England, and for use by public utilities and by public institutions!·' 

.s The transportation conditions p"'vailing at this time are fully described by the 
Commission in A."muJ Report. 1920, pp. 11-'23. 

8 ••• & occasion showed the necessity, these orden have been continued, amended. 
modified, suspended, or superseded. The foundation of each of these orden has been 
the finding tha~ because of shortage of equipment and congestion nf traflic, an emer
gency has eDsted. which required immediate action and order. These aervic:e orders 
being nf an emergency c:baracter have generally been made to run until our further 
order. In making the ord .... we have felt it incumbent upon us to act prompdy. We 
have kept informed currently as to service conditions so that with improved conditions 
we could with equal promptness modify or suspend the Knon taken by us,'· Und .• p. 14. 

100 Service Order No. I, entered May 20, 1920. The rerouting privilege thus con
ferred brought about a marked reduction in ~rmioal congestion. The accumulations 
of freight which amounted to 103,237 cars on February 27. 1920, which rose to more 
than 287,000 can immediately following the outbreak. of the strike, and which aver
aged 208,698 can for the entire mnnth nf April, were reduced to • daily average of 
101.612 cars Cot the month of July, and by October 22 these accumulations amounted 
to only 39.807 cars, "which approximates normal conditions." Ibid .• p. 16. 

101 Service Order NO.2 and Service Order NO.3, entered. May 20, 1920. By the 
first of these orders western c:arrien were required to deliver about 30.000 open~top cars 
to their eastern connections; by the second order eastern carriers were required to de
liver about 20,000 box cars to their western connections. This relocation of equipment 
was continued through the directions of the carrien· car-service division. without fur
ther fonnal orders from the Commission. The initial relocation of 19.800 box cars, 
for example. was followed. in continuance of the Commission's policy, by the volun .. 
tary relocation of 109.830 box can. Ihid •• p. 15. 

102 Despite an insistent demand that priority orders be issued with regard to all 
""essential .. commodities, the Commission confined its exercise of this power to the 
transportation of coal. "The petition of the carriers by nilroad," said the Commission, 
"suggestod the setting up nf • list nf ....ntiaJ commodities entided to priority in the 
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The second of the two outstanding occasions for the usc of the Com
mission's emergency powers developed in the summer of 1922. On 
April 1 of that year there was a general strike of union miners in 
both the bituminous and anthracite coal fields; and this was followed, 
on July I, by a general strike of railroad shopmen. These two strikes 
exerted a seriously disrupting influence upon industrial activity, and 
they even threatened domestic hardship. As a result of deterioration 
of railroad facilities and impairment of transportation service, cou
pled with sharp curtailment of coal production, the country found 
itself in the midst of a very grave situation.'03 As in 1920, the Com
mission proceeded under these circumstances to assert its powers of 

usc of transportation. FoJlowing the filing of that petition, requests and demands of 
most insistent character for priority orders, so called, were laid before UI from every 
quarter and as to substantially every important commodity. It appeared to u. that the 
attempt to classify commodities generally, and to assign relative priorities to them for 
either the supply or movement of cars, would create ao unnece.sary confusion and 
disturbance of industry, and would add to the existing congestion and decrease the 
aggregate amount of tonnage which could be moved. But we were impreued with the 
imperative need of special consideration for the movement of coal. . . . Not only 
was there an urgent call for unusually large amounts of coat on the part of the rail .. 
roads, public utilities, and indwtries generally, but it soon became apparent that unle .. 
we took special me1sures to insure the movement of coal to certain sections the coal 
which must go into these sections would be forced through UDusual routcl, with lou 
of efficiency of equipment and further congestion of already dogged gateway •. We 
felt it to be our duty to avoid such effects by adopting appropriate means within our 
emergency powers to insure a prompt. steady, and economical use of transportation 
&ciIities in the movement of coa!''' Ihid., pp. [6-17. Accordingly, through Service 
Orders NO.7, NO.9, and No. 20, the Commission defined "coal cars" and issued di
rections for their preferential use in the transportation of coal. '"'The effect of thete 
orders was to require coal-loading carriers to use "coal cars primarily for the trantporta
tion of that commodity and to require roads not loading coal to deliver such carl to 
their coal-loading connections, to the extent of the ability of such connc:cting lines to 
receive and absorb that dass of equipment. The railroads were also required to place 
an embargo upon consignees who detained coal c:atI unreasonably." lbiJ., pp. 17-18. 
The Commission also took steps to meet lpecial situations in connection with the 
movement of coal_ For example: by Servia: Order, No. 5 and No. 10 railroads ICI'V

ing Lake Eric ports were directed to give preference to carload shipmCJlu consigned to 
the managor of a pool of lake cargo and bunkerage .".1 which bad been formed upon 
the urgent advice of the Commission; by Service Orden No.6 and No. JJ similar 
preferential arrangemCJlts were lIIade effective with regard to the shipment of coal to 
New England. in order mat the use of the tidewater route. in place of the congested 
all-rail channels. might be stimulated; by Service Order. NO.9 and No .• 6 the c:arri<r. 
were authoriud, with necessary safeguards against abwe. to provide a sullicient supply 
of cars to meet the coal needs of public utilities and public institutions. In due course, 
as the emergency was relieved, all of these priority orden were vacated.. 

10' For the detailed facts concerning this emergency, including statistical data with 
regard to the effect of the strikct upon coal production. condition of motive pnm'. 
freight accumulation, and car supply, ICe An1Ulll/ ReporI. 19:12, pp. 9-16. 
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immediate action and summary control. The devices utilized were 
those of unrestricted routing and preferential service. All carriers 
were required to forward traffic, regardless of shipping instructions 
or car ownership, in the interest of free and expeditious movement;'" 
and each carrier, to the extent that it was unable to move all the 
traffic offered, was required to give preference and priority to the 
transportation of designated commodities or types of traffic (includ
ing food for human consumption, feed for livestock, livestock, perish
able products, coal, coke, and fuel oil), and to rendering available, by 
interchange and return, empty cars for the movement of these com
modities and types of traffic.'o. The expedients thus employed in the 
country-wide emergencies of 1920 and 1922 constitute the most sig-

106 Service Order No. 22, enleJ'ed July 25. J9.22. 
lOCI By Service Order No. 23, entered July 25, 1922, these requirements were made 

appli<ablc to road ..... of the Mississippi. including the west bank crossings; by Serv
ice Order No. 24. entered August 30, 1922, they were made applicable, with some 
modifications, to carrien west of the Mississippi. Subsequea1.y, by amendment of 
Service Order No. 24 and through Service Oeder No. 25 which superseded Service 
Order No. 23, "the priority lists were made uniform and the following commodities 
added: Mine supplies, medicines, fertilizers. seeds, newsprint paper, fuel other than 
coal and coke. and petroleum and its products in tank. cars," An"uttl Report, 1922, 
p. II. It will be noted that this usc of the priority power was much more extensive than 
it had been in the 1920 emergency: instead of being confined to the preferential movc~ 
ment of coal, it embraced an extensive list of commodities and types of uaffic which 
were deemed "necessaries."' Basic differences in the uansportation situation account for 
the divergence in policy: ""The emergency here sought to be met was due to the in
ability of the rail carriers to supply transportation for all essential commodities. The 
accumulations of &eight during the present emergency were due entirely to the car
riers' disability, and did not cause .congestion at the large terminals as was the case in 
1920. Loaded cars accumulated at intermediate terminals or were set out at sidings 
along the line. It was apparent that the carriers would be unable to move aU freight 
offered. and that accumulations would increase rapidly, so that the movement of the 
essential commodities vital to the welfare of the individual and of the nation. or re
quired by humanitarian dictates, would be seriously impeded. The prompt return 
movement of empty car. for loading such commodities, and the restriction of their 
use to that character of service, were indispensable to the carrying out of a program 
intended to insure the continuous movement of the necessaries of life:' Ibid., p. 10. 
In the case of coal. however, because of "the menacing domestic and industrial conse
quences of the coal miners' strike" and "the inability of the carriers to supply ade
quate uansportation scrvic:c for the operating coal mincs," special provisions were nec
essary. Not only were the carriers required to furnish open-top cars for the loading and 
transportation of coa1 in preference to any other use. but as a means of supplying the 
essential indusuie. wilh. coal. such cars were to be assigned in the order of impor
tance of certain designated purposes as classified by the Commission. Ibid., pp. I1-X3. 

For the cancellation of these general service orders growing out of the X922 emer
gency, see A""ual kport, 1923. pp. 5X-52.; for the character of service orders Nos. 
2.6 to 39. entered in most instances upon recommendation of the Federal Fuel Dis
tributor and designed to meet special siNations, sec ibid., pp. 52.-S3. 
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nificant expression of the Commission's extraordinary powers over 
railroad service. But these powers have served as a continuing source 
of service authority, and they have been exercised from year to year, 
as circumstances have demanded, in more restricted situations.'OS In 
sum, then, the Commission is asserting a large measure of affirma
tive control over railroad facilities and transportation service, both 
under normal conditions and in emergencies, not only by maintain
ing equitable relationships between carriers and shippers and as 
amongst the carriers themselves, but by promoting efficiency of 
operation and free movement of traffiC.'OT 

108 Service Order No. 40, entered March 27, 1924. directed the Kansas City Termi
nal Railway Co. to permit the usc of the Union Passenger Station and other terminal 
&ci1ities at Kansas City, Missouri, by the MiS50uri-Kansas-Teus Railroad; Scrvice Or .. 
del No. 41, entered August 8, 1925, directed the Missouri Pacific to divert certain of 
its oil traffic over other lines; Sccvice Orders No. 42 and No. 43 &cilitated the relief 
of the 1925 and 1926 freight congestion in Florida (see note go, suFa); to meet the 
operating conditions growing out of the Mississippi 800ds of the spring of 1927. Serv .. 
ice Order No. 44, entered April 23. 19:17, required the carrier. to utilize luch routes 
as would expedite movement and prevent congestio~ free from the ordinary rCIme.. 
tions, and Service Order No. 45, entered May 23, 1927. authorized the Tens. New 
Orleans to install and operate a new service by water, 31 a mbstiwte for rail JerVice, 
between New Orleans and the pons of Galveston and Houston; Service Order No. 46. 
elf'cctivc August 8, 1927. required the Toledo. Peoria" Western to permit the COD· 

tinued we of certain of its tracks by the Chicago" Alton; to meet the operating con· 
clitions growing out of the New England 800ds of the faU of 1927. Service Order No. 
47. entered November 8. 1927. imposed the usual rerouting requirement, in the inter· 
cst of free and expeditious movement, upon all lines serving New England; Service 
Order No. 48. entered January 24. 1929. authorized the Wheeling. Lake Erie to 
utilize temporarily the tracks and station facilities of two other railroam in Cleveland 
because of the unsafe condition of its passenger ~tion; Service Order No. 49. entered 
March 27. 1929. authorized rerouting OD the part of the Central of Georgia because of 
800d conditions in Alabama; in 1930, beaUIe of the closing of the Mexicao coDJUlate 
at Laredo. Texas. a number of railroads were directed by Service Order No. So to ~ 
route traffic destined for Mexico via Laredo. as a mean, of npediting iu movement 
and preventing congestion; Service Order No. ,I. entered May 22, 1931, directed the 
Galveston Terminal Railway Co. to accord use of its terminals and terminal trackl to 
the Burlington-Rock Island R.ailroad; Service Order No. S'. enlUccI August 6. '93" 
directed the Gaine5ville )fidland R.ailway to permit the Gainesville'" Northwestern 
Railroad to usc certain trackl and terminal &ciIities; Service Order No. '3. entered 
March 8. '933. directed the Southem Railway, becawe of the dcstruaion of a bridge, 
to forward traflie by way of open routes at rates applicable on the normal route; and 
Service Order No. 54. likewu. entered in '933, directed the KamaJ City T<rminal 
Railway Co. to permit the receivctS of the WabaJh to continue to ute the Union Pu
senger Station at Kansu City. Missouri. 

107 In concluding this survey of the Commission',service activities, and as. tranJi· 
Don to the consideration of safety matten, reference may be made to the Section on 
Tramponation of Explosives and Other DangerOlU Articles.· This tcaion .... nwIc 
part of the Bureau of Service in the reorguization eJfect<d in '925. "'though the 
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The functions and activities of the Commission with reference to 

matters of safety have been set forth at length in an earlier chapter 
and require no detailed elaboration at this point.'oa While a con
siderable amount of discretion resides in the Commission even with 
regard to safety requirements,'09 especially in connection with the 
approval of devices and the enforcement of their installation under 
the train-control provisions enacted in 1920,no the performance of its 
duties as to safety is largely of a routine administrative character, 
which can be entrusted, under general oversight and control, to its 
clerical force and technical staff. The chief processes employed in
volve the receipt and checking of carrier reports and the inspection 
of equipment.in the field; the investigation of safety devices, oper
ating methods, and rail accidents, and the publication of results; the 
discovery of infractions of statutory requirements and administrative 
regulations and the report of violations of law for prosecution. These 
activities, predominandy of a policing character,'Lave been pursued 

Commission's functioning in this matter, to W:ilitate safety of operation, dates from 
1908. See Part It chap. vi. note 57; and Annuoi Report, ]925, pp. 54-55. The Com~ 
mission'. chid' task. is to formulate regulations for the safe transportation of explosives 
and other dangerous articles, including inflammable liquids, inOammable solids, oxidiz
ing materials, corrosive liquids, compressed gases, and poisonous substances. These 
regulations affect service as well as safety. The extent· of recent activity along these 
lines is indicated by the following: in 19:15. the regulatiOllS were amended by 5 ordcn 
containing 165 changes in the requirements; in 1926, by II orders containing changes 
in 248 paragraphs of the requirements; in 1927, by 4 orders containing 142 new or 
chango<! paragraphs and 23 new or chango<! specifications for container.; in 1928. by 
3 orders containing 43 new or changed paragraphs and 16 new or changed spccifica~ 
tions for containers; in 1929. by 2 orders containing 13 new or changed paragraphs 
and 19 specifications for containers; and in 1930 the regulations were generally re~ 
vised, a proccd~ was perfected whereby, through periodic conferences between. ship
pers and c:arriers, proposals for new or changed regulations might be accorded more 
uniform and thorough investigation before being presented to the Commission, and 
work wu aarted in formulating regulations for bus and truck. transportatibD of dan .. 
gerous articles and for water..oorne traffic. In addition,. investigations are conducted 
into the character and causes of accidents resulting from such transportation of ex
plosives and other dangerous articles, and for the improvement of devices used therein. 
Sec AnnN4l Rrpons: 1925, pp. 64-65; 1926, pp. 66-67; 1927. p. 40; 1928. pp. 45-46; 
1929, pp. 51....,2; 1930. pp. 48-49; 1931. pp. 55....,6; 1932, pp. 7g-.80; 1933. p. 68. 

,.8 See Part I, pp. 245-28 •• 
108 For the formal adjustment of controversies, eec for example: RIdes for Testing 

OtAno lit"" Steam POMMr lDromotitles, 122 I.c.c. 414 (1927); Wisconsin R. R. Com .. 
milmm Y. A.. "R. R. R. Co •• 142 I.C.C. 199 (x928); Public UtiliJit!s Commission of 
Ohio v. Pm,?l • .";,, R. Co .. '51 I.C.C. 448 (19'9). 

110 See A.UIot7JIfIit: Trmn-Ctmtrol Detlius, 69 I.C.C. 258 (1922). 91 I.C.C. 426 
('924). 148 I.C.C. 188 ('928). 
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from the beginning as a rather distinct aspect of the Commission's 
work, unrelated to the larger regulatory tasks with which it is 
charged.l11 They now embrace the fields of safety appliances, hours 
of service, accident investigation, and signals and train<ontrol de
vices, under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Safety, together with 
the field of locomotive inspection, under the jurisdiction of a sepa
rate bureau of that name."Z The extensiveness of each of these 
phases of safety administration throws additional light upon the 
sweep of undertakings for which the Commission is ultimately re
sponsible. It may be noted, for example, that during the year ending 
June 30, 1933, the latest period for which figures are available, ap
proximately 1>300,000 cars and locomotives were inspected, with the 
diselosure of 23.91 safety-appliance defects per 1,000; that 87,lis8 steam 
locomotives were inspected, with 8>388 found defective; that hours
of-service reports were filed by 9<>5 railroads, 192 of which showed 
3,:zo:z instances of excess service; that 59 train accidents, including :z8 
collisions and 31 derailments, in which 68 persons were killed and 
389 persons injured, were investigated; and that by June 30, 1933, 
automatic train<ontrol devices installed under the Commission's or
ders comprised 8,951.7 miles of road, 160501.8 miles of track, 6,520 
locomotives, and 337 motor cars."" In the aggregate these activities 
constitute an important part of the Commission's administrative re
sponsibility • 

16. ACCOUNTS AND REPORTS 

The Commission's administrative activities in connection with ac
counts and reports are of the utmost importance. They not only 
assure publicity of carrier operations, as a basic safeguard against 

111 Although the Commission summarizes outstanding safety developntcnts in its 
annual reports to Congress, derailed surveys of the activities of both the Bureau of 
Safety and the Bureau of Locomotive Inspection arc published. separately. It will be 
recalled, also, that aside from the train-control provisions. which arc incorporated in 
the Interstate Commerce Act, the safety legislation which the Commission administer. 
consists of a series of separate and distinct statukS. . 

112 Until October J, 1928. there was also a ICparatc Bureau Of Signal. and Train 
Control Devices. Since, by that time, inspections and tesu had bcm. completed on mote 
than 8S per cent of the installations required by the Commission", orden, this bureau. 
in the interest of economy, "was merged with the bureau of safety as • section 
therco£"· A •• IUII Report. 1928. p. 38. 

III See A •• IUII Report. '933, pp. 5~. 
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improper conduct, but they are indispensable to the exercise of the 
Commission's regulatory functions. Without complete control of 
accounting practices and free access to financial and operating re
sults, the extensive system of regulation which now prevails would 
he virtually impossible. The controlling data utilized in the establish
ment of rates, in the limitation of profits, in the ascertainment of 
property values, in the disposition of proposed extensions and aban
donments, in the approval of unifications, in the authorization of 
security issues, in the control of service practices, and in the perform
ance of many allied tasks, are dependent, in very considerable meas
ure, upon reliable and comparable accounting records and statistical 
compilations. In recognition of this fact, provisions with respect to 
accounts and reports are now almost universally embraced in public 
service laws, as applied to state and local as well as to national utili
ties; and, it may he noted, the classifications and practices developed 
by the Commission serve as the principal pattern, for the application 
of these provisions. Nor do the activities with regard to accounts and 
reports involve the exercise of administrative functions in any purely 
ministerial sense. The Commission, with almost unlimited latitude, 
prescribes classifications and practices as well as enforces them; and 
the adjustments involved in these classifications and practices fre
quendy constitute a prejudgment as to conllicting rights and interests, 
and may affect favorably or adversely, among other things, the reve
nues to be derived by carriers and the charges to be paid by users of 
the service. Although, for the most part, the processes employed are 
those of continuing supervision and the agencies utilized are those of 
subordinate rank, the performance of the Commission's tasks even 
in this sphere impinges closely upon the exercise of other than 
stricdy administrative functions.'14 Without analysis of the substan
tive content or the technical character of these accounting and statis
tical activities, their course of development and present status may be 
briefly indicated. 

The work of formulating and enforcing accounting practices and 
of receiving and analyzing carrier reports, though closely related in 
many respects, is now vested in two distinct bureaus: the Bureau of 

111 Compare. for example, the following comment, made by the Commission more 
than a quarter of a century ago: "'The financial accounts for all agencies of transporta~ 
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Accounts and the Bureau of Statistics. The use of this two-fold or
ganization is the outcome, after a long experience, of the extension 
of the Commission's powers and the growth of its administrative 
tasks in this field.11G From its inception the Commission has been 
vested with authority to require annual reports from the carriers sub
ject to its jurisdiction and to exercise some measure of accounting 
control. But while reports were received, compiled, and analyzed 
from the beginning,1'· and some degree of accounting uniformity 
was secured through the medium of the required reports,llT the Com
mission's original powers of accounting control, in the absence of 
punitive sanctions and enforcing machinery, were found inadequate 

tion have been brought to a point at which general questions of public policy, as well 
as technical questions of accounting, claim consideration. It is regarded as a .ignifi. 
cant fact, and one which suggests the possibilities of supervisory control which lie in 
the administration of a prescribed system of accounting for public-service industries, 
that the further ac~unting orders of the Commission involve broad and comprehensive 
questions of public policy," Anntud hport, 1908. p. 82. 

116 ShortlY' after the organization of the Commission in 1887 a Division of Stati .. 
tics was created. Its chief functions, till 1906, were to examine the annual rcportJ of 
the carriers and to compile statistical data based thercon. Becawe of the increased fe .. 

sponsibilitici imposed by the 1906 amendments to section 20 of the Act, its function. 
wecc extended to the supervision of accounts and it was designated as the Bureau of 
Statistics and Accounts. ]n 1911, as the work grew in volume, this bureau was sept. 
rated into two divisions--the Division of Statistics and the Division of Carrier Ju:. 
counts. When the Commission's administrative forces were reorganized in 1920, thete 
two components of the Bureau of Statistics and Accounts were let up as separate bu· 
reaus. See A.nnual &poru: 1908, p. 82; 1911, p. 60; 1920, p. 34. 

118 The annual publication of Sltllistics of Rui/Ulays in 'he United SillieS was begun 
in .888. 

11T Under section 20 of the A~ as originally paned, it was provided that the 
Commission "may. within its discretion, for the purpose of enabling it better to carry 
out the purp>ses of this act, prescribe (if in the opinion of the Commiuwn it is 
practicable to prescribe such uoiformity and methods of keeping accounts) a period 
of time within which all common carriers • • • .hall have, as near as may be, a uni· 
form system of accounts, and the manner in which such accounts shall be kept." The 
cautious wording of this provision, unaccompanied by any stipulations as to manner of 
enforcement. led the Commission to seck its results through the indirect channel of 
controlling !be character of !be required carrier reports: "ThiJ clawe of !be law Iw 
received the serious consideration of the Commission for a Dumber of years, and lOme 
steps have been taken toward the attainment of uniformity in the rules adopted by 
auditors and comptrollers. If the accounts of the railways in the United States in 1887 
be compared with their accounts at the present time there will be observed lOme con· 
siderable tendency toward uoiformity. This Iw ",me about in large measure Ihrough 
the persistent though courteous insistence on the part of the ItatiJtical division that 
annual reports of carriers be drawn in accordance with the 'Insttuctions" pracribed by 
!be CoIllllW&ion." Annwl RefXWI • • 895. pp. 6,-62. 
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either to mold basic accounting principles or to achieve uniformity of 
accounting practice.1l8 Not until 1906 did the Commission's recom
mendations for added authority bear fruit; and it is significant that 
strict control of accounts was vested in the Commission by the same 
statute through which it was first endowed with mandatory rate
making authority. Essentially, aside from the new grants as to de
preciation accounting contained in the 1920 legislation,119 the powers 
then conferred upon the Commission have remained the effective 
source of its prevailing accounting activity. In conformity with the 
statutory authorization, supported by heavy penalty provisions, both 
to establish and enforce uniform accounting rules and practices, this 
activity has taken two directions: the prescription of the forms of all 
accounts, records, and memoranda to be kept by the carriers, and the 
policing of these accounts, records, and memoranda, through special 
agents or examiners designated for the purpose. 

Through the Bureau of Accounts, under these powers, compre
hensive classifications have been prescribed for the carriers from time 
to time, and in their revised form, made effective July I, 1914> these 
classifications are largely in force today;12O their further revision, 

118 This method of indirection was not calculated to achieve effectively the desired 
end of securing sound and uniform accounting practice, and the Commission urged 
",ongly upon Congress the necessity of strengthening the law: "Although .the wording 
of the law ICCDlI to be dear as to the right of the Commission to presc.ribe uniform 
accounting, it may be doubted whether the section of the law which confers this right 
is aufficiently broad and comprehensive to justify positive action. The Commission 
should have not only the right to prescribe a uniform system of accounting, it should 
be given authority to enforce the acceptance of such a system by simple process as well. 
It mould be made a misdemeanor for an accounting officer to deviate from the rule 
prescribed. Moreover, provision should be JIIade for a system of inspection similar to 
that of the Comptrollct of the Currency over the accounts of national banks; in no 
other way can the Commission be placed in easy and sure possession of the facts neces~ 
sary to the performance of the duties imposed upon it. It is believed that provisions of 
this son are logically bound up in the twentieth section . . . and the Commission 
recommends that this section be so amended al to leave no doubt as to the purposes of 
Con8"'SI in this regard." Ibid., p. 62. In the following year the Commission urged once 
more its need of power lito exercise a direct and controlling in8ucncc in railway ao
countt:" A""ual ReptJrl, 1896, p. 103. 

118 For a consideration of the character of the Commission". activity in the matter 
of depreciation accounting, see pp. 51-52, supra. 

110 The course of development of these classifications can be traced by reference to 
the Commission's annual reports to Congress, from 1906 to 1914. inclusive, and to its 
..... ual statistical reports for the same period. For the hasic principles employed in the 
formulation of these classifications, see especially A""rud R~porI, 1906. pp. 59-62, 
and Statistielof R1IilwtJyl i" the U"ited StIlleS, 1906, pp. 9-13. 
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undertaken in 1921, was still incomplete at the end of 1933.'21 They 
provide accounting rules for steam roads, electric railways, carriers by 
water, express companies, pipe-line companies, sleeping<ar com
panies, telephone companies, and telegraph and cable companies; and 
they include classifications for operating revenues and expenses, in
vestment in road and equipment, balance sheet, and income and 

121 The need for further revision arose from the Commission's rich experience in 
connection with the valuation work and with its activities incident to the period of 
Federal Control. and was accentuated by the depreciation provisions enacted in 1920. 

"During the year," said the Commission in its report for 1921, "work was begun on 
the revision of our accounting regulations. Those now in effect were last revised as of 
July I, 1914. A further revision is imperative to make them responsive to rcquirc~ 
ments imposed by new legisladon and to improve them further in the light of the 
experience gained in their practical application during the past 7 years." Annual Re
porI, 1921, p. 26. By the end of 1925 tentative revisions of all classifications for .team 
roads had been completed. These were submitted to in(efestcd parties for criticism. and 
suggestions; conferences concerning them were held with railway accounting officers; 
and they were considered in detail by representative committees of the Railway Account
ing Officers Association. ]n 1927 public hearings were begun thereon, in compliance 
with requests of shippers' organizations for an opportunity to present proposals for fun
damental changes in the accounting systems to be prescribed by the Commission, and 
the completion of the task further awaited the Commission', final conclusion. in the 
matter of depreciation accounting. Sec Annflll1 Rrporu: 1924. p. 26; 1925. p. 27; 
1926, p. 26; 1927, p. 2. The status of this undertaking, as of October 31, 1928. WaJ 

described by the Commission as follows: '"The revision of out accounting classification. 
for steam railroads • • • has been carried forward to the point where further progress 
depends upon the conclusions to be reached with respect to depreciation accounting 
and upon the results of hearings which have been held during the year upon the 
general plan which the classificatioDl should follow. At these hearings ". • • repre
sentatives of shippers' organizations have urged that a system or cost accounting be 
adopted and have presented detailed evidence in support of this recommendation. 
Elaborate evidence has been presented in this connection wilh reference to the cost
accounting systems now in use by many private industries. Somewhat similar sugges
tions have been made by representatives of State commission •. All of these proposal. 
are receiving consideration." Annual Report, 1928, p. 2. ]n the yean foUowing, pri
mary emphasis was placed upon the revision of classifications for steam railroads and 
telephone companies, as in connection with the prescription of depreciation accounting. 
and the factors of dc1ay prcviowly Doted embraced both undertakings and incidenrally 
subordinated the revisions for other types of carriers. ~ of October 31, 1933. the Com~ 
mission reponed as follows: "Revision of our accounting classifications • • . for tele
phone companies has been completed. The revised issue hal been made effective 
January I, 1933. for clast A companies • • • and January I. 19340 for clast B com· 
panics. • • • The revised system of accounts is not: prescribed for dass C campania:. 
• • • Little remains to be done with respect to the revised issue of our accounting 
dassmcations for steam roads. • • • Tentative drafts of revised -accounting classifica
tions for slccping-car companies, carricn by water, and pipe.line companies have been 
prepared and arc under discussion with reprcscotatives of lhese dasseJ of carrier~ pre~ 
liminary to their submission to State commissions and others inrerested..'· Atlnulll /U
port, 1933. p. 36. 
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profit and loss accounts. 122 In the development of these classifications, 
the Commission has consistendy availed itself of the judgment and 
advice of competent and interested outsiders: close coOperation has 
been maintained with the accounting officers of the carriers and 
with state authorities,128 and in addition, more recendy, the pro
cedure of holding public hearings has been followed.124 Accounting 

122 For a complete list of the Commission's accounting publications, see AtJnwil 
~ports: 1915. p. 4": 1916. p. 37. 

121 The coOperation of the accounting officers has been utilized from the beginning, 
and they have played a large part in the development of uniform accounting practice. 
Note the following declaration, made by the Commission when it first entered upon 
its task: ··S~ the organization of the Commission in 1887 there has been. the most 
hearty cooperation between the accounting officers and the statistical branch of the 
Commission's service in all matters respecting which the Commission had an un· 
doubted right to exercise: a final judgment; and now that the authority of the Com .. 
mission has been extended to cover the entire field of railway accounting the railway 
accounting officers have expressed a willingness to place their expert knowledge: at the 
disposal of the Commission to the full alent that the Commission may desire. As a 
means of giving formal expression to this purpose a committee of twenty-five was ap
pointed. by the Association of American Railway Accounting Officers with instructions 
to cooperate in the organization of a uniform system of accounting so far as they may 
be invited thereto by the Commission." Ann"td &port, 1906. p. 60. The Commission 
availed itself of this offer of assistance, and coOperative procedure has been main
tained to the present day. For the, emergence of coOperation with the state commissions, 
particularly in the formulation of ·classifications for electric railways, see Annual Re
port, 1901, pp. 142-146. 

124- For example: in No. 14100, Depreciation Charges of Telephone Companies; 
in No. 15100. Depreciation CllIlt'ges of Steam Roilroatl Companies; in Ex Parte 91, 
Genertd Retlision of Accounting Rules (or 5tellm RtziIrotuis. In his Proposed Repon in 
Ex Parte 91 (August IS, 1929). Commissioner Eastman described the circumstances 
which led to the holding of public: hearings in the course of the Commission's revision 
of railway accounting rules. First, he indicated the searching character of the Com
mission's processes evCll under the procedure traditionally followed: "In the past the· 
work of formulating the accounting classifications for steam railroads has been carried 
on largely in cooperation with the Railway Accounting Officers Association. No public 
hearings have been held. but every effort has been made to keep the State commissions 
informed of the progress of the work. and their advice has been sought and has been 
of much help. Similar procedure has been followed in the case of others known to be 
ltUdents of the subject. In other words. the work has been done informally thtough 
conference and colTC$pondencc, but, nevertheless. it has hccn brought to public atten
tion. and help has been sought wherever it might be available. The same procedure 
was at the outset followed in preparing the revisions now under consideration. Numer .. 
ous conferences were held between committees representing our Bureau and committees 
of the railway accounting officers. and also of the State commission accountants, and 
variow tentative drafts were given widespread circulation with requests for criticism" 
(p. 3). He then indicated the Commission's willingness. when circumstances demanded, 
to modify and extend its usual procedure: "In 192.1. however, we were informed that 
the National Industrial Traffic League. an organization rcpresentin,g many important 
ahippera of freight, was prepared to submit for our consideration an accounting system 
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practices have thereby been unified and standardized-without sharp 
break with the past, and with an unquestioned trend toward im
provement.12• 

For the enforcement of these practices, the method of test exami
nation and field inspection by the Commission's board of examiners 
was early recognized as indispensable and has been uniformly pur
sued, as far as lldequacy of staff, in view of other demands being 
constantly made upon it, would permitP· These examinations have 

for steam railroads representing a radical departure from the existing classificatioJlJ and 
also from the tentative revision prepared by our Bureau. It sought an opportunity to 
present this Dew system at a publiC hearing. Requests for such a hearing had also beeD 
received from other commercial and farm organizations. This was the rust time in our 
experience in which an active interest in accounting systems had been manifested by 
shippers, and it was welcomed. The law doeJ not require public bearings as a pre
requisite to the promulgation of accounting regulations, but leaves UI free to secure 
in any way that we see fit the information necessary in the performance of tWa ad
minisuative duty. Nevertheless, we deemed it desirable to ac:ccde to these requests and 
to make the general revision of the steam railroad classmcatiom the subject of a public 
hearing at which every interested party would have an opportu.a.ity to be beard. We 
also deemed it desirable, because of the necessary interrelation. to hold this hearing in 
connection with the further hearings in No. 14700 ••• and No. 15100 •••• Thil 
was the origin of Ex Parte 9'" (pp. 3-4). 

1211 While the Commission has confined itself to a system which provides "for the 
classified recording, by time period .. and in terDll of money, of the cost of the prop
erty owned by the carrier, the revenues received or receivable, the expcnacs of opcra~ 
tion incurred, and the results in income or deficit and in profit and loss, together with 
a balance sheet statement of aU assets and liabilities at the dose of each period:' and 
has made no effort to have the accounts show "unit costs and receipts" (the establish .. 
ment of cost accounting. which was one of the basic issues in Ex Parte 9r). much prog
ress has none the less bcco mada in the development of the prevailing classificatioDl. 
Without entering upon a consideration of technical details, it may be noted. in the 
words of the Commission. that ··additional accounts have been provided, imtruction. 
have been amplified, item lists extended, and the terminology simplified and made 
more descriptive." Ji""ual Report, 191'" p. 39. Similarly, in the pending revision, the 
primary aim of the tentative classifications prepared by the Bureau "wu to simplify and 
clarify, so far as possible, and to introduce new accounting featurcs" made ncceuary 
by the depreciation provision. or by the Commission', experience. See Proposed Jte.. 
port in Ex Parte gl, P.4 . 

.. 0 The Deed and importance of such inspection were IttOngly emplwized by the 
Commission when it first undertook the task of organizing a board of special exam .. 
iners: "The examination contemplated will enable the Commission to enforce con .. 
formity to the rules of accounting that have been prcKribcd, and to aacertaio whether 
or not the net revenues acauing from operatio~ or the profit and loss which appears on 
the balance Jhcet, as publ;'he.! by the carrien and repon.d to the Pederal and S .... 
Governmenu, arc correctly ltated. This is a result of paramount interest to every in .. 
vestar in railway securities. 31 weD as to the public at large. for the reason that it tenet. 
to give greater stability to commercial conditions and greater lOCUli" to railway invest .. 
menU. Such an examination as is contemplated by the law will also furnish added 
security to the shipper. in that it will cfudose unlawful practices in case: such practices 
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been both general and speciaL The general examinations of carrier 
accounts have sought to determine how far the accountiog rules and 
transportation practices prescribed by the Commission are being ob
served and to what extent irregu1arities prevail; the special examina
tions, which are essentially independent investigations, have sought 
to gather information con=ning specific aspects of the accounts and 
operations of the carriers, usually for use by the Commission in con
nection with particular proceedings.lO' The effective policing of ac
counting classifications and practices is largely dependent upon the 
frequency with which general examinations are made; but because 
of the diversion of the examining staff to other pressing tasks there 
has been a progressive neglect of this important activity. Not only 
have special investigations encroached upon it, 128 but the extraordi-

.. ist. • • • The Commission fully appreciates the purpose of Congress in making 
provision for a thorough and systematic examination of railway accounts, and has 
alrcady taken "'P' for the organization of a bureau to have thiJ matter in charge." 
AnnlUll Rrpon. '907, p. '49. And twenty.five yean later, in pbltesting againat a sharp 
reduaioa of appropriations for the Bureau of Accounts, the Commission not only 
pointed out that one of the normal functions of the bureau is '"to enforce these sY"" 
tm1I of accounts by test euminations and field inspections from time to time, ina .. 
much as no syltCm of accounts, however well devised, is self-enforcing or will produce 
reliable results without some degree of policing,"' but declared that "adequate exami
nation and .urveillance of accounts lies at the vuy root of c1fective public regulation of 
carriers," A"nlUll kport. 1932, pp. 40, 4:1. 

121 Such irregularities as arc disclosed by report of the examiner. are either discon
tinued. or corrected, after conference and correspondencc, or they are made the subject 
of prosecution for violation of law. The primary purpose of the examinations, how
ever, is preventive rather than punitive. Note, for example. the following: ""The sig .. 
nilicanao of the work of the board of examincn • . • should no, be measured by the 
Dumber of irregularities reported which may. be made the occasion of prosecution. 
This, undoubtedly, is an important feature of the work undertaken. but it mould not 
be regarded as ita chid' aim. nor as providing a final test of its success. The ultimate 
purpose of the task assigned to the board of examiners is to create a condition in 
which impmper practices will no' take place becau .. of the certainty of their discovery 
and exposure, and to provide a means by which the Commission can satisfy itself that 
such administrative rulings and transportation principles as it lays down are in £act 
observed by all carrion." Ann".] Repon, '909. p. 58. 

1ft In 19104. for example, the Commission reponed: "The board of accounting ex .. 
aminen wu csublished • • • for the principal purpose of assisting the CommiItion 
in enforcing the observance of its accounting regulations through the inspection of car .. 
riers' accounts. For the past three yean, however. there has been an increasing demand 
on the division', accounUOti to assist in the investigation of formal cascs before the 
Commission. During the put year the field force of the division has been largely em
ployed in such investigations, and as a result the field examination of carriers' account
ing pnctkes has been curtailed," A.,.,,,,,II &pon. 1914, p. 40. And in 193:1, in di
recting attention to the inadequacy of its accounting staff as curtailed by reduced ap
propriatioDl, the Commission laid: '"In this connection., anention may be called to the 
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nary demands of the war period, in connection with Federal Control 
and its aftermath,12' as well as the permanent requirements of the 
1920 legislation, particularly in connection with the enforcement of 
the recapture provisions,lBo have sharply interfered with the regular 
policing of carrier accounts.' •' The Commission has not only shown 

work performed by ,this bureau, prior to 1918, in the investigations of the financial 
operations of the New Haven, the Rock Island, the Frisco, the Perc Marquette, the Cin .. 
cinnati, Hamilton 6:; Dayton. the Milwaukee, the Louisville & Nashville. and the 
Wabash-Pittsburgh terminal, to its special investigation of the pipe-line situation, to 
its elaborate investigation into the cost of transportation of coal (which had most im
portant rate results), and to its investigation of the express-rate situation which led to 
a complete revision of the express-rate structure. Some of these invcstigation5 were 
among the outstanding accomplishments of the commission during that period." An .. 
nual Rrporl, 1932, p. 42. While, as will appear presently, the Federal Control Act of 
1918 and the Transportation Act of 1920 diverted the energies of the bureau in large 
measure to new tasks) much assistance has continued to be rendered on such special 
investigations since these enactments. See cases cited in notes 57 and 59. supra, and the 
surveys of the work of the Bureau of Accounts in the Commission's annual reports to 
Congress. 

129 In 1920, for example, the Commission reported: "During the greater pan of the 
year this bureau • • • has been occupied with the examination of the accounts relating 
to operating income for the three years ended June 30, 1911. of carriers whose proper· 
ties were taken under Federal control. Tbis work. which was necessary [Q enable u. to 
certify [Q the President the amount of average annual operating income for the test: 

period. was undertaken as soon as practicable after approval of the Federal control act 
and has been carried forward without interruption. • • • During the more recent 
months as the investigation necessitated by the Federal control act neared completion 
the bureau has also been actively engaged in accounting examinations for the purpose 
of enabling us to certifY the amounts payable to carriers under section. 204 and :log 
of the transportation act, 1920:' A.nnwJ ~port. 1920, p. 34. These special wla con· 
tinued [Q absorb the whole or the larger part of the time of the bureau for a number 
of years. See A.nnual ~portl: 1921) pp. 25-26; 192~ p. 37; 192,3. p. 26; 1924. p. 26. 
For the nature of the Commission', work under sections 204 and 209 of the Trans
portation Act, ICC note 17,IUpr-. 

110 The special accounting examinations for determining the amount of euess 
railway operating income recoverable under the provisions of section I,a were begun 
in 1923, and once they were well started they constituted the bureau', most exacting 
task. In 1926 the field work was confined "almost exclwi~e'y" to these examinations; 
in 1927 they continued "practically to monopolizc" the services of the field force; in 
1928 "substantially all of the time"' of the field force was devoted to this work; and 
this situation continued till the recapture provisions were repealed. In 1932 the Com· 
mission declared that the new duties impoled by the Federal Control Act and the 
Transportation Act. "have largely engrossed the attention of the bureau since 1918." 
dnnUlll Rqort. 1932. p. 41. 

111 The fact that the performance of these various tasks has been ac:complished at 
the expense of general examinations of carrier accounts, and often to their complete 
exclusion, has been repeatedly emphasized by the Commission. The following is typi. 
cal: "'No general examinations of carriers' accounts were made during the year. This 
part of our work has been. omitted for the past few years owing to the necessity of 
applying practically all of the appropriation available for field work'" accountiog Q. 
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itself fully aware of the seriousness of the problem,182 but when ap
propriations for the Bureau of Accounts were severely curtailed, it 
frankly apprised Congress of the impairment of the accounting work 
that must inevitably follow.'" 

aminations necessitated under the recapture clause of section 153. We have thus been 
compelled, except to the limited extent that these special examinations sctve the same 
purpose. to forego the policing of carriers' accounts. • • • Adequate appropriations 
are indispensable if we arc to perform properly the duties imposed on us by section 20. 

and to make the special accounting investigations which are frequently required by 
other phases of our work." .ttntJfull Report, 1921, pp. 2-3. See, also, Annual Rel'orll: 
1928. pp. 2-3; 1929, p. 2; 1930, p. 2; 1931, p. 2. 

182 Thus: "We must repeat the statement made in previous annual reports that DO 

general examinations of carriers' accounts were made during the year. We regard this 
omission as seriously impairing the cJfectiveness of our regulation of carriers' accountl 
under section 20 of the act, an important feature of which is the policing of carriers' 
accounts. Experience bas demonstrated that our general examinations afford the only 
satis&ctory means of performing this duty." .1 •• 001 &p ..... 1928, pp. 2-3. Again: 
"At a time when intense competition among themselves for traffic was inducing the 
carriers to extend various concessions, direct and indirect and in the nature of rebates, 
to large shippers in bidding for traflic:-c:onc:essions which were wasteful and harmful 
in the long run to the railroad industry as well as to the general publio-we were un· 
able to give this matter the degree of attention which it would have had if the ac:. 
countantl had not been otherwise engaged. At a time, also. when many of the c:ar~ 
riers were enjoying a prosperity which tempted them to unnecessary and wasteful ex~ 
penditures of capital for various purposes, we were for the same reason unable to keep 
owsclves adequately informed in regard to these activities." A.nnual Report, 1932, 
PP·41-42 • 

118 When appropriations were sbarply cut, even prior to the repeal of the recapture 
provisions, the Commission gave detailed attention to the resulting difficulties: "For 
the fisc:al year ended June 30, 1932. the appropriation for ow Bureau of Ac:counts was 
$1,504,420 and its actual expenditures were $1,407.896.48. For the current fiscal year 
the Bureau of the Budget recommended an appropriation of $1,383,560, but this was 
reduced by the Congress to $683.560. This reduction of more than 50 per cent has 
made drastic changes necessary, impairing the ability of the bureau to perrorm the 
duties which it should perform. • • • This severe reduction in appropriation was due, 
we believe, to a misunderstanding in regard to the functions of the bureau and the 
purposes for which it was created. At the time of the Hepburn amendment to the act 
to regulate commerce in 1906, the Congress recognized that an essential to adequate 
and effective regulation of carriers is provision for uniform and reliable aa:ounts and 
records. This principle is basic. • • • It was the intent that uniform accounts should 
be not only prescribed but policed, and that our force of accountants would further be 
available for the special investigations necessary to prevent rebating, direct or indirect, 
and in the performance of our other duties. . . . With the force which we had in 
active service on June 30. 1932, it is estimated that a test examination of the accounts 
of each Class I railroad could not be made more often than once in three years, if our 
accountants did nothing else. Allowing for the fact that they have numerous other 
duties, the best that could be done would be a test examination once in five years. and 
this assumes confining attention to the railroads without consideration of the other 
classes of carriers under our jurisdiction. An appropriation of $1,383,560, as recom. 
mended by the Bureau of the Budget last year. may seem large when considered alone, 
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The work of the Bureau of Statistics has naturally expanded with 
the extension of accounting control. The Commission early recog
nized that "the best fruit of correct accounting is correct statistics,"'" 
and statistical tabulations reflecting both financial and operating de
velopments have increased in number and completeness."· In addi
tion to annual reports the carriers are now required to file monthly 
and special reports, and the data thus made available are subjected to 

analysis and published regularly_ For the calendar year 193z. for 
example, the bureau received 1,938 comprehensive annual reports
embracing not only those of steam railroads, but those of all the other 

but it assumes sman proportions when compared with operating revenues of the rail 
carriers amounting in 1930 to $5.343,000,000 and with operating expenses aggregating 
$3,975,000,000. . . • Recapture has not as yet been repealed, and. therefore, the 
duties of the bureau have in no way been lightened 10 &r as this matter iJ concerned. 
If recapture is repealed, however, as we recommeod, we challenge the assumption that 
our force of accounWlts ought for that reason to be cut to small proportions. The 
special duties ... have been neassary duties which we believe have been wen per· 
formed, but they have in ract diverted the bureau from the normal functions for which 
it was originally intended, and to the detriment of adequate public regulation of the 
c:arriers." Annual &port~ 193:1, pp. 39-41. Upon repeal of me recaprure provision. 
the Bureau of Accounts was enabled to resume performance of its normal functions, 
but the Commission again stressed the difficulties springing from retrenchment: "While 
the bureau has returned to its regular duries, its effectiveness bas been much impaired 
througb the necessity of greatly reducing its personnel . •. . With the means at our 
disposal for the work of the bureau thus reduced, we were obliged during that yeat 
[ending June 30, 1933] to furlough without pay 108 of our accountants and impote 
a heavy administrative furlough on the remainder of the forte. . . . With an appro-
priation of $150,000 for the current year [ending June 30, 1934] we have been obliged 
to continue the retrenchment mcaswes of the preceding year:' ilnnual Repo,." 1933, 
P·3S· 

11" Annual ~, 1906, pp. 61-6:1. 
1115 The rapid inaease ia the number of reports required from the carriers bas ofte.a 

been the rubject of criticism, a. involving the impositioD of unnecessary dcricaI bur~ 
dens. Note the following comment of the Commission with regard to these suicturet: 
"The increased duties imposed upon us by the ttansportation act, 1920, have neces..
sarily iocreased the amount of .tatistical work to be done. The marked growth in the 
Dumber of clerks employed by railroad. frcqUCDdy gives rile 10 the sugg<Stion that 
perhaps much IlDIl<Ce$UC)' information is being collect<d by the GovcmmcnL Careful 
consideration is given to all such comments and from rime to time requirements are 
eliminated where the data are no longer needed. The annual report form for 1911 "'at 
thoroughly RViscd from this IWldpoinL In '920 the distribution of locomotive-how. 
was eliminated. Proposal, for important addition. to statistical requiremcJlu are dif.. 
cussed before adoption with ccpccscDtatives of railcoadJ 10 ~ the coot of com
piling them. • • _ Much of the ."",unting and IWistical burden kIt in r=nt yean 
by railroads is due 10 the passago of the properties from pri .... 10 public control and 
back again to private control'" '*nnruJ Report, 1921, pp. 28--29. It may be noeed. for 
eumpl .. that wb ...... 3,156 annual «poco from aU types of carricn wece uccived by 
the bureau for the year 1920, the number was only 1,9.38 for the year 1931. 
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types of carriers subject to the Commission's jurisdiction.'·· Besides 
these annual reports, the Class I steam roads file monthly reports of 
revenues and expenses, operating data, wages, fuel consumed by 
locomotives, and railway accidents, as wdl as quarterly reports of 
commodity statistics and occasional special reports; and telephone, 
telegraph, and express companies, as well as the Pullman Company, 
also file monthly reports of certain of their operations.'·' On the 
basis of the data thus received the bureau issues its statistieal publica
tions. The most important of these is the annual report on Statistics 
of Railways in the United States;1 •• but there are many other annual 
reports issued by the bureau, as wdl as quarterly and monthly re
ports.lB• These publications have been developed, not only as a means 
of providing full current information concerning the status and ac
tivities of the carriers, but to facilitate efficieney and economy of 
operation and to assist the Commission in the performance of its 
regulatory tasks. Increasing emphasis is constandy being placed upon 
analysis and research. The separation of operating expenses between 
freight and passenger services and attempts at similar separation be
tween terminiU and line-haul services, for example, as wdl as the 

lie dllfJU Report, 1933. p. 70. 
181 See AnnlUll kport. 1928, p. So. 
188 This publication, which has been issued without interruption since 1888, now 

also contains statistics based upon the quarterly and monthly reports of the steam 
roads, together with selected data concerning the operations of other classes of car
riers. lilt is based on the sworn annual returns of the railway companies and constitutes 
a permanent official record of the progress of the steam railroad industry in its public 
aspects, presenting data concerning mileage, receiverships, equipment. employees, capi~ 
talization, traffic, operation, reve,nucs, expenses, and financial tondition of the railway 
companies." Annual Report, 1924, p. 28. 

119 The following reports are regularly prepared for publication by the Bureau of 
Statistics: Annual: (1) comprehensive report on statistics of railways; (2) accident 
bulletin; (3) comparative statement of operating averages; (4) freight commodity 
statistics; (5) preliminary abstract of statistica of common carriers; (6) preliminary 
report of capitalization and income; (1) operating revenues and expenses by class of 
aervice; (8) wage statistics; and (9) selectc:d items from the annual reports of carriers 
by water, telegraph and cable companies. pipe.line companies. electric railways, and 
telephone companies. Quarterly: (I) freight commodity statistics; and (2) accident 
statistics. Monthly: (I) operating revenues and expenses by districts and regions; (2) 
operating revenues and expenses for individual railways; (3) freight and passenger 
service operating statistics by districts and regions; (4) operating statistics for individual 
railways; (5) fuel for locomotives; (6) wage statistics; (1) revenue traffic statistics; 
(S) revenues and expenses of telephone companies; and (9) summary of accidents. 
Annual hporl. 1930, pp. 51-5:1. For subsequent minor change. and additions, sec 
Annual Reporu: 1931, p. 58; 1932, p. SI; 1933. p. 69. 
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computation of comparative operating averages, exemplify this em
phasis;1tO and special studies involving such matters as the develop
ment of standards of maintenance, the formulation of indices of 
price changes, and the construction of rate scalet-which analyses are 
undertaken not only as a routine activity but in connection with rate 
cases and other investigationt-tend to achieve like purposes.'" The 
activities of tht bureau are the prime source of publicity of carrier 
operations and an integral part of the regulatory process, and they 
are being adjusted, from time to time, to the demands of changing 
circumstances and conditions. 

17. PROSECUTING ACTIVITIES 

The mixed character of the Commission's functions has been dis
closed repeatedly in the foregoing survey of its principal activities. 
They involve the settlement of controversies, the promulgation of 
rules of conduct for future application, and the administrative en
forcement of statutory requirements. The fact that, with reference to 
the most significant matters within the bounds of its jurisdiction, the 
Commission, though the adjudicating tribunal, may proceed on its 
own motion as well as upon complaint accentuates its distinctive 
character. But the Commission's tasks involve a still further de
parture from usual legal processes: it participates in prosecuting viola
tions of the various legislative enactments which it administers. The 
Commission is not only "authorized and required to execute and 
enforce" the provisions of the Interstate Commerce Act, but "upon 
the request of the Commission," United States attorneys, acting un
der the direction of the Department of Justice, must institute and 
prosecute all necessary proceedings "for the enforcement of the 
provisions of this Act and for the punishment of all violations 
thereof."'" The same situation prevails with respect to allied statutes 
conferring administrative power upon the Commission. In point of 
fact, the Commission not only asserts initiative in criminal prosecu
tions and penalty suits, but renders substantial assistance to the De
partment of Justice in the preparation and conduct of such pro-

140 Sec A.nnuJ kporu: 1920, p. 36; 1922, p. 39. 
161 See A."nual Reports: Igu, p. 39; 1923, pp. 28-29_ 
1.' Sec. 12, pac. (I). 
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cecdings. While this participation in prosecuting activities may be 
thought, on principle, to endanger the impartial exercise of the Com
mission's quasi-judicial functions, the actual performance of these 
punitive tasks appears to have exerted no in8uence upon its determi
nation of independent controversies. The Commission has manifested 
a far-sighted restraint in its treatment of alleged violations of law
achieving significant results, particularly in the absence of wilful 
intent, through the method of informal conference and correspond
ence; and yet, because of the Commission's intimate knowledge of 
transportation conditions and carrier methods, its coOperation with 
the Department of Justice has added markedly to the effective dis
position of such violations as have been carried to the stage of formal 
prosecution. 

The Commission's prosecuting activities are largely pursued 
through its Bureau of Inquiry.U8 Through this bureau the Com
mission investigates alleged violations of the pen~1 provisions of the 
law (whether such violations are brought to its attention by its own 
staff, by shippers, or by carriers), and, if the facts warrant such ac
tion, submits its findings to United States attorneys or to the Depart
ment of Justice with a view to securing indictments or having civil 
suits instituted for the collection of penalties. From the outset the 
Commission's policy has been directed to the elimination of unlaw
ful practices rather than to the punishment of every offense, regard-

Ifl This bureau must be distinguished from the Bwcau of Law, which is charged 
with defending the Commission's orden against injunction or other proceedings insti· 
tuted by the carriers, and which serves as a general aid to the Commission and the 
variow branches of its organization in connection with the legal aspects of their ac .. 
tivity. The Bureau of Inquiry is an outgrowth of the Division of Prosecutions organ .. 
izcd in 1907. which was designed to facilitate the general enforcement of the Act to 
Regulate Commerce, and particularly the prohibitions against rebating, which was still 
the subject of special concern, despite the strengthening of the law by the Elkins and 
Hepburn acu. The functions of the Division of Prosecutions were essentially identical 
with those of the present Bureau of Inquiry: ·'Early in the present year the Commission 
organized a new division, known as the 'division of prosecution!,' to take full charge 
of investigatiom into criminal violation. of the act to regulate commerce. On receipt of 
information of any violation of the act amounting to a criminal infraction of the law, 
it becomes the duty of this division to make such investigations as may be necessary to 
determine whether or not the matter is one proper to be brought to the attention of the 
Deparunent of Justice. In any case where it is finally determined by the Commission 
that a criminal prolCCution is proper. it is the duty of the division to prepare the case 
for presentation to the United States attorney in the district having jurisdiction." dn" 
.... IIe[>ort. 1907, po '05· 
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less of the source of difficulty, which might involve some infraction 
of law"" In the vast majority of instances the method of informal 
procedure, without actual prosecution, has proved an adequate means 
of securing correction or discontinuance of improper practices. "The 
division of inquiry," the Commission has said, "has to do with seem
ing violations of the act to regulate commerce, and of the Elkins 
act, which come ·to the attention of the Commission. Perhaps 90 per 
cent of the matters so investigated and considered are disposed of 
without resort to the courts, and in great part through correspondence 
or conference with the carriers or shippers involved. A staff of special 
agents is employed almost continuously in field work. A staff of 
attorneys analyzes the evidence gathered, participates in the corre
spondence and conferences, and, in instances where prosecution is 
recommended by the Commission, prepares cases for presentation to 
grand juries and assists United States attorneys in such presentation 
and in the subsequent proceedings in the courts."'" And even where 
resort is had to the courts, the Commission has shown no disposition 
to make a prosecuting "record," either in the number of grounds of 
complaint or in the size of the penalties imposed."tI For each of the 

1" This policy is grounded in the application of good ICIlJC to the peculiar circum~ 
stances which often surround infractions of law, particularly in mattcn of rates and 
charges. There are thousands of tariffi, naming million. of rates, toget:hct with a vut 
mass of rules and rcgulatioIll a1Tccting them. In theory, and as a matter of law, every 
one is presumed to know the published rate which is lawfully applicable to any given 
transaction; as a practical matter, however, with many thousands of employees acting 
on behalf of carriers and shipper. in innumerable transactions. the best thaI can be 
done is to apply the published rates as accurately as possible. Moreover, me tarifli arc 
occasionally so indefinite or ambiguous that men expert in their interpretation arc UD~ 
able to agree as to the applicable rate in particular instances. In the ordinary course of 
events, therefore, even with every desire to conform to the law, there are bound to be 
numerous departures from the published rates as authoritatively CODltrucd, involving 
bolh overcharges and undercharges. In circ:URlStanCCl such as these it would not only 
be unjust to prosecute purely technical infractions of the law, but such action might 
render conviction. diJIicul~ if not impossible, and thereby hamper til< general enforce
ment of essential public policies. 

14-1 An"ruJ kport, 1915. p. 16. 
148 Note the following, for eumple: '"The indictments retW'DCd dwiPg the pall 

year have each contained I comparatively small number of counts. The penalties im· 
posed upon the pleas of guilty receivcd have abo been in every cue moderate in 
amount. This is due to the policy followed since this division of prOSCCUtioDl was or .. 
ganized. It is believed that the most satisfactory results in the way of enforcemcnt of 
the law can be reached by means of frequeDt prOSCCUtioDl for moderate penalties rather 
than by means of • unaJlcr .. WIlber of prOleCUtiolll for large penal';". With the dau 
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years ending October 31, 1930, 1931, 19320 and 19330 for example, the 
indictments returned and informations filed for violations of the 
Interstate Commerce Act and related statutes aggregated but 340 330 
51, and 51; and the fines and penalties imposed in the cases concluded 
during each of these years aggregated but $197,700, $71,500, $UI,910, 
and $27,750, together with the imposition of "several substantial 
sentences of imprisonment" in all but the last period.'" But offenses 
of sufficient gravity to defeat the manifest intent of the law, and when 
committed by shippers as well as by carriers, have elicited the Com
mission's active con=n.l48 The charges embraced in the prosecutions 
instituted in recent years have included the following: engaging in 
transportation without the filing of tariffs; fiillure of carriers to ob
serve their tariffs; the granting of concessions by carriers and their 
acceptance by shippers; violation of the long-and-short-haul and 
aggregate-of..intermediates provisions; unlawful extension of credit 
for freight charges; falsifying of carrier recordsl unlawful use of 
interstate passes; false billing of shipments; filing of false claims for 
loss and danIage; frauds in connection with the issuance and use of 
bills of lading; violation of regulations governing the transportation 

of offenders here to be dealt with it is true, as elsewhere, that certainty of punishment 
is a more effective deterrent from crime than severity of punishment. This class of 
offenders is almost enb.rely composed of men of standing and respectability. The 
finding and publication of an indictment against them, or against a corporation for 
their acts, is in itself a substantial punishment. In any case of continued violation of 
the act after the inBicti.OD of a penalty, greater severity would of tawse be shown." 
Annual Repo"'~ 1909, p. 19. 

141 Annual kports: 1930, p. 16; 1931, p. 14; 1932, pp. 50-51; 1933, p. 44. There 
have been no startling variations from these figures in recent years. Sec Anntud Reports, 
since 1920, under Bureau of Inquiry. 

148 10 order more eJfcctively to prevent shippers from defeating the published rate 
by false billing and other dishonest practices, the Commission has recommended that 
aection 10 of the Interstate Commerce Act be 10 amended as to provide for a minimum 
penalty of $500 for each offi:nse, in addition to the maximum penalty of $5,000 which 
it now carries: "The purpose of the section ... obviowly is to maintain the integ .. 
rity of published tariff rates, and to prevent and punish unjust discrimination and 
favors granted or received by means of false billing, false weights, claims, or other 
device. Experience .hows that this section is violated by shippers more frequendy than 
any other section of the act. Such violations are profitable, not only becauJe of the 
saving in freight charges, by defeating the applicable rates, but also because of the 
advantage thw obtained by the violator over his competitor. The railroads themselves 
maintain a Corce to police billing and weights, but a great many violations go unde
tected despite their efforts. We feel certaio. that the establishment of a minimum as 
rec:ommended would result in greater harmony than exists now between the fines im .. 
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of explosives; operation of a railroad without a certificate of con
venience and necessity; embezzlement and misapplication of carrier 
funds; extension by carriers of facilities not covered by tariffs; provi
sion of false weights by shippers.H • Such matters, as already indi
cated, are handled through the Bureau of Inquiry. In addition, how
ever, information as to violations of the Safety Appliance Acts, the 
Hours of Service Act, and the Locomotive Inspection Act is lodged 
with appropriate United States attorneys by the bureaus in charge of 
these safety matters, and assistance is rendered by them in the prepa
ration and conduct of the resulting proceedings. For each of the years 
ending June 30, 1930, 1931, 1932, and 1933, for example, the number 
of cases of violation of the safety-appliance laws transmitted for 
prosecution were 124, 101, 94, and 103, comprising, respectively, 327, 
249, 170, and 174 counts;1" and while prosecutions for violation of 
the hours-of-service law and of the locomotive-inspection law were 
much fewer in number, they have also constituted a regular aspect of 
the duties of the bureaus involved.101 

All in all, in view of the highly technical character of the violations 
generally sought to be reached and the necessity for continuous con
tact with the circumstances out of which they arise, the Commission's 
participation in criminal proceedings and penalty suits has proved 
almost indispensable to the wise and effective enforcement of the 
various regulatory acts to which the carriers are subject. While actual 
prosecution rests, as it should, in the Department of Justice, the Com
mission exerts a thoroughly informed influence both upon the initia
tion of proceedings and upon their successful consummation. The 

posed by courts in different jurisdictions and practically diminalC violations of law 
which involve only comparatively small amounts of money. . . • Section 10 it 
vitally important in maintaining the regular wiJf rates by compelling accurate and 
truthful description and classification by shippers of their property. Providing a mini· 
mum penalty of not less than 5soo for each violation thereof, will render &r more 
effective the efforts of the Commission to enforce that section." A1JnUl1i kport. 1928, 
pp.I&-17. 

148 See ,Annual hporIs: 1926, pp. 57-58, 81-87; 1921. pp. 13-14. 8S-9I; 19'&, 
pp.IS,87-93; 1929. pp. 14. 93'"'"99; 1930, pp. 16. IOJ-J08; 1931, pp. 13-14. 12?-133; 
1932, pp. 49-51. lOS-III; 1933. pp. 43-44, 78-th. 

uo Annual Reporu: 1930, p. 37: 1931, p. 4S; 1932, p. 72; 1933, p. 61. These figures 
constitute a reasonably representative measure of the Commissioo's prosecuting ac,.. 

tivity in this directio~. Sec A"". Rlpons, since 19:10, under Bwe_ of Silfoty. 
1Cil See An"uI Rlporu. since 1920. under BuretZU of Safely and under BIII'etlll of 

Lot:omotitle ltu[J«litm. 
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administrative burden involved appears to be fully justified by the 
salutary results which have been achieved. 

18. MISCELLANEOUS TASKS 

At least summary reference should be made, by way of concluding 
this general survey of activities, to some of the miscellaneous tasks 
with which the Commission is cbarged. It is one of the outstanding 
characteristics of the Commission's experience that its functions have 
been very sbarply expanded in the course of its history. But this ex
pansion has not been confined to the development of its major activi
ties to their present stage of maturity: the extension of duties and 
powers in specific directions has not merely concerned the Commis
sion's primary tasks of maintaining just and reasonable relationships 
between the individual carriers and the users of their service, exer
cising general supervision over the transportation system as a whole, 
and enforcing measures for the safety of persons ~nd property. Most 
of the activities previously considered fal~ directly or indirectly, into 
one or another of these categories. But there have also been numerous 
enactments, largely unrelated to the main Iio.bric of the legislative 
structure, whereby the Commission's services have been utilized in a 
variety of miscellaneous directions. In many of these instances the 
Commission has been resorted to chiefly because of the very exist
ence of its organization, the accumulated knowledge in its possession, 
and the general competence it has shown in the disposition of public 
business. From the standpoint of securing informed and intelligent 
handling of the particular matters involved, this ready utilization of 
the Commission and its facilities has proved to be an effective pro
cedure; but it has added measurably to the responsibilities and 
labors of this overburdened tribunal, and it has thereby accentuated 
the diJIiculties increasingly encountered of maintaining the perform
ance of the Commission's major regulatory tasks on a reasonably 
current basis. 

The mere mention of some of these special activities will indicate 
their heterogeneous character and the nature of the tasks involved 
in their execution. They embrace, or have embraced, for example, 
such divergent duties, both permanent and temporary, as participa-
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tion in the award of medals of honor for extreme daring in connec
tion with railroad accidents;'"" review and revision, upon complaint, 
of the rates and conditions prescribed by the Secretary of the Navy 
for certain uses of radio stations and apparatus owned by the United 
States;'" the prescription of a system of accounts for corporations in 
the District of Columbia engaged in the manufacture of gas and 
electricity;'''' the issuance of regulations governing nominations for 
appointment to the now defunct Railroad Labor Board .... Such mat
ters are of relatively minor importance, but they evince a disposition, 
not unlike that reflected in many of the special investigations re
quired by Congress, to turn the Commission into a general service 
agency of the Government instead of permitting it to confine its 
energies within the bounds of its primary jurisdiction. Much more 
difficult and onerous tasks have been imposed upon the Commission 
in connection with changes in parcel post rates and classifications,'"· 
the adjustment of railway mail pay as between the Government and 
the carriers,''' including urban and interurban electric railways,158 
and the definition of the limits of the standard time zones into which 
the country is divided."· The adjustment of railway mail pay, for 

n. From the passage of the Mcdab of Honor Act of February %3, 1905 (33 Stat. 
743) to the end of 1933, 62 applications for medals had been filed, of which 39 had 
been approved and 23 denied. AnnU4l ~port~ J933, P. 67. See, also, Part I. chap. vi, 
note 25. 

1158 Under the provisions of the Joint Resolution of June 5. 1920 (41 Star. 1061), 
as amended April 14. 1922 (42 Stat. 496). 

1114 Under the Act of March 3. 1919 (35 StaL 703). 
us See Annual R~portl 1920, pp. 1-3. 

U8 Under the provisions of the Post Office Department: Appropriation Am of 
August 24. 1912 (37 Stat. 558), and July 28.1916 (39 SUt... 4(2); and also under ICC

tiOD 7 of the Parcel Post Act of May 29. 1928 (45 Stat. 942). See Annual Report, 
1913. pp. 7g-8o; and ProPOI~J C"Q"g~1 A/fiaing Foun"~Cl(l./1 Mllil MillIn", 116 I.e.c. 
659 (1931), Ch"get j. &ru, •• F.""h·CllUl Mail Motter. 18% I.e.c. 187 (193%). 

lIiT Under the provisions of the Post Office Department Appropriation Act of July 
28, 1916 (39 Stat. 4(2). 

118 Under the provisions of the Post Office Department Appropriation Act of July 2, 

1918 (40 Sta •• 748), 
In Under the provisions of the Standard Tune Act of March Ig, Iglg (40 Stat. 

450), as amended by the Aa of AUgust %0,1919 (41 SiaL %80), and the Act of Much 
3, 1923 (42 Stat. (434). Note the following: '"There are now pending before us applica. 
tions for changes in the boundary line between the United States Jtandard eastern 
and central time zones through the States of Ohio and Michigan. which indicate: that 
a terious and irreconcilable confficr: exists between the standard time zone act of Con· 
gress . • . and recent legislation of some of the States. In addition, either by 10caI 
consent or punuant to State laws. the practice of daylight taving inaugurated by the 
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example, has involved elaborate investigations, extended hearings, 
formal findings, and numerous revisions.'oo Similarly, the definition 
of the boundaries of the various time zones by order of the Commis
sion, with due regard to "the convenience of commerce and the exist
ing junction points and division points of common carriers," has 
necessitated compreitensive inquiry, full hearings, widespread pub
licity, and numerous modifications.' •' The Commission is also en
gaged in a considerable range of activities which bear a closer rela
tionship to its primary tasks, but to which no reference has been made 
in the preceding survey. The more intportant of these activities arise 
under the provisions of the Panama Canal Act of 1912 and the Clay
ton Anti-Trust Act of 1914. In each case the scope of the Commis
sion's jUIisdiction is extended beyond the fields heretofore specifically 
considered, and the exercise of the powers involved generally issues 
in formal determinations. The pr~dings instituted in pUIsuance 

original standard time ZODC act and repealed by the act of tangress passed over the 
veto of the President August 20, 1919 ... is annually reinstated in large portions of 
the country and also in widely scattered communities. The Supreme Court has held 
that under existing law there is no conflict between the standard time zone act and the 
State statutes for daylight saving (MtlSsflC!uuetU SttIU Grange v. Benton, 272- U.s. 
525). but the conilicts in authority are now sufficiendy acute as to warrant us in 
recommending that the field be either more completely occupied by the act of Congress 
or that the manor be left wholly to the States." Annual Report. 1931. p. 83. See, also. 
A.nual Report, '933. p. 34. 

160 The Commission's original reports were RiliJUlay Mm'l Pay. 56 I.C.C. I (ISlIg), 
and Electr'ie RI1iIUlIlY Mail Pay, 58 I.C.C. 455 (1920). For subsequent revisions and 
incr ..... of I'lIte •• see 85 I.C.C. 157 ('9'3).95 I.C.C . • 04. 493 ('9'5). 961.C.C. 43 
('9'5).98 I.C.C. 737 (1925). '04 I.C.C. 5" ('925). 109 I.C.C. 13 (1926). 112 I.C.C. 
'S' (1926). uo I.C.C. 439 (1927). 123 I.C.C. 33 ('9'7). On July '4. 1925. in re
sponse to applications of numerous carriers, the entire problem of railway mail pay 
was reopened. Data as to costs were prepared by the Post Office Department and the 
carriers, and hearings were beld by the Commission. In RDilw.y Mail P"'I. '44 I.C.C. 
675 (1928), the prevailing rates were found to be inadequate and higher rates were 
established. with retroactive payments upon prescribed terms. For later orders, see 151 
I.C.C.734 (19'9).165 I.C.C. 774 ('930). 174 I.C.C. 78,. 796 (1931).185 I.C.C. 715 
(193'), 

181 The Commission's original report was Standard Time Zone Investigation, 51 
I.C.C. 273 (1918). The statute provided that the Commission's order might be modi~ 
lied from time to time, and by the end of 1932 twenty supplemental reports had been 
iasuc:d in order to effect changes deemed to be desirable for the greater convenience of 
commerce. See 5' I.C.C. 499. 555 ('9.8), 53 I.C.C • • 08 (19'9). 57 I.C.C. 455 (1920). 
59 I.C.C. 249 ('9.0). 64 I.C.C •• 8, (19)1). 66 I.C.C. 566 (19)>). 73 I.C.C. 78 
('9")' 78 I.C.C. 606 ('923). 88 I.C.C. '35. 343 (19'4).9' I.C.C. 686 (1924). 1>2 
I.C.C. 1>2 ('927). 129 I.C.C. '09- (1927). '40 I.C.C. 679 (1928). '42 I.C.C. '79 
(1928). '59 I.C.C. 297 ('929) •• 69 I.C.C. 95 (1930). 185 I.C.C. 266 (1932). '90 
I.C.C. 223 (193'), 
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of these powers concern, respectively, the maintenance of competi
tion between rail and water lines and the regulation of the physical 
connections and rate practices of joint rail-and-water carriage,'·· 
and the prevention of unlawful resort to intercorporate stockholding 
and to interlocking business and financial transactions.' " By tbe 1933 
amendments to the Bankruptcy Act, furthermore, the Commission 
was vested with important new powers in the field of railroad re
organization.>" It is but necessary for our present purposes to note 
that these enactments add measurably to the Commission's func
tions and its docket of activities. 

Taken as a whole, these miscellaneous tasks, varying in importance 
and in their relevancy to the basic ends of the regulatory process, pro
vide a further reflection of the volume and variety of the labors for 
which the Commission finds itself continuously responsible. 

19. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

When these various activities are viewed in their entirety, the mag
nitude and complexity of the Commission's tasks become startlingly 
clear. The statistical measurements alone, even when confined to for
mal proceedings in which the exercise of quasi-judicial or legislative 
authority is involved, disclose the institution annually of a tremen
dous volume of complaints and applications. It may be recalled, for 
example, that during the year 1930, before the inroads of the depres
sion made themselves sharply felt, 10412 formal complaints were Iiled 
and 10491 hearings were held; 487 rate suspensions were requested 
and 157 proceedings were instituted with respect thereto; 239 fourth
section applications were filed and 240 orders were entered; 168 appli
cations were received for certificates of convenience and necessity; 33 
applications were Iiled for railroad unifications and 34 for consolida
tions of telephone companies; and 223 applications for authority to 
issue securities were received, resulting in actual authorizations in 

182 Sec Part I, pp. lOS-III. and Part II, pp. 17-51. 
101 See Part I, pp. 111-117. ClaytoD Act proceedings will be further:DOted ill. sua,.. 

sequent chapter, in connection with the Commission', control of coOperation and 
combination. 

1M Act of March 3. 1933. Public No. 420, 7M Congress, 41 Stat. 14'4. The detail. 
of this enactment will be set forth in a subsequent chapter. in connection with the 
Commission', control of the issuance of securities and assumption of obligations. 
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excess of $1,700,000,000. The volume of these complaints and appli
cations is reasonably representative of the normal demands upon the 
Commission, but it by no means reveals the extent of even its formal 
tasks. No attempt was made, for example, to measure statistically the 
vast labors involved in the general investigations, which cover a great 
diversity of very significant undertakings, or in the revision of the 
primary valuations of carrier property. Moreover, even such of the 
Commission's activities as are predominandy adrninisttative in char
acter frequendy necessitate extended inquiries and formal determina
tions. There was a very substantial measure of direct participation by 
the Commission in the establishment of controlling principles for the 
recapture of excess earnings, in the adjustment of many matters of 
service and safety, in the formulation of basic accounting standards, 
in the exercise of much of its miscellaneous authority. And even the 
disposition of the numerous tasks which are generally handled 
through the routine of the Commission's boards IlIld bureaus-such 
matters, for example, as informal complaints, special docket applica
tions, requests for the filing of tariffs without the required statutory 
notice, applications with regard to interlocking directorates, and the 
institution of criminal prosecutions and penalty suits-is not alto
gether lacking in policy-making elements. No clear-cut separation 
can be made, therefore, between the Commission's tasks and those of 
its administrative staff, although the flow of formal proceedings un
questionably imposes the most pressing and most significant demands 
on the Commission's time and thought. Ultimate responsibility for 
the performance of all of the numerous duties under the Interstate 
Commerce Act and allied statutes rests in the Commission; and de
spite the tremendous weight of the burden resulting therefrom, the 
Commission has shown a praiseworthy disposition to recognize and 
assume this composite responsibility, as far as possible, rather than to 
build up a system of virtually independent bureaucratic control by 
subordinate officials and clerical employees. 

The Commission's activities, as thus conceived, have grown to their 
present proportions through the successive expansion of its duties and 
powers-particularly as a result of the enactments of 1906, 1913, and 
1920. This growth shows itself not only in the course of the various 
statistical indices of complaints, applications, and other proceedings 
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already noted, but in the sharp increase in volume of published deci
sions and in amount of expenditures and size of personnel. From 
the organization of the Commission in 1887 to August, 19Q6, a period 
of somewhat more than 19 years, only II volumes of reports were 
issued; from September, 1906, to February, 1920, a period of some
what more than 13 years, 45 volumes of reports were issued-more 
than a fourfold output during an interval only about two-thirds as 
long; and from February, 1920, to December, 1930, a period of less 
than II years, II 3 volumes of reports were issued-about double the 
aggregate output of the preceding 33 years. The growth in activity, 
embracing the entire complex of the Commission's tasks, is also evi
denced by the course of expenditures and of personnel. In 1888, the 
first full year of the Commission's existence, its expenditures, in 
round numbers, were $II3,000; in 1907, the first full year after the pas
sage of the 1906 legislation, expenditures amounted to $538,000; in 
1920 they reached the figure of $5,542,000; in 1930 they stood at 
$8,124,000. The aggregate expenditures for the first period (18S] to 
1906, inclusive) were approxintately $40600,000; during the second 
period (1907 to 1919, inclusive) they were somewhat in excess of 
$35,000,000; during the third period (1920 to 1930, inclusive) they 
approached $68,000,000. After 1913, it should be noted, a large propor
tion of the Commission's outlays were consumed by the valuation 
project. On the whole the growth of personnel tells the same story 
of rapid expansion. In 1887 the Commission's entire staff' consisted 
of II employees; by 1906 the number had reached 221, with very sub
stantial additions in the years immediately following, as the tasks int
posed by the 19Q6 legislation and by the amendments of 1910 made 
themselves felt; by 1913 the Commission's employees numbered 731. 
Then a very sharp increase ensued, the number of employees reach
ing a maxintum of 2,254 in 1917, largely as a result of the extensive 
tasks intposed by the Valuation Act; and in 1930 they stood at ap
proximately 2,000. All of these measurements reflect the marked de
velopment of the Commission's activity. 

But the sweep of the Commission's responsibilities does not depend 
solely upon the sheer volume of its tasks. The scope of these respon
sibilities is inseparable from the diversity of its duties and the variety 
of the processes involved in their performance. In the first place, the 
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types of carriers subject to some measure of control are many, in
cluding electric ra.i1ways, water carriers, express companies, sleeping
car companies, pipe lines, and, until very recendy, tdephone, tele
graph, and cable companies; and with regard to carriers by railroad, 
which constitute the chief source of activity, the field of intrastate as 
well as of interstate commerce is largely occupied. But the many
sidedness of this control, in terms of the business operations encom
passed thereby and the regulatory methods employed therein, is of 
primary importance. Almost every significant aspect of the business 
of the rail carriers is subject to general supervision or mandatory 
contro!' Entrance into the field, extensions and abandonments of 
line, issuance of securities and assumption of obligations, intercor
porate relationships in a variety of forms, the level of rates and the 
relativity of charges, the extent and disposition of operating income, 
the adequacy, economy, and safety of service, the publicity of opera
tions and the character of accounting procedur,,-all these signifi
cant aspects of railroad activity in their numerous and complex 
manifestations, as well as many others of more limited scope, are em
braced within the Commission's functioning jurisdiction. This di
versity of subject-matter with which the Commission must deal, in
volving the exertion of a dominant influence upon virtually all 
major managerial policies of the carriers that are pregnant with 
actual or potential conffict between private rights and public interests, 
not only issues in a heavy volume of proceedings but necessitates the 
employment of a great variety of regulatory methods. 

For effective maintenance of reasonable relationships between the 
carriers and the users of their service, and for any measurable fur
therance of affirmative public ends in the development of the trans
portation system, the exercise of mixed governmental functions ap
pears to be unavoidable; and the concrete expedients adopted in the 
exercise of these functions are necessarily numerous and varied. First, 
a vast body of basic facts is continuously maintained as an essential in
strument of intelligent control-not only through the orderly de
velopment of extensive "records" in specific proceedings, but through 
the exercise of the general power of investigation, through the check
ing of tariffs, contracts, and other returns and arrangements, through 
the prescription of accounting practices and the requirement of car-
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rier reports, through the valuation of all properties used and useful 
in the performance of the transportation service. The simplest of the 
methods of actual regulation are directed to the enforcement of the 
general standards established by law and of the specific prohibitions 
contained therein-largely in matters of rates, classifications, and 
practices, and in connection with the transportation service and its 
instrumentalitie5-to the end that unreasonable and discriminatory 
adjustments may be eliminated. But the Commission does not con
fine itself to condemning existing relationships; it also prescribes 
affirmative action. It asserts mandatory power over both the rate 
structure and the level of charges, as a means of maintaining ade
quate service on an equitable basis; and, more directly, it exercises 
positive power over the use of plant and equipment, with authority 
to order extension of lines and acquisition of facilities as well as to 
regulate "car service." Of no less importance, furthermore, is the 
broad range of proceedings in which the Commission's findings are 
permissive rather than mandatory. With power of approval, dis
approval, or modification, it passes upon an extensive group of appli
cations seeking authority to pursue proposed courses of action. This 
group embraces, among others, such significant aspects of carrier 
activity as new construction, abandonment of lines, issuance of se
curities, consolidation of properties, acquisitions of control, establish
ment of pooling arrangements, utilization of interlocking personnel, 
maintenance of railroad ownership of water lines. In connection 
with the exercise of both its mandatory and permissive powers, 
moreover, the Commission finds itself under ·necessity not only 
of meeting specific situations, but of supervising the transportation 
system as a whole-acting, as it were, in the capacity of a super
directorate of all the carriers constituting the national railroad sys
tem, in order to promote unity of public policy despite the fact of 
multiple corporate ownership and the pressure of private ends. The 
administration of the rule of rate-making, with the maintenance of 
carrier credit as an explicit objective; the apportionment of joint 
rates on the basis of public interest rather than of carrier bargaining 
power; the subordination of intrastate adjustments to the demands of 
interstate commerce; the control of railroad unifications, free from 
the inlubitions of the anti-trust laws, in terms of public advantage 
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rather than of private strategy; the potential utilization of all the 
instrumentalities of carriage for the furtherance of common ends, 
regardless of ownership or contract or shipping instructions; the 
correlation of rail and water transport, with powers of compulsion 
as to the provision of connecting physical mcilities--these are among 
the more important policies necessitating the exercise of "fostering 
guardianship and control" of the transportation system as a whole. 
Nor, in the employment of many of these regulative methods, is the 
Commission required to await the filing of complaints or the re
ceipt of applications; in connection with its most significant policies 
it proceeds on its own motion, as well as upon the initiative of the 
interests direcdy concerned. And, finally, despite the met that it 
adjudicates controversies and formulates rules of conduct, it also 
participates in the prosecution of violations of the statutory require
ments subject to its jurisdiction and of the administrative orders 
which it promulgates. It is the heterogeneous and, complex character 
of these activities and processes, quite as much as the sheer volume 
of the tasks involved, that reflects the sweep of the Commission's re
sponsibilities and gives rise to questions as to the propriety of its pre
vailing status. 

The problem of the pressure of the administrative burden will 
receive detailed consideration, at the conclusion of this study, in con
nection with the matters of organization and procedure. Our present 
concern is primarily with the character of the Commission's activi
ties. It should be noted at this point, however, as an evidence of the 
practical importance of the extent and diversity of the Commission's 
tasks, that various steps to meet the situation have been taken in the 
past, and that proposals for further relief are being urged in many 
quarters. The funds made available to the Commission and the size 
of its subordinate staff have steadily grown, except for the retrench. 
ments induced by the depression; the internal structure has been 
reorganized from time to time to facilitate administrative efficiency; 
the membership of the Commission has been increased, by successive 
stages, from five to eleven; the Commission has been authorized to 
act through divisions of its membership, and to assign or refer cer
tain of its duties to individual commissioners or boards of employees; 
a "shortened procedure," dispensing with hearings and substituting 
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sworn statements of fact therefor, and a "modified procedure," con
fining the hearings to points upon which agreement cannot be 
reached informally, have been utilized in considerable measure. But 
additional changes, of more drastic character, have been proposed 
from time to time. Perhaps the expedient most commonly suggested 
is that regional commissions be established, with the Commission 
turned into an appellate body. Proposals have also been made looking 
to the complete transfer of some of the Commission's existing func
tions to new agencies. It has been suggested, for example, that re
gional commissions be clothed with final jurisdiction within a limited 
sphere; that a department of transportation be established, charged 
with the administrative and policing duties now largely performed by 
subordinate employees under the Commission's supervision and con
trol and with the determination of general questions of policy; that 
a parallel regulatory tribunal be created for the handling of matters 
of finance, consolidation, and valuation, and that the Commission be 
reconstituted primarily as a quasi-judicial body concerned with mat
ters of rate contro!' These proposals have thus far been symptoms of 
dissatisfaction rather than carefully defined policies, but thcy serve to 
indicate that the difficulties springing from the volume and sweep of 
the Commission's tasks have definitely emerged from the confines of 
academic comment and are making themselves felt as pressing prac
tical problems. 

For the present, however, we must continue our examination of 
the character of the Commission's activities. In the chapters immedi
ately following the substantive direction of the Commission's per
formance in each of the major fields will be subjected to analysis and 
appraisal. These chapters will deal, respectively, with the valuation 
project, the control of organization and finance, and the regulation 
of rates and· charges. 
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CHAPTER xu 
THE VALUATION PROJECT 

A CRITICAL survey of the substantive character of the Commis
n. sion's major activities may well begin with a study of the valua
tion project. The execution of this project has constituted the Com
mission's most comprehensive and laborious single task; its results 
are fundamentally intertwined with the problems of organization, fi
nance, rates, and earnings to which attention will be directed in sub
sequent chapters; and the methods employed and the standards de
veloped are richly illustrative of the Commission's performance as an 
administrative tribunal. The task of valuation, in all its manifold 
ramifications, is essentially an administrative task. The planning and 
organization of the vast undertaking, the formulation of principles 
and processes for the ascertainment, on the basis of hypotheses as 
well as of recorded data, of the complex body of filets essential to the 
ultimate findings of value, and the exercise of informed judgment, 
throughout, with an eye to the demands of public policy and of the 
regulative scheme as a whole, are all types of activity for which an 
administrative body like the Interstate Commerce Commission, with 
its accumulation of experience, continuity of tradition, flexibility of 
procedure, and expertness of personnel is characteristically well 
adapted.' 

S,. THE MECHANICS OF THE TASK 

Both the circumstances leading to the adoption of the Valuation 
Act and the detailed provisions of the statute have already been pre-

1 Despite the close relationship between the ascertainment of fair value and the 
exercise of control over important aspects of organization, finance, rates, and earnings, 
the valuation project as such is sufficiently self-contained to be treated as an independent 
activity. It is essentially a research undertaking, with "fact-finding" as its goal, rather 
than a process of regulation, either for the settlement of controversies or for decision 
upon proposed courses of action. Furthermore, the administration of the task is dis~ 
tinedy separable from the remainder of the Commission's work. Save for the exercise 
of judgment aD disputed figures included in the tentative valuations and for the C5tab~ 
lishmcnt of conuolling principles bearing upon the determination of final single-sum 
values. the work is performed by a separate Bureau of Valuation; the valuation docket 
is kept distinct from the other dockets; and the individual valuation orders and opin
ions are grouped together in separate Valuation R.eports. 
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sented." It is sufficient here, as an immediate point of departure, to 
indicate summarily the nature of the principal mandates which the 
Commission was required to execute. First, in general terms, it was 
ordered to investigate, ascertain, and report the value of all the prop
erty owned or used by every common carrier subject to its jurisdic
tion. Then followed specific requirements, related chiefly to the 
ascertainment of structural costs, figures as to cost and value of lands, 
and such values as may be ascribed to so-called intangibles. The Com
mission's report was to disclose in detail, as to each piece of property 
other than land owned or used for common carrier purposes, the 
original cost to date, the cost of reproduction new, and the cost of 
reproduction less depreciation. As to lands, rights of way, and termi
nals owned or used for common<arrier purposes, the report was simi
larly to disclose, aside from all improvements, both original cost and 
present value, "and separately the original and present cost of con
demnation and damages, or of purchase, in excess of such original 
cost or present value,'" Finally, the report in each case was to include 
separately "other values, and elements of value, if any.'" Upon com
pletion of the valuation, the Commission was required to keep itself 
informed "in like manner" concerning all extensions and improve
ments or other changes in the condition and value of the property, 
and to revise and correct its findings from time to time. In the con
duct of the investigation the Commission was authorized to employ 
such experts and subordinates as it deemed necessary, and, within 
broad limits, to prescribe the procedure to be followed. The express 

Z See Part I, pp. 117-132. 
• By act of Congress. approved June 1. 1922 (~ SiaL 624), the requirement of 

separate findings as to the original and present COlt of condemnation and damages. 01' 

of pWchlSe, in excess of the original cost or present value of land was eliminated. 
fo Among other requirements of the Act which. as will appear subsequendy, have 

come to issue in the course of its administration or have played a part in the CmJun.iI.. 
Goo', findings. the following may be mcntio.oed: the preparation, in coo.nectioa with 
the ascertainment of original cost of the property. of an accounting and historical 
survey of the corporate organization and financial management of each cacrier; the re~ 
pxt of the amount and value of aids, gifts, grants of right of way. or donations made 
to any common carrier or iu operating prcdcceuo .... from any IOUlCC whatever. ro.. 
gethcr with the ...... , of land grants. pro=ds therefrom, origilW and present .. I ... of 
unsold porUom thereof; and the amount and value of allowances or conccuionJ made 
to governmental units by way of considctation therefor; the presentation of the .alue 
of the property of each common carrier Dot only as a whole, but separately by states; 
and, fiually, the investigotioD and repon of the origilW cost and preseD. value of 
property held for other than commoD carrier purpooes. 
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procedural restrictions relate primarily to the right of all interested 
parties to be heard prior to the issuance of final value reports. Upon 
the Commission's placing a tentative valuation upon the property of 
any carrier, for example, notice of such valuation was to be given to 
the carrier, to the Attorney General of the United States, and to the 
Governor of any State in which the property is located, in order that 
protests might be filed and that all interests might be represented in 
the adjustment of controversies bearing upon any aspect of the Com
mission's findings. In the absence of any protest within thirty days, 
the tentative valuation was to become final; upon the filing of pro
tests, on the other hand, hearings were to be held, for the submission 
of evidence and the presentation of argument, before an order might 
be issued making such tentative valuation final in either corrected or 
original form. It is an analysis and appraisal of the performance of 
the Commission's task as thus briefly defined that will occupy our 
attention in the pages immediately following. 

Required by the Act to commence the investigation within sixty 
days and to prosecute the work with diligence and thoroughness, the 
Commission began immediately the task of organization. The coun
try was divided into five districts, each comprising approximately 
50,000 miles of railway, with the distribution of roads so arranged 
that field work could be carried on both during the summer and the 
winter months." For the actual development of the project, the Com
mission created a permanent Bureau of Valuation,· under the super-

. IS .Annual kporI. 1913, p. 76; TeztU Midland R. R., 15 I.C.C. I, 108 (1918). The 
five territorial districts tbw established weee the Eastern, Southern, Central, Western, 
and pacific. The districts were generally adjusted along state lines, but any given rail
road aystem wu usually assigned to a single district, even though it chanced to extend 
into the territory of another. "The present plan," said the Commission at the ineep~ 
DOD of its undertaking, "is to select a railroad in each one of these divisions which can 
be valued in an experimental way. An. attempt will be made to choose railroads of 
dift"crent classca so that as great a variety of problems will be presented as possible. 
This initial work will be undertaken with deliberation, and DO attempt will be made 
to unduly expand or hasten operations until the result of these preliminary studies 
can be appreciated." ifnnutil kpo,.,~ 1913, p. 78. The roads selected were as follows: 
the Norfolk Southern, 900 miles in length, for the Eastern District; the Atlanta, 
Birmingham It Atlantic, 600 miles iD length, for the Southern District; the New Or~ 
leans, Texas k Mexico, 115 miles in length, for the Central District; the Texas Mid~ 
land. 122 miles in length. for the Western District; and the San Pedro, Los Angeles It 
Salt Lake, 1,000 miles in length, for the Pacific District. ifnnual kpo,'~ 1914, p. 62. 

• ifnttUlll kport~ 1913, p. 1S. The Bureau of Valuation was originally termed the 
Division of Valuation, but in common with the Commission's other "divisions" it be-
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vision of a Director of Valuation and an Advisory Board.T The work 
of the bureau in collecting the underlying data called for by the Act 
was differentiated into three types and allocated to sections on engi
neering, land, and accounting. Each of the five territorial districts 
served as the scene of activity for a district engineer, a district valua
tion attorney in charge of land matters, and a district accountant. 
Five principal engineers, each of whom was placed in charge of one 
of the districts, were selected to constitute an engineering board 
which, as a unit, conferred with and advised the director, who had the 
assistance, also, of a solicitor, a supervisor of land appraisals, and a 
supervisor of accounts." The general nature of the activities of the 
engineering, land, and accounting sections can be very briefly stated. 
The efforts of the engineering section were directed to the prepara
tion of an inventory of the property other than land, and to the 
ascertainment of the cost of reproduction new and the cost of repro
duction less depreciation of such property. Instead of requiring the 
carriers to file property inventories to be checked by the bureau, the 
Commission directed the assembly of independent inventories. This 
procedure was adopted as more likely to result in a record "beyond 
cavil," and as a means of avoiding unnecessary expense and duplica
tion of effort." The field forces of the engineering section were di-

came a "bureau" as a result of the change of nomenclature following the organization 
amendment of August 9, 1917 (40 SeaL 270), which enlarged the Commission and 
authorized it to act by ··divisions.·· Anntud Rrptw'~ 1917, pp. 59-61. See. also, Part J, 
pp. 132-137. 

7 Commissioner Charles A Prouty was selected as the first Director of the Bureau 
of Valuation" and served as the guiding genius for the organization and early dnd0P"' 
ment of the valuation work. An Executive Order pe!mirted the appointment of a di~ 
rector, an advisory board, five principal engineers and five distria: cngiOCCfI, a chief 
accountant. and a superintendent of land appraisals- without the test of a compeal:i'N 
examination, but all other engineers and accountants wc:rc obtained through the Civil 
Service Commission. In the case of cnginecn whose IWl1CS were ccttificd by the Civil 
Service Commission, a further inquiry was conducted by the inlerltate Commerce Com~ 
mission into the standing of these individuals in their respectivc communities and into 
their rccmd with past employers. The Commission rcferred iu tchcmc of organization 
and plan of procedure, for advice, to an independent committee consisting of John 
Skehon Wdlianu, Charles P. Staples, Henry C. Adam .. &lward W. Bemis, and Ooc:ar 
T. Crosby. This committee. said the Commission, "arret mature consideration, a". 
proved our plans with certain su~tions for modification., most of which have been 
adopted." Annul Repon. 1913. pp. 76-78. 78. 

o Annul Reports: 1913. PP.75-79; 19140 pp. 61-64- See. abo, T"" .. MiJI_ R. R.. 
75 I.C.C. J. 108 (1918). 

8,bUI .• pp. 109-"110. 
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vided into specialized branches dealing with distinct phases of the 
inventory and operating independently,'· and the observations made 
by these units were assembled and compiled by the office division of 
this section.ll The land section devoted itself .primarily to the collec
tion of basic data relating to the cost and value of carrier lands and 
rights of way. With respect to non-carrier property, this section dealt 
also with all structures upon or connected with the land, including 
non-carrier structures upon carrier land.'2 The accounting section, 
finally, gathered such information called for by the Act as could be 
secured from the books of account and other records of railway 
lines: the original cost of carrier property; the nature and extent·of 
aids, gifts, grants, and donations; the corporate and financial history 
of the roads.'" On the basis of the reports received from the heads of 
each of the sections, the tentative valuations were prepared at the 
headquarters of the bureau and served upon the carriers; and in the 
event of protests thereon, the required hearings were held before the 
Commission or one of its divisions, or before its valuation examiners, 
for the determination of final single-sum values. By 1923 the Com
mission entered upon its preliminary work for bringing the earlier 
valuations forward to more recent dates;" and it is now devoting 
itself predominantly to the task of revising the primary valuations.'" 

Without anticipating what may be termed the content of the valua
tion proceedings, it may be noted at this point that in all of the proc
esses employed by the Commission to achieve its substantive results 
there runs a strain which is dominantly pragmatic in character. Con
gress, through the valuation amendment, set for the Commission a 
series of difficult tasks; for the execution of these tasks, the Commis-

10 The "road and track" party measured and inventoried the roadway and aU stI'UC-
turcs connected therewith (except bridges of over twelve feet in length and buildings); 
the "bridge" branch dealt with bridges of over twc1ve feet in length; the "building" 
branch dealt with all buildings and similar structures, like water and fuel stations; and 
the "signal" branch handled interlocking plants and signals of all kinds. ''Experience 
mows," said the Commission. "that where properties arc at all complicated the work 
can be more expcditiowly, more satisfactorily, and more cheaply done by the several 
branches acting independently." Ibid., pp. Ilo-XII. 

11 Annual Report. 1915, p. 61. 
12; Texas Midland R. R., 1S I.C.C. I, 160-116 (1918). 
11 Ibid., pp. J76-J82. 
140 A.nnual Report, 1923, p. 11. 
11 Sec A.nnual Reports: 1931, pp. 68-6SH 1932, pp. 86-g1:; 1933, pp. 13""'14. 
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sion adopted a scheme of organization and procedure which placed 
distinct stress upon practical considerations. The work was to be 
done as rapidly, economically, and completely as circumstances would 
permit, and on the basis of a reasonable, rather than a slavishly literal, 
interpretation of the Act. The required costs, values, and elements of 
value were to be so ascertained, expressed, and supported as to be 
clearly understandable by the various interests concerned, and they 
were to command confidence if not complete acquiescence.,e The 
cooperative relationships maintained between the bureau and the 
roads throughout the prolonged and complicated undertaking are 
strikingly illustrative of this approach. COOperation was expressly 
enjoined upon the carriers by the statute, and from the outset the 
Commission availed itself fully of this requirement. In the course of 
the field work, maps, profiles, and plans were called for by the bu· 
reau, and a representative of the carrier known as a "pilot" accom
panied each road-and-track partyP Carriers were also requested to 
detail engineers to operate with those of the bureau. Thus, for ex
ample, a given bridge or mechanical party came to consist of a com
mission engineer and a carrier engineer, with others, perhaps, fur
nished either by the Commission or by the carrier. Charge of the 
party was taken by the commission engineer, but consultation be
tween the members was free, and field notes as they were completed 
were furnished to the carrier either for agreement or for dissent. 

18Th. first of the Valuation Reports, TwZI Mid/anti R. R.. 75 I.C.C •• ('918). 
besides embodying ao elaborate account of the principles and practices applied to the 
valuation of that carrier, contains a "Statement of Methods" (Appendix 3, pp. JOS-

186), which by reference has been incorporated into all subsequent reports. The later 
reports vary in character and length from mere brief formal orden to orden sup
ported by dozens of pages of argument and treating in extenso the confiicting cearen .. 
tiODS set up by the bureau and by the carrien and other interested panics. The prescD· 
tarion of daboratc opinions, followed frequently by suong diMentJ and occasionally by 
special concurring expressions, has rendered the Commission', Valuation Reports a 
veritable encyclopedia of valuation principles and practice. 

IT '"This person is an engineer of experience and abiliry whose dury il is to point 
OUI the property to be invent:oried and 10 see that it is properly measured. inventoried. 
and classified. Before beginning work he prepares himself by • careful examination of 
the records of !he carrier, by going over the property in advance. and by conferring 
with otbers.·· T~%(U Midlllnll R. R.. SUprll; p. liZ. The pilot was presumed to be quali~ 
fied to "make any statement as to hidden quantities for which the carrier will subse. 
quendy make claim. It is considered highly important that mis man should accompany 
the parties, so that it may be known at me time precisely what conlention.s the carrier 
makes." An ..... Report. 19'5. PP.6H3. 
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Objections made on the spot were investigated, discussed, and fre
quently adjusted at the time. It was, understood between the buteau 
and the carrier that field notes were to be accepted as correct unless 
altered by the Commission upon notice to the carrier, or unless ob
jection was filed by the carrier within sixty days. Through such meth. 
ods the Commission's putpose of obtaining inventories about which 
a minimum of dispute could arise was largely accomplished.1s Simi· 
Iarly, at later stages of the proceedings, it became the practice for 
representatives of the buteau and of the carriers to engage in com·' 
paratively informal conferences, in an effort to focus attention upon 
the dominant issues, and thus not only to conserve the time, extensive 
enough in any event, devoted by the Commission to formal hearings, 
but to promote satisfaction with the valuation figmes finally reached. 
Frequently, while a case was before the Commission upon protest of 
its tentative valuation, the bureau and the carrier would review ques
tions of fuct through such conferences, and these, deliberations often 
culminated "in agreement upon the major differences, and a joint 
recommendation to the commission that the matters so agreed upon 
be adopted in the final valuation."l. This procedute, as a modification 

18 '"Thus f.tr there has been almost DO complaint of omission upon the part of the 
carrier and comparatively little dispute as to quantities. What dispute has arisen has 
been as to matters of principle rather than of observation or computation." Texas 
Midland R. R.~ '"prll, p. liZ; Annual hport, 1915, p. 62. But compare the following 
from H. B. Vanderblue, Rai/road ValUlllion by the InkrsUtle Commerce Commission 
(1920). pp. 25-26: '"The procedure, both in the field and in the hearings, is such as to 
place the carriers at a strategic disadvantage. The government engineer is always in 
charge, and the bwden of dissenting is placed upon the carrier. And in the hearings, 
eyen tho the strict rules of evidence may not be applicable, and ",no burden of proof 
is placed upon the carriers,' as a practical matter the burden of proof does rest upon 
them. They mwt attack. data presented in mechanically correct tabulations by a sub· 
ordinate agency of the body which is to make the final judgment." In so far as there 
is merit in these contentions, it springs from the very nature of the valuation task. The 
Commission was charged by statute to take the initiative in the investigation, and it 
could not shift this responsibility to the carriers. But it is apparent throughout that the 
Commission sought to make the valuations, as far as possible, the joint work of the 
carrier. and the bureau. At all stages of the proceedings, specific data submitted by the 
carrie" were accorded full consideration. 

18 Witu/(Jn-Slllem Southbound Ry. Co., 75 I.C.C. 187, X9x (1918); Kansas City 
Southern Ry. Co., 15 I.C.C. ~23J 225 (1919); Adanta, Birmingham 6' Atlantic R. R. 
Co,. 75 I.C.C. 645, 66, (19'3); S.III.U Vall.y R. R. Co .. 106 I.C.C. 236 (1925). In 
many instances these conferences were attended and material assistance was rendered 
by technical representatives of interested state commissions. Annual Reports: 1925, 
p. 17; 1926, p. 15. The procedure involved has been described by the Commission as 
consisting of "conferences between our technical representatives and the technical rep-
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of the ordinary trial practice, has approved itself both to the Com
mission and to the carriers. The Commission has noted that the con
ference plan "has been followed in numerous cases, including those 
of several of the most important carriers in the country, and thereby 
the records have been materially shortened and simplified without 
sacrifice of any essentials or detriment to the public interest"; and 
that "an increasing number of carriers have indicated their intention 
of making formal application for reference of their protests to con
ference as they come on for hearing,"'· These are but a few illustra
tions of the Commission's pragmatic processes. Neither rigid adher
ence to abstract preconceptions nor uncompromising enforcement of 
established practices has been permitted to dominate the situation. 
While, as will appear in subsequent pages, sharp conllicts of prin
ciple and policy have arisen as between the Commission and the car
riers, both in the ascertainment of the underlying figures and in the 

rcsentarlves of the parties to the case with a view to clarification and simplification of 
the issues, elimination of immaterial matters and of controversy having its lOurCC in 
lack of understanding, and the reaching of agreements or the preparation of state· 
ments of tact on technical issues. Under this plan the conference. are merely adjunct 
to and not substitutes for such hearings as arc provided by law. The plan under test 
provides that conferences can only be authorized at the hearing. where those in oppoai· 
tion may be heard; and that. if conference is authorized, the rcporu of conferees are 
to come to the record in .ucb form as to be competent evidence and subject to attack 
both on hearing and in argument. Conferees can not bind us," AnnuM Rrpon, 1924, 
p.IS· 

20 See Annual Reportl: 1925. p. X7j 1926, p. J4j 1927. p. 61. Another typical feature 
of the Commission's procedure. likewise illwtrative of a realistic: approach and de-
signed to expcdi[C hearings without detriment to the rights of the parties. has been 
described as follows in Chicago. Burlington 6- QuiN:y R. R. Co .• 134 I.C.C. I (1927). 
at pp. 4-5: ""Although the protests of the carriers raise innumerable issues both as to 
questions of fact and the methods to be applied thereto, the carrier. introduced evidence 
only with respect: to a comparatively few matters contained thercin.. Counsel for the 
carriers stated at the hearing that the principlCl and methods wed by w wete im~ 
proper and resulted in invalid final valuations, but that no good purpose could be 
served by presenting evidence as to these matters of proleJt, for the reason that we had 
given consideration to similar conrentions in other valuation cascs and bad passed 
formally thereon. Thererore, in lieu of introducing evidence as to many matters de~ 
tailed in the protests. counsel for the carriers requcsted. that they be permitted to re~ 
serve their rights to hereafter introduce such evidence as may be ncceuary in connection 
with the revision and correction of their valuations, if and when our rulings with 
respect to these questions may be changed. Thereupon. 22 so-called reservations were 
read in[O the record. Counsel were informed at the hearing that in the event the prin. 
ciples upon which the tentative valuations arc based arc changed. and the carrier. 10 

desire. they may bring such mauers coverM by the reservations [0 our attention for 
further consideration. This procedure has our approval." 
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determination of final single-sum values, the administrative methods 
employed by the Commission have received general approval. The 
mechanism of the task. has been realistically adjusted to the practical 
demands of the complex and difficult undertaking, with meticulous 
regard for both private rights and public interests. 

52. THE NATURE AND PURPOSES OF THE UNDERTAKING 

A critical examination of the Commission's activity in this field 
must recognize, at the outset, the distinctive character of the valua
tion project as compared with the Commission's principal regulatory 
activities. The Commission, in this undertaking, is not direcdy en
gaged in the administrative eoforcement of the carriers' duties as de
fined by statute; it is but seeking to ascertain, in compliance with a 
specific legislative mandate, a special body of "facts" which are 
deemed essential to the sound and effective performance of its major 
regulatory tasks. The valuations found by the Coinmission reach the 
stage of positive significance only when they come to be utilized as 
the basis of regulatory orders affecting rates, earnings, consolidations, 
or security issues. Valuation "orders" as such differ 'fundamentally 
from orders requiring carriers either to perform or to refrain from 
performing some act touching upon their organization, financial 
structure, or price policies. Stricdy speaking, valuation "orders" are 
not orders at all; they are reports of investigations into the value of 
carrier property, and they are addressed to the Congress of the United 
States and to other interested parties as fully as to the carriers im
mediately concerned. Valuations of public utility properties have 
long been recognized as necessary instruments in the regulatory proc
ess rather than as ends in themselves; railroad valuations playa like 
rale in the activities of the Interstate Commerce Commission. Indeed, 
since the Commission's valuations are not made in connection with 
specific proceedings, as is 50 often the case in the public utility field, 
this ancillary quality of its findings is given special emphasis. The 
Commission's reported valuation of a particular carrier may never 
rise above the dignity of mere "information." Only when it is utilized 
as at least the partial basis of regulatory action does it serve to mold 
substantive poliey. It is apparent, therefore, that while carrier valua-
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tions have come to be an almost indispensable tool for the proper ex
ercise of many of the Commission's powers, it is in this auxiliary 
aspect, and not as an independent goal of administrative activity, that 
the valuation project must be approached." 

Any doubt as to the legal validity of this conception of the valua
tion task was authoritatively set at rest by the United States Supreme 
Court in holding non-reviewable an "order" of the Commission fix
ing the final single-sum value of the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt 
Lake Railroad Company." The case came up on appeal from the 
decree of the District Court for the Southern District of California, 
which had sustained a bill to annul and enjoin the enforcement of the 
Commission's valuation order." The jurisdiction of the District 

11 There is ample evidence in the Valuation Act that Congres. regarded the Com
mission's activity in this field as designed merely to ascertain a special body of facts. 
The valuation "order" is characterized as "an order making such corrected tentative 
valuation final"j the Commission is required to ,~ort valuations. original and cor· 
rected. to Congress; and in the provision that final valuations shalt be prima fuie evi .. 
dence of the value of carrier property in all proceedings arising under the Act to 
Regu1ate Commerce, there is a clear recognition that valuation proceedings are differ· 
ent in kind from the proceedings which come before the Commiuion for the IC'tde
ment of controversies or for the approval of proposed courses of action. That this 
differentiation has guided the Commission itself in the course of its valuation work is 
indicated. for example, by its answer to a carrier protest against the application of 
1914 prices to a 1916 inventory. In DelawlITe 6- HuJron Co., u6 I.C.C. 6u (192:6), 
the Commission said (at pp. 614-615): ""The application to the engineering inventory 
of normal 1914 prices fully meets the requirements of the law and impose. no bard~ 
ship upon the carrier. Carrier. would derive DO benefit were normal 1916 prices sub.
stituted for normal 1914 prices. Both of these years are past, and nothing would be 
gained by the adoption of normal 1916 prices, inasmuch a. no usc is being made of 
the value herein reported for fixation of rates or other purposes enumerated in the 
interstate commerce act. • • • Pending specific use of the findings in the valuariom 
as made final no advantage accrues to the carrier from the application and usc: of 
normal 1916 prices. nor does the carrier suffer any detriment through the use of 
normal 1914 prices." See, also, the separate concumng opinion of Chairman Meyer 
in the first of the final single-sum value reports, San PeJro. Los Angms & SJI Lake 
R. R. Co .. 75 I.C.C. 463 (1923), ., pp. 589-590, in which he pointed QUI Ihat the 
basic valuation as of the year 1914 was far from valueless, although it could not be 
utilized as a rate base without a supplementary finding. 

22 United Slates v. lAs Angeles It R.~ 213 U.s. 299 (1927). 
21 On June " 1923. the Commission reported, as of June 30, 19140 a final Dngle~ 

sum value of the carrier property for rate-making purposes of $45,000,000_ San Pedro, 
Lo, Ang./es & Sa/, Lok. R. R. Co., 75 I.C.C. 463 (1923). In the lUit to annul and 
enjoin the enforcement of this valuation "order" brought by the carrier against the 
United States. the Commiuion intervened as one of the parties defendant. The court 
accepted jurisdiction over the objection, by demurrer and by motion, of the defendantl. 
Evidence was introduced inIG court which had not previowly been submitted to the 
Commission, and this was referred to that body for consideration and action within 
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Court had been invoked under the terms ~f the Urgent Deficiencies 
Act of October 22, 1913> and under the court's general equity powers. 
The United States contended that the Commission's valuation "or
der" did not constitute an order within the meaning of the Urgent 
Deficiencies Act and also challenged the jurisdiction of the court un
der its general equity powers. The Supreme Court upheld these con
tentions and reversed the lower court for failure to dismiss the hill." 

six months from the date of receipt. Lot Ang.let & S. L. R. Co. v. U.s .. 4 Fed. (2d) 
736 (1925). The evidence thus submitted to the Commission led to DO change in the 
original valuation figure. but the proceeding was reopened for the purpose of receiving 
further evidence with regard to water rights and working capital. San Pedro, Los 
"ngnel & Salt Lake R. R. Co., 97 I.e.c. 737 (1925). Upon consideration of the cvi· 
dencc at the further hearing. the Commission allowed an additional $200.000 for 
working capital. bringing the single--sum value of the carrier to $45,200,000. Ihid., 
103 I.C.C. 398 (1925). In the ensuing court proceeding, as stated above, the valuation 
order was annulled and the Commission was enjoined from enforcing it in any way. 
Lot A.gdet & S. L. R. Co. v. U.S .• 8 Fed. (2d) 747 (1925). The court said (P.7S6): 
""The reports of the Commission we think clearly show that its action was based upon 
the view that the property of the railroad company in question Ih.ts more than one kind 
of value. And in our opinion that view constituted its fundamental error, and consists 
in its failure to do what the statute in express and, as we think, clear and unmistak· 
able terms, authorized and required it to do as the basis upon which to fix the rates 
to be charged by the railroad company; that is to say, the true actual value of all of 
the property of the company at the time: ~d in its transportation business." In as· 
suming jurisdiction at all, the court based. its action upon the Supreme Court's decision 
in DelawQT't I!t Hudson Co. v. U.s'1 266 U.S. 438 (192-5). In that proceeding a petition 
to set aside a tentative valuation issued by the Commission on March 28, 192-3 (Valua· 
tion Docket No. 328) was dismissed. Apparently the lower federal court construed the 
language of the Supreme Court as tantamount to a declaration that final valuations, 
merely as reported and without reference to their usc, are necessarily subject to judicial 
review. The Supreme Court, confining itself to the immediate issue, had said (pp. 448-
449): "The "tentative valuation' of the statute is no more than an t% parte appraise
ment without probative effect. ••• Pending further action by it [the Commission] 
the tentative valuation will not become final and no proceedings thereon c:an be taken. 
Under the circumstances disclosed appellants must pursue the remedy provided by the 
statute and give the Commission opportunity to take final action before they c:an 
properly ask interposition by the courts." 

2f On the matter of jurisdiction within the terms of the Urgent Deficiencies Act, 
the Supreme Court said: "The District Court rested jurisdiction to entertain a suit to 
let aside the valuation order largely upon the provisions of paragraph (j), believing 
that such a suit was within the scope of the words 'upon the trial of any action in· 
volving a final value.' That paragraph was intended to apply to actions brought to set 
aside rate-fixing orders in which the question of the value of the camer's property 
would be material. In our opinion it is not applicable to so-called orders fixing only 
valuationl. The objection to entertaining this luit to annul the final valuation is not 
merely that the question presented is moot • • • or that the plaintiff"s interest iI 
remote and speculative. • • • There is the fundamental infirmity that the mere exist
ence or error in the final valuation is not a wrong for which Congress provides a 
~y under the Urgent Deficiencies Act." Similarly, the Court found no ground for 
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The most enlightening portion of the Supreme Court's opinion, de:
livered through Justice Brandeis, is that differentiating between the 
character of the Commission's valuation "orders" and of those in

volved in the exercise of its regulatory powers. On this aspect of the 
controversy, which discloses the real nature of the valuation project, 
the Court said: 

The final report on value, like the tentative report, is called an order. 
But there arc many orders of the Commission which are not judicially 
reviewable under the provision now incorporated in the Urgent Defi
ciencies Act .••. The so-<:alled order here assailed differs essentially from 
all those held by this Court to be subject to judicial review. • • . Each of 
the orders so reviewed was an exercise either of the quasi-judicial function 
of determining controversies or of the delegated legislative function of 
rate making and rule making. 

The S<H:aIled order here complained of is one which does not command 
the carrier to do, or to refrain from doing, any thing; which does not 
grant or withhold any authority, privilege or license; which does not ex
tend or abridge any power or Iilcility; which does not subject the carrier to 
any liability, civil or criminal; which does not change the carrier's existing 
or future status or condition; which does not determine any right or obli
gation. This s<H:alled order is merely the formal record of conclusions 
reached after a study of data collected in the course of extensive research 
conducted by the Commission, through its employees. It i. the exercise 
solely of the function of investigation. • • . Moreover the investigation 
made was not a step in a pending proceeding in which an order of the 
character of those held to be judicially reviewable could be entered later. 
It was merely preparation for possible action in some proceeding which 
may be instituted in the future-preparation deemed by Congress neces
sary to enable the Commission to perform adequately its duties, if and 
when occasion for action shall arise. The final report may, of course, be:
come a basis for action by the Commission, as it may become a basis for 
action by Congress or by the legislature or an administrative board of a 
State. But so may any report of an investigation, whether made by a corn-

entertaining the suit under general equity powen: '"No basis is laid for relief under 
the general equity powers. The investigation was undertaken in aid of the legislative 
purpose of regulation. In conducting the investigation. and in making the report. the 
Commiuion performed a oervi", .p:cifically del.gat«! aod prescribed by Conge .... III 
conclusions, if erroneous in law, may be disregarded. But neither iu utterances. DOl its 
proc:c:sses of reasoning, al distinguished from its acts, are a subject for injunction.'" 
United SIIIkI v. LoIAngekl R. IL. 273 U.S. 299 (1921). at pp. 313. 314-31,. 
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mittec of Congress or by the Commission pursuant to a resolution of 
Congress or of either branch thereof. 

The Valuation Act requires that the investigation and study be made of 
the properties of each of the rail carriers. There arc about 1800 •••• In 
directing the Commission to investigate the value of the property of the 
several carriers, Congress prescribed in detail the subjects on which find.' 
ings should be made, and constituted the "final valuations" and "the classi. 
fication thereof" prima facie evidence, in controversies uoder the Act to 
Regulate Commerce. Every party in interest is, therefore, entided to have 
and to use this evidencc; and the carrier, being a party in interest, has the 
remedy by mandamus to compel the Commission to make a finding on 
each of the subjects speci.6cally prescribed •.•• But Congress did not 
confer upon the Courts power either to direct what this "tribunal ap
pointed by law and informed by experience" • • • shall find, or to annul 
the report, because of errors committed in making it. Moreover, errors 
may be made in the final valuation of the property of each of the nearly 
1800 carriers. And it is at least possible that no proc;ccding will ever be 
instituted, either before the Commission or a court, in which the matters 
now complained of will be involved or in which the errors alleged will 
be of legal significance." 

The nature of the valuation task, as thus conceived, interposes 
effective obstacles to premature interference with the Commission's 
investigatory labors: the validity of its valuation findings cannot be 

questioned until they are actually utilized in the regulatory process. 
Eventually, however, these findings must stand the test of economic 

21 IbiJ., pp. 3og-3lJ. In a similar case, a few months later, the Supreme Court. in 
a memorandum. decision, reversed the action of the District Court for the Western Dis· 
tria of Missouri in enjoining the enforcement of the Commission', "order" making 
final a valuation of $49,016.268 for the properties of the Kansas City Southern rail· 
road Iystem. On the authority of the decision in the Los Angelt:1 6- Sall Lake case, the 
loWCl' court was ordered to vacate the injunction dc:aee and to dismiss the petition for 
want of jurisdiction. United StfZle& v. Kan&tU City Southern RY'I 275 U.S. 500 (J927). 
A like position was taken by the Supreme Court, though with three of the seven 
participating Justices dissenting, in reviewing the reversal of a judgment dismissing 
a petition for mandamus by which the New Haven sought to compel the Commission 
to include the value of a perpetual right to use certain trackage and terminal prop· 
erties in New York and Boston. In concluding the opinion of the Court, Justice Cardozo 
said: "Public policy forbids that the work of the Commission in the fulfillment of the 
stupendous task of valuation shall be hampered by writs of mandamus except where 
the departure from the statute is clear beyond debate. The report is not a stage in a 
judicial proceeding affecting this carrier or others. 'It i. the exercise solely of the 
function of investigation.' •• lnter&/tJk Commnu Commission v. N~w York. N. H. 6-
H. R. Co •• 287 U.S. 178, 204 (1932). 
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and legal validity; when they are made to serve as a basis for the per
formance of any of the Commission's regulatory tasks, the principles 
and technique employed in their determination are properly subject 
to attack on grounds of law and policy. And since the propriety of 
the Commission's determinations is largely dependent upon the uses 
of the "values" thus found, it becomes essential that consideration be 
given to the purposes of the valuation project. A realistic appraisal 
of the quality of the Commission's work in this field must take pri
mary account of the ends which its valuations are designed to serve. 
As a preliminary, therefore, it is necessary to note the avowed pur
poses of the Commission's findings, and, in the light of the history 
and provisions of the Valuation Act and of the legislative mandates 
subsequently enunciated by the Congress, to reach a judgment as to 
the propriety of the Commission's delimitation of purposes. The 
valuation standards and methods employed can then be tested in 
terms of their validity for these specific purposes. 

That valuation is purposive-that a property may have several 
"values" at a given time, each molded by the character of the end 
sought-is now more clearly established and more generally accepted 
than any other single doctrine developed during the past thirty-five 
years of conflicting discussion in the field of valuation.'" The use of 
the term "value," without qualification as to purpose, has been a 

.0 In S." Pedro. Los Angeles liT Salluke R. R. Co., 7,I.C.C. 463 ('9'3), the /ill' 
important final singlcpsum value report, the Commission srated the issue at follow. 
(p. 506): "In connection with our conclwion to ascertain Ind report a final linglc-sum 
valuc of the property owned and wed or owned or used by • common carrier we have 
been obliged to determine whether or not the value of the property of the common 
carrier is the same for all purposes, irrespective of the Ule to be made of that value. It 
has been uniformly the contention of the carrier. that this must be 10. On the other 
hand. other parties who have participated in the proceedings in this case and in other 
valuation cases have contended that values and methods of determining values durer, 
depending upon the purposes for which they arc made. It is the carrier,' contention 
that the property they devote to the public service can have but one value, which they 
have variowly designated as exchange value oc real value, and they aucrt that what~ 
ever the purpose for which the value is determined, whether as a rate hue or for we 
in a condemnation or confiscation casc. oc for any other purpose, there is but one value 
of the peopetty', and it must alwaY' be determined in the same way. On the other 
hand, out attention has been directed to the fact that public:: utilities commiuions gen .. 
erally and the Supreme Court and other courts of the United Statel in a number of 
cases have been particular in instances when they were considering values to specify 
the purposes for which the values under consideration were to be used." Without 
arriving at any explicit condwioD as to whether the value of carrier property might 
vary with the purpote of the ""lualion, the Com.mission ascertained and te..".... a 
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source of great confusion." The only objective meaning that can be 
assigoed to the term is "~change value" or "market value." Such 
values, in the case of complex income-producing properties like rail
roads and public utilities, are largdy dependent upon earnings, actual 
and prospective, and they can generally be ascertained only through 
the capitalization of these earnings in the securities markets. They 
are the resnlts of "commercial valuations," reflecting values as they 
spontaneously emerge in the market place, rather than of "physical 
valuations," which contemplate the authoritative determination of 
results deemed appropriate for particular ends." While the use of 

value "for ra .. -making purposes." Among the Supreme Court decisions recognizing 
the purposiveness of valuation, the following may be Doted; WilJco% v. CotuOlidated 
Gtu co.~ 212 U.S. 19 (1909); Omaha v. Omaha Water Co., 218 U.S. 180 (1910); 
MinMsolII Rate Cases, 2.30 U.s. 352 (1913); S. W. Tel. Co. v. Pub. Sertl. Comm. 
(especially concurring opinion of Justice Brandeis). 262 U.S. 276 (1923). Sec, also, 
David Friday, "An Extension of Value Theory," Quarterly Journal of Economi.t:s, vol. 
36 (February, 1922), pp. '97-<>'9; Jam .. C. Bonbright, '-rpe Problem of Judicial 
Valuation," Columbia Low Review, vol. "7 (May, 1927), pp. 493-522; and IL H. 
Whitten.. Valuation of Pub/it: SertJice Corporations (Second Edition, 1928, revised by 
D. F. Wilcox), vol. 1, pp. 37-75. 

27 See, for example, Robert L. Hale, '"The Supreme Court's Ambiguous Use of 
-Value' in Rate eues," Columbitl lAw RetMW~ vol 18 (March, 1918). pp. 20k29. 
and ''The 'Physical Value' Fallacy in Rate ea ...... Yale Lalli Journal, vol. 30 (May. 
192-I). pp. 71G-?'31. Compare. also. A. T. Hadley. "The Meaning of Valuation," 
A.tIU1"ica &anomie Rrvietll~ vol. 18 (March. 1928, Supplement), pp. 173-180, and 
discussion by I. L. Shaxfman. at pp. ,0~7. 

28 In his paper on ''The Meaning of Valuation," note 27, supra, the late President 
Hadley decried the use of the term uvaluation"' to describe the. processes employed by 
courts and commissions in establishing "values" for rate-making pwposes, whether they 
adopt aaual cost or reproduction cost as the controlling standard. The results, he 
rightly insisted. are "costs" and not "values," and the process is one of '"assessment" 
and not "·valuation." He distinguished the two as follows (pp. 179-180): "Assess_ 
ment is the fixing of a price by government authority. It differs radically from value 
in the fact that it depends on public authority-not on public demand. It is essen
tially a political term-not a scientific one. We fix an assessment; we ascertain a 
value. We ascertain the value of a piece of property by the same process of observa
tion and calculation that we use in ascertaining the weight of a mass of metal or the 
size of a piece of land. Value in the accredited sense of the term ... is the power 
which an object confers on its possessor independent of political authority or personal 
aentiments to command the labor or products of labor of others. It is what an article 
is worth. sometimes in meeting an individual demand, more often in meeting a public 
demand, but it depends on demand in either case. Cost of production only enters into 
value indirectly by limiting the supply. A cost assessment neither produces value nor 
measuret it." These distinctions are essentially sound. and they constitute a necessary 
caution against the use of the term ··value" in a variety of senses and as a single de
teription of a diversity of results. But the conclusions which President Hadley drew 
from this misuse of terms can hardly command approval. He asserted that .. the at
tempt to usc the same word for a uue valuation and cost assessment" not only creates 
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such market values may be entirely proper in the administration of 
particular tax policies or in compulsory purchases through condem
nation proceedings, it is clearly inapplicable for the purposes of rate 
control: in the one case, the objective is merely to enforce contribu
tion or to provide compensation on the basis of established charges 
and the income actually realized or in reasonable prospect; in the 
other, the objective is to determine the propriety of the prevailing 
rates and flow of revenue." The purpose of the "valuation" becomes 

"confusion in thought and error in practice," but that it "clouds our ideas of jwtice in 
a way that strikes at the very foundations of constitutional liberty," in that it involves 
a taking of property without "giving the owner a full commercial equivalent" (pp. 178, 
179). In other words, instead of insisting upon a mere clarification of term~upon the 
substitution, in rate cases, of "rate base" for "fair valuen-he argued for the main· 
leoancc of the complete integrity of market value, which involves a virtual abdica .. 
tion of the right to regulate rate levels. The fallacy of this reasoning has been explained 
elsewhere:; " ••• President Hadley has rendered an important service in emphasizing 
once more that those engaged in the so-called physical valuation of railroad. are .not 
seeking value in the traditional sense, as determined by market forces. The end in view 
is the ascertainment of a rate base-the finding of a figure upon which the accepted 
percentage of return may equitably be computed, as a guide for the regulation of rate 
levels and tbe limitation of profits. The undoubted confusion which ha.s enshrouded 
valuation proceedings arose originally because of the judicial use of the term 'wr 
value' in these circumstances; and the confwion has been continued through the .tatu· 
tory adoption of the same phraseology. In recent year., therefore, the k:tm 'fair value' 
has been generally qualified by the phrase 'for rate.making purposes' or displaced by 
the more accurate 'rate base: Because the figure thus sought is the result of authorita .. 
tive determination rather than of .pontaneous emergence in the market, President 
Hadley insists that 'assessment' rather than 'valuation' is properly descriptive of the 
process. There need be DO quarrel with regard to the suggested terminology. It doe. 
not follow. however. that impropriety in the Usc of word. must lead to condemnation 
of the substance underlying these words. The Interstate Commerce Commission may 
be making 'assessments' and not 'valuations' in their true significance. but that does 
not necessarily mean that its activity in this direction is wrong in principle and danger .. 
ous in practice. If valuatiODS, in the lense of merely recording market values. do DOt 
constitute a proper rate base, then there is no need of making such valuations; and if 
'physical valuations: though in essence but constituting 'assessments,' do provide a 
proper rate base, then they should not be: vitiated by the sole fact that they are mia· 
named. • • • The ncc:essity for profit limitation in the railroad field was recognized 
from the beginning and has been cumulatively confirmed by subsequent npcrience. 
And the need for physical valuatiom:, which provide the only objective Jtandard for 
testing the reasonableness of the raEC level. sprang from practical administrative and 
judicial contacts with this regulative pracas. Once the policy of raEC regulation it 
accepted, the fact that determinations as to the rate base are authoritative 'apcssments' 
rather than market 'valuations' is entirely immaterial. It iI but necessary that they be 
equitable 'asscssmenu'; indeed. if they were to be turned into 'valuaUons'-cstabJilb .. 
ing estimates of the market value of railroad properties on the basiJ of value of ICI'V. 

ice and the earning capacity resulting thcrefrom-tbey would defeat the very purpote 
for which they are made." I. L. Sharfman, ibid •• pp . .. 5->07. 

28 Compare the following on "pluralistic valuations.'· with spcciaI reference to the 
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a controlling &!:tor in the determination of results. In the words of 
one student of the problem: "The notion that properties contain a 
value which is the same in all institutions is the source of much of the 
confusion which now characterizes valuation for purposes of rate 
making. Commissions in such valuations do not seek an absolute 
quality of the property which may be denominated its value; they 
are rather imposing upon the property a fair value which shall express 
in pecuniary terms all the equitable considerations bearing upon the 
determination of the mutual rights of public and owner. In arriving 
at that value the courts and commissions make use of certain market 
/acts, both past and present, but what they are seeking is not a 
market value, but something different. It is like market value in that 
it is formulated to realize a purpose in the nature of an end to be 
attained, just as the market seeks an adjustment of supply and de
mand. But it is a thing sui generis. It has no meaning nor can it be 
understood except in terms of the purpose of tho public regulation 
and in terms of the technique which has been devdoped for arriving 

relationship between value for ra",-making purposes and value for purposes of taxa
tion or compulsory purchase: "The distinction between the tax value and the rate
making value is clearly in order. In fixing the amount of a property tax, the govern .. 
ment is trying. not to regulate the value of the property but simply to measure it. It i. 
interested therefore in estimating the company's earning power under whatever rates 
the company may actually charge. Whether the earnings are excessive or deficient is 
therefore DO concern of the t:aJI: assessor except in so Car as it may be assumed that the 
excess or the deficit represents a merely temporary condition which is Dot indicative 
of the loog nan earning power of the company. The whole problem for the assessor~ 
then, is to value the property 00 the basi, of what it can probably earn in fact rather 
than 00 the basis of what it should be allowed to carn if it can. But the rate-making 
authorities face a very dift"c.rent problem of "valuation.' They must decide, not what 
the value u, but what it sAol4ltl hc--not what the company Joes earn, but what it may 
earn. And they may therefore place upon the property a value for ratc.m.ak.ing pur .. 
poses that is either much higher or much lower than its value for tax purposes. . • • 
Finally there is to be noted the valuation placed upon the properties for purposes of 
COlJdemnation. In its general principles, this type of valuation would seem to be malt 
nearly aki.o to valuation for tax purposes, Just as in the tax case, so in this case the 
problem would seem to be 0 .. of lirnl;.g values rather than of r<gullIIi.g them. The 
government is here proposing to take over the private property and to operate it as a 
public enterprise. The existing owners. therefore, have a claim to be compensated for 
the loss that is imposed upon them by virtue of the aking. This I"" can presumably 
be mcalUtCd only by aD. estimate as to what the company's earning power would have 
been if the expropriation had not taken place. And in making this estimate, a court, 
one might suppose, would instruct • jury to take into account the established rate
making value of the property only to the extent that this value would have affected. 
that earning power:' James C. Bonbrigh~ "The Problem of Judicial Valuation'-· 
Col"mln" lAw Rnkw, vol. 27 (May. 1927). pp. 519. 520. 
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at a pecuniary value which shall serve that purpose.',a. What is sought 
under such circumstances is a rate base, as a means of regulating 
earnings, rather than value, as a mere reflection of earnings. The cir
cular reasoning involved in the utilization of market value as a rate 
base is obvious. The reasonableness of the rates would be tested by 
reference to a value which is itself dependent upon the rates.·1 In the 

110 David Friday, "An Extension of Value Theory:' QUI1I1erly /ouma! 0/ &onom;~I, 
vol. 36 (February, 192:2.), pp. 210-211. To the same effect, with special emphasis upon 
the confusion that results from the use of the term "value" without regard to the 
purpose of the findings and the disparities between them as applied to an identical 
property, is the following: "In the writer's opinion, the use by the couru of the single 
word ·value' to cover such a multitude of different estimates it distinctly unforrunate. 
It has led to that vicious type of thinking which some people call 'conceptualism'
to a confusion of problems that are cssentially distinct simply because they are de .. 
scribed by terms Wt have the same spelling and the same sound. If law students and 
judges would only abandon the attempt tp find out what the value is and would direct 
their attention to finding out what the practical problem is. they would avoid much of 
the disheartening obscurantism that has been so prevalent in valuation studies. notably 
in studies of public utility valuation." James C. Bonbright, '''The Problezn of Judicial 
Valuation," supra, pp. 521-522. 

81 In the Minn~sota 1W~ Casu, 230 U.S. 352 (19J3), for example, Jwtiee Hughet 
said (p. 46J): '"The value of the use, as measured by return, can not be made the 
criterion when the return itself is in question. If the return, al formerly allowed. be 
taken as the basis, then the validity of the Srate', reduction would have to be tested 
by the very rates which the State denounced as exorbitant. And. if the return as per~ 
mitted under the new rates be taken, then the State', action itself reduce. the amount 
of value upon which the fairness of the return is to be computed." For similar reasons. 
the Commission has uniformly rejected earning power II a basis for determining final 
single--sum values. Compare the following. for example, from Kanlu City SOfllhnn 
Ry. Co., 84 I.C.C. JJ3 (1924), at pp. JJ7-JJ8: HA railroad system i. Dot a freely 
transferable commodity with a recognized commercial value. lu economic value. like: 
ilS other values, mwt be a matter of estimate, and the carriers suggest: as criteria the 
capitalization of earning power and the market value of outstanding securities. The 
carriers contend that our tentative single·sum valWltion u faulty in that it wholly 
ignores earning power. past, present, and prospective. Earning power is itself dependent 
upon rate making. It can not be estimated until the rate level has been fixed and the 
value upon which the cacrier will be permitted to cam has been ascertained. To make 
it also the basis for. or a direct element in, valuation would in effect permanendy 
capitalize against the public the profits from any maladjustment in rares. for having 
once fixed the values of the carriccs' property solely on the basis of earoing power. we 
could not thereafter reduce the earnings of the carrietJ for the reasoo that such action 
would automatically reduce such a value. If carriers" theory were correct it would 
follow that as earnings increase in the future values must be raised on I higher baad 
to reflect the increased earning power. The result is obviow: A suc:cessive increasing or 
values to higher levels with corresponding iocreased burdens upon the UlC'ts of rail~ 
ways without any greater capital investment by the carrien:' The Commission"s ddini~ 
rive attitude in this regard may be noted from the following rene pronouoccment in 
Chicago. BUTlingtotl & Quincy R. R. Co., J34 I.C.C. J. 53 (1927): "Value for rate~ 
making purposes and commercial .alue arising f"rom eaming power are so wholly 
dilfcrenl thaI they can not be r=nciIcd." 
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light of such considerations, the Commission, from the first, recog
nized that it was not making universally applicable valuations. It has 
proceeded upon the principle that the ascertainment of value for the 
purposes of regulation might differ in both methods and results from 
its determination for other purposes, such as taxation and condemna
tion; and in its findings of single-sum values, it has assumed at least 
implicidy, in all instances, that valuations as fixed by public authority 
are purposive in character."2 

II In AJhnuJ, Birmi.gb .... & Atlantit: R. R. Co., 751.C.C. 645 ('9'3), ror example, 
the Commission, after noting the stipulations of the statute, concluded u follows 
(pp. 665-666): "The value we arc required to establish, therefore, is a value deter· 
mined for the specific purposes of governmental regulation under the interstate com· 
merce act. The value must embrace all of the property used by the carrier for pwposes 
of transportation, whether owned by it, or leased from others, and must include any 
intaDgible value that inhere in the property because of its usc. We are not concerned 
with a value for purposes of sale or of condemnation, which in either case might well 
be something different from the value of the same property for the purposes of goy. 
ernmental regulation, for there is in contemplation in such cases the transfer of the 
ownership of property and of rights in property. and in a ca~ of condemnation the 
possible destruaiOD of ccnain property righu, and there must be included the value of 
noncarrier property:' In Kans", City SoUlb.,." Ry. Co., 84 I.C.C. 113 ('9'4), the Com
mission was even more specific in dUferentiating the variow purposes of valuation and 
the distinctive standards and methods which apply to each. The Commission said 
(p. 116): "The de:termination of the methods of valuation for regulatory purposes de
pends upon the use which it to be made of the resultant figure. Whatever the limita
tions may have been upon the original meaning of the term value, it is certain that 
at the time the valuation act was passed the term was generally used with recognized 
but widely varying meanings. Valuation for capitalization, consolidation, taxation, and 
rate-making purposes and estimate. of exchange value can not aU be made upon the 
I3JJ1C basis. In valuing a railroad for tax. purposes it is immaterial to what use the 
property iJ put, and no segregation between carrier and noncarncr property is neces
sary. The value of the phyacal property is often the primary consideration. In deter
mining purchase and sale values the aggregate value of the phyacal units becomes less 
important. and is controlling only where actual replacement or a substitute plan.: is 
feasible. The earning power of the property is the primary consideration in such a ease. 
Similarly in condemnation c:ascs, where the whole property, carrier and noncarrier, is 
taken, the franchiae rights destroyed, e>roing power completely wiped out, and the 
legal title actually transferred, property value and earning power may be prime con
siderations. [n determining value for rate-making purposes, where there is no transfer 
of title or destrUction of franchise rights, and the property is used but not taken, de
termination of the fact that specific property is being used in rendering the common .. 
carrier service for which rates are to be charged is of primary importance. and a 
segregation must be made between carrier and noncarrier property." Compare, how
ever', Commissioner Potter', ICparate expression, concurring in part, in Scm Pedrol LoI 
A.g.l" & Sol, Lalt. R. R. Co., 75 I.C.C. 463 ('923), at p. 58. et seq.; wd Chainnan 
Meyer's rejoinder, at p. 596 eI seq. Commissioner Potter, with whom Commissioner 
Cox concurred, dissented vigorously &om the proposition that the ltatute calls for the 
cielel"JDination of "rate value" as distinct from value for other pwposcs. or that ote
making requirea the finding of a .peciaI value. "The word 'value' is used in di{fmm 
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Assuming, then, that a valuation can properly be placed upon the 
railroads of the country only with reference to specific ends, what 
purpose or purposes were to guide the Commission in discharging 
the duties laid upon it by the Valuation Act? A study of the legisla
tive history of the Act, and of the discussions which developed out
side the halls of Congress, discloses that a great variety of purposes 
crowded the minds of those who urged its passage. The Commis
sion's recommendations prior to the introduction of the bill, the 
testimony of witnesses appearing before the Senate and House com
mittees investigating the valuation measure and its predecessors, the 
reports of these committees, and the debates on the floor of Congress, 
all furnish ample illustration of the multiplicity of the ends which, in 
the view of the proponents of the Act, were to be served by the pro
posed valuations." Valuation of carrier property was advocated as a 
measure of aid to the states for the more uniform enforcement of 
taxation policies, as a basis for the administration of the depreciation 
accounts, as a means by which the accuracy of the carriers' asset ac
counts might be established, as a medium through which the extent 
and propriety of railroad capitalization might be tested and ulti
mately controlled. In the welter of recommendation and debate, how
ever, there was always present and frequently uppermost a strong 
current of demand for a complete and authoritative valuation of car
rier property as an indispensable instrument for intelligent and effec
tive rate control. It seems clear that the force of this demand, toward 
which most of the others converged, was predominantly responsible 
for the adoption of the Act. The urgency of the valuation need for 

Inu~S/' he sai~ "but I am unable to see bow we can find different "lIllies of the same 
thing to be used for different fJIlrposcr' (p. 583). For a Iak!J' affirmance of the ma~ 
jority view, in the face of carrier protest. see N",IJfIille. C. & 51. ~ Ry., 31 Val. Rep. 
567. 582 (1930). 

a. See Part 1, pp. 111-126. Morc specifically, ICC CongrestiontJ RecorJ, vol. 49, 
pp. 46--76 (Dec. 3, 1912), pp. 171>-176 (Dec. 5. 1912). pp. 3793. 3794-3806 (Feb. 24. 
1913); Report ol,he SenflJe Committl!e tm Interstate Commerce, 62d Cong .• 3d Sell., 
No. 1290, containing, ;nler ali", the testimony of Frank Trumbull, Leonor F. Loree, 
F .. derick A. Delano. Edward W. Bemis, 20d John R. Commonl in the SeD2IC Hearings. 
and the testimony of Commissioners J. C. Oements and B. H. Meyer in the HoUIC 
Hearings, as well as a report of the National Association of Railway CommiuioDcrI; 
Rrport of the RAil,otUl S«rJrities Commission. 6:zd Cong". :zd Sess., House Doc. No. 
256 (1911); Interstate Commerce Commission, dnnlllll Reports: 1903. pp. :&6-32; 
1907. pp. 149'""'15°; 19o8, pp. 83-85; 1909. p. 6; 1910, p. 37; 1911. pp. 93-94i 191:1, 

pp·71>-7
'
• 
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rate-making purposes, and the magnitude and vitality of the public 
interests involved therein, could not longer be ignored." And yet, 
strangely enough, the valuation amendment as passed made no men
tion of the purposes for which the valuation figures were to be ascer
tained. Neither by explicit direction nor by necessary inference was 
the Commission required by the Act to bear in mind during its in
vestigations and deliberations any specific ends which were to be 
served by its conclusions. A stipulation as to the rule or principle by 
which single-sum values were to be determined might have afforded 
a clue; but even in this regard the statute was silent. Indeed, nowhere 
in the Act is the Commission expressly ordered to ascertain single
sum values. No word on the purposes of the valuation was incor
porated in the measure, save the general pronouncement that "all 
final valuations by the Commission • • • shall be prima facie evi
dence of the value of the property in all proceedings under the Act 
to regulate commerce ~ • . and in all judicial proceedings for the 
enforcement of the Act • . . and in all judicial proceedings brought 
to enjoin, set aside, annul, or suspend, in whole or in part, any order 
of the Interstate Commerce Commission."·· The valuation findings 
were unquestionably to be utilized for purposes of regulation-in the 
Commission's enforcement of the provisions of the Act to Regulate 
Commerce; but in connection with what aspects of the regulatory 
process they were to be so used, and whether the same valuations 
were to be equally applicable for all purposes, was not disclosed. It 
remained for the Commission, in the light of its experienced grasp 
of the situation as a whole, to execute the valuation mandate without 
express guidance in these directions. 

Construing the reticence of Congress as an implied warrant for 
the exercise of administrative discretion rather than as a withholding 
of power, the Commission struck out boldly from the beginning. In 
the very first of the reported valuation cases it announced its intention 
ultimately to find a single-sum value for each property;·e and in 

., For an analysis of the course of devdopment of this pressure, see Part I, pp. 119-
126 . 

.. Sec. '9>, par. (il. 
ae"'While it may be questioned whether or not the act requires the finding of a 

single awn as the value of the property, we are of opinion that it authorizes the find· 
ing of Buch value for pwposcs under the act to regulate commerce, and it is our pur-
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denying the claim of the carrier for a separate report as to "the value 
of the right to use," an intimation was dropped that rate control was 
to constitute the primary purpose of the findings.·T Not long there>
after the Transportation Act of 1920 was placed upon the statute 
books; and in the first important case following this enactment, the 
intimation contained in the opening report was molded into a defi
nite pronouncement, from which the Commission has not departed 
in any subsequent proceeding, that it was engaged in ascertaining 
value for rate-making purposes.BS Although the Transportation Act, 
with its imposition of affirmative responsibilities upon the Commis
sion and its explicit enunciation of specific purposes for which valua
tions of carrier property were to be employed, tended to clear the 
atmosphere, there was still important work of interpretation to be 
done. In establishing a positive rule of rate-making, in providing for 
the recapture of excess earning, and in clothing the Commission with 
authority to regulate security issues and to control consolidations, the 
1920 statute contemplated an extensive utilization of the results de>
rived under the valuation amendment.·· The new provisions thus 
added tremendously to the significance of the valuation project; for 

pose ultimately to make such finding as to each property. Tentative valuations in which 
a single sum as the value of the property is Dot stated will in due course be .upple. 
mentcd by such finding and a final valuation, including a lingle lum as the value of 
the property, will be duly issued." Textu Midl •• d R. R.,75 I.e.e. .,6 ('9.8). 

17 The Commission said: "In addition to its claim that the three cost values of the 
property used but not owned should be included in its inventory, the carrier anc:rts 
that it is oue duty to report separately a figure as to the value of the right to we. It is 
a sufficient answer to this contention to state: it is now universally accepted that it is 
the fair value of the property used by the public service corporation in serving the 
public which is to govern in fixing rates," Ibid., p. 2.3. 

IS San p.dro, Los An,./" & Salt uk. R. R. Co., 75 1.e.C. 463 ('9'3). 
at In the exercise of the power vested in the Commission 10 to establish rates that 

the carriers as a whole, or in tate groups, shall earn an aggregate annual net railway 
operating income equal to a &.it return upon the aggregate value of their propctty wed 
in the transportation service, and to recapture one-half of the earnings in excess of 
6 pet cent on the value of its property received by any carrier, the following provision 
was made with regard to the determination of property values: "For the pwposes of 
this section, such aggrega .. value of the property of the carriers shall be determined 
by the Commission from time to time and as often as may be necessary. The CommiJ.. 
sion may utilize the relulll of its investigation under section Iga of mit Act, in so &.r 
as deemed by it to be available, and shall give due consideration to all the elements of 
value recognized by the law of the land for rate-making purposes. and sball give to the 
property investment account of the carriers only that consideration which under such 
law it iI entided to in establishing values for rale-making purpoteL Whenever pur .. 
• uant to section Iga of this Aa: the value of the railway property of any carrier held 
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the first time there was express legislative cognizance of specific uses 
to which the valuation results were to be put. But the Transportation 
Act did not go beyond a mere recital of various purposes for which 
valuations were to be used. There was still no enunciation of guiding 
principle for the ascertainment of single-sum values, and no word as 
to whether the various purposes were all to be served by a single value 
figure. It was under these circumstances that the Commission, in 
order that its efforts might not be rendered futile by a confusing 
multiplicity of ends, delimited its task in definite fashion. With its 
characteristic penchant for realities, it did not shirk the responsibility 
of declaring for the purposiveness of valuation in general, and par
ticularly in relation to its own undertaking. The Commission was 
engaged, not in a series of unrelated investigations growing out of 
specific proceedings and to be utilized for a diversity of ends, but in 
a single inquiry into the value of railroad property, as a general basis 
for the performance of its regulatory duties. Only,by reference to one 
unifying purpose could its findings be made in terms of sound and 
consistent principle and technique; and rate control had constituted 
the primary activity of the Commission from the beginning of its 
existence. The enactment of the rule of rate-making and the recap
ture clause, coupled with the Commission's prior possession of the 
rate-suspension power, had rendered the regulation of the level of 
charges of outstanding significance. In confining its determinations 
to the ascertainment of value "for rate-making purposes," therefore, 
the Commission was serving the major ends of the regulatory process 
for which findings of value are relevant. The step was decisive in its 
nature, but no more sweeping than was demanded by the practical 
situation with which the Commission was faced. "It is quite evident," 
said the Commission, "that in enacting paragraph [sic] Isa of the act 
Congress intended that one of the purposes for which we should 

for and used. in the service of transportation has been finally ascertained. the value so 
ascertained ahall be deemed by the Commission to be the value thereof for the purpose 
of determining such aggregate value." Scc:. 15a. par. (4). In connection with the con· 
trol over consolidationJ vested in the Commission, it was enacted that the bonds at par 
of the corporation becoming the owner of the consolidated properties, together with 
the outstanding capital stock at par of such corporation. shall DOt exceed the value 
of the coDsolidated properties as determined by the Commission, and it was further 
provided that ·'the value of the properties sought to be consolidated shall be ascer. 
tained by the Commission under section I~ of this Act." Sec. 5. par. (6), $ubscc. (b). 
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ascertain and report the value of the property of cornmon carriers 
was to arrive at a base for determining the fair return to which car
riers were declared to be entitled, and the amount of excess, if any, 
in their earnings which it became our duty to recover. It is our con
clusion, therefore, that the final single-sum value which we shall 
ascertain and report in this case is the value for rate-making purposes. 
Having reached that conclusion, it is unnecessary for us to determine 
now to what extent and in what manner values for other purposes 
may differ from values for rate-making purposes. Our present prob
lem is to discover and apply the principles which must control in the 
ascertaining of a value for rate-making purposes."'· All of the Com
mission's subsequent findings of single-sum value have been made 
and reported "for rate-making purposes.'>4l 

Whether viewed from the angle of the probable intent of Congress 
in the adoption of the valuation amendment or from that of the 
situation created by the enactment of the 1920 legislation, the Com
mission's decision to seek rate value rather than value for other pur
poses appears both sound and realistic. That the effective performance 

.. Son p.dro. Lo, Ang.les & Sall Lok. R. R. Co •• 75 I.C.C. 463 (1923). at p. 507. 
See, also, Adonta, Birmingham & AJiantk R. R. Co., 75 I.C.C. 6.5, 665-666 (1923); 
Elgin.loliet & EMlern Ry. Co .• 841.C.C. 587. 611-612 (1924). In the lallU proceed
ing, after referring to its determination in the San Pedro case, the ColllDlis,ioD said: 
"Por the same reasons the final values we shall state in this proceeding are values for 
tatc.making purposes. . . • That is a value the act under which we administer the 
affiUn of carriers engaged in interstate commerce authorizes UI to determine, and it it 
the only kind of a value which we now deem it necessary to express in a lingle figure. 
As occasion arises for us to state single-sum values of the properties of these carrien 
in proceedings other than those involving the firing of rates or me ucertainment of 
exceN earnings. we shall do so, having recourse for that pwpose to data contained in 
the record and our report and order in this proceeding and in proceedings supple. 
mentary hereto." 

61 See, for example, Kamas City Sout"em Ry. Co.; "84 I.C.C. 113, 116, 14S (1924); 
Chicago. Terr, HtIUk & South.anern Ry. Co .. 97 I.C.C. 535.538 (1925); Mammoth 
C .. , R. R. Co .. I031.C.C. 818. 823 (1925); D.Que"" & Eanern R. R. Co .• l061.C.C. 
714. 717 (1926); C...di .. PIIri!ie Ry. Co •• 108 I.C.C. 373. 379 (1926); Tenn", ... 
Alobama & Georgia R. R. Co .• 110 I.C.C. 595, 599 (1926); Chicogo. Burlington & 
Quiney R. R. Co .. 134 I.C.C. 1, 54 (1927). Since, under the Transportation Act. the 
rule for the adju.stment of the rate level was essentially a rule for the regulation of 
earnings, and since the recapture clause was merely a provision for the disposition of 
earnings in excess of a stipulated return on the value. the Commission quite properl, 
treated value for recapture as identical in composition and amount with value for rate 
making. E:uus Itu'OnJe 0/ SI. Louis 6- O'Fallon Ry. Co., 124 I.C.C. 3, J8 (1927). 
Excess Income of RM:hm01lJ, P. 6- P. R.. Co., 170 I.C.c.. 4S1 (1931); Exceu Income of 
Lok. Term. R. Co .. 1751.C.C. 754 (1931); "Exw,l ... m. of [W, .... s. & P. Ry. Co .. 
180 LC.C. 383 (1932). 
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of the Commission's regulatory tasks required valuations suitable 
primarily for the control of carrier income is evident; and little seri
ous difficulty is likely to be encountered in utilizing the results in 
other connections. The extensive record of underlying figures upon 
which the Commission's findings of rate value are based are available 
for use in the determination of values for other purposes; and even 
the final single-sum rate values possess the basic characteristics of all 
values likely to be utilized by the Commission-namely, that they are 
authoritative findings designed to serve the ends of regulation, rather 
than commercial values dependent primarily upon the operation of 
market forces. In any event, in seeking value for the specific purposes 
of rate control, the Commission has been enabled to pass intelligently 
and consistently upon all controversial issues of policy and method. 
Claims for the inclusion in the final figures of various proposed ele
ments of value have been uniformly subjected to the criteria of their 
relevancy and suitability as constituent parts of ~ rate base; and it is 
in terms of their propriety in the ascertainment of value for rate
making purposes that the Commission's valuation standards and 
practices must be analyzed and appraised. 

h. THE PRESSURE 01' LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS AND 
JUDICIAL DETERMINATIONS 

In recent years the problem of valuation has called forth a large 
mass of intensive discussion, from varying points o( view, by stu
dents of railroad and public utility contro!''' Much of this discussion 
has dealt with basic principles, in the light of economic analysis and 

.2 Among the more important periodical contributions, the following may be Doted: 
J. E. Allison. "Ethical and Economic Elements in Public Service Valuation," Quarterly 
lollt'tJal of Economics, vol. 27 (November. 1912), pp. 21-49; John Bauer, "Recent 
Decisions on Valuation and Rate Making," Ammcan Economic R4view. vol. X4 (June, 
1924), pp. 2S4-282., ·'Rate Base for Effective and Non-Speculative Railroad and Utility 
Regulation," Tournal of PolitieaJ Economy. vol. 34 (August, 1926), pp. 479-500, ''Re
production Cost and Desirable Public Utility Regulation," Toumal of lJmtl and Puhlic 
Un7ity Eco1Jomic~. vol. 2 (October. 19:16), pp. 408-426; Edward W. Bemis, "Going 
Value in Rate Cases," Col"mbia Law Ref/iew, vol. 27 (May. 1927), pp. 530-546; James 
c. Bonbright, ~'Progress and Poverty in Current Literature on Valuation," Ouat'uriy 
Journal. of Economic", vol. 40 (February, 1926), pp. 295-328, ''Depreciation and Valua
tion for Rate Control," Columbitl Law R1!tIiew, vol. 27 (February. 1927), pp. Il3-I31, 
OUl#"h!rly JOUTtJal of Economic" vol. 41 (February, 1927), pp. 185-:nI, "The Problem 
of Judicial Valuation:' Columbia LAw Review, vol. 27 (May. 1927), pp. 493-552. 
"Railroad Valuation with Special Reference to the O'Fallon Decision," American Beo-
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the demands of public policy, but with scant reference to specific 
statutory mandates or the requirements of judicial precedent. The 
federal valuation as such, because its status was long incomplete and 
tentative, has been largely ignored. Outside the official forum 0c

cupied by hearings and argument on protests, comparatively little has 
been written, except by way of illustration of general principles, con-

nomic Review, vol. 18 (March, 1928. Supplement), pp. 181-205, reprinted, with 
modifications, as "The Economic Merits of Original Cost and Reproduction Cost," 
HtlNJllrtl Law Review, vol. 41 (March, 1928), pp. 593-622j H. B. Brown, "Defects 
in Mr. Jwtiee Brandeis' Theory of Prudent Investment as a hte Base," California lAw 
&v;ew, vol. 12 (May. 1924). pp. 283-301; H. G. Brown, "Railroad Valuation and 
Rate Rcgulation," ToumaJ of Po!itictzl Economy. vol. 33 (October, 1925), pp. 505-530, 
"Railroad Valualion Again: A Reply," ibid., vol. 34 (Augus~ 19.6). pp. 50<>-508; 
John G. Buchanan, c'Thc Ohio Valley Company Case and the Valuation of Railroads," 
Hat'v.d Law Rev;'w, voL 40 (June, 19'7). pp. 1033-1076: J. M. Clark, "Railroad 
Valuation as a Working Toot:' Tournai of Political Economy, vol. 28 (April, 1920), 
pp. 26S-306; Leslie Craven, "Railroad Valuation: A Statement of the Problem," 
American Bar Association Tournai, vol. 9 (November, 1923), pp. 681-681; Frederic O. 
Dorety, "The Function of Reproduction Cost in Public Utility Valuation and Rate 
Making," Harvar4 UzIV &view, vol. 31 (December, 1923), pp. 113-200; Martin O. 
Glaeser, "A Focal Point of Conffict in Judicial Opinion on the Valuation of Public 
Utilities," 10rmuJ of 14nJ 1lfI4 Publk Utility EeotlOmics, vol. I (April. 1925), p. 250, 
-'The Valuation Doctrine at the Crossroads," ibid., vol. 3 (August, 1921), pp. 240-
251; Edwin C. Goddard, '"Fair Value of Public Utilities," Michigan Uzw &tJiew, vol. 
22 (May. 19'4), pp. 65.-673 (June, 19'4), pp. 777-'197, "The Evolulion of Cost of 
Reproduction as the Rate Base," H",vat'J UzIV Re"iew, vol. 41 (March, 1928), pp. 564-
592; John H. Gray, ''The Regulation of Public Service Corporations: The Vagaries of 
Valuation," Ammt'tm EcotJomi~ Re,,;eIV, vol. 4 (Marcl4 1914, Supplement), pp. 18-
44; A. T. Hadley, ''Principles and Methods of Rate Regulation," Yale !U,,;ew, vol. 16 
(April. 1927). pp. 41'1-432, '"The Meaning of Valuation," AmerU:tm Economk Re· 
tJiew, vol. 18 (March, 1928, Supplement), pp. 113-180; lL L Hale, '''IDe Supreme 
Court's Ambiguow Use of 'Value' in Rate Cucs," Co/umbill UIV RerMw. vol. 18 
(March, 1918). pp. 20k'9, ''The 'Physical Valuc' Fallacy in Rau: Cucs, .. Yal. Law 
,...,."al, vol. 30 (May, 1921), pp. 71<>-731: Gerard C. HcndcrtOD, "Railway ValU2lion 
and the Courts," HI1t'VtII'd LAw Review, vol. 33 (May. 1920), pp. 9°2-1/.8. (June, 
1920). pp. 1031-1057; Beo. W. Lewis, "Going Value and Rate Valuatioo," Michigtm 
14111 Rettiew, vol. 26 (May, 1928), pp. 713-746i Nathan Matthcws- '"The Effect of the 
Recent Decisions of the Supreme Court on Reproduction Cost as a Test of Value," 
Hartlat'J lAw Review, vol. 37 (February, 1924). pp. 431-463; George O. May, .. Cat~ 
ricr Property Consumed in Operation and the Regulation of Profits," QIIIII'urly loUT· 
lUll of Economkl, vol. 43 (February, 1929), pp. 193-220, and "FuMer Thoughts on 
Depreciation and the Rau: Base," ibid., vol. 44 (Augwt, 1930). pp. 687-697: w. W. 
Potter. "Going Value," MichiglllJ Law /leWw, vol. 24 (january. 1926). pp. 232-
'48: Donald R. Richberg, "A Permanent Basis for Rau: ReguiaIioD." Yale Law 1-
M, vol. 31 (January, 1922), pp. 263-282, "The Supreme Court Discuues Value," 
Htll'fl1II'4 lAw ReWIII, vol. 37 (January. 1924), pp. 281-300, "Value-By Judicial 
Fiat." ibi4., vol. 40 (February, 1921), pp. S61-582; G. H. Robintoo, "Recent Cases OD 

the Public Utility Rate Base: The 'Valuation' Wu," SolUm Univernty Ltuv Review, 
vol. 8 (November, 1928). pp. 255-281; Henry Rouschaefer, "Valuation in Rate Cases," 
MinultJl4 lAw RetJie., 901. 9 (February, 1925), pp. 211-239; George G. Tundl. 
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cerning the standards and practices employed by the Interstate Com
merce Commission in the execution of its valuation task." While the 
bulk of valuation literature, therefore, has contributed substantially 
toward minimizing the confusion of thought that bas enveloped pre
vailing valuation doctrine, it throws little light, at least direcdy, upon 
the degree of intelligence, resourcefulness, soundness, and effective
ness with which the Commission, as an administrative tribunal, has 
functioned in this important field. A fruitful appraisal of the Com
mission's valuation work must be approached in terms of its specific 
undertaking. That undertaking cannot be treated in vQCuo-divorced 
from the legislation which both conferred power and imposed fetters 
upon the Commission, and from the course of judicial decisions 
which of necessity established the legal background conditioning its 
standards of performance. The main channels of its task were carved 
out by express statutory enacttnent, with the courts enunciating more 
or less controlling valuation doctrines in analogou~ situations. More
over, no mere exercise in academic speculation was assigned to the 
Commission; it was charged with a severely practical task, of great 
significance to the entire regulative process and of almost over
whelming difficulty. The conduct of the investigation bas been so 

"Value for Rate Making and Recapture of Excess Income." lOlll'1lal of Political 
&o.omy. vol. 35 (December. 1927). pp. 725-'175, ibid., vol. 36 (Febru2ry. 1928), 
pp. 100-140; Allyn A. Young. ""Depreciation and Rate Control," Quarurly IO#l'1lal of 
Econom;cl. vol. 28 (August, (914), pp. 630-663. The following are some of the more: 
important books and monographs devoted entirely or predominantly to the problem 
of valuation: John Bauer, l::f[«tifle Regulation of Public Utilities (1925); H. Floy, 
VoIWZlio. of Puhlic Utility Propertic, (1912). Volue fOr l/JzU Malti.g (1916); C. E. 
Grunsky, YalUlllion, Depr«iatiOfJ, find 'he RI#e Bille (1917); It L. Hale, ValUlllion 
•• d l/JzU Malti.g (19.8); H. H. H2rtman, FIlir Volue (1920); R. V. H2yes, Puhlic 
Uli/i,;es, Cost New ad Depredation (1913), Publit: Ulili,;es, Fail' Present Val," tmd 
Ret"", (1915); W. H. Maltbie, Theory and PrtJCtice of Public Utility Valuation (1924)i 
H. E. Riggs. Deprecifllion ad lIS Relation /() Fllir Value tllJd Changes in the Level of 
Prial (1922); H. B. Vanderbluc, R1WroaJ Valum;on (1917). The standard work is 
R. H. Whitten, Vttluation of PubliC' SeN1W Corporations (2d ed., 1928, revised by 
D. F. Wilcox). 

". H. B. Vanderblue, "Railroad Valuation by the Interstate Commerce Commission," 
Qfl4l'krly Tournal of E""nom;cs, vol. 34 (November, 1919). pp. 2:1-87, ibid. (Feb
ruary. 19:10), pp. :160-299, reprinted as a monograph. provides an exc:cllent analysis 
and appraisal of the Commission's underlying standards and practices. It was pub
lished, however, before any of the Commission's final value reports had been issued. 
The more recent discussions, particularly 5ince the Commission issued its report in 
Buell Income of SI. lAw & O'Fallon Ry. Co., 124 I.C.C. 3 (1927), deal more di~ 
rectIy with the federal valuation. See, for example, articles by James C. Bonbright, 
Edwin C. Godcl2rd, and George G. Tunell. mpro. 
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molded, therefore, as not only to meet the demands of practical 
complications and satisfy the requirements of workable regulatory 
policy, but also, as a basic factor, to conform, as far as may be, to the 
alternately strict and loose provisions of a statute constituting a 
peculiar combination of reticence and effusiveness, and to what has 
been deemed to be the general tenor of the mass of judicial determi
nations touching upon the principles and methods of railroad and 
public utility valuation. Under these circumstances, mere a priori 
reasoning, however valid and enlightening, does not provide an ade
quate basis for a just critique of the Commission's valuation project." 

The Valuation Act may most fittingly be characterized as a statu
tory replica of the £unous pronouncement in Smyth v. Am~s"· The 
opinion in that case, however troublesome it may have proved in sub
sequent years, was expressive of two influences which were properly 
powerful under the conditions there prevailing: first, the recognition 
that the function of the judiciary is confined to laying down a nega
tive rather than an aflirmative rule of rate-making; and second, the 
natural and commendable hesitancy of a tribunal mced with a then 
novel problem to formulate a solution in rigidly dogmatic terms. 
Accordingly, it was held that the courts would deem confiscatory any 
set of rates which would not permit the carrier to earn a fair return 
on the fair value of its property; and as a guide for the ascertainment 
of "fair value," various &ctors, differing in relevancy and divergent 
in outcome, were enumerated, without indication as to the relative 
weight to be accorded to each in the determination of the ultimately 
operative figure. The mctors held by the Court to be matters for 
consideration included "the original cost of construction, the amount 

H Compare the following: Uln dealing with the problem of railroad valuation. even 
economists can DO longer confine themselves to academic theorizing. For almoll fifteen 
years the Interstate Commerce Commission has been pursuing its laborious and costly 
task of ascertaining the value of American railroads for ratc--making purposes. This 
task is now approaching completion. The rule of rate-making and the recapture 
clause of the Transportation Act have imposed upon the Commission the duty of 
making specific uses of its resulu. The O'Pallon Case has brought to issue the legal 
validity of some of the outs[anding principles and practice. it Iw employed. The gen
eral wisdom and expediency of the Commission', work in thil sphere is i.o the balance, 
therefore, particulacly in its bearing upon the maintenance 0( a IOUnd policy of rate 
regulation." I. L Sharfman, "Valuation of Public Utilities," Ammetm Economic k· 
flielll~ vol. t8 (March, 1928, Supplement), pp. 208-209 . 

•• • 69 u.s. 466 (.898). 
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expended in permanent improvements, the amount and market value 
of its bonds and stock, the present as compared with the original cost 
of construction, the probable earning capacity of the property under 
particular rates prescribed by statute, and the sum required to meet 
operating expenses." These elements were to be given such weight 
"as may be just and right in each case," and, by way of foreclosing 
all possibility of narrow interpretation, the Court added: "We do not 
say that there may not be other matters to be regarded in estimating 
the value of the property,'''· Save as these pronouncements neces
sarily imply the exercise of a wide discretion with respect to the in
fluence to be accorded to the varied and conflicting elements expressly 
enumerated, they clearly provide no "rule" for the guidance of an 
administrative tribunal in establishing a value base upon which a 
structure of rates may be erected." But the problem which faced a 
hesitant court in Smyth v. Ames, when the judiciary was feeling its 
way toward establishing a test of confiscation and when the subject 
of valuation was in its infancy, was quite different from the problem 
with which Congress had to deal some fifteen years later. In the in
terim, the need of an explicit legislative enunciation of policy was 
becoming increasingly urgent." Definite standards were imperative 

"Ibid., pp. 546, 547. 
fo1 See Part I, chap. il, Dotes 4 and 5. 
"8 Compare, for example. the following characterization of the difficulties of rate 

control under the inconclwive doctrine of Smyth v. Amel: "The concepts of 'fair 
value' and 'fair return' were being laboriously developed by courts and commissions 
through private litigation, while the law~making bodies refrained from enunciating 
the concrete principles and standards which alone could render public policy in rate 
regulation reasonably definite and effective. The Interstate Commerce Commission was 
saddled with the responsibility of fashioning these standards as well as of applying 
them; yet the doctrine of confiscation, necessarily enforced by the courts with a very 
measurable degree of flexibility, subjected its orders to the uncertainties and vicissitudes 
of judicial review. The policy of the commission, even when positive in tone and con
structive in content, was but a preliminary and 'advisory' expression of the principles 
of f.Ur value and fair return that should governj the final determinations of the courts 
(because rate-making, in spite of these difficulties, is admittedly a legislative and not a 
judicial function), were inevitably negative in character. The situation was chaotic. 
The limitatiODJ upon private profit in railroad enterprise were vague and undefined; 
the minimum return of which capital could not be legitimately deprived was con
cretely ascertainable only after prolonged litigation." I. L. SharfmanJ Tht! American 
RaiJrotul Problem (J92J), pp. 51-58. For a many-sided and stimulating discussion of 
the entire valuation problem, see Proceedings of the Conference on Valuation (held in 
Philadelphia, November 10 to 13, 1915. under the auspices of the Utilities Bureau), 
The Utilities Magaine, vol. I (January. IS1I6), no. 3, pp. 1-222. On the need of a 
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as a means of dispelling the perplexing uncertainty which had de
veloped during the preceding decade. An allirmative rule of rate
making was essential, necessitating as an integral part of such rule, 
a definition of value for rate-making purposes. The performance of 
this task is unquestionably a legislative function"· In the federal 
sphere, Congress, as the supreme rate-regulating authority, was 

legislative rule of valuation, sec especially G. W. Anderson, t'How to Get Rid of the 
Reproduction Cost Theory," ibid •• pp. 28-36. His position was summarized as folloWi: 
"(1) Rate making is a legislative and not a judicial function. This is still asserted by 
the Supreme Court notwithstanding its contrary practice; and the decisions of that 
court furnish good ground to believe that the court would welcome ao opportunity to 
be relegated to the performance of judicial functions only. (2) The interference of the 
courts is soldy for the purpose of preventing confiscation.--to prohibit the states from 
depriving security holders of their property rights without due process of law. (3) In 
dealing with alleged confiscatory legislation, the courts asserted the fait value basis of 
rates because the legislatures had fAiled to provide any basis at ~t. (4) "Fair value a. a 
basis: proving in practice a meaningless euphemism, has laid a specious aDd plausible 
foundation for the reproduction cost theory. (S) Now if these propositions are lOun~ 
the way to get rid of the reproduction cost theory is for the legislatures to finish their 
incomplelC: undertaking of ralC: making,-that is, declare a basis upon which the 
aggregate net return shall be computed .. (pp. 3°-031). 

ole For an examination of legislative responsibility in the matter of valuation. ICe 

John Bauer, Effective RrguJation of Puhlic Utilitkl (1925). pp. 47-63. "Rate regula. 
tion has been recognized as a purely legislative matter. This has been emphasized again 
and again in court decisions. The general principle iJ, clear that the fixing of rates is 
a legislative act beyond the control of the courts. except in 10 tar as the ratel may fe· 
suit in confiscation, or taking property without due proccss of law. But if rate making 
is a purely legislative function, it necessarily extends to the establishment of all the 
policies. principles, processes and machinery by which rates may be determined. Spccifi. 
cally. it demands from the legislatures. or the authorities with ddegated powers, to 
determine what factors are to be included in rate making, how each f.u:tot .hall be 
treated, as wdl as how the /acts shall be determined for the purpooe. There is frequcndy 
a misunderstanding as to just where the function of the legislature ends and that of 
the court begins. The view prevails, often unconsciously, that valuation as a part or 
process of rate making is within the province of judicial decision. But as it is merely a 
step in the course of rate making, it cannot be differentiated from rate making iuel£ 
The step is an integral part of the whole; it is in essence therefore a legislative preroga· 
rive, just as ralC: making as a whole is legislative in character. The legislatures, or 
the commissions with adequate powers delegated by the legislatures. should detetmine: 
the basis of valuation and what rare of return it to be allowed. Proper rates manifesdy 
cannot be fixed until these two &<ton are determined:· lbUl., pp. 48-s0. Compare, 
also, the following from Alfred Bettmao, "Constitutionality of Historical Cost Method 
of Public Utility Valuation," The UliJitirJ Milg,wne; vol. I (January, J916), pp. 46-
SJ. at p. 5J: ""As long as rate regulation is admitted to be a legislative function the 
question before the Cou~ when the constitutionality of a rare bated on a valuation 
is attacked, is not what is the correct valuation, but whether the particuIat theory or 
method of valuation used by the rate regulating body can be called 10 capriciow, JO 

arbiuary, so lacking in rea50ned principle or so necessarily confUcatoty as to unques
tionably violate the prohibitiom of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments:' 
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looked to as the necessary source of relief; but the answer of Con
gress, in the form of the Valuation Act of 1913> was no more conclu
sive than the judicial dicta of Smyth v. Ames. The nationallegisla
ture assumed responsibility to the extent of ordering a valuation to 
be made and of specifYing the ascertainment of various elements of 
value; it ,continued to shift responsibility in so far as it £ailed to estab
lish any controlling standard of valuation. The Commission was di
rected, as we have seen, to ascertain and report original costs, costs of 
reproduction new, costs of reproduction less depreciation, original 
cost and present value of lands, and such other values or elements of 
value as it might find, together with detailed historical and financial 
data reflecting the experience of the carrier corporations; but it was 
left entirely without guidance as to standards or principles or policies 
by which these basic findings were to be combined into single-sum 
values for rate-making purposes. As to the major problem of provid
ing legislative tests of value, the contribution of Congress in the 
Valuation Act has been characterized as consisting of "nothing more 
than some question-begging phrases ... •o Nor did the Transportation 
Act of 1920 elaruy the situation. While it specified various purposes 
for which the results of the Commission's valuations were to be em
ployed, such additional directions as it contained for the finding of 
value were as vague and indefinite as the original instructions. The 
rule of rate-making, for example, expressly ordered the Commission 
to fix such rates as would yield a fair return on the value of the prop
erty of the carriers as a whole or in rate-making groups. But there 
was no definition of value. The Commission was to utilize, as far as 
available, its findings under the Valuation Act, and, in addition, 
was to give "due consideration to all the elements of value recog
nized by the law of the land for rate-making purposes."" The latter 
provision, supplementing the specific requirements of the valuation 
amendment, is distincdy reminiscent of the blanket stipulation of 

GO P. W. Taussig. Principlet of Economics (third edition revised, 1921), vol. 2, 
p. 439. Commissioner Charles A. Prouty, after serving as Director of Valuation for a 
period of four years. spoke as follows of the Valuation Act: "I would rather undertake 
to recite the Chinese alphabet backward than read the thing anyway, because it does 
not mean anyming after you have read it," Hearings. Texas Midl(l.nd casc, March, 
1911, p. 674 . 

.. Sec. 15>, par. (4). 
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Smyth v.Ames, supplementing, by way of full measure, the Supreme 
Court's enumeration of concrete elements of value. 

It is by no means certain, however, that the demand for positive 
and explicit standards of rate valuation was met less effectively 
through these statutory requirements than it would have been 
through provisions designed to shift either all or none of the re
sponsibility to the shoulders of an administrative tribunal. The need 
of a legislative definition of policy was urgent, but it required sound 
and intelligent and realistic fulfilment more than immediate satisfac
tion. By enumerating in detail the various elements of value on which 
the Commission was to report specific findings, Congress made cer
tain that every factor for which claims for consideration were likely 
to be presented would be officially taken into account." The Com
mission's findings of value were to be based upon the totality of the 
situation; its conclusions were not to be declared defective because of 
any mere failure to "consider" a sufficiently extensive array of ele
ments. But, by refraining from indicating the relative weight to be 
accorded t6 the various elements of value, Congress apparently placed 
in the hands of the Commission, without express restriction, the right 
to judge and determine the matter of controlling principles, which 
constituted the central point and purpose of the entire investigation. 
Such a delegation of legislative authority but reflected faith in the 
appropriateness of the administrative method under the prevailing 
circumstances. The task of arriving at controlling standards of valua
tion, for existing properties as well as for future acquisitions, necessi
tated detailed study and analysis of highly complicated situations by 
technically qualified experts, and it involved judgments thereon by 
men acquainted with the history and status of the railroads and ex
perienced in the objects and processes of railroad regulation. That the 
Commission was better fitted for the performance of such a task than 
the Congress can scarcely be questioned. A definite and reasonably 
stable rate base is indispensable to effective regulation; but it is 
equally essential that the established rate base constitute an equitable, 

152 It was admittedly the pwpote of the late Senator Robert M. LaFollette, who WaJ 

largely responsible for the pusagc of the bill, to secure a report OD all elements of value 
for which reputable claims were likely to be set up, regardlcu of hU own opinion ali 

to their suitability in a valuation for rate-makiog purposes. See, for example, Congre, .. 
Jio".} II=>rd, vol. 49 (February 240 1913), p. 3797. 
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realistic, and practicable adjustment of private rights and public in
terests. The seemingly uncharted discretion vested in the Commis
sion, therefore, may well have served as a necessary preliminary to 
the ultimate enunciation of positive policy. Whatever valuation stand
ard may finally prevail, and whether it is achieved through judicial 
determination or through express legislative enactment, the inde
pendent study and deliberation of the Commission will have con
tributed immeasurably to the richness of its content and the signifi
cance of its use. 

It appears, then, that although the Commission was required by 
statute to engage in minute research on a large number of specifically 
designated matters and to prepare reports thereon, it found itself 
singu1arly free from legislative direction or restraint with respect to 
the crowning phase of its task-the formulation of a standard of fair 
value for rate-making purposes and the ascertainment of single-sum 
values in terms thereof. None the less, even on, this aspect of its 
labors the Commission has not been entirely without guidance or 
control. At the very point where Congress cast upon the Commission 
the greatest freedom and responsibility the voice of the judiciary has 
been most outspoken. The Commission took up the reins of valua
tion some fifteen years after the pronouncement of the United States 
Supreme Court in Smyth v. Ames, and its first final value reports 
were not issued till more than ten years later." During this period of 
a quarter of a century, the courts of the country had made numerous 
determinations involving railroad, and particularly public utility, 
valuations.·' A few clear<ut principles emerged: that the value to be 
ascertained is that prevailing at the time of the inquiry; that the 
ascertainment of such value is not a matter of rule or formula, but is 
dependent upon the exercise of reasonable judgment; that in the 

.. s •• Pedro, Lot A.gel" & S.rt Loke R. R. Co .. 15 I.C.C. 463 (Junc " '923); 
Adtm,., Birmingham & Atlantic R. R. Co., 75 I.C.C. 645 (July :lo. 1923) . 

•• Among the more important Supreme Court decisions, the following may be 
Doted: Willco% v. Consolidated Gat Co., :Zt2. U.S. 19 (1909); Minnesota RIlle eMU, 
230 u.s. 352 (191'3); Gallleston El«. Co. v. GaI"eston.. 258 U.S. 388 (1922); Newton 
9. Conso/it/autl Gtu Co., 258 U.S. 165 (1922)j S. W. Tel. Co. v. Pub. Servo Comm .• 
262 U.s. 276 (1923); Georgi. Ry. v. R. R. Comm., 262 U.S. 6'5 (19'3); Bluefield 
Co. v. Pub. St!NI. Comm., 262 U.S. 679 (1923). The most significant later decisions 
bearing upon the validity of the Commission's valuation methods are McCardle v. 
Inaia_polu Co., 272 U.s. 400 (1926). and St. L. & O'Pallon R. Co. v. U.s., 279 U.S. 
46. (1929). 
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exercise of such judgment due consideration must be given to all 
relevant facts. Among the "matters for consideration" stipulated in 
Smyth v.Ames-and hence constituting relevant facts-were not only 
"the original cost of construction" and "the amount expended in 
permanent improvements," which might measure the actual cost of 
the properties, but also "the present as compared with the original 
cost of construction," which, in more recent terminology, might 
measure the cost of reproducing the properties. With the gradual rise 
of the price level beginning in the late nineties and with the extraor
dinary upturn of prices accompanying the period of the Great War, 
increasing pressure was exerted by the utilities toward the adoption 
of the cost of reproduction theory of valuation. In the railroad field, 
in connection with the Commission's federal valuation, this move
ment culminated in insistence upon the acceptance of "cost of re
production new at current prices to the exclusion of everything else, 
or at least of everything that might tend to a lower value," as the 
basic measure of "fair value ... •• In the struggle of the courts with 
numerous valuation issues, this problem of the weight to be accorded 
to changes in the level of prices came to occupy a central position, with 
an undoubted tendency toward the judicial recognition of the cost 
of reproduction doctrine.'· But the judicial determinations, and par
ticularly those of the Supreme Court, have by no means been decisive 
in character. Upon a proper dilferentiation between the decisions as 
such and the mere dicta contained in the opinions, there has ap
peared to be much wavering between the requirement that reproduc
tion costs be taken into consideration among the various relevant 
facts constituting evidence of value, that they actually be accorded 
some weight in the findings of value, and that they be recognized as 
the controlling standard or substantial equivalent of value in the 
establishment of the rate base." While much of what has been said 

II Erarllncome of 51. Louis b O'Pallon Ry. Co .• 124 I.C.C. 3,28 (1927). 
Ie See Edwin C. Goddard, "The Evolution of Cost of Reproduction at the Rate 

Base." HtlI'lIflTt/ lAw Review. vol. 41 (March. 1928), pp. ,64-592-
.7 The qUC$tion as to the legal ,latus of the reproduction cost theory WaJI brought 

to a head during the post-war period of high prices in the SOIlII"veltn-fl Bdl. Bl~fieJ4, 
GeorgitJ Power, McCardle, and O'Fallon cases. In the Sowhllleilem Bell case the Su ... 
preme Court held the telephone rates at issue 10 be invaJid. The apparent ground of 
the decision was the failure of the Missouri commission to give actual weight to the 
grcady enhanced prices of labor, material, and supplies over thole prevailing in the 
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by the courts, on this and other issues, has been either irrelevant or 
indefinite and confusing, the judicial determinations, largely in the 
field of local utilities, have been of such volume and of such origin 
that they could not well be overlooked or thrust aside. Court decisions 
and judicial opinions have necessarily exerted a substantial influence 
upon the Commission's valuation processes. 

It must not be inferred, however, that the Commission has bowed 
meekly to every positive direction or negative limitation imposed 
upon it by statutory requirements and judicial determinations. On the 
basis of the broad discretionary authority which inheres in an admin-

prc·war years. The requirement seems to have been established that reproduction costs 
must Dot only be considered but that some actual allowance for enhanced prices must 
be made i.o the fin.dings of value. It is noteworthy, however, that Justice Brandeis, with 
whom Justice Holmes joined, concurred in the result. although, in a separate exprcs· 
lion, he presented the now classical case for the adoption of "prudent investment" as 
the rate basco In the Bluefield case the water rates involved were likewise declared to 
be confiscatory. 00 substantially the same grounds as those that had been controlling, 
with the majority of the Court, in the earlier proceeding. But it is noteworthy, once 
more, that Justice Brandeis and Justice Holmes were again able to concur in the result, 
referring to the separate opinion in the SouthwesleNJ Bell case by way of explanation. 
In the Georgitl POWN' case, which was decided the same day as the Bluefield case, the 
gas rates under attack were upheld by the Supreme Court. The opinion was delivered 
by JU&tice Brandeis. He noted that the Georgia commission had given careful considera
tion to cost of reproduction but had refused to adopt it as the measure of value, and he 
concluded unequivocally that this refusal was "clearly correct." Justice McKenna dis .. 
sented. however, on the ground that the majority view contradicted the principles laid 
down in the So",hwellern BeU case, holding that "the contrariety of decision cannot 
be reconciled." Much doubt was created as to the meaning and significanc:e of these 
three decisions, and numerous conflicting interpretations were placed upon them. See, 
for example, John Bauer, "Recent Decisions by the Supreme Court of the United States 
on Valuation and Rate Making," A.merican Economic Review, vol. 14 (June, 1924), 
pp. 254-282. including commenU by Robert L. Hale, Donald R. Richberg, and Wil .. 
liam. L. Ransom; Frederic G. Dorety, liThe Function of Reproduction Cost in Public 
Utility Valuanon and Rate Making," Harvard Uzw Review. vol. 37 (December, 1923), 
pp. 173-200; Donald R. Richberg, "The Supreme Court Discusses Value," ibid. 
(January, 1924), pp. 287-300; Nathan Matthews, "The EIrect of the Recent Decisions 
of the Supreme Court on Reproduction Cost as a Test of Value," ibid. (February, 
1924), pp. 431-463. Perhaps the following is the most clearly justified negative inter· 
pretation of these decisions: "If these three cases settled that there must be not only 
consideration ot; but also actual allowance for, cost of reproduction at present prices, 
they certainly did Dot decide that cost of reproduction was value, nor did they deter· 
mine bow much weight must be given to that element." Edwin C. Goddard, 01'. cil. 
(note 56), at p. 569. Under these circumstances, the decision in the McCardle case but 
added further confusion to the situation. In affirming the decree of the lower court 
holding the water rates involved to be confiscatory, the Supreme Court appeared to have 
accepted reproduction COlt at spot prices as the equivalent of value. Justice Butler, who 
delivered the OpiniOD of the Court, Hid (272 U.S., at p. 4II); uUndoubtedly, the 
reasonable cost of • system. of waterworks, weU.plaDDCd and dlicicnt for the public 
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istrative tribunal, it has asserted a considerable measure of inde
pendence in both respects. We have already seen that in its decision 
to report single-sum values, and to report them for purposes of rate 
making, the Commission journeyed beyond the precise letter of the 
Valuation Act. In the pages following we shall see the same tendency 
manifesting itself with reference to other features of the project-and 
accompanied by' a tendency moving in the opposite direction: an 
occasional refusal to make and report findings explicitly or implicitly 
called for by the wording of the statute. Thus, for example, we shall 

service, is good evidence: of its value at the time of construction. And such actual cost 
will continue fairly well to measure the amount to be attributed to the physical elemenu 
of the property so long as there is no change in the level of applicable prices. And, as 
indicated by the report of the commission, it is true that. if the tendency or trend of 
prices is not definitely upward or downward and it does not appear probable that there 
will be a substantial change of prices, then the present value of lands plus the present 
cost of constructing the plant, less depreciation, if any, is a fair measure of the value 
of the physical clements of the property." The issue, it must be noted, was Dot as to the 
relative merits of "fair value" or "prudeDt investment" as the measure of the rate 
base; it was solely a question as to what constitutes a lawful measure of "fair value." 
In his dissent, with which Justice Stone joined, Justice Brandeis di.Klosed concretely the 
nature of the issue (ibiJ., at pp. 421-422): ''The Commission and the lower court like· 
wise agreed that reproduction cost was evidence as to value. The primary questions OD 

which they differed are these. Is a finding of reproduction cost tantamount to a finding 
of value? Is the reproduction cost which should be ascertained by the tribU1laI, the 
'spot' reproduction cost-that is, cost at prices prevailing at the time. of the hearingl 
The District Court ••• answered both of these question, in the affirmative. The 
learned judge assumed that spot reproduction cost is the, legal equivalent of value. He 
found that $19,000,000 was, on the evidence, the lowest conceivable spot reproduction 
cost. He assumed that, since the utility was willing to accept this minimum as repro· 
duetion cost, no amount less than that could be found by him to be the value, or rate 
basco He believed that recent decisions of this Court required him 10 to hold. In this 
belief he was clearly in error." If this analysis is correct, then the affirmance of the 
lower court's decree was not only a marked extension of the Supreme Court', accept· 
ance of the reproduction cost doctrine, but constituted a virtual repudiation of the 
doctrine of Smyth v. Am~1 and the numerous cases f01l0wing it. If reproduction cost 
is conclwive evidence of value, the consideration of a1l rdevant facts. and the exercile 
of reasonable judgment thereon, become meaningless. But since the Court evidenced DO 

apparent intent to reverse iu position, and since Justice Holmes, although generally in 
agreement with the views of Justice Brandeis in valuation CODb'oversies. was able to 
concur in the result, there was much speculation as to the general significance of the 
decision., and particularly as to its relationship to the principles and practices em· 
ployed by the Interstate Commerce Commission in its federal valuation of railroacb. 
That the Commission might not meet the requirements of the law by the simple cs.. 
pedient of "considering" reproduction cost, without according it substantial weight, 
was indicated by the Court in the O'Pm/on case; but that reproduction cost need not 
be accepted as the invariable equivalent of value was also clearly stated. What weight 
it should receive, or even whether that weight should ordinarily be the dominant factor, 
the Court refrained from determining. 
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note the Commission's decision, in the face of protest, to report the 
"restated investment" of the carriers, for consideration as evidence of 
fair value, without the support of an express statutory mandate; its 
refusal to report original cost to date, except in those cases where such 
cost could be exactly determined from authentic and accurate rec
ords; its failure to report separately on "other values and elements of 
value"; its noncompliance with the command of the statute to find 
and report as to carrier lands the "present .cost of acquisition and 
damages, or of purchase, in excess of present value."BB Similarly, the 
Commission has never assumed that its sole function is to promul
gate and apply valuation pronouncements made by the courts. While 
it has felt constrained to follow the courts in certain important direc
tions-notably, for example, in the adoption of the "judgment" 
method for ascertaining single-sum valuesB9 and of the "market 
value" test for the valuation of lands60-many of the instances in 

e8 Here the Commission felt constrained to choose between the positive require .. 
ment of me Valuation Act and the ruling of the Supreme Court in the Minnesotd Rt#e 
CtUel,230 U.s. 352, 452 (1913), condemning the use of multipliers in land valuations, 
which it construed to be contrary to the purport of the statute. In deciding to act in 
conformity with what it deemed to be the Court', position, then, the Commission was 
displaying at once an attitude of independence and of subservience, although it is 
perhaps only fair to interpret its action as ODe of reaching an independent conclusion 
and then using the Court's decision by way of support. Unfortunately, however, at 
least as 6.r as immediate results wcre concerned, the Commission's construction of the 
ruling in the Minnesol4 Rme Cases wu held by the Supreme Court to be erroneous, 
and the Commission W2I ordercd 10 make the findings which it had declarcd impos~ 
sible to make. Ka/uas C;,y So. Ry. v. I.C.C .• 252 U.S. 178 (1920). By the Act of JUDe 
1,19:12 (42 Stat. 624), the Commission was relicved of this task. 

ID In emphasizing, throughout, that its final valuations arc Dot the result of "rulc" 
or "formula," the Commission bas been clearly leaning, not only upon the injunction 
of Smyth v. Am~1 as rcflected in the omission of positive guidance in the Valuation 
Act, but upon the famous pronouncemcnt of Justice Hughes in the Minn~lola Rtlle 
Casel, 230 U.s. 352 (1913), at p. 434: "The ascertainment of that valuc is not con
trolled. by artificial rulcs. It is not a maner of formulas, but thcre must be a reasonablc 
judgmcnt having its basis in a proper consideration of all tclcvant facts." 

00 In ac:cepting "markct valuc" as the proper basis for thc valuation of carrier lands, 
the Commission has been cxpressly applying the following dictum of Justice Hughes 
in the Minn~lOttl Rote Ctllel, 2.30 U.S., at p. 455: "Assuming that the company ia 
cntided to a reasonablc sharc in the general prosperity of the communities which it 
serves, and thus to attribute to its property an increase in value, still the increase 10 

allowed, apart from any improvcmentJ it may makc, cannot properly extend beyond 
the fair avcrage of thc normal market value of land in the vicinity having a similar 
character .... The company would certainly have no ground of complaint if it 
were allowed a valuc for these lands equal to the lair avcrage market value of similar 
land in thc vicinity, without additions by the use of multipliers, or otherwise, to cover 
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which judicial opinions have been quoted by the Commission prove, 
on examination, to be matters upon which there is little or no differ
ence of view, or upon which the Commission has reached independ
ent conclusions and has then fortified them by the citation of 
authority. 

Moreover, with reference to the most outstanding of the valuation 
issues-as to the weight to be accorded to reproduction costs in the 
ascertainment of single-sum values-the Commission initially as
serted a measure of independence from judicial control fully in keep
ing with its position as an expert administrative body dealing with a 
matter peculiarly within its own sphere. In the O'Fallon caSe,61 in
volving a valuation for recapture purposes, the Commission not only 
declined to recognize cost of reproduction at current prices as the 
controlling element of value, but it applied instead a modified in
vestment standard---<ombining a basic valuation at 1914 unit prices 
of the elements of the property then in existence, with substantially 
the actual net cost of capital additions made thereafter. In bringing 
the 1914 valuation down to date for each of the recapture periods no 
allowance was made for enhanced prices, and this procedure appeared 
on its face to constitute a departure from the principles to which the 
Supreme Court had given approval in its most recent decisions. In 
any event, the Commission found it necessary to reconcile its lindings 
with judicial precedents. Four of the commissioners dissented, and 
they were agreed that the Commission had exceeded its authority 
under the Iaw.6' The majority of the Commission, on the other hand, 
proceeded on the assumption that the issue, as applied to the railroads 

hypothetical oudays." It should be noted that this pronouncement WaJ only a dictum, 
and that even. as a dictum it was merely hypothetical. What the Court did was to con· 
demo the use of multiplier'i it did Dot set up any positive principles of land valuation. 

81 Erceul1lCOnie of SI. LotUs 6- O'PIIlIon Ry. Co., 124 I.C.C..3 (1927). 
82 Commissioner Hall, in an opinion in which Commissioners AitchiJoo., Woodlock, 

and Taylor joined, stated the dissenting view on purely legal grounds: "At the risk of 
appearing to lack vision," he began, "we venture the remiodcr that the function of thit 
commission is not to act as an arbiter in economiCl, but U aD agency of Congress, to 
apply the law of the laod to taru developed of record in matten committed by CoD' 
gress to our jurisdiction. We may, indeed, in our annual repom to that body recom
mend ncc:ded changes in legislation, but we may DOt make those changes ounetYCI. 
This dissent is from the refusal of the majority to apply that Jaw to the 01'alloD" 
(ibid., pp. 59'""60). The substantive reasons for this: conclwion were lummarizcd as fol
lows: ''From first to last, from Smyth v. ArMl ..• decided in 1898. to MeC.4k Y. 

l.a;.n.poIis W.ur Co • •.• decided November .:z, 1906. ·the pretent .. compared 
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as a whole, was a novd one, and that "in important aspects" it had 
"never before been presented to either a commission or a court. .... 
Speaking for the majority, Commissioner Meyer said: "Commissions 
and courts, including the Supreme Court of the United States, have 
had to deal with a multitude of valuation cases, relating for the most 
part to local utilities-water, gas, electric and power properties. From 
a composite of all these cases various principles of valuation, fre
quently standing· in striking contrast to one another, have been 
evolved by interested parties according as their interest lies •••. Our 
problem in the administration of the valuation and recapture provi
sions is national in its scope and in its consequences, and is affected 
by a vast variety of considerations that either do not enter into, or 
are less easily perceived in, problems incident to the regulation of 
local public utilities. Limitations of issues, facts, or viewpoint impair 
many of the precedents which we are asked to follow by routes as 
divergent as the interests of those who make the requests."" Com
missioner Eastman, in a special concurring opinion in which he was 
joined by Commissioner McManamy, went much further. He not 
only denied that the Commission was disregarding established prin-

with the original cost of construction' has been named, continuowly and consistently, in 
various forms of expression, as among the relevant facts to all of which proper COD

sideration must be given. and to each of which 5uch weight is to be given as may be 
just and right in each case. The more recent decisions of the Supreme Court seem to 
require that, u to previowly coDstructed property devoted to public servicc, the en
hanced-cost basis should be given an effectual weight. • . . It follows that, under the 
law of the land. in determining the value of the O'Fallon for any of the purposes 
contemplated by either section Iga or section J5a . .. we ~ust accord weight in the 
legal sense to the gready enhanced costs of material, labor. and supplies during the 
periods of inquiry, here the recapture year., over those prevailing in the pricing 
period. The majority in according no weight to such evidence disregard highly relc· 
vant facti, established by compc:tent testimony and undisputed" (p. 6~). Commissioner 
Aitchison, in a separate expression, explicidy confined his agreement with this dissent 
to legal ground •• He said (p. 64): "In much that is stated by the majority as to the 
e1fcct of the valuation rule contended for by the carriers. I unreservedly concur . .•• 
But this it not the appropriate place to discuss the economic and political results of 
the enforcement of a rule laid down by the Supreme Court. Our present duty is to 
ascertain the rule of law and to enforce iL If we anticipate grave results will follow, 
our responsibility will be fully met if we &uggc'st to the Congress, under our statutory 
powers to recommend new legislation to that body, the enactment of a rule for rate 
making under the commerce clause which will have DO such unfavorable eft"ccu," Com. 
missioIlCtl Woodlock and Taylor also expressed separate dissents on economic: ground. 
(ibid .. pp. 64-66, 66-69). 

··/bid., pp. 26->7. 
"Ibid" P. 21. 
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ciples of law," but he contended that even if the Supreme Court had 
already expressed itself with apparent finality, the Commission was 
not thereby estopped from throwing the weight of its influence 
against the claims of the carriers, when deemed to be fraught with 
grave consequences to the public welfare, in an effort to induce the 
Court to alter its position.o• The fundamental problem was conceived 
as one in public policy, on which conclusions might properly shift 
with the passage of time, changes in conditions, and the growth of 
enlightenment. "Where public policy is the issue, law is not a matter 
of dogmas nor should reasoning be confined to deductions from 
past judicial utterances."" Knowledge and experience are indispen
sable under such circumstances. The Commission is presumed to 
possess such knowledge and experience. It is its function, therefore, 

U "'The court, as I read its decisions, has very wisely avoided a crystallization of the 
Jaw with respect to the limits set by the Constitution to the public regulation of under· 
takings affected with a public interest. There is DO controlling decision under the 
statute which here governs our action, nor any other decision which can f.tirly be reo 
garded as conclusive of the vital issue in this case." Ibid., pp. 49-50. 

68 The Supreme Court had reversed itself in the past in this very field of railroad 
regulation, notably by the establishment of the doctrine of judicial review, after it had 
previously declared rate making to be a matter solely of legislative di5crction. Com .. 
pare M""" v. Illinois, 94 U.S. 1X3 (1876) and Pei/c. v. Chicago IY NortJuvelltrn Ry. 
Co., 94 U.S. 164 (1876), with Stone v. Farmers! Loan & Trull C&., 116 U.S. 307 
(1886) and Chicago, Milwauk"ee b St. Paul Ry. Co. v. Minnuota, 134 U.s. 418 (1890). 
For numerous other illustrations of an unwillingness on the part of the railroads and 
utilities to submit to established doctrines, see Edwin C. Goddard, o/,. cit. (note 56), at 
pp. 575-579. Moreover, the contentions of the railroads in the O'Fallon case involved 
a virtual repudiation of Smyth v • .A.me¥, in that they argued "that 'original cost of 
construction: the first matter enumerated in Smyth v. Ames for consideration in de· 
tennining 'fair value,' should be who1ty ignored." "Should a public body be Ie" 
zealous in defense of the public interest," queried Commissioner Eastman, .. than 
private bodies in defense of private interests?" His own position WaJ clear: '1 cannot 
avoid the conclusion that the commission would be derelict in its duty in thit: case if it 
should confine its attention, so far as the fundamental law is conc:ctned, to past utter .. 
ances of the court in more or less analogous cases and should neglect the illumination 
which it: thrown upon the law by its own intimate knowledge of transportation al&ir. 
and problems." 12.4 I.C.C .• at p. 51. 

01 Ibid., p. 50. His amplification of this view is in accord with II forward.looking 
conception of judicial process: "It is here out duty to ascertain fair value for rate .. 
making purposes. Such £air value is a concept which originated in an dfort of the 
court to set limiu to public regulation which would protect private property against 
confiscation. The constitutional necessity for such limits has its basis. 10 far a, the States 
are concerned, in the "due.process' clause of the fourteenth amendment and, 10 fat aJ 

the Federal Government is concerned. in the similar provisions of the fifth amendment. 
Every candid person who has studied the 'due.process' clause and the many cases where 
it has been successfully or unsuccessfully invoked will concede that it offer, wide scope 
for judicial interpretation. that in the process of interpretation the court is, and of 
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which must not be abdicated, to reach independent conclusions as 
a body of experts occupying with respect to these matters "a daily 
front seat upon the stage," and to impart these conclusions to the 
Court, which "of necessity is only an occasional visitor in the bal
cony:"'" Without considering, at this point, the substantive merits 
of the conflicting principles of "value-determination" involved in 
this proceeding, one cannot escape the conclusion that the majority 
view, as expressed by both Commissioner Meyer and Commissioner 
Eastman, was in accord with the best tradition of independent ad
ministrative tribunals and held out the most fertile promise of sig
nificant achievement. 

On the whole, then, as will appear more fully in subsequent pages, 
the Commission was called upon to steer a very difficult course 
through a network of mandates, restrictions, and suggestions, inter
spersed with spaces left clear for the unhampered exercise of dis
cretion. It is against a background which erubodies all of these 
factors that the Commission's valuation work must be thrown if any
thing approaching a reasonable appraisal of the project is to be had. 

14. TIm ASCERTAINMENT OF TIm UNDERLYING FIGURES 

The Commission's valuation work involves two logically separable 
tasks: the ascertainment of the underlying figures, and the determi-

necessity must be, guided largely by its conception of what is inherently just and con
aistent with a sound public policy. and that such conception is not a constant but a 
variable quantity dependent upon the political and economic views, habits of thought. 
extent of knowledge, and degree of enlightenment prevailing Dot only in the .court 
but in the community generally." 

68 "In determining such questions," said Commissioner Eastman, uknowledge of 
pertinent faC[$ and an. experience which makes it possible to visualize the probable re
sults of a particular public policy arc quite as important as familiarity with the law 
books. It is an instance in which the law is in8uenced if not governed by the facts. 
When, therefore, the question relates to the constitutional limits of the public regu1a~ 
lion of railroads, an intimate knowledge of railroads, of their relations with and their 
importance to the shipping and investing classes and to the public generally, and of 
their past history and future prospects becomes of the highest consequence. Such 
knowledge it is the peculiar duty of this commission to acquire." Ibid., pp. 50-51. In 
its review of the case, however, a majority of the Supreme Court regretted that "proper 
heed was denied the timely admonirloD" of Commissioner Hall "that the function of 
this commission is not to act as an arbiter in economics but as an agency of Congress. n 
"The Commission," said the Court, "disregarded the approved rule and has thereby 
fiailed to discharge the definite duty impoocd by Congress." SI. 1.. & O'Pallon R. Co. v. 
U.S., '79 U.S. 461, 487 (19'9). 
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nation and revision of single-sum values. The underlying figures pro
vide the evidences of value out of which its ultimate findings are 
fashioned. The single-sum values, which constitute these ultimate 
findings, provide the operative basis for regulatory purposes. We 
shall first examine the processes employed by the Commission in the 
ascertainment of the several underlying cost and value figures which 
it was specifically required to report. The most significant of these 
figures include original cost to date, cost of reproduction new, and 
cost of reproduction less depreciation of the structural elements of 
the property, original cost and present value of lands, and such other 
values or elements of value as the Commission may find. These 
underlying figures will be treated in the order named. 

Original Cost 

On its face, the legislative requirement for the ascertainment and 
report of "the original cost to date" appeared to place no extraordi
nary burden upon the Commission and promised much by way of 
relevant data for the ultimate determination of value for rate-making 
purposes. As a matter of fact, however, this requirement came to 
involve the Commission in a welter of difficulties of interpretation 
and detail, and it eventuated, until very recently, in the reporting of 
figures which, however interesting for the economic historian, were 
of practically no utility in connection with the primary valuations. 
During the Congressional hearings and debates preceding the pas
sage of the Valuation Act, much was said concerning the impossi
bility, because of inadequacy of carrier records, of securing complete, 
accurate, and usable data on original cost. The correctness of this 
prediction (in so far as original cost is interpreted exclusively in terms 
of the actual recorded experience of the roads) was quickly borne 
out by the Commission's investigations; and this confirmation led 
to conclusions with respect to the requirement which, if not entirely 
unsound, are at least open to question. 

Original cost to date, said the Commission in its first report. "is a 
fact of prime importance. Every effort is being made to secure this 
infortnation." But, the Commission continued, "the experience of 
the bureau indicates that in most cases it will be impossible to report 
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original cost to date from accounting records alone ..... The withhold
ing of the original books and records in connection with consolida
tions and mergers, and their destruction, inaccuracy, incompleteness, 
or lack of uniformity have been cited as reasons for the unsatisfactory 
character of the original cost figures. Where carrier records were 
missing or deficient, search for the best evidence of cost was made in 
the available records of contractors, syndicates and reorganization 
committees, commissions and courts, and in authentic public~tions 
dealing with the early history of the properties.'o But large gaps still 
remained in the information needed for complete findings of origi
nal cost. When thus confronted with the alternative of reporting 
only such cost figures as the records actually and accurately disclosed, 
or of reporting "original cost to date" on the basis of estimates as well 
as facts, the Commission chose the former and more conservative 
course. It undertook to report only such figures as could be "exactly" 
determined. Its position was made clear in the following pronounce
ment: "& the act is interpreted by the Commission original cost is a 
fact, to be determined from the best evidence available in each case. 
The cost of reproduction new is of necessity an estimate, for the 
property never will be reproduced in fact and the exact expense of re
producing it cannot, therefore, be known. Depreciation is neces
sarily an estimate, for there is no way in which the exact amount of 
deterioration can be known. But these properties have been actually 
produced in the past and their production has cost a given amount of 
money. Original cost can, where the records suffice therefor, be exactly 
known, and it is in that sense that these words are understood by 
the Commission:on Accordingly, where, as in the vast majority of 
the properties, original cost as a fact could not be determined "within 

8e Texas Midland R. R.,15 I.C.e. 1,8 (tS)18). See, also, ibid., pp. to-II; San Pedro, 
Los Ange/e, & Sfll,LAk. R. R. Co., 75 I.C.C. 463, 466-467 ('923); Allanto, Birming
ham & Allantic R. R. C •• , ?51.C.C. 645, 64!)-650 ('923); Florida EllS' C .... Ry. C •• , 
84 I.C.e. 25. 34. 86 (19:14); DJtlll/are 6- Hudson Co" n6 I.C.e. 6u, 615 (1926). 

,. Tw" Midland R. R.,?5 I.C.C •• ('9.8), at pp. 1)-'0, 177. 
111bid •• p. 116. Compare also the following from the testimony of Commissioner 

Prouty when he WaJ Director of Valuation: liThe Bureau of Valuation •.. attach 
more importance to original cost when original cost can be known than we do to any 
other thiog that can be known in this valuation. But . . . we want to know that it 
is original cost. Now original cost is a fact; it is Dot a guess."' Hearings~ T~%as Midland 
case, Dcc:cmber, J9J1. p. J42. 
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reasonable limits of accuracy, from evidence which carries with it a 
fair degree of certitude,"'2 the Commission merely reported its in
ability to find such cost!' 

The Commission's decision to limit its reports on original cost to 
exactly determinable facts, and thus virtually to destroy the signifi
cance of the resulting figures in the determination of final single
sum values, was not reached without protest from its own member
ship. The most illuminating expressions of this adverse sentiment, 
which appears to constitute a sound critique of the Commission's 
procedure, are to be found in connection with the Petition of the 
National Conference on Valuation of American Railroads!' The 
petition requested, inter alia, that all pending proceedings be recom
mitted to the Bureau of Valuation with directions to ascertain and 
report "original cost to date of each piece of property owned or used 
by a common carrier for common-carrier purposes:"6 The Commis
sion declined to alter its conclusions as previously announced, but a 

12 TexlII Midland R. R., supra, p. 177. 
18 The Commission's practice was thw described in the first of its valuation rcpom: 

"Original cost to date will be reported as fully as it can be ascertained from the ben 
evidence which is practically available in each particular case, and which teems to u. 
to carry weight as establishing the fact caUed for by Congress. If it is Dot possible to 
show original cost to date for all of the carrier property, but it can be ascertained fot 
a portion of the property, that fact will be reported. In the event that it is impossible 
to identify the cost of any portion of the property, the total amount on the books of 
the carner properly assigned to the road and equipment ac:count will be .bown, with 
an explanation that the authenticity of the amoUDt can not be verified. Whenever the 
original cost of the greater portion of the property can be ascertained. and as to minor 
parts can Dot be ascertained from records. we shall within comparatively narrow limiu 
estimate the original cost of such minor portions so as to show original cost of the 
whole property as closely as may be, and the maximum limit, stating fully the method 
pursued. . . . Our findings as to original cost will be supplemented by a full state~ 
ment of the financial history of the road, including the issuance of sccuriticJ. These 
facts, it is believed, will show the maximum amount of money which could have been 
put into the property, and there will thw be a reasonable and substantial compliance 
with the acto" Ibid., pp. 8, g. See, also. Ktmsas City SOIdMm Ry. Co., 75 I.C.C. 223, 
'5'""""5' ('9'9); San P.dro, Lol Ang.l" 6- Sal, Lok. R. R. Co., 15 I.C.C. 463, 466-
461 ('923); A,lan'a, Birmingham 6- Atla.tie R. R. Co" 1SI.C.C. 645. 64~50 ('923); 
Florida Eatl COati Ry. Co., 84 I.C.C. 25. 34 ('924); N.III York, Philaddphia 6- Nor· 
folk R. R. Co., 91I.C.C. 213. 214""""11 ('925); LowinhUTg 6- South .... R. R. Co., .08 
I.C.C. 358. 359 ('926); Ca". Chari" R. R. Co" "4 I.C.C. 274. 215 ('926); Dd .. 
IVlII'e 6' Hudson Co., n6 I.C.C. 61[, 615-616 (1926); Chicago & North WelU'm Ry. 
Co., '311.C.C. '. '4 ('928'); Pilllburgh, C. C. 6- St. L. Ry. CD., 24 V.I. Rep. '. '1-2' 
('92 9) • 

.. 84 I.C.C. 9 ('923). 
"Ibid .• p. 10. 
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number of the commissioners insisted that the ascertainment of origi
nal cost was both necessary and feasible. Where recorded data were 
deficient, resort to estimate was the obvious expedient. Commissioner 
Potter, concurring with modifications, argued that the Commission's 
final valuations were invalid to the extent that they failed to include 
findings of original cost, and that there were no insurmountable 
obstacles to the making of such findings. "There is, in my judgment," 
he said, "no serious difficulty in making the findings which peti
tioner suggests. The majority assumes that there is difficulty and 
takes far too seriously the burden of finding original cost. Like most 
impossible tasks, it can be done. We are not directed to report book 
entries. We are to investigate and report a conclusion, and we are not 
relieved from that task if some one has made it more difficult by 
destroying records. We arrive at our conclusion the same way we 
arrive at other conclusions-by using the best competent evidence 
that is available. Where cost is the question aQd records are not 
available, evidence as to what the cost should have been is always 
competent. An estimate may, in fact, be much more reliable than a 
book entry of actual payment.''''· Similarly, Commissioner Me
Manamy, dissenting in part, not only declared that a finding of 
original cost, on the basis of the best evidence available in each par
ticular case, was specifically required by the statute, but that "such 
a finding can be made without resorting to estimates to an extent that 
will materially impair its value."" And Commissioner Eastman, like
wise dissenting in part, argued further that not only may the statutory 
mandate be construed as requiring findings of r~asonabl(! costs at 
the time the properties were produced rather than actual costs to the 
carriers, but that, whatever the meaning of "original cost to date," 
the ascertainment of what the properties should have cost is essential 

"rbid., p. '4. 
Tf lbiJ.~ p. 22. Note, also, the following from the dissenting opinion of Commis

sioner Campbell in Florid. Eru. Coad Ry. Co., 84 I.C.C. 25 ('924), at p. 50: "The 
law specifically requirct the commission to ascertain and report in detail the original 
cost to date of each piece of property owned or used (or common-carner purposes. 
The majority have found the original cost of the Florida East Coast Railway only with 
respect to the Key West cx.tcnsion. Had the law been complied with and the original 
cost of the property as a whole been ascertained, the figure at which the final value 
has been placed might have been different. For this reason I withhold my assent to 
the findings of the majority." 
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to the determination of final value and hence should not be excluded 
from the Commission's findings:· His emphasis, it will be noted, 
was not merely upon the need of executing the legislative require
ment, but upon the necessity, regardless of the stipulation of the 
statute, of ascertaining figures that might approximate prudent in
vestment:· Nor was he beset by doubts as to the possibility of se
curing the required information with substantial accuracy. "So far 
as the reasonable cost of the railroad properties is concerned, such 
records as are available will be a great help, and so far as they are 
lacking or misleading the deficiencies can be supplied by estimates. 
It is, perhaps, somewhat more difficult to estimate cost of production 
at the time the property was produced than to estimate cost of re
production as of any given date, but essentially the two processes are 

78 Petition 01 National Conference on VtJutzlion, 84 I.e.c. 9 (1923), at pp. 20-21. 
19 Primarily. Commissioner Eastman's view was a Decessary corollary of his con· 

clwion .. that value for rate-making purposes should be based on the amount invested 
honesdyand with a reasonable degree of providence in the property." From this, the 
rest logically followed: '''To determine such investment it is necessary to know, aJ 

nearly as may be, what the property should have cost. From my point of view, there
fore, it makes litdc difference what the meaning of the words 'original COlt to date' may 
be. The fact which petitioners want reported is necessary to the determination of 10-

called 'final value'; we have full authority to ascertain all necessary &Cu, and we should 
exercise that authority." Ibid., p. 21. But he was so fuUy convinced that such data 
would throw light upon the evolution of the regulatory process that he urged their 
ascertainment and report even if his views as to what should constitute value for rate .. 
making purposes should prove to be incorrect •• '. know of nothing more important in 
this connection," he said, .. than that the people of the country should have full informa· 
tion indicating: 1. What the railroad properties should reasonably have cost. 2. The 
extent to which their construction was aided by public or private gifts, gtanu. and 
donations. 3. The extent to which funds for their construction have been provided by 
surplw earnings after the payment of liberal profits to investors. The people should 
have this information so that they may fairly appraise the pelmtcDt claim that railroad 
OWDct. have been oppressed; 10 that they may fairly weigh the meaning and possible 
consequences of any theory of valuation which may finally be adopted by the courts; 
and 10 that they may fairly and intelligently determine their future policy with respect 
to railroads in the Hght of experience in the past." Ibid. In thw urging the ascertain .. 
ment and report of what the properties should reasonably have COlt, Commissioner 
Eastman was not only protesting against the Commission's wuailtatemeDt of inability 
to find original cost. but against having the findings restricted to actual COlt, regard .. 
less of the circumstances surrounding the capital expenditures, when the recorded evi· 
dence was sufficient for such findings. On this point the Commission', view had been 
expressed as follows in Texas Midland R. R., 75 J.C.C. I (1918), ar pp. 176-177: 
"Investigation mows that original cost is frequendy. indeed almost invariably, more or 
less than a fair average cost. Many causes conrributc to this result. Poor judgment may 
have been wed in the planning and executing of the project; accidents may have in .. 
terVened; an unusually wet ICIJOn may very much increase the cost of certain COD" 

ItJ'UCtion work; there may have been auavagauce or even dishoDCsty; and all thil 
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the same. Surely the public can not fairly be penalized because the 
railroads have f.Uled to keep proper records."" 

It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that Commissioner Eastman 
and his minority colleagues were on essentially sounder ground in 
this matter than the majority of the Commission. Original cost, inter
preted either as actual cost to the carriers or as what the properties 
should reasonably have cost, was not only called for by the statute, 
but is clearly necessary to the proper determination of final single
sum values. No mere formality was involved; without data as to 
original cost one of the most significant of the "relevant facts" would 
be lacking. Yet the Commission disposed of the matter by an inter
pretation of its statutory duty which rested largely on grounds of 
expediency. It shrank from going beyond the actual records, despite 
the yawning gap in the underlying figures which resulted from this 
procedure. The difficulty of the task and the fear of an unreliable 
outcome appear to have been primarily responsib\e for this refusal to 
supplement the results derived from the records by resort to estimate; 
but in view of the fact that its major task-the cost of reproduction 
appraisal-was entirely a question of hypothesis and estimate, it 
would seem that the Commission was altogether over-timid in this 
aspect of the valuation project. Indeed, it is hard to rationalize its 
position, or to reconcile it with its usual attitude on such issues. There 
was, in this disposal of the problem, little kinship to the Commission's 
usual will to transcend technical interpretations of its powers and 
duties, and to look upon its program of activities as an opportunity 
rather than as a task. Its general approach, in valuation matters as 
well as in connection with its other functions, is that of a powerful 
administrative tribunal, ready and able to substitute realities for 
superficial facts and to promulgate expert judgments on controver
sial issues. In this case the question of principle was largely ignored.·' 

would increase the expense above normal. Upon the other hand, all conditions may 
have been extremely favorable. and in consequence the work may have cost less than 
1I..fair average. The Commission in its report does Dot inquire what the work ought to 
have cost." But, for .apparent departurea from this policy, see San Pedro, Los Angeles b 
Sal, LAk. R. R. Co •• 15 I.C.C. 463 (19'3). at pp. 468-473; and N,w York. Philad,l· 
ph;' 6- Norfolk R. R. Co •• 91 I.C.C. '13 (19'5). at p. '15. 

80 Pelitio,. of NtII;onal Co"ference on VtJuat;OfJ. 84 I.C.C. 9 (1923), at p. 21. 
81 Compare H. B. Vandcrblue, Railroad VsluaNon by the ImersllUe Commerce 

Commillioa (1920), pp. ,2--83. 
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The attempt to pursue the task of ascertaining final values without 
the aid of original costs or of figures reasonably representative of 
prudent investment, chiefly because of a narrow interpretation of the 
statutory mandate and despite the obvious Congressional intent that 
the Commission bring all relevant considerations to bear upon its 
ultimate findings, appears to have been ill-conceived; nor should the 
"unreliability" of estimates of original cost have received controlling 
emphasis from a body familiar with the vagaries of the cost of re
production method.so 

Because of its inability to ascertain original cost to date, the Com
mission has reconstructed the accounts of the carriers and has re-

82 The above strictures are applicable to the Commission', specific treatment of the 
"original cost to date" item. AJ a mauer of fact, as will appear subsequently, the Com
mission's cost of reproduction appraisal at 1914 prices was utilized, in the determina
tion of final values, as an approximation of the original cost of the properties then in 
existence. It should be noted, furthermore, that the Commission', position with re
spect to estimates of original cost has recently undergone a material change. In Excell 
Income of Richmo"d~ F. 17 P. R. Co •• 170 I.C.C. 4$1 (X931), original cost figures, 
based partly on records and partly on estimates, were submitted by the Bureau of 
Valuation, and the carrier's protest against the use of these estimale$ wat expressly 
overruled: "For the purpose of comparing the original with the prescnt COlt of con· 
struction, as required by Smyth v. Am~/, ••• we find that reasonable estimates of 
original cost may be considered when no such comparison could otherwise be made. 
The exception to the use of estimates in the determination of original cost is over .. 
ruled" (p. 465), The carrier directed attention to the Commission', finding in Ric" .. 
mond, F. & P. R. Co., 31 Val. Rep. 221 (1930), that the original cost of the property, 
as of primary valuation date, "was unknown and could Dot be ascertained owing to the 
absence of the necessary accounting records"; and also to the long-established view, 
of the Commission, as expressed in T~%IIS Mid/and R. R., 15 I.C.C. I (1918) and in 
Petition of National Confer~nc~ on ValU4Iion, 84 I.C.C. 9 (1923). But the Commission 
found ample grounds for its new procedure: '1t is true that we stated in the TexlU 
Midland casc, that the original cost called for by section J9a is a fact and not a matter 
of estimate like cost of reproduction. But we also stilted that where the original COlt 

of the greater portion of the property could be ascertained but as to minor portiom 
could not be ascertained from the records, we would within comparatively narrow 
limits estimate the cost of the minor portions 10 as to mow original cost of the whole 
property as closely as may be. If authority is present for cstUnates within narrow 
limits there is no reason for supposing that it does not likewise extend to the making 
of estimates covering a wider range of property," In the case of the respondent, esti
mates covered more than SO per cent of the property other than land, but "the extent 
of the necessity for recourse to estimates is a coDstandy narrowing one due to the COD~ 
tinuing inaease of the proportion of property the actual cost of which is known." For 
the railroads of the country as a whole, "nearly 4S per cent, in terms of cost of repro~ 
duction at • • • [primary valuation dates] has now been retired and replaced with 
new units installed mosdy at a higher price level. For all of thit: incrc:asing proportion 
of new property there are ••• complete records of COIL" The amount to be estimated, 
for the railroads in the aggregate. "is now aboul: 35 per cent of the whole." Further .. 
more: "The estimated portion will ,....Iy deaease to a limi. fixed by grading. til_I., 
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ported the maximum amount of money that could have been in
vested in the properties, together with a statement of the sources from 
which this money was derived." This restated investment has been 
reported in the absence of any statutory requirement therefor, and 
despite carrier protests." It is designed to provide additional evidence 
of value, but it is admittedly not the exact equivalent of original 
cost to date. In the first place, it was not always possible to make 

and other relatively unchanging struca.ues. which at the present time represent DOt 
much over 10 per cent of the total original cost except land, of the carriers as a whole. 
With the constant reconstruction and replacement of old property and additions of 
new property, this proportion will continually dcc:rease until a time when the record 
of actual cost of property in service will be but little short of completeness and any 
possible margin of error arising out of the prC5C!1CC in part of estimates will be negli
gible. Moreover, the property to be covered by estimates is old and has depreciated to 
a considerably further extent since the original inventory whereby any amount repre
senting the original cost of the unexpired service units of the existing property or, in 
other words, the cost less depreciation, rcfIcctJ a atill smaller proportion of estimates." 
E=u lnco"", of RkAmond, F. & P. R. Co., 170 I.C.C. 45' ('93')' at pp. 464-465. 
It should be noted, howevCl, that the Commission has continued to maintain its origi
nal po&iUon in the primary valuations. See, for example, Southt!NJ Ry. Co., 37 Val. 
Rep. I, 6 (193'), 

·'In Tn", Midland R. R., 7S I.C.C. 1 (19.8), the Commission described as follow. 
the character of "thiJ kind of original cost" (pp. 179"180): "It is possible to approach 
this problem from a different angle. Instead of inquiring what particular pieces of 
property cost, the Commission may state what has been the total investment in the 
property now in being. The Commission's accountants have usually approached the 
problem from this angle in case of older properties, with more satisfactory results. ID. 
showing this kind of original cost the accountant endeavors to determine the source 
from which the money is derived. It rnay have been paid in for the issue of securities 
or upon some other consideration; it may have come from the earnings of the property 
by appropriating income which might otherwise have been divided as dividends; addi .. 
tions and betterments have often been paid for out of revenues. Whenever the records 
of the carriers clearly show that a given amount has actually gone into the purchase 
of property and the source from which this was derived, our report indicates both the 
amount and the source." -

"In San Pedro, Los Angel" & Sal, Lake R. R. Co., 75 I.C.C. 463 (1923), the Com· 
mission disposed as follows of the carrier's protest against the restatement of its in .. 
vestment account (p. 46,): "While the act does not specifically require us to ascertain 
and report the carrier', investment in road and equipment, we ascertain and report it. 
becaUIC in many eaSCI we find it impossible to determine the original cost to date from 
the record" and because, when properly stated, it constitutes evidence of value to 
which consideration mwt be given. It is not to be inferred that we regard it as fully 
equivalent to an ascertainment of original cost to date." But note the following from 
the dissenting opinion of Commissioner Daniels (at p. 522): "It is .. • remarkable 
that when the report omits certain things called for in explicit terms by section 19a of 
the interstate commerce act, it devotes such ample discussion to asc:ertaining, reporting, 
and restating the investment figures. The word investment is nowhere found in 
section 19a. The oft~uoted rule in SmytA v. A.m~l. with its encyclopaedic enumcra~ 
lion of items properly to be considered, f.ills to mention investment." 
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proper deductions for retirements, and hence the investment figures 
sometimes represent more than the units of the property actually 
remaining in place. In the words of the Commission: "Generally it is 
possible to know with reasonable accuracy the total amount which 
has been invested in the development of the enterprise. This, how
ever, may have been expended for property which is not now in exist
ence and does not, therefore, represent the original cost of the prop
erty in being. To obtain this result proper deduction must be made 
on account of retirements. Whenever the fact of the retirement can 
be located from the records of the carrier and the cost can be deter
mined it is deducted, but in many cases this can not be done. It will 
be seen, therefore, that this figure will represent before retirements 
have been written out the total investment in the enterprise; that is, 
the amount of money which has gone in and no part of which has 
been taken out as money. When the proper retirements have been 
made, the result is the original cost of the property in existence, as
suming those retirements to have been all identified and the original 
cost properly determined. It is believed that this figure is of great 
value, but it must not be understood that it precisely represents origi
nal cost, for it does not.,,·5 Secondly, the accounting records were 
frequently so confused that difficulty was encountered in determining 
whether expenditures which a carrier had charged to operating ex
pense, income, and other accounts should properly be included in the 
findings of maximum investment. This difficulty was typically illus
trated by the investigation covering the Texas Midland Railroad, 
where the accounts were reconstructed on the basis of an examina
tion of every voucher which had been issued by the carrier for the 
payment of money from the beginning of its operation. The account
ing improprieties were so numerous as to render precise determina
tions impossible.88 In subsequent proceedings similar situations were 

., TerfU Midland R. R..1S I.C.C. • ('918), at p. 180. 
"Ibid., p. 10. ''For instance," laid the Commission, "on vouchers which had been 

indorsed 'construction' the word 'construction' had been croued out and the worm 
'operating expemcs' mbstituted, and the amount charged to operating ex_ Other 
vouchers marked 'construction' were charged directly to operating cxpeD5Cf. In "ill 
other instances apparent property costs were charged into the rcterVc account. Voucher. 
for materials entering into bridges were found, but nothing to indicale the bridge into 
which the marerial was placed. With rcferencc to road and equipment account an 
amount aggregating $185.000 was found iD operating expenses; an amount aggregating 
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met, although it was not practicable to examine all of the vouchers 
in minute detail.·1 Finally, certain of the Commission's accounting 
rules took no cognizance of additional investment resulting from the 
replacement of units of property by more expensive units of the same 
kind. The diffi:rence, under such circumstances, was deemed to have 
been charged to the costs of operation. This procedure was followed 
with regard to original cost, in so far as ascertained, as well as in the 
reports of maximum investment." "If the purpose is to show what 
the existing article has cost the stockholders of the company," said 
the Commission, "then the method observed is correct, since the 
difference between the price originally paid and the present price has 
been charged to operating expenses."·· This reasoning is not alto-

$450,000 in income account; an amount aggregating $27,000 in suspense account; an 
amount of approximately $500 in miscellaneous income account; and a credit of 
approximately $100 in miscellaneous revenues accounL Instances of this character 
could be multiplied, but the above ouJIiciendy show why it is impessible to determine 
precisely the amount of money which has been spent in the prbc.luction of the carrier', 
property, and which is a proper charge to road and equipment. II 

aT Elgin, 10lid & Eastern Ry. Co., 84 I.C.C. 587.592.594 ('924). The burden of 
proof in these matters was throWD upon the carriers, but because of deficiencies in 
accounting records, no means wu available for assuring accurate results. See, also. New 
York, Philadelphia & NorfoikR. R. Co., 97 i.C.C. 273. 278-280 ('925); Cap. Chorl .. 
R. R. Co .• 114 I.C.C. 214. 275 (1926); Chicago, Burlington IY Quincy R. R. Co., 134 
I.C.C. I, 19-2.0 (192.7)j Minneapolu, SI. Paul Iff Saull SU. Marie Ry. Co., 143 I.C.C. 
547. 556-s57 ('928); Pi/Uburgb, C. C. & St. L. Ry. Co., 24 Val. Rep. " 4-'7 ('929); 
North.,.,. P. Ry. Co., 25 Val. Rep. 397, 408 ('929); Den • .,. & R. G. R. Co., 26 Val. 
Rep. 733, 737-739 (1929); Ho<~ing Vall,y R. Co" 29 Val. Rep. 321. 324-325 ('929); 
Drtiutn & Iron Rang. R. Co" 3' Val. Rep. '59, ,65 ('930). 

88 The nature of the practice has been concretely de5cribcd as follows: ''It should 
be noted that the original cost to date reported by the Commission is not always the 
actual COlt of the unit now in existence. The accounting rules of the Commission with 
respect to certain primary accounts in case of replacement take no account of diJfer .. 
eneel in cost between the thing when replaced and the thing which is replaced. Con .. 
sider the tie u an illustration. Let it be assumed that the tie now in place is exactly 
aimilar in every respect to the tie which was originally installed :2.5 years ago. That tic 
cost 50 tentsj the present tie cost II; nevertheless, the original cost of the present tie 
as carried upon the books of the carrier and in iu investment account is 50 cents. 
which is reported as the original COSL The cost of placing the tie is carried in Account 
12, trackIaying and surfacing, which is entirely a labor account. Evidently if the cost 
of labor has inc:rcased the expense of placing the prescot tie exceeds the expense of 
placing the original tie. but this difference in expense is not reflected in Account 12, 

and it does not therefore appear in our report of original cost. Other of the primary 
accounts arc affected in the same way to a greater or less extent." Tez4I Midland R. R., 
75 I.C.C. , ('9,8), at pp. '78-'79. 

88 Ibid., p. 179. l'The question thus resolves itsclf," commented one critic, "into 
the question of whether we arc now interested. in what the existing plant cost, or what 
the original plant cost five, ten, fifty years ago. Which constitutes original cost to date. 
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gether convincing. It appears to assume the validity of the operating 
accounts, although the property accounts are deemed unreliable. 
There is scarcely adequate ground for this differentiation. Further
more, the unsupported assumption underlies this practice that past 
earnings had in fact sufficiently reimbursed stockholders for this 
added expense, or at least that conscious efforts had been made so to 
adjust rates of charge that such reimbursement might be effected. 
Under all these circumstances, the restated investment does not con
stitute an accurate reflection of the original cost of the properties, or 
of the actual or reasonable sacrifice of the investors.90 The records 
alone proved equally inadequate for both purposes. 

It appears, then, that although the Valuation Act expressly re
quired the ascertainment and report of original cost to date of carrier 
property, the Commission reported that figure only in part, and sup-

which constitutes investment?" H. B. Vaoderblue, R4iJroaJ Valuation by lhe Inten/tlie 
Commn't:e CommiIlion (19:10), pp. 75-?6 el leq. Without qualification, this state· 
ment of the distinction is somewhat misleading. For mere replacements. the Co~ 
sioo's method would give costs as of time of origin of the units; but additions and 
betterments, however recent, would also appear. The issue is as between two different 
methods of costing the existing plant. Where the replacements differ substmtially 
from the original units, the original items are retired and the new ones are charged at 
cost. Compare the following from Ezeess Income of RidlmonJ. P. 6' P. R. Co., .,0 
I.C.C. 451 (1931), at p. 484: uIn accounting for the replacement of ties, rails, ballast, 
and other track materials, the investment account is charged with the excess cost, if 
any, of the heavier or improved types of material over the cost to replace in kind the 
material removed, the cost of replacing in kind the material removed, less alvage, being 
charged to operating expenses. In accounting for the retirement of practically all other 
property the original cost of the property removed, less the value of salvage. if 
charged to operating expenses and the investment account if adjUltCd to reftect the 
cost of the new property." 

to That little. if any. weight was given to the degree of providence with which 
properties were constructed or investments made is evidenced by the treatment ac
corded to acquisitions from other companies and to unib of the planr no longer in 
existence. The investment reports of carrien which had acquired property by purchase 
from predecessor companies were limited to the amounts actually expended in these 
purchase transactions. The amounts carried in the investment accounts of their prede
cessors were held to be of significance only in connection with efforts to ascertain the 
original cost of the properties, and to have no place in the investment stafCment of the 
ca.crien being valued. This policy was cacricd out without regard to the amount of the 
predecessors' investment accounts as compared with the costs of acquisition to the 
prc:sont carriers. Bangor 6< Aroostook R. R. Co •• 97 I.C.C. 'S3. 'S7 ('92S); Ceorgill 
South.,.,. 6< FloriJa Ry. Co .•• 06 I.C.C. 'SS. 'S6-'SB ('92S); Mobile 6< Ohio R. R. 
Co •• '43 I.C.C. 459. 462 (192B); and ... Wi.llon·SaIe", SouthbounJ Ry. Co .• " 
I.e.e. 187. 189-190 (1918). For the application of a like procedure to carrier con .. 
solidations, sec PilUh"'gh. C. C. & St. L Ry. Co .• 24 Val. Rep. I, H (1929). and 
N~", Yor.t Cmlrai R. Co .• 27 Val. Rep. 1,6,14-75 (1929). The cacrien" investment 
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plemented this finding with other data and figures designed to serve 
somewhat similar purposes. Authentic records of original cost proved 
not to be available, and the Commission declined, for the most part, 
to resort to estimates: it sought to find original cost as an exacdy 
ascertainable tact, rather than as a conclusion as to what the properties 
should have cost. But the orders and appendices at the end of the 
valuation reports regularly contain, besides such statements as "the 
original cost to date of the existing property of the carrier is not 
obtainable from the records," a finding of the maximum investment, 
a restatement of the investment accounts, and a summary of the 
financial history of the carrier. None of these dements is of very 
direct moment; combined, they stand as a mass of interesting ma
terial, serving as a check upon other dements of value, though pos
sessing scant intrinsic probative force. No provision was made in 
the Act for the presentation of figures representative of original cost 
less depreciation, and no such reports have generally been included 
in the Commission's findings.G1 It is clear that even with respect to 

aa:ounts were carefully checked to eliminate amounts representing property which had 
been abandoned or which for other reasons was no longer in existence. While no 
criticism of the carriers' original construc.tion plans was implied by the practice, no 
account was taken of the causes of the abandonment, and deduction therefor was made 
&om the investment figure. In San Pedro, Los A.ngeles 6- Salt Lake R. R. Co., 75 I.C.C. 
463 (1923), the Commission deducted the sum of $2,160,331.71 from the carrier's 
investment account because of the abao.donment of roadbed resulting from "a flood of 
unusual volume and violence." In supporting its procedure, the Commission virtually 
acknowledged the substantive merit of the carrier's claim (p~ 473): "There is no 
ground foe criticism of the carrier because it originally located the line in such manner 
that 800ds later destroyed it. At least the usual care and prudence appear to have been 
exercised in determining where it should be built in the first instance. It is probable 
that any other carrier would have constructed its roadbed at about the elevation 
the carrier selected.. The disaster that came later was unforeseen and probably im .. 
possible to foresee when the matter of location was first being considered. There can 
be no doubt that substantially $2,160.331.71 was expended for property that was for 
a period of almost five years devoted by the carrier to the service of the public. But 
the fact remains that 6uch property was not in existence on the date of valuation. If 
the cost of the lost property were, under IUch circumstances, to remain in the invest .. 
ment account. that account would not reBect accurately investment charges attributable 
to the property devoted. to the public service." Commissioner Eastman, on the other 
hand. in a dissenting opinion, deemed the abandonment of the property to have been 
made under such circumstan.ccs as to jwtifY the inclusion of the expenditures therefor 
in the "reasonable investment" (p. 566). See, also. KtmStlI City Southern Ry. Co., 15 
I.C.C. 223. 230, 242-244 (1919). 

til But in Exuls Income ·01 Rjehmond, F. Ct P. R. Co .• 170 I.C.C. 451 (1931), the 
Commission not only resorted to estimates for the ascertainment of original cost, but 
made a finding of original cost less depreciation. The nature of the issue and its dis .. 
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such figures as the Commission decided to report it was torn between 
an apparent urge to ascertain the actual cost of the units in place and 
a desire to measure the effective sacrifice incurred by investors. Mani
festly, neither aim was adequately realized. 

Cost of Reproduction 

The cost of" reproduction appraisal has constituted the Commis
sion's major and most significant task in the ascertainment of the 
underlying figures. The act required specific findings of the cost of 
reproduction new and the cost of reproduction less depreciation of 
each piece of property owned or used by each carrier for carrier pur-

position may best be stated in the words of the Commission (pp. 468-469): "The above 
estimate of original cost represents the approximate COSt of the property when new. 
Estimates were also presented by the bureau of the cost diminished by the depreciation 
in the property since its installation or placing in service. The respondent objccts that 
there is no justification for depreciating original cost because it measures the invest. 
ment in the property. which can not possibly become less because of depreciation. and 
the question before us is whether a statement of original cost less depreciation should 
likewise be set forth as one of the evidential factors for consideration in the determina .. 
tion of value, or, on the other hand, whether it shouJd be entirely suppressed and reo' 
moved from consideration. • • • An article when new contains a certain number of 
units of service and as those units are exhausted the article depreciates. In order to 
make any figure, whether of original cost or cost of reproduction, representative of 
the condition of the property at the time of the inquiry it would seem on principle to 
be necessary to make due allowance for the expired units of service life. • • • The 
respondent argues, however. that in Smyth v. Ames ••• the court in stating a basis 
for calculation as to the reasonableness of rates mentioned 'the original cost of con~ 
struction' and "the present as compared with the original cost of consuuctioo,' but said 
nothing about depreciation. This is undoubtedly true, but if the same line of reaJOn~ 
ing were valid it would not be permissible to depreciate cost of reproduction new and 
the result would be to invalidate any statement of cost of reproduction less deprecia~ 
tion, which is one of the elements of value called for by section J9a and generally 
recognized in jUdicial decisions. It is next said that original cost less depreciation should 
not be reported because it is Dot required to be found by ICCtion 19a. This contention 
would be valid if the intention of Congress had been to resuier: us in our valuation 
work to the ascertainment and reporting of only those evidential &as or demcDts of 
value called for in express terms by the Slawte. But the opposite is plainly tNe, the 
wording of the law itsel~ as well as its legislative history. making it completely evi~ 
dent that Congress intended to authorize us in the cowse of our investigations to 
assemble all facts with relevancy on the question of value:' On this basis. and after 
a brief survey of judicial decisions bearing on the issue, the Commission concluded 
(p. 470): "The respondent's contention that there is DO justification for deducting 
from original cost the depreciation round to exist in the property must be overruled:· 
If the practice adopted in this recent proceeding had been generally followed in the 
primary valuations, the original cost data might luve constitured a much more in8u~ 
entiat &etar in the determination of single--swn values as of primary valuation dares. 
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poses." Ostensibly, the execution of this mandate involved an im
mense amount of detailed work, by way of inventory and pricing, 
but left little room for the exercise of judgment or discretion; in fact, 
numerous far-reaching decisions on matters of policy were inevitable. 
The determination of reproduction cost, "at best an estimate,"98 is 
no mere objective fact-finding task. At every turn assumption and 
opinion play controlling rales. An analysis of the Commission's hy
potheses, and of its conclusions on controversial issues, will disclose 
the charaeter of its functioning processes. 

Reproduction cost, in valuation terminology, has come to mean the 
cost of duplicating the existing plant at the current level of prices, 
under either present or original conditions. Since the purpose of the 
reproduction theory is to determine the capital costs which would be 
incurred by a like plant built on valuation date, rather than merely to 
compensate or penalize common stockholders for possible changes in 
the value of the monetary unit resulting from the ups and downs of 
the price level, the hypothesis of reproduction under present rather 
than original conditions is unquestionably involved." This hypothesis 

92 A detailed inventory of each piece of carrier property was required by the statute. 
As. a "practical .. construction of this requirement, the Commission interpreted the 
phrase "each piece of property" as defining units "which are current in the purchase 
and sale of the property under consideration or are commonly used in construction 
contracts and settlements:' Since tics, for example, are bought and sold by the piece, 
the single tie was taken as the unit; in the case of rails, on the other hand, which arc 
bought and IOld by the gross ton, the gross toD was used as the unit. With regard to 
equipment. the single car or engine was taken as the unit, but these units were 
grouped when of the same series. Bridges of over u-foot span were reported separately. 
while those under that were grouped. Separate reports were generally made of the 
superstructure and substructure of individual bridges. Buildings of considerable cost 
were reported individually, with specification of the cost of the major parts of the 
structure. The act further required that, as f.u as practicable, the physical property be 
classified in conformity with the classification of expenditures for road and equipment 
prcsai.bed by the Commission. Hence, on the basis of the units as previously deter .. 
mined, the property was grouped in accordance with the Commission"s 62 primary 
investment accounts. Teras Midltmd R. R., 75 I.c.c. I, 113-114 (1918). 

"Ibid., p. ,6. 
M Strictly speaking, of COWie. such validity as the cost of reproduction theory may 

possess. largely in terms of competitive reasoning, involves a duplication, under preseot 
conditions and at cwrent prices, of the sertlke furnished by the existing plant rather 
than of the plant itsc1£ In other words, the cost of producing a new plant capable of 
rendering a substantially identical service, rather than of reproducing the substantially 
identical plant, would measure "'value." Since, however, the determination of the 
cost of replacing the service, without the anchorage of an existing and operating 
plant. would involve a highly lpccu1ativc if not entirely impracticable procedwe, the 
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was adopted by the Commission at the very outset, and, in the main, 
it has been acted upon consistendy in all subsequent proceedings.·· 
The road under valuation was deemed to have been obliterated, but 
all other conditions were assumed to remain the same as on valuation 
date. Topographical conditions prevailing at the time of the original 
construction of the property were entirely disregarded.·· The char
acter of the right of way, for example, was determined by the char
acter of the land adjoining it at the time of valuation. If tillage land 
was to be found on either side of the right of way, the right of way 
was "treated as similarly devoid of trees and brush"; if, on the other 
hand, a forest adjoined, it was assumed that there was a correspond
ing growth upon the right of way. These assumptions were made 

proponents of the reproduction cost theory urge the acceptance of the cost of repro~ 
dueing the existing plant as the nearest feasible approach to the COlt of replacing the 
1UVice. Because cost of replacement is virtually impossible of ascertainment without 
unlimired play of imagination and conjecture, reproduction cost is advanced as a not 
too dissimilar practical makeshift. But both interpretations must necessarily be gov
erned by present conditions rather than by those prevailing at the time the plant under 
valuation was constructed. Sec H. G. Brown. "Railroad Valuation and Rate Regula
non," Tournai 01 Political Economy, vol. 33 (OcEOber, 1925), pp. 505-530, "Economic 
Basis and Limits of Public Utility Regulation," Reports 0/ Ammctm Bar AmJCialion, 
vol. 53 (1928), pp. 717~37; Frederic G. Douty, "The Function of Reproduction 
Cost in Public Utility Valuation and Rate Making:' HllrtlllTd Uzw Rrview, vol. 31 
(December, 1923), pp. 173-200; James C. Bonbright, "Railroad Valuation with Spe· 
cial Referencc to the O'Fallon Decision:- Ammean Eeonomie Rnliew, vol. 18 (March, 
1928. Supplement), pp. 181-205. 

98 The Commission was also influenced by practical consideratiom in making iu 
estimates of reproduction cost under present rather than original conditiom: "If origi~ 
nal conditions were to govern, data concerning the work done many year, ago could 
not be obtained in many instances. Data concerning original conditions could probably 
be seewed in the case of recently c:onstruc[e(): railroads. The amount reported in the 
first case would be the result of speculation while in the Jaucc it would be the state~ 
ment of a &ct. Cost of reproduction new is at best an estimate, bur as now reported 
by us is derived under the same general rules, and the estimates regarding different 
properties are comparable in all cases." T~%a.t Midland 1L R., 1S I.C.C. I, 16 (1918). 

88 Note the following. for example: .'The carrier asserts that in determining cost of 
reproduction new, conditions with respect to population, busineu capacity, productive. 
ness, and property values in the territory served by the railroad ahaD be taken as they 
exist on valuation date, but that the historical construction of the property must be 
taken into consideration whenever a rational engineering program for reproduction 
would so warrant or require. 10 the case of clearing and grubbing an allowance for 
the work which was done in order to clear the right of way is contended for ..• _ As 
previowly stated, we interpret the term "cost of reproduction new' literally, i.e .. the 
cost of reproducing under present conditiow the existing property of the carrier with· 
out computing depreciation. The amount of clearing and grubbing which was neces
sary in the original construction is reported in ·original cose to date' when it caD be 
obtained:· Ibid .. pp. IS. 16. 
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without respect to the actual topography at the time the road was 
constructed; the method was approved "as involving the minimum 
of conjecture," and allowances for clearing and grubbing were esti
mated in accordance therewith.·' Again, since the reproduction hy
pothesis involves the assumption that the entire territory is fully de
veloped into countryside and urban communities, with industries 
operating and markets in full swing, but that down through the cen
ter, along an exactly determined line, a narrow strip of land, bor
dered by factories and warehouses but itself devoid of all construc
tion, lies in readiness to serve as the roadbed of the plant to be 
theoretically reproduced, the Commission has deemed improper the 
inclusion of any allowance for "location engineering.'''' The exact 
location of the road being known, such an allowance for recon-

Of 16id., p. 15. The Commission appears '" have been swayed, also, by the fact that 
the value of carrier lands was determined by the present value of adjoining lands. 
"The value of lands." said the Commission, or .. determined, act upon the basis of its 
original condition, but with reference to its present condition, and there seems to be 
no .....,n why it should be assumed for the purpo .. of fudng val .. that a field is in 
tillage and for the purpooe of clearing and grubbing that it is mvered with stumps 
which must be removed and which would render it untillable.. .. Ibid., p. 117. More
OVCl', as a logical corollary of this method of estimating the cost of clearing and grub
bing, the Commission provided that proceeds from the sale of products that might 
theoretically be removed from the right of way be set off against such cost: '-It will 
undoubtedly happen that in a theoretical reproduction of a railroad the right of way 
at present runs through valuable .tanding timber. If the assumption that the right of 
way is covered with the same growth in the same density is correct for the purpose of 
ascertaining the cost of reproduction of clearing and grubbing, it follows that an esti~ 
mal< should al .. be made of the amount of saleable products which muld be de
rived from such growth aod the proceedJ thereof at prices prevailing in the locaJity 
credited against the estimated cost of clearing and grubbing. No such oflict is allowed 
in this case for the reason that the facts do not warrant it:' Ibid., p. 16. See, also, 
Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlanric R. R. Co .. 75 I.C.C. 645. 651-652 (1923); Ktmsat 
City Southmo Ry. Co •• 75 I.C.C. 223. 245-246 (1919); Elgin, 'olin & Eat""" Ry. Co .. 
84 I.C.C. 587. 601-603 (1924); N.w York. Plli/ad.lphia & Norfolk R. R. Co .. 97 
I.C.C. 273, 300 (1925); Unwn Point 6' WAite Plains R. R. Co., 103 I.C.C. 141, 148 
(1925); Aloh .... NortMrn Railway Co., 108 I.C.C. 564. 565 (1926); St. Louis & 
Htlnnihtll R. R. Co., n4 I.C.C. 317,318 (1926); CumbmtJrul 6- Mandeltn' R. R. Co., 
n6 I.c.c. 407, 410 (1926); Minneapolis, SI. Paul & Sault S~. Mttrie Ry. Co., 143 
I.c.c. 547, 564...,65 (1928); Pmruyltltmitl R. Co., 22 Val. Rep. I, 13, so (1929); 
Bonon & M. R .• 30 Val. Rep. SIS. 517-518 (1930). 

liS '1n the construction of • new railroad," said the Commission, "it is necessary to 
reconnoiter, layout lines, and engage in considerable preliminary work in order to se
cure the most advantageous route. Such a program is not necessary in a theoretical 
reproduction of a property under valuation. The inclusion of an amount to cover ex~ 
peDSCI of this character is incorrcc:t." Teztll Midland R. R., 7S I.C.C. J (1918), at 
p.28. 
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naissance would be "an obvious conjectural expense incurred in sup
posititious groping through the country for locations which are not 
used:'" Similar applications of the hypothesis of present conditions 
-with regard to the inventory, the program of construction, and the 
level of prices-will be noted in due course. Before attempting, how
ever, to provide any further illustrations of the Commission's practice, 
its general procedure in arriving at "cost of reproduction new" will 
be stated in its own words, as summarized in the first of the valuation 
reports, by way of comprehensive background for the subsequent de:
tailed discussion: "The engineer making the estimate assumed that 
the road was not in existence. All other conditions in the territory 
through which the road runs were taken as they existed on valuation 
date. The engineer then prepared what he conceived to be the most 

9B Ibid. Similarly, since in the theoretical reproduction of a propeny all the essen
tial facts are presumed to be known, the Commission has declined to make any sepa
rate allowance for "contingencies." In the original construction of a railroad, such 
allowances arc generally and properly made. "When the construction of a railroad is 
under consideration it is customary for an engineer to estimate the amount of money 
it will be necessary to expend in building the property. Expuicnce has shown that it it 
practically impossible, no matter how carefully such an estimate may have been made, 
to include all the items of expense which will be incurred in the work of construction. 
Additional expense is caused by omissions and unforeseen difficulties in the work of 
construction. . . . In order to provide for expenses of this kind the practice of in .. 
cluding a certain sum for contingencies in estimates of the prospective cost of con .. 
struction has been quite generally adopted." Ibid., p. 25. But the Commission found 
that in a reproduction cost estimate this reasoning is applicable 10 neimer of the two 
classes of items. As to "omissions" the Commission said: '''The road has been con .. 
structed. Every item which enters into the property is present and caD be inventoried. 
Those things which are omitted in the estimate of original construction are all here in 
case of the completed property." In like manner, subscqucndy, the Commission di.J.. 
posed of "unforeseen dillicultics": "What is true of omissions in the estimate of origi .. 
nal cost is equaHy true of those unforeseen happenings and conditioDJ which in pre .. 
liminary estimates mwt be taken care of by an allowance for contingencies. The engi .. 
neer in the making of his original estimate may overlook many of the difficulties to 
be encountered; the engineer in estimating cost of reproduction has before him every 
one of those difficulties. If the sounding rod struck what appeared to be solid rock 
but was in fact a boulder, and if for that reason the pier must be sunk. 20 feet deeper, 
this is known today." Moreover, the Commission dicected attention to the fact that 
duc allowance is in reality made for many contingencies in connection with specific 
item. of the appraisal, particularly through the medium of the prices used. Further 
allowance would constitute duplication. Hence the following cooeJusion: "After careful 
considerarion the Commission has fdt that much more reliable results would be ob
tained by giving due weight to this clement of doubt at the specific poinu where it 
0CCUlI radler than by making some general addition applicable to the entire inven .. 
tory. No general allowance has therefore been made for contingencies under that 
name." lbiJ.~ pp. 143, 144, 147. 
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practicable and economical program for the construction of the road. 
The items which make up the physical property were then inven
toried and cost prices fairly representative of conditions on valuation 
date were applied. To the figures thus, obtained was added the esti
mated cost of placing the items in position as of valuation date, 
including certain overhead charges. The result thus arrived at is the 
cost of reproduction new.,n .. In examining this procedure, it will be 
necessary to analyze the Commission's policies with respect to in
ventories, construction programs, and unit prices. 

The inventory contained only property used for common<arrier 
purposes, 101 and it embraced nothing not in existence on .valuation 
date.10

! If in improving the alignment of a roadway, for example, 
a portion of the original embankment had been abandoned, the 
abandoned part was not inventoried. The gradual processes by which 
the railroad had been developed to its present condition were dis
regarded; it was assumed that the existing property would be repro
duced "by a single continuous impulse."lO. Accordingly, no account 
was taken of grading which might have gone into embankments 
unless found there at the time of inventory .'0' Nor was the repro-

100 Ibid., p. n. 
101 In Kanslll City Sou,hmJ Ry. Co., 75 J.C.C. 223 (1919), for example, certain 

grading and bridges in place on valuation date were Dot inventoried, since the tracks 
were not then laid and the section or "cut-olF" was Dot opened for several months fol
lowing that date. The Commission's inventory "does not permit of the inclusion of 
property which is owned by a carrier but not used by it on valuation date for common· 
carrier purposes" (p. 242). 

,., Teras Midland R. R., 75 I.C.C. I, liS (1918). 
to, ''The estimate of reproduction cost arrived at in this manner docs Dot corre

spond with the original cost of producing the property as it was in fact produced. The 
prescot railroad. of this country ace the product of • process of gradual development. 
The narrow-gauge road has passed into the standard gauge, the low class into the high 
class, the single track into the double track. Grades have been improved, curves elimi· 
Dated. In the estimate of reproducrion, all this is disregarded, and it is assumed that 
the exitting property it reproduced by a single continuous impulse." Ibid. 

lot Ibid. As a further applicarion of the principle involved, note the following from 
Missouri & IlIi"ois Bridge & B~ll R. R. Co., 125 I.C.C. 424 (1927), at pp. 429-430: 
-'Due to requirements of the War Department when the carrier's bridge was con
structed, and to the then necessity of changing the channel of the Mississippi River, 
it was necessary to construct and use a temporary pontoon draw to avoid obstructing 
navigarioD. This pontoon was later removed and dismanded and was Dot in existence 
on valuation date. The evidence is Dot persuasive that any pontoon draw would be re. 
quired if the carrier's bridge were being reproduced as of JUDe 30, 1919. In out estimate 
of COst of reproduction new of this account we included the cost of only those items 
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duction estimate permitted to include costs which might originally 
have been incurred in changing the location of a public highway; 
allowance was made "for whatever structure has been provided by 
the carrier for the crossing of the highway, whether that structure is 
on or off the right of way, but it is assumed that the location of the 
highway would be as it now exists."10. Similarly, no claim was recog-

and clements of property actually in existencc on date of valuation, or those required 
as a part of the process or mechanics of reproduction. The pontoon draw in question 
being non-existent on that date, and Dot necessary on the theoretical reproduction of 
the carrier's property. it was properly excluded from our inventory and cstirnatet." 

101 Tezar Midland R. R., 75 I.C.C. I, 116 (1918), For allowances for the cost ot 
viaducts and of "riprap protection against streams" not located on the carrier', right 
of way. see KtmSat City Soulhn-n Ry. Co., 75 I.C.C. 223, 239"""240, 245 (1919). Where 
states or municipalities have contributed to the elimination of grade crossings. it was 
assumed .. that the present undergrade or overgrade crossing would be reproduced as it 
was produced, and when those portions of the work which were involved in the climi .. 
nation of the crossing can be clearly distinguished from the rest of the railroad, there 
is sbown in our reproduction cost estimate ••• the amount paid by the carrier." 
T~xlU Mid/and R. R., supr(l, at p. 116. See, also, ussees, Buffalo Cr~ek R. R., 14X 

I.C.C. I, 4-5 (1928)j Pe""sY/llani(l R. Co., :&2 Val. Rep. I, 52-53 (1929)j Pittsburgh. 
C. C. & St. 1... Ry. CO.,24 Val. Rep. '. 2k9 ('929); Boston & M. R •• 30 Val. Rep. 
5'5. 548-;5' ('930). In Ne,., York Central R. Co .• 27 Val. Rep. 1 (1929). in con
sidering the cost of eliminating grlolde crossings. the Commission recognized that public 
contributions must be deducted from reproduction cost, and that "any rule which 
would include in the reproduction estimate property neither owned nor used by the 
carrier and which it would not be necessary to reconstruct in the reproduction of the 
property under conditions existing on valuation date would be a step in the wrong 
direction," but it found it reasonable, before deducting public contributions, to di· 
minish the figure for such deductions by an amount covering the cost of "the con· 
struction of approaches, public and private sewer and pipc.line changes, .treel rail .. 
way, sidewalk, and curbing changes, underpinning of buildings. etc., even beyond the 
crossing and its approaches. where the carrier has actually borne such costs" (p. 27). 
But assessments for public improvements not located 00 the carrier', right of way 
were disallowed as part of the reproduction COIl estimates. "The amount expended is 
reported in original cost to date when such a figure can be ascertained. The principle 
announced concerning the treatment of 'topographical condition.s' in COlt of reproduc
tion new applies with equal force to this item; and, since die property of the carrier is 
presumed to be reproduced under present topographical and other prCJCnt c:onditiool, 
it will be seen that no auessme.ots for public improvements would be iocurre~ and 
this item would therefore be improper. AJ assessments for public improvements can 
only be levied in proportion to benefits received by the lands auessed, the ptClCDt value 
of the lands adjacent, taken as the basis for the a.sccrtainment of the value of rail· 
road lands, re8ects the public improvement 3JSessrnentii in question. It mould be 
stated, however, thaI if a public improvement for which an assessment against a car
rier has heeo made in the past is located on the right of way of me carrier, or 10 

closely connected therewith thaI it would be wiped out if the railroad were removed, 
the estimated cost of reproducing it would be included in the nJuarion under the 
heading of cost of reproduction new"· TutU Mid/anti R. R •• sup'., p. 20. See" also. 
Atltm14.B;rm;ngh"", & AtianJir R. R. Co •• 751.C.C. 645.655 ('923); PenNY/V"';" R. 
Co .. 22 Val. Rep. '. 93"'94 ('9'9). On the Commission', rclWa1 10 include in the 
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nized for the cost of removing buildings (an expense which would 
unquestionably be incurred in constructing a new railroad through 
any extensive section of a great city), since the land in question, 
under the reproduction hypothesis, would necessarily be unoccupied 
on valuation date.''' 

In the treatment of railroad crossings, however, the Commission 
permitted itself a departure from strict adherence to the reproduction 
cost hypothesis, as a means of avoiding duplication and minimizing 
conjecture. Wherever the line of one carrier intersects that of an
other, it is customary for the expense of constructing the crossing to 
be borne by the junior carrier. In applying the reproduction hypothe
sis to this situation, the road under valuation would always occupy 
the position of junior carrier, since all property in the territory on 
valuation date, regardless of when constructed, is assumed to be in 
existence, with the sole exception of the property being valued. Under 
these circumstances the full cost of providing fOil '1 crossing of two 
intersecting lines might logically find its way into the reproduction 
cost estimates of both roads, either as property owned or used, or as 
simple expense of construction. But the logical compulsion of this 

reproduction cost estimate the costs incurred in relocating and rearranging carrier 
tracks, as well as the costs incurred in paving city streets in conn.ettion with the en· 
lacgement of carrier yards, sec Elgin, Tolin 6- Eastt:f1J Ry. Co .• 84 I.C.C. 587. 601-
602,603 (1924), See, also, AugusttJ Union Station Co., 97 I.C.C. S86 (1925), at p. S8g. 

106 "It is said with truth that items of the two kinds last mentioned [the changing 
of highwaY' and the moving of buildings 1 do almost invariably occur in the building 
of a roadbed, and it is urged that if they be omitted from the estimate of reproduc. 
tion cost that estimate docs not fairly represent the cost of reproducing the property. 
The Commooon is required to show the cost of reproduction new. This is Dot the 
cost of reproducing the property as it wal produced, and no attempt is made to show 
that cost except as it appears in original cost. What expense the carrier may have in· 
curred for the moving of buildings and the changing of highways are always mat
ters of more or less doubt. Assuming for the moment that these items should be added 
to reproduction cost for any purpose, it has seemed the better course to allow the car .. 
rier to present its claim for IUch items and to substantiate that claim by proper refer .. 
ence to its record. or by such other evidence as may be available. Engineers in the 
field can not properly deal with such evidence; it is their function to observe and re
port upon what is now in existence." TezlU Midland R. R.~ 15 I.C.C. I (1918), at pp. 
116-117. But where a sewer had had to be moved in the original construction, but 
would not have to be removed under reproduction, the Commission held that lithe 
COSt of the sewer should be rc8ccted in the valuation of the property, not, however, as 
a part of the cost of reproduction of property owned or used, since it is not owned or 
used, nor doe. the carrier have any inventoriable interest therein, but a. a part of the 
costa of rights in public domain." New York Cenwal R. Co., 27 Val. Rep. I. 20-2.1 

(19'9). 
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analysis did not impress the Commission, and in handling the prob
lem it commended "as involving the minimum of conjecture, and 
as the only plan which in all its aspects is feasible and certain in prac
tical application," a practice of apportionment according to owner
ship and use worked out by the Bureau of Valuation.'OT Complete 

lOT In Wintto,,~SaJem Southbound Ry. Co •• 7S I.C.C. 187 (1918), the accepted prac .. 
tice was described as follows (p. 193): "It has been the practice of the bureau of 
valuation to apportion the estimated costs of reproduction in accordance with any 
agreement as to ownership of property of this character which the interested carrie" 
may make. Failing such agreement. the cost of reproduction estimates of the junior 
carrier omit, in the ease of under-crossings, anything for the assumed reproduction of 
structures used entirely for the passage of the trains of the senior companies; but the 
cost of reproduction estimate of every junior carrier includes the estimated cost of fc· 
producing the prapeny exclwivcly used by it. One-half of the estimated cost of repro
ducing property commonly used by both carriers. luch as crossing frogs, is carried into 
the tentative valuation of the Southbound." In reply to the carrier', contention "that if 
it be assumed for purposes of determining the cost of reproduction that other rail
roads exist as of valuation date, then as a matter of theory it must be assumed that 
the identical structures which the Southbound company as the junior carrier was 
obliged to construct would likewise have to be constructed in reproduction," the Com
mission said (p. 194): ""The method followed in the tentative valuation does in fAct 
contemplate the assumed existence of the railroads as crossed, and gives full credit in 
the cost of reproduction estimates for whatever is mown to be owned by a carrier, or 
occupied and used by it, while showing, at a historical fact for whatever it may be 
wonh, the expenditures in fact made by the carrier in original construction." It was 
this practice, thus explained, which commended itself to the Commission as indi· 
cated above. See, also, Atlanta, Birmingham 6- Atlantic R. R., 75 I.C.C. 645 (1923), 
at pp. 654-655, for an application of the rule to undergrade and overhead crossings. 
The same principle was also applied to joint interlocking.switch plants. Such a plant 
protected the movement of trains of the principal carrier, the Southern, and the West
ern &: Adantic. The bureau found that nine per cent of the use of the plant was for 
the benefit of the Adanta, Birmingham at Adantic, and although as junior carrier it 
had in fact constructed and paid for most of the plant, it was allowed only nine per 
cent of the reproduction cost. Ibid., pp. 656-657. See, also, Elgin, loIitt & Eastern Ry. 
Co .• 841.C.C. 587. 59<)-600 (1924); Norfolk Sou,IIern R. R. Co .. 84 I.C.C. 693. 699-
700 (1925); Gtdt Texas & Western Ry. Co .• 971.C.C. 29. 31 (1925); Cllie.go. T""e 
Haute 6- SoUlMuttNJ Ry. Co., 97 I.e.c. 535,537 (1925); Augtutll Bell Ry. Co., 103 
I.C.C. 523, 527 (1925); Toledo, SI. Louir 6- We.dn'1J R. R. Co .• 141 I.C.C. 287, 297 
(1928)i Nelli York CnJtral R. Co., 27 Val. Rep. I. 22 (1929); TexlII 6- PIlC. Ry. Co •• 
29 Val. Rep. 483, 501 (1929); Richmond. P. 6- P. R. Co., 31 Val. Rep. 227, 236-231 
(1930). The Commission's views with respect to inclwion in the reproduction COlt 
inventory of the present day equivalent of COsh incurred in the construction of tele
graph wires along the carrier', right of way arc interesting in this connection, and 
they are also illustrative of the Commission's willingness, after mature deliberation, to 
admit mistakes in iu own prior decisions. In TexlU Midland R. R., 75 I.C.C. I (1918). 
where of a Dumber of wires along irs right of way the carrier had the exclusive use 
of only one, while the Western Union had exclusive use: of the rest, the Commission 
reasoned as follows (p. 45): "A telegraph line is necessary in the conduct of the busi
ness of the carrier and for the purposes of estimating cost of reproduction new of ill 
property it is assumed that it would equip itself with this &ciHty in the same manner 
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and thoroughgoing application of the reproduction doctrine was 
sacrificed, but duplication was avoided.IOB With respect to duplica
tion of items in the inventory of a single carrier the Commission 
was correspondingly cautioUS.'09 Furthermore, carriers were re-

that it did originally [the carrier had performed the labor of constructing aU of the 
lines]. Therefore the carrier would be obliged to perform the same amount of work in 
a theoretical R!production of the property as it did in original construction. Such work 
estimated at prices prevailing on valuation date would amoUDt to $8,715. This amount 
will be added to the cost of reproduction new as stated in the tentative yaluation," 
See, also, KmuIlS City SOUIhern Ry. Co •• 75 I.C.C. 223 (1919), at p. 240, for the in· 
elusion of $88,925 for .uch labor. But in I •• ..,.,.;" 0/ Telegraph Property, 84 I.C.C. 
I (1923), the Commission, after a careful reconsideration of the pertinent facts and a 
realization that its prior ruling was IIDOt in harmony with the method of procedure 
. . . in inventorying railroad property owned by one carrier and used by it jointly 
with another carrier," concluded that the ruling was "erroneous and should be 
changed." The Commission continued: "Treating the contract as an cntircty-and 
apparently this is the manner in which it must as a matter of law be treated-we con· 
elude that the expenditures incurred by the Texas Midland in connection with the COD.

struction of the telegraph line simply constituted a partial payment in advance OD ac
count of ICI'Vices to be performed and facilities to be furnished under the contract to the 
Texas Midland by the Western Union during the life of the c~ntract" (pp. 5-6). The 
necessary changes in the inventories were made subsequently in KtmJ'as City Soulhet1J 
Ry. Co., 84 I.C.c. 113, 120 (1924), and in Texas Midland R. R., 84 I.C.C. ISO, 152-
153 (1924), In case of disagreement between a railroad and a telegraph company as to 
the ownership of a telegraph line. the Commission has held the line to be "jointly and 
equally owned," and has inventoried it accordingly. Ean TenlleJ'J'ee 6- WesJern North 
Caroli •• R. R. Co .. 1I91.C.C. 552, 553-S57 ('926); Gr .. d Trunk Ry. Co. of Ca.ada, 
'431.C.C. ',!r'o ('928). 

108 That this practice is quite in line with the Commission'. general approach is 
indicated by the following passage from its first reported case: "When the valuation 
work has been completed for all the railroads in the United States, the Commission, the 
Congress, and the public will be informed with mpett to every piece of property used 
in serving the public, with the single exception of that insignificant portion which is 
privately owned and partially used by common carriers. The inventories of the indi
vidual carrier. will contain the cost values in detail with respect to property owned; 
the cost values in detail for property exclusively used. by them but owned by a DOD

carrier; total cost values for property exclusively used by them but owned by a com
mon carrier; a description of the terms and use of jointly used property of other. with 
a reference to the report of the owning carrier for details in regard thereto; and a de· 
scription of the terms and use of jointly used property owned by them with a reference 
to the reports of the wing carrier or carriers for details in regard thereto. All the 
property used in serving the public will be inventoried and valued, and will be inven· 
toried and valued once and only once. There will be and should be no duplications." 
Texas Midland R. R., 75 I.C.C. I, 24 (1918). For further explanation as "to whom 
carrier property is inventoried," sec ihilI., pp. ]22-]25. See, also, A.tlanta, Birmingham 
& Atlantk R. R. Co .. 75 I.C.C. 645, 655-li56 ('923); Elgi'.lolk' & Eastern Ry. Co., 
84 I.C.C. 587, 60]-603 (1924); A.ugtUta Union Stillion Co., 97 J.C.C. 586, 590 
(1925); AugutUJ Bell Ry. Co., ]03 I.C.C. 523, 525 (]925); Kentwood II EtU1eNI. Ry. 
Co., IIO I.C.C. 366, 36!r370 ('926). 

101Thw. for example, in Ktztutu City SOUlA"" Ry. Co., 75 I.C.C. 223 (]919), 
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stricted to their rightful interest in railroad property not altogether 
owned or used. Industrial tracks-those which the carrier "has not 
an unrestricted right to use in serving the general public, but which 
it has obligated itself to use instead exclusively, or preferentially, in 
serving a particular industry or certain industries"-were carried into 
the reproduction cost inventory only in such portions as the carrier 
would have a right to remove if it should discontinue the service, 
except that there was always included the "estimated cost of repro
ducing any item of property in the industrial track which was in 
filct paid for by the carrier in original construction.',no 

where the carrier had excavated drainage ditches in cub: along its right of way. and 
the ditches were partially filled aD valuation date. only the open portions were inve.o .. 
toried. In answer to the carrier's demand that the total amount aauall y excavated be 
inventoried, the Commission said (pp. 244-245): '"To do as the carrier IUggests would 
result in duplication for the reasoD that the cut u it is found on valuation date is 
measurcd. and credit given therefor. Whatever soil or other loose material hat been 
carried into the ditches comes from the sides of the excavation. If the measurements of 
the ditches were assumed to be the same as if the ditches were cmpry a double allow.
ance would be made to the extent of all the material in the ditches." Hence the action 
of the bureau, which excluded 259,524 cubic yards of excavation, was approved. Com .. 
pare also the following from T,ras Midland R. R.. 75 I.C.c. I, 43 (1918): ''The .... d 
which was used by the carrier was obtained from sand pits along its right of way. In 
the theoretical reproduction of the property it has been assumed that the same pits 
would be available. Nothing has been allowed for the sand iuel£ Thil is fair when it 
is borne in mind that our land report includes the value of the sand pit before die UDd 
is removed." 

110 Ibid .• p. 17. By way of concrete application of this principle, the Commission 
continued: "In determining the portions of the track which the camer would have a 
right to remove in case of reproduction if the service were discontinued. we assume 
that reproduction would take place unda a contract identical with that covering origi
nal construction. Where the carrier has procured the right of way and constructed the 
track at its own expense. both arc inventoried to it. If the industry constructed the 
track at its expense and owns it, nothing is a1lowed to the carrier in cost of reproduc .. 
tion new. Where the carrier and the industry have both contributed, which is the usual 
case, the carrier is credited wim an amount covering the estimated cost of reproducing 
that which it did produce. If the industry has paid for the items of property making up 
the track., but has given the carrier the right by contract to remove the track., etc.. 
credit is given to the carrier for the reproduction cost of such property .. •• In other 
words, the carrier is limited to its interest in the industrial track:' In answer to the 
camerOs contention that the act requires a report of cost of reproduction new of '"all 
property owned or used," that the carrier '"unquestionably uses these industrial 
traclu," and that therefore they should be included in the carrier'. cost of repcoduction 
inventory, regardless of when: tide lies, the Commission said (pp. 18, 19): "Certainly 
such a figure would not be accepted by the carrier as an element to be considered in 
arriving at a value for taxation purposes. since the amount would embrace property 
which it did not own. The we of mch a figure would be equally without justification 
for purchase purposes. for the tcaSOa that a carrier could not convey tide to prop
eny which it wed but did DDt own. The ...... objection would apply 10 the we of 
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Since the Commission's aim, in all aspects of the appraisal, was to 
determine the cost of duplicating the existing property owned or 
used by the carrier in the same condition as when originally con
structed, the hypothetical reproduction was ordinarily assumed to be 
"in kind." When this proved to be impossible or theoretically not 
feasible, the property was reproduced "by the substitution of the best 
known available and practicable materials."lll As put by the Com
mission: "It may sometimes happen that an abutment was originally 
constructed of stone which was brought from a long distance. Today 
concrete would be provided at a very much less price than stone. 

the figure for capitalization purposes. While for rate-making purposes it may be 
proper to consider the value of the property used, a figure reported in the manner 
contended for might include more property than was being used by the carrier whose 
rates were being adjwted, for the reason that the carrier might not be operating all of 
the property which it owned. ••• To hold that a carrier is entitled to the full 
amount of the value of industrial tracks, when a part of the expense of original 
construction has, in fact. been borne by the indwtry, would be manifestly un&ir. Un
der these circumstances it can not be that the lawmaking poWeI intended by the words 
"used by aaid carrier for its purposes as a common carrier' to include property not 
owned by the carrier where the use by it is only incidental and at the request and for 
the peculiar benefit of the owner, The mere movement of a locomotive of the car .. 
rier over the track of a private individual for the benefit of that individual at his re
quest is Dot a use under the act. The industry track is sui generis and the act must be 
interpreted with reference to practical conditions in each case." See, also, Winslon· 
Salem Southbound Ry. Co •• 75 I.C.C .• 87, '94 ('9.8). In New York Central R. Co •• 
~7 Val. Rep. 1 (1929), it appeared that an industrial extension was maintained and 
operated by the carrier, and that the carrier paid taxes thereon. as well as 6 per cent 
on the cost of construction to the industry. It was agreed that the carrier shall have 
the right to purchase the extension at any time, and to maintain team tracks in con· 
nec:tion therewith for the delivery of freight to the public. provided that "such use for 
others shall not interfere wim the reasonable use for the business of the industry." 
This extension was omitted from the invcntoxy, and the carrier contended that it 
should be included as property used for common carrier purposes but not owned. In 
denying the request of the carrier. the Commission said (pp. 32-33): "The circum
stance that the carrier has an option to purchase is immaterial. The use, if any. of this 
extension in the service of the general public is Dot shown. and we are not justified in 
assuming that it is any more than an incident to the operation for the benefit of the 
industry served. The most inBuential factor in favor of its inclusion is the carrier', 
~yment to the industry of a return on the cost of construction. a return which the 
carrier states is necessarily charged to income and not to operating expenses under the 
prevailing classification of accounts. But in our opinion this is not of sufficient force to 
warrant the inclusion in • railroad inventory of a track owned by an industry and 
used preferentially in ita service. The classification of the track as used for transporta· 
tion purposes would ordinarily carry with it a similar classification of the land upon 
which it rests and which is also owned by the industry. The carrier pays nothing. with 
the possible exception of taxes. on account of its limited use of this land, and there is 
no good reason why it should have a return upon it." 

111 T~%41 Mitlltnltl R. R., 75 I.C.C. I, 41-42. (1918). 
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Ordinarily the reproduction is in kind, and the cost of the stone is 
used even though concrete might today be somewhat more economi
cal, but this rule would not necessarily be followed in extreme 
cases.""· Where, subsequent to the original construction, sources of 
supply had been developed from which materials of substantially the 
same kind, though not identical, might be obtained at a much smaller 
outlay, the inventory would enumerate material of the general kind 
actually in place, but the price would contemplate obtaining the ma
terial from the less expensive source.11s Nothing was included in the 
ballast account for cinders in the roadbed which were produced by 
the carrier in the course of its operation, the assumption being that 
the reproduced carrier would obtain cinders in the same manner.11· 
Where second-hand materials were originally installed and were 
found in existence on valuation date, the Commission accepted the 
bureau's interpretation of cost of reproduction new as "the cost of 
reproducing the materials in the same condition in which they were 
installed."llG Similarly, in keeping with the assumption that the prop-

112lbidol p. 1t8. For a discussion of the substitution in the tc:production cost in~ 
vcnrory of treated pine in place of the bois d'arc USC'd in the original construction, tee 

ibitlo l pp. 41-42j foc examples of assumed mbstitutioD of open.bearth for Bessemer 
steel, see Birmingham 6- SOlUh~askrn Ry. Co .• 135 I.e.c. 34, 42 (1921), and Vicki· 
hurg, S. & P. Ry. Co., 26 Val. Rep. 48',490 ('929). 

111 T<xas Midland R. R., 75 I.C.C. , ('9.8), p. "7. 
'''Ihid., p. 43. 
1101/';d., p. 34. "A typical illustration of occondhand material. is tIu: logging road. 

In many cases such roads have been built entirely with materials which have teeD 

previow service. The rail and equipment, for instance, may be larger and more ex· 
pensive than the road would have been justified in buying if it had bought them DeW. 

Because, however, such marerials would serve the purpoaes for which the road was 
built and could be secured at prices considerably below the market prices for JleW 

material of the same kind they were secured. A Itrict interpretation of the word 
'new' in estimating the cost of reproduction cc:w of • property of that kind would 
require the substitution of new materials for material. which are known to have 
been secondhand when the road was 'new' or firs1: built. We do not think that 
the act requires or contemplates this. The property to be reproduced is the esisting 
property as it was when it was put into iu present service. When the records of the 
carrier clearly show that secondhand material. were used the COlt of reproduction new 
will be estimated for the same kind of materials in the aame condition u wbe.n in .. 
stallcd,"lhid., p. 35. In conformity with tIu:sc ';'ws, for example,. $70500 locomoti •• 
crane which prior to its purchase by the carrier had been in we for only four or five 
days, but which the artier had been able to secure for SS.ooo, was included in the 
reproduction cost new cstima", at ill occondh20d price of $5,000. lhii., pp. 46-47. 
Sec, abo, San P.i,., I.tu Angel .. 6- Sal, 14e R. R. Co., 75 I.C.C. 463, 476, 477, 482, 
483, 484 ('923); N<w York. Phil.,JdpN. & Norfolk R. R. Co., 97 I.C.C. 273,303-
304 ('925); Wen Virgi";' NonII.." R. R. Co" 110 I.C.C. 385, 387 (1926); eli __ 6-
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erty to be reproduced is the property "as it was when put into its 
present place," rails which had been purchased new by the carrier, but 
which after use in main tracks had been placed in passing or side 
tracks, were inventoried as "relay," although other rails of the same 
age and type whose location had not been changed were inventoried 
as "new."ll8 

Numerous other illustrations might be given of the troublesome 
problems and resulting practices which bear upon the inventory, but 
no useful purpose would be served by such extended enumeration. 
Enough has been said in this connection to indicate the general at
mosphere surrounding the reproduction appraisal, the inevitable 
artificiality of many of its assumptions and the necessarily conjec
tural character of many of the findings, the complicated nature of 
the burden imposed thereby upon the Commission and the care and 
intelligence with which, on the whole, the tasks involved were per
formed. But "the result," it has been said, "has none the less been to 
pile estimate on average."'" Although it is conceded that "the semi
cooperative method of making the inventory has substantially es
topped challenge of quantities,"1l8 the following bill of particulars 
has been submitted: "But the quantity reported by the Commission 
for each inventory unit is at best only an estimate, a more accurate esti
mate than those upon which the state appraisals have been predicated, 
perhaps, but none the less an estimate. The degree of error necessarily 
differs with the unit of plant measured or counted, depending upon 
the extent to which human judgment and not mechanical counting is 

Oklahoma Wt'sttrn Ry. Co., n6 I.C.C. 247. 250 (1926); Dansville b Moun, Morris 
R. R., 116 I.C.C. 274. 275 ('926); c;,. ... Northern Ry. Co., '33 I.C.C. '. 76 (1927); 
Pennsylvania R. Co., 22 Val. Rep. '. 99 ('929); Norfolk & W. Ry. Co .. 26 Val. Rep. 
255. 212-273 (1929). But where the materials, when purchased. were new, the pay~ 
ment of exceptionally low prices as a result of unusual conditions may Dot measure 
the "normal prices" sought by the Commission. Sec, for example, corrections in unit 
prices in LAke Superior & lshpemi.g Ry. Co .. 116 I.C.C. I. 4-5 (1926). 

118Kansar City Southern Ry. Co., 75 I.e.c. 233, 238-239 (1919); Elgin, Joliet & 
EtISIn1J Ry. Co., 84 I.e.c. 587, 603-604 (1924) j Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co., 
127 I.C.C. I, 32-33 (1921). But items of machinery purchased second-hand and re
built by the carrier prior to valuation date were included in reproduction cost new at 
not leu than their cost as rebuilt. Roscoe, Snyaer & Pacific Ry. Co., 97 I.C.C. I, 8-g 
(1925). 

11" H. B. Vanderblue, Railroaa Valuation hy 'he Intt:rsttlle Commerce Commission 
(19'o), p. 23. 

118Ibid., p. 30. 
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significant. How great this error may be can only be determined by a 
qualified engineer. To point out the existence of the source of error 
is sufficient for the economist. The conspicuous case is, of course, the 
definition of standards and the classification of materials, doubly im
portant, too, because of the necessary correlation with unit prices. 
But the problem of estimating is by no means limited to grading. 
The Commission's engineers have inventoried the ties (by classes) 
by counting the ties in two 600-foot sections in each mile; the weight, 
kind of material, brand and standard length of rail, whether new or 
relay, have been noted at least once in each mile; the 'probable di
mensions' of the accessible portions of bridges and the 'probable pene
tration' of piles have been reported. Buildings have been inventoried 
on the basis of cubic contents, or the square feet in side wall or Hoor. 

And locomotives have been inventoried by the pound. • • ,""0 

All this is true, and it reinforces the evidence available on all sides 
of the inherent defects of the cost of reproduction method (indeed, 
of the "fair value" rule as such); even as seemingly objective a task 
as the making of the physical inventory cannot be divorced from an 
extensive use of judgment and estimate. But there is little ground for 
belief that the inventories reHect substantial inaccuracies which can 
be traced to the Commission's shortcomings in performance. As in 
all aspects of the reproduction appraisal, the results suggest a f3lse 
and unfounded exactitude. But there was ample basis for the Com
mission's dictum that the requirement of "an inventory in detail of 
each piece of property . . . would be impossible of performance, if 
construed narrowly."120 It would have been a forbidding task, for 
all practical purposes, to count every tie, to determine the precise 
weight and character of every rail, to measure the dimensions and 
consider the constituents of all parts of every structure, to treat each 
item of equipment in accordance with its distinctive detailed specifi
cations; and it would have been literally impossible to inventory 
much of the materials involved without classification and estimate. 
The determination to do "a common sense job" was quite in accord 
with the Commission's generally pragmatic processes. In terrns of 

. any absolute standard of accuracy, there was doubtless error; but such 

In IbiJ., pp. 26-27. Footnote refaenccs in this passage have been omitted. 
120 Texas Midlantl R. R., 75 I.C.c. J. 113 (1918). 
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error was not grounded in arbitrary procedure, nor did it issue in fla
grant departure from fact. In order that the results might be rendered 
as reliable as possible, as well as for reasons of economy, the Commis
sion made independent inventories, but not without the active c0-

operation and participation of the carriers.l2l The cooperative meth
ods pursued justifY the Commission's conclusions: first, "that this in
ventory is really the joint product of the carrier and the bureau, or, at 
all events, that the Commission's valuation forces have fully consid
ered everything which the carrier desires to point out or to say in the 
completion of the inventory"; and second, "that. . . all unnecessary 
duplication of effort has been avoided and that a more accurate inven
tory is produced than would otherwise be obtained."'" Under these 
circumstances, the f3.ct that "there has been almost no complaint of 
omission upon the part of the carrier and comparatively litde dispute 
as to quantities" is significant. 128 

1I1"An inventory of this character," said the Commissio~ '(can only be prepared 
after an inspection of the property. Some representative of the Commission must either 
sec the property which is included or must ascertain such W:ts as demonstrate the es.~ 
istencc of that property to a reasonable certainty. If an inventory is 6Jed by the cat
rier, it mwt be checked by the Commission to this degree of certainty, and this would 
mean that the work of filing the inventory would be duplicated by the work of subse
quendy checking the same inventory. It was felt that the total expense of preparing the 
inventory would be less if made by the Commission in the first instance with such 
assistance from the carrier as could properly be called for and granted. This method 
avoids the duplication of effort and ICCUI'CS an inventory whi.ch can be vouched for by 
the Commission and which also reflects the claims of the carrier itself, at the least total 
outlay by which a result of that character could be obtained." Ibid' l p. 110. 

123 Ibid' l p. 112-

Ul/bia. Compare the following, at p. '43: "It may be said, although that claim has 
not been very clearly urged by the carriers. that it is impossible to enumerate all the 
items of property which enter into the construction of a railroad, and that some sum 
must be included to take care of inevitable omissions. While this might be so in case 
of an inventory hastily taken, it is not true of the inventories made by the Commis~ 
sian pursuant to the valuation act. To an extent the Commission's inventory is made 
in the first instance by the carrier and checked by the Commission. This is true of 
equipment. The carrier furnishes a list of its roJling stock of all kinds, and that Hst is 
verified by the representatives of the Commission. It is significant as bearing upon the 
accuracy of the work that up to the present time in no case has there been any dispute 
between the carriers and the Commission as to the units of equipment which the car~ 
tier owns. Further investigation by the Commission's engineers has shown that many 
such units which appeared upon the records of the carrier as in existence were DO 

longer in service, and in some instances equipment has been identified which did not 
appear upon the records of the carrier; but in the end there has been a complete agrec~ 
ment between the carrier, the engineer, and the accountant, all approaching this sub
ject from different poinu of view." Examination of the long series of subsequent valua
tion reporu reveals that differences respecting inventories have been infrequent and 
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The artificial character of the reproduction cost theory which the 
Commission, as required by the Valuation Act, was pressing into 
service, and the inherently speculative nature of the task of arriving 
at exact dollar and cents judgments on the innumerable items in
evitably in dispute, are further illustrated by the problems involved in 
fixing upon a "program of construction" and in determining the 
"unit prices" to· be applied to the inventories. The program of theo
retical reproduction for each carrier was prepared on the basis of 
practicableness and economy under conditions existing on valuation 
date .... Not only were the uncertainties of original construction pre
sumed to be absent, but the historical actualities of such construction 
were freely disregarded when deemed inconsistent with necessary or 
approved practice at the time of valuation. For example: "It often 
happens that the track was at first supported upon a timber trestle 
which later was filled. The existing structure is an embankment, 
which contains upon the inside the original trestle. In the inventory
ing of the property this is measured, computed, and priced as though 
it was simply an embankment, no reference whatever being made to 
the. trestle. In applying the price the engineer inquires whether ap
proved construction would require the erection of a temporary tres
tle from which the embankment would be built, or whether the 
embankment should be constructed without the expense of such 
trestle, or so much of it as has not decayed. If good construction 
would require a temporary trestle, then proper allowance is made for 
the same; otherwise the price is determined as though no trestle had 

unimportant, involving. in general. such conjcc:tura1 matter ... the probable DOnna! 
waste of material during construction and the reasonable allowance for ballast .hrink .. 
age. See, for example. Ldigh Volley R. Co., 34 Val. Rep. I, ':>-'3 ('930), and 
Bess""" 6- 1-. E. R. Co., 34 Val. Rep. 745, 763 ('930). 

116 Tezas Midlana R. R.o lupra, at p. 11. Mtcc considering in lOme detail the objec.
tions raised by the Minnesota Railroad tc Warehouse Commission against _ too literal 
construction of "cost of reproduction new"-the contention being that the CommiJ.. 
lion should confine itself to ascertaining ·'the cost of the railroad property as il stands 
on valuation date without taking into consideration any expense which would be in .. 
curred by reaSOD of the f2ct that it would have to be built" (p. J:z)--the Commission 
concluded (p. 14): "Cost of reproduction new, as applied to the irtm. embraced in 
the engineering report, must be assumed to mean exactly what the words themselves 
imply, n.amcly, that • railroad acrually being ope .. ted is moccivcd of as nonexistent 
and then thcorcticaJ.ly brought inlO existence by a IUCC'CSSioD of steps well known to 
competent engineers." 
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ever existed."126 Similarly, where the carrier protested the exclusion 
by the bureau of 106,522 cubic yards of excavated material, the Com
mission answered: "An economical reproduction of the property of 
the carrier would render unnecessary the excavation of this material 
in the same manner as it was excavated in original construction and 
for this reason it has no place in cost of reproduction new."a6 The 
fact, then, that a program worked out by the bureau varied from the 
program of actual construction served in no way to invalidate the esti
mates based thereon. But marked departures from historical fact also 
sprang from the reproduction hypothesis as such. All existing means 
of transportation, aside from the carrier being valued, were assumed 
to be present, regardless of when they came into existence, and inter
secting roads were used, theoretically, to bring men and materials to 
junction points, enabling hypothetical reproduction to proceed simul
taneously at several dilferent places.121 "This assumption," the Com-

1115 Ihid., pp. 11,]-118. ""The same rule would apply," said the Commission, "where, 
owing to climatic or other changes, a water course which existed when the road was 
constructed bad dried up and disappeared. Originally that stream was crossed by a 
trestle or possibly a bridge, but when the necessity fot this no longer existed the bridge 
or tresdc was filled. presenting today a continuous embankment. In this case present 
topographical conditions are assumed, and nothing is included for the bridge neces
sary in the first building of the road." Ibia., p. 118. 

128 KtlftSat City SOUlhn-n Ry. Co" 751.C.c. 223 (1919), at p. 244. The following. 
involving the question of classification of material, likewise illustrates the Commis
sion', independence in formulating a program of construction: ''The carrier objects to 
the classification of 3.000,000 yards of grading material as teamwork excavation. It 
asserts that this yardage should be classified as steam-shovel work and priced accord
ingly. In its last analysis the claim of the carner is an attack upon the program 
adopted by the bureau for the reproduction of the property of the carrier. What the car
rier is conrending for is that the property should be reproduced in the particular way 
it was originally built. In the instant case. after careful consideration. we are convinced 
that the method adopted will lead to more accurate results than the one suggested by 
the carrier. It follows that the classification of the 3.000,000 cubic yards in controversy 
is approved." Ibid., p. 245. 

121 Texas Mid/""d R. R., 751.C.C. I, 32 (1918). In KllnslU City Southern Ry. Co., 
supra, the Commission pointed out that "the estimates of the bureau contemplate the 
reproduction of the separately owned properties by themselves . ... A compliance 
with the statute to our minds contemplates the reporting of physical facts with respect 
to each common carrier separately rather than by systems where, through stock own
ership, CODvenience, or otherwise, the properties of two or more common carriers are 
welded into one sysr.m for the purposes of operation" (pp. 255-057). Under the .. 
circumstances, both "the accident of ownership" and the status of railroad develop
ment in a particular region become significant. The follOWing comment is altogether 
pertinent, although it constitutes a stricture upon the reproduction hypothesis, rather 
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mission remarked, "often reduces the period allowed for reproduction 
materially bdow that which was required for the building of the 
property, but since the circumstances and conditions surrounding 

than upon the Commission's performance: ''Had the Texas Midland been absorbed, 
say by the St. Louis Southwestern. the latter road would not, 3S DOW, be available to 
haul men and materials. Conceivably a different construction program, and a diKcrent 
cost of rcproductioB would result. Likewise if the Pacific: coast extension of the St. 
Paul had Dot been built, a different construction program for the Northern Pacific 
would be necessary, from the program DOW available. That line, extended at a pioneer, 
carried materials over its completed portion to the end of track. Now that the St. 
Paul is built, it can receive meo and materials at many points along the line." H. B. 
Vandcrbluc. Railroad Valuation by 'he Inln"state Comm~ce Commission (1920), pp. 
]3-14. (Footnote references in this passage have been omitted.) Compare, also, the 
following: '1t was necessary in the building of the Central Pacific to construct expen
sive wagon roads for the purpose of hauling the necessary materials. Today those are 
highways maintained at the public expense and ace available." TexllS Midland R. R., 
supra, p. 139. In Atchison, Topd .. a 6- Santa Fe Ry. Co •• 127 I.C.C. 1,24-32 (1927), it 
appeared that the Bureau of Valuation had included in its tentative repon figures for 
freight on ties, piling, and bridge and culvert lumber which involved a rejection of 
the single~impulse theory of reproduction. and which assumed, instead, that the car
rier being valued was available for transp:»rtation. In defense of this procedure, the 
bureau argued that "if the strict theory of reproduction of a non-existcnt property 
were followed it would be impossible to reproduce except at a prohibitive cost the exact 
kinds of items in the track on valuation date. Because they have their own lines to 
haul over, carriers we material in replacements under operation that they would not 
use in original construction, and competent engineers would not build a railroad by 
using materials not available except at a prohibitive cost" (pp. 2M7). This departure 
from earlier policy was justified by the bureau on the ground .. that when the Textll 
Mit/land case was decided the effect of the nonexistent theory was not considered with 
reference to longer lines and systems of railroads, inasmuch as the Texas Midland was 
only no miles long and was intersected by a number of foreign lines, and whether it 
was considered in existence or not, did not affect the question of haul" (p. 27). But the 
Commission found no controlling reason for abandoning its established position: "We 
are unable to approve the methods used in preparing the tentative reports in so tar as 
they are based upon the theory of the existencc of the whole line during the entire 
course of the construction period and its complete availability for the tranlp0rt2uon of 
construction material. • • • So far as we ace advised. the almost universal practice in 
valuation proceedings has been to accord to the words ~productioD· and 'cost of re. 
production' their ordinary significance, which ••• implies in the case of an operating 
railroad or other property the assumption of its DOnexistence and its theoretical recon
struction under methods customarily employed in actual pnctice. This interpretation is 
necessary to avoid the contradiction of assuming the existence of the railroad under 
valuation for the transportation of construction material while at the same time a .. 
suming the progress of construction activities in the reproduction of the very same 
property .••• We must choose between two irreconcilable theories, and our choice is 
simplified by the circumstance that we are by law required to ascertain, not cost of 
replacement under maintenance, but cost of reproduction" (pp. 28, 29). In conformity 
with the bureau's contentions. however. no sanction was given to any plan that would 
involve prohibitive or excessive outlays; '"If the identical kind of tics or lumber in the 
roadway can not be reproduced with proper regard for economical practice, • substitute 
must be found equal, as nearly as may be, in quality and JCtViceability. just as it would 
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reproduction are entirdy dilferent from original construction, this 
method is believed to be fair."'" In a very real sense the program of 
construction cannot be separated from the other dements involved in 
the hypothctical restoration of the properties. It is bound up in all as
pects of the reproduction method, and it manifested itself, as has 
already appeared, in matters of inventory, classification, overhead 
allowances, additions for contingencies, duration of the building 
period, and numerous items of allied character.129 

In view of the technical nature of the entire process, and of the 
numerous opportunities for diversity of judgment, the Commission 
necessarily displayed a large measure of confidence in the work of 
the Bureau of Valuation when assumptions and practices adopted by 
that body were called into question by protesting carriers. The fol
lowing is typical: "We have carefully examined the testimony rdating 

be availed of by a prudent management in charge of a program of construction" 
(p. 29). & a result of the Commission's ruling, which meant "that commercial hauls 
must be substiruted to a considerable extent for the company hauls used in the prepara .. 
tion of the tentative report" (po 30). $2,62.:1.565 was added to the figure for cost of 
reproduction new, and $1,805.607 was added to the figure for cost of reproduction less 
depreciation (p. 3')' See, also. Great NorIh.,.,. Ry. Co .. '33 I.C.C. '.9-'3 ('9'7); 
Ne", York Centrol R. CO,,'7 Val. Rep. '. ,6-'7 ('9'9); Bono. & M. R.o 30 Val. Rep. 
515, 522 (1930). 

128 T~%as Midland R. R., 75 I.C.C. I (1918), p. 32. 

129 As suggestive of the type of problem with which the Commission was com .. 
pelled constantly to deal in this connection, mention may be made of the claim of the 
carrier in San Pedro, Los Angeles &- Salt Lake R. R. Co., 75 I.C.C. 463 (1923), rela~ 
tive to allowances for transportation charges on locomotives and freight cars. This 
equipment was assumed to move on the commercial freight rate, and in the teDtative 
va1uation the freight allowance was computed on the theory that all of the cars and 
locomotives would be delivered at Salt Lake City, the nearest point on the carrier's 
line from the point of manufacture. The carrier protested .. that charges computed upon 
this basis make DO allowance foc cost of distribution ovec the carrier's line/' and urged 
that computation be made upon the theory that half of the equipment would be de~ 
livered at Salt Lake City and half at Los Angeles. After due consideration the Commis~ 
sion denied the carrier's claim. pointing out that "some of this c:lass of equipment 
would be put into service soon after leaving the point of manufacture and would move 
under load most or all of the way to point of connection with the carrier's line"; that"a 
considerable proportion of that equipment would move under load to various destina
tions after reaching the carrier's line and immediately upon the beginning of opera~ 
lions"; and that "in connection with such movement under load the carrier would not 
only be obliged to pay no freight charges but would receive revenues which would to 
that extent offiet any possible understatement of freight charges in the figure re
ported." Ibid •• pp. 483-484. 484. And .... at pp. 475-476 and 480. illusttations of 
the Commission's handling of more or less minute details of similar character. See. 
also. dtchison, Topeka 6- Santa Fe Ry. Co., 127 I.C.C. I. 5g--60 (1927); Great Nor .. 
,/Jern Ry. Co., 133 I.C.C. I. 106-107. 108 (1927). 
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to the practicability of the program of reconstruction that our engi
neers have adhered to. Whether or not it was the best possible pro
gram that could have been adopted we need not decide. For the pur
pose of estimating the cost of reproduction of the carrier's property 
in this case we approve it."'" In principle, the Commission was 
probably sound both in rejecting many claims based on the construc
tion programs' originally followed, and in its general disposition to 
support the conclusions of the bureau. With respect to the first of 
these matters, it might be argued that the Commission was thinking 
in terms of duplicating the service rather than of strict reproduction 
cost, but it was in fact merely according controlling weight to present 
conditions, without relinquishing the definite anchorage of the plant 
actually in existence. As to the Commission's acceptance of the bu
reau's findings, it was based in all instances upon a full consideration 
of all the facts, after granting every reasonable opportunity to the car
riers for the assertion and support of their claims. None the less, the 
critic would be hardy indeed who would venture dogmatic approval 
of the Commission's judgment in the numerous matters of detail on 
which, in this connection, it was forced to pass. It is sufficient to as
sert that there is no ground for questioning the substantial soundness 

I •• San Pedro, Los Angelel & Sa/. Loke R. R. Co" 75 I.C.C. 463 ('9>3), at pp. 
474-475. When, however, sufficient grounds appeared for overruling the assumptions 
of the Bureau of Valuation, the Commission did Dot hesitate to do 10. In P~mJJyl. 
vania R. Co.~ 2' Val. Rep. I, 9S~9 (1929), for example, an interesting problem arose 
in connection with the treatment of company-built locomotives. Should such locomo
tives be figured at c:ost to the company or at commercial pricul Of 3.737 locomotive. 
owned and used by the Pennsylvania Railroad, 2.068 were. built in its Altoona .hops. 
as were also 781 locomotivel owned by other carriers in £he Pcruuylvania system. The 
bureau applied unit prices based on Pennsylvania construction costs; the carrier COD

tended for an addition of $5.607.539 to the cost of reproduction new. 00 the bas" of 
commercial prices. arguing, inler alia, .. that the assumption that the Altoona shops 
would reproduce the locomotive is unreasonable and wholl)" irreconcilable with the 
major premise of the reproduction theory. namd)" the obliteration of the railroad plant 
and its reconstruction at a single impulse under a practical program" (p. 96), 'fhiI.- . 
departure from .. the customary assumptions" did not approve itself to the CorruniJ.. 
sion. In sustaining the carrier. the Commission said (p. 97): '"The method of acquisi. 
tiOD of the property to be reproduced or its original cost should not be the controlling 
&.cton in cslimaling cost of reproduction. Under the assumptions made by the bureau 
to obtain the reproduction colt of the locomotives, we have the peculiar situation 
wbcrcin two locomotives, identical with respect to type. age. lCI'Vice. and condition, arc 
given different estimated costs because of the fact that originally one WaJ pwchatcd 
from the builder and the other was made in the shops of the carrier. Ir our reproduc
tiOD estimate it to mean anything. the same estimated costs should be applied uw· 
venally to all similas UBiIS of equipment owned by the same carrier," 
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of the results as a whole. A like conclusion appears to be justified in 
the matter of "unit prices." 

The completion of the inventory and the formulation of the con.
struction program must be further supplemented by a determination 
of unit prices. Cost of reproduction can be ascertained only upon the 
application of prices to the various quantities listed; and since the 
prices cover the entire cost of each unit in place, they must embrace 
costs of transportation, handling, storing, and installation. The cOm
mission's task, as a necessary fundamental, was to establish some rea
sonable basis for the ascertainment of such prices. The method 
adopted was essentially one of reliance upon judgment grounded in 
specific data. In general conformity with the reproduction hypothesis, 
data gathered from the experience of the individual carrier whose 
property was being valued played a relatively minor role.181 Such ex
perience, as of valuation date, seldom embraced any substantial por
tion of the numerous items involved, and when available for a long 
enough period in the past it would measure original rather than re
production cost. Nor, on the other hand, was reliance placed upon 
evidence of the extreme opposite sort, expert opinion, which the 
Commission took occasion to condemn in unusually positive terms.'·' 

181 Note the following, for example, from San Pedro, 'Los Angelet 8t Salt Lake R. R. 
Co" 75 I.C.C. 463 (1923), at p. 477: '"The carner's exception to the cost prices at 
point of purchase which we have applied to tic plates, rail braces, manganese cross
ings, and other items is based upon prices which it paid for such materials at the 
time when it constructed 84 miles of its line in Meadow and Clover Valleys. The 
prices, on the other hand, that we have used for these items have been determined by 
consideration of the large amount of data furnished by carriers throughout the coun
try. . . . The proper price to apply under a theoretical reproduction of the property 
is an average or a normal price determined after considering a large number of con .. 
Jtruction projects rather than the price determined from a particular carrier's expcri~ 
eoce on a single project." In a number of cases the Minnesota Railroad and Ware~ 
house Commission contended that tentative valuations were excessive, basing its 
protests 00 alleged. original cost figures for the roads in question, corrected by the appli~ 
cation of a conversion &ctor derived from the Department of Labor wholesale com~ 
modity price index. Such figures, the Commission has held, are inferior to its unit 
prices as of valuation date. See Duluth & Northeastern R. R. Co., 1I9 I.C.C. 750, 752 
(1926); ChiGtlgo 6- North Western Ry. Co., 137 I.C.C. I, J6 (1928). For a discussion 
of price proposals for the determination of the reproduction cost of locomotives, see 
Or"" Non,""", Ry. Co., 133 I.C.C. I, 105-106 (1927); Tol.do, SI.wuit & We".,.,. 
R. R. Co .. '4' I.C.C. 287, 309 (1928). 

18. "The carrier. contend," said the Commission, "that the only proper evidence of 
these prices is the opinion of an eXpc'rt. If the price of engineering be in question, 
then an engineer must be called and his opinion taken. If the inquiry is upon the fair 
cost of grading, then a contractor must be produced, who should give his opinion 
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Instead of proceeding along either of these lines, the Commission re
sorted to the past price experience of the carriers as a whole as inter
preted by its own engineers. 

Regardless of the dates of the various inventories, unit prices were 
applied in all cases as of June 30, 1914; but the figures computed and 
accepted for this purpose were designed to represent "normal prices," 
rather than to reflect the prices which were actually paid or chanced 
to be listed at that time. "The attempt," said the Commission, "is 
not to determine the exact price of a particular article on that date, 
for that price may have been abnormally high or low, but rather to 
ascertain what may be termed a normal price."'·· As a basis for the 
ascertainment of these prices, the Commission required the carriers 
to provide from their records sworn information concerning the 
prices actually paid by them for materials, supplies, and labor of all 
kinds entering into railroad construction and operation for the period 
of five years, and in some instances ten years, inlmediately preceding 
June 30, 1914.'.' From these returns a compilation was made showing 

upon this point. The unreliability of mere opinion evidence is weU understood by all 
those who have ever had experience with it. An opinion is personal to the man who 
gives it. It depends upon his education, his mental habir, his present mental .tate. It is 
influenced by his environment and often controlled by the objective point which he 
desires to reach. The same man may hold different opinions upon the same subject at 
different times. Perhaps the most serious infirmity of opinion evidence is that the wit~ 
ness may be selected at the will of the one producing him. A &ct must be established 
by those who have knowledge of it, who were present and I3.W it, for example, but an 
expert can be brought from the ends of the eanh, and a dozen may be rejected till the 
right one is found. Given time and the money. almost any opinion can be had within 
certain limits. After careful consideration it was felt by the Commission that it would 
be unwise and unsare to depend chieOy upon the opinion or experts; that the only «:r· 
taio foundation upon which to rest was the experience of the pasL'·. TezlII MiJltmJ 
R. R., 75 I.C.C. 1 (1918), at pp. 135-136. • • 

1I811m/., p. 136. In like manner, with regard eo the labor costs. involved in in-
stal1ation. the Commission concluded that "the general'3.YCtage fumishes a basis upon 
which the Commission may rest with confidence. The best measure of the cost of cfo.. 
ing a piece of work on June 30, 1914. is what that work did in fact COlt during the 
years immediately preced;ng that date." Ibid., p. '37. 

1M Ibid .• p. 136. The following is a more detailed statement of the methods pur. 
sued by the Commission in securing cost data for the support of its unit prices: 
"Under date or February 9, 1915. the Commission issued its Valuation Order No. I.., 
known as "Order, instructions, and foems pertaining to purchaJcs of materials. prices 
paid. and rates of compensation paid for labor: With respect to materials. this order 
required every carrier whose property was to be valued to file with us a statement of 
the two largest purchases of each class of marc:rial for each calendar year from 1910 
to 1914. indwive, together with net prices paid. In the event that two purchases per 
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"the average price paid by the principal carriers of the entire coun
try for a given article at a given point.HIS

• These averages consti
tuted the basic data, but they were not accepted, without more, as the 
prices to be applied to the inventory.lB. In the light of the totality of 

year had not been made, a statement of such purchases as might have been made was 
required. Information with respect to c:crtain materials for the period from 1905 to 
1914, inclusive. and as many as four purchases per year were in some instances re
quired. The statement required, among other things, information as to the purpose 
for which the material was used, the name of the maker, the maker', catalogue num .. 
ber or reference. name of the party from whom purchased, and the amount of freight 
charges actually paid. With respect 1<> labor, the camer was required 1<> report the 
rates of compensation paid on each of its separate divisions for each calendar year. 
1910 to 1914, to all classes of employees. The rate of compensation wu defined to be 
the usual and ordinary rate paid for the particular occupation, and required the rate 
for each year 1<> be obtained by taking the governing rate on the first day of January, 
April, July, and OctobeI of .aeb year and dividing the aggregate by four:' Ibid .. pp. 
35--36. 

1I51bitl., p. 137. The carriers' returns were sometimes verified by the Commis-
sian', accountants, and in addition statements were obtained from manufacturers 
-.bowing the pricet at whieb standard goods had been sold fD railroad. during the 
same period:' Ibid. By way of supplementing the labor da.., the carriers also filed 
with the bureau "completion reports" of variow construction projects recently under· 
taken. "We are required. to report to the Congress the cost values with respect to com
pleted properties, and the cost of assembling must be shown in addition to the cost of 
materials and labor. In order to ascertain what had been expended in the past, the 
carriers were required to file a statement of all completed projects for which informa
tion could be furnished. After these statements were received, certain of the projects 
therein contained were selected and completion reports were required to be filed. In 
addition to this information, an accountant has been detailed in each district to bring 
together cost data under the direction of the district engineer:' Ibid., p. 36. Trans
portation costs, with occasional exceptions, were taken to equal the commercial freight 
rate as of June 30, 1914. from the point of shipment of the materials to .orne point 
upon the line of the carrier being "constructed," By way of concrete application of 
this rule, note the following from San Pedro. 1..Ds Angelel & Salt Lal(e R. R. Co., 7S 
I.c.e. 463 (1923), at p. 477: "In determining the cost of transporting other track 
material we have applied rates on material to be delivered at Daggett which were in 
effect 00 June 30, J9J4. The carrier has shown that a somewhat higher rate was in 
effect before that time when, under the assumed program of reconstruction, some of 
the material might have moved. In making determinations as to prices of materials, it 
is a practical impossibility to observe all refinements such as varying freight charges 
from day to day or u transportation charges may have 8uctuated throughout the 
theoretical construction period. We deem it proper as a general rule to determine 
transportation costs to the most economical delivery points on the line of the carrier or 
the carrier system upon the basis of rates in ctfcct on June 30. 1914. excepting from 
this rule instances where the published rate is deemed to be unreasonably high, due to 
the absence of commodity rates or other reasons. [n such cases we adopt wbat may be 
termed reasonable rates to be applied for reproduction purposes." See, also, ibid., p. 486. 

11. "The pricc 10 applied is mainly dependent upon past experiencc, but it is not a 
mctC mechanical average. Both the engineers who supervise the compilation and those 
who apply the price are familiar with the subject and property under consideration. 
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the information thus gathered, reinforced by special knowledge and 
experience, unit prices were finally fixed by the Commission's engi
neers.,aT The Commission placed confident reliance upon these engi
neers because of the large mass of specific data at their disposal, be
cause of their general competence in this field, and because of their 
disinterested approach. "It will be seen," the Commission announced, 
"that when the engineers of a particular district are called upon to 
price an installation they have before them the record of what it has 
cost to do similar work in numbers of cases. They are themselves men 
of experience and of judgment who have built, bought, and installed 
the kind of material or apparatus under consideration. They are 
practical men who bring to the question before them judgment rip
ened by experience. They are actuated by the sole desire of applying 
a proper price.",a. Hence, on the whole, the prices thus fixed were 
accepted. "The Commission, after having worked out prices by this 
method and listened to the criticism of the carriers made upon the 
same, has no doubt of their substantial accuracy. While individual 
carriers have paid and would have paid, had they been constructing 
their properties during the five years preceding June 30, 1914> prices 
somewhat varying from those applied to our inventories, considered 
as a whole the prices employed are believed to be fair.",a. In some in-

While the price depencU upon the cost data and can be relied upon in proportion II it 
is supported by such cost data, it must be such u commends itself to the judgment of 
one qualified to judge:' Teras Midland R. R., 75 I.C.C. I, 138 (1918). 

117 "The complement of each valuation district has, in addition to the district 
engineer, a corps of experienced engineers. These men have had practical experience 
in railroad conSb'uction in the past and are conversant with every phase of the: prof>.. 
lem. The sole purpose of these men is to apply prices to the units of propeny set forth 
in the inventory which will do justice to all concerned.. These men study the cost data 
which have been received from carrien and exercise their judgment as to the prices to 
be allowed in a theoretical reproduction of the property under valuation. The cost 
data which ace before the engineers are not conttolling, but are applied with reference 
to the particular property the detail. with respect to which arc weU known by observa
tion to the engineers:' Ibid., p. 36. 

1181bid., p. 138. 
188 lbUl.~ p. J37. By way of further IUpport of its general conclusions, the Com

mission said~ ""Costs arrived at in this manner will not exactly coincide with the origi
nal prices paid; lOme will be higher and some lower than those which obtained on 
original construction. A stroke of hard luck may inflate the pricc; there are wet tea

SODS and dry seasons; organization and coordination profoundly inftuence COlt. Labor 
conditions may be enticely diKerent. All this may affect individual ~ but it iii 
believed that the general pricc arrived at by the foregoing method can be wed with 
confidence in reaching a reproduction estimate for railroads as a whole. This method 
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stances the prices applied were the result of agreement between the 
bureau and the carriers, but in all cases the Commission proceeded 
with a presumption in favor of the correctness of the bureau's deter
minations.lto 

How far is this aspect of the Commission's processes entitled to 

approval? The decision to determine unit prices on the basis of a vast 
array of cost data rather than to depend upon the distinctive price 
experience of the individual carrier being valued was clearly in ac
cord with the reproduction hypothesis. The decision to IJS!: "normal" 
prices was equally sound, since the prices prevailing on a given date 
are subject to all sorts of accidental influences and can possess no spe
cial significance in the time-consuming task of reconstructing an ex· 
tensive plant. Whether the norm was properly determined depends 
upon whether the period over which the prices were taken corre
sponds roughly to the probable time required for reproducing the 
property. At this point the Commission, by utilizing a uniform period 
of five to ten years in the computation of unit prices, appears to have 
tempered strict logic with reasonableness. Since it was engaged upon 
a comprehensive valuation task, it accorded uniform treatment to all 
the carriers; and because of "the hazards which attend all prophesies 
in respect to prices," it adopted a longer experience than that meas· 
ured by the probable period of reconstruction. Even if, from the 
standpoint of strict reproduction doctrine, the Commission may be 

is better than mere expert opinion, for the opinion of the expert is valuable in pro· 
pmioD as his experience has been broad and universal, while here we have the experi. 
cnce not of one but of hundreds of experts." Ibid., p. 139. 

ao For a detailed account of the methods and considerations governing the deter· 
minatiOD of unit prices, see Te~fl$ Midland R. R.o 75 I.C.e. I (1918), at PP. 35-48 
and 135-140. For brief discussions of the application of these methods and considera
tions to particular prices, see Kansas City SOli'''"" Ry. Co .• 7S I.C.C. 223, 246--248, 
253-256 ('919); San Pedro, Los Angel" 6- Sail Loke R. R. Co., 75 I.C.C. 463, 417-
480 (1923); Akron Union Passmger Depot Co., 106 I.C.C. 305. 307-308 (1925). See, 
also, All .. "" Birminglums 6- Ad .. tie R. R. Co., 75 LC.C. 645, 65.-652 ('923); 
Blmgor 6- Aroostoo/r. R. R. Co., 911.C.C. '53, .68 ('925); Nelli York. Phi/delphi. 6-
Norfol/r. R. R. Co., 97 I.C.C. 2730 289-298 ('925); Wyoming Ry. Co., "4 I.C.C. '94, 
'95 (1926); Gulf 6- North .... Ry. Co., 114 I.C.C. 506, 501 (1926); Loke Superior 6-
llh~m;"g Ry. Co., 1161.C.C. I. 8 (1926); Cumber/ad 6- Mtmc"~st" R. R. Co., 116 
I.C.C. 407. 408 (19~6); Atchison, Tope/c.a & Santa Fe Ry. Co .• 127 I.C.C. I, 34-43 
('921); Great North .... Ry. Co., '33 LC.C. " 88-95 (1921); Chesapeake 6- O. Ry. 
Co., 24 Val. Rep. 45'. 465-469 ('929); Chic.go, R. I. 6- P. Ry. Co., 24 Val. Rep. 709, 
747-153 ('929); Duluth, M. 6- N. Ry. Co., 26 Val. Rep. 387, 408-4.0 ('929); BOI"'n 
6- M. R., 30 Val. Rep. 5'5. 523-528 ('930). 
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said to have erred somewhat in so doing,>" its position none the less 
appears more defensible than the apparent acceptance by the Supreme 
Court of "spot" prices as of valuation date.''' The artificiality of the 
reproduction theory was not to be further accentuated by results pos
sessing but a momentary significance. The hypothetical figures, in so 
far as they are dependent upon unit prices, were made to bear some 
realistic relation.hip to normal reproduction costs. Nor can any valid 

14-1 The Commission's results with regard to unit priCCl approximated the original 
cost of most of the property in existence in 1914. In the first of its valuation reports 
the Commission said: "While the Commission is not as well informed today as it 
hopes to be before the end of its work, we arc prepared to state with considerable 
confidence that the cost of producing and equipping a railroad in most parts of tbi. 
country on June 30. 1914. was a fair average for at least the 20 years preceding. There 
had been many changes during that period. Some prices had advanced while otben 
had declined. The cost of labor had somewhat increased. but improved method. tended 
to offset this increase. On the whole. the 1914 oost was just about an average for those 
previow yean during which the great bulk of the railroad property then in use had 
come into existence." Texas MiJIlltJd R. R.; 75 I.C.C. I (19(8), at p. 140. ThiJ in .. 
terpretation of the results was confirmed almost nine yean later in Excess Income of 
s •. Lo.is & O·Fallon Ry. Co •• 124 I.C.C. 3 ('9'7). The Commission said (p. 4'): 
''The line of railroad of the O'Pallon • • • was constructed in the years from 1896 to 
1900, both inclusive. While a satisfactory statement of the carrier's actual investment, 
or of the original cost of its property, is Dot available, much thought and effort have 
been devoted by us in our valuation work to determine the costs of building railroad, 
during the years immediately following the period when this carrier', property was 
being built. The results of that study are reflected in the unit prices. which are herein 
termed 1914 unit prices, used in making the reproduction cost estimates of thit 
property." The Commission then quoted with approval the statement from the TexlU 
Midland case set forth above, '"with regard to the reliability of these unit prices for 
use in approximating the probable, reasonable, and necessary costs of constructing 
railroad properties built prior to June 30,1914." In so far as actual colt or approximate 
investment is accepted as the controlling determinant of final value, these results pro-
vidcd a useful approximation to original costs, in the absence of original coats derived 
from authentic records; but in so far as these results are designed to represent repro· 
duction cost, the question may pertinently be raised whether their approximation to 
original costs did not spring from the usc of an unduly cxtended experience in the 
establishment of normal unit prices. 

a2 See note 57, supra. with special reference 10 the McC.Jle case. In his dissent .. 
ing opinion in that case, Justice Brandeis expreued view, on this issue in substantial 
conformity with the practice of the Commission: ''Nor do I find in the decision. of 
this Court any support for the view that a peculiar sanction attaches to 'spot' repro~ 
duction cost, as distinguished from the amount that it would actually cost to reproduce 
the plant if that task were undertaken at the date of the hearing. 'Spot' reproduction 
would be impossible of accomplishment without the aid of Aladdin', lamp. The actual 0 

cost of a plant may conceivably indicate its actual value at the time of completion or 
at some time rhereaf'i:er. Estimates of cost may conceivably approximate what the cost 
of reproduction would be at a given time. But where a plant would require yean (or 
completion. the estimate would be necessarily delusive if it were based on ',pot' prices 
of labor. materials and money. The estimate, to be in any way worthy of trwt, must 
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ground of protest be found in the Commission's determination to 
apply normal prices as of June 30, 1914> to all inventories, regardless 
of their date.'" "Ax the beginning of the valuation work," said the 
Commission in the first of its important final valuation reports, "we 
deemed it advisable, for purposes of comparison, and also for the pur
poses of securing a base for future use in fixing values as of later 
dates, to price all common-carrier structures as of a common date."''" 
It is obvious that a value derived by applying 1914 prices to a 1914 in
ventory is not comparable with a value resulting from the application 
of 1914 prices to a 1918 inventory. Revision would clearly be neces
sary if such results were to be utilized for regulatory purposes. At this 
point, however, the Commission was seeking reproduction cost rather 
than a rate base, and it was merely obtaining information rather than 
reaching any final conclusion. Since all of the figures were later to be 
brought up to date, the method by which this revision was to be d-

be based on a consideration of the varying costs of labor, materials, and money for a 
period at least as long as would be required to construct the plant and put it into 
operation. Morcover, the estimate must be made in the light of a longer experience 
and with due allowances for the hazards which attend all prophesies in respect to 
prices. The search for value can hardly be aided by a hypothetical cstima~ of the cost 
of replacing the plant at a particular moment, when actual. reproduction would re
quire a period that must be measured by years." McCardle v. Indianapolis Co .• 272. 
U. S. 400, 423-424 ('926). 

UI The Commission's decision to apply prices. in the first instance, as of a com
mon date, regardless of the date of each particular inventory, was reached only after 
careful consideration, in the interests of uniformity and as a means of providing a 
readily comparable basis for subsequeo.t revision. The rationale of this decision was 
initially set forth al follows: "Our inventories are taken as of diff'ercnt dates, but all 
prices arc applied as of June 30, 1914. The first thought was to apply price. as of the 
date of the inventory in each case, but subsequcnt re8ection led to the conclwion that 
this course could not properly be pursued. The railroads of this COUDtry arc compcti~ 
tive. If the costs which are being produced by the application of these prices arc to be 
inBucntial in the fixing of rates, they ought to be upon some commOD basis. Without 
attempting to indicate how far changes in prices should affcct changes in value, it is 
manifest that aU carriers ought to be, if possible, measured by the same standard. The 
8uctuations in price which have occurred since June 30, 1914, illustrate and confirm 
this view. Many prices, especially of equipment, are today double those of 1914. It 
would, in our view, be manifestly absurd to apply to the Pennsylvania lines between 
Washington and Philadelphia, of which the date of valuation is 1914, prices as of 
that date, while applying to the Baltimore Ie Ohio, a parallel line constructed at IUb~ 
IWltially the same time and developed under the same conditions, the prices of June 
30, 1918, which happeDl to be the date of its valuation. If a uniform price be ap~ 
plied that price can be varied by appropriate factor. or otherwise .. justice may re~ 
quire." T.ZfU Midland R. R.,15 I.C.C. , ('9.8), at pp. '39'"'40. 

, .. S ... P.dro, Lot Ang.l., & Sal. Ulk. R. R. Co., 15 I.C.C. 463 ('923). at p. 414. 
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fected constituted the crucial issue; the fact that unit prices were 
applied to the basic inventories as of a common date was largely a 
matter of practical convenience. The attack upon the unit prices, 
then, presented itself largely in terms of differences of judgment as 
between the Commission's engineers and those of the carriers. De
spite its repudiation of expert opinion, the Commission could not 
escape reliance,. in considerable measure, upon the judgment of ex
perts. While an extensive mass of cost data was laboriously collected, 
these data were translated into unit prices on the basis of the special 
knowledge and observation and experience of the bureau's engineer
ing personnel. The resulting figures, therefore, were necessarily esti
mates, and they possessed only a pseudo-accuracy. But although, in 
the last analysis, resort to the exercise of judgment could not be 
avoided, the accepted presumption in favor of the Commission's own 
experts was not without foundation. The fact that the past price ex
perience of the carriers as a whole, collated into specific data of repre
sentative character, constituted the dominant source of their judg
ments together with the fact that the approach of the Commission's 
engineers was in the very nature of the case a disinterested one, pro
vided ample justification for the confidence reposed in their findings. 
Such judgments differ essentially from expert opinion produced by 
the carriers in support of particular er parte claims. While it is im
possible to assume that truth lay with the findings of the bureau in 
all instances, the processes pursued, once the guiding principles pro
mulgated by the Commission are accepted, do not disclose any seri
ously vitiating sources of error."o The claims of the carriers, when 

U5 It is interesting to Dote that the general rdiability of the bureau', subsidiary 
findings was expressly recognized even by those members of the Commission who 
could not agree with the majority in matten of principle. Commissioner Daniels, for 
exampl~ although dissenting from the majority in the first of the final uluation te~ 
ports, cltplicitly relieved the bureau of all respomibility for what he deemed to be de-
fects io the Commission". report, and he took occasion to commend the high quality 
of its labors. "It .howd be stated at the outsct that in whatever respects the report 
may be defective, the Bureau of Valuation is nOl chargeable. The able, detailed, pain.
taking. and efficient work of the bureau has resulted in an enormous inventory of the 
railway plant of the United States that constitutes a notable monument of achieve· 
ment. The defect io the result, based upon the bureau', careful investigation, arises 
from what has long seemed to mc certain ClToncow instructions approved by us, under 
which the bureau has been operating. In the ucertainmcnt of • figure to be placed 
upon the aggregate of carrier property devoted to public JC:tVice, it is inevitable, in 
the nature of the case, that we mwt heavily lean and largely rely upon the bureau·, 
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presented in specific terms, were accorded full consideration, but the 
Commission righdy declined to abdicate its primary responsibility in 
the premises."8 

There remains for brief consideration the Commission's treatment 
of "overheads." These were generally recognized as constituting le
gitimate charges to the cost of reproducing the physical property, 
since they represent expenditures that would unquestionably be in
curred in "reconstruction," emerging as separate items only because 
they cannot be allocated to specific units of the inventory.'" A few 
such charges were deemed inherendy inconsistent with the reproduc-

inventory. Particular items embodied. in the bureau's tentative valuation evoke protest, 
and to these itemJ our attention is specifically called. But in the main we must reiy, 
and no doubt we may do so with safety, upon the propriety and £Urness of the bu· 
reau"s iwnized assembly of items," San Pedro, Los Angeles ~ Sa/, UJc.e R. R. Co., 75 
LC.C. 463. 5'M'5 ('923). 

ne But compare the following critical comment from H. B. Vanderblue, RlliITOllll 
ValUillion by 1M Interstak Commerce Commission (1920), at pp. 31-33: "Experts 
were also introduced by the railroads, who fixed upon higher Unit price5. In answer to 
these claims, Mr. Prouty insisted: 'The presumption should be that the work is right, 
and it should be incumbent upon the carrier to show error with reasonable: certainty.' 
The theory would seem to be that the testimony of even the most eminent expert wit· 
..... hardly makes that show of scientific procedure which is created by arrays of """ 
figures, however incomparable and however irrelevant. Nor docs the respectability 
attach to opinions of railroad employees that attaches to the 'judgment' of 'practical 
meo." government employees instructed to be We. who, having considered all the cost 
data and examined the work to be done 'theoretically; 'finally reach a price which in 
their judgment is righL' But whether unit prices fixed in one way or fixed in the 
other arc more truly a rne:J.SUlC of what it would cost to reproduce a railroad 'theo
retically,' who can say? The Commission has been content to accept the Bureau's fig .. 
ures, the figures of the tentative valuation being made final except where the Bureau 
has later agreed that increases would be 'fair.' But from the nature of the case the ulti .. 
mate determinant is judgment. and the figures reported arc only estimates. Any accu
racy professed for them is largely spcciow." Footnote references in the above passage 
have been omitted. 

161 From the very beginning the Commission expressly recognized both the need 
and the propriety of including "overhead charges" in the reproduction cost appraisal: 
'"When an inventory has been. prepared, including every item of physical property 
which enters into the construction of a railroad, and when a proper price has been 
applied to every item in that inventory covering both the expense of acquiring the 
property and of putting it in place as a part of the railroad, the result docs not ex .. 
press the entire cost of the physical railroad itself for the reason that certain expenses 
connected with the production of this property have not been taken into account. 
Before the building of the ra.ilroad or eveD the preliminary steps looking toward its 
building can be undertaken, a corporation is organized. There must be some entity to 
hire men and disburse money. The creation of this corporation entails the procuring 
of legal lCI'Vices and generally the payment of certain fees and other expenses. Engi .. 
neers must be employed to locate the line, prepare contracts, supervise the oonstruc~ 
tion. etc. There must be • general organization with the necessary employees for the 
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tion hypothesis. As already noted, for example, no separate allowance 
for "contingencies" was countenanced. In view of the assumption 
that all items of property and conditions of construction are exactly 
known, no special provision was made for the omissions and unfore
seen difficulties which inevitably arise in new projects."s The princi
pal overhead allowances were for "engineering," "general expendi
tures," and "interest during construction." The methods employed in 
ascertaining the amount of these allowances followed the usual prac
tice in railroad appraisals-that is, blanket percentages of total cost 
were added for engineering and general expenses, and interest during 
construction was computed on the basis of an assumed rate of interest 
applied to an assumed construction period. An effort was made, how
ever, to reduce conjecture and personal opinion to a minimum. A 
broad basis of past experience was looked to as the starting-point for 
the exercise of judgment. "Seemingly in the past," said the Commis
sion, "the amount of these charges has depended rather upon the im
pression of the engineer who applied them than upon any well ascer
tained basis of !act. It has been the attempt of the Commission to 
reach a conclusion grounded, not upon impression or inclination, but 

purpose of conducting the work and making record of the details. Money mwt be 
provided for the payment of expenses as the work progresses and the interest on this 
money is in addition to the capital invested. It is evident that these items and other. 
of a similar character call fot the outlay of money. and that they are not reprcse.Dted 
in the inventory which has been prepared and priced. These items are ordinarily de· 
nominated 'overhead charges' for the reason that they attach, not to any particular 
structure or part of the worl4 but to the work al a whole or at least to a certain class 
of that work. It must be conceded that a railroad could not be built without cxpendi. 
ture for lOme or all of these items. and that if the cost of reproduction is to be indica· 
nvc of the cost of production at prescnt some inclusion mwt be made on this ac.
count." Texas MUlltmtl R. R •• 75 I.C.C. " '4' ('9,8). 

168 In so tar as allowances fol' contingencies were deemed necessary. they were in~ 
eluded in connection with the price treatment of specific items. "Since reproduction 
new is at best an estimate," said the Commission. "it is apparent that an estimare at· 
rived at upon a basis as outliacd above is as liable to be too high as too low and that 
therefore there is no wanant for the addition of a definite amount to cover cantin· 
gendes. but that any allowance of that kind which ought to be made should be and if 
taken care of in connection with particular items of property." Textll MUllanJ R. R., 
75I.C.C. I. 26 (1918). See, also. Wirutcm-Slllem SouthbounJ Ry. Co., 75 I.C.C. 18,. 
'94-'95 ('9,8); Ad.,.",. Birmi.gh.m 6- Adtmtie R. R. C ... 75 I.C.C. 645. 653 
('9'3); B .. gor 6- Ar ... nook R. R. Co .. 97 I.C.C. '53, ,60 ('9'5); Auguno Bel. R,. 
Co .. '03 I.C.C. 5'3. 5'5 ('9'5); Gulf 6- Ship Manti R. R. Co .• ,06 I.C.C. 'n. '12 
('9'5); Milledgevill. R,. Co .• n. I.C.C .• 6., .65 ('9.6); Missouri SmII/rem R. R. 
Co •• n4 I.C.C. 795. 797 ('9.6); Lehigh 6- Hruls .. Ri • ., R,. Co .. '37 I.C.C. 698, 
706 ('9.8); Chic.go. R. I. 6- P. R,. CO ••• 4 V.1. Rep. 709. 764""?66 ('929). 
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upon a substantial foundation. The attempt has been made to bring 
these charges under the same test which has been applied in the de
velopment of prices, namely, the actual experience of the past.,,149 
Accordingly, on the basis of a study of 121 construction projects of 
varying types in different parts of the country, the Commission in
structed its staff to allow for "engineering," save in exceptional cir
cumstances, from two to five per cent of the investment in road, ex· 
clusive of land and engineering.:U;O On the basis of a study of the 
same projects, and especially in reliance upon an examination of a 
few individual properties "where the circumstances of construction 
were fully known" and "which were believed to be fairly typical of 
what might be expected under normal conditions," the Commission 
has usually permitted the addition of one and one-half per cent of the 
road accounts, exclusive of land, to cover "general expenditures."1lI1 

169 Texas Midland R. R.# ,S I.C.C. I (1918), at pp. 141-142. 

lDO lbiJ.# pp. 26-28. The exact percentage in each case w.ls fixed by the Commis
sion', engineer, in furtherance of the following considerations: ''He must consider the 
Jlature of the property with which he is dealing. If the railroad rum through a com· 
paratively level country, crossing few streams, and therefore with few bridges, slight 
cub, and DO tunnels. the percentage of engineering would be comparatively low even 
though the cost were also small, but as the difficulties increase the percentage would 
risco It must be noted, however, that the percentage may be comparatively low, al· 
though the engineering difficulties arc many, for the reason that the total cost of the 
work is large and the percentage of engineering therefore small, although the gross 
amount of engineering is itself large. In fixing this percentage the engineer also fie· 
quendy derives great assistance from what he can ascertain as to the original cost. This 
is by no meaDS conclusive, but it is always instructive and when ascertainable is care· 
fully considered." Ibid., pp. ISO-lSI. Sec, also, il.da"', Binning/Ulna '" Atlan';" R. R. 
Co., 75 I.C.C. 645, 652-653 ('923); 1I4riun Rj • .,. R. R. Co., 84 I.C.C. 463, 465-466 
(I9:14); Roscoe, Snyder '" Pacific R. R. Co., 91 I.e.c. I, 9 (1925); Cement, Tolenos '" 
Ti4eflJtlUr R. R. Co., .08 I.C.C. 555 ('926); Pinsburgh & SUlquehanna R. R. Co., 
no I.C.C. 787 ('926); Chieago,Mi/waukte & Gary Ry. Co., n4 I.C.C .• 6, IS ('926); 
Cumberlantl '" ManeA(!net' R. R. Co., II6 I.C.C. 401. 408-409 (192.6); il.tduon, To· 
pel(a & SanIII F, Ry. Co., 127 I.C.C. " '3-.8 ('927); Grelll NonA.,." Ry. Co., '33 
I.C.C. I, 15-19 (1927); CAkago. Burlington'" Quincy It R. Co., 134I.C.C. I, 20-23 
('927); Chieago & Nor.h Wm.,." Ry. Co., '37 I.C.C. " '7 ('928); Chesapeake & 
O. Ry. Co., 24 Val. Rep. 45', 46'-463 ('929); Chicago, R.I. & P. Ry. Co., 24 Val. 
Rep. 709, 7'4-'120 ('929). 

lIS1 The category of "general expenditures" embraced the accounts involving or. 
ganization expenses, general officers and clerks, law, stationery and printing. taxes, 
and other expenditureJ of a miscellaneous character. When the nonna! allowance of 
one and one·half per cent for ··general expenditures" fixed by the Commission was 
attacked as unduly low, the protest was disposed of as follows: .'The carrier contends 
that this percentage is 100 small, and that the particular group of road. selected by 
the accountants is not representative. It c:alis attention to six other roads which might 
have bec.a lClected, for which the average would have been between 4 and 7 per cent. 
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The treatment of "interest during construction" was, on the whole, 
similarly orthodox. Efforts made to ascertain the credit status of each 

In answer to this it is sufficient to state that DO one knew, when the properties in .. 
eluded in the study were selected, what the figures would show, and no attempt was 
made to support any preconceived theory, the sole desire being to ascertain the fact, 
and it is believed that the results obtained ace fairly representative." Tex", Mid/and 
R. R., 7SI.C.C. I, 29-31, IsX-153, 30 (1918). Sec, also, KansaJ City Southern Ry. Co., 
7S I.COC. 22.3, 257 '(1919); MtZtU:neller & On~d" Ry. Co., 103 I.e.c. I, 3 (1925); 
Se",~/J Va/ley R. R. Co., 106 I.C.C. 236, 237 (1925); Ange/intl 6- Neches RjlJer R. R. 
Co., lOS I.C.C. 539, 540 (19.6); Lufkin, Hemphill & Gulf Ry. Co., IIO I.C.C. 220, 
221 (1926); Missouri Southem R. R. Co., 114 I.e.c. 795,196-797 (1926); Atchison, 
Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co., "7 I.C.C. I, 6I~5 (19'7); Gre .. Non""" Ry. Co .. 133 
I.C.C. I, 110-111 (19:17); Chicago 6- North Wesln'tJ Ry. Co., 137 I.C.C. I, 23-24 
(I9'S); Virginia Ry. Co., 141 I.C.C. 595, 6'7~'9 (I9'S); Chicago, R.I. & P. Ry. Co .. 
24 Val. Rep. 709, 759-761 (1929); Western Padjie Ry. Co., 29 Val. Rep. 239. 267 
(1929). But the one and one-half per cent allowance was not made as an invariable 
rule. In Pennsylvania R. Co., 22 Val. Rep. I (1929), for example, in which one per 
cent was allowed, the Commission said (p. 105): "We formerly computed general 
expenditures by the practically uniform application of a perccntage of 1.5 .••• Mtcr 
further consideration of the matter we concluded that a sliding scale should be used." 
Again, in New York Cmtral R. Co., 27 Val. Rep. I (1929), in which the allowance 
was likewise reduced to one per cent, the Commission declared that "because of their 
magnitude and the opportunities for effecting economies, the perccntage necessary for 
the larger systems has been found to be rc:lativ~ly lower than that for the smaller 
lines" (p. 39). In many instances, on the other hand, the allowance {ound to be justified 
exceeded one and onc-half per cent. See, for example, Greal Welurn Ry. Co., J 25 
I.C.C. 674, 67HS3 (1927); Norfolk & Ponsmotdh B,I, Line R. R. Co., 133 I.C.C. 
771, 776-?77 (1927); Unity Rys. Co., '43 I.C.C. 833. 835 (1928); Minneloltl, D. & 
W. Ry. Co .. 25 Val. Rep. 1,5 (1929); 1(ans", Cily T. Ry. Co .. 25 Val. Rep. S., 92 
(1929); Marsell4 T. R. Co., 25 Val. Rep. 181, 184 (1929); Franklin 6' A. Ry. Co., 26 
Val. Rep. 191. 20S (1929); Pullmtl1l R. Co., 26 Val. Rep. 227, 236 (1929); Manu" 
focIurer" !u"",ion Ry. Co., 26 Val. Rep. 607, 609 (1929); Chicago & W.l. R. Co., 29 
Val. Rep. I, 10 (1929); Fon Wonh Bel'Ry. Co .. 29 Val. Rep. 451, 465 (1929); 
Union Stock YIlrJ~ Co. of Omalu" 31 Val. Rep. 136. 140 (1930). Incorporation fees. 
unless nominal in amount, were added to the percentage allowance for general ex~ 
penditurcs. In the Texas Midland case the Conun.ission declared (p. 30): "Where 
• • • more than a nominal charter fcc has been requircd. the engineer. have bceD in .. 
structed to ascertain the amount of such fcc and add it to the I.S per cenL" But only 
fees actually paid were thus recognized; no allowance WaJ made for hypothetical ex .. 
penses that might be incurred (or this purpose on reproduction. In Toledo. SI. Louis 6-
Westem: R. R. Co .• 141 I.C.C. 287 (1928). the Commission said: "Incorporation or 
charter fees reptcscnt moneys paid to the State for the privilege of corporate existence. 
They are analogow to the cost of franchises and should be treated in the same way. It 
is well settled that franchises have no place in a valuation for tate.making purpoees. 
except to the extent of oudays made in the acquisition. ••• We arc DOt unmindful 
that a strict application of the reproduction theory would require a ditTecc:Dt treatmeDt 
and cause the ascertainment of what would be paid {or incorporation fees on repro
duaion rather than the origin2l cost. But the reproduction theory must be reasonably 
applied • • • and the Supreme Court .... held that the logical implicatio .. of the 
theory need not be pwhed to :In exueme inconsistent with equity and justice • • ." 
(p. 313). See. also, Nelli York Cen,,1II R. Co .. 27 Val. Rep. 1,39 (1929). 
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company and the distinctive circumstances which would surround its 
financing were early abandoned, "because it was found to be an al
most impossible task, and the result was misleading."!·' The as
sumption was made, instead, "that the reconstruction would be done 
by a company the credit of which was good and which could purchase 
supplies at advantageous prices.""· Under these circumstances a rate 
of six per cent was fixed upon as ample to cover not only interest but 
all items of expense, such as brokerage, connected with the hypo
thetical borrowing of money for construction;!" and the interest was 
computed for one-half the construction period plus three months 
upon the total amount of the road accounts, with the exception of 
land, and the general expense accounts, with the exception of interest 
during construction.!·· As for the length of the period of construc-

... TulIS MiJlmul R. R.o 75 I.C.C. I, 31 (1918). 
'''Ibid. "Upon DO other theory," added the Commission, ''would the cost of re

producing the diIfercnt properties be fairly comparable."lbid."p. '54. 
1M "Since a railroad with good credit has DO difficulty during normal times in 

borrowing money at 4 ~ per cent. it was felt that the rate of 6 per cent would be ample 
to cover all incidental item. of expense in connection therewith." Ib;J.~ p. 31. This 
conclusion was largely ba5ed upon an examination of the sale of bonds of various 
kinda duriog the five-year period ending June 30, 1914. Furthetmore, the Commission 
direcu:d attention to the faa that the assumption of equally good credit and the use 
of the same rate of interest in all cases need not vitiate the findings of final value, 
since the figures as to reproductioD cost are supplemented by financial data. of a his
torical character, which might justifY according special weight to the distinctive .. peri
ena: ol the particulat carrier: ''It should be funher horne in mind that engineuing 
reports do not attempt to place a final value upon properties. There may be facts in 
the fi.nanci.al history of a corporation which would make it just to consider the cost to 
that road of obtaining money in the determination of its final value. The financial 
history of every corporation is fully dealt with in the accounting report. The engi· 
neuing report deals metely with the physU:al property of the carrier, and in esti· 
mating the cost of reproducing that property new it is assumed that the money can 
be had for 6 per cent without additional cost and without inquiring how it is to be 
ohotioed."lbid., pp. 154-155. 

lOa A study of various construction projects disclosed that when oncc construction 
is begun and is continued without interrUption. the monthly expendirurcs arc dis-
tributcd with reasonable uniformity ov~ the entire building period. Hence, according 
to the general rule followed in public utility valuations, interest would have to be 
computed for one-half the period of construction. But since, under the Commission's 
practice, DO account wu taken of work performed preliminary to actual construction, 
and since, too. funds must be available for a reasonable peri.od--tay. six months--in 
advance of their actual expenditure, the Commission added three months to the pc. 
riod for which computations were made. In the case of equipment, which is normally 
not acquired. until the road is practically completed. a differentiation was made from 
other items of constrUCtion, and an allowancc of interest for three months on the 
equipment accounts was in usual circumstances deemed to be equitable. Expenditures 
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tion, upon which the application of the foregoing methods depends, 
mention has already been made that it was determined by the Com
mission's engineers, as part of their formulation of the construction 
program. They were not bound by the actualities of the historical 
development of the properties, nor did they seek to establish the 
shortest possible construction period. Taking into account "the usual 
delays which occur in normal times, due to labor and market condi
tions," but eliminating "unusual delays, due to financial troubles and 
other causes peculiar to individual properties," they fixed upon "that 
period within which the work might be economically done."'·· As in 
the matter of unit prices, it is obvious, in connection with these "over
heads," that actual experience constituted a general background, 
rather than a precise determinant, of the Commission's findings
that informed judgment was the controlling factor, and that, despite 
the apparent certainty and exactness of the results, estimate and 
approximation were the utmost possible under the reproduction 
hypothesis. 

for land were excluded from the base, 6rst, because land valuation was not embraced 
in the reproduction cost appraisal, and, IeCODd. on me merits, because "the present 
value of adjacent land" test was regarded as precluding any Jepatate allowance for in· 
terest. Interest during construction was excluded from the base on which interest was 
computed-that is, compounding of interest was Dot permitted--becausc it was be· 
lieved "that the interest which the carrier should obtain upon its cash balances in the 
bank ought to be sufficient aD the whole to offiet this item:' IIN/ .• pp. 32-33. 155-1 S8, 
158 (1918), See, also, KlJtUtII City S01Ilhtrn Ry. Co., 7S I.C.C. 223, 257 (1919); San 
P,dro, Lol Ang,l" II< Sal, Lok, R. R. Co., 75 I.C.C. 463. 485 (1923); A,lon",. 
BirmingAam 6- Atlttntie R. R. Co., 75 I.C.c. 645, 659 (1923); RllriI4tJ IUller R. R. Co., 
84 I.C.C. 463. 465-467 (1924); W," Virginia North ..... R. R. Co., 110 I.C.C. 385. 
390 (1926); Pimburgn II< Susql«nanna R. R. Co •• 110 I.C.C. 787. 790 (1926); Chi
,ago. MilUlflUk .. II< Gary Ry. Co .. "4 I.C.C. 16. ~I (1926); '&ut /"''''1 R. R. II< T. 
Co., 114 I.C.C. 441. 443 (1926); Wm"" Pfl<i{ic Ry. Co .• 29 Val. Rep. 239, 269-270 
(1929)· 

1Ii6 Texas Midland R. R.. 75I.C.C. I, 32 (1918). Sec, also, W;nltOn~Salem SOrlI"~ 
bound Ry. Co., 75 I.C.C. 187. 196 (1918); Kanl., City S<>uIh"" Ry. Co .. 75 I.C.C. 
223, 25H57 (1919); Adonta, Birmingh4m II< Atlantk R. R. Co., 75 I.C.C. 645. 
6SlHi59 (1923); Fort Str'" Union D,fIO' Co •• 97 I.C.C. 663.665 (1925); Mobil, II< 
Ohio R. R. Co .. 143 I.C.C. 459.476 (1928); P,nnsylv."ia R. Co .. 22 Val. Rep. I. 105-
115 (1929); Chicago, R. 1. II< P. Ry. Co .. 24 Val. Rep. 709. 76~63 (1929). A mI

sonablc plan of reproduction. the Commission has held, requites dl2t • road be built 
in sections, and that each section be opened to commercial use upon completion. At this 
point the interest period terminaleSi nor is there warrant for further allowance of in· 
tc:rest because of subsequent we: of a completed lCCtioD in the transportation of mate· 
rials ror sections stin under construction. Norfollt. SONlAem R. R. Co., 84 I.e.c. 693. 
702 (1925); A/diso", Topd.1Z & S.,,'. Fe Ry. Co., 127 J.c.c. I, 30 (1927); GUlli 
North ..... Ry. Co .. 133 I.C.C. I, 113 (1927). 
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Turning, by way of conclusion, to the reproduction cost appraisal 
as a whole, what significance does it possess and what light does it 
throw upon the Commission as a functioning tribunal? In what 
sense, for example, may it be said that the f42,844,150 which the Com
mission found, as of valuation date, to be the reproduction cost new 
of the wholly owned and used property, other than land, of the San 
Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake Railroad Company,IOT or the $58,-
432>710 of the Delaware & Hudson Company,'5. or the 5490,007,919 
of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company,'·· really 
represent the cost which would be incurred in a duplication of these 
properties? It must be evident from the foregoing analysis that it 
would be the simplest of tasks to point out numerous sources of pos
sible error and miscalculation; there are scores of items concerning 
which equally competent judgments might produce widely diver
gent results. Final figures so painfully precise, and yet built upon an 
hypothesis so markedly unreal, are almost ludia-ous in their exact
ness. Even with conjecture reduced to a minimum, the results are still 
too conjectural to be altogether acceptable as objective findings. There 
can be no question, however, as to the high quality of the Commis
sion's performance of this aspect of the valuation project. The colos
sal task which in its initial stages was characterized by some as "an 
attempt to achieve the impossible" was not only accomplished, but in 
decidedly creditable fashion. The shortcomings of the results spring 
from the inherent nature of the reproduction cost method, rather 
than from any want of skill or reasonableness in its practical applica
tion. It must be borne in mind, too, that the Commission had no al
ternative in the matter of ascertaining and reporting reproduction 
cosr-this task was specifically imposed upon it by the terms of the 
Valuation Act. When the appraisal is regarded from these angles, one 
is repeatedly impressed by the soundness of the Commission's ap
proach, the thoroughness of its labors, the balanced character of its 
judgment, the measured restraint of its policies, the general consist
ency of its findings. If reproduction cost figures are to be utilized in 
the processes of valuation, it can hardly be doubted that those re-

m 75 I.C.C. 463, 606 (1923). 
161 116 I.C.C. 611.626 (1926). 
, .. 134 I.C.C. I, 59 (1927). 
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ported by the Commission will be found more legitimately support
able from the standpoint of equitable adjustment of private rights 
and public interests than any that are likely to be made available by 
less experienced if not less disinterested agencies.lOJO 

Cost of Reproduction Less Depreciation 

The Commission was also required to ascertain, as the third of the 
underlying cost figures applicable to the physical properties other 
than land, cost of reproduction less depreciation. The manifest ob
jective was to obtain reproduction cost estimates that would reflect the 
actual condition of the properties at the time of valuation. The initial 
reproduction cost findings, therefore, were to be diminished by such 
sums as would measure the differences in condition, because of age, 
wear, or loss of adaptability, between the properties when new and in 
their existing state on valuation date. This difference constitutes de
preciation, and the resulting figures reflect the cost of reproducing 
the depreciated properties. The ascertainment of depreciation, under 
these circumstances, was but an extension of the original hypothetical 
process: the theoretical reproduction of the properties new was im
mediately followed by their theoretical reduction to actual condition. 
Reproduction cost new was assumed to measure the full hypothetical 
outlay for duplicating the properties in new condition; reproduction 
cost less depreciation was assumed to measure that portion of the 
hypothetical outlay which remained after the properties had been re
duced to their existing condition. And the mandate to ascertain and 
report depreciation for this purpose was independent of prevailing ac
counting practices. Depreciation was to be deducted as the monetary 
measurement of physical and functiorial influences affecting the in
tegrity of the hypothetical outlay, regardless of the provision made 
therefor in the carriers' accounts. as a means of establishing one of 
the underlying cost figures. With these considerations in mind. it ap
pears that, despite a failure to sound the depths of the depreciation 
problem and perhaps an undue willingness to sacrifice principle to 
practicability, the Commission has been substantially sound in its 

180 A discussion of the use made by the Commission of the reproduction cost fig~ 
UI'CI 10 derived must necessarily be postponed to our subtequent analysis of the deter
mination of singlc...um values. 
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conclusions. But whatever its merits, the Commission's depreciation 
policy, to be presendy analyzed, has been consistendy applied in the 
face of carrier protests.'61 

The principal controversy centered about the basic conception of 
depreciation that should prevail. In general terms, the Commission 
found depreciation to accrue 'Is a result of mere age and use, regard. 
less of the observable effects upon the service rendered by the prop
erty. The carriers, on the other hand, insisted that depreciation arises 
only to the extent of such loss in operating efficiency as may result 
from deferred maintenance. According to the first conception, depre
ciation is an inevitable accompaninlent of the lapse of time---ruI prop
erties not new are depreciated properties, and the only problem is to 
measure the amount of depreciation. According to the other view, 
the very existence of depreciation is an open question~ssuming 
adequate repairs and replacements and the resulting maintenance of 
full service efficiency, no deduction for depreciation need be made 
from reproduction cost new in order to reflect the condition of the 
existing property. The nature and significance of this conflict as to 
fundamental definition will be clarified by a more detailed considera
tion of these divergent contentions. 

The Commission has treated depreciation "as the exhaustion of ca
pacity for service."'" In translating into monetary terms, with regard 
to any element of the property, this decrease in the number of units 
of capacity for service as compared with the number of units of such 
capacity existing when the particular element was first installed, the 
Commission has defined depreciation as "the lessening of worth of 
physical property due to use or other causes,"'68 or as "the lessening 
in cost value due to the smaller number of service units in the prop
erty as found, than in the same property new."'" "An article when 

111 Sec, for example. Florit/a East COIISI Ry. Co., 84 I.C.C. 25. 26-2, (1924); 
DIII'''tmJ 6- South Carolinll R. R. Co .• 84 I.e.c. 313. 316 (1924); Au!JilOn. Tope/r..tll!t 
S"",. F, Ry. Co .• 127 I.C.C. '.97-98 ('927); N,., York C.""al R. Co .• 27 Val. Rep. 
1,40 (1929). 

182 TextU MiJltmJ R. R. 75 LC.C. I, 48 (1918). This conception was miscon. 
strucd by the carriers as necessarily involving a reduction in operating efficiency. The 
Commission. however, was using the phrase in terms of loss of service uniu, in view 
of the limited life of the property. rather thaD. as a loss of capacity for service at any 
one time. 

lOllbid., p. 183. 
1M Ibid .• p. 125. 
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new," explained the Commission, "contains, so to speak, a certain 
number of units of service; as those units are exhausted the article 
depreciates. When they are all used up the service life ends. . . . The 
extent of depreciation is expressed in condition per cent stated as a 
fraction, of which the denominator expresses the total service units 
while the numerator gives those remaining."'" The fraction thus ob
tained was then applied to the reproduction cost new of the depre
ciable property, and the resulting figure was accepted as cost of re
production less depreciation, due consideration being given to the 
salvage or scrap value of the depreciated unit.'" In formulating and 
applying this conception of depreciation, the Commission unquali
fiedly rejected the contention of the carriers that depreciation should 
be treated as deferred maintenance-that there can be no depreciation 
so long as the property is maintained at 100 per cent efficiency.'M It 
recognized from the first that the outstanding conflict with regard to 
depreciation was this one of fundamental theory-"that the question 
presented . . . for determination touching depreciation is whether 

1615 Ibid. Sec. also, Atltllllll. Birmingham 6- At/antk R. R. Co" 15 I.C.C. 645. 660 
(1923); Florida East Com Ry. Co., 84 I.C.C. 'S, '7 (1924); A •• Arbor R. R. Co., 84 
I.e.c. 159. 166 (1924); Danville 6- Western Ry. Co., 84 I.C.C. 227. 230 (1924); 
So",""" Ry. Co. in Mississippi, 84 I.e.c. 253, 254 (1924); WifJltotJ·Salem South· 
bou.d Ry. Co., 84 I.C.C. S81. S83 (1924); Gulf, Texas & Wen .... Ry. Co .. 97 I.C.C. 
29.31 (1925); Bangor 6- Aroostool( R. R. Co .• 97 J.C.c. 153. 162 (1925); Boston 
Terminal Co., 103 I.e.c. 707, 718 (1925); Onrida 6- WetUNJ R. R. Co .• 106 I.C.C. 
479 (1926); lAurinburg & SOUlh .... R. R. Co., 108 LC.C. 3580359 (1926); DeK4lb & 
WeJleTn R. R. Co .• 110 I.C.C. 7240 726 (1926); Flint Riller 6- NorthellSUrn R. R. Co., 
114 I.C.C. 14%' 143 (1926); Dansville 6- Moulll Monit R. R., 116 I.C.C. 274. 275 
(1926); Crelll North"" Ry. Co., 133 I.e.c. I, n6 (1921); Cheill/"a/c.e" O. Ry. Co., 
24 Val. Rep. 4SI. 481-482 (1929); Hoeki.g Valley Ry. Co., 29 Val. Rep. 321, 336-
337 (1929); Excess Income of Richmond, F. & P. R. Co., 170 I.C.C. 45', 484-486 
(1931). 
- lila In Engineering Board Memorandum No. '26", which is attached as Note to 
Appe.dix J of the Texas Midl.nd report. the general principles and methods to be 
applied in "depreciation of road and equipment property" are brie8y Jet fonh. In 
addition, there is given, with respect: to many of the primary accounts. the normal 
service life of the property involved and other details peculiar to each JUCb account. 
Texas Midland R. R., 7S I.C.C. I (1918). at pp. 183-186. 

1II1"The carrier insists that this [the bureau's] conception of deprecialioo U 
wrong. that the inquiry should be whether the property is in 100 per ",.t dIicicncy. 
So long as it is maintained at 100 per cent dficic:ncy. or what comes to the grne 

thing, so long as there is no deferred maintenance, there can be DO depreciation." 
Ibid .. p. 48. Similarly: "It [the .. trier) ........ that 10 long IS the vari"", uniu are 
adequate to perform the service in which they are operated and are maintained in 
proper physical condition their ICrvice life will be indefinite.·· Nelli Yoro\, PlUlaJelphill 
& Norfolk R. R. Co •• 971.C.C. '73. 306 (192S). 
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the theory of the bureau or that of the carrier is correct."'68 But the 
Commission did not present any extensive or convincing discussion 
on the merits. It appeared to be content to rely upon "legislative and 
judicial authority."tI .. "When the act was passed," said the Commis
sion, "the phrases 'cost of reproduction new' and 'cost of reproduc
tion less depreciation' had come to have a clearly defined and well 
understood meaning. The conception of depreciation as used in this 
connection was the equivalent of that put upon it by the bureau. 
There were differences of opinion as to the part which physical de
terioration and functional depreciation should play and all persons 
were not agreed whether depreciation and life were essentially identi
cal; that is, whether an article might not depreciate more rapidly in 
the first years of its existence than in the last, or vice versa, but all 
were agreed upon the fundamental concept that depreciation means 
decline in value due to loss of capacity for service. An article was as
sumed to have incorporated in it a certain amount,of use when new; 
a certain part of that use had gone; and so much remained. Refer
ence might be made to hundreds of instances in which this idea of 
depreciation when the act was passed had been used in valuation pro
ceedings by individuals, by commissions, and by courts. It is doubtful 
if any case can be found where it had been deliberately assumed that 
depreciation and deferred maintenance were synonymous.""· There 
then followed, by way of support, a brief resume of the rulings 
of the Supreme Court in the K"orville,lTl Cedar RapidS,172 Des 
Moi"es,tT· and Mi""esotri''' cases, with the conclusion that Congress 
must be assumed to have used the word "depreciation" in its gener-

148 T."", Midlllnd R. R.. 75 I.C.C. I (lgI8), at p. 48. By way of focussing atten
tion upon this central issue, the Commission quoted the following from the brief of 
the carrier: "It is apparent, from the testimony received on the subject of deprecia
tion and from the questiODJ and statements of the Director during the introduction of 
the same, that the prine'''" tlifferenee is one of rl~"itio" of tl~pr«itllion. The wit .. 
nesses called by the carriera---me.D of candor, ability and experience-whilc fully 
recognizing dewioration from age and use and the necessity of repairs and replace .. 
ments of perishable elements, state that in 'he abseflel of deforretl mllintnumce '''~ 
is 110 tleprmtllion." 

, •• Florid. EIUt Co/Ut Ry. Co •• 84 I.C.C. 25. 27 (1924). 
'TO Textu MitIltmd R. R.. 75 I.C.C. I (1918). at p. 48. 
1ft KtJoztlilk v. W.ur Co., 112. U.S. I, 9-10, 13-14 (1909). 
I1S C~tl., Rapitls GtrI Co. v. C~tlar Rapids, 113 U.s. 655, 670 (1911). 
IT. D~I Moines Gal CO. Y. D~I Moinel, 138 U.S. 153, 161-16:1 (1915). 
11. Mi,.n~IO" RIlle CtlHl, :130 U.s. 352, 456-457 (1913). 
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ally accepted sense, and the consequent approval of the depreciation 
concept which had been formulated and applied by the bureau. De:
spite sustained attacks by the carriers,tTO as well as vigorous opposi
tion by a dissenting minority of the Commission,"o this approval has 
never been withdrawn. 

118 See Ktmlas City Soulhn-n Ry. Co., 1S I.e.c. 223,258 (1919)i San Pedro, 1..01 
Ang.l .. 6- Sa/, La/r.. R. R. Co •• 75 I.C.C. 463, 487-488 ('923); aDd the citations in 
note I6S, suprll. In Elgin, lolie, 6- Eamrn Ry. Co., 84 I.C.C. 587 (1924), the Com
missioD, in order to prevent delay in the determination of final value, allowed the 
tentative valuation to stand, although the cost of reproduction less depreciation of 
ballast was reported in the lame amount as cost of reproduction new. It took care to 
stipulate. however, that this was not to be regarded as Cfa purposeful departure from our 
usual practice" (p. 597). See, also, Chicago, Tm'e Haule 6- SoutheaskNJ Ry. Co., 97 
I.C.C. 535 ('925), at p. 536. 

178 Among the minority opinions relative to depreciation. those of Comminioncn 
Daniels, Potter. and Eastman may be noted. Commissioner Daniels' dissenting expres
sions dealt with the majority's failure to give explicit cognizance to appreciation, eithct 
as an otJSct to depreciation or otherwise, and with the impropriety, a. a matter of 
equity, of deducting accrued depreciation from the rare base under all circumsrance., 
particularly where past earnings had been insufficient to build up a reserve agaiost 
depreciation and where there had becJl no improvidence in the distribution of earn .. 
ings. These problems will be considered in subsequent pages. At this point it iJ im
portant to note that his protest did not extend to the controversy as between theoretical 
or accrued depreciation and deferred maintenance. KanrtlS City So",""" Ry. Co., 7S 
I.e.e. 223 (1919), at pp. 266-269, and San Pedro, Lor Angelel b SlIlt Uzke R. R. Co., 
75 I.e.c. 463 (1923), at pp. 51S-s21. Commissioner Potter, on the other hand, took 
direct issue with the majority as to its basic concept of depreciation. In the San Pedro 
case, supra, he said (p. 573): '1 am not in accord with the method which bas been 
applied in charging depreciation. It is my view that no appreciable depreciation takes 
place so long as a property is properly maintained and kept in condition for efficient 
operation. It is well known that in actual practice few carriers make any charge for 
depreciation to physical property other than equipment. The practice with respect to 
depreciation upon equipment arises out of the convenience to the carrier of setting up 
a reserve account against whieh large retirements in any particular year m2y be 
charged instead of charging the necessary replacements or retirements to current in
come. Depreciation is in its essence merely a bookkeeping entry designed to accom
plish maintenance, and iu purpose is to maintain an annual equality with 1C5pect to 
charges for maintenancc. The testimony shows that the policy of this carrier with 
respect to maintenance has been liberal and that the property has been kept in accl
lc:nt condition. There is, therefore, no basis for the reported depreciation except at 
most with respect to equipment." He expressed similar view' in connection with the 
final value reports in FloriJtl East CO/lSl Ry. Co., 84 I.C.C. 2S (1924), and in Kmu4s 
Ci,y Sou,Awn Ry. Co., 84 I.C.C. I13 (1924). While bis protest was directed against 
the deduction of depreciation from the rate base. the rationale of his protest was 
largely based upon the conception of depreciation as deferred maintenance. In the first 
of these procccdings be .aid (pp. 48-49): "It appears obvious w. the figure of final 
value has been made less than it otherwise would be by the deduction of $4,94S.496, 
being the amount by which the property is said to have depreciated. The amount 
would be required to reproduce the property, and should be considered as in dte: origi
nal investmenL The property has been wdl maintained and as a going entity bas DOt 
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In calculating depreciation, the so-called "straight-line" method was 
adopted-that is, it was assumed that the loss of units of service is 
evenly distributed throughout the life of the property item involved. 
The Commission argued that while some dements of the property 
may depreciate more rapidly during the earlier years of service and 
others in later years, "the practical way is to assume that the loss is 
uniform, and it is believed that this as applied generally will produce 
a fair result."'T1' The method thus adopted necessitated the determina
tion of the total life, and of the future or remaining life, of the prop
erty. For these purposes the Commission resorted to experience, ob
servation, and opinion.ITS Moreover, in order that due weight might 
be given to the distinctive conditions prevailing in any given case, as 

depreciated. It is not conceivable that • sane person would ever build a railway if he 
knew that a substantial part of his investment would be considered lost through de
preciation and that he would not be permitted to have a return upon iL The law has 
no such unconscionable purpose. The report praises the carrier as essential and efIi
cienL To deduct depreciation where such depreciation has noo1:.ccn taken care of out 
of income from the value which other figures suggest, is arbitrary, inequitable, and 
illegal confiscation of property .•.. Nor can I agree that the mandate under which 
we act required w to report depreciation when as here there is no depreciation in fact 
which affects value." Aod in the second of the above pro=dings he explicitly denied 
the existence of depreciation because of a policy of adequate maintenance (p. 133): 
"'It [the carner] has been well maintained and has suffered DO depreciation that affects 
value or that is not taken care of in the usual course as an operating expense." Com
missioner Eastman teCOgnized depreciation as an impairment of investment, and 
hence as a proper deduction from the rate base, but he was inclined to regard the 
depreciation 50 deducted by the majority as too great in amoUDt: ""The decisions of 
the court clearly indicate that depreciation should be deducted in estimating 'value for 
rate-making purposes: ... There arc no Supreme Court decisions to the contrary. 
It is the investment ,till remaining in the property upon which the company is en
titled to earn a return. The carrie", however, claim, in effect, that there is no depre
ciation in a railroad property so long as it is well maintained. . • • In my judgment 
depreciation should be deducted from ·value for rate-making purposes,' where a 
property has bee.n well maintained, to the extent that it is necessary in successful op
eration to create a reserve fUnd for protection against depreciation. Viewed in this 
light, I am led to the conclusion that the deduction which the majority have made for 
depreciation in estimating cost of reproduction less depreciation may be too large. If, 
for example, ties have been properly maintained, a deduction of So per cent for de
preciatioD impICS$eS me al theoretical rather than real." San Pedro, Los ~"gt:It:1 Ii' 
Sal, uke R. R. Co., 1Upt'4, at p. 558. 

177 TextU Midland R. R.. 75 I.C.C. I (1918), at p. US, which has been followed 
in all of the Commis.sion~. proceedings. S~ for example, Greal Northern Ry. Co., 133 
I.C.C. '. "5-,,6 (1927). 

178 The Commission has described iu processes as follows: lOIn applying the above 
principlC1 it is necessary to determine total life and future life. The date of installatioD 
or of the beginDing of the use is wu.ally known. and if total life can also be fixed. 
future life may be obtained by subtracting the one from the other. Ordinarily, there-
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affected by maintenance and service factors, the normal or standard 
life figures were subject to modification as a result of actual inspec
tion."· The Commission recognized that its estimates frequendy 
would be shown by later experience to be wide of the mark in indio 

fore, the problem is to determine total life. This may be done by reference to the n:; .. 

pericnce of the past. Where sufficient time bas elapsed 10 that articles of the kind 
under investigation pave in fact been worn out and displaced, the period for which they 
have been in service is known and life tables can be prepared. In determining total 
life, observation i. of value. The amount of Weal' which has taken place in a given 
Dumber of years can be noted and from this the total life can be calculated. The opinion 
of those who are qualified by their training and experience to form 8uch opinion u 
also of 5ef'Vice. From all sources an estimate of total life must be formed. and a great 
amount of study has been devoted to this, mainly in the way of collecting .tatistict 
from the experience of the past." Te%IU Mid/and R. R •• 75 I.e.c. J (1918), at p. 126. 
Similarly, in determining with respect to each piece of property the number of service 
units which remained in that property, as compared with new, for the purposes for 
which it was being used. "an inspection of the property is made and the experience of 
the past. both as developed by the records of the carrier under valuation and from that 
of other carriers as well, is considered in the light of present knowledge and condi .. 
tions." lbid.~ p. 130. 

178 Although 70 years was adopted as the average life of steel bridges, for example, 
"it mwt not be understood. • • that this life iJ used in case of all bridget irrespective 
of what an inspection may show, but simply that it iJ taken as luch life unless in· 
spection demonstrates that some other period should be wed. o. The part played by 
inspection in the determination of total life has been explained in concrete fashion by 
the Commission. First, under normal conditions: '"The engineer examines a bridge 
which has been in service for five years. He finds it to have been well maintained and 
to be entirely adequate to the traffic. So far as observation reveals, this structure iJ as 
good as it ever was, and if the engineer were required to point out the particular in 
which the bridge has depreciated he would be unable to do so. Nevertheless, it iJ ccr .. 
tain that those causes which will finally put an end to the uscfullife of this Itructure 
have been at work, and it is considered that they have reduced the life S of the 70 
years of its probable existence. The condition of this ItrUcture would therefore be 
65170. In reaching this conclusion the only part played by the inspection is to .... I>
lish that observation of the property indicates nothing as to the extent of depreciation. 
In other words, the condition of the property is normal." But inspection may reveal 
grounds for reducing the normal estimate of total life and hence of the condition per 
cent: "Let it now be assumed that the same kind of a structure which has been in 
place for 30 yeats is under inspection. Observation shows that this ItrUCtUre. either 
through lack of proper maintenance or due to iu location or from lOme accident of 
its usc. is badly corroded and otherwise worn. If abe same rate of depreciation con· 
tinues for another 10 years the structure mwt be replaced. In this case the engineer 
would reduce the probable life from 70 years to 40 years; the bridge would be three· 
founhs worn out and its condition per cent would be 25/100." Similarly. the toal 
life and the condition per cent might be iDc:rcased as a CClIult of inspection: ""Upon the 
other hand. an observation of this ItI'UCWJ"e might lhow that il had been perfectly 
maintained and at the end of 30 yean: was apparently as good as at the beginning. The 
engineer might fccl that this bridge wu likely to continue in service for more thaD 
anot:hcr 40 years, and iD that eveDt he might increase the total life as a result of his 
inspection from 70 to 80 years. The conditioD in this event would be not 40/70 but 
so/80." lbiJ.~ pp. l28-u9. 
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vidual instances, but it concluded that they might still be "substan" 
tially accurate for all the property of a given class."'80 Not only was 
"physical depreciation," resulting from age and wear, taken into ac
count, but also "functional depreciation," resulting from obsolescence 
or want of adaptation. The problem of functional depreciation was a 
difficult one with which to deal. Obsolescence had played a very sig
nificant role in the past development of the railroad properties, 181 but 
there was doubt as to whether the future would bring similarly 
sweeping displacements of plant or equipment because of lack of 
adaptability .'8' In any event, since functional depreciation is depend
ent, in large measure, upon unpredictable industrial changes, it be
comes an extremely elusive and uncertain factor, inviting almost 
uncharted speculation. Under these circumstances the Commission 
recognized the need for restrained and conservative policy, in the 
interest both of realistic performance and of equity to the carriers. 
Accordingly, it instructed its engineers to consic;ler only functional 
depreciation which had already accrued1

" or which was imminent.''' 

, •• Bangor 15- Arocstoo~ R. R. Co., 97 I.C.C. '53. ,63 ('9'5). 
181 "The station has been replaced because it was too small and not because it had 

worn out. The steel bridge has been removed because it could no longer carry the 
heavier rolling stock which modern methods of operation have rendered imperative. 
Cars and engines have been discarded, not for the reason that further repairs could Dot 
be made. but rather because the type had become obsolete. It will be seen, therefore, 
that if a mortality table be constructed entirely or mainly from the experience of the 
past, functional depreciation will perhaps exercise a more dominating in8ucncc than 
physical dcpreciation." Texas Midl""d R. R.. 75 lC.C. , ('9'S), at p. "7. 

181 ''But it is by no means certain that what has occurred in the past will be true of 
the future. It generally happens that in the earlier and formative stages of any indus
try changes take place rapidly, whereas when time has indicated the best methods and 
types greater permanency occurs. It is hardly probable that functional depreciation will 
play the same part with the same articles in the future as in the pasL The railroad 
builder of today will be more likely to supply in original construction or in recon
struction a bridge of sufficient capacity; the size of the locomotive will not so much 
increase, thereby rendering everything else too small, and even the type is likely to be 
more permanent. Upon the other hand, functional depreciation may be even more 
pronounced in some other direction. Electricity may IUpplant steam as a motive 
power, or some discovery may do away with both steam and electricity." IbiJ. 

18. For example: ulf the bridge is too light for the equipment being used and 
should be removed as soon as possible, that fact must be taken into account. If the 
ltarion is too small to accommodate the traffic now Bowing through it, that must be a 
controlling item in its depreciation. So of all other pieces of property. The depreciation 
has already taken placc; the thing is no longer fit for its usc and must be discarded. 
Thi. being 10, it makes no difference whether the cause be physical or functional." 
Ibid .. pp. "7-"S, 

1M "Thil word," said the Commission, "admits of no exact definition. If in the 
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"Generally speaking," said the Commission, "in so far as functional 
depreciation can be accurately forecast, it must be considered, but 
speculation must not be resorted to."'SG Even under this policy, how
ever, there was ample room for the exercise of discretion. Indeed, 
throughout the depreciation inquiry, as in the appraisal of cost of 
reproduction new, judgment and estimate were the ultimate deter
minants of results, despite the exactitude of the mathematical formu
lae employed.'SG 

What of the general soundness and propriety of the Commission's 
depreciation policy? The Commission's recognition, by way of basic 
definition, that depreciation may accrue despite the full maintenance 
of operating efficiency appears to be entirely well grounded. The 
problem with which it was £aced was one of measuring the unim
paired hypothetical capital investment rather than of ascertaining the 
condition of the plant for rendering service. The maintenance of 
operating efficiency does not necessarily involve the maintenance of 

near futur~ such depreciation is certain to OCCW'J or reasonably certain to occur. it mwt 
be coDSidered by the engineer. If, for example, the railroad hu already begun to reo 
move bridges of a similar type because they arc too light, this fact must be consid
ered. If, while the station may do for a few years to come, plans arc already being 
considered for its replacement, the architect must not dose his eyes to this circum
stance and look only to the physical condition of the property:' Ibid., p. 128. 

18& Ibid. 
Ise A single illustration will disclose the broad limits of the discretion exercised 

by the Commission, The normal life of steel bridges, it will be recalled. was set at 
70 years. By what process was this precise figure reached? The Commission', own 
explanation indicates the dominance of mere opinion, unsupported by condusive ob
jective evidence: "It has been said that the average life of .teel bridges in thit COUDtry 

has Dot exceeded 30 years. This may be truej our studies would indicate that some 
comparatively short period would represent the active Jel'Vice life of that ItrUCtute; 
but it is alllO perfectly evident that this has been due, not to the actual wearing out of 
the bridge. but to its inadequacy. It is further not apparent mat the tame cause will be 
operative to the same extent in the future. Thitty years is not, therefore, used as the 
total life by which steel bridges are to be depreciated. .. This negative conclusion ap" 
pears to be entirely well founded. But what of the figure that shall be used in iu 
place? Here the argument is less convincing; at any rate, it providCl ooly the most 
generaltupport for the particular conclusion. '--rhere is DO way." continued the Com~ 
mission, "in which a satisfactory total life can be fixed fot II ltrUCtUre of thit charac-
tel, but the engineers have decided tha~ taking all things into .c:coun~ 10 yean will 
prohably liUrly represent that period; certainly it it mJliciendy loog lOr aD average 
Jife, and this figure for total life is used in the depreciation of steel bridges." IIna., 
p. u8. The same latitude is discernible in connc:ction with other items of property. 
In case of the T .... Midland Railroad, for example, '5 ,..... .... originally fixed u 
the normal life of tail. in the main. track. This figure was wed in the tentative yalua· 
tion, in fire of the carrier', daim of 80 ,...-L The figure wu ouboequendy iocreaoed 
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this investment in the property. Service life rather than service condi
tion is the controlling factor. The consumption of capital, through 
age or wear or loss of adaptation to function, cannot be avoided, how
ever eflicient the service which may be rendered at any given time. 
Under such circumstances the interval at the end of which replace
ments must of necessity be made is inevitably shortened. In so far as 
units of service have thus been exhausted, the investment, as meas
ured by the assumed first cost of the property in being, has been im
paired. If, therefore, cost of reproduction measures the hypothetical 
ouday for the plant when new, then accrued depreciation must be de
ducted in order to measure the hypothetical ouday for the plant in its 
existing condition. In the ascertainment of the underlying figures, 
that was the Commission's only appropriate task. It was seeking to 
estimate not only what the property would cost new, but what it 
would cost in its depreciated condition. The use to be made of the 
various cost figures in their relation to the rate base was left for subse
quent setdement in the determination of single-sum values. 

None the less, since the Commission, in finding reproduction cost 
less depreciation, was reporting one of the significant evidences of 
value, and since much of the conflict of opinion has been concerned 
with the propriety of deducting depreciation from cost of reproduc
tion new in the determination of the rate base, it is pertinent to in
quire whether its depreciation policy was sound in terms of its utiliza
tion in the valuation process.'B' Moreover, the Commission has itself 
used value terms in its treatment of depreciation. While it found the 
filet and extent of depreciation to be grounded in the exhaustion of 
capacity for service-that is, in the loss of service units-it defined and 
treated depreciation, not as a measure of the capital consumed in past 
operations, but as a reduction in the value of the property. Its 

to 40 year., however, and the computation of accrued depreciation was made final on 
that bam. "After conference between the carrier and the bureau." said the Commis
lion, .. the bu.reau recommended that this item be increased to 40 years, which ap
pears ID be IUflicicnt, although no definite figure can be named with absolute cer· 
tainty:' IbUl .. p. 5', 

18T Indeed. it has been asserted that it is impoaiblc Uto discuss intelligently the 
proper treatment of depreciation except by reference ID the underlying theory of .alu>· 
tion to'which the depreciation policy is meant to apply." James C. Bonbright. "Depre
ciation and Valuation for Rate Control:' QlUII"Ierly Tournal of Economies, vol. 41 
(February. 1927), at p. 211. 
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governing definition of depreciation, it will be recalled, was "the les
sening of worth of physical property due to use or other causes." De
preciation does bring about a decline in value: a depreciated prop
erty, as will appear, is worth less than the same property new. But 
while the conclusion is sound, the Commission nowhere discloses, 
outside the simple statement of terms, that here it is seeking value 
rather than cost,' and that the propriety of the deduction is bound up 
with the conception of reproduction cost less depreciation as the 
measure of the rate base. 

The Commission was content, for the most part, to rely upon au
thority. But while the opinions of the Supreme Court appeared to 
supply precedent for the deduction of depreciation,'" it is by no 
means certain that the Court was entirely clear in its own mind as to 
e:xacdy what is involved in the depreciation controversy or in the 
theory to which it seemed to give support."· At any rate, there has 
arisen a substantial body of critical opinion adverse to the Commis-' 
sion's doctrine.'·· More satisfactory results would have been achieved, 

188 In the Knoxville case, for example (note ]71), the Supreme Court said: "The 
cost of reproduction is one way of ascertaining the prescot value of a plant like that 
of a water company, but that test would lead to obviously incorrect results if the cost 
of reproduction is not diminished by the depreciation which has come from age and 
USC"j and in the Minnesota Rote Casel (oote 174), the Cowt stated that "when an esri .. 
marc of value is made 00 the basis of reproduction new, the extent of existing depre
ciation should be shown and deducted." 

188 See, for exampl~ McCardle v.lndianapoHt Co., 272 U.S. 400 (r926), in which 
the majority of the Court sanctioned the deduction of depreciation, "if any:' Compare 
also the foUowing from James C. Bonbright, of'. cil. (note 187): "On at least DOC 
occasion the United States Supreme Court has declared that, in fixing rate.-making 
values, commissiom should reduce the 'value new' by the amount of the depreciation. 
But jwt what is meant by the ambiguous word, 'depreciation.' and just how it should 
be computed, has never been made clear by the highest tribunal. It is therefore open to 
argument, at least, that what the Court refen to is merely a 6gure representing loa 
of operating efficiency rather than a figure representing 100 of life--cxpectancy." In the 
Baltimore SITed Railways case, which involved dcpreciatiOJl, not as a deduction from 
the rate base but as an annual charge to operating expenses, the Court, in holding 
that the allowance should be computed on "present value," rather than on "cost:," of 
plant, appeared to confuse the need of mainraining "the same level of efficiency" with 
that of preserving "the original investment.·· In an elaborate dissenting opinion. Justic.c 
Brandeis directed attention to the marked departure from accepted and sound business 
practice which this ruling involved. Un;kd Railway, v. West, 280 U.s. 234. 238-240' 
259"""=l88 (1930). See, also, George O. May, "Further-Thougbts on Depreciation and 
the Rate Base," (!UI6'terly 'ournal 0' &rmomies. vol. 44 (August, 1930). pp. 68,-69,. 

110 Sec, (or example, James E. Allison. Report to SI. Low Puhlie Serviee Commu· 
sUm, "Should Public Service Properties be Depreciated to Obtain Fair Value in Rate or 
Regulation Cases" (1912), and "In Re Thcoretie:aJ Depreciation." Brief presented to 
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therefore, if the Commission had resorted to a defense of its depre
ciation policy on the merits rather than on authority. This could 
readily have been done. With reproduction cost as the accepted-valua. 
tion standard, the deduction of "accrued depreciation"-the type re
quired by the Commission as distinct from the "deferred mainte
nance" contended for by the carriers-necessarily follows. Regardless 
of the grounds upon which the adoption of reproduction cost is 
urged-whether because it will serve as the most accurate feasible 
measure of the present value of the property, or because it will pro
vide a base likely to result in rates of charge most closely approximat. 
ing those which would prevail in a freely competitive situation-it 
must be modified by the deduction of a=ued depreciation before it 
can be shown to satisfY these grounds. The burden of renewals and 
replacements is obviously heavier in an old plant than in a new one: 
hence the "value" of a depreciated plant is less than that of a new 
one, since the necessary "costs" of operation, to be reflected in the 
rates charged, are greater than those that would be incurred by a sub· 
stitute plant in new condition. "Itis nonsense to say that a dynamo of 
an obsolete type is worth as much as a dynamo of the most modern 
design. It is equally fidlacious to claim that a plant which has under· 
gone a=ued depreciation is worth as much as a new plant. For the 
presence of this accrued depreciation means that the property has 
fully or pardy outlived that early period when renewal costs are ab
normally low, and that it has reached or approached the stage of 
'normal condition' where it is doomed, forever after, to incur rela· 
tively heavy (and relatively stable) annual oudays for replacements. 
It is only by disregarding this dllference between the renewal burdens 
of a new and an old property that public utility counsel are able to 
make accrued depreciation appear to be merely 'theoretical' and of 
no influence on the 'real value' of the property .",., Unless deduction 

New York Public Service Commission, First District, on behalf of Consolidated Gas 
Co. of New York (1923); Allyn A. Young, uDepreciation and Rate Control," QUIlI'~ 
terly Tournal of Economics, vol. 28 (August, 1914), pp. 630-663. and discussion by 
J. S. Davil, John Bauer, and James C. Bonbright, ibid., vol. 2.9 (February, 1915), pp. 
36:>-400, vol. 29 (May. 1915). pp. 651-659. vol. 30 (May. 1916). pp. 546-558; H. E. 
Riggs, Dqweeiation of Public Utility Properties (1922). For an excellent summary of 
the conttoversy, see James C. Bonbright, ""Depreciation and Valuation for Rate Con .. 
trol," f}U#r1n'Iy Tournai of Economics, vol. 41 (February. 192.1), pp. I8~It. 

181 JameJ c. Bonbright, 0'. eit. (note 190), p. 200. 
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for deterioration and obsolescence is made "from the estimated cost of 
reproducing the present property, the resulting rate base would sanc
tion rates of charge in excess of the cost of reproducing the servo 
ice."'" In accord with the Commission's practice, then, cost of repro
duction new must clearly be diminished by the amount of accrued 
depreciation."· 

From the standpoint of carrying its depreciation policy into effect, 
the Commission's work is deserving of high commendation. As in 
case of the appraisal of reproduction cost new, the ever prominent 

Ul21bid., p. 204. "Accrued depreciation must be deducted because it rcpresentJ the 
disadvantage that the older plant suffers from the necessity of charging to iu operating 
expenses the full "normal· renewal costs of ill developed property instead of the light 
renewal costs of the unmatured plant. It is simply a capitalization of the temporary 
advantage enjoyed by the new property in the form of low displacement cbarges. Ob~ 
solescence is a similar deduction to offSet the advantages of the modern types of ma~ 
chinery and structure-advantages that may take the form of lower operating costs or 
of lower cap~taI costs per unit of plant capacity." 

181 Two further questions arc deserving of brief consideration at this point. Firll, 
should deduction of depreciation be made, regardless of whether adequate reserves for 
this purpose are included in the carrier', accounts? Such deduction, irrespective of 
whether past earnings had been sufficient for a depreciation reserve, was the primary 
basis of Commissioner Daniels' dissent in San Pedro, Los A.ngeles 6- StJI1.AI(e R. It 
Co., 75 I.C.C. 463 (1923): "If it appeared that prior to June 30. 1914, the net carn'" 
ings had been ample to cover a fair return for distribution to the security owner. and 
also to provide a reserve for making good the expired service life in parts of the 
plant, and if it had been the case that the entire earnings had been improvidently d.iJ. 
tributed as interest or dividends. there might be plawible warrant for basing future 
returns aD the cost less depreciation. But the facts in this case are all to the CODtrary. 

The return paid to sccwity holders had been moderate, not to say meager. The carrier 
had not been able to carry to a reserve against depreciation more than a .mall fiaction 
of the accrued depreciation. In whose in[ercst and service had the wasICd service life 
or parts of the plant been spent? Manifestly not in the inICrest of the carrier, which 
would have been better off had there been no lessening in the service life of its physi .. 
cal plant and no accrued depreciation. To base return upon cost Jeu depreciation would 
be tantamount to saying that the $7.409,000 used up in the service of the public and 
to the disadvantage of the carrier mould be a loss imposed for all time on the investor. 
• • . In practical effect • • • to make cost leu depreciation the rate base is to tell the 
investor to bid good-bye forever to the amount lost in the depreciated plant while 
serving the public. This would not be exactly an incentive to the investment of private 
capital in future railroad aecurities .. (pp. 5:zo-..s21). This problem raises considerations 
of equity, and under certain circumstances a modiiicatioo of policy may well be justi~ 
lied OD the basis of the facts disdoled by the fioaocial hiswy of the particular carrier. 
In general. however, the Commission's practice appean fD be well grounded.. 10 the 
absence of special circumstances, it is as reasonable to assume that the 6.il ore to pr0.
vide for depreciation is the result of improvident distributioD of earnings .. that it is 
the outcome of inadequate revenues. Moreover. since all of the property in being, te-
gardless of the toura of the fimdt utilized for its acquisitio~ is included in the repr0-
duction cost appraisal. and hence may comprehend units acquired through excessive 
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theorizing and hypothesizing, and the ultimate dominance of judg
ment and discretion, are inherent in the task; all that can be de
manded is reasonableness and care and consistency in application, to
gether with a steady emphasis upon the realities of the situation. 
These, as evidenced by its insistence upon actual experience checked 
by competent observation and inspection, and by the limitations it 
imposed upon resort to speculative findings, the Commission has fur
nished in good measure. The primary defect in this aspect of its per
formance lay in an inadequate analysis of the problem of deprecia
tion, particularly with reference to other elements of value, such as 
appreciation, and in its relationship to the determination of final 
value. Generally sound in its conclusions and effective in its practice, 
the Commission unfortunately did not prepare explanatory opinions 
of very convincing character. The source of the difficulty is probably 
to be found in the general acceptance, until comparatively recent 
years, of the depreciation doctrine it sought to apply. Under these cir
cumstances chief reliance was placed upon the support of authority. 

earnings, it is only reasonable that such property be appraised in its existing condition 
and DOt DeW. Such equities as may exist in a particular situation can usually be met 
much more sawf"actorily through adjwtment of the rate of return than through modifi
cation of the rate base. In the words of Commissioner Eastman: "If earnings in the 
past have been insufficient to enable the company to make proper provision against 
depreciation. thiI fact . . . may well be considered, as in the case of losses during 
the development period, in determining the 'fair return' necessary to attract further 
investment of capital." Ibid., P. 558. More recently the Commission has declared: uThe 
valuation act requires us to ascertain and tcport the cost of reproduction less deprecia
tion of the properties of carriers IUbject to the act, and no provision is made therein 
which would relieve w of this requirement on carriers which have not earned a suffi .. 
cient amount to pay a fair rewrn on their investment and set aside a depreciation re
serve:' Pitub." 6- Sh.",mUl R. Co., 31 Val. Rep. 66" 6,6 (1931). The I ... od ques. 
tion concerns the propriety of deducting depreciation when, as appears to have been 
the case in the Commission's determination of final value in Excell Income of St. 
Louis b O'FaJlo"Ry. Co., 124 I.C.C. 3 (1927), reproduction cost is used as a means 
of approximating investment or original COlt, rather than as a measure of present 
value. Here, too, an affirmative answer, in approval of the Commission'. practice. 
seem. to be justified. If strict investment, as measured by the fund. actually contributed 
by the security ownen, were accepted as the rate base, the matter of depreciation would 
become irrelevant. The pecuniary sacrifice of the investors would constitute the meas .. 
ure of their right to return, without reference to the condition of the property to which 
their funds bad been applied. BUI 10 long as a physical valuation is reIOned -.bat 
is, 10 long u the existing property, however acquired, is looked to as the measure of 
the rate base-the deduction of depreciation i. necessary, even if the objective is to 
approximate investment, rather than to reflect present value. Only a depreciated repro .. 
!,:::n cost would measure that part of the assumed investment which hal been kept 
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Bent upon the practical discharge of the tremendous valuation task 
immediately confronting it, the Commission did not deem it neces
sary, in this instance, to pursue the method of independent and in
cisive analysis. 

Had the Commission been more thorough in its analysis of depre
ciation, that fact might have led to the emergence of a more satisfac
tory policy with· respect to appreciation. The carriers regularly intro
duced testimony to show that an old roadbed, because of solidification 
and adaptation, is of more value than a new one, and they urged 
that this value be stated in some form in the reports of the Commis
sion. The Commission readily admitted the fact of appreciation. 
"While most items of property entering into the construction of a 
railroad depreciate from the first, the cut and embankment appre
ciate."'" The real difficulty, which the Commission found itself un
able to overcome, was "to express in dollars or otherwise the extent of 
this appreciation and to determine just what report upon this item 
can be made to Congress."'·o The Valuation Act nowhere specifically 
required the ascertainment of appreciation, but the Commission will
ingly conceded "that it was the intent of Congress to require a state
ment of all those costs, values, and other circumstances which might 
bear upon the value of the property, for rate-making purposes at least, 
and possibly for other purposes"; and it further granted, unequivo
cally: "Appreciation is a fact which may affect the final value of the 
property."'·· Such a statement of appreciation as was thus admittedly 
required might have found a place either in the report of "reproduc
tion cost less depreciation," or in that of "other values and elements 
of value"; clearly, of course, appreciation could not properly be re
ported as an item under "reproduction cost new.",·1 Despite these 

, .. Tex., Midland R. R., 75 I.C.C. J, 6~6 (1918). By way of explanation the 
Commission continued (p. 66): "'The soft .ide. asAllIIC' a natural liope. the earth 
becomes solidified and less susceptible to the actioll of the clemenu, vegetation fre .. 
quently springs up which serves to hold in place the soil. The 10ft .pou which at fiM: 
develop in the embankment disappear. The texture of the: embankment and the bot .. 
tom of the cut become firmer owing to the gr.uIuaI seuliDg together of the earth and 
the pounding of the uains. All this _d. to improve the quality of this pan of the 
railroad. It is generally understood that in lOme rapecu the cost of maintaining the 
old railroad is less than the DCW and that ttains can be opcrared over it with greater 
safety and economy:' 

'" Ibid., p. 66. "'Ibid. 
117 Winmm-Slllem SOIIlhbouM Ry. Co.~ 75 I.C.c.. 187. 195 (1918); Sa Pedro, Ltu 
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circumstances, the Commission, over the active protest of the carriers 
and the dissent of a minority of its own members, steadfasdy declined 
to make any separate finding and report of appreciation-choosing 
only to "consider" this element in its determination of final single
sum values. The Commission struggled with the problem, but could 
find no definite and altogether consistent way out. Although it recog
nized the existence of a certain relationship between appreciation 
and depreciation, it was unable to fit the acknowledged facts of ap
preciation into the basic categories of the depreciation concept. "Ap
preciation is the antithesis of depreciation," said the Commission, 
"and it would be natural to show the two in the same connection, but 
depreciation is stated with reference to the life of an article while ap
preciation can not be so estimated."'·s At times, moreover, the con
tention was advanced that in the failure to depreciate the roadbed due 
recognition had already been accorded to the element of apprecia
tiOn.'99 But perhaps the chief ground for the Commission's attitude 
lay in its inability to develop or approve a reliable method of com
puting appreciation. Figures introduced by witnesses for the carrier 
tending to show the annual amount by which the cost of maintaining 
a new road exceeded the cost of maintaining an old road-<lpprecia
tion to be computed by a capitalization of this amount-served only 
to elicit this response : "We have carefully examined the figures given 
by the carriers and have reached the conclusion that they do not war-

Angeles & Sa/. Lake R. R. Co •• 7S I.C.C. 463. 487 (1923). In the latter proceeding 
the Commission said: ·'Appreciation is never an element of value in a new roadbed, 
and where it exists it is found only in a roadbed that bas been in use for some time and 
is in a seasoned and soJidifi.ed. condition. No amount for cost of appreciation, even if 
the money yalue thereof could be determined, should be included in a cost of reprop 
duction new estimale." 

IO, Text" MiJl.nd R. R •• 7S I.C.C. 1 (1918). at p.66. 
198 In W;nsto1J..stdem Southbound Ry. Co., 7S I.e.c. 187 (1918), for example, the 

Commi""n said (p. 195): "The character of appreciation in roadbed claimed by the 
carrier ••• is the equivalent of an overcoming of depreciation in roadbed items. We 
have reported the various items of roadbed substantially without depreciation. al· 
though, by the processes for which the carrier claims an allowance. the original or 
ideal forrn of the roadbed. has been considerably altered. In not depreciating roadbed 
we have. in fact, taken into consideration the effects of these processes of operation. the 
lapse of time, and the elements, which the carrier terms appreciation." See, also, Nelli 
York. Philtulelphi. & Norfolk R. R. Co •• 97 I.C.C. 273. 298-300 ('925). It is ques
tionable whether a roadbed can be said to depreciate, as distinct from being subject to 
under-maintenance. If; therefore, effect had in reality been given to appreciation, the 
value of the roadbed would be in excess of its cost of reproduction new. 
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rant any definite finding. • •• Any finding based on the testimony 
in this record would be only a guess ...... The Commission noted that 
allowances for solidification and adaptation-"olf-hand estimates"
had often been approved by engineers and commissions, but it pre
ferred to follow the recommendation of its own engineers that no at
tempt be made to state this item in exact figures; it concluded, there
fore, that "no separate value can be placed upon appreciation," but 
with the following saving clause: "When it definitely appears that it 
exists it must be taken into account in determining the value of the 
property ."201 

Perhaps the most that can be said for this treatment of appreciation 
is that it involved a minimum of speculation in so far as the under
lying figures are concerned; but this in itself, it seems clear, scarcely 
provides adequate justification. The Commission's policy is subject to 
legitimate attack on at least two basic grounds: first, the uncertainty 
and vacillating character of its reasoning, coupled with an unwilling
ness to assume aflirmative responsibility in the premises; and second, 
its failure to recognize the substantive relationship between the 
element of appreciation and the valuation process. In both directions, 

'00 Tn., Midland R. R., 75 I.C.e. 1 (1918), at p. 67. Compare the rollowing typi
cal statemeot from New Y",k. Philadelphi. & Norfolk R. R. Co .. 97 I.C.e. 273 (1925), 
where the carrier presented elaborate estimates of appreciation based on alleged exced 
of cost of maintenance: in early years of operation over cost of maintenance following 
the period of seasoning, together with a chart by the use of which it was asserted that 
the total seasoning cost could be determined for any railroad provided the ratcl of 
speed and the length of track were known: "We adhere to the views formerly eJ;~ 
pressed that DO separate value can be placed upon appreciation. In the cate of tho 
carrier, we have given consideration to it in our reproduction estimates by failing to 
apply depreciation to roadbed, by increasing pay quantities in embankmcnrs and the 
measured volume of ballast 10 per cent {or shrinkage, and by computing the quantity 
of material taken from CUb without deduction for the weathering that hu taken 
place. Moreover. to the extent that we have found appreciation to exist in the condi .. 
tion of the property. we have recognized and taken it into accoWll: in determining the 
single-sum value or the property" (p. 300). See, also, Florid. &st COIIIt Ry. Co., 84 
I.C.C. 25,35 ('924); Elgin. 101iet& Eastern Ry. Cu., 84 I.C.e. 587, 6o~5 ('924); 
Bonp & Aroostook R. R. Co., 97 I.C.e. '53, 169 (1925); Monehesur & O..uu. Ry. 
Co., 103 I.C.C. I. 5 (1925); Gulf 6- Ship Islt",,4 R. R. Co., 106 I.C.C. III, 117 
(1925); LIke Superiqr& Ishpeming Ry. Co .. u6 LC.e. 1,6 (1926); Aldison. Tope~. 
6" SIltJI4 Fe Ry. Co., 127 I.C.C. I, 89-91 (1927); Grut Nonhern Ry. Co., 133 J.C.c. 
I, '3'-'32 (1927); D",."r & R. G. R. Co., 26 Val. Rep. 733. 759-760 (1929); New 
Yor~ Cemral R. Co.,27 Val. Rep. I, 6~9 (1929); New Yor~. N. H. & H. R. Co., 30 
Val. Rep. I. 39 (1929); DulUlh & Iron JlmJge R. Co., 31 Val. Rep. 159, '9,..,96 
(1930) • 

• 0. Text" Midland R. R., 75 I.e.e. I (19.8), at p. 68. 
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perhaps the most trenchant criticisms have come from the Commis
sion's own ranks. Commissioner Danids, for example, directed atten
tion in pointed fashion to inconsistencies of approach and to the need 
of positive policy in the matter of appreciation. "To admit its exist
ence in one case," he said, "to affirm that an old and solidified road
bed is of more value than a new one • • • and to intimate that it may 
enter into and affect final value . . .; to disallow it in a second on 
the ground that we have given credit to appreciation by not depreciat
ing roadbed . • .; and to indicate in a third that appreciation is due 
mainly to the action of the dements and time, and that we have been 
unable to find any acceptable basis by which to measure appreciation, 
discloses a lack of uniformity, to say the least. It is apparently ad
mitted in the instant case that future argument on the single-sum 
value may indicate reasons not now apparent for making an allow
ance for appreciation of roadbed. But to reject the carriers' methods 
of attempting to prove the money measure of this 'item and to devise 
no method on our own account to gauge or to estimate approxi
mately its money measure is not . • . a proper acquittal of our duties 
under the act. . • • I realize some of the difficulties which encom
pass the subject; but I do not admit that these difficulties excuse us 
from treating the item with uniformity in different valuation reports 
or exempt us from making a well-reasoned finding or at least an esti
mate in relation thereto which may serve as a guide to the carriers and 
to all other parties in interest. Such finding ought to determine 
whether it is to be allowed for; if so, in what parts of tentative valua
tions; and thereafter in what amounts in each specific case; or, if it is 
to be universally excluded both from cost inventories and from inven
tories of intangibles, exactly upon what grounds ..... • The contention 
is unquestionably sound that the Commission's wavering conclusions, 
even in their negative aspect, are far from convincing. But there ap-

... Kmu .. City S.u.h .... Ry. c •• , 75 I.C.C. 223 (1919), at pp. 268-269. 10 his 
disoenting opinion in San Pedr., Ltu Angeles & Sal, La~e R. R. C •. , 75 I.C.C. 463 
(1923), Commissioner Daniels returned to the attack and stressed once more the 
Commission', failure to aubstitute its own findings for the carriers' claims which it 
deemed. inadequate: "It iI said that the figures submitted by the c:arrien do Dot satisfY 
us AI to the approximate allowance for appreciation. Let this be granted. Arc we not 
able for ourseJves to make an appropriate estimate of appreciatiod I am satisfied that 
our Bureau of Valuation could do 10, as it has done in the similar problem of depre
ciation, a much larger and an equally complex problem, or as it has done in the mat-
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pears to be ample positive ground for reporting appreciation as an 
element of value. We are not concerned, of course, with the question 
of its ultimate inclusion in the rate base; that issue would necessarily 
depend upon wbat basic principle of valuation sbould prevail as the 
controlling standard. In the ascertainment of the underlying figures, 
however, all elements of cost and of value must be disclosed. Since 
the Commission righdy recognized appreciation to constitute such an 
element of value, the only problem was to find an appropriate place 
for its disclosure.'os The possibility of its treatment as an item of 
"original cost" has not generally received approval and need not be 
dwelt upon here.""" But certainly any "reproduction cost less depre-

ter of working capital. I think it Dot an unfair statement of the fact that the bureau 
has not been encouraged to proceed along the lines of an independent ascertainment of 
the figures to be attached to the item of appreciation. Our attitude has been to tell the 
carriers to show us the method and the resulting amount. This, I believe, is not the 
discharge of our obligations in the premises" (P.519). 

208 The difficulties of ascertainment, while doubtless great, could probably have beeD 

met by the bureau as successfully as in other complicated matters, if oncc the CommiJ.. 
sion bad determined to report appreciation and to measure its extent independently of 
the carriers. 

20' Despite the fact that this method of treating appreciation is seldom mentioned, 
the suggestion is not altogether without merit. Professor Vanderbluc's careful argument 
is worthy of statement: ClAny legitimate claim for 'appreciation' is based upon an 
analysis of maintcnance as invcstment, altho the concept, as discussed by the carrier 
counsel. is by no means dean cut. Too frequently the evidence (expert testimony) has 
sought to show that the old roadbed is more 'valuablc' than the new roadbed. because 
maintenance expenses are less, or a purchaser would be willing to pay more, etC. But 
the cssential point is that 'a railroad is not a finished product when the construction 
forces have put its parts together and turned it over to the opcradng department.' 
There is still much work to be done 'in resur&cing, in opening up clogged waterways, 
and in bringing about an improvcd condition of roadbed, right of way, and station 
grounds.' And to the extent that this work represents a net addition to invC5tment it 
may be said that an 'appreciation' has occurred which is quite independent of earnings 
or 'value; regardless of the method of handling the extraordinary expenses upon the 
books. When the Commission falls back. on its ac:counting categories. the real under .. 
lying problem is passed over. That under the prescribed rulu of accounting the carrier 
cannot carry any part of this expense into its investment account proves nothing condu .. 
sivdy, except that, when tested by a refinement of economic theory, the accounting 
rules arc inadequate. Thw there is no 'transmutation of past operating expenses into 
property." The property (plant) already exists as part of the machinery of production. 
Nor from the point of view of principle is it important that an exuemcly difficuh task 
of measurement is proposed. It is perhaps significant that the Commwion in the 
Wimtc)D·Salcm Southbound opinion &lIs back on the cost of reproduction hypothesis: 
"Appreciation cannot be produced merely by the expenditure of money and therefore 
cannot be reproduced new. We have already pointed out that the valuation amendment 
contemplates the ascertainment of cost of reproduction new, and not the cost of repro
duction in the present condition.' The cost of appreciation bas not been recognized as 
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dation" estimate, if it is to be supported either as a measure of pres
ent value or as a base for the charging of competitive rates, must take 
definite account of appreciation, if only as an offset to gross depre
ciation. ... The controlling factor for the addition of appreciation is 
identical with that for the deduction of depreciation-namely, the in. 
fluence exerted upon operating costs. In the one case, these costs are 
increased; in the other, they are decreased. Depreciation must be de
ducted under such circumstances, but appreciation must be added. 
The filet that consumers may have paid for the item through the 
medium of operating charges is no more germane to a discussion of 
reproduction cost than that certain elements of the inventory may 
have been acquired out of surplus earnings. Once appreciation is thus 
recognized as an item of value, it must find its way into the under. 
lying figure9-if not in connection with depreciation, then among the 
"other values and elements of value.""o Neither the practice of not 
depreciating items of the inventory which in faq should not be de· 

possibly constituting a part of the real original cost. And this is the fundamental error 
in the Commission reasoning:" H. B. Vanderblue, RIliJroaJ ViJluation by the Inlet'
II4U ComtMrCt! Commission (1920), pp. 78-80. The footnote references in the above 
passage have been omi""d. 

105 Compare the following from James C. Bonbright, "Depreciation and Valuation 
for Rate Control," QlUU'krly Journal of Economicl, vol. 41 (February, 192-7), at 
p. 201: "Public Utility representatives quite righdy insist that there arc some respects 
in which an established plant, with a history of several years of operation, is worth 
more, rather than less, than a new plant. Solidification is an example of this kind, 
especially important with railway roadbed. ]n addition there arc the advantages of 
having passed the experimental stage in the operation of the running mechanisms. All 
these advantages of maturity are necessary and proper factors for consideration in any 
rate base which involves a measure of the "lillie of the physical property. They should 
either be included as a separate &etar of "appreciation,' or else they should be offSet 
against the gross depreciation to show the net depreciation:' 

S08 Such a disposition of appreclation was advocated by Commissioner Daniels. In 
his disrcnting opinion in S.,. Pedro, Lol Angeltl ". Sal'Loke R. R. Co., 15 I.C.C. 463 
(1923), he set forth his proposal as follows: -'There is no specific mention of appre· 
ciation in the valuation act. This may be a tenable reason for not treating the item 
among the three costs which we are ordered to report. But, if so, surely among ·other 
values or elemenu of value' we ought to list and estimate appreciation. My personal 
view is that the estimate for appreciation might appropriately be largely identified with 
the COSt of developing, not the business but the physical plant of the carrier. There is 
no dispute that the cost of operation over a green roadbed is greater than over the same 
roadbed when it has been pounded into a compact whole. This excess cost of initial 
operation is de' fizclO a cost of construction spread over the early years of the carrier's 
activity. It makes no difference how the charges for perfecting the roadway were 
booked, 10 far as the object of our quest is concerned, which is to find the present 
value of property put at the service of the public" (pp. 519-S20), 
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preciated, nor the promise to "consider" appreciation along with a 
host of other elements in arriving at a single-sum value, afforded an 
acceptable substitute for outright recognition and measurement of 
this element of value. 

Original Cost and Present Value of Lands 

The ascertainment of the three underlying cost ligures thus far cov
ered in this analysis concerned property other than land. To complete 
the inventory of the physical elements of the property, a land ap
praisal was necessary. By the terms of the Valuation Act the Commis
sion was required to report both "original cost" and "present value" 
of all lands, rights of way, and terminals owned or used for common
carrier purposes. It is now essential that the distinctive problems and 
processes involved in this land appraisal be noted, although the Com
mission's experience in its investigations of original and reproduction 
cost of carrier structures was substantially duplicated in this aspect of 
the valuation project. As may have been anticipated, "original cost" 
proved to be impossible of ascertainment; and "present value," al
though sharply distinguishable from "reproduction cost," came to 
involve much the same dependence upon hypothesis and estimate as 
characterized the cost of reproduction appraisal. The Commission's 
treatment of land is all the more important, however, since this "pres
ent value," despite the highly speculative features which accompanied 
its determination and the marked departure which it involved from 
any investment standard of valuation, was accorded controlling rec
ognition, not only in the establishment of basic single-sum values, but 
in their subsequent revision.'" 

201 The relationship to the land appraisal of lands not used for carrier purposes may 
be bric8, Doted at this point. The Commission WaJ directed to "thaw teparatcly the 
property held for purposes other than those of a common carrier, aDd the original COlt 
and present value of the same," It was necessary at the very outlet, therefore, to estab
lish a standard of distinction between carrier and noncarrier lands. See Texas Mid/anti 
R. R.. 7SI.C.C. ' •• 6. ('9.8); Petition of Natwna/ C .. f ......... VoiflalitnJ. 84 LC.C. 
9. II (1923). This matter, which was merely introductory to the principal task, was 
fraught with considerable difficulty. A nice balancing Wat involved between the public 
interest in enabling the railroads to exercise proper foresight in the purdwe of landJ 
for future developmeDt, and the public: interest in preventing the imposition. through 
rates and charges. of a heavier burden than the land tcalOnably required for the provi .. 
sian of railroad service would justify. In general the Commission followed the rules 
employed by the courts in permitting the condemnation of landt fOl carrier purposea. 
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Efforts were made by the Commission to comply with the statutory 
provision for the ascertainment of original cost of land, but, as in the 
case of property other than land, the requirement was interpreted as 
embracing only such original cost as could be exacdy determined 
from authentic records. Carriers were required to make returns show
ing such cost in detail wherever possible, and these returns were care
fully examined and verified by the Commission's accountants. Not 
only the records of the carriers, but county and municipal records, 
court records, and any and every source of information tending to 

The carriers were requested to state their position in every case, with a presumption in 
&vor of their own judgment when exercised in good faith. Lands not in fact devoted 
to the public service were none the less classified as carrier lands when their USC for 
carrier purposes was shown to be "immincot .. ---that is, that the possible use was at 
least capable of ddinition. Similarly, although the amount of land devoted to a par~ 
ticular use appeared to be cxcessiVCt the judgment of the carrier was none the less gen~ 
erally acceptcd-thc limits fixed by the carrier being changed only in very pl2in c:ases. 
Texas Midland R. R., supra, at pp. 161-163. See) also, San Pedro, Los Angeles &- Sall 
L4e R. R. Co., 75 I.C.C. 463, 497-499 (1923); Columbi. 1/";011 Stillion Co., 114 
I.C.e. 38,. 390 (1926) i and note the following from Atlanta, Birmingham & A.tltmtic 
R. R. Co., 75 I.C.C. 645 (1923), at p. 662: ''We are not impressed with the carrier's 
evidence as to its plans for terminal developments, although we do not question the 
existence of the plans. The whole plan for its road was too expensive for the traffic 
which the territory served reasonably could be expected to afford. We are convinced 
that its tcrmiJJal facilities as then developed were fully adequate to meet the IlCC:ds of 
its traffic existing on date of valuation and reasonably prospective at that time, and 
that any plans for further terminal developments which it may have had were JIOt 
within the class of plans discussed in Teras Midland Roilroadl supra, commencing at 
page 161. We wish to emphasize that the plans there referred to were for reasonable 
prospective development, and that the plans for the carrier here do not tall in that 
category. Under the circumstances Qf this case, we question the right of the carrier to 
hold these large areas of high-priced city lands for transportation purposes at the ex
pense: of the public. The carrier can not be heard to complain of unfair treatment if 
they arc apportioned to its noncarrier assets until such time as their inclusion in com
mon<arrier lands seems justified." In. one instance, where the Commission's attention 
was directed ro the fact that within a short time following valuation date a tract 
originally classified as JIOocarrier land was converted. to actual cornmon-carrier use, the 
original classification made by the appraisers in the tentative valuation was changed. 
San Pedro, Lot Angel" & Sal. Loke R. R. Co., tUpra, at pp. 498-499. But the Com
mission hal held that land used for industrial sites or held for sale to manufacturing 
plants, even though the carrier's business was developed thereby, "serves no public 
purpose, and is properly classified as noncarrier." lAkt: Erit: b FOJ"t Waynt: R. R. Co., 
u4 I.C.C. I, 3-4 (1926). For later specific applications of these doctrines, see Chicago, 
Burlington & Quincy R. R. Co., 134 I.C.C. 1, 39 (1927); Minne.polit, St. Poul & 
Soul. Sle. Marie Ry. Co., 143 I.C.C. 547, 575-577 (19.8); St. Lou;' South",.".,." Ry. 
Co., 149 I.C.C. 371, 381-382 (1928); Pituburgh, C. C. & S •• L. Ry. Co., 24 Val. 
Rep. I, 54 (1929); North.,." P. Ry. Co., 25 Val. Rep. 397, 430-433 (1929); Den • .,. & 
R. G. R. Co.,.6 Val. Rep. 733, 757 (1929); New York Central R. Co., 27 Val. Rep. I. 

43 (1929). 
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show the amounts actually paid for rights of way were consulted.208 
When, however, as was usually the case, it proved to be impossible to 
show the exact amount paid for lands at the time of their original 
acquisition, no atteritpt was made to estimate original cost. "In some 
of the earlier valuations," the Commission reported, "such an attempt 
was made, but the result was clearly valueless, and a moment's 
thought will show that this must inevitably be true."209 The doubtful 
accuracy of sources of information, the fact that lands may have been 
donated, purchased, or condemned, and, in the absence of records, 
with nothing to indicate the relative proportions acquired under 
these varying methods, and the further consideration that no clue as 
to the actual price paid by the carriers could be obtained from the mar
ket acreage price prevailing at a given time-all these factors operated 
to make any effort to estimate original cost involve "not the exercise of 
good judgment but rather of pure speculation. The Commission has 
not felt justified in expending time and money in an attempt to make 
these estimates when they would be not only valueless but absolutely 
misleading when made."21. It is doubtless true, for the reasons sug
gested as well as for others of similar character,"! that the difficulties 

.08 Twa Midland R. R., 75 I.e.c. I, 164 (1918). 
208 Ibid. 
210 Ibid., p. 165. 
211 Several questions of a peculiarly perplexing type arose in connection with the 

reports on original cosL Where the carrier had purchased aD entire tract of land, wed 
a certain portion for carrier purposes. and either sold or retained the balance, what 
amount was to be reported as the original cost of the carrier portion? The Commis.
sioo's answer, where the Doncarrict portion had been sold previous to the date of in~ 
vcntory, was to add interest, taxes. and other expenditures shown to have been made, 
to the original cost of the entire parcel, and to subuact from this sum whatever the 
carrier had received for the portion sold. "This resuh is DOr accurate," admitted the 
Commission, "and in sorne cases the increase in value of the noncarrier portion be .. 
tween the date of acquisition and of sale has been IUch that the original cost of the 
carrier part is nothing, but the figure so reached does represent the money COlt to the 
carrier as the result of the entire transaction:' Where the noncarrier portion was still 
retained. on the other hand. no attempt was made to distribute the original cost as 
between the two classes of land. the entire cost being treated as that of a lingle parcel. 
"This method has the advantage of reporting the exact fact. so that the figures given 
are exactly what they purport to be"; but it ncceuarily rendered the original cost fig. 
ures for carrier lands defective. Ibid., pp. J65-166. Again. di16culties arose because of 
discrepancies betwttn the nominal and acNaI consideration involved in the purchase of 
lands. The consideration named in the deed did DOt always represent the arnoUDt 
actually paid. Accordingly, the consideration named in the deed was disregarded, and 
the actual consideration was reported, whenever the amount in &ct paid could be 
accurately ascertained; but in the absence of evidence that the actu.al consideration dif.. 
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involved in estimating original cost of carrier lands were greater and 
more likdy to bring "misleading" results than those surrounding at
tempts to estimate the original cost of the structural dements of the 
property. None the less, it is by no means clear that the ascertainment 
of original cost data, even under such handicaps, would not have pro
vided a desirable check upon the use of land figures for rate-making 
purposes based entirely upon estimates of "present value."'" 

When we turn to a consideration of the requirement as to "present 
valuc," it is first necessary to note its relationship to the reproduction 
cost theory and to the determination of final value. Present value of 
land, it must be borne in mind, is not analogous to reproduction cost 
of physical property other than land. Reproduction cost, as applied to 
land, would be measured by the price which the carrier would pay for 
its lands at time of valuation, and it would consist of their market 
value plus any excess costs incident to their acquisition. But this con
ception of present value of land has received np acceptance. Con
sistently from the first, the Commission has interpreted "present 
value" as "nearly synonymous with market valuc," and it has adopted 
as its measure the market value of similar land adjacent to or adjoin
ing that of the carrier."o Yet "market value" appears to have no 

Cered from the recital, the amount named in the deed was accepted as the amount in 
tact paid. The inclusion of presumptiom as well as facts was thw unavoidable. In keep
ing with itl usual policy, however, the Commission made clear the exact basis upon 
which ib specific findings were determined: uThe Commission's accountants in their 
reports distinguish • • . between those cases in which the actual consideration is 
known and those in which it i. presumed from the recital of the deed. The tentative 
valuation moWi as donations all land. conveyed for a nominal consideration . . . but 
by looking into the report of the accountants it can be determined just what portion of 
the donations were to conveyed. It has been felt that it was highly important in all 
matters of original cost to report facts and not presumptions or estimates. Where it has 
been necessary to include a presumption in the final summary, it has been the CD~ 
dcavot to show at some previous stage to what extent the presumption has been made." 
Ibid •• pp .• 6&-.67. 

III A.. illusb'ltive of the Commission's wual inability to report original cost of 
lands, see the following: Adanta. Birmingham & Allantic R. R. Co .• 75 I.C.C. 645, 
682,681 (192.3); Durham IY Soulh Carolina R. R. Co., 84 I.C.C. 313, 321 (1924)i 
New York, Phildelphia & Norfolk R. R. Co., 971.C.C. 273> 320 ('925)' Tennm .. & 
Nonh Coroli1lll R. R. Co., .06 I.C.C. 265. 26g ('925); Texflt, Oklahoma & EIUImt 
R. R. Co .• 108 I.C.C. 47, 49 (1926); Tmussee. AlabamaIY Georgia R. R. Co., 110 
I.C.C. 595. 597 (.g26), Chieago. Milwaukee & Gary Ry. Co., "4 I.C.C .• 6, 27 
('926); Del""' .... & Hudson Co., 116 I.C.C. 611.627 ('926), Gulf, Mobile & Nonh· 
.,." R. R. Co .• 125 I.C.C. 765. 770 ('927); Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. Co •• 
'34 I.C.C. " 6. ('927)' Duluth & I .. n Range R. Co., 3' Val. Rep. '59 •• 64 ('930). 

I .. Texas Midland R. R .• 75 I.C.C. ' •• 67 (.g.8). 
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standing, in terms of any sound principle of valuation, as a measure 
of the value of land for rate purposes. It represents neither what has 
actually been paid nor what would have to be paid for the property in 
question, for railroad uSe, on valuation date. Whether economic 
grounds or equitable considerations are relied upon, it fails to qualify 
as the proper standard of the amount on which investors should be 
allowed to earn their fair return. Its sole significant support was found 
in a bit of judicial dictum by Justice Hughes, the full nature of which 
is disclosed by the following: "Assuming that the company is en
titled to a reasonable share in the general prosperity of the commu
nities which it serves, and thus to attribute to its property an increase 
in value, still the increase so allowed, apart from any improvements it 
may make, cannot properly extend beyond the fair average of the 
normal market value of land in the vicinity having a similar charac
ter. • • • The company would certainly have no ground of com
plaint if it were allowed a value for these lands equal to the fair aver
age market value of similar land in the vicinity, without additions by 
_the use of multipliers, or otherwise, to cover hypothetical outlays.""o 
It seems obvious that there was merely condemnation of the use of 
multipliers, as a measure of the special costs that would be incurred, 
under the facts disclosed; that the conclusion as to "market value" was 
based upon a mereasJumption, with regard to the propriety of which 
no stand was taken; that these judicial dicta provided no binding 
precedent for the doctrine that carriers are entitled, as of right, to the 
sexalled market value of their lands."" But the Commission was re-

116 MintusotiZ RIlle Casel. 230 U.s. 352, 455 (1913). 
all See dissenting opinion of Commissioner Eastman in Sa Pedro, Lol Angeles & 

Sa/luke R. R. Co •• 75 I.C.C. 463 ('923). at pp. 535-537. He DO' only called attcIl· 
tion to "the careful phrasing of the language of Justice: Hughea," but he concluded .. 
follows with regard to the significance of the pronouncement: '"This is far from • 
finding that the company is mtitletl to values 10 dcrennined. A conclusioD upon thit 
point was unnecessary, for even if such values were allowed" the rates fixed by the 
Srate of Minnesota could be sustained." Compare, aIm, the following from H. B. 
Vandcrblue. Rmlrollll Va/lUIIion by 'he lnln-stale Commn'« CommisnOfJ (r9:ZO), at 
pp. 53-54: "Justice Hughes really decided Dothing when be used these words. (or the 
conclusion is qualified by an assumption neither approved oor disapproved. This fact 
Mr. Prouty. and the Commission. fonowing Mr. Prouty, have ignored. Where Mr. 
Prouty found authority for his assertion that "the decisioa explicidy holds. . . that 
either an iocrcase or a decline in the yaJue of land mUll be takeD into account," or for 
his assertion that "in the opinion of the court the carrier was eDtided to the increase in 
the value of its landt like any other individual.' is not indicated in his Memorandum. 
If there is one thing that the opinion did _ do, it .... '" r=b auy decisioD aplicidy 
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quired to ascertain the "present value" of carrier lands; and this 
requirement is understandable only in the light of the further re
quirement that the Commission ascertain and report separately "the 
original and present cost of condemnation and damages, or of pur
chase," in excess of original cost and present value. In so far as this 
latter requirement related to the original costs of condemnation or 
aequisition, it amounted merely to an order to distribute the actual 
original costs of land into two account&-original market values, and 
original costs in excess thereof; but in so far as it dealt with current 
estimates, it provided for the ascertainment of the costs in excess of 
"present value" which would be incurred by a carrier seeking to 
duplicate its lands."· In other words, "present value" was recognized 
as but part of the story; only when coupled with present costs of con
demnation or acquisition would it attain such validity as attaches to a 
reproduction cost estimate as a measure of final value. It becomes 
necessary, therefore, to examine the Commission's attitude toward 
this complementary requirement. As a background for our discussion 
of the Commission's processes in connection with the ascertainment 
of the "present value" of lands, we must trace the character of the 
developments which resulted ultimately in the elimination of the 
"excess cost" requirement-an elimination which, taken with the im
possibility in most instances of ascertaining original cost of land, 
largely explains, although it does not jus~, the Commission's recog
nition of "present value" as the controlling factor in land valuation. 

about land. It condemned what had been done; but it proposed no substitute program 
except that qualified by an assumption neither approved, disapproved, nor even dis .. 
cussed. In termJ of the assumption Justice Hughes set a maximum, which the Division 
of Valuation haJ reported as present value without analysis of the l1Ilderlying prob
lem.·' 

au, It seems clear that Cloriginal cost of land" and "present value of land" are not 
comparable concepts, since the former contains condemnation or acquisition costs while 
the latter does not. It would seem that the requirement of the Act to ascertain and 
report the original excess costs of acquisition or condemnation really amounted to a 
requirement to allocate the total cost originally paid for land into "original market 
value" and "original cost of acquisition or condemnation," whereas the provision re
quUing that present costs of acquisition or condemnation be ascertained involved the 
ascertainment of .uch costs in excess of the upresent value" of land. Under these cir
cumstances, it would appear that the statutoJ'y provision directing the Commission to 
ascertain and report "original . . • cost of condemnation and damages, or of purchase, 
in excess of such original colt .• 0," although sufficiently clear in general intent, was 
poorly drawn. linee the costs of acquisition would be part of; rather than in excess or. 
the original CD" of land. 
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In its first published report the Commission professed inability to 
comply with the provision of the act calling for the ascertainment and 
report of original and present costs of land condemnation or acquisi
tion. The nature of the reasoning which led to this conclusion can be 
set forth very briefly, and largely in its own words. Recognizing that 
the requirement necessitated, in effect, a finding as to the cost of re
production of Carrier lands, the Commission asked, "Must this be 
done, and can this be done?" "It seems elementary," it continued, 
"that the cost of reproduction can be estimated only by assuming that 
the thing in question is to be produced again, and that if it is to be 
produced again, it is to be taken as not existent. It seems sophistry to 

contend that lands of the railroad can be produced again at a cost to 
the railroad without first making the assumption that they are no 
longer lands of the railroad; and this necessary assumption carries 
with it the mental obliteration of the railroad itself."·1T The uncer
tainties, under such an assumption, as to "what would be the condi
tions of ownership, of improvement, and of value of near.by prop
erty, and of general industrial development" were elaborated, and it 
was further pointed out that "there can be no certainty as to what 
land would have to be acquired at a cost to the carriers upon repro
duction or a present acquisition.""· In other words, not only would 
the ascertainment of such reproduction cost involve resort to un
charted speculation, because of the totally undefined character of the 
surrounding circumstances ~nd conditions that would prevail in the 
event of the non-<:xistence of the railroad,"· but the extent of the 
property to be reproduced at a price would be open to question, be-

217 Texas Midland R. R., 7S I.C.C. I (1918), at p. 54. 
2181hiJ .• p. 61. 
21& The Commission quoted with approval, (or example, the following excerpt from 

the opinion of Justice Hughes in the Minnesolll Rate eMitS, 230 u.s. 352 (1913), at 
p. 452, which pointed out "what mwt be assumed in an anc:mpt to estimate the cost of 
reproduction of lands": "Moreover, it is manifest that.an attempt to estimate what 
would be the actual cost of acquiring the right-of..W3Y. if the railroad were not there. u 
to indulge in mere speculation. The railroad has long been established; to it have been 
linked the activities of agriculture, industry and trade. Communities have long been 
dependent upon, its service, and their growth and devdopment have been conditioned 
upon the facilities it hat provided. The uses of property in the communities which it 
serves are to a large degree determined by iL The values of property along itt line 
largely depend upon iu existence. It is an integral part of the communal life. The as-
IWDption of its nonexistence. and at the same time that the values that rest upon it 
remain unchanged. is impossible and can not be entertained. The conditions of owner .. 
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cause of the problematical character of the public attitude which 
might manifest itself in aids, gifts, grants, or donations .... To pro
ceed on the assumption that the railroads would be obliterated with
out any change in surrounding conditions, or that all lands would 
have to be purchased on reacquisition, was to proceed on an impos
sible assumption; on the other hand, a decision as to what circum
stances would actually prevail, or as to what influence they would 
exercise upon the cost of "reproducing" the lands, once the non
existence of the roads was assumed, was beyond the processes of ra
tional determination. "The real question," said the Commission, "is 
as to the cost to a particular railroad of procuring its right of way at 
the present time if it were obliterated and were obliged to reacquire 
its operative lands. The answer to this question depends upon con
siderations and dements which the Commission can by no possi
bility determine with accuracy, and for this reason the question itself 
can not be answered:'221 Under these circumstlinces, the Commis
sion's conclusion was inevitable: "Because of the impossibility of 
making the self-contradictory assumptions which the theory requires 
when applied to the carrier's lands, we are unable to report the repro
duction cost of such lands or its equivalent, the present cost of acqui
sition and damages, or of purchase in excess of present value ...... It 

ship of the property and the amounts which would have to be paid in acquiring the 
right-of-way, supposing the railroad to be removed, are wholly beyond reach of any 
process of rational determination."· lbUl., p. 58. 

110 ·'The carrier," said the Commission) "has been constructed withi.o comparatively 
a recent period of time; nothing in the record shows us that the reproduction of the 
road would be regarded in any lcss friendly spirit by the community as a whole and 
individual ownen in particular, than when the right of way and terminals in question 
were acquired but a few years back. . . . Of the total original COlt of the carrier 
lands, approximately 40 per cent was donated by citizens of various communities along 
the line. That all such donated lands would oecessarily have to be bought or con
demned and paid for at the full amount which a jury would award on condemnation 
is aD assumption we do Dot feel warranted in making from the record before us." 
Ibid., pp. 6,-62 • 

• 31 Ibid., p. ,69. 
""bid., p. 62. It should be noted, further, that in declining to apply the reproduc. 

tion COst method. to carrier lands, the Commission was inB.uenc:ed not only by the self.. 
contradictory nature of the assumptions involved and by the speculative character of 
the findings it might make, but by practical administrative considerations, such as the 
burden of time and expense which would be imposed by the task of asc:ertaining exces. 
costs of condemnation or acquisition. The reality of this burden was made manifest by 
aD analysis of the task; U AI interpreted by the carriers, the Commission it required to 
tala: every individual parcel which the carriu must acquire if its road were obliterated 
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must be noted, however, that the Commission conceded "that fre
quently the cost to a railroad of acquiring its right of way with re
spect to parcels which mUst be purchased materially exceeds the acre
age value of the land taken";228 it simply argued, and reasonably 
enough, that as a practical matter anything approaching an accurate 

and the right of way were to be repurchased, and to determine the COlt of acquiring 
the right of way across that parcel in addition to the base or acreage value of the land 
used. This would be equivalent to what is done by a railroad in originally procuring 
its right of way and would involve a consideration of all those elements which deter
mine the amount of the damages. The use of the parcel, the extent to which that we 
would be interfered with, its value before and after that railroad b..u been constructed, 
and the almost numberless considerations which enter into the determination of that 
question must be coDsideced. An inspection and a study of each individual parcel mUlt 
be made which of necessity would be more minute and exhaustive than the study 
which is made in determining the acreage value." IbitI •• pp. ,68-,69. Nor did the 
method used by the carriers, by way of indicating that this c.normow task was en· 
wely manageable from the standpoint of time and expense, approve iuelf to the Com· 
mission; indeed, it characterized this method as !ttoo fantastic for serious discussion." 
The Commission's brief statement of the procedure which was adopted fully jwtiJied 
this characterization: "In answer to the objection that this kind of an appraisal would 
be in the mat.ter of time and expense prohibitive, the presideDts' conference committee. 
representing aU the principal carrien in the United Slates, attempted to .how the Com .. 
mission how it should be done. The road selected was the Texas Midland, about 113 

miles in length. Two men were selected who had DO .pecial knowledge of land. along 
this railroad, who were stationed upon the rear end of a passenger coach and pro .. 
vided with • map showing the parcels as they were originally acquired. The train pro
ceeded at its ordinary rate over the length of the line. From this inspection these gen .. 
tlemen undertook to state parcel by parcel the excess cost of acquisition and the 
damages. A computation .howed that less than one minute could have been devoted by 
them to the inspection and determination of these excess costs and damages as to each 
parcel. The proposition that the Commission could make • repoR under any such 
method as this is too .&ntastic for serious discussion." Ibid., p. 169. 

221 Ibid., p. 110. Indeed, the concession went further, but without modification of 
the ultimate result: '1t would be possible for the Commission • • • to report some
thing in the nature of an average percentage (of excess cost over acreage value), but 
such a figure would be of little or DO significance as applied to individual railroads, 
and would be tantamount only to a general statement that there u such additional 
element of cost which usually falls wimia cc:rtaiu limits.. The CommiNiaa. hu IlOt felt 
that this would satisfy me requirement of the statute, and hal believed, as already 
Slated. that it was practically impossible to report the W:t .. lied for:' Ibid •• pp. '70-
111. The Commission likewise determined not to asc:ertain the exc:ess of original COlt 

over market value at the time of original acquisition. Here, ag:ain, the Commiuion 
urged prac:tic:al impossibility of performance of the statutory mandar.e: ""'There are 
many instances where the amount paid the land owner for the pared is: known, but 
there are certain general costs considerable in amount incident upon procuring the 
right of way which can not be allocated to individual pared .. It is cIiJJiculr. therefore, 
to give the exact original cost of anyone parcel, although such COlt of the entire righe 
of way can be stated with accuracy. To show execu of original COlt over market value 
it would therefore be necessary to take each individual pared and show with J'CSpec:t 
to it the fair market value of the land, combining the results into an. aggregate and 
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and reliable ascertainment of the excess costs which would be in
curred by a carrier in the reacquisition of its lands was impossible., 

It will be recalled, however, that in the Commission's reproduction 
cost appraisal of property other than land the fantastic character of 
the hypotheses and. assumptions was not always deemed to constitute 
a controlling barrier to the ascertainment of facts considered worth 
reporting. It seems not at all unlikely that the artificiality of the doc
trine would not have been so regarded in this instance, had not the 
Supreme Court handed down its famous decision in the Minnesota 
RflIt: Cases just three months after the passage of the Valuation Act. 
In considering the estimated value of the railroad property in ques
tion, as a necessary mctor in determining whether the prescribed rates 
at issue were confiscatory, the Court was called upon to review the 
validity of land values calculated by adding percentages to the normal 
appraised value for "cost of acquisition and consequential damages." 
The problem was subjected to elaborate analysis,':md the opinion of 
Justice Hughes condemning such conjectural allowances, by the use 
of multipliers or otherwise, in determining land values for rate-mak
ing purposes (at least in so far as the facts and methods there involved 
were concerned), has become a classic in the literature of valuation .... 
The Commission's policy was largely influenced by this determina-

comparing this with original cost as &baWD by the records. This was actually at~ 
tempted in one or two instances and it wu made evident from that experience that 
the rcsuI, could no, be .. lied upon. To do tIw with respect to every parcel would 
involve an CDOJ'IIlOUJ amount of work without any beneficial result 10 tar U we could 
.... The Commission has therefoxe rd, justified in treating as practically impo";ble a 
compliance with this requirement of the statute." Ibjd., p. 168 . 

... MinMlOt. RIll< Clites, '30 U.S. 35' (1913), especially a' pp. 450-456. The 
uucial woe wu .tated as follows: ·'The question is whether, in determining the fair 
present value of the property of the railroad company as a basis of its charges to the 
public, it iJ cotidcd to a valuation of ill right.oOf..way not only in excess of the amount 
invested in it, but also in excess of the market value of contiguow and similarly situ· 
atcd property. For the purpose of mak.i.og ratel, is its land devoted to the public use to 
be treated (irrespective of improvements) not only as increasing in value by reason of 
the activities and general prosperity of the community, but as constandy out-stripping 
in this increaIe, all neighboring lands of like character, devoted to other uses~ If rates 
laid by competent authority, state or National, are otherwise just and reasonable, are 
they to be held to be unconstitutional and void because they do not permit a return 
upon an increment 10 calcuJated~" (pp. 453-454). The Coun·s answer to these ques· 
tions was unqualwdly in the negative: ''The increase sought for ·railway value· in 
these cases iI an increment over all oudays of the carrier and over the values of Iimilar 
land in the vicinity. It iJ an increment which can not be referred to any known cri· 
terioD, but must rest on a mere expression of judgment which finds DO proper test or 
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tion. Independendy impressed by the difficulties of ascertaining the 
excess costs of condemnation or acquisition, the Commission none 
the less leaned heavily upon the Court's findingS=-particularly 
since it was convinced, in view of the Court's decision, that such "ex
cess costs," even if ascertained, could be given no valid consideration 
in the determination of final single-sum values. But the Commission 
did not long remain undisturbed in its refusal to execute the "excess 
cost" provision of the Act. On December 5, 1918, the Kansas City 
Southern filed a petition for a writ of mandamus to compel the Com
mission to comply with the statute in this regard; and on March 8, 
1920, the Supreme Court ordered the issuance of the writ requested 
by the petitioner .226 The issue before the Court was not concerned 

standard in the transactions of the business world. It is an increment which in the last 
analysis must rest on an estimate of the value of the railroad we u compared with 
other business uses; it involves an appreciation of the returns from ra[CS (when ratel 
themselves are in dispute) and a sweeping generalization embracing substantially all 
the activities of the community. For an allowance of this character thelC is DO warrant. 
o • • We therefore hold that it was error to base the estimates of value of the right-of: 
way. yards, and terminals upon the so-called "railway value' of the property. The com~ 
pany would certainly have no ground of complaint if it were allowed a value for these 
lands equal to the fair average market value of similar land in the vicinity. without 
additions by the use of multipliers, or otherwise, to cover hypothetical ouday •. The 
allowances made below for a conjectural cost of acquisition and consequential damages 
must be disapproved ... " (p. 455). 

22S The carners attempted to show that the rule of the Mi""esot. RIlle Clllel was 
inapplicable to the task explicitly imposed by the statute and to the particular methods 
suggested for iu performance, but the Commission was unable to find any essential cfis.. 
tinction between the practice condemned by the Court and thac which it was urged to 
follow: OWe are unable to distinguish between what is JUggestcd by the carrier in this 
record and nominally requited by the act and whac was condemned by the court as 
beyond the possibility of rational determination; nor is there any essential difference 
in the actual methods there employed and those DOW urged upon us. Before we can 
report figures as asccrtai.ncd, we must have a reasonable foundation for our estimate, 
and when. as here, if the estimate can be made only upon inadmissible amunptions, 
and upon impossible hypoth ..... such as those poinlOd out by the Supreme Court in the 
opinion quoted. our duty to absrain from reporting as an asc:crtaincd &a. that which it 
incapable of rational ascertainment. is clear . ., TUM MUilIINI R. R., 75 I.C.C I 
(1918), at p. 60. See, also, Wi"ston~Sa/em SOIIIhbou"J R~ Co., 75 I.C.C. 187, 199-
200 (1918); Kilns", City SO"'""",, Ry. CO •• 1S LC.C. 223, 262 (1919). Compare. .bo, 
the following from ,A""ual ~port. 192.0, p. 52, in which the Commission, referring to 
the Kansas CiIy Southern proceeding, said: '1n estimating the P'CSCllt .aluc of lands 
included in the right of way, yards, and u:rminal. of the carrier, we have used as a 
measure the 'fair average market value of land in the vicinity: and relying upon the 
action taken by the court in the Mi"MSOI4 R61e ClISel, we declined to receive cvidcncc 
relating to the cost of condemnation:' 

'28 KanstlS Cit, So. Ry. v. I.C.C .• 252 U.s. 118 (192-Q). The carrier", position was 
that the Commission's refusal to make the report in question would result in "I finding 
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with the substantive merit of recognizing costs of condemnation or 
acquisition as proper elements in the value of land; it related solely 
to the "alleged refusal to discharge duties which the statute exacts," 
and the Court found that this issue "brings out in bold contrast the 
direct and express command of the statute to the Commission, to act 
con=ning the subject in hand, and the Commission's unequivocal 
refusal to obey such command." Although the Court recognized the 
relationship between the Commission's action and its own decision in 
the Minnesota Rate Cases, it held the Commission's conclusion not to 

comply with the Congressional mandate to be erroneous.'" The serv
ice of tentative valuations had been suspended pending the decision 
of the Supreme Court; but immediately thereafter studies were made, 
information was collected, and "excess cost" figures were calculated 
and embodied in the tentative valuation reports. Separate tentative 
reports covering this aspect of the land valuation were issued by way 
of supplement to 55 tentative reports served priOl' to the decision.'28 
But this task was brought to a summary close before the issuance of 
any of the Commission's final valuation reports. Congress stepped 

by respondent of a value of but $60,000 with respect to parcels of land acquired by 
relator by judicial award in condemnation proceedings during four years immediately 
preceding such valuation at an actual cost to relator of $180,000; and in the aggregate 
will result in a finding with respect to said lands at least $5.000,000 less than the value 
10 directed by the Act of Congress above mentioned to be found:' Ibid' l p. 186 • 

... '1. is true," said the Court, .peaking through Chief Justice White, "th2. the 
Commission held that its nonactiOD was caused by the filet that the command of the 
statute involved a consideration by it of matters 'beyond the possibility of rational 
determination.," and caUed for 'inadmissible assumptions,' and the indulging in 'impoS. 
sible hypotheses' as to subjects 'incapable of rational ascertainment,' and that such con
clwions were the ncc:essary consequence of the M;"n~sotG Rate CtlS~.r •• • • We arc of 
opinion, however, that, considering the face of the statute and the reasoning of the 
Commission, it results that the conclusion of the Commission was erroncous, an crror 
which was cxclusivdy caused by a mistaken conception by the Commission of its rela
tion to the subject, resulting in an unconsciow disregard on its part of the power of 
Congress and an Wlwitting assumption by the Commission of authority which it did 
not poness. And the significance which the Commission attributed to the ruling in thc 
Mi",,~.rol4 R4te CIU~.r. evcn upon the assumption that its vicw of the ruling in those 
cases was not a mistaken OllC, but illustrates in a diffcrent form the disregard of the 
power of Congress which we have just pointed out, since, as Congress indisputably 
had the authority to impose upon the Commission the duty in question, it is impossiblc 
to conceive how the M;""~lOta Rate ruling could furnish ground for refusing to carry 
out the commands of Congress, the cogency of which consideration is none thc lcss 
manifest though it be borne in mind that the Mi"ne.rota RIzIe Cares were decided after 
the pauage of the act in question." Ibid., pp. ,8?-188. 

III See """IUII Reporu: IgzO, p. 10; I9ZI, p. 55. 
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into the breach and eliminated the "excess cost" requirement ... • The 
first of the final single-sum value reports contains the following brief 
passage as the only reminder of the memorable battle: "The claim of 
the carrier to have the present cost of condemnation and damages or 
of purchase of lands in excess of such original cost or present value 
ascertained, is disallowed. Congress has • . • repealed the clause 
••• which requires such finding to be made. The supplemental ten
tative valuation is modified accordingly ...... 

The Commission's decision not to report or consider condemnation 
or acquisition costs was made, of course, solely on its own responsi
bility. While Congress eliminated this report as an express require-

220 By the Act of June 7. 1922 (42 Stat. 624). See, also, Annual kport, 1922, p. 73. 
280 Evansville & Indianapolis R. R. Co., 75 I.C.C. 443, 444 (1922). Similarly. in 

Florida Eall Coan Ry. Co., 84 I.e.c. 25. 27-28 (1924), the Commission, in arriving 
at final single-sum value, disregarded figures of $2,607,264 and $548,158 wbich, fol~ 
lowing the Supreme Court's decision in the Kansas City SOllJhern case, it had found to 
be the excess costs of acquisition of carrier lands. See, also, Sit" Pedro, Lot Angelel 41 
Salt Lake R. R. Co .. 75 I.C.C. 463. 488 ('923); Durham & South CfII'oli1l4 R. R. Co •• 
84 I.C.C. 3'3. 3'4 ('924); and Elgin.lolie' & ElUtern Ry. Co., 84 I.C.C. 587. 6'5-0.6 
(1924). In the following final reports, among numerow others, attention is directed to 
the elimination of the uexcess cost" findings made in the respective tentative reports: 
Dtln.villt:' 6- WeltC'NJ Ry. Co., 84 I.C.C. 227. 231 (1924); Rarittm JUvn'R. R. Co., 84 
I.C.C. 463. 467 ('924); Roscoe. Snyd<r & Pod/ic Ry. Co" 97 I.C.C. '. '4 ('925); 
New York, Phi/delphi. & Norfolk R. R. Co., 97 I.C.C. 273. 309 ('925); Augusta 
Bel'Ry. Co .• • 03 I.C.C. 523. 526 ('925); l'ernlllOod & Gulf R. R. Co., .08 I.C.C. 62. 
65 ('926); Lufkin, Hemphill & Gulf Ry. Co., IIO I.C.C. 220. 222 ('926); Chicago, 
MilwilUk .. & Gary Ry. CO .. II4 I.C.C •• 6. '7 ('926); Lake Supnio. & Ishpeming Ry. 
Co., 116 I.e.c. I, 6 (1926); Great Northern Ry. Co., 133 I.C.C. I, 117 (1927). In 
Ez«ssIn .. = of Riehmonll, 1'. & P. R. Co •• '70 I.C.C. 45'. 485-488 ('93')' a claim 
for costs of acquisition which would practically have doubled the bureau'. land valua· 
tion was presented in somewhat novel form. "What it claims, the respondent imists. is 
not present costs of acquisition in excess of the actual value of the lands but merely 
the fair value of such lands taking into account their .peciaI adaptability for railway 
use and rights appurtcna.ot to construct, maintain, and operate the railway, tantamount 
to easements in the adjacent lands. This value in turn can only be measured, it is 
argued, by the present costs of acquisition" (p. 481). On the bat .. of the: doctrines ap
proved by the Supreme Court in the MinnelOt4 RtlIe CllIer, and of the rules uniformly 
folJowed by the Commission in its valuation proceedings. the claim of the carrier was 
rejected. Again. in Toledo, St. Lowr 6- Weller'll R. R. Co., 141 I.C.C. 287, 318-319 
(1928), the carrier offered as evidence of the value of its land the prices paid for com
parable land by two other carriers during 1916. 1911. and 1918. contending that prices 
actually paid for .imilar land for the same purpose "are the best i.ndeI: of the value 
of its own right of way." The Commission disposed of the contention summarily: 
'We havc heretofore discussed and passed upon the only principle here invo1vcd, 
namely. the propriety of valuing carrier land. upon the basis of me theoretical COlt to 
acquire or reproduce, and have decided contrary to the contention of this carrier
(p. 3.8). Sec, also, Dt1rOit & T. S. L. R. Co .. 25 Val. 'R<p. 355. 364-365 ('929). 
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ment, there was nothing in the Valuation Act forbidding the Com
mission to ascertain sueb costs if it chose to do so, or even to employ 
the figures in the determination of final values.231 But its decision 
appears to have been entirely sound. The £act that during the brief 
period intervening between the court decree and the legislative elimi
nation of the excess cost requirement the Commission actually found 
it possible to ascertain and report these costs did not alter the sub
stantive merits of the controversy. The Commission never contended 
that it could not report figures whieb might be termed representative 
of present condemnation or acquisition costs; it argued, rather, that it 
is impossible to report figures which can with any degree of reason
able assurance be said to represent such costs in genuine fashion. Its 
activity under the pressure of the judicial mandate was in no signifi
cant sense a refutation of this position, nor did it involve a relinquish
ment of its conviction that the use of such figures is improper. Be
cause of the self-contradictory nature of the hypotheses involved, and 
because of the highly conjectural character of the findings to which 
these hypotheses must lead, the excess costs of condemnation or ac
quisition are beyond the processes of rational determination and have 
no legitimate place even in a reproduction cost appraisal.232 

We return, then, to a consideration of "present value" of carrier 
lands--the only land figure which the Commission, in its final de
liberations, has regarded as of real significance. It has been indicated 
earlier that present value, as reported by the Commission, was "nearly 
synonymous with market value." Present value, as thus conceived, 
was determined by ascertaining the market value per acre of similar 
land adjoining that of the carrier or in the immediate vicinity and 
by applying the price so ascertained to the acreage of carrier lands. 
The processes whereby this adjacent land test was derived have been 

1.1 In his separate opinion, COllCU.I'ring in part, in Sa Pedro, Ltu An,Jel & Sal, 
l4. R. R. Co., 751.C.C. 463 (1923). Commissioner Potter said (pp. 575-576): "The 
fact of COlt exists as when our tentative report was made. If; under the present law. it 
be not required that the item be xt up separately. it is nevertheless our duty to include 
it u an element of present value or of mst of reproduction new," 

III In the words of the Supreme Court: ""The cost.of-reproductioD method. is of 
..moe ia ucertaining the present value of the plan~ when it is ..... nably applied and 
when the .... of reproducing the property may he ascertained with a proper degree of 
cenain.ty. But it doel Dot juslif)r the aa:eptance of results which depend upon mere 
conjecture." Mi""esotIJ RIIU ClUeS, 230 U.s. 35:1. (1913), at p. 452. 
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described briefly as follows: "For the purpose of determining this 
present value the Commission sends into the field its land appraisers, 
who make a personal inspection of the property and ascertain certain 
facts which bear upon the value. The right of way is first divided into 
zones, and each zone contains lands of substantially similar character 
and value. Every zone is continuous from one end to the other. The 
appraiser having laid out his zone next proceeds to determine the 
market value of adjoining and adjacent lands. For this purpose he 
collects all recent sales which he can find of similar lands in the im· 
mediate vicinity. He also ascertains the assessed value of such lands 
and finally takes the opinion of different classes of well-informed per
sons as to such value. From a consideration of all these sources of in
formation he determines the unit or market value."2.' Although, as 
appears from the above, all available sources of reliable information 
were drawn upon, the Commission was inclined to accept current 
records of land sales as the best criteria of prevailing market value. 
The following is typical of the Commission's attitude: "Actual sales 
as a rule afford the best evidence of value and in our opinion the sales 
enumerated in the field notes of our appraisers fully support the 
values set out in the tentative report."'" Of like import: "Neither 
options nor opinions need be considered further, as in this case the 
sales made in the vicinity are better evidence and sufficient to deter-

281 Tertii Midland R. R., 7S I.e.c. J (1918), at p. 167. Sec, allO, Florida EIZSI 
Com Ry. Co., 84 I.C.e. '5, .~8 ('9'4): Elgin, Tolin & _ Ry. Co., 84 I.C.e. 
587, 60g-6.0 ('9'.): New Ycwk, PhiiDlielphu. & Norfolk R. R. Co., 97 I.C.e. '73> 
309 (1925); Augusttl Bell Ry. Co., 103 I.C.C. 523, 527 (1925); De!}wetJ & Eastern 
Ry. Co., .06 I.C.C. 7'4, 7.6 ('9.6): We" Virginia Northm> R. R. Co., no I.e.e. 
385, 392 ('9.6): Elbmon & Eastern R. R. Co., "4 I.C.C. 759, 760 ('9.6); lAJ(e 
Supmor & Ishpeming Ry. Co., 116 I.C.C. I, 8 (1926). For an elaborate cWcuuion of 
the application of the Commission'. rule to the &.cts of a particular case, ICC Stm Pedro, 
Los Angeles & Salt Loke R. R. Co., 75 I.C.C •• 63 ('9'3), at pp •• 811-s0" 574-575· 
In Dn .. ",. & R. G. R. Co., .6 Val. Rep. 733, 753-'756 ('9'9), the Conunitsion aver· 
ruled carrier claims for an inaeuc of $3,173,209 in the value of land in canyons HOD 

account of special adaptability to railroad we," and in doing 10 followad the principle 
enunciated in Mi"1U!solil RIlle ClUes, 230 U.s. 352, 451 (1913), that ~ inquily 
would be as to the &it market value of the property; as to what the owner had 10It. 
and not what the taI= had gained." As .tared in the TezM MiJl.uI cue, "due allow
ance is made for any peculiar value which may attach by (eaton of the peculiar adapt~ 
ability of the land to railroad we": but lOch special adaptability "it meldy an dement 
in the determination of market value, to that the exrent to which it enter. into con~ 
sideration is necessarily limited to such effect as it may appear to have upon the market 
value.'" 

... Birmingham & North",e""'_ Ry. Co., 84 I.C.e. 67S. 678 ('925). 
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mine the value of the carrier lands ...... These methods were con
sistendy applied by the Commission. It refused to modifY its rule, for 
example, upon protest of a carrier that throughout its territory it was 
customary for landowners when making conveyances to carriers to 
require the latter to change the location of their rails, at their own ex
pense, whenever the owners wished to mine the underlying ore, and 
that this carrier had in fact been subject to large expenditures because 
of the exercise of this right. Noting that "the reservation of mineral 
rights is not confined to sales of right of way only, but is characteris
tic of all land transactions," the Commission found no error in fol
lowing its "approved principles and methods in ascertaining land 
values in this proceeding";"· and it pointed out, further, that the 
present value of land may frequendy be less than the cost to its 
owner: "This may be due to a number of reasons, and the fact that our 
appraisal has developed such a difference for the carrier's lands is no 
proof that it is wrong:"·! Aside from the inventory,"· the Commis
sion's land appraisal was chiefly concerned with seeking an accurate 

.a. Norfolk Sou.hem R. R. Co., 84 I.C.C. 693, 703-704 ('9'S). 
110 Lake Superior 1ft It"pnnjng Ry. Co., u6 I.C.C. I, ~ (1926). Sec, also, Rati .. 

11m Rj .... R. R. Co., 84 I.C.C. 463, 467-468 ('9'4). 
21r La/c.e Supmor t!r Ithpeminf Ry. Co., tupra, p. ,. See, also, to the same effect, 

Knoz~/e. Setlierville 1ft East~ Ry. Co.~ 84 I.e.c. 329, 32.9-330 (1924); Norfolk 
South.,." R. R. Co., 841.C.C. 693,706 ('9'S); Fori S ...... Union Depo. Co., 97 I.C.C. 
663,668 ('9'S); Sewell Valley R. R. Co., .06 I.C.C. '36. '38 ('9'S); Grea. Nor.h.,." 
Ry. Co., 133 I.C.C. I, 129 (1927). With respect to rights in land of which the carrier 
has neither ownership nor exclusive use, the Commission based its treatment on a 
distinction between private lands and public domain. Rights in private lands, including 
government landl5 which could be acquired by private persons, were appraised at pres .. 
ent value, irrespective of the cost to the carrier; rights in the public domain, on the 
other hand-that is, rights in land. which could Dot be reduced to private ownership
were valued at the price paid for the privilege, OD the theory that "the privilege of use 
accorded by the superior authority is analogow to a franchise and should be treated in 
the same manner." Taas Midland R. R .• 7S I.e.c. I, 175-176 (1918); San Pedro. 1...01 
Angelel & Sal, Lake R. R. Co., 15 I.C.C. 463, SOO-SOI (1923); Pittsburg!. & Susque
hanna R. R. Co •• no I.C.C. 787, 79' ('9.6); Grand Trunk Ry. of Canada, '43 I.C.C. 
" '9-20 ('9.8); Central R. Co. of N., .. '49 I.C.C. 6S9. 697-699. 700-70. ('9'9); 
Pilubtlrgh. C. C. &S •• 1.. Ry. Co., 24 Val. Rep. '. 49-S', S4-5S ('9'9); Chesapeake & 
o. Ry. Co .• '4 Val. Rep. 4S'. 489 ('9'9); Nor.h .... P. Ry. Co., .s Val. Rep. 397. 
4.8-4'9 (19'9); N.w York Central R. CO."7 Val. Rep. '. S6-68 ('9'9); BOl.on & 
M. R •• 30 Val. Rep. 5'S, 543-548 ('930). 

til One of the di.f6cu1t problems encountered in connection with the land inventory 
concerned the treatment to be accorded to land occupied by the carriers in streets and 
highway.. Many intricate questions were involved, particularly with respect to the 
ultimate ownership of the feci and after extended consideration the Commission 
adopted a policy, based largely on rebuttable presumptions as to ownership under 
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measure of the market value of adjoining and adjacent lands. Factual 
data, especially by way of records of sales and assessments, constituted 
the objective background of the Commission's findings; but the ac
ceptance of opinion evidence and the exercise of coordinating judg
ment could not, in most instances, be avoided. The very classification 
of lands, as well as the determination of the reliability of the evi
dentiary data arid the dissolution of conflicts in result, necessitated the 
assertion of authoritative control, in the first instance by employees 

varying defined circumstances, which was to be applied, in more Of len arbitrary 
fashion, in all .ubsequent p,oceedings. Texas Midland R. R., mpra, pp. 6H5. 112-
17S; S@ PedrD~ LDs Angeles & Salt !Alee R . .& Co., supra, pp. Sao, S76j "1It1f115, 
Birmingham lit Allan.ic R. R. Co •• 15 I.C.C. 645. 663-664 (1923). The CommiJ
sion showed a willingness, however, when confronted by justifying circunutaDCCJ, 
frankly to reverse iuel£ In Georgia Sou.hem lit Florid. Ry. Co •• 106 I.C.C. ISS (192S). 
complaint was made by the carrier "that parts of 28 areu embracing nrect intersec
tions and used by it for its right of way and by the public for street purpoaet" had 
been omitted from the inventory. Under the Commission'. original rule, these areas 
should have been inveJltoried to the carrier. The contentions were .. that me evidence 
shows that the fee-simple titles are in the carrier; that the titles were acquired, and the 
railroad constructed, prior to the opening of the several .treets; and that the carrier 
has never conveyed the fee thereto nor received any compensation for the use thereof 
u streets by the public" (p. 160). But the Commission held, contrary to itt previout 
policy, that ownership of title was not the controlling consideration: ··It iI DOt our 
function to determine questions of title to lands. For the purposes of thil report we may 
assume, without deciding. that it affirmatively appears upon this record that the fee 
title to the 28 areas above referred to is in the carrier. But the carrier', use of the land, 
is wholly independent of its ownership, and depend. upon a right that is inferior 
and IUbo,dinate to the right of the public to we and eontrol the we of IU<h lands .. 
parts of public streets. The carrier', right to use these strcctJ it a right in the nature of 
a franchise, the cost of acquiring which we should repon as the value of that rigbt if 
there were evidence of that cost in the record before us. We shall not include the 
areas in question in our inventory of property owned or used by the carrien. The 
right of way of the carrier hal been valued by pricing the units at the valUCI of adja,.
cent land areas. The enhancement of value of adjacent lands because of the f.&ct that 
streets have been laid out across the right of way of the carrier is already re.flected in 
the findings of present value of the carrier', lands. Textu Midi4nd clUe • •• and 
Atlanta, Birmin.gham & Atltmtie ctue .•• we overrule" (pp. 160-161). See di.uent-
ing opinion of Commissioner Hall. with whom Commissioner McC!hord joined, ibiJ., 
pp. 162-163; and =. allO. Georg;. R. R .. 12S I.C.C. 55'. S6~66 (1921). One more 
matter of inventory may be mentioned. In i..ostanc:es where the tracks of • carrier were 
located upon the righu of way of other carricrt, either ., grade or overhe>d, the 
Commission inventoried the entire land occupied to the ICDior carrier if it were the 
owner, and DOthing to the junior carrier, tithough any CSpCDIC incurred by the junior 
carrier in securing the right to uou the uacb of the IeDior carrier waJ set forth in itt 
land report in the lCbedule showing righIl in private lands. K4tUtU City S"".hern Ry. 
Co., 15 I.C.C. 2>3. 251 (1919); reaJlirmed in N"""~ SOIIlhern R. R. Co .. 84 I.C.C. 
693.106 (192S), Nothing was 2I1owed the carrier for land wed to ,each indwuiea olf 
iu right of way if the land WlU in W:t owned by the industry. T ex .. Midland R. R .. 
'"pra, p. 17; KmutU City SOIII.""" Ry. Co., ,.,,,.., p. 251. 
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of the bureau, .and ultimatdy by the Commission. Present value of 
lands, therefore, like reproduction rost of structures, represented, in 
the last analysis, the results of judgment and discretion, rather than 
a body of objectively ascertained facts .... 

Despite these circumstances, a major portion of the criticism, from 
both within and without the Commission, which has been aimed at 
the principles and processes employed in the execution of the "pres
ent value" mandate appears to be beside the point. Such criticism 
should properly be directed, for the most part, against the statutory 
provision itself; or against the employment of the ascertained figures 
in the determination of final single-sum values. As in other phases of 
the valuation project, care must be taken to distinguish between the 

,.1 The estimated present value of lands was not inmased by any allowance for the 
financial burdCD of carrying these lancb. In Tau MiJl .. tl R. R .• "'(»,11, at p. '55. 
the Commiaion ruled that .. in ...... during construction" should not be calculated on 
land, because no attempt was being made ..... show the co.t of "'producing the opera
tive lands of. carrier."' Thia position was elaborated in KtnuastCity Southern Ry. Ct1., 
_"... at pp. :z.62~63. The carrier stated that the sum it would be necessary to ex .. 
pCDd for lands would be comiderable in a reproduction of its prqperty. and that the 
amount reported as interest wu imufficie.nt to show the cost which would aaually be 
inaurcd for this purpose. The ColDllliaion aoswered by an appeal to authority: "The 
commission reports as the present value of lands owned and used by common carrier. 
for common-carrier purposes an amount equal to the fair average value of similar 
lands in the vicinity. AD increase in thia amount because of interest during CODStruC

tion would be in conHict with the views of the Supreme Court of the United States in 
the Mmnesolll RIlle ClUes, IUprll, as follows, appearing at page 455= 'The allowances 
made below for a conjectural cost of acquisition and coxuequential damages must be 
disapproved; and, in this view, we also think it was error to add to the amount taken 
as the prescnt value of the lands the further sums, calculated on that value, which. were 
embcaced in the item, of "engineering, superintendence, legal expenscs,"·"contingen. 
cies" and ··interest during construction." ... For a reaBirmaUon of this position, see the 
following: Ann Arbor R. R. Co., 841.C.C. '59 •• 67 ('924); Elgin. 'o/itt & East"'" Ry. 
Co., 84 I.C.C. 587. 6'4 (r924); Fort Sir ... Union Depo. Co., 97 I.C.C. 663. 668 
('925); August. Btl. Ry. Co., 103 I.C.C. 523.526 ('925); Cap. Chari" R. R. Co., 
U4 J.C.C. 274, 2-76 (192-6); Dannille & Mount Morris R. R.~ 116 I.C.C. 274, 277 
(1926); AI_ & S. R.. '49 I.C.C. 22. 29 ('928); We ....... Pa<i/ie Ry. Co., 29 Val. 
Rep. 239. 269 ('929); Bo""" 6- M. R .. 30 Val. Rep. 5'5. 543 (1930). Reasonable 
objection may be taken to the Commission', stand on this matter. In the first place, it 
may be questioned whether the ruling of the Supreme Court in the Minnesota R4U 
Cues was binding upon the Commission. A valid distinction may be made between 
the function of the Court in deciding whether a given item must be included in "fair 
value," in order to render that value DOn-confiscatory, and the function of the Com· 
mission in detenn.in.ing whether the same item sAould be included in "fair valuc," in 
order to ICrve IOmC desirable end. Furthermore, on the mcriu, it may well be argued 
that "interest during coDstruc:tion" is DOt a land item, even though it be computed 
panly on the land figure. In other wordJ. to say that the item h .. no place as part of 
the ptelCDt value of land is not necessarily to establish that it hu DO place, though 
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ascertainment of particular items and the use to which these items are 
put when once determined. It is true that in the performance of a 
statutory requirement the Commission should, wherever possible, ad· 
just its administrative principles and technique to the ultimate pur
poses of the task in hand; but the legislative mandate must be 
carried out in any event: even where there is fundamental incompati
bility between a' particular provision and ultimate purposes, the Com
mission is not by this £act relieved of the obligation to execute the 
requirement in question. Such, it will be recalled, was the import of 
the Kansas City Southern decision. This consideration is forgotten by 
those who argue that the Commission erred in measuring present 
value of carrier lands by the market value of adjacent lands, on the 
ground that the latter is not a proper determinant of value for rate
making purposes----because the "adjacent land test" is essentially sub
ject to the same infirmities as the "excess cost" proposal, in that it 
virtually capitalizes, for the purposes of fixing rates, the very existence 
of the railroad, the flow of earnings which it has enjoyed, and all the 
surrounding commercial and industrial conditions molded thereby. 
While the contention is sound from the standpoint of final value, it is 
irrelevant to the performance of the immediate task. It is difficult to 
see how present value of carrier lands can be determined otherwise 
than by direct reference to the present market value of similar lands 
in the vicinity; whether, of course, the Act should have required the 
determination of present value, and whether the Commission should 
embody figures so calculated in any rate base which it promulgates, 
are different matters. It may readily be conceded, further, that the 
present value figures, as ascertained by the Commission, are essen
tially "opinion figures.' ... • But how else, than by the exercise of 

partly computed aD land, as an overhead to be taken into accoubt in the determination 
of "&ir value.'" The Commission and the Court arc entirely aJfm:f; and consistent in 
their application of the present value theory if the item of "ioterest during COnstJ'UCoo 

tioo" is considered as a land item; but their position might be d.ccmed questionable 
from the broader viewpoint of "f.rir value." 

uo Note, for example, the following from the Commission·. report in CIUC'lIgo~ 
R.I. & P. Ry. CO'i 24 Val. Rep. 709 (1929), at Pp.18M8S: "From our dlscuUioD of 
the evidence of record it is apparent that the appraisal of the carrier's lands in this 
area was a very difficult matter and that amoDg men equally welt informed a reason .. 
able diversity of opinion would exisL The values for which the carrier contends on the 
three valuation sections at Chicago are approximately 11 per cent, s.s per cent, and 
to.s per cent, respectively, in acess of those stated in the tentative valuation. • • • 
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"judgment," are value figures ever to be determined? Cost actually 
incurred can ordinarily be exacdy and objectively ascertained; but 
value, in the absence of a bona fide transaction involving the prop
erty in question and occurring under ideal conditions, is inberendy a 
matter of opinion. And in so &r as the basic data used by the Com
mission were defective-showing forced sales, fictitious transactions, 
assessment figures relating to taxation of non-residents, opinions col
ored by apprehension of the tax assessor, and similar vitiating circum
stances-it may well be argued that this is a condition which one may 
hope to mitigate but which can never be entirely eliminated from pro
ceedings of this character. The Commission, rather than the subordi
nate employees of the bureau, was the final arbiter of conflicting 
claims; and in passing upon them it weighed the relative merits and 

We have given careful consideration to the testimony and exhibits submitted by wit
"..... called by the carrier, by the S .... commissions, and by the bureau. In our opin
io~ the difference between the values contended for by the CjllTier and our tentative 
valuation is a difference in judgment and is within the realm of a reasonable diff'er
CDce of opinion as to values between men equally well informed. Land values are not 
susceptible of exact proof; and especially is this true where values are extremely high 
and elements affecting the results are many, varied, and complicated. Therefore . . . 
no change will be made in the tentative valuation:' For a detailed critical discussion 
of the claima of the carriers and the reasoning of the Commission, see H. B. Vander
bloc, Rllilroad ValUtttiOIJ by 'he Intef'stllle Commn'Ce CommUno" (1920), PP. 52-72, 
On the point at issue he comments as follows (pp. 54-55): "'The methods used in the 
federal appraisal have been adapted from the expedients developed in the previous 
state investigations. Mr. Prouty, who "really organized the system,' simply took over the 
sales method. the salCi assessment method, and the opinion method, and provided a 
coordinating and determining fi.ctor-the independent judgment of a civil service ap~ 
pointee (salary $:.1400-$3000 per year). Thus the actual figures assigned as value are 
opinion figures, just as the unit prices in Cost of Reproduction are opinion figures. The 
parallel in the problem. is very real: just as the engineer must correlate specifications 
and prices, the land appraiser must correlate the quality of land and the values as~ 
signed. This has been done by dividing the railroad Hne into zones, the length of the 
zone depending upon the substantial similarity of the railroad right of way and the 
adjacent and adjoining land, and upon the assumed uniformity of the value of that 
adjacent and adjoining land. But the actual figure of value reported has been an opin~ 
ion figure, altho the fact that more often than not, perhaps, the appraiser has been a 
stranger in the community (he may even be a city real estate expert suddenly required 
to appraise farm lands), would seem to enforce great dependence upon the sales, tale. 
assessment, and opinion investigation:' If lhc foregoing statement, essentially accurate 
as to fact. is designed to argue against the propriety of using figures so determined in 
arriving at final value, because market value of carrier lands is inherently a hypo~ 
thetical and speculative figure, it possesses decided merit; but if it is to be understood 
as suggesting that the Commission might have proceeded by a radically different route 
in executing the "present value" requirement, or that the situation demanded the em
ployment of uexperts" at high "Iaries, the validity of iu implications is dec:id.edly open 
to question. 
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defects of counter-proposals as well as those of its own findings. On 
the whole the present value figures as such proved to be reasonably 
satisfactory to all concerned. The chief objections urged against the 
land appraisal consisted, essentially, of dissatisfaction with the use of 
these figu~es as a constituent of the rate base, rather than with the 
Commission's performance of the statutory mandate.'" 

2401 CommiS5ion~ Daniels, for example, dissenting in Kanlal City $oushern Ry. Co .• 
7S I.C.C. 223 (1919), argued against "what appear. to be '00 rigid aod mechanica1au 
observance of the rule laid down for the ascertainment of the present value of carrier.' 
lands" (p. 269). But a .tudy of the burden of hil objection .. apart from the point very 
properly made with reference to the danger of placing too great dependence upon a 
.ingle naked formula, suggests that he was critical of the Commission', determinations 
of "present value" because of their f'hllure to correspond to his conception of uCait 
value." Apparently he favored lOme recognition of "cxcess cosu" of acquisition or of 
.pecial "railroad value." Note the following: "For example, a carrier', line may run 
through a barren country, through deserts or across long ItrctcheJ of nnd where the 
market value of adjacent lands may be a vcry unreliable index of the present value of 
the c:arrier's land. Or again, the right of way through an industrial district of a city 
may have involved certain structural readjustments on the part of property owners. 
resulting in heavy damages, and the price paid may have been out of all proportion to 
the land values adjacent. Here to hold the present value of the railroad's land is gov .. 
erned exclusively by adjacent land values ICCms to me to be erroneous" (pp. 269-
270). Even more revealing of his position is the following: "Evidence before w shows 
clearly that where a railway is first projected through a new region. the land it oiteD. 
acquired at a nominal cost, whereas when a carrier is well established and a region is 
&itly populous, the costs to the carrier of the later4Cquired lands whether through 
purchase or condemnation arc likely to exceed the normal value of lands adjacent" 
(p. 270). He was virtually arguing for the application of the reproduction cost method 
to carrier lands, despite the ruling of the Supreme Court in the Minnesota Rme Clllel 
and the Commission's adbcrenc:c thereto. His position was not unlike that of the car .. 
rier, who urged that pr .... t value itself should be measured by hypothetiul eosu of 
acquisition. But he took no issue with the Commission's findings as such: ''In what is 
said above in criticism of what appears to me an unduly inBcxible method of Cltimating 
land values, I am Dot to be understood as challenging the propriety of the Commis-
sion's specific land estimates in the present case and still leu u subtcribing to the cug
ger-lled figuee' sought by the earrier for ill Kansas City land," (p. 270). Similarly. 
Commissioner Eastman, in his dissenting opinion in SII1I Pearo, lAs Angeles" SIlII 
Uk. R. R. Co., 75 I.C.C. 463 (1923), was soldy concerned with the propriety of us
ing "present valuCo" as found by the CommissioJl, as a measure of the rate base. "The 
theory is," he said, "to base the value of railroad right of way and tcrminallands upon 
the market value of adjacent real estate. The ordinary assumptiOJl is that here at least 
we have a reality which can not be challenged. But have wd Is it: meant that these 
railroad lands would have an exchange value of, or in omer words could be IOld for. 
IUch an amount so determined, it; by any chance, the carrier wcre able to seU them?" 
(p. 535). And alier citing both concrete evicleoa: and general consideratio .. in support 
of a negative answer to the above questioru, he continued: "'But if there it little rea
$On to believe that 'present value' of land. u we estimate it, Iw much if any relation 
to exchange value, upon what other theory ... i. be argued that it should be the basil 
for a &it return? So Jar u I know, only two other theories have been suggested. One 
is the theory of cost of reproduction, which wu to eJfectively punctured in the 
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Other Values and Elements of Value 

Turning from the Commission's execution of the statutory provi
sions relating to the "physical" items of the property, consideration 
must now be given to the treatment of "intangibles"-the last of the 
major underlying figures specified in the Act. '1A2 In requiring the 

Minnesota RIIk CllSes by Justice Hughes; and the other is a theory which he merely 
lUgg<Stod but which was thereafter enthusiastically adopted by the carriers. I refer to 
his suggestion that a railroad 'is entided to a reasonable share in the general prosperity 
of the communities which it serves" But what is the 'general prosperity' of a commu· 
nity? Is it the prosperity of &vored landholders? Because certain owners of real estate 
reap profits which have universally come to be known by the designation ~ncd 
increment," is that a reason why railroads should have such an increment also? Are 
there not communities where .uch profits have been realized but where no "general 
prosperity' has visitod the bulk of the inhabitants! And if a railroad is entided to 
share in general prosperity, ought it not to be infticted with. share in generall .... ~ of 
prosperity when that &lIs to the lot of a community? This is indeed what the smers 
of the West have been claiming since 1920, but it is a conception which is quite incon .. 
sistent with section 153 of the interstate commerce act and is vigorowly repudiated by 
the carrie,," (pp. 536-537). ' 

U2 The Commission"s disposition of the item of "working capital," although it 
differed strikingly from its treatment of "intangibl..," in that. specific figure was al
ways included in the singlcooSum value to represent this item, may be indicated brieRy 
at this point. Information respecting materials and cash 00 hand was contained in the 
accounting reports. and the final allowancc was regularly kept separate from the origi~ 
nal cost and reproduction cost findings. In the first case in which a final single~sum 
value was named. Etltf1UIIille IY Indianapolis R. R. Co •• 75 I.C.C. 443 (1922), the 
Commission merely announced (p. 451): ''The carrier does not maintain any stock of 
materials and supplies." In the following case, San Pedro, lAl Angeles & Sal, 14ke 
It R. Co., 75 I.C.C. 463 (192.3). where the carrier owned and held cash on hand and 
materials and supplies in the amount of $2,:121,093, the Commission allowed $1,000.· 
000 for working capital, treating the remainder as noncarrier property (pp. 608, 609). 
In a rehearing of this c:ase, t03 I.C.C. 398 (1925), the Commission inerea.sed this 
allowance by $:zoo,ooo (pp. 401-403). In Atlanlll. Birmingham 6- Atlantic R. R. Co •• 
75 I.C.C. 645 (1923), in which the sum of $617,090 allowed for working capital in 
the tentative report was reduced to $410,000, will be found' a brief statement of con~ 
trolling considerations (p. 610) j and in Florida Ban Coast R,... Co., 84 I.C.C. 25 
(1924), this statement is amplified. In the latter case, in which the sum of $1,431,947 
allowed. for working capital in the tentative valuation was reduced to $100,000, the 
CollllllWion said (pp. 32-33): ''This aum (that is, the original allowance] is 35 per 
cent of the carrier's operating expenses for the year ended on valuation date and 40 
per cent of the average operating expenses for the five years preceding that date, and is, 
in our opinion, substantially in excess of the carrier's normal requirements. Our experi~ 
ence with the actual operating needs of individual carriers has thus far indicated that 
as a rule the requisite amount of working capital for carrier purposes is substantially 
less than 20 per cent of annual operating expenses, and in some cases is as low as 6 
per cent." The rationale of this experience is amply convincing. By way of explana .. 
lion the Commission continued: "That the amount of cash and materials on hand on a 
particular date does not necessarily afford an accurate measure of the sum needed. for 
working capital must be readily apparent. • • • A large cash balana: may have been 
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Commission to ascertain and report separately "other values, and 
elements of value, if any," Congress virtually authorized the Com
mission to present estimates based on whatever hypotheses it deemed 
worthy of acceptance. There were no directions or restrictions, either 
as to inventory of items or as to measurement of results. This unde
fined legislative mandate might well have served, therefore, as a 

accumulated for payment of dividends. for interest 00 funded debt, or for construction 
chargeable to capital account. It may represent surplus. Where a large amount of cash 
is aD hand it is ordinarily held on deposit in banks, drawing a small rate of return; to 
include it in full in a valuation would mean that the rate~paying public would also be 
required in a measure to duplicate that return. Also, the materials and supplies and 
s[OCk aD valuation date mayor may Dot represent normal requirements. Large pur .. 
chases may have been made foc additions or betterments, whereas on the other hand the 
stock may have been depleted by unusual demands for maintenance and repairs." 
Concretely, if this particular carrier had been valued as of one year earlier, the cash 
and materials and supplies then on hand would have amounted to approximately one .. 
half the allowance made in the tentative valuation. Hence the Commission concluded: 
"Taking into account the foregoing considerations, and in addition, the extent of the 
carrier's property, the average cash balance and value of materials and supplies over a 
period of years preccdi.ng valuation date, the fact that construction was in progreu 
during the larger part of this period and materials and supplies were used in connec .. 
tion with both construction and operation, and the average operating revenues and 
expenses during the same period, we are of opinion that the sum of $700,000, which 
is equal to 17.5 per cent of the operating expense for the year ending on valuation date 
would suffice to meet all ordinary requirements for working capiral. • • • The excess 
of $731,947 of the cash and materials and supplies on hand on valuation date over the 
amount here found necessary for working capital is considered for purpose. of this 
valuation as noncarrier property:' The principles here enunciated, which neccuarily 
involve the exercise of judgment and resort to estimate, have been repeatedly reaffirmed; 
and the Commisllion has generally kept within the percentage of operating expenses 
for the year ending on valuation date indicated above. Note, for example, the follow .. 
ing cases: Danville IY WestC'1"n Ry. Co., 84 I.C.C. 227 (1924), al pp. 231-Z3:1 (14 per 
cent); Tallulah Falls Ry. Co .. 84 I.C.C. 537 ('924), at pp. 5311-539 ('5 per centl; 
N ... rolk South.,." R. R. Co., 84 I.C.C. 693 ('925), at p. 707 (.].7 per cent); Bang ... & 
Aroostook R. R. Co .. 97 I.C.C. '53 (1925), at p .• 67 ('4 per cent); Memphis UnUm 
Slillion Co., 971.C.C. 418 (1925), at p. 421 (15.1 per cent). But in lAuilville 6' Wd· 
ley R. R'I 103 I.C.C. 252.253 (1925),31 per cent of avera~ operating expenses for 
the five years preceding valuation date was allowed; and in BOllOn Terminal Co., J03 
I.C.C. 707, 718 (1925), 29 per cent of the operating expellliCl for the year ending on 
valuation date was allowed. Moreover, as a check upon unwarranted conjecture, the 
Commission has generally Dot permitted its allowance for working capital to exceed the 
amount of such working capital actually pouessed or wed by the carrier. Although this 
amount may fall short of normal requiremenb, the excess, being non-cxistent., is DOt 
property subject to valuation. In Arlesian B~lllt R'I 84 I.C.C. 481 (19:14), the Com .. 
mission said (p. 486): "We believe that in no case should the amount staled as work .. 
ing capital be in excess of the actual cash and material and supplies on hand on date 
of valuation. since we are making a valuation of property. Therefore, no working 
capital should be valued that is not represented by cash and material and supplies which 
the c.arrier OWOI or in filet uses." This position was amplified by the Commission in 
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means of adding generous allowances, based largely on the record of 
current earnings, which would more than offiet any cost elements 
previously in dispute in the appraisal of the physical property. The 
carriers, from the very beginning, placed emphasis, as elements of 
value, upon "the factors which make for larger gross earnings, or 
lower operating costs, and which, therefore, govern net earnings. .... a 

Cluistie 6" EtuIerrJ Ry. Co., 1I4 I.C.C. u6 (192.6), at pp. n8-lIg: "It is apparent 
from the testimony of the c:acrier"s witness and also from the contentions urged in its 
brief that the carrier considers working capital as an dement and component part of 
the theoretical cost of reproduction new of its property as of date of valuation. Work .. 
ing capital, however, is not a matter of cost but is a thing of value actually in the 
property of a carrier on valuation date, an amount of capital actually invested in the 
businc::u in necessary IQateriall and supplies, and in cash required to meet proper oper
ating maintenance expenses where the current income of the business is not sufficient 
for the purpose, and to provide a reasonable buJfcr fund. It is not an element of the 
estimated cost of reproduction. nor is it an estimate of future requirements; it is a mat .. 
ter of actual investment for the purpose. The valuation act requires us to find the value 
of the carrier"s property, which includes the value of the invested working capital. If 
there is DO IUCh investment, thougb one might be needed, we' can only rcpon the fact; 
but we can not capitalize the carrier's prescnt or future needs for working capital be
yond the amount actually found invested for the purpose on the date of valuation." 
But see the diHCDting expressions of Commissioner Lewis, who held that "the inventory 
method applied in the ascertainmc.nt of working capital is impracticable and unfair": 
At1esUur. Belt It It, supr .. at p. 487; West VirgirUiJ Northern R. R. Co., IIO LC.C. 
38S (1926), at p. 393; Flim River & North~tUkm R. R. Co., 1I4 I.C.C. 142 (1925). 
at pp. '44-'50. Sec, also, Gr ... We""'" Ry. Co" 125 I.C.C. 674, 685-686 ('9'7); 
and compare R. H. Whitte .. Valuati.,. of Puhlic S<Ntic. COI'P(J1'Iwons (second edi
tion, 1928. revised by D. P. Wilcox), vol. II, sees. 780, 781, 791. Particular theories 
advanced by the carricn for the determination of working capital were rejected in 
Durh.m 6- SOUlh Carolina R. R. Co., 84 I.C.C. 313, 317 (1924)j Georgia NorthertJ 
Ry. Co., 1I0 I.C.C. 742.744 (1926); DanwiJl~ 6- Mount Morris R. R., u6 I.C.c. 274. 
'76 ('9.6). In N""arJ. Northern Ry. Co., 84 I.C.C. 5'3 ('9'4), there appears as 
Appendix 3 (pp. 534-535). an "Analysis of Methods for Determining Working Capi. 
tal:' This analysis, which formulates the principles developed above, has been re· 
peated, intermittendy, in subsequent valuation reports. See. for example: Hartwell Ry. 
Co., 103 I.C.C. 380,395 (1925); Centra/Indiana Ry. Co., 106 I.C.C. 75, 96 (1925). 
Mtmistee & North~EfJStenJ R. R. Co •• 1I4 I.C.C. 339, 367 (1926)j Fredericksburg 6-
N01'lhern Ry. Co., n6 I.C.C. 458, 472 (1926); Detroit, Toled" & Ironton R. R. Co., 
141 I.C.C. 115. 189-190 (1928). A somewhat expanded form of this "Analysis," 
with a detailed application to the facts of the particular proceeding, appears in the 
following cases, among others: 10Wd Transfer Ry. Co., 106 J.C.C. 699, 109-713 
(1926); Brownstone 6- Middleton It R. Co., no I.C.C. 520, 527--531 (1926); 
Youngstown 6- Northern It R. Co •• 116 J.C.C. 475, 486-490 (1926); Benwood 41 
WA~eling Conud;ng Ry. Co., 125 I.C.C. 531, 543-550 (1927)j Northampton 6-
B. R. Co., '49 I.C.C. '44, .63-272 ('9.8). 

In H. B. Vandcrbluc, RRiJroaJ ValURtion by 'he IntersIaU Commerce Commission 
(1920), p. 85. Among the considerations of this character urged in support of t'in· 
tangible values," and concerning which data are found in the Commission's reports, 
are the nature and density of the population served, the nature and density of the 
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But the Commission, although wholly free, exercised singular re
straint in its handling of the intangibles as separate value ligures. 
For the most part the efforts of the carriers to secure specific allow
ances under the provision for the ascertainment of "other values and 
elements of value" ultimately took the form of persistent claims for 
the recognition ~f "going value," conceived predominantly as a de
velopment cost .... The Commission's treatment of going value re
flects its treatment of the intangibles as a whole. It assigned no specific 
sums to this element; but effective weight was accorded to it as a 
relevant fact in the determination of single-sum values. The Com
mission conceded that "consideration" must be given to going value 
in its linal deliberations; and, as will appear subsequently, the "con
sideration" actually given to this element has been something more 

traffic carried, the facilities available for rendering service. the physical conditions gov~ 
crning operation. In Terat Midltmd R. R., 75 I.C.C. I (1918). for example, the Com .. 
mission reported that "claim was made on account of (I) going-concern value; (2) 
connection with other lines; (3) good station ucilities; and (4) gradicnu" (p. 69). 
Similarly. in Jtdanla, Birmingham lind Allantic R. R. Co., 15 J.C.c. 645 (1923), the 
Commission reported the claim of the carrier "thaI among other values and clements of 
value to be considered arc going concern, franchises, location and gradients, favorable 
contracts, the right to use properties not owned, facilities used by it provided by Don .. 
carriers and other carriers. continuity of land making a complete right of way and 
terminals, a completely organized and equipped property ready for bUliness and doing 
business. and other costs of construction and development than those reported" 
(p. 660). Such claims, in so far as they rested directly UPOD the earuing capacity of the 
carrier. were summarily disallowed. Even Commissioner Daniels, who found himJc:lf 
in disagreement with the Commission's ueatment of "other values and elements of 
value," recognized the impropriety of allowances on such a basis. In his diucnting 
opinion in Katmu City Southn-n Ry. Co .• 75 I.e.c. 223 (1919), he said (p. 270): '"To 
preclude. if possible, misunderstanding in this matter, it will be well at the outset to 
disclaim. agreement with various contentions urged by the carrier in the instant case, 
whose e8Cct, if admitted. would he luhstaDtially to bridge the large gap bctwCCD the 
par of the carrier's securities and the figures reasonably attaching to its physical pro~ 
erty. The commission can not, in my judgment. adopt the view of the carrier that 
other values and elements of value are to be measured by the difference between the 
capitalized profitableness of its operations and the figure properly attaching to its physi
cal property." Under luch a procedure value would be determined by the capitalization 
of earning capacity, and the assignment of specific sums to intangibles would but con
stitute an allocation of the result as between physical and DOn~physical items of the 
property. 

Ut A separate allowance for "strategic location" was held to have DO proper place 
in valuations for rate-making purposes. See Fori Sired Unw. Depol Co., 97 I.C.c. 
663. 669 (19'5)' Wen Virgin;" Non,,"" R. R. Co .. 110 I.C.C. 385. 392 (19:06). For 
a discussion of the valuation of water rights, see Sa PeJro. Lo. AtJgn~1 & SJ, uke 
R. R.. Co .• 75 I.C.C. 463. SOJ-S04 (1923). and, upon rehearing. 103 I.C.C. 398,399-
401 (1925). 
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than nominal .... But as f3r as the specific claims of the carriers are 
concerned, in connection with the ascertainment of the underlying 
figures, the Commission has uniformly reported that "no other values 
or elements of value to which specific sums can now be ascribed are 
found to exist." .. e 

The Commission's denial of any specific allowances for other values 
and dements of value, and particularly for going value, was based 
upon two primary considerations: first, that the physical appraisal had 
already valued the property on a "going" basis, since the various items 
were conceived and treated as parts of an operating business rather 
than of a dead plant, and the prices assigned to these items were not 
scrap prices; and second, that the deficits short of a Wr return which 
had been incurred and which were pressed for recognition in the 
valuation process, though perhaps constituting development costs 
which might be given consideration in its ultimate findings, could 
not properly be treated as specific elements of v'alue. This position 
was clearly stated by the Commission in the first of its valuation re
ports,'" and the reasoning involved has continued to serve as the 

MIS The statement that going value has been given "consideratioo" appears in the 
"order" in all of the Commission's reports. In addition, the Commission frequently 
states that in the detennination of final values full consideration has been given to all 
the factors which goiag value is presumed to cover. See, for example: Bangor & 
Aroostook R. R. Co., 911.e.e. IS3, 164-16, (192S); Memphis Union S,ation Co., 91 
1.e.C. 418, 422 (192S); AugtUIII Belt Ry. Co., 103 1.e.C. S23, S26 (192S); Delroy 
Connecting Ry. Co., 106 I.C.e. 192, 194 (1925); DeKtdb 6- Western R. R. Co., 110 
I.C.e. 124, 126--]21 (1926); T .. fJI Me,""n Ry. Co., 114 1.e.C. 6", 6,9 (1926); 
DdIUllIIT' & Hudson Co., 116 I.C.C. 6u, 6.6 (1926); Atchison, Topelc.a 6- Sttnl4 Fe 
Ry. Co., 1271.C.e. If 93-96 (1927); Chieago, Burl;ngton IT Quincy R. R. Co., 134 
I.e.e. I, 49""52 (1921); Nefti York. N. H. & H. R. Co., 30 Val. Rep. I, 39-40 
(1929); NtUh.ille, C. & 51. L. RY.,31 Val. Rep. S6" S81""582 (1930). 

U8 The conclusion wu first stated in this form in K.tmttJ.t City Southern Ry. Co., 
1S Le.e. 22] (1919), at p. 292. 10 TezflS Midland R. R., 1S I.C.C. 1 (1918), the 
Commission merely reported that "no other values or elementl of value were found to 
exUt" (p. 19), and it fiuther declared lbat "lb. requirements of the act in this regard 
have been fully complied wilb" (p. 11). 

UT In TeztU Midland R. R .• mpra, the Commission said, at pp. 68--71; 1,0. the 
tentative valuation under consideration we have stated that '.DO other values or elements 
of value were found to cxisL' The carrier aswu that since no figure has been re
ported under this heading, lb. act baJ not been complied with. • • • 10 this connection 
it should be stated that in the instant case going.-concern value hu been given consid
eration in the cost of reproduction new and cost of reproduction less depreciation fig~ 
uteJ. . • • Going..conccro value has been described as the value of an assembled and 
established plant doing bwincss over ODe not thus advanced. In making up the inven-
10'7 we apply prices lD the different parts of the proputy in the light of the &<t lbat 
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mainstay of its policy in subsequent cases,"s The Commission was 
doubdess influenced, in considerable measure, by the filct that the 
carriers sought to establish the existence of such elements of value, 
but frequendy without the submission of pertinent evidence or the 
proposal of methods for the reduction of the alleged intangible 
values to concrete figures;"· for the most part, however, it supported 
its conclusions, ~s independendy arrived at, by reference to the deci-

it is a railroad and doing business; otherwise the prices which would be appHc:d would 
be scrap prices •••• However, there has been urged upon w a going value which is 
said to c:xist in addition to that here referred to, which appareJluy runs jow sums of 
great magnitude, but which, in spite of ics magnitude, is incapable of mote than the: 
most metaphysical and conjectural description on the part of those who advocate ill 
inclusion as an clement of value. It has been urged upon w on many successive occa .. 
sions, but from the beginning it has been nothing but a vague claim. However, the 
owners of the Texas Midland have not received a fair returo on their investment in 
this property. The operation of the road ••• has resulted in frequent deficits. These 
deficits are Dot clements of value, but they arc pertinent facts to be given consideration 
in a proper proceeding." 

2408 With reference to the treatment of the accumulated annual deficits below a &it 
return as development costs, in W;nston·Salem Southhound Ry. Co., 75 I.C.C. 187, 
197-198 (1918), for example, the Commission not only declined to recognize the 
company's clain} for $853.591 on this account, but reiterated its determination to 
"consider" this factor in connection with its ultimate findings of value. The Co~ 
sion concluded (p. Ig8): "Whether, in fixing a value for purposes under the act to 
regulate commerce, we should increase the cost of reproduction by the amount of defi .. 
cit which the carrier may have incurred during the early years of tbe enterprise, will 
be a proper consideration when we come to state a single sum as value of the common .. 
carrier property for such purposes. That question we leave intact. & stakd, in the 
final valuation herein made we have the basic facts. The record herein shows no other 
values or elements of value:' For a recent case, see Excell Income 01 IUt:hmond, P. 41 
P. R. Co .• 170 I.C.C. 451, 499-500 (1931). 

h81n TexlII Midlantl R. R.,75 I.e.c. 1 (1918), for exampl~ the Commission said 
(p. 69): "We have diligcndy searthed for and inventoried the property of the carrier 
and have reported evecything we have found in the tentative valuation already served. 
The carrier has asser[CcJ that there are other values and elements of value in connec· 
aon with its property, but although repeatedly asked to do 10 bas tailed to name I 
figure which it believes mould be found by w.'· In hi, disseotiDg opinion in Kanltll 
City Soutkrn Ry, Co., 75 I.C.C. 223 (1919), Commiuio ... Daniels took dtarp issw: 
with the Commission's negative findings in the malta of intangibles in so tar u they 
were based upon the carriers' &ilure to make precise daimt or propose practicable 
methods: ., do not concur in the intimation in previous valuation reports that the 
carrier'. failure to show us the method to employ in estimating other values or ele .. 
ments of value or the carrier's failure to demonstrate to UI the appropriate figure to be 
attached to other values or elements of value, constitutes the fulfillment of our at 
firmative duty in the premises. The: searching out and finding and reporting separately 
with a description of the methods wed the other values or elementl of value, if they 
exist, is a duty resting primarily upon the commission. In my judgment we do DOt 
satisfy the requirementl of the statute by reciting that we have DOt been shown by the 
carriers appropriate figures to attach to these item. or appropriate methods by which 
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sions of the Supreme Court, particularly in the Des Moines and Gal
veston cases .... The Commission offered the Des Moines case as "au
thority for the view that allowance may be made for going-concern 
value in the method of valuation employed, and that it is not neces
sary if the method does make such an allowance to state a separate 
sum to represent going value";'51 and by way of application of this 
doctrine to the particular state of facts involved, the Commission de
clared: "Not only have we appraised the physical plant as a going 
concern, but we have reported in the cost of reproduction new and 
cost of reproduction less depreciation figures those general expendi
tures which would be incurred in a reproduction of the property, in-

to gauge or estimate them. We have not waited for them to show us the proper cost 
6gures to attach to many parts of the physical property. The search for and the ap
praisal and reporting of these items for intangibles, if they exist, is an obligation im· 
posed on the commiuioo" (p. 273). These contentions possess undoubted merit; but 
the Commiuion emphasized the carriers" &.ilure in these direction. as evidence of the 
Don-cxistenoe of these elements of value rather than as control'liog ground for its own 
negative conclUJiom. 

zao Del MoiMs Gtu Co., v. Des Moines, 238 U.S. 153 (1915); Galveston Sec. Co. v. 
Go/m",., 258 U.S. 388 ('922). 

111 Sa Pedro, lAs Angeks l!r Salt Lake R. R. Co •• 75 I.C.C. 463 (1923). at p. 510. 
The Commission was but reaffirming the view it had taken of the Des Moines case in 
the first of ill valuation reports. In Texas Midltma R. R., 75 I.e.c. I (1918), the 
Commission had said (p. 69): "In the cost of reproduction new and cost of reproduc~ 
tion less depreciation figures the values assigned to the property are not those of a dead 
plant but of a going concern, and to the extent indicated in the Des Moines Gas Case 
cited below, thil element has been covered in the figures." The Commission then 
quoted with approval pronouncements from the Supreme Court's decision bearing upon 
the nature of the issue involved and the.. character of its disposition in the particular 
controversy. On the issue as to going value, the Court had said (238 U.S., at p. 165): 
·"That there is an dement of value in an assembled and established plant, doing busi~ 
ness and earning money, over one not thus advanced. is sclf..evident. This element of 
value is a property right, and should be considered in determining the value of the 
property, upon which the owner has a right to make a fair return when the same is 
privately owned although dedicated to public use. Each case must be controlled by its 
own circumstances, and the actual question here is: In view of the &cu found, and the 
method of valuation used by him, did the Master sufficiently include this element in 
determining the value of the property of this Company for rate~making purposes?" 
And the Court', answer to this question was as follows (p. 171): "When, as here, a 
long established and sUcce5Sful plant of this character is valued for ratepmaking pur~ 
poses, and the value of the property fixed as the Master certifies upon the basis of a 
plant in succc5Sful operation, and overhead charges have been allowed for the items and 
in the: sums already stated, it can not be said, in view of the facts in this case, that the 
element of going value has not been given the consideration it deserves and the ap~ 
pellant's contention in this behalf is not sustained." Both in the TexlU Midland case 
and in the Sa Pedro case, the Commission concluded that its own methods corre~ 
.ponded to those approved by the Supreme CoW'l. 
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cluding organization expenses, general ollicers and clerks, law, sta
tionery and printing, taxes, other general expenditures, and interest 
during construction, the total of which approximates u.5 per cent of 
the costs assigned to the physical items represented in the road and 
equipment accounts ..... • Similarly, in declining to recognize past 
losses as specific elements of value, the Commission drew much of 
its support from the decision in the Galveston case. "Since our origi
nal report," said the Commission in one proceeding, "the Supreme 
Court of the United States • • • has decided that past losses are not 
an element to be considered in deciding what the base value should 
be for rate-making purposes."'" The declaration of the Supreme 
Court which was thus deemed to be controlling, made through Jus
tice Brandeis, was as follows: "The fact that a utility may reach finan
cial success only in time or not at all, is a reason for allowing a liberal 
return on the money invested in the enterprise; but it does not make 
past losses an element to be considered in deciding what the base value 
is and whether the rate is confiscatory. A company which has failed 
to secure from year to year sufficient earnings to keep the investment 
unimpaired and to pay a fair return, whether its failure was the result 
of imprudence in engaging in the enterprise, or of errors in manage
ment, or of omission to exact proper prices for its output, cannot erect 
out of past deficits a legal basis for holding confiscatory for the future, 
rates which would, on the basis of present reproduction value, other
wise be compensatory."'" In conformity with this pronouncement 
the Commission has refused to include early losses or development 
costs in the rate base, although it recognized that even a carrier which 
was ill<onceived and greatly over-built "must be given a value on the 
basis of a going concern rather than that of a financial failure.' .... It 
flatly rejected the contention that its method of valuation "only repro-

!61 StnJ Pedro. Los Angelel & Sa/I L:Jlte R. R. Co .• SUl"'d, at p. ,12. Furthermore, 
the Commission again emphasized the fact that its f.illure to report a teparate 6gurc 
was not tantamount to a disregard of intangibles: "'-0 the extent that we have found 
or the courts have said that there is a value or aD element of valuc in any intangible 
right, privilege. or advantage which the carrier assertI that it enjoya. we have cndcav~ 
oced to give weight thereto. eveD though we could not assigo a tcparate. definite money 
value to it-" 

... Winston-Sol"" SOUlhlxntnd Ry. Co •• 84 I.C.C. 581, 58. (1924). 
Ilf Gal"emm El«. Co. v. GalvellOfJ. 258 U.s. 388 (1922), at p. 395. 
251,Adanlil. Birm;"gnam & Allanlie R. R. CO .• 7S I.e.c. 645. 669 (1923). 
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duces the property to the point where the physical plant is ready to 
begin operations and makes no allowance for the cost of vitalizing it; 
of finding men to compose the personnd of the organization; of 
finding and bringing to it the traffic which it is capable of transport
ing; and of devdoping it into the active, successful, and efficient plant 
that existed on valuation date.""· All in all, no allowance for going 
value has been recognized which is measured in whole or in part by 
earning power, skill of management, efficiency of employees, readi
ness to serve, amount of attached business, or past deficits.'·' The 

... Florid. ElUI CalUI Ry. Co., 84 LC.C. '5,.8 (19'4). Figures showing the actual 
cost of bringing about this condition of successful and cflicient operation were Dot 
available, and the carrier's claim was based upon an elaborate reproduction hypothesis, 
going-concern value being used by the carrier "synonymously with cost of devclop~ 
meaL" The Commission replied: ''Not only ace we unable to include development cost 
in the valuation but we are also unable to ascertain a separate aDlOunt to be allowed 
for going value" (p. 30); and, in the terms of the carrier's contention: ·'Our tentative 
valuation of the carrier took into consideration the filet that it "as on valuation date a 
vitaliud, org>nized. going nilr .. d" (p. 35). See, also. Ann A,bor R. R. Co., 84 
I.C.C. '59. 164-165 (19'4); Raritan JIj .... R. R. Co., 84 I.C.C. 463, 468 (19'4); 
Elgin, Tolin & _ Ry. Co., 841.C.C. 587, 615~17 (19'4); AuguM Northern Ry .. 
125 I.C.C. 14. 17 (1927); Middletown & Unionville R. R. Co., 125 I.C.C. 143. 151 
(1927). And for specific rejections of separate going value allowances. see. in addition 
to the above: ROICOe-, Snydn- & Pacific Ry. Co., 97 I.e.e. I, 11-13 (192S): Gt-orgill 
Northn'1J Ry. Co., no I.c.e. 742, 143 (1926); Wyoming Ry. Co., 114 I.C.C. 194, 
197-198 (19.6); ElUI T",ey R. R. & T. Co., 1141.C.C. 44'; 444 (1926); Lake Superior 
& Ithpemi.g Ry. Co., 1161.C.C. 1,6 (19.6); Gre .. Northern Ry. Co., 133 I.C.C. I, 

'3'-'33 (1927). 
1151 AtchiS01J, Topel(IJ & Santa Fe Ry. Co., 121 I.C.C. I, 93~6 (1921); Min.neapolis. 

SI. Paul & Sault S~. Marie Ry. Co., 143 I.C.C. 541, 591~92 (1928); Buess Income 
of Rkhnumd, F. 6- P. It Co .• 110 I.C.C. 451, SOI-s04 (1931). In Virginuln Ry. Co .• 
141 I.C.C. 595. 64~5' (1928), cowucl for the carrier~ in a brief characterized by 
the Commission as "exceptionally able and closely reasoned," sought to have the sub· 
ject of development cost considered dt: nOllo. The basis of the carrier position was 
that the Commission had "'misapprehended the holding in the Galvt:ston CtUt:. which, 
it is urged, deals with II third·rate public utility, where the circumstances are entirely 
di1ferent from those involved in the consideration of the great railroad properties of the 
country, which have justified their existence through all the struggle of competitive 
conditions and which are interdicted by law from recouping their expenditures in the 
way suggested in that case" (p. 649). The filCEs of the instant proceeding, it was al .. 
leged, would "negative the hypotheses under which the court held that there should be 
DO recoupment of deficiencies": proof was offered that .. the construction of the car .. 
rier was justified," that "its operation has been conducted with economy and eOi .. 
ciency." that "'the rate structure is adequate." that '"the period of development was 
reasonable," that I'the process of development has occasioned costs--a sacrifice wually 
foreseen in advance on the part of the owners of the property." and that "develop. 
ment is DOW assured" (pp. 649"""650). But in race of these claims, the CommissioD. 
without examining the evidence. declared: ""lt is manifest. we think. that develop. 
mmt cost, under these limitations, can be proved only as an original-cost item. To 
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following expression summarizes succinctly the Commission's atti
tude, as uniformly applied, in relation to "other values and elements 
of value": 

Paragraph (b) of section r9a requires that ''The Commission shall in 
like manner ascertain and report separatdy other values, and dements of 
value, if any, of the property of such common carrier." The final-value 
clause in each of the tentative valuations served as above contains this 
language: "A careful consideration of all /acts herein contained, including 
appreciation, depreciation, going<oncern value, working capital, and all 
other matters," and this is followed by the statement that "No other 
values or dements of value to which specific sums can now be ascribed are 
found." Thus we have made plain that careful consideration has been 
given to every dement that diligent investigation discloses. If there are 
dements of value appropriate to be reported under paragraph (b) and 
which were not discovered by us it was within the power of protestants 
to have made disclosure of same. This they made no attempt to do, and no 

attempt to estimate it by resort to the reproduction theory would involve a wclter of 
speculations and assumptions susceptible of test by no reliable criteria. unless indeed 
there was a resort to historical conditions. But the latter would involve a wholly un~ 
tenable confusion of concepts . .. . [Moreover] it would. in the majority of cases. 
be practically impossible to secure reasonably accurate information with respect to cost 
of development" (p. 650). It was further contended by the carrier that early de· 
ficiencies of income can be recouped. as contemplated by the Supreme Court, only 
through amortization or capitalization, and that for a railroad. unlike a monopolistic 
local utility, amortization is out of the question, Ixnh on economic and on legal 
grounds. To the economic conlention that early losses cannot be amortized through in· 
creased revenues because of the competition to which railroads are subject, the Com· 
mission gave the obvious answer tha4 for the same reason, an acceptable rate of re· 
turn cannot be earned on an augmented capitalization; and to the legal argument that 
undu the group system of rate making rates cannot be fixed with refuence to early 
revenue deficiencies of individual carriers, the Commission replied. similarly. that 
modification of the rate base would not remove the difficulty. Accordingly, the claim 
of the carrier for S8,ooo,ooo as development cost-comprisiog the approximate amount 
by which its earnings fdl short of a fair rcrurn on investment during the first seven 
years of its operation--was denied. By way of summarizing its position on the general 
problem. in light of the carrier'. contentions. the Commission said: "We conclude 
that there is DO berter basil or reason for finding development cost in a railroad tha.n 
in a utility valuation case. Morcover, we believe that it is entirely improper to capi· 
talize past railroad deficits of any nature. The possibility of Wlure to earD a reason· 
able return upon invested capital, either during an early, period of development or 
thc:reafiec, is a risk faced in all busineu enterprises whether regulated or unregulated. 
Risks of this naNn: are genoraJly reflected in the rate of returD at which capital can be 
induced into the venture. We do Dot believe that the railroad field alford. an excep
tion to the general rule. When the C21e of return is fixed by governmental action, the 
risks of the business enter into consideration. In our opinion, losses in operation are 
essentially related. _ to property .al .... but to the rate of rerurn" (p. 65'). 
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figures have been submitted to us by the carrier as proper to be set oppo
site "other values or dements of value." Our tentative valuation of the 
properties of these carriers, each considered as a whole, includes all do
ments of value of the properties as they existed on valUation date so far 
as we could ascertain them .... 

The Commission's conclusions on specific allowances for going 
value are undoubtedly sound. In so far as claims for going value are 
based upon actual or prospective earnings, they obviously merit no 
consideration. Market value can not be utilized, in whole or in part, 
as a direct or indirect measure of the rate base, without encountering 
circularity of reasoning and confusing cause and effect. Going value, 
in this sense, is the outcome of earning power, rather than an element 

2118 DafIWlITe (, HwlSOIJ Co., 116 I.C.C. 6u (192.6), at p. 616. Not all of the com
missiooon agr .... with this dispositiDn of intangibles. In Kilns", City SoUlh"" Ry. Co., 
75 I.C.e. 223 (19I9), for example, Commissioner Daniels dissented from the finding 
that "no other values or elements of value to which specific' sums caD. now be as
aibed arc: found to exist" (pp. 270-:173). Again, in his dissenting opinion in San 
p.dro, Los Ang.1 .. " Sal. Lok. R. R. Co., 75 I.C.C. 463 (1923), he protested vigor
ously against the Commission's failure to report other values and clements of value 
·'scparately." He said, among other things: "[ do not understand how it is permissible 
to treat this injunction of the statute so cavalierly as we have done .. .. I find it im
possible to find in the report anywhere that we have even attempted, afeer reporting 
the three cost values. to 'asc:utain and report seplII'alely other values and clements of 
value, if any.' . . . Let there be DO mistake about the point here urged. It is not the 
amount or figure to be attached to 'other values and clements of value.' It is not that 
we should give credence to certain exaggerated claims made as to the magnitude of 
auch alleged values. The point made is that in the face of a simple, direct, and specific 
behest of the statute, enjoining in unmistakable terms a certain procedure of lepa· 
ratdy reporting these items, the report squarely neglects to obey the express injunction 
of the Jtatute," Nor was he content with the: Commission's claim that the physic:a1 
property had already been valued 31 that of a going concerD. ''Whether this clement 
has been 'covered' in the figures or DOt, the method followed in the report is palpably 
not the method prescribed by the statute. We are not told to report values of physical 
property multiplied by a judgment coefficient which takes care of 'valucs of an in .. 
tangible nature which inhere in the property of the carrier as a going concern, etc.' 
w. arc plainly directed to ascertain and to report luch values separately" (pp. 515. 
516,517). In the same proc:ceding, Commissioner Poner, concurring in part, not only 
luppottc:d Commissioner Daniels' claim that a separate finding should have been made 
for going value, but he urged that "development costs reSected by deficits below a fair 
return should be adopted as the measure." "Deficits, of course," he explained. "are not 
clementi of value. Where. however, they are natural incidents to a development proc .. 
CIS which must take place before a carrier can be deemed to be really established. they 
are measures of the development service that built up and created the going value and 
can be accepted as the measure of that valuc" (pp. 578-579). For what appears to be 
an adequate reply to the contentions of Commissioner Daniels and Commissioner Pot .. 
tel, see the concurring opinion of Chairman Meyer in the same case. at pp. 591-592, 
5911-,99. 
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to be considered in determining the propriety of present or future 
income. Any legitimate claim for going value, then, must be ap
proached, as it generally has been, in terms of cost. This approach 
has assumed many forms, but without providing convincing grounds 
for the inclusion of specific allowances in addition to those compre
hended in the physical valuation. The reproduction cost appraisal 
obviously contemplates an assembled plant, rather than the bare 
bones of the enterprise. Not only is there no resort to mere scrap prices 
in such an appraisal, but overheads are expressly added as necessary 
costs of placing the "plant" on a going basis. Nor is there sounder 
ground for recognizing going value in terms of the costs incurred in 
establishing the "business"-in so vitalizing the organization, through 
the development of operating personnel and the acquisition of traffic, 
that it is earning money. Once the plant beginS to serve the public, 
these costs, like other current costs, become chargeable to operating 
expenses. They have no place in the capital account, nor can they be 
made a proper constituent of the rate base. The claim for going value, 
therefore, resolved itself largely into a claim for the inclusion in the 
rate base of a sum sufficient to offset foregone income or uncompen
sated losses below a fair return-to cover development cost, as meas
ured, usually, by the Wisconsin early deficit rule ... • The acceptance 
of such early losses as a cost item analogous to direct investment in 
physical plant proceeds upon many unsupportable assumptions as to 
fact and policy: it assumes early deficits to inhere in the enterprise, 

20. This rule has been briefly characterized as follows: ·'The Wisconsin rule caU. 
for the cumulative addition to the capital~base of the amouots by which earnings dur
iog a reasonable dcvdopment period. &.il to cover aU COlts, including depreciation and 
a fair retUrn to investors. Subsequent rurplw earnings are customarily recognized under 
the rule as offiCI' to early loSSC5. though only rarely are they considered as repayment 
of investment in physical property. Students of the problem . . . have pointed out 
that few public lUVicc companies have found it possible trom the moment CODJtr1JCo. 

tion is completed to earn an income sufficient to provide for the cost of operating the 
property as well II for fixed charges and the current rate of retUrn on the investment. 
There is a formative period, it is said, in the life of every corporation, extending from 
the time income begins to accrue until the payment of normal dividends is realized. 
Income foregone during this interval constitutes the cost of establishing the going busi· 
ness, and, for rate pwposcs, should be embodied in the earning~baJe. Failure 10 to 
include it will result in a grave injustice to investors, and, comequendy. will deter the 
larcr lIow of capital into the 6e1d. TIl ... the argument I'UD5o expediency u wdI .. 
equity dictates the capitalization of early deficits." Ben W. Lewis, "Going Value-
Comments OD itt Nature and Legal Status," America 'Et:otIomic RaMw. vol. J7 
(De<anber. J927). at pp. 658-659. For an analysis and critique of the application of 
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regardless of the special responsibility of the management therefor; it 
necessitates, without controlling principle, a sharp differentiation bo
tween early losses and later deficiencies in revenue; contrary to usual 
practice, it generally involves the premise that "investment," in this 
sense, may be recouped through subsequent earnings; it contemplates 
something in the nature of a guarantee of capital commitments in an 
industry subject to private ownership and administration; it fails to 
recognize that the risk inseparable from all enterprise constitutes the 
basic justification for the profit dement included in the rate of return. 
Operating deficits, wbatever their cause and in whatever stage of the 
carrier's life history they may arise, are appropriate dements for con
sideration in the adjustment of the rate of return-so that the How of 
income, by affording adequate compensation for all the risks in
volved, may effectively attract the necessary capital; but such deficits 
arc not investments-the alleged capital costs incurred are measured 
"not in terms of saving, of effort, of sacrifice, but hy results"'60-and 
whether they be characterized as items of cost or as clements of value, 
there is no legitimate warrant, from the standpoint o( the regulative 
process, for their capitalization and use, as part of the base, for rato
making purposes. In declining, then, to report separate allowances 
for "other values and elements of value," urged primarily in terms of 
going value and development cost, the Commission appears unques
tionably to have reached a sound conclusion.'·' 

the early deficit rule by the Wuconsio. Railroad Commission, see Robert L. Hale, 
V.z"';/1IJ .. d l/JlIe.Malti.g (.g.8), at pp. '0'-'3'. For testimony bearing upon the 
relationship of the WISCOnsin rule to the provision of the Valuation Act requiring the 
Commission to ascertain and repon "other valUCI and clements of value,"' ICC 62<1 
Cong., 3d Sets., Sen. Rep. No. 125)0, pp. 94"""99. 225-228 . 

... H. B. Vanderblue, op. m .. p. 88. 
2el For an excellent discussion of the entire problem of going value, sec Ben W. 

Lewis, "Going Value and Rate Valuation,"' MkhigtItJ Lalli kview, vol. 26 (May. 
1928), pp. 713-746. With regard to the Wisconsin rule, no justification for its at· 
eeptanc:e is found in logic or expodieney or equity (pp. 725-733). With regard to 
allowances for going value in general, regarclless of the theory upon which the aI· 
lowance is based or the method by which it is measwcci, the following conclusion is 
reached (p. 738): '''The variow methods proposed fot the determination of going 
value for rate making pwposes have been considered. and each in turn rejected. 
Whether in principle or in detail, all have proved to be unacceptable. They are in .. 
herently defective in that they are rules for the performance of a task which cannot 
ibelf be fundamentally justified. We eanoot measure for rate making purposes an ele
ment which for those pwposes does not exist. . • . The con methods are the result of 
an attanpt to lend some content to an empty but penistent concept by filling it with 
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But while most of the foregoing considerations are implicit in the 
Commission's results, its reasoning has not been wholly adequate. In 
connection with early losses, for example, the Commission merely 
declared, in the first published proceeding, that "these deficits are not 
elements of value," without analysis of the factors supporting its con
clusion.'" In most of the subsequent reports, in rejecting the early 
deficit method, it was largely content to rely upon the authority of the 
Supreme Court in the Gal,,~st01J case, which had been decided in the 
interim.'68 Yet the issue before the Commission was by no means 
identical with that before the Court. An item may be a proper con
stituent of "fair value" from the standpoint of policy, and yet its omis
sion from the rate base may afford no grounds for condemnation from 
the standpoint of law. The Court merely decided that it was unneces
sary to add early losses to the rate base in order to render that base 
non<onfiscatory ;264 it was not concerned with the question of the 
wisdom or propriety of providing for early losses in this manner, and 
any comments it may have offered on this phase of the controversy 
have the force only of dicta.'" The inclusion of early deficits was 
open to the Commission, and their rejection should have been 
grounded in independent considerations of principle and policy,,66 

elements whose true habitats are to be found either in the rate of return or in the 
operating accounts. The others depend for their validity upon at least a tacit accept· 
ante of a market value theory of rate valuation; this consideration alone is decisive of 
their unfitness for the purpose at hand. Going value for rate making purpoleJ should 
be lIady-openJy-denicd:' 

262 Teras Mid/and R. R.~ 75 I.C.C. I, ,1 (1918). 
2e8 Gaillenon Elec. Co. v. Gall/elton, 258 U.s. 388 (1922). 
284 Justice Brandeis had said (258 U.S., at pp. 396-397): uGoing concern value 

and development cost, in the sense in which the master used these term. [mar is, as a 
capitalization of nct deficiencies in past earnings 1 arc DOt to be included in the bate 
value for the purpose of determining whether a rate is confiscatory:' Such compulsory 
inclwion of past deficits in the rate base he characterized as involving "substantially. 
guarantee by the community that the investor will oct on hi. investment ultimately a 
renun of 8% yearly, with interest compounded on deferred payments; provided only 
that the traffic will, in the course of time, bear .a rate high enough to produce that 
amount" (pp. 394-395). 

266 Indeed, the Court had said that Hthc good will and earning power due to ef
fective organization, ... like past losses, should be considered in determining whether 
a rate charged by a public utility is reasonable." Ibid .• at p. 396. Compare. also, S. W. 
Tel. Co. v. Pub. Serll. Comm .• 262 U.S. 276 (1923). in which a substantial allowance 
for going value, against the inclusion of which DO protest was made, was left wu:fis. 
turbed. 

266 Compare, for example, the foUowing characterization of the GJ,,~no" case: 
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Nor was it altogether valid for the Commission to attack this method 
of measuring going value by urging, as many have done, the alleged 
anomaly of "the value of a prosperous road being decreased because 
it had a good business and the value of a less prosperous road in
creased because it has a poor business.""" The apparent anomaly be
comes real only when one is thinking in terms of marka "alUI! as 
distinct from ratl! "alue. If early losses are recognized as costs, and 
costs constitute the stuff of which the rate base should be fashioned, 
there is nothing anomalous in according a higher value to the carrier 
which has experienced the greater cost. The impropriety of recogniz
ing past deficits as capital costs, rather than the resultant relative effect 
of such recognition upon particular carriers, constitutes the basic de
feet of the method. The Commission's reasoning appears to be ques
tionable, further, in connection with its contention that going value is 
adequately recognized in the physical valuation because the reproduc
tion cost appraisal is designed by its very nature tC: ascertain the value 
of the property as a going concern rather than its junk or scrap value 
-apparendy regarding the dilference between reproduction costs and 
scrap values as a measure of the going value element. This contention 
is sound only if a rather restricted and quite unorthodox meaning is 
attached to going value. Such a physical appraisal, including due al
lowance for overheads, doubdess covers the costs of assembling and 
establishing the plant; it does not embrace the costs of developing the 
business, which constitute the distinctive characteristic of the going 
value concept as generally proposed. The conception of going value 
implied in the Commission's reasoning involves an acceptance of the 

"This decision denicJ the assumption . . . that early losses not made up by later gains 
should be taken into consideration by the Court in a confiscation casc, though deserving 
consideration by a commission in considering the reasonableness of a rate." Edward W. 
Bemis, "Going Value in Rate Cases in the Supreme Court," Columbia 'LIzw Rnkw. 
vol. 27 (May, 1927), at p. 540. To the same effect: "Note that the court did Dot n::ject 
going value per ~. nor did it reject going value based upon early losses as a factor to 
be coDJidercd in determining nllSOnllh16 rates; it was not called upon to do 10. It 
simply held that going' nIue, so determined, need Dot be injected into a rate-base in 
order to render the base "on-eonfimitory. . . . The decisions of the SupJ'eme Court 
seem. then, to stand for the proposition that any type of going value may be in
cluded in. rate-base; but that none, with the exception of such as is inherendy em
bodied in the 'physical value,' is absolutely required in order to forestall reversal on 
the ground of confiscation .. • Ben W. Lewis, op. riI. (note 259), pp. 66;0-668. 

seT Gnlrgi. R.. R., 125 LC.C. 551, 562 (192.7). 
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name without a recognition of the substance. It is true that the al. 
leged dements of value which arise from the established business 
have no proper place in the rate base, and should be rejected, as the 
Commission has rejected them: either they are functions of earnings, 
or, as costs, they receive recognition in the operating accounts and in 
the rate of return. But nothing is gained, and much confusion results, 
from appearing to accept the going value principle and yet stripping 
it of its essential content.268 

268 The above strictures, it should be emphasized, are directed again.t the ,.elUont for 
denying specific going value allowances, rather than against the denial itlel£ The fol
lowing, though Dot expressly applicable to the Interstate Commerce Commission, is an 
illuminating statement of this point of view: '"The 5ituation amounts virtually to this: 
in an effort to make effective the proposition that for rate purposes a public utility can 
properly be allowed no value in excess of the actual or tcproduction cost of its physical 
structure, and to temper what otherwise might appear to be a harsh and inconsiderate 
decision-and incidentally, perhaps, to avoid reversal by a higher tribunal-a new and 
harmless substance has been prepared for the shell of going value. An actual '00 allow
ance' is made to masquerade in the guise of a nominal 'complete acceptance of the 
going value principle: If going value is to mean 'the element of value arising from 
the established bwiness'--certainly a representative deJinition of the term-we mwt 
question seriously this disposition of the problem. Going value as the difference be .. 
tween scrap "alue and the actual or reproduction cost of the property is an increment 
which arises, not from the established business, but, rather, out of the w:t that the 
property is being used in a public calling and iI being given a particular value in view 
of the peculiar purpose for which the valuation iI being conducted. 'Established busi .. 
ness' is an attribute, not o.nly of a marginal concern earning the current gross profit on 
the investment, but is also a characteristic (in a lesser degree) of a plant which is 
developing more slowly, and (in. a greater degree) of a plant which is returning sur .. 
plus profit to its owners. All three are organized, keeping records, selling services. and 
earning incomes, and, assuming their physical structure. to be the same, they will be 
accorded under the above theory the same tate-bases, including identical going values. 
But, by the term. of OUt definition, there should have arisen wholly different going 
values, corresponding to the varying degrees of established blUiness. To recogniu the 
principle of going "alue, and then to evidence the act by tejecting all of the elcmcnu 
which have ever been associated with the term and substituting in their .tead an incre
ment which, in another capacity, has been universally accepted from the first as a mat
ter of course, savors of a disinclination to meet the issue. We shall not quarrd with 
the proposition that when courts and commissions apprai..te public se.rvicc corporations 
on the basis of acrual or reproduction cost they are in reality valuing them as going 
concerns in the same sense in which the accountant, fot instance, assumes the con
tinuity of the business enterprise. But the assumpUoo is, here. wholly irrelevanL If 
going "alue is to mean only the difference between acrap and cost valUCl, it should, 
beyond question, be included in the rate-base. but it should not be characterized as the 
increment of "alue arising out of the established business, and it should not be termed 
going value. The more completely we banish 'going value' from our valuation vo
cabulary the more probable it is that existing confusion will be allayed. Going value 
per Ie is a vestigial concept, a hangover from earJier daY' of regulation; for rate mak
ing purposes it should be f1arly denied." Ben w. LewU, 0,. <it. (note '59). pp. 
663-664. 
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On the merits, it would seem, the Commission should frankly and 
,decisively have rejected the carriers' claims for these intangibles: 
there should have been neither the appearance of recognition of these 
elements in the physical valuation, as indicated above, nor the grant
ing of effective consideration to them, as will appear in due course, in 
the determination of final single-sum values_ If it is true that "going 
value for rate purposes cannot be supported on any positive basis, 
there seems to be litde justification either for throwing in an indefinite 
amount merely for good measure, or for continuing to do lip service 
to an outworn formula by appearing to approve of going value while 
in reality rejecting the claims made in its behaI£"'68 The Commis
sion's approach was influenced, to a considerable extent, by the con
fused legal status of valuation doctrine-not only in the matter of 
going value, but with respect to the entire range of administrative 
discretion in this sphere. Though the Commission uniformly rejected 
claims for specific allowances, it treated going value in terms analo
gous to those used by the courts and accorded consideration to it as a 
relevant fact in the determination of final value, in a desire to satisfy 
the inconclusive standards of judicial censorship which are bound up 
with the "fair value" rule.270 In light of these circumstances, and in 
view of the fact that an ex post facto situation may warrant if not de
mand resort to equitable adjustments and the utilization of indirect 
methods,271 the Commission's policy was probably as drastic as could 

lee Ben W. LcwiJ, "Going Value and Rate: Valuation," Michigan I...aw 'Ret!;ew, vol. 
26 (May, 1928). P.136. 

210 Whether the Commission's treatment of going value will be upheld on judicial 
review depends upon whether the Supreme Court comes finally to agree with its own 
decisions, as developed over many years, or with some rather startling dicta. The 
Commission's conclusions are quite in line with the Court's decision in the leading 
Del Moinet case and those following it; they are decidedly out of harmony with the 
dicta of the Court, speaking through Justice Buder, in McCardle v. IndiflfJopo/u co.~ 
272 U.s. 400 (19.6). In the latter proceeding the Court appear. to have misconstrued 
the decision in the Del Moinel case, and to have accorded acceptance to an indefensible 
"market value" concept of going value. Since, however, in view of the Court', general 
disposition of the case, the holding on going value was unnecessary to the decision. 
the pronouncements of ,wtice Butler may be taken as mere obiter tlintz. In any 
event. no evidence is available that the Court intended a deliberate reversal of iu pre-
viow position, particularly as developed in the carefully considered Des MoiMs and 
GfIlt/eMII cases. For an analysis and interpretation of the course of judicial decision, 
ICC Edward W. Bemis, "Going Value in Rate Cases in the Supreme Court," Columbia 
r..w Rniew, vol. 27 (May. 1927). pp. 53G-546. 

171 Compare, fot example, the following contentions: ClIn this COUDtry we are 
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fairly have been expected. None the less, the Commission's "consid
eration" of intangibles, and more specifically of going value, appears 
to have resulted, as will be developed presently, in very material al
lowances-allowances so substantial, in fact, as to suggest the query 

building up a policy of regulation which was an unknown quantity twenty yean ago. 
Ccnainly twcDty..ttve and tbirty~five years ago public utility managers were given a 
frcec hand in the development of the earning capacity of their properties. The ICOpe 
and rules of public utility regulation are in a state of 8ux. The entire valuation prob-
lena bristles with difficulties in which t!% poll facIO considerations atc being applied to 
finding current solutions •••• Do not these modifications suggest the need for recog~ 
nizing going~valuc so that reasonable expectations will not be disappointed? If the 
rules of the game are thus to be revised by means of an all but omnipotent police 
power, ought not a wise public policy give discretion to aD administrative commiPion 
with the responsibility for future service, so that it may round 01£ the edges of these 
changes by means of a 'going-valuc' concept which recognizes an equitable claim on 
account of past lo$$CS? Jwtice Brandeis' decision points the way by eliminating 19oing 
value' as a judicial concept which legislatures disregard at their peril. According to 
this view the definition and measurement of going value in each case are concerns of 
legislatures, and of commissions acting under legislative authority. not under the au· 
thority of judicial opinion. This will enable administrative commissions, in dealing 
with particular facts in special cases, to build that bridge from rate-control in an ioc:ho-
ate state, when the rule of Smyth v. A.mes mwt be applied. to one in which the 
elements of rate·regulation stand dearly revealed. and when, consequendy, a new rule 
of rate·making becomes feasible." Martin G. Gleaser. Oud;n~s of Public Utility Eco
nomics (1927), pp. 50rrsOI. Note, however. the following very persuasive reply~ 
'"This line of reasoning. reflecting the distinction frequendy drawn between retrOlpec:-
tive valuation and valuation for the future and founded on equitable considerations 
growing out of a situation for which the public appean to be primarily responsible, is 
extremely persuasive. Yet, just what measure of equity is really involved? To be lUte, 
commission regulation of the present type is a development of the last twenty years; 
but for centuries the law has been familiar with the distinction-bowever hazily drawn 
-between public and private callin~ and has permitted the distinction to serve as a 
basis for differential treatment. While prediction as to the exact detail. of forth-coming 
regulation is always impossible, it certainly is not untt250nable to presume that at leaIt 
since MUnn v. Illinois in this country investor. in public utility securities have com
mitted their capital with full knowledge (or with opportunity for full knowledge) of 
the possibility that additional regulatory measwes would be imposed upon their indus
tries. Nor, indeed, have these regulatory restrictions been unattended by very sub
stantial benefits to utility ownen. & to the equitable claim of present owners for past 
deficits, Dr. Bauer reminds w [John Bauer. E/pdive Regulation of Public UtiJitirs 
('925), pp. 2'<>-<>'2) thaI through the DOrmai gradual uansfer of -I<. as well as 
through reorganizations resulting from insolvencies occasioned. perhaps. by early ddi,. 
rib, ownership in many i.nstaoces has DOW passed into the hands of persons who. 
Dever having experienced such losses, have no claim, as of equity, to their capitaliza. 
aon. It might be added that in view of the very tenuous hold which the Wisconsin 
rule has secured, even in those jurisdictions most favorable to it, it is extremely un· 
likely that prescot ownen have paid more for their holdings becawe of the proba· 
bility that the earning-base would presendy be aparuled by the amount of put 
losses. Finally. granting that lOme adjustment is necessary. that the situatioD calls for 
lOme allowance wilh which to calk me scams inevitably left by the trial--and-error 
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as to whether the Commission Wled to convince itself by its own 
reasoning. On principle, of course, this reasoning, if sound, is as dam· 
aging to the validity of allowances under cover as it is to the recogni
tion of the same dements under specific labds.27' 

development of the regulatory system, it does Dot fonow that going value should be 
tel ...... as the vehicle for carrying out the program. 'Going value·. • • caD be shown 
in any of its common interpretations to have no proper place in the base upon which 
the utility is to be allowed to earn. Nothing is to be gained by injecting these allow
ances under the caption 'going valuc'---e, Dame which not only fails to reOcct the na· 
tun: of the allowance, but which, in fact, is generally UDderstood to me>n something 
of quill: • dilfer.nt sort. These ·equitable adjustments' will 1"", nothing of their et 
fectiv ...... through being t=Ded ·equitable adjustments·; they ccrtaiDly gain DOthing 
by being termed 'going value: The latter practice tends to obscure the real purpose in 
permitting the allowancc, and, more important, tends to give a wholly &1se respccta· 
bility to aD otherwise discredill:d item:' I\CD W. Lewis, 01" ti •. (noll: 269), pp. 
732-733· 

272 Before turning to the discussion of single.sum values, brief referencc should be 
made to two further tcquirements of the Act: firrt~ that the Commission ascertain and 
report the amount and value of aids, gifts. grants, and dona~DS made to each carrier; 
and &«OnJ. that the Commission"s valuation reports show the value of the property of 
each carrier Dot only as a whole, but separately by states. The matter of aids and d~ 
D2Il:d property was bandled by the accounting sectiOD of the bureau. ReturDS made by 
the ca:rric:rs WCI'C verified by accountants, and the books and records of the carriers 
were ezamined for such further information as they might disclose. In this connection 
the coOperation of the state commissions was also relied upon in some mcaswe. '"By 
these various means," said the Commi.ssion, "many, perhaps most, of the donations by 
public authority and private individuals arc ascertained and reported, but considerable 
still remains. To discover this would involve iDvestigalion of outside sources of infor
mation attended by much expense if made at all exhaustive and it has been felt that 
this would not be justified. Land grants are treated as a separate proposilion, the re
port covering the total grant, the amount received from lands already sold, and the 
value of those remaining unsold. This last value is ncccssarily an estimate:' Texas 
MiJItItUI R. R.. 75 I.C.C. I, 180-181, I81 (1918). See, also, Petitio" of National Con
fermce on VJUlllio". 84 Le.e. 9, 10-11 (1923). In the matter of reporting valuations 
separately by states, the Commission was compelled to place a practical construction 
upon the requirement. It was held to refer "to the cost and other facts with respect to 
the property" rather than to ··the value proper:' The fixed property, such as roadbed 
and buildings. and certain movable property whose usc is generally confined to one 
place. such as roadway small tools and shop tools, were thus assigned to particular 
states. But property which has no situs, such as locomotives and other equipment. was 
held not to fiJI withi.D the rcquircmcnt--bccausc .. the Commission is not required to 
crca~ nor would it be justified in attempting to create by any arbitrary rule, a location 
which does not in fact exist. It has been determined, therefore, not to attempt to allo
ate by states property embraced in the equipment accounts, but to repon that in one 
ilem. as nonassignable."' TextU Midland R. R.o supra. at pp. 158-160, 159. The nature 
of the Commission', report, under this interpretation of the requirement, has been de
scribed as follows: "'[n the tentative valuation we have shown and in the final order 
entcrccl herein we show by States the mileage of main·line and branch tracks, the area 
and present value of lands and of rights in lands, and the cost of reproduction new 
and cost of "production less depreciation of all classes of property, except land wholly 
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15. THE DETERMINATION OF SINGLE·SUM VALUES 

The first of the valuation reports, issued in 1918, embodied the 
Commission's conclusions, supported by full data and elaborate dis
cussion, with respect to the various underlying cost and value figures 
attributable to the property of the Texas Midland Railroad; and it 
included the alUlouncement that in due course a supplementary find
ing would be issued naming a final single-sum value for the carrier.213 

The preceding section has considered at length the subject-matter of 
this report and of subsequent reports of similar character. Obviously, 
however, these were "valuations" within valuations-in reality, prop
erty appraisals rather than valuations for regulatory purposes. They 
are of interest primarily as illustrative of the capacity of the Commis
sion to execute a series of positive and intrinsically difficult legislative 
requirements; they are ultimately significant only in so tar as they 
have contributed to the sound and effective determination of final 
single-sum values. The establishment of a single-sum value for the 
property of each carrier was the real goal of the valuation project. 
Short of such an end, the valuation inquiry could have served no pur
poses commensurate with the great burden, direct and indirect, which 
it placed upon the Commission and the carriers; anything less by way 
of result could have been of no avail for carrying out the various regu
latory tasks imposed upon the Commission toward the execution of 
which the federal valuation was deemed indispensable. Despite the 
filliure of the statute specifically to require a finding of single-sum 
values, therefore, it was not only natural but imperative that such 
values should be ascertained and announced as soon as the requisite 
data were gathered and analyzed. The first of the single-sum value 
orders, which made its appearance about the middle of 19.z2, was of 
summary character ;270 it was followed about a year later by the sec-

and partly owned and wed by the carrier. the cost of which is reflected in toad and 
general expenditures accounu. Owing to the obvious difficulty of apportioning the 
value of equipment to the several states in which the carrier operates and to the fact 
that any apportionment of the clements of value, such at original cost and rcprodg,c.. 
tion cost of property of this character to .tates, could be made only upon arbitrary 
bases. we do Dot now rcpon it by states, but report it in a single amount for all states 
in which the carrier operates:' Sa" P~d,.o. Los A"g~l~1 b Sa/I 1..a1(~ R. R. Co .• 15 
I.C.C. 463. 513 (1923). See, also, DdtIWlII'e 6- Hudson Co .• u6 I.e.c. 611, 6 • .,....618 
(19.6) • 

• TO T .. IIS MidltuUl R. R .• 75 I.C.C. 1 (1918). 
Ufo E"tltUfIiJle blndiatUlpo/is R. R. CO .• 1S I.C.C. 44.3 (1922). 
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ond of these orders, which was accompanied by a full report setting 
forth the processes which bad been pursued in building from the 
underlying figures a single sum representing the value of the property 
of the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake Railroad Company for 
rate-making purposes.'" 

It is in this phase of its valuation work that the Commission has 
bad the greatest opportunity to display those qualities of flexibility 
and to utilize that reservoir of discretion which are presumed to be 
distinctive of administrative bodies. Since it proceeded under no leg
islative requirements in finding single-sum values--at most the statute 
only afforded authorization-the Commission was bound by no ex
press limitations. So far as Congress was concerned, the Commission, 
as an expert administrative agency, was implicidy charged with the 
task not only of ascertaining but of weighing the vast mass of varied 
data relevant to the problem ultimately to be faced, and, in the exer
cise of its independent judgment, of computing, ~tracting, or deter
mining single-sum values from these underlying data in the light of 
the total situation. No restrictions or directions or suggestions were 
furnished by the legislature. None the less, as was indicated earlier, it 
would be a wholly artificial view to regard the Commission, in the 
matter of single-sum value determination, as an entirely independent 
agency attacking an original problem, unbampered by limitations or 
entanglements of any sort. In fact, the Commission was virtually 
catapulted into a situation the almost overwhelming difliculties of 
which were the product not only of the inherent uncertainty oCthe 
valuation process but of the vagaries of several decades of makeshift 
regulation. The cry of vested interests has an unattractive sound in a 
young democracy, yet some heed must be given to it. Rights and ex
pectations which have been permitted to emerge, even if not defini
tively recognized or affirmatively encouraged by governmental prac
tice, must at least be accorded consideration when proposals for 
cbange or modification in the regulatory scheme are in process of 
development. Railroad valuation for rate-making purposes in the sec
ond and third decades of the twentieth century possessed vasdy dif
ferent implications from those which would bave characterized the 
same task undertaken at the very beginning of regulatory activity. In 

HI Sa Pdro, Lot "ogd .. 4- Sal. U.k. R. R. Co., 75 LC.C. 463 ('923). 
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addition, the pressure of judicial pronouncements in matters of 
valuation itself could not be ignored; and the complications were 
intensified by the confusing and inconclusive character of these pro
nouncements. The judicial determinations proved confusing and in
conclusive because the courts were apparently not clear in their own 
minds either as to the essential nature of the valuation problem or as 
to the proper scope of their relation to it. This situation rendered it 
increasingly difficult, among other things, to distinguish between ju
dicial holdings which the courts themselves would ultimately con
strue as mere dicta and those to which they would accord the binding 
force of decision. To speak of the Commission as "free" and "inde
pendent" in such circumstances is to attach to these terms a relative 
rather than an absolute meaning: the Commission may be so char
acterized in this connection only by way of contrast with the express 
and affirmative guidance of other governmental agencies or with its 
own position, in these respects, relative to some of its other activities. 
That it was subject to external pressure from various directions there 
can be no question. 

Just as the Texas Midland case may be said to have set the pattern 
in all leading respects for subsequent findings on the underlying lig
ures, so the San Pedro case may be said to have provided the guiding 
principles so far as the basic single-sum values are concerned. Two 
determinations made effective in this case are of far-reaching signifi
cance in the valuation process: first, the decision, not discussed in the 
majority report, to distinguish in some measure between retrospective 
valuations and valuations for the foture; and second, the decision to 
adopt the ;udgment as distinct from the formula method of arriving 
at single-sum values. The import of each of these determinations 
must be carefully noted. 

The report in the San Pedro case was issued June 7, 1923; it an
nounced a basic single-sum value for the property of the carrier as of 
June 30, 1914. Clearly, to be of any service in facilitating current proc
esses of regulation, the 1914ligure would require revision to take ac
count of subsequent property and value changes. Nothing was said 
as to the method by which this necessary revision was to be effected; 
to all appearances--and possibly in I3ct-the emphasis upon basic 
valuations, as of 1914 or other designated dates, was a matter merely 
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of administrative convenience. But this is significant: the way was 
left open. should the Commission so decide when time for revision 
£inally came, to bring these basic figures up to date in a manner quite 
different from that employed in their originaI determination. One 
cannot be dogmatic as to exacdy what was in the mind of the Com
mission, or of individual commissioners, at this time. It will be re
called that in its reproduction cost appraisals the Commission began 
by applying 1914 prices to 1914 inventories. In later appraisals the 
same prices were applied to inventories as of dates ranging up to 
June 30, 1921, the Commission declaring that this practice "will per
mit consideration of the carriers upon a uniform basis as to time, so 
that as the normal trend of prices of material and labor may go up
ward or downward correction factors can readily be applied, from 
time to time, as by law required, to the end that all appraisals may be 
kept to date upon a comparable basis.""· The tenor of this pro
nouncement was scarcely such as to suggest that the Commission was 
then committed to a policy of adoptitig a method for revision essen
tially different from that used in determining the primary valuation 
figures. No more appeared to be indicated than a desire to prepare the 
ground for such policy in this matter as the future might dictate. 
Sinxilarly, the practice of applying 1914 prices to carrier structures 
while accepting current market values, as of valuation date, for car
rier lands, with the announcement that the discrepancy would be 
elirninated when the final value figures were adjusted to later dates, 

. suggested no intention to resort to any but the usual methods in ef
fecting this adjustment.'" On the other hand, it is a matter of record 
that an order was issued, effective July I, 1917, "requiring every car
rier to keep an account in detail by jobs of all additions to the property 

2115 Winston.Salem Southbound Ry. Co., 75 I.C.C. IS7. 192 (1918). Sec, also, 
TnlU Mitlltmtl R. R., 7S I.C.C. I, 139-140 (1918); Delrtzy Connecting R. R. Co., 106 
LC.C. 192, 193 (19'5); W,.,mi.g Ry. Co" 114 I.C.C. '94. 196 (19.6); Cumbn1tmd 
Ir Monc"ener R. R. Co., 116 I.C.C. 407. 408 (19.6). 

m The fullowing. from MtztUstiqtu: Ir Lake Superior R. R. Co., 97 I.C.C. 382, 
386-]87 (19'5). is typical: ''The .. tima ... of cost of reproduction covered by this 
report are based upon what is referred to herein as the 1914 level of prices, while the 
present values of the common-carrier lands covered by the report arc based upon the 
fiir average of the DOrmal market value of lands adjoining and adjacent to the righu 
of way. yards, and terminals of the carrier, as of valuation date. This discrepancy 
will be removed when the commissioD adjusts to later dates, in accordance with the 
requiremcntl of the valuation act, the final value herein reported:· 
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and of all retirements," so that the Commission might know "what 
additions to the property have been made and the price in met paid 
for those additions since 1914."278 The statute provided, it will be re
membered, that upon completion of the. valuation the Commission 
shall "in like manner" keep itself informed of all extensions and im
provements o~ other changes in the condition and value of carrier 
property, and shall revise and correct its original valuations from time 
to time.27• The problem of revision, therefore, was present from the 
beginning. In discussing the above statutory requirement in the San 
Pedro case, Chairman Meyer, in his separate concurring opinion, said: 
"We have not yet had the benefit of argument on the meaning of the 
phrase 'in like manner,' but if it means that in placing a value upon 
net additions to property since valuation date we must go through all 
the detailed processes with respect to each of the elements of value 
called for in the act and stated in the basic valuation, most careful 
consideration should be given to the advisability of requesting Con
gress to amend the act."'" And in the very year in which this ques-

.,8 Tex", Midland R. R •• 75 I.C.C. " '40 ('9.8). 
279 Sec. 193, par. Cf). 
280 San Pedro, Lot Angeles 6< Sa/t Lake R. R. Co., 75 I.C.C. 463 ('923), ar p. 59'. 

Commissioner Eastman, in his elaborate dissenting opinion, was more positive on this 
issue, and it led him to the repudiation of the judgment method of valuation, despite 
the fact that for valuations as of June 30, 1914. "much can be said for the judgment 
method as a means of reaching an approximately fair result" (p. 552). HUi critique, 
which bears also upon matters to be subsequently considered, was stated in the follow~ 
ing terms: ''We are valuing these properties . .. not for the purpose of satisfying 
curiosity but to secure a basis for rate making. Nothing i. more important, therefore, 
than to determine upon a method for bringing the valuations up to date, 10 that they 
may serve this practical purpose. Does the report of the majority indicate this method? 
It seems to me that the answer must be that it indicau:s that the same judgment 
method must be used in ascertaining the value as of to#Jay as in ascertaining the value 
(11 of June 301 L914. If this be true, it follows that in any valuation as of to-day the 
cost of reproduction new of the property, including net additions and improvements 
since: June 30. 1914, must be re-atimatcd on the basis of prcscnt..tfay unit prices; that 
the 'present value' of land must be re-estimated on the basis of present.day market 
values of adjoining real estate; that depreciation mUlt be re--estimatcd on the basil of 
the present.-day condition of the property; and that aU intangible values. if there be 
any such. must be estimated on the basis of prcseot.-day circumstance. and condition •. 
Obviously the same proceu must be repeated each year. and obviously, also, we must 
continue in our employ a large valuation organization and carry on continual field 
work" (pp. 552-553). In continuing, he laid "'eu upon the special difliatlrics thar 
would emerge in the process of revision upon this basi.t: "Moreover. there will be this 
difference. if the judgment method it applied to 'I31ue as of today. in c:ompariton with 
its application to value as of June 30, 1914. Instead of a reproduction cost which may 
perhaps apptoximare a '/iir average' of the cost of producing aod equipping. railroad 
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tioning attitude was enunciated, the Commission's annual report 
to Congress carried the following declaratinns: "Our experience 
prompts selious doubts as to the practicability of proceeding in 'like 
manner' in bringing valuations down to date. • • • We direct serious 
consideration to the necessity of some amendment."'" Finally, in the 
O'Fallon case, as will appear in due course, the revision of the basic 
figures was accomplished almost entirely by reference to the actual 
accounting data rather than through the use of property appraisals .... 
Under these circumstances it would seem to be the part of sound criti
cal analysis to approach the Commission's basic valuation reports as 
records of an attempt to establish fair rate values for carrier proper
ties as of the primary valuation dates only, in light of the special 
situation then prevailing, and not as providing standards of railroad 
valuation binding in all future revisions. 

The determination of single-sum values in th~se basic valuation 
reports was referred, in the last analysis, to the exercise of judgment. 
In the San Pedro case the Commission announced its adoption of the 
judgment method in the following terms, which are typical of all of 
its later utterances on this subject: "The determining of a final single
sum value for rate-making purposes is not a matter of formula or of 
mathematical computation. We are required by the statute to ascer
tain and report certain costs, and we are required to ascertain and re
port, in addition to such costs, the present value of lands, and other 
values or elements of value if there are any that we can discover. We 
must give to all of these costs, values, and elements of value that 
consideration which, in our judgment, they ought to be given, in 

"Cor at lealt the 20 year. preceding,' we shan have a reproduction COlt which vastly 
exceeds .uch 'fair average.' Instead of a narrow range between the maximum and 
minimum limib in which our "judgment' may have play, we shall have a very wide 
range. with the maximum exceeding the minimum by possibly as much as 100 per 
cent. lD IUch an event, what weights will it be 1ust and right' to give to original cost 
and reproduction cost and the 'other dements of value,' and shall we be doing our 
duty if we exercise our 'judgment' within these broad limits without indicating in 
lOme clearer and more definite way the process by which the conclusion is reached?" 
(P·553). 

181 A"nual Report. 1923. pp. 17, 18. Compare, also, Part [. chap. iii. note 60. For 
renewals of the recommendation, see Annual Reports: 1926, p. 16; 19:11, p. 62. 

2811 ExcelS Income of St. uNil 6- O'Fallon Ry. Co., 124 J.e.c. 3. 37 (1921). But 
sec Exc~/llneom~ of Richmond, F. 6' P. R. Co., 110 J.c.e. 4S1 (1931). in which, as 
...... 1. of the Supreme Court', decision in SI. L. & O·PaIl.,. R. Co • •• U. S •• '79 
U.S. 461 (1929), there was a return to the method of property appraisals. 
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view of all the circumstances and conditions that seem to us properly 
to have a bearing upon the value of the individual carrier's prop
erty."'" This mode of approach has been pursued in all subsequent 
proceedings .... No single standard of valuation was accepted as con
trolling. Since the Commission had found it impossible, for the most 
part, to ascertain original costs, and since its figures for investment 
were neither adequately corrected for retirements nor so modified as 
to eliminate imprudent capital commitments, the advocates of origi-

2.8 San p.dro. Los Angeles & Sal, Loke R. R. Co •• 75 I.C.C. 463 (1923). at p. 512. 
In applying. these considerations to the instant proceeding, the Commission continued 
(p. 513): "We have carefully reviewed all of the evidence collected by the Bureau of 
Valuation as well as all of that presented by the carrier, including the opiniODJ of its 
experts upon methods of determining, and the amount to be determined as, the final 
value of the property. We have endeavored not to reach our conclusion by attaching 
undue weight to any particular element of value to the extent of shutting out proper 
consideration of all the elements of value .. .. The final aingtc~sum value which We 
have determined for the property of this carrier is based upon a careful consideration 
of all of the relevant facts that have come to our attention. It ~ in our judgment, a 
value which we are authorized by the valuation act to ascertain and report, and we 
have ascertained and now report it as the final value of the property of this carrier 
for rate-making purposes. It is the fair value of the property of the carrier devoted to 
the service of the public upon which the carrier is jusdy entitled to earn a fair return." 
By way of judicial support for its adoption of the judgment method, the Commission 
quoted the following language of Justice Hughes in the Minnesota RIrIe ClUes, 230 
U.S. 352 (1913), at p. 434: '"The ascertainment of that value is Dot conuolled by 
artificial rules. It is not a matter of formula but must be a reasonable judgment, having 
its basis in a proper consideration of all the relevant facts." Similarly, it referred with 
approval to the following declaration of the court in City of Winona v. Wist:01J.lin. 
Min,,~sotalight & P. Co., 276 Fed. 996 (1921), at p. 1001: "That there CIn be no 
mathematical certainty in such a judgment goes without saying. Nor docs any formula 
exist which can be used in all cases." 

28 .. Compare, for example, the following from Kmuas City Southern Ry. Co .• 84 
I.C.c. 113, 115 (]924): '"The detennination of aggregate values for an entire railway 
system is a process of judicially weighing underlying clements of value in the light of 
the individual case .. .. The value of a railway system can not be ascertained by the 
simple process of adding sums attributed to the many units of property, working 
capital, and a percentage conjecture as to a proper allowance ror so.a.lIed intangible 
values. In the instant case original cost to the extent it is ascertainable as a fact. re
stated investment, reproduction new, and reproduction less depreciation arc sbown, and 
the present capitalization and the corporate history of the carriers arc stated; and there 
is in addition an estimate by the carriers of the commercial or economic value of the 
property. These are checks, one upon the other. No one fact, cost study. estimate, or 
other factor can be said to be necessarily conuolling." See, allOy Ada"', Bir"ungMm 
& Atlantic R. R. Co •• 75 I.C.C. 645. 66~68 (1923); Petition of Ntttionlll Confer ..... 
on Va/U4Iion. 84 I.C.C. 9. 11-13 (1923); Ploritla Ean Coon Ry. Co .. 84 I.C.c. 25. 33 
(192 4); Gulf, TwlS & W.,."." Ry. Co .• 97 I.C.C. 29. 35 (1925); Delray ConMain, 
It It Co •• 106 I.C.C. ]92, 194 (1925); CAarleslOn & W~n,"" Caroli114 Ry. Co •• 1:11 
I.C.C. 721, 742 (1927); Lehigh "alley R. Co .. 34 V.I. Rep. 1,21 (1930). 
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nal cost or investment as the rate base were perforce unable to estab
lish their standard of final value as that which the Commission should 
follow. Nor, nominally at least, were the supporters of the reproduc
tion cost theory any more successful. The Commission adopted the 
view that "the estimated cost of reproduction is a method of ascer
taining present value of property which is to be given consideration, 
but that method ought not to be used to the exclusion of others."'" 
The contentions of those who would have permitted carriers to earn 
upon a rate base itself dependent upon earning capacity were simi
larly denied. "Value for rate-making purposes and commercial value 
arising from earning power," the Commission has said, "are so wholly 
different that they can not be reconciled"; and it tersely directed at
tention to the basic defect of the method, "The inescapable result of 
following the vicious circle of prescribing rates upon the basis of 
values and fixing values upon the returns earned from the rates is a 
destruction of the whole system of rate reguiation.'·286 Each of the 
leading valuation standards, as the sole or controlling !2.ctor, was thus 
rejected. No formula was to be followed; judgment was to be exer
cised, in the light of all relevant !2.cts. without analysis of the proc
esses whereby such judgment resulted in specific findings.281 

... S.,. Pedro, Lot Angeles & Sal, Lake R. R. Co., 15 I.C.C. 463 (lg13). at p. 509. 
28& Chicago, B",/ingtotJ 1ft Quiru:y R. R. Co .• 134 I.C.C. I. 53 (192.7). 
181' In KtnUas CiJy $rnuAern Ry. Co., 84 I.C.C. J 13 (1924), protests were filed by 

the carriers on the ground that the Commission', valuation "states no 'analysis of the 
methods of valuation employed in the determination qf singlc--sum values' to; and the 
contention W3.I made "that this alleged omission has left the carriers without any ddi~ 
nire knowledge of the methods of valuation employed in the determination of the 
singlC-IUIn value. stated, and therefore Dot in a position to successfully contest the 
aame" (pp. 114-n5). To this protest the Commission replied. as follows: .IAn analysis 
of the method. of determining original cost, of inventorying the property and fixing 
the unit prices. of ascertaining land values. of finding reproduction cost new and de~ 
preciated, and of readjwting the carriers' investment account is contained in the state~ 
ment of methods in Texas Midland RJrilroaJ ... incorporated in this proceeding by 
reference. No further analysis of the process of determining the aggregate values of 
the c:arricn' property can be stated as expressing the method of collective action by 
the commission. We are not, however, required by section 19a of the interstate com~ 
mc= act to cl=ibc the method. by which the final single-sum value ;. fixed" 
(p. 115). Sec, also, Petition of Nationoi Conferen" on Valuation, 84 I.C.C. 9 (1923), 
at pp. 11-13. in which the Commission said (p. 13): "A detailed aoalysi. of the 
method of arriving at a judgment would in the nature of things call for a description 
of the mCDtal proc:csses of those to whom is delegated that function. and in our case 
thil would involve letting forth the mental proce5SCS of II men, who may have 
reached the lame conclwion by different paths," 
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The acceptance of the judgment method, as thus defined, is by no 
means exempt from legitimate attack, despite the /act that it is a logi
cal outcome of the "fair value" rule, and that it is supported by ample 
judicial authority. The persistence of the legal doctrine that "fair 
value" is a matter of "judgment" rather than of "formula" has 
brought lip-worship to the judgment method from all quarters. But 
every contention that "dominant" or "controlling" consideration be 
given to a particular factor-whether it be reproduction cost or pru
dent investment-necessarily involves a virtual repudiation of the 
judgment method and of the "fair value" rule upon which it is based; 
and in so far as the Supreme Court has recognized reproduction cost 
as the substantial equivalent of value, there has been authoritative de
parture from the traditional doctrine of Smyth v. Ames and the nu
merous cases following it."8 Nor was the Commission itself a unit in 
its acceptance of the judgment method of valuation. Commissioner 
Eastman, a staunch advocate of prudent investment as the measure 
of the rate base, after various strictures upon the use of the judgment 
method, concluded as follows: "I must confess that it seems to me that 
unless some definite standard can be found for determining the 
weight to be given to such widely conflicting evidence, the process of 
valuation will become arbitrary to a degree wholly impossible to de
fend. Value will become a speculative and capricious matter, varying 
millions of dollars under exacdy parallel sets of facts, dependent upon 
the bent of mind, temper, and, perhaps, digestion of the particular 
individuals who happen to exercise the 'judgment.' New occasions 
teach new duties. The tremendous change in conditions precipitated 
by the World War and likely to continue for a period in the future 
impossible to estimate has, it seems to me, thrown new light upon the 
valuation problem and made it necessary, both for us and for the 
court, to reappraise the judgment method with a view to determining 
whether it is under present conditions a sound and safe method to 
follow. Surely if we can find a method which will accomplish what is 
'just and right' but avoid the violent fluctuations, instability, and con-

288 See McCtlTllk v. IMUmapolis COOl 272 u.s. 400 (1926). and compare note 57. 
'"prll. Wheo., in his special concurring opinion in S. W. Tel. Co. v. Pub. Sen. Comm .• 
262 U.S. 216 (1923). Justice Braadeis proposed "prudent investment'" aI the meuure 
of the rate base, he expressly repudiat<d the judgment method by declaring the ... 
called rule of Smylh •• Amel to he "Ieply and oconomically WIIOWId." 
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tinual un=tainty which it now appears are likely to be characteristic 
of the judgment method, it will be in the interest, not only of the 
public, but of the companies themsdves ..... & The above views were 
expressed by a dissenting commissioner who sought to diminate the 
judgment method and substitute therefor a definite valuation stand
ard. Commissioner Potter, though a rather extreme adherent of the 
judgment method, found it defective, as employed by the Commis
sion, because of its failure to disclose the processes whereby final 
single-sum values were determined. Such an analysis of processes is 
necessary, he argued, in order to render possible consistency of action 
by the Commission, intelligent review by the courts, informed legis
lation by the Congress. "We can say we have considered all of the 
factors," he declared, "but unless we are able to state how we have 
considered them and with what effect, we have not as a matter of 
law considered them:'''' And, more forcefully, in a later proceeding: 
"The report ••• leaves a reader entirely in the aark as to how its 
conclusions were reached. This is basic error which should lead to 
condemnation in its entirety. It is incumbent on us to give sound rea
sons for what we do. We must apply principles and they must be ap
plied consistendy in all cases. We act arbitrarily until we announce the 
rules and principles which we apply. To state relation of original 
cost to reproduction cost is not merely an idle 'matching up of fig
ures: The results are not inconsequential 'coincidences' or 'diver
gencies: We must and necessarily do either deny or accord influence 
to such figures in every case. We should show how we use them in 
each case •••• If, in this case, original cost, reproduction cost, repro
duction cost less depreciation, value of lands, cost of lands, develop
ment cost, amount of outstanding securities, earnings, efficiency, pub
lic service, and public need, had each been specifically dealt with as a 
/actor affecting value, and if that method were determined to be 
adopted for all cases, we would have taken a long step toward sound 
practice."291 

za.s ... Pedro, Lot "'o,elet & Salt lAke R. R. Co., 15 I.C.C. 463 ('923), at pp. 
5SM54. Compare. allO, note 280, su". •. 

• "0 lbiJ" p. 511. See, also, PetiJio" 01 National Conference on ValUlltion, 84 I.C.C. 
9 ('923), PP· '1-'9 • 

• 81 From Conuniasioner Potter'. dissenting opinion in Florida Ean Coast Ry. Co., 
84 I.C.C. 25 ('924), at p. 42. See, also. his diHenting opinion in Kmu., City S .. thern 
Ry. Co., 84 I.C.C. "3. 124-'39 ('924). 
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There is much merit in these minority criticisms, regardless of the 
propriety of the affirmative proposals or the legal validity of the pro
cedure they involve. From a substantive standpoint, the prudent in
vestment theory, as advocated by Commissioner Eastman, would 
doubdess constitute a fruitful substitute for the judgment method as 
at present applied, in terms of a discretionary weighing of a vast ar
ray of relevant facts,"2 despite the circumstance that it has failed to 
commend itself to the majority of the Supreme Court.'" On the 
other hand, Commissioner Potter's substantive emphasis, which seems 
to rest, in large measure, upon the recognition of earning power and 
factors contributing thereto, manifesdy cannot be accepted as a proper 
approach in the ascertainment of the rate base .... But entirely apart 
from questions of law and the relative merits of alternative valuation 
standards, the Commission's use of the judgment method is open to 
well-founded criticism. The defect, essentially, consists in l3ilure to 
explain the processes of single-sum value determination, whatever 
they may be. The ultimate findings appear to emerge through proc
esses that are mystical and mystifying. Under such circumstances, in 
the absence of guiding principle and without a reasoned accounting 
after the event, there is no check upon "arbitrary" determinations, and 
value may well become "a speculative and capricious matter." Com
missioner Meyer attempted to answer these strictures, but his reason-

202 See Commissioner Eastman's elaborate and convincing dissenting opinion in 
San P<d ... , Lo, Ang<l" & Sail Lak< R. R. Co., 75 I.C.C. 463 ('923), at pp. 523-567. 
The views expressed therein coincide, essentially, with those contained in the separate 
concurring opinion of Justice Brandeis in S. W. Tel. Co. v. Pub. Sn'tI. Comm., :16~ 
U.S. 276 (1923), at pp. 289-312.. See, also, Edwin C. Goddard, "Public Utility Valua· 
tiOD." Michigan 14U1 Review, vol. IS (January, 1917), pp. 205-227; '"Fair Value of 
Public Utilities," ibit1.~ vol. 22 (May. 1924), pp. 652-672 (June. 1924). pp. 777-'191; 
and James C. Bonbright, "The Economic Merits of Original Cost and Reproduction 
Costo" Hartlard Lalli Rrview, vot 41 (March, 1928). pp. 593-6». ' 

281 In his dissenting opinion in St. L. 6- O'Fallon. R. Co. v. U. S .• 279 U.S. 461 
(1929), Jwticc Brandeis, the leading proponent in the Supreme Coon of prudent iD
vestment as the measure of the rate base, conceded that "it was held in SoUI"w~stnn 
Bdl Tel~p"on~ Co. v. Publit: Service Commission. . . that the rate bate on which a 
public utility is constitutionally entided to earn a &it leturn is the then actual value of 
the property used and useful in the bwiness, not the original cost 01 the amount pru
dcndy invest<d in the CDt<rpriJe" (p. 489) • 

• 11 For a critique of Commissioner Potter's ~ with special referena to the 
"close bond of union" found in these views "between the 'value' which he is tceking 
and which he proposes to use for rate-making purJJOICI and what economists term 

'value in exchange;" see Commissioner Eastman', dissenting opinion in KlftJliU City 
Sou,hem Ry. Co .• 84 I.e.c. 113 «(924). at pp. 140-144. 
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ing does not seem convincing. "The statute," he declared, "does not 
require a description of mental processes and ordinarily that is diJIi
cult when only a single person is involved and impossible when sev
eral are concerned. If an analysis of the processes by which we col
lectively arrive at a final value must be formulated before we can 
lawfully issue a report on final value, such a report can never be is
sued. ••. The single-sum figure which the majority has agreed to 
was arrived at by different processes by the different members con
stituting the majority. Some majority members consider the figure 
which the report announces as too high; others think it is too low; 
still others, that it is exactly the right figure. The important thing, 
however, is that the minds of the majority could meet at this point 
and agree upon the announced figure, although there are probably as 
many different justifications for finding this figure as there are com
missioners who participated in the finding of it. .•. • I am confident 
that if the majority report had attempted to go into greater detail 
with respect to methods and processes it would have caused additional 
dissents with the result that the report could not have commanded a 
majority vote .••• Undue insistence upon individual forms of ex
pression and particular phrases in dealing with so difficult a subject 
as valuation would absolutely paralyze the work and reduce the com
mission to a state of impotence. It would be most desirable to be able 
to attach labels to the various elements of value and indicate on each 
label what weight is to be attached to the element thus labeled. This is 
humanly impossible ...... 

21il1i From Chairman Meyer's separate concurring opinion in San Pedro, Lot AtJgeltl 
Ii< Sa/, L4k- R. R. Co., 75 I.C.C. 463 (1923). at pp. 592. 595. He had said (pp. 592-
593): "'It may be possible for a single commissioner to attempt to describe the proccssea 
by which he arrived at this particular figure. but it must be obvious that it is utterly 
impossible for II men to agree upon a collective process." He then proceeded to analyze 
the processes which persuaded Aim to support the figure found by the majority of the 
Commission. The statement is amusingly barren of illuminatiODi it is but a repetition 
of the usual "relevant facts, II without the slightest indication of the weight accorded to 
any particular clement. He revealed only this (p. 593): uAftc:r considering the so
called clements of value enumerated in the repon--the original cost to date, the cost 
of reproduction new, the cost of reproduction less depreciation. the cost and value of 
lands, the restated investment account, and the corporate and financial history of the 
property--l came to the conclusion that after adding a reasonable sum for working 
capital S45}OOO,ooo represented the approximate investment upon which those dcvot~ 
ing thiJ property to common-carrier service arc entided to earn a fair return."· The most 
that this statement suggests is that this particular commissioner was seeking IOthe ap~ 
proximate investment.·f 
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The statute may not require an analysis of the processes of single
sum value determination, but such an analysis is none the less neces
sary, both as a safeguard to proper performance and as a means of 
making the results intelligible. Differences of opinion within the 
Commission are inevitable, but these differences would be diminished 
rather than increased by the formulation and adoption of guiding 
principles, witli such departures in application as the facts of particu
lar proceedings might justifY. Disagreements as to precise figures 
might still have to be adjusted, but controlling factors would mold the 
general trend of the findings. Otherwise, sheer compromise, without 
the anchorage of deliberate policy, is bound to result. In any event, 
the Congress and the carriers and the public should be apprised of 
the considerations which have in fact supported particular findings; 
and the courts, too, should have reasoned records placed before them, 
instead of masses of primary data of conflicting tenor with precise 
final values "somehow" ascertained, even though such administrative 
frankness might lead to frequent reversals. The valuation process, 
especially under the conditions surrounding the Commission's pro
ject, unquestionably necessitates a large exercise of judgment. But this 
judgment should be exercised in the choice of guiding principles, 
however variable because of the peculiar circumstances of particular 
situations, rather than in the refusal to recognize or acknowledge any 
guiding principle at all. There appears to be no warrant for the con
tention, for example, that it is impossible for an individual to state 
whether, in a particular determination, he is in fact following, either 
entirely or in reasonably definite measure, the original cost, reproduc
tion cost, or market value standard; and what can be done by a single 
individual in this respect can be done by the Commission as a body, 
assuming that general agreement is reached as to the goal to be 
achieved. But even if there is such disagreement that final value must 
be fixed by a process of averaging, or mutual concession, or purely 
artificial compromise, so much can and should be stated. Whether re
quired by law or not, the valuation reports should disclose completely 
and frankly how in fact the figures representing final value were 
reached. The exercise of judgment does not necessitate a total re
pudiation of principle, nor does it involve such intricacy of mental 
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processes that all trace of their course must necessarily be lost.286 The 
Commission's language might well serve to cover the most arbitrary 
of determinations; not the slightest change would be required if this 
were the case. In the words of Commissioner Eastman: "The ma
jority have followed a consistent course. After ascertaining and con
sidering various facts in regard to the properties, they 'reach the con
clusion and find' that the value for rate-making purposes is a certain 
sum. No attempt is made to chart the path by which the conclusion is 
reached or to indicate the weight given to any particular fact. A quite 
different sum might be substituted, as the value for rate-making pur
poses, without changing in any way the discussion which leads up to 
and is presumably intended to support the finding ... ••• This proce
dure is a distressingly accurate reflection of the Supreme Court's 
dicta in Smyth v. Ames. The language of that case did well enough 
as a judicial pronouncement, under the circumstances there involved, 
as early as d19S; but as a pronouncement of policy by an adminis
trative tribunal a quarter of a century later, it is f1agrandy lacking in 
both definiteness and frankness. The courts, when enmeshed in the 
technicalities of some problem outside the usual range of their ac
tivity, frequendy convince themselves of the correctness of their de
terminations by the sheer force of dialectic; it is reasonable to expect a 
different approach from expert governmental agencies expressly cre
ated to deal, in specifically defined spheres, with complicated matters 
of fact and policy. 

In the last analysis, however, the Commission's deeds are obviously 
more important than its words. Any significant appraisal of its single
sum value determinations must look behind the veil of "judgment" 
and seek to discover the elements which appear in fact to have been 
incorporated into the primary single-sum valuations. Materials for 
such an inquiry are not altogether lacking. It has been asserted re-

188 That the exercise of judgment is not inconsistent with the adoption and state
ment of definite policies is evidenced by the Commission's procedure in E~l$lflCOmt 
.f St. Loois & O·Fallo. R,. Co., 124 I.C.C. 3 ('927). The Coounission would be the 
last to concede that in announcing, in that case, adherence to the principle of actual in. 
vestment for the revision of primary valuatiOI1l it was denying the tale of judgment or 
abandoning iu proper exercise in single-surn value determination. 

1117 From hia dissenting opinion in KtIIIltI.t City Southem Ry. Co .• 84 I.C.C. 113 

('924),atp. '40. 
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peatedly, both within the Commission and by outsiders, that despite 
the nominal repudiation of the "formula" method, the Commis
sion's primary valuations were the result of an application to the 
underlying figures of a very definite formula. This claim, with sup
porting data, was oflicialIy made by Commissioner Potter. "It ap
pears," he said, ·"that in practicalIy alI of our tentative valuations a 
figure which averages about 5 per cent has been arbitrarily added to 
the figure representing reproduction cost less depreciation, plus value 
of lands, and the resulting figure has been named as representing 
final value. A list of 330 carriers as to which we have found tentative 
final value, shows that the figures given as cost of reproduction less 
depreciation, plus value of lands, plus 5 per cent, correspond so 
closely with the tentative final values found, less cash and material 
and supplies, as to lead to the conclusion that the former figures were 
taken as the basis for arriving at the latter. The aggregate of the items 
for these carriers showing their cost of reproduction less depreciation, 
plus present value of lands, plus 5 per cent, is $2,955,206>577. The ag
gregate of the tentative final values less cash and material and sup
plies is $2,957,504,106. The difference is only one-thirteenth of 1 per 
cent in excess of the 5 per cent arbitrary."'" The burden of this 

288 From his dissenting opinion in Florida EflII Coast Ry. Co.. 84 I.c.e. 25 

(1924), at p. 41. In the instant case, a single-sum value of $46,200,000 was fixed by 
the Commission. This was analyzed by Commissioner Potter, in accordance with the 
above formula. to consist of the following items: cost of reproduction leSl depreciation, 
$38,569.822; present value of lands, $4.406.448; arbitrary addition, $2.523.730, con· 
stituting 5.8 per (Cnt of the aggregate of the above figures; working capital, $700,000. 

But compare the following from his dissenting opinion in KIl1J1111 City SoUlhern Ry. 
Co., 84 I.C.C. 113 (1924). at p. 130: "A consideration of this c:asc with the cases we 
have heretofore decided makes plain the lack of logical process in our work. I pointed 
out in the Florida Eatt Coasl case • . • our tentative valuation. appear to coincide 
with cost of reproduction new less depreciation. plus value of lands and working capi .. 
tal, plw an arbitrary of approximately 5 per cent. In the Florida Eut Coan clUe the 
figure of final value coincided, approximately, with an amount thus worked out. In 
the San Pedro, Los Angeles & SlIIt L4~e clISe .... the arbitrary was 13.9 per cent..1D 
the A.danta. Birmingham & A.tlantic ease . .. .. for reasons not fully explained, an 
amount, the method of measuring which was not given, was deducted, 10 the figure of 
final value was about S"ooo,ooo, or approximately 5 per cent, less dun reproduction 
cost depreciated, plus value of lands and working capital. In the present casc. if the 
method of adding an arbitrary were wed, it would be 10.7 per cenL The rcaJOn why 
one base was applied to the Florida EIISI Coasl case and ano(her to this case doet not 
appear. Both are essential and meri[orioUJ properties. There must have been lOme 
consideration to which in8uence was given in this case which was not given in the 
FloriJlJ East Coast case. Thete must be lOme rcuon why the arbitrary was higher in the 
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claim is borne out by the findings contained in an able treatise on 
railroads. "Such analysis of the figures as can be made," it is said, "in
dicates that the final value as reported for most roads is the sum of the 
cost of reproduction less depreciation, as reported by the Commis
sion's engineers, plus the 'present value' of the carrier lands as deter
mined by the adjacent land test, plus 5 per cent of this total then car
ried to the next lower or higher round figure (usually the latter) plus 
an allowance for working capital,-a.sh, materials and supplies: .... It 
is conceded that there are exceptions to the application of this "short 
cut," evincing resort to expediency on part of the Commission, and, as 
would be expected, no one of the final valuations matches to the last 
penny the corresponding figures computed by the "formula" method. 
Nevertheless, upon examination of the supporting data which the au
thors have gathered, it is difficult to dispute the conclusion that "there 
can hardly be doubt concerning the method by which substantially all 
the figures have been built up:"oo ' 

Independent investigations have produced results tending in the 
same direction. The figures named for 30 carriers each of whose 
single-sum values exceeded $1,000,000, selected at random from the 
valuation reports issued during the years 1923""19w, inclusive, dis
close the following Iacts: the addition of 5-4 per cent to a base made 
up of cost of reproduction less depreciation plus present value of 
lands, gives on the average an amount equal to the final value less the 
allowance for working capital; the percentage additions vary from 1.5 
per cent to 13.7 per cent; in more than half the cases the percentage 
addition is in excess of 5 per cent; in every case the final single-sum 
value exceeds the sum of cost of reproduction less depreciation, pres
ent value of lands, and working capita!.s.1 Furthermore, an examina-

San Pedro ease. What is it, is the question. Apparcndy there was reluctance to accord 
the carrier any benefit from its showing of earnings. The same is true respecting selling 
price& of secwities. Yet the case does depart from the rule seemingly applied in our 
tentative reports of reproduction cost less depreciation, plus value of lands and working 
capital, plus S per cent. and it is to be hoped that this departure is indicative of future 
policy:' 

IB8 H. B. Vandcrblue and K. F. Burgess, R4ilroaJs: Rales--St:rtJice--Managemenl 
(1923), p. 347· 

I •• Ibid •• p. 349. 
1011D the following table these 30 carriers are listed. In the first column appears 

the IWD of the COlt of reproduction less depreciation plus the present value of lands; 
in the acco.nd column appears the lingle-sum value as fixed by the Commission, less 
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tion of the reports issued during the year 1927, in so far as they in
volved carriers whose single-sum values were fixed at amounts in 
excess of $1,000,000, discloses that in 45 out of 46 cases the final value 
amounted to more than the reproduction cost less depreciation of the 
property, plus present value of lands, plus working capital.so, The 

the amount allowed for working capital; the third column shows the percentage addi .. 
tion representing the difference between the base given in the first column and the 
value given in the second column. The figures, in all instances, represent, solely, prop
eny "owned and used." 

San Pedro, Los Angeles &: Salt Lake RaiIroBd Co., 75 
I.C.C. 463 (r923) • • • • • • • • • • 

Ann AIbor Railroad Co., 84 I.C.C. ISO (1924) • 
Southern Railway Co. in Mississippi, 84 I.C.C. 253 

(1924) • • • • • • • • •• •• 
Raritan River Railroad Co., 84 I.C.C, 463 (t92,,) • 
Marylaod. Delaware &' Virginia Railway Co" 84 I.C.C. 

499 (rg24) • . • • • • • • • • • • 
Norfolk Southern Railroad Co., 84 I.C.C. 693 (1925) • 
Gulf, Texas 8r: Wegtem Railway Co •• 91 I.C.C. 29 (1925) 
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad Co., 97 I.C,C. !S3 (1925) 
New York. Philadelphia &: Norfolk. Railroad Co., 91 

I.C.C. 213 (025) . • • • • • 
Wrightsville &: Tennille Railroad. Co., 97 I.C.C. a59 

(1925) • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Chicago, Tene Haute &: Solltheastern Railway Co., 97 

I.C.C. 535 (1925) • • • • • • • • • • 
Savannah &: Northwestern Railway, 971.C.C. 618 (1925) 
Blue Ridge Railway Co., 97 I.C.C. 744 (1925). • • 
Central New England Rai1way Co., 97 I.C.C. 173 (1925) 
Delaware &: Northern Railroad Co., 103 I.C.C. 130 

(1925). • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Cape Girardeau Northern Railway Co., 103 I.C.C. 315 

(:1:925) • 
Cumberland Valley Ran Road Co., 103 I.C.C. 743 

(1925) • • • • • • • • • • • 
Interstate Railroad Co., 103 I.C.C. 795 (J925). • • 
Louisiana Railway &: Navigation Co., 106 I.C.C. 47 

(1925). • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Central Indiana Railway Co., 106 I.C.C. 7S (1925). • 
Gulf &: Ship Island Railroad Co., 106 I.C.C. III (1925) 
Georgi& Southern &: Florida RaIlway Co •• 106 I.C.C. 1S5 

(1925) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Mississippi River &: Bonne Terre Railway, 106I.C.C. 492 

(1926). • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Sandy River &: Rangeley Lakes Railroad, 108 I.C.C. 173 

(1926) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Tremont &: Gulf Railway Co.. 108 I.C.C. 629 (1926) 
Spokane International Railway Co.. no I.C.C. 173 

(1926) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Ulster .. Delaware RaUroeiI Co., no I.C.C. 335 (1926) 
Tennessee. Alabama &: Georgia Railroad Co •• lID I.C.C. 

595 (1926) • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Virginla-CaroUna Railway Co •• no I.C.C. 161 (1926) • 
Chicago, Milwaukee .. Guy Railway Co., 114 I.C.C. 16 

(1926) 

(,) 

$39.675.:1:17 
100499,921 

4.128.569 
1,104,125 

2,155.975 
20,161,107 

1.613,931 
19,795,959 

xI,70S,tU 
1,684.385 
1.173,268 

U,58S.119 

12,211,8.52 
1,660,340 

9,136.950 
1,829.629 
8,299,535 

3.2:10,310 

1,251,844 
1,180,366 

4.499,9.50 
5.917.741 

(.) 

$43,960,000 
lo,8n,101 

40340,000 
1,160,000 

2,.2125,000 
:n:,u2,ooo 

1,650.000 
20.700,000 

10,800,000 

1,500,000 

19,900,000 
1.800,000 
1.800.000 

13.4.50,000 

1,400,000 

1,'.5°POO 

12,800,000 
1,175,000 

10,.500,000 
1,815,000 
8,700,000 

304.50,000 

4,1.50,000-
6,200,000 

2,7.50,000 

(3) 

10.8 ... 
5·' 
5·1 •.. 
5·' ... 
•. 6 

5·1 

5" 

6 •• 
6 .• 
1·5 
6 .• 

II., 

,., 
6 •• 

13·' 
'.5 ..• 
•• 6 

,.1 
5·' I., 
5.6 
• .8 . .. .., 
,.0 

1.2 In the following table thetc 46 CaJCI are listed. In the lint column appears the 
sum of reproduction cost less depreciation, praent value of lands, and working capi .. 
tal; in the second column appears the singlc"5WD value .. found by the Commission. 
The figures relate, in all instances, 10 property "wholly oWDed and wed," including 
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absolute amount of the added allowance, or the percentage of the 
base whicb sucb allowance constitutes, is of less importance than the 
character of the elements included in the base and the fact that addi
tions to these constituent elements are generally found. The presence 
and extent of deviations from any average percentage addition casts 
serious doubt upon the contention that any rigid formula has been 
applied in reaching the figures named as final values. But the mere 

the carrier'. portion of jointly owned and used &c:ilities. The first column doea not 
include: such items, relativdy small in amount but to which the Commission has a. 
si.go.cd specific values, as "rights in public domain" and "rights in private lands," It 
will be noted that only in a single case (Ohio River. Western Railway Co •• 1:11 
Le.e. S8S) doos the fi1Ial single-sum value fail to aa:ed the depreciab:d reproduction 
cost, plus the value of land., plus working capital. 

Georgia. Florida. Alabama IWlway Co., 121 I.C.C. 419 • 
EscaD&ba • I.a.ke Superior IlaIlro&d Co., In I.C:C. 454 
Aliquippa. Southern llailroad Co., III I.C.C. 536 • • 
Detroit • Mackinac Railway Co., In I.C.C. $53. • • 
Ohio River • Western Railway Co •• In I.C,C. 585 • • 
Maccm Terminal Co., In I.C.C. 10$. • • • • • • • 
Charleston. Western Camlina Railway Co •• In I.C.C. 721 • 
Tonopah. Tidewater Railroad Co., 121 Le.C.809. . 
Copper Range Railroad Co., us I.C.C. S6. • • • • 
McKeesport Connecting Railroad Co., 12$ I.C.C. us. • 
Deaver Union Tenn1nal Railway Co .• 12$ I.C.C. 498. • 
Georgia Railroad (Lesee Organization). 125 I.C.C, 551 • 
Wichita Union TerminaJ Railway Co., uS I.C.C. 619. • 
MisIouri If North Arkansas Railroad Co., 125 I.C.C. 639 • 
GraLt WesterD Railway Co •• 125 I.C.C. 674. • • • • 
Watertown If Sious Falls Railway Co., 125 I.C.C. 701. • 
Gulf, Mobile & Northern Railroad Co., us I.C.C. 765. • 
Newburgh. South Sbore Railway Co., us I.C.C. 857. • • 

:t~:;'Ju~::~ .. F:3~~c.a1. ~.: 1~7 I~C.~. I,' 1~5 : 
Manufacturen kailway Co.. 130 I.C.C. '3. • • • 
Central of Georgia Railway Co., 130 I.C.C. 43. • • 
Pad&c • Idaho Northem Railway Co., 130 I.C.C. 169 • 
Rutland Railroad Co., 130 I.C.C. 205 . • • • • 
Dlinols TerminaJ Railroad Co., 130 I.C.C. 326. • • 
Um_ Terminal Co. (DaIla.s, Teas). 130 I.C.C, 393 • 
Cambria If Indiana Railroad Co., 130 I.C.C. 412 , 
Colorado" Wyoming Railway Co., 130 I.C.C. 446 • 
Peoria Ranway TermJnaJ Co., 130 I.C.C. 475. • 
Pere Marquette Railroad. Co., 130 I.C.C. 497 • • 
Northern Alabama Railway Co., 130 I.C.C. 596, • 
SUIlIet Railway Co., 130 I.C.C. 628. • • • • 
Apalachicola Northern Railroad Co., 130 I.C,C, 736 • , , 
Gilmore &: Pittsburgh RaIlroad Co., Limited, 130 I.C.C, In • 
Great Northern Railway Co., 133 I.C.C. I, 144. • • • 
Lake Terminal RaiJroad Co .• 133 I.C.C. 497 • • • • 
WilUallllOD " Pond Creek Railroad Co., 133 I.C.C. 564 • 
MiDneapolis & Rainy River RaUway Co., 133 I.C.C. 594 • 
SL ClaIr Terminal Railroad Co •• 133 I.C.C. 613 • • • 
Paduc:ab • Illinois Railroad Co., 133 I.C.C, 651 • • • 
LouIsiana " Arkansas Railway Co., 133 I.C.C. 687. • • • 
Troy Union Railroad Co., 133 I.C.C. 738 • • • • • • 
Norfolk" Portsmouth Belt Une Railroad Co., 133 t.C.C. 771 
New Orleans Great Nortbel'D RaDroad Co., 133 I.C.C. 825 • 
Tonopah • Goldfield Railroad Co .• 133 I.C.C. 862. • • • 
ChIc:qo. Burlington. Quinc), R.a.I1ra.d Co., 134 I.C.C. J. 57 • 

(,) 

$2,664.464 
1.689,254 
1,243.056 
6,281,191 

• 1.934,691 
1,314,908 
9,532.556 
2.555,948 
4,396,376 
1,135.412 
3.845,438 
I,UI.503 
1,9070356 
9,109.568 
1,698.994 
1,615.415 

10.215,635 
3,122,034 

313,073,662 
5,825.679 
1.267.923 

61.096,810 
2,167,506 

20,084.058 
1,160.830 
40380,8n 
3,741,035 
3,276,163 

935.890 
59.360,155 
3,068.441 
1,040,322 
1,577.478 
3.:128,162 

367.401037. 
1.983,151 
1,164.740 
1.096.471 
10319.9°4 
4,676,945 
70454,118 
1,0140381 

945,513 
6,499,665 
X,751,091 

410,8510324 

(.) 
$2,783,000 

1,167,115 
1,243040'1 
6,559.700 
1,9140400 
1,332,086 
9.9,1,825 
1,70',9,8 
4,665,180 
1.143,000 
3.861.000 
1,150.741 
1.935.000 
9,148,460 
1,766.000 
1.615.000 

10,715.000 
3,312.897 

397,360.000 
5.884.000 
1.330,000 

63.458,485 
1,167,56. 

'1,025.000 
1,204.030 
4.4°20300 
3,965.000 
303160423 
1,156.000 

62,705.398 
3,223.°00 
1.083.800 
1,640,000 
3,406,000 

382.400,000 
2,016,458 
1,292,044 
1,123,004 
1,400,000 
4.850,000 
7.148,150 
1,101.305 
1,038.750 
6.955,894 
1,8u,ISO 

496,100.000 
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existence ot rather wide variations in these percentage allowances
the absence of exact correspondence between the final valuations and 
figures computed by the formula method-does not convincingly 
negative the conclusion that the Commission has resorted to a fairly 
well-defined valuation method rather than to an entirely distinctive 
or arbitrary procedure in each case. This is the significant item in 
the situation; and it provides a reasonably adequate basis for pass
ing judgment, at least in principle, upon the Commission's general 
method of single-sum value determination. It appears beyond ques
tion that, save in exceptional circumstances, the basic single-sum 
values, as of primary valuation dates, have been built up by the sub
traction of depreciation from reproduction cost new of the structures, 
and the addition to the remainder of an amount representing present 
value of lands, a sum representing working capital, and a fair al
lowance-apparendy in fact dictated by the exercise of judgment
for other values. Reproduction cost estimates were the only struc
tural figures which the Commission was willing to accept as complete 
and accurate, and the same may be said of the present value figures 
for land. The Commission was definitely committed to the policy of 
deducting accrued depreciation; a precise amount for working capi
ta! was invariably included in the reports; and the residue must, it 
would seem, be imputed to other values-to so-called intangibles or in 
recognition of vested interests-since the Commission, explicitly, has 
never gone further than to refuse to approve specific allowances for 
such other values. The figures in the primary valuation reports are, on 
the whole, strikingly consistent with this analysis of the substantive 
content of the Commission's single-sum value determinations ... • 

808 There is little justification for construing the fact that the 1914 prices wed by 
the Commission in its reproduction cost estimates were probably a. "fait average" of 
the prices prevailing for a period of some 20 years precedingt as tantamount to the 
establishment of the primary valuations on the basis of '"actual cost. to There ouy be 
an approximate coincidence in result; but the tasks undertakto and the methods em .. 
played thercfor were in DO sense thOte of an actual cost or investment appraisal. The 
inventory was based upon a "reproduction" hypothesis. and the philosophy underlying 
specific determinations was of the same sort. In his separate opinion, concurring with 
modifications, in Petition of Natwtltzl ConfereMe on Vtdumion. 84 J.C.C. 9 (1923), 
Commissioner Potter went so tar as to say (at p. 19): '"The final and tentative yalua~ 
tions that we have made to date demonstrate conclusively that we have applied to the 
extent or domination the inelastic rule of reproduction cost without due regard to 
whether resulting values are f.air, excessiv~ or too low." But even in Exceslineome of 
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Approaching the primary valuations from this angle-.!not as hazy 
expressions of uncertain and unpredictable judgment, but essentially 
as an endorsement of reproduction cost less depreciation, plus market 
value of lands, working capital, and intangibles---=d remembering 
the conditions which surrounded their determination, what may be 
said of them? Comment upon the intrinsic merits of the original 
cost and reproduction cost principles will be reserved till the problem 
of revising these primary figures is introduced for consideration. At 
this point the Commission had no satisfactory original cost data on 
which to proceed. This fact is undoubtedly to be regretted, since, as 
previously contended and as confirmed by later experience, it was 
reasonably possible to have gathered, by resort to estimate, sufficiently 
complete and accurate figures on undissipated actual and prudent in
vestment. But even if such figures had been available, it is not at all 
certain that the situation would have permitted their direct use as a 
measure of the rate base. Even enthusiastic advotates of the invest
ment doctrine are generally willing to check their claims for its adop
tion so far as retrospective valuation is concerned, and to press them 
only with respect to valuations for the future. This concession recog
nizes the consideration due to investors whose capital commitments 
were made in the past and for the character of whose interests 
and expectations the government's own regulatory policy may be 
largely responsible. Reproduction cost is far more acceptable as the 
main constituent of a compromise rate base for the past than it is as a 
measure of value upon which earnings are to be permitted for all 
time to come. Moreover, in view of the Supreme Court's repeated 
affirmance of the fair value rule, and in view of the express require
ment of the statute that reproduction costs be ascertained, there ap
pears to be almost no likelihood that primary valuations deliberately 
constructed on an original cost or investment basis would have re
ceived judicial approval. Under these circumstances, although hypo
thetical reproduction cost is defective in principle and almost certainly 

SI. Lords & O'Fallon Ry, Co., 124 I.C.C. 3 <'927), in which the acmal cost principle 
was applied. in bringing valuations to date. the majority of the Commission, speaking 
through Commiosionel Meyer, said <at p. 37): "In all probability they [the basic 
linglc~sum values] arc above rather than below the amounts which would have rc· 
.ultcd. if complete records had been available and the investment theory of valuatiOJl 
had been employed." 
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unworkable as the basis of a continuing valuation program, it may 
well have commended itself to the Commission as the only fair, ex
pedient, and generally acceptable standard for the purposes immedi
ately at hand. So, too, with the Commission's treatment of land in 
the primary valuations. The considerations which support the incor
poration of th~ reproduction cost of carrier structures also serve the 
cause of a market value measure for carrier lands. The unearned 
increment in the case of lands is the counterpart of the enhance
ment in value resulting from price advances in the case of physical 
structures. It is true, of course, that market value for lands does not 
correspond fully to reproduction cost for physical structures. Logi
cal consistency would require the addition of condemnation or ac
quisition costs to market value. But since the strict application of the 
reproduction cost method to carrier lands would make that element 
enter into the value computations at even higher figures, the consid
erations justifYing the Commission's use of the reproduction cost data 
at least support the use of present values for the land item. Whereas 
the use of reproduction costs for structures may be a gesture in favor 
of vested interests, the refusal to add hypothetical costs of condemna
tion or acquisition for lands may be regarded as a similar move in the 
direction of protecting the users of the service. But to the judgment 
allowances for intangibles-the residue of the single-sum values over 
and above depreciated reproduction costs plus value of lands and 
working capital-approval can not be so readily granted. Every con
tention which the Commission brought to bear against specific al
lowances may be advanced with equal force against such considera
tion as results in fact in substantial additions to the rate base. If costs 
of assembling the plant, expenditures incurred in establishing the 
business, early losses, and realized earning power are expressly re
jected, of what other factors is the Commission's consideration to 
take cognizance? On what stuff' was its judgment as to other values 
to be exercised ?S .. If it be argued that past investors anticipated the 
privilege of earning on the basis of such intangible values, the Com-

'''In his distenting opinion in Atehison, Top<ko 6- s.",. p, Ry. Co .. 127 I.C.C. , 
(1927), Commissioner Eastman made the following pertinent comment (at p. 100): 
"1.0 the case .of the Santa Fe proper, the cost of reproduction less dcpreciatioa, i.e.t the 
cost of reproduction of the property in existence on valuation dare, u found to be 
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mission's own disposition of specific allowances constitutes a suffi
cient answer, since by fur the most persuasive of the claims for the 
specific inclusion of other values were of the vested interest type. 
Yet this defect is scarcely a vital stricture on the Commission's per
formance: the absolute amounts involved. though considerable. are 
not staggering; and they comprehend a large diversity of residual 
items. On the whole, then. the primary valuations clearly merit ac
ceptance. One cannot but commend the realistic manner in which, 
from the bare beginnings of March I. 1913. the Commission has mas
tered and executed the stupendous task then thrust upon it. From the 
mites and threads of valuation detail involving hundreds of carriers 
in every corner of the country. a gigantic mass of data has been as
sembled and analyzed, and from this underlying material primary 
single-sum values have been evolved which. upon proper revision, 
should provide £air and workable figures for regulatory purposes. The 
Commission's vast undertaking has been largely ~ccomplished, and 
the results. despite inevitable opposition and protest, will increasingly 
serve to mold the course of regulatory policy.·o. 

S6. TIm REVISION OF PR1MARY VALUATIONS 

But for effective use in the current regulatory process, these single
sum values must be brought up to date; which leads us to a consid
eration of the problem of revision of the primary valuations. In this 
aspect of the Commission's project, the controlling circumstances ap
pear to differ materially from those surrounding the initial determi-

$314,008,244. The present value of lands is found to be $49,210,377. and the allow .. 
ance for working capital is $12,360,000. The total of these items it S37S,578,6:u, or 
$21,'181,379 less than the final value found. How this $::u,,81,379 is to be accounted 
fot I am unable from the opinion of the majority to determine." See, also, to the same 
effect, his dissenting opillion in Gm" NonA.,.,. Ry. Co., '33 I.C.C. '. '42 ('927). 

I •• Compzre the following, for example, which appezred justified long hefore the 
primary valuations were completed: ''The contemplation is undoubtedly that the fu" 
ture valuations will in &.ct be the sum of the 'final value' and amounts which are, 
under aa:ounting rules, properly added to capital a=unl. • • • Such tow. will really 
he heterogeneous totals-bul the whole valuation, leI il again he emphasized, is to he 
judged, not by standard, of .talistical accuracy, but by results. A rapt attention to a 
demonstration of the inconsistencies of the Valuation Act is liable to leave the critic in 
the position of those, who, in the Sixteenth Century, demonstrated the Oatness of ~e 
earth while adventurous spirits were actually sailing toward the· West to reach the 
Easl." H. B. Vanderblue and K. F. Burge.s, op. <i •• , p. 352. 
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nation of single-sum values. In fixing upon a policy of revision, the 
Commission is dealing with the present and the future; and accurate 
data, particularly as to cost and investment, are fully available. The 
situation becomes transformed, it would seem, into one requiring that 
scant heed be given to factors rooted in the past; principles and prac
tices may be directed, in the main, to the demands of effective and 
expedient regulation as an original matter. The need of equitable 
treatment for investors is necessarily involved, of course, in any valua
tion task; but valuation for the future differs from retrospective valua
tion in that equity, in a forward-looking procedure, tends to become 
merged with other relevant factors, whereas, in an appraisal directed 
solely to past capital commitments, it tends to subordinate other con
siderations, however persuasive, to the dominance of its influence. 
The passage of the Valuation Act was a highly significant develop
ment. Since March I, 191], persons committing capital to the railroad 
industry have done so with the opportunity for knowledge that an 
authoritative valuation was in progress-a valuation which, when 
completed, would serve as the basis of regulatory policy. For the fu
ture, expectations were to be grounded in property valuations; and 
the task of making these property valuations, in the light of the de
mands of the regulative process, was delegated to the Commission, 
subject to such limitations only as the courts might impose. 

The O'Fallon case, the first proceeding which dealt with the prob
lem of revision of single-sum values, involved, curiously enough, not 
the matter of adjusting one of the Commission's regular primary 
valuations for possible use when occasion should arise, but rather the 
dual process of fixing a basic valuation as of June 30, 1919, and then 
revising this for annual periods thereafter for immediate use in ad
ministering the recapture provisions of the Transportation Act. ... 
When this proceeding was instituted, no valuation of that carrier's 

80S Excess Income of SI. Louis & O'Fallon Ry. Co., 124 I.e.c. 3 (1927). The 
Commission expressly pointed out the differences of approach noted above in the two 
aspects of its task. with special reference to the inBuenc:e of available data. Fiflt, it 
expressed a leaning toward the investment principle as a general standard for the de· 
termination of the rate base: "A system of valuation for rate·making purpose. based 
OD acwal. legitimate investment would have many appeaJing fcarures. By reason of 
the replacements of units of railroad property which arc continually raking place, such 
a system would tend to adjust itself to changes in the general price level. But this 
tendency would be manifested so gradually and dowly mat changes in rates nccem.. 
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properties had been made. The carrier protested that hearings for pur
poses of recapture of earnings, in advance of such definite determina
tion of property values, were premature and without legal authority; 
but the Commission hdd that to dday the operation of the recapture 
provisions until valuations and revisions under section 19a had been 
made for each of the years in which individual carriers might be sub
ject to recapture, "would most certainly defeat the purpose of such 
provisions."'" The Commission found that the valuations, whether 
under section 193 or in furtherance of the recapture clause, were alike 
designed to serve rate-making purposes, the sole point of difference 
being one of procedure---that valuations for recapture "might be 
made in a more summary manner than valuations under section 
193."808 Accordingly, hearings were hdd, and along with other testi
mony of the characteristic sort, there were introduced the underlying 
accounting, engineering, and land reports prepared by the Bureau of 
Valuation in connection with the regular section 193 investigation 
then in progress. The original cost to date of the property as a whole 
could not be ascertained; nor, because of missing records, could a 
satisfactory analysis of the road and equipment investment account 
be made. The reproduction cost new of road, equipment, and general 
expenditures, not including land, was stated as 1927,884; the reproduc
tion cost less depreciation for the same items was stated as $678>506. 
The property covered by these figures was that inventoried as of June 

tated by value changes could be made without violence or disruption to business or 
any other interests. Such a system would also recognize and protect every dollar in~ 
v...ro in railroad property. whether at high prices or at low prices" (pp. 36-37). It 
thc.o. directed attention to the obstacles, because of lack of reliable data, to the app1ica~ 
non of Inch a standard in its primary valuations, and to its freedom from such obsta~ 
del in the process of revision: ''But there arc practical difficulties in the way of the 
adoption of JUCh a system.. As we have already pointed out, there is an almost com· 
plett lack prior to '907 of the definite and dependable records which would be essen· 
tial. In reality. the valuation problem is divided into two parts, which can be quite 
clearly distinguished, and the date when our valuation work under section 19a began 
marks roughly the division line between these two partJ. Since that date we have re· 
quired the carriers to report in detail all property changes and their costs, and these 
costs <= he verified and eheeked. In the case of aU property whieh came into existenee 
prior to that date we have an inventory made by our own engineers, but DO complete, 
reliable information as to original costs. The first part of our problem, therefore. is to 
determine upon a fair single.sum value for this older property. The second part of our 
problem is to bring this value down to any subsequent date, in the light of the property 
changes ainc:e our valuation work began, of which we have complete repom" (p. 37). 

I.T Ibid., pp. 7, 19. 1.8 Ibid., p. 8. 
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30.1919. and the usual 1914 unit prices were applied. Por purposes of 
adjusting these figures to valuation date. it was found that "the actual 
cost of items included in the inventory. installed between July I, 

1914. and June 30. 1919. exceeded by $38.843.12 tbe amount of the 
estimated reproduction cost new of such items ... •oo The value of 
lands. as of June 30. 1919. was taken as $50.500; and working capital 
was included at $50.000. The sum of the figures for reproduction cost 
less depreciation. for excess actual cost of the items installed between 
July I. 1914. and June 30.1919. for lands. and for working capital was 
$817.849.12. No question was raised as to the accuracy of the basic 
figures.8lo Weighing the figures "in the light of these considerations. 
and the entire record. and viewing the carrier as a common carrier in 
successful operation and with an established business." the Commis
sion concluded "that the value for rate-making purposes of the entire 
common carrier property of the O'Pallon on June 30. 1919. was 
$850.500 .... 11 The innovation of this finding lay in the method 
adopted for removing the discrepancy which exists in the valuations 
of all carriers whose valuation dates are later than June 30. 1914. This 
discrepancy arose in the case of a carrier valued as of June 30. 1919. 
as here. from the fact that lands were appraised as of June 30. 1919. 
while structures. although inventoried as of that date. were accorded 
unit prices as of June 30. 1914. In more than 400 reports the Commis
sion had promised that "this discrepancy will be removed when the 
commission adjusts to later dates. in accordance with the require
ments of the Valuation Act, the final value herein reported."S12 The 
discrepancy was here removed. not by applying unit prices as of 

8091biJ., p. 40. 
810 "This record," said the Commission, "does not contain any evidence questioning 

the accuracy of the detailed inventory of 1919, made in the field by our engineers, DOt 

disputing the adequacy of the 1914 unit prices. In the .1919 reproduction COIl new 
and les5 depreciation schedules are included as overheads such general expenditurel in~ 
cldcnt to construction as expenses of organization. general o1ficen. Jaw, statio.oery, 
printing. taxes on structures and interest during construction, which, together with 
construction engineering, also included., aggregate 5.S per c:c:nt of the total COIb of 
reproduction less depreciation estimates. The inventoried quantities include large 
amounts added during operation, as a part of maintenance, which under a different 
method of valuation might be regarded as coming UDder the head of casu of appre
ciation." Jhitl., p. 40. 

1111biJ. For the regular Hsectioo J9a'. valuation 'of the O'Fallon, lee $1. uuil " 
O·F.J/Q. Ry. Co •• 12S I.C.C. 821 (1926). 

at. Excm Income 0' St. LoU;1 & O·Fall." Ry. Co •• 124 I.C.C. 3 (1927), p. 38. 
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valuation date (June 30, 1919), but by taking into consideration the 
excess of amounts actually paid for items of property installed be
tween June 30, 19140 and June 30, 1919, over the reproduction cost of 
these itexns at 1914 prices. The rate base, as thus constructed, was of 
heterogeneous composition: lands were taken at 1919 market value; 
structures in existence in 1914 were entered at 1914 reproduction cost 
and the remainder at actual cost; allowance was made for working 
capital; consideration was given to the established business; and judg. 
ment was exercised over all. The procedure will be reco~zed, how· 
ever, as a repudiation of the reproduction cost doctrine in its applica
tion to structures for any period beyond 1914; it foreshadowed the 
decision as to the method of revising the Commission's primary 
valuations. 

And what of the method of revision-for determining the value of 
the property of the O'Fallon as of December 31, 1920, Ig.n, 1922, and 
1923, the end of each of the recapture periods unaer consideration? 
The method which the Commission found "logical and proper for 
determining the value in the subsequent recapture periods is to add to 
or subtract from the 1919 value the net increases or decreases in the 
investment in property devoted to transportation service as deter
mined from the carrier's returns to valuation order NO.3, with due 
regard to the element of depreciation."818 It had declared earlier, as a 
groundwork for this specific conclusion, that in revising the basic 
valuations "no good reason appears for doing more than making the 
necessary adjustments to reflect the property changes which have 
since occurred and which have been fully reported to us, and to re
flect any further depreciation of the property ,"81< Application of this 
method in the instant proceeding produced the following results. For 
the ten months ended December 31, 1920, the value was found to be 
$856,00s' This amount was composed of the basic 1919 value of $850,-
500, plus the sum of $40133 which had been found to be the net cost of 
additions and betterments less retirements during the period from 
July I, 1919, to February 29> 1920, plus the further sum of $10432-
which had been found to be the average net cost of property added 
during the period of ten months extending from March I, 1920, to 

li"lnt/" p. 42 . 
... 1bid., p. 38. 
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December 31, 1920. For the calendar year 1921 the value was found to 
be $875>360. This amount was composed of the sum of $856,065 
which had been fixed as the value for the ten months ended December 
31, 1920, plus the sum of $9,237, "which is the difference between the 
average net costs of property added during these 10 months and the 
total amount thereof which remained as an investment in the prop
erty on December 31, 1920," plus the further sum of $9,968 which was 
found to be the average net cost of property added during the year 
1921. By the same method the value for the year 1922 was fixed at 
$978,874, and for the year 1923 at 5978,246 .• " Carrier lands were 
taken at their market value-not only in the basic valuation as of 
June 30, 1919, but for all subsequent periods.·' • The Commission, in 
describing for Congress the method pursued in this proceeding, spoke 
of adding to the basic 1919 value, less land and working capital, "the 
actual net cost of property installed between June 30, 1919, and each 
of the recapture periods, and amounts representing the present value 
of lands and working capital for each period.''''1 It thus appears once 
more that a rather heterogeneous and all-embracing valuation proce
dure-involving an admixture of market value, reproduction cost, 
and investment elements-was employed. The procedure was of such 
character, however, that through the gradual retirement of items of 
property installed prior to 1914> it would come in time to measure the 
value of structure&-by fur the major item in all appraisals-by ac
tual net investment; and these findings would be supplemented by 
current market values for lands, reasonable allowances for working 
capital, and, possibly, a residue of the original consideration given to 
intangibles or other values. 

The Commission's determination in the O'Fallon case unquestion
ably constituted the high-water mark of its valuation project, despite 
the subsequent reversal by the Supreme Court. !u an acceptance, for 
the most part, and at least for the furure, of the actual investment 
principle-thereby reducing the tasks of "valuation" largely to a 
process of bookkeeping-it was outstanding among authoritative de
terminations in this field. The element of investment, chiefly in the 

·"lbUl., pp. 4 .... 43. 
aus Ibid .• pp. 23, 42-43. 
I1T A •• oaI Report, 19", pp. ,6--!,. 
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form of original cost of the property, had always been included 
among the relevant t.cts to be considered, though it was generally 
subordinated to other t.ctors. Students of valuation had long sought 
to elevate investment to a position of dominance in the determina
tion of the rate base; but authoritatively, despite the growing dis
satisfaction with the vagaries of the reproduction cost theory, there 
had been no marked trend in the direction of according exclusive or 
even controlling weight to actual capital commitments.SlB The Su
preme Court. in any event, appeared to have definitely declined to 
substitute the "prudent investment" doctrine for the "&ir value" rule. 
Under these circumstances, although the Commission's position was 
foreshadowed by prior collateral holdings, its acceptance of actual in
vestment as the single consideration to be given eff'ective weight in 
revising the primary valuations of carrier structures for the purposes 
of executing the provisions of the Transportation Act came as a 
rather startling development. An appraisal of this phase of the valua
tion project must first examine the reasons advanced by the Commis
sion itself in support of its decision. 

It is will to bear in mind that the Commission recognized the 
O'Fallon proceeding as a test case. It declared that "what we do in 
this case we must in principle do for all the railroads in the United 
States," and that "having in mind, as we must, the whole railroad 
situation, the decision is of the greatest consequence from both private 

818 But compare the following from the separate opinion of Justice Brandeis in 
S. W. Tel. Co. v. Pub. SntI. Comm., 262 U.S. 276 (1923), at pp. 301-302: ''The 
conviction is widespread that a sound conclusion as to the actual value of a utility is 
not to be ccachcd by a meticulous study of conBicting estimates of the cost of rep~ 
ducing new the congerie. of old machinery and equipment, called the plant, and the 
still more fanciful estimates concerning the value of the intangible elements of an 
established business. Many commbsions, like that of Massachusetts, have declared re· 
ce.otly that 'capital honestly and prudently invested· mwt, under normal conditions, be 
taken as the controlling factor in fixing the basis for computing fair and reasonable 
ratel." Examine also, in note 61 to the above, the analysis by the learned Justice of 363 
cases in the Public Utility Rcports for 1920, 1921, 1922, and 1923 (to March I), in 
which questions of value were dClC1'mined. His general conclusion as to these cases was 
u follows: "Reproduction cost at unit prices prevailing at the date of valuation ap
pears to bave been the predominant element in fixing the ra .. base in ooly 5. In 63 the 
commission severely criticized, or expressly repudiated, this measure of value. In. 
nearly all of the 363 cases, except 5, the commission either refused to pay heed to this 
f2ctoc u the measure of value. or indeed as evidence of any great weight." Sec, also, 
Edwin C. Goddard. ''The Evolution of Cost of Reproduction as the Rate Base," HIII"-
11111'4 J.."u" Review, vol. 41 (March, 1928). at p. 574. 
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and public viewpoints."819 The Commission felt, furthermore, that 
the situation was so novel in character as to justify a reexamin~tion 
and possibly a substantial modification of the traditional valuation 
principles which had been worked out in the multitude of commis
sion and court cases relating for the most part to local utilities. "It may 
well be," was its frank announcement, "that the valuation of rail
roads on a national scale requires the beginning of a new chapter in 
valuation."·" The Commission's argument, thorough and well rea
soned, was couched almost exclusively in pragmatic terms. That per
mitting reproduction cost to determine the rate base would produce 
undesirable practical effects upon the primary interests involved
upon the national transportation system, upon the industrial structure 
of the country, upon the regulative process itself-was the dominant 
note of its attack upon the claims of the carriers and the controlling 
impetus of its sponsorship of the investment principle. The Commis
sion's point of departure was a telling critique of the current repro
duction .cost doctrine being urged upon it. "This insistence upon cost 
of reproduction new at current prices to the exclusion of everything 
else, at least of everything that might tend to a lower value, calls for 
the. closest scrutiny," said the Commission, particularly in view of 
"the price revolution" which had taken place since the World 
War.··l Specifically, the Commission argued: first, that the use of the 
reproduction cost method is attended by serious practical difficulties; 
second, that it would occasion extreme fluctuations in rates, to the 
decided detriment of the transportation system and the users of the 
service; third, that the actual course of events disclosed both the ab
sence of need, and the impracticability, of inflating the rate base 
above the levels which had been applied since the beginning of the 
war period; and fourth, that the benefits of current reproduction 
costs, by a=uing primarily to the holders of common stock, would 
serve principally to stimulate speculative activity. h is necessary, now, 
to note briefly the Commission's analysis of eam of these considera
tions. 

(I) By way of introduction, and merely as "an incidental objec-

'10 Eum 1neome of SI. Louis & O'FaJlmJ Ry, Co" 1241,C,C. 3 ('927), at p. 26. 
820 Ibid., p. 27. 

'·'1bid., pp. 2~9. 
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tion to the use of current cost of reproduction as the basic measure of 
'fair value,'" the Commission directed attention to the unreliability 
of such reproduction cost estimates. It was conceded that the method 
had been used in the past, but largely because no alternative was 
available. Because "railroads and public utilities, so far as they were 
constructed in the last century, and to some extent in the early years 
of this century, were in general built and financed and administered 
in such a way that no dependable record was kept of either what 
they sbould have cost or what they actually did cost • • • it was 
natural that COst of reproduction sbould come into use as an impor
tant factor in determining a reasonable rate base.' .... But not only is 
the reproduction hypothesis speculative and laden with uncertainty, 
but serious practical difficulties are inevitably encountered, because of 
a dearth of reliable data from which accurate estimates may be made. 
This is particularly true of any sbort period of time. The character of 
the record in the instant proceediog provided a oonvincing illustra
tion. An attempt was made to estimate reproduction costs for the 
period of 1920 to 1923, inclusive. But there had been very little new 
railroad construction in these years, so that the witnesses, both for the 
carrier and for the bureau, were forced to rely "in large part upon 
manufacturers'records and price statistics appearing in various publi
cations, and to a lesser extent upon cost of construction actually in
curred by railroads in that period ... • .. Synthetic estimates of recon
struction costs derived from statistics of price and wage changes £ail 
to make allowance for improved methods of building and assembly. 
The Commission had found that between 1900 and 1914 improve
ments in the art of construction had largely offset the increase in the 
cost of labor and materials during those years; how far a similar offset 
had developed between 1920 and 1923 was not disclosed by the 
record.· .. 

'221bUl., p. 29. "In the absence of complete and reliable records," continued the 
Commissicm, "i. was .. gardod. in a period of gradually rising prices, u providing a 
rate base amply remunerative to the private owners, for there was reason to believe 
that it was at leut IOmewhat in excess of the original Guday .. • 

III Ibid. 
12'In applying these coDJiderations to the specific record before it, the Commission 

declared that IICVeo. if the cost of reproduction.new in 1920 were to be regarded as a 
conuolling clement there is Dot in the present record evidence showing what it might 
have COlt to .. produce the property of the O"FallOD a. tha. tim .... ''The only .vidence 
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(2) Passing on to its chief contention from the standpoint of policy
governing principle, the Commission found the current reproduction 
cost doctrine seriously defective as a matter of policy. Rate regulation 
necessarily involves limitations upon private rights; the only require
ment is that these limitations be not confiscatory. But the constitu
tional prohibitions do not define confiscation; "what is just and in 
harmony with sound public policy," as conceived by the Supreme 
Court, constitutes, ultimately, the controlling factor. "Nor is there any 
abstract standard of justice that can be applied. The question in many 
aspects is one of mct, and the answer, if it is to be wise and sound, 
requires knowledge of actual conditions and a consideration of prac
tical results."·'· The objective of the regulatory process, particularly 
in the matter of income control of which the task of valuation is a 
part, is the maintenance of an adequate national system of railroad 
transportation. The maintenance of such a system requires a con
tinuous inflow of capital; and, under private ownership, assurance 
that this inflow of capital will be forthcoming must rest in a policy 
of so treating the capital already committed to the public service as 
"to invite and encourage further investment." Under such treat
ment there can be no confiscation. Nor is there justification for a 
regulatory policy "which is to any considerable degree more liberal 
to the private owners than is necessary to maintain good credit under 
reasonably prudent, economical, and efficient management.""· With 

in this respect," it continued, "is that of the relation of general prices in 1914 and in 
]920 and the other recapture years. CoSb of railroad building, owing to improvements 
in methods and economies thereby effected, did not vary gready during the period of 
20 years preceding 19141 although the prices of labor and marerial 8uctuatcd. There is 
no testimony here as to how much it cost to build any railroad or any substantial part 
of onc in any of the recapture periods. and for that reason it is impossible to make a 
comparison of such cosU in the two periods. It is Dot safe to assume, at the O'Fallon 
has assumed, that COSts of building railroads have varied in recent yean in direct ratio 
to the variation in costs of commodities in general we, or in the costJ of maccria1. or 
labor generally:' Ibid •• p. 4'. 

82151bitJ., p. 30. 
8281biJ. The Commission recalled the 6.ct that, along with 'the .. &it value" rule, 

Justice Haclan had also enunciared the following doctrine in Smyln v. Amel, 169 U.s, 
466 (.898), at p. 544: "A railroad is a public: highway, and none the 1 ... 10 bec.awe 
mnstructed and maintained through the agency of a corporation deriving ill aistence 
and powers from the State. Such a corporation was created for public purposes. It per. 
forms a function of the State. Its authority to exercise the right of eminent domain 
and to charge tolls was given primarily for the benefit of the public.·· Furthermore, 
and as bearing more directly upon its conteDtion that railroads are DOt entided to any 
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these ends in view, the Commission declared that "plainly stability of 
income and return is a prime requisite"; which, in turn, necessitates 
stability in the rate base. As to income and return: "To say nothing of 
the disastrous effect upon the business and commercial world, violent 
fluctuations from heights of prosperity to depths of poverty are rail
road conditions utterly inconsistent with the necessary attraction of 
private capital .. ; and as to the rate base: "If it is permitted to fluctu
ate with each change in general price level, and if rates must be ad
justed accordingly, there can be no promise of a stable return to in
vestors."82'I' But these sharp variations, with their deleterious effect 
upon credit, would necessarily follow the adoption of current repro
duction costs as the measure of the rate base--"wide and frequent 
fluctuations both up and down are inevitable ... • .. Por purposes of 
illustration, the Commission pointed out the range and frequency of 
the fluctuations that would thus ensue, both for the O'P allon and for 
the railroad system as a whole. In case of the O'Pallon, using the 
bureau's price ratios, as compared with the 1914 level, of 230 for 
1920, of 195 for 1921, of 157 for 1922, and of 174 for 1923, the in
creases and decreases in the elements of rates and charges attributable 
to return on capital would have been as follows: an increase of II4.64 
per cent in 1920; a decrease of 14.38 per cent in 1921; a further de
crease of 18.23 per cent in 1922; an increase of 9.98 per cent in 1923. 
And turning to the effect of applying the current reproduction cost 
doctrine to the property of the railroads as a whole, the Commission, 
taking 18 billions as the basic value of carrier structures at 1914 unit 
prices, as of June 30, 1919, and applying the bureau's ratios thereto, 
found that "the value of precisely the same structures would have be
come 41-4 billions in 1920, 35.1 billions in 1921, 28.3 billions in 1922, 
and 31.3 billions in 1923 ...... Even in a static property, therefore, im
mense increases and decreases in the rate base would necessarily have 

higher returns than are necessary to maintain good credit, the Commission quoted 
the following pronouncement of Chief Justice Taft in DaylO,.-Goos~ C,.~ek Ry. v. 
U.s .• 263 U.S. 456 (1924), at p. 481: "'By investment in a business dedicated to the 
public service the owner mwt recognize that, as compared with investment in private 
business, he cannot expect either high or speculative dividends but that his obligation 
limits bim to only &ir or reasonable profit." 

12f E:teess Income of SI. Louis & O'Fallon Ry. Co., SUprll. p. 30. 

8281biJ., p. 31. 
128 thill., p. 32. 
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followed: an increase of 234 billions in 1920; a decrease of 6,3 billions 
in 1921; a further decrease of 6.8 billions in 1922; an increase of 3 
billions in 1923. "These huge 'profits' and 'losses' would have 0c

curred," said the Commission, "without change in the railroad prop
erty used in the public service other than the theoretical and specula
tive change der.ived from a shifting of general price levels. To put it 
still more graphically, by the application of the current reproduction 
cost doctrine the assumed base of 18 billions would have been in
creased in 1920 by a sum greater than the present national debt (about 
19 billions), and the transportation burden upon the people of the 
country would have been correspondingly increased without the in
vestment of a single dollar by those who would reap the benefits.' .... 
But railroad property is in fact not static. Between the years 1920 and 
1926, inclusive, for example, an approximate net investment of 4 bil
lions was made in additions, betterments, and new construction. 
These accretions to carrier property were paid for at prices current at 
time of acquisition-prices which all exceeded, and some in very great 
measure, the prices prevailing at the time of this proceeding. Upon 
the assumption of an average decline of 25 per cent in unit prices, "a 
valuation under the current reproduction cost doctrine would wipe 
out one billion of that additional investment.''"·' Reliance upon 
changing prices in the establishment of the rate base might thus 
prove directly harmful to the investor as well as to the user of the 
service.s82 

aaoIbiJ. 
lit Ibid. The Commission applied this analysis. concretely, to the calC of the 

O'Fallon: "The taIlacy of basing reproduction cost upon price curvet or ratio. it 
clearly indicated by the tabulatiom introduced by the carrier. As we have moWD, a 
witness for the carrier developed reproduction costs for the JeVeral recapture periods 
by the we of ratios, using as a base the cost of reproduction new resulting from appli. 
cation of 1914 prices to the inventory as shown in the underlying engineering report. 
By this method be developed for the O'Fallon a reproduction cost of road and equip
ment, not including land. of $2,112,108 for the period ended December 31, 1920. Por 
the period ended Docembcr 31, 1922, !hi. method developed fOr the same property, to 
which had been added in the meantime DCl additions and bettcrmenu of $125.156, • 
reproduction cost of $1,471.026, or a decrease of slighdy more man 30 per cent in the 
value base in a period of tremendous national prosperity during which the business of 
the railroads of the country reached Dew records for volume, with marked increases ill 
oct revenue from railway operations." !WI .. p. 41 . 

•• 2 Compare the following &om the opinion of JwriCC' Brandeis in S. W. Tel. Co. v. 
Pub. Set' •. Comm .• 262 U.S. 276 (1923). at pp. 302-304: "'To require that reptoduc-
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(3) From a consideration, as above, of the consequences that in
here in the adoption of the current reproduction cost doctrine, the 
Commission passed to a survey of the actual course of events, in 
order to determine the need of the higher values contended for under 
this doctrine and the practicability of applying them, During the 
period of Federal Contro~ it was recalled, the owners of the railroads 
were paid a rental for the use of their properties based upon the aver
age net railway operating income for the three years ending June 30, 
191j'---Q rental which proved generally satisfactory to the carriers, but 
which was determined "without regard to the rapidly mounting gen
eral price level." In 1920, upon the return of the roads to their private 
owners, the general rate increases authorized were computed on an 
aggregate figure, as a base, which was below that representing the 
recorded investment for which the carriers contended; no claim was 
made for a rate base reflecting "the current price level," and the in
creases authorized were accepted "without compIalnt." In the general 
reduction in rates required by the Commission in 1922, the value fig
ures used were similar to those employed in 1920, and "this reduction 
was not contested by the carriers," And in 1926, when a general rate 
increase proposed by the roads in the western district was denied by 
the Commission, the carriers "asked only that their aggregate re
corded investment in road and equipment and working capital be 
used as a base," conceding "that traffic probably could not bear rates 
based on any higher amount,"··· "It appears, therefore," concluded 
the Commission, "that since the price revolution brought about by the 
World War, the railroads have not had nor have they sought returns 
based upon 'values' swollen in harmony with the rise in general price 

tion Q)lt at the date of the rate hearing be given weight in fixing the rate base may 
IUbject investors to heavy losses when the high war and post-war price levels pass-+ 
and the price trend is again downward. The aggregate of the investments which have 
already been made at high costs since 1914. and of those: which will be made before 
prices and costa can &It heavily, may lOOn exceed. by far the depreciated value of all 
the public utility invCltme.nU made theretofore at relatively low coat. For it must be 
borne in mind that depreciation is an annual charge. That accrued on planu COD

ItrUCted in the long years prior to 1914 is much larger than that accruing 011 the 
propenica installed. in the ahorter period since," See. also, DOtes 63 and 64 to the 
above. in which the probable behavior of prices. in the light of past experience, was 
analyzed. and in which the coursc of investment at the then prevailing high price level 
wu indicated . 

... ban lflt:Ome of SI. Louis & O'Flllion Ry. Co .• ",,,... pp. 32-33. 33. 
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levd."·" They even failed, on the average, to earn the fair return 
which the rates fixed as above were designed to yidd. They were dis
inclined, despite this circumstance, to seek further general advances 
in rates because of a realization "that to do so would be to risk con
flict with inexorable economic conditions.""· The Commission then 
proceeded to set forth the results, with special reference to the credit 
standing of the carriers, which Bowed from this state of facts. Be
tween 1920 and 1926, inclusive, railroad investment, derived in sub
stantial part from earnings, had increased by $4,000,000,000; the mar
ket for railroad securities had steadily improved, with a downward 
trend in interest rates; the credit of the carriers had been so rehabili
tated that new financing through stock issues was becoming feasible; 
though the trend of general prices had been downward since 1920, 
the trend of railroad securities had been decidedly upward, with a 
very great enhancement of their aggregate market values. Such a 
showing, it was submitted, could not reasonably be construed as in
volving confiscation; yet the conclusion that confiscation existed, even 
in case of some of the most prosperous carriers, could not be avoided 
if the claims for inflated values, in terms of the reproduction cost 
theory, were recognized as valid.sSO And these claims were being 
pressed, in face of the generally admitted inability of the traffic to 
bear clrarges based on such values. In the words of the Commission: 
"If it had been applied in 1920, the current reproduction cost doctrine 
would have required general increases in rates very much higher than 
those which we authorized. The latter ranged from 25 to 40 per cent. 

·"Ibid., p. 33. 
·"Ibid. 
ala Commissioner Eastman, in his separate concurring opinion, directed attention to 

the income that would remain with the carrier after recaprure. "Iest there be any pas-
sible impression that the O'Fallon bu been trC2red harshly in this proceeding." Such 
remaining income, foc the three full recapture years. would constiwtC. the following per· 
CCDUgcs of the amount found 10 he the "fair value" of the property: 13-44 per cent for 
1921; 11.43 per (Cnt for 1922; and u.64 per cent for 1923. "Bear in mind." he de .. 
clared ... that the f.Ur value represents a maximum estimate of every doJlar that hat 
gone into the propeny lesl a probably inadequate deduction for depreciation. The re· 
maining income in each of these years . . . would bave permitted, after the ac:cwnu· 
!anon of the reserve fund provided for in section J sa. the payment of interest on all 
indebtedness and the declaration of dividendi on the outstanding stock of 24 per cent 
in 1921, '1 per cent in 1922, and 23 per cent in 1923. Of the $410.000 of stock. out· 
standing. $260,000 represents the equivalent of a stock .dividend declared in 1917 ... 
this confiscation I" Ibid., p. 57. 
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It is quite conceivable that with the then current reproduction cost as 
the rate base increases of from 75 to 90 per cent might have been 
necessary. Neither the country nor the carriers could have endured 
such a rise in freight charges. Even now, when the general price level 
is materially lower than it was in 1920, a rate base so determined 
would in all probability require rates which the carriers would as a 
matter of self-interest hesitate to charge .••• This amounts to saying 
that under such a doctrine of fair value the carriers would as a mat
ter of self..interest choose confiscation. Plainly a doctrine which leads 
to such a conclusion is irrational"'" 

(4) Finally, as a further practical consequence of the adoption of 
the current reproduction cost doctrine, the Commission emphasized 
the fiuniliar fuet that the gains and losses resulting from changing 
price levels would a=ue, in gready magnified measure, primarily to 
the common shareholders, and would thus operate as a stimulant to 
unrestrained speculation in the securities markets.' The acceptance of 
current reproduction costs was being increasingly urged as a means 
of affording compensation, under rising prices, for the decline in pur
chasing power of the monetary unit. But who would reap the benefit 
of thus making allowance for the depreciated dollar? About one
third of railroad investment is represented by common stocks, the 
income of which is contingent upon earnings; the remainder is repre
sented by bonds and other securities which carry a fixed income re
turn, as a maximum, regardless of the amount of carrier earnings. It 
is apparent, therefore, that the benefits of any increase in valuation 
resulting from a general rise in the price level "would be reaped three
fold by the holders of common stock"; and that under the very high 
level of prices then prevailing, the result, assuming that the traffic 
would bear the necessary increases in charges, "would involve re
turns to the common-stock holders grotesque in their proportions, 
and particularly grotesque when considered as the limit below which 
confiscation would ensue.'''·· Nor, contended the Commission, would 

lIT lbiJ.~ p. 34. Sec. also. on the general matter of the fairness of the Commis~ 
sion"' valuations to existing investors, James C. Bonbrigbt, "'Railroad Valuation with 
Special Refcreru:e to the O'Fallon Decision," Americtm Eeonomir: Rniew, vol. t8 
(March, 1928, Supplement). at pp. 198-205 . 

• "lbUl •• P. 35. Compare the following canere .. illustration as applied to the field 
of local utilities: '1f a plant had been built in times of low costs, at SI,OOO,ooo. and 
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corresponding losses, as an offset, necessarily be suffered by the com
mon shareholders in the event of a declining price level. As a practi
cal matter, the need of maintaining an adequate transportation sys
tem would serve as an effective check, regardless of the matter of 
theoretical consistency, upon permitting stockholders to suffer such 
losses as would: impair railroad credit, to the serious detriment of the 
entire industrial structure. Experience has demonstrated that the gen
eral price level is never stable, and reliance upon its shifting currents 
would but intensifY speculative activity in the securities markets. 
"The conception of a rate base and returns thereon fluctuating up and 
down with changes in the level of general prices is a conception 
which, if carried into actual operation, could have no appeal except to 
stock-market speculators. It would be difficult to conceive of any 
plan more conducive to the encouragement of unrestrained specula
tion in railroad shares than such a method of valuation. In all proba
bility it would provide a feast superior to anything which the bulls 
and bears have enjoyed since the creation of stock exchanges:"'· In 
these circumstances, the Commission returned to its emphasis upon 
stability as the prime requisite, from the standpoint of investors as 
well as of the users of the transportation service. By way of sum
marizing its attack upon the current reproduction cost doctrine, the 
Commission concluded: "There is nothing more disturbing to com
merce and industry than the prospect of frequent and abrupt shifts 
in the general freight rate level; and there is nothing more disturbing 
to investors, as distinguished from speculators, than the prospect of 
frequent and wide shifts in security values. Public regulation of rail
roads, if it is to be successful, must rest upon a firm foundation and 
be guided by principles which will lend confidence to industry and 
investment. The current reproduction cost theory of 'fair value' is 

the capital had been raised to the extent of 5750,000 by an iuue at pat of 5 per 
cent. 30·year bonds and to the exlent of $%50,000 by stock. at pat, and 10 yean later 
the price level was 75 per cenL higbCl' and the interest rates 8 per cent., it would be a 
fantastic result to hold that a rate was confiscatory, unless it yielded 8 per cenL on 
the then reproduction cost of $1.75°,000; for that would yield an income of $140,000. 
which would give the bondholders $31,500, and to the holden of the $%50,000 atoc:k. 
$102,500. a return of 41 per cent. per annum:' From the opinion of Justice BrandeiJ 
in S. W. Tel. Co. v. Pub. S"v. Comm., 262 U.S. 276 (192,3), at p . .305. 

119 Ex«sslncome of St. Lollis & O'Ftdlon Ry. Co., $II".., p. 35. 
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utterly inconsistent with this end, and in our judgment it is equally 
inconsistent with any sound conception of justice."·" 

From this analysis of unreliable estimates of current reproduction 
costs, sharp fluctuations in both rate base and charges, unnecessary 
and futile inflation of values, grotesque earnings for common share
holders, and orgies of speculation on the securities markets, the Com
mission turned to a more alluring picture, by way of positive justifi
cation for the methods it had employed. Much of the Commission's 
constructive case was implicit in its trenchant attack upon the claims' 
of the carriers; it was but necessary to draw the threads together and 
articulate the rationale of its procedure. Basically, the Commission 
contended that the determination of the rate base must be guided by 
the realities which govern the development of the railroad system. 
There is a perpetual flow of new materials into the system; at any 
one moment it is the result of a great diversity of "?ntributions, made 
at different times and under varying conditions. "Just as the water of 
the Mississippi at New Orleans is composed of waters from myriads 
of different sources," said Commissioner Meyer graphically, "so a 
railroad system is a composite of materials acquired at myriads of 
different prices and at infinitely varying periods of time, and put into 
the plant at many different levels of wages. Neither the highest price 
nor the lowest, nor the average, nor any price in between, represents 
the outlay made for the system. The only thing that does and can 
represent what the investor has contributed to the value of the prop
erty is the aggregate amount which was paid for the many different 
items in the perpetual stream of metamorphosing railroad struc
tures."·41 A recognition of the realities of the situation, according to 
this view, would lead to the acceptance of the principle of actual in
vestment in the establishment of the rate base. But the Commission 
was engaged in a severely practical task, rather than in a mere aca
demic determination of guiding principles. The lack of reliable data 
as to original cost or past investment-that is, for the period preceding 
strict accounting control and the initiation of the valuation project
necessitated the fixing of primary valuations, as already described, in 

... !hid., pp. 35-36 • 
• ., Ibid., p. 36. 
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reliance upon a great variety of relevant facts; but full and accurate 
data were available as to the actual experience of the carriers in the 
matter of capital commitments since 1914, and no good reason ap
peared, in bringing these primary valuations to date, for going fur
ther than to make such adjustments, in terms of recorded invest
ment, as would reflect the property changes that had occurred in the 
interim. "By ·the adoption of such a method of bringing values down 
to date," said the Commission, "we shall achieve the stability of rate 
base which we have found to be essential to a wise and just plan of 
public regulation. The method has the further advantages, also, that 
it is simple and easy of application and involves no great expense or 
delay and that its results are capable of reasonably accurate forecast. 
It insures fair treatment to the investor because a &ir return will be 
secured for every dollar that has gone into the project, provided, of 
course, that traffic is available. Whatever the price level may be, how
ever severe the fluctuations, this method will result in yielding a fair 
return on every dollar invested and remaining in the property. This 
is the greatest assurance that can be held out to prospective investors. 
No stronger inducements can be offered in fairness to all the inter
ested parties."842 Finally, recalled the Commission, the rate of re
turn, as well as the rate base, is an integral constituent of the proc
ess of regulating earnings and of the constitutional protection against 
confiscatory action. The Commission is not only charged with the 
duty of allowing a fair return on the value of the property, and of 
determining from time to time what percentage of such value consti
tutes a fair return, but it is expressly directed to give due consid
eration "to the transportation needs of the country and the necessity 
(under honest, efficient, and economical management of existing 
transportation facilities) of enlarging such facilities in order to pro
vide the people of the United States with adequate transportation." 
In other words, the Commission is under obligation, regardless of 
the rate base, to adjust earnings in such a way as will encourage in
vestment and maintain credit. If this mandate is carried out by the 
Commission-and the substantive end involved can be accomplished 
more readily and more justly through direct modifications in the 
fair return allowed than through the indirect method of changing 

···Ibid .• p. 38. 
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the basic value-confiscation cannot result. "The prime requisites 
for the rate base," the Commission emphasized once more by way of 
conclusion, "are stability, reliability, and relative ease of adjustment 
to property changes.' ..... 

The reasoning of the Commission has been set forth at length in 
order that it may speak very largely for itsel£ It is of the sort, essen
tially, which a responsible administrative tribunal, conscious of the 
obligations imposed upon it, would be expected to advance. In the 
controversy as between reproduction cost and actual investment as the 
controlling measure of the rate base, the Commission's conclusions 
appear to be sound, and they were supported, on the whole, by con
vincing considerations. One cannot but accord approval to the Com
mission's decision to speak out its mind on the question, regardless 
of the status of judicial authority. Both of its reasons for doing SO 

are persuasive: valuation is essentially a technical matter, on which 
the Commission, as an expert body in constant touch with the realities 
of the situation, might well expect to inlluence if not to guide the 
courts; and the problem, in its national aspects, was essentially a 
novel one, in solving which the Commission was the natural ageney 
to blaze the trail. But its discussion, running almost wholly in terms 
of the practical effects of alternative policies, probably served these 
general purposes less well than it did the immediate one of estab
lishing the ade9.uaey of the specific valuation at issue. Its reliance on 
pragmatic considerations, without elaborating the fundamentals in 
which they were grounded, and its fuilure to articulate fully the rela
tionship between valuation and the larger ends of the regulatory 
process, are chiefly responsible for such shortcomings from a general 
standpoint as may be said to characterize the report. 

The Commission declared that the ascertainment of reproduction 

"'lbitl., p. 39. There were vigorow dissents from the majority decision. These dis
IICDts were of two kinds: those going to the merits of the alternative valuation prin .. 
ciples, and those proceeding on the ground that the Commission had adopted a proce
dure contrary to the law of the land as laid down by the Supreme Cowt. The latter 
view was embraced in the separate dissenting expression of Commissioner Aitchiso.o. 
(p. 64); and it was the principal basis of the dissenting opinion of Commissioner 
Hall (pp. 59'"64), concurred in by Commissioners Aio:hison. Woodlock, and Taylor. 
Commissioner Woodlock, in a separate expression (pp. 64-(6), found himself in 
fimdame.ntal disagreement with the majority's "main uguments of an economic na .. 
ture"; and Commisoioner Taylor, thougb.hU separate expression (pp. 61H>g) is rather 
confused. also appeared to dissent on the merits. See, also. pp. 134-137. IfIpr& 
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costs is beset with practical difficulties; but the difficulties it stressed, 
while sufficient to prevent a finding of value on the basis of current 
reproduction costs in the instant proceeding, did not go to the heart 
of the matter. The vitiating difficulties that inhere in the reproduc
tion cost theory-the artificial character of the entire procedure, with 
its fanciful hypotheses and ridiculously detailed inventories, the bog 
of uncertainty that surrounds its results, the inevitable dilatoriness 
with which these results arc achieved for use in a regulatory process 
that should be sensitively responsive to changing needs, the costliness 
of the methods involved, and the permanence of the required valua
tion task9-were either entirely ignored or referred to only inciden
tally. Yet no authoritative body was ever in better position to empha
size these aspects of the reproduction cost doctrine; its experience 
with the primary valuations afforded testimony of the most potent 
sort. The Commission's argument from the standpoint of policy, 
moreover, while very telling in its practical implications, raised ques
tions of principle which it would have done well to answer, or to 
eliminate as irrelevant to the valuation issue. Concern was expressed 
by the Commission over the frequent and wide fluctuations in both 
the rate base and the level of charges that would ensue upon the usc 
of current reproduction costs, with attendant gains and losses to com
mon shareholders. But are not these fluctuations part and parcel of 
our industrial and financial structure and experienced by all busi
nesses? Again, if; as the Commission ~nCeded, operating costs nor
mally increase during periods of rising prices, why should capital 
costs be artificially restrained from rising, since it is often assumed 
that the investor furnishes the services of his capital currently, even 
though it was originally committed during periods of low prices? 
Further, it may be asked, arc not the users of transportation service 
better able to pay high rates during periods when general prices are 
rising than to continue to pay the same rates during periods when 
general prices arc falling? A similar question is raised by the con
tention that the current reproduction cost doctrine alone affords a 
means for drawing into the railroad industry the proper amount of 
capital, in view of the alternative outlets for its usc, and thereby &
cilitates the mOst effective application of the community's productive 
resources. Would not protection of the actual investment, it may be 
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urged, tend artificially to stimulate capital commitments for railroad 
purposes during periods of fiilling prices, and correspondingly to re
strict such commitments during periods of rising prices? While the 
disposition of these questions was implicit in the reasoning of the 
Commission's opinion,'" failure to accord them express considera
tion might invite misgivings as to the fund2mental validity of the 
Commission's position .... 

Yet in part, at least, the Commission was justified in avoiding dis
cussion of these larger issues, since they involve not merely the mat
ter of determining the rate base, but the whole complex of considera
tions affectiog the levd of rates and earnings. In discussions of 
valuation there prevails a common tendency to identifY unduly poli
cies affecting the rate base with policies respectiog transportation 
charges and financial returns; and there prevails a similar and re
lated tendency to conceive these problems in terms too static to be 
realistic. In its very proper emphasis upon the importance of stability 
in the railroad industry, the Commission appears to have claimed too 
much in suggesting that the investment doctrine would lead, not only 
to stability of the rate base, but of rates and of income as wdl. When 
it is admitted, as it must be, that the rate of return upon the rate base 
is a coordinate factor in income control, and may be adjusted as condi
tions demand, the door is left open for fluctuations in financial re
turn; and when it is further admitted, as it must be, that whatever 
the rate base, earnings must be adjusted with reference to the trans
portation needs of the country, the debate over valuation doctrine, 

'" For a more direct consideration of some of these issues, 5CC: Commissioner East~ 
man', leparate concurring opinion, at pp. 49-59. Sec, also, his elaborate dissent in 
Stili Petl"" Los A.,<let /I< S.II 1AI(e R. R. Co., 75 I.C.C. 463 (1923), at pp. 523-567. 

au For able support of the CWTent reproduction cost doctrine on economic grounds, 
with detailed consideration of the Wucs briefly raised above, see Frederic G. Dorcty, 
"The Function of Reproduction Cost in Public Utility Valuation and Rate Making," 
HtII'lIl11'tl lAw Review_ vol. 37 (December, 1923), pp. 173-200i and especially H. G. 
Brown. I'Railroad Valuation and Rate Regulation," loumal of Polilieal Economy, vol. 
33 (October, 1935), pp. 505-530, vol. 34 (August, 1926), pp. 50o-so8, '-&ooomic 
Basis and Limiu of Public Utility llcgulatioo," Reporu of America Bar ArsoeiatiotJ, 
voL 53 (1928), pp. 71M37. "Present Costs," Public Utilities Fortnightly, March 7, 
1929, pp. 237-246, and other publications by same author. For a critique of the views 
of Do.rety and Brown, with special reference to the acceptance of reproduction costs 
as a device for maintaining rates at competitive price levels, see James C. Bonbright. 
''The Economic Meriu of Original Cost and Reproduction Cost," HIlf'fIIlTJ La", k
f1kw~ vol. 41 (March, 1928). at pp. 60g-614. 
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from this standpoint, loses some of its seeming importance. The test 
of credit standing, by which the Commission demonstrated the ade
quacy of railroad earnings during the middle 1920's, unquestionably 
served to show the impropriety of such operating returns as the repro
duction cost method of valuation might have indicated, but it served 
equally well to .show the tenuous influence of any valuation policy 
upon the course of development. Had the immediate task in the 
O'Fallon case been the adjustment of rates and not the recapture of 
past earnings, with its greater possibility of confiscation and its obvi
ously direct use of property value, the Commission might well have 
refrained from arguing the valuation issue. The looseness, as a practi
cal matter, of the relationship between valuation and rate and income 
control becomes even more apparent when it is recognized that, under 
the immediate circumstances surrounding cases pressing for solution, 
dynamic rather than static considerations are chiefly operative. Under 
such conditions, and they are well illustrated by the developments of 
the depression, little merit attaches either to the argument that rates 
based on reproduction cost will vary with the ability of traffic to bear 
them, while earnings will conform to the competitive situation, or to 
the argument that regard for actual cost will provide an oasis of sta
bility, with respect to both rates and earnings, amid the general ec0-

nomic uncertainty • Variations in the price level are commonly accom
panied by even more pronounced variatiPns in the physical volume 
of business and of traffic, as a result of which rates and income are 
likely to lose connection not only with any rate base but also with 
each other. With rising prices and increasing traffic, stationary rates, 
despite advances in operating expenses, may yield as great an increase 
in net return as the reproduction cost theory would require; and 
under the actual cost standard, if stability of rates is the chief end, 
the fuller utilization of facilities may cause income to mount to ex
cessive levels, and if income is to be kept stable, rates may have to be 
lowered despite the general upward trend. Similarly, with falling 
prices and general recession in business, advances in rates burdening 
traffic inopportunely may be required in order ~ maintain stability 
of earnings under the actual cost standard, though such an attempt 
may be defeated by resulting additional declines in traffic; and under 
the reproduction cost theory no change in rates may be required in 
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order to produce the appropriately lowered income. In other words, 
the assumption of a direct and inevitable relationship between the 
operative rate base, the transportation charges to be imposed, and the 
earnings to be derived therefrom loses sight of the complex realities 
of the economic processes involved. Under the pressure of sharply 
fluctuating business conditions the major rate determinations arc 
likely to be governed only in slight degree by the prevailing valuation 
doctrine, and the railroads are likely to attract much speculative in· 
terest even in the £ace of the stabilizing influence of regulation. 

But despite these considerations the Commission would have done 
well to articulate its analysis in somewhat more fundamental terms. 
The controlling rationale of the reproduction cost theory, which is 
based upon price and income behavior in competitive industry, im· 
plies for the Commission a guiding objective from which it should, 
once and for all, be released. The very met of public control of rail· 
roads, its long history, and the complex circumst~nces surrounding 
its exercise support the view that it should not be developed with sole 
regard to the tenets of competitive economics, in an effort to dupli. 
cate the results of competitive enterprise .... The price and income be-

ue Compare: the following: "The: basic economic warrant for support of the cost of 
reproduction standard is found in the principles of competitive price determination. It 
is urg<d that the public must pay and the companies may properly demand a return 
on such capital cosh as would have to be incurred by a new entrant into the field. 
Such a result, the contention runs, is automatically reached in competitive industry, 
and this result should be approximatod ill the railroad field through the regulative 
process. This reasoning, in the first place, would lead to the acceptance, as a rate 
base, of the cost of replacing the service rather than the cost of reproducing the idC:Dti~ 
cal plant. The difficulties involved in ascertaining such a replacement cost are wcll~Digh 
insurmountable. n.: ouu:ome would be so highly speculative as to lose all practical 
utility. In the second place, it assumes the desirability of affording opportunities for 
difFcrcn.tiai competitive gains, through automatic appreciation of the rate base, in an 
industry which is largely monopolistic: ill met, and ill which there is iDcreasing public 
protection against competitive pressure. There are doubtless possibilities that economic 
maladjwtment may arise in isolated situations because of neglect of purely competitive 
forces; but these possibilities are largely negligible when we view the transportation 
system as a whole, in its present extensive and reasonably stabilized condition. More
over, the prevailing system. of regulation, taken in iu entirety, clearly evinces the as
IWDption of an affirmative public responsibility towards the carriers, and this responsi
bility involves at least a corresponding public duty towards the users of the service. 
Railroad regulation does not aeek solely to duplicate the resulu which normally char
acterize competitive industry. There are also conscious public ends. One of these ends 
is to safeguard the industry against domination by the Iwe of speculative profits, with 
irs demoralizing shifts from 8agrant exploitation of the public and resulting over
extension of &ci.Iitiea to unconscionable restriction of the income of investors and con-
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havior of ordinary businesses argues nothing of necessity as to what 
should be sought or allowed under regulated monopoly. The prob
lem of railroad regulation is a problem in public policy, and its solu
tion must be molded by considerations of policy. Policy should, of 
course, be grounded in principle; but it transcends anyone principle 
or set of prin<;iples, economic or otherwise: it must coOrdinate all 
relevant considerations, with an eye to the conscious achievement of 
major public ends. It is obvious that no valuation practice can so em
brace the manifold elements of regulatory policy, or so positively and 
direcdy point to action appropriate under specific circumstances, as to 
be self-sufficient; but as one of the tools of regulation it should be 
molded in the direction of greatest usefulness, and for this purpose 
the investment standard, as urged by the Commission, holds forth the 

sequent impairment of plant and equipment. An approach to thiJ positive goal of 
minimizing risk and uncertainty in the railroad field necessitates reasonable a"utance 
of an adequate return upon prudent investment. Profits and losses are alike reduced. 
The rights of the parties are definitely determinable, whether in periods of rising prices 
or in periods of falling prices. Actual rather than bypothetical capital costs are con· 
trolling. The realities of each situation govern:' I. L. Shariman, "Valuation of Public 
Utilities," Ammcfl1J Economic Ref/ielll, vol. 18 (March, 1928, Supplement), at p. :w8. 
Note, also. the following from James C. Bonbright, "The Economic Merits of Original 
Cost and Reproduction Cost." mpra, at pp. 621-622: "In bringing to a close this dis-
cussiOD of the valuation problem, the point that should be stressed above all other. is 
the folly of attempting to regulate the prices of public monopolies so that they will 
conform as closely as possible to the prices that are assumed to prevail under condi .. 
nons of free competition. Overlooking the tact that the proposed imitation of compe" 
titian is a very poor one, overlooking the fact that a governmental control of rates de .. 
signed to yield a stated return on reproduction costs is not even a good caricature of 
the automatic control of prices that takes place in a dynamk: competitive market, we 
must still recognize that the attempt to arry over into the field of the Jarge-scale 
monopoly the same price system that is assumed to prevail in the field of the small 
competitive enterprise. is bound to result in a serious misfit. One reason why it is a 
misfit is that the competitive price system disregards 10 ruthlessly the financial noed.t 
of the individual producer. To the low-cost producer it yields profits &r beyond the 
current rate of interest on invested capital; to the high..c,ost producer it brings deficits 
that .pell bankruptcy and ruin. As long u competition is lUll and free this process, 
harsh though it be to the unfortunate producer, may serve very well the interests of 
the consumer. For what matters it to him that anyone producer is crippled, so long 
as he can turn to a more fortunate rival for hit necessary ICI'vices and commodities? 
Not so under monopoly. Not 10 with a railway that is alone in serving a community. 
Why, say the defenders of reproduction cost, should railway security holden be given 
any greater insurance against the fluctuations of price level. chan it given to the 
holders of IeCUrities in an unregulated enterprise? The answer is that wbe.n the in· 
veston in small competitive enterprises fall t they may fall alone, but when the holden 
of railway securities fall, they force the whole· community ro become unwilling mourn~ 
cr. of their downfalt."1 
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more abundant promise. Rail transportation is an essential service, 
both in the aggregate and in the instance of each individual carrier, 
and those pronounced fluctuations in business activity which produce 
excessive returns and destroy many enterprises in competitive indus
try must in some measure be mitigated for the railroads. Since the 
reproduction cost doctrine implies that the extreme heights and 
depths of business change should be ~perienced by the carriers, its 
acceptance as a controlling valuation standard would be clearly harm
ful. It is unnecessary, under rising prices, that a level of earnings be 
maintained which may be far more than adequate to bring to the 
roads the capital which they can effectively use; and it is unnecessary, 
under falling prices, that a level of earnings be required which may 
cause widespread delimit on railroad obligations and undermine ca
pacity for service. The reproduction cost principle involves the ac
ceptance of a line of action that may prove seriously embarrassing, 
whereas actual investment, combined with a recognized discretion to 
adjust the rate of return in accord with the needs of prevailing cir
cumstances, affords a basis for constructive policy, in addition to 
avoiding the practical pitfalls of the reproduction hypothesis and per
mitting prompt revisions as required at relatively small expense. If it 
is the understanding of the investor that he stands to earn a flexible 
rate of return on a rate base represented by the number of dollars 
actually committed, whether at high prices or low, no inequity can 
result from the disregard of price changes in the valuation process; 
and enhancement of earnings under this approach would be based, 
not on arbitrary adherence to a valuation theory, but on the require
ments of transportation and financial conditions. The contention, 
furthermore, that only the reproduction cost standard can be relied 
upon to induce the proper flow of capital into the railroad industry is 
by no means unanswerable. For one thing, competitive enterprises do 
not tend to earn a return upon the cost of reproducing the identical 
plant, as conceived in valuation procedure, but upon the cost of re
producing a substantially identical service under current technologi
cal and economic conditions; again, the valuation and rate of return 
which would duplicate the earnings of comparable competitive enter
prises in the interest of effecting proper apportionment of productive 
resources is almost impossibly difficult of ascertainment because of 
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basic differences of conditions as among different undertakings; and, 
finally, regulation has already gone so far in establishing authoritative 
control ove.\" railroad plant and facilities, in connection with abandon
ments, new construction, and security issues, that the process of in
vestment in the railroad industry is not in any event an automatic 
one. Thus the case for reproduction cost largely dissolves under ex
amination, and actual investment appears to provide a standard both 
more suitable and more practicable. This was plainly the Commis
sion's view, despite some gaps in its reasoning. Save in the treatment 
of land, where quite inconsistently the Commission was dominated 
by present-value conside.\"ations,"1 its findings in the O'Fallon case 
marked a notable advance in official formulation of valuation doc
trine.848 

The foregoing characterization of the Commission's holdings is be
lieved to be well founded, despite the fact that its orde.\" in this pro-

8401 On principle the Commission's acceptance of the "market valuc" measure for 
carrier laneis' appears indefensible, and the more so in revised valuation figures in the 
determination of which the Commission had expressly disregarded pertinent dicta of 
the courrs.1n essence the Commission's procedure as 10 land is subject to substantially 
the same frailties as were stamped upon the current reproduction cost docuine. AI· 
though the question of land valuation was not discwsed in the majority report, the 
continuance of the policy of the primary valuations in this respect was clearly incon· 
sistent with the new approach in connection with the structural portions of the prop'" 
erty. Note the following. as to the we of "present valuc" of lands, from the concurring 
opinion of Commissioner Eastman: "Here the report departs from the principle fol· 
lowed in the case of structures and uses, in constructing the rate base, not the actual 
or approximate money ouday in the lands, but an amount based on the current market: 
value of adjacent lands. Here the consequenc:c:& of this deviation from principle are DOt 

important; but in other cases they may be of vital importance. particularly where 
railroads have cxtc:nsive land holdings in the heart: of great cities • ... Suf6c.c it to 
say that there has never been any proof that if a carrier were able to scU the land 
which it uses for railroad purposes, it could command prices approaching the values 
which adjoining land enjoys with the railroad in operation. In mOlt cascs it is clear 
that it could not. But even if it could, under what theory docs a carrier substituting 
for the State in the operation of a public highway become constitutionally entitled to 
unearned increment? ... The laDd~value doctrine followed in this case apparently 
means that when land has been doaatcd by the SUte or by individual, to a railroad in 
aid of construction, the carrier from the moment it begins operation is entitled to 
exact from the public served a full return upon the value of that land based on the 
then market value of adjoining lands," &«11 lneome of 51. Louis 6- O'Paiion Ry. Co., 
12.4 I.C.C. 3 (1927), at pp. 58-59, See, also, Commissioner Eastmu', dissenting opin~ 
ion in SIDJ PeJro, Los AtJg~1 6- Sa/I LaJc.e R. It Co., :'/s I,C.C. 46] (1923), at pp. 
535--537. 546""550 • 

lfoB Compare Edwin C. Goddard, "The Evolution of Cost of Reproduction as the 
Rate Base." Harl/ard Law ReI/jew. vol. 41 (March, 1928), at pp. 579-592. 
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ceeding was set aside by the highest judicial authority.s" The Su
preme Court, by a five to three decision, with Justice Holmes, Justice 
Brandeis, and Justice Stone dissenting, found that the Commission 
had exceeded its powers under the statute. The majority opinion, pre
sented by Justice McReynolds, was very brief, in view of the vital is
sues involved, and was strikingly lacking in illumination. There was 
no grappling with the &cts of the proceeding, nor was there any rec
ognition of the relationship between valuation procedure and the 
regulatory process. The "new era" in railroad regulation introduced 
by the Transportation Act, involving the conception of the railroads 
as a national transportation system entrusted to "the fostering guard
ianship and control" of the Commission, was seemingly forgotten; 
and the broad discretionary powers repeatedly recognized as inhering 
in the Commission were seemingly disregarded. Tbe Court's reason
ing, dealing with the issue in abstract legal terms rather than as a 
practical problem in public policy, is logically uniinpeachable, once its 
interpretation of the law and the facts is accepted as sound. This rea
soning consisted of three simple propositions, from which the adverse 
conclusion naturally followed. First, the statute provided that in deter
mining values in aid of recapture the Commission "shall give due 
consideration to all the elements of value recognized by the law of the 
land for rate-making purposes"; second, among the elements of value 
so recognized was "the present cost of construction or reproduction," 
as indicated in numerous decisions of the Court; third, the Commis
sion failed to give consideration to present or reproduction costs in 
estimating the value of the carrier's property .... Accordingly, the 
Commission's action could not be approved, and the challenged order 

U" St. L. & OIFaiion R. Co. v. U. S'I 279 U.S. 461 (1929), reversing the final dc~ 
cree of the District Court for the Eastern District of Missouri, in 22 Fed. (2d) g80 
(1927), which. without passing upon the valuation controversy involved, bad upheld 
the Commission", order. 

1110 '''!be report of the Commission," said Jwtice McReynolds, "is long and argu
mentative. Much of it is devoted to general observations relative to the method and 
purpose of making valuations; many objections are urged to doctrine approved by USj 

and the superiority of t.nother view is stoutly asserted. It carefully refrains from stating 
that any consideration whatever was given to present or reproduction costs in esti
mating the value of the carrier', property. Four dissenting Commissioners declare 
that reproduction costa were Dot considered; and the report itself confirms their view. 
Two of the majority avow a like undentanding of the course pursued." Ihid., pp. 
485-486. 
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was annulled. This, in sum, was the substance of the entire argument. 
"In the exercise of its proper function," said Justice McReynolds, "this 
Court has declared the law of the land concerning valuations for rate
making purposes. The Commission disregarded the approved rule 
and has thereby failed to discharge the definite duty imposed by Con
gress."851 

Assuming, as we must, that the substantive rule of lair value is 
established law, and that the issue in this proceeding was solely one of 
statutory construction, was the Commission's order entitled to ap
proval? There are numerous factors that would seem to justify an af
firmative answer. It is not unreasonable that the Court, in reviewing 
the order of the Commission, should be guided primarily by the ac
tion of that tribunal rather than by its words. While the Commission 
gave voice to severe criticisms of the current reproduction cost doc
trine and expressed approval of actual investment as the most desir
able measure of the rate base, its findings of value for recapture 
purposes were by no means a mere application of the investment 
standard, in total disregard of reproduetion costs. The law of the 
land does not make reproduction costs the equivalent of value-that, 
indeed, would be a repudiation of the &ir value rule; and the entire 
burden of the Commission's attack was directed against the accept
ance of current reproduction costs as the virrual determinant of value. 
But current reproduction costs, along with other relevant data, were 
received in evidence as bearing upon the values to be found, and they 
were accorded such weight as in the judgment of the Commission 
they merited. The single-sum figures announced were a composite of 
many elements: for the property in existence prior to 1914 reproduc
tion costs at 1914 unit prices were included; for the property acquired 
after that date, actual costs, reflecting the high level of prices of the 
war and post-war period, were given full weight; carrier lands were 
taken at their current market value; and the finaI values, as fixed by 
the Commission, exceeded the sum of the figures representing all 
these items. No single valuation standard was adopted; no formula 
was employed. Not only were the above elements, in terms of precise 
figures, taken into account, but the ultimate determinations were 
grounded also in a record which presented "descriptions of the ear-

l" Ibid., p. 487. 
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rier, of its traffic, of the territory in which it operates, its history, and 
summaries of the results of its operation." All of the factors bearing 
upon value exerted an influence upon the final result. The Commis
sion "endeavored to give heed" to the direction that all the dements 
of value recognized by the law of the land be accorded due consid
eration. Its findings were the result of the exercise of judgment upon 
all of the evidence, including that of current reproduction costs, in the 
light of the rdiability of the reproduction cost estimates introduced 
in the record, in the light of their rdationship to other evidences of 
value possessed of equal rdevaney, in the light of the purposes and 
processes of rate regulation in the railroad field. To insist that the 
older portions of the property must of necessity be revalued in terms 
of current reproduction costs-or that the single-sum values must, as 
a matter of legal requirement, and regardless of the particular cir
cumstances involved or of the probative force of the evidence ad
duced, result in a figure more nearly approximating reproduction cost 
than actual investtnent-is virtually to change the law of the land for 
the determination of £air value, and to deprive the Commission, as a 
fact-finding body, of the discretionary power with which it was 
clothed in the premises. 

These considerations were found to, be amply persuasive by the dis
senting members of the Court. Their carefully formulated views, 
though minority utterances, throw much light upon the nature of the 
Commission's performance and of its relationship to legal doctrine. 
The essential steps in the argument of Justice Stone may be stated 
briefly in his own words: "The report of the Interstate Commerce 
Commission is rejected and its orders set aside on the sole ground that 
••• it has failed to consider present reproduction cost or value of 
appellant's property and so to 'give due consideration to all the de
ments of value recognized by the law of the land for rate making pur
poses.' • • • That the Commission gave consideration to present re
production costs appears not only from its own statement, but from 
the fact that it gave full effect to increased current market values in 
determining the value of land and to additions and betterments since 
June 30, 19140 taken at their cost less depreciation •••• I cannot avoid 
the conclusion that in substance the objection, now upheld, to the or
der of the Commission is not that it failed to consider or give appro-
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priate weight to evidence of present reproduction cost of appellant's 
road, but that it attached less weight to present construction costs than 
to other factors before it affecting adversely the present value of the 
structural property •••• Without discussion of the evidence and 
other data which received the consideration of the Commission, the 
opinion of this .Court seems to proceed on the broad assumption that 
the evidence relied on, mere synthetic estimates of costs of reproduc
tion, must so certainly and necessarily outweigh all other considera
tions affecting values as to require the order of the Commission to be 
set aside. In effect the Commission is required to give to such index 
figures an evidential value to which it points out they are not entitled 
when applied to railroad properties in general or to this one in par
ticular •••• This Court has said that present reproduction costs must 
be considered in ascertaining value for rate making purposes, But it 
has not said that such evidence, when fairly considered, may not be 
outweighed by other considerations affecting value, or that any evi
dence of present reproduction costs, when compared with all the 
other factors affecting value, must be given a weight to which it is not 
entitled in the judgment of the tribunal 'informed by experience' 
and 'appointed by law' to deal with the very problem now pre
sented,"'·' These aspects of the case, aside from all other considera
tions, were deemed sufficient to sustain the Commission's findings. 
And Justice Brandeis presented a like interpretation of the legal issue 
and reached a like conclusion: "The question on which the Commis
sion divided is this: Did Congress require the Commission when act
ing under §I5a to give, in all cases and in respect to all property, some, 
if not controlling, effect to evidence establishing the estimated cur
rent cost of reproduction? Or did Congress intend to leave to the 
Commission the authority to determine, as in passing upon other con
troverted issues of fact, what weight, if any, it should give to that evi
dence? ••• The claim of the O'Fallon is in substance that, since con
struction costs were higher during the recapture periods than in 19140 
the order should be set aside, because the Commission failed to find 
that the existing structural property and equipment which had been 

IS2IbitJ., PP. 548-sS2. In addition to this brief separate expression, ,U$tice SIODe, 
alang with Justice Holmes. joined in the moce elaborate dissenting opinion of Justice 
Brandeis. 
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acquired before June 30, 1914 was worth more than it had been then. 
The Commission undertook • • • to find present actual value and, in 
so doing, both to follow the direction of Congress and to apply the 
rule declared in the Southwestern Ben case. It is true that this Court 
there declared that current reconstruction cost is an element of actual 
value; and that Congress directed the Commission 'to give due con
sideration to all the elements of value recognized by the law of the 
land for rate making purposes.' But, while the Act required the Com
mission to consider all such evidence, neither Congress nor this Court 
required it to give to evidence of reconstruction cost a mechanieal ef
fect or artificial weight. They left untrammeled its duty to give to all 
relevant evidence such probative force as, in its judgment, the evi
dence inherendy possesses. The Commission concluded that in re
spect to the evidence of reproduction costs the differences between the 
Southwestern Bell case and that at bar were such, as to lead to differ
ent results in the two cases. It did so mainly because 'in the adminis
tration of the valuation and recapture provisions,' ascertainment of 
value 'is affected by a vast variety of considerations that either do not 
enter into, or are less easily perceived in, problems incident to the 
regulation of local public utilities.' ".118 

But Justice Brandeis went much further than this. In an extended 
analysis characterized by an incisively realistic survey of the elements 
affecting value and of the Commission's relationship to its determi
nation he set forth his reasons for deeming the conclusions of the 
Commission well founded. It will suffice to indicate the general 
course of the argument and its principal constituents. As a point of 
departure it was submitted that a fact-finding body like the Commis
sion has never been required under our law "to give to evidence an 
effect which it does not inherendy possess."·" Unless, therefore, Con
gress required that some actual weight be given to evidence of cur
rent reproduction costs, regardless of its persuasiveness, the Commis
sion was free to determine for itself the probative force of such evi
dence; and it is clear that reconstruction costs which are higher than 
original costs do not "necessarily tend to prove a present higher 
value.' .. •• Did Congress impose such a mandate upon the Commis-

"'Ibid .. pp. 489-492. 'N Ibid., p. 492. "'Ibid., pp. 494-496. 
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sion? BotP. the terms of the rate-making section of the Act and its 
legislative history preclude such an assumption. Though costs were 
high in 1920, no word or suggestion found its way into the statute di
recting the Commission to accord weight to this fact; on the con
trary, even the proposal of the carriers that the property investment 
account be taken as the measure of the base in the rule of rate-making 
was rejected as involving too high a valuation."· There was obviously 
no intent to impose restrictions upon the Commission's exercise of 
discretion. Such slight increase in return on existing carrier prop
erty as was deemed necessary under the circumstances was effected 
through raising the rate of return above that prevailing during the 
preceding six years; the history of the enactment indicates clearly 
that it was not within legislative contemplation that both the rate 
base and the rate of return should be increased as a means of adjust
ing compensation to higher price levels .... What, then, were the Com
mission's duties in the circumstances? Since it was the declared pur
pose of the· rate-making section of the Act to maintain an adequate 
national system of railway transportation, the Commission proceeded 
in the light of that purpose and of the economic factors bearing 
thereon. "From its wide knowledge of actual conditions and its prac
tical experience in rate making, it concluded that to give effect to en
hanced reproduction costs would defeat that purpose": that returns on 
a rate base so constructed would be beyond the ability of the carriers 
to earn, and that its fluctuating character, both up and down, would 
endanger not only the development of commerce and industry, but 
the flow of funds, on an economical basis, into the railroad field.· .. 
Furthermore, since the Commission, under the substantive rule of the 
Supreme Court, is seeking actual value, "it must in making the find
ing consider the effect upon value of both the commercial and the 
legal limitations upon rates and, among other things, the effect of 
competition upon the volume of trallic."··· The experience of the rail
roads after 1920 disclosed a constant lowering, in numerous instances 
through the voluntary action of the carriers, of the weighted average 
of rates;"') that the competition of other transportation agencies, no
tably water lines and motor carriers, seriously restricted both actual 

·"lbit1 .• pp. 496-498. 
an lbUl.~ p. 505. 

117 lbUl.~ pp. 50a--,OI. 

·"lbid .• pp. 501-5°9. 
IISlbUl .• pp. 50J....,°3· 
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and potential railroad trallic and earnings;881 and that even "rates 
which are not so high as to prevent commercially the movement of 
tralIic are often required to be lowered because they conflict with some 
statutory provision."·" And another important limitation upon the 
weight to be accorded to reproduction costs sprang from the £act that 
the Commission was directed. in the exercise of its rate.making 
power. so to adjust charges that a £air return upon value will be earned 
"under honest, efficient and economical management." This injunc
tion implied "employment of the right instrument and material as 
well as their use in the right manner"; in other words. "Congress 
made efficiency of the plant an element or test of value."·" Under 
these circumstances the cost of constructing a substitute plant capable 
of rendering the same service became the controlling consideration; 
an!i in the use of evidence of reproduction costs as applied to the 
identical plant the item of functional depreciation, came to be a very 
important offsetting £actor .... The prevailing £acts as to railroad con
struction and equipment and operation provided ample support for 
the conclusion that such functional depreciation existed in large meas
ure, and "that this functional depreciation, arising through external 
changes. through competitive means of transportation. and through 
progress in the art of transportation. may. in respect to a particular 
railroad. have become so large as to more than counterbalance that 
increase in its actual value which would otherwise flow from the rise 
in the price level since 191+ ..... Finally. since evidence of reproduc
tion cost possesses much less persuasiveness in the case of railroads 
than in the case of local public utilities-in view. chiefly. of the com
mercial and legal limitations upon rail rates which do not apply to 

aellbUl .• pp. 511-512. 
lellbiJ .• p. 515. It is necessary. in this connection, to avoid Silling into • subde 

form of the ""market valuc" &.J.tacy. These limitations upon rates, whether commercial 
or legal, and whether induced by competitive pressure or otherwise, were decidedly 
pertinent to thU analysis, because they were urged as reasons for DOt establishing the 
inflated val.,.. <ailed for by the eurrent reproduction cost doctrine. Since, for these 
reasons u well as others. the traflic would not bear charges computed OD any such 
base, it would be futile, in any realistic sense, to accord weight to enhanced. reproduc
tion costs for rate-making purposes. But if the prescnt or prospective level of earnings. 
as intluenced by these limitations upon rates, were urged as a mellSfll'~ of "actual 
value," then the vitiating defect of circularity of reasoning would be inevitably 
encountered. 

·"lbUl., p. 5'7. ·"Ibill .. pp. 5';0-5.8. '··Ibid., pp. 5'9-5340 
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"most loc3J. utilities enjoying a monopoly of a necessary of life"-the 
Commission's findings were not inconsistent with the prior determi
nations of the Supreme Court.· .. Unless, then, the Commission was 
guilty of an abuse of discretion in declining to give effect to current 
reproduction costs for the structural property in existence prior to 
June 30, 1914> its conclusions must be upheld. The record disclosed no 
suclx abuse. The Commission considered all the evidence, including 
that of current reproduction costs, weighed it carefully, in the light 
of its intrinsic probative value as well as in its relationship to other 
relevant mcts, and, without resort to any formula, exercised an in
formed judgment thereon. Such findings should not be disturbed.BeT 

But however sound these considerations may be, the Commission 
was apparently required to change its valuation methods. For an un
derstanding of current practice, therefore, in the revision of prinxary 
valuations, it is necessary to examine its reaction to the Supreme 
Court's decision in the O'Pallon case. Despite the definiteness of judi
cial disapproval of its methods in that case, it is at least possible to 
assume that a change in policy more formal than real might have been 
effected without eliciting further objection from the Court, since the 
explicit reasoning and extreme candor with which the Commission's 
original findings were presented had constituted a chief source of 
difliculty. In the words of Justice Stone: "Had the Commission not 
turned aside to point out in its report the economic fallacies of the usc 
of reproduction cost as a standard of value for rate making purposes, 
which it nevertheless considered and to some extent applied, I sup
pose it would not have occurred to anyone to question the validiry of 
its order."3es Nor would such nominal compliance by the Commis
sion have meant the flouting, by indirection, of the judicial will. The 
Court merely required that consideration be given to current repro
duction costs; it did not hold that such costs constitute the measure of 
value or indicate the weight to be accorded to them in its determina
tion. Justice McReynolds had said: "The question on which the Com
mission divided is this: When seeking to ascertain the value of rail
road property for recapture purposes, must it give consideration to 
current, or reproduction, costs? The weight to be accorded thereto is 

'··Ibid., pp. 535-538. ···Ibid .. p. 550. 
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not the matter before us. No doubt there are some, perhaps many, 
railroads the ultimate value of which should be placed fin- below the 
sum necessary for reproduction. But Congress has directed that values 
shall be fixed upon a consideration of present costs along with all 
other pertinent facts; and this mandate must be obeyed."·" The 
Commission avowed that it had considered such costs, but without 
convincing the mind of the Court; perhaps in the future its claims 
might have achieved the required persuasiveness, if coupled with 
findings altered less in substance than in manner of presentation.·TO 

Such, however, has not been the Commission's course. While no 

'.'Ibid .. p. 487. Compare the following from the dissenting opinion of Justice 
Stone, at p. 552: ""But if "weight in the legal sensc' must be given. to evidence of 
present construction costs, by the judgment now given we do Dot lay down any legal 
rule which will inform the Commission how much weigh~ short of its full dIect, to 
the exclusion of all other considerations, is 10 be given to the evidence of synthetic 
costs of construction in valuing a railroad property. If full effect were to be given to it 
in all cases then. as the Commission points out in its report, the hilroads of the country, 
valued by the Cornmi.5sion in 1920 at nineteen billion dollars, would have had in that 
year a reproduction value of forty billion dollars and we would arrive at the economic 
paradox that the value of the railroads may be far in excess of any amount on which 
they could earn a rctum.. If less than full effect may be given. it is difficult for me to 
sec how, without departure from established principlca, the Commission could be 
asked to do more than it has already done-to weigh the evidence guided by all the 
proper consideratioDs--or how, if there is evidence upon which its findings may rest, 
we can substitute our judgment for that of the Commission." 

'TO Dissenting in part in the leading case following the O'Fallon, Commissioner 
Eastman stoutly asserted the Commission's authority, despite the recent reversal, to give 
to each element of value "such weight as may be jwt and right in each case," even 
though current values would thus be wholly excluded.. After pointing out that at least 
three of the value elemcots specified in Smyth v. A.mes had been consistently disre~ 
garded without judicial censure, and that in its O'Fallon decision the Supreme Court 
had mistakenly identified. "giving weight .. to, and "consideration" of; the value &c
ton, he aummed up hia position as follows: "But as the law now stands, unless I 
have wholly misconstrued the decisions. neither this commission nor any other public 
regulating authority is yet foreclosed from determining, in the light of such wisdom 
and experience as it has, what the nature and function of "value for rate-making pur
poses' or "base value' or 'rate base,' al it bas been variowly termed by the court itself, 
mould reasonably be. and by what principles judgment should be governed in deciding 
the weight, if any. which it is just and right to give each of the "elemcotl of value' 
which must be considered in arriving at the final figure." To this attitude Commis
sioner Lewis, of the majority. specifically took exception, holding that a real revision of 

. method was requircd.. "'The dissenting-in-part expressions," he said, "while valuable 
studies of. and possibly contributions to, the IOlution of the multitude of difficult prob
lems encountered in valuation of the railroads of the United States, and also as to 
what the law should be, nevertheless tend to confuse the determinations reached by the 
majoriry in this case. Some of Us who constitute the majority are • • • on record as 
favoring certain changes in the law. But the changes have not been made and the Su-
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change was made in the determination of the primary valuations, the 
method of their revision for use in recapture cases was altered mate
rially along lines indicated by the Court.8Tl The changes made, as first 
reported in the case of the Richmond, Fredericksburg, and Potomac 
Railroad, and followed in subsequent cases, were chieBy in three di
rections: first, tl).e underlying reproduction cost figures, covering both 
the original inventory and subsequent additions thereto, were modi
fied to reBect prices prevailing at the time of revision; second, the 
original cost of the property, undetermined in previous proceedings 
for lack of data, was found for each recapture period by a combined 
process of investigation and estimate; and third, the revised single
sum values, though not mathematically explicable, were clearly the 
resultant of a composite weighing of current reproduction costs and 
other elements of value. 

In ascertaining cost of reproduction new for any recapture date, the 
Commission employed as a starting-point the corresponding figure 
from the primary valuation, with overheads subtracted; to this base 
was added an amount covering net additions to property other than 
land and working capital, these additions being priced as of 1914; to 

this result index factors were applied which were designed Wely to 
reBect the price situation as of the date of revision; and finally the 

prcmc Court in its decision in the O'Fallon case declared that we had 'failed to diJ.. 
cbarge the definite duty imposed by Congress' in not applying the 'law of the land con .. 
cerning valuations for rate-making pwposes' and said 'thU mandate must be obeyed: 
It remanded w to cenain decisions of the courts, principal among them being Smylll v . 
.Ames . .•. By the final interpreter of the Jaw we arc told that in admio.itualioD of 
the recapture law we arc 'not to act as an arbiter in economics' but 'u an agency of 
Congress to apply the law of the land to facts devdoped of record in manen com
mitted by Congress to our jurisdiction.' The Supreme Court said what we arc reoO 
quired to find is "aJue." Ercesslnrome of Richmond, F. & P. R. Co., 170 I.C.C. 451, 
521-526,526,548 (1931). 

a'll The methods of the primary valuatiolll did DOt go altogether unquestioned. 
Dissenting in Nelli York Central R. Co., 21 Val. Rep. I, 74 (1929), Commissioner 
Eastman declared: tiThe decision of the Supreme Coun on May 20, 1929, in St. Louil 
& O'FtJ/01I Ry. Co. v. United SIIIkI makes it desirable, I believe, for \II to review our 
methods of valuation and consider whether they are consisteDl in all respects with the 
views expressed by the court. [ doubt whether they arc altogethcm' consisteDt, for ap--
patently it is the view of the coun that value for tate-making purposes should corre
spond with its conception of the actual value of the property. wing the word 'valuc' 
D it is wed in common parlance." With a reference to the foregoing statement he 
again registered dissent in Nelli York, N. H. & H. R. Co., 30 Val. Rep. 1,43 (1929). 
AppareDdy his view of the mcaoiog of the O'F.rI01I dccisioD had cbaog<d oubstao· 
rially when action was nat taken in a recapture cue. See Dote 370, ,""". 
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overheads were calculated anew. In the computation of the index 
&etars, which were the heart of the new procedure, the chief ques
tion was whether, for the post-war period of violent price fluctuations, 
year-by-year prices, however ephemeral, should be accepted for each 
successive revision date, or whether some measure of normal price be
havior should be devised. Thus, for the four recapture periods in
volved in this proceeding, the Bureau of Valuation estimated yearly 
index factors for the item of grading of 230 for 1920, 1']0 for 1921, 145 
for 1922, and 161 for 1923. The respondent, while suggesting a current 
price factor of 215 for 1920, recommended a so-called stabilized post
war factor of 1']0 for the other years. But the bureau urged instead the 
adoption of factors based on so-called "period prices"-that is, average 
prices arrived at for any year "from a consideration of prices current 
prior to, and subsequent thereto, as well as during, the year in ques
rion"-which in the case of the grading item were 1']0, 158, 159, and 
157, respectivdy, for the years involved.B12 The Case for year-by-year 
factors was weakened by the excessive violence of early post-war 
fluctuations, while evidence was lacking to support the existence of 
an "established post-war levd." Accordingly, the Commission ac
cepted the bureau's recommendation of period prices, finding some 
measure of judicial support for its conclusion in the Supreme Court's 
decision in the McCardle case.BTB Judgment of this position on eco
nomic grounds is difficult. Whether the same reasons exist in recap
ture as in rate-making proceedings for preferring normal to spot 
prices, is a question not easy to answer in the rarefied atmosphere of 
hypothesis surrounding its formulation, since the recapture proce
dure resists translation into the competitive analogy that underlies the 
reproduction cost approach; and it is also hard to determine, on the 
basis of the scant detail available as to the nature of the methods 

Ifl Hueu ItJeOtne of Rkhmoml. F. 6- P. R. Co., 110 I.c.c. 451, 476,478 (1931) . 
.. albill .• pp. 483, 477. The following passage' were quoted from M.C.,dl. v. 

lruJianapolu Co., 272. U.S. 400, 408, 411 (1926): UBut in determining present value, 
coDJideration must be given to prices and wages prevailing at the time of the investi~ 
gaUooj and, in the light of all the circum.sta.o.c:es, then: must be an honest and in~ 
telligent forecast AI to probable price and wage levels during a reasonable period in the 
immediare future. In every confiscation ase, the future as well u the present must be 
regarded. • • • While the values of such properties did DOt vary with frequent minor 
8uctuatiool in the price of material and labor required to produce them. they are af.
feeled by. and ge .... aJly follow, the relatively permanent level. and trend. of such 
prices:' But see DOtes 51 and 142. If4J1rIl. 
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used, whether the device of period prices as applied by the Commis
sion conformed reasonably to any relevant concept of normal price.8T4 

But while large sums of doubtfully recapturable income might have 
been at stake, depending on the method of pricing adopted, if repro
duction cost were the sole determinant of the final value figure em
ployed, the fact that other elements of value were to enter into that 
result reduced greatly the importance of the issue. In any event, the 
method of period prices was followed in later recapture cases,u" 

With depreciated reproduction cost, land value, going value, and 

I" In a partially dissenting opinion, Commissioner Mahaftie urged a Dumber of 
reasons for preferring .pot to period prices. At to the differencc between recapture and 
rate making as purpolCl of valuation, he said: "In the we of period price. to the ex .. 
clusion of spot pricel reliance is placed in certain decisions of the Supreme Court in 
utility cases where the inquiry was directed to the determination of service charges Of 

rates to be projected into an indefinite future. This, it seemt to me, is not analogoUJ 
to the inquiry we are required to make under the recapture clause of section J SI of 
the act where we must deal separately with each of a series of elapsed year.:' Another 
of his objections concerned the uncertain and irregular nature of the method. em .. 
ployed: "The rcpon fails fuUy to disclose the method. employed in determining the 
period prices wed in the Bureau's reproduction estimates. A.J I underltand i~ these 
period prices are not a composite of prices for the variow primary accounts embraced 
by the inventory arrived at by a common method, but are the result of applying dif.. 
ferent methods to the various primary accounts. For some of the accounts the peak 
prices current in 1920 have been considered, whereu for other accounts the 1920 
prices appear to have been disregarded. For some accounts the period embraces the 
years with which we are here concerned and for other accounts the prices of years 
both prior and subsequent thereto have been given etr'ect." Finally, he saw in the use 
of period prices an undesirable interference with the adjwtment of income to changing 
conditions: ('The use of period, instead of spot, prices results in the maintenance of 
higher values in a time of declining prices just as it holds down values in an era of 
price advances. From an administrative standpoint this, no doubt, ia: desirable. Ease in 
administcarion would be greatly facilitated by the entire elimination of Ouctuations in 
value. But it is necessary to recognize the fact that values do 8uctuate. We are DOW 

apparently in a declining cycle. Values based 011 period averages. if the decline con
tinues, will for some years be on what seems to me an artificiaJ.ly high basis. Just as 
the carrier, as to 1920, ia: entitled to demand that effective consideraclon be given to the 
high levels then prevailing, so the public, in 1930, should have the benefit of the de
creases that have occurred. Under the principles adopted by the majority a decline in 
prices can be reflected only very gradually in value." pzeess Im:ome of RkhmMlil. 
F. & P. R. Co .. 170 I.C.C. 451. 538-541 (1931). . 

871 See the following: Ezass Inmme of Tuc~n'tOIJ R. Co .• 175 I.C.C. ]18. ]23 
(1931); Exms Income 0' l.m ... f Batesville S. W. R .• 1751.C.C. 665. 668 (1931); 
Ezass Incom~ of Oil FieMs Short une R. Co •• 175 I.C.c. 6,2, 677 (1931); E:«~/s 
Income of Cenlt'lIl Ry. Co. of Arktmlu. 175 I.C.c. 680, 684 (1931); EzerlS lneotM 
of Htmnihal Conneaing R. Co., 175 I.C.c. 713. '19, 722 (1931); beell ltu:Ome of 
l..Ilk~ Term. R. Co .• 175 I.C.C. 754. 758 (1931); Ezcellincome of Tonelhoro. L C. & 
E. R. Co .• 175 I.C.C. 786.791 (1931); Exms 11":'",":0' 11<>,,,,,. S. & P. Ry. Co .• 180 
I.C.C. 383. 389-391 (193)). 
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working capital handled, despite carrier protests, precisely as in the 
primary valuatiOns,"6 the only other underlying figure receiving new 
treatment was that of original cost. It may seem paradoxical that after 
a consistent record of refusal to ascertain original cost because of its 
conjectural character, the Commission should now, for the first time 
and despite a like absence of cost records, make such a fioding in a 
revision of procedure induced by the legal obligation to have greater 
regard, not for original cost, but for reproduction cost. But the paradox 
is easily resolved. In the primary valuations no immediate end was 
served in going beyond the record to make estimates of problematical 
utility; and in the revision of value accomplished in the O'Fallo" 
case the dominant role accorded reproduction cost at 1914 unit prices 
was deemed to be tantamount to approximate recognition of original 
cost. With the use of current prices in ascertaining cost of reproduc
tion, however, original cost could no longer enter in the guise of 1914 
reproduction costs, but required explicit recogniti~n and separate de
termination as an independent element of value in order to exert any 
inHuence.B1T In the absence of a complete record of original outlays, 
reproduction cost at 1914 prices, as determined in the primary valua
tions and as revised to cover additions, betterments, and retirements, 
was accepted by the Commission as an adequate basis of estimate, 
subject to check by actual cost data where available and by the 
restated capital investment.878 To the carrier objection that original 

Ire See E%ce.tS Int:tJnJe of RknmotJJ, P. b P. R. Co., 170 I.C.C. 451, 484-486, 487-
489, 496-499. 499-'504 (193X); also easel cited in Dote 375. sui"'" 

." While meeting with carrier opposition, there can be little doubt of the right of 
the Commission to estimate original cost, despite its prior refusal to do so. For the 
Commission', defense of its position, see Dote 82, supra. 

ITS The Commission IBid: "Railway valuations pursuant to section 19a embracing 
investigations of original cost have demanded our attention for nearly 17 years, and 
upwards of 1,000 cases have been disposed of. This experience confirms the conclu
sion of the bureau', witness that while it is seldom possible to ascertain the complete 
original cost of railroad properties from accounting records nevertheless what we have 
determined. as reproduction cost at normal prices as of 19140 arrived at by considera
tion of COlt data covering periods of 5 or 10 years or more previow to June: 30, 1914. 
produce, by and large, a fair average of the cost of constructing railroads in most 
pans of the COUDtry during those previous yean when the great bulk of railway 
property then in use had come inlO existence or was brought 10 modern form and de
velopment. This genc:raJization is supported by the comparison on many systems or 
partJ of aysteml throughout all scctioDJ of the country made in the COurlC of our ad
ministration of the valuation section of the act. In other words. the present cost of 
construction (cost of reproduction new) computed. in the manner followed in our 
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cost, as thus calculated, failed to cover many expenditures incurred in 
creating a railroad, but which are excluded by the reproduction hy
pothesis, the Commission replied that such a limitation could be al
lowed for, though its effect was not greatly to impair the resultp9 As 
carrier lands are not covered by estimates of reproduction cost, the 
investment therein required separate determination on the basis of 
records of acquisition-a limitation rendering it inadvisable to report 
the original cost of land in a number of recapture cases.8BO Finally, it 
should be noted that the Commission, having broken precedent to 

embark upon a search for original cost, frequently saw fit to continue 
the quest until a depreciated original cost had been found, which it 
was able to offer as one further evidence of value.881 

primary valuation, compared with the original cost of construction, where ascertain· 
able. has been found to be in general approximately the same. It has been agreed that 
the recorded costs of property installed between June 30, 1914. and June 30, 1916. did 
not exceed such normal priCC$," ExcelS Income 01 Richmond. F. b P. It Co .• mpr", 
p. 46,. For the correspondence of original cost, as thw determined, with the restated 
investment, see ibid., p. 468. 

178 Among these expenditures were such items as "preliminary surveys, relocation 
of highways, assessments for public improvements, taxes and interest on land during 
construction, crossing bridges built for use of senior cacciers and many items incidental 
to the abolition of grade Cl'ossmgs, and other crossing improvcmcnu:' After pointiog 
out the inadequacy of .upporting evidence supplied by the carrier. the Commission 
continued: "In general it should be noted that the estimate is designedly limited to 
physical property not including intangibles, contract rights, or working capital. and no 
reason can be seen why it can not properly be considered with this limitation if the 
limitation is not overlooked'" Moreover, the effect of using 1914 reproduction cost was 
deemed to be such that .. the apparent errors in omitting IUch items as preliminary 
surveys, relocation of highways. and other items not considered in theoretical reproduc .. 
tion arc apparent only and do not scriowly impair the result. This is especially true 
in view of the circumstance . . . that there arc important instance. where the cost of 
reproduction. computed in the manner followed in our primary valuations. is higher 
than the original cost of the same property. In the net result the railroads sWfcr no dis-
advantage." Ibid .• pp. 466-467. 

ISO See, for example, Excess Income of Tuckerton R. C"., 175 I.e.c. 318, 323 
('93'); Ezcm I.com. of C .. waf Ry. Co. of Ark'"wu, '75 J.C.c. 680, 683-684 
('93'); Exc", I ....... of Lak. Term. R. Co., '75 J.C.c. 754. 757 ('93')' 

881 Depreciation was here conceived in precisely the same teOSC as in the Cornrftis.. 
sion', estimates of reproduction cost leu depreciation. Itt recognition was protested on 
the ground that a finding of original cost less depreciation is authorized neither in 
Smyth v . .Amel nor in section 191; but the objection was overruled on lhe ground 
that the former authority wi, abo to mention reproduction cost leu depreciation.. while 
the Jatter clearly authorizes the ascertainment of all relevant &ctr. To the substantive 
objection that original cost "measures the investment in the property. which can not 
possibly become leu becawe of depreciation." the Commission replied: "'An article 
when new contains a certain Dumber of uniu of service and as those uniu are n .. 
hawted the article depreciates. In order to make any figure, whether of original COlt 
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With these evidentiary facts, as well as the fate of its former proce
dure, before it, how was the Commission to revise values for recaptur~ 
purposes? "The issue," as seen in the leading lOchmond case, was 
"narrowed to a question of the relative weight or effect to be accorded 
original cost and cost of reproduction in determining the value of the 
structural part of the property." Relying chielly upon the Supreme 
Court's decision in the McCardle case, the carrier contended that re
production cost should be accepted as the equivalent of value; but the 
Commission was not persuaded, and approved the alternative view 
"that both cost of reproduction and original cost must receive consid
eration in the determination of final value for rate-making purposes" 
-for which it found judicial support in an imposing series of cases 
from Smyth v. Ames through the O'Fallon. Without authoritative di
rection as to the weights to be accorded these two elements, and with 
the low status of formulas in mind, the Commission simply affirmed 
its reliance on a judgment of value "justified by the record," inciden
tally noting that the specific importance of the constituent elements of 
value "may well vary according to the conditions affecting different 
railroads." Without further revelation of processes except the usual 
recognition of the carrier as a going concern, final value was found 
for recapture purposes.· .. But if the Commission has itself provided 
no explicit explanation of its value findings, can any definite infer
ences be drawn from the conclusions reached as to the manner of their 
calculation? An examination of the limited number of cases decided 
on this basis clearly supports a negative answer. Somewhere within 
the wide range of possibilities whose boundaries are marked by the 
underlying figures, values were determined; but all that can be said of 
their determination is that no formula was used and that exclusive 
weight was accorded neither the highest nor the lowest indicia of 
value. Scrutiny of the figures discloses that these values have been con
sistently, and in most cases considerably, higher than those which 

or COlt of rcproductiOJl, representative of the condition of the property at the time of 
the inquiry it would seem OD principle to be necessary to make due allowance for the 
expired units of IUVice life:' Excess Income of 1&"molld. F. & P. R. Co., mpra, pp. 
468-470. Sec, also. EX«1I1fleome of lonesboro, L. c.lt E. R. Co .• 17S I.e.c. ,86, 790 
('93'). 

&82 Exau ItlCOtne of RkAtlJ(JfJti, F. & P. R. Co., ",,,,.,,. pp. 505-S09. See, also, the 
cases cited in Dote 375. supra. 
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would have been produced by the valuation method employed in the 
·O'Fallon case; that they have been consistendy, and often consider

ably, lower than would have been established by the method used in 
the primary valuations, in which values rested chiefly on reproduction 
cost less depreciation; and that usually, though not invariably, they 
have exceeded appreciably the estimates of original cost. But the mul
tiplicity of value elements, including the avowedly recognized but not 
separately measured superiority in worth of a developed and seasoned 
carrier, makes it impossible to assign weights in the individual case, 
and it is clear that such weights as may be implicit in one case re
ceived no continued application in other cases. 

It is in this last stage of its evolution that the valuation process 
seems least worthy of commendation. When, as in the case of the 
Richmond, Fredericksburg, and Potomac Railroad, a valuation based 
on depreciated reproduction cost, increased by the current worth of 
land, working capital, and going value, would be nearly double the 
depreciated original cost, and judgment unrestrained by definable 
criteria has scope to roam at will within such widely separate limits, 
the result, whatever it is, can possess no convincing validity, nor give 
assurance of approximate consistency with other value findings, even 
within the brief periods of unaltered commission personnel. Not 
only might anyone of a wide range of findings have emerged equally 
well from the Commission's analysis of the /3cts, but it is a fair as
sumption, supported from within the Commission, that any attempt 
to describe processes and rationalize results would have but confirmed 
its suspected futility .... This outcome had been anticipated by the 

181 M ,rated in the partially dissenting opinion of Commiuioner Eastman: "Ccr· 
taia "values' are arrived at, hut we are not told how they were arrived af or what 
weights. if any, werc given to each of the "elements of value: A description of the 
process would no doubt be possible, but I question whether it could be phrased in 
terms of rational thought.. . . It would DOt, in shorts be impossible or illogical or even 
inappropriate to substitute 'values' very different from those which are actually ar" 
rived at, without changing in the least the discussion leading up to the conciusWmo" 
In extenuation of the absence: of any account of how final value WaJ determined. Com
missioner Lewis declared: "In this instance II minds were operating in common on 
one of the most complicated and difficult problems that commissions have had before 
them in half • century. a problem quire dilferent from those before the courts, where 
only the law iI to be determined and applied. It iI complicated by a maze of technical 
engineering studies and accounting issueJ, and questioJU requiring penetration into the 
conduct of the business. at least to the determination of whether the operation has been 
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Commission in the O'Fallon case: "It has been suggested that while it 
may be going too tar to take current cost of reproduction as the basic 
measure of value, some weight ought to be given to changes in gen
eral price levels. Under the method outlined above we do give weight 
to such changes in so tar as they have been reflected in prices paid for 
new construction or replacements, and we value lands at their pre
vailing market values. We know of no other way of giving weight to 
this factor which is not dependent upon caprice, unless full weight be 
given under the current reproduction cost doctrine. There is, in our 
judgment, no intermediate process possible which is capable of being 
applied by any rule independent of the caprice of those who apply 
it-"'" This view was amply confirmed by the character of these later 
determinations; and the strictures already set down respecting the 
Supreme Court's decision in the O'Fallon case are direcdy applicable 
to the valuation process which was its natural oU,tcome.··· While at-

holIeSt, ef!icient, aDd economical in 10 fir II it has cfl"ect on earnings. It is impossible 
that II minds would, under such complicating conditions, follow the same course or 
uniU! on all detail,. It seems to me, however. that in the final·value chapter there arc 
manhaled aDd definitely presented the &.c:.. on whieh the Xl mind., having first 
reached many decisions on underlying details, operated and came to a conclusion. 
While it is impossible to put into a composite statement the weight attached to each 
factor, it it: significant that, when the values individually reached by each of I I com .. 
missioner. were brought together, the span between the highest and lowest was 10 nar .. 
row II to be well within the degree of tolerance generally conceded in valuation mat .. 
terJ.'1 For himseU; howevCl'. Commissioner Lewis welcomed "the opportunity afforded 
by the dissenting expressiona to indicate in some detail how and why I [he) uached 
the valuations found by the majority." But his explanation, after extended recognition 
of the several individual elements of value, came down to this brief disposition of the 
crucial issue: IIA. for myself, 1 took as my basis for such weighting, the 'present as 
compared with the original cost.' Such weighting in this case of the estimated original 
cost and of theoretical cost to reprodua: all of the property, much of which was built 
dec:adea ago, escapes on one hand the objection that an arbitrary formula has been 
applied and on the other hand the objection of caprice." "Other commissioners," it 
was admitted, "may have adopted. different methods and applied different weights to 
the reproduction tacw in arriving at their conclusions." But whether they did or not 
would not be shown by a like statement on the part of each and every one of them. 
Exeerl Income of RkhrtWMI P. '" P. R. COOl 1111"4, pp. 52,...,26, 549-552 . 

... E=6I 'tJ<Ome ., S •• Louis & O'Fall •• Ry. C •. , 124 I.C.C. 3 ('927), at p. 39. 
18' The minority opinion of Commissioner Eastman in the RJ'r:hmontl case is an 

admirable exposition of the grounds on which these strictures rest. Pointing out that 
later decisions have "passed over without comment" the important declaration in 
S",y'" v. "mel that "what the public is entitled to demand is that no more be ex .. 
acted from it for the use of a public highway than the services rendered by it [the 
company] are reasonably worth," he continued: "llubmit that it is a proper interpre
tation that services are 'reasonably worth' their reasonable cost, including in that figure 
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tempts were made to bring about judicial censorship of even these 
findings,8 •• the repeal of the recapture provisions removed the con
troversy from the courts;8.1 and the likelihood of judicial review of 
valuation findings in the general field of rate control was minimized 
by the amendment of the rule of rate-making whereby the express 
requirement of ~ £air return on fair value was eliminated.s" But these 
factors added in no way to the propriety of the methods employed in 
this latest phase of the valuation project. A reconstitution of the revi
sion process, in terms of modifying the primary valuations on the 
basis of recorded changes in investment, must be, with the aid of 
Congress, the next important step."·· 

such cost of capital as is involved in securing the funds necessary for both the cstabli.sh~ 
ment and the successful continuance of the business." Then, after stressing considcra· 
lions already suflicicndy treated iD the present study, he reached the conclusion: "In 
theory, therefore, and as a matter of constirutional right, the 'value for rare~making 
purposes' which I would we in applying the Smyth v. Amel rule in connection with 
'fair return,' would be determined by adding to the best possible estimate of the 
reasonable original cost of existing property a fait allowance for working capital and 
deducting an" allowance for depreciation based aD the best available C'vidence as to 
cxhawtion of service capacity." In die instant case he went on to show that a vaJue 
thus determined would. if used in calculating recapturable income for 1922, leave 
"respondent with a remaining income of $1,899.163. which is about 10.7 per cent on 
the outstanding capitalization or about 8.2 per cent if the stock dividend be in~ 
cludcd .. -the latter being one authorized by the Commission, and suflicic:nt to increase 
capitalization to substantial equality with the rate base as thus determined. plus DOD~ 
carrier properties. Considerations of expediency, he held, would warrant the use of 
1914 reproduction cost in place of actual investment in the primary valuation. EXGeII 

Incom. 0' Richmond. F. & P. R. Co •• supra. pp. 529-538. 529. 536. 
asl See Annual R~ports: 1931. p. 92; 1932, p. 96. 
88' By the Emergency Railroad Transportation Act of 1933 (Public No. 68. 73d 

Congress), the rec:apture provisions were retroactivdy repealed (Sec. 206). Accordingly, 
on Jo1y 5. 1933, the Commission entered an order "vacating all final order. for the 
recovery of excess net railway operating income, and dismissing all other pending 
proceedings under the recapture provisions. Among the order. vacated was that issued 
in the case of the Richmond. Fredericksburg 6: Potomac Railroad Co .. which had been 
in litigation." Annual Report. '933. pp. 16--]1.' , 

888 Under the new rule, as enacted by the 1933 legislation (note 387, '"/,,11), acctioD 

15a merely provides that "in the exercise of iu power to prescribe just and reasonable 
rates the Commission shall give due consideration, among other &c:tors. to the effect of 
rates on the movement of traffic; to the need, in the public intcrcst. of adequate and 
efficient railway transportation JCrYice at the lowest cost consistent with the furnishing 
of such service; and to the need of revenues sufficient to enable the carricn, under 
honest, economical. and efficient management, to provide such service" (Sec. ~5). 

888 By the 1933 legislation (no(C 387, 111""11). paragraph (f) of section 19a was to 

amended as to relieve the Commission of the necessity of revising iu primary 't'aJua~ 
lions "in Hke manner" as .. hCD originally made, but no new standard was established 
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As the foregoing discussion has indicated, the revision of primary 
valuations has been exemplified most significantly in recapture cases. 
The work of accumulating data to facilitate general revision, so that 
necessary findings may be available whenever wanted and for what
ever purpose, has proceeded rapidly; but the actual revisions of this 
nature have been, for the most part, of a comprehensive and approxi
mate character, designed to serve as a rough guide in general rate
levd proceedings. Such figures were actually utilized in connection 
with the rate increases of 1920 and the rate reductions of 1922.;·" and 
during the current depression comprehensive exhibits of value facts 
were submitted, though without influence upon the outcome, in con
nection with the proposed rate advances of 1931 and the general rate 
investigation of 1933.0•1 For the last of these proceedings the Bureau 
of Valuation computed the cost of reproduction new of the steam
railway property other than land of the carriers in existence on De
cember 31, 1932> as $23,953>546,235 at period priceJ as of June 1, 1933, 
and $23,742,958,8~ at spot prices as of that date; the cost of reproduc
tion less depreciation as $17,7%467>309 at period prices and $17,599,-
1I3m8 at spot prices; the original cost, except land, at $22,860,365>394; 
the present value of lands and rights as of June 1, 1933, at $3,032,799,-
826; and the necessary working capital, including materials and sup
plies, at $338,854>000.0.' 

for the revision of values. It is merely stipulated that ''upon completion of the original 
valuations . . . the Commission shall thereafter keep itself informed of all new COD

struction, extensions, improvements, retirements, or other changes in the condition, 
qWU1tity, usc, and classification of the property of all common carriers as to which 
original valuations have been. made, and of the cost of all additions and betterments 
tbetero and of all changes in the investment therein. and may keep itsclf informed of 
c:urrcnt changes in costs and values of railroad properties, in order that it may have 
available at all times the information deemed by it to be necessary to enable it to revise 
and correct its previous inventories, classifications. and values of the properties; and 
when deemed necessary. may revise, correct, and supplement any of its inventories aDd 
ValuatioDl"' (Sec. 208). 

'flO ItltJ'etUeti Rates, '920, 58 I.C.C. 220, :a:I~30 (1920); Reaw:eti Rmes, '922, 68 
I.C.C. 676, 684~85 ('922). 

'''1 Fifi«n Per Cm' ClUe, '9J/, 178 LC.C. 539 (1931); Gentft'al Rate Level I"vesti. 
gation, '9JJ. 195 I.C.C. 5 (1933). 

IO. Ann .. 1irpor'. 1933, p. 76. For an ana1yili of the value figures pertaining 10 
particular carricn. in connection with the determination of compensation to be paid 
for the use of terminab. ICC MislOuri-K.-T. R. Co. v. Kansas City T~. Ry. Co., 198 
I.C.C. 4 (1933). 
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S1. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The valuation project looms large among the Commission's activi
ties from at least two significant angles. It is noteworthy not only 
because its execution has involved, to an exceptional degree, those vex
ing issues and conceptions which inhere basically in the public regu
lation of privat~ enterprise, but also because the sheer magnitude and 
complexity of the undertaking have taxed the Commission's re
sources to the utmost. When an industry is withdrawn from the do
main of competitive control and subjected to authoritative regula
tion, the shift is never complete; the hand of the old regime continues 
to lie heavy upon it. The standards of reasonableness of income 
whose violation leads to public control have their origin in the broad 
field of private enterprise, and these standards necessarily inlluence 
the regulative process. On the one hand, they fix the upper limit of 
allowable return, else regulation would fail in its primary purpose; 
and, on the other, they tend to fix the lower limit as well, under com
parable conditions of risk, since the capital requirements of regulated 
industry must be met from the same reservoir of savings which sup
plies all industry. Of like origin, too, are those equitable considera
tions which actuate the courts in their supervision of regulatory jus
tice. But it is even more significant that competitive industry reveals 
no easy index, definable beyond dispute, of adequacy of income, or of 
its regard under changing circumstances for the integrity of capital 
commitments already made; nor could such an index, if available, be 
applied directly to the railroads. The different railroads serve largely 
their own particular markets, and hence must be maintained indi
vidually, and not merely as an industry of sufficient aggregate capac
ity. Because their capital structures are loaded, if not overloaded, with 
bonded debt, a stability of income not generally required is also neces
sary. Moreover, there are objectives of a broadly social nature which 
may warrant special recognition; and the regulatory power itself 
must be exercised along lines which are administratively effective. 
The value of the rail carriers is sought as a tool in this process; but it 
is sought not as the sole basis of railroad income, but as one of many 
factors relevant to its determination. Accordingly it becomes necessary 
to exclude certain considerations which bear ultimately upon the ade
quacy of carrier returns, and at the same time to make sure that the 
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values arrived at reflect such considerations as are appropriate to the 
measurement of the rate base. It is the performance of these tasks, 
within limits roughly set by legislative and judicial mandates, that in
fuses the valuation process with such baffiing theoretical complexity. 
Thus to seek value, when the value sought has no independent exist
ence but can emerge only as a creature of the purpose actuating the 
quest, is to engage in an undertaking only incidentally fact-finding in 
character. Yet it is primarily as a fact-finding project that Congress 
imposed the task, and it is in fact-finding activity that the Commis
sion has expended an amount of energy and thought which alone 
would make the project highly important. Merely to search all rec
ords and books of account that would throw light upon the original 
cost of; and investment in, 250,000 miles of railroad line, owned by 
hundreds of companies of complex corporate past, would have been 
a formidable task; to achieve a complete inventory of the properties 
of these companies, to determine how their &ciliues might be repro
duced under conditions existing on valuation date, and to ascertain 
for the vast mass of itetns, including carrier lands, and for the repro
ductive process itself; costs or prices typical for specified periods, was a 
stupendous undertaking. And while these enormous labors were go
ing on, so also was the process of change in railroad properties 
through addition, substitution, and retirement. Revision of primary 
values to later dates would have proved an easier task could it have 
been accomplished simply by reference to the accounting record, 
properly checked. But the obligation "in like manner • . • to revise 
and correct its valuations" prolonged the process of inventory, and the 
ascertainment anew for each revision date of the value of carrier 
lands and the reproduction cost of other properties increased the bur
den. The valuation project thus presented a vast array of difficult sub
stantive issues, and it involved, on the administrative side, an under
taking both imposing and continuing in character. 

How the Commission has performed this great function, the pres
ent chapter has analyzed in detail, and with critical comment. To 
direct emphasis, it is important to repeat that, despite the uncertainties 
of its objective and the great effort required to reach it, the Commis
sion throughout has prosecuted the task with energy and decision, 
and with no disposition to escape the arduous investigations required 
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by Congress or the independent responsibilities flowing therefrom. 
Systematically it formulated programs and policies whose details were 
characterized, on the whole, by practical effectiveness and consistent 
applicability. Its pragmatic approach was apparent at the very outset 
of the work-in the formation and development of the bureau or· 
ganization, in th~ procedure adopted, and in the relations established 
with the carriers; and it was manifest again in the handling of the 
hundreds of items involved in the underlying appraisals, and in the 
finding, without express legislative requirement, of single-sum values 
designed to serve the ends of regulation. In recognition of its ultimate 
subjection to the rule of law, the Commission has accepted the guid
ance of Congress and the courts in fixing the ends and limits of its 
action; but within the boundaries thus set, the realities of the task, 
rather than the indirect and uncertain implications of the law, have, 
on the whole, molded its decisions. As an administrative body, it has 
performed a typically administrative task with appropriate wisdom, 
initiative, and discretion. Thus viewed in its entirety, the Commis
sion's performance seems worthy of highest commendation; nor is 
serious detraction therefrom intended if attention is directed to cer
tain questionable features of the work. 

One such feature is the Commission's handling of original cost. If 
one may judge by present practice, its consistent refusal to reach con
clusions regarding original cost in the primary valuations was but 
poorly explained by the need of resort to estimate. So small an obsta
cle should scarcely have disturbed the Commission when, with vasdy 
greater expenditure of effort, it was finding a reproduction cost whose 
sole warrant for being lay in its mistakenly assumed correspondence 
to a hypothetical competitive norm, and whose discovery required the 
imaginary recreation of properties the conditions of whose absence 
and reconstruction could hardly be defined on a strict logical basis. 
Certainly at least equal reality attaches to the actual cost of the rail
roads, even though in part estimated. Such a finding, moreover, was 
equally the requirement of Congress, and it was at least equally sig
nificant, in the Commission's view, for the processes of regulation. 
The failure to arrive at inclusive original cost figures in the primary 
valuations is not a serious defect if, whenever valuations are put to 

practical use, it is appropriately rectified; but the observation is never-
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theless warranted that in this aspect of its task the Commission forgot 
the purposive character of the valuation process and forsook its usual 
pragmatic approach. Of more serious import is the WIure of the 
Commission, as the outstanding agency of public service regulation, 
to dispose unmistakably and quantitatively of the elaims for intangi
bles. Going value, for example, either is relevant in the determination 
of value for rate-making purposes, or it is not; if it is relevant, and 
final value is made larger because of it, the increase is necessarily by 
a certain amount. As an act of public leadership where authoritative 
analysis is greatly needed, and as an aid, one may suspect, to the clarity 
of its own thinking, it would have been much better if the Commis
sion had determined each value factor separately, instead of merging 
the estimate of the intangible elements in the larger exercise of judg
ment by which all the factors were combined. By the latter procedure 
the individual items were left in complete obscurity, and the final 
judgment attained, if possible, a heightened myslery. That mystery, 
however, lay chiefly in the combination of elements, whether definite 
or not in themselves, by a process wholly unexplained-and failing of 
clarification most dismally when individual commissioners have vol
unteered to explain it. That the situation thus created is the least satis
factory aspect of the valuation work can hardly be gainsaid. When 
divergent elements of unmeasured relevance contribute to a result 
unlike anyone of them, the processes which produce that result are 
so important that their concealment reflects upon the worth of all the 
labor that went before and precludes all exercise of needed leadership 
at this critical point. It is true that extenuation of the Commission's 
procedure can be found in the legal environment of the project. When 
value determination faces an uncertain fate in the courts, value factors 
of doubtful relevance may be admitted, either pro forma or in actu
ality, to forestall r"versals. Governed by the implications of previous 
judicial decrees, the Commission may appropriately make nominal al
lowance, not numerically stated, for developmental costs, accord car
rier lands a questionable market value, and steer an uncharted course 
between reproduction cost and original cost; else, it may be argued, 
nothing effective will be accomplished. But such an exculpation is not 
altogether convincing. With valuation doctrine still in a somewhat 
fluid state, not only in the railroad field but in the entire regulatory 
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sphere, sound and intelligible foundations are necessary. If certain 
value factors are relevant and compatible, in final value determina
tion, a group of qualified experts should be able to explain why and 
how, and infuse the process with manifest reasonableness; similarly, 
if particular value elements are found to lack probative force, and are 
excluded on th~t account, or even if they are included unwiIIingly 
because of legal compulsion, it would make for progress to eliminate 
all mystery and all pretense-to exclude with candor, and to include 
with patent misgiving and protest, any elements that are not deemed 
appropriate. 

It may be contended that the foregoing pronouncements constitute 
a counsel of perfection, which assumes a clarity of analysis prevented 
by existing circumstances. An undeviating course cannot be run 
toward a goal but vaguely apprehended; and in the minds of many 
the value sought by the Commission-its nature and its role---'.lppears 
to be an objective of that uncertain character. Vestigial evidences per
sist that the courts, and even the Commission, have not sufficiently 
penetrated the nimbus of commercial associations with which the 
term "value" has come to be surrounded. And even if value for rate
making purposes is seen as a distinct thing, conceived solely in terms 
of a purpose to be accomplished, the idea is a persistent one that it can 
somehow spring from a compromise between logically inconsistent 
elements whose appropriate weights no one dares explain. Such in
congruities seem not to be offensive to many persons of high standing 
and undoubted competence. This logical confusion was of little 
practical significance in the primary valuations; but as soon as their 
revision entered the period of post-war prices, the weight to be given 
diverse value elements became all-important. The Commission's first 
revision under these circumstances, realistically accomplished from an 
administrative standpoint, suffered judicial condemnation; while a 
second, representative of the present status and calculated to escape 
judicial censure, must bring disappointment to all who covet for so 
prolonged and significant an undertaking a useful and intelligible 
outcome. Such an outcome, however, is not too much to expect. All 
that seems to be necessary is a clearer understanding, first, that the 
value sought is primarily an instrument of income control, and sec
ond, that in this capacity it is only one of a number of factors on 
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which income depends, possessing no mechanical or compelling rela
tion therero. By themselves the values found can effect no equitable 
adjustments between carriers and public; by themselves they cannOt 

take property without due process. Whatever rate base is deemed most 
useful, the return to be allowed thereon must be considered as its com
plement, to be determined in terms of all relevant interests. And even 
that derermination will not fix the income actually received by groups 
of carriers, in view of the unpredictable relation of the flow of traffic 
to business conditions, to competitive policies, and to rates themselves, 
and of the f1ucruating character of operating expenses; and individual 
roads will still feel financial stringency or abundance as they depart 
from average conditions. Movements for general increases or de
creases in rates are not primarily grounded in whether carrier income 
amounts to a given percentage of an approved valuation; they spring, 
rather, from more direct indications of the railroads' credit status and 
the prosperity, or lack of it, of those who support'the roads. The rale 
of valuation, in connection with rate making, is thus a secondary one 
and should be kept in the background. All thus conceived, valuation 
procedure and its controlling principles may properly be adjusted 
with sole reference to the economic and administrative factors which 
they involve. 

When the Commission's valuation procedure came to grief in the 
O'Fallon case, judgment was passed, not upon the determination of a 
rate base, but upon a special and unique aspect of income control. In 
the administration of the recapture clause, when excess earnings of 
past periods were being computed, the valuation arrived at did fix 
mechanically the portion of recoverable income. The recapture situa
tion, moreover, was such that it was difficult for the Commission to 
establish that the rates which yielded a particular return were fixed in 
close relation to any specific rate base, even for large groups of car
riers, to say nothing of the individual road in question. The statute, 
finally, called for an annual determination of excess income, and thus 
prevented any pooling of the results of good and bad years---'ol circum
stance which lent color to the clainI that the value /actor in the calcula
tion should mirror the inImediately current conditions of the recap
ture year. For these reasons, and because the actual recovery of past 
earnings seemed to entail a more serious invasion of private rights 
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than the uncertain control of future income, the fixing of values for 
recapture purposes faced in logic and in law a more severe test than is 
involved in value determination for general rate-making purposes 
and for the other regulatory ends that values serve. The disruptive in
fluence of the recapture clause upon valuation doctrine is one of the 
circumstances which led to its repeal, and this elimination of the re
capture issue is likely to remove an important source of judicial re
straint upon the valuation process. Sirnilar consequences, as well as a 
more realtistic attitude toward income control, will probably flow 
from the recent exclusion from the rule of rate-making of direct men
tion of "value," with its load of commercial connotations and legal 
freightage; and the valuation task will doubtless be simplified by the 
new enactment whereby the revision of values is expressly made less a 
repetition of the ordeal of their original ascertainment and is to be 
consummated only when required to serve the ends of regulation. In 
addition to these salutary changes the outstanding need is for a Con
gressional enunciation of a standard of value, for the future, free from 
the uncertainty and arbitrariness which inhere in any attempt to con
form to established legal doctrine. If thus further reconstituted, the 
statutory basis of the valuation task would permit such a procedure 
in value determination, and such a performance of the regulatory 
functions dependent thereon, as could elicit full approval from the 
standpoint of economic soundness and administrative effectiveness. 
And the outlook for the suggested change is by no means hopeless. It 
is significant that its accomplishment need not rely for support wholly 
upon the inherent logic of the problem-that circumstantial aid is be
ing provided by the turn of events in the business world. The gradual 
decline in prices from the high post-war level. and particularly the 
sharp break since late in 1929> have struck hard at the alignment of 
forces on the valuation issue. "In the past," Commissioner Eastman 
suggestively declared as early as the spring of 1931, "those who advo
cated original cost or prudent investment as the controlling /actor in 
determining the rate base were regarded in conservative circles as 
enemies of 'property rights' and advocates of 'confiscation.' The time 
is rapidly approaching, and to some extent has already arrived, when 
they will instead be regarded as forces working for the protection of 
legitimate investment. For the most part the positions taken on the 
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'valuation' question have been wholly opportunistic, regardless of 
principle, and already the opportunists have begun to shift. Without 
doubt we shall in the future find many supporters of prudent invest
ment in the ranks of erstwhile devotees of reproduction cost.""· 

But one's general appraisal of the valuation project should not be 
conditioned upon problematical legislative action. Whatever may de
velop in the future, the undertaking must be recognized as constitut
ing a significant landmark in the Commission's record of perform
ance. The values ascertained have not just grown, nor have they been 
produced in a fortnight'S research; they are literally the result of more 
than two decades of exacting labor. The sheer immensity of the task 
which confronted the Commission on March I, 1913, must give one 
pause; the present status of the project constitutes in itself a monu
ment to the Commission's genius for accomplishment. 

IStI Ez"sllncome of RkAmo"J. P. & P. R. Co., 110 I.e.f!. 451. 532-533 (1931). 
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CHAPTEllXIU 

CONTROL OF ORGANIZATION AND FINANCE 

ALMOST without exception the activities of the Commission 
.l"\.. which involve directly and primarily the control of railroad or
ganization and finance are of relatively recent origin. Prior to the 
enactmeot of the Transportation Act of 1920 the powers and duties 
of the Commission had been concentrated upon the establishment 
and mainteoance of reasonable and non-discriminatory rates and 
practices, to the virtual exclusion of other important and distinct, 
though related, phases of railtoad policy. Except for the authority 
which it derived from safety legislation and under the practically un
tested Car Service Act of 1917, the Commission was without direct 
jurisdiction over Inatters of service and facilities. It had little in the 
way of either power or obligation to insure adequ:.cy of service or to 
control the extent of plant and equipment. Again, the Commission 
was lacking in discretionary authority in the Inatter of intercorporate 
relations. The pooling of traffic or of revenues was unconditionally 
prohibited by the Act to Regulate Commerce; and the combination 
of competing railroads, through whatever form or device, was held to 
be subject to the prohibitions of the anti-trust laws. Under these cir
cumstances the Commission was without power to permit, and may 
indeed be said to have been under obligation to prevent, even such c0-

operative efforts as were calculated to further operating economy, 
financial advantage, or service need. Finally, while the Commission's 
authority over rates brought the flow of operating revenues under its 
influence, it was without jurisdiction to regulate the financial manage
meot of the carriers, either in the raising of capital funds through the 
issuance of securities or in the expenditure of their proceeds. This in
ability to control Inatters vitally related to the credit status of the 
roads not only limited the effectiveness of the Commission's determi
nations in dealing with transportation charges, but reduced still fur
ther its power to mold the character of the service to be rendered to 
the public. Rates which would yield unfairly high returns to conserva
tively financed and well-Inanaged carriers might barely suffice for 
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overcapitalized or loosely administered properties; and the very ne
cessity of supporting inHated or maladjusted capital structures led to 
impairment of service. In all these directions, as has been amply indi
cated in an earlier volume, serious difficulties progressively emerged.1 

The extension of the regulatory process to plant and equipment, to 
competitive an<! cooperative relations, and to capital structures and 
financial practices involved a more far-reaching invasion of the do
main of management than Congress had been willing to sanction 
prior to 1920; but developments during the pre-war decade, culminat
ing in the war experience, clearly demonstrated the necessity of a 
change of attitude toward these problems. Because of the broader 
conception of public interest which gained wide acceptance, whereby 
adequacy of service came to receive at least as great emphasis as rea
sonableness of rates, and because it was generally recognized that 
effective rate control was itself dependent upon more comprehensive 
regulation of railroad enterprise, the Commission was clothed with 
a highly significant group of enabling powers in the field of or
ganization and finance--embracing, as its chief constituents, au
thority to regulate extensions and abandonments, coOperation and 
combination, and the issuance of securities and assumption of obli
gations." Without subjecting plant and equipment to some measure 
of centralized control, both as to expansion and contraction, there 
could be no assurance of satisfactory service, from the standpoint of 
quantity, quality, or cost. There was need of curbing unwise or ex
travagant extensions, not only as an independent safeguard against 
dissipation of finances and intpairment of service, but by way of sup
port to the new rule of rate-making, which was affirmatively designed 
to strengthen railroad credit and to promote adequate service; there 
was need of regulating abandonments of line, not only as a safeguard 
against unjustified termination of essential public services, but as a 
means of preventing the imposition of undue burdens upon inter
state traffic because of the unwillingness of state authorities to sanc
tion justifiable discontinuance of service. Under the influence of this 

1 For a detailed analysis of these defects of the legislati~ ItrUCtUtc. sec Part I, espe .. 
cially at pp. 7!r81 and 86-.03. 

I: Foe a detailed analysis of the provisions of the Transportation Act in this sphere. 
see Part I. pp .• 83-.89 (combinations), .89-'95 (teeuritic:s). and 23~44 (",nice). 
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new approach, and on the basis of the fruitful war-time experience 
with railroad unification, it also became apparent that controlled c0-

operation and combination might better serve the public interest than 
strict adherence to the traditional policy of enforced competition. The 
legalization of the pooling device was believed to afford one avenue 
of possible relief from the wasteful duplications of unrestrained ri
valry; the authorization of acquisitions of control through lease or 
stock ownership was deemed to provide opportunities for coOrdina
tion, economy, and financial gain; the provision for actual consolida
tion of properties was designed to establish a permanent structure 
for less costly operation, for improved service, and for the removal, 
through a measurable approach to equality among competitive rail
road systems, of the difficulties which spring from the coexistence of 
strong and weak roads. But the public stake in all these intercorporate 
relations was altogether too great to be freely en~sted to the benefi
cence of the carriers, necessarily operating under the pressure of 
corporate self-interest; the coOperation and combination thus vali
dated were made subject, in all their important ramifications, to the 
Commission's continuing control. And as part of the same general 
policy, a like jurisdiction was established over the issuance of railroad 
securities. There was almost universal agreement, on the basis of a 
long and revealing experience, that neither the self-restraint of the 
carriers nor the public control of the states could be safdy relied upon 
to prevent financial practices which were not only harmful to inves
tors but destructive of railroad credit. Under the regime of freedom 
in the issuance of securities the Commission had been frequently em
barrassed by its inability to control the capital structures and financial 
policies of the roads; it had been often confronted, on the one hand, 
with "the claimed necessity of approving such rates as will [would 1 
under private control establish credit and invite new capital for the 
public service," and on the other, by "a history of waste and wrecking, 
demonstrating that lower rates might have been adequate had the 
carrier corporation managed its business with some fair regard to law 
and sound principles."8 With the new emphasis upon adequacy of 
rates and service introduced by the 1920 legislation, thoroughgoing 

• Proposed Increasel in Nelli England, 49 I.C.C. 42.1 (1918), at p. 435. 
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supervision of security issues became imperative. Control of organiza. 
tion and finance, primarily along the channels indicated, thus became 
an integral part of the regulatory process. 

These newer phases of the Commission's activity are closely inter· 
related. They are all largely ancillary to its duties to protect the public 
interest in reasonable rates and adequate service, and the exercise of 
power in anyone of these spheres virtually presupposes the possession 
of ample authority with respect to the others. Applications for aban
donments involve not only a consideration of financial factors, but 
often the possibility of coOperative arrangements for the provision of 
substitute services, and those for extensions generally necessitate an 
inquiry into the credit of the carriers, their relations with other roads, 
and the appropriateness of the proposed methods of financing the 
new construction; petitions for approval of the various forms of c0-

operation and combination require an examination not only of pos
sible operating economies and service improvements, but usually also, 
of the propriety of the contemplated financial expedients for effectu
ating the unifications; proposals for the issuance of securities and as
sumption of obligations are frequendy bound up with parallel pro
ceedings involving extensions of line, acquisitions of contro~ or the 
merger of properties. The Commission has dealt with these interrela
tionships repeatedly in its reported decisions, and it has accorded them 
administrative recognition by concentrating practically all of its au
thority over these matters, in the first instance, in Division 4 and its 
subordinate Bureau of Finance. In all these directions, too, the Com
mission exercises a wide range of discretionary authority. It is guided, 
for the most part, by the uncharted standard of public interest, not 
only in approving or denying applications in whole or in part, but in 
prescribing the terms and conditions under which the proposed 
courses of action may be pursued. The powers so exercised, however, 
are enabling powers rather than directing powers. Initiative is gener
ally taken by the carriers themselves, and the Commission's determi
nations, in most instances, are permissive rather than mandatory. 
Accordingly, although the regulation of organization and finance 
impinges upon managerial functions more drastically than the tradi
tional exercise of the powers of rate contro~ the origination of poli
cies in this sphere is still left to private management, and it remains 
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a matter of voluntary determination by the carriers as to whether they 
will accept or reject such modifications of these policies as may be 
deemed in the public interest. The Commission is thus enabled to 

veto proposed courses of action and to suggest ways and means of 
rendering them acceptable, but it possesses no affirmative power to 
substitute public administration, in the sense of direct enforcement of 
controlling policies, for private management. 

With these common characteristics of the field as a whole as a 
starting-point, we shall attempt to analyze and appraise the character 
and direction of the Commission's substantive determinations with 
respect to extensions and abandonments, coOperation and combina· 
tion, and the issuance of securities and assumption of obligations.' 

h. EXTENSIONS AND ABANDONMENTS 

The prohibitions imposed upon the carriers anC! the powers vested 
in the Commission with respect to extensions and abandonments are 
of sweeping character.' The Interstate Commerce Act, as amended in 
1920, provides that "no carrier by railroad • • • shall undertake the 
extension of its line of railroad, or the construction of a new line of 
railroad, or shall acquire or operate any line of railroad, or extension 
thereof, or shall engage in transportation • • • over or by means of 
such additional or extended line of railroad, unless and until there 
shall first have been obtained from the Commission a certificate that 
the present or future public convenience and necessity require or will 
require the construction, or operation, or construction and operation, 
of such additional or extended line of railroad, and no carrier by rail. 
road • • • shall abandon all or any portion of a line of railroad, or 
the operation thereof, unless and until there shall first have been ob
tained from the Commission a certificate that the present or future 
public convenience and necessity permit of such abandonment.no 

, Por an analysis and appraisal of the Commission', performance in this .phere from 
the ItUldpoint of ..... and r.dcral .. latiDnahips. see Pan D. pp. 2.6-2240 24~69; for 
a presentation of the enent of the Commission', activities in the field of otganizatioa 
and finance, see pp. 21>-33. "',.... 

• Se<. '. pan. (.8) to (22) • 
• Par. (.8). The Commission hu coosistendy declined to usume jurisdiaion over 

2handonments where operations had ceased prior to the effective da .. of this para
graph. Soe hblje.COtl~ Appli<otitm .f M. ". B. T. Ry •• 67 I.C.C. 365. 744 
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Furthermore, the Commission is authorized, on its own initiative as 
well as on complaint, to require any such carrier subject to the Act to 
extend its line or lines: These powers were conferred upon the Com
mission to further the maintenance of adequate railroad service, as an 
integral part of the new policy introduced by the Transportation Act.· 
"By that measlHe," it has been judicially declared, "Congress under
took to develop and maintain, for the people of the United States, an 
adequate railway system. It recognized that preservation of the earn
ing capacity, and conservation of the financial resources, of individual 
carriers is a matter of national concern; that the property employed 
must be permitted to earn a reasonable return; that the building of 
unnecessary lines involves a waste of resources and that the burden of 
this waste may fall upon the public; that competition between car
riers may result in harm to the public as well as in benefit; and that 
when a railroad inflicts injury upon its rival, it may be the public 
which ultimately bears the loss."· And more concretely, on another 
occasion: "The purpose of paragraphs 18 to 22 is to prevent interstate 
carriers from weakening themselves by constructing or operating su
perfluous lines, and to protect them from being weakened by another 

(1921); Public-Convenience Cmificate to A. 6- L. M. Ry., 67 I.C.C. 781 (1921); 
Abandonm ... of K. C. N. W. Ry .• 105 I.C.C. '9' (19'5); Abontlonm<fl' by Wi/ket
B.,.,.. Ii; Eastern. III I.C.C. 67 (19.6); Abandon,..", by D. Ii; R. C. W. R. R .. III 
I.C.C. 4'5 (19.6); Ab •• donmen, by P. R. R. Co .• 117 I.C.C. 139 (1926); Abontlon
m<fl' by C .. R.I. Ii; P. Ry .. 131 I.C.C. 421 (19'7). Simil2Ily. the Commission Iw held 
that certificates are not required in the case of tKtcnsions or new construction entered 
upon in good faith and prosecuted with reasonable diligence prior to the eff'ecrive date 
of the paragraph. See Puhlic-Con"~ninJce Application of T., O. 6- E. R.. R., 67 I.C.C . 
.. 84 (192.1); Public-Convenience Application 0/ U. 6- N. Ry .• 67 I.C.C. 554 (19'1); 
Puhlic-Ctmllen;ena Application of G. P. T. Ry .• 71 I.C.C. 759 (1922). This approach 
has been referred to approvingly by the courts in Dnroi, Terminal R. Co. v. Pennsyl
voni",Detro;' R. Co •• 4 Fed. (.d) 705. 707 (19'5). 15 Fed. (2d) 507. 508 (19.6); 
certiorari denied in 273 U.S. 758 (1927). But in ConllrtlCtion by San AnlOnio " 
AranslII PillS Ry .• IlJ I.C.C.483 (1926). the Commission found that the cessation of 
building operations for a period of more than 20 years subjected the new construction 
to its jurisdiction. See, also, Constrr«:tion by Pietlmonl & NorthertJ Ry., 138 I.C.C. 363. 
367-368 (19.8). where a lapse of the tailro2d', ehatter for a period of 6 y<2l' WaJ 
held to interrupt "the claimed continuity of intentionA and to have a like eJfecr. 

'Par. (21). The Commission is also empowered to require carriers by railroad to 
provide thenuc:lves wim safe and adequate &cilitie. for performing their "car tervice." 
upon a finding "mat the expense involved therein will DOt impair the ability of the 
carrier to perform its duty to the public." 

8 See Pan 1, pp. '77-244. eopecWly at pp. 235-244. 
• From the opinion of Justice Brandeis in Textll " Pile. Ry. y. GtJI Ry., 270 US . 

• 66 (19.6). at pp. '77-278. -
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carrier's operating in interstate commerce a competing line not re
quired in the public interest."'o While the Commission's authority in 
furtherance of this purpose is restricted to carriers by railroadll and is 
expressly made inapplicable to the construction or abandonment of 
.purs and industrial tracks located wholly within one state" or of 

10 From the opinion of Jwtice Brandeis in TailS R. It v. NortMide Ry.~ ~76 U.S. 
475 ('928), at p. 479-

11 For proa:edings in which the Commission has held that certificates of CODvc.nicnce 
and necessity are not required for the extension or abandonment of services by water 
carricn, see Routi.g trom Southwes' 10 East .. d New E'g/a",l, 9' I.C.C. 455, 456 
('924); Nel_ S. S. Co ••• B., A.. & P. Ry. Co., .09 I.C.C. 529. 537 ('926). In Proce
Jure ."tler BIIr~ UU ~a. 148 I.C.C. 129, 132 (1928). the Commission declared: 
"That act [the Interstate Commerce Act] does not authorize us to grant certificates of 
convenience and necessity to carriers by water, Dor are such carriers prohibited from 
operating or abandoning operation until such a certificate has beeD obtained. The provi
sions of paragraphs (18) to (20) of section J relate only to carriers by railroad." Fot 
judicial support for this view, see LlleIt..ing v. DdI'oil Nall. Co., 265 U.s. 346. 352 
('924). In Oykr& S .... A.meric .. Ry. Express Co., 83 I.C.C. .60, .62 ('923), which 
involved the right to order the acquisition of &cilities. the COmmission reached a like 
conclusion with respect to the applicability of the provisions to express companies. 

12 Par. (22). In determining whether the facilities involved are "spur. indwtrial, 
team, switching or side tracks" the construction and abandonment of which are ex
cepted from in jurisdictioD, the Commission is generally guided by the function of the 
trackage and its relationship to the operating situation and competitive status of the car
rier rather than by its nominal character or mere length. See, for example: Pubh"c-Con
,,~nee Application of Weltn"n Pacific R. R., 67 I.C.C. 135 (1921); Abtltltlonment of 
line by Missouri Pacific R. R.,76 I.C.C. 635 ('923)' Ab .. do.men' of B"""'KIJI R. R., 
79 I.C.C. 506 ('923)' COnslrt,ctio. of line by Do, L. & W. R. R., 94 I.C.C. 54' 
(1925); Acquisition by Ibma & Vermilion R. R •• 111 I.C.C. 660 (192.6); Operation by 
L. A.. & S. L. R. R., .24 I.C.C. 207 ('927); Construction by Alabama, T. & N. R. Corp., 
154 I.C.C. 308 (192.9). The Commission's determinations appear to be in general har
mony with the following declarations of the Supreme Court, which are specifically ap
plicable to extensions: '"The carrier was authorized by Congress to construct, without 
authority from the Commission, ·spur, industrial, team, switching or side tracb ••. 
to be located wholly within one State: Tracks of that character are commonly COD

structed either to improve the facilities required by shippers already served by the car
rier or to supply the facilities to others, who being within the same territory and mru
lady situated are entitled to like service from the carrier. The question whether the 
construction should be allowed or compelled depends largely upon local conditions 
which the state regulating body is peculiarly fitted to appreciate. Moreover, the expendi
ture involved is ordinarily small. But where the proposed trackage extends into territory 
not theretofore served by the carrier, and particuJarly where it extends into territory al· 
ready ICI"Vcd by another carrier, its purpose and effect are, under the new policy of 
Congress, of uational concern. For invasion through new construction of territory adc~ 
quately served by another carrier, like the establishment of excessively low rates in 
order to secure traffic enjoyed by another, may be inimical to the national interest. If 
the purpose and effect of the new trackage is to extend substantially the line of a car
rier into new territory, the proposed trackage constitutes an extension of the railroad 
within the meaning of paragraph 18, ahhough the line be short and although the char~ 
acter of the service contemplated be that commonly rendered to indwtrics by means of 
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street, suburban, or interurban electric railways not operated as part of 
a general steam railroad system of transportation,18 it is virtually free 
of specific substantive limitations. Approval of applications for exten
sions or abandonments and the issuance of the necessary certificates 
are merely dependent upon findings that the present or future public 
convenience and necessity require the extension or permit of the 
abandonment; and the Commission is empowered "to issue such cer
tificate as prayed for, or to refuse to issue it, or to issue it for a portion 
or portions of a line of railroad, or extension thereof, described in the 
application, or for the partial exercise only of such right, or privi
lege," and to "attach to the issuance of the certificate such terms and 

spurs or indusuial tracks. Being an extension. it cannot be built unless the federal com .. 
mission issues its certificate that public necessity and convenience require its construe-
lion." Texas & Pae. Ry. v. Gulf Ry., 270 U.S. 266, 27H79 ('9.6). 

18 10 determining whether or not an electric railway is so closely related to • steam 
railroad system that it may be deemed to be operated as part of it, the Commission is 
uniformly guided by the realities of the specific situation, as they emerge not only from 
the facts of ownership, direct or indirect, but from the prevailing traffic arrangemcnU. 
Sec, for example: Pub/ie-Confl~ni",ce A.pplication of Michigan Uniletl RYI., 67 I.C.c.. 
452 (1921)j .A.hanJonmmlof Line by Boise Valley Trtl&tion CO.,791.C.C .• 67 (1923); 
Proposed Abandonment by L. & Y. P. Ry., 124 I.C.C. 219 ('927); ConllNil:lioo by 
Piedmon, & North.,." Ry., '38 I.C.C. 363 ('928); Uni~d Opn-ation III Los Angel" 
H ... h." '50 I.C.C. 649, 66. ('9'9); Glendale & M. Ry. Propomi Abandonmen" .66 
I.C.C. 625 (1930). The Commission's order in Construeti01J by Pkdm01Jt 6- NorthmJ 
Ry .• suprlJ. in which it was found that the applicant's lines did DOt constitute an inter
urban electric railway within the meaning of the exemption contained in paragraph 
(22), was upheld on the merits in 30 Fed. (2d) 421 (1929); but in Piedmom 6- Nor. 
Ry. Y. U.s., .80 U.S. 469 ('930), the Supreme Court held that the lowe, court should 
have dismissed the complaint for want of jwisdiction--bccawe the Commission', order 
denying a certificate of convenience and necessity was ·'negative in substance as well as 
in form"-rather than upon the meriu. Sec, also. Piedm01Jl & N. R. Co. V. I.C.C'i 286 
U.S. 299 (1932). For an analysis of the problem of judicial review. in its relationship 
to so-a..lled affirmative and negative orders, see Pan IT. pp. 406-417. The Conuniuion 
has repeatedly urged that the .scope of its jurisdiction over electric railways, not only 
with respect: to extensions and abandonmcn~ but in the application of the rule of 
ratc·making. the recapture of excess earnings. and the I't'gulation of IeCU.rity issuct, be 
extended and clarified. Toward this end, itslatcst recommendation provided: '"That the 
present exemption provisions of sections 1(22). Isa(I), and 2Oa(l) of the interstate 
commerce act, applicable to electric railways. be amended by substituting provisions 
exempting all electric railways except such as interchange Jtandard freight equipment 
with steam railroads and participate in through intcrsratc freight rates with lOCh car· 
rico. provision to be made for exemption of particular electric railways falling within 
the excepted class. if upon application they are able to show to the satisfaction of the 
commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, that they arc not aKccted with 
an important national interest so far as the provisions in question are concerned." A"~ 
"U4I &porI. 1932, pp. 102-103. For a discussion of the difticultics which resulted in 
this recommendation, ICe A"nlUll Report. 1928. pp. 79-81. 
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conditions as in its judgment the public convenience and necessity 
may require."14 Even in ordering the extension of lines the Commis
sion's action is expressly conditioned only upon a finding that the new 
construction is reasonably required in the interest of public conven· 
ience and necessity and that the expense involved therein will not im· 
pair the ability of the carrier to perform its duty to the public." An 
analysis of the Commission's performance in this field will disclose 
the controlling influence exerted by the broad purpose of the legisla. 
tive provisions, the undefined character of public convenience and 
necessity, and the flexible scope of the contemplated determinations. 
There can be no question as to the vastness of the discretionary au· 
thority with which the Commission is clothed; our inquiry will be 
chiefly concerned with the character of its administrative processes 
and substantive results. Toward this end we will examine briefly the 
nature of its policies and practices with respect to jlbandonments, vol. 
untary extensions, and compulsory new construction. 

Abandonments 

Broadly speaking, applications for abandonments are of two princi. 
pal types: those incidental to readjustments in plant and service; and 
those designed to relieve carriers of the burdens of unprofitable op
eration. The proceedings resulting from the first of these groups of 
applications can be disposed of very briefly. They are generally initio 
ated for the purpose of increasing efficiency, effectuating economies, 
or promoting safety, and they contemplate no material diminution in 
the scope or quality of the service rendered to the patrons and com· 
munities involved. In these circumstances the Commission tends to 
accord approval to the plans of the management whenever it is made 
to appear that there is a reasonable prospect of securing the advan· 
tages sought'8 and that the costs of the proposed changes are not ex· 

16 Par. (20). 
10 Par. (21). 
Ie But see, for example, A.banJo"ment of Brancb Litt~ by Gr~tIt Northern, 12 I.C.C. 

as (I9U). in which. in view of the limited savings to be realized and the adverse ef. 
Ceas upon the usen of the service, the carrier's application was denied. In supporting 
its concJUJion the Commission said: ''The applicant does not contend that the opera
tion of the Portland branch is unprofitable. It iJ apparent that the saving to be effected 
by the proposed abandomne.ot would be matively .mall. It also appears that the towns 
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cessive." While the Commission must find that convenience and ne
cessity will be served by the projected readjustments, the public inter
est to be safeguarded does not arise from any direct threat to the ade
quacy of the transportation service. Abandonments of this character 
are usually proposed in connection with projects involving new con
struction,'· being incidental, for example, to terminal rearrange
ments'· and relocation of lines." In such proceedings the propriety of 
the abandonment is largely determined by the nature of the gains 
calculated to flow from the substitute facilities; and since operating 
loss does not furnish the controlling impetus for the proposed relin
quishment of plant, and curtailment of service is not its unavoidable 
outcome, the difficulties of such balancing of the respective interests 
of carriers and communities as characterizes the disposition of the 
great bulk of abandonment proceedings are largely absent. 

But in most instances carriers seek permission to abandon their 
lines, in whole or in part, because of the pressure of unprofitable op-

served by the Pordand branch would be placed at a commercial disadvantage, as com· 
paced with towns on the Mayville branch, because of the resultant increase in freight 
charges, which would put an added bwdcn upon the local consumers" (p.28). 

1f But sec, foc example, New York Cenll'lll R. Co.~ Abtmtlon,menl, 158 I.C.C. 309 
(J929), in which the carrier was authorized to abandon approximately 5 miles of line 
and to construct and operate a line, approximately 4.5 miles in length. in another loca
tion, both being in the Borough of Manhattanj and ISSI.C.C. 687 (1930), in which the 
same carrier was authorized to abandon certain portions of its lines and to construct and 
operate corresponding lines in new locations in the city of Syracuse. In the first proceed .. 
ing the project involved an estimated expenditure of more than Suo.ooo,ooo by the 
applicant; in the second proceeding the project involved an expenditure of approxi. 
mately $IS,OOO.ooo by the applicant. In both instances the construction and abandon· 
ment were largely incidental to the elimination of grade crossings. 

18 See, for example: C."stn«tion 6y N. P. Ry .• 12041.C.C. 728 (1927); ConllN«lion 
6y S. P. R. R •• 145 I.C.C. 323 ('928). 

11 See Los Ang~/~1 Pasl~ngn- Tn-minai Cas~l, 100 I.C.C. 421 (192S), 142 I.C.C. 489 
(1928). For an analysis of these proceedings, in their relationship to stale action and 
the determinations of the courts. see Part II, chap. ix, note 73. 

20 See AbanJonm~nl ana Construction 0/ Lin~1 by L. Ry. fy N. Co., 99 I.C.C. 731 
(192S); Conttruct;on anti Abllndonm~nt by G. N. Ry .• 124 I.C.C. 685 (1927); COtJ· 
nruaion by Gr~1II Northern Ry .• 131 I.e.c. 79 (1921); Abtz"atmmNJI by CNJlTal P". 
cific RY .. 131 I.C.C. 311 (1921), following new consrruction authori2cd in Conltruaion 
of NlItrOn Cut-Off 6y C'"lroi Poei!ir Ry .• 821.C.C .• 85 ('9'3). and in Con,,,.,,,;'" of 
Bh(ck Butle Cut·Off 6y c. P. Ry .• 991.C.C. 780 (1925); Rrl",oti." 6y D., G. H. & M. 
Ry .• 138 I.C.C. 268 ('9.8); AiHmdonm ... of Tokdo-DnroiI R •• 'S4 I.C.C. 444 
(1929), following authorizations granted in Ctmstruaion 0/ Line ntl Bond lIme by 
D. & 1. R. R .. 90 I.C.C. 502 ('924). and in Op..-ation 6y [)droit. T. & 1. R. Co .. '54 
I.C.C. 239 ('929); Dnroit. T. & 1. R. Co. AiHmdon"",oJ. 162 I.C.C. 523 ('930). fol· 
Jowing authorization in Con.rtructitm of Un~ ad Bond lllUe by D. & I. R. R., ntpr •. 
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eration; and the proposed abandonments generally evoke protest be
cause of their probable transportation effects upon the communities 
being served by the existing lacilities. The factor of unprofitable op
eration emerges under a great variety of circumstances. Sometimes it 
appears that losses have been suffered from the very beginning, and 
that in view of the capita! costs and probable traffic the construction 
of the lines in question should never have been undertaken. In many 
cases lines which may bave been economically justified at the time of 
their construction find themselves operating at a loss because of a de
creasing demand for their services attributable to a diversity of causes 
-movements of population, shifting of industries, competition of 
motor carriers, diversion of traffic to other railroads, and the like. 
Most frequently the proposed abandonments induced by financial 
embarrassment involve short lines built to provide special services 
which are no longer necessary or to tap natural resources which have 
become exhausted." But whatever the source of the carriers' difficul
ties, and however pressing they may be, the localities affected gener
ally resent and oppose the relinquishment of established services. The 
protestants often give little thought to the actual utilization of the ex
isting facilities or to the financial burdens incident to their continued 
maintenance; but the fact that in many instances economic enterprise 
and social well-being are integrally bound up with the prevailing 
transportation service--that industries and communities have been 
developed in reliance upon the facilities involved and that they are 

11 An analysis of railroad mileage abandoned during the years 1920-1928 under 
certificates granted by the Commission indicates that 53.5 per cent of the mileage was 
abandoned primarily because of the exhawtion of Datural resources (including timber, 
oil, and the products of mines), IS per cent because of highway competitioD, 13.1 per 
cent because of insufficient traffic. g.8 per cent because of railroad competition, and 2..5 
per cent for miscellaneous reasons. John H. Frederick, Frank T. Hypps, and James M. 
Herring, ReguJotiOtl of 1/JJilrotul F;fUI1ICe (1930), p. 47. See, also, Henry R. Trum
bower, "Railroad Abandonments and Additions," Tournai of Political Economy, vol. 34 
(February, 1926), pp. 37-60, 45. Such compilations are necessarily inaccurate, since the 
Commission', findings are almost always based upon a variety of considerations, but 
they do serve. in a rough way, to indicale the relative importance of the underlying 
cawes of financial difficulty. It is interesting to nole that during the current depression 
the number of applications for abandonment and the number of miles of road in· 
valved in these applications have increased rather sharply. In 1929. 69 applications were 
filed, involving approximaleiy 8]4 miles of road; in 1930. 1931, 1932, and 1933. the 
number of applications increased to 75, 88, 114. and 153. and the number of miles of 
road involved increased to 980, 1,075, 2.2.81. and 3,263. See pp. 24-25, supra. 
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wholly or in predominant measure dependent upon their uninter
rupted operation-<onstitutes a highly significant factor in determin
ing the demands of convenience and necessity, even in the face of op
erating deficits. Neither the interests of the carriers nor those of the 
shippers or other protestants, however persuasive each may be when 
considered ind.ependently of the other, are necessarily controlling. 
Since the enabling power with respect to abandonments was vested in 
the Commission in furtherance of the public good, the administrative 
judgment which issues in the approval or denial of an application 
cannot avoid a weighing of conflicting advantages and disadvantages 
-,-a balancing of the interests of carriers and communities under the 
specific circumstances and conditions shown of record. In this process 
of balancing interests, matters of degree, rather than of kind, most 
frequently fashion the outcome. The amount of the operating deficits, 
the duration of their incidence, the likelihood of their continuance, 
the causes of their emergence, and, where a branch is involved, the 
relationship which they bear to the operating results as a whole, are 
obviously considerations relevant to an appraisal of carrier claims; 
the presence or absence of any basic economic justification for the 
maintenance of the service, the extent to which financial support is 
actually accorded to it through traffic demand, the feasibility of sug
gested expedients for rendering it more remunerative, the probable 
social and industrial effects of its discontinuance, and the degree to 
which alternative or substitute services are available are obviously 
considerations relevant to an appraisal of community claims; and a 
final judgment as to whether public convenience and necessity permit 
of the abandonment is the resultant of all such considerations, in their 
numerous interrelations, as they are developed in each proceeding." 

22 The Commission cccognizcd from the first that for the exerciJc of a sound discre
tion in this .phere full information is indispensable. A carrier filing an application for 
authority to abandon the whole or a portion of its line muJt answc't. under oath, a de· 
tailed questionnaire bearing upon every important aspect of the proceeding. Among the 
data required arc the following; date of construction., purp:nes. and cost of the line; iu 
operating and fimncial history. including that of re<civenhi",; public aid, if any. 
granted in consideration of its construction; outstanding securities which may be at 
fca.d by the proposed abandonment; financial positioD of the applicant, aa diJclOtOd by 
its IaleSt balance sheet and its income accounts for the preceding five }'at'i "hcte entire 
mileage it not covered by application, gross and Dct reveouel allocated to the 1ine in
volved aD a mileage pro rata basis. and probable effect of contioued operation upon the 
earnings of the system u • whole; the townt and villages. with their approximate 
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Whilc the circumstances of each case inevitably govern specific 
administrative determinations, the nature of the Commission's ap
proach can be gathered in some measure from the character of some 
of its general pronouncements. "The term 'public convenience and 
necessity,' .. the Commission has declared, "implies both convenience 
and necessity. • • • Necessity does not exist unless the inconvenience 
would be so great as to amount to an unreasonable burden on the 
community. • • • The words imply an urgent, immediate public 
need:'" The burden of showing such need is placed upon the appli
cant: "It is incumbent upon a carrier seeking to abandon a line of 
railroad to establish by clear and convincing proof every element of 
the case from which we are expected to determine that the present or 
future public convenience and necessity will permit of the proposed 
abandonment.· ... On the basis of the facts thus presented, however, 
there must be a balancing of the interests of the railroad system seek
ing abandonment and of the communities being served by it. In 
considering numerous proposed abandonments in New England ter
ritory by the Boston & Maine Railroad, for example, the Commission 
gave extended expression to this need of balancing interests: "The 
people of New England understand the importance to them of the 
Boston & Maine Railroad. This railroad and the people it serves are 
peculiarly interdependent and in these abandonment cases there must 
be kept constantly in view the necessity for the preservation of as 
much as possible of the present mileage in the service of the greatest 
number of the people. The evidence seems to be conclusive that not a 

popu1atioDi. located OD the line, the other railroad. serving them. and the distlmces from 
the towns and villages of these other roads; the railroad connections of the line in· 
valvedj ita uaOic for the preceding five-year period classified by commoditiel and di· 
vided into that which is interchanged with connecting carrier. and that which is 
originated at or is cIestiDed to poiDts OD the line; the nature, history. and dependence 
upon the carrier of iDdusm.. located along the liDe; the passenger traflie of the pre
ceding live yean, classified as local and eonneetiog-liDe passeDgen and revenues; rea
JODI for any dec:rcue in traOic, whether &eight or passenger or both, which may have 
occurred during recent year'; eB"oru which may have been made to dispose of the line 
to inJure mntioned operation. See In 1M MatUr of ApplicatiDtU Mnd.,. Pat'agrophs 
(18) 10 (u).lrldusi.e, SeeliO,. ',of 'he Interstate Commerce A.ct (or CmifictlU' of 
COfJ~ tItUl Ne«.Iti1y dUlhorUing ,II. AblltUlOfJmmt of unel of IWlrotui or ,h. 
Opmttion ThemJ" July 8. 1921 • 

• 1 Publie-C .... enierrn Appliealion of A. lit S. A. B. Ry .• 11 I.C.C. 184 (1922). at 

P·192 • 
.. A"."donmen, of BrancA by P .... MfII'q_. 12 I.C.C. 303 (1922). at p. 307. 
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few of the lines which it is now proposed to abandon should never 
have been built. Under present conditions they would not be built. 
. . . But irrespective of the origin of an existing line, people gather 
about it and create for themselves an interest in and a dependence 
upon it. Under these circumstances abandonment brings about the 
kind of hardships with which it is so difficult to deal. The sufferers in 
such cases have no redress against those guilty of the original error, 
nor were they responsible for that error. . •• Differences of opinion 
exist with reference to the wisdom of certain features of the Boston lie 

Maine management for decades past, but ••• the important thing is 
the vitality of the present Boston lie Maine system. Not only New 
Hampshire but all New England needs that system. The serious and 
difficult problem is how to sustain both the railroad system and New 
England territory as a whole without undue hardship on particular 
local territories. Benefits to the system of particular abandonments 
must be weighed against the inconveniences and losses which those 
abandonments will inflict upon the communities immediately af
fected. Benefits to particular communities of continued operation 
must be weighed against the burdens and retarding effect of such op
eration upon the development of the Boston lie Maine system as a 
whole."" Under such an approach it is obvious that bare need for the 
service cannot be controlling and that operating losses cannot be ig. 

25 Abandonment of Branches by B. 6- M. R. R., 105 I.e.c. 13 (1925). at pp. 
15-[6. For a concrete application of this balancing process, note the following: "It is 
evident from the record that the operation of the old line now lOught to be abandoned 
is a burden upon the interstate commerce of the applicant, tina the expenses incident 
to such operation arc much greater than the revenue derived by the applicant there
from. While the burden is slight and can not be said to have any appreciable effect on 
the applicant's credit, it doubtless depletes itt resources to the extent of several thou~ 
sand dollars a year. It would therefore seem to be in the public interest to discontinue 
this operation unIcSi the loss which the communities served by the line would JUifcr 
from its abandonmeDt would outweigh the benefit to the applicant. The population of 
some 250 people, which the old line DOW serves, 0& many of them, would be c.onsid~ 
erably inconvenienced ... by the abandonment of the Jine. It can not, however, be 
said that they would be left without railroad service, since the stations on the new line 
are not tar away, as distances are reckoned in that part of the country. The applicant 
. . . will arrange for a roadway from White Pine to the new line, which sbould give 
the people on the table-land reasoD2bly good oervice, even if the houting of lumber 
thereon may be attended with some difficulty. Practically every abandonment of a line 
of railroad injures or inconvenieoces some of the people who have been tefVed by iL 
10 this case, the record shows that the number of people and the property intercsu 
served are so inconsiderable that it docs not seem to be in the interest of the public at 
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nored: "We are urged to construe these paragraphs as requiring us to 
consider only the question of whether there is a public need for the 
service and to hold that the question of loss in operation is a matter 
which we can not take into account at all. The argument is that the 
question of gain or loss is a matter entirely unrelated to public con
venience and necessity, and that if we find from the evidence that 
there is any degree of public need for the service, we must, as a mat
ter of law, deny the application. Such a construction, however, loses 
sight of the familiar doctrine of the courts that the very fact that a 
line of railroad does not pay the expense of running its trains is c0-

gent evidence that public convenience and necessity does not require 
it to be kept in operation. • • • A further persuasive consideration 
against this contention is found in the result of its adoption on the 
validity of the act itself. For while we may not with propriety decide 
that an act of Congress is unconstitutional, we must as clearly avoid 
any suggested construction of a statute which would render it ine£. 
fectual and adopt a construction, when called upon to construe it, 
which will sustain it, if such a construction is reasonable and con
sonant with the language employed. • . . The past earnings and 
probable future earnings are evidentiary facts which, in the light of 
all circumstances disclosed of record, enable us to make a finding un
der which the appropriate certificate may be granted. • . • These pro
visions, we think, bring within our consideration all matters touching 
the feasibility of continued operation on the part of the carrier and 
permit us to take into account, among such matters, the question of 
whether the line has been or can be operated without financial loss."'· 
In other words, while the burden of justifying a proposed abandon
ment is placed upon the carrier, the mere fact that the discontinuance 

large to require the continued operation of the old line, particularly as the old and Dew 
lin.eJ are so dOle together that for the most part they merely duplicate the service of 
each other:· Aband •• men. by Nor.h .... Pa&ific Ry .• '38 I.C.C. ~'3 ('9~8), at pp. 
:zdKUg. 

I. P.blie-C ••• .,,;"'" C"'''fjc ... to D. & N. M. Ry., 7' I.C.C. 795 ('9»), at pp. 
199"""801. Indeed, the Commission had declared carlier that a disregard of financial re
luIts uwould condemn the prOVision [section I, paragraph (18)] on constitutional 
ground .. Iince any refusal on our part to consider operating losses might very well 
. • • result in a denial of the applicatiOD, so that the effect of the paragraph would 
then be to require the carrier to continue to operate at a loss. and amount to confisca .. 
Oon:" Abadcmmml of HllwltitUlJille'" Florida Southern Ry.~ 70 I.C.C. 566 (1931). at 
p. ,68. 
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of the service would result in some injury or inconvenience to the 
public is not deemed sufficient to prevent its authorization. As will 
appear from the following, public need for the service must be re
/lected in a reasonable measure of public support: "The protestants 
have shown a substantial local need for the facilities afforded. This to
gether with th~ long-continued operation of the branch, and the fact 
that a substantial investment therein will be dissipated if the aban
donment is authorized, make it incumbent upon the applicant to es
tablish with certainty that operation in the future will constitute so 
great a burden upon its revenues as to be against the public interest . 
. • • It must be borne in mind that under paragraph (IS) of section I 
of the interstate commerce act abandonment of a line of railroad or 
the operation thereof is made unlawful and that any carrier by rail
road proposing such abandonment bears the burden of proving that it 
is consistent with the present and future public convenience and ne
cessity •••. On the other hand the people who are interested in the 
continued operation of this branch, especially those protestants who 
are dependent upon it, must realize that they have a duty to perform 
and that the future of this branch rests largely in their hands. The 
mere desire to have a railroad is not enough. There must exist the 
will to coOperate in its operation and the ability to support it ade
quately.''''' 

In disposing of applications for abandonments, the Commission al
ways sets forth the relevant &cts which support its findings, but gen
erally without express indication of the controlling factors. The na
ture of these factors can be gathered, however, from those proceedings 
in which the evidence of record is explicitly interpreted. Two illus
trations will suffice for our present purpose. In authorizing the Chi
cago & Alton Railroad and its receivers to abandon the operation of 
the Rutland, Toluca & Northern, one of its leased lines in Illinois, the 
Commission summarized as follows the considerations supporting its 
conclusion: "We have considered as essential factors in reaching our 
finding the value and magnitude of the carrier's service, the financial 
results of its operation, the character and extent of the population 
and industries served, and the probable effect of abandonment upon 

or Abtmdonm ... of /Ir ... e4 h!I Per, M",'f'I"I4. 7' I.C.C. >67 ('9>2). at p. '7'. 
See, also. Abaoulonmmt of Chk.go. p..n. 6< 5,. LotUs R. R.. 76 I.C.C. 80 •• 807 
('9'3); Georg;. 6< Florid. R. Abandonment • • 66 I.C.C. 539. 54M46 ('930). 
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both the general community and the Alton system. It appears that 
the R., T. & N. performs a comparatively small transportation service, 
at a considerable loss to the system of which it is a part; that this $'jS

tem should be relieved of the burden of such loss. The local popula
tion and its fiuming and livestock industries are, with the exception 
of those ••• generally centering on Magnolia, served or capable of 
being served by rail lines other than that of the R., T. & N. The Mag
nolia section is not without highways leading to several stations on 
other lines at no great distances, and there is prospect of additional 
and improved State roads. The probable inconvenience to be suffered 
by the communities as a whole is not sufficiently serious to warrant 
continued operation of the railroad for purely local reasons, under all 
the circumstances shown. Its value as a connecting or bridge line, in 
view of the numerous points of interchange in this part of the State, 
can not be considered important. ..... Similarly, in authorizing the 
Southern Railway to ahandon the Knoxville & 'Bristo~ one of its 
branch lines in Tennessee, the Commission spelled out in detail the 
circumstances found to justifY the discontinuance of the service: 
"From the history of past operation, as developed in the record, it ap
pears that the K. & B. has been economically operated, that wherever 
and whenever possible economies in operation have been eJfected; 
that for the past several years less sums have been spent upon it than 
should have been spent upon a going line of like character, as evi
denced by the deferred maintenance that must be made up at once or 
in the immediate future; that concurrently the passenger traffic has 
decreased and the freight trallic, although somewhat erratic, has 
shown a decided tendency to d=easc both in volume and in the 
grade of the commodities offered for shipment .••. The result of 
this condition is that the K. & B. has been and will be operated at a 
continually increasing loss. With the advent of the automobile, auto
mobile busses, and trucks, and the improved highways, the territory 
adjacent to the K. & B. is within reasonable distance of the lnain lines 
of the applicant and may be considered as served by them. It does not 
appear that the abandonment of the K. & B. will materially affect the 
community as a whole. Those persons affected have had nearly four 
years, since the first application was filed in this case, in which to ex-

18 AbtmJOfImetJI by Chicago & .111'011 R. R.o II? I.c.c. 711 (192.7), at pp. 7t4~15. 
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pedite the manufacture of their products and in which to remove 
them. There has not been disclosed anything more that the applicant 
might have done or may do, than it has done to attract business to the 
K. & B. and to operate it economically in accordance with the pur
poses it can serve. There seems to be no need of the K. & B. and no 
practicable way in which it may be used as a bridge line between the 
main lines of the applicant or as part of any through route which the 
applicant or any other carrier may consider, nor is there any justifica
tion for it as an independent line, if its construction were now sought. 
The record as a whole indicates that the continued operation of the 
K. & B. will require an immediate large expenditure by the applicant 
without prospect or hope of any return and an increasing annual loss 
disproportionate to any use made of it and the value of the service 
rendered by it to the territory it serves. The applicant might continue 
operation of the K. & B. under present conditions, without impairing 
the former's ability to perform its other duties to the public. Such 
continued operation, however, would be a drain upon its resources, 
which might, without this, be used elsewhere to advance the welfare 
of its system and through it the vast region which it serves. The bur
den placed upon the applicant through the rehabilitation and con
tinued operation of the K. & B. can not be viewed as in the public in
terest. We therefore conclude that the point has been reached which 
permits the abandonment of the K. & B."" 

While the interests of the general community, as influenced espe
cially by the presence or absence of substitute services, are uniformly 
held in view in connection with proposed abandonments, the Com
mission is guided primarily by financial considerations. When con
tinued operation can result only in losses to the carrier, this very &ct is 
deemed to be persuasive evidence that public convenience and neces
sity permit of the abandonment. Under such circumstances there is 
neither economic justification for retaining the service nor legal basis 
for preventing its discontinuance.so. The Commission has thus ac
corded controlling weight to the inability of the applicant to earn 

•• AlHmdon""'" by Sout'-n Ry .. 145 I.C.C. 355 ('928), at pp. 360-361. For 
earlier dispositions of the same proceeding, ... 105 I.C.C. 228 ('925), 131 I.C.C. 264 
('92 7). 

so See Brook,·Sc...zon Co. v. R. R. Comm .. 251 U.s. 396 (1920); BtJl«l( V. R. R. 
Comm. of Florid., 254 U.S. 513 ('92'). 
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fixed charges'" or even operating expenses, 82 as well as to such general 
evidences of impaired position as excessive financial needs for the re
habilitation of the property," particularly where the record of loss 
has been long continued" and the prospects for the future are not re
assuring.·' Where an entire line of railroad, independently operated, 
is involved, these considerations are virtually conclusive.·· When, 
however, the proposed abandonment involves an unprofitable branch 
of a profitable system, the Commission's problem becomes more 
complex. Not only is it necessary to scrutinize closely the allocation of 

11 Sec Puhfie.C", .. ."ieM. Certific_ '" Orongeburg Ry., 67 I.C.C. 789 ('921); 
AblllJli .. "..., of SI. Louis, El Reno" We""'" Ry .. 79 I.C.C. 77 ('9'3); Abtmd",,· 
"..", of 1.., A. " S. R. R .. 99 LC.C. 69 ('925). 

"s ... Puhlie·C", .. enieoce Cmi{icllte '" OCII ... Shore R. R., 67 I.C.C. ,60 ('921); 
Puhlie·C""penieru:e Cmili._ '" Seabo.d Air Line Ry., '0 LC.C. 497 ('921); Ab ... • 
d"""..., of Line by S., M." P. Ry. Co., 90 I.C.C. 497 ('9'4); Abandonmen,of Br .... h 
Line by M. "S,. 1.. R. R., 99 I.C.C. 527 ('925); Abtmdonment bY. South"" Pll<ific, 
'31.1.C.C. 439 (19'7); Abandonment by S. A. 1.. Ry., 138 LCe. "5 (1928) • 

.. Sec Ao...donmen,of Parto! Louilimut" Northwen R. R., '0 I.C.C. 39' (1921); 
AbII1JIio."..., of Caiuma Branch of D. " R. G. W. R. R., S. I.C.C. ,85 (19'3); 
Abandonment of Line by A., T." S. P. and C., A." S. P. Rys .. 86 I.C.C. 422 (1924); 
Ao...do."..., of Cen"ai New York Sou,h"" R. R., 86 I.C.C. 8]0 (1924); Abondon· 
ment of Pelham 6- HlUlatUJ R. R., 90 I.C.C. 51 (1924)j Abfltltionmml of linel by 
C. N. E. Ry .. 94 I.C.C. 405 ('925); Abondo.men, of Li.e by M. " N. E. R. R., 99 
I.C.C. 344 (1925); Ab •• do.men, of Red Moun,ain Br .... h, 99 I.C.C. 6,8 (1925); 
AbtnulonmetJI of line by 1{jnston C,olinlJ R. Co., JS4 I.C.C. 3S (1929); Baltimore 6-
O. R. Co. AbII1JIio.me", 166 I.C.C. 642 ('930). 

"Sec AblllJlio.men, of Branch Lines of c. " G. R. R., " I.C.C. '25 ('922); 
AblllJlionment of M., B. " S. R. R .. 90 I.C.C. 31 (1924); Aboodonme., by Cen"ai 
lruJilm4 Ry .• 124 I.C.C. 264 (1927») Abantlonmt:nt of Une by NOf'thweSlel'n P. R. Co., 
,soI.C.C. 41' ('929) • 

•• Sec Ab .. do."..., of Lines by Alahllmll " Mississippi R. R., 70 I.C.C. 531 
('921); Ab .. d"""..., of Line by Morenei South"" Ry., " I.C.C. 589 (1922); 
AblllJlio.ment of Ce."ai New York South"" R. R., 86 I.C.C. 830 ('924); Abandon· 
mml b'l ThornlOn '" Aiexfl1Itiria Ry., 138 I.C.C. 416 (1928); A.bandonment by C .• 
R.I. "P. Ry., 138 I.C.C. '93 (1928); Tampa North.,. R. Co. Abandonm .. " 166 
LC.C. 515 ('930). 

ae Note the following, for example, from the Commission', authorization of the 
abandonment of the entire line (2-34.32- miles) of the Chicago, Pcoria & St. Louis 
Railroad Company, in face of vigorous opposition from shippers and communities: 
''The burden of establishing a case which will justifY us in /inding that the public 
convenience and necessity permit of the abandonment of a line of railway or the opera
tion thereof rests upon the applicanL The prescnt record establishes that the receivers 
can DO longer operate the line as an independent uniL Long--continued deficits in rail
way operating income, with resultant undermaintcnance, render further operation by 
the receiven unsafe and impracticable, and maintainable only by further dissipation of 
capital resources. . . . The record justifies the finding that the operation of the line as 
a whole may be abandoned. II AbanJonmml of Chicago. P~o";a 6- St. Lowl R. R .• 76 
I.C.C. 801 ('923), ., pp. 80H07. 
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revenues and expenses as between the owning or controlling system 
and the branch line,sT but it is rendered essential that a balance be 
struck between the interests of the carrier and those of the industries 
and communities dependent upon its service, since the ultimate eco
nomic losses incident to the abandonment might far outweigh the 
immediate financial gains of the proprietary system. It has been as
sumed, therefore, that the continuance of unprofitable branches may 
be justified if the system as a whole is able to carry the burden, and 
the financial status of the petitioning system has been held to consti
tute a pertinent factor in the disposition of applications.ss But the 
mere fact that the system as a whole is prosperous has not been 
deemed to be controlling; a strong road cannot be expected to sup
port an unprofitable branch indefinitely,S. and in the absence of com-

If See Abandon ... n. of P .... of Branch li .. by N. P. Ry., " I.C.C .• 69 ('922); 
Public-Convenience Application of A. & S. A. B. Ry., 71 I.C.C. 784 (1922); Propolttl 
Abandonment of Lineal" Branch by D. & M. Ry., 94 I.e.c. 624 (1925); ,Abandonment 
of Branchet by B. & M. R. R" .0SI.C.C. '3 ('925); Abandonm ... of line by 5. Ry" 
105 I.e.c. 228 (1925); Abandonment by BrolllnUlOOd North lY South Ry., lOS I.C.e.. 
129 ('926); Abandonmen. by D. & M. Ry" '3' I.C.C. '56 ('921). 

88 Sec Public-Convenience Application 0/ G. B. 6- W. R. R.o 70 I.e.c. 2S1 (1921); 
Abandonment of Branch by Pere Marquetle, 72 I.C.C. 303 (1922.); Abandonment of 
Branch by G. B. & W. R. R" ,.I.C.C. 641 ('922); Abandonm ... of lin. by Coo M. & 
5 •• P. Ry., 991.C.C. 493 ('925); Chicago, M" 5 •. P. & P. R. Co. Propowi Abandon
ment, 162 I.e.c. 89 (1930); Pennl)'ltJania, O. & D. R. Co. Proposed Abandonment, 16:. 
I.C.e. 755 (1930), But note the following from Abandonmmt of HIlIV/r.inwille 6-
Florida Souzht!rn Ry., '10 I.C.C. 566. 568 (1921): "Protestants also contend, in effect" 
that the Hawkinsville line is in reality a part of the Georgia, which. in turn, is con· 
trolled by the Southern through stock ownership, and that. therefore, the conuolling 
principle of the case is . . . that consideration mutt be given to the busincu of the 
carrier as a whole. It is obvious, however, that that princip1e is DOt to be cxtended 10 

as to include operating losses of a carrier in the operation of ill affiliated companies, 
since that view would disregard rights of the minority." 

88 In A.bandonment of Branch une by Southtrn Pacific Co., 12 I.C.C. 404 (1922), 
the Commission said: liThe record shows that past OperatiON have resulted in sub-
stantial losses, and affords little assurance that future operations would .how a more 
favorable return. In our opinion the applicant should not be required to continue indefi .. 
nitely the operation of a branch line which will not pay the cost of operation, main· 
tenance, and taxes, on the theory that its syrtcm 3.S' a whole is operated at a profit" 
(p. 40,). Note, also, the following from Abandon ..... of Line by S. Ry., .05 I.C.C. 
228 (1925): lilt should not be held that the mere .fact that a branch line of railroad 
does not yield a profit from operation will in every case justify its abandonment. On 
the other hand. there is no doubt a point at which lack of earning power will juJti£y 
the abandonment of a portion of a system regardless of the prosperity of the system IS 

a whole. The point at which abandonment shall be considered justifiable is a matter of 
sound judgment, and must be determined by the circunutances of ea<h case" (p. 233). 
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pelling evidence of the importance of the service' to the public its 
abandonment will be authorized.'" 

Although the Commission requires the carrier to assume the bur
den of proving that its proposed abandonment will impose no serious 
hardship upon the public, it examines carefully the counterclaims of 
shippers and communities, and it discounts those which appear to be 
based "more upon optimism and hope than upon any definite assur
ance" of increased traffic and decreased 10sses.41 Recognizing that 
practically every abandonment affects adversely some interests de
pendent upon the service, the Commission insists that the controlling 
convenience and necessity is that of the general public, and that the 
desire for continued operation must be accompanied by a willingness 
to support the road through provision of a reasonably adequate flow 
of traffic." The virtual disappearance of demand not only produces 
operating losses but negatives the claim of public need. This is obvi
ously true in the case of branches constructed priinarily to serve spe
cial purposes which are no longer possible of attainment," or to tap 

.0 See, for example. AbandonrunJ of Une by SI. L.-S. F. Ry., lOS I.C.C. 691 
(1926); Long Island R. Co. Ab""donm."" 16. I.C.C. 363 (1930), 166 I.C.C. 671 
(1930); O ... gon-W. R. & N ... Co. Abando.men', 1751.C.C. 492 ('931). Occasionally 
the application is unopposed and the record affords a clear basis for abandonment. In 
Ceni/i<". to Atchison, Top.k. & s."'. F. Ry., 65 I.C.C. 386 (1920), for example, in
volving a short branch which had moved ore from an area the resources of which were 
apparently exhausted to a reduction mill which had been dismantled, the Commission 
could say: "The W:ts present a clear case, indicating that there is DOW no public need 
to be served by the continued operation of the branch. If railroad i2cl1ities serve no 
useful purpose. if there is no transportation need to be met, such facilities may be with
drawn without seriow injury or inconvenience to the public" (p. 388). 

41,1 AbtmdtJtJmenl by Hill City Ry. Co.~ 150 I.C.C. 159, 165 (1928). Note, also, the 
following from Ah""donm.", of H.wkinsville & Florid. Sou,h.,." Ry., 70 I.C.C. 566, 
568 (1921): "On the part of the prOtestaDts evidence is offered tending to show that 
the territory served it developing agriculturally, and that a substantial increase may be 
anticipated in the business available to the Hawkinsville .... It is obvious, however. 
that the hope of inereased business in the future can hardly prevail against the r .... l .. 
of actual experience in the operation of the line." 

•• See Public-Con • ."inu:. Application of A. & S. A. B. Ry" 71 I.C.C. 784 ('922); 
A.bandonment of Une by P. T. S. R. R., 99 I.C.C. 501 (1925)j and cases cited in note 
27,m", .. 

•• In the fonawing cases. for example, the authorized abandonments involved lines 
built to serve. respectivc1y, an army camp which was being dismantled, a discontinued 
whaJing station, an ice house which had been destroyed by fire. a community which 
formerly produced citru. fruits but which had become entirely residential, a disman .. 
ded brick plant, and a discarded cement plant: Public·Co1ltJmimee Certifietlk to M. C. 
R. R.. 70 I.C.C. 425 ('92'); Abandonmen, by North.,." Parific Ry., 117 I.C.C. 421 
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raw materials-such as timber," coal,'· or oil,o-which have been de
pleted or which can no longer be produced and marketed on a profit
able basis. Similarly, if a substantial volume of traffic has never been 
developed over the line," or if resort to the road appears to necessi
tate special inducements"· or if tonnage has been seriously curtailed 
through moto~ competition or otherwise, ,. despite all reasonable ef
forts to stimulate business," no vital public need is found to exist and 
discontinuance of the service is authorized. On the other hand, when 
the remaining traffic, though inadequate to support the branch, is of 

(1926); AbanJonmenJ of MlICOpin R. R., III I.e.c. 262 (1926); Abandonment by 
1.. A. & S. 1.. R. R. Co., '3' I.C.e. 49' ('927); Abandoom",' by P., O. & D. R. R., 
'45 1.e.C. 3'9 ('928); ChiCtlgo, R. I. & P. Ry. Co. Aboodonm",., '75 I.C.e. 297 
('93')' 

.., See Pub/ic~Convenience Cmificatl! to K. 6- N. R. R., 10 I.e.c. 189 (1921); Public
Convenience Certificate to K., G. 6- S. W. R. R., 10 I.C.C. 201 (1921); Abtmdonmenl 
by Fairchild & Nor.heastern Ry., "' I.C.C.275 ('926); Ab .. d .. men. of Op ... llIioo by 
N. & S. R. R., 117 I.C.C. 23 ('926); Ab ..... m"'. by Altlbama Central R. R., 117 
I.C.e. 643 ('927); Ab.ndonmen. of Line by Trinity Valley & N. Ry. Co., '54 I.C.C. 
'79 ('929); Abandoomen. of Lioes by Red $ .... & G. R., 'S4 I.C.C. 467 ('929); 
Seaboard Air line Ry. Co. AblUldonmml, 158 I.C.C.'4S (1930); Chicago, M., 51. P.IY 
P. R. Co. Abandonment. 158 I.C.C. 758 (1930); Intermountain Ry. Co. Abandonmmt, 
.66 1.e.C. 776 ('930). 

4.6 See Abandonment of BrancA line by B. 6- O. R. R.,71 I.C.C. 389 (1922) i Aban. 
donment by Southern Pocific, .24 I.C.C. 497 ('927); Abandonmen. of Line by Louil
ville & N. R. Co., '541.C.C. 7 ('929); Dm .... & R. G. W. R. Co. Ab.ndonment, 'S8 
I.C.C. 2', ('929); Nash.ille, C. & St. 1.. Ry. Ab"'onmen', '58 I.C.C. 339 ('929); 
Colorado & W. Ry. Co. Abandonmen., .621.C.e..83 ('930); S •• Paul & K. C. S. 1.. R. 
Co. Ab"'oomen., .66 I.C.C. 102 ('930). 

4f1i See Public-Convenience Cmi/ieale 10 A., T. it S. F. Ry., 70 J.C.c. 377 (1921); 
Abtmdoomen. of Oil Fieldl ShOl1 Line R. R., 86 I.C.C. 70. ('924); Okltlbom,..South· 
lIIeslef'tJ Ry. Co. Abandonment, 158 I.C.C. 488 (1929) . 

., Sec Public·Con.enience Certificate '" S. & B. C. Ry., 67I.C.e. 384 ('92'); Aban
donment of Barnegat R. R., 191.C.c. 506 ('923). 

fo8 Sec J'lhlZlJdonmenl of Wyoming it MulO"'; lUfler Ry., 131 I.C.c. 145 (1927); 
Abandonmen. by Mill. Vy. Co., '45 I.C.C. 289 ('928) • 

•• See Certificate fOT Pere MflTqUdle Ry., 65 I.C.C. 410 (1920); Publie·Convt:fJienee 
Certific ... '" P. & W. R. R., 67 I.e.e. 146 ('92'); Public·Con.enience Certificate '" 
Oc .. o Shore R. R., 6, I.C.C. 160 ('92'); Ahondonmen. of Bronc! Line by B. & O. 
R. R.,7' I.C.C.386 ('922); Abandonmenl of Operation of Line by O. & G. Ry., 94 
I.C.C. '7' ('924); Ab"'onmen. of Bronches by B. & M. R. R., .05 1.e.C. '3 ('925); 
Ab .. donment by BollOo & Maine R. R., "' I.C.e. 500 ('926); Ab ..... ment by P. 
R. R., '3' I.C.e. 541 ('927); Abandonment by Detroi. & Mackinac Ry., '38 I.e.e. 
576 ('928); Ab ..... men. of Line by Denilon, B. & N. O. R. Co., '54 I.C.e. '35 
('929); Ahondonment of Line by Canad. S. Bridge Co., '54 I.C.e. 4 ('929); BrinoI 
R. Co. Abandonment, 1S8 I.C.C. 704 (1930); NortluvettenJ Ptle. R. Co. J'lbanJonrrtent, 
'58 I.C.C·136 ('930) • 

•• Sec Ab"'onment of Branch by N. P. Ry., 1I71.C.e. 575 ('927); Ahond .. men' 
by cenJrallndiMul Ry., 124 Le.C. 264 ('927); Ahondoomen. by D. & M. Ry., '3' 
I.C.e. '56 ('927); DaroU & M"'kin« Ry. Co. Aband ....... , .62 1.e.C. 205 ('930). 
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substantial volume," and particularly when improvement is in pros
pect," petitions for abandonment have been denied. Under such cir
cumstances the Commission often dismisses the application only for 
the time being, so that, through special efforts to augment traffic or to 
effectuate economies," the possibility of avoiding abandonment may 
be experimentally determined; and it does not hesitate to admit the 
fiWure of these efforts upon expiration of the test period." Finally, 
the Commission is guided by the availability of adequate substitute 
services. Not only has the denial of applications been inlluenced by 
the absence of such substitute services," but even when certificates are 

., See Abtmdonment of Br_~ by p.,., MfI¥'qunte, 7.I.C.C. 303 (1933); Abando.· 
ment of Frtmlifort 6< Cin<i •• oti Ry., 86 I.C.C. 740 (1924); Abando.m ... of !.i ..... I. 
Brad by D. 6< M. Ry., 941.C.C. 624 (1925); Abtmdo.m ... by B. 6< M. R. R., 117 
I.C.C. 679 (1927); Ahtmd .. men. by W. N. Y. 6< P. Ry., 131 I.C.C. 783 (1927) • 

•• See Ahtmdo ...... by N. P. Ry., 124 I.C.C. 657 (1927); c.; .. ltIill, Midland Re
org"';.otion, 131 LC.C. 355 (1927), 138 LC.C. 585 (1928); Abando.m ... by D,Ia-
","" 6< Hrtdson. 145 LC.C. 195 (1928). • 

.. Note the Collowing, for example, from Colorado I!r SolllAern Ry. Co. A.bandon· 
menl. 166 I.C.C. 470 (1930): "The record before W, so Jar as it relates to existing op· 
erations, would justifY the issuance of the certificate sought. It shows continuing losses 
iDlarge amounts for many years from the operation of the line in question. ·Operations 
at the cost of 10 serious. burden upon interstate commerce can not be expected to be 
continued indefinitely. We must, however, consider the needs of the communitiea and 
interests served and their showing as to future prospects of traffic for the railroad. Al .. 
though, as indicated herein, the testimony as to those prospects is con8icting, we are 
sufficiently impressed with the "presentations of the protestants to afford an oppor
tunity to test their predictions. Accordingly, we will deny the application without preju .. 
dice to its renewal by the applicant after the expiration of 36 months from the date 
hereof if it can Ihow that the situation has not materially improved. In the meantime, 
possible eamomiel in operation, IUch as might be effected by reducing passenger serv .. 
ice, .changing freight schedules, and perhaps improvement of equipment, should be de
veloped. It is also possible that the cooperation of the State through reduction in taxes 
can be JeCUred. The public served by the road should realize that the continuation of the 
scrvice il dependent primarily on the traffic furnished. If the people desire to retain the 
service of the railroad they will no doubt appreciate the necessity of providing it with 
su8icient traffic to enable it to livc" (p. 492). Sec, also, Abandonmeftl of Li"e by S. Ry.~ 
105 I.C.C. 228 (1925); Abando.men. by Sou.~.,.. Ry., 131 I.C.C. 264 (19'7). In lOme 
instances the abandonment of ccrtai.n portions of an unprofitable line has been deemed 
to strengthen the remaining portions and to preclude the necessity of abandoning them, 
at lealt (or the time being: AblmdOflmeftt of Portio" of Southern Ry., 117 I.C.C. 47 
(1926)i Abtmtlo"meftt by D.1i' M. Ry .• 13It.C.C. 156 (192.7). See, also, Ahtmdonment 
by N.".aa-Clliiforni •• Ore,... Ry., 72 I.C.C. 433 ('922). 

H See Abandonment of Bred hy N. P. Ry., II7 I.C.C. 575 (1927); Ahtmtlonment 
of Wyomi"g" Missouri Rj"tf" Ry., 1311.C.C. 145 (1927); Abandonment by Sout"ern 
Ry., 145 I.C.C. 355 (19.8); Fairchild 6< N.·B. Ry. Co. Abtmdo.m ... , 158 I.C.C. '44 
(1929); Ddt'O# & Mad,.inae Ry. Co. Abando"ment, 162 I.C.C. 205 (1930). 

II See AbtmdOflment of li"e by KanltU City Sout""", 79 I.e.c. 431 (1923); Ahtm
don ..... 0' Brad by P. 6< A. R. R., 105 I.C.C. 762 (1926); Abandonm ... by C., 
R. I. 6< P. Ry .. 131 I.C.C. 421 ('9'7). In the: las' of these proceedings the: Commission 
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issued the Commission frequently imposes conditions designed to 
provide satisfactory transportation facilities for the areas alfected.G6 

Conversdy, the case for abandonment is materially strengthened 
when alternative services are available, whether over the lines of the 
applicant carrier or of some other road,G' or merdy by virtue of the 
existence of adequate highways over which goods can be hauled di
rectly to market or to intermediate transport facilities.G6 Through such 
processes and such expedients the conflicting claims of carriers and 
communities are flexibly adjusted in the public interest. 

concluded: "We ... find that the present and funue public convenience and nccc:ssity 
do not now permit the abandonment by the Rock Island of the use and operation of the 
railroad and terminal &.cilitics of the Denver Company used by the former at Denver 
and at and near Colorado Springs. The application, so far as it relates to luch aban
donment, will therefore be denied. without prejudice to its resubmission if and when 
the Rock Island provides itself with other suitable terminal facilities reasonably sufficient 
to handle its present and prospective traffic at Denver and Colorado Springs" (p. 432). 

Ie Most frequcndy the applicaDt is required to sell the line within a specified period 
to anyone who will buy it at its scrap value for continued operation. Sec Aba"donmml 
hyD. &M. Ry.~ 1311.C.C. 9,17 (1927)j Abandonment of Wyoming 6- Missouri IUflt1' 
Ry .. 131 I.G.C. '45, 154 (1927); Abandonmen, by P. R. R., 131 I.C.C. 547, 555 
(1927); Fairchild 6- N.-E. Ry. Co. Abandonment, 158 I.C.C. 144, 147 (1929); Miner41 
Point & Northern Ry. Co. A.bandonment, 158 I.C.C. 591, 600 (1930); Intermountain 
Ry. Co. Ab""do.mm', 166 I.C.C. 7'76, 781>-787 (1930). In Abandonm"" of Br_" 
Li.e by N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R., 90 I.C.C. 3, 5 (1924), !he certilicate was issued upon 
the express condition that the applicant shall sell the branch line to the city of Boston, 
which proposed "to equip the line for electrical operation and to lease it to the Boston 
Elevated Railway Company for a term of years, to be operated by the latter company as 
a part of its rapid-transit system" (p. 4). In Abandonment by Southern Ry., 14S I.C.C. 
355.361 (1928), the certificate was issued in reliance upon the provision by the appli. 
cant, up to a specified date, of "a uuck service or other means for the transportation of 
freight delivered to it along the line of the K. &: B. for shipment, charging for such 
service the same rates it now charges for freight service." In Long Iliand R. Co. Abtm .. 
donm~t, 162 I.C.C. 363, 376 (1930), the certificate was conditioned "upon the estab
lishment by the carrier, if it may lawfully do so, of adequate bus service ••. and 
truck service for less-than<arload freight traffic" at specified points. In Abandonment by 
Northern Paeijic Ry., 138 I.C.C. 213. 219 (1928), the certificate was DOt to take eft"ea 
"until the completion of a roadway from White Pine to a station on the new line." 

51 See Abandonment of PtII"I of Central New Eng/Qntl Ry., 70 I.C.C. 441 (1921); 
Abandon",.", of Par' of Li .. by Oregon T" .. .t Ry., 7' I.G.G. 679 (1922); Abandon
mm' of Li .. by B., B. & M. R. Ry .• 86 I.C.G. 150 (1923) I Abando.m .. ' of Li .. by C., 
R.I. & P. Ry., 90 I.C.C. 645 (1924); Abando ....... by Ore,.. E. Ry_ Co., 145 I.C.C. 
449 (1928); Fo.da, I. & G. R. Co. Abtmdo.me.', 158 I.C.G. 379 (1929); Sou,b ..... 
Pat:. Co. Abando.mm" 158 I.C.G. 439 (1929); lack,on,,;]le, G. & G. Ry. Abandoo
ment, 162 I.C.C. 125 (1930); ChicQgo; M .• St. P. ~ P. R. Co. Abtm4onmen.t, 162 
I.C.G. '4' (1930); A/Cnuon, T. & S. P. Ry. Co. Aband .... "", 16. I.C.G. 474 (1930)' 

.8 See Ab."do.mm, by S. A. L. Ry., 138 I.C.G. 715 (1928); Abandon""", of Li .. 
by Sligo & E. R. Co., 154 I.C.C. 7'5 (1929); 5,. Louis-S. P. Ry. Co. Ablzodon",..,. ,,8 
I.C.G. 602 (1930); Wi",u",. w. & P. Ry. Co. Abandon .. ",,'. 166 I.G.G. 617 (1930). 
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The Commission appears to have exercised its authority in sound 
fulfilment of the purposes of the Transportation Act, both in au
thorizing the discontinuance of unnecessary operations and in pre
venting the abandonment of needed services. Careful consideration 
has been given to all relevant !actors bearing upon the profitableness 
of the operations and the importance of the services sought to be ter
minated, and such dissatis!action as inevitably attends the disposition 
of specific proceedings must be based, not so much upon disagree
ment as to guiding principles, as upon differences of judgment as to 
the significance of particular !acts of record. In so far as the financial 
ability of the carrier to continue operations has constituted the domi
nant test of convenience and necessity, the Commission has been giv
ing effect to the controlling standard recognized by the courts prior 
to the establishment of its statutory jurisdiction in this sphere. This 
does not mean, however, that its administrative J?erformance has not 
involved an advance upon the method of judicial'determination. The 
administrative method has made possible more fully informed judg
ments, greater uniformity of decision, the more frequent use of condi
tional d=ees, and resort to experimentation, under provisional or
ders of denial or dismissa~ designed to safeguard the interests of both 
the carriers and the users of the service. It is unquestionably neces
sary, in view of the rapid development of alternative transportation 
agencies and the sharp curtailment of traffic, that a more liberal pol
icy of railroad abandonment be now pursued than in the decade of 
the 1920'S. Such a policy is essential to the scaling down of capital 
structures, to the elimination of wasteful competition, and to the co
ordination, of the various elements of the transportation system; and 
it is altogether likely that the needs of most shippers and communities 
affected by such a liberalized approach could be adequately and eco
nomically met through the remaining rail and other facilities, and 
particularly through the readily expansible instrumentalities of high
way transport. For the achievement of these ends, however, initiative 
under existing legal provisions necessarily rests in the carriers. Once 
the owners of the properties evince a determination to subordinate 
their purely private and competitive interests to the common good, 
there is litde likelihood of the interposition of obstacles by govern
mental authority. The Commission has in the past accorded approval 
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to the vast majority of applications for abandonment, and there is 
every reason to believe that it would accord sympathetic coOperation 
to the carriers in any efforts on their part to eliminate so-called "obso
lescent lines" and their financial burdens on a more extensive scale.GO 

Voluntary Extensions 

In the interest of maintaining an adequate transportation system, 
free from unnecessary financial burdens, the Commission was em
powered by the 1920 legislation to control extensions as well as aban
donments. This power of control over new construction assumed two 
forms: the right to approve or disapprove of building projects volun
tarily proposed by the carriers, and the right to compel the extension 
of lines. In the field of voluntary undertakings, with which we are 
inImediately concerned, the least controversial applications, as in the 
case of abandonments, are those involving readjustments in existing 
plant and service. The Commission has frequently authorized the re
location 'of filcilities,OO the construction of cut-offs and belt lines,61 

GO For a detailed analysis of the problem of "obsolescent lines," see Harold G. Mou1~ 
ton and Associates, The ,American Transpt»1tltion Problem (1933), prepared for the 
National Transportation Committee, at pp. 147-178. In its own report, the Committee, 
in recommending that "unprofitable railroad service. should be replaced by cheaper al~ 
ternative transport methods," declared: "10 view of the rapid devdopmcot of aUEOmo .. 
rive and other transport, there is no justification for maintenance by railroads of losing 
services and lines, and there devolves upon regulatory bodies and controlling interests 
something more than a negative duty to hasten their replacement by alternative meth· 
ods, such as motor transport, which can render adequate service 00 a profitable basis 
in cases where rail transportation can operate only at a loss." Ibid .• p. xxvu. 

80 See Construction anti .Ahandonment 01 lines by W. '" M. R. R., 94 I.C.C. 245 
(1924); ConstTt«:t;on by D., G. H. & M. Ry., 124 I.C.C. 338 (1927); Construction by 
N. P. Ry., 124 I.C.C. 728 (1927); Construction by S_amm", Northern Ry., 138 
I.C.C. III (1928); Rel ..... ;on by D., G. H. & M. Ry., 138 I.C.C. 269 (1928); Con. 
struction and .Ahandonment ollin~1 by Euclid R. Co .• 145 I.C.C. 409 (1928); Con-
struct;on of Une by St. Louis E. T. Ry. Co., 150 I.C.C. 59 (1928). 

81 See Publie-Contlenienr:e Certificate to Big FOU1".11 1.e.C. 803 (1922); Conrtm&
t;on of Nmon Cut·Off by Central Pacific Ry., 82 I.C.C. 185 (1923); ConllnKtion of 
Une by K. & M. Ry. & Term. Co., 821.C.C. 612 (1923); Connruetion of U ... by 
Southern Ry .• 86 I.C.C. 435 (1924),90 I.C.C. 399 (1924); Public·Convenience Appl;. 
c";on of c. of G. Ry., 90 I.C.C. 19 (1924); Construction of Une and Bond ISlue by 
D. & 1. R. R., 90 I.C.C. 502 (1924); C ... nruetion of Une by Pmn"llu"';" R. R., 90 
I.C.C. 657 (1924); Connruetion of U", by D .• L. & W. R. R .. 94 I.C.C. 54' (1925); 
Extension of P. E. C. Ry .• 99 I.C.C. I (1925); Construction by St. Louis COftner:t;ng 
R. R .. III I.C.C. 147 (1926): Construction by MorriJ & Eller R. R.o 117 I.ee. 51 
(1926); Construction by T., P. & W. R. R .• 124 I.C.C. 278 (1927); Construction by 
Pere Mar,""'" Ry .. 138 I.C.C. 699 (1928); Constn«tion of U ... by C., M .• SI. P. & 
P. R. Co., 154 I.C.C. 353 (1929). 
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and such rerouting arrangements and track changes as were designed 
to improve transportation services" or to effect operating economies." 
The benefits to be derived from such readjustments by the users of the 
lines are generally direct and apparent, and the proposals calculated 
to produce these benefits seldom evoke protests from other roads; 
under these circumstances the Commission's determinations have 
largely hinged upon the reasonableness of the proposed capital ex
penditures and the financial ability of the carriers to undertake them. 
The more controversial issues involved in this sphere of control
those that will be dcalt with at greater length-have emerged in con
nection with applications designed to extend the service into new 
areas. In these situations the need for the service, its probable finan
cial effects upon the applicant carrier, and its relationship to the gen
eral competitive set-up are all deemed relevant to the determination 
of public convenience and necessity. The crucial questions are: first, 
whether the operation of the new line is likely tt, prove self-sustain
ing; and second, whether adequate support for it is likely to be forth
coming without needless intensification of competitive pressure and 
the diversion of traffic from existing facilities."' Under the group sys
tem of rate making and the flexible control of rate divisions intro-

ezSee Puhlic~CO"f1etJ;enct: CerJifiane 10 D. & 1. R. R. Co., 67 I.C.C. 600 (19:n); 
"""lie-Co ..... inI« Cmi{icale 10 Al._. Flo. & Gulf R. 11.. 701.C.C. 53 ('9>1); Public
C~ Cmi{icale 10 ldalw c..sroJ R. 11.. 701.C.e. 265 ('92'); Corulnl<lio. of 
Une. by F. W.60 N. 11. 11.. 901.e.c. 22. ('924); COOltrl«:Ii .. of Li.etby S. A. & M. 
Ry •• 9O Le.e. 597 ('924); COOIlrII&ti .. of liM by S •• L.. B. & M. Ry •• 90 I.C.e. 78. 
('924); c .. nrwaio. of Ertmsio. byA. C. L.. ,051.e.e. 209 ('925); C01JJlrut:lio. by 
Sa Antonio 6- Arlltufll POSI Ry .• I II I.e.c. 483 (1926); Cotutruaion by We-stem Pa
cific 11. 11.. '381.C.e. 779 ('928); COOllrll&tiO' by S. P. R. 11.. '451.C.e. 323 ('928); 
CorutnIcti .. of Li.es by S •• Louis S. W. Ry. Co •• '50 I.C.C. 685 ('929) . 

•• See Pub1;c~C01l"etJiellce CertifictUe 10 C., M. 6- G. Ry .• 70 I.C.C. 846 (1921)j 
C.onrwaio. of liM by N.", York c ... "oJ. 8. I.C.C .• 67 ('923); Propo,.tl Er""; •• 
by C .. R.I. 60 P. Ry .• 99 I.C.C. 473 ('925); C01JJlrut:li ... f Ertmsio. by L. V.1I. 11.. 
991.C.e. 793 ('925); Coonrwaio. by AI ... T ..... & North.,.. 11. 11.. 117 I.C.C. '76 
('926); Coonrwaio. of Brmu:h" by Pi.tsburgh. L. & W. 11. Co .. '50 I.C.C. 43. 6'9 
('928); C01JJlrut:lio. of liM by SlICram .. 1O N."h.,.. Ry .. '54 I.C.e. 65 ('929). 

M In the case of new lines to be owned or controlled by indwtrics primarily to be 
served by them. the Commission is also influenced by the inhibitions of the .. -<ailed 
"commodities clausc" (5CCUon I. paragraph (8). of the Interstate Commerce Ac:t). 
which iI designed to 5Cparate indwuy from transportation. See, for example, Constt"r«
lio. of UM bY"If"'o. Sou.h"' ........ 761.C.C. 778 ('923). 861.C.C. 796 ('924).10 
the original proceeding, in which the application for a certificate was denied, the Com~ 
mission found. among other things, that conuol of the line was to be vested in the in~ 
tctested coal company, and that special advantages would accrue to the coal company in 
ill dealings with conn<Cling lines: "The line bas been p.ojected and promoted in the 
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duced by the Transportation Act, it is obvious that both unprofitable 
operation of carrier properties and unnecessary duplication of exist
ing lines would inevitably prove burdensome to the public, and that 
the prevention of extensions and new construction calculated to pro-

interests of the coal company. It was originally intended ••• thaf the interests con .. 
trolling the coal ~mpany would finance the proposed railroad. The promoters con· 
cluded, however, that it was best to procure subscriptions from persons not stockholdcn 
of the coal company and that has been done to the extent and in the manner stated. 
Three, at least, of the applicant's five director. are officers and directors of the coal com .. 
pany and the only witnesses appearing in this case as incorporalOrJ or directors of the 
applicant, or as having any pecuniary interest lherein, are officers of the coal company. 
• • • It is evident that the purpose of the promoters is to benefit from competition ~ 
tween the applicant'S proposed connections. The president of the applicant and of the 
coal company, being asked why he wished to build the line, testified mat the more 
transportation a coal mine has, the better off it is. Undoubtedly, advantages would be 
sought in connection with through rates and divisions, absorption of switching charges, 
and the IUpply of cars. Indeed, the promoters have already entered into negotiation. 
with the trunk lines for favorable arrangements as to these matters" (,6 I.C.C., at pp. 
180, 182). o.n rehearing, the significance of these facts was expIicidy brought to iuue. 
One of the connecting roads opposing the application contended that the proposed io .. 
terstate transportation of coal by the applicant for the coal company would constitute a 
violation of the commodities clause, and this contention molded the Commission's final 
determination. Said the Commission: .tlt was because of this commodities da~ un .. 
doubtedly, that the promoters of applicant concluded 'that it was best to procure sub .. 
scriptions from persons not stockholdell of the coal company: Whether or not they 
have succeeded in escaping from the clause may be doubled, for iu language i. very 
broad and it has been broadly interpreted by the United States Supreme Court. ••• 
Control of or af6Iiation with a short·line railroad by an industry furnisbing a large vol .. 
ume of traffic opens the door to grave abuse, particularly when the short line connecu 
with more than one trunk .. line railroad. By playing one connection against the other 
they have frcquendy been able to gain concessions in divisions, or in car supply, or in 
other matters, which have, in practical effect, amounted to It preference of; or rebate to, 
the controlling or affiliated industry. Many such cases have taken our time and attention 
in the past, and they continually arise. Moreover the connecting trunk lines, because of 
their competition with each other, often hesitate to bring such cases to our attention, and 
they have usually been considered either upon our initiative or upon complaint of lOme 
industry which is aggrieved by the preference .••• We are not empowered to adminis
ter or enforce the commodities clause, but certainly we ought not to grant a certi6cate 
of public convenience and necessity for the construction of a railr02d whose operation, 
it seems reasonable to believe, may prove to be in .rolation of that clawc" (86 1.C.Co, 
at pp. 801-802). Accordingly the Commission, ptilizing its authority to attach tmnI 
and conditions to the issuance of It c:ertilicate, found that convenience and necessity 
would require the construction and operation of the line by the applica.ot only if and 
when an arrangement had been entered into and approved whereby the connecting 
lines, joindy or severally, might within a fixed period assume control of the applicant 
or its property. For an analysis of the commodities clause and its interpretation by the 
courts. ICe Part I, chap. i, note 41. The Commission has also discouraged the constr'1JCo 
cion and operation of indwtrially controlled and independendy Of,pnizcd short lines ill 
the int ...... of operating economy. See Operation of UMI by C. R. 6- E. Ry. CD •• 94 
I.C.C. 389. 397 (192;); ConlfTrl<tion by R. G .• M. 6- N. Ry •• 117 I.C.C. 19 ........ 
(19.6). 
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duce such consequences was the primary purpose of the requirement 
of certificates of public convenience and necessity; but it is equally 
obvious that these ends cannot be achieved automatically-that find
ings of unprofitable operation or unnecessary duplication are com
plex conclusions based largely upon future prospects, with respect to 
which the Commission was clothed with a vast amount of adminis
trative discretion, to be exercised in the light of the circumstances and 
conditions of each proceeding."" 

•• The broad scope of the Commission·, inquiry is evidenced by the charac .... of the 
questionnaire which mwt be answered under oath by applicants for the construction or 
arcnsion of a line of railroad. Among the clara required, of • DOn ... cbnical character, 
are the following: the af61iations, owm:rship. and control of the applicanti the securi
ties authorized or issued for the proposed line; the functions and purposes of the pro
ject,; whether a substaoEial public service will be rendered, producing material revenue. 
or whether it will primarily benefit some other indwtry or business; in the case of pub
lic JetVices, the nature of the population. the territory, and the industries involved, the 
existing c:am.n ocning the region, the pain .. not served and their distances from ex· 
isting carriers, the conditiono of higbway traIISportation, and the contemplated railroad 
connectionsj if the proposed line is an ex1enIion of an existing road, the degree to which 
it will be profitable in itodf and i .. effi:ct in creating traffic Cor the established line; if 
the propoocd line iI a connecting link betw .... existing roads, the kind and volume of 
interchange traf&c expected, the amount of such traffic which cannot be moved by es
tablished lines, and the economies to be e1fcctedj the agreements or understandings with 
other roada at to operation, trackage, interchange, and divisions; the aids. granu, gifts, 
and donations incident to the construction, and the proposed methods of financing; 
estimates of traffic, revenUC5, expenses, and income for each of the first five years of 
opcn.tion and thcrcaftcr; the extent to which the expected traffic will constitute a net 
addition to the bUJineso of the railroads and that to which it will merely be diverted 
from existing lincs; the enterprises whose establishment is contingent upon the proposed 
construction, together with their probable contributioDl to the traffic of the line; and if 
the applicant iI already a going concern, itslatcst balance sheet and profit and loss statc-
1I'IC.Dt, together with its income accounts for the preceding fiv«; years. Other carriers 
serving the territory involved arc made respondents in these proceedings, and they arc 
required to provide data by way of check upon lOme of the information furnished by 
the applicant and to express their judgment as to whether the project is likely to prove 
lClf.sustaining, as to its relationship to the competitive situation and their own operat
ing results, and as to its general effect upon the public service. The extent and character 
of these data. which are further supplemented and expanded at hearings, indicate the 
nature of the issueI involved, the numcrow factors deemed relevant to their determina
tion, and the care with which each siruation is examined. Sec In Ihe MtlIkr of A.ppli .. 
ct1IWtu "tukr P .. ".aplu (18) 10 (21), lru:iurive. S«tio" I. of Ihe I"krSlllle Commeru 
Ad for Cen;ficakl of Public Convmience IlIItl NecessilY (or Iht: Corutrw:lion 01' E%kn .. , 
sUm 0' Won 0' &i/rollll, .. d Applications und.,. Par.groph (18), Section 15.,0' laid 
Act. for Pt!NIJi,siOlJ 10 Ret4i" Iht: Ex",s EanJingl of Newly ConslrUcletl Lints of Rail
road, January :12, 1924. The CommWion has not infrequently denied applications be
cause of the immaturity of the project u proposed or the inadequacy of the data sup
plied with respect thereto. Sec C01IlITUction Application 01 NaJional Li~ R. R., 71 
I.C.C. 556 (1922); C_u<tion Applicatio. 0' S. & N. Ry., 71 I.C.C. 586 (1922); 
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When the proposed extension or new construction promises to be 
self-sustaining, there is at least a presumptive economic justification 
for the project which cannot be ignored. Except for the possibility that 
the traffic relied upon may be diverted from existing facilities, such a 
state of facts reflects a public need for the service and the ability to 
support it. It is necessary, of course, that traffic estimates which are un
duly extravag~nt or too highly speculative be discounted,66 that the 
special value of projected feeder lines be accorded recognition,'" and 
that in the case of facilities designed primarily to tap natural resources 
which are subject to depletion, consideration be given to the amortiza
tion of the investment, unless the prospective returns are likely to be 
maintained by traffic arising from the general development of the 
area involved." But when an analysis of the facts of record, along 
these and other lines, discloses a likelihood that reasonable returns 
will be realized on the invested capital, the Commission deems such 
evidence highly persuasive that public convenience and necessity re
quire the extension or new construction;" conversely, a finding that 
the projected line is likely to prove unremunerative is generally 

Public·Con.",ien;:e Application of C •• C. 6- M. R. R •• 86 I.C.C. 18 (1923); Propo"d 
Corutruction by D. G. B. R. R. Co., 105 I.C.C. 669 (1926); Ex".tion by Sou.h Georgi_ 
Ry., "' I.C.C. 85 ('926); Proposed Conslruclio. of Une by Imperiol R. Co., 'SO 
I.C.C. 274 (1929) • 

•• See Conttruetion of Extension by Wyoming Ry., 86 I.C.C. 707 (1924); Con· 
slruclion of U .. , by S. A. 6- M. Ry., 90 I.C.C. 597 (1924); Propo"d Ez,,,,s;on by Son 
An_io Sou.h.,.,., 90 I.C.C. 608 (1924); Propo"d Conslruclion by M. 6- W. R. R. Co., 
94 I.C.C. 372 (1925); Proposed Corutruction by SolllhellSleNJ Ry., 'oS I.C.C. 53 
('92 5). 

Of Sec Pub/ie·Contlenintc~ Cn-tijicllk to N. H.; H. 4- MI. V. R. R.o 'I I.e.Co J 19 

('922); ConslTU<tion of Exsention by Arkonsill W. Ry. Co., '54 I.C.C. 87 ('929); 
Chicago. R.I. 6- P. Ry. Co. Conslruclion. 'SBI.C.C. 4'3 (1929). 

8. See Conslruclion of Branch Une by C. 6- N. W. Ry., 991.C.C. 543 ('925); Con· 
m-uction of Un. by M. 6- S. V. R. R. Co., 991.C.C. 606 (1925). 

eSt In an early case, for example, the Commission concluded: "Apparently the pro· 
posed extension should earn an adequate return 00 the investment. It appears that the 
public interest would be served by affording rail ttansporu.tion to a region now lacking 
such facilities, and by the development of large coal deposits not otherwise accessible 
to market." Virginian & WeJ'U'rn E:ttnJsUm. 12 I.C.C. 55. 57 (1922). See. also. Con· 
strt«t;on by Detroit & M«l(inlte Ry., 79 I.e.c. 753 (J923); Constnletion of Ertension 
by C .. C.6- C. Ry .. 94 I.C.C. 811 ('9'5); consIrucIion by SOIIIn.,.,. P«ifU' Co .. 99 
I.C.C. 201 (1925); Corutruct;OfJ by Rrcnll"~ of C., M. & SI. P. Ry .• 105 I.C.C. of 
(1925); Co.m-uctio. by T. 6- C. R. R .. '3' I.C.C. 186 (1927); Conslruclion of Ex· 
tnuion by Kanrtll City. M. b O. Ry. Co., 154 I.C.C 215 (19~9); Leris. Riller R. Co. 
Corutrudi01l, 158 I.C.C ~IO (1929); T~zlU Short use Ry. Co. C01UI1'fIdion, 162 LCe. 
237 (1930). 
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deemed to support a denial of the certificate.·· Within the area b~ 
tween these extremes, where the evidence is not fully persuasive either 
of probable success or of probable £ailure, the Commission has sought 
to avoid a too conservative attitude toward projects involving consid
erable financial uncertainty but containing substantial promise of 
public service. The following pronouncements, supporting its au
thorization of an extensive construction project despite a finding that 
"apparendy the earnings in prospect for the applicant will be insuffi
cient for some time to sustain the project as an independent enter
prise," are indicative of the Commission's broad construction of the 
earnings test: "Ability to earn is not the sole test of public convenience 
and necessity, although always a factor to be given consideration. 
When such ability is shown to exist a strong presumption may arise 
that public need for the new facility exists. When not shown to exist 
it may frequendy be concluded that such need is too slight to warrant 
the expenditure necessary for the proposed construction. When it is 
established, however, that a project will render important public serv
ice, and its sponsors are willing to assume the risk of loss in the ex
pectation of ultimate gain either direcdy through the property or 
indirecdy through benefits to themselves and to the shipping commu
nity, the requirements as to the public interest may be fully satisfied, 
although losses to investors seem more probable than gains. We are to 
consider what is best in order to foster, build, and make efficient trans-

to In an early case, for example, the Com:miss.iOQ concluded: "It thus appears that 
the handling of the available supply of timber is the chief motive for building the 
line, and without the expected tonnage from this timber there is nothing in the record 
that indicates a reasonable hope of the development of a sufficient volume of traffic in 
this territory to pay a return on the investment, if indeed there will be enough to pay 
operating expenses. If it should Dot do SO, the only recourse would be the abandonment 
of operation, wbicb., of course, would seriowly prejudice the interests of communities 
and individuab that might establish themselves in the region because of the existence 
of this means of transportation. We can Dot find in this record that degree of assur .. 
ance of a reasonably successful enterprise which would warrant the issuance of certifi
cate of public convenience and necessity." Application of Uvalde b Norlhern Ry., 67 
I.C.c. 204, 207-208 (1921). In Publit:--Co,,,,enienee Appliealion of Golden Bell R. R., 
67 lC.e. 370 (1921),70 I.C.C. 73 (1921),71 I.C.C. 233 (1922), the Commission, in 
affirming on rehearing its original denial of the application, concluded (71 I.C.C., at 
p. 234): "'That the proposed line would prove a convenience to a considerable number 
of people may be conceded, but that filet alone can not be relied upon to justifY the ad~ 
dition to the transportation resources of the country of an enterprise which gives no 
promise of being adf..sustaining:" See, also, Yokl 6' W. T. Ry. Co. Proposed Connruc
Ii ... , '581.C.C. 535 ('930). 
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portation facilities as a whole in the interest of the greatest number. 
Where only the private aspect is involved, individuals are at liberty to 
take risks. So far as the public is concerned, the advantages of new or 
better service may be so great as to justifY increasing the burden upon 
shippers generally by the amount necessary to sustain the facility. If it 
should prove l~ter, however, that the line, because of competitive con
ditions, lack of business, or other circumstances, can not be operated 
profitably under fair divisions and fair rates, the burden of the loss 
would properly fall upon the investors and not upon the shipping 
public. Our approval of a new enterprise neither constitutes nor re
quires a finding that such enterprise will prove successful. Our respon
sibility is to determine the public interest involved in the construction 
of the line. The history of railway construction illustrates that pro
spective tonnage depending for its development upon transportation 
facilities, rather than tonnage immediately in view, has been the main 
justification for railway construction. Progress has involved risks. It is 
not to be presumed that Congress contemplated discarding, as insuffi
cient, conditions which in the past have furnished the warrant for a 
constructive policy in the upbuilding of the system of transportation. 
It is rather to be presumed that the Congress did not contemplate an 
interpretation of its enactment which, applied as a policy in the past, 
would have prevented the construction of many railway properties 
now serving the public interest in an important way. Prospective earn
ings or losses may properly be considered as one of the factors 
evidencing the public interest, but, taken alone, do not determine 
whether a particular enterprise is or is not required by public con
venience and necessity.'o'/1 This position, which led to a refusal by the 
Commission to substirute i~ judgment for the judgment of the pro
moters and to a recognition of the relevancy of remote and indirect, 
as well as early and direct, financial prospects, was clearly in line with 
the tradition of American railroad enterprise; but just as clearly it in- . 
volved the danger of creating for the future those difficulties which 
render the problem of abandonrnents so perplexing'" 

f1 Conmwctio,. of Une by WnJtlkhee SOUlhern Ry. Co •• 90 LC.C. 237 (1924), at 

pp. 255-256• 
12 The Commission's interpretation of the requircmentt of conft.Dicnce .nd neceI

sity in this proceeding resulted in sharp disagreement withia ill own ranb. la aD o· 
promon of dissent in which Chairman Hall 2nd CoJDJDiaioDen Meyer. Escb, 2nd Lewis 
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But even when profitable operation is reasonably assured, there still 
remains the question as to the probable effect of the proposed exten
sion or new construction upon competitive relationships. In consider
ing the requirements of convenience and necessity, the determination 
of the public need for, the new facilities is influenced by the adequacy 
of the existing lines and by the degree to which trallic is likely to be 
diverted from them. The objective is to avoid economic waste and to 
safeguard the financial interests of the carriers already in the field. "In 
determining whether the construction of new railroad lines should be 
authorized," it has been said, "doubts should ••• be resolved in favor 

concurred, Commissioner Aitchison said (pp. 258--259): "Though a demonstration that 
success would attend a projected railroad enterprise is not indispensable to the grant 
of a certificate authorizing construction, the prospective earnings are a consideration 
of weight in determining the relative public convenience and necessity involved. The 
likelihood of mntinucd 10$1 is mgent evidence that the public in ...... t does not require 
the "",posed facilities. A long-continued inability to meet expenses and fixed charges 
might well lead to impairment of service or complete failure" meet the requirements 
of the public through bankruptcy and receivership or through actual abandonment of 
the line, with attendant losses to investors who might have placed some reliance upon 
our certificate. The greatest burden, in the event of 6.ilurc:, generally &lIs upon those 
who invest in homes, business enterprises, schools, and churches along the projected 
line. These people are likely to lose everything, while investors in an abandoned rail~ 
road lose only their investment in an enterprise which they knew to be speculative. But 
during the life.-or..cIeath struggle the expense of operation, including maintenance, must 
be met by somebody. If not met by the shippers over the projected line. it will fall, di~ 
rectly or indirectly, upon shippers over connecting lines. or else impair to that extent the 
ability of those connecting lines to serve their patrons. This burden should not be laid 
upon the public unless there is reasonable assurance that the public benefit to result 
from construction and operation of the projected line will at leut offiet the public bur~ 
den. Such assurance is not given upon this record, nor is it to be found in exposition 
of general views, not aharcd by all of us, as to what matters may be considered seri~ 
ousty upon applicatiom for certificates." In the view of the minority. also, the financial 
plan of the applicant was Dot such as to assure the execution of the project; and subse~ 
quent eventl confirmed the soundness of this view. After granting a number of exten~ 
.u.DJ for the beginning and mmpletion of the project [94 I.C.C. 673 ('924). 99 I.C.C. 
349 ('92S). ,0S I.C.C. 347 (r926)]. the Commission finally concluded ['50 I.C.C. 
386. 390-39' ('929)]: "Both from the standpoint of original financing and the stand· 
point of adequate earnings during the early period of operation, the hope of the appli~ 
cant', project has been largely the support of the people and shippers of the territory 
represented to be in need of an additional railroad. Yet. after the expiration of more 
than eight years from the incorporation of the applicant in September, 1920. for the 
purpose of constructing and operating the railroad. efforts to attract the necessary ini
tial capital have been ineffective. In view of all the circumstances, we can not escape 
the conclusion that there is little likelihood of a higher degree of success in enlisting 
the aid of invcston whose chief concern in the project would be security of their funds 
and at least reasonably certain assurance of a satisfactory renun," Accordingly. the pe
tition for further extension of time was denied, which resulted in • lapsing of the cer~ 
tificate by its own terms. 
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of their construction, particularly where new territory not already 
supplied with railroad service is being opened up •••• But desire to 
avoid any undue restriction of enterprise ought not to lead us to ap' 
prove new construction which involves needless, costiy, and wasteful 
duplication of existing facilities. That is what the law was intended to 
prevent.,,1a Accordingly, the Commission has denied construction ap
plications where existing services were deemed reasonably adequate, 
where needless duplication of facilities would result, and where the 
traffic relied upon would be secured large! y at the expense of other 
roads." But in this connection, as in case of the revenue aspect of pro-

78 From the concurring opinion of Commissioner Eastman in Construction by Pied
mont 6- North"" Ry., 138 I.e.c. 363 (1928), at p. 401. The Commission's denial of 
the certificate in this proceeding was supported by the following considerations (pp. 
400-401): ''The proposed lines would closely parallel existing railway. throughout 
their entire length. They would touch no local point of importance Dot served by exist
ing lines, and the territory to which they would bring rail transportation doser is very 
small and of limited possibilities in agriculture. The territory to be traversed has excel
lent highways. There is bus and truck service on highways that closely parallel the pro
posed route. The railways have good and prompt service to all points that could be 
reached by the proposed lines and their connections. Some defects are shown in the le .. ~ 
than-carload service of the Southern in this territory, but they ate not inherent in the 
physical property and should be removed. or at least diminished, by administrative 
measures which are being taken. The existing lines have a prescnt devdoped capacity 
in excess of present traffic requirements. and a much greater potential capacity. The 
through routes proposed in connection with the applicant" extended line are generally 
longer than existing routes, so far as lhe record permits comparison, and are not .hown 
to have substantial advantage in other respects, or any economy in the cost of tr3ll5porta· 
tion. . • • The proposed lines would earn a revenue sufficient to justify their CODltruc

tion, if it were not to be diverted from existing lines, particularly from the Southern. 
which they would closely parallel. They would owe this revenue in part to the power of 
the applicant to control traflic of companies owned by the same interests, and in lOme 
degr~ to the power of those interests to influence the routing of traffic other than their 
own. There would no doubt be some benefit to the region immediately ICrved, notwith~ 
standing some impairment that would be likely to result, temporarily at least, in the 
service of existing lines. These benefits would be largely of a competitive natur~ that 
is at the expense of other localities, and could probably be urged in lavor of duplicating 
most of the railway lines in the United States. Competition rcasonabIy necessary should 
be provided without extensive duplication. The construction of lhe applicant', tailroad 
and of its proposed and projected extensions prescnt a rather extraordinary case of 
paralleling an existing line. The presumption against such paralleling as is now pro~ 
posed can not be overcome by such evidence as is here presented." 

T6Note the following conclusion, for example, from We.ttn'1l Pae. Cllli!. R. CD. Pr0-
posed Construdion. 162 I.C.C. 5 (1930), at p. 25: '"The San Joaquin Valley is trav~ 
used by three or more parallel lines of railroad, owned by two actively competing SY'"' 
tems, the S. P. and the Santa Fe. The proposed line, paralleling them, would Dowhet"e 
be more than 6 miles from the main line of the S. P. It would reach no towns thaI are 
not served by existing railways, and would not provide better or cheaper routes to any 
market. The case for it rem substantially on two claims: Flrst. that iI would shortell 
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posed projects, no invariable policy has been establisbed to be rigidly 
applied in all proceedings. In the nice balancing of interests often re
quired by the facts of record, in terms of the relationship of the public 
welfare to the conflicting claims of the carriers involved, duplication 
of facilities and diversion of traffic have not been uniformly con
demned. Although the Commission has sometimes held such applica
tions for new consQ"uction in abeyance pending efforts to obtain its 
alleged advantages from existing lines,75 it has also sanctioned some 

the hauls to a railroad in parts of the region traversed, thereby promoting more inten· 
live agricultural developmentj and second, that it is necessary as a feeder of the w. P. 
and its allied lines . . . which need more business to assure their proper support. In 
view of testimony to the contrary on behalf of farmers in California, it can not be pre
sumed that to promote more intensive culture now would be in the public interest. AU 
the tenitory south of the San Joaquin River and much to the north is fully developed, 
mainly in crops that arc overproduced. . . . The saving in uuck. haul is the only cer
tain benefit shown to the community. The evidence indicates that this saving would be 
very small in proportion to the cost of providing the additional railroad service. . . . 
The testimony concerning the needs of the W. P. does Dot justify such inherently waste
ful paralleling of existing railways:' See, also, Public-Convenience Cmificate to Inter
stale R. R., 67 I.C.C. 141. 143-144 (19ZI); Publie~Contlenimee Application of W. N. 
Ry., 71 I.C.C. 4' (19)>); Connruaion by Aroostook Vall.y R. R., 105 I.C.C. 643 
(19.6); Connruaion of E"'.nOOn by M. W. R. R. Co .. III I.C.C. 3770 387 (19.6); 
Construction of U1U! by Northern Oklahoma Ryl., III I.C.C. '165 (19z6); Construction 
by Read.,. R. R.. 131 I.C.C. 51 (1927); Proposed C07llll'Ucsion by Grand Rapids & 1. 
Ry. Co •• 145 I.C.C. 564 (1928); Proposed Corutru<tion of Un. by P.cos & N. T. Ry. 
Co., 150 I.C.C. 457 (19Z9); Proposed Construction by Wesurn Pac. R. Co., 154 I.C.C. 
330 (192-9); Proposed Construction hy SttcratnenlO Northern Ry., 154 I.C.C. 44'1 
(1929). 

n A few illusuations will suJlice to indicate the character of this tentative method of 
preventing duplication that might prove unnecessary and wasteful: 4"The applicant's 
propotcd main line will parallel existing tacilities for its entire length. The tracks which 
it proposes to purchase from the cement and brick companies . . . now connect with 
the line of the Frisco. No service will be furnished that is not now available. It is repre~ 
ICDted that the service of the proposed line would be more efficient but there is no show~ 
ing in the record that sufficient attempts have been made to secure more efficient service 
through the united efforts of the existing carriers. Certain administrative remedies are 
available. These have apparently not been invoked. Until a genuine effort has been 
made to secure reasonably adequate service through the carriers DOW operating in this 
community we woqJd not be justified in granting authority for new construction which 
would be a duplication of facilities. . . . If the efforts suggested above should not re~ 
suit in a proper improvement of the situation for the remedying of which the instant 
application is said to have been filed, the interested parties may again bring it to our 
attention." CotUtrYICtion by Southtrn KatufU Industrial Bell Ry., 111 I.C.C. ZIO, 2IZ 

(1926). '"The evidence sbows that it is practicable and desirable that the Youngstown 
district should have access to the Ohio River by rail line or lines which will alford them 
substantially the transportation advantages, including rates, proposed by the applicants 
in this case. . . . It is also clear of record that the construction of the proposed new 
line would result in unnCCC$S3.ry duplication of facilities, if it is possible to make ad .. 
vantageous use of the existing lines of the Pennsylvania and the Pittsburgh 8r. Lake Erie. 
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measure of competitive railroad building.'· In other words, the Com
mission has recognized the importance of competition as a means of 
assuring adequate service and stimulating efficient operation, and it 
has approved of applications calculated to produce these competitive 
advantages.'? While this approach-<ulminating in the dictum that 

. • • Authority td construct the proposed new line will DOt be granted until we are 
fully satisfied that a use of the existing rail routes between the Ohio River and the 
Youngstown district which will produce substantially the results proposed by the appli
cant is impracticable. As already indicated, the present record is not sufficient to justify 
a satisfactory conclusion upon that question. The record will therefore be held open 
and the proceedings assigned for further hearing in order that that phase of the evi
dence may be amply developed." ConrtrtlCtion of Branches by Pittsburgh, L. 6- W. R. 
Co., ISO I.c.e. 43, 54-55 (1928). Upon further hearing, disclosing that the trunk line. 
would provide adequate service and reasonable rates in connection with the river traffic, 
the application for new construction was denied. 150 I.C.C. 619 (19:19). For proposal. 
by the Commission that the inccrested carriers coOperate in effecting arrangements for 
joint use of trackage in order to avoid unnecessary dup1ication of facilities, see Con· 
struction of Lines in Eastern Oregon~ I II I.C.C. 3 (1926), 117 I.C.C. 737 (1927), 1~4 
I.C.C. 529 ('92,); !Juan"". A. & P. Ry. Co. Construction. '58 I.C.C. 546 ('929). 
Along the same linea is the following from the pardy dissenting opinion of Commis .. 
sioner Easnnan in Western Pac. Cali/. R. Co. PropouJ ConslnKtion (sec note 74, 
supra): '1 agree that the three paralld lines of railway which already exist in the San 
Joaquin Valley are amply sufficieot to handle the traffic, and that it ought oot to be 
necessary to build a fourth parallel line. However ••. the Western Pacific is undoubt~ 
cdly hampered by the fact that it has no good means of drawing traffic at prClCnt from 
the San Joaquin Valley for its competitive central route. The evidence also indicates that 
trackage rights and joint use of existing &ciIitics are entirely feasible ..... For these 
reasons I believe that we could appropriately find that the evidence does DOt justify the 
consb'Uction of the proposed line by the Western Pacific, provided the Southern Pacific 
will extend to the latter trackage rights over its eastern line through the valley and 
joint use of terminal &.cilities as far as and including Presno. We could then hold the 
case open for a reasonable period to obtain the results of negotiations for such an at· 

rangement, before taking final action in the case." 162 I.C.c.. at p. 26. 
78 Sec, for example, Comtruction of we by Wenatehee Sou,hern Ry. Co.~ 90 I.C.C. 

237 (1924); ConstnlClion of lines in EiUUNI Oregon~ III I.C.C. 3 (1926), Jl7 I.C.C. 
73' ('92,). 124 I.C.C. 529 ('92,). 

17 The Commission's positioD, as let forth by Commissioner Aitchison, appears from 
the following: "The advantages of competition are strCSJed by these lumber companies; 
in tact, it iCCDlS to be the policy of one of them to locate no important mills at points 
served by only one carrier. The advantages of a diversified car supply, recognized in the 
coal industry. are equally important to lumber producers. There are the pos.ibilities of 
ta.ilures of operation or of management, calamltiea, labor disturbances. and surplus 
production or consumers' demands upon one nilroad which might well be overcome if 
the service of another carrier were available. Especially would this be a probability 
where the two carrier. approach from different directions and meet at the common 
point. Competition as a stimulus for efficient operation baa been recognized by us. .. • • 
Notwithstanding all that may be said favorable to the dominant carrier in thil seaion. 
and its present JetVice, it has &.i1ed at times to meet dema.nds made upon it. Advantages 
to the shippen of an additiou.al oudct for their product are apporenL . • • The assur
ance of access ro lines other than the Southern p.afic at critical periods is • £o:tor cl 
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"competition, within reason, rather than monopoly, is in the public 
interest" -has evoked protest from within the Commission, 18 it bas 
received judicial sanction as constituting a not unreasonable interpre
tation of the operative statutory provisions." 

prime importance ., such shippers and ;, clearly in the public interesL It ;, probable 
that the competition aJforded. would stimulate the Southern Pacific to further improve 
ita aervice. Competition, within reason) rather than MOllOpoly, is in the public intcrest." 
CtnJSt>'JU:litnJ of Lim:, in Emern Or.gon. II. I.C.C. 3 ('926), at pp. 3?-38. See, also. 
Co_ of Lim: by W."",..h .. SOIllMm Ry. Co., 90 I.C.C. 237 ('924), at pp. 
2SHS7. 

'8 Commissioner Meyer. for example, though concurring in the results in the Oregon 
case, made sharp strictures with respect ., the emphasis placcd upon competition in the 
majority report as a justification for new railroad building: "'The increased tonnage of 
lnmber which the country will demand from the Pacilie Northwest and the other trallie 
that it is known will accompany an increase in the lumber traffic justifies a certain 
amount of DeW railroad mileage and new arrangements for the operation of some of 
the old and new mileage. It is necessary and proper that adequate provision should be 
made for thU future devdopmcnt so tar as its extent can reasonably be determined at 
this time, although the aerual development which will talte pIa"" in the future will 
demonstrate whether the program which we are approving u\ this report is somewhat 
premature. In the prospective tonnage lies the justification for what we are doing. The 
introduction of competition in a different form and in a territory where it does Dot DOW 

cxist. to the extent that some regard as desirable is an elusive and theoretical considera~ 
cion upon which much emphasis is laid in the report but which railroad development 
everywhere in this and in other countries has demonstrated to be unsound. The theory 
of competition u applied to railroads and a more or less dogmatic reliance upon it has 
been in my judgment the greatest single error in our national policy toward railroads. 
The undue stress which this report lays upon competition tends to perpetuate this fal
lacy."' Cotulr'Uetion of line, in Etutms Oregon, XII I.e.c. 3 (1926), at p. 49. Simi~ 
larIy. Commissioner Woodlock, though likewise concurring in the results, commented 
as follows: "Congress has enjoined upon the commission the duty of tpreservi.og com
petition' so far as possible in the grouping of railroads through consolidation. If, how
ever, it had desired to inttoduce yet more 'competition' into the industry, through con
trol in the hands of this commission over new construction and extensiom, it would 
doubdess have instructed ua to that effect, instead of referring us to 'public convenience 
and necessity' as the test to be applied to new projects. 'Competition' means alternative 
service available to a shipper or a districtj it implies existence at all times of more 
facilities than are actually needed to move the traflic. The law clearly contemplates that 
railroad plant in existence shall, as a whole, receive a 'fair return' from the rates. It is 
impossible, therefore, to avoid the conclusion that when Congress gave us power to 
govern new construetion it did so with the intent that we should prohibit the building 
of u.nnccc.ssary new facilities. New facilities become necessary when existing facilities 
become inadequate. 'Monopoly' is not necessarily synonymous with inadequacy. 'Com
petitive' fa.ci1ities arc not tneccssary' merely because they are 'competitive." Doubtless. 
every Ihipper is ready at all times to welcome another railroad into his territoryj doubt~ 
less every railroad is ready at all times to enter another railroad's territory and sbare 
the businea that the other has developed; doubtless no railroad desires a new ·com
petitor·; these arc all very natural states of mind. But somebody mUit pay for tIu: new 
facilitiel and they must be supported by the rates. There is no purse of Fortunatus to be 
tapped, and both carrier and shipper may well bear that in mind," Ibid., at p. 51, 

TO In Ch". & Ohio Ry. v. U. S., 283 U.s. 35 ('93')' sustaining the Commission', 
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Finally, the question arises as to how far the applicant's plans for 
financing the extension or new construction may be deemed relevant 
to the determination of public convenience and neeessity. While au
thority to regulate seeurity issues is conferred upon the Commission 
by a separate grant of power, and while applications for certificates 
are not generally accompanied by contemporaneous requests for the 
issuance of seeurities, the outcome of a proposed projeet may, as a 
practical matter, depend not only upon the probable flow of traffic but 
upon the requirements of the financial structure. An undue load of 
fixed charges, for example, may threaten the maintenance of the 
newly authorized service, with the imposition of heavy losses upon 
investors and great hardships upon the community in the event of 
forced abandonment. If the carriers are to be effectively proteeted 
against unneeessary financial burdens and the public is to be spared 
the untoward consequences of ill-conceived ventures, the character of 
the proposed financing of the projeet cannot be ignored. In most in
stances, it is true, the problem of costs of construction and of the 
ability of the applicant to meet them satisfactorily is merged with the 
more general problem as to the need for the service, its probable oper
ating results, and its relationship to existing facilities.so But occasion-

authorization on competitive grounds in Corult'UCtion hy Virgi"ian 6- Wuln'tJ Ry., J4S 
I.C.c. 167 (1928), the Supreme Coun declared: '"There is DO specification of the con~ 
siderations by which the Commission is to be governed in determining whether the pub .. 
lic: convenience and necessity require the prop>scd construction. Under the Act it wu 
the duty of the Commission to find the facts and. in the exercise of a reasonable judg
ment, to determine that question. . . . Undoubtedly the purpose of these provisions is 
to enable the Commission, in the interest of the public, to prevent improvident and un
neces.sacy expenditures for the construction and operation of lines not needed to insure 
adequate service. ]n the absence of a plain declaration to that effect, it would be unrea· 
sonablc to hold that CongresJ did Dot intend to empower the Commission to authorize 
the construction of new lines to provide for shippers such competing service as it should 
find to be convenient or necessary in the public in ...... t. Indeed h(4) of the Aa, au
thorizing the Commission to adopt a plan for the consolidation of railway properties 
into a limited number of systems, clearly discloses a policy on the part of Congress to 
preserve competition among carriers. . . . And the Commission has recognized the 
advantages of competitive ICrvice to shippen especially in respect of a diversified car 
supply for the shipment of coal and lumber; it suggesu the possibility of Wlure of 
operation from various caU5CS, that under some circumstances competition operalCl to 
stimulate better service and that reasonable competition may be in the public interest" 
(pp. 42-43). 

80 Note the {oIJowing, for example, from ConllructUm of linel i,. EaskrfJ OregOfJ, 
III I.e.c. 3 (1926), at p. 45: "There is DO question . .. as to the stability of the 
financial structure of any of the carrien or as to their general rcsults from operation. 
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ally methods of financing have been deemed to be sufficiendy crucial 
to receive consideration even after an apparendy independent finding 
that public convenience and necessity required the extension or new 
construction, and, under such circumstances, the certificates granted 
have been conditioned upon the observance of restrictions with re
spect to the issuance of bonds or the financial structure as a whole.81 

The rationale of this procedure, with special reference to the neces
sity of controlling fixed charges, has been stated as follows: "Para
graph (20) of section I provides that the Commission 'may attach to 
the issuance of the certificate such terms and conditions as in its judg
ment the public convenience and necessity may require.' The public 
convenience and necessity preeminendy require that a railroad, if 
constructed, be in a position to continue to function. Whether or not a 
new railroad can live depends, to a considerable extent, on the fixed 
charges it is required to earn. The public calamity attendant upon 
the fiWure of service of a railroad upon which incfustries have become 
dependent and along which settlements have grown up is a thing we 
must constandy keep in mind in issuing certificates authorizing con
struction. Such construction should be authorized only if there is a 
reasonable prospect that the project can be expected to live. With con
tinued operation necessarily dependent in a measure on the burden of 

The most un6.vorable view of the various projects could be taken. and ye~ if all of 
them. were consummated the ability of the major systems 10 serve the public adequately 
would be but inconsiderably impaired thereby:' 

81 In Publw.Con"mit:n« Certificate *' ,ac,<son 6- Eastern Ry., 70 J.c.c. 110 

(1921), for example, the certificate authorizing the construction of an extension was 
issued "upon the express condition that said Jackson lie Eas!<rn Railway Company shan 
not issue any bond., or other evidenccs of indebtedness, for the construction of said 
CXtensioD or for the refunding of any obligations arising out of such construction, di~ 
rectly or indirectly, for a period of five year. from the date upon which actual con~ 
ItI'UCtion of said extension shall commence" (p. 114), although the exlcnsion was re~ 
quircd to be completed and placed in operation Dot later than about a year and a half 
from the issuance of the certificate. On this basis authority to issue bonds in connection 
with this construction was denied in BondI of !«klon & BtlItn1I RY'I 94 J.C.c. 248 
(1924). Similarly. in Corutnu:tio. of Ezterui .. by N. M. C. Ry .• 99 I.C.C. 389 (1925). 
the certificate was issued upon the express condition "that the face amount of bonds to 
be executed ahall not exceed So per cent of such expenditures for constructing the pro
posed extension, making the contemplated improvements on the present line, and pur
chasing equipment, as are properly chargeable, under our classification. to capital ac
count; that the aggregate par value of stock. bonds, and other securities to be issued for 
the purposes atated .hall not exceed the aggregate amount of 8uch expendituresj and 
that proper accounts of construction expenditures shall be kept in accordance with our 
daWfication" (p. 403). 
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fixed charges, it seems entirely proper that a limitation in respect to 
such charges be imposed by appropriate condition attached to our 
authorization."s, Whether actual financial eonditions are imposed or 
the probable direction of financial control is merely indicated,sS this 
procedure appears to be advantageous to the applicant carriers as well 
as to the general public, since it serves to prevent or diseourage at their 
inception undertakings which, though necessary, may be wrecked by 
unsound or unduly hazardous financial plans. As with respect to the 
other guiding considerations, however, the Commission's perform
ance has been flexible in character, depending upon the distinctive cir
cumstances of each proceeding, and both its apparent disregard of 
financial plans and its actual imposition of financial eonditions have 
evoked protest from within its membership." These issues have gen
erally arisen only in borderline cases, marked by uncertainty as to the 

82 From concurring opinion of Commissioner Meyer in Co1JltrUaion of Eztnuion 
by N. M. C. Ry., supra. at p. 398 • 

• , In Puhlic-Co •• en;en« Certificate ID W. F. lr S. R. R., 67 I.C.C •• 84 ('92.), for 
example. an unconditional certificate authorizing new construction wu issued, but the 
Commission made the folowing declarations with respect to the applicant"s financia1 
plan: ""The applicant presented its general plan covering the amount and character of 
securities to be issued, but as it is neither necessary nor desirable to pass upon such plan 
in this proceeding, nothing herein is tQ be taken as aD approval of the contemplated 
arrangements for refunding the cost of construction. It should be said. however, that the 
,applicant will be expected to cooline its issue of securities to the actual cost of the road 
and equipment; that the cost of construction will be correctly recorded; and that in 
issuing bonds the applicant will be required to limit the amount to DOt more than 50 
per cent of the total cost of road and equipment, exclusive of amounts donated. 10 that 
fixed charges will in no event exceed the estimate of net income trom local traflic" 
(p .• 87). Similarly, io Constn«tion by W .. B .. T.lr S. Ry .. 124 I.C.C. 769 ('927), the 
Commission, in authorizing new construction. made the following declaratioDi with 
respect to the applicant"s financial plan: "1f the financial plan contemplated by the ap
plicant were final and were the only one possible, the objections to it would outweigh 
such measure of public convenience and necessity as is shown for the extensions. The 
plan is not final. however, and is DOt before lU for approval. It appears that the appli .. 
cant will probably be unable to finance its project on its own acdit and must look to 
one or more of its connections for support. Without ezpreuing any final opinion as to 
the financial plan, we feci t1ut th. applicant and those ia",rest<d io fioauciog ill project 
should be advised that they face the probability of our requiring the applicant to con .. 
fine its issue of securities to the actual cost of road and equipment. Nothing contained 
hereio is to be construed as authorizing the applicant to issue any securities" (pp. 
804-805). 

"In CoNl>'U<tio. of Line by Wen4lCk. s"",,,,", R,. Co .. 90 LC.C. 237 ('924), 
for example, the dissent of five memben of the Commission was bated in part upon 
the Wlurc of the majority to attach significance to the charac:tcr of the financial plan. In 
the words of Cnmmissioner Aitchison, "The majority opinioo pro=ds upon the theory 
that in the instant proceeding we need decide ooly the issue of public conyCDicnce and 
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outcome of the proposed project." In the great bulk of proceedings 
the Commission has confined itself to the determination of conven
ience and necessity on the basis of the need for the facilities, as evi
denced by their relationship to the existing service and the outiook for 
their profitable operation, merely adding, with respect to the financial 

IXCCSSity, and may appropriately defer consideration of the financia1 plan until appli· 
cation is made to issue securities. Though such a course may be proper in some cases. 
in many others the financia1 plan is of primary importance in determining whether 
a cenilicate should be granted. Especially is this the case under amditioll$ such as are 
here presented. The probability of the construction work being properly and SUCCCSS~ 
fully done depends upon the financial ability of the app1icant. We bave no means of 
assuring the eucution of the project acx:ordiog to the plallS submitted, and the fiu:t of 
publli: convenience and aecessity may rest upon the pbysical fitness of the proposed line 
for the purposes it is intended to serve. In my judgment the applica.ots have underesti
mated the cost of their project, and have overestimated its physical capacity to carry the 
great volume of traffic: they count upon receiving, and which they regard as necessary to 
pay even their low estimate of operatiog costs. Further, the financial plan furnish .. a 
key to the motives for the applkation and a test of the ruth of the promoters in the 
earning power of the line. Moreover, an outstanding certificatd in the hands of persons 
unable properly to carry out the project might while in force obstruct the public interest 
by preventing the issuance of a certific:ate covering practically the same route to others 
financia1ly able to COIl$trllCt. more suitable and adequate railroad" (pp. 259"">60). For 
the circunutances leading to the lap .. of the c:ertiIica ... bccauoc of the inability of the 
applicant to raise the necessary capital. see note 72, supra. In Constnu:tiOIl 01 EZlnlsion 
by N. M. C. Ry •• 99 I.C.C. 389 (1925), on the other hand. in which the issuance of the 
certificate was conditioned upon the observance of financial restrictions, Commissioner 
McChord dissented bccauoc he deemed the character of the financial plan to be irrele· 
vant to the determination of public convenience and necessity: "We find that the pres· 
ent and future public convenience and necessity require the extension of the line. How 
can it be said that public convenience and necessity do not require it if the applicant 
plans to obtain all the necessary mnds by issuing bonds~ Yet that, in c:ff'ect" is what the 
majority uys. The question as to whether public convenience and necessity require or 
will require the mnsuuction and operation of a certain line of railroad is not . . . so 
bound up with the question of methods of securing the money to construct the line that 
we must in passing upon the first question make our finding depend upon the second, 
particularly as we have in another section of the act plenary power to control the issu· 
ancc of securitiel by which money may be secured. . . . There is • . . no adequate or 
just reason for imposing upon this applicant a condition designed to forestall a possible 
failure of the enterprise to prosper at some visioned future time. Public convenience and 
necessity in my opinion are not dependent upon methods of financing a proposed road. 
Proper financing is of course an important question and in the public interest, but is a 
secondary one in the case before WI and one to be carefully considered after, and not 
contemporaneously with. the question of public convenience and necessity" (pp. 401-
402). 

81 Thus. in Pwhlie·Co""en;nJa Certi/icllle 10 Jackso" & Eannn Ry., 70 I.C.C. no 
(1921), the Commission declared: "The record as a whole &.ils to afford reasonable as· 
sutance that the project will become a permanently successful enterprise. However, 
since local interests are ready and willing to assume the burden with full knowledge of 
what the future may hold for the enterprise, it ocem. proper that they should be per
mitted to do so. But in view of the uncertain future of the road. we do not think it 
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plan, that no application being before it for the issuance of securities, 
no conclusion need be reached for the time being as to the appropri
ateness .of the contemplated methods of financing.'· 

In placing primary stress upon the avoidance of unprofitable opera
tion, whether because of insufficient traffic prospects or probable fi-

would be proper for us to sanction at this time the issuance of bonds to finance its con· 
structioo" (p. 1I3). Again, in Construction 0/ EZlnUjo" by N. M. C. Ry., 99 I.e.c. 
389 (1925), the Commission declared: "It does not appear from the record that the 
applicant's railroad, as extended, could earn a fair return on the cost of the proposed 
exleJlS.iOD without a materially increased devdopment in the tributary area. That the 
traffic from the proposed extension would assist in keeping the existing line in opera .. 
tion may be conceded. A conservative financing of the project would also be 3n aid to 
that end" (p. 397). For the financial conditions imposed in connection with the certifi· 
cates issued in these proceedings. see note 81, SUpt'tl. 

86 It should be noted here that paragraph (18) of section 153 provided that the 
Commission, in its discretion. might permit carriers proposing to undertake the con .. 
struction and operation of Dew lines of railroad to retain all or any part of their C'Xcco 
earnings for a period of not more than ten years, such permission to be conditioned 
upon the completion of the construction work within a period to be designated by the 
CommissioD. This policy is more closely related to the Commission's control of new 
construction than to its regulation of rate levels. lu primary purpose appears to be 
clear: to encourage the building of new lines found to be in the public interest, by pro
viding for the possibility of recoupment, during the period of exemption from recap· 
ture, of such losses as early operation might impose. It was to be expected that most re· 
quests for permission to construct or to operate wouJd be accompanied by requests fot 
exemption from recaprure; the carriers had everything [0 gain and nothing to lose by 
sucb a procedure. It is manifest, however, that the paragraph was not intended to serve 
as a general avc.nue of escape: from the exactions of the recapture provisions. and that a 
strict construction of its terms was necessary. Accordingly. in the case of lines partially 
or completely built before the effecti\'e date of the paragraph, as well as in the case of 
applicants which, because they were not proposing to undertake the construction and 
operation of new lines of railroad. did Dot fall within the class of corporations contem
plated by the statute, requests for permission to retain excess earnings were denied. 
See, for example: Public~Contl~ni~nc~ Cmifictll~ to G .• A .• S. 4t C. Ry .• 71 I.C.C. 616, 
617 (1922); Lefll~ of Virginian 6' W~sJtrn Ry •• 72 I.C.C. 454, 457-458 (1922); Op· 
eration of Hinu Yellow Pine Trustees R. R., 76 I.C.C. 59. 62 (1922); 0p"tltWn 0/ 
Line by Supt:ri(Jf' & SoU/h~asln'n Ry., 86 I.C.C. 403. 405 (1924) j A.cquililion of Line 
by H. P •• T. /!y D. R. R., 90 I.C.C. 7', 73 ('9'4); Acquisi.Um of line by S'aI<lboro 
Northern Ry., 90 I.C.c. 413. 416 (1924); .Applictllion of Ch.leston Por, UtiJitiel 
Commission, 90 I.C.c. 743. 745 (1924); Acquisi,wD of Line by B. 6- H. S. R. R. Co., 
94 I.C.C. 35~, 359 ('9'5); Acquisi.io. of line by D" C. & S. Ry. Co., 991.C.C. 573, 
575 ('9'5); Acquisi.i"" by C •• _ /!y C. R. Co., '45 I.C.C. 467, 468 ('9.8). The 
Commission also denied requests for exemption from recapture where the new con .. 
struction constituted a portion of an operating systc:m. See, {or example: ViTginilm lY 
W~SteNJ Extension. 72 I.C.C. 55. 57 (1922); Con.struction by /onnltOwn & SlI:Jny 
C ... k R. R.. 761.C.C. 546. 548 ('9'3); C~ of B,,,,,d line by Soot""" Po
dlk, 79 I.C.C .• 84, .86 ('9'3); c""wo/ of Tack"'" & Ells"",, II. I.C.C. 587. 59'-
592 (1926); ConstrllCtion in Cameron County, T~z •• 124 I.e.c. SI3 (1927). In the 
last of these proceedings the Commission said. at pp. 520-521: "In view of the pratDt 
and prospective linancial strength of the applicants, there is no apparent neceuity for Ihc 
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nancial difficulties, and upon the prevention of unnecessary duplica
tion of ucilities, whether because of the adequacy of existing service 
or the likelibood of excessive diversion of traflic from established 
lines, the Commission has undoubtedly accorded recognition to the 
major uctors pertinent to the determination of public convenience 
and necessity. Financial losses and economic wastes have frequently 
sprung from the traditional policy of freedom of investment in ex
tensions and new construction; and their avoidance and prevention, 
as an expression of the national concern for the maintenance of an 

exemption. The impracticability of a satisfactory segregation of the income of a portion 
of an operating system affords good ground for the belief that the provision was in .. 
-.!cd to apply only to the COnstructiOll of scparatdy opcrat«! systems or lines:' An· 
other guiding consideration was disclosed in the following pronouncement from KAntas, 
Olc.lrJwma & Gull EZknsWn, 721.C.C. 392 (1922), at p. 395= "We do not feel that on 
the showing present«! we would be jwtified in granting permission to the applicants to 
rctaia the ac.ss earnings of the extension. It is to be built primarily to benefit the ap
plicants, and indirectly the pnblic, in the handling of through ... fIic, and not to develop 
traffic in territory which is deficic.nt in transportstinn 6cilities. Paragraph (.8) of lee

lion Isa was designed primarily to encourage enterprises of the laner sort, and its ap
plication should not be: extended to situations such as the present one." In numerous 
instances, however, the Commission denied requests with no further explanation than 
this: that io its opinion ."the matters of record" did not just:if)r the grant of permission 
to retain excess earnings. Sec, for example: CO'fJstrr«:tion of lint! by Fort Wayne Union 
RY.,79 I.C.C. 442. 443 (1923); CotulrUCtiOtt of Brtlneh Une by Northern Ptld/k Ry., 
79 LC.C. 687. 68g (I923); Pu!Hic·Co •• ..,; ..... ilpplication of C. of G. Ry., 90 I.C.C. 
Ig,22 (1924); COttslnlt:li07J by Florida WeSln'll I!t Nonhern R. R., go LC.C. 528. 529 
(1924). Favorable action upon carrier applications, in so far as supporting reasons have 
been set fOrth, was generally based upon linancial considerations. In Cmifi<t* 10 U.· 
;",. P';fU: R. R.. 65 I.C.C. 382 (.g20). the Commission said. at p. 384: '"Upon con
lideration of the record we find . . . that because of the cost of such extension and 
the unc:crtai.nty of adequate return during the first few years of operation. that applicant 
should be permitted to retain all of its earnings derived from such extension for a pe
riod Dot to exceed 10 years, such certiiicate and retention of excess earnings to be con
ditioned, however, upon the completion of the work of construction on or before the 
3ut day of December. Ig21"· Again. in Publie,Co"flnJ;nzee Cmi/it:ttu to C. of G. Ry., 
67 I.C.C. 273 (lg21), the Commission said. at p. 275: e"The showing of prospective net 
income renden it improbable that a segregation of the accounts of the branch line for a 
period of '0 years will show any exoess earnings to which the permission of paragraph 
18, section ISa. ClIl attach. HowevC:f, if the applicant is able during that period to se
am: better results than the above estimates indicate, it will be proper that any excess be 
retained in order to offset the probable deficit in the early years. •• In most instances, 
however, the ground. of the Commission's grant of permission were not explicidy set 
forth. See. for example: Ct1r>SIrt«Iio. of lin< by G. C. R. R. Co., 99 I.C.C. 264. 266 
('925); C."~.,, of li .. by M. 6- S. V. R. R. Co., 99 I.C.C. 606. 608 ('925). In 
view of the unlimited discretion conferred upon the Commission in this special sphere, 
the validity of auch summary determinations, whether affirmative or negative, is not 
open to serious question; but more reasoned support for these findings would doubdess 
have rendered the Commission's performance mOl'C illuminating. 
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adequate transportation system, was the principal goal of the require
ment of enabling certificates from the federal regulatory agency: such 
certificates are calculated to diminish, if not to eradicate, unjustifiable 
capital expenditures, in the interest not only of applicant carriers and 
communities which come to be dependent upon the projected facili
ties, but of soundness and economy in the aggregate of railroad op
erations. Furthermore, in view of the undefined character of the 
statutory criterion of permissive action, there is ample basis for the 
elasticity which has characterized the Commission's performance. 
There is no definite intent, expressed or implied, that authorizations 
be confined to undertakings assured of financial success, that vested 
interests of existing lines be invariably protected and prevailing com
petitive situations crystallized unalterably, and that the necessary fi
nancial structures be cramped into any uniform authoritative mold. 
On the contrary, since initiative in matters of new construction is 
recognized to rest in the carriers, since the principle of competition is 
explicitly retained in other connections, and since the administrative 
determinations are permissive rather than mandatory, it is clear that 
administrative discretion was not narrowly restricted. But the legal 
validity of the Commission's approach in departing from the criteria 
of unquestioned need of additional facilities and reasonable assur
ance of sustaining traffic is not necessarily persuasive of the desirabil
ity of such an approach from the standpoint of policy. In a commend
able desire to withhold undue interference with the enterprise of the 
carriers, the Commission has tended, in some instances, to subordinate 
the long-time interests of the railroad system as a whole to the imme
diate advantages of the parties directly concerned. The willingness of 
local investors to assume risks in the first instance does not protect the 
general community against the burdens which may ultimately be im
posed upon it by the financial failure of the extension or new con
struction; similarly, the benefits to local shippers of securing competi
tive service, however real they may be, do. not adequately offset the 
burdens that may ultimately be imposed upon the general community 
by unnecessary duplication of facilities. In the early years of the rail
road industry, with the resources of the country yet largely undevel
oped, with the future of the steam car;iers apparently secure, and with 
little or no authoritative regulation in the public interest, speculative 
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boldness and competitive vigor, despite the many evils to which they 
led, were on the whole very fruitful: railroad building in advance of 
actual needs and under the spur of intense rivalry was in no small 
measure responsible for the rapid development of plant and equip
ment and for the progressive improvement in service standards. But 
in the maturity of the industry, functioning under highly developed 
economic conditions, surrounded by rapidly growing and easily ex
pansible alternative carrying agencies, and subject to an elaborate 
system of affirmative governmental control, the community becomes 
increasingly less dependent upon the speculative and competitive ele
ments of progress, and these very elements tend to complicate the 
tasks of regulation and to retard the achievement of a properly co
ordinated transportation system. In face of the crucial problem of ex
cess carrying capacity, the considerations which we have found to 
require a more liberal policy in matters of abandonment also serve 
as justification for a more stringent policy in matters of new con
struction. 

Compulsory New Construction 

But the maintenance of an adequate transportation system, as con
templated by the 1920 legislation, not only involves control of volun
tary extensions but authoritative assurance of such construction as is 
demanded in the public interest. While it is important to avoid the 
economic wastes and financial burdens which tend to How from unre
stricted freedom in railroad building, it is essential that needed lines 
be made available even in the absence of initiative or acquiescence on 
the part of the carriers. Accordingly, as a complement to its authority 
to approve or disapprove of voluntary construction projects, the Com
mission was empowered to order any carrier by railroad subject to its 
jurisdiction "to extend its line or lines."·' This power of compulsion 
may be exercised, after hearing, upon its own motion as well as upon 
complaint; and its discretion is expressly conditioned only upon find
ings that the extension is reasonably required in the interest of public 
convenience and necessity, and that the expense involved will not im
pair the ability of the carrier to perform its duty to the public. These 

., Sec. J, por. (2J). For a preliminary anaIyais of the Dature and implications of this 
power. ICC Part I, pp. 24J-244. 
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limitations provide standards of action not unlike those governing 
the issuance of certificates upon application of the carriers, and they 
have been so executed by the Commission. But no express restrictions 
are imposed upon the extent of the new construction which may be 
ordered, and the Commission deemed itself free in this respect. Be
cause of this cu:cumstance the most significant problem in this sphere 
has concerned the scope of its statutory authority. Is the Commis
sion's mandatory power confined to extensions within the area which 
the carrier has bound itself to serve, or does it apply to the construc
tion of new lines, irrespective of the carrier's previous commitments, 
as in the case of voluntary undertakings? Since compulsory invest
ment of capital not restricted to territory already served or obligations 
actually assumed involves drastic encroachment upon managerial 
freedom and property rights, questions of legislative intent and con
stitutional validity have come to the forefront. In examining the Com
mission's performance, therefore, we shall note, first, the guiding con
siderations which have controlled its decisions on the merits, and 
second, the interpretation it has placed upon the scope of its power as 
reviewed in the courts. 

There have been few proceedings involving the propriety of com
pelling new construction, and in all instances they have arisen out of 
complaints of shippers or communities." In other words, there has 
been little pressure for requiring unwilling carriers to extend their 
lines, and none whatever on motion of the administrative agency. 
Furthermore, in passing on the merits of complaints and the desir
ability of according the requested relief, the Commission has been 
guided by substantially the same considerations which have con
trolled its disposition of carrier petitions-iliat is, it has required a 
showing both of need for the service and of financial ability. "An or
der requiring a carrier to extend its line in the interest of public con
venience and necessity, and involving as a necessary incident expenses 
which would impair the ability of the carrier to perform its duty to 

88 See Ridge Coal Mining CO. Y. M. P. R. R. Co., 62 I.C.C. 259 (1921); Coo.tt" Y. 
C., B.1it Q. R. R. Co .• 66 I.e.c. 452 (19.32); Gllnd",on Yo C., M. b $1. P. Ry. Co., 91 
I.C.c. 702 (1924); ConstrwtUm 0/ Linel in Eastern Oregon, III J.C.C. 3 (1926), 117 
I.C.C. 737 (1927), 1241.C.C. 529 (1927), 138 I.C.C. 99 (1928); Public Ser.ie. Com
mission of Oregon Yo Cmlrlll PIIC. Ry. Co .• 159 I.C.C. 630 (1929); Cilll'/c.mm ChllmM 
of Commera Y. North"" PtIC. Ry. Co., 160 I.e.c. 752 (1930). 
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the public would be a contradiction. On the other hand, even though 
such proposed extension would not impair the ability of a carrier to 
perform its duty to the public, no order could be issued against a car
rier requiring an extension of its line, unless such extension was rea
sonably required in the interest of pUblic convenience and necessity. 
Both of the conditions must be satisfied precedent to the issuance of 
an order ."s. These interdependent considerations are dealt with by 
the Commission with the same careful emphasis upon an adequate 
record that characterizes its disposition of proceedings involving vol
untary extensions." Account is taken, as bearing upon the necessity of 
the extension and the financial ability of the carrier, of the nature of 
the territory and population seeking the new service, the character of 
the existing facilities, the oudook for traffic, the estimated costs of con
struction, the indicated expenses of operation, and the probable re
turn upon investment. As in voluntary extension cases, too, there is no 
insistence upon complete elimination of risk, and' system earnings as 
well as revenues derived from local traffic are deemed relevant. In the 
words of the Commission: "Complainants are not required to make a 
showing which will eliminate all or even substantial risk in the con
struction of the proposed line, because all railroad enterprises are sub
ject to risks which the best human foresight can not anticipate. . • • 
Nor is it indispensably requisite that local business will be sufficient 
to justify the extension as an independent line .•.. The saving to be 
brought about in the movement of existing traffic may be sufficient to 
justify substantial expenditures for extensions. • • • The value of an 
extension as a feeder for the system may be the controlling factor in 
determining whether or not the extension should be constructed.,,·t 
But financial considerations have none the less exerted a dominant 

II Cooke v. C., B. & Q. R. R. Co., 66 I.C.C. 452 (19:11), at pp. 452-453. Note, also, 
the following from Gunderson v. C., M. & SI, P. Ry. Co., 91 I.C.C. 702 (1922), at 
p. 106: uorhc 6.rst condition contaim the second. and of necessity an order could not be 
made under the second condition unless the first is also satisfied."' 

,oThw, in CotUtruction of LiMS in Ea.rIt:f'tJ Oregon. III I.e.C. 3 (1926), the Com
mission dismissed the complaint of the Oregon conunission seeking an order for new 
construction, on the ground that. because of changed conditions, the record could not 
be depended upon with respect to future traffic and its financial results. Subsequently, 
in Public St:1'llice Commission of Oregon v. Central Pac. Ry. Co .• 159 I.C.C. 630 
(1929), UPOD a full and satisfactory remrd, an order was issued requiring the con
ItrUctiOD of the new east.and·wC!lt line which had been sought earlier . 

• , crark_ CA.",ber of Commeru •• NorlA.,." Par:. Ry. Co •• ,60 I.C.C. 75% 
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influence. Neither the remoteness of communities from existing rail 
lines nor the fact that system earnings may be reasonably satisfactory 
is permitted to outweigh the prospect of a continued course of inade
quate returns upon the particular investment. 

In pursuance of this approach, the Commission has in most in
stances dismissed the complaints involving compulsory new con
struction. The proposed extensions, though aJfecting territory which 
lacked immediate rail facilities and lying within the general area 
served by the defendant carriers, were found not to give promise of 
sufficient traffic to justify the necessary outlays. Thus, in dismissing a 
complaint against the Burlington requesting the compulsory construc
tion of 32 miles of road in Nebraska, the Commission concluded, 
after an analysis of building costs, operating expenses, and traffic 
prospects: "The issuance of the order prayed for would require de
fendant to invest a large sum of money in an undertaking which at 
the outset would not be a financial success, and would not hold out 
hope for the future."·' Similarly, in dismissing a complaint against 
the Milwaukee requesting the compulsory construction of 19 miles of 
road in South Dakota, the Commission, after a like analysis, con
cluded as follows: "It is evident that the extension would be of bene
fit to the inhabitants of the region described. Complainant maintains 
that he has shown that the extension would return more favorable re
sults than the Milwaukee system as a whole or that part of it within 
South Dakota, and argues that it can not be said that the expense in
volved therein will impair the ability of the carrier to perform its duty 
to the public. Even on complainant's showing, however, the return on 
investment at the outset would be but 1.57 per cent. If defendant bor
rows the money with which to construct the extension it will be com
pelled to pay a higher rate of interest than this, and to supply the dif
ference from other revenues. If it spends part of its capital or current 
revenues, under the conditions as disclosed by the record it will be at 
the sacrifice of its other lines, which serve many times the number of 

(1930), at p. 772. For mppon of these declaratioDJ in voluntary e:J:teDJioo cases, ICe 

CorutrU&tion Applic..um of Michigan North"" R. R., 6, I.C.C. 480 (1920); Con
nn.aicm of line by Or.gon Shan line R. R.. 82 LC.C. 40 (1923); ConstnKtion of 
Natrrm Ct4I-Off by c..,tral Puei/i< Ry., 82 I.C.C. 185 (1923); ConstrU&tion of Ext .... 
non by O.-W. R. R. 6- Nov. Co .. 86 I.C.C. 264 (1924) . 

•• Cook<.· c .. B., t R. R. Co., 661.C.C. 452, 456 (1922). 
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people who would be served by the proposed extension. The record 
shows that the proposed extension would not at the outset earn a fair 
return on the investment, and that the prospects for the future would 
be highly uncertain:'" In finding, in these instanCes, that the exten
sions were not reasonably required in the interest of public conven
ience and necessity, the Commission confined itself to the merits of 
the proposals and placed controlling emphasis upon the probable 
financial results of the particular projects. The defendant carriers 
were already operating in the general territory to be served by the new 
facilities, and no question was raised, therefore, as to the validity of 
mandatory enlargement of the undertakings which they had volun
tarily assumed. It was conceded, furthermore, that the new construc
tion would have yielded some benefit to the persons and places di
rectly concerned. In light of the record, however, the Commission 
found that the public need for the proposed set;vices was not suffi
ciendy urgent to justifY the imposition upon the roads of the burden 
of unprofitable operation which would have been entailed; and in 
reaching these conclusions it was but foHowing the path of its deter
minations in voluntary extension proceedings. 

Like considerations have governed the Commission's dismissal of a 
petition involving a much more extensive project of new construc
tion." A number of complaints were filed by civic and commercial 
bodies of Idaho and Washington, and by the public service commis
sions of these states and of Oregon, seeking to require the Northern 
Pacific and Union Pacific systems, direcdy or through their subsidi
aries, to extend their lines in these areas. The major proposal was that 
the roads be compelled to build 126 miles of line, running north and 
south along the Snake River, between Lewiston, Idaho, and Home
stead, Oregon." This line was intended primarily to establish a short 
and direct route between the northern and southern portions of 
Idaho. "Movement of passengers and property between the northern 
and southern sections," said the Commission, "is now over a some-

.. Gurukrs •• v. C., M. [, SI. P.lly. c •. , 91 I.C.C. 70" 706 (19'4) • 

.. Clllt'kmm ClumJber .f C.mm ..... v. Nonh.,." Pac. lly. c •. , 160 I.C.C. 75' 
(1930 ). 

'" The other proposals. closely allied to the main project. were likewise found, on 
the record. DOt to be in the interest of public convenience and necessity. and the ICY

eral complain .. wete dismiosed. See ibid., pp. 713-'179. 
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what circuitous route and through neighboring States. At present it 
takes from 20 to 24 hours to travel from the capital at Boise, in the 
southern part of the State, to Lewiston. The proposed construction 
would reduce the distance necessary to travel between these points by 
about 200 miles and reduce the time by approximately 10 hours ... •• 
The state had expended more than $8,000,000 for the construction of 
its North-and-South Highway, but this highway was primarily de
signed for and adapted to passenger traffic. The new line, it was urged, 
would also result in great improvement in freight traffic. While some 
tonnage in lumber, minerals, and agricultural products was expected 
to be provided by the intermediate territory, the existing isolation of 
the northern and southern portions of the state was the chief concern 
of the complainants. It was predicted by them that through the pro
posed construction there would be a reduction of rates, a considerable 
movement of potatoes and hay between the southern and northern 
sections, and a substantial development of the livestock industry. But 
upon a careful analysis of the facts of record, including construction 
costs, operating expenses, and traffic volume, originated and diverted, 
the conclusion was found inescapable that the extension "could not be 
constructed and operated except at a huge loss,' .. 1 Under these cir
cumstances, although the anticipated public benefits were duly recog
nized, no basis was discerned for a finding of public need which 
would justifY the issuance of an order. As in voluntary extension cases 
and in earlier proceedings involving compulsion, lack of a reasonable 
prospect of self-sustaining operation was decisive in the dismissal of 
the complaint: "While the record will not permit even an approxi
mate estimate of the revenues or earnings which may reasonably be 
expected from the proposed Lewiston-Homestead line, the conclusion 

1il81bitl., pp. 157-758. In describing the position of the complainants, the CommiJ.. 
sion continued: "Much discussion and feeling among the residents of Idaho have re
sulted from the lack of more direct means of transportation and travel between the 
northero and southern sections. This feeling has at times been the bam of the thought 
that the nonhero section of Idaho should constitute a new State of itJelr. or that it be 
annexed to some other State. Improved means of commuoication between the various 
sections of the State has been the subject of discussion and reports of various State ofli~ 
ci.als as far back as 1885 and up to the presenL The situatioD has often been considered 
by the Governor and by the Leplatur. of the Slate. The Governor and the president of 
the Public Utilities Commission testified in this proceeding as to the pressing needs of 
the State for improved means of transportation." 

.T lbUI .. p. 77'. 
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can not be escaped that construction and operation of the line would 
result in a large deficit. This is true even after considering the pro
posed diversion of traffic from existing &cilities which would still 
have to be maintained and operated. If a deficit should result from the 
operation and the present earnings of the carrier are to be maintained, 
an increase in rates would seem inevitable. . • . The topography of 
the State and its extensive mountainous areas create a natural condi
tion which would render construction and operation very expensive. 
The same conditions also prevent any substantial development within 
much of the area which would be tributary to a north-and-south line. 
• • • It is true that the people of Idaho have long entertained the 
thought that this line should be built and their views are deserving of 
the most careful consideration, but it is quite probable that they have 
never had the benefit of such a study as the record contains with re
spect to the cost of construction and the probable financial results of 
its operation. After careful consideration of the record, and bearing in 
mind the public benefit which would result from its construction, to
gether with the cost and probable loss to the carrier, we find that pub
lic convenience and necessity have not been shown to justify an order 
requiring the construction of the Lewiston-Homestead extension:>9S 

In the only proceeding which has resulted in the issuance of an or
der requiring extensive new construction," the major issue, which led 
to a decision of the Supreme Court adverse to the views of the Com
mission,'oo has concerned the extent of the Commission's power of 

8Slbid .• pp. '72-'173. The defendant carriers not only opposed the complaints on the 
meriu. but questioned the authority of the Commission to grant the requested relief. 
-"They urgc," said the Commission, "that if section 1(21) of the interstate commerce 
act be construed as conferring upon us authority to require these carriers to construct 
and operate the requested extensions and terminal facilities. said paragraph is unconsti
tutional in that the same would operate to deprive them of their property without due 
process of law, and take from them their private property for public use without jwt 
compensation. in violation of the fifth amendment to the Constitution.·· The Commis
lion disposed of this contention summarily. by referring to its decision in Public SmJice 
Co".",isnon of Or~g01J Y. emIT. PtIe. Ry. Co .• 159 I.C.C. 630 (I929)~ which we shall 
prcsendyanalyze: ''In ••• [that proceeding] we held that authority has been vested 
in us to authorize or require such an extension if the conditions set out in the statute 
arc satisfied and the &ct[.] otherwise warrant the construction." C/.,.kslO. CMmh<r of 
Commeru v. Northern Pile. R,. Co., IUpr(J~ pp. 753,154. 

8. Public SeNlice Commissio" of O,egrm v. Cmlral PIIt:. Ry. Co .• 159 I.C.C. 630 
(1929). 

100 I"terstate Commt:r« Commissitm v. o,egon·WMlUngtoll R. Co., 288 U.S. 14 

(1933)· 
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compulsion. On the merits, as will appear from a brief survey of this 
proceeding, the Commission did not depart from established princi
ples. In 1927 the Public Service Commission of Oregon filed a com
plaint against eleven railroads, including the Union Pacific and 
Southern Pacific and some of their subsidiaries, alleging that the de· 
fendant carriers had failed and refused to provide reasonable and ade
quate railroad facilities to a large area within the State of Oregon, and 
praying that one or more of them be required to construct a new 
east-and-west line across the central part of the state connecting the 
Union Pacific and Southern Pacific systems.'o, The territory involved 
probably constituted the largest area in the United States without rail 
facilities, and the proposed construction was designed to remove the 
hampering effects of this condition and to assist in the development 
of the State of Oregon.'o, After a full hearing, and on the basis of a 
detailed analysis of the nature of the territory, the character of exist
ing facilities, the possibilities of new tonnage, the incidence of oper
ating economies and traffic diversion, and the probable financial out· 
come of the enterprise, the Commission ordered the construction of 
the extension substantially as proposed by the complainants. Specifi
cally, the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company, a 
subsidiary, through the Oregon Short Line, of the Union Pacific, was 
directed to build a road, 185 miles long, from Crane, on its own line, 
to Crescent Lake, on a connecting line of the Southern Pacific. The 
Commission found, in accordance with the stipulations of the statute, 
first, that the extension was reasonably required in the interest of 

101 Essentially the same allegations and a prayer for the lame relief were first pre~ 
sented in a complaint of the Oregon commission in ConslrllClicm of unel in E4nern 
Or~go,,~ III I.C.c. 3 (1926), in which a variety of voluDtary construction undertakinB' 
by some of the same carriers were authorized. The complaint of the Oregon commiJ.. 
sion involving the compulsory construction of a crou.,tate liDe was there dismisled be~ 
cause the record was Dot deemed adequate to support the requested order. See, alao, 117 
I.C.C. 737 ('927). 

loa "It i. urged that Oregon's development, at compared with other States, hat been 
held back and scriowly hampered, due to the lack. of direct rouleS to the markets for 
her pt'oducts and that the COnstructioD of the propoted ateDsioD is 2D important put 
of anticipated development of adequate rail transportation facilities within the State. 
The evidence of complainant and defendants brings out clearly and forcibly that DO 

section can develop without transponarion. The major portion of the State of Oregon 
is without adequate traosponation facilities and this is particularly true with respect to 
the pertioD which would be served by the propoted constrUCtioD. - PNblk S"";<e Com· 
mission 0/ Oregon v. CmITa/ Pat:. Ry. Co., su",. •• at p. 635. 
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public convenience and necessity, and second, that the expense in
volved would not impair the ability of the carrier to perform its duty 
to the public. The finding of convenience and necessity was based not 
only upon the manifest benefits of the proposed facilities, but upon 
the prospect tbat the new line, when viewed in its relationship to the 
Union Pacific system, would prove adequately profitable.'os The reve
nue oudook, as disclosed of record, was at least as promising as the 
financial showings which had been found to justifY authorization in 
voluntary undertakings, and the Commission deemed the applicable 
standards to be essentially the same in both types of proceeding. In 
the words of Commissioner McManamy, speaking for the majority: 
"The convenience and necessity of the public depends not at all upon 
the willingness or unwillingness of the carriers to provide the facili
ties or render the service sought. The requisites set forth in the statute 
are practically identical whether the construction is to be voluntary or 
compulsory. Case after case might be cited where applications of the 
carriers for certificates covering construction under less favorable cir
cumstances, as related to probable traffic, revenues, and public benefit, 
ilian are present in this case have been granted. There can be no jus
tification for granting requests of the carriers under given circum
stances and under similar or more favorable circumstances denying 
appeals of the people for relief and for a reasonable chance to de
velop a great State. There can be no better criterion or guide to fol
low in determining what the carriers, including defendant carriers, 
consider a prudent investment which is justified in the interest of 
public convenience and necessity tban the instances where certificates 
have been sought and granted authorizing construction of rail exten
sions."'" Even less difficulty was encountered with respect to the sec
ond of the required findings. In view of the prosperous financial sta-

101 "It is not necc:ssary in establishing that the extension is reasonably required in 
the interest of public coDvenience and necessity to show that the extension would of it· 
aeU; and considered as standing alone, carn sufficient revenues to make it profitable. The 
relation of the extension to the Union Pacific system and its possibilities as a developer 
of traffic fot that system must be considered. We have recognized this principle in many 
C\SeL" lbiJ .• p. 663. For an example involving the same subsidiary of the Union Pacific 
in the same general territory, ICC Connrua;on of EZletJ/;OfJ by O.·W. R. R. & Nail. Co., 
861.C.C .• 64 (19'4). 

106 Publk Service Commission of Oregon v. C,nll'al Pac. Ry. Co., SUprll, p. 664. For 
an example involving. IUbsidiary of the Southern Pacific in the same general territory. 
lee Corutn/&ti." of N_ CIII·Off by Centrlll Pacific Ry •• 8.I.C.C. 185 (19'3). 
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tus of the Union Pacific system, as indicated, int" alia, by its current 
realization of income, disbursement of dividends, and acquisition of 
surplus, it was "clear" to the Commission that the expense involved in 
constructing the extension would not impair the ability of the carrier 
to perform its duty to the public.loO 

But before d)e Commission could make this finding that the facts of 
record were sufficient to justify the issuance of its order, it was called 
upon to determine whether it possessed the necessary authority in law 
to grant the requested relieE It was upon this issue that the Commis
sion itself divided/os and with respect to which it found itself in con
flict with the courts. The carriers contended that the legislative provi
sions did not authorize compulsory new construction involving sub
stantial enlargement of the scope of their voluntary undertakings; 
and, if construed as conferring such authority, that they were in vio
lation of the constitutional safeguards of due process. In finding this 
contention without merit, the Commission was guided by the plain 
tenor of. the language of the statute. Pointing out that it is not its 
function to determine questions of constitutionality, but rather to 
give effect to the intent of Congress, the Commission held that this 
intent was unambiguously indicated on the face of the enactment em-

106 The new construction was regarded as a required undertaking of the Union 
Pacific system: "As previously shown the o.~w. R. &: N. is owned by the Oregon Short 
Line which. in turn. is owned by the Union Pacific. All eastbound traffic moving from 
and over this extension will move practically the fullicogth of the latter carriers. Under 
such circumstances it would be inconsistent and contrary to fairness to consider lhc: new 
construction with relation only to the o.~w. R. Ie N., and apart from the Oregon Short 
Line and the Union Pacific. In view of these facts, it is expected that the cost of the COD

struction will be financed by the Union Pacific in a manner similar to that which it 
voluntarily followed in the construction of the Burns extension. ... " Pub/ie SmlKe 
Commission of Oregon v. Central PII&. Ry. Co .• tupra, pp. 66s-666. 

106 Commissioners Porter, Brainerd, Farrell, and Woodlock dissented. Only the dif.. 
sent of Commissioner Porter, however, was on the merits: "While as at present ad~ 
vised, I am persuaded we have authority to compel the coDstruetWn of the line of rail· 
way involved in this case, I am not convinced we should Dl2ke such an order upon the 
record DOW before w. . . . The extraordinary character of the power lodged with w to 
say to a canicr against its will that it shall construct a piece of railway 18, miles ia 
length costing from nioe to twelve millions of dollars, .hould require .1: dear and con· 
vincing showing of the public neceui(y requiring it, and of the probable favorable re· 
suits therefrom. before we should exercise iL I am DOt convinced that such .1: showing 
has been made in the record we have her~ and hence I am unable to agree with the 
report." Ibid., pp. 666-667. The other dissents, as will appear prcscndy. were based 
upon the conviction that the Commission was without authority to make the order. 
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powering it without restriction to order a carrier to extend its line or 
lines, and that the authority thus conferred was in harmony with the 
general purpose and method of the Transportation Act. "This para
graph," declared Commissioner McManamy, "plainly empowers us 
to authorize or require a carrier subject to the act to extend its line or 
lines. Defendants by construction endeavor to restrict our power to 
comparativdy short extensions in territory already served by the car
rier or carriers involved. There is not the slightest foundation in the 
language of Congress for such a limitation. The language is so clear 
and its meaning so plain that no difficulty attends its construction. 
Adherence to its terms leads to nothing impossible or plainly unrea
sonable. We are therefore bound by the words employed and are not 
at liberty to conjure up conditions to raise doubts in order that resort 
may be had to construction. It is elementary that where no ambiguity 
exists there is no room for construction."lO. The Commission thus 
concluded, though not without dissent/os that it 'was vested with the 

,., Ibid., p. 634. 
108 In expressing the judgment that the Commission was without authority to re-

quire the construction of the proposed line, Commissioner Brainerd relied upon the fol
lowing declaration of Chief Jwtice Taft in InUTdate Com mer" Commission V" Lot 
Angeles,280 U.S. 52,10 (1929)! '"If Congress had intended to give an executive tri
bunal unfettered capacity for requisitioning investment of capital of the carriers and 
the purcbasc: of large quantities of land and material in an adverse proceeding, we may 
well be confident that Congress would have made its meaning far clearer and more di
rect than in the present meager provisions of the Transportation Act." Ibid., p. 666'. In 
reaching a like conclusion, Commissioner Farrell declared that "the extension of lines 
referred to can not properly be construed as covering a new line of railtoad, but must 
instead be confined to such extension as is necessary to enable the carrier to serve the 
public adequately with some railroad which has already been constructed and in terri
tory which has already been occupied by the earrier," Ibid., p. 66,. Commissioner 
Woodlock dissented without opinion, but sec his separate expression in Construction 0/ 
LiMI in 'BtIrtern Oregon, III I.C.C. 3 (1926), at pp. SG-52. It is interesting· to note 
that the declaration of the Supreme Court in Interltale Commerce Commission v. lAs 
LlnKe/el, supra, upon which Commissioner Brainerd relied was not at variance with the 
position of the Commission in the same proceeding. In Los Angeles Passenger Terminal 
ClUes, 100 I.C.C. 421, 426 (192S), the Commission said, through Chairman Aitchison; 
··Careful study of the interstate commerce act convinces w that Congress has not con .. 
ferred upon w authority to require carriers to construct union passenger stations under 
conditions IUch as are here present. . . . The authority to require a carrier to extend its 
line may include authority to require it to construct stations necessary and incidental 
thereto. That question is not now before us. But assuming such authority, we conclude 
that paragraph (21) does not empower us to order the construction of a union pas
senger station where, as here, the station would be the principal thing and the extension 
of linea the incident," 
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necessary authority; and the statutory requirements upon which its 
action was conditioned being satisfied, it ordered the new construc
tion as already indicated. 

But the United States Supreme Court, affirming a decree of the Dis
trict Court enjoining the enforcement of the order,''' held that the 
Commission h~d exceeded its authority.1l0 The main issue was one of 
statutory construction. In the Commission's view, declared Justice 
Roberts for the majority of the Supreme Court, "the power given to 
compel a carrier 'to extend its line or lines' is unlimited and the way 
is open for an order to extend for any distance, at any cost, for the pur
pose of developing virgin territory hitherto unreached by railroads, or 
for supplying competition in a remote region served by other car
riers."l11 Such an interpretation was found not to be justified by the 
language of the statute, or by established judicial determinations in 
connection with like powers exercised by the states, or by constitu
tional doctrines of statutory construction. In the first place, the power 
to compel extensions of line is coupled, in a single sentence, with the 
power to order the acquisition of facilities for car service. "The rea
sonable conclusion is, therefore, that the extensions mentioned have to 
do with car service, and are not intended to create a wholly independ
ent subject of jurisdiction .••• We should expect, if Congress were 
intending to grant to the Commission a new and drastic power to 
compel the investment of enormous sums for the development or 
service of a region which the carrier had never theretofore entered or 
intended to serve, the intention would be expressed in more than a 
clause in a sentence dealing with car service."'" Again, the statute 
makes no mention of "new lines" in connection with mandatory un
dertakings, as it does in the case of voluntary construction, and this 
diversity of treatment was deemed significant of the Congressional 
intent. The Court argued as follows: "The terms of paragraph 18 
• . . throw light on the meaning of paragraph 21. The former pre
supposes voluntary action by a carrier, and provides that no company 
shall undertake 'the extension of its line of railroad, or the construe-

109 Or~g01J-W(UIJ;"gttm R. & Nil •. Co. v. u. S., 47 Fed. (uI) 2S0 (1931). 
110 rnlt:TdtIIe Commerce Com",issiOtJ v. Oregrnt-WIJIIJi"pm R. Co., 288 U.s, 14 

('933). 
111 lbitl .. P. 35. 
11tlhid. 
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tion of (I new line of railroad • • • unless and until there shall first 
have been obtained from the Commission a certificate that the present 
or foture public convenience and necessity require or will require' the 
construction and operation thereo£ The difference of phraseology in 
the two paragraphs emphasizes the distinction between extensions 
and new lines. • • • The purpose of Congress in enacting paragraph 
18, as repeatedly explained by this court, was that though a carrier 
should desire to extend existing facilities or to construct new ones in 
territory not previously served, the free exercise of discretion should 
not be permitted, but the Commission must be convinced that the 
proposed venture would not drain the railroad's resources and disable 
it from performing those duties of public service under which it then 
rested, with consequent detriment to the public in the matter of serv
ice and rates. • • • Paragraph :u, on the other hand, contains no pro
vision whatever for new lines. If the power be as broad as contended 
by the Commission there seems to be no good reason for the omission. 
The same principles and the same needs might equally require the 
building of a new line as the extension of an existing one, unless, in
deed, Congress recognized a radical difference between compelling 
embarkation in a new venture and ordering a mere extension of fa~ 
cilities required as the natural concomitant and complement of those 
presendy used for the rendition of service to which the carrier has 
committed itsel£""8 Secondly, the Court pointed out that in con
struing the powers of state authorities to order extensions it had re
stricted their lawful incidence to the scope of the undertakings volun
tarily assumed: "Prior to the adoption of the Transportation Act, 

111IbiJ., pp. 36-37. The Court was also inBuenccd by the fact that in connection 
with voluntary construction the "present" or "future" public convenience and necessity 
are explicitly .pcc:i.fied, whereas. in connection with compulsory extensions, the re
quired finding merely I'\Ul.S in terDlJ of public CODvenience and necessity: ''That para
graph :31 men to the service the carrier has bound itself to render is further empha
aizcd. by the omission to make the future public convenience a factor to be considered. A 
proscndy existing public need is .. pressly .... ted as prerequisite to the compulsory ex
tension or a line. On the other hand, paragraph 18, which covers voluntary construc
tion, conclitiom approval 00. present or future coDvenience OJ' Dete$sity. Congress there
fore drew a distinction between what might be permitted and what compelled. These 
diffCI'C.nCel in the two sections were disregarded by the Commission, and are ovcr~ 
looked by the appellanu." Ibid., pp. 37-38. It .hould be noted that only by implication 
is the required finding in the case of compulsory extensions limited to CIa prcsendy 
existing public need"; .. a matter of practice, of course, it is virtually impossible to 
reach. lOund conciuUOD. without taking into account the reasonably neat future. 
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I92O, the Commission had no authority to authorize or to compel ex
tensions of existing lines of railroad. Such power as existed in that 
behalf rested in the States. In a number of cases this court passed 
upon and defined the authority of a State to require extensions of 
existing service and facilities. Orders made were attacked as compel
ling the comp~nies, against their will and judgment, to devote prop
erty to the public service without compensation, contrary to the guar
anty of due process. They were sustained, however, upon the express 
ground that the railroads had undertaken the service and must sup
ply fucilities adequate and reasonably necessary to its performance. 
The requirements were found not to involve the rendition of a new 
or different service from that to which the owners had agreed when 
they dedicated their property to a public use. Where, however, the 
State's mandate involved the rendition of a service beyond the agree
ment of the carrier, the order was annulled."'l< These determinations, 
it was argued, "furnish a background which must have been in the 
minds both of the Commission and of the Congress at the time of 
the passage of the Transportation Act."m Finally, the Court was 
constrained to adopt a narrow construction of the statutory provisions 
because of the question of constitutional validity: "Our duty is to 
construe the statute, if fairly possible, so as to avoid not only the con
clusion that it is unconstitutional, but also grave doubts upon that 
score. The views advanced by the appellants, to say the least, raise 
serious questions in this respect. The railroads, though dedicated to a 
public use, remain the private property of their owners, and their as
sets may not be taken without just compensation. The Transporta
tion Act has not abolished this proprietorship. State courts have uni
formly held that to require extension of existing lines beyond the 
scope of the carrier's commitment to the public service is a taking of 
property in violation of the federal constituti~n. The decisions of this 
court will be searched in vain for the annOuncement of any principle 
of Constitutional interpretation which would support the order of the 
Commission. • • . The construction we adopt makes it unnecessary 
to pass upon the grave questions of constitutional validity raised by 
the appellants' argument."UB In the light of all these considerations, 

1106 lhiJ.~ pp. 3:1-33. The Court', citatio.as are omitted. 
'ta/bid., p. 39. uO/bid .• pp. 40-4" 
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the Court concluded that the power granted to the Commission "is 
confined to extensions within the undertaking of the carrier to serve, 
and cannot be extended to embrace the building of what is essen
tiallya new line to reach new territory."IlT 

Despite its manifest plausibility the Court's analysis is not alto
gether convincing, and the resultant curtailment of the Commission's 
power creates a gap in ~e policy of aflirmative control of the trans
portation system which was sought to be established. Fundamentally 
the defect of this judicial determination lies in its placing a strained 

117 lbitJ., p. 40. Nor Weft: the facts of record found to render this controlling inter
pretation inapplicable to the particular proceeding. Two significant contentions were 
made toward this end: first. that the required construction CODStitured only a negligible 
part of the mileage of the Union Pacific system, and hence might appropriately be re
garded as an extension instead of a new line; and second, that the Oregon-Washington 
company was authorized by its charter to provide such a line, and hence the required 
mnstructioD was embraced witb.in the scope of its voluntary undertaking. Both conteD
tions were bdd to be without merit. On the first issue the Co"" said, "It is urgod that 
as the order involved trackage amounting to only 1.2% of that now maintained by the 
Union Pacific System, the requirement may properly be considered an extension rather 
than a DeW line, though a di1ferent view might prevail if the Oregon-Wuhington alone 
be considered. But whether the order be treated as a command to the Oregon-Washing
ton Company as a separate corporate entity, or as an injunction to the Union Pacific 
System. it iJ an attempted exertion of a power not conferred. Assuming, without de~ 
cidiog. that the Commission was entitled to treat the Oregon~Washington Company as 
an instrument of the Union Pacific System, and the required extension, therefore. as 
one adding only a small percentage to the present mileage of the system, still the pur .. 
pose is to compel a new investment for the development of a new area at the request 
and in the interest of the State of Oregon, whose desire is that its uatura! resources 
ahalJ. be cxploired:' And the Court was equally uncompromising on the second issue: 
'"F"malty it is claimed that however narrowly the power to compel extensions be con .. 
strued, the order wu justified by the Iiocu developed before the Commission. They are 
said to disclOlC an undertaking by the Oregon"Washington Company to serve the re
gion in question. Much is made of the circumstance that when the complaint was filed 
the company had a charter under which it was authorized to build a line on the location 
of that which the order describes. The possession of the franchise is said to give rise to 
an implied agreement to serve the district. The company's having in contemplation the 
building of the road would in this view render the Commission's action unassailable. 
But authority to build the line, if the company were so minded, involved no commit .. 
ment to construct it. Though by appropriate legislation the State might forfeit the char" 
ter for non-user, the continued existence of the franchise imposed no obligation to cxer~ 
cise the charter powen. The Oregon-Washington Company chose not to serve the 
territory which the crOSl"state line would reach; has Dot desired and does Dot now de
sire to enter upon the project. The possession of a charter which would have made the 
building of a railroad legal is insignificant as to the company's actual undertaking. 
Whclhcr the railroad held itself out to serve the region in question mwt be decided in 
the light of all the facts. The record demonstratcs that the territory to be traversed was 
one the company had neither actually nor impliedly agreed to serve with transportation 
Iiocilities.'" Ibid., pp • .p-43. 
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construction upon a plain legislative mandate and in its failing to 
recognize the intimate relationship of that mandate to the purposes 
and methoCls of the Transportation Act as a whole. The statutory pro
visions make no express distinction hetween large and small exten
sions, nor is there any hasis in the actualities of railroad construction 
for distinguisi)ing sharply between extensions and new lines. Needed 
extensions, financially justified, may well involve rather substantial 
construction projects; and in a sense every extension may be deemed 
to be a new line. The Commission's power, in this sphere as in other 
fields, must of course be exercised reasonably; but neither in the in
stant case nor in any of the other proceedings involving an invocation 
of the power of compulsion does the Commission appear to have 
overstepped the bounds of reason. The mere fact that the arbitrary 
imposition of entirely new investment obligations, on an extensive 
scale, may be theoretically possible under the Commission's interpre
tation of its authority scarcely justifies its restriction to the scope of 
the undertakings voluntarily assumed by the carriers. Since the best 
evidence of the carriers' intentions is to be found in what is actually 
done by them, such restriction virtually destroys the power of com
pulsion, contrary to the plain tenor of the legislative provisions and in 
contravention of the purpose of the Transportation Act affirmatively 
to develop and maintain an adequate transportation system. Under 
these circumstances judicial precedents antedating the Transportation 
Act, whether involving state or federal action, possess little, if any, 
relevance. Not only are dllferent statutory provisions in issue, but the 
measure of constitutional power, in its concrete applications, was also 
changed by the 1920 legislation, since the expansion of governmental 
authority was accompanied by constructive safeguards for the inter
ests of the carriers. The most important of these safeguards was pro
vided by the rule of rate-making, under which it was made the duty 
of the Commission so to adjust charges as to provide a /air return, as 
far as practicable, for the carriers as a whole or by designated rate 
groups. It was on the basis of this national conception of the railroad 
system and in reliance upon this and other evidences of positive pub
lic responsibility toward the carriers that no insurmountable obstacles 
were encountered in upholding the constitutional validity of the pro
visions for the exercise of federal power over the level of intrastate 
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rates, 118 for the apportionment of joint rates in the public interest,"O 
and for the recapture of excess earnings.1lIO By contrast, in confining 
the Commission's power to compel new construction to the scope of 
the voluntary undertakings of the carriers, the Supreme Court ap
pears to have disregarded the nature and purposes of the Transporta
tion Act and to have departed from the broad conception of govern
mental power implicit in its earlier outstanding determinations. 

Considerations of this character account for the dissent of Justice 
Cardozo, in which Justice Brandeis and Justice Stone joined. Because 
the dissenting opinion of Justice Cardozo develops this approach, in 
all its significant interrelations, in distinguished and stimulating fash
ion, it merits somewhat extended quotation. The following excerpts 
provide a litting conclusion to our analysis of the problem of compul
sory new construction. 

The Transportation Act of 1920 was framed with th~ design of securing 
to the Unil<:d StalCS an adequal<: and efficient sysl<:m of railroad transpor
tation. Everything contained in it with referenee to exlCnsions, voluntary 
and involuntary, is tributary to that end, and unless rdal<:d thereto, is mi .. 
conceived and misapplied. On the one hand, the carriers are to be per
mitlCd to make voluntary extensions of their lines, but only with the con
sent of the Commission, lest wasl<: may otherwise ensue. • • • On the 
other hand, they are made subject to a corrdative duty, if so ordered by 
the Commission, to build extensions, even though unwillingly, when 
transportation will otherwise be inefficient or inadequate. The limits of 
this duty are not appropriately defined by dividing the fidd into exten
sions big and little, with a power of. regulation excluded from the one sec
tion and admitted in the other. On the contrary, the word emnsion is to 
be taken in no forced or artificial sense, but with the meaning attributed to 
it in the common speech of men. It does not fairly connote a prolongation 
so vast and sudden as to work an utter transformation of the character of 
the road, making what was exlCnded the incident and the exl<:nsion the 
principal •••• On the other hand, the power of the Commission is not 
limilCd to extensions that are merdy trivial. The purpose of the Congress 
to make the power more than this, to make it an effective instrument for 
the devdopment of railroad transportation, is revealed at every step •. 

"8 wm.",;. R. R. Comm. v. C •• B. & o. R. R. Co., 257 U.S. 563 ('922). 
118 New E"gltmtl Divisions Cue, :161 U.S. 184 (1923). 
lI. D.,l<>1J-Gool< C,...k R,. Co. v. U. S., 263 U.S. 456 ('924). 
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Another basis of division, in addition to that of size, is put forward in 
argument as separating the extensions that Congress had in view from 
others so substantial that they are to be taken as excl uded. We are to find 
the test, so it is said, in the expectation or intention, presumable or actual, 
of the corporators or stockholders. The test, however, is illusory. If expec
tation or intention is the measure of the power of the nation, development 
must always w4it upon the pleasure of the carrier affected. By hypothesis, 
the territory already served is the only territory that the carrier has evinced 
a willingness to serve. If its road is to be built for a greater distance or be
tween other points, there is a frustration of its purpose that the terminus 
for construction shall be wherever stockholders and directors have willed 
that it shall be. • • • 

If the test proposed were not illusory, it would none the less be inap
propriate. The time has gone by when the subjection of a public service 
corporation to control and regulation by the agencies of government is to 

have its origin and justification in the terms of a supposed contract be
tween the corporation and the state. The origin of the subjection and its 
justification are to be found, not in contract, but in duty, a duty imposed 
by law as an incident to the enjoyment of a privilege. The discretion of 
managers and stockholders, at one time nearly absolute, is now subject in 
countless ways to compulsion or restraint in the interest of the public wel
fare. . • . The argument is not persuasive that alone among all these 
inroads upon the freedom of managerial discretion the provision for com
pulsory extensions is to be struck down as ineffective. & long as govern
mental orders are kept within the range of reason, their operation is un
affected by expectation or desire. 

The Fifth Amendment of the Constitution is invoked by the carriers 
but invoked without avail. Consistently with that Amendment Congress 
may delegate to the Commission the power to force upon unwilling ear
riers an extension of their lines into fields of old service and of new. Much 
of what has been written in this opinion as to the meaning of the statute 
is pertinent also to an inquiry as to power. Again the thought is to be kept 
before us that the need of the public, not the acquiescence of the carrier, is 
the measure of the service, provided only that for such service there is ade
quate requital. Whether such requital haS been assured is a question not 
susceptible of answer except in the setting of the circumstances. Objection 
that it is lacking is to be viewed in the light of the entire scheme and 
framework of the Act of 1920, and of all the relevant provisions for the 
carriers' protection. There must be kept in view the provision whereby 
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rates are to be maintained at such a level as to yield to the carriers of the 
country, or to the several groups into which they are to be divided, a fair 
and reasonable return, and whereby the surplus earnings of the strong 
roads may be recaptured and applied to the use of weaker ones. True in
deed it is that courts are wont to lean to the construction of a statute that 
will avoid serious doubts of its validity, though they might hold it to be 
valid if pressed to a decision •••. Even so, they will not carry hesitation 
to the point of devitalizing the essence to preserve the husk alone. When 
the scheme of the Act is viewed in the totality of its meaning and probable 
operation, there is a quick end to the objection that in fixing the bounds of 
duty to render service to the public, the area of the possible must coincide, 
atleast generally and roughly with that of the actual and voluntary. Con
gress does not transcend the limits of the Constitution when it establishes 
a national system of transportation by rail. It does not transcend those 
limits when in aid of the system thus established, it lays a duty upon the 
railroads to furnish the extensions requisite for the attainment of the end 
in view. The conclusion is the same whether the immediate purpose of the 
order is to develop the resources of the country in territory contiguous to 
roads already built, or to promote the convenience of communities served 
imperfecdy or not at all •••• 121 

\ •• coOPERATION AND COMBINATION 

The principal channels of the Commission's jurisdiction over the 
intercorporate relations of the railroads were also established by the 
Transportation Act of 1920, and the execution of the powers incident 
thereto must likewise be appraised in the light of the general purposes 
and methods of that legislation. A survey of the Commission's activi
ties in this sphere, dealing with the propriety of various types and pro
jects of coOperation and combination, must embrace the character of 
its performance with respect to interlocking directorates, pooling ar
rangements, acquisitions of control, and consolidations.12' 

In setting up, in 1920, its "new departure" in railroad regulation, 

111 IntnstflU Comm~ Commission v. Orego,,·WtU!Jington R. Co., 288 U.S. 14 

('933), at pp. 43-5" 
122 Sec. 20., par. (12); and sec. 5. pars. (I), (~), and (4) to (6). For an analysis of 

the di16.culties arising from the traditional policy of enforced competition and of the 
general character of the new legislation, see Pan I, pp. 79-81, x II-II?, 183-18g, and 
193-195· 
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Congress undertook to sanction the substitution of a large measure of 
concerted action, unified control, and actual consolidation for the tra
ditional policy of enforced competition. It was not its purpose, how
ever, to abandon the competitive spur to progressive and efficient op
eration, or to force the roads to combine into a small number of great 
systems according to some predetermined pattern. Although, as a re
sult of the war -time experience with railroad unification, a movement 
in this general direction had come to be regarded as highly desirable, 
no provision was made for compulsion.lOs The wastes incident to un
bridled rivalry were viewed as constituting a source of injury to the 
carriers and as imposing an unnecessary burden upon the commu
nity, and there was repeated recognition of the obstacles to effective 
public regulation resulting from the coexistence of strong and weak 
lines; but initiative for removing these difficulties was largely left to 
the roads themselves, and the new authority conferred in the premises 
was fashioned almost exclusively in permissive terms.U< This does not 
mean, however, that the carriers were free to resort to concert of ac
tion, unification of control, or merger of properties solely on the basis 
of self-interest; a reasonable assurance of advantage to the public was 
required, through a showing of such benefits as achievement of econ
omy, improvement of service, strengthening of credit, simplification 
of control. There was no repeal of prior enactments prohibiting co
operation and combination calculated to effect serious curtailment of 
competition; the chief factor of change lay in the grant of authority 
to the Commission to investigate proposals involving such intercor
porate relations and to attempt to mold them in the public interest. 
No person was permitted to hold the position of officer or director of 

118 For interesting accounts of the British policy of compulsory consolidation into 
regional monopolies following the World War, see C. E. R. Sberrington. The &onMnie1 
of RsIil TrtmlporI in Gretll Brit." (1928); Howard C. Kidd, A. New Uti for Britisll 
Railwtzyt (1929). 

1240 While the Commission was directed to prepare a comprehensive CODJOiidatioo 
plan and authorized to approve of consolidations found to be in the public interest and 
in harmony with that plan, the assent of all the carricn involved was required. Sec. ,. 
par. (6). Similarly. while: the Commission wu empowered to iniri.ate proceedings to 
de[eJ'minc whether the pooling of traffic or of reveDueJ would be in the public interest. 
the assent of all the carrico involved was required. Sec. 5. par. (I). It should be DOted. 
however, that mandatory power was conferred upon the Commiuion in conaeclion 
with joint or common we of terminal facilities and in the regulation of car service 
under emergency conditions. Sec. 3. par. (4);"':' I. pars. (IS) '" (17). 
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more than one carrier, except upon authorization of the COmmission; 
the pooling of traffic or of revenues as between different and compet
ing railroads was prohibited, except upon specific approval of the 
Commission; the acquisition by one carrier of control of another, 
through lease or by stock purchase or in any other manner not in
volving consolidation into a single system for owners.hip and opera
tion, required the approval and authorization of the Commission; ac
tual consolidations, even when in harmony with the comprehensive 
plan as promulgated and otherwise satisfYing the statutory conditions, 
necessitated the approval and authorization of the Commission. Only 
when acting under orders of the Commission in effecting pooling ar
rallgements, aequisitions of control, or consolidations, and only to the 
extent made necessary by such orders, were the roads involved re
lieved from the operation of the anti-trust laws and of all other re
straints or prohibitions of state and federallaw.l2O Through these 
means, supplemented by the exercise of its authority to grant or with
hold certificates of public convenience and necessity and to regulate 
the issuance of securities and assumption of obligations, the Commis
sion was enabled to influence the alignment of existing roads, as to 
ownership and control and operation, at least to the extent of curbing 
changes which it might find to be detrimental to the public interest. 

But in practical effect the Commission was also clothed with a large 
measure of directing power, despite the fact that its jurisdiction was 
predominandy permissive in character. Not only did the Act provide 
that its consolidation plan, which might be changed even after "final" 
adoption if believed to be publicly advantageous, should be the guid
ing factor in the grouping of properties and should be applied in par
ticular instances with such modifications and under such terms and 
conditions as the Commission might prescribe, but with respect to all 
proposals for cooperation and combination it was free, not merely to 
grant or deny the authority sought, but to mold affirmatively the rela
tionships to be effected. When the Commission sanctions pooling ar
rangements or acquisitions of control, for example, it may do so un
der such rules and regulations, for such consideration; and on such 
terms and conditions as it finds just and reasonable, and only to such 

III Sec. 5. par. (8). 
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extent as it may indicate."s The Act contained, of course, some limi
tations upon the Commission's freedom of action; but for the most 
part these limitations merely provided a basis for the exercise of a 
wide administrative discretion. Authorization of interlocking officers 
or directors was conditioned upon a showing that neither public nor 
private interest$ will be adversely affected; authorization of pooling 
expedients was conditioned upon a finding that they will promote 
better service or greater economy and will not unduly restrain compe
tition; authorization of acquisitions of control was conditioned only 
upon a finding that they will be in the public interest. In the case of 
consolidations more detailed legislative standards were prescribed, but 
these standards also afforded an almost unlimited opportunity for 
fashioning the pattern for the reorganization of the railroad net in 
conformity with administrative judgment. In the preparation of its 
consolidation plan the Commission was required to group the car
riers into a limited number of systems, preserving competition as 
fully as possible and maintaining established channels of trade as far 
as practicable, the various groupings to be so arranged as to equalize 
transportation costs, as nearly as may be, between competitive sys
tems; and in approving proposed consolidations the Commission was 
required to find that they are in harmony with and in furtherance of 
its complete plan, that the securities at par of the corporations which 
are to become the owners of the consolidated properties do not exceed 
the value of these properties as determined by itself, and that the pub
lic interest will be promoted by the projected mergers for ownership, 
management, and operation. It thus appears that a controlling role 
was assigned to the Commission for effectuating the new Congres
sional policy concerning intercorporate relations. It is now necessary 
to examine the character of its performance with respect to the vari
ous aspects of the field of cooperation and combination. 

Interlocking Dir~ctoraUs 

In declaring it unlawful for any person to hold the position of offi
cer or director of more than one carrier without the approval of the 

128 Furthermore, in the case of pooling arranpents and acquisitiollJ of control, the 
Commission was expressly empowered, for good cause shown. to make such supplemen" 
tal orden as it might deem necessary or appropriate. Sec. 5. par. (3). 
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Commission or to profit from dual railroad and banking connec
tions, 127 Congress was cognizant of the adverse effects of such inter
locking of interests, not only upon the competitive relations of the 
roads but upon their financial management!" This grant of power to 
the Commission, by way of supplement to the more formal and com· 
plete regulation of combinations and securities, provided a weapon 
for the control of organization and finance when objectionable rela· 
tionships assume this convenient and overt form, although it has been 
recognized that through indirection and the use of "dummies" some 
of these relationships can be effected despite the prohibition of the 
statute or the action of the Commission.129 Most of the applications 
for authority have involved the selection of common officers or direc-

127 Sec::. 2oa~ par. (12). 
128 Prior to the passage of the Transportation Act the Commission recommended 

the "emancipation of railway operation from 6nancial dictation.t
• By way of support it 

had declared: ''1t would serve DO good purpose to recite thl: many instaDCCI in com
paratively =t yean in which, through financial deal. for which it is diBicult to lind 
any word of excuse. railroad properties have been bankrupted or saddled with almost 
overwhelming burdens of indebtedness, which have not increased the amount or value 
of property devoted to the public service. have not improved the &erVice rendered. and 
have on the whole had the effect of increasing the charges for service. There should be 
some way by which under the law these things could be prevented, or, if Dot prevented. 
by which the perpetrators could be required to adequately answer for their acts. A 
transportation line operating by virtue of a public grant, and upon which the industrial, 
commercial. and IOcial life of communities depends, should not be • football of .pecu. 
lation. The records of investigations made and reported upon by us in cases of financial 
wrecking of railroad companies suggest the advisability of extending the terms of the 
Clayton Act with refcrcnce to common or interlocking directors so as to render them 
applicable to common<arricr corporatiol1l, even when they arc not competitors." .An
nlUll Report, 1919, p. S. Accordingly, Congress not only prohibited the interlocking of 
officers or directors without the Commission·s authorization, but as part of the same 
paragraph made it unlawful, under penalty, "for any officer or director of any carrier 
to receive for his own benefit, directly or indirectly, any money or thing of value in re
spect of the negotiation, hypothecation, or .ale of any securities issued or to be issued by 
such carrier, or to.hare in any of the procceds thereof, or to participate in the making 
or paying of any dividends of an operating carrier from any funds properly included in 
capital acc:ount." Sec. 20a. par. (12). Under section 10 of the Oayton Act, moreover. 
common carrico had been prohibited from having any dealings in securitics, supplies, 
or other commodities, or from entering into contracts for construction or maintenance 
of any kind, aggregating more than $so,ooo in anyone year, with concerns having in
terlocking directors or other specified official., except upon the basis of competitive bid
ding under regulations prescribed by the Commission. Taken together these provisions 
were designed to protect the carriers against the exploitation of directing pcrsonnel hav
ing interests in conBic:t with those of the carriers. For a further analysis of the financial 
implication I of the provisions dealing with interlocking personnel, see Part I, pp. 114-

117 and 193-195. 
128 Note the following, for example, from the dissenting opinion of Commissioner 
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tors for different components of the same railroad system, and these 
applications have generally been approved without hearing or pub
lished report, as a matter of administrative routine. For the most 
part, tOO, the selection of common officers and directors for roads hav
ing conflicting interests has been deliberately avoided by the carriers 
and individuals involved; in other words, the policy of the statute, 
supported by the sanction of heavy penalties, has been in large meas
ure self-enforcing. But in determining whether the proposed inter
locking of officers and directors, through its influence upon the com
petitive relations and financial management of carriers, would affect 
public or private interests adversely, the Commission has proceeded 
on the basis of full information, supplemented by hearings where 

Eastman in Inln'lOt:king Dim:Ior#-N. Y., C. b St. 1.. antI C. b 0., 76 I.C.C. 549 
(1923), in which seven individuals were authorized to serve as directors of the Chesa-
peake & Ohio and some of its Illbsidiaries while continuing to hold position. with the 
Nickel Plate and other roads: -, am well aware that the Nickel Plate interesu could 
circumvent the law by the appointment of dummy directors, although it has evidenced 
no such intention. But because the law may be circumvented is no reason why we 
should wi to exercise our authority for what it may be worth. Upon any other theory 
our only recourse would be to throw up our hands and grant all applications under 
paragrapb (12) of section 20a" (p. 553).10 lOme instances, however, a recognition of 
the possibility of circumvcntion has led to an opposite view-th.at is. that authority be 
granted, in conformity with the realities of the situation. rather than formally denied. 
Note the following, for example. from the dissenting opinion of Commissioner Wood· 
lock in Dir«1<1rt of Whl!<'ling b Lake Erie, '381.C.C. 643 ('928), in which ..... in
dividuals were denied authority to act as directon or officen of the Wheeling" Lake 
Erie while continuing to hold similar posts in certain other roads: '1t seems to me that 
in d.nying these applicatioru the majority cIwes the sludow and loses the substance. 
The taw (like many other laws which seek to operate within the (orwm eonw"tille) is 
fatally weak in a vital spot ...• Its aim is to prevent suppression of competition. To 
that end it forbids one man acting as director of two competing railroads willlOlll fJ6-
missio" of '''is commistion. That this dispensing power is placed in our hands indi
cates that in the opinion of Congress dual directorships are DOt in themtelvCI necessarily 
evil. Evil is as evil does, and if we think. that DO evil will be done, we may permit the 
duality. . . . Now, acts in suppression of competition are not always easy to recognize. 
The law can. upon proper evidence. prevent two (naturally competitive) companies 
from conspiring 01' agreeing DOt to compete, but the law can DOt force them to compete. 
Many things can be done or 1.1i: undone by these CDmpanit:t which they ca. DOt openly 
agree to do 01' DOt to do. With directors, or some dircaors, common to both companies, 
actions of this sort done or omitted acquire a significance which may easily ripen into • 
presumption and open th.door to remedial mcmJres of the law. With boards .....u.g1y 
di1fercnt in composition but containing in fact common purposes exprestcd in teparare 
personalities (they need not .... be 'dummies') the necessary evidence hec:omes &r 
mote difficult of procurernent, and the law is dfecti:n:ly nullified.. Is this 'in the public 
interest'l ••• To gran. them (the applications) is merely to give frank and ho .... 
expression to the state of the facts. such as they arc, and render more easy the applia .. 
bon of the law to those &as" (pp.656-657). 
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necessary.'B. The controlling factors in the Commission's decisions 
can be brieJIy stated and exemplified. 

The Commission has utilized its power to disapprove of proposed 
interlocking of directing personnel as a means of preventing a com
munity of interest among roads which, under its comprehensive con
solidation plan, had been assigned to different systems. Thus, because 
the St. Louis-San Francisco had been allocated to the Rock Island 
system, while the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, & St. Louis had 
been made part of the New York Central system,lSl the Commission 
refused to permit an individual to become a director of the former 
while continuing to serve in sinillar capacity for the latter.lS> "Actual 
independence of the systems concerned," it was declared, "will not 
be subserved by permitting the same persons to serve upon the boards 
of directors of two major carriers, each of which is an important 
member of a different system."'" In this connectinn the Commission 
called attention to its earlier declaration that the systems which it pro
posed "must be independent in fact as well as in name," in order that 
the required competition might be preserved, and to its further pro
nouncement that "the continuation or acquisition of inter-system 
interests directly or indirectly through holding companies, stock own
ership, or otherwise, will be inconsistent with the independence nec
essary to true competition."184 This approach was deemed to be ap
plicable not only to directly competitive systems serving the same 
territory, but to systems generally, serving different territories. Only 
in this way, it was averred, can complete independence and impar
tiality be maintained. "Under our proposed consolidation plan, the 
eastern trunk-line systems will connect and interchange traflic at Chi
cago, Omaha, Kansas City, and St. Louis with other systems directly 
serving the Northwest, the West, and the Southwest. In many cases 
the systems will have the election between two or more connecting 
systems for the routing of traffic. The act specifically requires that car-

, •• Sec I. ,"" MfIIUr of RepLrti ... Covemi.g Applielui ... Utul.,. Sect; •• • oo(u) 
of """0"'_ Comm<r<e Act, To Hold"'" POMO", of offiar ",. Dir«Wl' of M",.. 
Thon 0"" C.".;.,., December 31, '93" The earlier regulations were plOmulga!<d Oc
tober n, 1921, and revi,ed June 19, 19:1:1. 

111 Canto/iii"; .. of Roz1roDtU, 1591.C.C. 522 (1929). 
1111. rtf lIIm4, I?SI.C.C. 587 (1931). 
111 Ibid .. p. 587. 
nt COtUOlitlatio" 01 RIIilf'Oll4ll, "'(mi, p. 523. 
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riers establish and maintain nondiscriminatory facilities and practices 
in the matter of traflic interchange with their connections, and it 
seems apparent that the performance of this obligation will be best in
sured by the preservation of the independence of each system_"lB5 
The Commission was therefore unable to find that neither public nor 
private interests would be adversely affected by the proposed inter
locking.136 

Again, where acquisitions of control have been effectuated without 
prior authorization, the Commission has sometimes declined to per
mit an interlocking of directorates as between the acquiring and the 
acquired roads. This position was taken in connection with the efforts 
of some of the eastern trunk lines to secure joint control of the 
Wheeling & Lake Erie.1BT In 1927, without application to the Com
mission for approval, the New York Centra~ the Baltimore & Ohio, 
and the Nickel Plate, acting in unison, purchased a controlling block 
of the stock of the Wheeling, in furtherance of a plan for consolidat
ing the properties in eastern trunk-line territory into four great sys
tems.1B• Applications were-then filed by three directors of the New 
Y ork Centra~ three directors of the Baltimore & Ohio, and one direc
tor of the Nickel Plate, for authority to serve the Wheeling in similar 
capacities while continuing to hold their positions with the trunk 
lines.13. The Pittsburgh & West Virginia and the Wabash, as inter-

185 1" ,.~ RJZtuJ, supra. p. s88. 
186 Sec, also, Annual &port. 1932, p. 27. 

18' Di"e/MS of Wheeling & Lake Erie. 138 I.C.Co 643 (1928). 
1I8"As already shown," declared the Commission, .. the prescnt applications are 

made pursuant to the acquisitions of Wheeling stock. by the three trunk tines, and 
those acquisitions. in turn, were an important step in the carrying out of a plan for the 
consolidation of all of the carriers in eastern trunk-line territory into four great I}'J. 
terns. It i. further apparent that, although the purchase. already made are aufficicDt to 
give the trunk lines control of the Wheeling, it is their purpose ultimatel,. to secure all 
of iu stock. Therefore, notwithstanding the form of this proceeding. the Dille of the 
most advantageous disposition of the Wheeling in a general consolidation iI presented." 
Ibid •• p. 654. 

119 The position of the applicants on the merits, together with the Commission', re.
action thereto, wu ltated as follows: "While the applicants admit that each of the c:ar~ 
ricn rcprcscnrcd by them is in competition to lOme extent with the Wheeling, they 
claim that much of the IO-callcd competition is theoretical rather than actual. by realOD 
of conditions which operate to give one route advantage OYCI' another. Such circum~ 
stances are the locatioD of traclu, shorter haul. taciJ.ities for loading or delivering. and 
the like. II is DOl claimed, however. thaI the limiting conditions arc peculiar to the 
competitive situation here under consideration, and ir may be assumed th.ac they are 
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veners, opposed the applications. Fearing a discontinuance of their 
free coOperative relations with the Wheeling, they charged that the 
stock purchases violated the anti-trust laws and alleged that such joint 
action could not properly be approved as an acquisition of control in 
the public interest. After a careful consideration of the transport func
tions, traffic activities, and competitive relations of the Wheeling, the 
Commission denied the applications. This denial, however, was not 
based upon the merits, but upon an inadequacy of record springing 
from the circumstance that no authorization of the stock purchases 
had been secured. The question as to whether the acquisitions vio-

general in character and are present in some degree in every territory served by com· 
pcrlng !iDes. Applicants also seek to distinguish between railroad competition and mar
ket competition, claiming that Congress in requiring the preservation of competition 
had in mind the former. Competition between carriers, within the purposes of section S 
of the act, exists wherever there is such possibility of election of routes as may have an 
influence upon service or rates. If; as asserted by the applicants. a majority of shippers do 
make such an dcction, the /2ct emphasizes rather than detram from the importance of 
competition. In many cases, as stated by the applicants, although a choice of routes is 
posoiblc, circ:umstances of transportation may grcady aIICct the inlluoncewhich a car
rier exerts in the territory it IetYCS. It is impossible to gauge accurately the effect upon 
other carriers of the scm.ce of the Wheeling as an independent line, but it may be said 
with confidence that as to much of its traffic there is substantial competition with a~ 
pliams' lines, widtio the meaning and intent of the acto" Ibid., pp. 64~50. Note, 
also, the following: ""The applicants urge that neither public nor private interestJ will 
be adversely alfected by their holding the pcmtions of officers and directors of the 
Wheeling. They allege that the stock inlet.,ts in the Wheeling of the carriers repte
scnted by them will inure to the advantage of the Wheeling and of the communities 
and interests which it serves; that those carriers now have a pecuniary interest in the 
prosperity of the Wheeling. which will cause them to afford it every aS$istance in their 
power. They fiuther say that no one of the carriers could injure the Wheeling if it 
wished to do 00, .. any attempt by one of them to divert traffic from the Wheeling 
would naturally be opposed not only by the stock interests other than those of the thr .. 
carricn but by the two other carriers, since the three are in strong competition among 
themselves in the territory served. by the Wheeling, and DO one of them would allow 
another to secure an adYantage at its expense if it could prevent it. They also call at .. 
tention to the competition of other carrius, particularly the Pennsylvania and the Erie, 
at all important traffic: points served by the Wheeling, and show that, even though com .. 
petition between applicanu' linea and the Wheeling were enlitelyeliminated, only n.31 
per cent of the traffic of the latter would be left without competition. The applicants 
further maintain that the danger of the elimination of competitive through routes and 
of other measures detrimental to the Wh .. ling is greatly magnified by the interveners 
in view of the POWelS now "ested in this Commission in the matters of routing, rates, 
and ICI'Via: of carriers; and that, under these circumsta.o~ it would be practically imoO 
possible for the trunk lines to carry into execution any of the oppressive measures which 
the in ............ fear. That Congress did DDt rely soldy on these powers is evidenced by 
the fact that it sought to provide for the retention of competition so far as practicable.·· 
Ibid., pp. 653-6540 
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Iated the Clayton Act was held not to be in issue in this proceeding;"· 
but while the Commission found that it possessed the necessary au
thority to pass upon such acquisitions, despite the fact that no control 
had yet been exercisedl41 and that they were consummated jointly by 
several carriers,''' it did not deem the instant record sufficiently broad 
for determining the proper disposition of the Wheeling.to• Accord-

uo But see Imerdate Commerce Comm;rnotJ v. Baltimore 6- O. R. CO'I IS2 I.e.c. 
721 (1929), in which, after complaint and investigation, the Commission held these 
acquisitions of stock in the Wheeling to be in violation of section 7 of the Clayton Act, 
because their effect may be to substantially lessen competition and restrain commerce, 
and ordered the Baltimore 6: Ohio, the New York Central. and the Nickel Plate to cease 
and desist from this violation and to divest themselves of the stock 10 acquired. The 
Baltimore" Ohio and the New York Central sold their Wheeling .tock to the Allc~ 
ghany Corporation, an affiliate of the Nickel Plate, and the entire block of stock, includ~ 
ing that of the Nickel Plate. was subsequently placed in the hands of an independent 
holder. under a trust agreement approved by the Commission. pending the disposition 
of applications filed by the Nickel Plate and the Chesapeake &: Ohio under section 5, 
paragraph (2). See supplemental report of the Commission in '56 I.C.C. 607 ('929). 

1"1 ''Paragraph (z) of section 5 of the act provides for the acquisition of conuol of 
one carrier by another, with our approval. It is not shown that the trunk lines have pcr~ 
formed any acts of control of the Wheeling since their acquisition of its stock, but it is 
necessary to conclude that the law aims at the acquisition of controlling power. and 
docs not await an actual demonstration of the power." Directorl 0/ Wh"eling 6- lAlce 
Erit', mprlZ, p. 654. The same position was taken in the Clayton Act proceeding. Note 
the following from the concurring opinion of Q,mmissioner Eastman: .. It is urged that 
the trunk lines have done nothing to suppress or even restrain competition by the 
Wheeling since they acquired a controlling interest in its stock. Particular Itrca is laid 
upon the fact that the old board of directors bas not been changed. except to permit 
representation of a minority interest. It would have been changed. but for our decision 
in the Directorille cllle. However, the statute uses the expression 'where the effect of 
such acquisition may be to substantially lesscD competition." The wisdom of this form 
of expression is obvious. Here the acquisition has been under investigation, either in 
the Directorlilt' ctUe or in this proceeding, practically from the time when it was made. 
Whatever their ultimate intent, respondents would hardly be 10 foolish .. to commit 
overt acts of suppression or restraint during the course of this investigation:' InU'r1t6le 
Commerce Communo,. v. Bllltimore 6- O. R. Co., 1'11/"11, p. 738. 

162 "Although the Stltute is silent regarding the acquisition of control of a carrier by 
two or more other carriers, it is reasonable to uswne that Q,ngress had no intention of 
thus restricting the appJication of the provision, the general intent of which must be 
held consistent with the remainder of section ,. There would seem to be no lOund rea~ 
son for believing that the restrictions upon carrier control were intended to apply only 
to individual control; and it can not lbe admitted that the statute could be evaded by 
the cooperation of two or more carrien in an acquitition of control." DiredoJ'l 01 
W ~ .. Ii.g & U.k. En •• IU,,_. pp. 654'"655. 

168 That this proceeding, though presented in the form of applications for authority 
to serve as officers and directors of more than one carrier, W3J deemed to involve, in ~ 
sencc, the general problem of consolidation in eaJtern uunk-line territory, appears from 
the following: ''The fOW'.'Y ...... plan proposed by the c:anien • • • provided for the 
division of control of the Wheeling and other of the analler carriers in the territory 
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ingly, the Commission concluded "that the presentation of these ap
plications is premature, and that it should have been preceded by an 
authorization, secured through appropriate proceedings, to acquire 
the stock which the applicants desire to represent on the Wheeling 
board."'" In this way the Commission sought to integrate its author
ity over interlocking directorates with its powers over intercorporate 
relations under other sections of the Act; with five of its members 
dissenting,'" it declined to give such sanction to the selection of com
mon ofli=s and directors as might be construed as according ap
proval to the consolidation plan of the applicants or as lending coun-

among two or more of the four systems, the understanding being that, although under 
joint control they would continue to be operated separately. • . . The four-systcm plan 
bas never been formally presented to or considered by us. It was opposed by the Penn· 
sylvania . • . and ~ record shows no change in the attitude of that company, which 
is DOt a party to these proceedings. Other important interests have not been heard. Obvi
ously, we arc not in position upon this record to render a decision upon the important 
questions involved, or to take any unncc:cssary step which migHt be construed as an ap
proval of this plan or any other:· Ibid •• p. 654. Note, also, the fo\lowing from the con
curring opinion of ColtUllissionet Eastman in the Clayton Act proceeding: "0 the carry
ing out of any plan of consolidation in eastern territory, competition will necessarily 
be curtailed or restrained in some degree, but the extCDt to which this result follows 
will be dependeot upon the particular plan adopted. The greal<t the number of com
petitive systems the greater, broadly speaking, the competition will be. When respond .. 
..... .. y that they acquired stock control of the Wheeling in furtherance of the four
system plan, they plainly mean that they acquired this stock to keep it out of the hands 
of any interests which might be desirous of creating a fifth competitive system. . • • It 
is possible that we may eventually approve such a lessening of competition as is involved 
in the four--systcm plan. Our tentative plan of consolidation provided for more than 
four, and indeed more than five, systems in eastern territory, and certainly we are in no 
way committed to the proposition that there shall be only four. However, it is con .. 
ceivable that we may finally reach that conclusion, and in that event our order of ap
proval under section 5 of the interstate commerce act would remove all ban interposed 
by the antitrust laws which might otherwise prevent such a plan of consolidation uom 
being carried into e.ft"ect. But because we may at some future time let down the bars does 
DOt give respondents any legal right to vault over them in anticipation of that possible 
evenL'" Interll4le Commerce Commission v. Balrimor~ 6- O. R. Co., suprlJ, p. 739. 

1" Dinctors of W"~~litJg & Ltzl(~ Erie; 1IIpt'1J, p. 1555. 
1*1 Commissioner Meyer, with whom Commissioners Aitchison, Brainerd, Porter, 

and Woodlock concurred, brieRy stated the position of the minority as follows: '"10 
view of the active consideration of plans for unification of .the eastern lines, both before 
and succeeding the acquisition of Wheeling stock by the three trunk lines involved in 
these proceedinga, I am of the opinion that the public in .. re" would be be"", ..... ed 
by permitting the representation of the stock on the Wheeling board, as sought, pend .. 
ing the presentation and action upon such a plan. The applicants have severally stated 
their willingnesa to accept a provision for termination of their directorships by our fur.. 
ther order. This expression should not be construed as an indication of a position either 
favorable or unfavorable toward the four-party plan or any other plan:' lbiJ., p. 15515. 
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tenance to an acquisition of control achieved without its authoriza
tion_ 

But this approach has not been followed invariably. Where the cir
cumstances appeared to justify the procedure, interlocking of direc
tors has been permitted though the stock acquisitions to be repre
sented had not been previously authorized, the order containing a 
proviso that the interlocking shall terminate if these acquisitions do 
not receive the approval of the Commission. Thus, after purchase by 
the Rock Island of large holdings in the St. Louis Southwestern, the 
Commission authorized four representatives of the former road to 
serve on the board of directors of the latter; but the order sanctioning 
these Common directors provided that the authority thus granted 
"shall cease at the expiration of 30 days after the date of any order 
denying" the pending application for acquisition of control. Upon 
sale by the Rock Island of all of its St. Louis Southwestern stock and 
the withdrawal of its application to acquire control, three of the Rock 
Island representatives resigned from the board of the St. Louis South
western; but the fourth continued to serve both carriers until the 
Commission formally vacated and set aside its former order of au
thorization, holding "that the Rock Island and the St. Louis South
western are in active competition in various parts of the southern and 
southwestern territory," and that, in the existing circumstances, there 
was no showing that this interlocking "would not adversely affect 
public or private interest_":"· A similarly flexible. attitude was dis
closed in connection with the directorship of Leonor F_ Loree, chair
man of the board of the Kansas City Southern, in the Missouri
Kansas-Texas.'" In 1925, following the purchase by the Kansas City 
Southern of 250,000 shares of the stock of the Missouri-Kansas-T exas, 
Division 4 had authorized Loree to serve as director of both carriers 
"until further order of the Commission," '<Iespite the /act that there 
appeared to be competition between the two roads. Subsequently the 
Commission refused to approve the control of the Missouri-Kansas
Texas by the Kansas City Southern and of the St. Louis Southwest
ern by the Missouri-Kansas-Texas,tf" and it also instituted proceed-

'''Intmo<ki.g OWm«s, SI. L.-S. w .• m! c., R.I. & P., '4S I.C.C. 230 24 ('928). 
14T AppliellliotJ of uonor F. Lora. J4S I.C.C. 521 (1928). 
, •• Uni/iati08 of So",h,.,.-..lin", 124 I.C.C. 40' ('927). The propoted u.oific.a-
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ings under the Clayton Aa because of the Kansas City Southern's 
unauthorized acquisitions of stock in these Jines"'· Under these cir
cumstances, and despite the pendency of a new application for the 
unification of these Jines, the Commission, after hearing, vacated that 
portion of the order of three years earlier which had authorized Loree 
to serve on the board of the Missouri-Kansas-Texas while continuing 
on the board of the Kansas City Southern."10 The fact of conflicting 
interests having been definitely established,m and the Kansas City 

tion of the three lines was found BOt to be in the public interest because of its tendency 
to disrupt established routes and channels of trade, because of its fiUlure to provide for 
various short and weak. roads in the territory. and because of the undesirable character 
of the financial transactions which would have been involved. 

14-9 Complaint was entered alleging violation of the Clayton Act by order issued 
Fcbnwy 141 1928, prior 10 the Commission', consideration of the directorate case. 
Later, upon a showing that the Kansas City Southern had divested itself of the stock in 
issue, the: proceeding was discontinued.. I"terstal~ Commerce Commistion v. Kansas 
C. S. R,. Co., 156 I.C.C. 359 (19'9). From this disposition oj the proceeding, Cem· 
missioners Eastman, McManamy, Taylor, Lewis. and Campbell dissented. The chief 
grounds of dissent, as devdoped by Commissioner Eastman, were first, that the Com· 
mission misconceived its duty under the act, and second, that it improperly dissolved 
doubts as to the effectiveness of the divestment in favor of the defendant: "In a case of 
this sort our duty under section II of the act. after we have served a complaint and held 
a hearing, is ~ determine (a) whether or not provisions of the act "have been or are 
being violated'j (b) if so, to make a report in writing stating our findings as to the 
&.ctsi and (c) to issue and serve an order requiring the guilty party to cease and desist 
from such violations and divest itself of the stock held unlawfully, "in the manner and 
within the time fixed by said order: .. . If I am correct in this interpretation of our 
duties, they have, I believe, been misconceived in the report before us. It does not detct~ 
mine whether provisions of the act "have been' violated. On the contrary, the only 
question considered is one which it is not in the first instance our duty to detcnninc, 
namely, whether there has been a divestment which is "bona fide and such as we may 
approvc,' and an order is entered "approving' such divestment .... [Secondly], it 
seems to me that the evidence indicates that there is considerable doubt whether the 
Kansas City Southern interests have parted with actual control, direct or indirect, over 
either the M·K-T or the Cotton Belt. ... Our power to prescribe the 'manner' of di~ 
vestment was given to w for the express purpose of avoiding such doubts which are 
difficult to resolve into proven facts" (pp. 363-366). 

110 ApplieotiOlJ ., Leon.,. P. r.or.., 145 I.C.C. 521 ('9.8). 
1151 The CommiMion directed attention to the following finding in U"ification of 

SOAlI"wSln'fJ Lin~l~ 124 I.C.C. 40J, 416 (J927):·I . .. The M·K-T competes with the 
K.C. Southern for traftic moving from or to Kansas City to the Gulf for export and on 
imports coming through the Gulf ports to and beyond Kansas City. Also through their 
connections between Howton and Beaumont they compete for traffic originating in the 
Houston.oGalvcston district and in the Beaumont-Port Arthur district for Missouri River 
destinations. In fact, all eastern and northern Texas may be regarded as competitive 
territory u between the K. C. Southern and the M·K·T for traffic moving between that 
territory and Kansas City, since such traffic from points on only one of those lines, or 
fiom. points not reached by either of them, may move hundreds of miles over either of 
those lines." Ibid., p. 5.8. 
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Southern having divested itself of its holdings in the Missouri-Kan
sas-Texas, 102 the Commission was unable to find "that the holding by 
Loree of the position of director of the Missouri-Kansas-Texas while 
continuing to act as director of the Kansas City Southern would not 
adversely affect public or private interests."1O' Even when the stock to 

be represented has constituted only a minority interest held by one 
road in another, the Commission's approval of interlocking of direc
tors has been accompanied by express safeguards for the future. In au
thorizing, for example, three members of the board of the St. Louis
San Francisco to serve on the directorate of the Rock Island, following 
the purchase by the former of about 14 per cent of the total outstand
ing stock of the latter, the Commission added: "This action, however, 
is taken without prejudice to any findings that may be justified by 
subsequent proceedings involving the relations of the Frisco and the 
Rock Island, or the relations of either of these carriers to other car
riers, in the administration of the provisions of section 5 of the act. If 
at any future time it should be shown that the exercise of the author
ity granted is affecting adversely either public or private interests, an 
appropriate order may be entered to meet the situation then pre
sented."1!S4 Through such means the Commission has been able to 

permit the owners of stock to secure representation in the manage-

1G2 As disclosed in the Kansas City Southern', answer to the Clayton Act complaint 
and as subsequently adjudicated in Interstal~ Commn-ce Commission v. Kmulll C. S. 
Ry. Co., 156 I.C.C. 359 (1929). 

168 Appliclllion of uonor F. Lmeel supra. p. 528. Commissioner Aitchison COD~ 
curred in the result, hut regarded "the discussion of Lorcc's stock transaction. as irrele .. 
vant and unnecessary:' Commissionct Portee concurred ·'in the principle underlying the 
majority report," but expressed the view that the decision .hould have been postponed 
and the issue determined along with the pending unification proceedings. Commiuioncr 
Brainerd dis.sc:ntcd 00 two grounds: first, that nothing had occurred justifying the with· 
drawal of the authority given earlier by Division 4; and second. that the Commiuwn'. 
action tended to prejudge the issues presented in the pending unilication and Clayton 
Act proceedings. Ibid .• pp. 528-529. " " " 

lU Interloc/c/ng Directors of SI. L.-S. F. antI c~ It I. & P .• lOS I.C.C. 778. 779 
(1926). While i. was .. peeled by the applicants th:n authority to uoiJj> the two roads 
would eventually be sought under paragraph (2) of ICCtion S, DO such application or 

, plan was then pending. The Commission pointed out that --the applicants will constitute: 
a small minority of the Rock Island board [of 13 members)." In Interlock;n, 0;,«
IOrs-N. Y., C. & Sr. L. anti C. & 0 .. 76 I.C.C. 549 (1923). the Commission, Ihrough 
Division 4. had gone much funher. Although the Nickel Pia .. inter_ were a11eg<d, 
off the record, to control but 10 pet cent of the stock of the Chesapeake &: Ohio, they 
were authorized to have seveD of the nine memben of the board of the latter carrier. 
while the applicants continued to hold positioDJ with the N"JCk.d Plak. The CommiJ.. 
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ment, at least temporarily, and at the same time to coOrdinate its au
thorizations under this portion of the Act with its broader policies and 
activities in the general field of railroad unification. 

Although, in these proceedings, the Commission has been guided 
primarily by the probable effi:cts of the proposed interlocking of offi
cers and directors upon the maintenance of competitive conditions 
within the framework established by law, it has not disregarded alto
gether the problem of financial management. Usually, however, this 
phase of the matter has arisen, not when the Commission has been 
asked to approve applications to serve more than one carrier, but in 
connection with other railroad proposals subject to its regulatory 
power, such as those involving acquisitions of control and issuance of 
securities. Thus, in denying the application of the New York, Chi
cago & St. Louis Railway Company to acquire control, through lease 
of properties and purchase of stock, of the Chesapeake & Ohio, the 
Hocking Valley, the Erie, the Pere Marquette, aml the Nickel Plate, 
on grounds of defect in financial structure and unfairness to dissent
ing stockholders, the Commission declared: "The record leaves no 
doubt that the interests dominating the Chesapeake and Hocking, 
which ••. are those controlling the Nickel Plate, used every weapon 
at their command to crush all opposition to their predetermined 
course of action, and that there was an utter lack of independent and 
impartial representation of all of the stockholders of the Chesapeake 
and Hocking when consideration was being given by their directors 
to approval of the plan and the terms of the proposed leases."'·· 

lion recognized tolhat the lubstitution of seven new directors for seven DOW serving in· 
volves • change in the control of the activities and policies of the company. in so far as 
they arc vested in the board of directors," but it concluded that the closer association of 
these properties would Eu::ilitate traBic interchange, to their mutual advantage and that 
of the shippers scived, and that neither public nor private interests would be adversely 
afI<ctod by the propo>ed change. By way of safeguard, however, the authority was 
granted subject to the Commission', further order. Ibid., p. 551. 

lOG Nie/tel PltIIe U"jficlltiotl, lOS I.C.C. 425 (1926), at p. 441. Some of the procc· 
dural,tepl upon which this conclusion was based, being largely rendered possible by 
interlocking directorates, are enligbtening: '"The plan of acquiring control of the lessor 
companies by lease and stock control heretofore oudined. was proposed by O. P. and 
M. J. Van Sweringen ... under date of August 30, 1924. At that time more than a 
majority of the members of the boards of directors of the Chesapeake, Hocking. and 
Nickel Plate were common to all three companies, with the same chairman. On August 
19. J924. the board of directors of the Nickel Plate approved the proposal and recom .. 
mended it to its stockholders. On August 25, 1924. at 2:00 p.m .• a directors" meeting of 
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Again, while authority to issue securities has not been withheld be
cause of improper" relations between railroad directorates and bank
ing interests, the Commission has frowned upon "the practice of 
having a member or members of a board of a carrier resign tempo-

the Chesapeake was held at which similar action was taken. or the eight directors 
present and voting for approval of the proposal, five had previously approved it on Au~ 
gust 19 as members of the Nickel Plate board. Another director was presideDt and a 
director of the Chesapeake and Hocking. On August 25, 1924, at 2:20 p.m. (which it 
will be noted was 20 minutes after the Chesapeake board had been convened) a meet
ing of the Hocking board of directors was held at which the proposal was approved. 
Of the nine directors present, seven had just voted in the Chesapeake meeting. On 
January 20, 1925. the boards of the Chesapeake and Hocking in formal meetings lut· 
ing a few minutes approved the proposed leases. At each meeting seven of the nine and 
ten directors, respectively, voting were also directors of the Nkkel Plate. On the tame 
day. the articles of incorporation of the new company were drawn up. All of the in~ 
corporators were directors of the Nickel Plate and all except one were directors of the 
Chesapeake and Hocking." The vice of this domination by the Nickel Plate becomes 
more clear when set against the procedure followed in the ease of the Erie and the 
Pere Marquette, which enjoyed independent managements: '"The contrast between the 
manner in which the interests of all the stockholders of the Chesapeake and of the 
Hocking were represented and the manner in which the interests of stockholdetl of 
Pere Marquette and Erie were protected is striking. In the latter two instances dealings 
were at arm's length. None of the directors of the Erie or of the Pere Marquette WaJ a 
director of the Nickel Plate. The board of directors of the Erie had the matter under 
consideration for months, and the minutes of its several committees as well as those of 
the board i .... lf show that the stockholders of that company had the benefit of the full
est consideration of the proposal and independent advice as to its terms and condi~ 
nons, and certain amendments and revisions were insisted upon. • • • A special com~ 
mittce of thrcc directors of the Peu Marquette was appointed to study the proposal and 
its minutes and those of the board of directors show that the stockholders had the benc" 
fit of the fullest consideration, as well as independent advice, which resulted in very 
substantial changes in the terms and conditions of the proposed lease, the rights and 
preferences to be enjoyed by stockholders of the new company, and the ratios of stock 
exchange •••• II Ibid .• pp. 440, 442. It will be recalled that in Intmocking DireCIDrI
N. Y.~ C.b St. L. tmd C.b O.~,6 I.C.C. 549 (J923), seven common dirccton had been 
authorized for the Nickel Plate and the Chesapeake &; Ohio (note J54. mpra). Some of 
the uncrances of Commissioner Eastman's dissent in that proceeding were prophetic: 
"It is well known that where the stock of a large corporation is widely scattered the 
control exercised by the majority of the stockholder. is more theoretical than real. In 
such cases either the directorate tends to become a -self-perpetuating institution or it if 
dominated by a minority stock interest in concentrated ownership. Even as .ma11 an 
interest as JO per cent, if hc1d by one person or group or corporation, may insure vir~ 
tuaI control. The danger, and it is not a fanciful danger but one that has ofr.cn been real .. 
ized, is that those who hold such a dominating minority interest may have a greater and 
adverse financial interest in some other corporation. Where this is me case the lesser in .. 
terest may be, and at times bas been, sacrificed to the greater" (p. 552). Sec, also, Ccm .. 
"01 of Erie R. R. ""d P"'e Marquette Ry., 138 I.C.C. 517 (19.8). For a detailed study 
of the complicated interrc1ationships of the various Van Sweringcn properties, see 
Regu/4tion of Sto<k Ownership i. R4i1,otUI" Howe Report No. '789, 71St Cong. 3d 
Sess. (J93J), Part 2. pp. 8J9-JJ83; for a brief summary of the results. sec James C. 
Bonbright and Gordin ... C. Meaw, The Holdi.g Com,..y (193'), pp. 253~2. 
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rarily in order to participate in the purchase of the carrier's securities," 
declaring that "such a colorable compliance with the provisions of the 
statutes • • • should not be countenanced."15. When a similar situa
tion subsequently carne to the attention of the Commission, it an
nounced summarily: "In the future we shall expect an abandonment 
of such practices and a resort to competitive bidding where but for 
such colorable compliance with the provisions of the statutes the 
transaction would be lawful only if conducted under competitive bid
ding."'" Finally, in connection with the more general problem of 

1111 Bontls of M.·K.·T. R. R.~ 131 I.e.C. 776 (192.7), at P.179. For the provisions of 
paragraph (12) of section 203, and of section 10 of the Clayton Act. bearing upon 
this issue. sec note 128. mpra. The precise Dature of the praaicc involved in this pro .. 
ceeding appears from the following recital: ""The record shows that at the special meet .. 
ing of the board of directors held on November 25, 19.17, and prior to its action au
thorizing the issue and sale of the bonds. three members of the board resigned and 
three others were elected to fill the vacancies. Two of the newly elected members were 
present, at once qualified, entered the meeting, and participafed therein. Each of the 
membcn who resigned from the board was also a member of some one of the banking 
firms comprising the syndicate proposing to pW'Cbase the bonds. Another member of 
the board is associated with, but is said to have no interest in, one of the banking firms 
represented in the syndicate. Two of the three newly elected directors are either em
ployed by or associated with some one of the banking firms, and the other is an officer 
of the applicant. None of them is shown by the applicant's records to have in his name 
any shares of iu capital stock.. . . Following the resignation of the three members of 
the applicant's board and the election of their successors, the chairman of the board 
stated that he bad been. in negotiation with bankers who were willing to purchase the 
scries~D bonds at a price: to be agreed upon, and he submitted forms of two letters 
which he proposed to send to certain banking firms covering the terms of the sale and 
giving a description of the bonds. ~ong the firms to which the proposed letters were 
to be seot were three, each of which had as a member of the firm one of the directors 
who resigned. The board authorized the letters to be sent in the form submitted by the 
chairman. A special meeting of the board was held on December 12, 1927. which was 
not attended by the two newly elected directors who are employed by or associated 
with some one of the banking firms. At this meeting the minutes of the meeting of 
November 25, 1921, were approved and the action taken by the chairman in the final 
arrangemenu for the refunding of the series-C bonds, the sale of the series~D bonds, 
and the sending of the letters previously mentioned, was confirmed and ratified" (pp. 
178-719). 

117 Securities of S. A. L. Ry.# 138 I.C.C. 190, 194 (1928), citing Bonds of M.-K.-T. 
R. R'J supra. The nature of the transactions which elicited this declaration appears from 
the fonowing: ""The record in this proceeding shows that at the regular meeting of the 
board of directors held on December 15,1921, two directors resigned subsequent to the 
action of the board authorizing the issue of notes and directing that the sale thereof 
should meet with the approval of the executive committee. Each of these directors was 
a member of one of the two banking houses comprising the syndicate that subsequently 
purchased the notes. It iI stated that these directors did not vote or otherwise participate 
in the action of the board in respect of the proposed notes. One of these directors re· 
signed earlier in the year and subsequently was reelected to the board. It is noted that 
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financial mismanagement springing from the absence of responsible 
and independent directorates, the Commission has had occasion to 
say: "Under present conditions, especially when the stock of a rail
road company is held, as it usually is, by a very large number of com
paratively small holders, the tendency is clearly towards a self-per
petuating boar~ of directors. Many of the men selected in this way 
have no substantial financial interest in the property which they are 
directing, and not infrequently they appear to have little appreciation 
of the great responsibility of their office and of the degree of trustee
ship which they owe to the stockholders. This investigation has 
shown that many of the St. Paul directors knew comparatively little 
about the affairs of their company, that many of them did not even 
attend the meetings of the board with any regularity, and that some 
of them were afliliated with interests which conflicted in one way or 
another with the interests of the railroad company."I58 

From the foregoing survey of the Commission's exercise of its pow
ers with respect to interlocking directorates and allied matters of fi
nancial import, it appears, on the whole, not only that the immediate 
ends of the statutory prohibitions have been kept in view, but that 
their more remote relationships to the larger tasks of regulating or
ganization and finance have received recognition. As a fundamental 
purpose, the Commission has sought to restrict its authorizations to 
such circumstances as disclosed no conflict of interest between the car
riers to be served. On this basis competition has afforded the control
ling test, though even with respect to competitive relations the Com
mission's approach has been a flexible one. Where interlocking of 
officers and directors between competing carriers, following upon ac-

during the y ..... total of (our members of the board connected with banking howes 
resigned. The vacancies caused by the resignation of the two dirccton on December IS, 
1927, had Dot beea. filled aD January 10, 1928. the date of the meeting of the executive 
committee at which the sale of the notel was authorized, 10 that on that date the two 
banking houses above referred to wen: not reptcleDtcd on the board. 'I'hc record allO 
mow. that the banking house aaing as manager of the .yodicate formed to purchase: 
the noteJ arranged for the participation in the syudic:atc of a banking bowe, a member 
of which is aD the board of the applicant. ThiI director did not resign and Wat in at .. 
tendanc:c: at the meeting of the executive committee at which the sale of the DOtes was 
authorized. The participation of this banlWtg howe in the Ifndicatc was, however. can .. 
celled subsequent to our request for information concerning the banking howes com .. 
prising the syndicate" (p. '94). 

lI. Chic_go. MiI"",uk .. & St. PllIIllnvenigillUnJ. '3' I.C.C. 6'5 ('9.8), at p. 669. 
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quisitions of control not previously approved, has been permitted, the 
authorization has constituted a response to the practical desirability of 
allowing representation to established stock. ownership; and this lib
erality of treatment has been deemed to be justified because of the 
safeguards provided by the Commission's continuing authority to re
consider its determinations in the light of actual developments. In so 
tar as the personal interests of officers and directors are found to con
fli~ with those of the carriers, opening the door to financial misman
agement, the situation necessarily comes to the attention of the Com
mission only as a result of particular transactions. Its jurisdiction over 
the sdection of officers and directors is confined to cases involving 
common service to more than one carrier; and the prohibitions of cer
tain dealings, except under competitive bidding, and of personal 
benefit to officers or directors in the disposition of carrier securities, 
are outright statutory prohibitions, subject to penalty rather than to 
administrative contro!' Only in connection with'its regulation of ac
quisitions of control and issuance of securities can the Commission 
take cognizance of these conflicts of interest as relevant to its enabling 
determinations. On the whole, then, such evasions and improprieties 
as have persisted in this sphere are attributable to the nature of the 
statutory provisions and the inherent difficulty of regulating business 
relationships of this character, rather than to defects in administrative 
policy. None the less, the time appears to be ripe, in this as in other 
aspects of the regulatory process, to apply a more stringent control. 
The current economic breakdown is amply persuasive of the destruc
tive effects of unrestrained corporate and individual self-seeking. 
When such enterprise, whether involving intercorporate stockhold
ings or conflicting interests in security and other dealings, amounts to 
a violation of legal requirements, prosecution should more surely fol
low and penalties should more certainly be imposed; and in so far as 
regulative power exists, it should be affirmatively molded to promote 
public ends, rather than applied merely as a safeguard against patent 
and flagrant abuses. Many of the past acquisitions of contro~ with 
their complex and confusing financial structures, were but a symptom 
of the unbridled speculative temper of the time; when consummated 
without required authorization, they should not be aided and abetted, 
even temporarily, by approval of interlocking directorates. It has been 
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the strategy of the carriers to achieve their ends, as far as possible, in 
the first instance without resort to the Commission; and acquiescence 
in this course has rendered subsequent regulation the more difficult. 
The Commission's recent policy of maintaining the absolute inde
pendence of the various railroad systems contemplated by its con
solidation plan, ~ven when they serve different territories, is a step in 
the right direction. 

Pooling Arrangt!ments 

Of the various forms of combination sanctioned under the Trans
portation Act of 1920, apart from the communities of interest which 
may be established through the authorization of interlocking direc
torates, the loosest and least permanent in character is that embraced 
in so-called pooling arrangements.'·· The legalization of pooling 
constitutes an integral part of the changed approach toward the main
tenance of competition; but while the major elements of the new leg
islative policy contemplated the authorization of acquisitions of con
trol and consolidations found to be in the public interest, as a means 
of achieving a reorganization of the railroad system for all purposes, 
the liberalization of the law with respect to pooling was directed 
toward validating cooperative agreements among independent and 
frequently competing lines, largely as a temporary device for effectu
ating specific ends. In recognition of the fruitful results of unified 
operation during the war period, and by way of response to the re
peated requests of the carriers and the frequent recommendations of 
the regulating tribunal, Congress modified the absolute anti-pooling 
clause which had been subject to prolific attack since its enactment in 
1887. The pooling of traffic or of earnings by different and competing 
railroads was still declared to be unlawful; but upon application or its 
own initiative the Commission was empowered to approve and au
thorize such pooling, with the assent of all the carriers involved, and 
to prescribe the rules and regulations, consideration, and terms and 
conditions which shall govern the coOperative arrangements, if after 
hearing it is of opinion that the division of traffic or earnings, to such 
extent as it may indicate, "will be in the interest of better service to the 

159 Sec. 5, par. (1). 
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public, or economy in operation, and will Dot unduly restrain compe
tition." 

But those who had expected that the relaxation of the anti-pooling 
provisions would lead the roads to bury their jealousies and, under 
governmental supervision, unite in a war upon wasteful competition, 
were doomed to keen disappointment. There was little resort, under 
the 1920 legislation, to coOperative activity involving the apportion
ment of traffic or of revenues. The virtual neglect of the pooling de
vice may be explained, in part, by the greater appeal of the dose com
binations made possible by the same legislation; in part, also, the 
need for pooling had been d=eased, since the extension of the Com
mission's control to minimum rates and charges provided effective 
safeguards against the cosdy and demoralizing general rate-cutting 
and discriminatory adjustments which in the past had been fre
quendy induced by the pressure of competition and had naturally led 
to concert of action; in the main, however, the failure to utilize this 
mechanism of coOperation may doubdess be attributed to the per
sistent dominance of traditional competitive strategy among the car
riers. Whatever the cause of inactivity in this direction, it is impor
tant to note that in an amazingly small number of instances did the 
carriers apply, under the pooling provisions, for approval of coOpera
tive projects calculated to eliminate or reduce unnecessary undertak
ings, in the interest of better service or more economical operation. 
This filet is especially striking in view of the financial difficulties of 
the roads in recent years, the serious problems they encountered in 
meeting the growing competition of alternative transportation agen
cies, and the widely recognized need of coordinating transport serv
ices. When, however, pooling arrangements were proposed by the 
carriers which promised to improve service or to lower costs, the 
Commission accorded its unhesitating approval. 

Only two proceedings during the 1920's involved the pooling of 
freight traffic. As early as 1922 the Commission approved a contract 
providing for the substantially equal division of the tonnage origi
nating at, or destined to, points on the Gulf & Northern Railway, a 
short feeder line in the State of T qcas, between the Gulf Coast Lines 
and the Santa Fe System.'OO Most of the cash, material, and labor for 

100 DioUioe ., T,./fie G. tr N. Ry • .,.4 C .... «tiOfU, 74 I.C.C. 444 (1922). 
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the construction of the Gulf & Northern had been furnished by the 
Santa Fe,'·' and it was originally contemplated that physical connec
tion would be established between the two lines, "either through addi
tional construction or by means of trackage rights over the Orange & 

Northwestern," one of the components of the Gulf Coast Lines.'" 
The proposed arrangement, it was urged, would "achieve the same 
results and at the same time be more in line with the policy of Con
gress as expressed in the transportation act, 1920.''''' The Santa Fe 
was to furnish cars for the traffic allotted to it, thereby improving the 
supply of facilities of the Gulf & Northern, which had been depend
ing exclusively upon the Gulf Coast Lines for freight cars; and the 
Santa Fe traffic was to be moved by the Orange & Northwestern at 
specified charges per car. Under the contract the traffic was to move in 
every instance by the most direct route, and it was specifically prG
vided that the agreement should "under no circumstances be con
strued as requiring the parties thereto to violate the lawful routing of 
the shipper."'" There was clear advantage in the arrangement to all 
concerned, and it also appeared that on the whole the Santa Fe System 
and the Gulf Coast Lines were connecting rather than competing car
riers. Accordingly, the Commission approved the contract and its 
terms and conditions as proposed, finding that the contemplated divi
sion of traffic would improve service, promote economy, and not un
duly restrain competition, and that the details of the arrangement 
were just and reasonable.'" But not until 1929 did an occasion pre
sent itself for a like determination. In that proceeding the Commis
sion approved the joint operation by the Northern Pacific and the 
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie of certain of their tracks and 
facilities serving a portion of the Cuyuna Range in Minnesota, and 

,., See Bond. of Gulf & Nonh...,. Ry., 7,1.C.C. 859 ('9»). 
18J DiI1isUm of Tra!lk G. & N. Ry. lind Connenictu, '"pr., p. 446. 
Ullbid. 
1" Ibill. The contract was to run rot Dine yean from September 23. 1921 (its actual 

operation awaiting the approval of the Commission). and thereafter until terminated 
upon notice as specified; hut provision was also made "for tctmination before 01' aftet 
the expiration of the nine yean' period io case one or more of the parties becomct ua· 
able to comply with its terms for routing uaf6c." 

185 M a continuing safeguard, however, the Commission', order approving the pr0-
posed contract W3I made IUbject "to any orden: and directions with respect to cat 1Ct'f

ice ••• in con.ffia thcr.with" which migh' be Wued from lime to lime. lI>i1I •• p. 447. 
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the pooling by these roads of their inbound coal traffic and outbound 
ore traffic of this region."'" The proposal, which had the united sup
port of the mine operators, was calculated to expedite service and to 

effect material reductions in operating expenses and capital outlays. 
Said the Commission, after a review of the evidence: "The handling 
of the entire tonnage through one dock, one assembly yard, one grad
ing yard, and the pooling of the ore cars will permit the elimination 
of duplicate facilities, and. will expedite the switching, grading, and 
transportation of the ore from the mines to the dock and the accumu
lation in the dock of ship cargoes of the desired commercial grades. 
It will also eliminate delays and expense to the producers on account 
of shortage of the special type of cars required for handling ore. The 
applicants estimate that the savings from the proposed joint operation 
will approximate $350,000 a year.",61 On this showing of advantage 
both to the roads and to the shipping public, the Commission ap
proved the project and the terms upon which' the applicants had 
agreed, not only as satisfying the requirements of convenience and 
necessity in the matter of joint operation, but as meeting all the statu
tory stipulations upon which the authorization of pooling of traffic is 
conditioned.'" Both of the above proce.edings disclose very clearly the 

' •• '0;'" Operlllion by North.,." PIIC. tmd Soo Ry. Cos., '54 I.C.C. ~79 ('9~9). The 
joint operation was authorized II.11der pangraph (.8) of section .; the pooling of 
traffic, which was dependent upon, and constituted an integral part of, the proposal for 
joint operation, was authorized UI1der paragraph (.) of scctioo 5. All the trackage on 
the range. with lOme eliminations made possible by the pooling arrangement, was to be 
jointly owned and operated; and other f.u:iliti~ as yards, docks, and ore car~ 
were likewise to be curtailed and jointly used. The orc tonnage was to be divided as 
follows: 192-9 to J931. inclusiYe, 40 per cent to the Northern Pacific and 60 per cent to 
the 500; 1932 to 1936. inclusive, 45 per cent to the Northern Pacific and 55 per cent 
to the Soo; and thereafter. equally. The coal tonnage was to be divided as follows: 1929 
to 1931, inclusive, 58 per cent to the Northern Pacific and 42 per cent to the Soo; 1932 
to 1936, inclusive, 53 per cent to the Northern Pacific and 47 per cent to the SOOi and 
thcrcaftcr, equally. Earnings were not to be pooled, each road retaining all revenues 
collected on the portion of the pooled traffic traosported by it. 

lOT Ibid •• p. ~83. 
188 The Commission's formal conclusion was stated as follows: "Upon the facts pre

tented. we find (1) that the present and future public convenience and ncc:cssity require 
(.) the operation by the 500 over the line of the Northern Pacific .•• and (6) the 
joint operation by the Northern Pacific and Soo of tracks serving the mining operations 
on the Cuyuna Range ••• ; (2) that the pooling by the applicants of ore tOl1l13ge mov
ing from, and coal tonnage moving to, mining operations on the Cuyuna Range . . . 
in accordance with the terms of the contract. . . will be in the interest of better service 
to the public, will effect economics in operation, and will· not unduly restrain com-
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great potentialities of the pooling device, as applied to the freight 
service, and the Commission's ready acquiescence in arrangements 
calculated to realize them. 

But the opportunities for improving service and achieving economy 
through resort to pooling arrangements are not confined to the freight 
traffic; there is ~special need of cooperative activity in connection with 
the passenger service, which has been recognized as presenting the 
"foremost among the problems to be solved" in the railroad field.l69 

With respect to passenger traffic also, however, only two distinct pro
ceedings came before the Commission during the 19.w'S involving the 
establishment of joint service and the division of earnings produced 
thereby. In 1924 the Northern Pacific, the Great Northern, and the 
Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company applied for 
approval of a contract providing for joint passenger-train service be
tween Seattle and Tacoma, in Washington, and Portland, Oregon, 
and for the pooling of the earnings derived from this trafficP· This 
step was taken because of the decline in passenger revenues resulting 
from rail and bus-line competition, and because the carriers were con
fronted with a public demand for fast service, which no one of them 
could inaugurate without inviting duplication by the others.1T1 Origi-

petitionj that the division of such traffic has been assented to by all she carriers in
volved; and that the consideration between the applicants, and the terms and condition. 
of the contract under which such division of traffic: is to be effected, are jwt and rea
sonable." Ibid., pp. 283-284. For a very recent approval of a similar arrangement for 
the pooling of iron.-ore traffic and the earnings therefrom between the Chicago & 
North Western and the Wisconsin Central. see Pooling of Ore T,.a~ in Wilronsin and 
Michigan. 201 I.C.C. 13 (1934). In Union. Belt of Detroit Pooling of k"nJ~/, 201 
I.C.C.577 (1934), a joint application of the Union Belt, the Wabash, the Per. Mar
quette, and the Pennsylvania for the pooling of certain revenues was denied. but be
cause of technical considerations rather than the merits. 

180 Fi/ken Per Cent ellie, '93', 178 I.C.C. 539 (1931), at p. 584. Note. also, the 
following comments upon the passenger service from the Commission's report to Con~ 
gress of the same year: "It is that service. rather than the freight service. which under 
normal conditions is the greatest contributing f.Ktor to decline in earnings. Even DOW, 

with freight traffic at a minimum, the railroads would be earning enough to stabilize 
their credit, if they were able to conduct the passenger bUlinesS as profitably as the 
freight business. Much has been done to meet this situation. particularly by curtailment 
in passenger service. A little has been done in the way of pooling competitive train 
service by rival lines. although the opportunities in this direction are very fu from being 
exhausted." Annual ~pon, 1931, at pp. 117-118 .. 

170 Puget Sountl-Ponlll1ltllo;tJ' Passenger .. T,ai,. StrfIi«. 96 I.e.c. 116 (192S). 
1n More concretely: "Commercial organizations and others in Portland, Tacoma. 

and Seattle have been endeavoring for leVeral yean to obtain • fasHram IUVice be~ 
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naIIy only the Northern Pacific served these points, operating four 
trains a day in each direction; in 1910, as a result of its extending 
trackage rights to the Great Northern and the Oregon-Washington, 
eleven trains were run daily in each direction; in 19I2 the number 
was reduced to nine, and during the war it was further reduced to six. 
The proposed contract provided for the operation of five trains daily 
in each direction, one of which was to run on fast schedule with lim
ited stops; and equipment was to be furnished and revenues were to 
be divided on the basis of an agreed test period. It was manifest that 
this arrangement would improve service and promote economy. In 
the words of Chairman Aitchison, speaking for a unanimous Com
mission: "The operation of passenger trains between Portland and 
Puget Sound points as a joint effort will enable carriers to arrange 
their schedules so as to result in greater convenience to the public. In 
addition to the fast train, it will also be possible to operate the other 
trains on a somewhat shorter time schedule tha.l is now done. The 
proposed schedule of pool trains will result in a saving of approxi
mately 1,632 passenger car-miles per day, or 595,680 passenger car
miles per year. In reality the economy that will result is much greater. 
As has been indicated, the alternative of a pooling of operations and 
the putting on of one last train is the establishment of such service by 
each of the three carriers."172 Accordingly, the Commission approved 
the proposed contract, "reserving the right to modify such approval by 

tween the points named, hut without results. Each carrier recognized that if it put on a 
fast train the others would likewise do so. The available traffic would Dot warrant thil, 
and the result would be a waste of uanSportatiOD, since the service furnished would be 
grady iD excess of the needs of the traveling public. Variow plans were devised by the 
applicants in an effort to overcome the difficulties that were encountered, hut there were 
insurmoWltablc objections to all of them. Finally, because of the insistence of the public 
served. applicants decided that the most reasonable and economical thing to be done 
under the circwnstanccs was to pool the earnings of all of the Portland-TacoMa-Seattle 
paUCDger trains and to operate them as a joint effort. The contract which we are asked 
to approve would carry into effcct that plan." Ibid., p. 118. 

1T21bid., pp. 119-"120. Thc Commission also made the rcquircd finding that thc 
arrangemcnt would not unduly restrain competition. On this issuc it dcclared: "While 
the pooling arrangement will of necessity lessen the competition of carriers for traffic 
between points local to thc tracks hereinbefore dcscribed, there will rcmain thc same 
incentive for each carrier to strive for through business as now cxists, because only the 
portion of the traffic which travcls ovcr the pool tracks will be subject to division of 
earnings. Nor will there be a likclihood of any carrier furnishing shabby cquipmcnt 
for the pool operatioru, because to do 10 would undoubtedly rc8cct to its disadvantage 
at other poinb DOt included in the pool" (p. 120). 
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imposing additional or different terms as a condition of its continu
ance, or to revoke it entirely if in the future that course seems 
proper."1T· In 1926, under somewhat similar circumstances, the 
Northern Pacific and the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie 
were authorized to reduce the number and coordinate the schedules 
of their passenger trains between Minneapolis and St. Paul, in Minne
sota, and the head of the Great Lakes, at Duluth, Minnesota, and 
Superior, Wisconsin, by establishing joint service and pooling the 
earnings therefrom.11< Because of keen competition, actual and in 
prospect, services were duplicated and returns were inadequate; and 
the projected joint operation promised substantial savings. Not only 
was the immediate proposal approved, therefore, as being in the inter
est of better service and more economical operation, but the pooling 
arrangement was later extended to the Great Northern, lTD with fur
ther elimination of unnecessary services and the achievement of addi
tional operating economies. Such coOperative activity, though con
fined in. practice to only a few instances, has proved itself clearly 
beneficial to the passenger service.176 

Somewhat allied to the foregoing coOperative arrangements in the 
movement both of persons and of property, though not concerned 
with the pooling of traffic or revenues, are the situations involving the 
common use of terminals. Because these situations, as frequendy hap-

U1lbiJ., p. 120. By its terms the contract was to continue in eff"ect for a period of 
two year. from April II 1925. when it became operative. In subsequent proceeding. 
approval of the contract, as amended in minor respects. was affirmed, and the period of 
its operation was progressively exteoded. See 128 I.C.C. 149 (1927), 167 I.C.C. 308 
('930), .691.C.C. 244 ('930). 

11. Joint PflSsengt!1'~T,ain St't'vice, I071.C.C. 493 (1926). The contract provided for 
the elimination of the Soo's night trains and for the discontinuance of the ICCClldy 
added afternoon trains 00 the Northern Pacific. Revenues were to be divided according 
to the shares of the two roads during a test period; and the saviogs reali2cd from the 
discontinuance of trains, as well aJ the increased costs of hauling additional equipment 
on the remaining trains, were to be estimated and divided equally. For approval of 
minor modifications of these arrangements. which were unopposed, ice 1 J2 LC.e. 403 
('92 6). 

17a 132 I.C.C. 413 (1927). 
178 In 161 I.C.C. I (1930). the tripartirc arrangement for joint ICtvice and pooling 

of earnings, which had expired by its terms 00 November 26, 1929. was permitted to 
be continued, with minor modifications, for an inde6nirc period. For a very recent 
approval of an arrangement (or the pooling of passenger lCI'Vice and the carDingt 
therefrom between the Canadiao National, the Canadian Pacific, and the Bostoo " 
Maine, see Pooling PflSlmg"~T,1Ii1J RrtIen~llIIItl S~e, 201 I.C.C. 699 (1934). 
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pens in the case of pooling arrangements, involve the joint use of fa
cilities, and because the terminal problem is intimately related to the 
more comprehensive unions of interest to be presendy considered in 
connection with acquisitions of control and consolidations, the nature 
of the Commission's power and the character of its performance with 
respect to the common use of terminals will be brie8y surveyed at this 
juncture. 

The problem of compelling carriers owning terminal properties to 

share their use with other roads had early confronted the Commis
sion; but prior to 1920 its power was restricted to the prevention of 
discrimination as between different lines. In the original Act to Regu
late Commerce the carriers subject to its provisions were directed to 
"alford all reasonable, proper, and equal facilities for the interchange 
of traffic between their respective lines, and for the receiving, for
warding, and delivering of passengers and property to and from their 
several lines and those connecting therewith," without discrimina
tion in rates and charges between such connecting lines; but it was 
expressly provided that this stipulation was not to be construed "as re
quiring any such common carrier to give the use of its tracks or ter
minal facilities to another carrier engaged in like business."177 Ac
cordingly, only when a road voluntarily opened up its terminals to 
the use of some lines while denying the same privilege to others, by 
entering into interchange and switching arrangements with some car
riers which it declined to extend to other carriers under substantially 
similar circumstances and conditions, did the Commission find itself 
possessed of authority with respect to terminal facilities and services, 
and then only by way of removing the discrimination.'7• With this 
end in view it distinguished between "open" and "closed" terminals, 
holding that the former, under like conditions, must be made equally 

1ff TbiJ was part of the origiDal section 3 of the Act; not until the amendments of 
1920 were enacted was the concluding restriction eliminated from this provision. See 
Interstate Commerce Act, as amended, sec. 3. par. (3). 

178 See B,,/fo4J. Rochester & Pittsburg" Ry. v. PennsyZ"IIt";' Co., 29 J.C.c. %14 

(1913); upheld in p..,ruyl.ania CO. Y. U.s., 236 U.S. 351 (1915). But where the ter
minal properties are jointly owned by the carriers using them, refusal to switch traffic 
for an outside line has been judicially held not to constitute unlawful discrimination. 
See I..oai.ttIi/Ie & NtIS". R. IL v. U.s., 242 U.S. 60 (1916). reversing the Commission's 
det<tmin2tion on this point in City of N",httill. Y. L. ", N. R. R. Co .. 33 I.C.C. 76 
(1915). 
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available to all, despite the restriction of the statute, and that only the 
latter were shielded by that restrictionp· But the larger problem of 
the cooperative use of terminal facilities for improving service, pro
moting efficiency, and rationalizing competitive relations was without 
the scope of the Commission's authority; and in connection with the 
reconstitution .of the statutory structure at the end of the war period, 
it explicitly recommended for legislative consideration "a more liberal 
use of terminal facilities in the interest of proper movement of com· 
merce."'80 The response of the Transportation Act, apparently by 
way of departure from the controlling method of relying upon vol
untary action by the carriers, was to endow the Commission with 
power to require the joint use of terminals and to prescribe the terms 
of the use and the compensation therefor. By the addition of a new 

179 See, for example: 51. Louis, Spri"gfi~/J if Peoria R. R. v. P. 6' P. U. Ry. Co., 26 
I.C.C. .. 6 (1913); TrafM Bu",," of Nashville, Tenn. v. L. 6' N. R. R. Co., .8 I.C.C. 
533 (1913); Wa.",/y Oil Works v. P. R. R. Co., .81.C.C. 6., (1913); Swit<hing a. 
Galesburg, 111., 31 I.C.C. '94 (1914); Kansas City 6' M .... phis Ry. Co. v. S •. L. 6' 
S. F. R. R. Co., 46 I.C.C. 464 (1917); Aurora, Elgin 6' Chicago R. R. Co. v.I. H. B. 
R. R. Co •• 51 I.C.C. 331 (19.8); Chicago. Lake Shore 6' S. B. Ry. Co. v. Di,m ... Gen· 
eral, 58 I.e.c. 647 (1920). This approach received express judicial approval. Note the 
following from Louis. if Nash. R. R. v. U.S .• 238 U.S. I, 19 (19IS), affirming the 
Commission's determination in Tl'af/ie Bureau of Nashl/ille, Tenn. v. L. I!t N. R. R. 
Co., supra: "Under the provisions of the commerce act . . . the reciprocal arrange· 
ment between the two appellaots would not give them a right to discriminate against 
any person or 'particular description of traffic'; for section 3 requires railroad com· 
panies to furnish equal facilities for the in(Uchangc of traffic berween their respective 
lines . .. 'provided that this should not be construed as requiring any such common 
carrier to give the use of its tracks or terminal facilities to another carrier engaged in 
like business: If the carrier, however, docs Dot rest behind that statutory shield, but 
chooses voluntarily to throw the terminals open to many branches of traffic, it to that 
extent makes the yard public. Having made the yard a f'acility for many purposes and 
to many patrons. such railroad facility is within the provisions of section 3 of the .tat· 
ute, which prohibits the &cility from being used in such manner as to discriminate: 
against patrons and commodities. The carriers can not say that the yard is a &ciJity 
open for the switching of cotton and wheat and lumber but can not be used as a .&ci1ity 
for the switching of coal. Whatever may have been the rights of the carriers in the first 
instance, whatever may be the case if the yard was put back under the protection of the 
proviso to section 3. the appellants can Dot open the yard for most switching purpoteJ 
and then debar a particular shipper from a privilege granted the great mass of the puIJ.. 
lie. In substance that would be: to discriminate: not only against the tendering railroad. 
but also against the commodity which is excluded from a service performed for othen. n 

For a more recent finding of discrimination. under the amended lCCtion 3. paragraph 
(3), because of the tailwe of the New Haven to accord joint ratel via its New York 
Harbor facilities to the Central of New Jersey while contemporaneously according lOCh 
caleS to the Lehigh Valley and the Penn.ylvania, ... Cen"al R. R. Co. of N. , ••• 
N. Y •• N. H. 6' H. R. R. Co •• 12. I.C.C. 661 (19'7). at pp. 67~5. 

180 A"muJ Repon, 1919. p. 6. 
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paragraph, provision to this end was made as follows: "If the Com
mission finds it to be in the public interest and to be practicable, with
out substantially impairing the ability of a carrier owning or entided 
to the enjoyment of terminal facilities to handle its own business, it 
shall have power to require the use of any such terminal facilities, in
cluding main-line track or tracks for a reasonable distance outside of 
such terminal, of any carrier, by another carrier or other carriers, on 
such terms and for such compensation as the carriers affected may 
agree upon, or, in the event of a failure to agree, as the Commission 
may fix as just and reasonable for the use so required, to be ascer
tained on the principle controlling compensation in condemnation 
proceedings." And for the further protection of the .interests of the 
proprietary carriers, the following was added: "Such compensation 
shall be paid or adequately secured before the enjoyment of the use 
may be commenced. If • • • the use of such terminal facilities of any 
carrier is required to be given to another carrier ot other carriers, and 
the carrier whose terminal facilities are required to be so used is not 
satisfied with the terms fixed for such use, or if the amount of com
pensation so fixed is not duly and prompdy paid, the carrier whose 
terminal facilities have thus been required to be given to another car
rier or other carriers shall be entided to recover, by suit or action 
against such other carrier or carriers, proper damages for any injuries 
sustained by it as the result of compliance with such requirement, or 
just compensation for such use, or both, as the case may be."181 

While on its face the Commission's authority with respect to the 
joint use of terminal facilities is mandatory in character, as contrasted 
wim the permissive power applicable in the case of pooling arrange
ments, the fact that compensation fixed by the Commission must be 
ascertained on the principle governing its determination in condem
nation proceedings tends to render such use unacceptable to me roads 
nominally benefiting mereby, and hence to obstruct, if not to defeat 

181 Sec. 3, par. (4). It should be noted, also, that under the emergency service pro~ 
vWons the Commission was authorized "to require such joint or common use of ter~ 
minala, including main·line track or tracks for a reasonable distance outside of such 
terminals, as in its opinion will best meet the emergency and serve the public interest, 
and upon IUch terrru as between the carriers as they may agree upon, or, in the event of 
their disagreement, as the Commission may after subsequent hearing find to be jwt and 
reasonable." Sec. I, par. (15) (c). For the Commission's execution of its emergency 
service powers, see pp. 62-66, supra. 
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altogether, the effective utilization of this cooperative expedient on a 
mandatory basis. In other words, although the Commission may con· 
c1ude that the joint use of terminal facilities will be in the public in
terest, its finding may merely be tantamount to a declaration that 
such use would be desirable and practicable, assuming agreement as 
to terms by the carriers affected; objection by the proprietary road, in
evitably leading to disagreement as to terms, may necessitate the 
requirement of such liberal compensation as to eliminate the advan
tages of the proposed use and render the projected coOperative ar
rangement ineffectual. Under such circumstaIices the Commission 
can accomplish little more than determine whether the proposals of 
the carriers, or those to which they are willing to assent, shall have its 
approval. The scope of the Commission's performance in the exercise 
of this power has thus been sharply restricted. Two types of situa
tions have received its principal attention: first, situations in which 
shippers, relying not only upon the provisions as to terminal facilities, 
but upon those relating to the extension of service, the establishment 
of through routes, and the removal of discrimination, have petitioned 
the Commission to require one road to perform switching services for, 
or interchange traffic with, another road; and second, situations in 
which carriers have endeavored to enllst the aid of the Commission in 
the setdement of disputes as to terms upon which their existing joint 
use of terminal facilities should be continued. Neither of these types 
of proceedings, it will be observed, has emerged from the attempts of 
carriers to gain access to the terminals of other carriers not theretofore 
available to them; and even in these situations, as will appear, the 
problem of compensation has given rise to serious difficulty in the fur
therance of public ends. 

The Commission has definitely held that it may require one road to 
extend switching facilities to, or perform switching services for, an
other road. Commercial and industrial interests at Hastings, Minne
sota, for example, sought an order requiring the utilization by the 
Burlington of the terminal facilities of the Milwaukee to reach a sec
tion of the city not on the line of the Burlington, the switching serv
ice to be performed by the Milwaukee.I " The underlying issue was 

II' HUlings Comm.,.ei4J Club •• C., M. Ir 51. P. Ry. Co •• 69 I.C.C. 489 ('9>2). 
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whether a switching service so performed would constitute part of the 
termina1l3cilities the joint use of which might be requited.' " After a 
careful consideration of judicial pronouncements concerning thena
ture of terminaIs, the Commission concluded "that the terminal 
switching service of the Milwaukee at Hastings is a part of its ter
minal facilities, and that we may requite the use of such terminal fa
cilities by another carrier or carriers under the conditions prescribed 
in the act."'" With "terminall3cilities" thus broadly construed, the 
Commission proceeded to determine, as requited by statute, whether 
the service would be in the public interest and whether it would be 

181 The complainants insisted. that the Commission's power "'to require the use by 
ODe carrier of ·terminal f2clJ.ities" of another carrier is Dot confined to the physical op
eration by 0J1C carrier over the terminal traclu of another carrier, but that it covers also 
the we of all the other instrumentalities that go to make up a practical operating ter
minal capable of handling traffic. OJ That the Commission accepted this contention is 
evidenccc:l by the rhetorical question which concluded its discussion of whether "ter
minal &cilities'" include such use: ."If the Milwaukee with iy own power switches a 
Burlington car over the former"s tcnninaJ. tracks at Hastings. is not that a use of the 
terminal facilities of the Milwaul= by the Burlington in the fullest sensei" In dealing 
with this issue the Commission lOught to give effect to the object of the 1920 legisla
tion, in the light of "the occasion and u=ssity of its enactmen~ the defects in the 
former law, and the remedy provided by the new one." This basis of its approach was 
stated u follows: ""Prior to its amendment by the transportation act, 1920, that part of 
section 3 which. rclatCI to the interchange of tra8ic betwccn connecting carrier. specifi
cally provided. that it should not be comtrued as requiring any common carrier to give 
the use of iu -tracks OJ' ruminal facilities' to another carrier engaged in like bUJincu. 
M ame.ndcd by the transportation act thiI provision of the law gives us a direct and 
eaplicit power to require the we by Doe carrier of the 'terminal Iilcilities' of another 
carrier upon certain conditions. It is apparent that the policy of CongrCS$l'wu thus re
versed. Where it had formerly aUeguarded the carrier in the exclusive use of its ter
minal .. it DOW recognized that there is • broader interest than that of the individual 
carrier who .. property rights happened to be involved, viz., that of the public. The ob
ject of the ItaNte was to make more Bexible the use of existing terminal facilities, and 
while the power thus granted to w is to be exercised upon careful consideration of each 
tiruation, it it but an extension of the general prUiciple that in many instances, and 
from the very nature of the business of a common carrier, the interest of the public im .. 
posea important qualilicationa on the manner of use of the property employed in the 
carrier service." lbUI .. pp. 493-494. 

18" Ibid .• P. 496. It was on this issue that Commissioner Hall, with the concurrence 
of Commissioner Danieb and Commissioner Potter, dissenred_ I.,.. mia, he said (pp. 
499-500): "Plaioly the Burlington can not be required to condemn the use of property 
which it does not want. Plainly the Milwaukee can not be required. to aB"ord 'enjoyment 
of the UJe' until the compensation to it, "ascertained on the principle controlling COM

pensation in condemnation proceedings,' ohall have been paid or adequately secured by 
the BurlingtoD. ••• And plainly the use eontemplared is use 'by' the Burlington, with 
its engine. and cteWI and not those of the Milwaukee, unless the carriers can otherwise 
agree. . • • To my mind the plain wording of the statute negatives the existence of 
aoy IUCb power .. is claimed by the majority. • • ." 
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practicable. On both matters, in the first instance, the findings were 
favorable to the position of the complainants.'·· No order was en
tered, however, the carriers being expected to arrange promptly for 
the use of the Milwaukee's terminal facilities by the Burlington, and 
the record being held open to enable the roads to agree upon compen
sation for the use. On further hearing, following failure of the carriers 
to agree upon terms, the Commission's finding as to "public interest" 
was reversed and the complaint dismissed.'·' The problem of com
pensation was an influential factor in this result.'·1 The Milwaukee 
contended that its compensation should be based on the aggregate 
value of the terminal facilities in question; the complainants argued 
that the charges should be apportioned on the basis of use; the Com
mission took an intermediate position-"that in determining the 
amount of the just compensation, we must coniine ourselves to the 
loss to be suffered by the Milwaukee."'" While the record was not 
adequate for fixing the amount of compensation with exactitude, it 
was apparent "that the sum would be substantial," and the problem 
was further complicated by the fact "that the Burlington is [was 1 op
posed to the use required."'·· In the light of these facts, and upon the 

1801 The record indicated uthat it would be to the decided interest of Hastings to 
have me Burlington traffic handled over the Milwaukcc's terminals," and "on the 
whole, that the switching service of the Milwaukee could be 10 arranged as to be ptac-' 
titable without substantially impairing the Milwaukee', ability to bandle its own traf.. 
fic." Ibid .. pp. 49>-493. 

188 107 I.C.C. 208 (1926). 
181 This clearly appears from the dissenting expression of Commissioner Meyer. in 

which Commissioners Esch, Campbell. and McManamy joined: "The public interest: re
quires the fullest utilization of existing rc:rminal facilities in the interest of al1 the nil .. 
roads which the industries located upon the terminals desire to use. . . . In its simplelt 
aspect, what should here be done is to fix a reasonable switching charge, based on the 
record and the law that controls. if, upon consideration, this charge would seem to be 
higher than the Burlington could reasonably be expc<t<d to absorb. the Hutinp .hip
pers would no doubt be willing to pay the unabsor~ portion. More or lea technical 
legal views based upon condemnation proceedings in other fields should not prevent a 
common-sense measure of compensation for the use by one railroad of property owned 
by another railroad, based upon the extent of the property necessarily employed in con· 
nection with that use. A liberalization of the use of terminal properties is in the inter· 
est of all railroad owners and wers. It is the spirit of the transportation act." IINI .• 
p.218. 

188 Ibid .• pp. 213-214. 
18. Ibid .• p. 215. ""That camet conkDds.'· added the Commission, "that we may Dot 

order and require it against iu will and the judgment of its traffic: oflic:ia1J to make es· 
penditures of the nature herein referred to without considering at the same time whether 
or Dot such order would take the property of the Burlington without just compema· 
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showing that the proposed arrangement would benefit primarily a 
single industry, the Commission reversed itself on the question of 
"public interest."I90 But despite this outcome on the merits, the right 
of control under such circumstances was clearly recognized.lot 

When carriers have been petitioners for the exercise of this power, 
they have generally requested the Commission to prescribe the terms 
under which existing joint use of terminal facilities should be con-

tion. to And upon a review of the evidence as to the probable extent of the use, the Com~ 
mission itself concluded that ·'it is difficult to see how the handling of so small a portion 
of the Hastings traffic by the Burlington would be of such material benefit to Hastings 
as to outweigh the other considerations herein recited" (p.216). 

180 The dominant inBuence exerted by financial considerations, from the standpoint 
of the carriers, upon this reversal on the question of "public interest,·f appears from the 
following: '"In the instant case: any traffic gained by the Burlington would be at the ex· 
pense of a corresponding loss to the Milwaukee, and although this is not controlling, 
we should consider it in arriving at our conclusion as to the public interest. The cost to 
be met by the user carrier. as compared with the traffic served, is an important element. 
We must also consider the financial consequences to the carriers involved and the in~ 
CODVeniences that may result to the shipping and traveling pbblic in general. The ree· 
ord upon which our former report was based contained no evidence as to the compen~ 
sation on the principles controlling in condemnation proceedings. Fairness demands 
that the whole question of 'public interest' be now reconsidered on the more complete 
record before us, especially as no order was entered by w, and the record was expressly 
held open, and we are considering what order is appropriate upon the whole record." 
Ibid., pp. :1IHI7. Note, also, the following from York Mtrr. duo. v. P. R. R. Co., 13 
I.C.C. 40 (1922-), at pp. 49-50: IIIn determining what is "in the public interest' in a 
given case, as antecedent to the affirmative exercise of this broad grant of power, we 
must take into consideration not only the interests of the particular shippers located at 
or near the terminal involved but also the interests of the carriers and of the general 
public. In th.iJ case to require the Pennsylvania to afford use of its terminal facilities by 
another carrier would be tantamount in practical effect to requiring a division between 
such carriers of traffic naturally tributary to the Pennsylvania. The loss to the Pennsyl~ 
vania and the gain to the Western Maryland would each be considerable. There is no 
showing that the shippers arc so inadequately served at prescnt that we arc warranted, 
from the standpoint of the public interest, in depriving the carrier first on the ground 
of an important volume of the traffic originating along its line, by the direct and af
firmative exercise of the power to require the Pennsylvania to share its terminal 6.cili
ties with the Western Maryland, and it is therefore unnecessary to decide as to the 
practicability of such an arrangement." In this proceeding the Commission did find, 
however, that the practice of the Pennsylvania and the Western Maryland of extending 
twitching and interchange 6.cilities to each other within a limited zone in York was 
unduly prejudicial to York shippers outside that zone; and the Commission's order reR 
quiriog the railroads to remove this unlawful discrimination was upheld in United 
Slakl v. Pmnsylvtmill R. R., 266 U.S. 191 (1924). See, also, the report of the Commi5~ 
lion on further hearing in 107 I.C.C. 219 (1926). 

181 The compensation difficulty has not always operated as an obstacle to adminis
trative action requiring the performance of switching service by one carrier for another. 
Upon complaint of local interests in Port Arthur, Texas, for example. the Commission 
ordered the Kansas City Southern, through it> oubsidiary, the Texarkana II< Fort Smith, 
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tinued. In these proceedings the Commission has held that its juris
diction extends to such situations'·' and cannot be defeated because 
of the ownership and operation of the properties by a separate ter
minal company,''' but little of an effective character has been accom
plished through its invocation.'" The Commission has been uni
formly unwilling to use its authority to prescribe terms except as a last 

to open its Port Arthur terminals to the export and import traffic of the Southern Pa~ 
Me, which had DO terminal facilities of its own at this port, by performing the switch~ 
ing service at a reasonable charge, which was designed to take ioto account uthe COSt of 
the service, the value of the property used. and the circumstance that defendant would 
be deprived of the line haul." Pan Ar"'",. ChomlJer of Commerce v. T. & F. S. Ry. 
Co., 136 I.C.C. 597, .599 (1928), reversing the earlier dismissal of this complaint by 
Division:1 in 73 I.C.C. 361 (1922). The practicability of joint use. without substantial 
impairment of the ability of the owning road to handle its own traffic, has generally 
presented DO serious issue. But sec Use 01 Northnn Pac. Trackl III Selllde by Gretll 
Northn7J, 161 I.C.C. 699 (1930). Even in this proceeding, however, the ConuniJSion 
round the proposed usc practicable as well as in the public interest. 

182 In Peona & Pekin Union Ry. Co •• 93 I.C.C. 3 (J924), the Commission was te· 
quested to prescribe terms for the use of the terminal properties of the Peoria t Pekin 
Union by variow lines which were already wing them under cootracts and leases. Dis-
putes had ~cn particularly seriow in the case of the Chicago&: Alton, which was nc· 
gotiating a new contract. The Commission promulgated certain general principles de· 
signed to remove the unjwt discrimination and undue prejudice which it found to result 
from the switching chargo, rates, and practices of the Peoria&: Pekin Union, but DO 

at6nnative action was deemed to be justified on the record. 
18. Note the (ollowing, (or example, from MissO'lIri·KlItIslIS·TtzlU R. R. Co. v. K. C. 

T. Ry. Co .. '04 I.C.C. 203 ('925), at p. 228: "The objeetion raUed in the plea to our 
jurisdiction and in the motion to dismiss that sections I: (15) and 3 (4) apply to trunk .. 
line railroads only and do not comprehend the facilities of a terminal company, has not 
been discussed on briefs or orally and may have been abandoned. In any event, it is 
difficult to conceive upon what reasoning the objection could be supported. Certainly, 
respondent is a carrier owning or entitled to the enjoyment of the terminals in ques· 
tion, and it and each of the proprietary lines is a commOD carrier IUbject to the act. 
While the provision of section 3 (4) relating to 'maio·line track or tracks for a reason .. 
able distance outside' a terminal might possibly suggest that in framing it Congress had 
in mind. as the more common situation, trunk lines as terminal owncrs. yet Congress 
could hardly have been unaware of the practice of auting and operating joint ter .. 
minals through subsidiary terminal companies. At least. the provision is not limited to 
trunk·line terminals; nor is the authorized relief limited in any case to a terminal use 
in connection with an outside main .. line we. which latter a petitioner might DOt desire 
or be in position to make." 

, .. See, for example, Chicago & AI, .. R. R. Co. v. T .. P. & W. Ry. Co., 146 I.e.c. 
111 (1928). The following situation was disclosed in this proc:ccding. lkginning in 
1895. the Chicago &: Alton had operated oVCI'some 12 miles of the maiD trads of the 
Toledo, Peoria & Western, from Washington to Peoria, bom in Dlinois. under I; con .. 
tinuing agreement which could be terminated by either puty on 12 mondu' notice. 
The original rental of $20,000. IUbsequendy rcdua:d to $16,000, W2S raised in 191' to 
$20.500; and iD 1925 and 1926 the receiven of the T., P. &: W. had endeayored., with
out IUCCCSI, to secure a further inaease.1n 1927. on sale of the road under foreclosure 
and in cx>nformity with the deeree under which the property .... ooId, the defendant 
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resort. The leading illustration of this procedure is provided by the 
controversy involving the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad, which, as 
virtual co-proprietor of the freight and passenger terminals in Kansas 
City, sought to substitute for its existing status a joint-use arrange
ment with compensation fixed on a user basis. In the first instance the 
Commission held itself without power to relieve the road of its ad
mittedly burdensome contractual obligations; and when the required 
relief had been afforded through judicial decree, it ordered the ad
mission of the road to certain specified terminal facilities, but with 
agreement as to compensation to be determined by the parties. Only 
upon their fiWure to agree was the proceeding reopened; and subse
quently, after thorough investigation, compensation was prescribed. 
On the basic issue whether payment should be fixed according to use 
or in strict conformity with condemnation principles, the Commission 
declared for the latter in its requirement that such costs as interest on . 
served formal notice of the cancc:llation of the agreement, but later offered to renew it 
"at a minimum. annual rental of $50,000, which it declared to be the nuisance value" 
(p. '72). Thereupon the Alton, regarding this .... tal as excessive, petitioned the Com· 
mission to order the continued usc of the tracks upon reasonable terms under section 3. 
_ph (4); and. pending the det<rmination of these issues, to require the continu
ance of operation under its emergency powers conferred by section I, paragraph (15). 
The reqUCfted emergency order (Service Order No. 46 of August 9, 1927) was issued 
by Division 5; and almost a year later the majority of the Commission, speaking 
through Cornmissionu Porter. found th2t it had "power under se<tion 3 (4) to require 
use by the Alton of mUD-line tracks of the T. P. It W. to a conneelion • _ • at Peoria, 
that IUCb. usc is in the public interest. is practicable, and will not substantially impair 
the ability of the T .. P. It W. to handle its own bwincss" (p. 119). But no action was 
taken in reliance upon these findings, because the Commission held that it had aulhor~ 
tty to prevent the discontinuanc:e of the existing arrangement under the prOVisiODl of 
paragraph (18) of ICCtion I, requiring certificates of public convenience and necessity 
for extensions and abandonments. Since, in this view, the arrangement could not law
fully be discontinued without the Commission's certi.6cate--unauthorizcd discontinu
ance being subject to prevention by injunction and to the penalties provided by the act 
--ao order was deemed necessary. The Commission merely vacated its emergency scrv~ 
ice order, which had been issued under provisions inapplicable "to the permanent ar
rangement sought by the complainant" (p. 171), and which it deemed "unncc:cssary, if 
DOt inefteaive" (p •• 82). In view of thi. disposition of the proceeding. the Commis
lion concluded: 'We express no opinion as to the adequacy of the rental or the pro
priety of the other terms and cond.itiODl under which the Alton is now operating over 
the t:rack of the T., P .• W. We have no authority to adjust that matter in this pro-
ceediog. The law, no doubt, provides • remedy for any injustice in that regard'" 
(p. 182), It ahould be noted, however, that Commissioners Eastman, Partell, Brainerd, 
and Aitchison diJscnted. Since Commissioner Meyer and Commissioner Woodlock did 
not participate in the disposition of the proceeding. the determination was in fi.tt made 
by leu tbaa a majority of the entire Commission. For the subsequent treatment of simi
lar iss .... ICe Lon, ld..ul R. Co. TrtlCka, •• 162 I.CoCo 218 ('930). 
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property values and taxes should be apportioned on a numerical basis 
-one-twelfth to one of twelve carriers; but it held, contrary to con
demnation procedure, that payment should be in the form of a rental 
rather than a lump sum.195 The Commission's power to determine 
compensation has thus been held by it to be incidental to the require-

190 Missouri-Ktinsas-TerM R. R. Co. v. K. C. T. Ry. Co. 104 I.C.C. 203 (1925); 
Missouri-K.-T. It Co. v. Kamas City Term. Ry. Co., 198 I.C.C. 4 (1933). The follow
ing situation was disclosed. In 1906 ten lines serving Kansas City had organized a ter .. 
minal company which constructed and owned the union terminals at that poinL Under 
an operating agreement of June 12, 1909, terms were fixed UDder which, among other 
things. these roads using the terminals shared equally the interest charges and Wei on 
the property. 'Ibis agreement was to run for 200 years. In 1910 the agreement waf 
modified to include two additional lines, bringing the proprietary companies to a total 
of twelve. The terms had long been a subject of controversy, the roads which made 
relatively slight use of the terminals contending for the revision of the agreement 10 

that costs be apportioned according to use. [n 1924 the Missouri-Kamas-Texas, .UVo 
c:essor by purchase at judicial sale to two of the roads which had beeD parties to the 
operating agreement, being a small user of the terminal facilities, .ought entry into the 
union terminals by order of the Commission under section 3. paragraph (4), with com
pensation to be fixed upon a user basis. The carrier, in conformity with a judicial decree 
then. pending on appeal, had elected not to adopt the operating agrccment which 
bound its predecessors, but the Commission concluded that it must await final judicial 
determination of that company's obligations, although it found the use of the terminal 
properties to be in the public interest and practicable, and the prescription of tcrltlJ and 
compensation, under a required use of the facilities, to be subject to its jurisdiction. 
When a federal court had adjudged that the Missouri-Kansas-Tcxas was not bound by 
the operating agreement, the Commission required the Kansas City Terminal Railway 
Company to admit it to desigoated portions of the terminal &ciUtics, upon terms to be 
arranged betwccn them, or in case of their wlure to agree, as fixed by the Commission. 
When no agreement resulted the Commission reopened the proceeding for further 
hearing entirely with reference to the matter of compensation. and after extended con
sideration both of the theoretical issues and value facts, specified the payment to be 
made. Respondent claimed that, according to established condemnation principl~ the 
measure of its loss through admitting the Missouri-Kansas-Texas was $5,000,000-0ne
twelfth of the $60,000.000 value imputed to the terminal zones whose we wu shared. 
but that, if an annual paymcot were decided upon instead of a lump sum, 8 per cent, or 
$400,000, would constitute a fair rental. That corollary of condemnation procedure 
which would call for payment in a lump sum wu first rejected by the Commission: 
'"To our minds the very language of the statute shows that what is acquired it not a 
permanent right, maintainable as long u petitioner continUCI to operate ill railroad, u 
in a condemnation proceeding, but a right to be exercised only so long as it may be cxet~ 
cised 'withom subsr.antially impairing the ability of a carrier owning or entided to the 
enjoyment of terminal facilities to handle its own bwineu..' ••• To all intcnll and 
purposes petitioner, by operation of the statute: and action of this Commission there
under, has become a tenant of respondent, and the just and reasonable compensation 
which it is required to pay is in effect a rental" (198 [.C.C., pp. 7-8). But the petitioner, 
in its contention that in calculating the rental "the numerical basis is grossly iocquita~ 
ble" and should be replaced by a measure of actual usc, wu definitely overruled: 
'"When analyud. ill position amounts to thiJ, that respondent must hold its property i.a 
readiness at all times for the joint and equal usc of petitioner. but that petitioDCt ahould 
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ment of joint use, and then only upon disagreement as to terms by the 
carriers affected, with a recognition that in fixing such compensation 
account must be taken of the condemnation value of the facilities in
volved and not merely of their use value to 'the non-proprietary car
rier. Under these circumstances the Commission has generally recom
mended coOperation and negotiation between the carriers, instead of 
adjusting disputes as to terms on a basis which might render joint use 
unacceptable or impracticable. 

With respect to both pooling arrangements and the joint use of 
terminals, the Commission's authority, in light of the safeguards pro
vided for the managerial freedom and financial interests of the car
riers, has in practical effect failed to furnish a mandatory basis for pro
moting the cooperative utilization of existing railroad facilities. The 
&.ct, therefore, that the legislative changes introduced by the Trans
portation Act have not issued in the anticipated amelioration of con
ditions must be attributed, in controlling measute, to the unwilling
ness of the roads on their own initiative to unite upon cooperative 

be permitted to use the VarloW zones if and when it may choose to do so, or not at all 
if it should so choose as to any particular zone, and to pay only for such we as it may 
actually make of the property" (p. g). And, after reviewing the law OD this issue: nThe 
user basis as a method for determining the portion of the interest charge to be im~ 
posed. upon petitioner finds no support in the principles governing compensation in 
condemnation cases, and in our opinion does Dot'Bfford a just and reasonable basis. We 
conclude that the numerical basis in the circumstances of this case affords the jwt and 
reasonable method to be applied" (p. II). The Commission held that taxes, additions 
and betterments, and retirements should be handled in the same way, but that operating 
charges and maintenance, "including such depreciation as is properly includible in the 
maintenance accounts," should be allocated on a user basis. To the petitioner's conten .. 
tion that compensation should be readjusted fiom time to time, as general economic 
changes affected property values, the Commission's reply was likewise unfavorable: UIt 
is clear that in a condemnation proceeding no such readjwtment of basic value as is here 
proposed would be made. In respect of this basic value, it is possibl~ for us to adhere 
strictly to those principles of law. Hence, as we sec it, the only grounds upon which 
we could construe it as being the intent of the Congress that those principles of law 
should not be adhered to in the respect now under consideration, would be upon a 
showing that the public interest requires a departure therefrom. There is here no such 
showing" (p. 13). In arriving at the property values on which the rental should be 
based, the Commission proceeded as in valuation cases to consider separately reproduc
tion cost, depreciation, land values, working capital, original cost, and going-concern 
value. and fixed a single.oSUm value of $36,800,000 for the property involved in the 
proceeding; the rate of interest prescribed was 6 per cent. Two of the commissioners 
dissented. Commissioner Mahaffie expressed the view that prescription of the rental 
basil of compensation involved a departure: from the express requirement of the stat· 
utej Commissioner Miller objected to the numerical basis of allocating costs (pp. 
37-:38). 
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expedients for the improvement of service and the achievement of 
economy"·· The Commission, both in its general comments on the 
railroad situation and in the exercise of its powers over other phases 
of organization and finance, has frequendy urged upon the carriers 
the need and feasibility of a greater degree of cooperative effort. In 
discussing the r~oad future, in face of shrinking revenues and grow
ing competition by alternative transportation agencies, it emphasized 
the unusual opportunities available to the carriers "for the exercise of 
initiative and enterprise in railroad operation and management," 
through the pooling of competitive train service, the joint pursuit of 
research and experimentation, and coordination of rail and motor fa
cilities, and, more generally, concert of action in the reduction of 
waste in revenues and expenses, believed to be of very large propor
tions, "resulting from undue and unwise competition of the railroads 
with each other." "Such reduction of waste," said the Commission, 
"is in entire harmony with the spirit of the Transportation Act, 
1920. Congress there looked beyond the individual railroad to the con
cept of a national transportation system. It pointed the way to the bet
ter realization of that concept in the consolidation provisions. It went 
to the extreme of removing the barriers of restrictive Federal and 
State anti-trust legislation which might otherwise stand in the way. 
Short of consolidations, it opened wide the door to agreements for the 
pooling of traffic and of revenues, whenever it could be shown to our 
satisfaction that such agreements were in the public interest. Progress 
in unifications and greater use of the pooling provisions will help in 
improvement of the general situation."'''' But the Commission has 
not confined its concern over competitive wastes to general pro
nouncements of this character. While its lack of power to require one 
road to grant to another the right to operate over existing main-line 
tracks has occasionally led to the authorization of extensions, involv
ing duplication of facilities, which might have been avoided under 
more adequate authority,''' its orders approving new construction 

III It Jhould be Doted, however, that many of the acquisitions of control proposed 
by the carrien under paragraph (.) of oectioll 5 have been designed!D effea econom;" 
through joint usc and have provided for the extension of trackage rigbtl and for joint 
operation. 

lOT AfJftU4l Rrport. 1931, pp. II4-II9t at p. 119; see, also, FjjknJ Per Cenl CtUe. 
1931, '781.e.e. 539 ('93')' al pp. 58<>-"586. 

198 Note, for example, the Commission', conclwioo in ConStnKtUm by AJaht:tm6. 
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have frequendy been so shaped as to encourage the joint use of exist
ing plant in the interest of curtailing capital costs and reducing oper
ating expenses.''' The same approach, furthermore, has characterized 
the Commission's performance in connection with the more far
reaching acquisitions of control and consolidations. Its power to au
thorize acquisitions of control, through stock purchase or by lease, has 
been so exercised, wherever feasible, as to exert pressure toward joint 
utilization of facilities;200 and in its consolidation plans it has made 
provision, not only for outright merger of properties, but for joint 

TetJnesset: 6- Northem R. R., 124 I.C.C. II4 (I927), at pp. U5-u6: '"While the pro. 
posed arension represents a duplication of rai1road &cilities which ought to be un· 
nc=sary, the Southern Railway by its refusal to grant trackage rights over its light. 
trafIic line between Calvert and Moline has, in effec~ assumed the responsibility for such 
duplication. Under the circumstances, therefore, and in the absence of any power in 
this eommission to require such trackage rights to be granted, we find that the present 
and future public convenience and necessity require the construction by the appli<:ant of 
the ctt<nsion of its line of railroad • • • described in the 'l""nded.and supplemental 
application." 

189 Note the following, for example, from Construt:titm. of Unes in Eastern Oregon, 
III I.C.C. 3 ('926). at p. 46: "Here the conelusion is inescapable that the system pro· 
posed by the six finance applications ia in the public inter~ and is of puhlic conven· 
ience and necessity. But it is clear that the public: necessity can be met with equal con .. 
venimce, j{ a large amount of expenditure be avoided by utilization, 00 fair and lawful 
terms, of existing fiu:iJ.ities of the applicants, or those to be constructed, in such manner 
as to give substantially the same service aJ if all the lines involved. were constructed. 
The duty of the carrier. ia plain, under a more pronouneed po1iey of cooperation and 
coordination, to give interior Oregon railroad access to both the north and the IOUth and 
the benefiu of reasonable competition. in such manner as to afford the greatest service 
consistent with the minimum of expenditure to aecomplish such purpose. Thia will re
duce the operating and carrying charges of all of the applica1u railroads, and will not 
materially impair the scrvic:e any of them affords, or deprive any carrier of substantial 
rights or rewards for its enterprise and investment. We shall endeavor to attach condi
tion. to the eertifiea ... to be iasued herein to aecomplish such resul~ as required by the 
public convenience and necessity. The heretofore existing policy of the western carriers 
it in marked contrast with that which obtains in other sections of the country, and 
tbould be revised with a view to more intensive use of the ttansportation machint: ex
isting and the avoidance of unnecessary expenditures in future development-" For the 
IUbaequent course of this proceeding, involving modification of terms but no departure 
fiom the principle of joint use, see "71.C.C. 737 ('927), 124 I.C.C. 475 ('927), and 
'381.C.C. 99 ('928); for proceedings in which the autherieation w .. conditioned upon 
inability to ....... the neceosary trackage rights, lee Co"""","", of Lin. by W., B., T. 
& S. R,., 94 I.C.C. 59', 6.0 ('925); Nor'h ..... Pili:. R,. Co. A.<quisition, '75 I.C.C. 
253, .6. ('93')' 

JOO In Gretll Northern Pac. Ry. Co. Acquisition, Ii52 I.C.C. 37, 10 (1930). for ex
ample, the authorized acquisitions of conuol were conditioned, inter lilia, upon the sub
mission of tta comprehensive program and statement of proposed policy in the matter 
of unified operation of terminals, or its equivalent," and the provision of "suitable .... 
suranee that the Chicago, Milwaukee, So. Paul k Pacific Railroad Company, upon lair 
tams, may have a<XCSI from Spokane to Ponland and intervening points, over the lines 
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ownership, joint use, and operation under trackage rights.201 But be
fore we enter upon a detailed analysis of the Commission's adminis
trative policies with respect to these closer and more permanent forms 
of combination, it should be noted that an unprecedented range of 
coOperative activities, under the supervision of a governmental coOr
dinator and ultimately subject to his mandatory power, was made 
possible by the Emergency Railroad Transportation Act of June 16, 
1933.20

• 

This measure, the emergency provisions of which were to remain 
operative for one year from its effective date unless extended for an
other year or less by proclamation of the President, 203 provided for a 
Federal COOrdinator of Transportation, to be appointed by the Presi
dent by and with the advice and consent of the Senate or to be desig
nated by the President from the membership of the Commission .... 
The COOrdinator was directed to divide the railroads into three 
groups-eastern, southern, and western-and the carriers were re-

or the Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway Company," which, along with the Great 
Northern and the Northern Pacific. was to be brought under the control of the Great 
Nonhero Pacific Railway Company. It was the additional conditions requiring complete 
separation of the Burlington from the new system and feasible provision for the so
called short lines in the territory, rather than the proposab for joint use of terminal. 
and trackage, that were chiefly responsible for the abandonment of this projected unifi .. 
cation. 

201 See COtJlolitlation of &zilroUI, 63 I.C.C. 455 (19:11), 159 I.C.C. 522 (1929), 
.85 !.e.e. 403 ('932). 

202 Public No. 68. 73d Congress. We arc here concerned with Tide I, Emergency 
Powers, sections 1-17. Tade II, sections 201-209. amended sections 5. 15a. and 193 of 
the Interstate Commerce Act. These amendmeDts are dealt with. respectively, in COD· 

ncct:ion with acquisitions of control and consolidations. the rule of rate~makiD.g and the 
recapture clause, and valuations of carrier property. 

20' Sec. 17. But it was provided that "orders of the Coordinator or of the ConuniJ.. 
sion made thereunder shall continue in effect until vacated by the Commission or lei: 
aside by other lawful authoriry:" except that "no such order shall operate to relieve any 
carrier from the e.ffect of any State law or of any order of a State commission enacted 
or made after this title ceases to have e.ffect." The operation of t:hete provisions was 
subsequently extended for a full year. 

2eN Sec. 2. The office of CoOrdinator was uc:ated "'10 order to foster' and protect in· 
tersta[C commerce in relation to railroad transportation by preventing and relieving 
obstructions and burdens thereon resulting Uom. the present acu[C economic ana· 
gcncy. and in order to safeguard and maintain an adequate national system of transpor· 
ation." In the event that the COOrdinator were designated from the membership of the 
Commission. he was to be relieved from hiJ duties as Commissioner to such extent as 
the President might direct; but it was expressly provided .. that the Coordinator shall 
not sit as a member of the Commission in any proceedings for the review or IUSpension 
of any order issued by him as Coordinator." 
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quired toueate three regional coordinating committees, one for each 
group, in accordance with a specified procedure.205 The purposes of 
the emergency provisions were stated as follows: first, "to encourage 
and promote or require action on the part of the carriers ••• which 
will (a) avoid unnecessary duplication of services and facilities of 
whatsoever nature and permit the joint use of terminals and trackage 
incident thereto or requisite to such joint use • • • (b) control allow
ances, accessorial services and the charges therefor, and other practices 
alfecting service or operation, to the end that undue impairment of 
net earnings may be prevented, and (c) avoid other wastes and pro
ventable expense"; second, "to promote financial reorganization of 
the carriers, with due regard to legal rights, so as to reduce fixed 
charges to the extent required by the public interest and improve car
rier credit"; and third, "to provide for the immediate study of other 
means of improving conditions surrounding transportation in all its 
forms and the preparation of plans therefor ."206 n was made the duty 

105 Sec. 3. Each co.llUllittec was to consist of five regular memben and two spccia1 
members. The five regular members were to be selected by the carriers in the respective 
groups, each carrier having a vote in proportion to its mileage within the group, but no 
railroad. system was to have more than one representative. The two special members 
were to be selected in luch manner as the COOrdinator might approve; and they were 
to represent, respectively, the stearQ. railroads within the group whose operating reve .. 
nues for 1932 were leu than $1,000,000, and the electric: railways within the group 
which were not owned by a steam railroad or operated as part of a general steam rail
road system. These special membcl'l were to be given notice of all meetings of their 
committees at which any matter afJ'ec:ting the carners they represent was to be consid .. 
ered, and they were authorized to ··participate in the consideration and disposilioa of 
such matter," 

aoe Sec. 4. In connection with the avoidance of unnecessary duplication of services 
and facilities, the express proviso was iocluded .. that DO routes now existing shall be 
eliminated except with the consent of all participating lines or upon order of the Co~ 
ordinator"; by way of supplement to the provision for financial reorganizations, section 
15 directed the Commi16l0n not to approve a loan to a carrier. other than a receiver or 
trustee, under the Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act. "if it is of the opinion that 
auch carrier is in nccd of financial reorganization in the public interest"; and by way of 
supplement to the provision for study of additional ways and means of improving traos~ 
portation con.ditions, section 13 stipulated as follows: "It shall further be the duty of the 
Coordinator, and be is hereby authorized and directed, forthwith to investigate and con· 
aider means, not provided fot in this title:, of improving transportation conditions 
throughout the country. including cost finding in rail transportation and the ability, 
financial or otherwise, of the carriers to improve their properties and furnish service and 
charge rates which will promote the commerce and industry of the country and includ~ 
ing. alto, the stability of nilroad labor employment and other improvement of railroad 
labor conditions and relations; and from time to time he shall submit to the Commission 
JUCb. recomm.cndatioJU calling for further legislation to these ends as he may deem nee· 
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of the coordinating committees to carry out the first group of pur
poses-the elimination of waste and the achievement of economy 
through coOperative effort-hy voluntary action as far as possible; but 
in the event of inability to do so, for legal or other reasons, they were 
to recommend to the Coordinator that he issue appropriate orders."" 
The Coordina~or was authorized and directed to issue and enforce 
such orders upon finding them to be consistent with the public inter
est and in furtherance of the purposes of the legislation; and he was 
clothed with like power upon failure of the coOrdinating committees 
to act with respect to any such matter brought to their attention by 
him as requiring action.... Before taking action pursuant to these 
powers which would affect the interests of employees, both the car
rier committees and the Coordinator were required to confer with 
labor committees for each regional group of roads; and special safe
guards were provided against reduction of employment or compensa
tion, with authority vested in the COOrdinator to establish regional 
boards of adjustment for the settlement of controversies between car
riers and employees.209 Orders issued by the Coordinator-which 
"may include provision for the creation and administration of such 
just pooling arrangements or for such just compensation for the use 
of property or for carrier services as he may deem necessary or desir-

essay or desirable in the public interest. The Commission shall promptly ttanunir: such 
recommendations, together with its comments thereon, to the PresideDt and to the Con· 
gr ...... It should be noted that the ICCOnd of the principal purpolCl of the leparion. 
dealing with fioaocial reorganizations, is not reBected in any duty expressly impoted 
upon the COOrdinator toward this specific end. 

201 Sec. 5. 
20' Sea.. 5 and 6. 
20. Sec. ,. Two of the labor provisions may be noted mote concretely: first, it wu 

provided that .. the number of employees in the service of • carrier mall not be reduced 
by reason of any action taken pursuant to the authority of this tide below the Dumber 
as shown by the pay roll. of employeea in service during the month of May. 1933. after 
deducting the number who have been removed ICom the pay roll. after the effective date 
of this Act by reason of death. normal retirements, or resignation, but not mote in any 
one year than 5 per centum of said Dumber in ten'ice during May. 1933; DOt tball any 
employee in such service be deprived of employment such as be bad during said month 
of Mayor be in a worse position with respect to his compensation for such employment, 
by reason of any action taken pursuant to the authority conferred by this tide"i and 
second, the COOrdinator was authorized and directc:d "to provide means for dctetmi.ni.ag 
the amount of; and to require the carriers to make just compensation for. propertyloaes 
and expeDICI impoted upon employ ... by reason of traJIIfen of work Iiom one locality 
to another in carrying out the purpGICI of this tide. H 
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able and in furtherance of the purposes of this tide"-were to remain 
in effect until vacated by him or suspended or set aside by the Com
mission or other lawful authority;210 but any interested party dissatis
fied with an order of the COOrdinator was authorized to petition the 
Commission for its suspension and review. and the Commission. 
guided by the purposes of the legislation and the requirements of 
public interest, was empowered. in its discretion, to suspend the order. 
and upon review. after notice and hearing. to set it aside, or to confirm 
it, or to reissue it in modified form."" In the event of such confirma
tion or reissuance, the order was to remain in effect until vacated or 
modified by the Commission, subject only to judicial review under es
tablished procedure."12 In complying with the orders of the COOr
dinator or the Commission under these emergency provisions. the car
riers were relieved from the operation of the anti-trust laws and of all 

110 Sec. 8. It WaJ also provided that "any ordor issued by ",. Coordinator pursuant 
to this tide ohaIl be made public: in such ...... nabl. manner as be may d.termine and 
ohaIl bc:eomo _ .. as of such da~ DOt I ... tbao tweoty days fro ... the dare of sueb 
public:ation, as the Coordinator ohaIl prescribe in the order." 

III Sec. g. The nature of the Commission', authority with respect to the orden of 
the OKirdinator, by way of safeguarding all relevant interests, was act forth u follows: 
"Ally interested party. including, among others, any carrier, subsidiary. shipper. or cm~ 
ployee. or any group of carriers, shippers, or employees, or any State commission, or the 
Governor of any State, or the official representative or representative. of any politic:a1 
subdivilioD thereof, dissatisfied with any order of the Coordinator may. at any time 
prior to the effective date of the order, file a petition with the Commission asking that 
such order be reviewed and suspended pending lueb review, and .tatiog fidly the Ia

IODI therefor. Sueb petitioDi ohaIl be governed by such general rul .. OJ the ColIllIlissien 
may cstabJiah. If the ComnUssiou. upon considering such petition and any answer or 
answers thereto, 6nd. reason to believe that the order may be unjust to the petitioner or 
inconsistent with the public interest, the O:lmmission is hereby authorized to grant such 
review and, in itl discretion. the O:lmmission may suspend the order if it finds immedi .. 
ate enforccmcn.t thereof would result in irreparable damage to the petitioner or work 
grave injury to the public interest, but if the Commission suspends an order, it shall ex .. 
pedire the bearing and decision on that order as mueb as possibl •• Thereupon the Com
miuion mall, after due notice and a public hearing, review the order and take such ac
bon in accord with the purposes of this tide as it finds to be just and consistent with the 
public inteJat, either confirming the order or setting it aside or reissuing it in modified 
fOJlll, and any order 10 confirmed or reissued .hall thereafter remain in effect until va
eared or modified by the CoIIllIlissien." 

111 See. 16. All final orders undor th ... provisions, wbether issued by the Commis
lion Of by the CoOrdinator, were made subject t'to the same right of relief in court by 
any party in interest aa i.& DOW provided in respect to orders of the Commission made 
under the Interstate Commerce Act, as amended"; and the provisions of the Urgent De .. 
ficienciet Appropriation Act of October ", 1913 (38 Stat •• r9) were mad. applicabl. 
to any such proeeeding. 
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other restraints and prohibitions of state and federal law not enacted 
for the protection of the public health or safety;"· but for wilful filil
ure or refusal to comply with any such order heavy fines were pro
vided, and it was made the duty of any United States district attorney, 
upon application of the Coordinator or the Commission, to institute 
and prosecute me necessary proceedings for the enforcement of these 
provisions and for the punishment of all violations.'" 

This extraordinary piece of legislation, though induced by a grave 
emergency and limited to its duration, bears striking witness to the 
widespread belief that the railroads of the country, as well as the users 
of their service, can derive very substantial benefits from the coordi
nation of facilities and activities through cooperative effort. So strong 
was this belief that provision was made for use, in case of need, of the 
whiplash of compulsion, instead of having sole reliance placed upon 
the voluntary action of the carriers. Just what wastes will be currently 
eliminated and what economies effected, particularly in filce of the 
specific safeguards for the protection of railroad labor and under the 
practices of the general recovery program designed to enhance con
sumer purchasing power, cannot of course be foretold; nor is it pos-

218 Sec. 10. But two specific safeguards were provided against the broad sweep of 
these exemptions. For the protection of the interests of labor it was stipulated that they 
were not to be construed "to repeal, amend, suspend. or modify any of the requiremenu 
of the Railway Labor Act or the duties and obligations imposed thereunder or through 
contracts entered into in accordance with the provisions of said Act." For the protection 
of the interests of the states it was stipulated that "the Coordinator shall issue no order 
which shall have the effect of relieving any carrier or subsidiary from the operation of 
the law of any State or of any order of any State commission until he hal advised the 
State commission of said State. or the Governor of said State if there be no IUch com· 
missioD, that such order is in contemplation. and shall afford the State commission or 
Governor so notified reasonable opportunity to present viewt and information bearing 
upon such contemplated order, nor unless such order is necessary, in his opinion. to pre~ 
vent or remove an obstruction to or a burden upoD iotersf2te commerce." In addition, 
section I I provided that nothing in the emergency provisions N.hall be construed to re .. 
lieve any carrier from any contractual obligation which it may have assumed, prior to 
the enactment of this Act, with regard to the 1ocation or maintenance of offices •• hops, 
ar roundhouses at any point." 

21. Sec. 12. It should be noted, finaJly, that this legislation broke federal precedent 
for meeting the costs of regtdatory activity. by providing that .. the expenses of me ~ 
ordinator except so tar as they are bome by the Commission . . . but not including the 
expenses of the coordinating commiaees. shall be allowed and paid . . . out of a fund 
obtained from assessments on the carriers. ff each carrier to contribute for the lint year of 
the operation of the enactment "one and one·half dollars for every mile of road oper~ 
ated by it on December 31, 1932," and a proponional amount for any period for which 
its operation might be extended by the PresidenL Sec. 14. 
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sible to predict the precise character of the long-run influence of this 
emergency measure upon national railroad policy. But that material 
gains in both directions will be realized can be anticipated with rea
sonable assurance. When the bill was pending before Congress, Com
missioner Eastman, who was designated Federal Coordinator of 
Transportation upon enactment of the legislation, gave restrained but 
significant utterance to the potentialities of the measure.215 His em
phasis was upon the future rather than the immediate present. Al
though he concluded that "the results are problematical," he added 
the following: "The possibilities are impressive and I believe that they 
justifY much hope •••• It is not unlikely that more time will be re
quired in working out positive and practicable plans for improvement 
than some anticipate. In any event, however, I am confident that the 
thorough exploration of this field for which the bill provides will 
fully justifY itsel£"21. And in speaking of the provisions requiring in
vestigation of ways and means of improving tr .. nsportation condi
tions and the submission of recommendations for further enactments 
deemed to be necessary or desirable in the public interest, he declared: 
"Personally I regard this portion of the bill as perhaps the most im
portant of all. The transportation of the country is in a period of 
grave unsettlement pending important changes. New transportation 
agencies have appeared on the scene in great force. It is a period of 
strife, confusion, and instability. The proper place for each of these 
agencies must be found, and in some way they must be coordinated 
and welded into a well-knit whole, into a transportation system op
erating much more nearly as a unit, without cross purposes and all 
manner of lost motion ... ·" There can be little question that real and 
important advantages, in the long run as well as in the emergency, 

.11 Hearings before 'Ae Senate Comnu'lI« on Interstate Commt!f~e on S. Is80. 73d 
Coog., ut Sen. (May 9, 1933). 

"slbid., pp. 35-36. 
In Ibid., pp. 52-53. At time of writing two reports, submitted by the COOrdinator 

to the Commission, had been transmitted to Congress: RegulaJion 0/ Railroads, '3d 
Cong., 2d Sess., Sen. Doc. No. 119 (January 20, 1934), dealing with the question, ''Is 
there need for a radical or major change in the organization. conduct, and regulation of 
the railroad indwuy which can be accomplished by Fcdetallcgislation~"; and Rep. 
UOtJ of Trtmlportalion .Agencies, ?3d Cong., 2-d SCSI., Sen. Doc. No. 152 (March 10, 
1934), dealing with the question, "Is there need for Federal legislation to regulate other 
transportation agencies and to promote the proper coordination of all means of trans· 
port~,n and with the question, "1s there need for amendments to Federal statutes to im· 
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can be made to flow from a policy of carrier coOperation under gov
ernmental control, and that the public interest would be advanced 
rather than retarded by the substitution, in this field, of regulated con
cert of action for unrestrained competitive rivalry. 

Acquisitionl of Control 

The Commission's powers over the intercorporate relations of the 
railroads, under the 1920 legislation, embraced not only the relatively 
loose and temporary associations effected through interlocking direc
torates, pooling arrangements, and joint use of facilities, but the more 
intimate, complete, and permanent unions of interest resulting from 
the acquisition by one carrier of the control of any other carrier 
or carriers.us Such acquisitions of control, whether accomplished 
through lease, or by purchase of stock, or in any other manner not 
involving consolidation of the roads into a single system for owner
ship and operation, might be approved and authorized by the Com
mission whenever it was of opinion, upon application and after hear
ing, that they would be in the public interest; and the Commission 
was empowered to indicate the extent of the authorized control and 
to prescribe the rules and regulations, consideration, and terms and 
conditions which it found to be just and reasonable. Furthermore, by 
way of removal of legal obstacles to compliance with the Commis
sion's determinations, the carriers affected by its orders were expressly 
relieved from the operation of the anti-trust laws and of all other state 
or federal restraints and prohibitions in so far as might be necessary to 
enable them to execute the provisions of such orders. The authority 
thus conferred apparendy subjected all acquisitions of control to the 
Commission's approval, with power to mold in full detail the charac
ter of the unifications which might lawfully be. effectuated. Nor were 
any express limitations imposed upon the Commission's exercise of 

prove detail. of the present system of regulating the railroads?" The first of these rc
pom also conw...! a description of the work of the COOrdinator for the period of 
June 16, 1933. to December 31, 1933 (Appendix I, pp. 38-82). The COOrdinator'. re
port on Trtmsport4lWn ugislfll;on. with specific recommendations, was .ubmittcd 
January :U, 1935. 

118 Sec. 5, par. (:z). While the cmcrgency act of 1933 effected important permaaeot 
amendments to section 5. to be noted in due course, the Commission', adminim'anve 
performance. until very rccendy. was necessarily based upon die 19lO legislation. 10 
this discussion of acquisitions of control we shall confine oundves to the relevant Fro
visions of the earlier legillation and their interpretation and enforcement. 
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discretion; as far as this type of combination was concerned, a blan
ket finding of public interest was all-that was provided for the 'Com
mission's guidance. But provision was also made for the merger of 
properties into single systems for ownership and operation, under a 
comprehensive plan to be formulated by the Commission for the 
consolidation of all the railroads of the couotry into a limited number 
of sucb systems.2UI In the preparation of its consolidation plan the 
Commission was enjoined to preserve competition as fully as possible, 
to maintain existing routes and channels of trade wherever practi
cable, and, as nearly as may be, to equalize transportation costs and 
rates of return among competitive systems; and approval of a pro
posed consolidation was conditioned, not only upon a finding that it 
would promote the public interest, but upon fulfillment of two spe
cific requirements: first, that it is in harmony with the complete plan 
promulgated by the Commission; and second, that its securities at par 
do not exceed the value of its constituent properties as determined by 
the Commission. Since these consolidations, designed to effect econo
mies, improve credit, and facilitate solution of the strong-and-weak
road problem, constituted the major objective of Congressional ac
tion, and since acquisitions of control, though not involving technical 
merger of the properties for ownership and operation, might promote 
or obstruct the general consolidation program contemplated by the 
Commission, administrative performance in the instant sphere was 
necessarily inBuenced, both in matters of jurisdiction and with respect 
to substantive policy, by the status and character of the comprehen
sive consolidation plan. 

There is ample evidence that the Commission viewed its power to 
approve acquisitions of control against the backgrouod of the na
tional railroad policy in its entirety, and attempted to interpret the 
public interest which guided its disposition of applications in terms 
consistent with the general pUrposes of Congress. At this juncture 
two illustrations will suflice. In finding a proposed Nickel Plate unifi
cation, to be effected through lease and stock ownership, to be in the 
public interest from a transportation standpoint, the Commission de
clared: "It seems clear that the proposed unification is a step along the 
right lines in carrying out the policy of Congress, as expressed in sec
tion 5 of the act, of encouraging the formation of a limited number 

no Sec. 5. pan. (4), (5), and (6). 
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of systems, which, as it affects the eastern territory, outside of New 
England, and considering the railway situation in that district today, 
dominated as it is by three long-established systems, would result in 
nearly all of the principal producing and consuming centers of the 
territory being served by two or more and in many instances by all of 
the limited number of systems. Each system would ramify through
out the territory. Each would have adequate access to sources of fuel 
supply as well as participation to a large extent in the commercial dis
tribution of coal. Each would serve at least two of the live North 
Atlantic ports and have adequate access to lower lake ports. Mileage, 
property investment, gross earnings, and net railway operating in
come would be more nearly equalized than is possible in the case of 
the present number of systems, or even the number proposed in the 
tentative plan. The systems would more nearly approach an equality 
of opportunity to serve the public throughout the territory, to provide 
adequate facilities and to make necessary extensions from time to time 
with reasonable expectation of securing additional traffic. A greater 
amount of actual and effective competition in service may be assured 
by a limited number of well-articulated systems than by a greater 
number of systems less complete."'" And not only did the Commis
sion thus recognize the need of preserving railroad competition and 
balancing the railroad systems in conformity with the standards set up 
by the consolidation provisions, but it specifically sought to provide 
for the inclusion of se><alled weak roads in combinations accom
plished through acquisitions of control. In linding a proposed New 
York Central unification, to be effected through lease, to be in the 
public interest, but only upon express condition that certain short lines 
be acquired, the Commission declared: "A major purpose of the 
transportation act, '920, by which paragraph (2) of section 5 and re
lated provisions were enacted and inserted in the interstate commerce 
act, is to preserve 'substantially the whole transportation system: ••• 
Short lines as well as trunk lines are parts of the national transporta
tion system. In order that effect may be given to the intention of Con
gress it is essential that remedies calculated to avoid loss of transporta-

220 Nickel PIIIIe Unifl&tIlio,,_ lOS I.C.C. 4:15 (lgz6), at pp. 439-'440. The applicatioo 
was denied. however, bccalUe the terms and condilions of the acquisition were found 
not to be jwt and reasonabl. and the general financial 1trUCtU,. fundamentally objec
tionable. 
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tion facilities be applied where and as possible. With respect to these 
remedies we have heretofore said that union of weak with strong 
lines is one of the ends which Congress apparently had most defi
nitely in mind and given notice that every carrier proposing unifi
cation of railroad properties in advance of eventual consolidation 
should assume the burden of making reasonable provision in its plan 
for the possible incorporation of connecting short lines unless omis
sion from the plan or abandonment of any such line or lines be justi
fied."221 

But in pursuing this general approach the Commission was com
pelled to struggle with a variety of controversial issues. affecting its 
jurisdictional authority as well as its substantive determinations, both 
because of the close relationship between many acquisitions of con
trol and actual consolidations. and because of its own delay in adopt
ing a consolidation plan. Its tentative plan. formulated in 1921. was 
permitted to remain in abeyance for a period 'of more than eight 
years; no final plan was promulgated till the end of 1929. and then 
ouly with hesitancy and subject to modification.'" In the meantime. 
despite the absence of a consolidation plan and the un=tain status of 
consolidation policy .... numerous applications for authority to ac
quire control, often by methods operating in practical effect to achieve 
complete and permanent unification of the properties involved. had 
come before the Commission; and by October 31. 1929. shortly before 
the publication of its final plan, 298 of these applications. involving 
approximately 51.000 miles of line, had received its approval .... In 
these proceedings the question repeatedly arose as to whether virtual 
consolidations were not being prematurely accomplished. contrary to 
the stipulations of the statute. by nominal reliance upon the Commis-

'21 N • ., York Cmlra/ Uni/kaliotJ, 150 I.C.C. '78 (19'9). at p. 3". 
III Sec Consolj,JaJion of RJJi/,.lIIit, 63 I.C.C. 455 (19"), 159 I.C.C. 502 (19'9). 
211 Early in 1925 the Commission n:quested that it be relieved of the duty of pre-

paring and publishing a complete plan of consolidation. and recommended to Congress 
II1Cb. amendment of the consolidation provisions, including those dealing with acquisi
tions of control, as would permit the process of consolidation U to develop. under the 
guidance of the Commission. in a more normal way." The recommendations were re
peated for a number of years, and resulted in the submUsion of a number of bills em .. 
bodying them. Sec A •• ruJI ReporlS: 19'5, pp. '3-'40 7'; 1926. PP.16-'77; 1927. p. 65; 
1928, pp. 60-6x. For a brief'survey of these developments. see Part t chap. V, note 21. 

lifo In addition, between 19:Z3 and 19:Z9. the Commission had issued :Z73 certificates 
of convenience and necessity. involving almost :z6.ooo miles of line, to acquire and/or 
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sion's authority over acquisitions of control; and, under the prevail
ing circumstances, the problem of public interest in these acquisition 
cases was largely referable to the purposes of the consolidation pro
visions rather than to actual groupings established in furtherance 
thereo£ Accordingly, while due recognition must be accorded to the 
influence exerted by the consolidation provisions upon the Com
mission's exercise of its authority over acquisitions of control, the 
problems and policies incident to the performance of the instant task, 
which has furnished the principal channel for effecting close combina
tions since the passage of the Transportation Act, must receive inde
pendent and somewhat detailed analysis. 

In determining whether it should approve or disapprove of pro
jected acquisitions{)f control, the Commission was called upon to pass 
upon three fairly distinct questions: first, whether the proposal fell 
within the scope of its statutory authority; second, whether the pro
posal was in the public interest from the standpoint of the transporta
tion service; and third, whether the terms and other financial aspects 
of the proposal, as between the parties and in the interest of sound 
organization, were just and reasonable and conducive to the further
ance of public ends. Upon assumption of jurisdiction, moreover, the 
Commission was mced with the ancillary problem, in connection with 
matters of both transportation and finance, as to whether it should 
limit its findings to mere approval or disapproval of the applications, 
relying entirely upon managerial initiative for constructive action, or 
impose conditions and mold the arrangements in conformity with its 
views as to the public interest. We shall examine the Commission's 
policies and practices with respect to each of the major issues indi
cated above, noting, incidentally, the pervasive struggle within the 
Commission as to whether it should merely safeguard the public in-

operate roach, under paragraph. (18) to (20) of tc<tioD I.ID IIWlY ~ .. will be 
DOted in due course, these authorizations involved acquisitions of conuol .DOC: unlike 
those eIICcted under paragraph (2) of tc<tioD 5.1D lOme c:ases, however. the certiIica,.. 
were issued to authorize the transfer of properties in connection with reorganizations. 
See, for cumple: InIeNuIIionlll·(;r.'" North.,.,. Reor,,,,,iztltion.1' I.C.C. 122 (1922); 
MislOlIr'i-KJmsas-Tezlll Reorgllllizlllionl 76 I.C.C. 84 (1922); Reorgatti.1IIion of A., B. 
6- A. Ryoo 117 LC.C. 181 ('926); D.n • .,. 6- Sill. 14. Reor,aniulion. 1I11.C.C. 397 
(1926); G';nmml. Midland Reor,oniztltion. 131 I.C.C. 355 (1921); Chie.,o. Mil· 
w ... k .. 6- S •• PIIUI Reor,ani • .,;"". 131 I.C.C. 673 (19211); A<q.,;tim. by Ch",.,. 6-
M •• V ........ R. R.. 138 LC.C. 3'3 (19211); K. Coo M. 6- O. Reor,tmiuUoo. 145 I.C.C. 
339 (1928); Cm,,111 Vermont Ry. Reor,."i.llIiotJ. 158 I.C.C. 397 (1929). 
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terest against unsound or unwise carrier proposals or seek to further 
the course of combination along desirable lines through affirmative 
action .... 

The jurisdictional issues with which the Commission grappled un
der paragraph (2) of section 5 and related provisions clustered about 
three problems: whether combinations might lawfully be effectuated 
without its approval; what types of combination might lawfully be 
accomplished in advance of the adoption of a consolidation plan; 
and how complete a control or union of interests might lawfully be 
approved independently of the consolidation plan. In other words, 
the legislative provisions, as contained in the Act, proved to be suffi
ciently uncertain in tenor to raise serious questions as to whether 
exclusive jurisdiction was conferred upon the Commission in this 
field, as to whether controlling weight had to be accorded to the tech
nical forms of combination, and as to whether virtual consolidations 
might be authorized pending the adoption of; ahd action under, the 
comprehensive plan. 

The first of these problems requires no great elaboration at this 
point, since we have already dealt with it at considerable length in 
connection with state and federal relationships in the regulation of 

1111 In this Jield, 81 in case of the other aspects of its control of organization and fi· 
nance, the Commission insisted upon having before it full and accurate information. In 
addition to the obviowly necessary data describing the applkant and the carrier or car .. 
riers to be CODb'olled, the applications were required to include such information as the 
following: the KCtion and paragraph of the Act under which authority was rough,- the 
methods to be employed in acquiring control, and the grounds upon which the acquisi .. 
tion was thought to be in the publH: interestj pertinc.nt tacts as to the laws governing the 
corporate organization of the roads; the character of the corporate action authorizing 
the filing of the application; the nature and extent of existing control. together with 
data as to any interlocking of oflicers or directors authorized by the Commission; the 
mileage and inte.rchao.ge points of the roads; whether, and to what extent. the roads 
were parallel or competing lines; if control was to be acquired through the purchase of 
stock. the consideration agreed upon and the market or estimated value of the srock; 
and various exhibits, chiefly of a legal character, together with income accounts for the 
preceding five years and the latest profit and loss statement and general balance sheet of 
the roads involved. On the basis of such data, supplemented by evidence submitted at 
the hearings, the Commission sought to determine both the jurisdictional and substan~ 
live issues raised. by the application. See I" 'he Maller of ApplkatiofU (or Appro"al lind 
,Aul'I(J1';~lIIio" of 1M A.cquisition of Conl1'Ol by One Carrier of A.no,her Carrier (J1' c .... 
rier" Nol Intlol,,;n, Consolidation, under Pat'agrtZph (2), Section S of Ihe In'ernate 
Com,,",," Ael, lIS Ammtled, September I, 1922. For an excellent analysis of the Com .. 
mission', performance. with special reference to the legal problems involved, see Sidney 
P. Simpson, "The Interstate Commerce Commission and Railroad Consolidation," Har .. 
fitit'd Lmv RnIiew. vol. 43 (December, 1929), pp. 192-250. 
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matters of finance and management.U6 Whether or not combinations 
might lawfully be effected without the Commission's approval de
pended upon whether the statutory provisions were to be construed as 
enabling in character, merely providing relief against the operation of 
the anti-trust laws and other restrictive legislation, or as prohibitory in 
character, forbidding the accomplishment of acquisitions of control 
and consolidations except through resort to, and approval by, the 
Commission. That the Commission's approval of a combination con
fers immunity from attack under restrictive provisions of state and 
federal law, as expressly stipulated in the Act, was repeatedly recog
nized;"" but where existing state authority was sufficient for the pur
pose and no violation of the anti-trust laws was involved, resort to the 
Commission for approval, at least in connection with mergers and 
consolidations, was not always held necessary.228 In the leading case, 
for example, involving lines which had been consolidated under state 

226 See Part II, pp. 218-220, 250-258. 

221 Thw. in Control of Cmlral Paafic by Southern pm:iIk.,6 I.e.c. 508 (1923), I 
combination through lease and stock ownership was authorized by the Commission 
which had been declared to be in violation of the Sherman Act and ordered dissolved in 
Un;kd Stous v. Southern Pac. Co., 259 U.s. 214 (1922.).10 connection with the instant 
issue the Commission said (at p. 5J6): ·'While the Sherman law has not been repealed, 
carriers affected by any order made by us under paragraphs (1) to (7) of section 5 of 
the act arc relieved from its operation. How &r our discretion in any particular case 
should be inBucnccd by consideration of the evils which the Sherman law WaJ designed 
to prevent is a question necessarily involved in every case where a carrier seeks to ac-
quire control of a competing line. There is nothing in section 5, however, indicating that 
the Congress intended that we should refuse to accept jurisdiction upon the ground, 
solely. that a proposed acquisition of control would violate the Sherman law. Full effect 
must be given to the provisions of paragraph (8). When by our order based upon broad 
considerations of the public interest we in effect grant relief against antitrust laws. and 
other restrainu and prohibitions by law, we are exercising a power which the statute 
gives to us alone. Evidence as to public benefits to be derived from common control of 
competing carriers. which would be immaterial in a prosecution under the Sherman 
Act. might be entirely pertinent in a proceeding before w under paragraph (2). There 
is, therefore, an essential dissimilarity in the issues and in the naNte of the proceeding 
which in our opinion makes it proper for us to patI upon the application. while giving 
full effect to the adjudication of the Supreme Couct." The Commission'. order in the 
premises was held to be valid and to relieve the roads from the operation of the anti .. 
trust laws and other restrictive legislation. United Stlllel v. SoU/hem P«. Co., 21)0 Ped. 
443 (19'3). SUnilarly. in Co.1rOl of D., S. & S. R. R. by Lehigh V.II.., R. R.. 86 I.C.G. 
567 (J924), the Commission authorized a combination through JtoCk ownership which 
had been ordered terminared as in violation of the Sherman Act in U"itetl SIIIkI '9'. 

Lehigh Valley R. R. Co .. 254 U.s. 255 (1920). 
228 At the outset the Commission. through Division 4. expressly recognized the 

dominant rale assigned to it in molding all types of coOperation and combination. but 
without deciding whether its jurisdiction was exclwive. ThUs. in Letue of VJ/~ Ttr· 
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laws without its approval, the Commission not only authorized the 
requisite issuance of securities, but issued a certificate of convenience 
and necessity for the operation of the constituent lines by the consoli
dated company.'" In view of the affirmative purposes of the Trans
portation Act and the elaborate character of the consolidation provi
sions, this self-denying attitude on the part of the Commission, in 
derogation of its exclusive jurisdiction in this fidd, appears to be of 
questionable soundness, at least as a matter of policy, despite the ab
sence in the statute of express words of prohibition .... The Commis
sion was clearly entrusted with the task of furthering, in the public 
interest, the reorganization of the railroad net into a limited number 

mi1IIll Ry., 65 I.e.e. IDS (1920), it was said (at p. 109): "It seem. evident that Con
gress had in mind a complete scheme of regulation of contracts or other arrangements 
whereby one common carrier subject to the act might secure control of another such 
carrier, either by consolidation into ODe corporation, or in some manner not involving 
such consolidation, or whereby they might enter into an agrccm.cot for the pooling of 
1i-cight or earnings with a competing railroad. In other words, 'Congress intended to per .. 
mit unified operation, even if involving the elimination of competition, where this 
would be in the public interest, and provided for a modification of the antitrust laws to 
the extent necessary to effect this purpose, stating certain prerequisites, and imposing 
upon us the duty of delermining, after hearing, whether or not the conditions of the 
section have been or will be ful6.l1ed and the proposed arrangement is in the public in .. 
terest. Without DOW passing OD the question as to whether the provisions of section 5 
are exclusive or whether in cases where the right and power to consolidate or lease ex
isted prior to the passage of the act such right continues and it is not necessary to com
ply with section 5, we think. in the case before w it is proper to take jurisdiction. The 
evidence mowl that at the present time the operation of the property of the Valley Ter
minal by the Conon Belt is in the public interest."' Thereafter there was first an express 
recognition that the provisions were prohibitory, and then a reversal of this attitude. In 
S«rtrities Applielllion of Pittsburgh & West Virginia RY.I 70 I.C.C. 682. (1921), Divi
sion 4, in denying authority for the issuance of securities, concluded .. that the proposed 
issue of ItOck. and the proposed assumption of obligation and liability are for an object, 
namely, the purchase by applicant and the sale by the Belt Company of the property 
and franchises of the latter, which can Dot lawfully be accomplished without our au
thority under the provisions of section 5,'- and that "until such authority is secured the 
applicatioD must be denied" (p. 688). Upon argument, in 76 I.C.C. 663 (1923), the fUll 
Commission again denied the application, but without finding it ncccssary to pass upon 
the issue as to the legality of combinations effected without its approval. In Acquirino" 
""d Sl«k Issue by N. Y., C. /If St. L. R. R .• 79 I.e.C. 581 (1923), howevel, the full 
Commission definitely recognized as lawful a consolidation accomplished under state 
law. without its authorization. See, also, Operation of Lines lind Bond Issue hy ~aJing 
Co., 86I.C.e. 157 (1923); Acquisition by L. S. /If I. R. R., 86 I.C.C. 313 (1924); Ae
quitition""d Sl«k I,sue by P., O. /If D. R. R., IDS I.C.C. 189 (1925); Grand Trunk 
W. R. CO. Unification and Securities, 158 I.C.C. 117 (1929) • 

... Acquisition""d Stock ,,_ by N. Y •• C. /If St. L. R. R .• 79 I.C.C. 581 (1923). 
210 In Snyder y. N.", York. C. /If St. L. R. R. Co., 278 U.S. 578 (1929), the Suo 

preme Court apparcndy held that resort to the Commission Cor effecting consolidations. 
was not mandaID'Y prior ID the promulgation of ill final eonsolidation plan. 
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of well-articulated systems, and such determinations, permitting un
controlled private initiative in the grouping of roads, were bound to 
complicate the task and to hamper the achievement of its full fruits.'81 

In connection with acquisitions of control, however, with which we 
are primarily concerned at this juncture, the Commission appears to 
have construed the statutory provisions as prohibitory, declining to 
make findings in aid of combinations of this character consum
mated without its authority ... • 

A second jurisdictional problem arose from the inadequacy and di
versity of the provisions under which combinations of various types 
might be accomplished. Acquisitions of control were expressly made 
subject to the Commission's jurisdiction when effected through lease 
or stock purchase or in any other manner not involving the consolida
tion of the carriers into a single system for ownership and operation. 
Such unifications were not required to conform to the complete 
grouping of the roads and could be accomplished in advance of the 
promulgation by the Commission of a final consolidation plan.- Av 

211 See dissenting opinion of Commissioner Eastman ia Acquisition and SIOc.\ IIIW 
hy N. Y., C. & SI. L. R. R., supra. at pp. 587-595; and compue Sidney, P. Simpson, 
op. dt., at pp. 199'-200. 

2.2 Note the following, for example, from Bonds 0/ CMsapealt..e & O. Ry. Co .• 150 
I.C.C. 257 ('929), at p. 260: "The stock of the Amland. the Long Fork, and the Mill
en Creek Dot having been acquired in 2CCOrdance with the provisions of paragraph (2) 
of ICCtWn 5 of the interstate commerce ~ the peculiar status of the C. " O. in rela .. 
lion to those companies and the stock and ptoperties thereof u not ouch, in our opinion, 
as to jwtifY the finding required by section 20a of the act ... to the obi_ and purposet 
involved in the issue of bonds in reimbursement of expenditures amounting to $6.246,. 
646.67 made in .... pect '" those companies and their ptoperties ror the put...,... star.d 
above," See, also. Dirmort ./ Wheeling & 14. Erie, '38 I.C.C. 643. 654-655 ('928). 
discussed at pp. 392-396, lUI"" For acceptancc of this view by the Supreme Coun, see 
Chkllgo IrmcUtnJ Cue, 264 U.S. 258. 267. 211 (1924). 

III In Nickel Plate U"ificfllUm~ 105 I.C.C. 4:1S (19:%6), for example, the Commission 
said Cat pp. 435-436): "In compliance with the mandate of puagraph (4) or sectioa 5 
of the aa, OD August 3. 19:11, we promulgated a tentative plan for the consolidation of 
the railway properties of the United States into a limited Dumber of systems. . • . It 
will be noted that the carriers covered by the present application were placed in four 
separate systems. Since that time several changes have taken place in the corpot3te rda
tionship of several of the carriers in the eastern group, with the approval of the Com
mission where necessary .••. In many of the instaDCeS where we approved acquisition 
of control, mch groupings were contrary to the tentative plan. We have never considered 
that plan u an in8c:xible guide to our actions under these provisioos of the statute. On 
the contrary, although consolidations must be in conformity with our complete plan 
when promulgated. it it evidmt that it wu DOt the intent of Congress that even the 
complete plan should be considered as an inflexible guide, as ..., are empowered at an, 
time after ill promulgation. upon our own motion 01' upon applicatioa, to reopen the 
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cordingly, the Commission often issued orders of approval in the case 
of applications involving acquisitions of control through leases,'" 
stock purchases,"· or a combination of the two expedients."· But its 
authority, as defined in the statute, was expressly made applicable 
only to acquisitions by "carriers." When, therefore, non-carrier hold
ing companies were utilized for the unification of carrier properties, 
the Commission found itself without jurisdiction"·' With the 
growth of such holding companies, and particularly upon emergence 

mbject for such changes or modifications as in our judgment will promote the public 
inlerest. As we stated at that time. the tentative plan was put forward in order to elicit. 
full record upon which the pIm to be ultima .. ly adopted can rest, and without pre
judgment of any matten which may be prcsen.ted upon that record. Furthermore, we 
are here dealing with acquisitions, Dot consolidations, although the latter arc the ulti· 
ma .. endJ IOUgh .. " 

... Sec, for example: l..ea# of Pennsyl"ania~De"'oit R. R., 82 I.C.C. 396 (1923); 
Cliru:hfie/d JIJtilw"Y Las" 90 LC.C. 113 ('924); Con/rol 0' A. 6- V. Ry. tmd V., S. 6-
P. Ry., II. I.C.C. .6. ('926); Acquisilion by K., O. & G. Ry .. '45 I.C.C. 53 ('928); 
St. p.w & K. C. S. L. R. Co. Control, '75 LC.C. '33 ('93'~ 

... See, for example: Conlrol of Horuton & B,,,,,o, Vall." Ry., 86 I.C.C. 587 
('924); Control 0' Lin" by N. 0., T. & M. Ry., '05 I.C.C. 79 ('925); Conlrolof 
T.".,.,6- GulL .05 LC.C. 383 ('926); Con/rolof Islmul Creek R. R., .05 I.C.C. 804 
('926); ReorgtmUtIllMm 0' A., B. & A. Ry .. 117 I.C.C. .8. ('926), 117 I.C.C. 439 
(1926); Ctmtrol of Nelli OrlefIIU & Lower COIUI R. R., 117 I.C.C. 213 (1926)j ConlrOl 
0' p..., Villi." SOlllh ..... Ry., .24 I.C.C. 749 ('927); Acquisition by Westms Maryland 
Ry., '3' I.C.C. 599 ('927), '38 I.C.C. 46. ('928); Conlrol of Texas S. L. Ry. Co .. 
'50 I.C.C. 604 ('929); Rio Grande & E. P. Ry. Co. Con"ol, '75 I.C.C. 2.6 ('93')' .11 See, for example: Acquisilion 0' Control 0' C. V. & M. R. R. by P. R. R., 70 
I.C.C. 30. ('921); AcqWition of P. A. 6- W. R. R. by P. R. R., 70 I.C.C. 303 ('92'); 
Acquisition 0' N. Y.B. R.R. by P.R.R.,70 I.C.C. 306 ('92'); Conlrolof Big Four by 
New York Cenlrtd, 72 I.C.C. 96 ('922); Lease of Grand Rapid, 6- I.diana Ry., 72 
I.C.C. 260 ('922); Con/rol of Cenlral Pacific by Solllh.", Pacific, 76 I.C.C. 508 ('923); 
Control 0' D .. S. & S. R. R. by Lehigh Valley R. R., 86 I.C.C. 567 ('924); Acquisition 
of Line by SalitJ4 & S .... F. Ry., 90 I.C.C •• 89 ('924); Control 0' El PMO & South
westms System, 90 I.C.C. 732 ('924); C ...... I of M. H. 6- C. Ry. Co., 99 I.C.C. '93 
(1925); Control 0' 1 .. L. C. & E. R. R., 99 I.C.C. 753 ('925); Control of Pond Fork & 
Bald Knob R. R., .05 I.C.C. 800 ('926); Control of !'remo Interurban, tIl I.C.C. 69 
('926); Control of New Me";'" C.nlral Ry., II. I.C.C. 468 ('926); Acquisilion by 
Mo.ongahel. Ry., 117 I.C.C. 329 ('926); Control of Sewell Vall." R. R., 124 I.C.C. 
'95 ('927); New York Cenlral Unification, '50 I.C.C. 278 ('929). 

211 In Stock of Dm,," '" Rio Grande Western R. R .• 10 I.C.C. 10:1 (19%1). in which 
a holding company owning all the stock of one operating carrier sought to acquire aU 
the stock of the applicant. likewise an operating carrier. and thereby bring the two lines 
under a unified control, the Commission concluded .. that the proposed acquisition of 
applicant', stock by the holding company does DOt constitute a consolidation of the 
property of two or more carrier. by railroad subject to the act into one corporation for 
the ownership, management, and operation of properties theretofore in separate own
ership. management, and operation within the meaning of paragraph (6) of section 5 
of the: act," and that "inasmuch 21 the holding company is not a carrier engaged in the 
transportation of passengen or property subject to the act, the acquisition of the control 
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of the intricate network of intercorporate relations sponsored by the 
Van Sweringen and Pennsylvania interests, the Commission ex
pressed grave concern lest its consolidation plans be thwarted and ef
fective financial control be undermined;'" and after a comprehensive 

of the applicant by the holding compaoy is not within the (COpe of paragraph (2) of 
aection s" (p. 105). But note the following from the dissenting opinion of Commi .. 
si~ner Eastman, in which Commissioner Campbell concurred: "I am further persuaded 
that the acquisition by the holding company of the stock of applicant is subject to the 
provisions of paragraph (2) of section 5 of the interstate commerce act. That para .. 
graph authorizes us to approve the acquisition by one carrier of the control of any other 
carrier 'either under a lease or by the purchase of stock or i" "y at"" mlltJn" not in· 
volving the consolidation of such carriers into a single system for ownership and opera
tion: The words 'in any other manner' ace very broad. The holding company com .. 
pletely controls the Western Pacific. It now proposes to control the Denver & Rio Grande 
as completely. To hold that such a transaction is DOt covered by paragraph (2) is to re~ 
gard form rather than substance and open the door to evasions wholly nullifying the 
intent and purpose of this provision of the act" (p. J08). Where, however. the holdiog 
company was a subsidiary of a carrier, the Commission asserted jurisdiction. Thus. in 
Control of G. 6- 5.1. R. R. Co., 991.C.C. 169 (1925), Division 4 dispored IS follow. of 
the contention of an intervening short line that the acquiring company was DOt a carrier 
and hence not subject to the Commission's jurisdiction: "Inasmuch as all the capital 
stock of the Mississippi Valley is owned by the Illinois Central, and as the latter com~ 
pany has joined in the application. we are of opinion that we have jurisdiction over the 
subject matter involved" (p. 172). 

288 In bringing the danger of these developments. as illustrated by the chara.cteJ' of 
the Alleghany Corporation and the Pennroad Company, to the attention of Congress 
and recommending a thorough investigation as to the Deed of legislative action, the 
Commission said: "Both of these companies ••• are purely holding companies. That 
is to say, the property which they OWD is not physical property but consists solely of 
the stocks or securities of other companies. The Alleghany Corporation now owns va .. 
rious stocks of railroad companies. It is Dot controlled by any railroad company but is 
controlled. through a combination of direct and indirect means. by certain interests 
which control through similar means the New York., Chicago &: 5t. Loui.. the Erie, the 
Perc Marquette, and the Chesapeake It Ohio railroad companies. The Pennroad Co. also 
owns various stocks of railroad companies. It is not controlled by any railroad company 
as lOch, but its stock is held under a voting trust agreement, continuing until May I, 
1939. and the voting trustees are the president and two other directoR of the Pennsy ... 
vania Railroad Co. If these factJ are correct, the Alleghany Corporation can, by acquir. 
ing a controlling interest in the stock of a railroad company, bring it under common 
control with the railroad companies above mentioned wbicb are controlled by the same 
interests as control the Alleghany Corporation, bur without itself bolding control of or 
being controlled by anyone of these railroad companies as sucb. In a similar manner 
the Pennroad Co .• by acquiring stock control of a railroad company. can bring it under 
common control with the Pennsylvania Railroad without itself controlling or being con~ 
trolled by the latter carrier as such. In other words. common control can be effected in 
both instances by a chain, one viral IinIc. in wbich is made up of the control exercised. 
directly or indirectly. over two or more corporations by individuals:. The proc:eu may. of 
course, be facilitated by reducing the control of the holding company or of one or all of 
the carriers involved to a relatively small if not insignificant financial interest througb 
various devices, such as limitation of the voting power of certain classes of stocks, the 
superimposing or pyramiding of 0" holding compaof on lOp of another. and the like. 
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and thorough Congressional investigation, 239 followed by the intro
duction of a number of bills designed to subject railroad holding 
companies to the Commission's control, .... this end was finally accom-

_ • • Plainly • • • the subjection of the unification of carriers by railroad to the or· 
derly processes of a c:arefully planned scheme of public regulation, wbich section 5 was 
designed to accomplish, is very likely to be partWly or even wholly defeated, subject to 
the possibility tbot the Clayton Aotitrust Act may in some measure, after protracted liti
gation, enable control over the situation to be maintained:' AntJtuJ Repor1~ 1929. at pp. 
81-82. And two years later. in recommending to Congress that acquisitions of coDtrol 
dfect<d through holding eompan;.. be brought within i .. jurisdiction, the Commission 
added: "We an: also of the opinion that if a holding company is allowed to eontrol a 
carrier by rail through ownership of stock, thereafter the accounts and capitalization of 
tbot holding eompany should be subject to regulation by the commission. The present 
6nanc:iaJ. depression has brought into clear relief the evils mvol vcd in permitting stock. 
cquiIics in railroad eompan;.. to be made the basis for the issue by holding eompan;.. 
of unsupervised sec:uritios, including funded debt and preferred stock." A. •• ual &pon, 
1931, at pp. 8s--86. For an illuminatiog analysis of the nature of railroad holding eom· 
pan;.. and of the Deed of subjectiog them to regulation, sec James C. Bonbright and 
Gardiner C. Mearu, Th. Holdi.g Comp"", (1932), at pp. 223--318. 

S8' Under House Resolution No. 114 (1930), paaedinrespousetotbe Commission'. 
rCCOJlUJ1eJld.atn noted above. This exrensive inquiry by the Howe Committee on Inter
state and Foreign Commerce resulted ib. the publication of a voluminous report (in 
thre< p2rtI, and comprising more than 1800 p2ges) on &gulatio. of SlD<lt Own .... hip 
in RoiIrootis, 71St Cong. 3d Sess., House Repon No • .,89 (1931). This report eon
tains a detailed analysis of the organization and activities of railroad holding com .. 
panies, together with a consideration of matters of law and policy involved in their 
COJltrol. The Commission commented as follows upon this report: "At the last session of 
Congress the committee IUbmitted an elaborate report . . . of its special counsel 'on 
the phases of the investigation pertaining to the control of railroads through stock own .. 
ership and the regulation of such eontrol.'. • • In his report, special eounsel stated 
that the investigation conducted under H. R. No. 114 had 'established that the com .. 
mission was correct in its belief that certain railway systems are in desperate competition 
fot strategic properties, particularly in eastern territory." He mentioned the 'acquisitions 
of such holding compan;.. as the Pennroad Corporation and the Alleghany Company' 
aa notable instances. He also found that the commission was correct in its fcar that the 
·effect of these acquisitions of control by nonoperating companies not within its juris .. 
diction would be 10 to CDtrench particular interests in &0 far as particular properties are 
concerned that consolidation might perhaps in e1fcct be accomplished without the ap
proval of the Congress.' Certainly the difficulties would be so increased, h. believed, 'as 
to make it well-nigh impossible to bring about the agrccmcnt necessary to an orderly 
and satisfactory unification of railway property in eastern territory: and what had been 
done in the East 'could easily be duplicated where there might be provocation in any 
other part of the country." .. And the Commission found itself "in hearty agreementU 

with the principal recommendation-namely, "that p>ragraph (2) of section 5 of the 
interstate commerce act be amended so as to bring within the jurisdiction of the com
mission for approval or disapproval any acquisition of the control of a railroad which 
would result in bringing that road into affiliation with, in coDtrol ot; or under the man
agement of another railroad, wbcther the acquisition be by holding company or other· 
wise." An1llllll kpon. 1931, at pp. 8rB5. See, also, TestimotJy before Howe Commil
keon Inlnstale ad Foreign Commm:e unaer H. Res. 1'4. 71St Cong .• 2d Scss. (1930). 

160 See, especially, H.B.. 17226, 71St Cong., 3d Scss. (1931), and H.R. 9059 and 
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plished, in complete and thoroughgoing fashion, by the provisions of 
the Emergency Railroad Transportation Act of 1933,241 But from the 
standpoint of administrative pexformance this new legislation merely 
provided a basis for future action; undex the 1920 legislation there was 
ample opportunity, at least in so far as no relief from the anti-trust 
laws was required, to effect unifications through holding companies 
without the Commission's approval.24

' Furthexmore, the Commission 

n677, 72d Cong .• 1St Sess. (1932). For the Commission's views with regard to the then 
pending legislation, sec Annual ~porl, 1932, pp. 23-25. For an analysis of the cambro· 
tional issues involved in such legislation, sec M. S. Breckenridge (assisted by Willard W. 
Gatchell and William H. Watts), "Legal Study on Constitutional Power of Congres. to 

Regulate Stock Ownership in R.ailroads Engaged in Interstate Commerce." House R~ 
port No. 2789 (note 239. supra), Part I, pp. 1-62; and Bliss Ansnes, "Federal Regula.
tion of Railroad Holding Companies." Columbia Law Review, vol. 32 (June. 1932), 
pp. 999""1016, 

2ft Title n. sections 201-203. amending section 5 of the Interstate Commerce Act. 
Since these amendments Dot only subjected holding companies to the Commission's con ... 
trol, but overhauled all me provisions dealing with railroad combinatioo---cstablishing 
a uniform policy, under strict regulation by the Commission and in required conformity 
with its consolidation plan, with respect to cofllOliciatiolll, mergers, purchases, lcaseJ, 
operating contracts, or acquisitions of control, and expressly prohibiting unions of in[U .. 
est without resort to the prescribed procedure-they will be analyzed at the conclwion 
of our discussion of consolidations, after a full disclosure of the shortcomings of the 
preexisting legislative provisiolll and their administrative enforcement. 

2'2 It should be noted, however, that in lOme proceedings the Commission mowed a 
disposition to disrcgard the fiction of separate corporate entities in connection with the 
relationship betwccn operating carriers and their affiliated holding companics. Thus, in 
Inln'stflk Comm"ce Commission v. Pennsyltlll'nia It Co.~ 169 J.c.c. 618 (1930), in 
which the Pcnnsylva,nia Railroad and the Pennsylvania Company (the latter being a 
subsidiary holding and investment company under complete control of thc Peonsyl .. 
vania Railroad) were found to have violated the Clayton Act through stock acquisitioOl 
in the Lehigh Valley and the Wabash, the Commistion, in answering the question as 
to whether the stocks were acquired directly or indircaly by the Pennsylvania Railroad, 
concluded as follows: '"The outstanding facts remain that the purclwes were for the 
IOle benefit of the Pennsylvania Railroad; that the Pennsylvania Railroad was in com .. 
plete control of the Pconsylvania Company; that the power to act for both corporatioOl 
resided in the samc individuals; and that the acquired stocks are held in the name of 
the Pennsylvania Company for the benefit of the Pennsylvania Railroad. If thc:sc Eu:tJ 
do not establish an implied agency, the alternative deduction mwt be that the relanon .. 
ship is still closer than thaI of principal and agent, the P .... ylv:aoia Company being, in 
the language of the coun, a mere "department' of the Pconsylvania Railroad. Under 
these ciccumsWlCcs it must be held that, giving all possible recognition to the tcparate 
incorporation of the Pcnnsylvania Company, the stocks, if not directly acquired, were 
indirectly acquired by the Pennsylvania Railroad, within the meaning of the statute" 
(p. 633),. Again, in Consolidation of Railrods, ISS I.C.C. 403 (193'), in which the 
Commission approved the four-SYlterD plan for eastern territory outside of New Eog· 
land, thc conditions imposed in the case of the Pennsylvania were based upon that car .. 
rier's indirect as wdl as direct control of the New Haven and Boston • ~ The 
Commission found that .. the Pennsylvania Railroad Company OWOl 15.S~ per cent and 
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itself appears to have granted questionable authorizations for the uni
fication of railroad properties. Consolidations into single systems for 
ownership and operation were expressly required to conform to the 
Commission's complete plan of consolidation, and this requirement 
was properly hdd to preclude their approval in advance of its adop
tion .... But combinations effected through the purchase of assets, 

the Peomoad Corporation 1.27 per c:cnt, or a total of 22.19 per cent of the voting stock 
of the New Haven," and that ''the Peomoad Corporation owDS 19.25 per =t and the 
Boston Rai1mad Holding Company, aU of the voting ,tock of which is owned by the 
New Haven, owns 26.18 per cent, or a total of 45.43 per cent, of the voting stock of 
the Boston It Maine"; and on this basi. the Com.m.ission declared: "We caJUlOt ••• 
give our approval to any application of the Pennsylvaoia Railroad Coinpany designed 
and seeltiog to carry into effect any portion of so much of the plOJ'O'Od four-system 
plan .. leIated to system NO.4 [the Pennsylvania Systeml, uol ... and until that rail
road compaoy either baa clivested itself of all stock held by it beth clirectly in the New 
Haven and indirectly (through the Penoroad Corporation, the Peoosylvaoia Company, 
or any oimilar instrumentality) in the New Haven and the Boston Ie Maine, or baa 
placed all.uch stock in the hands of independent tru ..... approved by us as in the pub
lic: interest, under suitable terms and conditions for voting and Gale, consistent with the 
provisions of the act and with our modWd final plan" (pp. 412, 414) • 

••• ThUl, in Merger 01 SuhsitJiary Comptmiel with Boston & Maitu:, 76 I.C.C. 79; 
(1923). the Commission dismissed applications of the Boston & Maine Railroad to ac~ 
quire by merger the corporate property, rights, credits, and franchisea of certain of its 
5Ubaidiaries. Since these applications involved consolidations for ownership and opera
tion, they could not be approved u mere acquisitions of control; and. since no complete 
consolidation plan had been adopted. their submission under the consolidation provi
sions was premature. In support of its conclusion that ""there is . . . DO provision of 
law pursuant to which we may at this time approve or authorize the proposed mergers" 
(p. 800), the Commission said, ',f the applications be treated .. having been filed un
der paragraph (2) of section 5 of the interstate commerce act. we are of the opinion 
that that paragraph dOCl Dot confer upon us the power to approve or authorize the pro
poacd. transacUom. The contemplated mergers would involve the consolidation or the 
applicant and the subsidiary companies into a single system for ownership and opera ... 
tion and. therefore, we are without jurisdiction under that paragraph to approve or au ... 
thorize the laDle. If the applicatiom be considered as having been presented under 
paragrapb (6) of said section 5 they can not be entertained by u. at the present time. 
That paragraph confer. upon UJ juri.diction to approve a proposed consolidation of the 
properticl or two or more carriers into one corporation for ownership. management, and 
operation, but it providCl that the proposed consolidation roust be in harmony with. and 
in furtherance of, the complete plan of consolidation. . . . While we have agreed upon 
the tentative plan of consolidation • • . and given due publicity thereto. the hearings 
which we are required . . . to hold thereon have Qot yet been brought to a close and 
the complete plan of consolidation baa not yet been adopred by us. We are of the opin
ion, therefOre, that the filing of the application was premature ••• " (p. 799). Simi
larly, in CotUOlidalion of D •• T. lr 1. IIIUl D. lr 1. R. R., 124 I.C.C. 145 ('927), in 
which an application of the Detroit ItlrontoD, under paragraph (2). to acquire control 
of the Detroit, Toledo Ie ironton through .tock ownership and by purchase of proper
tiel, franchises, and assets, and a joint application of the two carriers. under paragraph 
(6). to consolidate their properties for ownership. management, and operation were dis .. 
missed, the Commission found, firn, ''That the proposed acquisition by the D. Ie I. of 
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though not involving technical consolidations, likewise result in unifi
cation for ownership and operation, and there appears to be no valid 
ground for according approval to them in reliance upon any statutory 
authority other than that contained in the consolidation provisions ... • 
Yet the Commission, under its power to approve applications for ac
quisition and qperation of railroad lines,'" after considerable waver-

control of the Ironton [the D., T. &: 1.1 ... by purchase of !tock and other securities 
and by purchase of all railroad properties, franchises. and assets (except the uancbi.se to 
be a corporation, and certain cash), involves consolidation of J\leb carriers into a single 
system for ownership and operation within the meaning of paragraph (%) of section S 
of the interstate commerce act"; and s~conJ~ uThat the application by the D. at I. and 
the Ironton [the D •• T. 8< 1.1 for authority under paragraph (6) of section 5 of the in· 
terstate commerce act to consolidate their properties . . . into one corporation for OWD~ 
ership. management, and operation is prcmawrcly filed" (pp. 159-160). 

2 ... In Consolidation of D., T.b 1. and D. & 1. R. R. (note 243. sup'''), the Commis .. 
sion, through Division 4. 10 held in unqualified terms. The Detroit & Ironton and the 
Detroit, Toledo &: Ironton, in addition to seeking to consolidate their properties under 
paragraph (2) and paragraph (6) of section s. filed a join. application under paragraph 
(18) of section I for a certificate that public convenience and necessity require the acqui .. 
sition and operation by the D. " I. of the lines of the D., T. " I. In dismissing this appli .. 
cation, it was found that IUch acquisition of properties, franchises, and assets "docs not 
&11 within the purview of paragraph (18) of section I ..• and can not be accomplished 
thereunder." In view of the Commission', determinations on this issue in other pro
ceedings, its supporting declarations in the instant case arc highly significant: ''Para .. 
graph (IS) of section I. paragraph (2) of section s. and paragraph (6) of section , 
..• were simultaneously enacted in the transportation act. 1920, and by that statute 
inserted in the interstate commerce act. • . . Paragraph (6) is designed to enable the 
consolidation of railroad properties for common control, management. and operation 
in conformity to a comprehensive plan to be adopted and published by us. While we 
have agreed upon a tentative plan of consolidation . . . the complete plan hu not yet 
been adopted. Pending adoption of the complete plan, paragraph (2) enables unions of 
railroad properties in ways not involving consolidation, subject to prior authorization 
from w. 10 paragraph (S) of section 5 it is provided that carriers alfect<d by any order 
made by us under paragraph (2), or paragraph (6), are thereby relieved from the of"' 
cration of the 'antitrust laws,' and of all other restraints or prohibitions by law, State or 
Federal, in so far as may be necessary to enable them to do anything authorized or re. 
quired by such order. Paragraphs (18) to (22) of section I contain DO reference to re" 
lief from the operation of antitrust laws. etc. This fact is sufficient to denote funda .. 
mental difference in the intent and purposes of the provisions of paragraph (18) from 
the provisions of paragraphs (2) and (6). We are of opinion that any proposed union 
of railroad properties capable of accomplishment neither under paragraph (2) of sec .. 
lion S, because involving consolidation within the meaning thereof; not under para, 
graph (6) of section 5. because the requicemen .. of paragraph (5) have not yet been 
fulfilled, can not be accomplished under the provisions of paragraph (18) of section I 
of the interstate commerce act because those provisions are inapplicable in the premises" 
(P·159)· 

... Paragraphs (IS) to (20) of section I. which provide for =tiJica ... not only II> 

abandon, extend, and construct railroad lines, but to acquire and/or operate them. 
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inll"" issued numerous certificates of public convenience and neces
sity authorizing unifications to be accomplished through the purchase 

... At the outset Divi5ion 4 .pproved combinations effcct.:d through the purchase of 
...... under paragtaph (2) of ...non 5. without specifu: notia: of the fact that such 
combinations result in unification for ownership as well as operation. See Acquisition of 
Wis. & Nor. R. R. by M., St. P. & S. S. M. Ry., 70 I.C.C. 31 (1921); A<qoisition of 
COIIInJI of B. 6- c. M. Ry. by N. P. Ry., 70 I.C.C. 328 (1921); A<qoisition of c. 6- o. 
NonJ.em by c. & o. Ry., 70 LC.C. 550 (1921). In the same yeaI, howevCl, this po';. 
tina .ppean to have been IeVerscd.1n SmIriIie. Application of PittsNgh 6- Wen Vir· 
gm;. Ry., 70 I.C.C. 682 (19%1), in which the principal holding of Division 4 was that 
the purchase of the propen;.. and franchises of nne eanieI by anotheI could not law
fully be made without the Cmnmission.', approval, it was also established that authority 
to eftCct such. combination mwt he seeured under puagr.oph (6): ''Puagr.oph (6) of 
section S uses the word ·consolidate.· Tcchnic:ally. a consolidation is sometimes ddined 
as a union of companies whuc a new corporation is created to take over the powers and 
property of the consolidating corporations. We arc of the opinion, however. that the 
word 'consolida .. ' is not wed in puagraph (6) in a BallOW se ..... hut that the language 
of the puagr.oph is broad enough to COVCI any form of union UIlder which 'propen;.. 
theretofore in separate ownership. management, and operation' pass into the possession 
of a single corpontion fOl ownership. management, and opeIation" (p. 684). It should 
he noted, furthermOIe, that an app\ieation to acquiIe and oper ... the line involved in 
the above proa:eding, nnw puagr.oph (18) of section I, h.d been previously dis
missed by Division 4 as not &\ling within the scope of that puagr.oph. Puhlic-C ....... -
ien« Application of Pittsburgh 6- W. V •• Ry., 67 I.C.C. 786 (1921). Despi .. this &et, 
and the later declaration in Mager of SubtiJiary Comp~s with Boston (, Maine. 16 
LC.C. 797 (1923), that IIthere is ... no provision of law'· under which such mergers 
could be e1fc:ctuatcd in advance of the: promulgation of the complete consolidation plan 
(see note 243, tuprll), Division 4 came to authorize combinations through purchase of 
assets under paragraph (18) of section I. 'The following from the: separate expression of 
CommissioBCI Easanan in South Georgi. Ry. Capiud Slod(, 82 I.C.C. 723 (1923), in
dia ... both the change of policy and its questionable propriety: "In Merger of Suh
tUlitry COnIptmiel wiJh Boston & Maine . .. we held that we could DOt, under the 
provisions of section 5 of the interstate commerce act, authorize the consolidation of the 
Boston It M.aine Railroad with certain subsidiary companies into a single system. for 
ownership and operation prior to the adoption of the complete plan of consolidation re
quired by . . . this section. In the instant case authority to effect a mnsolidation of pre
cisely the same ehancter is grant<d nnw puagraph (18) of section I. While the appli
cation in the BaIlOn 6- Maine case was made under section 5, there was no intimation in 
our repon that the result desired could he accomplished by reson to paragr.ph (18) of 
section I, although the Boston &: Maine was fairly entidcd to such an intimation. if we 
can do wbat is bCIe proposed. In my judgment puagr.ph (18) of ...non J bas to do 
with the acquisition and operation of new line, of railroad which arc DOt now in opera
tion as common carriers engaged in intcntate commerce and can not lawfully be em
ployed to authorize consolidations, our authority over which is specifically conferred 
and delined by section 5" (p. 726). While subsequendy. in Consolidfllion of D., T. & I • 
...a D. 6- I. R. R., 1241.C.C. 145 (1927). Division 4 again bcld paIagr.opb (18) of sec:
tion I to be inapplicable to combinations effected through purchase of assets (see note 
244, ""p"Il), the contrary view now prevails in the determinations of both Division 4 
and the full Commission. This 1 ...... view appears to have been rendered definitive by 
the full Commission (Commissioner Eastman and Commissioner McManamy dissent
ing) in A<quisition by PiIllNgh 6- W. V. Ry. Co., 150 I.C.C. 81 (1928), ''We bave 
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of assets.'" The technical forms of unification thus exerted a potent 
influence upon the course of the combination movement as it was 
permitted to develop under the operative statutory provisions. 

Finally, the question arose, and created sharp conflict within the 
Commission, as to how complete a control or union of interests might 
lawfully be approved independendy of the consolidation provisions
that is, whether virtual consolidations might properly be authorized 
under other sections of the Act. This issue was of outstanding impor
tance because upon the character of its solution depended, on the one 
hand, whether close combinations deemed to be in the public interest 
might be effectively furthered without awaiting agreement upon the 
comprehensive grouping of roads, and, on the other, whether such 
preliminary authorizations might operate to complicate the problem 
of orderly reorganization of the railroad system and defeat the pur
poses of the consolidation plan. It arose not only in connection with 
combinations accomplished through the purchase of assets, but with 
respect to acquisitions of control effected through stock ownership, 
under lease, and by resort to both leases and stock purchases. In all 
these situations the Commission was largely guided by technical con-

considered and have given our approval to numerous applications involving, as here, 
the acquisition by the parcot company of the physical property of a .ubsidiary operated 
as a part of its system.. _ .. This construction of the act hat: apparcndy DOt been ques-
tioncd. The acquisitions authorized UDder it have been carried out. Nor do we think we 
would now be jwtificd in departing from it .. (p. 84). 

147 See, for example: Sou,h Georgi" Ry. Capital StoeJc., b I.C.C. 723 (1923)i ~e'lui~ 
sition."d Sl«k lllUe hy P., O. & D. R. R., 1051.e.C. 189 (1925); Acquisi.ion of Cm· 
Iral N.w England Ry., 1241.C.e. 165 (1927); AcqWi.ion by S., C. D. & P. Ry., 124 
I.C.e. 355 (1927); AcqWi.ion hy C., R.I. & P. Ry., 124 I.C.e. 6,0 (1927); AcqWi. 
tion of o. IY C. R. R., 124 I.c.c. 614 (1927); Acquisition by Southern Ptu:i/ie Co., 1]1 
I.C.C. 726 (1927); Acquisition of Paril & er ... Northern R. R., 131 I.e.e. 797 
(1927); Acquisition by N. Y. C. R. R., 138 I.C.e. 163 (1928); Acquili.ion by D., L. & 
W. R. R., 138 I.C.C. 285 (1928); Acquisition of M., o. & G. R. R., 138 I.e.e. 294 
(1928); Acquisition hy St. L.-S. F. Ry., 145 I.e.e. 110 (1928); Acquisi.ion by Lonr 
ls/ontl R. Co., 145 I.e.e. 477 (1928); Acquisition hy Pittlburgh & W. V. Ry. Co., 150 
I.e.e. 8I (1928); Acquisition of Unel by er.M North .... Ry. Co., 150 I.C.e. 451 
(1929); Ahontlonmnot of Une by Elwood, A. & L. R. Co., 150 I.C.e. 468 (1929); Ac
quisi.i .. of '«kl ... ill, & H. R. Co., 150 I.C.e. 551 (1929); AcqWition of UM by 
MitIJonti V. R. Co., 150 1.e.C. 584 (1929); Acquisition of Unel hy Gulf, M. & N. R. 
Co., 154 I.e.e. 479 (1929); Chie.go, M., St. P. & P. R. Co. Acquisition, 158 I.e.e."o 
(1930); CMI"P'.k. & O. Ry. Co. Acquisition, 162 Le.e. 323 (1930); Moine Cmlr. 
R. Co. Acquisition ontI 0p"atWn, 175I.e.e. 461 (1931); W.1ImJ N .... York & P. Ry. 
Co. Acquisition. J80 I.C.C. 334 (1932); Southern P«. R. Co. J1.c,/uint;o". 184 I.C.C. 
189 (1932)_ 
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siderations and authorized virtual consolidations. We have already 
noted its repeated approval of the acquisition by one carrier of the 
properties, franchises, and assets of another; and these holdings elic
ited vigorous dissent, as a matter of policy as well as for want of 
power.... Similar differences of judgment emerged in connection 

ItB Commissioner EasbnaO consistently protested. In Jicquitition hy Pittshlll'gh 6' w. 
V. Ry. Co., 150 I.C.C. h (19.8), the first proceeding in which the full Commission 
considered the matter at length, he argued convincingly as follows: "Section 5 of the in
terstate commerce act specifics very definitely the conditions under which it shall be 
lawful for two or more carrien by railroad, subject to the act, fto consolidate their prop
erties or any part thereof; into one corporation for the ownership, management, and qp
eration of the properties theretofore in separate OWDeI'ship. management, and opera
tion." There are technical distinctions between a purchase and sale, a merger. or a 
consolidation, and the latter tcnn is used, in this technical sense, to describe a form of 
union in which the consolidating corporations cease to exist and arc superseded by a 
wholly diJferent corporation. It is plain. however, that the word 'consolidation' is not 
used in this narrow sense in section 5. and that it includes all methods of bringing the 
properties oC two or more carriers under the ownership and management of a single 
corporation. • • • In view of the fact that the manner and aneallS by which railroad 
properties may be unified, either through the acquiring of control of one carrier by an
other or through consolidation into a single system. for ownership and operation, are 
dclinitcly and specifically covered in section s. and in view of the well-settled principle 
of statutory construction ['that specific terms covering the given subject will prevail 
over gencrallanguage of the same or another statute which might otherwise prove con
trolling'] • • • it sceme: to me clear beyond any doubt that we are not empowered to 
authorize JUCh unifications under paragraph (18) of section I, by reason of an inci
dental phrase of three words which was inserted in that paragraph. • • , A narrow 
construction of the word ['consolidation'] ••• would lead to the absurd conclusion 
that Congress intended. • , • to limit and safeguard the union of two or more carrier 
properties under the ownership and management of a single corporation, when that 
corporation is not one of the previously existing corporations. but did not intend to so 
limit and safeguard the accomplishing of the same result through the medium of one of 
those corporations" (pp. 87-88. 90, 91). Prior to the decision in the Pittsburgh & Wen 
Virgin;fl ca5C, Commissioner Eastman had dissented in all the Division 4 proceedings 
involving this istue. In A.~quisitioll Uy Southern Pacifi~ Co" 131 I.C.C. 726 (1927), for 
example, he declared: "Consolidations of the properties of carriers into a single system 
for ownership and operation are specifically provided for in section 5, and such specific 
provisions clearly have precedence over any general provision in another part of the act 
which may ICcm to deal with the same subject matter. Plainly, also. what is here pro
posed is a consolidation, in eveD a technical sense, of properties theretofore in separate 
ownership 'into one corporation for ownership} management. and operation: The cir .. 
cumstances not being present under which such a consolidation can be authorized un
der the provisions of section 5. we are without power to authorize it under paragraph 
(18) of ICCtion I. I may add that if we can authorize what is here proposed, we can 
authorize the consolidation into a single system for ownership and operation of the 
propcrtiet of any two or more carriers in the country, however large those properties 
may be" (pp. 7.8-7'9). AIle! the decision in the Piusburgh & W<II Virginia case, he 
generally concurred. but only, by express statement, on the authority of that decision. 
In one instance. however, h.a was constrained to dissent once more, despite that deci-
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with the approval of acquisitions of control under paragraph (2) of 
section 5. The Commission soundly defined "control" as "the full and 
complete control which may be exercised by the owner of the major
ity of the capital stock of a carrier, or by the lessee of the property, .... • 

sion. Note the following from Chesapeake 1!1 O. Ry. Co. Acquisition • • 62 I.C.C. 323 
(1930), at p. 331; C'What is here proposed is obviously the consolidation of the prop· 
erties of two carriers "into one corporation for the ownership, management, and opera· 
tion of the properties theretofore in separate ownership, management, and operation,' 
and the application should have been brought under section 5(6) rather than under lee· 
bOD I (18). While there is a precedent for somcrhing like this in the decision of the 
commission in Acquisition by Pittsburgh b W. V. Ry • ••• the tact of consolidation is 
so patent here that I can not bring myself to concur in the majority report even on the 
strength of that precedent" (p. 331). 

1f9 Nickel Plak·LaI(e Erie & Wesln"tJ Contract. 72 I.C.C. 151, 153 (1922.). Ac,. 
cordingly, the acquisition of the bonds of a carrier authorized to acquire control 
through stock ownership was not deemed to fall within the Commission', jurisdiction. 
In Control of Kansas 6- Miuouri Ry. 6- Term. CO'i 86 I.C.C. 631 (1924). for example, 
the Commission said: "So far as appears. the purchase of the Terminal Company first~ 
mortgage bonds will not give either the Kaw Valley or the Kansas any other or further 
control over the Terminal Company than will be procured through the acquisition of 
the latter's stock. We are therefore of the opinion that the application •• in 10 far as au~ 
thority is sought to acquire the bonds of the Terminal Company, are not within the 
scope of paragraph (2) of section 5 of the interstate commerce act" (p. 635). Where 
the applicant already owns a majority of the stock more of which is sought to be ac .. 
quired, it would seem that the Commission is without jurisdiction. It was 10 held in 
Control of Peoria & E""'m by Big Four, 71 I.C.C. 747 (1922): "By paragraph (2), or 
section 5 of the interstate commerce act. we are authorized to approve the acqui.ition, to 
the extent indicated by us, by one carrier engaged in interstate commerce of the control 
of any other such carrier by the purchase of stock or in any other manner specified. In 
this case, however, so &r as appears, the purchase of the remaining srock of the car~ 
rier will not give the applicant any other or further control over such carrier than that 
which it had acquired prior to the enactment of the paragraph. It can only be said that 
the applicant, in this proceeding, is seeking to acquire that which it admittedly hat 
heretofore acquired. We are, therefore. of the opinion that the application is not within 
the scope of the paragraph above referred to" (pp. 64~48). See. also. Seeoritkl of 
Colorado b Southern, 86I.C.C. :313. 218 (1924); S~cwrili~¥ of CM¥apealc.~ & H. Ry. 
Co •• 150 I.C.C. 248. 249 (1929). But in Control of C., St. P .. M. & o. Ry., 105 I.C.C. 
543 (1926), and in Control of L. & ,. Bridge & R. R., 145 I.C.C. 131 (1928), the prior 
ownership of a majority of the stock by the applicant did not inhibit the Commission 
from authorizing further acquisitions. Moreover. the Commission frequendy assumed 
jurisdiction to approve control by lease where complete control through stock ownership 
already existed. Note, for example. the following ITom Acquisition 0/ Control 0/ C. v. 
& M. R. R. by P. R. R., 70 I.C.C. 301 (1921). at p. 302: "The Pennsylvania owns all of 

the outstanding capital stock of the Cumberland, and 10 long as it continues to be the 
owner the payment of the rental will be no more than a matter of bookkeeping. • • • 
For many years the companies have been affiliated and have in[Ct(hanged and moved 
traOic as one system, the Cumberland's railroad being, in eff"~ a continuation of the 
Cumberland Valley division of the Pennsylvania', railroad. It is claimed that the pr~ 
posed arrangement will eliminate the operating organization of the lessor and substi· 
tu .. that or the Iessa:, which should result in added dlicieney, and give the public the 
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and it properly assumed jurisdiction over joint acquisitions of such 
contro!. ... But however complete the proposed control to be thus ac
quired-whether by purchase of the entire capital stock,""' or by 
long-term lease,'" or by both lease and stock ownership"'-the Com
mission declined to view such unions of interest as involving consoli
dations into single systems for ownership and operation .... "It is not 

full benefit of the Pennsylvania's organization and service. The traDsaction is expected 
to effect economies in the accounting department and to simplifY the work of compiling 
... pons required by State and Fcderallaws." Sec, also, Acquisition of Control of P. A. 
& W. R. R. by P. R. R., 70 I.e.e. 303 ('9>1); Acquilition of Conll'Dl of N. Y. B. R. R. 
by P. R. R., 70 I.C.e. 306 ('92'); lI",e of Gratul Ropids & Indi .... Ry., 72 I.C.e. 260 
('922); lI",e of P.nmylv"';,..DetroU R. R., B2 I.e.e. 396 ('923); u.se of Isl."d 
C .... ~ R. R., 117 I.C.e. 670 ('927); Control of W"'hington & V.nd...",.,.. R. R., 124 
Le.e. 307 ('927). Geucrally the Commission has assumed jurisdiction where the ap
plicant hal IOUght to acquire at least I. majority of the stock, or such amount, in view 
of existing holdings, even when they constituted de 'foe1O control, as would result in the 
ownership of a majority of the stock. and enable the applicant to exercise control over 
all the activities of the acquired road. See, fOr example: Control of Ro<~ingham R. R. 
by A. C. 1.., 72 I.C.C. 85 ('922); Conlrol of Big FoUl' by Ne. Yor~ C .. lral, 72 I.e.e. 
96 ('922); Control of K. & M. Ry. & T ...... Co .. 94 I.C.C. 127 ('924); Control of 
GrIlf CO/lll Lines by M. P. R. R., 94 I.C.C. '9' ('924); Control of Ann Arbor R. R. by 
W.bash Ry., .05 I.C.e. 43 ('925); Control of We".,." Allegh<ny R. R., .05 I.C.C. 499 
('926); Conll'Dl of Calumbia, Newberry & LAur= R. R .. 117 I.C.e. 2'9 ('926); 
Control of Northw"ImJ P. R. Co., '50 I.C.e. n9 ('928). 

10. See, for example: Conlrol of Ironton R. R .. 82 I.C.C. 665 ('923); Control of 
KanstlS'" Missouri Ry. & Term. Co., 86 I.C.C. 631 (1924); Clinchfield Railway ullle, 
go I.C.C. 113 (1924); Acquisition tmJ Construt:tion hy A.lameda Bell Une, IDS I.C.C. 
349 ('926); Control of Tex", City T""";nal Ry.,.n I.e.e. 729 ('926). In Control of 
CenJNl Califtn'fliIlTramon Co., X31 I.C.e. 125 (1927), the Commission authorized ac
quisition of control by the Southern Pacific under paragraph (2) of section 5 u upon 
condition that the Southern Pacific promptly admit the Western Pacific and the Santa 
Fe, or either of them, all those carriers resP.C:ctively thereto may consent. to participation 
equally with the Southern Pacific: in joint coDtrol of the carrier upon payment of pro~ 
portionate shares of the cost of the securities to he acquired" (p. '39). In North.,.. 
PtIC. R)'. Co. ACf/uisitio". 175 I.e.e. 253 (1931), the Commission issued a certificate 
under paragraph (IS) of section I authorizing the acquisition by the Northern Pacific, 
the OregoopWashingtoD, the Great Northern, and the Milwaukee "of undivided one· 
fourth interests in the part of a line of railroad . . . described in the applications," 
and "the operation of such part of line jointly by the aforesaid carriers or by any of 
them for the benefit of aU" (p. 260). See, also, note 142. SUp''', for position taken by 
the Commission in Directorlaf Wheeling & ~e Erie, '381.e.C. 643 ('928). 

'''1 See cases cited in note 235, lupra. 
IISI Sec c::ascs cited in Dote 234. supra. 
2S1 Sec cases cited in Dote 236, supra. 
ID" In view of this construction of the Commission", authority under paragraph (2) 

of seetion S, most of the major unifications sought to be effectuated since the passage of 
the Transportation Act have utilized the expedients of lease and stock ownership, aingly 
or in combination. See, ror example: Control of Big Four by New Yor,t Central. 72 
I.C.C. 96 ('922); Control of c .. lral Padlk by South.,.. Padlk, 76 I.C.e. 508 ('923): 
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enough to constitute such a consolidation," the Commission has said, 
"that the carriers or their properties be consolidated into a single sys
tem for operation, or for management, or for management and opera
tion, but it must also appear that they are consolidated for ownership. 
Since each of the carriers will retain its corporate identity and the le
gal title to its property, no consolidation of the kind defined by the 
statute will result.""· As in the case of acquisitions effected through 
the purchase of assets, this emphasis upon form rather than substance 
evoked repeated protests from within the Commission ... • The com
plete and enduring control accomplished through these means was 
not only deemed by the dissenting commissioners to produce virtual 
consolidations, and hence to be beyond the scope of the Commission's 
authority under paragraph (2) of section 5, but to subvert the con· 
structive purposes of the consolidation program as a whole.'" Be-

Clinchfield RPilwoy LetUe. 90 I.C.C. 1I3 ('924); Control of A.nn A.rbor R. R. by 
WobtUh Ry., '05 I.C.C. 43 ('925); Nkkel PIIIk Uni!kl1lion, ,0S I.C.C. 425 ('926); 
Uni/ieation of Southwestern linel, 1241.C.C. 40) (1927); eMltl'o/ of B., R. & P. Ry., 
'31 I.C.C.750 ('927); Control of Erie R. R. tznd Pere Marquette Ry., '38 I.C.C. "7 
('928); New York Central Uni!kl1lion, ISO I.C.C. 278 ('929),154 I.C.C. 489 ('929); 
Grellt North"" Pile. Ry. Co. Acquisition, I6~ I.C.C. 37 (1930) . 

... Control of Central Padfieby Sou,hern PtI&i!k, 761.C.C. ,08 ('923), at pp. ,24-
525. Note, also, the following from ConsttTKtion of c,.ot/ (01' I. C. R. R.. 86 I.C.C. 
37' ('924), at p. 373: ''Under the provwoM of paragraph (2) of oection , of the in· 
terstate commerce act, the commission has power to authorize the acquisition of control 
of ODe carrier by another "by the purchase of stock or in any other manner DOr involv· 
ing the consolidation of such carriers into a single system for ownership and operation.' 
There is DO restriction as to the extent of the control. which therefore may be complete. 
Where control exists it is apparent that the operation and policy of the controlled 
carrier become subject to the will of the controlling carrier, and this effect must have 
bcc:n in contemplation by Congress when it enacted this provision. Auummg. therefore, 
that we have no power under present law, to authorize an absolute consolidation of 
carric:rs into a single system for ownership and operation, it is nevenheleu clearly 
within our power to authorize the acquisition of IUCh control as may result in unified 
operation."' 

:2118 See numc:row dissenting opinions, especially by CommissioDCt Eastman and 
Commissioner McManamy. in cases cited in DOres 234, 235, and 236, '"Prtt. 

lilT A few illustrations will suffice. In Conuol 0/ Big FoUl' by New YOf"k Cmh'a1, 72 
I.e.c. 96 (1922), Commissioner Eastman, with whose expression of dissent CommiJ.. 
aioner Cox concurred. declared: "It is conceded that the New York Central and the Big 
Four are DOW. single system for operation. In my judgment they will also be a single 
system for ownership if the New York Central acquires JOO per cent of the Big Pour 
stock, and virtual consolidation into one corporation for owncnhip. management, and 
operation will have taken place. No other conclwion can be reached. unless form be 
deemed of more signilicance than mbstancc. It follows that what the New York Cen
tral is now ... king to do can not be authorized under paragraph (2) of oection , and 
will be unlawful until we approve it und .. paragraph (6) as in harmooy with the eam-
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cause these views did not prevail with the Commission, the course of 
piecemeal combination was substantially facilitated, but at the expense 
of the comprehensive and orderly reorganization of the railroad sys
tems of the country which the complete plan of consolidation was 
designed to further, 

But while much may be said by way of criticism of the Commis
sion's rather narrow interpretation of its powers along jurisdictional 
lines, it would be an error to assume that the intimate relationship be-

plere plan of consolidation" (p. 100). 10 Clinchfield RRil ... y Le",., go I.C.C. 113 
(lg"4), three of the COmmissioOCll diHent<d, and each laid stress upon this issue. Com· 
missioner Eastman declared thai "the 999·year leu< will effectually unirc these prop
enies in", a 'single 'J""'" for ownenhip and opelOtion: " and that "ccrtainly the un
ion here contemplated is of 10 permanent and c.odwing a character that it ought not to 
be COJlSummated until these carner. have bce.o. given U1e thorough consideration which 
the act requires in coDDeCtioo with the preparation and adoption of the so.wled COD.

solidation plan" (p. 135); Commissioner Campbell withhdd his assent "because it is 
likely that when the commission lw consummared its compleIC plan of consolidation 
• , . it will be found that the control authorized by the "l"?ority will interfere with 
thai plan" (p. 136); and Commissioner McManamy found that "the acquisition of <<In
trol under a lease for a period of 999 years in c1fect amounts to a coDsolidation of the 
carriers COllCCl'ncd into a single system,"' which comay or may DOt be in harmony with .. 
the compleIC plan of a>nsolidation .. Iiaally fotmulared by the Commission (p. 137). 
10 Niek.l Pkue U.j!i<";"., 105 I.C.C. 425 (1926), in which control wu '" be acquired 
througb 999-Ycar leases coupled with .tock ownership. Commissioner Eastman, joined 
by Commissioner Campbell and Commissioner McManamy, dissented from the finding 
.. that the proposed plan of unification docs DOt involve the consolidation of the carriers 
into a lingle system for ownership and operation and that it contemplates merely acqui .. 
aitioDl of conuol which we have jurisdiction to approve under paragraph (2) of sec .. 
tion 5 of the act" (p. 450). In C .. WD/ of A. & v. Ry ... d v., s. & P. Ry., IlIl.e.C. 
161 (1926), Commislioncr McManamy. with whose expression of dissent on this point 
Commissioner Eastman concurred, declared: ''Much can be said that is favorable to the 
CODJOlidation here proposed .... But its approval is beyond our power under the law. 
The term of the \ease is 357 year. with • privilege of lenewal ror 999 yeats, making the 
total term 1,356 yean. To hold that this is DOt actual ownership is to cling to form 
rather than substance. It is admitted on the record that it is a consolidation for opera
tion, therefore it is a consolidation 'into a single syS(CJD. for ownership and operation' 
which iJ contrary to paragraph (2) of section S. under which this application is filed. 
. . . Delay by this commission (no matter how caused) in bringing forward a plan 
for consolidation can DOt be a justification for permitting under paragraph (2) con .. 
IOlidationa such u this, which in my opinion involve 'ownership and operation: To 
approve such coolOlidations is in effect substituting paragraph (2) for paragraph. (4), 
(S), and (6). This we are without authority to do and I do not believe it was contcm .. 
plared by Coogrcso" (p. 1St). Fioally, in Gr ... North ..... Pili:. Ry. Co. Acquisitio., 162 
I.e.e. 37 (1930), involving a unifieation through lease and stock ownership which was 
authorized under paragraph (2) of _on 5 aller the Commission's coruolidation plan 
hod been published, both Chairman McManamy and Commissionet Eastman dissenred 
on this jurisdictional iuue as wdl as 00 the merits. Chairman McManamy said: "Con_ 
IOlidatiom fot owoonhip and opelOtion are clearly not authoriaed under paragraph (2) 
of tcetioo. S. . . . Iu. matter of W:t the word 'consolidation' appears in this para-
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tween acquisitions of control and the ultimate consolidation program 
was ignored, or that a mere routine endorsement was accorded to the 
unification proposals of the carriers, independently of the standards 
prescribed in connection with consolidations. This will clearly appear 
from an analysis of the various considerations which guided its find
ings of public ~terest. Although, for defensible if not altogether con
vincing reasons, the Commission occasionally construed its authority 
as merely enabling in character and adopted a policy which permitted 
virtual consolidations to be effected, in advance of the promulgation 
of its complete plan, through purchase of assets, negotiation of leases, 
and ownership of securities, it in large measure approached the prob
lem of public interest involved in such acquisitions of control in terms 
of the purposes and requirements of Congress, as well as of its own 
preliminary determinations in pursuance thereof, bearing upon the 
general objective of consolidating the railroads of the United States 
into a limited number of systems. The controlling issues upon the 
question of public interest thus centered about the achievement of 
economies and improvement of service, the preservation of competi
tion and maintenance of existing channels of trade, the disposition to 
be made of the sO<alled weak roads, and the propriety of the contem
plated financial arrangements.'·· 

graph only for the purpose: of .pccilically forbidding it"' (p. 75). And Commissioner 
Eastman's declarations were to the &arne effect: '"The UnilicatiOD proposed is not to my 
mind a mere acquisition of coDuol within the purview of section 5(2). It is to all in· 
tents and purposes a consolidation of the railroad properties in question into one system 
for ownership and operation, and hence is within the purview of section 5(6). If this is 
DOt so, the distinction between the two forms of unification &.lit short of a diffcrcnc:c 
and is a maner of form rather than substance. Obviowiy, the attempt to bring this uni
fication under section 5(2) is pure subterfuge, luch as we ought not to COUDteDaDCC. k 
triIIcs with the law" (p. 80). 

U8 The public interest to be furthered was very broadly defined. Thw, in Clinchfie/J 
Railway Lease. 90 I.C.C. 113 ('924), the ConunWiOD said: ''The public inrcrcst ••• 
is the aggregate of many individual and community iotcrests, and where there is con~ 
Bict as to the results which would foJlow the approval of a proposed uansaction, it be· 
comes necessary to examine the claim. of the con.8icting interests in order to determine 
the uitimzlC public interest" (p. 12.). Again, in ofcquUiJion .f D. 6- R. G. W. Com
motJ SIOc'k, 90 I.C.C. 161 (1924). the Commission said: "In 10 doing (determining the 
public interest] we have to consider the interests of the people of the State of Colorado, 
but the duty placed Up:JD us by the intentate commerce act will not be fully performed 
unless we also consider the interests of the people of other States of the Union, includ· 
ing those States served by the railrnzds connecting with the lines of the Denver"" 
(p •• 66). Furthermore, the burden of proof in the mzttcr of publi< interest w .. ddi-
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Perhaps the factor most frequendy stressed by applicants in pro
posed acquisitions of control as an affirmative basis for approval in 
the public interest concerned the achievement of economies in capital 
costs and operating expenses. Such considerations were deemed to be 
relevant in numerous instances, although they were not accepted as 
conclusive ... • The economies thus recognized were found to spring 
from a variety of sources. They included, among others, savings to be 
realized from the rerouting of traffic,"5O from the joint use of equip-

Bitely placed upon the applicant. Thus, in Nickel Plate Uoi{ic"';o., 105 I.C.C. 425 
(1926), the Commission said: "Great undertakings like this proposal should be sup
ported by a strong and clear affirmative showing which will fairly meet in advance of 
",buttai every substantial objection which I1:aSOnably can be anticipat<d" (pp. 442-
443). Again. in C."""lof Virginian Ry., 1171.C.C. 67 (1926), the Commission oaid: 
"Applications for authority to acquire control of railroads under the interstate com .. 
merce act must be supported by a dear and strong showing of public gain. If serious 
doubt cz.i.Jts regarding the wisdom of the proposed grouping, that doubt must be re
IOI.ed against the applications. Real and substantial advantages of railroad grouping 
are capable of JCasonable proo£ So are the disadvantages. There mwt be a record of a 
substantial preponderance of evidence in favor of an application before we are war .. 
ranted in giving it favorable consideration" (p. 85). 

118 "Reduction in the cost of transportation is a matter of public interest. It is not, 
however, of controlling importance. but is to be considered and weighed in connection 
with all other matters a1fecting the public interest." Conwol of V;rginiem Ry., II? 
LC.C. 67 (1926), at p. 75. 

2;80 Note the following, for example: ''Under the proposed arrangement through 
traftic can be routed between Butfalo and Peoria as a single~line movement, affording in 
many instances • shorter route between those lines with which the Nickel Plate con
DeCb at Buffillo and Chicago and relieving the main line of that carrier for the benefit 
of business originating or terminating in the Chicago switching district." Control of 
l4Ic.e Erie " Westt'nl by Nickel Plate. 120 I.C.C. 459, 460 (19202). "One of the most im
portant factors in the unified system will be the movement of traffic over the most eco
nomical routes, having regard to density of traffic, congestion at terminals, and grades. 
• • • Altogether it ;. estimat<d that the proposed uoiIied operation would result in an
nual .. vings of more than $6,000,000. Many, if DOt all, of the savings are not depend
ent upon unification in the exact manner proposed here but could be brought about if 
control were only by stock ownership, or in many cases by intercompany contracts pro
viding for the use of luch joint f.LciJ.itiel as it is proposed the unified system will estab
lish. But that is not to say that the things mentioned can not more certainly and easily 
be brought about when the lines are under one management and control:' Nickel Pice 
U"i/icaJion, 105 I.C.C. 425, 433-434 (1926). ''The routing of traffic by shofter lines 
within the 'Yswn would be made practicable, resulting in lOme cases in decreased 
transportation expense. . • . The use of these Ihortcr routes would in lOme easel re~ 
quire one of the carriers to short·haul itself and would therefore be to its disadvantage 
as an independent carrier. It would, however, be to the advantage of the system, and 
the disadvantage to one of the com~ might be obviated by .uitable arrangements 
for dividing the resulting savings between the carriers involved," V,,;pf:dtion of SoUlA
wennn I.i"el~ 1241.C.C. 401, 418 (19207}a 
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ment and terminals,··' from the fuller utilization of shops,'" from 
improved distribution of the labor force.068 While the Commission 
subjected the claims of the roads to careful scrutiny, and, in the ab
sence of other persuasive considerations, declined to be swayed by 

J61 Thus: "The acquisition by the applicant of the Terre Haute company will te~ 
sult in more efficient and economical operation, and will facilitate putting the road in a 
position where it will be able properly to care for the needs of the communities it serves. 
Large economies will be effected by the joint use of appHcant's passenger and freight Ja~ 
cilities at Terre Haute, its shops at Terre Haute and Indianapolis. its rolling stock. and 
in the administration of the property:' Stock Control 0' E •• I. Ii? T. H. Ry. by C., C .. C. 
I!t SI. L. R"., 67 I.C.C. 513, 5[4 (1921). Again: "The applicant control. the American 
Refrigerator Transit Company, which owns 7.500 refrigerator cars and has authorized 
the purchase of 2,000 more. It appears that traffic from territory served by the New 
Orleans Company reaches its peak in the early months of the year, when traffic shipped 
in refrigerator cars is light on the applicant's system. Apparendy the applicant would be 
able to supply refrigerator equipment for Ihe expeditious movement of perishable prod· 
ucts from the Rio Grande Valley." Control of Gulf Coast Un~1 hy M. P. R. R.o 94 
I.C.C. 191, 199 (19'4). 

282 Note the following, for example: liThe proposed system would be able to adopt 
joint arrangements for the use of excess shop and other facilities of one line for the 
benefit of other lines of the group. The sbop facilities of the several lines are, on the 
whole, adequate for their normal needs; but in times of congestion the surplus facilities 
of one company could be made available to the others and thul capital expenditures 
otherwise needed to enlarge the shops of the individual lines could be postponed." 
Unification of SouthlV~ltn'# Un~l. 124 I.C.C. 401, 4%0 (19%7). ''The major advantage 
of the proposed leases from the viewJX>int of the repair of equipment would be in 
relation to main shops where general repairs arc handled. It appear. that main .hop 
facilities arc generally adequate except at [certain points1 .•• where extensions 
estimated to cost $7,000,000 are in contemplation. Through we of &cilities available 
on the Big Four these expenditures can be indefinilelv deferred, wilh a resulting saving 
in carrying charges. Other economics may be effccted by the combination or dOling of 
lOme smaller shops, and for the future it would be beneficial to consider any extcn· 
sions or replacements of existing facilities from the viewpoint of a unit rather than 
from that of two or three carriers. Unified operation of the Hncs would permit in· 
creased flexibility in the repair of equipment and would facilitate the transfer of 
locomotives from one line to another for transportation purposes." New York Cnllral 
U.ifi<otjon. 150 I.C.C. '78, '93 (19'9). 

:a81 Thus: '"The interest of employees of the Southern Pacific .ystem Wal rcprc· 
sentcd by the intervention of the four national train brotherhoods and the Order of 
Railway Telegraphers. These offered testimony tending to show that dismemberment 
would interfere with seniority rixhts and, by reason of dislocation of runs and pori· 
lions, would harmfully affect the employees who had established their homes in 
localities affected. It was urged, further. that the prescnt practice of shifting employees 
seasonally from the Southern Pacific to the Central Pacific lines, which permits COD· 

tinuity of employment to junior employees, would probably no longer continue." Con· 
troIo' C .. "a/ Porifk by South..,." porifk. 761.C.C. 508. 513""'514 (19'3). Again: '"I1re 
proposed grouping would make possible the use of any surplus bbor force or one 
line aD the Jines or in the .hops of the other lines. thus lessening the Dumber of mea 
required and ensuring more experienced labor," Unifiation of SOfllhw~1tn'1t LiMI. 
124 I.C.C. 401, 423 (1927). 
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mere conjectural savings, .... the likelihood of effectuating economies 
of substantial amount exerted an important influence upon its ap
proval of proposed acquisitions of control. ... Recognition was also 
accorded to prospective advantages to carriers and shippers which, 
though not reducible to savings in capital costs and operating ex
penses, were none the less deemed to further like public interests. 
Thus, the probable strengthening of the position of carriers, particu-

I" Such declarations 3$ the following, in connection with proposed acquisitions of 
control not found to be in the public interest, arc indicative of this approach: '"The 
e. It o. introduad much tostimony in an endeavor 10 refute the claim. of the N. It w. 
with respect to the operating economies it would be able to effect. This testimony 
went into elaborate details, including grades, engine ratings, engine terminals, electri
fied zones, methods of operation, repair shops. usc of facilities, etc. Considering the 
testimony as a whole it WIs to establish that the N. It W. could effect the operating 
savings which it anticipates. Witnesses on behalf of the N. & W. admitted on cross .. 
eumination that they were unable to state how the Vltginian would be operated, and 
tha, they could no, know until after they had aaually operated both propen;... In the 
absence of a definite plan for operation. it would appear ~ the evidence relating to 
prosp:ctivc operatiog economies is largely spec:u1ative:' Control of Virginia Ry., 117 
Le.e. 67, 75 (1926). ''This 2mbitiow progrun [for reduction of grades) Nggcsu 
large economic possibilities. Its immediate importance. however, seems Dot to be great, 
because the traffic: density on no one of the lines is sufficient to justify a program of this 
nature in the ncar future and the roads do not now compare unfavorably in grades 
with their competitors, and also bc<:ause any very extensive program of joint road re~ 
vision would have to be predicated on a unioo between the lines of a more definite 
and pcrmaoc.nt nature than stock control. The program is preseoted as a future possi~ 
bility only."' Umfictllion of Southwestern Linel, 124 I.C.C. 401, 420 (1927). But see 
N"" Y ... ~ C.-Ill U.i/i<IIIion, 150 I.C.C. 278 (1929). 

:leo In Gnlll NonAern Pac. Ry. Co • .Acquisition, 162 I.C.C. 37 (1930), for example, 
theanticipated savings, estimated by the applicants to amount to more than $10,000,000 
annually, probably coostituted the leading factor in the conditional approval of the 
proposed merger of the Great Northern and the Northern Pacific, in the f.Lce of vigor~ 
ow opposition from many quarters. "Foremost among the considerations in favor of 
the propotcd unification is the feasibility of making luge operating eoonomics" (p. 47), 
said the Commission; and after an analysis of the detailed estimates of the applicants, 
the Commission declared: '"The applicants' proposal to reduce the expense of operation 
is entirely lOund in principle, and is entided to serious consideration as a step toward 
ultimately reducing the cost of transportation, thus tending to prevent increased rates 
if not to lower existing rates, and aiding in the development and prosperity of the 
territory" (p. 52). A like emphasis is found in the Commission's concluding summary 
of the grounds of its approval: '"The applicants' proposal has, in our opinion, impor~ 
tant advantage.. The economies in operation from it are well assured and are large in 
aggregate amount. Such means of lowering the cost of rail transportation and of ulti· 
mately reducing rates should be adopted. wherever possible. By the use of shorter 
routes, one·system movements. common terminals, and car supply, the public may 
con6clendy look fot substantial bemfi" from this unification, notable among which 
are livings in time due to rerouting, elimination of interchange, and increased access 
10 markeb" (p. 69). Bu, ICe du..nting opinion. of Chairman McManamy and Com· 
missioner Ea_an (pp. 74-412). 
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larly through expanding or diversifYing their command over traffic.· .. 
and the probable improvement of the position of shippers. particu
larly through bettering service or reducing rates.'·' received frequent 
consideration. But such economies and betterments. which are inde
pendent of the express mandates governing consolidations. generally 
served as a mere starting-point in determining whether proposed ac
quisitions of control were in the public interest. In the disposition of 
such proceedings. especially those of far-reaching scope. the Commis
sion was also guided by the specific principles and general purposes 
underlying the contemplated consolidation of railroad properties into 
a limited number of systems. 

The most important of these considerations. in their bearing upon 
the public interest. concerned the preservation of competition and the 
maintenance of existing channels of trade. in line with the specific re
quirements of the consolidation provisions. In some measure these 
factors were recognized indirectly. through the influence exerted by 
the Commission's consolidation plan.268 While in view of the tenta
tive character of this plan. even in its "final" form. the validity of ob
jections to it, the absence of power of governmental compulsion. and 
the desirability of giving flexible scope to managerial initiative. the 
Commission did not insist that acquisitions of control must conform 
to its comprehensive grouping of roads ..... the fuct that proposals were 

••• See, for example: Acquisition 0/ C., T. H. 6- S. En. Ry. by C .. M. 6- 51. P. Ry .. 
70 I.C.C. 20, 23 (1921): Ae'tfuintiotJ of D. & R. G. W. Common Sioet go I.C.C. 161, 
167-168 (1924); Conwof 0/ C .. 51. P., M. 6- O. Ry .. 105 I.C.C. 543, 54M45 (1926); 
Con"..f 0/ D"1lOn-Gool' C"'k Ry., 105 I.C.C. 792, 796 (1926); Conwof 0/ W",h· 
ington 6- Vtmdemere R. R., 124 I.e.c. 30'. 309 (1927); .A.cquisiti<m by S., C. D. 6-
P. Ry., 1241.C.C. 355. 359 (1927); Conwof 0/ p".;. R. R.II"'/ P.,.. M.,-q""'U Ry., 138 
I.C.C. 517. 5.8-s'9 (19.8) • 

•• T See, fOT example: UtlS. 0/ T .. tIS 51'" R. R. by'!. 6- N. O. R. R., 70 I.C.C. 485, 
486 (1921); C/i"d/ieltl RaiJulI'Y uue, go I.C.C. 113, 1:12 (1924): Control ollnter~ 
nIIIio"td·GreaJ North"" R. R., go I.C.C. 262,268 (1924); Control of Gull Coan unet 
by M. P. R. R., 941.C.C. 191, 199 (19'4); Conwof 0/ T., L. C. 6- E. R. R., 99 I.C.C. 
753. 756 (19'5); Conwof 0/ u .. s by N. 0., T. 6- M. Ry., 105 I.C.C. 79. 83 (1925); 
Acquisision by T. 6- P. Ry., 124 I.C.C. 369. 371"37:i (1927); Acquisilion by 51. L., K. 
6- S. E. R. R., 131 LC.C. 105,109 (19'7); Acquisition by W. F. 6- S. R. R., 131 I.C.C. 
"7."9 (1927); Acquisition 0/ Con".ol by Pllnhmulf.6- S. F. Ry. Co., 154 LC.C. 342, 
344"345 (19'9); Conlrol 0/ T.ztlS s,.,. R., 154 I.C.C. 359. 360 (1929). 

2 •• Conso/iJ.non of &ziIrotuls, 631.C.C. 455 (1921). 1591.C.C. 522 (1929). 
28. For the Commission", general pronouncement to this effect in Nielc.J Piau 

Umfic4lion, 105 I.C.C. 425. 435-436 ([926), ICC Dote :333. IJII'I'IL For the approval of 
proposal. which involved departuus from the __ tati .... consolidation plan (631.C.C. 
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in harmony with the consolidation plan tended to support their ap
proval, 27. and the fact that they were in conflict with it tended to con
tribute to their rejection. 271 Thus, to the extent that the consolidation 
plan influenced the disposition of unification proposals, the preserva
tion of competition and the maintenance of existing channels of 
trade played an important part in the determination of the public in
terest .... But the Commission was also swayed direcdy by these fac:
tors in connection with proposed acquisitions of control. When the 
issue as to their relevancy was sharply raised, the Commission, though 

455 (1921)). see for example: Acquisilion of D. & R. G. W. Common S/O<k, 90 I.C.C. 
161, 163 (1924); Control of San Antonio, U.al .. & Gulf Ry., 105 I.C.C. 35. 4' 
(1925); Control of Ann Arbor R. R. by WtIb .. b Ry .. 105 I.C.C. 43. 47 (1925)' For the 
approval of modifications of the "Iinal" con&Olidation plan (159 I.C.C. 522 (1929)). 
ICe S,. Louis S. W. Ry. Co. COnll'Ol, 180 LC.C. 175. 710 (1932); Consolidation of Rail~ 
rotlIis, 183 I.C.C. 663 (1932). 185I.C.C. 403 (1932). 

170 Sec, for example: Tezas 6- Padfie ReaJjunmenl, 86 I.C.C. 808, 810 (1934); 
Control of InlenUllional-Gmll Northern R. R., 90 I.C.C. 262. 268 ('924); Control of 
El P .. o & Sorublll.stem SY""", 90 I.C.C. 132. 736 (192./); COfllrol of Gulf Coan 
I.ines by M. P. R. R., 94I.C.C. 191. 199 (1924); Control of C., St. P .. M. & O. Ry., 
105I.C.C. 543.545 (1926); COfIIroi of C .. I. 6- W. R. R., II' I.C.C. 124. 126 (1926); 
Bu[fitJo,R. & P. Ry. Co. Control, '58I.C.C.179, 189 (1930); Alton R. Co. Acquisition 
tUrd S/O<k I" ... , "5 I.C.C. 30'. 306 (193'), 

.n See, fi>r example: Control of I.-G. N. by 5 •. I.-S. F. Ry., 79 LC.C. 435. 438 
(1923); Control of VirgitUan Ry., 1I1I.C.C. 6,. 68 ('926); Le ... of L. & N. E. R. R •• 
'24 I.C.c. 8 •• 92-93 ('921); Control of B .. R. & P. Ry., '3' I.C.C. 150. 164 (1921); 
Control of Erie R. R. tUrd Per. M"'quelle Ry., '38 I.C.C. 5'7, 530 (1928); Direaor. 
of WAeeling & Lake Eri., '38 I.C.c. 643. 654 (1928). 

:I.,. It should be noted. also, that in some mstanCCl the Commission expressly re
served the right to withdraw iu approval, particularly where the authorization was at 
variance with the tentative consolidation plan, and to dispose of the road in question 
.. ito Iinal pI .. of consolid2tion might require. Thus, in Control of Central Paci{ie by 
SOUlb.,.. Paci{ie, 16 I.C.C. 508 (1923). the order specified that "the aforesaid 1 .... 
IhalI. contain a provision that the same shall become null and void and of no etJect 
whenever this commission shall find that the control, acquisition of which is herein 
approved and authorized, interferes with the consummation of the complete plan of 
consolidation adopted and published UDder the provisions of section 5,'" and that lethe 
control herein authorized by lease and slOCk ownership shall be held subject to tcrmi~ 
nation by order of this commission if and when found by this commission to inter
fere with the consummation of its complete plan of consolidation . . . and for this 
purpose the commission reserves full jurisdiction over the case to make IUch order or 
oId ... as, after hearing. it may deem to he necessary and appropriale" (p. 53')' Again, 
hoth in Control of s." Antomo, U.ald. & Gulf Ry .. 105 I.C.C. 35. 4' (1925). and in 
Control of Ann Arbor R. R. by Wob",b Ry., 105I.C.C. 43. 41 ('925). the Commission, 
noting that the acquisition involved a dcparrure from its tentative consolidation plan, 
cooditioned iu approval III follows: ''Nothing in this report or in the order to be cn .. 
tered herein iI to be construed as waiving or limiting our right to make disposition 
of the Ann Arbor [the San Antonio] under our final consolidation plan." But there is 
considerable doubt u to the efficacy of such conditions. Note the following. for ex-
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conceding that only a finding of public interest was expressly re
quired by statute, added unequivocally: " ••• but we consider com· 
petition and the preservation of established channels of trade in cases 
of this character and have not overlooked them here."278 A showing 
that no destruction of competition would be involved tended to sup
port the approval of proposals,274 while a showing that competition 
would be seriously curtailed tended to justifY their disapproval;27' and 

ample, from the concurring opinion of Commissioner Eastman in the Ann Arbor case: 
"It is quite true that we can give the Ann Arbor such place in ow final consolidation 
plan as may please our fancy. But as a practical matter, once the Wabash acquires • 
majority of the stock of the Ann Arbor, any separation of that road from the Wabash 
in the final consolidation plan will be a wholly empty gesture, unless the Wabash con .. 
seats to separation or the power of eminent domain is used to pry the two roads apart" 
(P·41) . 

• 18 Con/rolo' A. 6- v. Ry. tmd V., s. 6- P. Ry., "' I.C.C. ,6, ('926), a. p. '10. 
274 The Commission', emphasis upon thit factor is iIIusuated by the following: 

t'Tbe Terre Haute runs in the same general north~and·lOutb direction at applicant" 
line . . . the lines being from 25 to 35 miles apart and 00 opposite sides of the 
Wabash River. There is no substantial competition, actual or potential, between the 
two. The ~pplicant's line furnishes a natural outlet for the products transported by 
the Terre Haute, the two forming a continuow route:' Sloel( Control of E., I. " T. H, 
Ry. by C., C., C. 6- St. L. Ry., 6,I.C.C. 5'3, 5'4 ('92'). ''The Norfolk', railroad does 
not parallel or compete with that of the Pennsylvania. Por many year. the companies 
have been affiliated and have interchanged and moved traffic: as one system." AcquUi .. 
rion 0' Control 0' N. Y., P. 6- N. R. R. by P. R. R., 10 I.C.C. 299, 300 ('921). "I. 
was testified that during the Federal Control period there was lOme competition be .. 
tween the Santa Fe and the New Mexico Central for Colorado traffic: • • • but there 
is very little competition betwccn the lines at present." Cf11Jlrol 0/ New Mezko Cen
tral Ry., lIZ I.C.C. 468, 470 (1926). ·'There is no .ubstantial competition between the 
Chesapeake&; Ohio and the Perc Marquette; on the contrary, the supplemental nature 
of their transportation functions is evident. Regarded as a single system, the Chesa
peake &: Ohio, Hocking Valley, and Pere Marquette would operate in competition with 
the Pennsylvania, New York Central, and, to a considerable extent, with the Balti .. 
more &: Ohio, between the Adanac seaboard on the cast and the Great Lakes and 
Michigan points on the wesL" Control 0/ Ene R. It lIIJd Pere Marquette Ry., 138 I.C.C. 
"1,528 ('92 8). 

an: In Control 0/ ViI'ginittn Ry .• JJ71.C.C. 67 (1926). for example, the eJiminatio.D 
of competition between the Norfolk &: Western., the applicant carrier, and the V'Jt .. 
ginian, the control of which was sought to be acquired by a long-term l~ appears to 
have exerted great inBuence upon the denial of the application. In support ot the 
denial the Commission concluded with respect to competitive relationships: "Undct the 
proposed lease all competition betwccn the lines of the two companies would be elimi .. 
nated. Important shipping points would be deprived of competitive service. The prcti .. 
dent of the VlIginian testified that the dimination Qf competition in rates and service 
would injure any town through which the two roads pass. and this co.oclusion it 
corroborated by the testimony of the pro ........... (p. 85). But thiJ !actor may wdI be 
ofliet by other considerations. Thus: "1f it be conceded that the two railroads are. to 
lOme extent, paralld and competing. we are ot opinion that fact Jhould DOt cootrol 
our action in thiJ proceeding." Control., lntmuztiONJl·Gr.", NonA.", R. R., 90 I.C.C. 
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like consideration, with similar results, was accorded to evidence of 
probable disruption or preservation of existing channels of trade.2'I8 
Nor was the influence of these factors restricted to their bearing upon 
outright approval or disapproval of applications. In a considerable 
number of instances the Commission also utilized its power to pre-

26., .67 (19'4). Again: "While there is .dmiu.d to be lOme competition between 
sections of the linos of the L .. A. and of the L R. .. N. . . . it is believed that it is 
DOt so eatcDsive as to offiet the advantages which will result from the proJlO'cd 1IIliIica· 
tion.·· COJIIrolol LorUsi(IIJO 6- A. Ry. Co •• 150 I.C.C. 477, 487 (1929). Indeed, proposal. 
were approved which involved such suppression of competition u had previowly bee.o. 
condemned under the anti-trust laws. Sec note 2211 mprd, for the Commission's dererw 
minations in COJIIrolol Cenlrai PtJ&i!ic by SoUlhern PtJ&i!ic, 76 I.C.C. 508 (1923), and 
in COJIIrolol D., S. 6- S. R. R. by Lehigh Valley R. R., 86 I.C.C. 567 (1924). Where 
the general competitive situation waa likely to be maintained or improved, the mere 
Ieoseaing of local competition was not deemed to be controlling. See, for eltaIIlple: 
Cli.chfield R4i/woy Le,,", 90 I.C.C. 113 (1924); Co.trolol Gull COllI' Lines by M. P. 
R. R., 94 I.C.C. 191 (1924); COJIIrol 01 Louisi4M 6- A. Ry. Co., 150 I.C.C. 477 
(1929); ere .. NorIhenJ P"". Ry. Co. A<f,.;m;on, 162 I.C.C. 37 (1930); and no .. the 
following from Nkk.J PI_ Uni!iclllio., 105 I.C.C. 425, _40 (1926): "A gr .. tes 
amount of actual and eJTectivc competition in service may be assured by a limited. num
ber of well-orticulated 'y,toms than by a gr ...... number of ,,'IUDS I .. , comple ..... 

lye The following declaratioDJ illwtratc the express recognition of this factor in 
the Jenial of applicatiom: ""The conclusion that the proposed lease would result in 
c1iminatiog eaistiog routeo and chanoel. of trade appean warranted by the record. Tlu: 
chief traffic oIIiciaI of the N." W • ....med that under uoificd operation of the Vir
ginian and N. 6: W. the use of the Deepwater route would be disc:ouraged. but that it 
would be kept open if found to be an efficient route. No lCaSOn appears why the 
N. 6: W. would be interested in maintaining a competitive through route via Decp~ 
water, which would short haul itll own traffic." COtJl1'Ol of Virginia Ry.~ 117 I.C.e. 
67, 84-8, (1926). ''We do DOt consider that the relationship of the Chesapeake 6: 
Ohio and the Erie is complementary or supplementary. The Erie constitutes an east
and-west connection in contrast with the northerly extension provided by the Pere 
Marquette. Tlu: Chesapeake.Hocking lines reaching from tho seaboard to Lake Erie 
make contact with practically every important trunk line in eastern and central terri
tory and are thus in poaition to distribute their coal both east and west ovct many 
connecting lines. Control of the Erie by the applicant would tend to disturb this atruc .. 
tore and to disrupt existing channela of tra8ic to a much greater extent than would its 
control of the Pere Marqucne." Control of Erie R. R. and Per, MIII''1uetU Ry.~ 138 
LC.C. 517. 529""530 (1928). The maintenance of existing routes and channela of 
trade also exerted a distinct in8uence upon the Ilpproval of applications. Thus, in 
Control 01 Centrol PtJ&i!ic by Soulh.,.,. PtJ&i{i<, 76 I.C.C. 508, 518-:;19 (1923), in 
whicq a unification was authorized which bad previously been held to be in violation 
of the Sherman Act, the Commission aid: "The record justifies the conclusion that 
leparate operation of the Central Pacific lines will disrupt existing routes and :service 
in California and between that State and adjacent States, and except to the extent that 
the rupture may be mitigatod by apportionment of particular lin .. and provision for the 
joint or coordinated we of other. by the respective carriers, will render impossible the 
continuance of much valuable transportation JctVice now conducted ovct the Central 
Pacific and Southern Pacific linos without regard to corpora'" owncrahip. Such separa
tion will result to an indeterminate extent in inc:teased. COlt of operation and duplic:a~ 
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scribe conditions for the purpose of fashioning competitive relation
ships and protecting established interests. Thus, in connection with 
the approval of acquisitions of control of both terminal properties211 

and line carriers, 278 conditions were imposed requiring that existing 
routes and gateways be kept open and that neutrality in the move
ment of traffic be maintained.219 Through these various policies and 
expedients, the course of piecemeal unification was molded in con
siderable measure from the standpoint of the railroad system as a 
whole, with special reference to the specific consolidation standards of 
preserving competition and preventing the precipitate disruption of 
established commercial relationships. 

In conformity with the general objective of the consolidation pro
visions, furthermore, the Commission accorded consideration, in pass-

tion of capital investment in railroad tacilities and increased cost of ltallSportaUon" 
(pp. 5111-519). Again. in ConlTol of Gulf Co." Lines by M. P. R. R., 94 I.C.C. 191 
(1924), the Commission included the following among the reasons for approval: "Coo .. 
trot of the International Company will insure the maintenance of the through route 
from St. Louis to Laredo, which has been established for more than 40 year." (P.199). 

217 Sec. for example: Chicago 'u"aion CIlS~, 71 I.e.c. 631, 639-641 (1922); Con .. 
".1 of Chicago Heights T.,.",inal Transf.,. R. R .• 124 I.C.C. 753. 76"",6. ('9'7); 
C""trol by lIIinoi, Terminal Co •• '38 I.C.C. 487. 497-498 ('9.8); AcquiJitiotJ by 
Wabash Ry. Co .• '54 I.C.C. '55 •• 62-.63 ('9'9). 

1T8Sce, for example: Clinchfield Rm"Zway Lease, 90 I.C.C. 1I3, 133-134 (1924); 
ConlTol of A. {;, V. Ry. lind V., S. {;, P. Ry., '11 I.C.C •• 6 •• '7&-'79 ('926); ConlTol 
of Columbia, Newbnry 6- Ltzurens IL R., J I, I.C.c. :.&19, 227 (1926). 

278 The following conditions. prescribed in Clinchfield R4i1WllY ullle, III"'.' are 
typical: "3. So far as lies within the power of the applicants, existing route. and chan~ 
nels of trade and commerce heretofore established by other carriers in connection with 
the Clinchfield shall be preserved, existing gateways for the interchange of traffic with 
such other carriers shall be maintained, and the present neutrality of handling traffic 
inbound and outbound ... shan be continued so as to permit equal opporwnity (or 
service and routing or movement of traffic which is competitive with traf6c: of the 
applicants, or either of them. to and from all connecting lines reached by the line of 
the Clinchfidd companies, without discrimination in service against such competitive 
traffic. 4. The applicants shall permit the line of the Clinchfield and its .ubsidiaries to 
be used as a link for through traffic . . . equally available to such other carrien 
• . . as may desire to participate in through routes and joint rates • . • and .hall 
not discriminate as to rates, Jares, and charges against such participating carrier or 
carriers as compared with the applicants. or either of them; the intention of this pro
vision being that the line of the Clinchfield and iu subsidiaries shall be maintained as 
an open route equally available to all carriers connecting with the Cliochfield for 
traflic between the poiou designated" (pp. 133-134).10 RettrktiOtJ in Rowing Millen 
o,«tflllOOd tIIUl Augusta, 165 I.C.c. 3 (1930). certain restrictive lICbedules were or~ 
dered cancelled on the ground that they violated these conditions; and in Ada,,1ie 
Com Line R. Co ••• U.S .. 284 U.S •• 88 ('932), the Supreme Court upheld the validity 
of the conditions and of the Commission', order in pwsuancc thereat 
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ing upon acquisitions of contro~ to the disposition to be made of 
shon and weak roads. There can be no question that one of the major 
purposes of the reorganization of the railroad net contemplated by 
the Transponation Act was the preservation of "substantially the 
whole transponation system,"'" the uuion of weak with strong lines 
being "one of the ends which Congress apparendy had most deli· 
nitdy in mind" ;281 and in accordance with this am the problem of 
allocating the shon and weak roads among the 1intited number of 
systems held in view has received explicit attention in the formulation 
of the Commission's comprehensive consolidation plan.28' But this 
f.tctor has also been operative in connection with the authorization of 
proposed acquisitions of contro~ despite the nct that no express 
power was conferred upon the Commission to make such allocations. 
The requirement that acquisitions must be found to be in the public 
interest constituted the substantive source of authority for this pur. 
pose, and the right to prescribe conditions afforded the necessary in· 
strument for carrying this policy into effect. When the issue was first 
raised, the Commission, through Division 4, did not deem itself to 
possess the power to order the inclusion of a weak road in a projected 
combination as a condition of approval,28S but in due course it not 

2 .. Dayto..-Goo.re Creel( Ry. v. U.s., 263 U.S. 456, 478 (1924). 
181 Nelli Yor,t Central Unification., 150 I.C.C. 278, 321 (1929); Nickel Plate Unifica

ti01l, lOS I.C.C. 425, 449 (1926). See, also, John E. Oldlwn, "The Problem of Rail
road ConsolidatioDs/' HQI'tlflrd BusiMSI Review, vol. 1 (January, 1923), pp. 139-153; 
W"mthrop M. Daniels, ~Domic Purpo5el and Limitations of Consolidation, II Amen· 
CtIIJ 'Ectmomic Review. vol. 14 (Supplement, March, 1924). pp. 43-51; Lewis H. 
Haney. UAdvantages and Disadvantages of Railway Consolidation," ibid., pp. 88-99. 
Bird M. Robinson. ''The llelatWo of the Short Lines to Railroad Consolidation," Pro· 
euJingt of the Acat1emy 0/ Political Science. vol. 13 (Junc, 1929), pp. 9<>-98; Walter 
M. W. Splawn, The Consolitlttlion of Railroadr (1925); James M. Herring, The Proh~ 
/ ... of 'he Weak RJJilro.as (1929). 

2.2 Consolidation of RJJilro.as, 63 I.C.C. 455 (1921), 159 I.C.C. 522 (1929). 
288 Control of G. 6' S. /. R. R. Co .. 99 I.C.C. 16~ (1925). In this proceeding the 

minois Central, through a subsidiary, applied for authority to acquire control of the 
Gulf Ie Ship 1s1and Railroad Company by purchasing its entire capital stock. The Fern~ 
wood, Columbia Ie Gulf Railroad Company, a connecting line: serving in the same 
general territory, intervened, alleging that it was a necessary carrier dependent upon 
the D1inou Central and its connections for maintenance and support, and requesting 
uthat if the proposed acquisition is authorized, provision be made in the order for the 
inclusion of the Columbia line and the continued maintenance of the present service" 
(p. 171), in order to prevent the elimination of competition and the abandonment of 
ib line. In denying this request, the Commission said: '"We have authority, and have 
heretofore exercised it, to impose just and reasonable conditions in connection with 
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only recognized the rdevancy of making provision for such roads in 
the public interest .... but actually conditioned its approval of unifica
tions upon compliance with the requirement that short and weak 

orders issued under paragraph (2) of section s. Even if we accept the view of the 
Fernwood that the provisions of the paragraphs relating to consolidation must be coo
sidered in connection with the authority granted us in paragrapb (2) of JCction 5, in 
the absence of legislation authorizing or requiring compulsory consolidation we are 
not inclined to assert that we have authority under an application of this nature to 
compel an applicant to acquire and maintain a coDnecting road. This conclusion make. 
it unnecessary to consider whether sucb a condition would be a just and reasonable 
onc" (pp. 172-173). It should be noted, however. that even in this proceeding condi
tions were imposed which were calculated to meet the 5ituation strcued by the inter
vening road. Mter pointing out the advantages of the proposed. acquisition from the 
standpoint of the public: interest, the Commission added: "However, the public: inter .. 
est in this case seems to require that those shippers on the road of the Fernwood Com .. 
pany, who might be without means of transportation by railroad if the line of that 
company should cease to operate, should be given IUch protection as is within our 
power to afford in this proceeding to assure the continued operation of that line. Our 
order will therefore be issued upon condition that existing through routel and joint 
rates shall be preserved and that divisions of joint rates allowed to the Fernwood Com
pany by the Dlinoia Central and the Gulf II< Ship Island shall no. be decreased except 
upon our order. It is alleged. but not proven, upon this record that the granting of thit 
application" will result in the ultimate extinction of the Fernwood IS a common car
rier. However, in order to meet such a possible contingency we will attach the fwthet 
condition that if the operating revenues of the Fernwood Company .hall at any time 
become insufficient to pay its operating expenses the Dlinois Central, upon the request 
of the Fernwood Company, shall establish and mainu.i.o reasonable and adequate serv
ice over the line of the Fernwood Company, upon such terms and conditions as may 
be agreed upon between the parties, until such time u the Commis.ion shall, under 
appropriate proceedings, authorize abandonment of such service on the railroad of the 
Fernwood Company" (p. '73). 

2M Thus in U"ificatio" of SoulhlUellertJ Unel. 12.4 I.C.C. 401 (192-7), in which 
the applications were denied, the Commission declared: "As above noted, the proposed 
system includes all the larger independent lines of railroad in the Southwestern..culf 
region. If this combination is made, no other major .ystem apparently can be or
ganized in that territory. Therefore. if we were to approve these applicatioDl ir: would 
be necessary to consider most carefully the disposition to be made of the lesser linet 
therein, to the end that the major systems be fully articulated and that the economK 
needs of the region in all its parts for transportation lCtvice be effectively met. In view. 
however, of the disposition which we find it necessary [0 make of these applications, 
it is deemed unnecessary to discuss further in this report me situation and contcntiont 
of the short lincs" (p. 427). See. also, Nickel Plllle U,,;fietWon, 105 I.C.C. 425, 449 
(1926); Co • ....r of Erie R. R. find P.r, Mtrq""'''' l1y., '38I.C.C. 5'7, 535-537 ('928); 
Buff%, R. 6- P. l1y. Co. Co."ol, '58 I.C.C. 779, 790 ('930). In the last of these pro
ettdings the Commission', approval of the proposed acquisition of control was actu
ally conditioned upon agreement by the applicant to accept such findings as the Com
million might subscquenrly make with respect to the treatment to be accorded to aD 

intervening short line: "The record does not justify any conclusion regarding the re .. 
tention or disposition of any portion of the intervener's line. It nisei the presumptio~ 
however, that if the circumstances warrant continued operation of the inrcrvenet',linc 
or any part thereof, such operation "'ould be conduct<d by the B., R. .. P. • •• Our 
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lines be acquired by the applicant carrier.28. As a guiding standard in 
this sphere the Commission declared that "every applicant should as
sume the burden of making reasonable provision in its plan for the 
possible incorporation of every connecting short line now in operation 
in the territory covered or to be covered by the proposed grouping or 
unification," and that "no branch line or short line now in operation 
within the territory in question should be left out of the consideration 
unless by affirmative testimony the abandonment of operation of such 
line or its omission from the plan has been justified."28. While the 

approval of the application will therefore carry as a condition precedent that the appli. 
<aDt oball ag= and undertake to abide by such findings as we may hereafter make 
with respect to the taking over or operation of the intervener's line, or both. or such 
findings as may be made in an ancillary proceeding or arbitration, if that course shall 
be found by us to be suitable, and the record will be held 0FCD for such supplementary 
proceedings as may be found necessary to that end. Our order will accordingly not 
become effective until.ucb agreement and undertaking is Iiled with WOO (P.790). 

286 The most definite exercise of this power, for the purpose of securing the inclu
sion of intervening short lines in proposed acquisitions of CoDuol, is to be found in 
Ne .. York c ....... Uni!i<.uon, '50 I.C.C. 278 ('929). In this proceeding the proposal 
of the applicants was held to be in the public interest Duly upon complia.nce with a 
condition looking to the acquisition of certain specified short lines found to be "re
quired by public: convenience and necessity and for the maintenance of an adequate 
transportation system" and shown "to be a)mplemcncary to and properly apportion .. 
able to the New York Central system." Said the Commission: "We . ... find that 
our authorization of the unification herein proposed should be· upon the express con .. 
dition that before said leases become effective, the New York Central shall offer to 
acquire the lines of the Alpena, the lines of the Attica, the line of the Federal Valley, 
the Iteam. railroads of the Fonda, that part of the Owasco' s properties hereinbefore 
"ferred. to as the southern segment. and the lines of the Ulster, for consideratiOJlS 
equal to the commercial value of the respective properties as determined by agree .. 
ment between the parties, or by arbitration in the manner prescribed in said leases for 
valuation of minority shares of stock of the lessors, and hereafter approved by 
us • • on (p. 322). The entry of an order of approval and authorization was de· 
(creed until a proper showing of compliance with this condition should be made, the 
Commission expressly rClCrving the right to determine the question of hona fide com· 
pliance; and such showing having been made, the acquisitions of control originally 
found to be in the public interest were approved and authorized. 154 I.C.C. 489 
(1929). Of similar tenor, though less concrete in character, was the requirement. in 
Great Northern Pe. Ry. Co. A.cquisition, 162 I.C.C. 37 (1930), that as one of the 
conditions precedent to the findings of public interest in that proceeding, the appli. 
cants submit "3 bona fide and feasible plan for the acquisition and operation of the 
so-called. short lines of railroad named in system No. 12 of the consolidation plan, 
u:cept such thereof as may be found • • • upon this record or from a subsequent 
showing, not to be required by the present or future public convenience and necessity" 
(pp.69""'10 ). 

288 Nickel Pltzte UtJifjaltiotJ, lOS I.C.C. 425 (1926). at p. 449. See, also, CotJtrol of 
Erie R. R . ... 4 P.,.e Marq ...... Ry. 138 LC.C. 5'7. 535 ('9.8); New York Centr. 
Urti/i<tltion, '50 I.C.C. 278, 321 (1929). 
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conditions imposed were confined to the inclusion of intervening 
short lines found to be necessary,281 and while the hesitancy of the 
Commission to take positive action toward fashioning the course of 
unification along desirable channels, through a more liberal resort to 
conditional authorizations, evoked criticism and dissent from within 
its own ranks,28. it is questionable whether there was sufficient war-

287 In New York Central U1Jificlllion~ supra, for example, only 9 of the 11 .hort-line 
connections of the New York Central system intervened, and the Commission's con· 
sideratioD and subsequent action were restricted to these intervening lines. In dispo.ing 
of the general short-line situation. the Commission said: "We assume that the 62 sbort
line carriers whose railroads connect with the New York. Central lines. but which have 
Dot intervened herein, and tbose parts of the public served by those carriers, are content, 
for the present at least, with existing conditions. These carriers will therefore be di ... 
missed from further consideration at this time" (p. 295). The only declaration affecting 
these other carriers looked to the future. The conditional approval of the unification 
(see note 285. supra) was accompanied by the added proviso .. that acceptance of and 
compliance with the conditions precedent berein prescribed shall not be interpreted as 
relieving the New York Central from the further operation of the law respecting con .. 
solidatioDs or as excusing that carrier from further responsibility for the representation 
made on its behalf that on appropriate occasion for considering the inclusion of 10" 

called short~line railroads, these matters will be approached by the New York Central in 
a spirit of cooperation looking to their solution with all due regard to the public in .. 
terest" (p. 322). It should be observed, furthermore, that the method of conditional au .. 
thorization was not fonowed. in all instances even with respect to connecting .hort linet 
which intervened and made a sbowing of need for their service and of benefit to be de .. 
rived from their inclusion. Note the following, for example, from Control of C' I I. " 
W. R. R'I 124 I.C.C. 476 (1927), at pp. 479-480: '"The petition of intervention of the 
Chicago. Attica &: Southern Railroad Company • • • which was filed at the bearing, 
recites that one of the pwposcs if not the main pwpose and intent of Congress in the 
enactment of section S of the act was to bring about the absorption of the .mall and 
weak railroads of the country into the large and powerful railroad sySteIIU in order that 
adequate transportation &cilities might be furnished to the people of the United Slates 
as a whole, that it is of the type of railroad generally classed as a small and weak line, 
and that it connects with the C., I. &: W., and is directly and vitally interested in any 
plans or proposals to unify or consolidate the C., I. &: W. with any other railroad or 
system. Evidence was submitted to show the benefits that would accrue to the carriers 
and shippers dircctly involved, and to the public generally. if the Attica were included 
within the Baltimore &: Ohio system. The intervener contends that the applicant hat 
failed to sustain the burden of proof cast upon it in rru. proceeding by reason of iu 
failure to make provision for the inclusion in its plaa, under fair and reasonable termJ, 
of the Attica and other short lines and request is made that either the application be de .. 
nied because of this fact or the record be held open for a reuonable time to aft"ord the 
applicant an opponunity to amend its application 50 as to provide for inclusion of the 
short lines. The acquisition of control of the C., I. &: W. would seem to be in line with 
the purpose of the law as stated by the intervener. It does not necessarily fonaw, how .. 
ever, that we should withhold ow approval of this acquisition, which we find to be in 
the public interest, in order to require the applica.nt to take over aD additional weak 
line." 

18810 U"ifictlJion of SOIIIhwettern lines, 124 I.C.C. 401 (1927), for example, both 
Commissioner Meyer and Commissioner Lewis bued their dissents, in ~ upon the 
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rant for a more sweeping policy. A more vigorous insistence upon the 
disposition of short lines in connection with acquisitions of control 
would probably have been premature and futile. Not only was the 
general allocation of them dependent upon the complete plan of con
solidation which was not yet available, but the power to compel the 
acquisition of weak roads or to require acceptance by them of terms 
which they might deem objectionable was entirely lacking. Since the 
Commission desired to permit and encourage proposed unifications 

undesirable efFect of the outright denial of the applications upon solution of the weak 
road problem in the territory involved. CommissioDer Meyer said: "The basis for tteat
ment of weak lines as proposed by applicants in their final submission is adequate. The 
public interest in this ftanue of the case is fully protected. Every weak line connecting 
with the propos<d system can be fairly dealt with on the basis of applicants· undertak
ing. One of the <:h.ief advantages of the grouping of railroads is to provide means of 
preserving thoae weak lines which in the public interest should be kept in servicc. In 
W:t, one of the regrettable features of the complete rejection of these applications is the 
resulting inability tD bring immediate relief tD the Missouri k North Arkan ... Railway. 
These applicants . . . have bound themselves to assume the qbHgatioD to continue the 
operation of thil and all similarly situated weak lines assignable to them. • • • Facts 
like these are sufficient to suggest that the propo!<d treatment of weak lincs by the ap
plicants can not be a valid reason for denying the applications·· (p. 443). Aod even 
more pointedly, Commissioner Lewis said: ClIf there were no other reasons for keeping 
bold of this lituation, now that it is in our hands, we mould do so to avail ourselves of 
the stipulation of applicants that they are willing to assume their part of the weak line 
burden by accepting and bringing into their group those roads which we may allocate 
to them. Forty of the 58 short and weak lines enumerated above connect with the three 
roads involved in these applications. Why, when we have this 08'er and also the ex .. 
pressed willingness of the applicants to listen to our advices on any defects which out 
consideratiolll may reveal, should we do the negative thing?·· (p. 446). Note the fol
lowing, also, from the dissenting opinion of CommissionCl' McManamy in NUll Yor~ 
emir. u,,;fjation. "0 I.C.C. 278 (1929), even in &cc of the fact that the authoriza
tion was conditioned upon affording certain intervening lines an opportunity to be in~ 
eluded in the combination: "My third objection is to the complete disregard which is 
shown throughout this record for the welfare of the short-line connections. The appli
cants contend that this is not an appropriate occasion for considering the inclusion of 
any lO-aJled short-line railroads, and nowhere in the record is it indicated when IUch 
an appropriate occasion might arise. . . . My conception of what the Congress had in 
mind when it included in the transportation act the provision for the consolidation of 
nilroads is that systems of railroads .hould be created which would adequately serve 
all of the territory properly tributary to each system which would necessarily include 
connecting short lines. Certainly Congress did not reverse public policy to the extraor
dinary extent of exempting railroads from the provisions of the antitrust laws and other 
restrictive laws merely to make it possible for the large and strong systems to consoli~ 
date. thereby making the strong stronger and the weak helpless .... The record shoWl 
that connected with the New York Central Lines are 72 short-line railroads in varying 
degrees of prosperity. yet their wel&re has been disregarded, and consideration is not 
to be given them until some time in the very indefinite future. It is true the majority 
have required that consideration be given to certain short-line interveners. but, to my 
mind. that doe. not meet the needs of this situation" (pp. 32M28). 
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which, without substantial destruction of competitive processes or se
rious disruption of trade relationships, promised to result in the 
achievement of economies and the improvement of service, it was re
luctant, except in very clear cases, to introduce restrictions which 
might jeopardize progress in this direction. On the whole, in light of 
the problematical character of the ultimate consolidations and the 
questionable need for many of the short lines, the Commission's atti
tude of restraint was not without adequate justification. 

Finally, because they affect the public interest, the financial arrange
ments accompanying proposals for control were deemed relevant to 

the disposition of applications, under the statutory authority to ap
prove acquisitions for such consideration and on such terms and con
ditions as are found to be just and reasonable. In asserting this juris
diction, the Commission not only passed upon the propriety of the 
consideration from the standpoint of the burden placed thereby on 
the applicant, but upon the reasonableness of the adjustment as be
tween the parties involved and the effect of the resulting financial 
structure upon the exercise of control of the unified system. The con
sideration approved, whether in the form of rentals for leased lines or 
of prices paid for stock, was not measured by property valuations de
termined under section 19a; while excessive rentals and unduly high 
prices contributed to the denial of applications for acquisitions of con
trol through lease"· or stock ownership,'" the guiding standard was 

289 Note, for czamplc, the following: "'Although, by reasoD of economiel in capital 
and operating costs, and by reason of traffic acccssioDJ resulling from unification, the 
Reading might, and probably would, be: able to increase its net income, we do DOl: re
gard the payment of such a high price for control of the Lehigh at New England a. in 
the public intCfCSL It is proposed to surrender to the OWIlCJ'. of the teased property a 
large proportion of the financial benefit which the consolidation pla.a contemplates 
mould accrue to the carricn for the benefit of the public: through reduced rate. and im· 
proved service. The adoption of .imilar standards in future transactions of the kind 
would impose upon the carriera toQ heavy a burden oC fixed charges.·f lAue of L. & 
N. E. R. R., 124 I.C.C. 81,94 (1927). "I. will be noted that by thiJ I .... the appliuot 
obligates itself to pay fixed charges on more than $52,000.000 of capital obligatio.os, 
thus increasing iu fixed charges nearly $'.700,000 a year. although about $1,700.000 of 
this amount is DOW a fixed. interest charge of the lessor. It may well be doubted wbetbet 
this large incrcue in fixed charges, involving substirution of an annual fixed dividend 
charge of 1990.000 for a contingent dividend distribution, is in the public inrerest." 
Ctmtrolo' B., R.1!r P. Ry., '3' I.C.C. 750, 753 (1927). See, also, A<quisitio. by S. A. 
L. Ry., 1381.C.C. 665. 67H71 (1928). 

I .. Tb.., in Control 0' Dayton--Goose Creek Ry. by N. 0., T. I!r M. Ry., 71 I.C.C. 
3n (1922). where the ptoposed co.wdetaUon of $g25,ooo for the putdwe of the 
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not the value of the property for rate-making purposes, but rather, in 
most' instances, the market value to the lessee of the facilities ac
quired,." or some reasonable approximation to the market value of 
the securities purchased.'" In this way, by reeognizing that voluntary 
combinations can be effectuated only by flexible adherence to a com-

stock exceeded the book value of the property by more than $400,000, Division 4 con~ 
duded: "Aside from the question whether a carrier, in the public interest. should be 
permi~ in order to secure traffic from a competitor, to buy control of another at a 
price greatly in excess of the value of the physical property involved, the commission 
must be convinced that the price to be paid is a reasonable one. On this record that 
conclusion is not justified" (pp. 380-38,). See. also. s. I.C.C. ~7 ('923), where, upon 
further hearing, the denial of the application was affirmed by the full Commission. But 
in Controlo! Se.,.// Valley R. R •• '38 LC.C. 85 ('928). the Commisoion approved an 
application despite the payment of an excessive purchase price, but with restrictions 
upon the: amount to be charged to the inve5unent account of the applicant. This proce· 
dure appears to be entirely without justification. 

201 In Chicago lunttUm Case, 71 I.C.C. 631 (1922), for example, the Commission 
concluded .. that for the purpose of this proceeding only we may accept the position of 
the Central that the market value of the properties to the Cc9tral and its affiliated com~ 
panies at this time is such as to justifY the payment of a rental based on something 
more than the value for capitalization or rate~making purposes" (p. 637). See, also, 
Controlo! A. & V. Ry. and V .. S. & P. Ry .• 111 I.C.C. ,61 ('926), and New York Cm
trtzl Unification, ISO I.c.c. 278 (1929), and note the following from the dissenting 
opinions of Commissioner Eastman in these proceedings: "The rental proposed in the 
case of the Alabama & Vicksburg is too high and contrary to the public interest. It 
amounts to 36 per cent per year upon the actual cash investment of the stockholders of 
that company. . . . The property has been built up out of surplw earn.ings remaining 
after the payment of gencrow cash dividends, and these surplus earnings have in large 
measure been capitalized by the declaration of successive stock dividends of 50, 100, 

and 100 per cent." III I.C.C., at p. 180. uStating it baldly, it seems to me an indefen
sible anomaly that the public served should be required to pay 50 per cent dividends 
annually upon the stDck of a road like tho Michigan Central. It means requiring the 
public lD pay 6 per cent, or some such return, upon property acquired or constructed out 
of IW'plus earnings provided. by the users of the road in addition to dividends upon 
.tDck which have &r exceeded limits of reasonable liberality •••• All that the public 
served should in reason be required to pay the private owners of railroad and other 
public-utility properties is sufficient compensation to insure the faithful and efficient pet~ 
formance of the public service which they undertake to render, including the supply of 
at.pital necessary Cor the extension of the service. If; however, in times of prosperity the 

. public is able and willmg to provide earnings which arc in excess of what is needed for 
such compensation, it ought in reason to be possible to use such earnings. either for the 
retirement of debt or for the extension of the plant, in such a way that the burden upon 
the public for the future will be decreased or in any event will not be increased,'" ISO 
1.C.c., .t pp. 3'4. 3'5. It should be noted that the .. stricture. were really directed to 
the character of the Commission's valuation standards, rather than to the usc of market 
value, in the absence of adequate valuation data . 

... See, for example, C .. ".o/ o! Gul! COtU' Unes by M. P. R. R.. 94 I.C.C. 191 
('9'4); C .. ".olo! A.nn A.rbor R. R. by w.btUh Ry .. ,o51.C.C. 43 ('9'5). Note, also. 
the Collowmg from U"ification of Sout"",~SleNl Unes, 12.4 I.C.C. 401. 431-432-
(1927): "AI the prices paid for the several blocks of stock ..• were close to the prices 
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mercial basis of interchange of rights, .. a the Commission filcilitated 
acquisitions of control which appeared, on the whole, to promise pub
lic advantage. But in judging the propriety of the financial arrange
ments, attention was also directed to the character of the adjustments 
as between the parties concerned, and particularly to the treatment ac
corded to minority holdings. The Commission declared that the terms 
and conditions which it finds to be just and reasonable must "include 
proper provisions for the protection of minority interests:'''' Where 
the dealings were consummated at arm's length, there was no disposi. 
tion to question the proposed terms;'" similarly, the applicant'S will· 
ingness to hold its offer open to minority interests on the same terms 
as those accepted by the majority,"· or the inclusion of provisions for 

current at the times of purchase, and it is wen known that large blocks of .tock carry .. 
ing a measure of corporate control usually sell somewhat above the market, we do not 
regard these prices as necessarily excessive," 

298 While the Commission was critical of excessive payments to bankers and the 
realization of large private profits in connection with the acquisition of stock for pur~ 
poses of control, these factors did not result in the denial of applications. See, for c:x; .. 

ample, Conlt'olof Gulf Coast Line, hy M. P. R. R.o 94 I.C.C. 191, 19~OI (19'4); 
Control of Erie R. R •• od Per. Marque"" Ry., 138 I.C.C. 517, 531-53' (19.8); 150 
I.C.C. 751, 754-755 (19'9). 

2N Unification of $outhlllednn 1.1nes, 124I.C.C. 401, 434 (1921). 
2915 At an early date the Commission's approach was aplicidy set forth as follow.; 

"In passing upon an application by a carrier for authority to acquire control of another 
carrier by the purchase of its stoc14 we are called upon to consider whether the traru
action is one into which the applicant should be permitted to enter, having in mind the 
tenns and conditions of the proposed bargain and their effect upon the ability of the 
carrier to serve the public. We may inquire whether the consideration to be paid by the 
applicant is &it and .reasonable, to the end that the assets of the applicant be not wasted 
or its credit impaired $0 as to jeopardize its ability to perform ill public: functions. In a 
case involving dealings between two corporations under common control, we may ev~ 
perhaps, scrutinize the proposed transaction to determine whether the bargain is fair 
from the standpoint of protesting minorities. But where the transaction is between a 
carrier and individuals who are dealing with the carrier at arm's length and are pre· 
sumably capable of determining their own best interests, we do not think that the inter .. 
state commerce act requires us to do more than to determine whether the transaction 
will be in the public: interest, having in mind. as above indicated. the consideration to 
be paid by the carrier and the tenns and conditions of the transaction. So here, we are 
not called upon to decide any question as between the applicant and ItOc:kholden of the 
Big Four. except whether the former may, consistendy with its obligaUom to the publU; 
P>Y the price proposed to be p>id to .uch of the latter as may be wi1ling to oeU al that 
price." Cootrol of Big Four by N"" York Ceotr., 7' I.C.C. 96, 97-98 (19)>). See, 
also, Propoted Control of S. N. hy W. P. R. R., 99 I.C.C. 38>. 383-384 (19'S), 

tll. Thw: "Whether all stockholden of the carrier were afforded aD opportunity to 
participate in the contract with the applicant dOCI not affirmatively appear. but the a.,.. 
plicant states that it proposes to acquire additional ItOc:k from time to time at not n:. 
ceeding p>t (the price stipulated io the CODtract) and there bas been filed with us • 
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the acquisition of minority ititerests upon terms to be determined by 
impartial arbitration,29' was recognized as evidence of fiUr deal
itig.29S When, however, by reason of ititerlockitig directorates or other 
communities of ititerest, the terms were largely set by the group seek
itig to acquire control, without itidependent negotiation by those rep
resentitig the lines to be acquired, the Commission subjected the 
proposals to careful scrutitiy, and, even upon finditig the projected 
unification to be iti the public ititerest from the standpoitit of the 
transportation service, denied the application .... Such denial was 
grounded, furthermore, iti improper distribution of controlling au-

verified copy of a resolution of the applicant"s executive committee authorizing the pur~ 
chase, at par, of any stock of the carrier tendered to the applicant within 60 days after 
&vorable action by us herein." Control of Cisco 6J' Northeflltern Ry., 117 I.C.C. 447. 
448-449 (1926). See, also. Consolidation .f D., T. & 1. ond D. & 1. R. R., 124 I.C.C. 
145.151-158 (1927). 

291 Thus: "The provisions of the proposed leases for the purchase of minority stock. 
at values determined by bona fide arbitration appear to furnish adequate means for 
equitable adjustment of grievances of dissatisfied minority stock holders." New York 
Cmtral Unification. 150 I.C.C. 278, 320 (1929). See. also, Greal Northern Pat:. Ry. Co. 
AeqoisilU,., 162 I.C.C. 37. 45 (1930). 

298 It should be noted that the Commission itself sometimes provided such safe~ 
guud •• 10 Aequin .... by C .. tral R. R. Co. of N. T., 145 I.C.C. '79. 280 (1928). for 
example, the Commission declared: "The acquisition of 1,707 shares of stock by the 
applicant as lOught herein willlcave outstanding a small minority, concerning which 
the applicant now has DO definite plans. Our order herein will provide that within 30 
days from the date thereof the applicant shall notify the minority stockholders that it 
will purchaae their stock at any time within six months after said date at the same 
price paid for the stock herein authorized to be acquired, namely 560 per share." 

SDe The outstanding proceeding of this character is Nickel Plate Unification, lOS 
I.C.C. 425 (1926). The fact that, because of interlocking directorates and perfunc~ 
tory corporate procedure, "the boards of the Chesapeake and the Hocking appear to 
have acted as boards of ratification rather than authorization and direction" (p. 446) in. 
approving the proposed ratios of stock exchange was a leading mctor in the denial of 
the application. For the details as to this community of interest and absence of inde
pendent action, see note 155, supra. Said the Commission: ""With respect to the rea .. 
IOnableness of the proposed terms of stock exchange, the applicants state that "those 
considerations. terms and conditions, were not arrived at, nor could they have been ar~ 
rived at, by the we of a mathematical formula. Nor may the justness and reasonableness 
thereof be made the subject of any process of exact demonstration! But it is evident 
from the record that inadequate consideration was given to the terms from the view
point of the stockholder. of the Chesapeake and Hocking. The president of those two 
companies was not asked to submit any information or figures bearing on the matter 
while the plan was under consideration, and had no part in fixing the terms beyond a 
few general mggestions as to the: &ctors to be considered. He first learned of the: pro
posal from the newspapers and voted to approve: it without change. Other directors 
acted principally 00 the basis of the balance shc:c:t and income account annexed to the 
plan IlDd a ge:neral inspection of railway and financial manuals and annual repom. 
They eould produee no memoranda or data actually eonsideIed by them or by the re-
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thority among the interested parties-that is, it was based upon dis
approval of the concentration of control of vast properties in the 
hands of those responsible for but a small proportion of the aggre
gate investment."oo In this way the course of combination was pro-

spectivc: boards although data used by the Eric and Perc Marquette boards were pro~ 
duccd" (pp. 445 ..... 46). Again. in Unification of S_h""st ... U.". 124 I.C.C. 40' 
(1927), the fact of existing control and its rdationship to the treatment of minority in .. 
terests were likewise in8uential in the denial of the application. On the matter of con .. 
trol the Commission concluded: "It thus appears that the K. C. Southern dominated the 
other carriers of the proposed system before its application was filed. We doubt that 
such preliminary ascendancy was necessary or conducive to the fixing of equitable terms 
of union. If a project to unite two or more carriers is fair in its provisiom and appear. 
to be to the advantage of all of them it should not be necessary that one be put in a 
dominant position before applying to w for authority to acquire control of the others. It 
would also seem that whether a project of thiJ kind is fair and of mutual advantage 
ought to be considered both by the directors and by the stockholders of the corporations 
concerned unaffected by any relation of control or ownership possessed by one of thoac 
corporations" (pp. 429-430). And more concretely, on the matter of minority interests, 
the Commission said: ''The proposed plan of control affords no proper protection to the 
minority stockholders of the M-K-T and Cotton BelL If the applications are approved it 
will be in the power and [0 me interest of the K. C. Southern to discriminate against 
the other two carriers. ••• The danger to minority stockholders from the effective con
trol of one carrier by a competing carrier through ownership of voting stock of the 
controlled company is a very real danger, especially if the holdings of minority stock
holders are large, as in this case. The K. C. Southern having control of the M-K-T can 
divert traffic from that road to its own, as hereinbefore indicared. If it owns only a little 
over half of the outstanding voting stock of the M-K-T, it will be greatly to ill advan .. 
tage to draw bwmess away from the latter at all junction points and in other territories 
where the roads compete. In like manner the M-K-T. if it obrains control of the Cotton 
Belt, can diven traffic from that road to its own, and if it owns less than the entire capi .. 
tal stock. of the Conon Belt it will be to its advantage, and to the advantage of the K. C. 
Southern, as the owner of the majority of its stock, to diven business from the Cotton 
BelL These diversions of traffic may be greatly to the detriment of thc minority holden 
of stock of the M-K-T and of the Conon Belt who do not have large holdings of the 
stock of the respective controlling corporations. It is also within the power of a con
trolling company to injure a controlled carrier by permitting the deterioration of iu 
property or service. By these methods the price of ltOCk of the controlled carrier can be 
depressed and its acquisition by the controlling carrier or its stockholders &cilitated·· 
(pp. 432, 433). Sec, also, ConloliJfIIion of D., T. 6- 1. tmJ D. 6- I. R. R •• U4 I.C.C. 14S. 
151, 157 (1927); and compare Control of Erie R. R. ad P"e Marquette Ry., 138 
I.C.C. 5'7. 53'-534 ('9.8). 

'00 Thw: ''We can not escape the conciUJion that the plan was arranged with the 
intention of keeping control in the hands of iu proponents even though their intered is 
a minority one in fact. Such an anangement is DOt in accord with JOund railroad prac
tice. The Nickel Plate is the only railroad of importance in the country in which pre
ferred stockholders do not have the right to vote. and now it is proposed to extend thil 
feature to over $155,000,000 of new stock of a company comparable with the New 
York Central. Pennsylvania, and Baltimore & Ohio. The common stoclc. of the new 
company will not gready exceed $174,000,,000 out of a total capitalization of over 
$950,000,000. We believe it to be .elf-evident that the public interest require. that the 
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tected against unsound practices in organization and finance, at least 
in their more flagrant forms. But even these mctors-the protection of 
minority interests against exploitation, and the protection of the trans
portation systems against minority domination-merely operated to 
prevent undesirable unifications, instead of leading to the prescrip
tion of such terms and conditions as might be deemed to be in the 
public interest. Affirmative action, particularly in the adjustment of 
conflicts between various groups of stockholders, would have in
volved such onerous tasks in the delimitation of private rights as to 

entire body of stockhold .... of a nilroad which is bonded in exws of one·half of iu 
investment. and not a powerful few, shall be responsible for its management. This ca.o. 
be done only by giving them the power to control the managerocnt. The lethargy of 
ordinary stockholders in exercising their power to cootrol the management of these 
large corporations has often been commented on, but nevertheless the power should be 
in their .ha.J:¢s to use as they see fit. It is inimical to the public interest to strip stock~ 
holders of their voting power, thus rendering it so much easier to control a great trans .. 
portation system. by a comparatively limited amount of investment." Nkl{el Plate Unifi .. 
t:tIIion. lOS LC.e. 425, 444 (1926), Again: "If ODe carrier ls to c:ontrol another there 
should be a reasonable and proper proportion between them. The burden assumed by 
the dominant corporation should be commensurate with its resources. There is some-
thing incongruous in the control by one carrier of another having more than three 
times its mileage and more than twice its resources, and when there is added indirect 
control of a third carrier, also larger than the controlling corporation. the incongruity . 
and lack of proportion is accentuated. We can not look with favor upon such control, 
especially when effected largely by the use of the credit of the controlled carriers and 
when the preexisting obligations of the controlling carriers are such as to suggest the 
impropriety of itJ assuming additional finaneial burdens. • • • But even if the K. c. 
Southern were financially able to acquire and maintain control of the M-K-T and 
through the latter of the Cotton Belt, the control of properties so large by such a rela· 
tively amall amount of capital is not in the public interest .... About $25,500,000 par 
of its common stock. could effectively control the company. and the market value of this 
amount of stock [on the day of the close of the hearing] .•. was less than $11,000.' 

000, or less than 11 per cent of the market value: of all the stock of the three com
panies. about 7.2 per cent of the total value of the stock if the M·K·T adjusttncot 
bonds should be converted, and less than 2 per cent of the aggregate amount of their 
book assets. This ICCms too small a base upon which to build such a financial pyra..l 
mid. Concentration of control within proper limits may be a necessary incident of the 
grouping of railroads into a limited number of systems. There is, however, a. limit to 
the extent to which it properly may be carried. AI we view it, that limit is reached be .. 
fore the concentration has progressed to the extent of 1 to 50. There are too many pos .. 
libilitics of the misuse of power lodged in the hands of a small group of stockholders 
whose financial interest in the enterprise may be very small in comparison with the 
enormous a&$Cts under their control. However worthy of trust the persons DOW seeking 
to acquire this control may be, their successors may not be so worthy. The possibilities 
of exploitation of the carrier and the usc of its resources for the personal benefit of 
those controlling it is obviously increased as the disparity between the inve&ttnent repre. 
senting control and the aggregate assets controlled increases." Unification of SOUl"· 
western Lines. 124 I.c.e. 401, 437-439 (19:17). 
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divert the Commission unduly from the performance of its public 
duties;Bo1 and this practical consideration, coupled with the impor
tance of flexibility in the furtherance of voluntary combinations, was 
properly deemed controlling, despite the vigorous protests of some 
members of the Commission.Boo 

Viewing the .complex of administrative activities as a whole in this 

'01 The most striking expression of this negative attitude is to be found in Nickel 
Plate Unification, 10; I.C.C. 42; (1926). Although the applicants not only conceded 
that the Commission possessed authority to pass upon the financial arrangements. but 
requested that it indicate. particularly with references to the ratios for exchange of 
stock, what it dc:cmed to be just and reasonable, the Commission declined to do 10. Nor 
was it content to point to the inadequacy of the record for this purpose; it declared un .. 
equivocally that "the burden of ascertaining or determining proper ratios of exchange" 
should not be cast upon it: "If all the stockholders are impartially represented in the 
preliminary discussions they should be able to reach an agreement which can secure the 
approval of substantially all of the stockholders. If all the stockholders of the Ch ... • 
peake and Hocking had been represented by independent negotiator., the tranteript of 
these hearings would read diKerently and our findings would be different. The burdcD 
is upon applicants to jwtif}r the jwtness and reasonableness of the ratios of exchange. 
We should not be expected to do more than ascertain that fact upon the record. We 
should not be expected to arbitrate to me fraction of a share just what each stockholder 
should receive. Many similar applications will probably be filed in the future and if all 
of these applicants, like the instant one. should request W to adjudicate their differences 
in the commercial aspects of buying and selling railroad properties, the law would prob-
ably become unworkable. We can not undertake, at the request of parties, virtually to 
trade in several hundred thousand miles of railroads and at the same time perform out 
legitimate: duties under the law" (p. 448). See, also, Vn;ficlllion of SoulluvellenJ Unel. 
1241.C.C. 401, 434 (1927). 

802 Note the following, for example, from the dissenting opinion of Commissioner 
Lewis in Nickel PIau Unification, lOS I.C.C. 425 (1926), at pp. 45'-452: ''This pro
ceeding is brought under paragraph (2) of section S. That section provides that the 
commission shaH be authorized by order, to approve and authorize such acquisition as 
is found to be in the public interest 'under such rules and regulations and for sucb con .. 
sideration and on such terms and conditions as sball he found by me commission to be 
just and reasonable." Have we gone thus tar? There certainly arise grave doubts as to 
whether this administrative body, having at most only quasHudiciai power'. mould at .. 
tempt to set itself up as a court of equity to pass on various individual claims that arise 
in consolidation proceedings. But this body is competent and equipped to appraise, and 
to indicate what it would consider to be 'jwt and reasonable terms and conditions' even 
as between various groups of security holder •. It would certainly be within the scope of 
iu proper activity to indicate what would bring me propnal, found to be in the public 
interest, into line for its approval. • . . Proponents of the consolidation will be entirely 
free to renew their petition after such revision as they may think meets the objections on 
which denial is based. It would, however, be much better, it seems to me, for us to re· 
rain control of the maner and to lead the way to the realization of those things which 
we find meet the definitions of public interest set up by Congress in iu declaration of a 
national railroad policy." See, also, the dissenting opinions of Commiuioners Meyer, 
Lewis, and Woodlock in Un;/ielllion of SoulluvelkNl UMI, 124 I.C.C 401 (1927), at 
pp. 441-447. 
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sphere, it appears that while the Commission proceeded with undue 
liberality in acquiescing in consolidations effectuated independendy 
of its authority and in approving of acquisitions of control which 
amounted to virtual consolidations in advance of the maturation of 
its comprehensive plan for the distribution of the roads into a limited 
number of systems, it consistendy sought to safeguard the public in
terest in such unifications, largely along the lines contemplated by the 
consolidation provisions and in general furtherance of the purposes 
of its tentative determinations in execution thereo£ It was impressed 
with the importance of achieving economies and improving service, 
and was willing to accede to such sacrifice of local competition as ap
peared necessary for attaining these ends; it was guided by the Con
gressional purpose of maintaining competition as fully as possible 
and existing channels of trade wherever practicable, and imposed con
ditions designed to safeguard established commercial and transpor
tation relationships of significant character; it'denied applications 
which ignored the preservation of needed short and weak lines, and 
approved others, when feasible, upon condition that reasonable pro
vision be made for such lines; it scrutinized the financial arrange
ments incident to the execution of proposed combinations-approv
ing those which imposed no undue burdens upon the transportation 
system and accorded equitable treatment to all the parties con=ned, 
modifying others by conditional authorizations, and condemning 
such terms and expedients as clearly jeopardized minority interests 
and involved unsound corporate structures. The Commission's fre
quent fiillure to resort to affirmative action by prescribing specific ar
rangements in lieu of those which it found objectionable-that is, its 
practice, in connection with the denial of applications, of enunciating 
general principles and relying upon the initiative and ingenuity of 
the proponents of unifications to translate these principles into work
able arrangements with respect to weak roads, dissenting stockhold
ers, and financial organization-was grounded in the practical neces
sities of the situation, as influenced both by administrative difficulties 
and the demands of flexibility in furthering the program of voluntary 
combinations. These circumstances, coupled with the separate statu
tory provision for consolidations into single systems for ownership 
and operation and the Commission's own delay in promulgating a 
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comprehensive plan for effectuating such consolidations, were largely 
responsible for the absence of a greater measure of positive govern
mental direction in the field of acquisitions of control. 

Consolidations 

The statutory provisions for the consolidation of railroad proper
ties into a limited number of systems on the basis of a predetermined 
plan were regarded, at the time of their enactment in 1920, as a very 
important part of the new national transportation policy; yet, in the 
long interval which has elapsed since the passage of the T ransporta
tion Act, practically no consolidations have been effected under these 
provisions. While many carriers have unified their properties, through 
purchase of assets and acquisitions of control, into what have been 
virtually single systems for ownership and operation, both without the 
Commission's sanction and with its approval under other sections of 
the statute, the authorization of technical consolidations, in further
ance of the contemplated complete plan and in conformity with the 
expressly prescribed standards, still remains a matter largely for future 
consideration. Under these circumstances our analysis and appraisal 
of the Commission's activities in connection with "consolidations" 
must necessarily be restricted to a survey of its policies and processes 
in the preparation of the comprehensive plan which it was directed to 
formulate .... 

That this plan was intended to contribute to the preservation of 
weak roads, the simplification of rate making, and the improvement 
of credit conditions, as well as to the achievement of economies, is 
clearly indicated by the legislative standards prescribed for the Com
mission's guidance. Thus, it was stipulated that "the several systems 
shall be so arranged that the cost of transportation as between com
petitive systems and as related to the values of the properties through 
which the service is rendered shall be the same, so fur as practicable, so 
that these systems can employ uniform rates in the movement of com
petitive traffic and under efficient management earn substantially the 
same rate of return upon the value of their respective railway prop
erties." Furthermore, no abandonment of the competitive principle 

I •• Sec. s. pan. (4) and (s). 
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was contemplated, nor were vested interests and prevai1ing relation
ships to be ignored; it was provided that not one system, but a limited 
number of systems, be established, that competition be preserved as 
fully as possible, and that wherever practicable existing routes and 
channels of trade and commerce be maintained. After agreement by 
the Commission upon a tentative plan conforming to these standards 
it was required to "give the same due publicity," and upon reason
able notice, to "hear all persons who may file or present objections 
thereto"; and upon conclusion of these hearings it was to adopt and 
publish a consolidation plan, but with authority "at any time there
after, upon its own motion or upon application, [to 1 reopen the sub
ject for such changes or modifications as in its judgment will promote 
the public interest." 

To facilitate the preparation of the tentative consolidation plan, the 
Commission directed Professor William Z. Ripley of Harvard Uni
versity to determine and propose to it a grouping of the roads by way 
of execution of the statutory requirements; and on August 3> 1921, 

upon completion of his report, the Commission published its tentative 
plan for consolidation of the railroads into nineteen systems.aM It is 
beyond the scope of this study to undertake an analysis of the specific 
groupings proposed, but the general principles followed in interpret
ing and applying the legislative mandate constitute a significant ex
pression of the controlling considerations. Although the Commis
sion's plan departed in some particulars from Professor Ripley's 
proposals, it was accompanied by no independent declaration of pol
icy;80G accordingly, the nature of the Commission's approach in this 
initial step toward furthering consolidations must be gathered from 
the analysis contained in the Ripley Report.8os 

Professor Ripley, properly viewing his efforts merely as a prelimi
nary step in the formulation of a consolidation plan, confined his at
tention to the larger steam roads; although he recognized the impor-

I .. Coruo/idlllio. of l/6iJrotuls. 63 I.C.C. 455 ('931). 
IOIID referring to Professor Ripley', report. the Commission merely Aid: "In lOme 

respccta our tentative plan docs Dot follow his recommendations, but presenu alterna
tives thereto for like consideration. We indicate the main differences. We have lOught to 
minimize ditmembermcnt of existing linci or systems." Ibid.~ p. 455. 

101 ThO report, comprising lOme 200 pages and including ltatistical tables and 
mapt, was added U aD appendix to the Commitaion'l report. Ibid., pp. 46S~60, 
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tance of the lesser properties which were left unassigned, he felt that 
further study, based on more adequate data, would be necessary for 
their eventual allocation.soT Similarly, although he regarded "the 
adoption of a comprehensive policy as to terminal ownership, opera
tion, or both" as indispensable to effective consolidation, he made no 
recommendati!)ns "as to particular terminal remedies," merely as
suming that free and untrammeled utilization of terminals, on the 
basis of due compensation, "will be somehow provided."sos With the 
scope of the undertaking thus delimited, he conceived of the task as 
affording "a unique opportunity for the evolution of a comprehen
sive plan for the development of national resources," unhampered 
by the "purely temporary or personal considerations of advantage or 
profit" which had so often in the past determined the location of the 
railroads.so• But his approach was predominantly realistic, despite 
the fact that he deemed himself free to suggest "an ideal layout," 
disregarding adverse judicial decisions under preexisting legislation, 
assuming the feasibility of effecting necessary readjustments in capi
talization, and encouraging the development of alternative routes 
and gateways in order that concentration and congestion might be 
reduced.·'o He recognized that statistical data and "seductive maps" 
might give an appearance of symmetry which would be grossly mis
leading, that the effects of dismemberment and realignment of prop
erties and of disturbance of existing traffic relationships could not 
be predicted with accuracy, and that the distinction between finan
cially strong and financially weak roads, under the dynamic condi
tions of the post-war milieu and the impact of the new governmental 
policies, was highly uncertain.Sll To this practical view of the situa
tion may be attributed his unwillingness to estimate the savings 
which would result from an increase in the scale of operations or a 
more intensive use of investment, as well as his desire to minimize 
the dismemberment of established systems, with its resulting diflicul
ties in corporate organization and finance and in the utilization of 
existing physical instrumentalities.'" The creation of systems of 
continental scope--"reaching, that is to say, clear across the country, 

lOT lbili .. p. 479. 
loo/bill., p. 484. 
Ill/bill., pp. 478-479. 481-48 •• 

'081bitl., pp. 483-484. 
Ilo/bill .• pp. 48'-483. 484. 
au Ibid .. pp. 64..-645. 635. 
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from east to west, and from Canada to the Gulf"-which had been 
suggested as a means of providing the required competitive balance, 
was rejected in favor of the establishment of systems which would 
compete within defined territories. The latter policy was adopted 
because of the greater operating and administrative efficiency of the 
smaller and more compact systems, especially in view of the peculiar 
characteristics of particular regions and the need "that correspond
ence be maintained between the scope of these railroad systems and 
the long-standing rate-making areas and statistical divisions which 
have commended themselves upon the basis of long experience to 
the parties concerned.'>S18 Although this approach gave rise to the 
problem of strict or loose application when established systems had 
extended their lines bcyond their appropriate territories, an attempt 
was made "to find for them, so far as may be, a natural alignment 
with the other properties within each of the great territorial sub
divisions"-it being kept in mind, however, that "precision must at 
all times be tempered by practicability," and that "an occasional lapse 
from system" must be deemed preferable "to corporate or traffic dis
memberment ...... Throughout the analysis is discernible a willing
ness to depart from strict adherence to the theoretical ideal and to 
effect practical compromises, particularly in fulfilment of some of the 
"discordant requirements" of the statute.81' 

·"Ibid •• p. 480. 
IU,lbiJ.# p. 481 • 
• 11 Note the following, ror example: uA peculiar diJliculty in effecting consolidation 

of Itrnng with weak. road, and of reconciling such merger with existing operating and 
traffic relationships. arises from the tendency of the weak roads to link up in series and 
to form thereby through routes extending IOmetimes clear across the country. . . . 
These variow properties •.. tend to exc:bange more freely with one another than 
with the standard or strong lines. From these strong lines, which have their own routes 
nom end to end of each territory, they are naturally excluded, so that they are more or 
leu compelled to associate with one: another in the formation of what may be called 
subataodard roua. • • • Furthermore, these unallcr subnormal properties oftentimes 
serve as the natural arnu or extensions of the larger companies, which by reason of a 
paucity of fcedcn, are forced to rely upon such association. • • • Under such oondi
lions. the mandate of the statute, to preserve "as fully as possible and wherever practi .. 
cable' mch traffic usocialions, impels ODe of ncccssity toward consolidation of a number 
of equally IUbstandard road •• Conformity with the other mandate of the statute by 
scckiog to ally strong and weak properties to a like degree, thus threatens to ovctact the 
traflic relatiomhips which have become customarily established by force of circum .. 
5tanc:cI. It iI because of the clash between these at times discordant requirements, that 
the emergent result it so often. a piebald compromise." Ibid., p. 48:1. 
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The three fundamental requirements-that competition be pre
served, that existing routes be maintained, and that earning capacity 
be equalized-were treated as of parallel importance, but the traffic 
and operating phase of the problem, grounded in basic economic 
factors, was recognized as a more fruitful starting-point than primary 
emphasis upo,! financial considerations.8l• On this basis, twenty-one 
systems were proposed, developed along regional lines, 81T but with 

'16 The nature and significance of this approach appear from the fanowing: '·With· 
out having regard to the fundamental principle involved. both in consolidation and the 
new statutory rule of rate making, it might appear that these several requirements were 
stated in the order of their importance; in other words, that the element of financial 
strength was less significant than the preservation of competition and of the existing 
traffic routes. But having due regard 10 the maUer in its larger practical a.pectl, it if 
evident that any plan adopted will Dot only be a mere paper plan. ineffectual and (utile, 
but that it will fail to conform to the spirit of the act, unlcss the financial requirements 
be given equal weight with those of operation and traffic. For the plan will never be put 
into effect unless a financial motive for consolidation be afforded; and unless it is put 
into effect, a positive bar to the attainment of uniform reasonable rates, under which all 
the carriers alike may thrive, will continue to exist, if the underlying principle of the 
legislation is in reality sound .••• [But] two quite distinct methods of approach 
might be adopted according as one began at the operating and traffic end, or, on the 
other hand, began with the financial aspects of the matter .••• One might, presum .. 
ably, first ascertain me relative financial standing of the corporatiom; and thereafter 
check up the alliances thus indicated, by applying the test of operating d1iciency and 
satisfaction of the traffic needs of the territorict concerned. Or, contrariwise, one might 
first seek the namral alignment of these properties as operating and traffic uniu. before 
inquiry as to whether such alignment contained an effective invitation to merger, based 
upon considerations of earning power and financial stability. The former method apo
peal, particularly to financial ,tudents of the subject. It has resulted in the formulation 
of several significant proposals. The latter calls for a somewhat wider range of informa· 
tion, dealing not alone. as it does. with the operating and traffic charactcristia of the 
carrier companies, but also looking to the broader consideranom of the traf6c: needs of 
the entire communities served. For it is held that the mai.atcnance of the -existing 
routes and channels of trade and commerce' implies not the preservation of merely arti· 
fidal currents and conditions, but that the statute contains an invitation to consider 
these carrier corporations in their basic relationship to the wel&re. prescnt and pros
pective, of the country. Viewed in this larger SCDIC the act is at once an invitation and 
an opportunity. It calls for an analflis of the commercial geography of the United 
States, in its relation to the layout of its railway net. For. unleu the location of its rail .. 
ways conforms to the commercial requirements of the country, there can be no perma· 
nent prosperity for either." Ibit/ •• p. 477. 

In Trunk line region: I. Pennsylvania; 2. New York Central; 3. Baltimore&: Ohio
Reading; 4. Erie·Lehigh Valley-Wabash; 5. Lackawanna-Nickel Plate. CA""I"""-e 
Btty .. gion: 6. Cbesapeake It Ohio; 7. Norfolk It Western-Virginian; 8. New England 
regional; 9. Michigan peninsula. SOUlhetUlet'tJ ng;"": 10. Southern Railway; II. AtIan· 
tic Coast Line-Louisville. Nashville; 12. OIinod Central; 13. Seaboard Air Line; 14. 
Florida East Coast. Wenem INnscontint:1llt1i region: 15. Union Pacific-North Western; 
16. Burlington-Northern Pacific; 11. 51. Paul-Great Northern; 18. Rock Island-South· 
ern Pacific; 19. Santa Fe. SOUlhwt:nem·GuJ/ re'gimI: 20. PriJco; 21. Miuouri Pacific. 
lbU1 .• p. 640. 
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"each considerable city all over the United States tapped by at least 
two railways," and with "all of the great competitive routes ••• so 
arranged that there is a matching for competitive purposes every
where. "",. This grouping of roads was not only deemed to conform 
to the requirements of the statute with respect to competition, but to 
provide, as a broad matter of policy, such a measure of competitive 
rivalry as was believed to be indispensable to the maintenance of 
effici~cy ;". and the magnitude and scope of the proposed systems 
were also thus limited in the interest of administrative effectiveness'" 

alBlD. point of fact the competitive lCt·up in important communities was a much 
more intensive Doe: "The foregoing description of competitive routes, matched in pairs, 
does DOt, of courBe, preclude the possibility of competition between a larger number of 
roads than two. At most nodal pointl, for example, it will be found that from three to 
five are as likely to compete as two. Tb.w at Scatde, San Francisco, Savannah, Atlanta, 
or the twin cities, one discovers three systems in competition. At Galveston four .ystcms 
enter. New Orleans has three: systems from the southeast and four from wcst of the 
Misoissippi. Karuu City will be II>uchcd by at least four of the tranlCOntinentai lin.., 
with the two Southwcstcm..cuIf aystcnu in addition. In sHort, as a city rises in the 
ICale from third to ICCOnd or first place, as a strategic center, the Dumber of systems 
which independently seek to provide competition increases. This, it is submitted, COD" 

forma to the spirit of the aeL Ir is inevitable, in any event, thar: competition becomes 
keener the greater the commercial importance of the city. But the progression under a 
well-ordered IYstem. seems to be more nearly an expression of the natural geographital. 
fitness of that center, rather than, al IOmetimel heretofore, because of a fortuitoul or 
artiIiciaI, and ., that degree, Ie. deserved advantage." Ibid., pp. 637-038. 

810 That the entire pattern of the proposed plan was in8ucnced by thi. emphasis 
upon the competitive principle appearl from the following: "No impartial student can 
deny the force of the contention that unified operation in and of itself is advantageous 
both u regards cost and expedition in service. But it iJ equally incontrovertible that the 
ccsu.tion of competition under a Iystem of complete regional monopoly . . . is de
structive of one of the great incentivel to efficiency. That was perhaps one reason why 
the COlt of operation mounted 10 phenomenally during the war. The instrumentalitics 
may be present; but the vigor and initiative which are commonly set on foot through 
rivalry arc bound to be lessened. One of the larger aspects, then, of this proposed con .. 
IOlidation plan iJ that it offerl a third choice. in place either of completely unified re
gional ownership and operation with ill lack of incentive, on the onc hand; or of the 
economic waites which arc incident to helter-skelter competition between a heterogene
OUI congeries of more or less imperfectly developed properties, on the other. One alter
native threatcnl .tagnation; the other has driven our railroads to the verge of bank .. 
ruptcy. May not a well-ordered consolidation program offer a way out. without resorting 
to the ultimate expedient of government ownership from which, once adopted, there 
can be DO withdrawal. It is believed that an opportunity presents itself to seek the 
advantap of each of the other arrangements, with lOme chance of escape from their 
several inherent defects. Such, at least, is the underlying principle contemplated in this 
plan:' Ibid., p. 636. 

110 The objective, apparently, was to impose at least no more extensive managerial 
tasks upon the proposed .,steml than thOle involved in the administration of the larg .. 
CIt of the existing .yltCml: l'The rcally significant feature of the exhibits respecting size 
• • • and one which has been kept in mind throughout the evolution of this plan, is 
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and for the protection of local communities,821 Furthermore, while 
the proposed systems varied widely in both mileage and volume of 
traffic, the ratio of net operating income to recorded investment, as 
tested by reference to such valuation data as were available, disclosed 
a high degree of uniformity of return among the respective systems, 
particularly in each of the territorial groups, as contemplated by the 
provisions of the statute,s .. The objects sought (and measurably 
attained) by the proposed grouping of roads were summarized as 
follows: "An inherently natural geographic scope for each system; a 
sound operating adaptation of each unit to its surroundings, due con
sideration being given to the nature of its traffic; administrative 

the W:t that the load thrown upon any single system for administrative purpotct if upc 
well below the existing standards. The criterion for adminisuation must necessarily be 
found in the revenue ton-miles; that is to say, in the density and the total movement of 
traffic. The attainment of the Peon.sylvania in 1911 to 47,871,000.000 revenue: fDD .. 

miles, followed next in order by the New York Central standing at 38,477,000,000 reve
nue ton-miles, is DOl elsewhere approached by any of the other proposed systems. And 
these two great groups, above named, represent io this piau not additions to the existing 
corporate business handled, but at least in the c:asc of the New York Central, a 1m,. 
srantial subtraction therefrom. The only proposed systems which approach within hail .. 
ing distance of either the New York Central or the Pennsylvania in volume of busineu 
arc the Baltimore" Ohio-Reading, the Erie-Lehigh Valley-Wabash, the Burlington, 
and the Union Pacific systems. In fine, if it lie within the bounds of human capacity to 
operate the Pennsylvania and the New York Central sysICIDJ at at present constitulCd, 
there is no reason to suppose that these newly suggeslCd systcma are too big to be prop
erly managed. This c:onsideration is indeed a very vital one. Its signific.ance could per .. 
haps be benet appreciated were it possible to outline all of the c:omprehensive proposal. 
which have beeo in turn rejected, largely because of the undue magnitude of their op
erating units. This plan, it is c:onfidently submitted, has been fashioned with a view to 
withsranding thi ........ Ibid •• p, 639. 

821 Thw: "'The question is often raised why more than two c:ompeting through .,. ... 
tans are necessary. inasmuch as two are adcquarc to provide the c:ompetition in ICJ'Vic:e 
called for by the transportation act. • • • It is submitted in answer to this conteDtioD 
that more and mote do the little local communities along the lines of theJe primary 
railroads need encouragement and suppon in face of the commercial and industrial ri
valry of the great centers of population. Too c:omprehensive a scheme of consolidation 
would unquestionably operarc to leuen the Dumber of tnJ.D..k lines between competitive 
ccnICrt. over each of which there would be provided a main-line quality of ttansporta .. 
bon. The cities of the intermediate class, Des Moines, Iowa, for example, cannot expect 
all of the rivalry which would arise between carriers at a primary center like Kansas 
City or SL Louis. But the chances for development attendant upon first-cl3S1 main-line 
ICt'Vice will be considerably increased if there are, for example, three or four competing 
trunk lines of large systems across the state of Iowa, rather than a smaller number. It it 
also trUe that each main stem of a system may discover such an advantage due to itt 
location or c:onnections as will encourage it to specialize in certain classes of bwinea. 
Upon such foundations are reputations at a reward of merit based." Ibid. 

12> Ibid., pp. 64cHj44. 
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practicability, that is to say, a size under each particular set of cir
cumstances, commensurate with human capacity in management; an 
ever-present competition between rival roads, in order to insure the 
continuance of an alert and accelerated service to the public, assum
ing that the foregoing physical arrangements have already provided 
economical carriage by each competitor; and such an equalization 
of earning capacity between these competitors, as to perpetuate such 
rivalry in service on an even-handed and wholesome basis."·28 

Without comment upon this analysis and largdy on the basis of the 
groupings thus made, the Commission announced its tentative con
solidation plan. It was put forward "in order to elicit a full record 
upon which the plan ultimately to be adopted can rest, and without 
prejudgment of any matters which may be presented upon that rec
ord.' .... In its expectation that this plan would be regarded merely as 
a point of departure, and that a great diversity of views would be 
forthcoming, the Commission was not to be disappointed. & a result 
of extensive hearings, held between April 24. 1922, and December '" 
1923> a record of almost 12,000 pages of confficting testimony, includ
ing more than 'JOO exhibits, was developed. The general tenor of the 
views thus expressed was one of disapproval: because of skepticism, 
particularly in the /ace of improving transportation conditions, as to 
the necessity or desirability of consolidation as such; because of fear 
that the formulation of a plan would introduce an element of rigidity 
into a situation which required flexible treatment, and would enhance 
the costs and increase the difficulties of effectuating combinations; 
and because of numerous alleged defects of particular groupings 
suggested by the tentative plan ... • 

BUlbid., p. 635. 
1240 Ibid .• p. 455. Not only were alternative groupings suggested by the Commission 

in many instances. but vezy few Class U and Class nl roads were allocated. ''Those not 
10 included," said the Commission, "whether industrial common carriers, terminal 
carrier .. interurban el~ railways opera~d as a part of general steam railroad sys
temI of transportation or engaged. in the general transportation of freight, 'short lines: 
or othen. will be considered at the hearings to be hereafter assigned so that in the 
plan to be ultimately adopted. provision can be made for their inclusion in the systems:' 
Ibid., p. 464. 

121 See Record, CoftlOlitlation of RPUroaJs. No. 12964; and compare the following, 
most of which bring the analysis forward to later years: Walker D. Hines, "The Rela
tionship of the Burlington~Great Northern-Northern Pacific Group to the Federal 
Railroad CoDIOliclation Laws;' Harvtll'J Bunnell Rellielll, vol. 1 (1923), pp. 398-413; 
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Impressed by the objections to the general policy of fashioning con
solidations on the basis of a predetermined grouping of roads, as well 
as to its own particular proposals, and doubtful of its ability to recon
cile the diverse interests involved and the various points of view 
which had been presented to it, the Commission, for a period of six 
years after the conclusion of its hearings, failed to adopt a final con
solidation plan. Although the publication of such a plan was clearly 
intended and required by law, and although the tentative allocations 
had been announced for the express purpose of eliciting a full record 
"upon which the plan ultimately to be adopted can rest," the Com
mission chose to disregard both the statutory mandate and its own 
pronouncement. In extenuation, it may freely be conceded that the 
encouragement of planned consolidations, in the direction tenta
tively indicated, was being subjected to severe criticism, especially as 
the traffic, earnings, and credit of the roads improved; and that the 
incomplete status of the valuation project, together with the provision 
restricting the capitalization of consolidated systems to the rate-mak
ing value of their constituent properties, interposed obstacles to the 
speedy furtherance of consolidation policy. Moreover, while the Com
mission declined to sanction technical consolidations pending the 
promulgation of its complete plan, considerable progress was being 
made, as we have seen, toward the achievement of unifications, 
amounting in many instances to virtual consolidations, which were 
calculated to effect economies and improve service. Despite these cir
cumstances, however, the Commission's apparent sidetracking of the 
consolidation plan suggested a deliberate disregard of the legislative 
will. Whatever the difficulties, the net remains that Congress had 
declared for a policy of ordered consolidation, and, in the public 

A. J. County, "Consolidation of Railtoad. into Systems," AmfflcatJ Economic Re"ie",~ 
vol. 14 (March, 1924. Supplement), pp. 73-85; Eliot Jones, "Railroad Consolidation," 
North America Review, vol. 221 (March, 1925), pp. 440-453; Walter M. W. Splawn, 
CotJrolidation of Rai/roodl (1925); "Railroad Consolidation," Proeeedingi 0/ llu 
Academy 0/ PoiitiC'a/ Scimce, vol. 13 (June, 1929) j James B. McDonough, "Consoli .. 
dation of Railroads," Virginia lAw Review, vol. 16 (December, 1929). pp. 149-163: 
Howard C. Kidd, "Railroad Consolidations and the Slate of PCllDSyivania," RepottlQ 
1M Public Sn"IIice CommuMfI of 'he Commo,,,vealtA 0/ Pntfuyl •• n;" (1930); T. W. 
Van Metre. "'IUilroad Consolidation," Appmtliz to Report of SpenJ Comminee tnJ 

Railroad Conso/iJaliOtJ. Chamber of Commerce of the Stille of New Yorot (1930); Re· 
port of the New EngltUJd RmlroaJ Commillee to the Go,,"tJ«'S of the Nelli Eng/all 
5_'(1931). 
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interest, had imposed upon the Commission the duty of preparing a 
comprehensive plan. While it is true that the probable economies of 
consolidation have often been exaggerated, that the merging of roads 
on a large scale would inevitably involve sharp reductions in railroad 
employment, and that far-flung combinations would necessarily re
strict the operation of competitive forces, it is not unreasonable to 
assume that such factors had been taken into account when Congress 
directed the Commission to proceed. Furthermore, the publication of 
a "final" plan, like the announcement of the tentative plan, was con
ceived by the lawmakers merely as a procedural step; and, as will ap
pear in due course, the Commission itself came to regard its consoli
dation plan, as finally adopted at the end of I929, in just this light: 
permitting such modifications as seemed warranted in the light of 
convincing representations or changing conditions, insisting that a 
finding of public interest is a prerequisite to its approval of any 
specific consolidation proposal, and asserting it~ authority to impose 
conditions in order to safeguard essential public ends. It is difficult, 
therefore, to find adequate justification for the Commission's long 
delay in promulgating a consolidation plan, particularly since its 
rather liberal attitude with respect to acquisitions of control, far from 
facilitating the solution of the problem as a whole, tended to confuse 
the situation, to encourage competitive purchases for strategic pur
poses, and, at least indirecdy, to stimulate the development of rail
road holding companies outside its jurisdiction. 

It is not to be presumed, however, that the Commission remained 
altogether silent during the long interval between the announcement 
of its tentative plan in the summer of I92I and the appearance of its 
complete, or fina~ plan in the winter of I929. On February 4, I925, 
about a year after the consolidation proceeding had been submitted 
for decision, the Commission addressed a letter to the Senate Com
mittee on Interstatl' Commerce in which, expressing doubt as to the 
wisdom of the requirement that a complete plan be adopted to which 
all future consolidations must conform, it asked to be relieved of the 
duty of preparing a comprehensive consolidation plan. Being "im
pelled to the belief that results as good, and perhaps better, are likely 
to be accomplished with less loss of time if the process of consolida
tion is permitted to develop, under the guidance of the commission, 
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in a more normal way," it proposed that section 5 be so amended that, 
in addition to omitting the requirement for a consolidation plan, it 
expressly make unlawful all consolidations or acquisitions of control 
except upon the Commission's approval and authorization under 
broadly discretionary powers, and that it specifically authorize the 
Commission to disapprove of any consolidation or acquisition of con· 
trol on the ground that it does not include a carrier, or the whole or 
any part of its property, which ought to be included in the public in· 
terest and which it is possible to include upon reasonable terms.8'. 
While the Commission's proposal was received sympathetically in 
many quarters, both because of appreciation of the great difficulties 

826 See A.nnual Repor/~ 1925. pp. 13-14. 72. These provisions, it will be observed. 
were designed to make resort to the Commission mandatory, to safeguard every aJpect 
of the public interest, and, specifically, to provide an express basil for the inclusion 
of weak roads in proposed combinations. In supporting the express prohibition of 
consolidations or acquisitions of control except upon its own authorization, the Com .. 
mission said: "The purpose of this provision is to make ccnain that the process of con" 
solidation will in all respects be subject to the control and guidance of Federal au .. 
thority. Without such a prohibition it will be claimed that such consolidations or 
acquisitions of control as are not in conflict with the Federal antitrust lawl may be 
effected, as was done in the Nickel Plate case, under State authority and without Fed .. 
eral approval. Whatever the merits of the Nickel Plate consolidation, it must be 
obviow that the possibility of consolidations or acquisitions of control thus consum .. 
mated means a division of authority and responsibility which is likely to be destrue: .. 
tive of any well-ordered and consistent control of the process of consolidation in the 
public interest." In supporting the broad powers of approval or disapproval which it 
recommcnded-ccquiring, for approval, a finding that the proposed consolidation or 
acquisition of control will be in the interest of better service to the public or economy 
in operation, will not unduly restrain competition or be in any other material respect 
inconsistent with the public interest, and will conform to the provisions which pro
hibit a capitalization of the consolidated company in excess of property valuc--the 
Commission said: "It may seem unduly drastic to require a finding that the consoli .. 
dation or acquisition will not be inconsistent with the public interest in aoy material 
respect, but it will be DOted that the commission is not restricted to the approval or 
disapproval of the consolidation or acquisition as proposed. but is authorized to ap .. 
prove 'with such modifications and upon such tcrms and conditions' as it IhalJ find 
jwt and reasonable. If what is proposed will promote the public interest in certain re .. 
spects but not in others. it need not be wholly rejected but may be approved in a modi .. 
fied form which will eliminate me objectionable features," Finany. in connection with 
the recommendation that it be specifically authorized to disapprove of coo.solidations 
or acquisitions which do not include particular carriers, the Commission said: "Ooc 
of the criticisms of such consolidations or acquisitions as have been proposed or sug
gested has been that they do not rake care of the weak lioes, although the merger of 
strong with weak lines is ooc of the ends which Congress bas apparently had ill mind. 
The specific provision above described will. it is thought, enable the commission to 
require attention to be directed to this phase of the matter, which otherwise might be 
neglected." 
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involved in formulating a complete consolidation plan and because of 
belief that the publication of such a plan would result in undue ri
gidity and tend to increase the costs of effecting combinations, it did 
not prove convincing to those who deemed a carefully drawn plan for 
the entire country indispensable to the realization, in the public in
terest, of the full fruits of consolidation policy. This latter view ap
parently prevailed in Congress; for, despite the Commission's re
peated recommendationss" and the introduction of a considerable 
number of bills designed to incorporate them into law,·os no action 
was taken.· .. In the meantime, as has already appeared, the Commis
sion approved many close combinations and saw others independently 
consummated, with effects upon the railroad map which diverged 
considerably from the lines drawn by its tentative grouping of roads 
and without the guidance of any other comprehensive consolidation 
plan. There can be little question that the Commission's long delay in 
complying with its statutory duty contributed iII no small measure to 
the sterilization of Congressional policy as enacted in 1920. 

At length, evidently despairing of achieving a change in the law 
and under pressure of those who believed that consolidations should 
be encouraged, the Commission, on December 9, 1929, adopted a plan 
for consolidating the railroad properties of the continental United 
States into a limited number of systems.·.. This plan, which was 

.If See A.""ruJ 'hporu: 1926. pp. 13. 76-17: ]927. pp. 65, 80; 1928. pp. 60-61, 
81-82 • 

• 2. s.c, for cumple: 69th Congres~ S • • 8,0 ('925), S. 3840 ('926), S. 4892 
('926), H.R. "2.2 ('926), H.R. "403 ('92,); ,oth Congress, S. "75 ('92,), 
S. 58., ('928), H.R. 564' ('92,), H.R. 12620 ('928); 7'" Congress, S. 668 ('929), 
H.R. 3208 (1929). For a synopsis of these bills and others of like character, see Repon 
to ,,,~ Committee on lnkrsttlll! Commer'« on Railroad Consolidalio"s and Un;/icatioru 
IInd~ S. lU,. 290. 71St Cong., 3d Sen" Part I, Pp.32-38 (1931). 

'28 Ju of November 30, 1929. the Commission reported as follows: "Commencing 
with our annual report of 1925, and in each succeeding annual report to and includ
ing that of 1928, we have suggested an amendment to section 5 of the intcntate com .. 
merce act. which would"·re1ieve the commission of the duty of formulating a plan for 
the consolidation of the railway properties of the continental United Statea into a 
limited number of tyStems. While hearings have been held by appropriate committees 
of both Houses of Congress and hilt. have been reported to the respective Houses, the 
Congress has DOt amended section S as suggested. We believe, under these circum· 
stances, it was our duty to proceed to comply, as &r as possible, with the mandate of 
the law." AnnruJ kporI. 1929, p. 87 . 

•• 0 ConsoliJtII;on of Railroadl, 159 I.C.C. 522. The main stems of the twenty-one 
systema into which the roads were grouped were as follows: System No. I-Boston & 
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based on the old record, differed from the tentative plan chiefly in the 
fact that it recognized, and for the most part left undisturbed, the new 
alliances and system interrelationships which had been established, in 
the interim, through acquisitions of control and other cooperative ar
rangements. The Commission thus displayed a willingness to accept 
and to deal with the existing situation, at least as a starting-point; but 
it carefully avoided a discussion of guiding principles, except for brief 
declarations as to the need of unifying terminal propertiesSS1 and 
maintaining the independence of the consolidated systems.ss, Indi
vidual commissioners, disagreeing with the majority as to specific a1-

Mainej System No.2-New Haven; System NO.3-NeW York Central; System NO.4 
-Pennsylvania; SyS[ClJl No. s-Baltimore &. Ohio; System. No. 6--Chesapcake &. Ohio-
Nickel Plate; System No. 7-Wabash-5caboard; System No.8-Atlantic Coast Line; 
System No. g-Southern; System No. Io-Illinois Central; System No. JI~cago 
"North Western; System No. l2--Great Northern-Northern Pacific; System No. 13-
Milwaukee; System No. 14-Bur1ingtonj System No. IS-Union Pacific; System No. 
l6---Southern Pacific; System No. 17--santa Fc; System No. IS-Missouri Pacific; 
System No. Ig-Rock Island-Prisco; System No. 2o---Canadian National; System No . 
.. -Canadian Pacific. Ibid •• pp. '>4-547. 

S8l"We think," said the Commission, "that consoHdations should be accompanied 
by the unification of all terminal lines in the respective terminals. All tcrmi.nal prop
erties should be thrown open to all users on fair and equal terms 10 that every indwuy 
on whatever rails located shall have access to alllincs radiating from that terminal, and 
every line carrier reaching that terminal shall similarly have access to aU terminal 
tracks within the terminal area. . . . In the interest of efficient and economical opera
tion and the frcc movement of traffic, restrictions in service and discriminations in 
charges which have arisen from differences in local terminal situations .hould ccuc to 
be a feature of railroad operation:' But with these pronouncements as a dcclMation of 
general policy, the Commission postponed specific action with respect to most r.crminal 
properties: "In the face of such a great variety in circumstances and conditioDJ, it it 
impracticable to prescribe in advance a universal rule for terminal railroad unification 
and operation. Eacb tcrmi.nal and the properties JerVi.ng it must be studied in the light 
of its particular f.tcts and a practical solution worked out with due regard to the 
property and other rights of all owners and usen. Th.iJ is the duty in the first instance 
of the carriers SCI'Ving each terminal. We expect to deal with these situations to the ex
tent that they are coDDected with respective applicants when we shall have occasion to 
consider particular applications to consolidate, and therefore refrain from allocating in 
the present plan the various terminal properties not spccifically mentioned herein. For 
present purposes they may be treated as independent I)'Stcms, IUbjcct to later group
ing as shown to be in the public intcrcsL" Ibid .• pp. S22-S23. 

882 This declaration was designed to foccstaU requcslS by the carriers calculated, 
through various means. to establish communities of intetcst as betwccn coOJOlidatcd 
systems: '"Under the act any plan of consolidation which may be adopted shall pre
serve competition as fully as possible. In order that the systems herein proposed, or any 
others that may be formed, may properly perform the functions intended by Congreu 
and that competition may be preserved as required, they must be independent iD fact 
as wdl as in name. The continuation or acquisition of inter-systcm interests directl, 
or indirectly through bolding companies, stock ownertbip. or otherwite. will be in-
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locations, set forth at some length their views as to the requirements 
of the statute and their bearing upon the proposed consolidations .... 
More significant, however, is the fact that both the Commission as a 
whole and those who gave voice to separate expressions concurred in 
regarding the published plan merely as a point of departure, made 
necessary by the statutory mandate, but freely subject to subsequent 
modification. This approach received explicit emphasis in the Com
mission's report: "In a matter of this magnitude in scope and com
plexity in detail, even after the most careful study and the fullest and 
freest interchange of views by those charged with the duty of prepar
ing this plan, there must remain many differences of opinion as to 
the several component parts, both large and small, comprised in the 
final result. Such is here the case. While a clear majority of us, al
though not always the same majority, have agreed as to each part of 
the plan proposed, not all of us have agreed as to all its parts, but all 
concur in the result. Some of us deem it helpful' now to express indi
vidual views as to parts of the plan. Others feel that their individual 
expressions may usefully be deferred until the time for action looking 
toward the ultimate effectuation of actual consolidations as provided 
by the act. Section 5(5) provides that after we have adopted a plan, as 
we here do, we may, either upon our own motion or upon applica
tion, reopen the matter for such changes or modifications as in our 
judgment will promote the public interest. Such applications will af
ford opportunity for further consideration upon adequate and recent 
records of the various parts of the pian."·" And in the individual 
concurrences, this point of view was stressed even more sharply. Com
missioner Eastman, for example, who, in addition to making a criti
cal survey of the proposed groupings in major territories, directed at
tention to the wide discretion allowed by the requirements of the 
statute, the absence of current information in the record, and the need 
of exercising caution in providing for consolidations "on a grandiose 
scale," both because of doubt as to the reality of their net advantages 

_oUten, with du: independence .......ary '" true cx>mpetirion. Carriers will, therefore, 
be expcctcd to observe this requirement in submitting proposal. for consolidatioDJ and 
to cooperate in establilhing the desired status.'" Ibid., p. 523 . 

••• See the separate expressions, COJlCW'ring in whole or in part, of Commissioners 
Eutm .... McManamy, Taylor, and POl1U. Ibid., pp. 551~89. 

'''Ibid., P. 5'4-
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and because of skepticism as to the wisdom of effectuating undue 
concentration of control, introduced his separate expression as fol
lows: "Although I do not approve of it in important respects, I concur 
in the adoption of the consolidation plan above outlined because it 
has many good features, because it is necessary under the law to adopt 
some plan, and because it is not very important, after all, whether or 
not it is the best plan that could be devised. We may modify it at any 
time hereafter, and no consolidation for which it provides can be ac
complished until we have found, after full hearing, that the public in
terest will be promoted thereby. There is, I think, much misunder
standing on this point. The plan is very little more than a procedural 
step. There is nothing compulsory about it, nor even any assurance 
that authority will be sought to carry out the consolidations which it 
proposes ..... • Under this approach, the Commission has been chiefly 
concerned, thus far, in modifying its consolidation plan.s,. 

The outstanding example of the Commission's willingness to 
modifY its plan, largely in conformity with the wishes of the roads, is 
to be found in its treatment of the petition of the carriers that four 
instead of five systems be established in eastern territory, exclusive of 

SSG lbid.~ p. 551, Similarly, Commissioner McManamy. who concurred "becawe 
under the law a plan is required before any consolidation may lawfu1ly be made" 
(p. 568), concluded as follows: "1 go along with this plan, therefore, only becawe it 
will cut the Gordian Knot and permit helpful cowolidations. and not because I ex· 
peel economy and dlicicncy of operation to be promoted by the gigantic system. here 
proposed" (p. 571). Commissioner Porter, who was the leading spirit in the prepara· 
tion of the plan. likewise emphasized the legal requirement that a plan be: adopted and 
published as a procedural step, rather than its substantive finality: "Congrcu hat de· 
e1ared a policy for the nation in respect to the consolidation of railroads, and has 
issued an edict as to the manner in which it shall be carried out. . • . Irrespective of 
what I may dlink as to the wisdom of this policy and the method o( its execution, J 
conceive it to be my duty, to execute in letter and in .pirit, the mandate 31 promul~ 
gated" (p. 574). AJthough he took issue with the majority with respect to its pro-
posals (or New England and official and western tcrritoriet, he presented hiI sugges.
tions for consideration, "particularly when applications shall be made, looking to the 
effectuation of consolidation" (p. 589). Even Commissioner Taylor, who erroncowly 
believed that the Commission possessed power. of compulsion in this sphere---that it 
was authorized "(0 require mch groupings or consolidations as it may find to be in 
the public intcrcst"--expressly rccogni2cd, in bit general concurrence, that the require~ 
meats for the adoption and publication of a plan "were of mch a mandatory character 
that compliance therewith could be neither avoided nor indefinitely dclaycd." and chat 
the Commission was empowered "to change or modify the plan iC in its judgment, that 
is desirable" (pp. 571-572) • 

... C."SO/itllllWn of &ziIrootI1, 163 I.C.C. 188 (1930), 183 I.C.C. 663 (1932), 18S 
I.C.C. 403 (1932). 
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New England, by the elimination of the proposed Wabash-Seaboard 
system and the reallocation of the properties assigned to that system 
among the remaining four systems.sa• This fifth system, which had 
elicited protest from within the Commission when it was originally 
included in the consolidation plan,'" sprawled into both the southern 
and western districts, serving as a sort of catch-all for such loose ends 
as remained after the majority of the lines had been assigned, and the 
control of many of its important constituents had previously been ac
quired, largelY' without the Commission's sanction, by other eastern 
systems. sa. The executives of the four great existing systems in east
ern territory-the New York Central, the Pennsylvania, the Baltimore 
& Ohio, and the Chesapeake & Ohio-while unable for some time to 
reach agreement as to specific conflicts of interest, were unanimous in 
opposing the creation of a new fifth system. Finally they managed to 
compose their major differences, and on December 30, 1930, it was an
nounced from the White House that they had come to agreement 
upon a basis for consolidating the railroad properties in eastern terri
tory. On October 3> 1931, their proposa~ involving the elimination of 
the fifth system, was presented to the Commission as a request by the 
four systems that the consolidation plan be modified; and after ex
tended hearings, on a voluminous record, the Commission, on July 13, 
1932> entered an order effecting such modification. The general guid-

... 185 I.C.C. 403 (193') • 
•• 8 See the partly concurring opinion of Commissioner Porter in 159 I.C,C. 522 

(19'9), at pp. 519-588, in which he objecwl 10 the proposed Wabash-Seaboard .y.
tem u unwieldy, impractical. unneceasary, and likely to be independent only in name, 
and ur~ the adoption of the fOUl--SYstcm plan for eastern territory. 

II. See, for example. the Clayton Act proceedings in Inters/au Commerce Commi/~ 
IiDn v. BlIltimor~ h O. R. Co., 1,2 I.C.C. 72X (1929), 156 I.C.C. 607 (1929). 160 
I.e.c. ,8S (1930), and in 1"1n'111Ik Commeree CommiSlion v. Pennsylvania R. Co., 
169 I.C.C. 618 (1930). No ... also, the following from the dissenting opinion of Com
missioner Eastman in Consolidlllio" of RAiIrotllis, IBSI.C.C. 403 (1932), with respect 
to the control exercised. over the major lines included in the Wabash-5eaboard system 
(No.7]: "The Pennsylvania for many years has had a controlling interest in the Nor~ 
folk k Western. In violation of the Clayton Act, as we have found. it acquired con· 
b'olling interests in the Wabash and the Lehigh Valley at extravagant cost. It also 
acquired. through the Pennroad Corporation. a controlling interest in the Pittsburgh &: 
Wca Vuginia and a .ubstantial interest in the Seaboard Air Line. In violation of the 
Clayton ~ as we have found, the Baltimore&: Ohio acquired a controlling interest in 
the Western Maryland. Likewise in violation of the Clayton Act, as we have found, 
the Nickel Plate acquired a conuolling interest in the Wheeling Ik Lake Erie. Thus 
wen: the ...."tia1 parII of the proposed system No. 1 .. iud, shackled, and kept out 
of miacbief" (PP.443-444). 
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ing principles in which its decision was grounded were disposed of in 
a single brief paragraph.s40 The Commission appeared to be moved 
primarily by the belief that the arrangement proposed by the carriers 
was a workable one, being largely the outcome of their own negotia
tions, and that upon approval it would be followed by advantageous 
consolidations.~41 With little apparent hesitation, therefore, it ac-

'''0 Chairman Porter, speaking for the Commission, merely declared. after calling 
attention to the stipulations of the statute: "It is evident that the competition which 
the Congress desires to have preserved is healthful competition, because any other kiPd 
of competition can Dot be in the public interest, and that, since the public interest is 
paramount. any existing routes and channels of trade and commcccc which promote 
unhealthful competition need not be maintained. Obviowly, also, the COlts of tram
portation as between competitive systems, their efficiency in management. and there .. 
fore the rates of transportation which they carry. arc affected by the financial stability 
of the respective systems. These considerations weighed with w in the formulation of 
our final plan and, because of recent and very material changes in the nature of the 
competition which confronts the railroads, they must be given even greater weight in 
considering the application before us:' Consolidation of R4iJTolIIIs; 18S I.C.C. 403 
(1932), at pp. 407-408. 

841 Stre" was placed not only upon the apparent futility of seeking to retain the 
fifth system as originally planned, but upon the fact that, since consolidation policy 
must proceed on a voluntary basis and most of the railroad properties in eastern terri .. 
tory were already controlled by four major systems, the proposal of the carriers wu a 
highly practicable ODe. With respect to the original fifth system the Commission said: 
"The record now before us shows that no steps have been taken by anyone with the 
object of carrying into effect system No. 1 as planned by us, and no one appeared at 
the further hearing in favor of that system. Since our plan was published the Wabash 
and the Seaboard Air Line, which form in large part the backbone of that system. have 
been placed in the hands of receivers. Aside from financial instability. there have ari.sc.n 
grave doubts whether in other respects syS[eM NO.7 would fulfill the requirements of 
the statute. The principal railroads included in the system appear to lack desirable c0-

ordination. important existing routes and channels of trade and commerce, particu. 
larly between the South and the North, would be quite certain to be displaced by 
circuitow and Ie" efficient or desirable routes. over which the cost: of transportation 
would be substantially greater than over competitive routes, and the total additional 
capital investments which would be necessary to insure adequate connections between 
the various properties and adequate track and terminal &.ci.litics for the principal 
routes upon which the system as planned would have to depend would be prohibitive." 
And in aflirmatively supporting the four-system plan the Commission said: "Since the 
publication of our plan in 19%9. and more especially in the consideration of the evi, .. 
dence upon this record. it haJ become increasingly apparent that no workable piau of 
consolidation in conformity with the Jaw can be devised whicb calls for more than 
four systenls in eastern territory. excluding New England. Two large and p:tWCdUl 
systems, the Pennsylvania and the New York Central. already in existence, fairly equal 
to ODe another. own or control almost one-half of the entire railroad mileage in thiJ 
territory •••• Actual consolidation is voluntary. and if the fruib of consolidation 
are to be realized within the Dot too distant future. this condition must be rakeD into 
consideration in formulating a permanent plan. • • • In addition to those two major 
tyltems there are now in this territory two other &yStCmJ whicb have shown consider .. 
able strength, the B.him ..... Obio and the Chesapeake .. Obio-N'lCkd Pl .... Tbooe 
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ceded to the request of the applicants that the consolidation plan be 
modified in the general direction proposed, finding that the public in
terest would best be served by four systems instead of five in this ter
ritory. It sbould not be inferred, however, that the Commission merdy 
endorsed the proposals submitted by the interested carriers, without 
careful scrutiny, or that its determinations were not based upon con
siderations of public importance. It is noteworthy that the new plan 
made the systems better balanced in size and earning power; that it 
involved a more extensive neutralization of terminals and use of 
trackage rights than had theretofore proved feasible; that it effected 
the allocation, for the most part, of both weak and strong lines; and 
that, in the public interest, the proposals of the carriers were altered 
by the Commission in a number of particulars. On the whole, then, 
despite the differences of opinion disclosed in four concurrences'" 

systcmJ now own or control approximately 20,000 miles of pd, and this rcc.ord con~ 
taim no serious suggestion that they should not be continued. . . . This leaves less 
than 7.000 miles of railway [the remaining 6,000 miles consisting of shon lines, 
taminal lin.., and New England bridgo 1inc51. most of which so lacks coordination 
that '" build out of these remaining properties a fifth system which would have the 
ncccosary physical and financial ...."gth '" serve the publk: elli.cicntly and economi· 
cally in competition with the other four systcnu already wholly or partly in being is 
impossible. We believe that the publk: interest will be best ocrved by grouping the 
railways in eastern territory. excluding New England, into four systems, each having 
adequate main stcnu between the Adantic seaboard and the Middle West, reaching a 
majority of the largo producing and consumiog centers of the tcrrirory. having the 
ncccosary physical and financia1 strength '" serve the public eflicicndy and economically 
and to coordinam: their aervkes with other modern means of transportation, and which 
will be 10 constructed as to preserve healthful competidon and maintain, as .fat as 
practicable, the existing roua and channel. of trade and commerce. We are of opin
ion that the rour .ystcnu proposed by the applicantJ. modi6cd in the rcspcctJ herein· 
after DOted, will achieve those objectives." Ibid., pp. 406-407, 408-409. 

141 There were separate expressions, concurring in whole or in part, by Commi ... 
Iioner. Lewis, Brainerd, Lee, and Mahaffie. Such disagreement .1 was voiced in these 
declarations was stated ,ummarilyand merely concerned the assignment of IOmc of 
the individual 1incI. Only the concurring opinion of ConuniJsioncr Lewis clcaIt with 
the problem as a wholc, and in this there was added emphasis upon the Commission', 
pragmatic approach, as appears from the following: "Though our plan {or the eastern 
group Iw now been outstanding more than three years, nothing hu resulted. It hap~ 
pcned that our plan was iHucd. two or three month. after the first phases of the de· 
pression had been registered. The depression might have had lOme effect 00 some 
eff'on made to dfcctuate the 6ve systems, but more deep-seated obstacles probably lay 
in ownenh.ip of certain properties whose transfer were [tic] esseotial to development 
of five I)'.tem •. It mwt be realized that, in giving us the mandate to group the car
riera of the COUDtry into a limited number of sYStelDS, Congress created or conferred 
no power of requirement on the carrier. to buy, seU, lease, or transfer. Therefore, the 
will of Congress that the railroad. of the country be brought in", • limited number of 
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and two dissents,'" the action of the Commission in modifying its 
consolidation plan, on the basis of realistic considerations, appears to 
merit approval. 

systems can be realized, at least under present conferred powers, only by the adoption 
of a plan which the owners of the property can or will voluntarily carry forward. Such 
is the plan before U5. • • • If I understand the background of the consolidation 
policy of CongresS, it consists in the theory that by uniting Itrong and weak propertic. 
into a limited number of properly balanced systems. an adequate national system of 
transportation, preserving all needful lines, can be established and maintained; that 
such an arrangement will produce financially strong companies limited in number but 
sufficient to maintain established channels of trade and proper competition under regu .. 
lation. In J920 Congress was filcing the fact that the future of the small, weak linel 
very vital to the territory served by them, was most uncertain under what were then 
newly created conditions. Then, generally speaking, only the short lines and the more 
obscure units were in the balance. Now, the entire rail transportation system is threat
ened; weak lines are not by any means limited to short lines. If it is still the policy of 
Congress to maintain an adequate system of transportation, the need for strengthening 
is greater now than ever in the past. The 4~system plan includes the allocation of all 
short and weak lines." Ibid •• p. 440. 

a .. a In a vigorous dissenting opinion, in which Commissioner McManamy joined, 
Commissioner Eastman, in addition to making many sharp strictures againS[ particu
lar allocations, voiced strong opposition to the whole proccc:ding. He directed anen .. 
tion to the artificial character of the support of the four~system plan. and to the im .. 
proprieties, in both law and policy, which surrounded its development. "There it an 
epidemic of hope that Some magic move will restore conbdence and set the wheels of 
industry in motion. The promoters of this 4-system plan with most powerful aid [for 
a critique of the part played by President Hoover in this connection, sec Part n, at 
pp. 457-458) have cultivated the hope that approval of the plan will be luch • magi< 
OlOVe. These circumstances have allayed much of the opposition which might other .. 
wise have been voiced, although they have availed to produce of record DO active 
public support:' And as to circumstances which rendered the plan a "practical" one: 
"Congress directed the Commission to prepare a plan for the consolidation of the tail .. 
roads of the country into a limiled number of systems. Events suggest that it would 
have been simpler to have asked a few of the larger railroads to agree upon a plan 
for the distribution of the lesser railroads among them. The virtue most pcrsisteJJdy 
urged in support of this 4~system plan is that it is a "practical' plan which caD be ac,.. 

compJished, because the four leading railroad executives of eastern territory have, after 
many conferences, agreed upon it. In fact, the plan has in large part already been ac .. 
complished. This has been done at great cost and mostly without our approval. We 
have found that to a very considerable extent it was done illegally, and we could with 
propriety have spread this finding over much more ground. The fad: remain:J that 
many important and strategic parts of the plan have been accomplished. With these 
trump cards in hand the four executives went into conference. Their agreement was 
shaped accordingly, and upon it is now fixed the stamp of commission approval"" 
Support for this position was fOund in a recital of the acquisition of lines without the 
Commission's unction, through non-arrier holding companies and otherwise, by the 
Chesapeake &: Ohio-Nickel Plate, the Pennsylvania. and the Baltimore 6:; Ohio; and 
these system-making operations were deemed to have violated sound financial prin .. 
ciptcs as wen as the requirements of law. ''The record contains startling comparisons 
of the prices paid for stocks with their present market values. ••• Much of the 
extraordinary shrinkage is due. of coune, to the economic depression. More imporwat 
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Following the adoption of the consolidati()n plan in 192CJ, and espe
cially aftex its modification for eastern territory in 1932, it might have 
been expected that the process of consolidation in conformity with 
Congressional policy as enunciated in 1!)20 would at last go forward, 
particularly since the pressure of economic distress counsded that 
every source of economy be explored, that duplicate services be dimi
nated, that burdensome financial structures be reformed, and that 
embarrassed roads find support, if possible, in union with stronger 
lines. In point of fact, however, such expectation, if seriously enter
tained in any quarter, has not been realized. While some acquisitions 
of control, through lease and stock ownership, continued to be con
summated, actual consolidations, by way of execution of the Com
mission's plan, have neither been sought nor effected. The impaired 
credit of the carriers and the depressed condition of the security mar
kets rendered this period altogether unpropitious for such devdop-. 
are the 6.cts that in many instances the prices paid were very high even when meas· 
ured by the inJIatcd standards p",vailing at the time when they were paid; that these 
purchases bad the eIIect of aa:clcrating the curreJlt inOation of security prices; that 
large debts were incurred in the acquisition of mere stock equities; that surplw funds 
were so used. which ought to have been conserved; and that "investors were enticed 
into the perilous holding-company field." These expressions constitute an accurate 
enough description of actual events, but they are directed against the propriety of past 
carrier policies, made possible in large measure by uncertainties and deficiencies in 
the scope of the Commission's authority, rather than against the soundness of the 
proposed consolidation plan as such. While there was some point to the contention 
that the difficulties of the cmnomic situation made "peculiarly unwise any present 
attempt to determine a permanent alignment for carriers in eastern territory,"' and 
that there was no certainty that aU of the four systems, "presumed to be of sub
.tantiallyequal caroing power and financial .tability," would be '"financially able to 
hang together," it must be remembered that the proposed plan, even after approval, 
continued to be subject to modification, and still constituted little more than a pro
cedural step. In the words of Commissioner Eastman himself; t'Returning to the 
4-system plan and its effect upon present conditions, it should be made clear ~at all 
that we are DOW asked to do is merely to modifY our previous plan. Applicants have 
not lOught authority to do a single thing. Before any part of the plan can legally be 
consummated, a new application for authority to act: must be filed with us; and 
before we can grant IUd:a authority, it must be shown anew, notwithstanding that 
what is proposed is consistent with the plan, that it is in the public interest, including 
the terms and conditions, and that the latter are fair and reasonable. The law so pro
vides specifically."' Under these circumstances, also, the &'ct, as contended, "that the 
adoption of this 4-system plan hal slaughtered the plan for the entire COUDtry which 
we set up in 1929. and that it must be made over again," is not as serious a stricrurc 
as might otherwise appear. Modification was expressly contemplated when the COM

prehensive plan was adopted. and if consolidations were to be encouraged. OD the 
prevailing voluntary basis. piecemeal adjustments mcamrably conforming to the exist
ing conditions of carrier owncnhip and control were inevitable. Ibid .• pp. 442-451. 
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ments, and the beginning of railroad consolidation into single units 
for ownership and operation. as part of the policy of effecting a eom
prehensive reorganization of the roads into a limited number of 
strong and balanced systems. still remains a matter for the future. But 
important progress has been made-in further defining the frame
work and pro~edure of eonsolidation policy. if not in its actual ac
complishment. The legislative basis of future action has been very 
substantially modified. so that most of the statutory difficulties. in 
eonnection with both acquisitions of control and consolidations. to 
which attention has been previously directed. are no longer operative. 
Through the enactment of the Emergency Railroad Transportation 
Act of 19330 not only was the immediate need for operating eeonomy 
met by requiring cooperative action among large groups of carriers 
under the supervision and ultimate eontrol of a Federal COOrdinator 
of Transportation ... • but the permanent provisions of the Interstate 
Commerce Act dealing with combination in all its forms were eom
pletely recast ... • These amendments. without departing from the un
derlying policy of furthering ordered eonsolidations on a voluntary 
basis. were designed to solve the major problems in this sphere en
eountered by the Commission in the course of its extended experience. 

The provisions requiring the adoption and publication of a eon
solidation plan (in eonformity with the prescribed standards as to 
preservation of competition. maintenance of existing channels of 
trade, and equalization of earning capacity) and authorizing its sub
sequent modification in such directions as are deemed to promote the 
public interest were retained intact-so that the Commission's plan as 
announced in 1929. as later modified. and as it might be further 
changed was to eontinue to provide the guiding chart of eonsolida
tion policy. But all provisions bearing upon the execution of the plan. 
or upon the aceomplishment of unifications short of eonsolidations 
into single systems for ownership and operation, were drastically re
written and expanded, in the interest both of strengthening the Com
mission's authority and of making possible greater flexibility in its 
exercise ... • The principal objectives. as disclosed in the new provisions 

I ... For aD analysis of these emergency provisiolU, ICC pp. 4.14-430, SUp"1I. 
'Ui Tide ~ sections 201-204. inclusive. amending section 5 of the Interstate Com· 

mcra: Act. 
... Paragraphs (2) and (3) of occbon 5, dealing with acquiriliDDI or coDtrol, were 
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themselves, were to provide a uniform and consistent basis for dealing 
with the great variety of forms of railroad combination; to extend 
governmental jurisdiction to holding companies and allied expedients 
for securing carrier control which had been used to effect numerous 
groupings of roads independendy of the Commission's authority; to 
make resort to the Commission in all these situations, old and new, 
mandatory upon the interests seeking contro~ instead of merely being 
availed of as a means of securing exemption from the inhibitions of 
the anti-trust laws or other restrictive legislation; and to broaden the 
Commission's discretion in passing upon applications for unions of 
interest in furtherance of its consolidation plan. 

First, the artificial distinction between acquisitions of control 
through lease and stock ownership and consolidations into single sys
tems for ownership and operation, as embodied in the original-legis
lation, was eliminated. It was made lawful, upon the Commission's 
approval and authorization, for two or more carriers to consolidate or 
merge their properties, theretofore in separate ownership, manage
ment, and operation; or for any carrier, or two or more carriers acting 
joindy, to purchase, lease, or contract to operate the properties of an
other; or for any carrier, or two or more carriers acting joindy, to ac
quire control of another through purchase of its stock; or for a non
carrier corporation to acquire control of two or more carriers through 
ownership of their stock, or, already possessing control of one or 
more carriers, to acquire control of another through ownership of its 
stock. It is clear that the Commission's authority was extended, with
out controlling differentiation, to all forms of combination. It applies 
on an identical basis to proposals for consolidations, mergers, pur
chases, leases, operating contracts, and acquisitions of control howso
ever to be accomplished. The technical loopholes arising from the 
diffused approach of the original provisions as interpreted by the 
Commission were thus effectively removed. 

Second, as already indicated by the earlier statement concerning 
non-carrier corporations, holding companies utilized to effect unions 

struck out; paragraplll (4) and (5). dealing with the adoption of a consolidation plan, 
were renumbered paragraph. (.) and (3); paragraplll (6). (7), and (8), dealing with 
the accomplishment of consolidations under the plan (and with the consolidation of 
exprcu companicl which had already bec.o accomplished). were struck out; and new 
paragraplll (4) to ('7). inclusive, which will be presently analyzed, were inserted in 
lieu thereo£ 
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of interest in the railroad field were for the first time expressly in
cluded within the scope of the Commission's jurisdiction. These 
holding companies were subjected to the Commission's authority as 
but one of the instrumentalities or devices through which control 
might be achieved, but in defining the character of this control spe
cific reference was also made, by way of prohibition except on the 
Commission's authorization, to certain other expedients-such as 
interlocking personnel, investment companies, and voting trusts
which in the past have been frequently associated with holding com
panies in effecting communities of interest without public approval. 
Furthermore, non<arrier corporations, upon being authorized by the 
Commission to acquire control of any carrier or carriers, were to be 
subject to the provisions of section 20 with respect to accounts and 
reports, to the extent provided by the Commission, as well as to the 
provisions of section 20a for the regulation of the issuance of securi
ties and assumption of obligations. The Commission was directed to 
approve of finance applications filed by these companies "only if it 
finds that such issue or assumption is consistent with the proper per
formance by each carrier which is under the control of such corpora
tion of its service to the public as a common carrier, will not impair 
the ability of any such carrier to perform such service, and is other
wise compatible with the public interest."'" This extension of juris
diction to holding companies constitutes a highly significant develop
ment: at long last, in the federal sphere, railroad holding companies 
can no longer serve the unhampered ends of power and profit, with
out reference to the far.reaching effects upon the transportation agen
cies involved and in subversion of national plans sought to be fash
ioned by public authority. 

Third, both holding-company control and all other forms of com
bination were expressly prohibited, unless sanctioned by public au
thority. Not only was provision made that authorization be secured 
for consolidations, mergers, purchases, leases, operating contracts, or 
acquisitions of contro~ but in the absence of such authorization, it 
was expressly declared to be unlawful "to accomplish or effectuate, or 
to participate in accomplishing or effectuating, the control or man
agement in a common interest of any two or more carriers, however 

.. , Par. (5). 
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such result is attained, whether direcdy or indirecdy, by use of com
mon directors, officers, or stockholders, a holding or investment com
pany or companies, a voting trUst or trusts, or in any other manner 
whatsoever:"'· Indeptndent consummation of unification projects, 
as notoriously pursued under the original enactments, was thus ex
plicidy oudawed; exemption from the anti-trust laws and from all 
other restrictive legislation, state or federal, was rendered a conse
quence of the Commission's orders authorizing action, instead of 
constituting a privilege to be sought, where deemed necessary, by way 
of enabling authority. Moreover, the transactions presumed to ac
complish or effectuate control or management in the common inter
est of two carriers were, without limiting the scope of the general 
prohibition, concretdy but sweepingly defined ; ... and the Commis
sion was authorized, on complaint or on its own initiative, to in
vestigate and determine, not only whether any person (including, 
wherever used, individuals, partuerships, asso'ciations, joint-stock 
companies, and corporations) is violating the statutory prohibition, 
but more specifically with respect to past transactions, for the proper 
protection and in furtherance of its consolidation plan, "whether the 
holding by any person of stock or other share capital of any carrier 
(unless acquired with the approval of the Commission) has the ef.. 

848 Par. (6). It was also declared to be unlawful U to continue to maintain control 
or management accomplished or e.ft"ectuated after the enactment of this amendatory 
paragraph and in violation of its provisions," the words "control or management" to 
be c:oJlJtJ'Ucd to include the power to exercise control or management. 

8O. Pars. (7) and (8). Any transaction was to be deemed to be of this prohibited 
character: (a) "If such transac.tion is by a carrier, and if the effect of such transaction 
is 10 place such tarrier and persons affiliated with it. taken together, in control of 
another carrier"; (b) "If such transaction is by a person aftiliated with a carrier, and 
if the effect of such transaction'is to place such carrier and persons affiliated with it, 
taken together, in control of another carrier"; and (e) "If such transaction is by two 
or more persons acting together, one of whom is a carrier or affiliated with a carrier, 
and if the eKed: of such transaction is to place such persons and carriers and persons 
aOiliated with anyone o€ them and persons affiliated with any such affiliated carrier, 
taken together, in control of another carrier." Fwthermore, the nature of the cir· 
cumstanc:cs constituting affiliation was very broadly defined. It was declared that "a 
person shall be held to be affiliated with • earri ... i~ by rcason of the: relationship of 
such penon to luch carrier (whether by reason of the method of. or circumstances 
lWTOunding organization or operation, or whether established through common di· 
rec:rocs, offic:er., or .toc:k.holders, a voting trust or trUsts, a holding or investment com· 
pany or companies, or any other direct or indirect means). it is reasonable to believe 
that the afiiin of any carrier of which control may be acquired by such person will 
be managed in the interest of such other carrier." 
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feet (a) of subjecting such carrier to common control with another 
carrier, and (b) of preventing or hindering the carrying out of any 
part of such plan or of impairing the independence, one of another, 
of the systems provided for in such plan."'" Upon finding a person to 
be violating the prohibition, the Commission was directed to "re
quire such per~on to take such action as may be necessary," in its opin
ion, "to prevent continuance of such violation";851 and upon finding a 
holding of securities to have the described effects, it was directed to 
"provide for restricting the exercise of the voting power of such per
son with respect to such stock or other share capital (by requiring the 
deposit thereof with a trustee, or by other appropriate means) to the 
extent necessary to prevent such holding from continuing to have 
such effects."·" In unequivocal terms, therefore, resort to the Com
mission, with respect to the entire range of expedients calculated to 
effect unifications, was made mandatory; and ample power was con
ferred upon it, not alone to exercise its regulatory authority, but to 
scrutinize and alter actions and conditions deemed to be subversive of 
Congressional policy in this sphere.· .. 

Finally, changes in the substantive standards prescribed for the 
Commission's guidance in passing upon proposed combinations were 
designed, not only to unifY its authority in this field, but to render it a 
more flexible and effective instrument for the achievement of results. 
Under the old provisions only a blanket finding of public interest was 
required for approval of acquisitions of control, while for consolida
tions into single systems for ownership and operation more stringent 
and precise conditions, including, in addition to a finding of public 
interest, the requirement that they conform to the consolidation plan 

... Pars. (10) and (II). 
161 Par. (IO)~ 
'"Par. (II) . 
... Upon application by the Commission alleging violation of any of these 1U1U

tory provisions or disobedience of any order issued thereunder. the district coUltl of 
the United States were to have jwisdiction "to iuue mc:h writs of injUJlCtion or other 
proper process, mandatory or otherwise, as may be necessary to J'eIUain such penon 
from violaUon of JUCh provision or to compel obedience to tueh order"· Par. (13). 
But if; in the course of any proceeding before the Commission or before a court in 
enforcement of an order entered by the Commission, il should appear that since the 
beginning of the ptoceeding the consolidation plan bad been teOpened for cbanges or 
modifications with respect to the allocation of propcrtic:s to any carrier involved, then 
IUCh proceeding might be su.pended. Par. (12). 
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and that their securities at par do not exceed the value of the con
stituent properties, were prescribed; under the new provisions a sin
gle standard of decision was made applicable to all forms of combina
tion, and this standard, embracing conformity to the consolidation 
plan and promotion of the public interest, eliminated the rigid finan
cial requirement, dependent upon the availability of current valua
tion data, which had in the past hampered the consolidation process. 
"If after [public] hearing," it Was provided, "the Commission finds 
that, subject to such terms and conditions and such modifications as it 
shall find to be just and reasonable, the proposed consolidation, mer
ger, purchase, lease, operating contract, or acquisition of control will 
be in harmony witt> and in furtherance of the plan for the consolida
tion of railway properties established pursuant to paragraph (3), and 
will promote the public interest, it may enter an order approving and 
authorizing such consolidation, merger, purchase, lease, operating 
contract, or acquisition of control, upon the terms and conditions and 
with the modifications so found to be just and reasonable."s" Since 
the circumstances surrounding particular unification proposals vary 
widely, since the task of fixing current property valuations is a pro
longed and difficult one, since the finding of public interest and the 
prescription of terms and conditions necessarily comprehend the rea
sonableness of financial arrangements, and since, under another sec
tion of the Act, full authority exists for the regulation of security is
sues, the broadening of the Commission's discretion, through elimi
nation of the rigid capitalization requirement, involves no threat to 
the public interest and is calculated to facilitate the accomplishment 
of desirable combinations. 

There is no doubt that this thoroughgoing revision of the legisla
tive basis for governmental guidance of the course of combination 
constitutes a very significant forward step. Since it was designed to 
meet difficulties actually encountered in numerous manifestations, it 
defined the duties of the carriers and the powers of the Commission 
along highly realistic lines; and since it was the expression of a deter
mined purpose to have railroad organization molded in the national 
interest, it imposed a wide range of restraints upon private action and 
established a large reservoir of public authority. If, therefore, upon 

·"Par.4(b). 
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measurable achievement of economic recovery, the combination 
movement should once more gain impetus in fulfilment of existing 
Congressional policy, its character and direction would doubtless be 
more largely and more effectively fashioned by the Commission's de
terminations than at any time in the history of the railroads. It is im
portant to recognize, however, that this revision of the legislative 
structure, despite its far-reaching implications, retains the two basic 
elements of the old policy-namely, its insistence upon competition, 
and its reliance upon voluntary action. Because business rivalry pro
vides strong incentives to efficiency and enterprise, much is clearly to 
be gained through the creation of balanced systems on a competitive 
basis; but a substantial body of opinion seriously questions whether 
the full fruits of consolidation, particularly in the way of eliminating 
waste and achieving economy, can be realized on such a basis. The 
depression years have greatly undermined faith in the competitive 
principle throughout the industrial field. Even ordinary business cor
porations, free from the impact of any great measure of public regu
lation, have been permitted to resort to concert of action on an un
precedented scale; the railroads, it is argued, being subject to the 
stringent control of the Commission in all important aspects of their 
activiry, should be permitted to bring to the transportation service the 
full advantages of monopolistic operation. As a specific proposal it is 
most commonly urged that, like the British railroads, they be organ
ized into a small number of regional systems. The persistence of such 
proposals and of efforts to effectuate them would, of course, seriously 
check, if not completely impede, the course of combination under ex
isting policy. And of even greater importance, in its bearing upon the 
prospect of having unifications actually accomplished under the new 
statutory provisions, is the fact that the contemplated process is en
tirely voluntary. While the Commission is now vested with ample au
thoriry, not only to prevent undesirable carrier affiliations and group
ings of roads inconsistent with its planned allocations, but to deter
mine the nature of the combinations, whatever their form, which 
shall have its approval and authorization, it can exert no affirmative 
power to have such combinations effected. Since the initiation of pro
posals as well as their ultimate consummation, after receiving the 
Commission's sanction, rests in the will of the carriers, and since pri-
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vate aims do not generally coincide with public ends, the outlook for 
extensive achievement of consolidations, particularly under the com
plete powers of control now vested in the Commission, is not an espe
cially promising one. Under these circumstances there may well be a 
reversion, more vigorously pressed, to the proposals intermittently 
made since 1920 for the adoption, as was done in Great Britain as 
early as 19.n, of a policy of compulsory consolidation. Both the estab
lishment of non<ompetitive systems and the introduction of the 
element of compulsion would necessitate fundamental legislative 
changes, and it is problematical, of course, whether such changes are 
on the immediate horizon. But among the important purposes of the 
Emergency Railroad Transportation Act of 1933, in addition to en
couraging coOperative action on the part of the carriers in the interest 
of operating economy and promoting financial reorganization of the 
railroads in the interest of reducing fixed charges, was "to provide for 
the immediate study of other means of improving conditions sur
rounding transportation in all its forms and the preparation of plans 
therefor." The Federal COOrdinator of Transportation promptly pro
ceeded with these studies, and the underlying problem of the organi
zation of the railroad industry received his first attention. Not only 
was the character of desirable consolidation policy deemed relevant 
to these inquiries, but also the merit of the more extreme alternatives, 
first, of relying on informal railroad cooperation without special ef
fort to further close combinations on a broad scale, and second, of 
making an outright transition to government ownership and opera
tion on a completely unified basis. While his conclusions on these 
fundamental issues are now available, they but provide a guide, pri
marily, for future legislative action. After a decade and a half of 
crowded experience, then, the problem of railroad cooperation and 
combination stiI1 awaits solution.··· 

1111 COOrdinator ~'" conclusion. on the various issues suggested above caD 
be summarized brle8y in his own words: ""Theoretically and logically public owner
ship and operation meets the knowD ill, of the present situation better than any other 
remedy. Public regulation of a privately owned and operated industry, reaching 
deeply into NCb matters as ratel. service, capitalization, accounting, extensions and 
abandonmcnu, Mergen and consolidations, is a hybrid arrangement. When an indw .. 
try becomes 10 public in character that such intimate regulation of its affairs becomes 
nec:euary. in stria logic it would seem that it should cease to masquerade al a private 
industry and the Government should assume complete responsibility. financial and 
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13. ISSUANCE OF SECURITIES AND ASSUMPTION OF OBLIGATIONS 

The final major phase of the Commission's control of organization 
and finance concerns its functions and activities with respect to the 
issuance of securities and assumption of obligations by the carriers,·5. 
As is the case, for the most part, with reference to the regulation of 
extensions and. abandonments and of cooperation and combination, 

otherwise. • • • Nevertheless, I am not now prepared to recommend resort to public 
ownership and operation. This is for the principal reason that the country is Dot DOW 

financially in a condition to stand the strain of an acquisition of these great proper· 
ties. imposing burdens which cannot be definitely foreseen and might well, in present 
circumstances, be disproportionately severe. The danger would be enhanced by the 
fact mat there would be a comparatively long period before the new system could be 
got into smoothly running order, and by the further fact that the railroad industry it 
now in a stage of accelerated evolution. ••• Nor am I now prepared to recommend 
a grand consolidation plan. Any attempt to make such a plan effective speedily would 
require new legislation. It would precipitate a controversy in which many railroad., 
many communities, and labor would join with equal vigor and from which it would 
be difficult to emerge. Disregarding this practical difficulty, I am convinced that lucb 
a consolidation would have to be compelled and that it would not be wise, even if it 
be legally possible, to force so radical and £ar-reaching a change upon the country 
under prescnt conditions. Nor am I persuaded of the meritt of any plan of consoli .. 
dating the railroads into a very few systems which would follow and emphasize re
gional lines, and retain, but at the same time vitally disrupt, competitive condition •• 
• • .. It is possible that many of the objectives which are sought in grand consolidation 
plans or even in public ownership and operation can be attained through coordination, 
pooling arrangements, and a better organization of the industry. It now seems probable 
that rather extraordinary opportunities for better and cheaper service will be disclosed, 
through the pooling of important kinds of traffic, and that such arrangemeott are 
possible without consolidation of railroad systenu and, if the preservation of com" 
petition be desired, without substantial increase in the number of non~mpetitive 
points. .. .. .. That consolidations or other unifications of railroad properties, at least 
within certain limits, may often be desirable is conceded. I do not favor a grand plan 
of consolidation, to be accomplished eicher immediately or ...... gradually over a 
term of years, However, provision for compulsory consolidation under .mct IUpcrvi .. 
sian merits a trial, both because it would permit .uch union of railroads to be acceler
ated where that may be desirable, and because it would .. .. .. pctmit consolidations 
to be consummated by exchange of securities and wichout the use of casb. .. .. • 
Efforts toward coordination mould not prevent the progress of consolidation, to the 
extent that it can be shown to be in the public interest. In my judgment, the Com
mission should be empowered, after full public hearing. to enforce such a consolidation 
on the terms which it decides to be just and tcaJOnable, whenever the Coordinator 
requests that it initiate a proceeding for that purpose. I doubt, also, the necessity or 
desirability of requiring the Commission to adhere to any fixed plan of general rail
road consolidation in this connection. Subject to such general standard. as Congress 
may see fit to prescribe. a demonstration that what is proposed will be in the public 
interest should be the controlling factor." Rep/ali"" of Rei/,."/I.13d Cong., 2d Scss. 
Sen. Doc. No. 119 (January 20, 1934), pp. 30, 33-33, 36-37, o,ordinator Eastman', 
specific recommendations, covering the entire field of transportation. are contained in 
his report on TrllnSportIIIion Legis/4Iion of January 21, 1935. 

'18 Sec. 20 .. 
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the Commission's powers in this sphere are enabling rather than di
recting in character, both the initiation and execution of proposals 
resting entirdy in the voluntary action of the roads. Within the limits 
of its permissive jurisdiction, however, sweeping authority was vested 
in the Commission. The: basic provision of the enactment made it un
lawful "for any carrier to issue any share of capital stock or any bond 
or other evidence of interest in or indebtedness of the carrier • • • or 
to assume any obligation or liability as lessor, lessee, guarantor, in
dorser, surety, or otherwise, in respect of the securities of any other 
person, natural or artificial, even though permitted by the authority 
creating the carrier corporation, unless and until, and then only to the 
extent that, upon application of the carrier, and after investigation by 
the Commission of the purposes and uses of the proposed issue and 
the proceeds thereof, or of the proposed assumption of obligation or 
liability • • • the Commission by order authorizes such issue or as
sumption.· ... • And for the exercise of this authority the Commission 
was clothed with a very broad discretion. The substantive considera
tions prescribed for its guidance were stated in most general terms, 
consisting only of the requirement that the issue of securities or as
sumption of obligations proposed by the carrier be found to be, first, 
"for some lawful object within its corporate purposes, and compatible 
with the public interest, which is necessary or appropriate for or con
sistent with the proper performance by the carrier of service to the 
public as a common carrier, and which will not impair its ability to 
perform that service," and second, "reasonably necessary and appro
priate for such purpose.' .... Furthermore, the holding of hearings in 
aid of the disposition of applications was made optional with the 
Commission; and it was empowered "to grant or deny the application 
as made, or to grant it in part and deny it in part, or to grant it with 
such modifications and upon such terms and conditions" as it might 
deem necessary or appropriate in the premises, as well as to issue sup
plemental orders modifying the provisions of any previous order "as 
to the particular purposes, uses, and extent to which, or the conditions, 

laT Par. (2). O.o1y morHerm notes, maturing within not more than two year. and 
amounting in the aggregate to not more than five per cent of the carrier', outstanding 
securities, may be iuue<! without approval by the Commission. Par. (9). 

"'Par. (2). 
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under which, any securities so theretofore authorized or the proceeds 
thereof may be applied."'" The jurisdiction thus conferred upon the 
Commission was declared to be "exclusive and plenary," so that upon 
its order carriers might lawfully issue securities or assume obligations 
without obtaining approval from any other governmental author
ity;·" and securities issued or obligations assumed without the re
quired authoriZation of the Commission, which were declared to be 
void, subjected those responsible for them to civil and criminal lia
bility .• 61 It is clear that the financial organization of the carriers was 
placed under the close supervision of the Commission, and with but 
scant indication of the principles and policies to be applied in the 
exercise of its regulatory power.··· 

Under this authority, since 1920, all of the more important policies 
and expedients bearing upon the financial structure of the railroads 
have been passed upon by the Commission.S6S The large number of 
applications filed, involving the authorization of a vast aggregate of 

."a Par. (3). It should be noted that the Commission was directed to require all 
carriers issuing securities, including short·term DOtes, to submit periodical or special 
reports showing in such detail as may be prescribed .. the disposition made of JUCh. 
securities and the application of the proceeds thcrco£" Par. (10). 

"·Par. (7) • 
• 81 Par. (11). 
8,2 As throughout the 6eld of organization and finance, the Commission require. 

the carriers to provide full and accurate information concerning their proposal. for the 
issuance of securities or assumption of obligation •. Applications must be filed .ufiicieody 
in advance of the date of the proposed issue or assumption to give the Commission not: 
less than 30 days for the notices and investigatiODl required by law; and the applica .. 
tions must show, in addition to formal data as to corporate organization and personnel, 
the purposes and uses of the proposed financing, the £acts relied upon to support a 
finding that it satisfies the statutory requirements, at what prices and upon what term. 
or conditions the securities are proposed to be sold or disposed of, and how and by 
whom, or through whom, the securities are to be issued, with deta.ib of all conUacts, 
undcrwritings, and other arrangements made or proposed to be made in connection 
with the financing. Fwthermorc. numerow specified exhibits must be filed, which ICC: 
forth not only all essential sources of legal authority, but all relevant physical and 
financial details bearing upon the application; and me proc:c:dure to be followed and 
the forms to be used are also definitely prescribed. ItutruetUnu to CIIITriwI in Rel4Iion 
to the IISIIQnce of Securities. ele., under Sea;on 204 of 'he Interllllk Commeree M, 
February 19, 1927. 

tel For detailed survey' of the CommWion's administrative performance, see Da"id 
P. Locklin, &guIa1ion of Security IIIIIeI by 1M Interstllle Commerce Commisnon, 
University of Illinois Studies in the Social Sciences" vol. 13, DO. 4. December, 1925; 
John II. Frederick, "Federal Regulation of Railway Securities under the Transporta
tion Act of 1920," '0""" of Polilkal I!ront>m,. yol. 37 (April. 1929). pp. 175-'. 
See, also, Harold G. Moulton and Auocia .... 0'. cit .. pp. '75"'360. 
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sc:curity issues, have concerned a great variety of situations and have 
been handled with a high degree of flexibility. While the Commis
sion's jurisdietion is restricted to common carriers by railroad,·" 
praetically the entire range of the financial transactions of these car
riers has fiillen within the scope of its authority ;"so and the disposition 
of proposals has been adjusted to the varying demands of public in
terest and to the requirements of changing conditions.·" For the 

aM Sec. :lOa, par. (I). Thus, in the case of water carriers and of holding com· 
panies, the Commission has dismissed applications for want of jurisdiction. Securities 
0' Setlbotlf'd-B"Y l.ine Compm.y.71 Le.e. 501, 502-503 (1922); G"",amy 0' Boruls 
by Ann Arbor R. R.. 90 LC.e. 331, 33'-333 (1924). The development of railrood 
holding companies, free from coDtroi, aeated concern on financial grounds as well as 
because of their bearing upon the course of combination. Note the following: "At the 
time when [our rccommenc:iatiOJ1 with respect to the control of bolding companies] 
was first made, the main pwposc which we bad in view was to prevent evasion or 
defeat of the comolid2tion-plan provisions of the act, which were de!igned to subject 
the unification of railroad. to the orderly ptocc .... of a carefully planned scheme of 
public regulation. This remains ODe of the chief purposes of the legislation which we 
recommend, but recent cvcnts have brought sharply into ~ foreground ~ nccd for 
cwbing the operations of holding companies in the in ...... of the investor."' AnnU4l 
Report, 1932, p. 25. Scc,. also, testimony of Commissioner Eastman in Ht!IIritJgs be~ 
SNUIIe Committee OIJ I1J1n'sttM Comtnert:e on S. 84J, 13d Cong., 1St Sess. (April 5. 
1933), p. 5z. For an analysis of the power. of control over holding companies con
ferred upon the Commission by the Emergency Ilai1road Transportation Act of 1933, 
... pp. 495-496, supra. . • 

seD The great variety of transactiom passed upon by the Commiasion, embracing 
numerous types of lICCurities and obligatiom and-a large diversity of details with re
.pect '" their iuuanc:e or assumption, will be amply illustrated in the pages following. 
Indeed, in the eagerness of the ca.rrien to comply with the stipulatiom of the statu~ 
applicatiom have bcc.n filed with the Commission concerning matter. which it did 
not clccm to require its approval. Soc, for example: Purc"ase~Contraa .A.pplit:lllion of 
La. Ry. & Na •• Co., 671.e.e. 808 (1921); Co""actof Grand Tru"k Wet""" Ry. wi.A 
L. C. R. R •• 70 I.e.e. 554 ('9>1); D., T. & I. In.,,.,,, .... Certifie"m, 8. I.C.C. 4" 
('923); Cm""o' Georgia Roi/.,"Y D.pon"d Cuh, 90 I.C.C. I ('9'4). 

100 Not only has the method. of conditional approval been. widely utilized as a 
m.eana of lItolding particular financial arrangements in the public interest, but through 
the issuance of supplemental orders the Commission has frequently modified its origi
nal findings in a variety of important respects by way of meeting the demands of 
altered situations. For conditional orders, ICC for example: Bont/I of Nelli York Cen· 
"Ill R. R., 65 I.C.e. 17' (19.0); No", 0' Indi_ HtIf'bor Bel. R. R., 65 I.C.C. 36. 
(19.0); SlDCk 0' u-. .. """"" & Topeka R. R., 70 I.C.e. 63' (1921); Rock It/ond 
Eq",'pmen, Tt'IUI. SemI M, 94 I.C.C. 1 (I9Z4); Securitiel of NlllionaJ Colll Ry., 99 
I.e.e. 787 ('9'5). For supplemental orders, ICe for example: Sccurin., of Chieago & 
E.,..,." Illinois Ry., 70 I.C.e. 589 (1921), modifYing order in 67 I.e.e. 6. (192.); 
Bond, of An. Arlxw R. R.,70 I.C.e. 63' ('921). modifYing order in 70 I.C.e. 36 
(1921); No.., 0' Rari.an Ri." R. R., 71 I.C.C. 188 (1922), modifYing order in 67 
I.C.e. .60 ('921); Bond, 0' N,., York C.n ... .r R. R •• 71 I.C.C. 334 ('922). modi· 
lYing order in 65 I.C.e. 534 (1920); Norfolk & W,,,,", Eqoipm.", Tron, r922, 7' 
I.e.e. 80, (1922). modifYing order in 7' I.e.e. 749 (1922); D. & R. G. W. 11«';."', 
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most part, however, the Commission has not been disposed to inter
fere unnecessarily with the freedom of the carriers_ The vast bulk of 
applications, after being checked and investigated by the Bureau of 
Finance, are approved by Division 4 in more or less routine fashion, its 
brief reports setting forth the relevant &Cts summarily and conclud
ing with the re!l.uisite findings and orders. Public hearings are held 
rather infrequendy, and denials of applications, elaborately reasoned 
opinions, dissenting expressions, and determinations by the full Com
mission are relatively rare. This approach reflects the permissive char
acter of the Commission's authority, and it has made possible prompt 
performance. But it is not to be inferred that, in deference to manage
rial independence or administrative efficiency, crucial issues have been 
ignored and the Commission has merely served as a ratifying agency. 
When proposed transactions are deemed to be incompatible with the 
public interest, the applications are denied, in whole or in part, or ap
propriate conditions are imposed; and when important questions of 
principle come to issue, extensive reports are prepared, individual 
commissioners express views diverging from those of the majority, 
and the controversies occasionally receive the attention of the Com
mission as a whole. The more significant matters of substantive pol
icy which disclose the character and direction of the Commission's 
administrative record in this sphere center about its determinations 
with respect to the extent of capitalization, the types of instruments 
employed, the terms and conditions of issue, and the expedients 
adopted in connection with reorganizations. Each of these aspects of 
its performance will be analyzed and appraised. 

Extmt of Capitalization 

Perhaps the most obvious purpose of Congress in empowering the 
Commission to regulate security issues was that of preventing exces
sive capitalization. The loose financial practices of some of the car
riers, as notoriously pursued in the early days of railroad construction 

Cenifiates. 79 Le.e. 16g (19'3), modifYing cmIcr in 76 I.e.e. 4" (19"); FrnuI •• 
loA_ & Clo .... soi/k lknuIs, 86 Le.e. 378 (1_), modifYing order in 72 Le.e. 
462 (19"); Ikmtls of CIUe.go Uwioro SIIISioto Co .. 94 Le.e. 177 (1924), modifYing 
cmIcr in 86 I.e.e. 529 (1924); lknuIs of DaToiI. T. & I. R. Co •• 145 I.c.c. 563 
(1928). modifYing cmIcr in 9. I.e.e. 706 (1925). 
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and intermittendy continued into the second decade of the twentieth 
centwy, created a widespread popular belief that the railroads were 
grossly overcapitalized.· .. The passage of the Valuation Act of 1913 

was induced in considerable measure by a desire to test the propriety 
of existing railroad capitalization, and the financial provisions of the 
1!)20 legislation were designed to prevent for the future serious dill
crepancies between invested capital and capital issues. Although the 
results of the Commissiop's valuation project have largely dispelled 
the view that the face value of railroad securities exceeds the property 
values which these securities represent (leaving out of account, of 
course, the great shrinkage in the commercial value of the railroads 
springing from the sharp curtailment of earnings produced by the de
pression and in lesser degree by the competition of alternative traD5-
portation agencies), and although, under the rule of rate-making, the 
level of railroad charges and the extent of net operating income were 
made to depend upon property values rather thAll upon the amount 
of outstanding securities, the need of preventing overcapitalization 
continued to be operative. Even in face of a proper equivalence be
tween capital and capitalization for the carriers as a whole, individual 
roads may well be burdened by unsound financial structures; and 
such structures unquestionably affect the credit of the lines, and thus, 
indirecdy, the course of their rates and the adequacy of their service. 
As a practical matter, in other words, the fact of overcapitalization 
exerts a real influence upon the rate and service policies of both the 
carriers involved and the regulatory authorities, despite the general 
irrelevance of the amount of outstanding securities from a stricdy le
gal standpoint.868 For the protection of the public interest, therefore, 
the prevention of overcapitalization has constituted one of the Com
mission's major purposes in the exercise of its authority over the issu
ance of securities. To the extent that capital issues have been restricted 
to amounts covering capital assets acquired or to be acquired at rea
sonable cost this purpose has dominated its administrative perform
ance. 

While in reaching its determination on the particular facts of each 

IfiT For an analysis of the need of financial control, sec Part I, pp. 86-94 • 
••• See Jam .. C. Bonbright, lIJzj/road Capi,oli.";.n ('920), especially at pp. '3-

63 and '56-.68. 
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proceeding the Commission has occasionally encountered controlling 
needs for compromise, a69 it has insisted on the whole upon a reason
able equivalence between capital and capitalization.aT• This objective 
has been attained primarily through restricting security issues to the 

869 Since, prior to 1920, the railroads had enjoyed victual freedom in matter. of 
financial organizatioD. applications for Dew financing, though sound in themselves, are 
sometimes filed by carriers already overcapitalized. Under IUcb circumstances the 
Commission docs not generally attempt to eliminate the excess securities incident to 
uncontrolled past transactions as a condition of approval of the proposed issues. To 
impede the consummation of proper financial arrangements because of such earlier 
overcapitalization would tend to prove damaging not only to innocent holden of 
securities but to those dependent upon the maintenance of adequate ICtvice. Accord .. 
ingly. refunding operations have been approved, for example, despite the perpetuation 
thereby of 3n existing condition of overcapitalization. Sec Bonds 01 Bullfrog Goldfield 
R. R.. 70 I.C.C. 354 ('921); Bonds of N. Y .. L E. & W. Coal & R. R. Co •• 7' LC.C. 
541 (1922). Even where the proposed issue would itself produce an exceu of capi. 
talization over capital assets, or would increase the amount of existing overcapitaliza· 
tion, the Commission has sometimes accorded approval to the transaction, when. it 
appeared that the projected financing was essential to the continuance of the service 
or the avoidance of receivership. Thus, in S«urities 01 WtUhington & Lincolnton R. B.o 
67 I.c.c. 774 (1921), an excess of securities over book investment was authorized, 
upon a finding that "the proposed expenditures are necessary to put the road in propet' 
operating condition" and that "the proposed stock issuc seems to offer the only prac. 
ticable means of saving the road and insuring its continued operation" (p. 176); and 
in Bonds of Bullfrog Goldfield R. R •• supra. the Commission authorized a further in
crease in the capitalization of an overcapitalized property upon rcpresentabom .. that 
this is the best arrangement that can be made, and that unless it becomes effective it is 
probable that a receiver for the applicant will be appointed, with possible .wpcnsion 
of service" (p. 356). For other insrances of approval of issues resulting in overcapi· 
talization, induced by the special circumstances of the particular proceeding, see East· 
land. Wichita Falls & Gulf R. R. Sto<ks & Bonds. 72 I.C.C. .8. ('922); E/""ric Short 
une RIliIway Bonds,,6 I.C.C. 568 (1923). It mould be noted, however, that in such 
circumstances the Commission often imposes conditions designed to eliminate or re· 
duce the excess of capitalization. Thus. in Stoele. 01 uaflNullortIJ & Topel(a R. R., 70 
I.C.C. 632 (1921), it was provided .. th2t before the appJicant shall declare any divi· 
deads on its c:apiral stock it shall establish out of future earnings a parity between its 
capital inveJrmeat and capital liabilities" (p. 634); and in Stocl( 0/ CIJie.go 6" IllinoiJ 
Western R. R., 70 I.C.C. 652 (19:11), it was provided .. that, before declaring any divi~ 
deads, the applicant shall expend from income not less than 13°9.000, t. the amount of 
the overcapitalization, for additions and betterments or for retirement of bonded in· 
debtedness (p. 653). 

110 For the denial of applications. in whole or in part, and the imposition of re· 
strictive conditions, primarily with a view to preventing excessive capitalization, ICe for 
example: Se<UriJit:s of Cisco & Northe.mnt Ry .. 70 I.C.C. 260 ('921); SfflIrities ,If>' 
plic"';on of D.6oT. S. L R. R .. 70 I.C.C. 322 ('921); Securities Application of Ap«he 
By., 'I I.C.C. 245 (192:1); S~curities 0/ 51. lAw-Sa F,..ncisro By .• 79 I.Ce. 92-
('923). 79 I.C.C. 323 (1923), 86 I.C.C. 8.8 ('924); Sto4 of lnurnm R. R.. 82 
I.C.C. 359 ('923)' Wildwood Iff lkl..".,. B4y Short Une Bow. 82 I.C.C. 82, 
('923),94 I.C.C. 682 ('925); Sto<k of Alton & S_h.,.. R. R.. go I.C.C. 363 ('924); 
Bonth of 1(. & I. T. R. R •• 99 I.C.C. 2.S ('92S); Securitics of NIItUmal Ctul Ry •• 99 
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amount of capitalizable assets and through scrutinizing the values 
placed upon these capitalizable assets. Thus, as a general rule, the 
Commission permits "the capitalization of those assets of the carrier 
only which have been provided and which are intended for continu
ing productive use in the service of transportation,',an with the result 
that approved capital issues represent in large measure items properly 
chargeable to investment in road and equipment.8T' In conformity 
with this approach, it has been held that investments in non<arrier 
properties and securities are not capitalizable,8T8 and that "ordinarily 
a carrier may properly capitalize investments in the stock of another 
corporation where, and only where, the latter is the owner of oper
ated railway property and the carrier's holdings are sufficient and es
sential to give it control of that corporation and it appears that such 

I.C.C. 787 ('9'5); Bonds .f New York C ••• "';.g R. R •• • 05 I.C.C. 402 ('9.6); 
BrmJs 01 TenrJeslee R. R., YlI I.e.c. 362 (1926). 

In Set:rnitie, of lAuisville" NatAville R. R.o 76 I.C.C. ,:8, 120 (1923). See, also, 
R.. F. 6- P. Dillid .. d 061iglllions. 791.C.C. 465. 467-468 ('923). 

172 It should be notecL however, that the Commission does not always authorize 
securities to the full amount of the capitalizable assets. Where, because of the appli .. 
cant', financial position, such authorization is not deemed to be in the public interest. 
the Commission ha, granted the application only in part and has prescribed the uses 
to which the proceeds of the: issue might be put. For example: "The applicant desires 
to issue said $200.000 of bonds against its uncapitalized investment in road and equip .. 
ment.ltI financial condition is such, however, that it should be permitted to issue said 
bond. only to the amount necessary to enable it to make the proposed payments to the 
holden: of said notes, and to pay the amount of its indebtedness to other crediton on 
open account by reason of the construction of said extension; and that it should be 
required to we me proceeds of said bond. solely for the purpose of making said pay
men ..... Bond,.f F"".,ood, Columbia & Gulf R. R •• 67 I.C.C. 4.8. 4'9 ('921). 

BT'In referring to stocks of advertising, mining, timber, and land companies, and 
to United States government bonds and certificates of indebtedness, municipal bonds, 
and steel company bonds, held in the treasury of the applicant, the Commission said: 
"These are flexible assets which we deem it improper to permit applicant to capitalize. 
If it should be thought desirable to distribute the portion of surplus invested in such 
sccuri.ties among the stockholders, the applicant would be able to apportion the securi~ 
tiel themselves or distribute the proceeds thereof. They arc neither property used or 
useful in rendering the public service, Dor an assured part- of any swplus." Similarly, 
the Commission declined 'to authorize the capitalization of investments in non.oOpetat
ing properties: "The reasons for acquiring and holding these properties are not stated, 
and DO present or contemplated future use of them in connection with the applicant's 
transportation service is shown." StoC'.\ of D~/(lware. LflcI(f1wan"tI 6' W~llern R. R.. 
67 I.C.C. 4:16, 433-434 (19:11). Note, alao, the following: liThe applicant" miscel
laneous physical property and investment in noncarrier companies and other invest~ 
menta do not appear to be held for and used in the service of transportation and are 
not recognized as of a capitalizable nature. . . ." Stock DividenJ of Od" RIlilway 6' 
lJmd C •• , 86 I.C.C. '37. '40 ('9'3). 
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control will probably be permanent: .... A like purpose of restricting 
capitalization to the carrier's continuing capital investment in the 
transportation service has guided the Commission's treatment of 
other asset items, such as special deposits and reserve funds,81G and 

In Furthermore, in treating such sccwi.ties as capitalizable assets, the Commission 
has imposed conditions prohibiting the applicant to sell, pledge, or otherwise dispose 
of them without first obtaining its consent. In the cue of unioD~.tation projects and 
tctminallines, however, where joint C.Dterprise is deemed desirable. actual investments 
are permitted to be capitalized, whether or Dot the holdings of securities carry control. 
S"""';,, 0/ Louisville 6- Nashville R. R .. 76I.C.C. 718, 723 (1923) l R., P. 6- P. Divi
dend Ohligmio"" 79 I.C.C. 465. 469 (1923). Where the holdings of securiti .. are 
deemed unnecessary, they are removed from the capitalization base. Thus, the Com
mission has declined to authorize the capitaJization of stocks and bonds of leased lines 
held by the applicant: "The record discloses DO intercorporate relations or other cir
cumstances which bring these holdings within the sphere of securities which could 
properly be capitalized by a common carrier. It iJ DOt necessary for the applicant to hold 
securities of its leased lines in order to operate its system if, as it states, its leaseI arc 
in perpetuity:' Stock of DeiawlII'e, l4clc.allllmntl & WeJ"1n7J R. R., 67 I.C.C. 426, 433 
(1921). But compare the following relevant considerations from the concurring opinion 
of Commissioner Daniels: "Assuming that the lease obligates the applicaot to pay 
dividends on the stock and interest on the bonds, the acquisition of the stock out of 
applicant', .urplw I ....... the fixed charge to jWl the oame degree OJ if Wt much 
additional propeny bod been acquired OUtrighL Applicant simply pay. the guaranteed 
dividend to itscl£ The W:t that the . . . stock. will be outstanding and at the same 
time an equivalent amount of applicant's stock would have been issued is immaterial, 
inasmuch as there is .DO double rctwn exacted from the uscn of the property te~ 
sented thereby" (p. 436). Improyemenu on 1e2Sed propeny .,e regarded "as capi
bliuble ....... if; but not unI .... they boye been DWle on propeny of wlUcb the appli
cant is the virtual owner:" Seauities of Louisllilie " Ntu/Jllille R. R.o IUprll, at p. 721. 
Accordingly, an inadequate record as to the .nature and length of the applica.at'J 
tenure has resulted in a refusal to authorize the capitalization of tueh improvements: 
"The applicant is DOt seeking to capitalize any equity in its leasel of railroad property, 
but o.nly the amount of car.nings said to have been invested by it in the properties of 
such roads. The evidc.nc:c is that most of these roads arc leased in perpetW'y, but that 
IOIDC are leased for the corporate life of the subsidiary line. Without the leases before 
w we are unable to determine the length 01 nature of the applicant" tenure. and can 
not on the present record authorize it to capitalize its total investment in IOCb prop-
crty." Swck 0/ DeillMltJre, u.ekow"""" 6- W.",", R. R.. "'pro, at p. 435. Similarly, 
ill the case of operation under trackage rights, the applicant" estate in the line ., 
operated was declared to be "of a nature that would not permit the capitalization of 
upendirures DWle in respect theteo£" SUlek 0/ .A1"'m. 6- W. F. R. Co., '50 I.C.C. 
243. 245 (1929). 

"I For example: ""& it now appears that the funds represented by cub and special 
deposits Jet aside for the purchase of equipment arc beyond the FtUc:o" control csccpt 
for wt purpose. they may properly be regarded as apitalizable ......... S«WiIieI 0/ 
S. L-S. P. Ry., 79 I.C.C. 323.324-325 (1923). "The itenu fOl depreciation are DOt 
regarded as forming proper bases for the issue of a stock dividend by a common car .. 
rier; and the same is true co.nccr.ning the item of insurance and casualty rCICtYCS. The 
establishment of these reserves implies that they will be needed for replacements ill 
the future." Sroc~ Dividend 0/ Od. Rlzi/w"Y 6- lAnd Co .. 86 I.C.C. '37. 138-139 
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working capital, materials, and supplies. 818 In limitiog the issuance 
of securities to capitalizable assets as thus conceived, the Commission 
has sought to curb overcapitalization, with a view to the maintenance 
of a sound financial structure for the effective regulation of rates and 
earnings, and to harmonize its policies in this sphere with its account
ing and valuation practices. 

But the mere differentiation between capitalizable and non-capi
talizable assets is not sufficient to achieve these ends; it is also neces-

(19'3). "Assets held in insurance fimds are for the purpose of ... taring property 
cbmagal or destroyed by fire, or otherwise, which property undoubtedly already con· 
_ the basis for capitaliution. Therefore Liberty Bonds in such fund. will not be 
considered as a part of working capital."' S«Urities of St. Louil..s"" Frtmdtco Ry.~ 
86 I.C.C. 818, hI (19'4)' The principles involved in the foregoing determinations 
are conactcly illustrated, with re£erenc:e to linking funds, by the following: "On Sep~ 
umber 20, 1922, the book value of the assets in the applicant'. sinking funds. exc1ud~ 
ing its own ICCUritics was $446,9°7.52. This amount includes $19,400 stock of the 
Louisville Property Compuy held by the applicant as trust<e for the holder. of out
ltanding scrip CODvertible into such .tack; and $114.372.52 Heposited by the applicant 
with mortgage t:nlItecI to cover certai.o of its outstanding bonds and interest coupons, 
which arc past due, and to secure the release of the mortgages secwing those bonds. 
The obligations ta be met by the stoclr. and deposits are classified by the applicant as 
cu.rrent or deferred liabilities. Obviowly. these deposits and stock are Dot capitalizable 
....... The other sinking-fund assets are United States Government Liberty bond. of 
the book value of $'99,977.06 and cash to the amount of $1>70530.46. Certain prop
erty was released from the lien of the Birmingham Mineral Railroad Compuy" first 
mortgage ud sold by the applicant; and the proceeds thereof, $'99,997.13, were d~
posited with the mortgage trustee, which inv .. u:d $'99,977.06 thereof in the Liberty 
bonds. TItese bonds and the remaining $.0.07 of the cash proceed. are held by the 
trust<e in lieu nf thar property and will either be used to substirute under the lien nf 
the mortgage additional property approved by the trwtee, or applied to the psyment 
nf bonds oecured by the mortgage. In the latter event, to the extent of the amount so 
applied, no refunding bonds will be issued. Under the circumstances, the Liberty bonds 
and the $20,07 may be regarded as capitalizable assets. There is no sound economic 
principle, however, which would justifjr the capitalization by the applicant of the re
maining 1127,530.46 of cash held in its linking funds," Securitiel of Louisllille 6-
NtUArtill, R. R., 76 I.C.C. ,,8, ' • ......,..3 ('9'3). 

"8 The Commission has consistently held that a carrier may properly capitalize a 
reasonable amount of working capital, including a sum. sufficient to enable it to 
m>intain an adequau: .tack nf msteriaJ. ud .upplies, but it has carefully scrutiniud 
the claims of the applicants, from the .tandpoint of the propriety of both the ...... 
included in the category of working capital and the sums assigned to such assets as arc 
found to belong in that category. See, for example: Securitielof Louiltlil/e & Nas/",ille 
R. R.. 76 LC.C. 7,8, 7.4-7.5 (19'3); S«ttriti" of SI. LouU-S"" Francisco Ry., 79 
I.C.C. 9', 96 ('9'3); R., F. 6' P. Dividend ObligaJions, 79 I.C.C. 465, 470 (19'3); 
SI«k Dividend of OaAu Roil ... y 6' Land Co., 86 I.C.C. 137, 139-140 ('9'3); SoutA 
Georgia Ry. Capitol Stock, 86 I.C.C. 713, 1'4 (19'4); Securities of St. Louis-S." 
Frtltl<isco Ry., 86 I.C.C. 818, 8" (19'4); Slock of Alto. 6' SoUlh.,.,. R. R.,90 I.C.C. 
363,364-365 (19'4). 
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sary that appropriate values be placed upon the capitalizable assets. In 
the performance of this aspect of its regulatory task, the Commis
sion's determinations have been flexibly adjusted to the varying cir
cumstances of each proceeding. The Commission has promulgated 
no single standard, such as actual cost or reproduction cost, for testing 
the propriety of railroad capitalization, nor has it uniformly restricted 
itself to physical valuations of carrier property, without reference to 
commercial considerations.s" Furthermore, since the results of its 
valuation project, in final form, have been generally unavailable for 
use in these finance proceedings,·7. it has necessarily been forced to 
rely upon the book values reported by the carriers, despite their unre
liability with respect to property acquired prior to the establishment 
of strict accounting control, and has merely checked these book 
values, wherever practicable, by reference to its tentative valuations 

877 Note the following. for example, from Securitiel of La. Ry. 6- Nail. Co. of Tex .• 
99 I.e.c. 351 (1925), in which the whole Commission affirmed the report and order 
of Division 4 in 90 I.e.c. 229 (1924): "Counsel for the applicant argues that the re~ 
quirement of compatibility with the public interest is fully met by a showing that the 
physical value of the property equals or exceed. the proposed capitalization; and that 
even though it appears certain that the capitalization proposed by a carrier will 
quickly result in a recc:ivcrship, we arc required by law to approve the application pro
vided such showing is made. In other words, it is contended in substance that the 
law contemplates the consideration by us of the single clement of physical value of 
property in determining what shall constitute proper capitalization and that such cle
ments as commercial value. earning capacity. etc., must be disregarded. We believe 
that this contention is dearly refuted by the plain .Ianguage of section 203 of the act" 
(p. 359). Sec. also. Control of Eri. R. R . • .,/ P",. Marqudte Ry •• '38 I.C.C. 5" 
('928), Propo"d Control of Eri. R. and P",. M. Ry. COl •• '50 I.C.C. 75' ('929). 

878 Thus: "As stated before. we have not yet established the final valuation of the 
properties which arc to be included in the reorganization. It is therefore impracticable 
to compare the proposed capitalization with the underlying value. It appears. however, 
that the new capitalization will be substantially lower than the total capital Jiabiliry 
of the companies comprising the present Missouri-Kansas~Texaa system and that the 
fixed charges will be materially reduced, with a consequent improvement in credit. The 
evidence also indicates that the new capitalization will not be disproportionate to the 
earning power of the applicant. Under these circumstances and in view of the mani
fest desirability of ending the long period of receiverships, we think that approval of 
the proposed capitalization should not be withheld because of the fact that 3 final 
valuation has not been made of the properties which arc to be included in the re· 
organization." Musouri-KtmStu-Tnu ReorgtmittUion. 76 I.C.C. 84. 104 (1922). 
Again: "Inasmuch as we have not yet established the final valuation of the Frisco', 
properties. it is impracticable to compare its capitalization with the underlying value; 
therefore. nothing contained herein is to be taken as an expression of opinion with re
'pea to, or as a determination of; such value." S«urities 0/ 51. Louis~SII# Fr~co 
Ry .• 79 I.C.C. 92. 91 ('9'3). 
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and underlying valuation data."N But whatever the relationship bOo 
tween the aggregate securities of a carrier and the official valuation 
which may finally be placed upon its properties, the Commission gen
erally restricts the capitalization of current investments for additions 
and betterments and the purchase of equipment to the' reasonable 
costs of the properties involved,'" and it similarly seeks to prevent 
the inflation of capitalization in connection with acquisitions of con
trol'" and conversion and refunding operations.882 All these policies 
with respect to capitalizable assets and their valuation, which have 
been designed to safeguard the public interest in proper capitalization 
without undue encroachment upon managerial freedom, have gener
ally been accepted as a matter of course by the carriers and have given 
rise to little disagreement within the Commission. 

The controversial issues bearing upon the extent of capitalization 
have chiefly con=ned the propriety of capitalizing corporate sur-. 

• ro Sa:, for aample: Bonds of Bollfrog Goldfield R. R.,10 I.C.C. 354.355 (1921); 
&etmlies Aflllielllion of Piusburg" & W. v ... Ry., 16 LC.C. 663.668 (1923); Den • .,. 
" Rio GrItlUk Wesltr'lJ Reorganization, 90 LC.C. 141, 143-145 (1924) . 

... Thut, in alllhorizing the usumption of obligations with .... pect to $210.000 of 
equipment-trust =tiIica .... instcuI of $396.000 as lequested, it was said: "An in
creaaed operatiog efficiency from the we of sucll looomoti ... appeat. to tdlcct the 
wisdom of pcocucing, repairing, and modernizing them, but the conditions Ullder 
which the rehabilitation was done resulted in a cost to applicant far beyond any reason
able ... aluation assignable 10 these locomotives when ready for service."' The cost of 
purchasing, reconditioning, and improving the locomotives averaged about $45,600, 
whuc::u at "about the time these locomotives were obtained new ones of a similar type 
were quorcd to cost approximately $40,000."' A/c.ron, CIUllO" & Youngstown Ry. Bn
gine TnuI,71 LC.e. 237, 338 (1922). Again. in authorizing the issuance of $253.920 
of DOtes in payment for a:rtaia. mnstruaion. instead of $270,000 II requested, it was 
aid. "It appean that $280,000 [$10.000 was to be paid in cash] was not rcpwenta
tiyc of actual expenditures but was an amount agreed upon by the two patties and in 
the nawre of a compromise. Of this total, the applicant has distributed $n,300 to 
ballast and $30,800 to track laying and surfacing. From a detailed analysis of these 
amounts, we are of the opinion that they exceed the fair cost of the construction rcpre~ 
1eD.t:ed thereby. And we are also of the opinion that cost for such work should not 
acced $6,100 and $[9,320, respectively. We will therefore limit the amount of the 
no ... to $253.920." S.III.tl Valley R. R. Nous, 19 I.C.C. .". 111-178 (1923). Thete 
have been numeroul proceedings in which issues and assumptions have been scaled 
down on this buiL 

'.1 Sa:, 1M aample: CtmtroI of S.IIIt:H Vall." R. R., 124 I.C.C. 195 (1921). 138 
LC.C. 85 (1928); M9uUition of lines by G1df, M. & N. R. Co., 154 I.C.C. 419 
(1929); CUlrIf1<alt. & O. Ry_ Co. AC9uUition, 162 I.C.C. 323 (1930) • 

... Sa:, for example: Bonds of U.io. Pacifie R. R., 65 I.C.C.'35 (1921); Bo.ds of 
CU"'f'<al<. & OlUo Ry .. 65 LC.C. 143 (1921); Bo.ds of Nelli Orl .... , T .. ", & 
Mnieo Ry., 90 I.C.C. 84 (1924). 
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pluses, usually arising from reinvested earnings, through the issuance 
of stock dividends. The Commission has in many instances author
ized such stock dividends,s" and in doing so it has rejected the doc
trine that reinvested earnings are impliedly held in trust for the pub
lic benefit and hence are not capitalizable.s" The position of the ma
jority of its membership has been stated as follows: "Where the pub
lic has found it expedient to adopt a laj!S~z-fair~ policy to encourage 
utility development, it can not be said, in the absence of regulation, 
that profits have been illegally collected. The title to the surplus has 
vested without limitation or condition in the corporation, and bene
fits the shareholder. The doctrine of implied trust, sometimes applied 
to donated property by courts and commissions, has no application to 
excessive return, for the payment of rates carries with it no require
ment that the funds be left in the business or used for the public bene
fit. Its strained application to carriers which have made additions and 
betterments from surplus would only penalize those who came near
est to benefiting the public. The surplus from income, in such cases, is 
unrestricted legal property of the company, and ceases to be funds of 
the public, before the decision to divert it to either dividends or addi
tions and betterments is made."'" But the Commission has not ac
corded the roads a free hand in such transactions; in other words, the 
distribution of surpluses as stock dividends, like the issuance of se
curities under other circumstances, is made to depend upon its au
thorization: "Authority to issue stock can not be claimed as a right. It 

.a·Sl«k of Chicago. B",liogtOfJ & Quioey R. R.. 671.C.C. ,,6 ('9Z.); St«k of 
DelalV",e~ Lackawanna 6- We-stem R. R., 67 I.C.C. 4206 (1921); Senmtielof Louisville 
& Narh';ll. R. R .• 76 I.C.C. 7.8 ('9Z3); R .• P. & P. DifliJend Obligations. 79 I.C.C. 
46, ('9Z3); Stoek Di.idend of Kohului R. R •• 86 I.C.C. 309 ('924); S_h G<twgi. 
Ry. Capital Stock. 861.C.C. 7'3 ('924), reversing !he denial of authoriry in 821.C.C. 
723 ('923); St«k of N,,,, Jersey. rodi ... & lIIinoit R. R •• 94 I.C.C. 727 ('92,), 
moduying original report and order in 86 I.C.C. 7.8 ('924), and II. I.C.C. 749 
('926); St«k of Alab.,.. & VicksbUl'g Ry .. 941.C.C. 732 ('92,); St«k of C .• N. O. 
& T. P. Ry •• '0, I.C.C. 683 ('926); St«k of Glasgo ... Ry .• 117 I.C.C. 578 ('927); 
Stock of LtzIr.. Superior & Ishpemiog R. R .. '3' I.C.C. 33' ('927); St«k of Mis,,","
Illioois R. R.. '3' I.C.C. 467 ('927); PittsbUl'gh & u.k' Erie St«k DifliJend. '3' 
I.C.c. ,84 ('927). 

"'In Stock of Chicago. BUTlio""" & Quincy R. R.. 671.C.C. .,6 ('921), !he Ii". 
of !he _k-dividcnd ...... the CommiPion said unqualifiedly: "No one que.tiDna !he 
right of ownen to compensation for sacrifices made in foregoing dirideaw" (p. 163) . 

• a·St«k of Dela ... .,.'. Lack ........ & w.stern R. R.. 67 I.C.C. 426 ('921), II 
po 432. 
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is within our discretion, subject to the limitation that we shall grant 
authority only if we are able to make the necessary finding. If the ap
plicant is lawfully entided to earn a return upon the fair value of 
property acquired out of surplus this right will persist whether or not 
the stock issue is pennined."··o Furthermore, while the advantages 
alleged by the carriers to spring from the issuance of stock dividends 
on the basis of uncapitalized surpluses--by way of improving condi
tions for meeting their financial requirements,'" removing the ap
parent unreasonableness of their nominal dividend rates,·" facilitat
ing desirable combinations by bringing par values and market values 
of outstanding shares closer together .. •• and making the policy of 

IS8IbitJ., at p. 431. Note, also, the following from St'CUI'ities of Loflisflille " Nas"~ 
PiJk R. R.. 761.C.C. 718. 720 (1923)' ''The appli<:ant contend. that it has the absolute 
legal right to distribute, in the form of a stock dividend, its entire surplw. regardleaa 
of the nature of the assets of which it consisu. Section 20a of the interstate commerc:e 
act., however. makes it unlawful fOr any carrier to issue stock or other securities unless 
by order we: authorize such issue •. :'), and the followiog'from PrOpOIt:tl Control of 
Erie R. ... d p.,. M. R,. COl. 150 I.C.C. 751. 756 (1929)' ''WhiIe we bave r=gni=! 
the right of stockholders to a distribution of corporate profitl and to compensation for 
sacrificca made in the past, we have allo pointed out the ncccssi.ty for authority under 
section 208 of the act for the issuance of aecuritiea, including stock dividends." 

187 Thw: "'The applicant seeks authority to issue $60,000,000 additional capital 
_k [u a dividend] u a nec:esoary haW for the proposed mortgage, uoder which the 
aggregate amount of such bonds can Dot exceed three times the outstanding capital 
-.1<." S .... k of cmc.go. B",/i.,..n & f).u.., R. R .• 67 I.C.C. 156. 16~ (t921). 
Again, ''To jwtifY the proposed .tock divideod the applieaot contend. wt a otoek 
base of at leut $125.000,000 is ncccssary to enable it to meet its present and future 
financia\ ""IWrements, includiog the refunding of outstaDdiog bonds, without el[

ceeding the 3 to I ratio pn:scribed in ill fir" aod refunding mortgage," S.curities of 
LouisrNI. & NlllhPiJk R. R.. 76 I.C.C. 718. 719 (1923). 

aaa For cumple: ""The app1ic:a.ot points out that the lawful declaration of divi .. 
dendJ at a n.tc high in comparison with that of other railroads in the ume territozy 
lw led the public to the unwarranted conclusion that it has received. and il receiving 
an excessive rcNrn on its invcstmcDt in property devoted to public use. and that the 
proposed increase in ItOCk would tend to remove this sowce of distrust and IWpicl.on.n 

s .... k of D<i ....... Lllek • ., .... & w.".,.,. R. R.. 67 I.C.C. 426. 43' ('921). Sec, also. 
dissenting opiniona of Cornmisoioner &sUDan in s .... i( of El P= & SoUlh.,.".,.,. Co •• 
70 I.C.C. 208. 209 (1921); R •• F. & P. Dividend Obligatio",. 79 I.C.C. 465. 472 
(1923); S .... k of AlabortuJ & Vki(lburg R, .. 94 I.C.C. 732. 734-735 (1925). 

,.0 In Sto<k of D.I..,.,... Lllek ........... & w.".,.,. R. R.. 6? LC.C. 426. 432 (1921). 
fOr <&ample, it wu suggested "wt in cue Dr consolidations with other lines the appli
cant could ICCWC much better terms if ill capital ltock more nearly represented its value 
th20 .. at praent," And in S""'" Georgia R,. CapifP/ Stoclt, 86 I.C.C. 713 (1924) the 
issue of • ltock dividend of $232.000 by the applicant was authorized. in connection 
with an acquisition of control. "for the pwpoae of more nearly equalizing ill capitaliza .. 
tion with its capitalizable aucts.n The following considerations appear to have been 
co.ntrolling: c"Thc app1ic:ant contcnda that it would not be practicable for it to undertake 
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reinvestment of earnings attractive to stockholders'90-have been 
sufficiently persuasive to support authorization in most instances, 
these authorizations have been grounded in the existence of condi
tions deemed to be essential for the protection of the public interest. 
In essence, assuming a reasonable need for the proposed issue, a two

fold showing lI!ust be made: first, that a real surplus of capitalizable 
assets over capital liabilities exists; and second, that a substantial un
capitalized surplus would remain after the authorized distribution 
has been made. Thus, the Commission has denied an application for 
the issuance of a stock dividend because the evidence f3i1ed to show 
satisfactorily "that the value of the applicant's road and equipment, 

the acquisition of the West Coast Railway under the conditions prcJCI'ibcd in our Ill.,. 
plemenlal report and order . ••. While substantially all of the srock of the West CoaIt 
is owned by hoJders of the South Georgia stock, the ratio of JUCb. ownership is not 
uniform. and the exchange of stock as heretofore authorized would unduly benefit 
some stockholders and unduly prejudice others. It is pointed out that aD the basil of 
book value South Georgia stock is worth approximately $::00 a abare and West CoaIt 
stock is worth approximately $100 a share. By exchanging aD a par.for.par basil. those 
who hold more West Coast stock than South Georgia stock would benefit materially 
while those whose holdings are the reverse would lose. ]t is fiuther alleged that by 
exchanging the stock 00 a par.for.par basis without first inaeasing the amount of 
South Georgia stock. outstanding, it would be possible to deprive the present mana~ 
ment of the South Georgia of its control of the company" (P.1I5). 

890 The contentions of this character have been summarized. by the Commission a 
follows: ""The applicant contends that we should permit the capitalization of the full 
surplus of the company. It argues that refusal to grant the applicalion would seriously 
discourage, if not entirely prevent, investment by the public in railway .t:ocb. Some 
inducement, it says, musl be offered investors in .1OCk, to make up for the securi'Y and 
=tainty both as to principal and interest afforded by mortgage bonds, and therefore 
that there must be a chance of more attractive return in the case of stock. It alleget 
that a refusal to grant this application would be public notice of a lack of advantage 
in investing in stock. And it suggests that in the event of denial of the application 
there would be no inducement in the future to use surplus earnings for additions and 
betterments, and that stockholders would insist each year upon the distribution of aU 
available carnings." Stock of DeltUVare, LackallltllJn" & WelUNJ R. R., 6, I.c.c. 426, 
431-432 (1921). Note, also, the following from the concurring opinion of CommiJ.. 
sioner Pottel' in SIOcIc. of Nelli Idley, Intii4tIQ & Illinois R. R., 86 I.C.C. 118, 120 
(1924): ""The pubJic interest is served by encouraging ItOCkholdcrs to put earnings back 
into the property. To refuse permission to capitalize such carDin" is to discourage a 
meritorious policy. Where, as in this case, earnings have been put mro the property in 
the light of • long-cstablishecl right to obtain IC<Urities therefor. denial ... on of 
confiscation. The proprietary company is enaded to have reflected in irs acc.ounts the 
prosperity of its subsidiary. Sina: the earnings of the subsidiary bave been invested in 
additions and bettennenu to iu property, it is impossible to diJbune them in cub 
dividend .. The only way they can be reBect.d is by the payment of • otock dividend. 
To pay such a dividend is in accordance with the law and custom. which we h2ve DO 

authority or right to repeal or condemn." 
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plus a proper sum for working capital and for materials and supplies, 
exceeds or equals the present capitalization of the applicant" ;,., and 
in scaling down the amount of stock. to be issued as a dividend, it has 
established the doctrine that only those assets should be capita1ized 
"which have been provided and which are intended for continuing 
productive use in the service of transportation,"'·' and that "a sub
stantial surplus should remain uncapitalized as a support for the 
applicant's credit, providing for emergency needs, offietting obsoJ.es.. 
cence and necessary investments in nonrevenue-producing property. 
and serving as a general financial balance-wheel. "899 The adminis
trative findings have been primarily directed to these considera
tions,·" but in the exercise of the discretion inherent in this approach 

•• , Securitie. ApplictItirm of D. 6' T. S. L. R. R., 70 I.C.C. 322, 323 (1921). Ad
vance authority to issue stock dividends was also denied: wrhe applicant seeks authority 
also to issue stock. dividends from time to time, as further expenditures shall be made 
from income for additions and betterments, thus capitalizi6.g such expenditures. Au~ 
thority therefor should be requested when the expenditures ba •• beeo mad .... Ibid. For 
other denials of applications to issue stock divideDds, see South Georgi. Ry. Capital 
SI<JcIt, 82 LC.C. 723 (1923), which was reversed in 86 I.C.C. 713 (1924); Srock Divi
dend of Oahu Railway 6' Land Co., 86I.C.C. 137 (1923); Stock Issue by Per, M.,.. 
q ...... Ry •• 131 I.C.C. 304 (1927); Securitie. of Alron 6' E. R. Co •• 150 I.C.C. 519 
(192 9) • 

•• , S«IIritie. of Louisvill, 6' NlIShvill, R. R .. 76 I.C.C. 718, 720 (1923). In this 
proceeding the amount requested was $53,000,000, and the amount authorized was 
$45,000,000. In Stock of Delaware, Laclr..aIVfJtJ1J4 & Western: R. R., 67 I.C.C. 426 
(1921), the applicant sought to capitalize its entire corporare surplu5-$90,461,176.03 
--but after an analysis of its capitalizable assets and its surplus rcquircmcn~ only 
$45.000,000 was authorized. as a stock dividend. 

IS8 Slocle. of Delawtlf'e, L4c!c.tlwannIJ ~ Wes:tem R. R.o 67 I.C.C. 426, 433 (1921). 
See, alao, Sl<Jck of Chicago. Burlington 6' Quincy R. R., 67 I.C.C. 156, 162 (1921); 
Securitie. of Louisvill. 6' NlIShvilk R. R.. 76 I.C.C. 718, 720 (1923); R.. F. 6' P. 
Divid .. d Ohligalions. 79 I.C.C. 465, 47' (19'3); St .. k of Alahama 6' Vicksburg R,., 
94 I.C.C. 732, 733 (1925); S-k of Musoun-lUinou R. R., 131 I.C.C. 467, 469 (1927). 

IN Note, for example, the following summary of the evidence in the first of the 
stock-di.id.nd case5: "Th •• vid""", establishes (I) th2t the Chicago, Burlington & 

Quincy Railroad has a great uncapitalized surplus; (2) that the present capitalization 
iI &r below the actual investment or any fair value for rate~making purposes which we 
may subsequently fix under the valuation act ..• ; (3) that the increase in. capitaliza
tion which would fOllow the gnmt of thiJ authority would still I .... the total capi
talization of the Burlington below the actual investment and the probable fair value 
of the property devoted to the publio oervice; (4) that the remaining uncapitalized 
ourplua would be Illfticient to ..... the purposes for which a surplus should be accumu
lated; and (5) th2t the present IinanciaI structure of the Burlington is obsolete and 
inadequate and that a DCW form of mortgage and a larger stock base to meet the re
quirements of .tatutes governing investmeDts by savings institutions in various states 
are aecaoary." Sl<Jck of Clueago, Burlington 6' Quincy R. R., 67 I.C.C. 156, 16. 
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the Commission has also differentiated between the types of securi
ties sought to be issued .. •• 

These policies and practices have not been marked by unanimity of 
opinion among the members of the Commission. In part, the differ
ences in judgment have centered about whether and to what extent 
the requests of the carriers should be approved in light of the record; 
in part, they have concerned the propriety of authorizing the issu
ance of stock dividends under any circumstances. The first type of 
disagreement is of no crucial importance. While, on the basis of the 
facts of particular proceedings and in the exercise of administrative 
discretion within the flexible limits of public interest, a number of 
the commissioners have deemed specific determinations unduly re
strictive,··· they have generally accepted the guiding principles un-

(.g2.). S ... , also, Stock .f D.lawar., LtteklZlllanna & W.st ... n R. R., 67 I.C.C. 0126, 435 
(.g2.), S«UriIi" ., Louiwill. & Nuhvill. R. R., 76 I.C.C. 7.8, 726--727 ('923)' 
R., P. & P. Divitlmtl Obligationl, 79 I.C.C. 465, 47'-472 ('923) • 

... Thus, in Stock ., ClUe.go, Bw#ngton & Quincy R. R.. 67 I.C.C. '56 (.g2l). 
in which authority was granted to issue $60,000,000 of capital .tock as a dividend, the 
application to issue Slog,ooo,ooo of first and refunding mortgage bond. ($29.000,000 
to be used for future additions and betterments, and $80.000,000 to be distribuled .. 
a dividend) was denied. Said the Commission: ""The issuance of the proposed bonds 
at this time would materially increase the interest burden without apparent JlCWsity • 
. • . Division of that part of the surplus not needed for ordinary surplus purposes by 
means of stock appears more in accord with the welfare of the applicant and the 
public. . . • The denial in this case extend. only to the issuance of a bond dividend 
by • railroad which has no need for the bonds, and which can advanrageowly iN .. 
all the stock reasonably requited for its needs. The more adaptable form of mortgage 
which the applicant desires can be provided without the issuance of a bond dividend" 
(pp. 161. 163). Practically all of the proposed issue of S80,000,000 of bond. wu to 
go to the Grea. Northern and Northern Pacific, the controlling IIOCkbolden of the 
BurlingtonJ a. a means of assisting them in refunding, at a near date. S~I,,22.7,oOO 
of their joint 4 per (Cnt bonds which had been given in payment (or the Burlington'. 
stock. The Commission was not convinced, however. that the propoted bond dividend 
was necessary (or this purpose. "While we do not minimize the advantages derived by 
the applicant from its connections with the northern lines, we are not convinced that 
the continuance of those connections is dependent upon the issuance of the propoted 
bond dividend. The general advantages of minimizing fixed charges in refunding the 
joint 4S are apparent, but we can not share applicant'. apprehensions relative thereto. 
The northern lines enjoy a .I)oution relatively favorable to financing such a refunding. 
The value back of the applicant's stock renders it desirable collateral security. No 
evidence has been introduced which convinces u. that the refunding could not: be 
accomplished at a reasonable rate by the issuance of bonds of the Great Northern and 
Northern Pacifie oecured by mortgzge and the pledge of the .pplican." otoclt" 
(p. 161). For the refunding operations of the Great Nonhern and Northern Pacific, 
following the denial of the bond dividend to the Burlington, ... S«IIriIk, ., N. P. 
Ry. anti G. N. Ry., 67 I.C.C. 458 (.g2l). 

lOS Sec the concurring opinions of Commissioner Potter in Sl«'~ 0/ Del.."", 
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derlying the Commission's action .... Commissioner Eastman, on the 
other hand, has consistently disapproved of all stock dividends, and 
has thus taken issue with the basic propriety of the Commission's pol
icy. His views, as set forth at length in the first two stock-dividend 
cases, s" have supported all his subsequent dissents.sOIl 

In the Burlington case,'" starting with the proposition, agreed to 
by the majority, that authority to issue stock dividends must be ob
tained from the Commission, and that the denial of an application 
does not deprive the carrier of any right it may possess to earn a re
turn upon the fair value of all its property, including that acquired 
through invested surplus, Commissioner Eastman concluded that it 
was not compatible with the public interest "to translate the invested 
surplus into shares of stock and mortgage bonds . . . because such 
translation may operate to enlarge the rights of applicant as against 
the public .•• and because it will weaken appli~ant's splendid finan
cial strength:"" Not only, as urged by carriers, is the possession of 

Laek_". &- Western R. R.. 67 I.C.C. 426. 437 ('921); Securities of Louiwille &
NflIh"j/k R. R •• 76 I.C.C. 7.8. 727 ('923); Sou'" Georgi. R,. C.pi.al S.oek. 82 I.C.C. 
723. 72"-'127 ('923); Swek of New Tme,. lodi"". &- Illinois R. R .• 86 I.C.C. 718. 
719-720 (1924). See, also, concurring opinion of Commissioner Daniels in SIOC/c. 01 
DeltUIIllT~. LtJc/c.alllantJtl 6* Westem R. R.o supra, in which, disagreeing with the maw 
jority concemiog the treatment of certain items, he concluded that he was "Dot per. 
waded that the entire remainder of the applicant's surplus not allowed to be capiw 

taIizcd is requisiU: for the necessary purposes of a surplus" (p. 437). Iu Stoclt of 
ClUe.,.. Buriington &- Quincy R. R.. 67 I.C.C. '56 ('921). both the concurring opin
iow of Chairman Claxk (pp .• 63-.64) and Commj .. ioner Po_ (pp .• 66-.67). and 
the dissenting opinions of Commissioner Daniels (pp. 167-112) and Commissioner 
Ford (pp. 181-183) merely took issue, on practical grounds, with the Commission's 
denial of the $80,000,000 bond dividend. See Dote 395, supra. 

18'1' But see the dissenting opinion of Commissioner Potter in Stock Dividend 01 
Od. l/DiJw"Y &- Land Co .. 86I.C.C. '37. '4'-'47 ('923). with respect to the Com
mission', treatment of apprecifllion and non<fll'Tier fWOpmy . 

... SI«lt of CIUt:a,.. Burlingto. &- Quin., R. R •• 671.C.C. '56. '72-.81 ('92'); 
SI«k.f Delaware. Laek"",,,,,n. &- We"..,." R. R •• 671.C.C. 426. 437-44' ('92') . 

••• S«IIrities of Louittlille &- NasA.ille R. R.. 76 I.C.C. 7.8. 727 ('923); R •• F. I>-
P. DitNJend Obligaliont.'79 LC.C. 465. 472 ('923); SI«k DitNJend of Kdului R. R •• 
86 I.C.C. 309. 311 ('924); South Georgia Ry. C.pital SI«k. 86 I.C.C. 7'3. 7.6 
('924); SI«k 0/ New Tme,.Indiona &- Illinois R. R •• 94 I.C.C. 727. 730 ('925) •• 11 

I.C.C. 749. 75' ('926); Swck of Aldam. &- Vicltsburg R, •• 941.C.C. 732• 733-735 
('925); SI«lt of C •• N. O. &- T. P. R, •• • 05 LC.C. 683. 684 ('926); Swelt of Glasgow 
Ry •• 117 LC.C. 578. 579 ('927); SI«lt of Lolte Su"';'" &- Ishpeming R. R .• '3' 
I.C.C. 33'. 333 ('927); Stock of Missouri·Illi.ois R. R.. '3' I.C.C. 467.470 ('927); 
Pittsburgh &- u.ke Erie Swelt Dividend. '3' I.C.C. 584. 586 ('927). 

<GO Slock of Chic.,.. Burlington &- Quin., R. R.. 67 I.C.C. '56 ('92'). 
-Ibid .• p. '75. 
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large surplus reserves of great value, 40. but, as insisted upon by ship
pers, these reserves, derived from the public, are impressed with a 
trust in favor of the public ... • "It is not a sufficient answer to this doc
trine," he declared, "to say that the property acquired from surplus 
earnings is owned by the carrier, for the rights of ownership are not 
absolute, but l4nited by the dedication of the property to the public 
use and the circumstances of such dedication. Nor is it enough to say 
that the surplus might have been distributed to the stockholders at the 
time it was earned, for the public might well have declined to ac
quiesce in rates producing excess income if that income had not been 
used for the improvement of the property:· ... Deeming the legal 
validity of this doctrine, with its far-reaching importance in pending 
valuation and recapture controversies, still an open question, he 
argued that no action ought to be taken by the Commission "which 
will foreclose or impair the opportunity to bring this issue f3.irly be-

4002 The emphasis of the carriers upon the need of surplus accumuIatiom wu 
set forth as follows: t'The carriers have again and again told us that sound policy de .. 
mancb that rates be high enough to permit not only the paymeot of reasonable divi .. 
deneb but the accumulation of large surplus reserves. Some have reduced thiI to the 
rule that for every dollar paid in dividends II dollar from earnings should be invested 
in the property. Financiers have been equally emphatic in favoring such a policy. Sum .. 
marizing the arguments. we have been told that stockholders are interested quite a. 
much in regularity and dependability of dividends as in their amount; that NtplUJ 
rcsuves are ncccssacy to maintain such regularity, and to protect against inevitable and 
wide 8uctuations of earnings and financial disturbanCCl; that they arc needed for im .. 
provements which will DOt immediately yield revenue. or which will Dever do 10 but 
are required to enable a company to keep abreast ot the times and furnish the best of 
services; and that they are equally necessary to enhance credit and enable Jinan.cing 
upon favorable terms without disproportionate increases in funded debt. Before the 
Ncwlands committee in 1917 the carriers urged a need for earnings sufficient to pay 
regular dividends of 6 per cent with a mrplus each yc21' of 3 per a:nt besid ... Stated 
in another way, it is claimed that to insure good credit surpllU earnings should equal 
2S per c:ent of the amount paid out in both dividends and intercsu." He also directed 
attention to the report of the Railroad Securities Commission, transmitted to Congreu 
in 19n, which "favored the building up of surplus reserves, but disapproved and 
urged the prohibition of all "script, bond, and stock dividends.' •• Ibid . 

... The doctrine thus urged by shipper. was elaborated in m... words: -rhey claim 
that when ruch earnings. over and above reasonable dividends, are invcst:cd in carrier 
property. the public, having provided the fundJ, has an interest in that property and 
cao not fairly be asked to pay the same return upon it II upon property representing 
actual sacrifia: by investors. They deem it unjust to ask the public '" provide both capi
tal and return. While such a surplus may be the property of the carrier. the claim is 
that the circumstances attending its accumulation impose • duty upon the c:arrier at 
I ... t to share: iu advantages with the public, and that this duty may be considered in 
valuation for rate-making purporeL" Ibid., PI'- 175-176. 

-mi., p. 176. 
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fore the Supreme Court.'- But he also found that the issuance of 
the security dividends was not compatible with the public interest on 
financial grounds, entirely apart from the implied trust doctrine. Sur
plus reserves, as had already been pointed out, strengthen the position 
of carriers, and the capitalization of these reserves, especially with 
immediate and prospective increases in fixed charges, tends to impair 
their credit."B "The truth is," he declared, "that applicant, as it is now 
capitalized, is one of the fortunate carriers of the country. If all other 
carriers had been financed with equal conservatism and sound finan
cial judgment our railroad problem would be far less serious. Its credit 
is unsurpassed, its stockholders seem assured of regular and depend
able returns; for 20 years they have had dividends averaging more 
than 8 per cent, and if they should now wish to reap the reward of 
good management by increasing the regular dividend rate somewhat 

6011 "summing up this phase of the matter," he concluded, "applicant may have a 
right to a rerum upon its surplus, but whether or Dot the surplus shall be translated 
into stocks and bonds is subject to our determination under the law; and whatever right 
to a return it has can Dot be lost by the denial of the authority desired. On the other 
hand to grant the desired. authority may prejudice and embarrass the decision of a 
question which has /ir.reaching importance."' Ibid., p. 178 • 

• 081D this instance. involving a proposal for the issuance of $80,000,000 of bonds. 
as wdl as of $60,000,000 of stock, as a dividend, primary stress was placed upon the 
element of fixed charges: "If its credit has thus been enhanced [that is. by surplus 
accumulations]. will it not be impaired by the addition of $.,,800,000 per year to its 
fixed charges and by the capitalization of all but a compaIatively .mall portion of its 
IUtplus~ And hal the public no interest in such impairment? ... Our attention has 
repeatedly been called to the danger of a disproportionate increase in !imded debt and 
we have been told that it is vital that the carriers should be able to finance their needs 
in part by the iSlue of stock. With its present capitalization applicant is one of the very 
few railroads in the country which could probably market stock-if not common, at 
least preferred-even under present conditions. Will not the distribution of $60,000,000 

of &tuck. gratis impair this ability to some extent at least? The sole reason offered for 
this ,tock dividend seems to be the alleged necessity of affi>rding a basis for the con· 
tinual increase of fimded debt under the new mortgage up to an ultimate ratio of $3 of 
bonds for every $x of stock, a ratio far in excess of what we have been told is safe 
nnd proper. And if stock dividends arc not open to question, what shall be said of 
Ixmtl dividends? After its stockholders have foregone: extra dividends for years and ap~ 
proved the use of surplus earnings for improvements in times when money could have 
been borrowed at 4 per cent or better. can it be argued that it is sound financial policy 
to permit applicant to reverse this procedure and borrow money on the worst market 
in iu: history, for the purpose of reimbursing stockholders for their previous modcra~ 
tion? To ask this question is to answer it. The surplus has been invested in property. 
Even if the stockh.olden have a right to demand a return upon that property, they are 
certai.oJ.y not entitled. to ask that applicant now issue mortgage: bonds for the: sake of 
replacing in the treasUry, for distribution in dividends, the cash which was 10 in~ 
vested."' Ibid., pp. 178-I79. 
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or by occasional extra dividends, there are few who would question 
the appropriateness of such action. Applicant ought not, I think, in 
the public interest or in its own interest, to be permitted to abandon 
this position of advantage in the absence of compelling need by 
greatly increasing the volume of its outstanding securities and the 
measure of its fixed charges. Rather, it ought to avoid unnecessary in
crease in capitalization and finance its own actual needs by the issue 
of stock, or if this is for the time being impracticable, by the issue of 
bonds and stock in equal proportions ...... Moreover, the various rea
sons urged in support of the proposed dividend issues-the broaden
ing of the stock base for the issuance of bonds,"s the encouragement 
of investment in railroad securities,409 the stimulation of reinvest
ment of earnings,410 and the adjustment of capitalization to property 
values in the interest of consolidation policy"'-were found to be 
without merit. Accordingly, the objections as between the stock divi-

607 Ibid., pp. ]79"""180. 
'08 With respect to the suggestion that the stock dividend waa necessary to provide 

a basis for the issuance of bonds under "a more modern and 8cxiblc mortgage,·· be 
said: "If applicant is right in its contention that this stock will add nothing to the value 
of the property upon which it is entitled to a return, the real foundation for the iuu~ 
ance of bondo will in no wise be enlarged by the stock dividend, bu. only the 'pp."" 
foundation. It is the amount of property and iu earning power which ~mine the 
debt which may safely be carried and Dot the par value of .tack outItaDding. Morc .. 
over, so long as applicant clings to the advantage of its present low capitalization, the 
.tock basis for the issuance of bonds under the new mortgage can be enlarged from 
time to time by financing. in part •• I ... ~ through new stock." Ibid •• p •• 80. 

408 With respect to the suggestion that the authorization of stock and bond clivi .. 
dends would afford desirable encouragement to railroad investment, he said: "Apart 
from the &c:t that denial of the application can in no way deprive the applicant of 
whatever right it may have to a rewrn upon ill property, it is evident that if all car .. 
riers were now i.a the fortunate situation of applicant, with splendidly burueucd aedit 
and assurance of ccgulae and generous dividends, no further encouragement would be 
needed for inveJtmeot in railroad securities. The best encowagement that caD be at 
feted is insistence upon the souod and conservative financial management which has 10 

Dr characterized this carrier." Ibid. 
610 With respect to the suggestion that security dividend. are necessary as an induce .. 

ment to the use of mrplw earnings for additiom and betterments, III agairut the an .. 
DUal distribution, upon insistence of stockholders, of all available earnings, he said: 
'"This argument is based upon an assumption plainly contracy to the fact. namely, that 
the creation of uncapitalized mcplw reserves, thus enhancing aedit and the auoraace 
of dependable dividendo of liberal amount, is of DO benefi. to stockholder .... Ibid • 

... With ... pect to the ougg.stio ... urged in vi ... of the ptovision of pangnph (6) 
of _OD , that the capitalization of eonsolidated eompaoiel "oh.tIl DOt nceed the 
value of the eonsolidated ptopeni ..... that the gradual adjwtmeD. of capital ouuaur .. 
to ptoperty values ought eo be encouraged, he aid: "This argummt is bued OD what I 
think is the mistaken usumptioD that the wordo 'oh.tIl DOC nceed' in the proviIion 
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dend and the bond dividend being found to diffu only.in degree, he 
concluded that the application should have been denied in its en
tirety. 

Commissioner Eastman employed a similar line of attack in op
posing the 100 per cent stock dividend authorized in the Lackawanna 
case. 4llI After calling attention once more to the special public interest 
in property acquired through surplus earnings, he examined the vari
ous affirmative grounds urged in support of the application, and he 
found a "total lack of strong and compelling reasons in its favor :'418 

He thus disposed of the claim that such distributions are necessary to 
induce investment in stock, 414 to remove the distrust and suspicion 
arising from high nominal dividend rates,'" to facilitate consolida-

cited are equivalent to the words 'shall equal," It is &r from certain that consolidations 
of properties will necessi .. ", capitalization of ""plw reserves. The ternu of future p0s
sible merger. are not now before us. They can be dealt with when the occasion arises." 
lbii., P. .81. 

'lISIO<.t of Del_ .... , Laek_anna I>' We""'" R. R., 67 I.C.C. 4.6 ('921). 
4111bii., p. 438 • 
• " "In the light of the facu the absurdity of the claim is cleaI. Since 1905 the divi· 

dends paid by the Lackawanna have averaged well over 20 per cent, and since 1853 the 
average rate has been about 12.8 per cent. In addition, a surplus of over $90,000,000 
has been accumulated. It is difficult to conceive what better encouragement for investing 
in stock could well be expected, or to grasp the thought that under such circ.umstances 
the denial of a 100 per cent slaCk dividend will cast a pall over the investment market. 
St<>ekholders who have Ieceived such dividends in the past, who have a prospect of such 
dividends in the future, and whOle investment is now prouckd by such II surplUl 
IW'cly have no tcason for complaint." Ibid., p. 439 . 

• 11 "Without pausing to consider whether or not the return has in fic:t been exces .. 
ave, it is not made clear in what way this distrust and suspicion have been or are likely 
to be prejudicial to the Lackawanna. There is no evidence of injury. Nor, apparendy, 
has thought hoen given to the distrust and IUspicion which may he crear.d in the public 
mind by the declaration, under present railroad conditions. of a stock dividend of 100 

per cent. II Ibid. On this issue no~ also, the following from his dissenting expressions in 
other proceedings: "My understanding of the situation is that applicant wishes to dis~ 
tribute larger cash dividends to its stockholder •. This could be done without an in .. 
crease in the .tock outstanding, but only through an increase in the dividend rate, 
which might inSuence the public mind. Through the device of a stock dividend, the 
larger cash dividends can be distributed without an increase in the rate. In other words, 
the actual prolits of the .tockholders will not so readily appeal. In my judgment this is 
a good reason for denying the application rather than a good reason for granting it.n 
R., P. I>' P. Dirlilleni Obligations, 79 I.C.C. 465, 47' (1923). "It i. further suggesr.d 
that the 'arger capital,' following a stock dividend, may carry an annual cash dividend 
'of .. y 6 per cent.' Six per cent upon the 'larger capital' would amount to 12 per cent 
upon the stock now outstanding. It is quite evident that a rental of 6 per cent would 
have a better auperficial appearance than a rcntal of 12 per cent, and here, I think, is 
the real reason for the application. It does not appear to me as a reason 'compatible 
with the public in"" .... ' On the contrary, I think it highly desirable and in the public 
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tions on terms contemplated by the statute,fl6 to prevent the distribu
tion of assets directly as dividends,fl1 to discourage future insistence 
by stockholders that all available earnings be distributed as divi
dends,"· and to further the establishment of the truth about values.fl9 

"These are the labored reasons," he concluded, "that have been urged 
upon us for the; granting of the pending application, and it is mani
fest that they have neither strength nor weight. They offer no prom-

interest that the real earnings upon investment in railroad properties should not be dis~ 
guiscdo • . . But the facts in regard to the generous treatment of this property by the 
public which it serves are already sufficiently disguised, and J am able to discover no 
good reason for carrying the proccss still further by 3n additional stock dividend of JOO 

per cent." S_k of Alabama & Vicksburg Ry., 94 I.C.C. 732, 734"""735 (1925). 
~18 "Counsel has overlooked the fact that the provision quoted uses the words '&haJ1 

Dot exceed' and Dot the words 'shall equal.' Moreover, the valuation of applicant'. 
property has not yet been complcred. The terms of future possible consolidations or 
mergers can be dealt with when the need arises. The thought is staggering that they 
will be attended by runmense issues of new securities: I am unwilling to believe it. It 
Stock of D,lflIV.,." L4&kaUlanna & w,stern R. R., 67 I.C.C. 426. 440 ('921). On this 
issue DOte, also, the following from his dissenting opinion, concurred in by CommiJ.. 
sioners Campbell and McManamy. in South Georgia Ry. Capital Stock, 86 I.C.C. 7'3. 
7J6 (J924): ""The stock dividend apparently would not be contemplated by applicant 
except for this consolidation, which, in my opinion, has not been lawfully authorized. 
But in any event the stock dividend is not compatible with the public interest. The 
amount of .tack outstanding does not determine or limit the earnings ro which appli. 
cant is fairly entitled nor the distribution of its earnings among ill stockholders, and 
refusal to approve a stock dividend can deprive it of no constitutional right. Applicant 
operates a so-called short-line railroad and has sought relief from the fourth section of 
the interstate commerce act upon the ground of financial weakness. The less stock it 
has outstanding the more likelihood that new issues can be marketed at par, and vice 
vena. Applicant will be a stronger company financially and better able to serve the pub
lic if it is not permitted to declare a stock dividend. The excuse is offered that the stock 
of the West Coast can not be exchanged on a par-for-par basis in the absence of a 
stock dividend. Assuming that the consolidation can now be lawfully accomplished 
. . . no necessity exists for a par-for-par basis of e:schange:" 

4017 "It is true that not all of the surplus has been invested in physical property but 
that some of it is represented by securities of affiliated companies which might be diJ.. 
tributed directly to the stockholders. It may be assumed. however. that the considera.
tions which ted applicant originally to we surplw cash for the acquisition of these Ie .. 

curities, rather than for the declaration of still larger casfi dividends to its ItOCkholden, 
would continue to persuade it to bold these securities in iu treasury. Certainly we ought 
not to assume the contrary. Moreover the ptlTtiol capitaliDtion of surplUl which the 
majority have approved will not preclude their distribution." Stoc~ of De/flWtll"e, .l.M'~ ... 
f11{1111UI & We-sUm It It, 6, I.C.C. 426. 440 (1921). 

418 "or this suggestion it is sufficient to say that if the stoekholders should in the 
future deem such distribution wise and e:spedient, that situation can be dealt with then. 
My belief is that nothing of the 10ft would occur. CertainJy it could not happen with 
regard for sound financial policy and the sanction of public opinion. n IbiJ. 

"11 "Aside from the fact that the valuation of railroads which we are DOW conduct· 
ing has for its purpose the ucc:rtainment of the "truth about values.' thU argument rests 
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ise of public benefits outweighing the dangers involved. It is not 
even clear that they offer any promise of genuine private benefit. How 
can the finding be made, which the statute requires, that the issue is 
for a lawful object 'compatible with the public interest ••.. '? It is, I 
think, a matter of regret that the exercise of our new powers of super
vision over the issue of railroad securities should' be marked in a pe
riod of financial depression by approval of the declaration of stock 
dividends by carriers which have refrained from declaring such divi
dends in past years of prosperity when such supervision did not exist. 
Without increasing the volume of railroad property it is proposed to 
increase the volume of railroad securities at a time when such securi
ties are a drug upon the market. Undercapitalized railroad corpora
tions are a source of strength to the nation, and they are all too 
few • ....., 

If we recognize, as we must, that the dominant purpose in the regu
lation of security issues is to safeguard the fulancial strength and 
credit position of the carriers, the foregoing considerations in opposi
tion to the authorization of stock dividends are amply persuasive. In 
the long series of proceedings involving problems of valuation and 
rate control little has emerged from the determinations of the Com
mission or the courts in support of the doctrine that property ac
quired through surplus reserves is held in trust for the public, and 
such a doctrine, even if sound in principle, would as a practical mat
ter prejudice the interests of those carriers which have followed the 
conservative policy of reinvesting substantial portions of their earn
ings. But the mere fact that carriers are entided to a return upon such 
property does not justifY its capitalization. The authorization of stock 
dividends does not add to the equity of the sharcholders in this prop
erty, nor does the denial of applications deprive them of such returns 
upon it as they may legally be entided to earn. The crucial issue, in 
determining the question of compatibility with the public interest, 

on the curious notion that property or wealth shown in the form of surplus accumula
tions is 'c:oncealed,' and can only be brought to light by the declaration of stock divi
dends. The worth of the argument may be tested by iu logical conclusion, namely. that 
those arc wrong who have fancied that surplus reservcs are a support and buttress to 
mdit and that an important part of the wealth of the country will be 'lost or para
lyzed' unless all corporations proceed to capitalization of surplus assets." lbUI., p. 441. 

"·1bi1l. 
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concerns the probable effect of the increase in the volume of securi
ties, unsupported by new investment, upon the financial position and 
credit prospects of the carrier. The problem is one of dissolving the 
conflict between the immediate desires of the existing security holders 
and the long-run interests of the transportation service. It is generally 
conceded, on the basis of widespread experience, that the accumula
tion of corporate surpluses, whether maintained in liquid form or re
invested in necessary facilities, adds financial strength and improves 
carrier credit, and that the capitalization of these surpluses, through 
the distribution of securities as dividends, tends to impair the favor
able status thus created. A bond dividend, by increasing fixed charges 
without corresponding additions to earning power, clearly operates in 
this direction; but even a stock dividend, by crystallizing a free sur
plus into a capital liability, is calculated to produce an adverse effect 
upon the financial position of the carrier and to detract from its abil
ity to meet future financial needs. Only in rare instances is the capital 
set-up or. other important stake of the carrier affirmatively served by 
stock dividends; for the most part the dominant motive is either to 

conceal the realization of liberal earnings on investment or to enable 
the shareholders to reap the benefit of enhanced prices in the specula
tive security markets. From the standpoint of the public interest, 
therefore, the Commission has probably shown an undue readiness to 
authorize the issuance of stock dividends. In point of fact, however, 
this policy has not been fraught with serious consequences. Although, 
in conformity with its general approach in the regulation of security 
issues, the Commission has usually sanctioned common corporate 
practice in this matter and has withheld interference with managerial 
initiative wherever possible, its careful scrutiny of the nature and 
value of the assets sought to be capitalized and its insistence upon the 
retention of substantial uncapitalized surpluses have largely served to 
keep railroad capitalization within reasonable bounds.'" 

.21 On the entire matter of overcapitalization., note the following from the lint re .. 
port of the Federal COOrdinator of Transportation, :u transmitted to the President and 
the: Congress January 20. '934: ''Contrary to much populu impreuioJl, the: railroad. 
are not in the aggregate overcapitalized, i.o the ICtue thaI the par value of outstandiDg 
teCUrities acccdJ the money invested i.o the properties. The Bweau of ValuatioD of the 
Intentate Commerce Commiuion Iw estimated thaI the: original COlI of raiJroad carrier 
property. other than land, u it existed Oil December 31. 1932, ph .. IaIld valued .. of 
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Types of Securities 

5>7 

The financial structure of the railroads, even more than the extent 
of their capitalization, is of public concern, since both the relationship 
of capital investment to the exercise of corporate control and the abil
ity of the roads to maintain lIexible transportation charges and to 
avoid receiverships are dependent upon the types of outstanding se
curities. In the general fidd of corporation finance many kinds of se
curities have been evolved which, by combining the basic dements of 
income, risk, and control in varying proportions, have enabled those 
seeking to attract capital to meet the demands of different classes of 
investors; and in the field of railroad finance the types of securities 
have been still further differentiated because of the development of 
intercorporate relations over a long period of time and as a result of 
numerous financial reorganizations. Under these circumstances the 
proposals presented for the Commission's approyal since I92O, for the 
refunding of cxistiog capital issues, for the acquisition of new capital 
assets, to reimburse the treasury for expenditures incurred in addi
tions and betterments, and to effectuate capital adjustments incident 
to reorganization, have necessarily rellected the complicated financial 
structure of the railroads, and have included a great variety of mort
gage bonds, collateral trust bonds, income bonds, equipment obliga
tions, and miscellaneous evidences of indebtedness, as well as pre
ferred and common stocks of varying characteristics. On the whole, 

June I, 1933. and plus allowances for working capital, was in the neighborhood of 
$26,232,000,000. Original cost of lands is not known, but it was probably materially 
less than the value as of JUDe I, 1933. Making all due allowance for this fact, however, 
the original cost of railroad carrier property would not taIl below $24,000,000,000. On 
December 31, 1932, the total railroad capital actually outstanding was $23,573,556,588, 
made up of $10,226,070,233 in .cock and $13,347.486,355 in funded debt. Allowing 
for intercorporate holdings. the net capitalization outstanding in the hands of the public 
Was $19.489,062,256, made up of $,,15°,374.952 in stock and $12,338,687,304 in 
bondi. While there was much inBation of the original capitalization of many railroads, 
this bas since been offiet. in the aggregate, by two principal factors: (I) much invest .. 
ment of surplus earnings in carrier property by the more prosperow railroads, and (2) 
the scaling down of original capitalizations through reorganizations. It He also pointed 
out that whereas in 1920 "the total outstanding capitalization amounted to lOt per cent 
of the book inv ....... nt in road and equipment and the funded d.bt amounted to 56.7 
per cent of that investment,IJ in 1932 I'the corresponding percentages were 86 and 49. tt 
this improvement being due I'to the increase in. corporate aurplw, which in round fig-
ures aggregated $2,g05,000,000 in 1920 and $4,656,000,000 at the end of 1932." ~gu .. 
","0" 01 Rm7rolllls, 73d Coog., :ad Sest., Sen. Doc. No. 119, pp. 3, 5 (note). 
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however, few controversies have centered about the types of securities 
to be issued; in the vast majority of instances the judgment of the 
carrier has been accepted without question by the Commission. This 
more or less routine approval has been based, not upon lack of juris
diction or want of public interest, but upon the persuasiveness of the 
controlling fact~ with respect to the existing financial structures and 
prevailing market conditions; and it has been furthered by the Com
mission's usual policy, in the absence of a clear showing of probable 
public injury, of allowing free play to managerial initiative in mat
ters of financial organization. Occasions have none the less arisen 
when the Commission has found it necessary to withhold its author
ity, or to modifY the plans submitted by the carriers, because the pro
posed types of securities were deemed incompatible with sound finan
cial policy. For the most part this power has been exercised with 
reference to the issuance of bonds under particular circumstances, 
largely, though not exclusively, as a means of so controlling indebted
ness as to .keep the fixed charges of the carrier within the bounds of 
reasonably assured earning capacity; but in some proceedings an ef
fort has also been made to prevent the issuance of non-voting stock, 
or of stock of limited voting power, as a means of mitigating the 
evils presumed to How from the separation of ownership and control. 
Specific determinations along these lines have given rise to consider
able conflict of opinion within the Commission, both because they 
were deemed to involve an undue interference with management and 
because they were regarded as an inadequate assertion of regulatory 
power. The Commission appears to have taken a conservative middle 
ground. While it has sought to safeguard the obvious and immediate 
interests of the public in its consideration of particular proposals, it 
has not undertaken to impose any far-reaching reforms upon prevail
ing financial practice. This approach is also illustrated by the Com
mission's attitude toward the issuance of no-par stock, which may 
well be noted briefly before we proceed to an analysis of the issues 
that have emerged in connection with its policies toward non-voting 
stock and bonded indebtedness. 

In a considerable number of proceedings the carriers have applied 
for authority to issue no-par stock, and, when corporate power was 
found to exist, the necessary approval has been granted as a matter of 
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course. ... Thus, at an early stage in this regulatory activity, in author
izing the issuance of 750,000 shares of capital stock without par value, 
to be exchanged on a three-for-one basis for 250,000 outstanding sbares 
of $100 par value, the Commission entirdy refrained from discussing 
the desirability of the use of no-par stock by the carriers, merdy re
ferring to the fact that the proposal had been appropriatdy approved 
by the applicant's directors and stockholders and was within the au
thority of the law of the state of the applicant's incorporation .... 

us No-par stock has been authorized for exchange for other outstanding 1CCUI'ities, 
for acquisition of liDes or payment for properties, and in COllIl<d:ion with financial Ie

organizatiom- sto<~ of Dm • .,." Rio Grande We"""" 11- 11-, '0 LC.e. .o~ ('92'); 
Sto<~ of EJ PIUO & S""",.,e""",, Co .. ,a Le.e. ~8 ('921); S«Urities of Pori Smitb" 
We"""" Ry .. ,a I.e.e. ,,, ('92'); MistDUri-Kmuu-Teztlt Reorgani.atio., ,61.C.C. 84 
('920); Sto<~ of Niag.,.. Trmaio" Ry., ,6 Le.e. 30' ('92»; Cbicago, Attic. " 
SOIItAem SeCfll'ities, 79 LC.C. 209 (1923); SeCfllities of KatuIlS & Missotni Ry. 6* 
Term. Co .. 861.e.e. 559 ('924); Acqllititio" and Sto<~ lstue by N. C. & E. 11- 11-, 86 
Le.e. 6., ('924); S«Uritiet of Toledo, A"gola" We"""" Ry., .05 I.e.e. 88 ('925); 
StoC'o\ of Pori ""geles WelUnJ R. R., 105 I.C.C. 224 (1925); Securities.. of Tennessee 
C....,.. Ry., 105 I.e.e. 609 (1926); Dmv.,." Sail La~e Reorg .. i .. tio", '" I.e.e. 
397 (1926), II, Le.e. '49 (192,); Reorg"';"atio" of A., B. & A. Ry., '" I.e.e. 439 
(1926); Sto<~ of Trant-Plorid. Cm"al 11- R •• 124 I.e.e. 699 (19~'); Cbil:ago, Mil
",auk .. & St. Ptttd Reorg.";,,tJtion, 131 I.C.e. 6'3 (1928); K. C., M. & O. Reargani •• 
tion,I4S I.C.e. 339 (1928); Securities.,.d Acqllititio" of Control 0' Ry. Ezp. Ag""", 
ISO I.C.e. 423 (1929); Seaho.,d Air U .. Ry. Co. Readjustment, 158 I.C.C. 18~ 
(1929); S .. .,."ab & A. Ry. Co. Acqllititio., 162 I.C.e. 771 (1930), 166 I.C.C. "9 
(1930); Mi .... polis, A. & C. 11- R. Sto<l(. 1,01.e.C. 591 (1931) • 

... Sto<~ of EJ PIUO " S""",,,,e"""" Co., ,0 I.C.e. ~8 (1921). In Pairport, P. " 
E. 11- Co. StGeI(. 175 I.e.e. ,6" ,68 (1931), in which a proposed issue of capital 
stock without par value to be exchangod for outstanding par-value stock was not found 
ID be .,..,....,-y or appropriate /Dr the puIJ>Ote intended, Division 4 took expr ... nolia: 
of IOJDC of the allegod advao .. gea of no-par .tock: "In support of ill proposal to issue 
no-par stock in exchange for its par-value stock, the applicant represents that it en .. 
CO\IIltered coosiderable difIicuIty in cliJpoaing of the capital stock authorized by our or
der of November 22. 1930. and that it could more readily have disposed of the .tock 
had it been able to Idl .hares of smaller unit price. The applicant further represents 
that; ill its opinion, it would be in its interest and in the intere5t of the public for its 
stock to be held .. widely as possible, aod no. concentrated in the haod. of a com
paratively ""all number of ttoclr.bolden, and that future issues cao be disposed of more 
teadily aod a broader market would be alforded sueb isso.., with ...wting wider awn
enbip of ill stock. if such issues could be' marketed a. a small unit price. The applicao. 
ltatcl that it u its intention in the issue of any additional stock. to ask authority to issue 
such stock .. _par stock. to be .. Id at a unit price of no. I ... than bo a .bar .. In 
order that its atock Umes rnay be uniform and also to permit wider ownership of its 
pre:lent oUUWlding common stock. the applicant requestJ authority to issue no-par 
-k, u DOW proposed, in exchange for ill par-value lloek." The dc:nial of the appli
cation. however. was not based upon want or merit in these contentions, but rather 
upon I finding that the request was prematurely made: l'According to its own repre-
"", .. tions, the appliean' may or may no. find it .,..,....,-y or appropriate ID issue addi
tioDal capital stock. Unless additinnal stock be isaued there can be no -ty /Dr 
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The problem of the substantive merit of the policy of issuing no-par 
stock was raised, however, in the dissenting opinion of Commissioner 
Eastman .... It appeared that the proposal was chiefly motivated by a 
fear that the outstanding par-value stock, which was deemed to be 
less in amount than the value of the property, might affect adversely 
the applicant's. interest in the Commission's subsequent valuation 
findings, and by a desire to overcome the common popular prejudice 
against payment of high nominal dividend rates. Since no claim was 
made that the existing par-value stock had "hindered the develop
ment of the company or checked its prosperity," he found no sub
stance in these considerations. Furthermore, positive reasons, based 
largely upon the desirability of maintaining an equivalence between 
capitalization and investment and avoiding the confusion and specu
lation incident to reliance upon the "value" concept, were found to 
support denial of the application. The argument was set forth as fol
lows: "Of late a strong movement has developed in favor of the issue 
of stock without par value by railroads and public utilities. It is, I 
think, significant that this movement has coincided with the rapid 
growth of public regulation of security issues. Whether or not stock 
with no par value is desirable in the case of ordinary industrial enter
prises I do not undertake to say, but I entertain little doubt that so far 
as public service corporations are concerned, it is the manifestation of 
an unsound tendency subversive of the public interest. Those who 
flVor no par value are wont to say that stock with par value is mis
leading, because par value seldom, if ever, represents correctly the 
actual value of the property. But no one is misled, for it has been 
well and commonly known for many years that par value and actual 
value are not the same thing. The theory of par value is only that it 
represents cash or its equivalent that has been invested in the prop
erty. The trouble in the past has been that loose and pernicious cor-

changing the outstanding stock into stock having no par value. Under the circumstances 
we arc unable to make the findings required under the provisions of ICCtioD zoa." It 
mould be Doted, also, that when, in Satlant'UZA & A. Ry. Co. Acquisition. 163 I.C.C. 711, 
,8. (1930). Division 4 ocaIed down. proposed iml< of 30,000 ohares of no-pu stock 
to 23.500 shares, because .. the issue of 6,soo shares of applicant'. commOD JtoCk all • 

bonus is not jwtilied by the r<COrd and would not be compatible with the public inb:l"
est, t. it did 10, of course, without reference to the relative merib of "~P" and ,111''' 
• .rue stock. 

... Sroc~ of El PIUO & SolltAwe"",, Co .. ,o LC.C. ao8 (19)1). at pp. ao~IO. 
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poration laws have made this true merdy in theory and not in prac
tice. Now that these laws are being corrected, we have the movement 
in favor of stock with no par value. My conviction is that the doctrine 
of so-called 'value' is full of pitfalls, and that the path to soundness 
and stability in puhlic service corporation finance under private man
agement lies instead in the recognition and protection of investment 
honesdyand prudendy made. The distinguishing feature of a pub
lic service corporation is that it is monopolistic in nature and entided 
to make only just and reasonable charges for its services. Those 
charges are just and reasonable which in the aggregate meet the 
reasonable cost of the services, including in that cost a sufficient re
turn, fluctuating if need be with changing conditions, upon legiti
mate investment to induce a continuing influx of necessary capital. If 
such charges are permitted, no claim of confiscation can possibly be 
sustained. Under puhlic regulation, investment is a thing definite, cer
tain, and easily ascertained. So-called 'value,' as the word is now used 
in railroad and puhlic-utility circles, is a thing of uncertainties, con
tradictions, artificialities, metaphysical subdeties, absurdities, and op
portunities for public plunder. I am fully persuaded that it is desirable 
and in the public interest that outstanding capitalization shonld repre
sent as nearly as practicable legitimate investment, and that the return 
upon that investment should clearly appear without disguise of any 
sort. We are a long distance from that now but can at least move in 
the right direction. Stock without par value in my opinion is a step in 
the wrong direction and toward speculation, instability, and confusion 
of the puhlic mind: .... 

It is beyond our province to undertake an extended analysis of the 
merits and defects of no-par stock, but the chief conflicting conten
tions can be stated summarily .... On the one hand, it is argued that 

"'Ibid. Commissioner Eastman has diss<:nted in practically all of the proceedings 
in which the issuanoe of DO'po! stock hal been authorized by the Commission. See cases 
cited in DOte 422, 111".11. GenerallYI uide from the principal case. DO comment has ac
companied his diaents; bUl DOte the following from hio diaenting opinion in Acquisi. 
tiorJ 11M Sl«k ISIfII by N. C. & E. R. R., 86 I.C.C. 6'7. 6" (19'4): "The device of 
dimiaating par valuc introduceJ a lpeculative element and affords an opportunity, by 
multiplying the number of shares, to impose upon the credulity of investon. In my 
opinion it it an unsouod financial device, akin to the old stock bonus plan. which we 
ought not to encourage. The multiplication of share, abo makes it possible to give auch 
oto<k • wholly UDwarranted voting ottength." 

'" Foe dctaiIed IItUdies of the p!Oblcm of _po! oto<k and lOme of its special ... 
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the elimination of par value removes the possibility of discrepancies 
between capital and capitalization, prevents the deception of investors 
who assume the existence of an equivalence between par values and 
real values, and permits capital shares to be marketed on a flexible 
basis, particularly in meeting the difficulties of selling high priced 
stock or overCQming the statutory prohibitions against the sale of 
stock below par; on the other hand, it is argued that the elimination 
of par value tends to encourage the excessive issuance of securities, to 
promote speculation, to permit the avoidance of stockholders' liabili
ties to creditors, to facilitate the impairment of capital through pay
ment of unearned dividends, to increase the likelihood of according 
unjustifiable rewards to promoters, and to further the exercise of con
trol with limited investment. That the advantages of no-par stock 
have generally been deemed to outweigh its disadvantages is evi
denced by the fact that statutory authorization of such stock, begin
ning in New York in 1912, has spread to practically all of the states, 
that special provisions are coming to be enacted to meet the various 
dangers of the practice as they come to light, and that such stock is 
now very widely used by industrial corporations. But these considera
tions do not necessarily justifY the authorization of no-par stock in the 
railroad field, especially if the objective is pursued of restricting rail
road earnings to reasonable returns upon actual investment. The goal 
of such a policy of financial control is to achieve an ultimate identity 
between capitalization and the rate base, each reflecting investment 
honestly and prudendy made, and for this purpose the par-value de
vice is a useful instrument. To the extent that the substitution of no
par for par-value stock constitutes an effort to make the financial 
structure reflect shifting values rather than certain investments, it is 
subject to the same frailties as those noted in our discussion of the 
valuation project; and to the extent that resort to no-par stock is moti
vated by a desire to conceal the realization of liberal earnings, it is 
subject to the same objections as those noted in connection with our 

pc<b, see Carl B. Robbint, No P. S_~ ~'9'7); C. W. WICkersham, A Tmllue 011 
S_~ Without P.,. Vol"" ('9'7); James C. BoDbright, RAilrDllll C.f1itoliUliOll 
(.g20). cb2p. iv; William Z. Ripley. Mttin Str • .,....t W.n Str • ., ('9'7). pp. 46--54. 
Adolph A. Serle, Stru/k, in the Uuv.f COt'por";"" Fin_. ('9.8). cb2p. iv; James C. 
Boubright, "The Daugas of Shues without Par Val .... • Colom#M Uuv R=iew. voL 
'4 (May. '924). pp. 44!r469; D.vid P. Locklin, op. <iI •• pp ........ 3 ... 
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discussion of the issuance of stock dividends. But there are doubdess 
countervailing considerations in support of the Commission's policy: 
the doctrine of "fair value," rather than of "prudent investment," is 
the prevailing law of the land with respect to the basis of railroad re
turns; and a carrier's ability to sell stock for what it will bring affords 
desirable flexibility in raising capital and may occasionally diminish 
forced reliance upon bonded indebtedness. Moreover, the Conuni&
sion's control of the character and value of the capitalizable assets un
derlying security issues and of the disposition of their proceeds is 
applicable to no-par as well as to par-value stock. As long as such con
trol is effective, and as long as rates and earnings are related primarily 
to the fair value of the property used in the public service rather than 
to the aggregate of outstanding securities, there is litde of serious 
harm to be anticipated from the recognition of no-par stock as a 
proper constituent of the financial structure of the railroads, and pos
sibly considerable benefit, especially under prevailing conditions of 
sharply restricted earnings .... The defect of the Commission's policy 
is to be found, not so much in the results to which it has led, as in its 

427 Note the following from Harold G. Moulton and Associates, op. cit .• at pp. 313-

314. in support of the conclusion "that a considerable number of individual railroads 
would benefit by a scaling dowD of the par value. of their commOD .lDCks or by a ohift 
to no~par stock": '''Par values of railroad stocks are in most cases fictions, accidents of 
the history of some half.forgotten reorganization or still more ancient original iuuance 
of capital. When they are substantially above any reasonable prospective value as in .. 
vestments, they constitute a true overcapitalization. Common stocks make up about 
one~third of the total railroad capitalization, and roads which .till have a margin of 
earnings beyond their fixed charges might gaiD aod could not lose by a scaling dowD of 
this part of the capital. It is as easy to stop dividends in bad years OD 5 millioD dollars 
of stock as it is on 10 millions, and if conditions justifY the payment of some dividend 
it looka better to pay 3 per cent on 5 million dollan than to pay I ~ per cent on 10 

milliom. Moreover, under the lawl of the stales in which many of the railroads are in~ 
corporated, ItOCk cannot be sold for less than itl par value. Hence, in order to finance 
through the sale of COIllIDOD stock it is occcssary that the Dumber of shares be kept 
dowD to where the stock can be sold at or above par. While • • • a large Dumber of 
railroads were able to .. 11 ,tock during the period from f923 through '929, there was 
also a considerable number of roads which had a .atis&.ctory rate of earning on the 
ltOCkholders" equity but could not have sold common stock at par. In a number of cases 
the pat value of atock was 10 high that in order to earn 81 return on a market value 
above par it would have been uecessary for the road to earn an amount substantially 
greater than the statutory fair return aD. the tentative valuation of their propertiel. In 
industrial corporation finance it is Dot unusual to effect a reduction of par value, or a 
change to no.par ltoc:k of low book value, in order to legalize the sale of new stock at 
its market value. Such a decapitalization would improve the finaocial set~up of • num~ 
ber of mads." 
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unquestioning acceptance of general corporate practice in this mat
ter, as early as 1921, without express analysis of the comparative ad
vantages and disadvantages of no-par stock, particularly in relation
ship to the far-reaching valuation controversy which was yet in a 
highly fluid state_ 

Of greater i!nportance is the Commission's attitude toward the 
problem of concentration of control arising from the issuance of non
voting stock or from the imposition of practical limitations upon the 
voting power of particular groups of shareholders. The widespread 
resort to such financial arrangements in recent years has been sub
jected to severe criticism, because of the general separation between 
ownership and control which the practice involves, and because of the 
resulting inability of stockholders to protect themselves against the 
powers and policies of directing and other inside personne~ the im
mediate interests of which may diverge widely from those of the large 
body of stockholders in the long-run prosperity of the enterprise .... 
Realizing that developments of this character in the field of railroad 
finance may jeopardize the credit of the carriers and impair the trans
portation service, the Commission has adopted the view that the fac
tors bearing upon its determination of the public interest in connec
tion with proposed security issues embrace the probable effects of the 
financial structure upon the relationship between capital investment 
and corporate contro!' The most striking manifestations of the Com
mission's purpose to protect minority interests and to prevent undue 
concentration of control are to be found in its disapproval of proposed 
unifications, under section 5, on financial grounds .... But the Com
mission has also followed this approach directly, under section 2Oa, in 
connection with the regulation of security issues. The most clear-cut 
pursuit of this purpose is to be found in the Commission's refusal to 
authorize the issuance of preferred stock with only contingent voting 

oz. Sec, for example: Adolph A. Berle and Gardiner C. Means, The Modem C.,... 
por.wn ""Ii Pri.Dle Property (1933); Jam .. C. Bonbrigh. and Gardiner C. Means, 
Tile Holding Company (1932); L Maurice Womuer, FrlUllc.etUIei". IneorparmtJ 
(1931); John H. S ..... The Nelli PIlICe of 'he Sk><khol4er (19'9); William Z. Ripley. 
Maio Sir.., .,,4 Woll Sir.., (1927); William H. S. S .... ns. ''Stockhnlden' Voting 
Rights and the Centralization of Voting ConU'ol," OlUll'terly TtnII'1ItIl 0/ Eamomiel, 
vol. 40 (May, 19.6), pp. 353'"'39', 

oz. See pp. 46S-47', mpr4; and note especially Nkkel PI ... Uni/ictttion. 10' I.C.C. 
4'5 (19.6). and Uni/icllli .. of S_hw<1Ut'tI U,,", 1Z41.C.C. 401 ('9'7). 
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power and of common stock of reduced par value, in exchange for 
outstanding common stock, as a means of enabling the holders to re
coup a large portion of their investment and still maintain control of 
the enterprise .... In the words of the Commission: "Control of the 
corporation is vested in a majority of the stock, that is, ISI,I76 shares, 
and the record indicates that this controlling interest is owned by 
F. E. Taplin, president of the applicant, and his associates. As above 
indicated, upon completion of the proposed plan, $IS,II7,600 of pre
ferred stock, represented by ISI,I76 shares of the par value of $100 
each, would be without general voting power. Control would then be 
vested in a majority of the $IS,II7600 of the new common stock, rep
resented by 302,3S0 shares of the par value of $so each, or IS1,176 
shares of an aggregate par value of $7,SS8,800. In other words, the 
present controlling stockholders could sell all of the preferred stock 
and a minority of the common stock received by them in exchange 
for their present holdings, and still retain control of the company 
with approximatdy one-fourth of its capital stock. The applicant at
tempts to justify this condition on the ground that it has no bonds 
outstanding and that if So per cent of its capitalization consisted of 
bonds, the control of the corporation would be vested in a majority of 
the stock, or approximatdy one-fourth of the capitalization; also, that 
the preferred stock will have preference as to dividends, and in the dis
tribution of assets in the event of dissolution, and should not h~ve 

... s .... k of Piztsbwg~ 6- Wen Vir';";" Ry., 105 I.C.C. 55' (1926). Application 
wu made for authority to issue 115,117,500 of common stock, consisting of 302.350 
shueo of $50 par value, and $15,117,600 of preferred .1Ock, colUiating of 151,176 
&baret of SIOO par value, these securities to be exchanged for $30,235,100 of out .. 
standing common stock, consisting of 302,351 IhareS of the par value of $100 each. 
Fot each. ahare of the outstanding common one share of the new common and one .. 
half &hare of the new preferred WIS to be given. Each share of the new common was 
to be entitled to one vote, but the preferred was not to have any voting power, Ilexcept 
in the even. of • proposal fa Cl"e2te and issue additional preferred stock of equal .tand· 
ing to that already outstanding. or in any proposed alteration of the rights or terms 
of the oulSWlding preferred, or unless the oompmy shaJl be in de&ul. in the p>ymen. 
of quarterly dividendi on the preferred for. period of one year" (p. 553). The Com· 
missioD. authorized, u in the public interest. the issuance: ··of S15,Jt',550 of new 
common ltuck, COD.sisting of 151,175.5 ,barel of the par value of S100 each. and 
$15,111,550 of 6 per ICCJlt cumulative preferred .toc.k, consisting of 151,115.S sharca 
of the pat value of S100 each, said commoD. and preferred ltocb to have equal voting 
rights, and to be exchangcd. OD. the basil of one·balf share of new COtnmon and one
half &hare of new preferred. for one share of old commoD. stock now outstanding" 
(pp. 555-556), 
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voting power in addition. We are of opinion, however, that the fact 
that a company has no bonds outstanding is not a valid reason, in it
self, why it should issue either bonds or nonvoting preferred stock. 
In the instant case no new financing, corporate reorganization, nor 
change in property ownership or operations are [sic] involved. As the 
established capitalization of the applicant entitles the holder of each 
share of its capital stock to a vote, we are not convinced from the rec
ord that the conversion of one-half of the old common stock into 
nonvoting preferred stock is either necessary or compatible with the 
public interest. Further, there appears to be no sound reason of record, 
or otherwise, for the proposed reduction in the par value of the com
mon stock from Sl00 to $so per share:"·' 

This determination, which subordinated common corporate prac
tice to the public interest in matters of control, evoked vigorous pro
test from Commissioner Woocllock, who deemed it the duty of the 
Commission, under the established system of private ownership and 
operation of railroads, to accord the utmost freedom to the carriers in 
the adjustment of their financial structures. He declared the Commis
sion to be "fundamentally in error" on both matters embraced in its 
findings ... • Because his critical views provide a sharp contrast with 
those of Commissioner Eastman to be noted presently, they may be 
set forth with some fulness. With respect to limitations upon the vot
ing power of preferred stock, he said: "Where do we find clear evi
dence that the issue of preferred stock, with contingent voting rights 
only, is 'contrary to public policy' or 'against public interest'? I am 
well aware that some people assert that it is. I do not find, however, 
that courts or legislatures have ever laid down the general principle 
that preferred stock is absolutely entitled to equal voting rights with 
common stock. I find, indeed, instances where both have either ex
plicitly or implicitly quite definitely recognized the contrary view. 

411 Ibid., p. 555. & a further reflection of the Commission', UJUal practice of re· 
quiring voting p:twer to be accorded to preferred stock. note the following fiom Seerni
INlof Tennessee Cenlrlll Ry., 105 I.C.C. 609, 610 (1926): '"The application .. filed 
shows that the proposed preferred Jtock is to be issued without voting power. The 
applicant subsequently advised that it bU no objection to the granting or voting 
power to the preferred equal pet ohare to tho. accorded the common. Our order will 
provide tho. the preferred IUJck will have IUCb votiPg power:' 

.11 Stock of PituburgA 6' Wen VirginUJ Ry., .05 I.C.C. 552, 556 ('926). Commio
lionel' Taylor joined in this dissenting czpressio.a. 
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The very nature of preferred stock, distinguishing it from common 
stock, is such that there is a fundamental diiference between the two 
classes in the matter nf management rights. Preferred stock enjoys 
certain privileges, advantages, and priorities against common stock, 
all by virtue of agreement with holders of common stock. A holder 
of preferred stock is in the position of a 'special partner' in a firm. 
'Special partners' do not, as a rule, take part in management. Pre
ferred stock is shdtered by its privileges from risks of the enterprise. 
These risks are all undertaken by common stock, and the most de
mentary principles of fairness would seem to indicate that as long as 
the common stock keeps the preferred-stock privileges intact, it should 
enjoy full management rights. I am utterly unable to divine in what 
respect 'the public interest' requires that this dementary principle 
should be set aside. Nobody is obliged to buy a preferred stock with 
limited voting rights. Whoever does so must be presumed to do so 
with full knowledge of what he is buying. Why should he not be al
lowed to do so? Every use call be converted into abuse. To point to 
possible abuse, however, is not to destroy the principle that I have de
scribed: .... Similarly, on the propriety of the reduction in the par 
value of the stock, he said: "With respect to the conversion of the re
maining common stock from $100 par to $50 par, the report disal
lows such conversion, presumably on two grounds. One is that by 
doubling the number of shares the voting power of the remaining 
common stock is doubled. The other is that it would enable 'control' 
of the property to be acquired or to be held by a much smaller invest
ment of money than that which is required under the present capi
talization. These reasons seem to me to have little weight. As a mat
ter of fact, under the applicant's proposals 'control' of the Pittsburgh 
II< West Virginia would cost about the same proportion of the total in
vestment in the property as the average proportion necessary to 'con
trol' all the railroads. With railroad bonded debt almost 60 per cent of 
the total investment, and capital stock 40 per cent, 2.1 per cent of the 
stock would give 'control.' Under the applicant's proposed capitaliza
tion 2.5 per <;ent of the present common stock would be needed for the 
same purpose. Nor is it our business whether or not present owners of 
the common stock may wish to withdraw some of the money that 

"·Ibili .• pp. 55~57. 
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they have invested in the property by sale of preferred stock, without 
loss of 'control: Seemingly, according to the report, the suggestion 
that somebody may make a profit by the rehabilitation of this prop
erty is abhorrent. If we are to rely upon private enterprise and private 
capital for management of transportation, and if we are to rely upon 
voluntary enlis~ent of that capital, it is manifest that the utmost 
freedom of exchange should be provided for owners of that capi
tal."u, 

Commissioner Eastman, on the other hand, has protested against a 
distribution of voting power in disregard of investment even where 
the approval was granted under very special circumstances. A carrier 
organized to acquire and rehabilitate a property which had been 
abandoned by another line was authorized by Division 4 to issue $25.-
000 of common stock of a par value of $5 per share and $300,000 of 6 
per cent non-cumulative preferred stock of a par value of $100 per 
share. Both classes of stock were given one vote per share, but each 
dollar of investment in common stock had a voting power 20 times as 
great as a like investment in preferred stock, and as a practical matter 
the common shareholders could outvote the preferred shareholders 5 
to 3, despite a preferred investment 12 times as great as that of the 
common. The common stock was subscribed for at par by the organ
izers of the line, and was to be deposited under a voting trust agree
ment for the purpose of assuring prompt action in the event of an 
opportunity to sell or lease the road; the preferred stock was to be sold 
at par to the patrons of the line located along its right of way .... It 
was this arrangement, defended by Commissioner Woodlock largely 
on the general ground that matters of control should be lefr undis
turbed in the hands of management,"· which evoked the dissenting 
expression of Commissioner Eastman: "It is said that hard cases 

"'Ibid .• p. 557 • 
• " Securitks of IIIC/c.sonvi/ie 6- HlUltmll R. R.~ III I.C.C. 107 (1926). The proposal 

was approved as in the public interest "in view of the importance of continued opera .. 
lion of the line to be acquired by the applicant" (p. JIO) • 

• "1.0 his concurring opinion Commissioner Woodlock. conceded that the propotcd 
distribution of yoting power was --very unusual;" and that. despite the silence of the 
statute with reference to voting power, the Commission was "necessarily bound at all 
times by the generally accepted principles or equi<y aod Wr dealing." He argued. bow· 
ever, that he knew of no generally accepted principle .. that voting power io corpora .. 
tio.as should always be directly proportionare to the amount of the inVeJtmeDt," and 
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make bad law. This, in my opinion, is an illustration. It is a case in 
which there is natural and proper sympathy for those who, appar
ently with the best of motives, are trying to save this little line of rail
road from abandonment. But such sympathy ought not to lead us to 
approve features of the proposed financial structure of the applicant 
which are unsound in principle and might, if the precedent were fol
lowed in other cases under other auspices, become positively vicious. 
• • • In the first place, it is proposed to issue $25,000 par value of com
mon stock and $300,000 of preferred stock. However, there are to be 
5,000 shares of common with a par value of $5 each, and 30000 shares 
of preferred with a par value of $zoo each. Moreover, each share, 
whether of common or preferred, is to have equal voting power. The 

he directed attention once more to the fact .. that almost 60 pu cent of the investment 
in railroad. is and always has bec.n totally disfranchised." On this basis he concluded 
that neither law nor policy operated to prevent the Commission "from permitting 
distribution of voting power of the kind proposed in thiu2pplication, unusual aI is 
such distribution!' B~t, as appears from the following, the more general basis of his 
view., which, in other ptoc:.ecdings, have come into conHict with those of the Commis~ 
Ron, iI to be found in his sponsorship of a laissez-&irc approach in so--callcd matters 
of management: "Furthermore. when Congress, as it did in 1920. definitely elected to 
rely on private management, enterprise, and capital for the country's railroad trans
portation. it elected to take all those things that necessarily go with them. Among those 
things arc a free public market for teeu.rities. opportunities for speculation in securities 
for private profit. opportunity for individual initiative and ambition in connection with 
transportation. and the consequences of all those things. • . . The presumption is 
that unless the public interest ddini[ely blocks the road, or the law forbids, manage
ment should, by and large, have its way. Whenever we encroach upon the domain of 
management, except for de.finj[e legal reasons, or for reasons solidly founded upon a 
clear principle affecting the public interest, we are in effect using the letter of the law 
to defeat its spirit."' Ibid., pp. nO-III. Similar general views have been expressed from 
time to time by other com.missi.onen. Note the following, for example, from the con
curring opinion of Commissioner Potter in Dmllt!r &- Rio Grande WeJ1ef'tJ Reargan; .... 
tUm, 8z I.C.C. 145 (1923), at p. 163: liTo block the issuance of the Denver securities 
would, in my judgment, be to act beyond the law. Our function is administrative, not 
legislative. We are a governmental agency to apply law and not the people" repre
sentatives to make it. We must determine the public interest within the limits of exist
ing law and have not been given power to reform aa::ording to our individual views. 
BUJineu enterprises have liberty of action as long as they do not violate the law. They 
arc not under restraint to fi.mc:tion only as we please. We may not override their action 
meedy because we think it unwise. The laws of aU the States still provide for the 
organization of corporations and for their management by directors and offic:cn chOICD 

by their stockholders, whose investments are at stake. It is not our function to supplant 
them. • . . In our zeal we should not overlook the tact that our function is limited to 
the regulation of interstate transportation. It may be the function of Government to 
go to great extremes in regulating railways and other enterprises. It is not a function of 
GovernmeJlt to Jet up a system of regulation that places on us the power to determine 
purdy business questions, and this hal not been done." 
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result will be that the $25,000 of common stock will strongly outvote 
the $300,000 of preferred stock. The practical effect is much the same 
as if the preferred shares were deprived of voting power, a practice 
which we have condemned in other cases. In the second place, it is 
proposed to style $300,000 of the stock 'preferred,' although the prefer
ence is only over $25,000 of common. Such a preference amounts to 
little or nothing and the position of the holders would be practically 
as strong if all the stock were made common. If the company has real 
earning possibilities, their position in the latter event might even be 
stronger, for the preference operates to limit their maximum divi
dends to 6 per cent. The danger of such 'preferred' stock is that those 
to whom it is offered may be misled by the designation, and gain the 
impression that they are buying a security of strong and favored posi
tion. • • • I find myself unable to favor either that part of the plan 
which places the control of the property in the hands of those owning 
stock which represents but an insignificant portion of the investment 
sacrifice, or that part which creates preferred stock as to which the 
preference is but shadow rather than substance. I see no good reason 
why all the stock now issued should not be common stock of a uni
form par value of $100 per share. If the road develops any earning 
power in the future, this would improve its position by allowing op
portunity for future financing through issues of preferred stock as 
well as through issues of bonds. It is not at all likely that under any 
set-up the company will be able to finance by new issues of common; 
nor is it likely that, under the proposed structure, it could finance by 
further issues of preferred. • • • Everything that we do, of course, 
encroaches upon the domain of management; but I agree • • • that 
we ought not to encroach 'except for definite legal reasons, or for rea
sons solidly founded upon a clear principle con=ning the public in
terest.' In this case it seems to me clear that concentration of control 
of railroad properties in a relatively insignificant investment is op
posed to the public interest, and it also seems to me clear that the pub
lic interest requires that railroad securities should conform in their 
designations and apparent attributes to the actual facts. As for our au
thority over such matters, it may be well to observe that • • • we are 
specifically empowered, in connection with an application for author
ity to issue securities, 'to grant it with such modifications and upon 
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such terms and conditions as the commission may deem necessary or 
appropriate in the premises.' ..... 

Regardless of the merits of the outcome of particular proceedings, 
it is apparent that the principal point of controversy. as reflected in 
the pronouncements of Commissioner Woodlock and Commissioner 
Eastman, con=ns the lawful and desirable scope of the Commis
sion's interference with the financial structures of the carriers, particu
larly in their bearing upon the control relations of different types of 
stockholders. The views expressed represent sharply divergent phi
losophies of regulation and concepts of public interest. Because reli
ance was placed upon private capital for the establishment and devel
opment of railroad service, Commissioner Woodlock deemed the 
matter of control to bave been largely reserved to the free determina
tion of the carrier corporations in the adjustment of investment con
tracts; on the other band, because provision was made for the regula
tion of security issues under broad powers, CoMmissioner Eastman 
deemed the maintenance of reasonable relationships between invest
ment and control, though necessarily involving encroachment upon 
the domain of management as conceived in unregulated industries. to 
bave been both authorized by law and required in the public interest. 
In view of the purposes and methods of the regulatory process in the 
field of financial organization. the latter approach is clearly the more 
sound and appropriate. There can be little question that concentration 
of control in disregard of investment, however widespread in general 
corporate practice, is fraught with danger to the proper functioning of 
railroad enterprise, and that it is distinctly in the public interest to 

prevent such possibilities of abuse; nor can there be any doubt that 
ample authority was conferred upon the Commission for this purpose. 
and that there is no more justification for a laissez-faire attitude 
toward the problem of control than with respect to other aspects of 
the financial structure. And on the whole, it will be observed, the 
Commission bas been guided by this approach. At least to the extent 
of insisting upon the possession of voting power by such stock as has 
been authorized, it bas clearly recognized the persuasiveness of these 
considerations; and in connection with proposed unifications. as has 

D'S«fII'iIies oll«l(sonPille 6- Hd' ... R. R.. III LC.e. 107 (1926). at pp. n2-
113· 
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already appeared, it has scrutinized carefully the entire complex of 
relationships between investment and control. Its apparent disre
gard of the effect upon control relations of the issuance of varying 
amounts of different types of voting stock in the instant proceeding 
must be largely explained by the special circumstances surrounding 
the application. 

Of final and predominant importance in the regulation of the types 
of securities to be issued is the Commission's control of indebtedness. 
The burden of funded debt bears most directly upon the credit of the 
carriers and their ability to serve the public; and if their financial 
requirements are to possess reasonable flexibility, so that rates may be 
readily adjusted to changing conditions and inevitable fluctuations in 
revenues may not produce the untoward consequences which gener
ally flow from actual or threatened insolvency, it is necessary that an 
undue thinning of the stockholders' equities be avoided and a safe 
margin between fixed charges and normal earnings be preserved. Be
cause of considerations of this character many of the states have im
posed limitations upon the creation of indebtedness by railroad and 
public utility corporations, these limitations usually fixing definite 
maximum ratios of funded debt to capital stock or endowing the regu
latory agencies with authority to maintain reasonable proportions be
tween them. Under the federal statute, which virtually superseded the 
state regulatory activities as far as railroads are concerned, no stand
ards are promulgated for the maintenance of fixed proportions be
tween stocks and bonds, nor is specific mention made of the exercise 
of administrative jurisdiction over the relationship between total capi
talization and the amount of interest.bearing obligations. It is clear, 
however, that the public interest to be served under the broad powers 
of security regulation established in 1<)20 must necessarily embrace 
this important matter of control of indebtedness; and the Commis
sion has so construed its authority from the first. Moreover, the very 
absence of specific legislative standards has enabled it to deal with this 
problem on a flexible basis, in ways deemed appropriate to the pe
culiar circumstances of each proceeding. But despite the breadth of its 
discretionary authority, the Commission has by no means found itself 
entirely free to revamp the financial structures of the carriers, in the 
direction of reducing the proportion of funded debt and the burden 
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of £Xed charges. Not only, as throughout the sphere of financial or
ganization, has it sought to refrain from undue encroachment upon 
managerial initiative, but the position of the applicant carriers, in the 
light of prevailing money market conditions, has frequently inter
posed practical obstacles to desirable control of the amount of indebt
edness. The fact, for example, that a given carrier is already subject to 
an overload of debt may render it virtually impossible to raise new 
capital, whether for refunding purposes or for additions and better
ments, except through the further issuance of bonds; and the denial 
of the requested authority, however fully justified by defects of the 
existing capital structure, may not only produce financial embarrass
ment but impair necessary public service. In these circumstances the 
same types of difficulty which prevent the removal of past overcapi
talization as a condition of authorizing new securities for proper pur
poses and in proper amounts tend to make past maladjustments in the 
proportions of stocks and bonds exert a conunuing influence. But 
such factors are merely among the considerations relevant to the dis
position of particular proceedings; the main objectives of regulation 
are not thereby abdicated. Just as the Commission has sought to limit 
the aggregate of new securities to the amount of properly valued 
capitalizable assets, so it has endeavored to restrict the issuance of 
bonds and other evidences of indebtedness to situations in which the 
authorization of such interest-bearing obligations would be appropri
ate and defensible. 

In determining the compatibility of proposed bond issues with the 
public interest, the Commission has generally been guided, not by 
formulas as to proper proportions between stocks and bonds or be
tween bonded indebtedness and property values, but more directly, 
by the relationship between £Xed charges and earning capacity."s In 
some instances, when there appeared to be no prospect of sufficient 
earnings to support the proposed £Xed charges, the Commission has 

.1. E ..... in Publi&-C ••• enietu:. Cmi/i<1ZIe to W. p. & s. R. R., 61 LC.e. .84 •• 81 
(1921). where, in authorizing the construction of a line of railroad. it was specified 
"that in iuuiag bonds the applicant will be required to limit the amount to not more 
than 50 per cent or the total COIl of road and equipment, exclwive of amounts do
nated.., the percentage restriction wu imposed "'10 that fixed charges will in no event 
exceed the estimate of net: income from local traJlic." Thw, $688,000 of first mortgage 
bondo wu authoriud. in place of the $814,000 ,.quested by the applicant. S""';Ae, 
of Wie,"", ptJllt & SoutA.." R. R.,1' I.C.C. 694 ('922). 
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altogether denied the requested authority. Thus, where an exception. 
ally heavy bonded indebtedness existed and past revenues had been 
insufficient to pay operating expenses and fixed charges, authority to 
refund was denied as folIows: "Weare not convinced that the con· 
tinuance of such heavy fixed charges is compatible with the interests 
of either the applicant or of the public, and the record discloses no 
facts tending to show that the prospective earnings or the operating 
ratio of the applicant wilI improve.""· Again, where the construction 
of an extension was authorized, despite a lack of reasonable assurance 
that the project would be financially successfu~ because local interests 
were ready and wilIing to accept the risk, the Commission held that 
"in view of the uncertain future of the road, we do not think it would 
be proper for us to sanction at this time the issuance of bonds to /i. 
nance its construction.'''''' The more usual procedure, however, has 
been to prescribe such modifications of the proposed financing as to 
render the relationship between fixed charges and earning capacity 
more acceptable. Toward this end a variety of methods have been em· 
ployed. The amounts of proposed bond issues have been cut down, 
with authorization of correspondingly larger amounts of stock;<U 
the proposed rates of interest have been reduced, with the imposition 

... Bond ApplieaJion of T.zaI Shon Une Ry., 67 I.C.C. 400, 401 (1921). 
"'0 Public-Convenience Certificate to lac~lo" & EtUUrn Ry., 70 I.C.C. no, 113 

(1921). Sec, also, S.""*ies ApplU:ation of Ap""h. Ry., l' I.C.C. 245 (1922). 
"'In Eastland, Wiehita Palls 6- Gulf R. R. St .. k and Bonds, 121.C.C. ,8, (1922), 

for example, the issuance of $556,000 of stock and 1350,000 of bond. was authorized, 
instead of the $355,000 of stock and $551,000 of bonds requested by the applicant, to 
be U5ed in payment for construction advances made to the carrier. Because it was found 
"that the applicant should be able to earn fixed charges upon $350,000 of boodt,. 
authority was granted to issue ·"that amount of bond. and $S56,000 of stock, H but 
"without prejudice to the filing of other applicatioll5, from time to time, seeking the 
exchange of bonds for outstanding stock in an aggregate amount not to exceed 
$201,000, upon a proper .howing that future earnings of the road will justify the at
I1UIlption of heaviet fixed charges" (p. 182). Again, in Smn-i';'s of G., N. 6- A. R. R., 
79 I.C.C. 289 (1923), the issuance of $600.000 of stock and 1300,000 of 6rst-mort~ 
gage bonds was authorized, instead of $300,000 of stock., 1300,000 of first-mortgage 
bonds, and $300,000 of recond.mortgage bondt, OJ requemd by the applicaDt. bccawe 
of the finding, in light of the record of earDings, "that the burdeo of fixed charges 
assumed by applicant should be reduced to the minimum" (p. 290). Sec, also, S,.uri
ties of LouisUma Ry. 6- NfltIigaJion Co. of T,zaI, 90 I.C.C. 229 (1924), 99 I.C.C. 357 
(1925), in which authority WOJ granted to issue $400,000 of JtoCk aod $150,000 of 
boDd., in.tead of the $200,000 of JtoCk aod $2,963,000 of boods requested by the 
applicant. 
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of restrictions upon interest payments;'" and bonds have been au
thorized on condition that interest be waived for a period of years and 
that available net income be used to meet accrued and unpaid interest 
on outstanding obligations .... In judging probable earning power, 
however, doubts have frequendy been resolved in favor of the appli
cant. Where, for one reason or another, there appeared to be some 
likelihood of improvement in the traffic and financial position of the 
carrier, bonds have been authorized which increased fixed charges, 
despite the inadequacy of past earnings in relationship to the burden 
of outstanding obligations .... But in such circumstances, it must be 
recalled, the Commission does not deal de nOt/o with ideal situations; 

441 10 Secwrihes of Fori Smith 6- Westtm RY'I 70 I.e.c. 777 (1921), for example, 
the issuance of $1,500,000 of first-mortgage bonds and $3,144,000 of second-mortgage 
bonds was authorized, as requested by the applicant, but on condition that the first
mortgage bonds bear an interest rate of 6 instead of 1 per cent and that the second
mortgage bonds bear an interest rate of 5 instead of 6 per cent. It was also provided 
"mat for JO years from the date of issue the interest on tlu! second-mortgage bonds 
.hould be noncumulative and payable ooly if earned" (P.779). 

HI Thus, in Eleeme Short Une Railway Bonal, ,6 I.C.C. 568 (192.3), authority 
to issue $36,,000 of bonds, to be delivered in payment for past and future advances. 
wu granted "on the condition, that, for a period of five years from the date of the 
issue of the bonds, the interest coupons shall be detached therefrom by the applicant 
before the bonds are issued. and deposited by it with the trustee, under the mortgage, 
and that these coupons, or any interest which they represent, shall not be paid by the 
applicant for such five-year period, except on further order of this commission upon 
application by the applicant therefor; and on the further condition that any excess 
earnings of the applicant over and above operating expenses, cost of maintenance. and 
upkeep of the property, including road and equipment. and interest charges on the now 
outstanding first-mortgage bonds, shall be used by the applicant to liquidate accrued 
and unpaid interest on the bonds, in the aggregate principal amount of $840,000 here
tofore issued and now outstanding" (p, S7S), 

..... In Bona IslW of Central Yermont Ry.~ 6S I.C.C. 126 (1920), the issuance of 
$12.000,000 of S pee cent bonds was authorized, for the purpose of refunding a like 
amount of 4 per cent bonds, despite the fact ·'that the applicant's earnings were barely 
sufficient to pay interest on its funded debt at the rate of 4 per cent; and that the in
creased interest charges would be approximately $321.000," The authorization was 
induenccd in large measure by the prospect of improvement: "The: applicant sub
mitted that the increased revenue from rate inacases authorized by us, together with 
the inaeased tonnage which it has been receiving since the first of this year and would 
continue to receive from the Grand Trunk, due to the consolidation of the railways of 
Canada, thereby giving it access to some 18.000 miles of road in Canada, will produce 
su8icicnt revenue to justify the issue of the new bonds with interest at S per c:cnt" 
(p. 127). In Bo.tIs of Man<he_ & Oneid. Ry •• 70 J.C.C. 67' ('931>, the in=t 
rate on a amall issue of bonds was similarly increased. (from S to 6 per cent), despite 
the inadequacy of earnings, upon a showing that, pending improvement in earnings, 
these charges could be met out of .urplw: "The applicant'. earnings for the lut five 
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it finds itself compdled to face the fact that, however desirable it 
might be to avoid an overload of indebtedness, no other expedient 
than the issuance of bonds on rather unfavorable terms may be open 
to the carrier, when it must seek to meet maturing obligations under 
adverse market conditions, or to raise necessary new capital against a 
background of inadequate returns ... • Even in these situations, more
over, reliance is generally placed upon prospects which appear suffi· 
ciently real to justify the new financing. On the whole, it is apparent, 
the Commission has sought so to restrict indebtedness as to bring 
fixed charges within the bounds of reasonably assured operating in· 
come. 

But even in the case of strong carriers, where there can be no ques
tion as to the adequacy of normal earning power to meet the burden 
of fixed charges, there are sound reasons of public policy for curtail· 

year. have not been sufficient to meet its fixed charges, which have been paid in part 
out of swplus, and, from a statement filed with the amendment to the application, it 
appears that earnings for the current year will not be IUflicicnt to pay fixed charges. 
The applicant has, however, submitted evidence tending to show that it will be able 
to meet its fixed charges out of surptw until its earnings are su1ficic:nt for that pur .. 
pose" (p. 673). In Kno%vill. 6' Carolina R. R. Bonds, 79 I.C.C. 54' ('9'3), in which 
aulhority was granted to issue $100,000 of 6 per cent bonds, partly for reimburse .. 
ment of advances and partly for additions and betterments, despite inadequacy of palt 
earnings, the authorization was inftuenccd i.o large measure by the benefits to be de .. 
rived from the new &.cilities: ''The issue of the proposed boncb will increase the 
applicant's interest charges by $6,000 per annum. From evidence submitted with the 
application it appear. that the applicant has Dot earned its fixed charges since it began 
operation of the property, except in March, 1923, for which month the income account 
shows a small surplw in net income. The deficit resulting from operation has, how~ 
ever, not been large. It is reprcscnted by the applicant that itl property and equip'" 
mellt f3cilitics have been improved by the we of the cash advances and bank loam in 
the sum of S49,000, and that they will be more greatly improved by the expenditure 
of the proc:ec:ds of the S51,000 of bonds to be sold, which will enable it to increue its 
tonnage, develop new bwiness, and thereby increase ils net revenue to an amount more 
than sufficient 10 care for the intercsl charges on the bonds now outslanding and those 
proposed to be issued" (pp. 544""""545). Compare, also, DOle 369, SU". .. 

"G Thw: "The applicanl abo submitted thaI unlus Ihe proposed i.uuc be allowed, 
at least to the extent of S12,000,ooo to rdUnd tbc bonds now past due, a receivenhip 
might resulL" Bond Is_ of c .. "a1 V",mons Ry •• 65 I.C.C. 1>6. 1>7 (19)0). Agoin: 
"It is also represented by the applicant thaI il has no available mt:an.I odler than the 
issue of these: bonds to pay and discharge the indebr.dnesa reprcaenr.d by the cash 
advances and bank loans, and to finance the proposed additional improvcmenu. In 
view of the representationJ made by the appliean~ and the faa that it appears that thi> 
niIsoad is a public necessity and the operation of it should be coruinued, we think that 
it .hould be permiO%d to issue the proposed bonds for the purpot<S ltar.d." Kno%lliIk 
6' Coro/i"" R. R. Bonds, 79 I.C.C. 542, 545 (19'3). For other r.ao .. operative in the 
disposition of these proceedings, tee ""'" 4440 "'prll. 
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ing bonded indebtedness in favor of stock issues. With a large bonded 
debt, not only does the general credit of the carriers tend to be weak
ened, but serious difficulties in meeting both interest payments and 
capital matorities are bound to arise in the face of cyclical fluctuations 
and other uncontrollable developments, as has been amply demon
strated during the depression years. ... The chief obstacle to authori-

... N-. fOr cumple, the following dedarations &om the discussion of the Iinan
a.J ills of the niIroads by the Federal CoOrdinator of Transportation: "In 193:&' the 
net railway operating iDconu: of class I railroads was $326.000,000. in contrast with 
$601,000.000 in the depression year of J9:11 and with $1,152,000.000 in 1929. ID 
193:&, niIroads operating nearly 74 per =t of the total cWo I mileage £ailed by 
$2SO,ooo,ooo to cam th.iI fixed charges. The volume of freight and passcngor busi
JICSI in 193' was only about SO per =t of that in 19.6_ At p=cnt, 75 railroads oper
ating 4:&,340 miIcs an: in roccivc:nhip or in the hands of the court under the Bankruptcy 
Aa. Em:pt fOr Ioana &om the Reoonstruction Finana: CarporatioD, many other rail
roads would be: in Iimilar dilIicultios. Business took an encouraging upturn in the 
last 9 months of 1933. particularly in the tummer. but earning> are still very low. and 
the railroads an: DOW bccd by IUbstantial increues in ~ for mar.rials and sup
plies. • • • At p=cnt few niIroads would be: able to place; new issue of securitios in 
the private market OD a satisfactory basis. .. • • Important in this connection are the 
amount and character of milroad funded cleht. It aggregates 56 per <=t of the out
standing capitalization. This is • high percentage, panitularly when it is horne in mind 
that it is only an average and that many rai1roads have a funded debt of mueb largor 
relative proportioos. . . . From ODe point of view the wing public is not concerned 
with the amount of rai1road debt. So long as the niIroads an: privately owned. they 
have a constitutional right to obtain,. if they can under reasonable rates, a Wr retUrD 

on the rare-maltiog value of th.iI property. This obligation of the public to pay is in 
DO way alfeacd by the ratio of debt to stock. The publie, however. has a very practical 
in_ in the matter. to the ext<nt that an unduly high ratio impairs the credit of the 
c:arrier and iu ability to provide the most economical and efficient service, or leads it 
to scrimp OD maiDtenaDCe and service in aD. endeavor to eke out earnings in times of 
cIepussion. The: great dangor in a high percentage of funded debt is the iolleaible 
burden of fixed charp which goes with it and which may bring 1inana.J cWaster 
when earnings drop. • • • The eatteme depression has demoDStrared the dsngc:n of 
• high percentage of funded debt in • way which has made a profound impreasion. The 
maturities which the railroads face are an added cause of alarm. For the next 5 years 
fundcd..cfebt maturities in CKCSI of 1100,000, omitting debts to the Reconstruction 
F"1lWICe Corporation, total $1.533.700.751 •••• With the funded debt at its pr<ICIlt 
point, or anything like it, the opponunity is slim for further increase withuut at lout 
eom:sponding increase in stock. Private milroad financing by bond issues alone has 
definite limitations at any time, and these limitatiOIll will be narrower in the future 
than they have been in the past. Ability to market new issues of otock is in the long run 
aaential to private financing. • • • Practical eaperi<n<e has thuwn the need for ade
quate deprociation .......... to _ against obaolescena: as well .. wear and tear 

and the aaion of the elemenll, and inVCllDrl appreciate this need as they have not 
heretofOre. They have come to • similar appreciation of the need for paying off debt, 
and talk of adequate linking funds is widespread-aot mere book n:serves but funds 
actually applied to debt retirement or investod in liquid ....... " RepllliorJ of 1I4il-
1'tNIIis. 73d Cong. ad 5esL, Sen. Doe. No. 119 (January ao, 1934). pp. 4-"7. 
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tative control of indebtedness under conditions of carrier prosperity 
lies in its seeming interference with managerial freedom; but the 
Commission's powers over security issues are sufficiently broad to em
brace such situations, and occasionally they have been so exercised. 

As early as 1926, when the Chesapeake & Ohio, the credit position of 
which was out&tanding among the railroads of the country, applied 
for authority to have $10,621,000 of bonds delivered to it in reimburse
ment for additions and betterments made and to be made and for the 
cost of acquiring control of a subsidiary, the application was de
nied.'" Referring to an earlier finance application of the same car
rier, in which it had been contended that "increasing the amount of 
capital stock relative to funded debt increases safety," that "the effect 
of financing with stock should be to improve the credit of the railway 
and to enable it to borrow on more favorable terms in the future," and 
that its stock is "a high-grade security" and "readily salable,""· Divi
sion 4 concluded that these considerations should be made to apply to 
the instant proceeding: "Since the filing of that application the stocks 
of the applicant, according to market quotations, have not suffered 
from the standpoint of salability. It is our opinion that if the cost of 
acquisition of the Sandy Valley & Elkorn is to be capitalized by issue 
of securities, it should be by the issue of stock rather than bonds, and 
we are also of the opinion that when, as, and if the company's treas
ury is to be reimbursed for the expenditures made and to be made for 
additions and betterments as stated in the application, it should be by 
an issue and sale of stock rather than bonds."'" The substantive 
grounds for restricting the issuance of bonds, at least as a policy of 
management, were suggestively set forth in the concurring opinion of 
Commissioner Woodlock: "The applicant is one of a comparatively 
small group of carriers which are in the enviable position of being 
able to sell common stock at par or better. Its earnings and its present 
dividend rate afford ample oppOrtunity for doing this to a liberal 

.. , Bonds of ch"''''ke & Ohio Ry .• • os I.C.C. 748 ('9.6). 
"·'bid .. p. 749. referring to Ch".,..ke & Ohio l/8iIway c.pital S_k. 7' I.C.C. 

658 ('922), in which authority was graoted to issue and to sell at par Su.ss8.soo of 
convertible preferred stoc~ the: proceeds to be used for additions, bettc:nnenb, and im. 
provcmcDlS, and to issue $12,558,500 of common ltock. to be used from time to time 
in conversion of the pfcfcrrcd stock . 

••• Bo.ds of Cnes"f1<ake & Ohio Ry., .os I.C.C. 748. 749 ('9.6). 
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amount at the present time, and there is every indication that this 
will continue to be true in the future, given capable management and 
prudent expenditure of capital. This being so it would be highly re
grettable if so good an opportunity were neglected, in view of the 
serious objections that exist to the financing of railroads by terminable 
mortgage bonds with foreclosure rights. These objections are twofold, 
one being absolutdy fundamental in its nature, and the other being of 
almost equal practical importance. The use of terminable mortgage 
bonds to secure railroad capital is an offense against the very nature 
of the case. A railroad does not naturally return capital once it has 
been invested; on the contrary, it is always engaging more capital as 
time goes on. When, therefore, it undertakes to pay a considerable 
sum of money at a fixed date under the terms of a mortgage, it 
can pay the maturing obligation only by raising new capital. • • • 
Granted that financing by terminable mortgage-bond issues may in 
the past have been forced upon the carriers by ~ecessity, or seeming 
necessity, it is certain that any road that opens itself whereby the rail
roads can escape from a continuance of such a practice is a good road 
to take •••• The second objection, arising from the fastening upon a 
railroad of a fixed<harge obligation with foreclosure penalties in the 
background, needs but to be mentioned. Two generations of this sort 
of financing have left most of the carriers in the United States with 
capital structures overweighted with terminable fixed obligations, 
carrying rights of foreclosure. About 60 per cent of railroad invest
ment is represented by securities of this class. The extreme desirabil
ity of using for capital purposes a security which does not mature for 
repayment at a fixed date, and the return on which is not secured by 
foreclosure rights against the property, is so evidendy desirable that 
dispute as to its merits is impossible.""· 

It is significant, however, that Commissioner Woodlock, despite 
this strong expression of sound principle with respect to the necessity 
for curtailing funded debt, concurred in the disposition of the pro
ceeding "mainly because the application ••• did not involve the ac
tual issue and sale of securities by the applicant corporation at this 
time"; though he deemed it "an unusually clear case 50 fur as concerns 
the question of what is the wisest policy for the management to fol-

••• lbitl., pp. 750-'151. 
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low," he expressed doubt, were the problem of actual issue and sale of 
securities presented for determination, as to whether it would be the 
duty of the Commission to substitute its decision for that of the man
agers of the corporation.··1 As in connection with the problem of 
regulating voting power in the adjustment of the financial struc
ture'·' and of prescribing "competitive bidding" in the sale of securi
ties"·' this inclination of Commissioner Woodlock to urge a laissez.. 
taire attitude on the part of the Commission was based, not upon a 
belief that its power was inadequate, but upon what he conceived to 
be the general spirit of the controlling Congressional legislation. His 
position is clearly disclosed by the following: "The terms of the trans
portation act, literally construed, give to this commission very broad 
powers with respect to the issue of securities by railroad corporations. 
In relying, however, as Congress deliberately did, upon private capi
tal, management, and enterprise for efficient transportation service, 
Congress, by implication, instructed us in carrying out our regulatory 
task to leave to management all possible scope, subject to considera
tions clearly affecting the public welfare. So many of the activities of 
railroad carriers are now direcdy subject to definite control by this 
commission that the zone of free action available to management is 
considerably circumscribed. That portion of the zone wherein lie 
questions of finance is perhaps the largest part of the whole. In my 
judgment, it is our duty to avoid entering upon that zone save upon 
the clearest evidence of public necessity. Unless a course of action pro
posed to us by managers of a railroad corporation definitely threatens 
the public welfare it is, I think, our duty to refrain from interfering 
with managerial judgment, even though the law, literally construed, 
may give us the power to do so. That I believe to be the spirit of the 
transportation act. If Congress had not intended to leave to private 
management at least some substantial zone of activity it would not 

.11 "The irony in the case," he added, His that it iJ companies whose prosperity iJ 
10 great as to make financing by common stoc:k possible which can, in r.a. most 
safely issue mortgage bondt." Mid .• p. 75'. 

602 See his dissenting opinion in SI«,t of PillShurgi " Well Virgin;' Ry., 105 I.C.C. 
55' ('9.6), at pp. 556-557; and hiI concurring opinion in S«fIriIie,./I«klOnflill. & 
Htllllltll' R. R .• III I.C.C. 107 (1926). at pp. no-l12. 

40DI Sec hit concurring opinion in C""llgo, MilwtlU.tee " $1. PilIIl EquifmnJ' Trull, 
99 I.C.C. 682 ('925), at pp. 68~9" 
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have relied upon it for the kind of transportation that it was seek
ing: .... 

This philosophy has been appropriately rejected by the Commis
sion, in the matter of regulating carrier indebtedness, as in other as
pects of its control of financial organization. Reliance upon private 
management, under the 1920 legislation, was accompanied by the es
tablishment of broad safeguards of the public interest, and these safe
guards were made applicable to the financial policies of the carriers 
as well as to their transportation activities. The powers conferred 
upon the Commission in the premises are, it is true, of an enabling 
rather than a directing character, but they were designed to restrict 
the types of securities issued no less than their amount, and in the in
terest of maintaining a sound financial structure in the long run as 
well as of averting immediate threats of foreclosure penalties because 
of excessive fixed charges. Under these circums,tances both law and 
policy fully justified the Commission in applying the brakes to the is
suance of interest-bearing obligations by strong carriers. As a practi
cal matter, however, the record of operating income and the character 
of money market conditions have been chiefly influential in determin
ing the relative emphasis upon stocks and bonds in the financing of 
the railroads. Between 1925 and 1930, as net income and dividend 
payments rose,'" the ratio of stock to the aggregate of securities au
thorized sharply increased;'·· in 1931 and 1932, with the precipitate 

... BomIs., Ck'lI/J<lllr.- & 01U. Ry .. 105 I.C.C. 748 (1926). at p. 75" 
"'I The ratio of net income to stock roae from 6.10 per cent for 1924 to 8.19 per 

cent for 1925 and 9.43 per ceDt for 1926; it fell to '.78 per cent in 1927. but mounted 
again to 8.79 per cent in 1928 and 9.92 per cent in 1929. The course of dividend pay .. 
ments showed • similar development: the percentage of stock. paying dividends was 
64·97 in 1924, 66.70 in 1925. 69.13 in 1926, 70.25 in 1927. 73.65 in 1928, ,6.23 in 
J925J, and 76.93 in 1930. the average rate on dividend-paying stock was 6.37 in 1924-
6.52 in 19:&5. '.3:1 in 1926, 8.41 in 1921. 7.J:3 in 1928, '.47 in 1929. and ,.83 in 
1930; the avetage rate on all stock wu 4.14 in 1924. 4.35 in 1925, 5.06 in 1926, 
5·95 in 1927,5.25 in 1928, 5.70 in 1929, and 6.02 in 1930. ",.,,14IIl Iapon, 1933, p. go. 

foBt! The figurca were as {oUows: 5.0 per cent ($45.217,499 of slOCk, out of 
1907,777.854 of securities) for 1925; 14.5 per cent ($124,650,103 of stock, out of 
$862.628.86. of securities) for '926; 29.4 per ceDt ($359.853.584 of stock, out of 
$1,157,368,222 of securities) for 1927; d.g pc:r cent ($540,695,464 of stock, out of 
$1,871,200,314 of aeauitie.s) for 1928; 27.1 per cent (1314,133,446 of stock, out of 
$1.160.383.991 of securities) for 1929; and 34.6 per cent ($595.816.318 of stock, out 
of $1,723,543,133 of aec:uritiel) for 1930. No account is here taken of no·par stock. 
A""", ileporu, 1935-1930. 
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decline in traffic and earnings"" this ratio shrank to negligible pro
portions.''''' But the record as a whole in this respect is a much more 
favorable one than is sometimes assumed. It is significant that, despite 
much new investment during the decade of the 1920'S, the ratio of 
debt to capitalization was substantially the same at the end of 1932 as 
it was at the ead of 1921 •••• This result, though largely achieved on 
the initiative of the carriers themselves, was in full harmony with the 
oft-expressed views of the Commission.'" It is undoubtedly true that 

487 The catio of Det income to stock, which fell from 9.92 per cent in 1929 to 5.77 
per cent in 1930, shrank to 1.69 per cent in 1931; and in 1932 net income failed by a 
very substantial margin to meet fixed charges. The proportion of stock paying dividends 
fell from 76.93 per cent in 1930 to 73.20 per cent in 1931 and 32.85 per cent in 1932; 
the average rate on dividend~paying stock felt from 7.83 per cent in 1930 to 5.48 pet 
cent in 1931 and 4.57 per cent in 1932; and the average rate on all stock fell from 6.02. 
per cent in 1930 to 4.01 per cent in 1931 and 1.50 pet cent in 1932. Annual ]l§porl, 
1933. p. 90. 

40S From a post~war peak, in 1930, of $595.816.318 of stock, constituting 34.6 
per cent of the aggregate of securities authorized, the figure shrank to $34,400,112 of 
stock out ~f $750,092,636 of securities, or about 4.6 per cent, in 1931. and to 
178.105.401 of stock out of $1.398,8,0.,89 of securities. or about 5.6 per cent, in 
1932-. No account is here takeD of no~par stock. Annual Reports, 1930-1932. 

4119 This ratio was 56.1 per cent in 1921 and 56.0 per cent in 1932. By 1924 it had 
risen to 51.1, but with increasing reliance upon stock issues during the next five yean, 
it reached a post-war low of 55.9 per cent in 1928 and 1929. rising again to 56.1 pet 
cent in 1930 and standing at 56.0 per cent in 1931 and 1932. Annual I«pon, 1933, 
p. 90. See, also, notes 421 and 446. supra. For a suggestive analy.is of the financW 
policies of the railroads since 1920, see Harold G. Moulton and Associates, Dp. al .• 
pp. 298-320. The conclwions reached by this analysis. with .p;ecial reference to the 
problem of bonded indebtc;dness, are .tated as follows (p. 3D'): "(a) the railrcnds have 
actually done a much smaller proportion of their financing through bond issues since 
'924 than is generally supposed; (b) they could haye done a considerably larger .01· 
ume of their financing by stock sales during the period since 19%1 if their manage .. 
menU had considered it desirable to do SO; (c) it would not have been a lOund policy 
for the roads. viewed as private profitmaking corporatio~ to do a much larger pro.
portion of their financing through the sale of stock; ••• (e) under the corulitiollf 
which appear likely to prevail over the next decade a much greater proportionate use 
of stock is desirable:' 

.eo Iu early as 1922, for example. the Commission reported as follows! "The mi· 
nois Central Railroad Co. and the Chesapeake Ie Ohio Railway Co. made applicatioOl 
for authority to issue preferred capital stock, the proceeds from sale of which are to be 
used in making additions and betterments to their properties. Thete applicatioDJ con· 
.titute eDcouraging indications, inasmuch as of late year. it has been generally the 
practice to finance additions and bettennents through sale of bonds carrying fi>cd 
charges. Both applications have heeD granted. •• A •• UIII Rrpon, '923, p. 3'. A oimiIar 
attitude has been taken toward the issuance of stock. for a variety of other putpoICI. 
including the retirement of funded debt. See, for eumple, A •• UIII Rrporu: 1927. 
pp. !rIO; 1928. pp. !rIO. 
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during the period of prosperity even greater advantage might have 
been taken of the favorable market for stocks, not only to meet new 
capital needs but to effeet substantial reductions in bonded indebted
ness, but the &ilure to do so was largely a reflection of the almost uni
versallack of awareness of the oncoming breakdown and of the basic 
significance of fixed obligations in the intensification of its hardships. 
That the experience of the depression will generate a stricter policy 
with reference to control of indebtedness is evidenced by the follow
ing pronouncement of the Commission concerning debt retirement in 
its latest report to Congress: "It has been the policy of railway com
panies to provide for their financial requirements largely through the 
issue of long-term bonds which at maturity are refunded. While the 
bonds are refunded the indebtedness evidenced by them is ordinarily 
regarded as perpetual and no provision is made for its ultimate liqui
dation. The result is that the funded debt of the; railway companies is 
constantly increasing as their investment in railway properties is in
creased. • . • The expense of refunding in the manner heretofore 
usually followed is considerable. More important is the danger that 
the maturity, if it occurs at a time when new or junior bonds are diffi
cult or impossible to market, will cause trouble. Recent experience 
sufficiently illustrates this. The strain caused by heavy fixed charges in 
such a time as this is detrimental to service furnished the public. • • • 
We are giving consideration to methods of bringing about a reversal 
of the present trend in railway financing. We believe that the desired 
results can be obtained, in part at least, through the provision of sink
ing funds to be set up by the railway companies out of net income for 
the purpose of retiring a part of their funded debt before maturity. If 
such funds are not voluntarily established by the railway companies, 
their establishment may be required as a condition to our authoriza· 
tion of further bond issues under the provisions of section 20a of the 
Interstate Commerce Act."··' 

<601 A",,1lIIl RqorI, 1933, pp. 25-26. This attitude is in harmony with the mandate 
of the Emergency RaiJroad Transponation Act of '933. whereby the Commission was 
dm:cted not to approve loan. under the llcconstructi.on Finance Corporation Act to 
c:arriu. which, in its judgment. are in need of financial reorganization. The Commi.~ 
Mo.', observance of thiJ injunction should obviate the danger that govcrmnental aid 
will p=crvc debt burdCllS that should he climiDar.d by drastic: action. 
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Terms and Conditions 

Effective control of the extent of capitalization and of the types of 
instruments employed renders it necessary that the scope of regula
tion embrace the terms and conditions under which securities may be 
issued. It is obvious that the sale of stock below par, without appro
priate provision 'for the amortization of discounts, tends to produce a 
condition of overcapitalization; and that in the case of bonds so mar
keted, particularly when the discounts or fees and commissions are ex
cessive, not only does overcapitalization tend to follow, but also an un
reasonable inBation of capital costs. Since such consequences affect 
the credit of the carriers and the character of the transportation serv
ice, they are clearly related to the public interest sought to be safe
guarded by the regulatory process; furthermore, the power to pre
scribe terms and conditions is expressly conferred upon the Commis
sion. Accordingly, this aspect of the problem of financial activity has 
constituted an integral part of its regulation of security issues. Occa
sionally the requested authority has been denied because the proposed 
terms were deemed unduly burdensome to the applicant; for the most 
part the contemplated transactions have been so modified, as a condi
tion of authorization, as to render their terms more favorable to the 
issuing carrier and more advantageous to the public dependent upon 
its service. Since the details of proposed security issues, including the 
prices at which they are to be sold, are usually determined in the first 
instance through negotiation between the issuing carrier and its bank
ers and underwriters, the relationships between railroads and their 
financial agents, particularly with reference to agreed prices, have fre
quently been subject to the scrutiny and control of the Commission. 
In so far as prices and other terms have merely been modified, on the 
basis of the special circumstances of particular proceedings, the Com
mission's determinations have generally been accepted as a matter of 
course; when, on the other hand, the public interest has been found to 
necessitate some alteration in long-standing practice with respect to 

the sale of securities, as through the policy of requiring competitive 
bidding, the question of unwarranted invasion of the domain of 
management has been sharply raised. But, as will appear presently, 
the record discloses no overreaching exercise of administrative discre
tion. The Commission's performance along these lines, as throughout 
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the sphere of finance, has avoided extremes in both directions: while 
in clear cases the Commission has not abdicated its function of pro
tecting the public interest in deference to the maintenance of manage
rial freedom, it has proceeded cautiously and with marked restraint in 
substituting its judgment for that of the applicant carriers, both in its 
modification of specific adjustments and in its general requirements. 

The treatment accorded to stock issues can be noted very brieBy. 
While the Commission has respected the prohibitions of state laws 
against the sale of capital shares below par,'" it has not invariably in
sisted upon such restrictions in the absence of state prohibitions. In 
thus permitting the issuance of stock below par when such authoriza
tion was found to be warranted, it has approved of the proposals of 
the carriers on the basis of sound policy. When the credit of a road is 
not sufficiendy strong to permit the issuance of stock at par or better, 
the prevention of its issuance at a discount, for ,the purpose of meet
ing legitimate capital needs, would tend to necessitate the creation or 
perpetuation of indebtedness, with the possibility of more serious 
consequences than those Bowing from a condition of technical over
capitalization; similarly, when a road finds it possible to convert in
terest-bearing obligations into stock, there is a likelihood that its fi
nancial position would be strengthened by the operation, even if the 
par value of the stock issued for this purpose exceeds the face value of 
the retired bonds. The realization that stock must be sold for what it 
will bring has been among the factors responsible for the growing use 
of no-par stock and the Commission's sanction of such use; and the 
authorization of the issuance of stock below its nominal or par value 
is likewise a realistic recognition of the demands of the financial 
situation surrounding the applicant carrier. Sufficient safeguards 
against deception of investors and inflation of asset values is provided 
by the accounting regulations, whereby appropriate charges must be 
made as discount on capital stock, and these entries must be carried 
until offset by premiums from the subsequent sale of stock of the 
same class, assessments levied on the stockholders, appropriations of 
income or surplus for that purpose, or charges to profit and loss upon 

... See c.piul SlD<k of Pimhurgh & We .. Virgin;' Ry., 831.C.C.,04 (19'3); SID<~ 
of C.nelm.,. v.ue, R. R., 90 I.C.C. 521 (19'4). For an analysis of ,late and fcdcnl 
Idatiomhip' in !he ophere of linaoce and IIWIllgemcnt, see Part n, pp. 011;-<120. 04?-
0,8. 
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reacquisition of the stock. The Commission is thus concerned with 
scrutinizing the reasonableness of the proposed prices or interchange 
ratios under the prevailing circumstances of each proceeding, rather 
than with the enforcement of any rule designed to maintain an in
variable equivalence between par values and market values.'" 

The matter of the price at which stock may properly be issued has 
also arisen in the case of strong carriers which have sought to accord 
to existing shareholders the right to subscribe at par for stock the mar
ket value of which was substantially above par. In such situations, too, 
the Commission has acceded to the wishes of the applicant carriers, 
though not without wavering and conflict of judgment among its 
members. When the Commission first authorized the Chesapeake & 
Ohio to acquire control of the Pere Marquette, it found "that the 
privilege proposed to be extended to registered holders of the appli
cant's stock to purchase the new stock at par • • • would result in 
imposing an unnecessary financial burden upon the applicant com
pany"; and it therefore imposed the condition that the authorized 
stock "be offered to holders of common capital stock, pro rata, at 
$150 a share."'" This determination called forth sharp disagreement 

••• Thus, in Bonds 0' Chesap'<ZI(, & Ohio Ry., 65 I.C.C. 743 (1921), in which 
authority was granted to issue $50,225.000 of common stock to be exchanged for 
$40,180,000 of convertible bonds, the finding of compatibility with the public interest 
was supported as follows: "On December 31, 1919. applicant had outstanding capiw 
stock of the par value of $62,786,000 and funded debt of the principal amount of 
$180,769,000. For every $100 of stock outstanding it thus had a funded debt of about 
$288, a ratio of nearly 3 to I. If the bonds in question were exchanged for ,tock on 
the basis of SIOO of stock for every S80 of bonds, the capiw stock outstanding would 
have a value of SU3,OII.OOO and the funded debt would be reduced to $14°,589,000, 
or $I24 of bonds for every $100 of stock. Fixed charges would also be reduced by 
$2,009,000 annually. Manifesdy the credit of the company would be materially im· 
proved. Moreover. on December 31. 1919. applicant had appropriated, according to irs 
balance sheet. $23.859.636.38 of sutplw earnings for investment in additions to itt 
property, and it appears that of this amount $7.500,000 bad been specifically appro-
priated by applicant under the provisions of the trust indenture of April I, 1916, 
securing the bonds in question, tas an offset to the difference between the price at 
which its said boods are converted and the par amount of the stock in respect of any 
stDc:k issued at less than par therefor'» (p. 744). See, abo, Sw4 0' Eri, R. R., 117 
1.c.C. 152 (1921), in which authority was granted to issue $39,254,200 of common 
stock to be exchanged for $19.62,.100 of convertible bonds, with a provision that the 
50 per cent cIisc:ount. which was found to be less than thaI ",8cctcd by the market 
price of the stock, be charged to the profit and 1 ... account. 

... Control 0' En. R. R. IIIIIl P.,., MflTqg",~ Ry., 138 I.C.C. 517 (19.8), at 
pp. 534-'535. In support of in conclusion the Commission said: "The &ct that a ctIf

poratioD engaged in transportation has capitalizable assets in suf6cient amount to lOp-
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within the Commission. Commissioner Woodlock, in conformity 
with his oft-expressed views concerning the scope of security regula
tion, contended that the extension of "rights" to existing stockholders 
involves no matter of public concern and is solely within the province 
of managerial policy;'" Commissioner Eastman, though dissenting 
with respect to other aspects of the proceeding, found the denial of 
the carrier's application to issue stock to its existing shareholders at. 
par to be within the express scope of the Commission's jurisdiction 
and clearly demanded by the public interest.<66 But upon further hear
ing the Commission modified the original order, authorizing the issu-

port an increase in 5CCUrities does not, in itself, jwtify such increase, and the prospect 
of increased earnings, the improvement in ratio of stock to funded debt. and other 
considerations which may favor the proposal. are Dot to be taken as controlling facton. 
The necessity for the propotcd issue must be demonstrated and the terms upon which 
it is to be sold mwt be found reasonable. With full respect to the rights of the appli .. 
cant's stockholders to receive substantial benefits from the prosperity of the road. we 
do not believe that the offering of additional stock to them. od the basis proposed would 
be conmtent with the public interest" (p. 535). 

"'In disic.nting from the Commission', denial. of the carrier', application to issue 
stock. to its shareholders at par. Commissioner Woodlock said: ."The power of directors 
to determine what dividends shall be paid on a corporation's stock is as nearly plenary 
as any power can nowaday. be. Its exercise is one of the molt essential functions of 
management and hal been uniformly 10 treated by the courts. Stock 'rights,' as they 
are commonly termed in the financial district. arc by their nature the same things as 
dividends and directon have the lame power with respect thereto. If a company has 
need for capital and if iu directon determine to raise it by sale of new common stock 
to atockholden pro rata. they have the right to determine at what pricc stockholders 
shall have opportunity to aubscribe thereto. The martel' is one which conccrns stock
holders alone. AI the law stands no question of 'public interest' arises. The price at 
which the new stock is sold does not affect rates or service nor, obviously. does it aifect 
the solvency of the company. It is a matter of intracorporation policy pure and simple, 
and with such a matter we have no legitimate concern. We have stated more than once 
that regulation and management are two ditferent things and that the law has not 
made us managers of the carriers. To the extent that we arrogate to ourselves the pow .. 
en of management we are sabotaging the law that it is our duty to administer, and I 
can not readily imagine a greater offense by us against the real ·public interest" than 
thi .... Ibid., p. 546 • 

• oa Commissioner Eastman's comment on this phase of the proceeding was es .. 
preuly ditectcd to Commissioner Woodlock', dissenting opinion; "Public regulation 
is in its very esse.ncc interference with private managcmcolt but such interference is 
founded upon the public interest and ought not to occur where no such interest is in .. 
volved. Our power over stock issues under section 20a is plenary, and we are required 
by that section to make certain findings before we approve such issues. One finding is 
that the issue is 'reasonably necessary and appropriate for' a lawful object, and another 
is that the issue iJ ·necessary or appropriate for or conw.tent with the proper per
formance by the carrier of service to the public as a common carrier' and that it "will 
not impair iu ability to perform that service.' It is difficult to see, for example, how an 
issue of 300,000 shares of stock at par is 'reasonably necessary' when an issue of 
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ance of 300,000 instead of 200,000 shares of the par value of $100, to 
be sold to the applicant's existing stockholders at par rather than at 
$150.4.1 Despite its rejection of the claim that the original order was 
legally indefensible'" and its doubt as to the advantages of the pro
posed modification/·o it concluded, apparently with no other basis for 

200,000 shares at 150 can be made and will serve the same purpose. And manifestly 
it is DOt in the public interest that a carrier should issue more stock than is 'reasonably 
necessary,' {or if it does, its further financi.Dg by issues of stock at Dot less than par it 
likely to be impaired to the detriment of the public which it serves. Nor is the ability 
of the carrier to declare whatever amounts in dividends its resources permit in lOY 
way interfered with by what is here done. We are following, under the plenary provi· 
siODS of section 20a, what has been the public policy and practice in the Common
wealth of Massachusetts for a great many years, to the advantage, according to my 
observation, not only of the public but of the c:ompaniea themselves." Ibid •• p. 545. 

'81 Propored Control of Erie R. and Pere M. Ry. Cos •• ISO I.C.C. 751 (1929). 
'88 On this issue the Commission declared: "The petition • • • for a modmcation 

of our former order with respect to the amount and selling price of additional com· 
mon stock, proposed to be issued by the applicant, is based upon the contentions that 
the price of $150 per share fixed by us constitutes an error of law, that the require. 
ment that stock be sold at a premium is a departure from our practice in all othu 
cases where additional issues of stock are involved, that it unjustly diJcriminates against 
the applicant, infringes on the right of private management, and it generally unwar· 
ranred •••• We nc:c:d not discuss the question of law raised by the applicant. While 
we have recognized the right of stockholders to a distribution of corporate profits and 
to compensation for sacrifices made in the past, we have also pointed out the neccnity 
for authority under section 20a of the act for the issuance of KCUritic:l, including stock 
dividends. Our powers are plenary, and we conceive them to extend to jurisdiction aver 
the terms and conditions under which stock may be issued by any carrier subject to 
the aCL" Ibid., pp. 755-'156 • 

• «18 Thus: "We are not greatly impressed with the advantages clcscribc:d by the 
applicant, of issuing new stock at par rather than at $150 pet share. The iuue of 
300,000 additional shares now proposed will • • • provide for less than 33 per cent 
of control, and it will increase the applicant's outstanding stock by 25 per cent. The 
resulting dilution of value per share of the applicant's stock would be much further 
increased if the a.ctual acquisition of majority stock control of the Perc Marquette were 
to be entirely financed by the issuance of additional Jtock at par. That the dilution 
presently to occur is considered a desirable thing by the applicant is shown by the 
statement made by counsel in the applicant's brief that "the wider distribution of ItOC'k 
by reason of the issuance of 300,000 new shares at par instead of 200,000 new shares 
at SI50 would tend to increase the demand for the shar .. because the asseu would be 
distributed over a larger number of shares, leaving each share somewhat more in 
reach of the pocketbook of the average investor.' While nothing appean in the tela .. 
monyas to the applicant's ability to maintain its present dividend rate of 10 pet cent 
per annum. it may be assumed either that there it confidence in such ability or belief 
in the soundness of increasing the amount of stock outstanding, even though the com .. 
mon-stock dividend rate may have to be reduced in comcqucnce. With this policy, u 
applied to the railroads, we have not been entirely in accord. We realize, however, the 
latitude in action which mult be prCICtVed to private management.'· SUnilarly, while 
the Commission =oguizcd the important inftueuce upon the propotal .. erted by the 
interest of the ~lders in the possibility of JCCWing oome distribution of their 
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the reversal than the carrier's improved financial condition, <... that 
"in the light of the further showing made by the applicant and a re
consideration of all the circumstances affecting the case," the former 
order "should be modified as requested in the applicant's petition."'" 
While there appears to be little logical connection between the conclu
sion and the reasoning which led up to it, this outcome as to the di&
tribution of stock rights is consistent with, though subject to the same 
strictures as, the Commission's treatment of stock dividends;'" and 

equities, it did DOt deem this fiaor occcssariJy prejudicial to the public interest: '"It is 
dear that the proposed issue at par may, within • """" ... hle probability, yield to 
present stockhoIden who oclI their rights a money benefit of mote than double the 
amount which would follow from an issue at $150 per share. We can not escape the 
coodusion that the desin: for the larger probable 'compensation' to the shareholders 
is a factor in the applicant's present request. This should, however. not confuse the 
merits of the c:a5C from the public ..... dpoinL .. Ibid., pp. 7S6--757, 758 • 

• T. After presenting a IUJJID1alf which showed that the applicant" financ:ial pc»i. 
lion had improved, since the tUne of the earlier hearing, from the standpoint of capi
talizatio.a, investment, current assets and liabilities, profit a& loss, and corporate 1lII'

plw, the Commission said: '-rhe evidence introduced and the representatioDi made by' 
the applicant permit of DO .....,nshle doubt .. to the caistcnce of • sound financ:ial 
basis for the issuance of $30,000,000 par value of additional ItOCk, and as to the W:t 
that the proportional interests of the stockholden in the property, ita assets, and earn
ings, are unchanged, whether 200,000 or 300,000 new shares are distributed. In either 
cue the assets would be increased by the payment of $30,000,000 into the treasury. 
Under such circumstanccli our chief concern is with the test of public interest, and with 
a det.rmination whether the proposed issue is .....,...bly ncccssary and appropria""" 
Ibid., p. 757 • 

• n Ibid., p. 7S8. This ",versa! had been foreshadowed by the action of Division 4 
in S-k of New York C..uraI R. R., '451.C.C. 95 ('928), authorizing the issuance of 
$42.,158,300 of capital ItOCk, to be sold to the applicant's stockholders at par and the 
proceeds '" be applied in paymcot of maturing bond •. No", the following from the 
pardy concurring opinion of Commissioner Eastman: "' am in accord with the con~ 
elusions of the majority, except in so &t as the issue of the stock at "not less than par' 
is approved. TbiJ ICCIDJ ro me inconsistent with what was done by the entire co.mmis
sian in ColJlrol of Erie R. R. ... d Pm! Marq_ Ry., '38 I.C.C. 5'7, 535, wh .... the 
Chesapeake &; Ohio was authorized to wue 200,000 sbares of common stock at not 
1ess than $150 per share. It is true that the reasons requiring issue at a premium were 
there stronger than they are here. There the Btock was to be issued to provide funds 
for the purchase at a price above par of stock of another carrier, whereas here it is to 
be iuued to provide funds to retire mortgage bonds. Howeyer, the common stock of the 
applicant iJ Idling in the market at about $170 per share, and it is clear that the new 
issue can without dilliculty be sold at • price substantially in cx_ of par, although I 
recognize the desirability of a considerable margin between the issue price and the 
prevailing market "alue. ... In my judgment it iI eminendy desirable, from the 
andpoint of the public interest, to keep the capitalization of carriers as low as is con~ 
sisteo.t with the proper performance of their ICrvice to the public. Not only is such • 
policy financially sound and comervative. but I believe that it will prove of increasing 
public advantage in other n:specII u lim. goes on" (p. 96). 

tTl See pp. 513-527."'''''' 
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it constitutes a further evidence of its disposition to accord approval to 
usual financial practice, in recognition of "the latitude in action 
which must be preserved to private management."'" 

But the problem of regulating the selling price of securities is most 
frequently concerned with the flotation, through bankers and under
writers, of bond.s and other interest-bearing obligations. Compensa
tion must of course be paid for the services of such financial middle
men, through fees and commissions or the spread between the price at 
which the securities are taken over and that at which they are offered 
to the public; and whatever the form of compensation, its amount be
comes an element in the cost of capital to the carrier and hence a mat
ter of public concern. The Commission's recognition of the relevancy 
of this consideration to the approval of security issues, and its conse
quent scrutiny of the operative arrangements, is illustrated by its dis
position, in one of the earliest proceedings, of an application of the 
New York Central to issue 525,000,000 of 7 per cent collateral-trust 
bonds.'" It appeared that the sale was made, without competition, to 

.. 11 See note 469, supra. The most substantial consideration in support of permitting 
strong carriers to issue shares at par. though below their prevailing market "alues, is 
that permanent financing through stock. is thereby &ciJitated. Note the following aid .. 
cism of the Commission's original decision in the Cheillpeake 6' Ohio cate: "We ICC 

DO basis for the doctrine laid down by the Intentate Commerce Commission in 1928 

in connection with the application of the Chesapeake and Ohio for permission to dI 
stock at par, to the effect that such action would 'place a burden on the carrier! . •• 
The 'melon' distributed by issuing rights to subscribe at par was nothing but the equity 
of the stockholders in the undistribukd past earnings, and anticipated future earniogt 
of their property. The stockholder Waf given a convenient opportunity to sell part of 
his equity if he was not willing and able to make his pro rata contribution to the 
capital needs of the company. There is no sounder method of financing than thit. 
Certainly if it is desired to encourage financing by stock issuance there it no IeDSC' 

in regulations which hamper such financing and obsU'UCt the eKorts of ItOCkholden to 
withdraw from the business a part of the earDings which have accrued at part of their 
equity." Harold G. Moulton and Associates, op. eit., pp. 315-316. These contenrionl 
are not entirely convincing. It is true. of course. that stock must be oKeted at mcb. 
prices as will command a market, and hence. as an inducement, may properly be sold 
somewhat below prevailing prices. But neither the extent of the ,harebolden' returm 
nor the ability to withdraw part of their investments is dependent upon the imwKe 
of stock dividends or stock rigbts. The argument for freedom in theJC' CC'lpectI restl 
on the assumption that capitalization possesses DO relationship to rates and 1C'tVice. M 
a practical matter. however. because of the inRuenc.e of capitalization on credit, the 
issuance of unnecessary securities througb stock dividends or stock rigbts fends to 
affect the public interest in the maintenance of reasonable charges and adequate &cili· 
ties; and even in the case of strong carriers. the dilution of the equity tends to make it 
more difficult. subsequcndy, to finance by means of stock issues. 

." Bondi 0' N,,,, YOT~ C",tra/ R. R •• 65 I.C.C. 17' (19)0). 
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J. P. Morgan & Company, under an agreement whereby the bonds 
were to be purchased at 96.5259, on a 7.5 per cent basis, to be taken 
over by a syndicate at 97, and to be sold to the public at par. Although 
the issue was promptly oversubscribed by more than 50 per cent, the 
cost to the carrier was $868,52.5, plus small amounts of miscellaneous 
expenses. J. P. Morgan & Company received $u8,52.5 as syndicate 
manager, and in addition the syndicate received a gross profit of 5150,-
000, or 3 per cent, and a net profit, after deducting sdling commis
sions and expenses, of $2.74,870, or about 1.1 per cent. The terms pro
posed were approved, but the character of these relationships and 
adjustments was carefully examined, and the propriety and need of 
assuming jurisdiction over them clearly asserted. After directing at
tention to various &Ctors which helped to explain the high cost of 
floating securities in the post-war investment market,"· the Commis
sion declared, through Division 4: "We have thought it necessary to 
set forth in detail the circumstances and cost atteb.ding the marketing 
of the proposed issue because the assurance of reasonable terms af
forded by competitive bids was not present. In saying this we realize 
that, under the conditions prevailing in the financial world, applicant 
probably could not have obtained the advantage of open competition; 
but this &ct merdy emphasizes the necessity of our considering in 
this and all similar cases the terms of sale which we are asked to ap
prove. In the present instance, in view of the small financial risk and 
the apparent ease with which the subscriptions were obtained, we 
think the discount at which the bonds were sold was liberaL The evi
dence, however, is not sufficient to justify a conclusion that the cost of 

''11 The substantive considerations deemed to suppon the rather liberal terms of 
the present proceeding were set forth as follows: "Conditions aruing out of the war 
have radically changed the character of the investment market. Evidence was oJfcrcd 
to the dfcct that owing to the heavy income taX the tendency of large individual buyen 
iI to purchase tu.-&ee ICCUrities. High returns promised in competing lines of invest
ment deter some investors from investing freely in railroad sccwities. Higher margins 
on the placement of certain competing investmenu also incline distributors to prefer 
the placement of the latter. The banks, moreover, find it necessary to use their funds 
chidly for commercial purposes. To a mueb greater .. "'nt than heretofore railroad 
aecurities must, therefore, be told to lIIlall buyers, and this makes necessary more com
prchenuve and expensive machinery of distribution. Applicant testified that it had no 
meam of effecting IUch distribution upon its own account, and that it resorted to J. P. 
Morgao It Company beea ... of that firm·, prestige and experience and established COil· 

nections with investment houses allover the country. In other words. Morgan&: Com
pany -.I as middleman between the corporation and the distribution machinery 
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floating the issue was such that we ought, under all the circumstances, 
to withhold approval of the terms and conditions set forth in appli
cant's petition. The subject matter is plainly one deserving of atten
tion, and it is desirable that carriers intending to present applications 
for the approval of security issues should appreciate that the proposed 
terms and conditions will be the subject of our careful considera
tion.'''T8 

In conformity with this enunciation of general policy concerning 
the terms and conditions of security issues, the Commission has not 
only insisted upon the submission of pertinent data, declining au
thorization where this requirement was not satisfactorily met, but has 
modified the proposed prices where they were found to impose undue 
burdens upon the carrier. In deferring action, for want of necessary 
evidence concerning terms, Division 4 has declared, for example: "As 
no information has been furnished by the applicant as to the terms of 
the note or notes which may be issued only upon our authorization, 
disposition of this portion of the application can not be made on the 
present record."·TT And in numerous instances its authorization has 
been conditioned upon the sale of the securities at prices considerably 
above those proposed by the carriers. Thus, in order to avoid exces
sive costs, authority has been granted to issue 6 per cent bonds at not 
less than 90, rather than at not less than 75 as proposed ;078 to issue 7 
per cent bonds at not less than 90, rather than at not less than 80 as 
proposed;'"'" to issue 6 per cent bonds at not less than ¢I, rather than 
at not less than 95 as proposed .... In passing upon the reasonableness 

ncccssary to place 10 large an issue of securitics. and in the opinion of the applicant 
the issue could Dot have been e1fected in any other way. EvKlenc.e wu also offered by 
representativcs of investment houses as to the gready enhanced cost at the PrclC.Dt time 
of distributing sc:curities. because of increased salaries. higher rents, the necasity of 
appealing to a wider field of investors, and other factors entering into the conduct of 
the butiness.·· Ibid .• p. '75. 

418 Ibid .• pp. 175-176. 
Off Pkdg. 0/ Bonds", Per. MfII'queue Ry .• 67 I.c.e. 690 ('92'). See, aIJo. JkquUi

lion 0/ C •• T. H. & S. En. Ry.", C., M. & SI. P. Ry., 70 I.e.e. 20. 22 ('921): S.etIri
ties 0/51. Louis-Stm Francisco Ry .• 79 I.e.c. 9.3, 99 (1923); BO'IJJI 0/ Pere M"''1uetle 
Ry., 94 I.e.e. 555 (1925). 

0 .. Bonds 0/ Wi=tuin & N",,""'" R. R .• 65 I.C.e. 691 (1921) • 
• TO Bond, 0/ AI4h_. Florid. & GrJ/ R. R.. 70I.C.e. 238 (1921). 
680 "U poD the facts presented we are of opinion that un.der preaent COnditioDi a 

minimum price of 95 per cent of par. with rc:sultiog COIl of approximau:ly 7.1>5 per 
ant per annum, is acessi ... The boods will masure: io I ... th2D 3 ~ ,...... and the 
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of suggested terms, the Commission has weighed them against pre:
vailing market prices. Thus, in authorizing the sale of 4Yz per cent 
bonds at not less than !PYa, as proposed, Division 4 has declared: "It 
appears that the price at which it is proposed to sell the bonds is ap
proximatdy the current market quotation for these bonds, which is no 
doubt as good a price as could be obtained by competitive bids.''''' 
And when the applicant shows that the suggested terms have been 
determined after consultation with several banking groups, and are 
the best obtainable, these considerations are deemed to provide strong 
grounds for approval. Thus, in authorizing the issue of 6 per cent 
notes at not less than 95, as proposed, Division 4 has declared: "The 
applicant states that efforts were made through negotiations with 
other bankers to obtain a better price, but because of the smallness of 
the issue and the present financial and market conditions, as wdl as 
its fiUlure to pay dividends on its stock, the necessary funds could not 
be obtained upon any better terms.'''·' Not only'has the Commission 

current market price is approximately gg per cent of par. If sold at a minimum price 
of 98 per cent of par the "'" of the proceed. to the applicant would be approximately 
6.65 per cent per annum, which under the circwnstances, appean to be more reason· 
able," BOMS of New Orietllls, TeztU 6- Me-nco Ry., 'I I.C.C. 562, 563 (1922). See, 
also, Nelli York Centml lines E'Iuipm~1 Tnut 011925. 99 I.C.C. UI, 12.3 (1925)j 
Assumption of Obligation .. .I LitJbili'y by G. N. Ry., 99 I.C.C. 227, 229 (1925); 
Florid. EIIII CO/lll Line Equipmt:nl TI'IIII, Series G,99 I.C.C. 741, 742 (1925); S....,.;
ties of N. Y., C. & St. 1.. R. R., 105 I.C.C. '44, 145 (1925); Pennsyl.ania R. R. Gen
mtl Equipmmt Trust, III I.C.C. 241, 243 (1926); Bonds of M., N. 6- S. Ry., III 
I.C.C, 602, 603 (1926); Bonds of Wheeli.g & Lake Erie Ry., III I.C.C. 681, 68. 
(1926). 

,., Bond, of CIUe.go Union Statio. Co., 94 I.C.C. 177 (1924), modifYing the 
ordet in 86 LC.C. 529 (1924), in which the bonds were required to be sold to the 
highest bidder after public advertisement for competitive bids. 

681 Set:uriliel of Ann A.rbor Railroad. 99 LC.C. 52. 53 (1925). Note, also, the fol~ 
lowing: ... Arrangc:mentl have been made to sell the proposed certificates to the Cleve~ 
land Trust Company at 95 per cent of par and accrued dividendi. OD. that basis the 
average annual "'" to the applicant will be approximately 7.1 per cent. The applicant 
«praentl that elfortl have been made to KCUte a better price for the certilicates but 
without success." F,,;,p()rl~ PaineslI;Ut: '" EtU'tt:nJ R. R. Equipmem Trust, 105 I.C.C. 291, 
298 (1926). ''The applicant ptopc>JeS to ,ell the certificates to Dillon, Read & Company, 
of New York City, at 97.49 per cent of par and aa:rued dividends. Upon that basis 
the annual cost to the applicant will be approximately 4.9 per cent. It is stated on 
behalf of the applicant that negotiations were bad with a number of banking firma in 
regard to the sale, that 8.1 a result of the negotiations a sale to Dillon, Read Ie Company 
at the figure mentioned was arranged for, and that this was the best price obtainable. 
It appeas. that the result[.) of the applicant's eflOrtl are reJkcred in the price to be 
n:a:ivcd for the certi.fi.catcl." Pius"""" '" Wt:s' Virgi,,", E'l";pmen. TnuI~ lOS I.C.C. 
548, 549""550 ('926). 
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sought to protect the carriers against the sale of interest-bearing obli
gations at greater discounts than are necessary, but its accounting 
regulations provide for appropriate charges as discount on funded 
debt, which must be completely amortized by the time the discounted 
bond issues mature_'" There is reason to believe that this regulatory 
activity has not been without substantial fruit. While the costs of rail
road financing, as well as the total capital costs to the carriers, are de
pendent upon many fluctuating factors, reflected in the financial posi
tion of particular lines, the general state of railroad credit, and the 
course of money market conditions, which are beyond the Commis
sion's control, its watchfulness of proposed terms has doubdess ex
erted an important influence upon the general decline, since 1920, of 
the spread between the average prices for securities paid to issuing car· 
riers by their bankers and the average prices paid to the bankers by 
the investing public for the same securities.'" 

From the standpoint of general policy in this sphere, the most con· 
troversialissue has concerned the propriety and need of requiring 

·688 Where mere appeared to be no possibility of amortization. authority to issue 
bonds at a discount has been denied. Note the following, fot example. from BondI of 
Arizona EOSkrn R. R .. 105 I.C.C. 331. 33' (19.6): "The sale of .he bond. to the 
Southern Pacific Company 00 the basis proposed [at 87.25] would result in a sub
stantial discount being suffered by the appHcaot. The rental payable under the leate 
. . . does Dot provide for the paymeot by the lessee of amounts sufficient to cover the 
discount which the applicant might sustain in the sale of its sccuritie •. Therefore. the 
applicant would not have any income available for the amortization of the diJcouot OD 

these bonds. The Southern Pacific Company, as lessee. will receive all revenues accru· 
ing from the operation of the linC!l of the applicant and as it will not pay as rental 
any amount which may be applied by the applicant to me discount on its securities we 
will authorize the sale of the bond. to the Southern Pacific Company at not less thin 
par and Iccrucd intcrest." It should be observed, 11so. that expcmcs incident to the 
issue and sale of bonds are treated as discounts and may not be capitalized. See S~ .. 
boord Air Line Railway BondI, 191.C.C. 293. '94 ('923). 

68' See Herbert B. Dorao, "The Cost of Railway Capital under the Transportation 
Act of 1920," Tournal of lAnd & Public Utilily Eeonomicl, yol. 3- (1927), pp. 1-20. 
219-221, 427-430, yol. 4 (1928). pp. 206-208. 427-428, yol. S (19%9). pp. 2Ol-204t 
vol. 6 (1930). pp. 98-,0., vol. 1 ('93'). pp. 94"91, 439-44'; and Roy L. ReierIOD 
and Ruth A. Foley. "Cost of R2ilway Capital," ibid .• vol. 8 ('932). pp. 435-438. In 
particular proceedings, howeyer, various members of the Commission have expressed 
the view that the authorized capital costs were excessiye. See, for example. the disseDt~ 
ing opinions of Commissioner McChord and Commissioner Eastman in Sennili~1 01 
N. P. Ry. & G. N. Ry .. 6, I.C.C. 458. 468-41' ('9"); the dissenting opinion< of 
Commissioner Eastman and Commissioner Campbell in ConJrOi of Gulf CotUI Unel 
by M. P. R. R., 94 I.C.C. 191, 201-204 (1924); and the dissenting opinion. of Com~ 
missioner Eastman and Commissioner McManamy in Miuotui·Kmu.,·TulII Reor~ 
gani.aIios. 991.C.C. 330. 332-343 ('9'S), 
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competitive bidding in the sale of railroad securities. As will appear 
in due course, the nature of this issue and the character of its disposi
tion are indicative, not only of the "fostering guardianship" extended" 
to the carriers, but of the marked restraint exercised by the Commis
sion in its "control" of financial management. 

As early as October, 19220 a public hearing had been held for a con
-sideration of the followirig questions: first, "whether and to what ex
tent the commission should '. • • determine, limit, or restrict the price 
at which or the manner in which securities are to be sold and the cost 
to the carriers of the marketing of securities"; second, "whether it is 
within the province of the commission to require competitive bid
ding in the sale of securities . • • and whether competitive bidding 
should be required"; and third, "if competitive bidding is required, to 
what class or classes of securities it should be applicable and what 
regulations or conditions should be prescribed.; .... This inquiry ro
sulted from the fact, disclosed in the Commission's own experience, 
"that carriers rarely, if ever, advertise for competitive bids when mar
keting new securities, and that they seldom approach or consult more 
than a single financial house .... •• It appeared, however, that the pro
vailing practice of dealing with a single financial house was strongly 
supported by both carriers and bankers, and that no one openlyadvo
cated competitive bidding. Many considerations were presented in 
justification of the existing procedure, including the necessity of ex· 
pert advice, in view of the large variety of securities to be marketed 
and the great dilferences in credit position as between particular car
riers, the importance of assuring prompt and successful flotations, the 
need of effecting wide distribution among investors, the protection 
afforded against speculative manipulation, and the assistance ren
dered available under adverse market conditions.··7 In these circum
stances, and since the hearing was held when conditions were un-

ell The nature and outcome of this bearing of October :z6. 1922. are described in 
B<nrds 0' ChiaJgo U.io. SI4litnJ Co., 86 I.C.C. 529 (1924), 

.""AI • general rule," it was added. ··each railroad company has a firm or 
bankers upon which it depends regularly and uniformly for fi.na.nciaJ. advice. and in 
issuing ICCUI'ities it deal. with no other. The two concerns which do most of this rail
road 6naIu:ing are J, P. Morgan Ie Company and Kuhn, Loeb Ie Company." Ibid., 
po 531 • 

.. , Mon: concretely: "Summarizing the view, it was argued that railroad securities 
are quite difIUen. Iiom oec:uritia, auch as State and mnnicipal bonds, which are ",Id 
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favorable to experimentation-"at a time when the roads were recov
ering from a period of traffic depression and when more than normal 
uncertainty surrounded the marketing of their securities"-the Com
mission concluded that it was "unwise then to attempt to require any 
plan of competitive bidding, and felt that the public interest could be 
sufficiently protected for the time being by fixing _ _ • minimum 
prices consistent with market conditions below which the securities 
should not be sold.'''ss 

By March, 1924> however, in the very proceeding in which the 
initial disposition of the matter was thus surveyed, Division 4 de
clared that "while the arguments advanced in favor of present prac
tice have force as applied to carriers of more or less uncertain financial 
status, they have less force in the case of carriers of assured earning 
power and favorable financial structure"; and, because in the instant 
proceeding authority was sought by a terminal company which 
owned lands in the heart of Chicago and was controlled by four large 
railroads which undertook to guarantee the bonds in question, it saw 
"no good reason why the applicant • • • should deal with a single 
financial house," selling the securities at the proposed price of not 

on competitive bids. There arc innumerable and wide variations in the kind and 
quality of railroad securities, dependent upon the earning power of the particular 
company, the relation between its stock and funded debt, the character of its outstand. 
ing mortgages, and similar factors. Expert advice in marketing such securities. resting 
upon intimate knowledge of the railroad's financial structure and of the likes and 
dislikes of investors is said to be necessary. The credit of a railroad is dependent upon 
the success with which it meets in selling its securities. Failure may work irreparable 
injury to credit, and in this respect: a contrast is drawn between a railroad company 
and a State or a municipality. The continual fluctUations in marker: conditions often 
make time a most important element in the we of securities. Competitive bidding it 
a process which consumes time, involving delay which may, under certain conditions, 
prove hazardous. Suess was laid upon the fact that it is necessary to disuibute securi· 
ties much more widely than was once the casc. Sales to investors in large bloch ate 
said to be rare and instead railroad securities are now sold in small loti to small in· 
vestors scattered allover the counuy. The experience and organization which a large 
banking house favorably known to investors provides. is deemed necessary to such 
distribution.. To guard against speculative attacks, it is said to be important that the 
announcement that securities have been underwritte.o. should be made public Jimul. 
taneously with the announcement of the proposed issue. Thil would be impossible if 
competitive bids were procured. Moreover, carriers deem it an advantage in timcI of 
financial suess or dullness to have the advice and fllpporr of • IUODg banking con· 
cern with intimate knowledge of their af&irs, an advantage which can only be gained 
by regular banking connections:· fbili •• pp. 53'-53>. 

488 lbiJ., p. 532. 
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less than 86,5 per cent of par, and accordingly conditioned its au
thorization upon their being sold "to the highest bidder after public 
advertisement for competitive bids ...... But before the end of the year 
this order was so modified as to authorize the sale of the bonds at not 
less than 92 ra, approximately the current market quotation, which 
was deemed to be as good a price as that obtainable through the pro
cedure originally prescribed ..... A considerable time elapsed before 
the notice served upon the carriers and their bankers that competitive 
bidding might be required in appropriate situations was translated 
into orders effectuating this policy, and even then their incidence was 
restricted to equipment obligations. ... In the interim the Commission 
was content to note with satisfaction the voluntary resort of some of 
the carriers to competitive bidding in the marketing of such obliga
tions, and to point out the appropriateness of that method of sale for 
this type of financing. Thus, in authorizing the assumption of lia
bility with respect to $12,000,000 of Norfolk & \v estern equipment
trust certificates the sale of which had been arranged as a result of 
advertising for competitive bids, the action of the carrier was com
mended and the hope expressed that "its example may be followed 
by others."'" And in authorizing the assumption of liability with 
respect to $3>000,000 of Union Pacific equipment-trust certificates, to 
be sold to Kuhn, Loeb & Company without securing bids from other 
houses, at a price which, judged by market conditions, was deemed 
favorable to the carrier, the occasion was utilized to emphasize the 
possibilities and advantages of competitive bidding in the marketing 

••• BONII of ClUetlfO U.i"" SI<ttio. Co., 86 LC.C. 529, 53>-533 ('924). This ruI· 
ing applied only'" the sale of an authorized iJsue of $850,000 of seriea·A hondo. With 
... pect '" the application ror authority '" iJsue and .. II $70000,000 of seriea·B bonds, 
involving a marketing arrangement already completed for sale at 94.75. Division 4 
said: "In mw of the fila that the applicmt prior lD our docision herein has sold, sub
ject to our approval, 57tooo,ooo of the aeri.es-B bonds at a price which we believe not 
lD be UDre2SOnable, and which bonds have in turn been offered by the hanken lD the 
public at a reasonable price, we will DOt in thiI case compel the applicant to secure 
competitive bido ror that block of bondo." 

... 941.C.C. '77 ('92 4) • 

... For • very abl. and mmpreberuive anaIysiJ of the charactu of th ... IOCUrities 
and their legal otatus, ICC Kenoeth Duocan, Equip ..... Obli,lIIitnu ('924). For the 
Commission', fint determination imposing the requirement of competitive bidding in 
the markeling of equipment·trust a:rtifica ....... w • ...,." Mtrjl .. d Equipm.", TnuI, 
,"I.C.C. 434 ('926) • 

... Norfolk & W ......... Equipment TnuI, 192.fo 86 I.C.C. 553. 554 ('924). 
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of equipment obligations: "The method which the applicant proposes 
to follow in the sale of these securities calls attention again to the 
question as to whether carriers should endeavor to sell securities or 
certain classes of securities after something in the nature of a general 
invitation for bids, rather than to a particular banking house or dis
tributor with which the carrier has established a continuing fiscal re
lation .... Small issues of bonds or equipment certificates might be 
handled in the open market and by independent bidding when such 
method would be inappropriate for large issues or securities of a dif
ferent class. Equipment-trust obligations enjoy certain characteristics 
which make for stability in an exceptional degree. They enjoy direct 
lien on equipment purchased with the investors' money and find 
ready market among individuals and institutions which desire securi
ties of particular maturities. They are not involved with other exist
ing issues and do not require the determination of seniorities on ac
count of prior mortgages. Rolling stock is usable not only on the lines 
of the particular railway purchasing it, but if need be, it finds use on 
other lines. There is litde doubt but that any carrier of good credit 
can sell an issue amounting to several million dollars of equipment
trust certificates at desirable prices. Such ~tificat<;S it would appear 
could frequendy be sold direct in large blocks to important institu
tions. • • • One of the unfortunate impressions regarding the rail
roads at the present time is that they are unduly dependent upon 
financial institutions upon which they have been in the habit of rely
ing. Anything that would result in removing this stigma, whether 
deserved or undeserved, would be a beneficial step for the carriers, 
the banking houses, and the public. It seems desirable that equipment
trust certificates in particular should receive consideration in this con
nection and that the carriers should give serious thought to the 
marketing of these, and perhaps other securities, on a competitive 
basis ...... 

Despite these pronouncements the Commission showed itself re
luctant to require competitive bidding, even in the sale of equip
ment obligations, and continued for a period of more than two years 
merely to prescribe minimum prices .... This attitude produced sharp 

... u.;",. PM:i{jc Equip .... , Tnut. s ... " D. 86 I.C.C. 612. 61~15 (1924) • 

... Sec New York Ce_1II li .. , Equipment Tnut of 192,. 99 I.C.C. 131 (1925); 
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conllicts of judgment within its ranks. As in other aspects of the fidd 
of financial control, Commissioner Eastman was the chief proponent 
of the proposed policy, and Commissioner Woodlock was the princi
pal supporter of existing practice. Commissioner Eastman directed 
attention to the virtual monopoly which prevailed in the marketing 
of railroad securities, and he argued that at least as far as equipment
trust certificates are concerned competitive bidding would provide 
the best evidence of the reasonableness of the prices at which they 
are sold;'" Commissioner Woodlock took the position that the in
stitution of such a "reform" in financial practice was beyond the 
scope of the Commission's authority, and he contended that no re-

Nortloem Pacifie Equipment Tnul 0/ 19'5, 99 I.C.C •• 64 ('925); ClUeago, Milwaukee 
6- St. PIIUl Equipment TrIISI, 99 I.C.C. 68. ('925); Pennsyl.onia R. R. General Equip
ment TtwSI, III LC.C. 241 (192.6) . 

• 111 Sec his dissenting opinions in New York Cmtf'1l1 unes Equipmen' Tf'fIII of 
1925. ruprll, at pp. 124-125, and Northern plJl:ific Equip,.NJI Trust of 1925. supra, 
at pp. 166-167. His position is lummarized by the following declarations from his 
dissenting opinion in Pennsyl • .,.;" R. R. General Equipment Trust, supra, at pp. 244-
246: "In previous cases I have had occasion to refer to prevailing practiCCI in the 
marketing of railroad 1CCUrities. In the purchase of equipment the usual practice of 
railroad companies is to secure competitive prices from car and locomotive companies 
of recognized standing, and the laDle practice is ordinatily fullowed in the purchase of 
supplies and other items of property. There arc exceptions, but that is the general rule. 
When it comes to the sale of thelt own securities, however, railroad companies follow 
qui~ a different policy. They throw eompetition into the discard and grant monopo
lies to partkular banking howes. Ordinarily this monopoly is eonferred upon either 
Kuhn, Loeb " Company or J. P. Morgan & Company. There are exceptions. but they 
prove the rule. . . . Such study and thought as I have been able to give to the ques
tion, utilizing various sources of information, have brought mc to the conclwioD that 
prevailing practices in the marketing of railroad securities arc in many respects un
lOuod and unhealthy. I am ~mp~ to say that the preference of monopoly to eom
petition is un-American, but refrain because of the widespread abuse of that word. 
I have been willing, however, that the change to better practices should be a process 
of evolution rather than revolution, and t1ierefore have been content for the present to 
advocate a resort to IOII\e form of competition, in place of monopoly, only in the case 
of tueh comparatively standardized forms of railroad securities of assured investment 
standing u cquipmcnHrust notes and certain classes of guaranteed terminal bonds. 
There is, in my judgment, clearly no good reason why the marketing of such securi
ties, at least, should be monopolized .... We are entitled, and the public is entitled, 
to the best evidence that can be presented that maximum prices are being obtainecL 
and that evidence iJ DOt being pzodueed. Such eviclcnce will ooly be before w when 
we know the prices that more than one, and preferably several. possible purchascn of 
recognized standing arc willing to pay. In such cases I bclkve we arc fully justified in 
presenting these alternatives to the applicant: (1) Sale to its chosen purchaser at a 
minimum price closely approximating the market level; or (2) if applicant is un
willing to adopt ouch an al .... native. sale to the highest qualified bidder or .... eompeti
tive bids have been publicly advertised for and received." 
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duction in capital costs would result from the requirement of com
petitive bidding.··· But the case for competitive bidding, as applied 
to the sale of equipment obligations, finally prevailed. When, in June, 
1926, Division 4 authorized the assumption of liability with respect 
to $2,278,000 of Western Maryland equipment-trust certificates which 
were sold to the highest of eight bidders, it generalized the method of 

698 Note the following from his concurring opinions: "When Congress passed the 
transportation act in 1920 it elected to rely upon private management and private 
capital for an adequate railroad transportation system. It was under no compulsion to 
do so. Government was, in fact, in control of the railroads, and it would have been an 
easy thing, had Congress wished it, to complete and perpetuate that control. Instead 
of doing this) Congress, after prolonged deliberation, provided by elaborate legisla. 
tion for a reNrn of the railroads to management by their owner.. It is clearly the 
spirit of that legislation that owner~managernent sball have free play within the limiu 
implied in the words 'honest, efficient, and economical' as wed in section 153. We 
have no right in the exercise of our regulatory powers to use the letter of the law in 
such a manner as to nullify its spirit. . • • It does not appear that there u anything 
in the letter of the law (and there is certainly nothing in its spirit) which requires us 
to invade the domain of management with the object of accomplishing a 'reform,' as 
such, of banking methods. We are concerned, under section 20a, mainly to lee that 
railroad capital shall be economically raised. and that it shall not be wasted after it is 
raised. We have no right morally (and I think we have no right legally) to interfere 
with Management on any other grounds or for any other purpose, so tar 31 JCCUrity 
issues are concerned. • • • & matters stand at present I have .trong doubts that any 
system of public 'competitive bidding' would produce capital more cheaply to the 
railroads than the method which has been generally fonowed up to date. Between such 
a system, however, and the system commonly in u~ whereby carriers have dealt with 
their own bankers, middle ground has been tentatively occupied in several talCt. The 
carrier has invited bids from several banking houses for the securities that it wishes to 
sell, and has sold them to the highest bidder •••• Carrier. themselves have taken the 
initiative in the experiment and it is quite certain that if the experiment maU. as secnu 
likely, prove successful. the method will come into common usc. It i. infinitely better 
that results come in this way than from the exercise of the powers possessed-if' it does 
possess them-by this commissioo." C"iazgo~ M;IUlQUk~e ~ St. Paul Equ;pmmt TffUI, 
IUprll~ at pp. 689-691. "In passing upon security issues by railroads, I conceive our 
main duty to be that of securing the lowest possible cost of capital to the iuuing com
pany. Whatever method of security sales will produce thaf result is. I lake if, the 
method which should be approved by us. It is no part of our business under the law 
from which we derive our powers and responsibilities to underuke to regulate the 
distribution of railroad business among banking firms in the financial district, save in 
10 far as such regulation may be clearly necessary to the main purpose in view. If there 
is any business in the world more highly competitive than the banking businesa: in 
New York, I am unable at thit moment to think of it. It is the essence of competition 
that somebody is successful as against somebody elJc. It is inevitably the rCJUlt of com
petition thar: some arc more continuously successful and upon a larger scale than others. 
Success of this son does Dot necessarily imply un6.imeu on the pan of a rucccssfuI 
competitor, nor is the unsuc:ccssful competitor ncces.sarily the victim of injUJtic.e. Not 
merely have we no warrant under the lawai it stands for an attempt to hinder such 
a process of competition or to interfere with the results. but to make such an 
attempt would be to tun counter to the spirit and the principle upon which bwiDcss 
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sale pursued in that proceeding into a requirement of competitive 
bidding .... Impressed by the advantages of competitive marketing 
of equipment obligations, particularly from the standpoint of cost to 
the carrier, it declared: "Recent experience in connection with the 
sale of equipment-trust certificates leads us to believe that conditions 
in the investment market are, and at least for some time to come are 
likely to be, such that railroad companies raising capital in this way 
may now profitably adopt a policy of offering such securities to pub
lic competitive bidding after the manner in which State, county, and 
municipal securities are commonly sold.'''·· 

An examination of the Commission's application of the policy of 
competitive bidding, as thus introduced in I~, discloses that pri
mary emphasis has been placed upon the achievement of possible re
ductions in costs, and that sufficient flexibility has characterized the 

generally is conducted in this country. Whenever i. ahalI clt.rly appear that competi
tion is unfairly restricted in such a way as to involve a greater cost of money to the 
carriers issuing securities, or whenever it shall clearly appear that better results to £he 
carrieR will come from the imposition of a radical change upon issuing methods. then 
it will be our duty to give effect 50 far as lies in our power to the necessary changes. 
It is because I am not convinced that, taking the investment market as a whole, with 
all itJ Ducroations and changes in conditions of supply and demand, a radical change 
in methods would give cheaper money to the carriers, that I am opposed to any attcmpu 
ID imJlO'C such change at the p=cn. time ... Penosyl.anitJ R. R. Gmera/ Eqoipmml 
Trast, tupr4, at pp. 243-244-

feT WeSIerrJ MarylantI Equipmen, Trust, IIlI.C.C. 434 (1926). This determination 
was made without dissent, although CoJJUJ1ilsioncr Woodlock sat in the case. 

o'lbitl., p. 436. The reasom in suppon of this declaration of policy were sum· 
DWizcd 31 follows! "I. These lCCW'ities are of virtually uniform character, they enjoy 
• high degree of safety OJ 10 payment of principal and in ........ and the price. that 
they bring are very largely determined by interest ra ... curren. for the best class of 
security. The relative finao.cia1 strength of the issuing carriers has ceased. to be an im .. 
portant 6.ctOl in determination of price. :1. While it if probably true that in former days 
equipmenHrust securities were largely taken by invCltment inStitutioDl, such as in· 
I\U8I1CC companies, 18viDgs ~ etc., it is evident that they arc now growing in 
favor with individual investors who have at times, of late. been willing to pay more 
fot them than these institutions. 3. The investment market as a whole has grown very 
gready in size in the years following the war. It DOW absorbs annually some billions of 
securities other than those of railroads. While it is true that industries other than rail· 
roads have taken and are taking by far the larges. part of the new capital. i. is also 
true that there is an ever.growing demand for securitieo of the best cl .... in which rail· 
road equipment ..... 11 occupy a prominent place. I. seem. ID us that the sale of these 
by public competitive bidding will tend ID widen their market and thu. produce capital 
more cheaply fot the itsuing railroads." But the new requirement was expressly reO' 
IIricted to equipment· ...... c:ertifu:a .... and ill applicability ID olhcr type1 of railroad 
securitios wu left open fOr fu ...... determination: "We proJlO'C fOr the p=cnt no 
change of oeUing methodJ in the case of olhcr railroad securitieo and are lWly mindlUl 
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record of performance to meet the distinctive demands of special 
circumstances. A few illustrations will suffice. In authorizing the as
sumption of liability with respect to $4,665,000 of lllinois Central 
equipment.trust certificates, Division 4 declined to approve the sale of 
these securities to Kuhn, Loeb & Company at 9843 as arranged, and 
ordered instead that they be sold either at 99.517, the prevailing mar· 
ket price, or at the highest obtainable price under competitive bid· 
ding, provided it was not less than the 98,43 originally offered by the 
applicant's bankers.· .. This prescription of terms in the alternative 
has served as the usual pattern in cases in which the propriety of re
sort to competitive bidding has been questioned. It is not designed or 
necessarily calculated to disrupt long-established banking relation-

of the considerations so frequently and forcefully urged in favor of the ordinarily exist· 
ing relation of banker and railroad, and of the advantages to the latter which many 
believe result from a proper conduct of that relation by both partie. thereto. We are 
concerned with the sale and distribution of railroad securities from the point of view 
of economy in the cost of capital to the railroads, to the end that the total burden of 
transportation shall be no larger than is absolutely necessary. It u our opinion, how· 
ever, that the sale of equipment-trust certificates by public competitive bidding will be 
effective in so widening the market for these securities as to assist in the effective and 
economic financing of railroadt by means of other securities. . . . Whether in the 
course of time it may come about that classes of railroad securities other than equip
ment trusts shall be susceptible of the same method of sale with economical results is 
a question that need not now be considered." Ihid., pp. 436-437. This position as to 
other types of securities was affirmed in Bondi of P., o. & D. R. R., 124 I.C.c. 31S, 
316-317 (1927). With respect to the disposition of equipment,trust certificates, it was 
provided that the procedure for competitive bidding established for transaction. Ill),. 
ject to section 10 of the Qayton Act be followed. See Regulations &llZlive to Bids of 
C""';"'s. 56 I.C.c' 847 (.g20). 

f,D9Illinois Centnd Equipment Trust, u71.C.C. IS (1926). [n reply to the cooten .. 
lions of the applicant that it was to its best interest to seD the certificates to iu regular 
bankers, and that the price offered was fair and advantageous and as high as could 
reasonably be expected frorn a responsible purchaser who planned to distribute them 
to permanent investors on fair terms, Division 4 declared: "We are not convinc:cd that 
the method proposed by the applicant for marketing the certificates is in the best: 
interest of either the applicant or the public. Our view. as to the advantages of com· 
pelitive bidding as a method of marketing such certificatet are set forth in our report 
in Westn71: M.-yland Equipment Trrut, u I I.C.C. 434, decided June 23, 1926. In a 
recent application . . . equipmeoNrust certificates bearing the Arne rate of divi .. 
dends and maturing in the same number of installments as thOte covered by the in .. 
stant application had been offered for sale through competitive bidding, and as a re.
sult a price of 99.511 was realized. We will authorize the sale of thete c:ertific:ares at 
not less than 99.S17 per cent of par and accrued dividends ... or the applicant may 
offer them for sale through competitive bidding . . . such sale to be made to the 
highes. bidder. bu. a. not 1 ... than 98.43 and accrued dividencb" (p. '7). The price 
of 99.5'7 was the highest of nine bid. which bod been accepted and approved in C. of 
N.J. Equipmm' Cmifi<IIU'.'" I.c'c' 675 ('9:06). 
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ships; it is only utilized as a means of determining reasonable prices, 
with protection of the carrier agaiust unduly depressed bids, and 
there is notbiug to prevent the applicant's customary bankiug house 
from obtaiuiug the busiuess if it is willing to offer terms as advan
tageous as those which can be secured elsewhere. Furthermore, the 
requirement of competitive biddiug has been relaxed somewhat 
when peculiar conditions have appeared to justifY modification of the 
general rule. Thus, the disposition of a small issue at private sale was 
approved where the terms were found to be reasonably favorable to 
the issuiug carrier;'" and where bids had been iuvited from but four 
groups of bankers, which were advised that the applicant "desired to 
conserve its cash and wished to have bids made on a basis which 
would accomplish that result," the sale at the most advantageous price 
was approved, despite the absence of public competitive bidding.'" 
Indeed, the issuing carriers have frequently beep permitted to solicit 
bids from banking houses selected by themselves, as a means of 
assuriug responsible offers, provided only those approached were 
deemed to be sufficiently representative to furnish the necessary ele
ment of competition.'" But the mere failure to receive acceptable bids 
has been held not to justifY relinquishment of the method of competi
tive biddiug and substitution therefor of the method of private sale. 
Thus, where bids had been iuvited from forty banking houses, 
where but a single bid was actually received, where this bid was 

100 In authorizing the assumption of liability with respect to $356,000 DC Erie 
cquipmcnHrust certificates, Division 4 said: "The applicant proposes to sell the cecti6~ 
cates to Drexel " Company . . . at 98 per cent oC par and accrued dividends, at 
which price the annual cost to the applicant will be apptoximately 4.83 per Clent. In 
view of the small amount of the securities involved in the present application and of 
the fact that the banker, purchasing the sec:uritiel agree to bear the COlt of counsel and 
austces' fees connected with the issue, it is unnecessary in our opinion to require com
petitive bidding in this case." Eri. R. R. Equipm ... , Trust, In I.C.C. 667. 668 (19.6). 

101 S~Ilho.,.tl Air Une Equipmem Trud, 117 I.C.C. 193 (1926), in which authority 
was granted to assume liability with respect to $n,336.000 of certificates, of which 
19.060,000 of first~lien 4 ~ per cent obligations were to be sold at 95 % and $2,276,000 
or aecond~1ien 5% pet cent obligations were to be &Old at 97. Approval was given for 
the sal. of th ... c:ertificates at DOt I ... thm the ahove prices to Dillon, Read lit Com
pany u constituting the most advantageous tender made from the standpoint of the 
applicant. 

00. See. for example: N. Y., N. H. b H. Equipmm' Tru". 117 I.C.C. 365. 367 
(19.6); Mobil. b Ohio Equipm.n' Trust. 117 I.C.C. 6", 6» (19'7). In suth cir· 
cumstances. although there is no public advertising for competitive bids, authority is 
granted to .. II at the highest otT.,. 
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deemed excessive and hence rejected, and where an agreement was 
then reached with Kuhn, Loeb & Company for sale of the certificates 
at a somewhat higher price, but below that apparently prevailing in 
the market, the authority granted was conditioned upon resubmis
sion of the issue to competitive bidding ... • The position of the Com
mission, as expressed by Division", appears from the following: "Our 
views as to the advantages of competitive bidding are set forth in our 
report in Western Maryland Equipment Trust . ••• Since the date 
of that report, except in a few cases where we felt that the facts justi
fied other disposition, we have required that carriers requesting au
thority to assume obligation and liability in respect of equipment 
obligations offer them for sale at competitive bidding. • . • Certain 
developments in the financial situation during the past few months 
have narrowed the investment market, with a resulting increase in 
rates on long-term securities, including equipment obligations. We 
feel, however, that this condition does not warrant a change in our 
policy with respect to the disposition of equipment obligations. More
over, we are of the opinion that we should do nothing that would 
tend to discredit the method of disposing of equipment obligations 
that has been employed with success for the last two years or that 
would result in the withdrawal of the support of the investment 
houses that have participated in the sale of such securities. We can 
hardly expect bankers to continue to submit tenders for equipment 
obligations in invitation from carriers if the carriers may reject all 
bids and after thus testing the investment market place the obligations 
privately. We are of the opinion that if the offers received for the 
equipment obligations are not satisfactory the carriers should again 
call for tenders and accept the most favorable bid or should reject all 
bids and resort to temporary financing until there is such an improve
ment in the investment market as will enable a sale to be made on 
satisfactory terms. In accordance with these views, authority to assume 
obligation and liability in respect of the certificates under considera-

.oa Chic., •• S,. P., M. & O. Ry. C •• Equipmm' TnuI, 145 I.C.C. 444 (19.8). The 
lingle bid received. lpecified a price of 98.815. involving aD avcr.llgc annual coat to 
the applicant of 5.0075 per cent; the agreement with Kuhn, Locb .. Company called 
for a price of 99.42. involving an average annual COil to the applicant of 4·87, pet 
CCDt; early in 1928 equipment obligatiom had been sold in some instances at prices 
which involved a cost to the carriers as low as 4.23 per cent. 
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tion will be granted upon condition that the certificates again be of.. 
feredforsale at competitive bidding and sold to the highest bidder ... ..,. 

That the requirement of competitive bidding in the sale of equip
ment-trust certificates has proved advantageous to the carriers ap
pears to be clearly established by its effect upon the spread between 
the prices paid by bankers for these obligations and the prices at which 
they have been sold to the investing public.OOII This spread, computed 
as a weighted average, which stood at $1.80 per $100 in 1925, prior to 
the inauguration of competitive bidding, declined to $147 in 1926, 
during the last six months of which competitive bidding was first 
required, fell sharply to $0.66 and $0.64 in 1927 and 1928, and while 
rising to $0.89 and $0.78 in 1929 and 1930, declined once more to a low 
point of $043 during the first six months of 1931; and not only was 
this spread, reflecting marketing costs, much smaller for equipment 
obligations than for bonds throughout the periop, but its decline was 
conspicuously more marked for the former than for the latter.'" De
spite this rather conclusive evidence of the merits of competitive bid
ding as applied to standardized equipment obligations, the Commis
sion has continued to recognize the advantages to the carriers of rely
ing upon their regular banking connections for the marketing of 

10' lbitJ .• pp. 445-446. For the view that the Commission', requirement of com .. 
petitive bidding in the marketing of equipment obligations iI a mistaken policy, see 
John H. Frederick, "Federal Regulation of Railway Securities under the Transporta
tion Act of .gao," ,fHlNlal of Politieal Economy. vol. 37 (April, .g.g), pp •• 75 ..... 0 .. 

197. Pierpont V. Davit, ''The Effect of Railroad Consolidations on Railroad Securities:" 
~ed;"gl of A.catlemy of Political Science. vol. 13 (June, 1929). pp. 24-32, 30. 

Boa Por the relevant data, to be noted presently, see A.nnu4ll Reporu: 1928, p. 12.; 
1929. pp. Io-Uj 1930, p. II; 1931, pp.9"""IO. 

aoe In the c::uc of bonds the corresponding 6gucCf. of spread in price to the banker. 
and to the public, beginning in 1925. were $2.95, $2.62, $2.60, $2.33, $2.46, $2.43, 
and $2.31. Prior to 1925 the figures of absolute spread for both types of securities were 
IUbstantially higher. and the differences in .pread as between equipment obligations 
and bonds were considerably smaller. These figure., in the case of equipment obliga .. 
tiom, were SI.91 for 1920 (seven months), S2.29 for 1921, $2.33 for 1922, $2.33 for 
1923. and $1.86 for 1924; and in the case of bonds, $3.47 for 1920 (seven months). 
~&_~&_~&_~~&_~_the~ 
fUll year of the operation of the method of competitive bidding, the .pread of $0.66 
& equipne.nt obligotions was approximately '5 per c:cnt of the spread of $ •. 60 for 
bonda. as against au. average of about 54 per ant during the preceding ICVCD year.; 
and during the first lis months of '93', thela ... t period & whith data are available, 
the spread of $0.43 & equipment obligationa was 1 ... than .g per c:eJlt of the sp'ead 
of $2.3' f"" bondJ, as against a high of almost 83 per cent in '923 ($2.33 f"" equip
ment obligotioDl and $2.81 for bo.ods). 
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complex securities the terms of sale of which are dependent upon 
individualized credit and other distinctive factors, and hence it has 
not insisted upon the extension of the competitive method to the 
disposition of all high-grade offerings .... In at least one instance, by 
way of reversion to the policy which it had tentatively adopted as 
early as 1924,'08 .it has required competitive bidding in the marketing 
of guaranteed terminal bonds,1I09 but it has not yielded to representa
tions that this method be applied under other circumstances,"'o In 
view of the fairly steady decline of marketing costs for the bond cate
gory as a whole, the mere establishment of minimum prices for these 
securities has been deemed to provide adequate protection of the pub
lic interest in the matter of capital costs, It may well be, furthermore, 

80T In W~stwn Maryland Equipment Trust. III I.C.C. 434. 436-431 (1926), it was 
intimated that futuce consideration might lead to the adoption of the policy of com~ 
pctitive bidding in connection with the marketing of railroad securities other than 
equipment trusts. 

G08 Bonas of Chicago Union St4Jio" Co .• 861.C.C. 529 (1924), which was so modi
fied in 94 I.C.C. 177 (1924) as to remove the requirement of competitive bidding. 

G09/n(/ianapolu Union Ry. Co. BondI. 166 I.e.c. 723 (1930). In this proceeding 
authority was granted to the applicant to issue $1,000,000 of refunding and improve
ment mortgage bonds. with respect to which the Pennsylvania, the New York Cen
tral, and the Big Four were authorized in the same proceeding to assume liability u 
guarantors and otherwise. OD condition that the bonds be sold through the method of 
competitive bidding. By way of support for this deu:rmination Division 4 said: "The 
mortgage bonds of a terminal railroad company. guaranteed as to the payment of 
principal and interest by several strong trunk-line carriers controlling the former. and 
using its facilities, are a c1ass of investment securities comparable in many respects 
with equipmenHrust certificates. Current quotations for bonds of the Chicago Union 
Station Company. the Oevelaod Union Terminal Company. and the C'mcinnati Union 
Terminal Company. as well as for the bonds of the Indianapolis Union. indicate that 
the bonds of these terminal companies stand high in the fliIIilroad-bond market. We 
are of opinion that the proposed bonds of the Indianapolis Union constitute a clas. of 
security that may be marketed through competitive bidding as easily and as advan
tageously IS equipment-trust certificates. Our order herein wilt require that they be 
oif.red for sale at competitive bidding and .,Id tD the highest bidder , , ," (p. 727), 

110 See the dissenting opinion of Commissioner Eastman in Control of Louititnul & 
A. Ry. Co., 150 I.C.C. 477. 49J-493 (1929), in which he argued. among other things, 
that the $12.000,000 of first-mortgage bonds luthorized for the acquisition of control 
there involved be sold under competitive bidding. at a minimum price of $10,000.000. 
instead of being sold to a syndicate It In agreed price of $10,000.000. despite the 
absence of convincing evidence as to the real value of the bonds. ''Under sucb a piau 
as this, H he concluded, "if there were DO bid. for the bonds """pt from the syndi. 
cate. or if its bids were the best, the syndicate would be permitted to buy the bonds at 
the same price and pay for them in the same manner as DOW' propo-=d; but we would 
6nd out by actual test whemer or nor the proposed term. are just and reasonable, and 
the possibility wbich now exists that the syndicate may profit un&irly at the cspcne 
of the carrier whic:h it coDtrol. would he eliminated" (p, 493), 
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that this dccline is partially attributable to the requirement of com
petitive bidding in the sale of equipment obligations-that is, a re
sponse arising sympathetically because of the possibility of further 
revision of prevailing practice; the fact that the door was plainly left 
open for a more comprehensive attack upon the maintenance of mo
nopolistic marketing conditions has been calculated to exert a chas
tening influence and to render actual intervention, particularly under 
the precarious credit circumstances of the depression years, unneces
sary as well as inexpedient. The Commission has thus been alert to 
safeguard the interests of the carriers and the public in the terms and 
conditions of security offerings, but without unjustifiable invasion of 
the domain of management. 

Reorganization E%p~tlients 

Since railroad reorganizations invariably require the issuance of 
new securities, and since railroad securities may not be issued with
out authorization, the Commission is enabled to investigate the reor
ganization expedients employed and to exert some influence upon the 
character of the resulting financial adjustments. At first glance it 
might appear that in connection with the reorganization process, 
when entire capital structures are subject to revision, exceptional op
portunities would be presented for molding financial arrangements in 
the public interest; in point of fact, as will appear in due course, free
dom of regulatory action has been severely circumscribed by the pro
cedures commonly pursued in effecting reorganizations and by the 
pressures of expediency which have resulted therefrom. The reor
ganization cases provide much striking evidence of the difficulties 
encountered by the Commission in seeking to develop and apply 
sound administrative policies with respect to extent of capitalization, 
types of securities, and terms and conditions of issue, despite the ap
parent leverage furnished by past financial embarrassment and the 
recognized need of reasonably assured relief for the future. Under the 
circumstances thus disclosed sharp differences of opinion have 
emerged among members of the Commission concerning the dispo
sition of particular proceedings, as well as a common dissatisfaction, 
frequendy expressed, with prevailing reorganization practice; and 
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this dissatisfaction, coupled with the impact of the emergency condi
tions created by the depression, resulted in the enactment early in 
1933 of significant statutory provisions bearing upon the reorganiza
tion of railroads. While the principal financial problems with which 
the Commission is concerned in reorganizations, as in connection 
with normal capital operations, cluster about the amounts and kinds 
of securities to be issued and the terms of their disposition, the dis
tinctive circumstances surrounding reorganization controversies, the 
conflicts of judgment which have characterized their settlement, and 
the procedural anomalies which have often inhibited sound results 
and finally led to the recent legislative enactments must receive spe
cial attention. But it is not essential to this purpose that the problem 
of reorganization be dealt with in all its many aspects, or that the 
numerous railroad reorganizations which have been effectuated since 
~920 be fully analyzed and separately appraised. Extended considera
tion of the intricate questions of corporation finance which bear upon 
equitable dealing as between different groups of investors and of the 
issues raised by the dominance in reorganizations of the banking and 
management interests of the ill-fated corporations would carry us far 
beyond the scope of this study; since our concern is centered upon 
the character of the Commission's performance in the special sphere 
of security regulation as it affects the public interest in transportation, 
however unwisely this sphere may have been delimited as a practical 
matter by the traditional procedures of the reorganization process, we 
shall attempt primarily to discover and evaluate its major policies in 
reorganization cases from the standpoint of their relationship to the 
capital structures approved for the successor corporations. 

Until very recently the Commission's relationship to reorganiza
tions was a distinctly subordinate one, and its record of performance 
can be soundly appraised only in terms of its restricted functions. 
Both the initiation of receivership proceedings and the development 
of plans for rehabilitation of distressed carriers were pursued in com
plete independence of the Commission. The procedure, in brief, was 
this: receivers to operate the property during insolvency were gener
ally appointed upon petition of those in control, and supervision of 
the receivership administration was vested in the federal judge ap
pointing the receivers; the security holders' committees and reorgani-
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zation managers created to work out expedients of rehabilitation 
were usually selected by the interests which initiated the receivership 
and comprised overlapping membership; these committees and man
agers obtained through deposit agreements and other contractual ar
rangements the necessary power to formulate a reorganization plan 
and put it into effect; the judge in charge of the receivership held 
hearings with reference to the propriety of the plan developed and 
agreed upon by the committees and managers, and on approval by 
him, after a judicial sale of the property had been made to provide a 
basis for determining the rights of non-assenting security holders. the 
reorganization was effectuated through the; issuance of securities in 
the new corporation in amounts and kinds and on terms and condi
tions stipulated in the accepted plan, provided approval of the Com
mission was obtained for the issuance of these securities. Only at this 
stage did the Commission generally assume jurisdiction. The detailed 
arrangements of reorganizations. including the ;elative treatment ac
corded to the various parties in interest, were thus worked out under 
the aegis of the courts; the determinations of the Commission served 
primarily, as in all finance applications, to establish whether the new 
capital structures were in the public interest. These procedural proc
esses have had a twofold consequence of importance: first, the Com
mission has generally been disinclined to concern itself with the equi
ties of the settlement as between the different types of creditors and 
investors of the old company. reliance for the achievement of sub
stantial justice being placed upon the safeguards provided by the 
courts; and second, in view of the fact that the plans placed before it 
were the outcome of a long process of negotiation and compromise. 
the Commission has shrunk from outright rejection of the matured 
proposals, contenting itself, even where it has indulged in severe criti
cism of some of their features, with the requirement of relatively 
minor changes in the resulting set-up. The effect of this approach has 
been to restrict its freedom of action even in matters of security regu
lation as such. In the main, where the proposed plan was accepted by 
the security holders and approved by the court. authorization for the 
issuance of securities has been rather readily forthcoming, provided 
only that the projected capital structure did not violate unduly the 
general standards of soundness which had been developed in the 
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field of financial control. In its consideration of reorganization ex. 
pedients the Commission has been basically concerned with prevent
ing, as far as possible, a recurrence of the conditions which had 
produced financial embarrassment or insolvency, and since these diffi.. 
culties have generally been related to impaired credit resulting from 
excessive amounts of securities, and particularly to inability to meet 
fixed charges on overloads of indebtedness, the effects of the proposals 
along these lines have received primary attention; but the Commis
sion's hesitancy to disturb the integrated plans which had been Ia· 
boriously developed, coupled with its eagerness to prevent undue pro
longation of receiverships, have led it for the most part to authorize 
the requested capital issues for the reorganized properties upon a 
showing that some measure of improvement would be effected in the 
volume of outstanding securities, or in the burden of fixed charges, 
or in both of these directions, and that the probable earning capacity 
of the new company would be reasonably adequate to meet its pro
jected obligations. The character of the applications of these guiding 
factors, as well as the nature of the departures from even such mini
mum requirements, will appear from the survey and analysis which 
follow. 

Most reorganizations have effectuated reductions in capitalization, 
and the Commission has often referred to the fact of such reduction 
by way of support for its authorization of the new securities. But 
there have been no uniform standards established for testing the pro
priety of the proposed capitalization, nor has there been strict adher
ence to such standards as have been employed from time to time.Ol1 
The simplest basis for a finding of improvement with reference to the 
volume of securities rests upon a comparison of the old and the new 

III In an early case, after DOting that .. the differences between the methods of re· 
organization have been so substantial as to suggest the inadvisabili~ of attempting at 
this time to define a general policy with respect to reorganizations," Division .. de· 
clared: '1t is probable that in the future. as in the past. each case of reorganization will 
have to be considered and disposed of on its own merits and in the light of its own 
conditions:' Missotni-KflIIsar-T~%1U horglUlizaJio". ,6 I.C.C. 84. 106 (J922). Note, 
also. the following: "Our decisions upon cases such as these shall not be taken as 
precedents for the reason that our findings in each case must necessarily be based upon 
the particular circumstances and facts presented therein, which may vary from cbote 
of every other case." S«uriti~s 0/ u.. Ry. ~ NIII. Co. of Tez., 99 I.e.c. 357. 358 
(1925). 
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capitalization, .,, but even on this basis increases in the aggregate of 
stocks and bonds bave occasionally been approved.·' • Since, further
more, this method of comparison disregards the absolute propriety of 
both the old and the new capitalization, other standards have received 
consideration, but also without conclusive or uniform effect. Perbaps 
the test most often invoked is that of investment-tbat is, the cost to 
the new company of the acquired capital assets.· .. The use of this 

... Sec, fOr example: Bonds, SI«ft, ",,4 Notes of Kansas, Olt.l""om. & Gulf R,., 
65 I.C.C. 672, 675 (1921); Set:urilies of ClUe_go & Easum Illinois R,., 67 I.C.C. 61, 
63-64 (1921): Secwities of Missorui-llli.ois R. R., 67 I.C.C. 651, 652 (1931): Se
<rI7ities of willUImspon & Nortb Br""d R,., 67 I.C.C. 766, 767 (1921): SI«~ of 
Tetlus"" & Nortb Coroli .. R,., 70 I.C.C. 96, 97 (1921); Securities of Fort Smi,b & 
Westml Ry., 70 I.C.C. 777, 780 (19:n); Securities of Mum""; & North Arl(tmStU Ry., 
11 I.C.e. 440, 4411 (19·22); Tennessee Ce"',,zl Securities, 1:1 I.C.C. 414, 419 (1922). 
Missouri·K.Jznstg-Tnas Reorgllllilltllion, 76 I.C.C. 84. 100 (1922); MislOuri-KmutU· 
Tertii R. R. of Tntll Reorgmmlllion,,6 LC.e. 651, 659 (1923); SecuriJies of M. S .• 
B. & P. Ry .• 19 I.C.C. 509. 5u (1923); kquisition of Line 6y Mj"nesolll WelltNJ, 
90 I.C.C. 637, 640 (1924). • 

III Thus in rnternfJliou-G1'eill Northern Reorganualion, 12 I.C.C. 122 (1922)~ 
the old capitalization of $36.960,977 was increased to $44.150,000, the larger capi
talization being deemed =sowle "when comp2Ud with the book ...... of the DeW 

company, aggregating ovet $47,406.847.15" (p. 730). 1Dcrea ... in capitalization, 
though relalively olight, were also authorized in D ..... & Rio Grande WellmJ Re
OI'gfllJUltztion. 8zl.C.C. 145, 159 (1923), go I.C.C. 141, 146-141 (1924), and in Chi
cago, MiI",aukee & SI. Paul Reargani:"lIio., 131 I.C.C. 673, 685 (1928). For aimiI., 
l'e5ults in connection with voluntary capital readjustments, see TezlU & Padfit: kaJ
junmetll, 861.C.C. 808, 8'3 (1924); W. N. Y. & P. Reotljuslmetll, 138 I.C.C. 235, 237 
(1928); SI. Louis·Srm Francisco Reotljuslm<nl, 138 I.C.C. 505, 510 (1928): Seabon 
M lioe R,. Co. Reotljuttm .. " 158 I.C.C. 182 (19'9), 162 I.C.C. 267. 269 (1930). 

DU.1n SecuriJielof Louisiand Ry. 6- Nlltligalion Co. of Textll, go I.C:c. 229 (1924), 
in which the applicant IOUght to issue an aggregate of $3,163.000 of securitiel on the 
basis of the valualion in like amount placed upon the property by the Railroad Com
mission of Texas, DivilioD 4 adhered strictly to the invC5bncnt standard: "As .tated 
above. the property involved was purchased ... for $750,000 cash. Allowing the 
maximum of SIOO,OOO for negotiations, expense" etc., and the maximum of S100,OOO 

for equipment, materials, and. supplies. together with $52.500 received for IUbscrip-
tiona, which IWII hal been used for corporate purposes, there appear. to be a total in
vestment of $1,002,500. For the purpose of this proceeding $150,000 may be allowed 
Cot working capital, including materials and supplies. We wilt therefore authorize a 
capitalization of not exceeding $1,150,000 • . .n (p. 232). These fin,dings were 
affirmed in 99 LC.C. 357 (1925). See, also, Secwili .. of D., C. & S. R,., 991.C.C. 783 
(192,): Acquisilioft by T .. P. & W. R. R., 124 I.C.C. 181 (1927); Acquisitio. by S ... 
Lois Volky S"",1rem R,., 1451.C.C. 71 (1928): S, .. ~ .f Santa Fe, S.,. & N. R., 154 
I.C.C. 741 (1929). It ohould be noted thaI such proceedings involve relalively minor 
properties which are IOld lubstantiaJly for cash. In the more elaborate reorganizations 
the purclwe price at forced sale, as fixed by the courts, exerts no in.8ucnce upon the 
aggregate of ICall'itiei to be issued. See, for example, Chieago, Milllltll4l(ee & S" PIIIIl 
Rearg"";"";"", 131 I.C.C. 673 (1928). 
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standard of basing capitalization on purchase price has not only re
sulted in protest from within the Commission's ranks on the ground 
that property values rather than asset costs should be controlling, 01G 

but it has not been consistendy applied to restrict capitalization to in
vestment."'· Finally, the valuation standard has also exerted an indefi
nite and uneven influence upon the extent of capitalization. In most 
instances the incomplete status of the valuation project has been 
deemed to justify resort to other tests;'" tentative valuations and 

5US Thus. in Securities of LouisiantZ Ry. 6' Navigation Co. of Tezas. tupra. Com
missioner Potter objcc:ted as follows to the restriction of c;.apitalizatiOD to invCltment: 
"The limit of $1,150,000 to teCUrities authorized is applied because it represents the 
amount of cash paid by the prescnt owner for the property, plus IUbsequcot expendi
tures and plus necessary working capital. There is no warrant for arriving at authorized 
capitalization in this fashion. The question is what the property is worth, not what the 
owner paid for iL The buyer of a property is entitled to the benefit of his bargain. The 
majority report denies this to him" (p. 233). Other commissioncn have also protested 
against the disregard of property values ill reorganization cases, though with a view to 
decreasing rather than increasing the authorized capitalization, and without repudiating 
the investment principle as the chief determinant of value. Note the following frorn 
the dissenting opinion of Commissioner Eastman, concurred in by Commissioner 
Aitchison and Commissioner McManamy, in Dentler 6- Rio Grande WeSkm Reorganiza
tion. 90 I.C.C. 141, 159 (1924): "Such evidence as the record affords indicates that the 
new capitalization may be substantially in excess of the value of the property for rate· 
making purpose •. Inasmuch as the right of the carrier to earnings is not determined or 
limited by capitalization, no sound reason can be offered for running any risk in this 
respect. A capitalization in excess of rate.making value is clearly contrary to the public 
interest, since it endangen the financial stabiJifY of the company." See, also. dissenting 
opinion of Commissioner Lewis in Chicago. Milwaukee & 51. ptllll Reorgllni%illion, 131 
I.C.C. 673.714 (1928). 

tile See SeCllT'itiel of Milloun-l1linois R. R., 67 I.C.C. 651 (1921), TenneJlee. AI .. 
bam. & Georgia Sieck. 72 I.C.C. 565 (1922), Columbru 6- Gmnville Ry. Sieck- 86 
I.C.C. 153 (1923), in which the authorized securities far exceeded the purchase price 
of the properties, in recognition of a considerable variety of promoters' tenias of an 
intangible chacacter. 

011 The Commission's approach, in the absence of valuation data, appears from the 
following: '"The valuation of the property which will be taken over by applicant bat 
not yet becn. completed, 10 that it is not practicable to compare this capitalization with 
underlying value. It is clear. however, that the proposed DeW capitalization will be 
relatively lower, even when allowance is made for the propertiel which are not 10 be 
taken over, than the outstanding capitalization of the old company. and that the fixed 
charges will very materially be reduced, with a consequent improvement in credit. 
The evidence also indicates that the new capitalization will not be disproportionate r.o 
the earning power of applicant. Under these circurnstanceJ, in view of the manifest 
desirability of ending the long period of r<C<ivership, we think that approval ought 
not to be withheld because of lack of complere information as 10 the value of the 
property CO be taken over by applicant.·· S«rII'itiel of Chie.go 6- _ 1lIi".u Ry •• 
67 IC.C. 61, 63-64 (1921). See, also. InkNUllio...I-ere .. Northern Reorg""i .. ,ion. 
72 I.C.C. 722, 730 (1922); MiSJOfIri·KMJslII·Tntll RetwglllJ;''';MI~ 76 I.C.C. 8 .. 104 
(1922). Tha. th. Commission contanplated lICa>rding substanbal weigh. '" /inal single-
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book values appear to have been accorded sharply varying weights in 
different proceedings;"l8 and even when fina1 valuation data began to 
bcCDmc available, they were not held to establish a necessarily con
trolling basis for testing the propriety of the capitalization.Ole Under 
these circumstances, while the Commission's scrutiny of the aggre-

""" values when asc:.naincd appears from the following: "At the J<hcaring and upon 
the reargument, our attention was directed. to what are knowD u the underlying land, 
engineering, and accounting reports of our Bureau of Valuation. ••• We, of course, 
bav. official knowledge of the making of the underlying reports and of the manner 
in whith they were mado and of the purpose fot whith they were mado. We are: un
able. however, to attribute: ro them any more weight than that to which they are en~ 
tided by reason of their origin and purpose. Obviously, we can not upon an applica
tion for authority to issue securities give to those reports the force and e1fect of final 
valuation, because of the W:t that they are subject to revision and correction before 
they become a tentative valuation of the property covered, and because such tentative 
valuation, when made, will be subjec:t, by the express terms of section 19a. to protest 
and change.OJ Dmller 6- Rjq Ortmtll! Westnn Reorglllli:ralion. 90 I.C.C. 141, 143-144 
(1924). For proceedings. among others, in which no consideration was accorded to 
property values. see cases cited in Dotes 512 and 514. SIIpra.· 

IlB I.o at least one instance the te.D.tative property valuation appears to have been 
dc.6nitely employed as the basis of the authorized capitalizarlon: "Our tentative valua
tion report ahoWIi the cost of reproduction of the property, less depreciation and in
duding land, at June 30, 1916, as $380,440. There has beeo. a net charge to the capital 
account through additions and betterments to road and equipment of $2,774 up to 
December 31, 1920, and the applicant represents that it has spent approximatdy 19,000 
for aimilar purposes, making a total capitalizable value of $392,2.l4. On this basis we 
shall authorize the issue of $260.200 of capital stock and $132.000 of bonds." Knoz
PiUe It ClUOlitul ReorgfItJUt#i.on. 72 I.C.C. 221, 223 (1922). But generally there hu 
been no definite relationship between the tentative valuations and the amountl of 
securities authorized. For an authorization very substantially below the tentative valua
tion, ... Acquisition by T., P. & W. R. R.. 124 I.C.C. ISr (19'7); and compare: Stock 
of POle"" & CIII/."td Mou"";n R. R., 86 1.0.0. 4'9 (19'4), in whith indepeodent 
appraisals were submitted greatly in excess of the amount of securities authorized. Por 
authorizations whith exceeded probable property .a1ues, aa diJclnsed in the underlying 
valuation reports, ICC Musouti·KanstU-Teras Reorgtmization. 761.C.C. 84. 103 (1922.); 
Dm,," 6- Rio Grande Wen~ Reorganixation. 90 I.C.C. 141, 147-148 (1924). There 
has been liInilar divergence of treatment in the case of book values. In MulOun
KMuos·TextU R. R. of Texas Reorg."u"';on, 76 I.C.C. 651. 660 (19'3), it was fOund 
that "the total capitalization of the applieant will he equal to the total of the hook 
value of the properties and net value of the other assets to be acquired." See, also, 
ACfuisition by ArlctmIM R. R.t 131 I.C.C. 299. 301 (1927). In Int4NJtlliona/·Great 
NortAnn Reorganizalion. 72 I.C.C. 722, 730 (192:1), the book value was found to 
iwti/Y an inerease in the capitalization of the old company (see DO," 513, '"/1'4). In 
other proc:ecdings there have been rererences to, and discussionl of, book values. but 
without diJclosure of the im~ attached to them. See, fot .. ample: Dm .... & 
Rio GrtmJe We*", Reorgani.alion. 90 I.C.C. 141, '145-147 (1924); Smmriel 01 
'tICk_will.: b HIII/ .... R. R .. II. I.C.c. 107. 109 (19.6); AcquiMOfJ by Ch."", & 
M,. V ...... OIJ R. R., '38 I.C.c. 313. 314 (1928); S""'k of Burlington, Mum/Ii,., & 
NonA"",,,,,", Ry., 138 I.c.e. 734. 735 (19.8). 

",oThw, in AcquUilion by' .. G. & G. Ry., 1>4 I.c.c. 6'3, 6.8-6.~ (1927), 
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gate amounts of securities to be issued has served to keep flagrant pro
posals in check, it has not resulted in the enforcement of constructive 
policies or in the promulgation of principles providing guidance to 
the carriers with any degree of certainty. The rationale of this di£. 
fused approach is to be found in the circumstance that the proposed 
plans with respect to extent of capitalization were generally the out
come of elaborate negotiations, consummated independently of the 
Commission, which it was deemed inexpedient to disturb in any se
rious fashion, and in the fui-ther fact that the achievement of reduc
tions in fixed charges, which was soundly recognized as constituting 
the most essential expedient of relief for the distressed carriers, was as 
a practical matter frequently dependent upon compromises which 
made possible only moderate improvements in the size of capitaliza
tion or even necessitated some increases in the aggregate of outstand
ing securities.5

" 

As I3r as fixed charges are concerned, some r_eduction in amount has 
almost invariably been achieved-generally in the reorganization 
plans as submitted, occasionally through action of the Commission
as a means of improving the relationship between the burden of in
terest-bearing obligations and probable earning capacity.·21 This gen
eral result has conformed to the policy enunciated in the following 
declaration: "The public interests require that, before an issue of se
curities by a carrier is authorized, the probability of earnings sufficient 
to pay costs of operation and of fixed charges be reasonably estab-

$455,000 of securities were authorized. despite. final valuation of $523,193; and in 
Stock of AshJanJ Ry., 145 I.C.e. 10, II (1928), $6,000 of capira! stock was author .. 
ized. despite a final valuation, as of an earlier date, of $88,000. In the reorganization 
of such minor properties, involving outright sales for cash. the invesbneDt staDdard con
tinued 10 be followed even after final valuation dara became available. See note 514t 
sup''' 

020 It should be noted, abo, that the new capitallUUCtUJ'eS often involved the iJsu.. 
ance of no~par shares, which, while adding to the aggregate amoUDt of 1CCW'itic:s, pr0<
vided DO definite basis for measuring the tDuI capitalization. See, for example, SI«" 
of 1Hn,,~ & ~ Grtmde Wt'JtenJ R. R.. 70 I.C.C. 103 (1921), and DnJI1et' '" JljQ 
Grfllllle Wed<rn korg""izan01J. 8.1.C.e. 745 ('923). 90 I.e.e. '4' ('924); Miuowi
KtmsIU-T.zlU korgtmi.anon. 76 I.C.C. 84 ('922); deq,.;m;"" "",J S_" ',sue by 
N. C. 6- E. R. R.. 861.C.C. 6'7 ('924); korg.ni.anon of d .• B. 6- d. Ry •• 117 I.e.e. 
dJ, 439 (1926); Ch.icago, M,7"'1III1c~~ & SI_ PIIIIl Reorganlllio., 131 I.c.c. 673 
('928); S."""""" 6- d. Ry. Co. dequisiti01J • • 63 I.c.e. 77' ('930). Fot a coDliden
lion of the menu and dcfcctl of no-par stock. ICC pp. S2B-s34, "'I"'" 

on In all but a very few of the CUCI ci .... in the pr«eding -.. of this section Dud 
cbarp ...... I<duc.d. 
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lished, with some surplus for dividends and other purposes:"" But 
in seeking to attain this objective in particular proceedings, the Com
mission has not always restricted its approval to adjustments which 
clearly merited support. While it has reduced or eliminated the pro
posed fixed charges in the case of some minor reorganizations,· .. it 
has also authorized additions to the old fixed charges in some in
stances.· .. For the most part, particularly in the more important ro-

III Denller & JUo Grantk WeSfn'n Reorgam.t#ion. go I.C.C. 141 (1924), at p. J48. 
Aftor an c:uminabon of the fixed charg<:s and earnings of the carrier fo< the puced
ing fo ....... years, the Commission declared: "The results of the past strongly support 
the conclusion <hat the property may roasooably be expected to carry the burden of 
fixed charges according to the: plan of reorganization; and that conclusion il strength .. 
ened by a consideration of the enhanced earning power that mwt result from the re
bsbilitation nf the property" (p. 150). 

1:21 Note the following: U As stated above, the sale of the properties of the terminal 
company was made IUbjcct to the lien of its first mortgage, under which there are out .. 
standing $944,000 of 4 per cent bonds, with a ..... dant in ....... charg<:s of $370760 per 
annum. Should the new company be permitted to issue $1,$00,000 of general mort .. 
gage S per cent bonds as requcsted, with interest charges thereon of $,5,000 per an
num, ill annual fixed charges would amount to SU2,750. According to the estimates 
submitted it would be impossible for the new company to earn its fixed charges during 
the fint five yean of operation, if CVCl. Under the circumstances we arc of the opinion 
that the issue of genera1-mortgage bonds sbould be limit<d to $1,000,000. With this 
amount outstanding the total fixed charges would amount to $81,560, which we be~ 
1ieve to be the maximum the new company would have any reasonable expectation of 
earning." Aequisition tmd 0,.,.,;." hy Peoria T.,.".ina/ Co., 117 I.C.C. 377, 382 
(1926). "As the net annual earnings of the ,oad foc the past five years, of about 
$1.978, do _ indicarc futl1R: ability to pay annual inrc, ... charg<:s of $3,600 no the 
proposed issue of notes, the applicant has not shown that the issue of such notes is an 
appropriate method of financing the proposed acquisition. Our authorization of securi~ 
tiel for that purpose will be confined to an issue of capital stock. tt ,Acquisition by 
bk_1II R. R.,-131 I.C.C. 299, 301 (1927). "In view of the uncertainty as to the 
ability of the applicant to earn the interest on the proposed bonds. we will authorize 
tbc: issue of capital .tock only. and to preserve the relative rights and standing in tlic 
new company of those providing the money to purchase the railroad in relationship to 
those retaioing an interest therein by virtue of ownership of the securities of the old 
company. we will require that the applicant issue prior~prcfcrenc:e stock instead of 
proposed first.mortgage bonds." Ser:uritie. of Elkin 6- AJI.,h""y R. R., 138 I.C.C. 341, 
343 (1928). "As the lOad bas been operated fo< the past five year. with a net annual 
deficit of over $:2:2,000, approximately 15,100 for the year 19:21. we are not convinced 
that future earnings will be suflicient to pay annual interest charges of 16,000 on the 
proposed income bonds and are further of the opinion that the applicant has not 
shown the issue of IUdt bonds to be an approprisrc method of financing the plOposed 
acquisition. Our authorization of ICCUrities for that purpose will be limited to an issue 
nf capital stock in the amount of $44,550." Acquisision hy S." Luis Vall.y So.th.,." 
Ry., 1451.C.C. 71, 74 (1928). 

IS6 ThUSt "'The reorganization would eJl"cct a reduction of 169,900 in the total 
capitalization and an incr .... of $1,000 in the fixed charges. B<callJC of the Jackson
ville', proposed relationship with the Seaboatd • • • the Jacksonville expects to ...... 
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organizations, the set-up presented to it has been approved. Since the 
burden of interest-bearing obligations which may safely be assumed 
by a carrier is dependent primarily upon its revenue outlook, the con
servatism with which the relationship of fixed charges to probable 
earning capacity is viewed tends to determine the propriety of the ad
justment. From ·this standpoint a number of proceedings have dis
closed undue liberality, either because of the Commission's failure to 
insist upon sufficient proof of prospective earnings, or because of its 
disregard, in the immediate settlement, of contingent obligations em
braced in the authorized capital structure. By way of example it may 
be noted that a reorganization plan reducing fixed charges was ap
proved despite the expressed judgment that "the ability of the new 
company to carry its proposed indebtedness and to maintain adequate 
operation must be considered more than usually problematical";'" 
and that in the largest of the railroad reorganizations approved by the 
Commission, in which fixed charges were reduced from 521,5#066 to 
$13,663>489; a decrease of $7,880>577, it appeared that the contingent 
interest charges of ~,I43,685 on the adjustment bonds, beginning in 
1930, and the contingent sinking-fund charges of $1,139>368, begin
ning in 1936, made "a possible total charge against income of $23,-
946,542 yearly, or an increase of $2,402>476 over fixed charges prior 

the interest on its bonds .... Beginning wid! estimated gross revenues of $140,000 

for 1927, the Jacksonville expects a yearly increase therein of 3 per cent. It is a1l0 of 
the belief that under the Seaboard's matl2gemenr and operation economies will result, 
such as a reduction in expenses (ot general officers, superiDtendence, traffic expenses, 
etc." Acquisition by I .• G. I!r G. Ry .• 124 I.C.C. 623, 625-626 (1927). [n connection 
with capital rcadjwtments not involving judicial sales of the properties very .ubsta.D~ 
rial inaeascs in fixed charges have been authorized. In TexlU & Paeific Rrad;rmmml, 
86 I.C.C. 808. 813-814 (1924), the fixed charges under the approved plan were in .. 
creased from $1,738,014 to $2,268,509, upon representations that the average annual 
earnings for the three years following readjustment would be "sufficient to meet all 
fixed charges under the plan and full dividends upon preferred stock, aDd leave a 
surptw equal to more than 6" per cent on the common stock." Compare, also, SI. 
Louis-8tm Prancisco RedjtultIJml, 138 I.C.C. 505 (1928) . 

• 2. &orgtmizDli"" of Georgi. & Florid. Ry .• 117 I.C.C. 473. 489 (1926). The fixed 
charges were reduced from $621,020 to $427,020. Division 4 declared: "The appli. 
cant', estimated earnings, after reorganization. if realized, indicate that it should be 
abl. to meet its fixed in ....... eharges" (p. 484). For the very general charactu of the 
rqn-esentations concerning prospective earnings. ICC, for example: Botuls, SI«'t, IIIIIl 
No"', of Xttnttll. 0kl.".",. & Gulf Ry •• 65 I.C.C. 67" 6?s-6?6 (1921), 1._ 
tirma/-Gr •• Non'-'t &or,..,; • .,;"". 7' I.C.C. 722, 729 (1922), S«rtrili., of M.S •• 
B. & F. Ry .. 79 I.C.C. 509. 512 (1923); A<,uitilio. by eM_ & Mt. V ....... R. R.. 
138 I.C.C. 313. 317 (1928). 
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to the reorganization.'- Because of conHicts of judgment as to 

whether the goal of the Commission's policy was measurably 
achieved in particular proceedings, there have been numerous dissents 
bearing upon the propriety of the authorized fixed charges."" 

••• cm..go, Milwauk .. 6- SI. P"'] Reorgtmi.fIIion, '3' I.C.C. 673, 685 ('928). 
Similarly, in SeruriIie, of F .... Smilh 6- W.""", Ry., 70 I.C.C. 777, 780 ('92.), DOll' 

cumulative income bonds were disregarded. The Commission found: ''The evidence 
submin.d lends to show mat the fixed charges will be reduced for .0 years to an 
amount within the probable earning power of the applicant. Under these circumstances. 
we are of the opinion that the issuance of the Dew securities u warranted:" But this 
finding was made despite the following: ailD. addition there will be annual interest 
charges on the 5 per cent JeCOnd·mortgage bonds amounling to $,87,200 to be paid 
only if and when there arc su8icient surplw earnings derived from operation, sucb 
interest to be noncumulative. Beginning to years after the date of issue. however. 
these bonds will cease to be income bonds, and the interest thereon will be added to 
the fixed annual inu:rest: cIwges." 

12f A few illustrations will suffice. Commissioner Eastman dissented in all three of 
the reorganizations of the Denver &; Rio Grande WesterD, and in each case much of 
the emphasis was placed upon the matter of fixed charges. III !he first. Stoclc. of Denllw 
& Rio G1'tuuIe WelUrn: R. R.,70 I.C.C. 102, 101-108 (1921). he said: ··Applicant pro
poses to issue 300,000 shares of stock for property which is subject to outstanding debu 
totaling $121,175.500. Not all the property of the old Denver company is to-be ac
quired which it had when these debts were incurred. and upon such evidence as the 
record aJfords it is doubtfUl whether the euning power of the applicant will be suffi· 
cient to meet: the interest charges." In the second, Den"" & Rio Grmult Wt'ntrn Re
ot'gtmi%ation, 82 I.C.C. 745. 766 (1923), where some reduction in fixed charges was 
achieved, he still found that .. the evidence that the earnings over a period of yean 
will be adequate to support fixed charges is not wholly convincing." And in the third, 
D,.""t'r & Rio Grandt' Wtltt'r'n Reot'gtmizamm, 90 I.C.C. 141, 156-157 (1924), his 
dissent, in which Commissioner Aitchison and Commissioner McManamy concurred, 
included the following: ''Omitting the abares without par value, the funded debt will 
be 87.S per cent of the total capitalization and the ratio of funded debt to stock will 
be 7 to •• Figuring in the common ItOCk at $.00 per .hare, a 1M higher figure than 
anyone would claim, the funded debt will be 71.3 pet cent of the total and the ratio 
of rundrd debt to stock will be 2.5 to •. 1 rezliz<: mat the general·mortg>ge bond. are, 
in eB'ect. to be income bonds for a period of five years, but in 1929 the interest upon 
these bonds will become a fixed charge, and by that time the underlying debt will 
have grown much larger .... The new company begins business with a ratio of 
funded debt to stock 1M beyond the limit which we have repealedly been told i. rue 
and sound. That it is not anticipated that stock will ever be used as II. means of financ .. 
ing is shown by the facr that no additional preferred or common stock c:a.n be issued 
without an amendment of the chartc:r .... It is plain that the expectation is that 
the sole mean, of &naocing. apart from earnings and equipment trusts, will be the re .. 
funding and improvement bonds, and it is equally plain that as more and more of these 
are issued the already disproportionate debt will become still more disproportionate." 
Similar strictures, 9igorowly urged, are to be (ound in the dissenting opinions of Com .. 
miNioncr Eastman (concurred in by Chairman Campbell and Commissioner Me
Manamy) ODd Commu.;onet Lewis in the outstanding CAieogo, Milwauk •• & SI. P"'] 
Reorgtmi.ation, 131 I.C.C. 673 (1928). Commissioner Eastman, with notable fore .. 
sigh~ declzred: ''We must .tart, I think, with the premise ma, the new company should 
be prepared to W:e period. of business d~pression u well u periods of prosperity, and 
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But these conllicts of judgment have not been confined to specific 
applications of policy, either in the matter of fixed charges or with 
respect to other aspects of the financial structure; they have also con
=ned the more general and fundamental problem of regulatory ap
proach: whether the Commission should content itself with approv
ing any reorganization plan which provides a reasonable measure of 
improvement upon the preexisting situation, in order that the difficul
ties of outright rejection or material alteration of proposals and the 
dangers of prolonging receiverships unduly may be avoided; or 
whether, despite these difficulties and dangers, the Commission 
should seek affirmative ends and require not merely improved set-ups 
but sound financial structures in reorganization cases. The determi
nations of the majority in practically all of the more important pro
ceedings appear to have been characterized by the former attitude; 

that there can be no certainty that it will enjoy better earnings in the futur~ than it hal 
labored under in the pasL . . . The interest charges upon the new funded debt wilt 
amount to $22,807,174 yearly as compared with $21,544.066 upon the old funded debe. 
an increase of $.,263,108. However, and this ~ the vital point relied upon in IUpport 
of the plan, $9,143.685 of the new interest charges, those upon the so-called adjust
ment-mortgage bonds, will not be: fixed but will be payable each year only if earned. 
But beginning with 1930, only two years away, this 19.143,685 will become cumula
tive. and all unpaid interest must be paid in fun before any dividends can be declared 
upon stock. Provision is also made for a new mortgage, junior only to the underlying 
mortgages upon which there has been no default, and under this new mortgage the 
funded debt can be increased without limit, except: as a limit is imposed by the JtoCk .. 
holden or this commission. It is also provided that two-thirds of the DCt income after 
fixed charges. up to 57.500,000, may be diverted to capital expenditure .. or a pouible 
maximum diversion of S5,ooo.000 per year. If anything is clear it is th.u under this 
financial structure, and unless earnings in the future average much better than the patt 
gives reason to anticipate, it will be utterly impraaicable for the new company to fi
nancc by new issues of stock. and that the financing of iu future needs must be done 
by repeated issues of the new mortgage bonds or such of the old general-mortgage 
bonds as are available. except to the extent that capital requirements are met by diver
sion from earnings at the expense of the adjustment-bond holders. The financial un
soundness of the practice of securing new capital wholly or even largely by continual 
increases in funded indebtedness is strikingly illustrated by the history of the St. Paul 
itself. It was one of the principal factors leading up to the receivership. In the past this 
practice migbt under wise management of the 51. Paut have been avoided. But under 
this proposed new financial structure it becomes, in all probability. compulsory and 
inevitable. Is this in the public interest or "appropriate for or consistent with the proper 
performance by the carrier of service to the public'?" (pp. 105-,]06). Commissioner 
Lewis was equally convinced of the impropriety of the approved adjustment: ""The 
new company is authorized by the majority to appear in the field of public service with 
a financial structure carrying $13,663,489 of fixed interest cbarges. The earnings seem 
to cover that with a margin of safety. There then appears in the picture of thaI furure 
which bcg;ns with the ,... 1930. I ... than two years d;.IaDt, 19.143.685 of adjwt-
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Commissioner Eastman, the most persistent dissenter in connection 
with reorganizations, has repeatedly urged the more constructive 
approach. 

As early as 1922 he argued for the need of a clearer definition of 
policy and set forth some of its essential constituents: "In administer
ing the provisions of the transportation act, 1920, which impose upon 
us the duty of supervising the issue of securities by railroad com
panies, we are faced by no more difficult problem than in connection 
with reorganizations following receiverships. In the past such reor
ganizations have largely been a matter of bargain and trade between 
groups of security holders without adequate consideration of the 
paramount public interest, so that the results have often been con
sistent neither with the public interest nor even with sound business 
principles, and recurring receiverships have been far from uncom
mon. • • • The bankers and lawyers and security holders by whom 
reorganization plans are evolved ought fairly to have, in the process 
of their bargain and trade, some guide as to what we will or will not 
approve. Otherwise we shall continually be faced, whenever a plan is 

ment~mortgage bond-interest charges. This annual liability which attaches to the 
$182,873.693 of adjustment bonds &11. just outside the ta:hnical designation of fixed 
charges because interest is to be paid only when earned.. It. however, iI fixed and cumu .. 
lative, and is senior to claims of .tock to participation in any earningsi and before 
ItOCk can participate there also is provision for diversion of earnings to capital account. 
So the analysis comes dowD to $22,807,174 annual liabilities and obligations ahead of 
.rock. This is a million and a quarter greater total interest charges than accruing under 
the old financial burden on which the St. Paul WCD.t into receivership. Is this a safe 
plan to approve~ Submitting the conditiolU of the new St. Paul to a favorable analysis 
and accepting the &ct that maintenance expenditures can be cut and that new manage
ment should bring or create new business, and indulging in the sanguine hope that 
there will be a healthy reversal of adverse conditions. there is little hope of the com .. 
pany being able to do more than meet its fixed charges and contingent cumulative 
obligation within any reasonable time. Therefore it seems that the stock, both pre
ferred and common, is destined to nothing more than stockwmarkct speculation for some 
time to come. With .tocb that have only such value, the St. Paul must look to bond 
iuues for new money which from almost the beginning of the new ~mpany". opera .. 
tioDl must Bow to it. These issue. probably must carry priorities over bood. authorized 
by the majority decision, eaccpt the $18>,130.960 of undisturbed undedying boncb. 
The eJfccc: must be .till further to crowd .tock out of usc in financing. • • • It seema 
to me that we might well approve a 6.nancial strUCture in which fixed interest obliga
tioDl might range from $13.663.489 up to $15,000,000 or $16,000,000 if that be 
ncceuary, but that on a record of past performance which mow. that not .inee 1916 
hal this carrier had. an earning which would dear it, we should not apptove a plan 
which carries $:1:1,807,174 of fixed and cumulative contingent: mte1'CSt liabilities" 
(pp. 716-717. 719). 
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submitted to us for approva~ by the plea that disapproval would with
out warning undo the labor of years. • • • The public interest, I 
think, dearly demands that a reorganized property should begin its 
new career with a capitalization which will enable it, if that be pos
sible, not only to keep dear of bankruptcy but also to attract the 
capital necessary. for future development ..... • Again, in 1924 he de.
plored the negative path theretofore pursued by the Commission and 
urged the necessity of positive and constructive action: "I realize the 
difliculty that reorganization managers have in dealing with the 
holders of the various classes of securities of an insolvent company. 
But here is where the commission should bring its influence to bear. 
The only policy which it has adopted with respect to reorganizations 
is that a proposed new financial structure will be approved if it seems 
better than the old structure and if there is reason to believe that 
earnings will be suflicient to cover the new fixed charges. Such a 
policy seems to me negative and inadequate. The least that can be 
expected of reorganization managers is that the new financial struc
ture will in some measure be an improvement upon the old and that 
a plausible showing of earnings can be made for the future. But the 
transportation act, Ig.zo, introduced a new f3ctor into the situation 
which should be made to count. That act recognized that the issue of 
securities is affected with a public interest and imposed upon us the 
duty of protecting that public interest. It can only be protected, in my 
judgment, by a positive and constructive policy on our part. The 
capitalization of a carrier does not determine or limit its earnings, 
but may have a great deal to do with its ability to finance its needs and 
serve the public properly. Net earnings, whatever they may be, can be 
converted into interest or dividends regardless of the volume of the 
capitalization, but that volume and the ratio between stock and 

128 ""In this connection," he added. "we might wdl .state that in IUCb. c:aa we will 
not approve an issue of bonds in cxcess of one·half rhe property investmeDt, unlest it 
be dearly showo that such • limitatioo of funded deb< is impracticable. A limitatioo of 
!his kind upoo boods would have the effect, DO' ooly of autaiIiog fiscd charp and 
Ittcogthcoiog crcdir, bu, also of inaoa.tiog the fioaociaI in ...... in the property rcprc
ICIltcd by the stock which Q)Quol. the managemcnL The lCCOad effect. in my opinion. 
would be quire as importan, as the Iirsr. We migb' also ...... I think, that we will ..,. 
approve a DeW capitalization in excess of OW' bcsr: estimate of the original investment 
in the property. 10 OWly ..... i, ohould be lower." From his disacotiog opioioa in 
Missowri-KlllutU-Twu ~,"'""IlIi<nJ. 76 I.C.C. 84 (1911), or p- 108. 
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funded debt may determine whether the carrier is financially strong 
or financially weak. If a railroad becomes insolvent and its property 
is sold to satisfY its debts, we are subject to no other basic limitation 
than the public interest in determining the amount and character of 
the securities which the purchasing company may issue or assume for 
this purpose. It seems to me that we should at least insist, in the case 
of any such reorganization, that the new company shall start life with 
a reasonably sound financial structure. If this were our policy, reor
ganization managers would stand on firmer ground in dealing with 
the holders of the securities of insolvent companies than they now 
find under their feet. .... • Finally, in 1921I, his severe criticisms of the 
reorganization plan approved in the St. Paul case were expressly 
grounded in the standards of sound financial organization, designed 
to further public ends, as previously defined: "When a railroad has 
been unable to meet its obligations and has (allen into receivers' 
hands, the 'proper performance by the carrier of service to the public' 
and the 'public interest' clearly demand that any reorganization shall 
leave the carrier, so far as practicable, with a sound financial structure 
which will reduce to a reasonable minimum the danger of recurring 
insolvency and which will make it possible to secure capital for future 
needs in a manner conforming to sound financial principles ...... 

That the majority of the Commission has been fully aware of the 
existence of serious deficiencies in some of the reorganization plans 
which it has approved is evidenced clearly by the nature of its express 
declarations in the St. Paul case. Divergences of view appear to have 
arisen within the Commission because of conflicts of judgment, not 
so much with respect to the abstract merits of proposed reorganiza
tion expedients, as with respect to the feasibility of such affirmative 

... From his disacnting opinion, ooru:urrcd in by Commissioner Aitchison and ·Com
miaioner McManamy. in DnJ,," 6- Rio Grtnule W~sImI ReorgtmUtlliotJ~ 90 LC.C. 
141 ('924), It pp. '57-158 • 

••• From his disacnting opinion, ooncurred in by Chairman Campbcll and Com
miuioDel' McManamy. in ClUalgo. MUll/_ieee 6- SI. patJ Reorgtnli"IIIio", 131 LC.C. 
673 ('928), It p. 705. No ... olIO, the following from the disacnting opinion of Com
misoioner u.n.: "The time bas .oome, and the opportunity is here, to r<qw.. • finan· 
cial ItrUCtUre that is sound beyond question, and an organization str<ngtbened by at 
1east some of the OUggestioBl for safcguarding the mutual in ....... of the publli: and 
the carrier presented by the majority report. our report on the investigation into the 
""';wnbip of the SL Paul 11311.C.C. 6'51 and dissenting eapressio .... lt l«1li. to mc 
that the It! plaoes on us the duty of r<quiring oueb • reorganization." Ibid., p. 7'9. 
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regulatory action as might issue in the establishment of sound finan
cial structures. Speaking specifically of the St. Paul reorganization, 
the Commission frankly conceded its defects and indicated unequivo
cally that approval was accorded to it for reasons of expediency: 
"That the plan, when regarded in the abstract and in the light of a 
possible ideal of $ound financial theory, is defective is manifest. While 
the absolutely fixed charges, default in payment of which means 
bankruptcy, have been brought within reasonably safe limits, even 
assuming that capital expenditures in the next few years are met by 
sales of the bonds provided therefor, the issue of adjustment bonds 
may prevent the company for a considerable time from obtaining new 
capital by the sale of other than fixed-charge obligations. Moreover, 
the possibility of accumulation of unpaid interest on the new adjust
ment bonds after I930 may make still more remote the possibility of 
stock financing. Such accumulations can not nowadays readily be ad
justed by additional capital issues as has been done at times in the 
past, and to that extent they may become a clog upon the property in 
the future. Securities of this sort are hybrid things and have no place 
in a thoroughly sound financial structure. Were we dealing here with 
a new enterprise at its inception, and were it a question of a capital 
structure to be provided for that enterprise, the bonds and stocks of 
which were to be sold to the public, it would probably be our duty to 

disallow the inclusion of such a security in that structure. We have, 
however, a different situation before us. While in our consideration 
of the application we are not bound by any existing agreements that 
may have been made among the security holders, reorganization 
managers, purchasing committees, or others, and while both the appli
cant and the Jameson committee admit that possibly other plans 
could be devised which would enable the St. Paul receivership to be 
lifi:ed, we do not feel warranted in deferring action until an ideal plan 
may be formulated and presented •••• The properties have been in 
receivership over two and one-half years, and, if the application is 
approved, will probably have been in receivership for three years or 
longer before the receivership can be terminated. If the application 
should be denied, the receivership may continue indefinitely. The 
reorganization managers would have to prepare a modified or new 
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plan and if such plan were disapproved or not approved by anyone 
of the three committees which are parties to the plan, or if the 
changes adversely affected to a material degree any class of securities, 
withdrawals would follow, and the reorganization would have to be 
started anew. We do not and can not know how long a time would 
be required to procure assents to a new or modified plan, or whether 
or not as large percentages of the securities would be deposited. An
other or modified plan might provoke equal opposition from any 
other group or groups of security holders. Any material change in the 
plan will cause further expense and delay. Upon consideration of all 
the facts we are of opinion that the public interest will be served by 
an approval of the application, even though we should believe that a 
stronger financial structure might have been erected by the adoption 
of some other plan of reorganization.""l By way of conclusion, 
moreover, in order to make clear that the subor4ination of principle 
to expediency was not distinctive of the instant proceeding, the Com
mission directed special attention to the fact that this approach had 
been pursued by it in other reorganizations: "It seems appropriate 
here to recall that in the last several years we have permitted to be
come effective a number of reorganization plans involving capital 
structures which, like that dealt with in this report, left something to 
be desired from the point of view of fully sound financial standards. 
We have done this in full appreciation of these shortcomings, and 
solely upon the ground that the major public interest seemed to us to 

1811bil1., pp. 694-696. Note, also, the following from the Commission's report of 
irs investigation of the cawes of the St. Paul's failwe: "In the case of the St. Paul • 
plan of reorganization was prepared, was submitted to security holders, and after 
many months of negotiation approved by them.; it was presented to the court having 
jurisdiction and approved by that court, and only afi<r all these steps had been taken 
was it presented to us for approval of the lIeCUl'ities proposed to be issued thereunder, 
according to the law. The effect was that we were confronted with two alternatives. 
The first was to approve in toto the securities proposed to be issued; the other, to reject 
them in toro. for in the nature of the case for us to require any real modification of 
the plan in this respect would void all the agreemeou made betweeo security bolden 
and compel the negotiation of new agreemenu with the likelihood of comiderable 
additional delay and expense in taking the railroad out of receivership and restoring 
it to control of those interested therein. It seemed to a majority of the commission that 
the lint alternative better IUVCd the major public interest, despite the obvious short_ 
comings of the Itruct1Ite represented by the securities for which application Wal made." 
Cftiugo. Millllauk .. & $1. Paull ••• nigati •• , 131 I.C.C. 615 (1928), at p. 671. 
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require that the properties concerned should at the earliest possible 
moment be released from receivership and restored to active manage
ment by those financially interested therein."·" 

It is apparent that the difficulties encountered by the Commission in 
establishing sound financial structures, with reference both to the ex
tent of the total capitalization and the character of the instruments 
employed, were "grounded in the terms and conditions of issue, as re
flected in the treatment accorded to the various classes of old security 
holders in the reorganization plans submitted for its approval. In 
other words, the Commission's refusal to reject or alter important re
organization plans sprang in no small measure from an unwillingness 
to assume responsibility with respect to the equities of the proposed 
arrangements as between the various parties in interest, the adjust
ment of which it deemed for the most part to be a matter of private 
agreement subject to the safeguards provided by the supervision of 

682 Chkago, M;l",auk~e b St. Paul Reorgani6ation, 131 I.e.c. 673 (1928), at 
p. 699. The dissenting commissioner. were not only convinced that the public interest 
in the speedy termination of receiverships did not justifY the Commission in disre
garding its more fundamental duty with reference to the establishment of sound finan .. 
cia1 structures. but they were Dot persuaded of the existence of any urgent neceuity 
for such speedy termination. Commissioner LewU. for example, concluded his expres
sion of dissent in the instant proceeding as follows: "All inVe.tigatioDl indicate that 
the property and JerVices have improved. Therefore, 10 far u the public: interest iJ 
concerned there seems to be DO pressing need for w to be spurred on to approval of 
the reorganization plan simply because if iI: i. rejected, or changed, it will take .,mc 
time to prepare and submit a new plan, and get the road out of rcc:eiverthip.'· Ibid., 
p. 719. Note, also, the following from Commissioner Eastman', disscnting opinion: 
UAs I undentaod their position,. the majority of the commission are not here author .. 
izing the desired securities because they regard all of the provisions of the teorgaoiza~ 
tion plan with tavor. On the contrary it is made quite clear in the final paragraplu of 
the report 00 the general investigation of SL Paul affairs that they recognize the 
·obviow shortcomings· of the plan. They find themselves &ced with the ahemauves 
of either approving a poor plan or compelling the negotiation of new agreements with 
the likelihood of further considerable delay and ex"""", in taking the railroad out of 
receivership. 10 this dilCDlma they choose approval of the plan u the lesser evil in 
the public interest. Such a conclusion,. it seems to me, is iII-<oosidcred. This is not the 
first time that the commission has approved reorganization plans upon such I. theory. 
and in at least two instances there have been suc:ccssive reorganizations of the tame 

property. The need for a more positive policy is dearly indicated. The etfcct upon the 
country of a rcjec:tion of this plan would be tonic. Moreover I believe that reasonable 
cbangeo in the plan could and would be made without undue difliculty. But ev .... if 
delay ensued, it would be no dire misfortune for the property to remain I. Hale longer 
in receivership. It has so far been much improved during the rec:eivenhip. and doubt .. 
less this improvement would continue:' Uml., p. 711. For IUpport of this position, tee 
Nathan L. Jacobs, "Tbe Inlen .... Commcr<e Commission Ind Inte ..... te Railroad Re· 
organizatiollJ," H .... .,4 Uuv lInMlII, vol. 45 (March, 193')' pp" 85s-889. 87..-876. 
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the courts. In the beginning the Commission appeared to disclaim al
together any share of responsibility for the justice of the reorganiza
tion expedients. When, in an early case, the holders of small blocks 
of bonds protested against the plan of exchanging bonds for stock, 
Division 4 disposed of the protest summarily: "This is a matter prop
erly to be brought before the court having jurisdiction in the prem
ises, which has expressly reserved the determination of the equities in 
the receivership proceeding ...... Subsequendy, questionable adjust
ments sometimes received extended consideration, but without any 
resulting change in the set-up agreed upon by the security holders and 
approved by the court.1!84 

In this as in other aspects of the reorganization process, the St. Paul 

... Set:uriIie, 0/ en""", I< _,Ui"';' R,., 6'] I.C.C. 61, 64 (1921). 
Ilf Note the following. for example, from &organilltllion of A" B. 4t A. Ry., 117 

LC.C. 181,184-187 (1926): "h • practical ... ..." .... of the situation it may be said 
that the Atlantic Coan Line ia acquiring conuol of the A., If. " A. property by a cash 
payment of about $3,600,000 and the guaranty of an annual payment of about 
$260,000 in dividends. The bondholders are RCeiving 60 per cent of the ba: value of 
their bonw in 5 per cent guaranteed stock. but nothing for unpaid interest. • • • No 
recognition ia given the IIOckholders of the A., B. " A. in these plans. The contention. 
of the IIOckholders are baled largely upon the W:t that our valuation of the owned 
property of the A.. B. It A. •.. shoWI a value of over $23,000,000 al of June 30, 
191<$, from which it is argued that the consideration to be given by the Atlantic Coast 
Line {or conuol of the new company, and therefore of the property, ia grossly inade
quate. It ia also .trongly urged by the .tockholdcn through their counsel that the 
earningo of the A., B. " A. axe now increaoing to such an extent .. to justifY a bope 
that the company may be reorganized as an jndependent carrier. and that the execution 
of the present reorganization plan should be deferred. to permit further test of the 
earning capacity of the property, u wdl as more complete investigation of the poasi
bility of more advantageous disposition. Counsel also .uggests that our authority hal 
IlOt been invoked to tee:ure better divisions for the A., B. &. A. from its connecting lines. 
• . • The objections of the ItOCkholden were airnilacly urged before the court in the 
procccdiogo preceding the laIe of the property and were dismiascd. • • • There ia no 
dificul.ty in reaching the conclusion that from the standpoint of transportation Rl'Vice 
the proposed reorganization and control by the Atlaotic eoast Line i. in the public 
intel'elt. • . . Approval should therefore be given and the necessary authority issued, 
unleu there be something in the terms and conditions of the proposed acquisition, or 
in the conlidecation, 10 inequitable as to require modification in the public interest. 
We find nothing of this character in the acrangc:ment." CommissionCl Eastman, who 
dissented on other grounds, was much more sympathetic to the claims of the stock
holders, but reached the same general conclusion al the majority: "The price which in 
cJl'cct ia being paid for the property ia very low. While it ia perhapl conoi ... nt with the 
record of earnings for the past siI yean since the end of Fedecal control, that record, 
I beli .... afform I poor test of the inherent earning power of the property. Immedi· 
ately after Fodcral control the company wu plunged into a dioastrow warlirc with iu 
employees, a warm which DOt only depleted. net earnings but mU5t have engrossed 
the attention of the management to the exclusion of proper attention to efficient opera-
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case is particularly illuminating.o•o The reorganization plan there ap
proved unquestionably effected a redistribution of equities, in disre
gard of legal priorities, in favor of the stockholders and at the expense 
of the bondholders. This result was achieved, in lace of a situation 
which appeared to wipe out the unsecured investors,o.o by enabling 
the stockholders. to maintain their original position through the pay
ment of a small assessment and the purchase at par of some of the 
new mortgage bonds,'" whereas the old bondholders were required 
to make very substantial concessions, not only through exchange of 
their holdings for junior securities, but through according priority to 

tion and the building up of business and revenues. My impression it strong that the 
management has not shown energy in seeking new source. of revenue, such, for ex .. 
ample, as increased divisions from its connections. Furthermore within the past: two 
years the trend of earnings has been sharply upward. In view of the rapid develop
ment of the South, the valuable terminal facilities which the Atlanta, Birmingham 6: 
Adantic owns at certain points and its apparent strategic position with reference to 
the Atlantic: Coast Linc~Louisvi1le &; Nashville system, it seems to me that there is good 
reason for believing that it might with advantage have been permitted to continue in 
the receiver's hands longer, concentrating attention on management and operation and 
fostering the upward trend of earnings. However, this is a question of judgment and 
in view of the fact that the bondholders have agreed to the price, and the further f.Lct 
that a very substantial increase would be necessary before the stockholders would 
benefit, no sufficient reason has been shown for general disapproval of the price as in .. 
consistent with the public interest." Ibid., pp. 188-189. For a critique of thi. reor .. 
ganization, as well as of the second Denver lie: Rio Grande Western rcorgaoization, from 
the standpoint of their fairoe!$ as between different dassel of bondholders, lee Harold 
G. Moulton and Associates, op cit., at pp. 339-342. 

G8G Chicago, Mil",auk..e~ & St. Paul ReorgtltJizalion, 131 I.C.C. 6,3 (1928). Sup" 
porting analysis for the above strictures upon the tairnc:u of the reorganization plan 
will be taken from Commissioner Eastman's dissenting opinion. at pp. 701""714. 

616 '"The property of the St. Paul was sold under foreclosure of the junior mort
gages at a price which apparently wiped out the stockholders completely and left o.oly 
48 cents on the dollar for the bonds in de&.ult. A reorganization. however. is proJX*d 
which provides for both the bondholders and the stockholders. Sacrifices arc nccet
sarily entailed by a reorganization. Who makes the sacrifices herd" Ibid., p. 708. 

687 Both the facts and the unanswerable conclusions concerning the position or the 
mx:kholders appear from the following: '"'The stockholdeR will have precisely the same 
number of shares as before, and their place in the new financial struCture will in DO 

important respect be inferior to their place in the old, except that the interest rate will 
average a triBe higher on the new than on the old bonds. To regain their position in 
this way the stockholders arc called upon to do two things: I. Contribute $4 per share, 
which will be used in pan for reorganization expenses and in part for working capital, 
and which it appears may also be rewrncd in pan at the discretion of the reorganiza .. 
tion managers. 2. Invest SZ4 per share, in the case of the prefcned stock. and S~ per 
share, in the case of the common, in new 50-year 5 per cent mongage boods at par. 
These bood. will have a lieo on the property underlying the lien of the adjustment .. 
mortgag< bonds, which the de&uhed boadholden are to receive, aad will be j""'" 
ooly to the $,8 •• 130.960 of undisturbed bonds and any bonds that may hen:aJia be 
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the mortgage bonds purchased by the stockholders and permitting di
version of income in large amount from interest payments on the bulk 
of their new holdings to capital expenditures .... The adjustment thus 
made, involving heavy sacrifices on the part of bondholders and but 
slight sacrifices on the part of stockholders, was effectuated without 
affording the bondholders an opportunity to provide direcdy the nec
essary new funds, .... and despite the fact that fiillure and receivership 

issu<d under the old general mortgal!" or the new /ir,t and refunding mortgal!". The 
investment in DCW bonds obviously involves no sac:rifice OD the part of the stockholders, 
except ID the ",teD! that they arc roquired ID pay more thaD the bonds arc worth. The 
chairman of the bondholders' committee ... tified that th ... bonds are 'intrinsically' 
worth par, and in view of the character of their security and the .... deney of the 
money market he is probably right. They are now selling at about 96. The actual 
sacrifice involved in their purchase at par by the stockholders is, therefore, small in any 
eYeDt andlik<ly to be 00. It folloWl that the only real sacri/ire roquired by the stock· 
holders in retur.a for a position in the new financial ,tructure equal to that which 
they beld in the old is $4 per sbare. Obviowly this is DOt the sacri/irc relied upon to 
put the new company upon its feet 6.nanci.ally. . . . The 'contribution of the stock
bolders at $4 per share amounts to 19,330,072. Assumiog that the bonds in which they 
arc required to invest are worth only 96, their further contribution is $2,427,067. 
making a total of $u,757,139. They are to receive stock of the new company, the 
present curb quotations aD which are about 26 for the common and 44 for the preferred, 
making a total market: valuc on this basis of $81,497,712. In other words, for a pay .. 
ment of SU,757,I39 at the maximum, they regain an equity worth $81,497.712, in 
the &.ce of the &ct that the creditors oecured by mortgal!" are being ealled upon ID 
make scriow oac:rifires." Ibid., pp. 7011-709. 

DIB A mere statement of the provisions of the plan discloses the great bwdens im .. 
pooed thereby upon the bondholders: "ID place of securities wbich b2d a direct lien ror 
the most part on the entire property, subject only to the undisturbed bonds, a lien 
wbich protected both principal and aDDuai interest, the .. defaulted bondholder. are to 
receive 20 per ceDt in the same 50-year 5 per cent bonds in which the stockholders are 
required to invest and 80 per cent in adjustment-mortgage bonds which are the equiva .. 
lent of prior preferred stock. They are also to permit two new mortgages to be created, 
both of which are to be superior in lien to the adjustment mortgage and one of which 
is to be junior ooly to the undisturbed bonds and is to be subject to no limitation OD 
the amoWlt of bonds which may be issued under iL One of these superior mortgages 
which they thus permit to be created is also to be used to sccwe the major part of the 
DeW money which the ItOCkholder. are to provide. In other word. this money is largely 
to be raised upon the ItI'eDgth of credit which the defaulted bondholden .urrender. 
The laner further agree that up to $5,000,000 per year two-thirds of yearly net income 
may be diverted from the payment of interest on their new adjustment bonds to capital 
expenditures, this interest not being cumulative until J930." Ibid., p. 709 . 

• 18 There appears to be DO sound basis for the contention that such an adjustment 
was neceuary in order to raise the new money required by the reorganization: "Ap
parendy mch a ..... ganiutioD iJ defended legally upon the ground that additioDal 
fimds are essential to the success of the UD:dertaking and 'it may be impossible to obtain 
them unleu stockholden are permitted to:~ntribute and retain an interest .ufficiently 
valuable to move them.' But it would sce.ai that this defense can only apply when the 
borulbolden are themselves unwilling to .u~ply the additional fimds, oomethiDg wbich 
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had eventuated under the management of the stockholders.D<O But 
the contentions of the protestants "that the plan is preferential to the 
stockholders and therefore prejudicial to the holders of the general 
and refunding bonds," and "that the deposits of the large percentages 
of the securities involved in the receivership were obtained by coercive 
measures and threats of penalties,"Du did not approve themselves to 
the majority of the Commission. While it was conceded that the ar
rangements agreed upon by the security holders, the reorganization 
managers, and other parties in interest were not binding upon the 
Commission, these contentions were disposed of, without independ
ent analysis of the equities of the situation or of the processes pursued 
in the adoption of the plan, by mere reference to tbe fact of agree
ment by the bondholders and approval by the court and to the absence 
of any legal bar to the result achieved: "The bondholders depositing 
their bonds under the plan have, through their representatives, pur
chased the properties, and have, pursuant to provisions in the plan, 
previously .agreed upon, apportioned to the stockholders a share of 
the bondholders' equity. They have thus permitted the stockholders 
to retain an interest in the properties upon the terms which have been 
stated above. We have not been advised of any rule of law or equity 
which requires that the stockholders should be absolutely foreclosed 
and cut off, except to the extent of new money contributed by them, 

they have been given no opportunity to do. And plainly here the Itockholders have 
been given inducement much more than ·sufficicndy valuable to move them.' ••• 
If the Government is to assume, as it has assumed, the responsibility for the regula. 
tiOD of railroad security issues, it is assuredly vital to the economical financing of the 
properties and to the public interest generally that the Government should, to the ex
tent of its power. see to it that investors are treated with absolute good faith, and that: 
the rights attaching to their securities are adequately protected:" Ibid., pp. 709-710. 

1160 It is significant that this highly favorable treatment was accorded to the stoCk
holders without regard to their responsibility for the shortcomings of past managerial 
policy: "In this connection it must be borne in mind that it is the stockholders, DOt the 
bondholders, who have been legally responsible for the management of the St. Paul 
in the past, and in 10 far as that management has been lax and hal contributed to the 
financial down&ll of the company, it is the stockholdcn who must .houlder the blame. 
If stockholders are to realize and be alive to their legal responsibilities, they ahould be 
made to carry at least their appropriate .hare of the load when the company mCCU with 
disaster. There IUtCly can be no jwtification for restoring them. with amall aacrifice OD 

their part, to a position in the new company of practically unimpaired power OIl<! 
security:· Ibid .• p. '.0. Por an analysis of the cawes of the SL Pau!". difIicuities, in
cluding those centered primarily in mistakes and improprieties of management, tee 
C!Uago. MiI_k .. & SI. Pilld I ... nig.,; .... rpl.C.C. 6'5 (.g.8). 

'41 Chicago. MilwtlUf(ee 6' SI. ptnJ Reorgll,,;zatiOtJ. 131 I.C.C. 673. 692 (1928). 
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• • or which forbids bondholders from sharing with the old stock
holders a portion of the equities purchased. The plan, which contains 
the provisions whereby the old stockholders are permitted to retain an 
interest in the new company, was submitted to the district court and 
approved by it. The applicant shows that the courts look with favor 
on the practice of permitting stockholders to retain an interest in re
organized properties, and especially in transportation systems where 
the conditions render such course lawful We find nothing indicating 
that such practice here is contrary to the public interest."1UJI 

Toward one aspect of the relationships between the parties in in
terest-toward the matter of reorganization expenses, particularly in 
the form of compensation to reorganization managers, protective 

"'lbUJ., p. 693. Since du: majority of du: Commission placed primary ...... upon 
du: £act of agreement to du: plan by du: bondholder.. the following ourvey of the 
circumstances surrounding the development of this a~t, as Jet forth in the diJ· 
IeDting opinion of Commissioner Eastman, becomes a maller of considerable signifi· 
c:ana:: -n. plan has du: apparent support of most of du: Itoekholders and bond· 
holden. To gouge du: ,weight which ought to be given to thiJ W:t, it is necessary to 
understand the awpices under which the plan was formulated and how this assent was 
lCCUled. For many yean the St. Paul had conducted its financial operations exclwively 
through Kuhn, Loeb " Company. in association after 1909 with du: National City Bank 
or National City Company. In the report on the investigation of the St. Paul', affairs, 
issued contemporaneously with this report, it is shown that these bankers precipitated 
du: r=ivership. Immediately thereafier they made themselves reorganization managers, 
and they named the chairmen of the three committee. which were organized to protect 
du: interestl of du: bondholders. eommon·stock holders. and preferred.stock holders. 
On the bondholder,' committee, indeed, the reorganization managers were directly 
represented, and by the reorganization plan they were made: the: 'sole: judges' of the: 
axnpensation to be paid to all these committc:c:l. The: reorganization managert and the 
committees were able: within a comparatively short time to agree upon a plan, and it 
waa then presented to the oecurity holders with du: very considerable prestige and 
momentum which it derived from NCb an agreement. But there were other reasons 
impelling. if not eompelling ..... nt by du: oecurity holders. Under du: plan, tho .. who 
do not heeome prrties 'within du: period. limited or fixed therefor' can du:reafter be
come: parties only 'upon obtaining an exprest writte:n consent of the reorganization 
managers,' and the: latter are empowered "in thc:ir absolute discretion' and 'upon such 
general or special terms and conditions as they see fit, to withhold or give such conscnt." 
Thc: evidence shOWI that the threat implied in thia provision was Dot overlooked by the 
reorganization managc:n. • • . Nor is this all. ]n a sale under foreclosure the debu in 
default can be used in payment of the purchase price, but those not holding evidences 
of IUch indebtedness must pay cash. ,.. a practical matter this makes it impossible. in 
du: case of • great railroad property like du: SL Paul. for other inrer .. ts to bid. It has 
allO become the practice of the courts in such cases. for reasons not wholly clear, to 
fix a very low upset price, and ordinarily the property is bid in at that figure. Here a 
ltighdy higher amount, $140,000,000, was bid in behalf of the: reorganization man
agers. which. added to unforeclosed direct obligations of $160,001.960, made a total 
of $300,001,960, as contra.ted with. property valuation on the so<alled O'Fallon 
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committees, and their counsel-the Commission attempted to pursue 
a more positive policy, but encountered in the end legal difficulties 
which appeared to remove these adjustments from the scope of its 
jurisdiction. Questions of compensation have generally been deter
mined in the first instance by the reorganization managers, and the 
amounts involv~d have been recovered through assessments upon the 
holders of the securities of the old company or through charges 
against the capital of the new company. Since the expenses thus in
curred are part and parcel of the reorganization plan, they are sub
ject to review by the court exercising jurisdiction of the receivership, 
and since their extent generally bears upon the propriety of the re
sulting financial structure, they become matters of concern to the 
Commission in its consideration of proposals to issue securities. The 
Commission's approach in the premises, in which we are primarily 
interested, has varied from time to time, but clearly in the direction of 
assuming active responsibility for the reasonableness of reorganiza
tion expenses. In the beginning a few minor plans were approved 
without special reference to these items;'" but as early as 192Z there 
was express recognition of a definite public interest in the matter of 
reorganization expenses"" and in 1925, in pursuance of this recogni-

basis of not less than $640,000,000. This sale price, however, determines the cash that 
a nonassc.nting bondholder who is Dot a party to the reorganization plan will receive, 
and it means about 48 cents on the dollar . ... The security holden were, therefore, 
in this predicament. They could either join in the reorganization plan, or they could 
stay out and contemplate the necessity of employing counsel and experts in an endeavor 
to persuade the courts or the commission that the plan ought DOt to be approved. If 
they chose the latter alternative and Wled, they ran the risk that they could men be~ 
come parties to the plan only upon the payment of unknowD peoalUCI fixed at the 
discretion of the reorganization managers, or that they would be doomed to accept a 
ruinous cash settlement. From observation in the past the security holders knew also 
that a fight against reorganization managers behind Wall Sueet inuenchments is an 
uphill struggle against heavy odds. Summing up the situation, ODCC the reorganization 
managers and their persona1ly selected committees had agreed upon a plan, resistance: 
upon the part of security holders involved a probability of heavy expense and also 
grave risk of ultimare disaster. That they at length flocked to the standard of the re· 
organization managers after considerable evidence of reluctance is not a £act which 
should weigh heavily in our deliberations." Ibitl.~ pp. 70:r,03. For a lively and Jtimu· 
lating analysis of the failure and reorganization of the SL Paul, in all their DumerOUS 
ramifications, sec Max Lowenthal, The Investor Pays (1933) . 

••• Sec Bonds. Stock. and No,.s of K.nsllS. Okl.Jw",. If? Culf Ry., 65 I.C.C. 672 
(192]). 70 I.C.C. 78 (]92]); Sef:1lTities 01 Texu Cily Terminal Ry., 70 I.C.C. :344 
(1921). 

a •• Missouri.Kansu-TnlU Reorglltlization, 76 I.C.C. 84 (19:32). 10 this proceeding 
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tion, the compensation of reorganization managers and the fees of 
their counsel, which were to be paid by the new company from assess
ments upon stockholders, were actually fixed by the Commission.1I4II 
While the circumstances of some of the intervening proceedings 

it was proposed that out of the cash to be raised by assessments on the stockholders 
fOr the benefi. of the I<Ol'ganizcd property. $,,6'4,'49.79 be paid as compensation to 
the tcorganization managers and S750~OOO as fees to their counsel. In view of the 
"urgent necessity that a reorganization be accomplished without further delay," the 
various applications involved were approved, but only after being amended in acc:ord~ 
aoc:e with an agreement between the applicant, the reorganization managers, and the 
CoJ:DJ:llissionJ whereby the amounts of compensation to be allowed to the reorganiza
tion managers and their counsel were to be determined by a court or by the Commis
sion. 10 supporting its resort to this arrangement Division 4 first set forth the conten
tions of the applicants: "It appears from the testimony bearing on the item for man
agers' compensation that their tasks were exceedingly difficult; that their services have 
been continuous since 1914, and will continue for a considerable period of time; and 
that as sponsors for the plan of reorganization they carry serious responsibility. • • • 
The testimony is to the eB"c:ct that the reorganization managers' compensation as pro
posed is measured by a percentage of the par value of the' ¥ccwitiCi issued and that 
this method has the sanction of established custom.. Furthermore, the rate of that corn .. 
pensation was distinctJ.y stated as a term of the plan and agreement of reorganization 
which set forth the respective rights and interests of all security holders. It has been 
IUggested to us that this agreement is controlling and that we are charged with DO 
duty and possess no power to look beyond iL There is testimony that the fees of coun .. 
sel bear a proper relation to fees customarily paid for services rendered in difficult mat .. 
ten: of large .aaagnitude·· (pp. 105-106). But these contentions. and the testimony 
introduced in support thereot; did not prove suf6.ciendy persuasive to justify an immedi .. 
ate determination of the issue: "We did not sec our way clear ••• to grant IUch 
approval of the compensation of the reorganization managers or their counsel aJ 

would be involved in authorizing unconditional issuance of securities. If such com· 
pensation is appropriate, measured by the standards of current and recent practice, there 
arises the question as to the correctness of those standards. If in one instance compensa .. 
tion is excessive, it does not follow that the application of the same basil to a number 
of instances makes the basis proper. We were not prepared to accept the view that the 
situation presented involved only the usual relations of client and attorney or of parties 
to contracts derermining by agreement their respective rights. There is involved an 
important question of public interest. By the amended application • • • provision is 
made for resolving the elements of doubt, and the effect to be given to the provisions 
of the reorganization plan and agreement in respect of compensation of managers and 
the charges of their counsel is not now determined and remains for future determina .. 
tion .. thereby provided" (p. ,06). 

Ulln July, 1925, more than two and a half years after the above determination. the 
Commission found that the compensation of the reorganization managen and the fees 
of their counsel should not exceed $900,000 and $600.000. respectively, and ordered. 
that the remainder of the fund of $2.364.249.79. with its proportionate share of ac
cumulated in_~ should be paid in.o the treasury of the new comp .. y. 99 I.C.C. 330. 
Commiuioner Eastman and Commissioner McM.anamy filed vigorous dissents. Com
missioner Eastman, after pointing out that provision bad been made for large oudaY' 
in connection with the reorganization independently of the items in question (pp. 334-
335), and that numeroul mctor. tended IOto lessen the weight of the evidence suppon-
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were such that the matter of reorganization expenses was passed over 
without discussion or protesting comment,"· in at least one ease dis
approval was expressed, though without actual e1fect in the particular 
instance, of the practice of imposing the burden of reorganization 
expenses, incurred primarily for the benefit of the old creditors 
and investors, upon the financial structure of the new company ... • 

ing the compensation sought by the reorganization manager. and their COUDlel" 
(pp. 335-338), concluded that "if they were allowed $1.200,000 in the aggregate, they 
would ••• be generously treated" (p. 340). It ,hould be IIOtcd that this conclwio", 
like that of the majority, was merely one of judgment, in the light of all relevant 
considerations, and hence introduced no Dew principle of decision. He also expressed 
his agreement, however, with the view of Commissioner McManamy .. that DO lCCW'i .. 
ties of a new railroad corporation, created upon reorganization to take over the prop
erty of an old company, ought to be issued to meet the expenses of reorganizatioo" 
(pp. 340-341). In developing this view, Commissioner McManamy, after pointing out 
that "reorganization is undertaken in the in[Ucsts of the creditor .. .ecured and un
secured, and the shareholders of a corporation in financial straits" and that in this 
instance "everything these managers and counsel have done was, or it presumed to 
have been, in the interest of their clients, the shareholders and creditors of the old 
companies" (p. 341), proceeded as follows: "In my opinion it is economically UDJOund 
and incompatible with the public interest to saddle upon the Dew company the expenses 
of and compensation for the services of the reorganization manager. and their coun" 
scI. That shareholders of the old company entered into agreemenu looking to the 
capitalization by the new company of these and other expenses, and that the reorganiza .. 
tion managers agreed in writing to accept our determination of the amount of their 
compensation does Dot touch upon the merits of the question. Our authority and duty 
under section 20a of the interstate commerce act to examine: into the propriety of pro.
posed security issues, and into the propriety of the uses to which they may be applied. 
can Dot be diminished by any such agreement. 1 am convinced that this commission 
should not have accepted in principle, and should now disapprove, the capitalizatioD 
by the new company of these expenditures. Catainly if such expenditures are charge
able at all to the new company in a reorganization designed to effect a sounder finan .. 
cial structure, they are not properly payable out of the proceeds of capital issues. Be
cause of increased and increasing expenditures of time and money employed in such 
reorganizations, I am further convinced that we should DOW announce u • general 
rule that some method other than inclusion in the securities of a reorganized company, 
or embodiment in any new securities, must hereafter be devised to take care of ex .. 
pen.ses incident to the protection of the interests of uedjtDn and .hareholders of • 
railroad organization in financial difficulties" (p. 342) • 

... See Sm,,;'; ... f M.S .• B. 6' P. Ry .• 79 I.C.C. 509 ('923); Sm";';~/.f Eagle, 
Mere Ry •• 82 I.C.C. 648 (1923); Dm,," & Rio erllntle WelU'rtJ Reorg/IfJizlltUm. 8:% 
I.C.C.745 ('923); Columbus 6' Gm •• ill, Ry. Stock. 86 I.C.e. '53 ('923). Por. 12 .... 
clctermination of this character. ... AcquUition by' .• G. 6' G. Ry .. 124 Le.e. 623 
('927) • 

.. , AcquUition ."il Stock Issue by N. C. 6' E. R. R.. 86 I.e.e. 6'7 ('924). 10 this 
proceeding the securities authorized included J 4,800 shares of common JtoCk "to be 
delivered to the reorganization managers in payment for their scrvica. to pay for 
counsel, to ddtay the costs of the reorganization, and for any other putpoICI to which 
the reorganization managen may logolly devote them" (p. 6'9). Uodct the: circum-
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Thereafter. despite some hesitancy .... the filing of full ioformation 
concerning reorganization expenses was required,'" with a view to 

sunccs disclosed of record Division 4 approved the reorganization plan, dcspit<: this 
trcatmeBt of reorganization expenses, but it deemed. the burdening of the new com .. 
pany in this way contrary to sound policy: ""We believe this reorganization to be sound. 
It does, nevertheless, place the burden of the reorganization costs upon the new com· 
pany. We ..., of the opinion tha, such practice is questionable and tha, the costs in· 
currcd. on account of crediton' and protective committees and their counsel should be 
borne by the parties concerned. The object of such commi_. ;, the prorcction of the 
interest> of creditors and security holders of the insolven' company. The expeoses in· 
curred in such work .hould be mel: by those in'eoded to be benefit<:d, and the DeW 

company should not have this additional burden. In this instance, however, the plan 
has beeo approved by the court, the cxpeoses do nor appear unreasonable, the financial 
ItrUCtUJ'e involves DO fixed charge, and the new company star'tl busineu with a fair 
amount of cash" (p. 620), Commissioner Eastman, in his dissent, deemed the principle 
of ruOicient imponance to justifY disapproval even in this instance (pp.620-621) • 

... in &01"g"';''';on of A .• B. 6- A. R,., "7 I.C.C. 1St (19.6), the plan was 
approved in the absence of adequate data concerning the reorganization expenses in .. 
volved. Division 4, after Doting that pan of the common stock to be iasued was to 
cover II various expenses in connection with the foreclosure 8!ld reorganization • • • 
not to exceed. $600,000,"' merely declared: "'The amounts of these various items, some 
of which ore to be fixed by the cour<, have no, beeo determined. Their propriety may 
receive further attention in ow consideration of the proposed issues of securities" 
(p. J83). This treatment of reorganization expenses was one of the matter. stressed 
in Chairman Eastman's dissenting opinion: '"Part of the price which the Atlantic Coast 
Line is to pay for the property consists of an amount which may total $600,000, ,repre
senting various expenses in connection with the foreclosure and reorganization. The 
record is barren of evidence as to the exact nature and amount of these expenses. All 
we are told is that they will not exceed $600,000, and that the major items will be 
compensation to the receiver and his counsel, compensation to counsel who filed the 
crediton' bills, compensation to Atlanta, Boston, and New York counsel in connection 
with three foreclosure bills, compensation to the two bondholden" committees. com
pensation to the rcotganization committee, Federal issue taxes, cost of printing, special 
master', allowance, and cost of advertising. This docs not include $12,000 per year 
throughout the receivenhip, whic:h the rccci.ver has already been paid. In my opinion 
this matter should not have been left: on record in this state of haze, but should have 
been inquired into thoroughly. • • • The sum involved seeml a tremendous lum, 
considering the character of the property" and experience has shown that in the case 
of such reorganizations there is DO reason to presume that the expenditurea will be 
reasonable. • • • Nor is this a matter which CIn be adequately covered, as I see it, in 
aoy lubsequen, proceeding. [, should have been deal, with here" (p. 189). 

"g In illiupplemental report in the above proceeding. in which the issuance of the 
necessary securities was authorized, Division 4 noted that an itemized statement of the 
reorganization expenses involved had been duly filed, and, although it did not pad 
independent judgment on the propriety of the items, it announced that it would there
after require, al a matter of policy, full information concerning reorganization ex· 
penscs: ''There hal now been filed for the record a 1W0rn statement of the item. of 
expenditure in question, aggregating about $614,000 in amount. The major portion 
conDllI of attorney'. fccs, receiver's compensation, etc., fixed by the court. AI. to the 
remainder, we do not feel warranted in delaying action pending investigation of their 
propriety and reasonableness. The obligationl of the new company, as a whole, are 
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subjecting their amount and payment to the control of the Com
mission. liM 

But in the St. Paul case the realization of this objective was ef
fectively thwarted. Provision had been made in the reorganization 
plan whereby the $4 assessment per share upon each of the stock
holders, which was to be paid to the reorganization managers, was to 
be divided into two funds: $2.50 was to be used as far as necessary to 
meet court costs and similar outlays, the remainder to go to the new 
company; and $1.50 was to be used as far as necessary to meet re
organization expenses, the remainder to be transferred to the new 

moderate. Reorganizations of railway companies necessitated by cxcclSive burden. of 
fixed charges or lack of carning power and involving heavy losses to security holders, 
should not be made the opportunity for exploitation. As an aid in protecting the public: 
interest, we shall require that full information regarding the expenses of rcorganiza· 
tion be: made a part of the public records of such proceedings." J 17 I.C.C. 439 (1926), 
at pp. 441-442. See, also, K. C., M. b O. ReorganizaJio1J. 145 I.C.C. 339 (1928); 
Savannah & A. Ry. Co . .Acquisition, 162 I.C.C. 771 (1930). 

no Thw, in Reorganizalion 0/ Grorgia 6' Florida Ry., J 17 I.C.C. 473 (1926), 
where statements were submitted estimating the aggregate of reorganization expenses 
at not less than $492,000, Division 4 did not deem the showing sufficiently adequare or 
convincing and conditioned its authorization of securities upon the filing of detailed 
data concerning the amounts actUally required for reorganization expenses and the 
withholding of any payments therefor without further order: '1t is . . • obvious that 
the public interest requires that reorganization proceedings shall be free from any JUS~ 
picion of exploitation. It is our view that in authorizing the issuance of securities to 
be devoted to the expenditures for reorganization and the winding up of rccc.ivenhipt 
incident therero, we should have before us convincing evidencc that such expenditures 
are necessary and reasonable. We shall, therefore, condition our authorization in this 
case upon the filing for the record of an itemized starement of the amoUDlS actually 
required. with an adequate description of the services covered by each principal ex~ 
penditurej the name of the proposed payee; the compensation already received, if any; 
and the portion of compensation to be paid in securities, if any. with the yaluation 
thereof; DO securities or proceeds of securities to be used for such expenditures until 
liuthcr authorized by us'· (pp. 488-489). Upon the subxquent filing of the required 
data, which disclosed a proposed aggregate of reorganization expemcs about Sso,ooo 
less than the amount originally estimated. the above condition conccming the use of the: 
securities or their proceeds was removed. In approving the charges, Division 4 placed 
primary stress upon the adequacy of the record as a whole rather than upon the pro-
priety of each item, and it cautioned against the construction of the result II establish~ 
ing any generally applicable standards: "1n insisting upon the substantiation and the 
publicity of claims for espenses in connection with the reorganization of railroad com .. 
panies, it is not to be: understood. that we shall attempt a tcrutiny of every detail 0Jt 
to set up a standard of cxpeases allowable for capitalization to be applied in othet cues. 
Expenditures which are "necessary and reasonable· in one case might be either eucs-
rive or entirely in.adequau: in another:· 1J71.C.C. 787, 788 (19'7). I. should be noted 
that the burden of the reorganization ClpeDJeJ was impotcd upon the DeW company. 
On this ground Commissio_ Eastman dissented (P.789). 
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company for additional working capital or returned on a pro rata 
basis to the stockholders, within the discretion of the managers. Ap
proximatdy $3>500,000 was thus provided out of the $1.50 fund for 
reorganization expenses. Under these circumstances, and in view of 
the inadequacy of the record with respect to the propriety and reason
ableness of the sums involved, 0" the Commission reserved jurisdic
tion of the proceeding "for the purpose of taking further testimony as 
to the expenses of the reorganization, the nature and scope of the 
services performed for the compensation and fees claimed, and any 
other matters appropriate in the premises, and for the entering of 
pertinent orders in connection therewith" ;0" and in order that this 
procedure might be rendered effective, the authority to issue securities 
under the approved reorganization plan was granted upon the ex
press condition that the applicant "shall impound in a separate fund 
the money received from the payment by holders of preferred and 
common stock in an amount equal to $4 a share, which shall not be 
paid out unless and until so authorized by order of the court in re
spect to payments subject to the court's jurisdiction or by this com
mission ... • .. But the enforcement of this condition was permanendy 

III The Deed of additionol evidence bearing upon reorganization cxpcmea dearly 
appeared from the following: "There has been put in evidence a memorandum sub .. 
mitted to the Senate Committee on IDtentate and Foreign Commerce at a hearing on 
March 25. 192.6, which gives estimates of the cxpensca in connection with the termi .. 
nation of the receivcrshlp and reorganization of the St. Paul. The estimates are sum
marized under four headings: Expenses over which courts have jurisdiction, between 
$1,000,000 and $1,25°,000; expenses to be paid out of the $1.50 per share, between 
$1,636,063 and $3.38I,063j other disbursements in connection with the reorganizatioD, 
between $336,400 and '406,400; expenses of new company, between $977,500 and 
$1.3970500; • t<>taI of between $4.949.963 and $6.494.963. Memoranda have also 
been lubmitted giving the nature and eXtC'!nt of the services rendered by the ICvcral 
committees and their counsel. The evidence which was presented in respect of the 
total expC'!DSC'!I of reorganization was not reviscd. to date when introduced in this pro
ceeding. and, as above shown, such estimates are over t8 months old. It would appear 
that at this later date estimates more nearly approximating actual figures could be 
furnUhed. The record is insufficient to enable UI to arrive at an opinion as to the 
lC3lOnableneSi of the expenses and the public interest affected thereby." Chicago, Mil .. 
..... k .. 6- SI. P.ul Reorg.,,;.tttion. 131 I.e.c. 673. 699 (19.8). 

IUlbiJ. 
lIIIIIiIl., pp. 724-725. Com.miJsioner Hall, concurring in the authorization of se

curities, protested against the inclusion of the condition concerning reorganization 
expemes in temu lubsequendy held to be controlling by the coutU: "' do not conceive 
that u a commission we have anything to do with the application which may be made 
of the $4 per than: paid in to the ... rganization managers by existing stockholden. 
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enjoined. The Supreme Court, affirming the decree of the lower 
federal tribunal with respect to the $1 .50 fund,·" held that the transac
tion constituted a private contract between the stockholders and the 
reorganization managers of no interest to the carrier and hence be
yond the scope of the Commission's powers,··· and it found no obsta-

What those stockholcfers do with their money is their affair unless and until lOme part 
of the money is paid over to the applicant. We atc Dot dealing with the merits or 
demerits of the reorganization plan as such" (pp. 700-'701). It should be noted that 
in a supplemental rcpo~ issued some two months later, cerrain expenditure. were 
actually authorized uncler the condition imposed by the Commission. C., M. if St. P. 
Reorganization, 138 I.C.C. 291 (J928) . 

... Chicago, M., St. P. if P. R. Co. v. U.s" 33 Fed. (:1d) 58. (1929). 
15151:1 In the words of Jwticc Sutherland, speaking for the majority of the Court, with 

respect to the Commission's power of control over the special fund of SI.SO per share 
created by provision of the reorganization plan: "That provision cmbodicJ a contract 
betwccn the committees (voluntarily created by private persons), the managers, and 
such stockholders as shall elect to become depositors under the plan and ,hall advanc:e, 
with other monies for other pwposes, the specified sum for the distinct and IQle pur~ 
pose of paying the managers and others for services rendered in behalf of and for 
the exclusive bendit of these depositors. Neither the old company nor the new one was 
a party 01' wa~ privy to this contract. Neither the contract when made nor any of the 
parties to it. in respect to the contract, was subject to the jurisdiction of the commiJ~ 
sion. It was not contemplated by any of the parties, by the new company, or by the 
court which held the plm to be valid, 1hz. the new company should have 20y en
forceable interest in this special fund. Indeed, by contract between the new company, 
the managers and the purchasers at the sale, it was expressly agreed that the remainder 
of all cash received by the managers under the reorganization plan should be paid over 
to the new company, erapt the speciol fond 0/ 11.50 per share 0/ the oU eomplZtJy', 
1I«Jc, -Which. as provided in the reorganization plan, is to be set aside to provide for 
the compensation of the managers and the committees, fixed as therein provided, and 
the fees and disbwsemenb of their counsel and of all deposiwies and subdeposiwi.es.' 
• • • The agreement in respect of the special fund, though contained in the body of 
the plan, is in effect as distinct as though it had been made by separate contract. It 
seem. plain enough that the commission, by the condition here in question, has under· 
taken to lay its hands upon and control the disposition of a fund created by contract 
between private persons to which the carrier was not a party. in which the c.arricr had 
no enforceable interest, and which was Dot within the purview of the regulating power 
of the commission . •.. The proviso itself aptly illustrates by contrast the extent of 
the commission's power to impose conditions in respect of the matter under review'. 
Prom the entire fund of $4 per share, $2.50 per share was set apart to be used fOf pay~ 
ing costs of foreclosure, court aJlowanccs, etc., and any balance remaining was to be 
paid over to the new company: and by a subsequent agreement this balanec,. together 
with an unexpended amount intended for expenses not yet Jiquidated, was formally 
conceded 10 be the property of the new company. ThiJ portion of the fund, therefore, 
was properly a part of the carrier', rcsowccs; constituted a subject maner upon which 
the legislative SWldards CODtrOJling the action of the commission in respect of the issue 
of securities had a direct bearing; was proximately related to, and might substantially 
affect, the commercial activities of the carrier; and, accordingly, was a subject in re
spect of whieh the condition properly could be imposed by the eommission.lD the ease 
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de to invalidating the condition in the filet that it had been made an 
integral part of the securities authorization ... • 

There is much ground for questioning the soundness of this judi
cial determination, from the standpoint both of law and of policy, 

of the special fund of S'.50 per share, however. the carrier !wi no such in!ereSL That 
fund .... owned by and subject II> the sole control of priva .. perlOns. Whether the car
rier would receive any part of it in the future was a matter of ,peculation being wholly 
dependent upon the unrestricted will of its cwlOdian,. It """Its that the condition, in 
10 Ear as it affects the spccial fund of $1.50 per share. was an interference with private 
property aod rights lying outside the field of federal juritdiction." United St4I<, v. 
ClUugo, ete-., R. Co., 282 U.S. 3U. 324-32-1 (1931). 

III It was con_ded by the Government that the authority of the district courts II> 

enjoin., in part, an order of the Commission "applies to a severable part of the order. 
but not to a condition upon which the order was issued after the carrier hu exercised 
the authority granted by the order" (p. 328). This con_tion wao fOund II> he without 
merit by the majority of the Court, on the basiJ both of general principles aod of the 
particular circumstances of the instant proceeding. Justice Sutherland fir,t spoke in 
general terms u follows: ~'A condition contained in the: order by which the grant ia 
limited is as much a part of the order as any of iu Illbstant\ve provisions, and if be:
yond the jurudictinn of the commission iJ not ratified by an acceptance of the valid 
part of the order. It long has been settled in thiJ court that the rejection of ao uncon
otitutional condition impooed by a sta .. upon the grant of a privilege, even though the 
Ita .. poaess the unqualified power II> withhold the grant alll>gether, does not annul the 
grant. The grantee may ignore or enjoin the eo.f'Orc:em.CDt of the condition without 
thereby losing the granL • • • Without attemptiog to determine how far thiJ principle 
may be carried in its application to orders DC the Interstate Commctce Commission, or 
attempting to formulate any general rule in respect thereof, we are of opinion that the 
principle does apply to the order now under review; and for present purposes that ill 
enough" (pp. 3211-329). He then set fOrth the 'perial circumstances disclosed of record 
which supported the applicability of thil principle to the particular controversy: "An 
examination of the report thaw, that the commission fint considered the question in 
respect of the authority to issue lCCW'itiel $Ought by the new company. As to that mat
ter it found ,periJica1ly all the W:u required by '2Oa .. prerequi'ites to an order grant
ing such authority .. '. • The commission, having thus disposed of the application fot 
authority to issue ICCUritiel, turned to a consideration of the $4 fund and announced 
that the authority granted to issue the ICCUritics would be upon the condition set forth. 
• • • But nowhere in the report do we lind the Blightest auggestion that any part of the 
lUnd was included with the properties which were held to he a su8icient basiJ for the 
issue of the securities. . . . The fund was dealt with as an independent and separate 
matter •••• The order in itself, being complete and sdf..sustaining and resting upon 
grouncls Cound to be sufficient to support it, cannot be made to depend upon lubmissi.oJ1 
to a collateral condition, which, as we have mown, is beyond the ltatutory and consti .. 
tutional power of the commission to impose. Whatever may be the general rule, we 
bave DO diJIiculty in concludiog tha~ under the circumstances above recited, the prio
ciple in respect of the separability of unconstitutional cooditioDJ imposed upon a privi .. 
lege granted by •• tate iJ applicable to the present order of the commiuion-<md fo< • 
ltI'Oogcr reuon, aince that body, unlike • state in the class of cases referred to, doca not 
(lOIICII the power arbitrarily to deny the authority here IOUght by the carrier" (pp. 
329-33')' 
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along the lines forcefully developed in the dissenting opinion of 
Justice Stone and concurred in by Justice Holmes and Justice Bran
deis.051 It disregarded the public interest arising from the intimate re
lationship between the special fund and the financial structure of the 
new company;""· it ignored the applicant's acceptance of the benefits 

allf & will appear· in the three Dotcs following, Justice Stone Dot only found the con~ 
diriOD at issue to be within the Commission's statutory authority, but even 00 the as.
sumption that it exceeded the bounds of its jurisdiction, he questioned the right of the 
respondent to obtain relief afCCt availing itself of we benefits of the order to which the 
condition was attached. as weU as the propriety of the Court', action in invalidating 
the condition without resubmitting the entire problem of the issuance of ,"urities to 
the determination of the Commission. 

ClG8 His major conclusion upholding the validity of the condition was based upon a 
clear grasp of the real nature of the transaction involved and iu relationship to the 
Commission's functions: "The question is ••• presented, whether the salutary prori .. 
sions of S20(a) can be avoided, and an issue of securities, 10 tar as it i. made to raise a 
fund to defray excessive reorganization expenses. withdrawn from the control of the 
Commission. by the simple expedient of so arranging the reorganization plan that re~ 
organization managers may retain and disburse. from the moneys paid in by the old 
stockholders to procure stock in the reorganized company. luch amounts as may be re .. 
quired for reorganization expenses. • • • It would seem that technical distinctiom be .. 
tween possible methods of procuring payment of the last from funds raised by a se .. 
curity issue of the new company ought not to affect the authority of the Commission. J 
should have thought that, under our decisions. the Commission, where its order con" 
trois only the action of the appellee, might look through legal form. and, disregarding 
the corporate entity of the appellee, treat the action of the reorganization managers, in 
dealing with the sums paid by the stockholders for the new stock of appellee, as that of 
their creature and alter ego. the appellee. • • • But even if we disregard this identity 
of interest • • • the source of the expense fi.md was the assessments paid by the old 
stockholders, in reality and legal effect part consideration for, and proceeds of, the issue 
of the new stock. To say that so much of the reorganization agreement as related to the 
creation and expenditure of the $1.50 fund for the payment of these cxpensea was a 
mere private agreement, unrelated to the issue of securities, with which the CommiJ.. 
sian is vitally concerned, is to ignore its plain terms and disregard itJ practical opera" 
tion •••• Jt cannot be supposed that one dollar of the $ •. 50 fund would ever have 
been contributed by stockholders, had Dot the reorganization agreement definitely un" 
dertake.n to issue the securities under the plan to those stOCkholders who deposited their 
stock and made the required payments. The creation of this fund for the payment of 
the reorganization and other expenses was a part of the necessary price exacted for the 
new securities. It was an important purpose for which the new ,tock. was issued, and 
one of the purposes which the Commission was directed by the statute to investigate in 
determining, as it was bound to do. whether the issue was in the public interest and 
reasonably necessary and appropriate for the corp:»rate pwposes of appellee. The con .. 
siderations affecting the judgment of the Commission in passing upon the tcaJOnable 
necessity for the issue. its etfect upon the public interest and up:»n the carrier', per" 
fonnance of ilS public service, are the same whether the experue fund was to be paid 
dir<ctly to the DeW company for disbursement by it, or ,hort circuit<d, through the 
managers, from stockholders of the old to the "anow claimanu for IICrviccs rendered in 
creating the new •••• If the Commission, as J think it might, could have refused to 
approve the present issue of ICCUritics OD the ground that they were to be issued to 
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of the order prior to its petition for equitable relief from the burdens 
of the condition;'" it permitted the condemnation of the condition to 
effect an unqualified authorization of the securities,'eo As a practieal 

procure payment of reorganization expenses which were or might be excessive, thea, 
plainly. • • it could have made its consent to the issue conditional upon the modifica
tioD of the pi .... in such ........... as ro preclude the paym ... t of umeasonable expenses" 
(PP·333-340). 

leiD On the question of the respondent's right to equitable relief in view of the ad .. 
...... ge it had tak<n of the orelet as origiDal1y made, be said: "If appellee were unable 
or unwilling to comply with the order as made, equity and good conscience required, 
at least, either disclosure of that W:t ro the District Court before securing the trarufer 
of the railroad property to it; application, upon full statement of the &as, to the Com
mission to exercise the jurisdiction, which it had reserved, to approve a modified plan; 
or prompt initiation of the present proc:ccdings to test the validity of the order before a 
situation had beeD a.arccl prejudicial ro the public interest and ro the CommissioD', 
performance of its duties. Instead, appellee adopted a course of conduct consistent 
throughout only with its apparent purpose to comply with the order; and now, without 
rendering any excuse for the belated disclosure of its real purpose. it asks relief from the 
condition only afi:ct it has enjoyed benefits which it cannot be said would have been 
grantal without the condition. Neither this Coun nor the court below is acting any the 
less as a court of equity because its powers are invoked to deal with an order of the 
Interstate Commerce Commission. The failure to conform to those elementary stand
arch of f3irneu and good conscience which equity may alwaY' demand as a condition 
of its relief to those who seek its aid. seems to require that such aid be withheld from 
thio appellee" (Pp.341-342). 

lao Finally, he argued that the effed: of invalidating the condition should be to set 
aside the order in its entirety and thereby permit the Commission to reconsider its au .. 
thorization of securities: "By the opinion of the Co~ the order of the Commission, 10 

tar 8J it approves the issue of the securities, is treated as effective without the condi .. 
tion. But even if we assume that the condition which the Commission attached to the 
order is beyond its power, we should not attempt to substiNte our judgment for that of 
the Commiaion. since the staNte requires its consent, not ourSj and we should not al .. 
low the order to IWld without the condition, since that is not the order which the 
Commission made. By the Transportation Act the giving or withbolding of CODseDt to 
the issue of securities is an administrative power. conferred. not upon the courts, but 
upon the lnterstate Commerce Commission. Couru may determine whether the Com .. 
mission lacks the power to impose a particular condition; but they may not strike from 
an order the condition upon which it was granted, and thw declare that it shall stand 
although the condition ia not complied with. • • • Whether or not the Commission has 
in &ct consented does not turn on whether the condition is good or bad. but on 
whether it can fairly be said that the Commission would have given its unqualified con .. 
sent independently of the condition. k the report of the Commission discloses, con .. 
Rnt to the issue was given only with reluctance, to release the properties from the re
ceivership at the earliest possible moment, but with the undoubted assumption on its 
part .. a moving cause for its consent, that by annexing the condition it would exercise 
control over the reorganization expenses, with respect to the amount of which it had 
expressed grave concern. With four of the Commissioners voting unconditionally 
against the iuue, I see no sufficient warrant for assuming that any would have voted 
for it without the condition and without the fUrther investigation which it thought 
nec:esaary, and which it was authorized to make before unconditionally approving the 
ilsue. Both the report and order of the Commission state that the authority granted was 
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consequence, however, the Commission was not only frustrated in its 
attempt to control reorganization expenses in this important proceed
ing, but appeared to be virtual\y shorn of power with respect to this 
significant aspect of the reorganization process.'·' 

upon the 'cxpress condition' which is now the subject of this conuoversy.1f in the face 
of this language ther!=: c:a.o be any doubt as to the intention of the Commission, we need 
Dot speculate upon what it might have done, had it thought it wu without power to 
impose the condition, since it is able to speak for itself if this Cowt permits it to do 10 

by setting aside the entire order without prejudice to further action by the CommiJ.. 
sioo, under the statule, upon the application for approval of the issue of the JeCwioo" 
(pp. 34 ..... 343). 

661 While the Court's determination was expressly limited to the particular facu 
presented, it established the validity of a panero, as worked out by counsel in the in· 
stant proceeding, which is likely to be followed in all major reorganizations. Further .. 
more, in laying stress upon constitutional considerations, the majority opinion ap
peared to cast doubt upon the Commission's power to deny finance applicatiolUi because 
of unwillingness to accept proposed arrangements concerning reorganization expenacs 
and even upon the power of Congress to confer adequate auchority respecting them. 
Thus: "By subdivision (3) of boa the commission is empowered to make irs grant of 
authority to issue securities upon such conditions as the commission may deem IlCCCI

sacy or appropriate in the premises. 'The power to impose such conditions, however, iJ 
not unlimited and may not be exercised arbitrarily or ••• unless there be found JOb
stantial warrant for the conditions in the applicable standards established by the provi .. 
sions of the act relating to such securities. The powers possessed by the commiuion are 
delegated by Congress under, and are to be excrci&ed in conformity with, the constitu .. 
tional grant of authority to regulate interstate and foreign commerce. Proceeding under 
that grant, as applied to the present matter, neither the commission nor Congrcss itself 
may take any action which lies outside the realm of interstate commerce. • • • It fol .. 
lows that if the condition in question relates not to such commerce. or to the righrs or 
duties of the carrier engaged in such commerce, but exclusively to extrinsic matters, it iJ 
imposed without auchority of law" (p. 324). Again: '"The power to regulate commerce 
is not absolute, but is subject to the limitatiolUi and guarantees of the Constitution, 
among which are those providing that private property shall DOt be taken for public: 
use without just compensation and that no person shall be deprived of life, liberty or 
property without due process of law •••• Both the liberty of contract and the right 
to property here ate involved. 'The contract was valid and had beea 50 adjudged by the 
court having jurisdiction of the foreclosure and sale. The parties to it were willing and 
were e.ntided to have the contract executed according to irs term •. 'There is no power 
in any department of the government to order ocherwisc. And certainly • carrier whose 
only interest in the property lies in the speculative possibility that lOme remnant of it in 
the future may come to the carrier as a gi/i is in no position to take it as of rigA' 
without compensation. In that view, any legislative or administrative edict which pur .. 
ports to empower the carrier to take the property without compensation and dispote of 
it, not as the contract provides, but as the governmental body may direct, mwt WI as .a 
futile attempt to accomplish what the Constitutioo does not permit" (pp. 31.7-328). 
But see Adtmtic COIUI Line It Co. v. U.s .• 284 U.S. 288 (1932). in which.a unani.mouJ 
Court, .peaking wougb Ju.tice BraDdcis, upheld the validity of • coDcfiOoD impoted 
by the Commission in connection with its authorization of • I~ despite the W:t that 
the condition was in conflict with a statutory provision prohibiting the CommiNion 
from requiring a carrier to "short-hau." itsel£ 
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Since the entire catalogue of difficulties thus disclosed in connection 
with the Commission's control of reorganizations was bound up in 
large measure with the cbaracter of the prevailing procedures, sug
gestions for modil}ring these procedures accompanied the more re
cent determinations. The Commission, in concluding the report of its 
investigation of the St. Paul, found it desirable, as a lesson of that ex
perience, "that hereafter in each case of reorganization application by 
the new company be made at an early stage for exercise of our author
ity under section 20a to approve issuance of the securities or assump
tion of the liability contemplated by the reorganization, and that the 
plan be not declared operative until such approval has been had ... • .. 
Commissioner Eastman went much further in his emphasis upon 
needed change. Convinced that the practices pursued in connection 
with the vicissitudes of the St. Paul constituted "an arbitrary and irre
sponsible method of effecting a reorganization and developing a plan 
therefor,"''''' he suggested guiding principles, at least for full and free 
discussion, in more extended detail: that "the public interest should 
be adequately represented, not in the final stage only, but from the 
beginning"; that bankers and lawyers should not dominate the prepa
ration of the reorganization plan, but "should be employed as expert 
advisers upon a strictly professional and non speculative basis"; that 
the committees appointed to protect the interests of the various classes 
of security holders "should be selected at meetings of security holders 
called for the purpose and • • • not • • • by the reorganization man
agers themselves or by other outside volunteers"; that "the reorgani
zation managers should be wholly impartial and neutral, not afIiliated 
with any group of security holders nor with any particular group of 
bankers"; that "the plan should be submitted to the commission for its 
approval before the security holders are asked to assent to it, and an 
opportunity should be afforded for the presentation of protests at a 
public hearing"; and that "there should be no divided jurisdiction" as 
between the Commission and the courts.· .. Furthermore, the serious 
situation created by the economic depression, with its large toll of ac
tual and threatened receiverships in the railroad field even in the face 

••• C"ictJgo, MUWIIII1c.H & S" PtIUl I",,~stigalion. 131 I.C.C. 615. 67:1 (1928) . 
... Cltkago. Mil", .. k<e & $ •. PIIIIlReorg.m.lJIion. 131 I.C.C. 673, "3 (1928). 
""IJiJ., pp. 7'3-'1'4. 
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of generous governmental aid, intensified the need of reform meas
ures, to facilitate reorganizations on a voluntary basis, to shorten the 
time and reduce the expense of their accomplishment, and to mold 
their terms in the public interest. At the end of 1932 the Commission 
reported to Congress as follows in the matter of receiverships and re
organizations: "~ver 20,000 miles of railroad owned by more than 50 
companies are now being operated by receivers. The current depres
sion, as well as changing methods of transportation, threaten mate
rially to increase the mileage operated in this manner. Receiverships 
under the present laws are not well adapted to public service opera
tions. The process not only makes the continuation of adequate serv
ice difficult, but imposes on the public and the security holders losses 
and expenses which frequently are very burdensome and should be 
unnecessary. The receivership of a railroad corporation ordinarily ex
tends over a period of years, and in most cases results in the foreclos
ure of mortgages and sale of the property. Seldom is such a sale one 
in the ordinary sense. It usually consists in 'bidding in' by a commit
tee representing some class or classes of security holders with a view 
to reorganization. The reorganization normally consists of the ac
ceptance by security holders of new securities in the property. To ar
range reorganization, managers, usually banking concerns, are em
ployed at large expense. Committees representing various classes of 
security holders are created to represent particular interests in the 
property. Counsel for such committees, counsel for the reorganization 
managers, counsel for the receivers, counsel for trustees, trustees, the 
receivers themselves, and other ollicials, have to be paid out of the 
property or at the expense of the security holders. In many cases mem
bers of the various committees also require payment out of the assets 
available. Litigation between interests claiming priorities of one sort 
or another is widespread and expensive. It, too, is usually made a 
charge on the property. The result is that security holders are de
prived of a return on their investments for varying periods that may, 
and usually do, extend into years. Much of the delay, expense, and 
difficulty involved in a receivership and reorganization is due to the 
opportunity afforded, under our present laws, for a minority, no mat
ter how stnall, to make trouble without regard to the interests of 
the property as a whole. We believe the subject of receiverships and 
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reorganization of carriers by railroad should be considered by the 
Congress, with a view to legislation intended to reduce the time and 
expense involved in the process. Such legislation should be directed 
primarily to facilitating the financial reorganization of a company in 
difficulties. In other words, voluntary reorganization of a financial 
structure should be made feasible when it is shown to be necessary 
and is in the best interests of the security holders concerned."'" 

Measurable compliance with these suggestions and recommenda
tions was promptly achieved by the Act of March 3, 1933> amending 
the bankruptcy law, which included, in Section 7" special provisions 
relating to the reorganization of railroads engaged in interstate com
merce .... "The legislation," the Commission has declared, "was re
sponsive to the necessity of reducing the capital obligations and fixed 
charges of a growing number of railroads, and this was proposed to 
be effected through means which would avoid, in part, at least, the 
delays and difliculties ordinarily attending equity receiverships under 
existing statutes:'"" For our purposes it is sufficient to indicate briefly 
the character of the provisions which bear upon the Commission's 

lSI ,4nruutl Report, J932, pp. Is-xl5. Such legislative action wu found to be required 
by the prevailing emergency as well as by mote permanent considerations: "With re
spect to immediar<: financial rclid" for the r.rilroad •• much has been do .. during the 
,.... by the R=nstruction F"mance Corporation and the Railroad Credit Corporation • 
• . • Such aid 81 they have given, however. is inherendy of an emergency and tem
porary character. It has prevented receiverships which otherwise would have occurred. 
but relief through the lending of money can not be indefinir<:ly e.IIieacious in the abo 
ICl1Ce of • change in fundamental conditions. While we believe that such a change for 
the better will. come, it may well be that it will not come fast enough to enable lOme 
railroads, burdened by a heavy load of fixed charges, to avoid :receiverships and re
organizations. & elsewhere indicated. we believe that the Congress should give consid
eration to ways and means of improving the procedure DOW followed in railroad re
ceiverships and reorganizations, whic:h have often in the past been a source of undue 
and unreasonable expense and UDlIeccuary burden upon oecurity holders·· (p. s). The 
Commission', formal recommendation in the premises was grouped with thoae which it 
deemed to be ··of major and pressing importanc:e" (pp. 100, 102). For detailed com .. 
mentl on necessary changes in reorganization proc:cdure, lee memorandum of Commia
Jioner Eastman, dated January 31, 1933, which was .ubmitted by him as c:hairman of 
the Commiuion". legislative committee to Senator Haltings of Delaware in connection 
with various bill> pending in Congress. 

lee Public No. 420, 7211 Congress. 47 Stat. 1474. 
'Of Ann"td Repor1~ 1933. p. 22. It may also be recalled at this point that by section 

15 of the Emergency Railroad Transportation Ac:t of 1933 the Commission wu directed 
DOt to approve • loan to a carrier (but not ioc:ludiog a receiver or trustee) under the 
RccoDJtruc:tion P'maoc:e Corporation Act, '"if it iI of the opinion that such carrier u in 
need of financial reorganization in the public: interest.·' 
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functions. When a petition looking to reorganization is filed by a rail
road with a proper court, a copy thereof must at the same time be 
filed with the Commission; and when the petition is proposed to be 
filed by creditors representing not less than five per cent of the rail
road's indebtedness, as provided in the statute, the need and propriety 
thereof must fir~t be determined by the Commission. Upon approval 
of the petition by the court as appropriatdy filed, it may appoint a 
trustee or trustees to operate the property, pending reorganization, 
"from a pand of standing trustees qualified for such service to be se

lected and designated in advance by the commission," the trustee or 
trustees and their counsel to receive "such compensation as the judge 
may allow within a maximum approved by the commission." Before 
the creditors and stockholders are asked to accept a reorganization 
plan, the Commission must hold a public hearing at which the rail
road is required to present its plan, and at which plans may also be 
presented by the trustee or trustees or on behalf of the creditors; and 
following such hearing the Commission must recommend a reorgani
zation plan, which may differ from any of those proposed, that in its 
judgment will be equitable, non-diseriminatory as between the vari
ous classes of creditors and stockholders, financially advisable, and 
compatible with the public interest. The recommended plan, accom
panied by the Commission's reports dealing therewith, must be sub
mitted to the creditors and stockholders for acceptance or rejection; 
and the Commission may also afford an opportunity to them to ac
cept or reject any of the other plans which may have been filed. Final 
approval of a plan by the Commission is dependent upon the accept
ance thereof, with certain exceptions, by two-thirds in amount of each 
class of creditors and stockholders, such acceptance to include accept
ance in writing by a creditor or stockholder or acceptance by his duly 
authorized attorney or committee "aeting under authority executed 
by him subsequent to the recommendation of the plan by the com
mission"; and upon acceptance of the plan as thus provided, "the 
commission may, without further proceedings, grant authority for the 
issue of any securities, assumption of obligations, transfer of any 
property, or consolidation or merger of properties, to the extent con
templated by the plan consistent with the purposes of the Interstate 
Commerce Act as amended." If the plan thus accepted is the one ree-
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ommended by the Commission, it must certifY the plan, its approval, 
and the acceptance thereof to the court; if the plan thus accepted dif
fers from the one recommended by the Commission, it must certify 
the plan, its approval, and the acceptance thereof, if after further hear
ing it determines that the accepted plan satisfies the standards, as indi
cated above, governing the plan originally recommended. While the 
reorganization plan is subject to confirmation by the court, it is ex
pressly provided that "no plan of reorganization shall be confirmed in 
any proceeding under this section except upon the approval of the 
Interstate Commerce Commission certified to the court"; and more 
specifically, furthermore, the Commission is empowered to determine 
the upset price of the property and the value of any securities in con
nection with setdements with objecting creditors and stockholders, 
and to fix the maxitnum limits of "compensation for the services ren
dered and reimbursement for the actual and ne::essarr expenses in
curred in connection with the proceeding and plan by officers, parties 
in interest, reorganization managers, and committees or other repre
sentatives of creditors or stockholders, and the attorneys or agents of 
any of the foregoing." 

This legislation, which was hurriedly passed in the closing days of 
the seventy-second Congress because of the pressure of the emer
gency, unquestionably fiills short of providing completdy effective 
safeguards against the numerous abuses that have long characterized 
railroad reorganizations. The old procedure of equity receiverships 
may still be pursued; so-called friendly receiverships under the con
trol of the management may still be established; supervision of the 
administration of the property pending reorganization is still vested 
in the courts; the activities of protective committees and reorganiza
tion managers may still, in all probability, exert an undue influence 
upon the redistribution of equities; there is doubt in some quarters, in 
view of the St. Paul decision, as to whether the contemplated control 
over reorganization expenses will prove enforceable; and the diflicul
ties of divided jurisdiction have not been altogether diminated, as is 
evidenced by the fact that a pand of trustees must be selected by the 
Commission but the appointment of particular trustees rests in the 
courts, by the fact that reorganization plans must first be approved by 
the Commission but become operative only upon confirmation by the 
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courts, and by the fact that maximum limits of reorganization ex
penses must be fixed by the Commission but actual allowances deter
mined by the courts. While only the course of experience, dependent 
in no small measure upon the spirit in which the legislation is inter
preted and applied by the courts and the Commission, will disclose 
the advantages a.nd disadvantages of the new procedure, competent 
discussions of the legislative enactment suggest numerous points of 
criticism, from the standpoint both of those who are impatient of 
public control of the reorganization process'" and of those who are 
convinced of the necessity of perfecting that contro!.· .. But whatever 
the shortcomings of the new legislation as far as the entire sphere of 
railroad receiverships and reorganizations independently considered 
is concerned, there can be no question that the authority of the Com
mission over reorganization expedients, in their relationship to the 
financial structures of the carriers, has been greatly strengthened. The 
Commission has been assigned, from the moment of the first emer
gence of difficulties requiring remedial action, an intimate and per
haps a dominant role in the development of the reorganization prov 
ess, including the adjustment of equities as between the various 
parties, the establishment of terms and conditions of settlement, and 
the determination of reasonable compensation and expenses for serv
ices rendered in the course of the proceeding; and the obstacles to in
sistence upon sound financial plans encountered in the past because of 
failure to invoke the Commission's jurisdiction till toward the very 
end of the process have been effectively removed. Under these cir
cumstances the new legislation, though doubtless in need of clarifica
tion and further extension, may appropriately be deemed a significant 
forward step. The administrative record under this legislation has 
thus far been too meager and inchoate to justify any attempt at ap
praisal, but it is not unreasonable to expect that the Commission will 

11"8 See. for example. Churchill Rodgers and Littleton Groom, fOlleorganization of 
Railroad Corporations under Scetion 17 of the Bankruptcy Act." ColumbUI L4", /Ie
Will, voL 33 (April, 1933), pp. 571-616. But compare Joseph L. Weiner, "Reorganiza· 
tion under Sectiun 77: A Commen~" und .• ,01. 33 (May, (933), pp. 83r8S2. 

lusa See, for example. Max Lowenthal. '''The Railroad Reorganization Act," H.".J 
L4", /Ie";'"" ,01. 47 (November, (933), pp. 1&-s8, Louis B. Weble, "Railroad Re
organiaatiun under Scetion 77 of the Bankrup<cy Act: New Legislatiun Suggesrcd," 
y.t. L4w ,ounud. vol. 44 (December, (934), pp. 19~33. In his report on Tr ... • 
,.,.,.um LegUlalion of January 21. 1935, CoOrdinafDf Eastman submilled .pecific 
rccommendatiom for amendment of Section 77 of the Bankruptcy Act. 
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be enabled, under its new authority, not only to f3cilitate more equita
ble readjustments following financial embarrassment, but to utilize 
the opportunities afforded by the reorgauization process to establish, 
in the public interest, capital structures calculated to strengthen rail
road credit and improve transportation service.··O 

5 .. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

When Congress in 1920 reconstituted the existing scheme of rail
road regulation, the main lines of needed revision were reasonably 
clear. In general, regulation had been chiefly concerned with prevent
ing specific abuses, predominandy in the ficld of rates and practices; 
a more positive and comprehensive approach was necessary. The rail
road net had been developed piecemeal over a long period, often to 
meet conditions which subsequendy had disappeared, and without 
any broad grasp of national need; while in the large the achievement 
was a maguificent one, the motives and methods of those who par
ticipated in the development had not been uuiformly creditable or 
wise or soundly related to public ends. The result, quite naturally, 
was a complex of physical facilities, owning entities, and financial 
structures imperfecdy calculated to yield the best type of performance. 
The defects of the railroad system, progressively recognized for some 
time, were critically realized during the emergency of the war period, 
with a resulting temporary resort to government operation; and it 
was to be expected that upon return of the roads to private manage
ment, they would be subjected to a control designed, not merely to 
check abuses, but to establish a sounder basis for adequate and eco
nomical transportation service. Such a policy of control required, of 

lifO AI of October ]1, 1933, the Commission reported as follow. concerning dcvel· 
Opmc.DtI under Section 71: uTo date, petitions for reorganization have been filed by 
railroad corpon.tions as follow.: Missouri Pacific Railroad Co.; Minarets 6: Western 
llailway Co.; Akron. Canton 6: YOUDgstown Railway Co.j Chicago&: Eastern Illinois 
Railway Co.; Fonda, Johnstown &: Gloversville Railroad Co., Meridian &: Bigbee River 
Railway Co.; Chicago. Rock bland Ie Pacific Railway Co.; St. LouiHlan Ftancisco Rail
way Co.; Arkansas Valley Intorurbaa Railway Co.; Spokane Intern.tioDai Railway Co.; 
and Chicago, Lake Shore Ie South Bend Rail.oad. In leveral of th .... cases, additioDai 
petitiona have also been filed. in behalf of subsidiary corporatioDS, procccd.ings upon 
which are: expected to be consolidated with those upon the petitions of the controlling 
corporationa. No petitioDJ have been offered by creditors. In nine C8se1 trustees have 
been appointod, from the panel desigoated by OJ. but in only ODe insWlCc has a plan of 
...... ganization been preocnted upon which • ptcliminaty hearing hu been held." An
ntul RqorI. 1933. PI'- 2>-23· 
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course, affirmative provision for the revenue needs of the carriers; 
but, more than that, it required direct concern with basic matters of 
organization and finance. On the physical side, changes in the rail
road net, often theretofore of baphazard character, were to be guided 
in the public interest by regulation of extensions and. abandonments; 
with respect to t~e ownership and interrelations of lines, such oppor
tunities were to be offered and such pressures applied as would fur
ther desirable cooperation and combination; and since carrier effec
tiveness also depends upon the soundness of capital structures and 
methods of financing, the issuance of securities and assumption of 
obligations were to be embraced as an integral constituent of the 
sphere of authoritative control. It is the powers conferred upon the 
Commission along these related lines the exercise of which has just 
been surveyed at some length. 

Diversity of opinion with respect to the propriety and adequacy of 
the Commission's policies in matters of organization and finance has 
sprung to a large extent from a single fundamental difference in regu
latory attitude. In many connections the judgment to be rendered has 
hinged on whether the Commission should construe its authority as 
a broad charter of power, whereby it might strike out boldly to mold 
rail transportation along lines ideally adjusted to public ends, or 
whether it should view this authority as a restricted basis of control, 
whereby it might seek only to prevent obvious subversions of the pub. 
lic interest and plain departures from good business practice. A dis
tinction is often drawn between regulation and management, accom
panied by the assertion that the powers of regulation must necessarily 
avoid encroachment upon the domain of management. It goes with
out saying that these two functions are not clearly separable: not only 
is the boundary between them indefinite, but it is apparent that every 
regulatory act modifies the scope of managerial discretion in some 
measure or in some direction. Nevertheless, there is much persuasive
ness in the view that any extensive effort to control investment, inter
corporate relations, and financial arrangements strikes morc directly 
at the core of private management than activity in the traditional field 
of rate control, and that regulation thus becomes something rather 
sharply different from the system of restraints upon quasi-monopo
Iistic pricing in which, for the most part. it had its origin. How di&-
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turbing these new powers would be was clearly dependent upon how 
the Commission chose to exercise them; and the Commission has ex
hibited decided hesitancy in imposing standards and practices gready 
at variance from those already prevailing or generally accepted in the 
business world. Within its own ranks, Commissioner Woodlock, at 
one extreme, consistendy argued that the fact of the return of the rail
roads from public to private operation after the period of Federal 
Control amounted to a declaration of policy that private manago
ment should be given the fullest latitude consistent with the statutory 
requirements; Commissioner Eastman, on the other hand, was 
equally insistent that the railroads, long subject to a control which 
set them apart from ordinary industry, had revealed deficiencies 
which required for their eradication the fullest use of the authority 
which Congress had seen fit to grant. Viewing the record of per
formance as a whole, it is obvious that the Commission, by a generally 
restrictive and self-denying interpretation of th~ law, gave ampler 
occasion for dissenting expressions by Commissioner Eastman than 
by Commissioner Woodlock. Whatever adverse comment its action 
may warrant in specific connections springs mainly from this general 
failure to envisage with sufficient breadth and clarity, against the 
backgroimd of a long past and an uncertain future, the defects in 
railroad organization and finance and the opportunity afforded for 
their correction. 

In matters affecting the physical extent of railroad lines, the Com
mission has found the greatest degree of harmony, at least in prin
ciple, between the public interest and the desires of carrier manago
ments. While the dependence of communities upon rail service 
constitutes a persuasive ground for its continuance, the inescapable 
fact that it must be supported, and that if the communities enjoying 
it are unable to do so the burden must be borne by others, argues 
strongly for authorizing the abandonment of unprofitable operations. 
In requiring of railroad lines convincing evidence that future self
support is wholly unlikely, the Commission has properly reasserted 
the basic legal obligation of common carriers to continue services 
once undertaken and has at the same time accorded appropriate rec· 
ognition to the vested interests of affected communities in the enjoy
ment of customary facilities; but in being governed finally by the 
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financial showing of the lines, present and prospective, it has wisely 
identified the dominant guide to private action with the conditions of 
public advantage in the broadest sense. While the grant of power over 
line extensions was of slight consequence, in its probable effect on the 
pattern of rail transportation, in comparison with the bearing it 
would have had some decades earlier when railroad building was at 
its height, the possibilities, as disclosed by the record of performance, 
are nevertheless substantial. In conformity with the fundamental pur
pose of avoiding economic waste and preventing competition from 
exerting a destructive rather than a salutary influence, the Commis
sion has properly denied certificates for new construction involving 
unnecessary duplication of facilities or undue diversion of traffic; but 
where it found that the public would gain added and beneficial serv
ices, the Commission has probably been too reluctant to override 
managerial judgments based upon prospects of gain and safeguards 
against loss of sometimes questionable soundness. The power to or
der extensions of line, independently of the wishes of carriers, ap
peared to provide an opportunity affirmatively to promote new con
struction in areas not adequately served; but in the single important 
exercise of this authority the Commission was restrained by judicial 
decree, and it seems from the judgment in that instance that its power 
of compulsion is rather narrowly limited. It is plainly not feasible, 
except on the initiative of the roads, to recast the physical plant of 
the carriers in any large measure. 

Those defects of the railroad system which spring, not from the 
physical pattern of the lines, but from the multiplicity of owning and 
controlling organizations, frequently small and weak and often dupli
cating each other's services unduly, should have responded more 
readily, it would seem, to remedial treatment. All that appeared to be 
required was a reconstitution of corporate entities and their relation
ships. For the removal of such obstacles to effective transportation, 
the Commission was given authority to permit pooling arrangements, 
previously forbidden, and to approve combinations, whether accom
plished through stock ownership, lease, or merger, with the condi
tion that outright consolidations should conform to a comprehensive 
plan authoritatively established. But if the purpose of Congress to 

improve owning and operating relationships has been realized only 
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to a meager extent, the controlling responsibility for the limited nature 
of the result cannot properly be placed upon the Commission. The 
chief difficulty lay in the purdy permissive character of the operative 
statutory authority, which was grounded in the mistaken assumption 
that the railroads, if permitted, would readily resort to concert of 
action along lines required by the public interest; in point of filet, it 
appears, the motivation governing intercarrier rdations is very com
plex and not necessari1y consistent with the purposes of Congress. It 
is true, nevertheless, that the Commission could probably have im
pressed itself upon the intercorporate rdations of the railroads, in 
their formal aspects, more fully than it actually did. The principal 
shortcomings of performance consist in its f2.ilure to recognize the 
exclusiveness of its jurisdiction, its willingness to approve, inde
pendendy of the complete plan, combinations which were virtual 
consolidations, and its dday in formulating a consolidation plan. But 
despite these circumstances, the Commission has acted in a large 
variety of situations with persistent and understanding emphasis 
upon the public interest. The standards established for outright con
solidations-tbat competition be preserved as fully as possible and 
that existing trade channels be maintained wherever practicable
have been uniformly held in mind in connection with less permanent 
forms of control; evidence of probable operating economies and serv
ice improvements has been consistendy given appropriate considera
tion; and the determinations have not ignored the problem of short 
and weak lines and the propriety of the financial and control ar
rangements incident to proposed unifications. A fuller supervision of 
intercorporate relations by the Commission should result from the 
recent extension of its authority to railroad holding companies; and 
a more effective performance should result from the removal, by the 
same legislation, of th, somewhat artificial distinction between con
solidations and other forms of combination and of the rigid capi
talization requirement. But if. it is believed that substantial gains 
would flow from a more rapid and complete rearrangement of rail
road ownership and control, progr~ to that end is likely to rest on 
granting the Commission a power·\qf;J;.ompuision which it does not 
now possess; and even with such added authority the extensive econo
mies envisaged by many proponents of r!dical system reorganization 
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are not likely to be realized if the principle of competition continues 
to govern regulatory activity in this sphere. 

Probably the greatest opportunity given the Commission to influ
ence railroad policies traditionally deemed the exclusive concern of 
management came from its power to pass upon security issues. Here 
again the delegated authority was only permissive; but the normal 
course of refundlng operations and new financing, coupled with the 
frequent need of distressed carriers to reconstitute their capital struc
tures, placed in the Commission's hands a continuous opportunity to 
exert pressure toward the adoption of such principles and practices as 
might affirmatively promote the public interest. Not only the dismal 
record of financial looseness and mismanagement which tarnished 
the history of many roads, but the general continuance of dispropor
tionate borrowing and of resort to other expedients of doubtful merit, 
indicated that the field of financial organization might provide an 
important sphere for constructive action; and it is in this connection 
that the problem has arisen most conspicuously as to how sweepingly 
the Commission should exercise its authority. There can be no ques
tion that on the whole its performance has been very creditable. With 
sound grasp of the public interest, it has disapproved excessive issues 
of securities; it has vetoed the assumption of fixed charges beyond the 
limit of normal earning ability; it has prevented undue concentration 
of voting power; it has insisted upon reasonable capital costs; and in 
some degree, notably in the case of equipment obligations, it has 
sought to lower the cost of financing by requiring competitive bid
ding in the marketing of issues. But throughout it has merely applied 
the approved standards of non-regulated business. Whether wisely or 
not, it has used its power neither to free the railroad industry, by 
drastic and painful action, of the accumulated burden of past ills, 
nor to establish principles and practices for ,this regulated industry 
beyond and above those recognized in the general competitive field. 
As in private industry, carriers have been permitted to capitalize their 
surpluses, though ideally a presumption might exist against such pro
cedure; stock without par value has been unquestioningly authorized, 
though subject to possible abuse; rights to buy stock below the market 
have been recognized, though capitalization might thereby be un
necessarily increased; further issuance of bonds has been approved 
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for roads with excellent credit, though the sale of stock might have 
been entirely feasible; and roads with poor credit and excessive in
debtedness have been permitted to resort to additional borrowings, 
though subjoction to financial reorganization, while immediately 
disturbing, might have proved the better policy in the long run. The 
costs, delays, and doubtful outcome of receiverships may well have 
deterred the Commission from subjecting roads more frequendy to 
that expedient; and, in the me of actual receivership and reorganiza
tion, the absence of authority to mold the preliminary agreements 
along desirable lines helps to explain the Commission's reluctance to 
disapprove security issues, even when of a decidedly questionable 
character, which were designed to give effect to the difficult and pro
tracted negotiations. But under the recent amendment of the bank
ruptcy law as applied to railroads, which expressly vests a large meas
ure of guiding authority with respect to the reorganization process 
in the Commission, it should be more readily disf>osed to precipitate 
reorganizations and to employ its powers for control of the resulting 
financial structures on a constructive basis. 

While it is apparent that the Commission has not fully exploited its 
opportunities for meritorious reform in the field of organization and 
finance, substantial considerations may be advanced in support of its 
approach. As an agency of Congress the Commission has at all times 
been properly concerned with the legislative intent respecting par
ticular mandates; and in this instance it is not clear how drastic a 
policy was intended. It is not necssary, of course, to hold with Com
missioner Woodlock that the very return of the roads to their owners 
manifested a desire to reduce governmental interference to a mini

.'mum; on the contrary, the return of the roads was accompanied by 
. a grant of unprecedented regulative authority. But if the new au
- . .thprity had been so employed as to curtail managerial discretion on 

an extensive scale in the field of organization and finance, the re
assertion of the desirability of private management might have ap
peared to'be nullified. Moreover, the character of the specific powers 
granted, especially in connection with coOperation and combination, 
might reasonably suggest that radical changes were not contemplated, 
or any gready reduced reliance upon the incentives governing private 
business. Indeed, in view of the competing opportunities afforded in 
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non-regulated fields, any considerable disturbance of these incentives 
would scarcely be practicable, as long as private capital and enterprise 
are depended upon for the provision of rail transportation. It is not 
to be inferred that the particular requests of Commissioner Eastman 
for more thoroughgoing control threatened the success of private rail
road operation; they merely reflected a philosophy of change to which 
the normal run of responsible and conservative men are willing to 
turn only under the force of pressing circumstances. That such cir
cumstances were not present during most of the period appears un
mistakably wIien the Commission's administrative record is thrown 
against its general economic background. After a year or two of diffi
culty following their return to private hands, the railroads gained in 
strength and improved in service to a marked degree. If private man
agement was placed on trial by the termination of Federal Contro~ 
it may fairly be said to have vindicated itself by its performance dur
ing the 1920's. Those deficiencies which induced drastic governmental 
action during the war period and a striking extension of regulatory 
authority in 1920 seemed, for the most part, to have disappeared. It is 
pleasant to believe that a powerful public body like the Commission 
is governed at all times by a broad perspective of past problems and 
embarrassments and a deep insight into probable future develop
ments; but it is contrary to all experience to suppose that such a body 
is not mainly influenced by contemporary conditions. These condi
tions, during the 1920'S, appeared to justifY the Commission's re
strained policies. 

But its powers and their exercise may be viewed more significandy 
against the background of events following 1929. With the depres
sion the railroads were probably hit no harder than the average of 
business; but the incidence of the blow was more disastrous because 
of their tremendous burden of interest-bearing obligations. In view 
of this distressing condition, the essential nature of railroad service, 
and more than that, the public dependence upon banks and insur
ance companies which held billions in railroad bonds, led the Federal 
Government through the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to 
lend heavily to prevent defaults and meet current requirements. It is 
not unreasonable that a depression of unprecedentC4 severity should 
evoke emergency measures of striking magnitude;,but in the popular 
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view at least, the aid required by the railroads was convinciog evi
dence of basic unsoundness. Their predicament might be due to de
fects of management, to the appearance of rival transport agencies, 
or to the remissness of government, either in the legislation enacted 
or in its administrative enforcement; but wbatever the dominant 
source of diJIiculty, it seemed tbat a condition had been reached from 
which only radical action would rescue them. Even with some dis
counting of the popular analysis, it appears in retrospect that the 
Commission would bave done well in earlier years to apply stronger 
pressure for the reduction of indebtedness; and for the furure such a 
course is plainly indicated, whether through greater reliance upon 
stock issues, or through insistence tbat bond issues provide for amorti
zation, or through enforcement of more severe reorganization policy. 
Had the aims of Congress respecting the combination of railroads 
been brought to fruition, the carriers would prOBably have withstood 
the depression somewbat better; but the statutory basis of the Com
mission's authority was adequate neither to produce that result nor 
to effectuate the more radical and grandiose schemes of consolidation, 
bad they seemed desirable, which the depression brought forth. The 
slight resort to the pooling device under the I920 legislation clearly 
,eBeet~ the lack of any strong disposition on the part of railroad 
managements to eH"ecieconomies through cooperative action; where
upon leadership in this,,~ection was appropriately assumed by the 
Government, as an emergCfCY measure, through the creation of the 
office of Federal CoOrdinator of Transportation. While the railroads' 
difficulties were due chiefly to the depression itself, increasing im
portance came to be pro~ir attached to the growing competition 
fro{(L~ther agencies. It wai recognized tbat, even apart from the ab
normal curtailment of traffic i-esulting from business stagnation. the 
country was becoming seriouay over-provided with transport facili
ties; and a control aimed direc~y at the supply of transportation was 
deemed increasingly necessaryl In the ease of railroads, ample au
thority was already in the Commission's possession through its power 
over extensions and abandollIlients; but however defensible its poli
cies in this sphere bad been dUring the I92O'S, the changed economic 
conditions pointed to a more stringent control of new construction, 
and particularly to a more liberal attitude toward applications for 
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abandonment. Not only is the abandonment of rail service less objec
tionable as highway and other facilities become available, but when 
the vigor and effectiveness of even the stronger roads become a mat· 
ter of public concern, the continued support of unprofitable lines is 
deprived of all economic warrant. An adequate control of the supply 
of transportation requires, moreover, an extension of federal au
thority, as repeatedly recommended by the Commission and recently 
confirmed by the COOrdinator, over other agencies of interstate trans
portation; and this control, embracing the various artificial stimuli 
to transport development provided through direct and indirect public 
subsidies, necessitates the coordinating direction of a single regula
tory tribunal. 

The extension of the regulatory process in 1920 to many matters of 
organization and finance, as well as the Commission's exercise of the 
powers involved, thus acquires an aspect of mildness-of marked re
straint-when viewed in the light of conditions in the railroad in
dustry during the early 1930's. And even those more thoroughgoing 
measures of control which have been proposed, and in some degree 
adopted, seem entirely lacking in revolutionary implication when sur
veyed against the &r-reaching changes which have been effected in 
the community's attitude toward the whole field of business and its 
appropriate relations to government. As the depression deepened gen
eral confidence declined abruptly in the ability of individual enter
prises, controlled by market forces, to order their affairs in the public 
interest; and measures were adopted for the guidance of industry and 
agriculture in striking departure from traditional policy. With a 
Federal Securities Act imposing heavy restrictions upon the issuance 
of all corporate securities in interstate commerce, a fuller and more 
constructive use of its finance powers by the Commission would ap
pear to be wholly proper for a basic industry long subject to extensive 
regulation. With broad relief from anti-trust legislation afforded 
under the National Industrial Recovery Act. and with all industries 
encouraged to soften the asperities of competition through coOpera
tive action, a greater unity of approach in the railroad field, with its 
tested safeguards against monopolistic abuse, would seem to be en
tirely justified. And with codes of fair competition" explicitly restrict
ing capacity and output in various industries, and with an agricul-
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tural policy directed chiefly to that end, a courageous use of regula
tory machinery to control the supply of transportation can scarcely 
be deemed out of place. Most of the recent measures of general appli
cability were enacted, it is true, for an emergency; but they reflect 
conditions not without precedent, and they themselves set precedents 
for future governmental action. In any event they clearly support the 
reasonableness of vigorous and forward-looking employment of pub
lic authority over extensions and abandonments, combinations and 
cooperative relations, and financial policies and practices, in an in
dustry where the case for extensive regulation is peculiarly strong 
even under normal conditions; and at the same time the Commission, 
in its exercise of these powers, may be blazing trails and accumulating 
experience, in a degree never suspected in 1920, toward a fuller public 
control of all industry. 
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557. 558. 560. 564-S65. 570-57'. 577. 
618-619, 62H23. 

Market value: as a standard for rate~mak· 
ing pwposcs, III-liS; as a measure 
of prescnt value of lands. 209"-'-11, 

219-223. 
Materials, kind of, in reproduction COst 

appraisal, ,6,-,62, ,6.-,63. 
Matthews, Nathan, 12,1., 131, 
May, George 0., 122, 196. 
Means. Gardiner C., 400, 441, 534. 
Medals of Honor Act, 86. 
Meyer, Commissioner, 49. 106, n5, 116, 

135. 137. 237. 250, 256, 257. 265. 283, 
354-355. 359. 361-36:1,395. 416, 419. 
464-465. 472. 

Miller. Commissioner, 421. 

Minority domination, prevention of; in 
acquisitions of control, 469-'472. 

Minority interests, protection of, in ac .. 
quisitions of conuol, 468-472. 

Miscellaneow tasks of CommisUon, 85-
88. 

Modifications of findings in security cases, 
505-s06. 

Moulton, Harold G., a.nd Associates, 348, 
504, 533, 552, ,60, 596. 

Moving buildings, in reproduction COSt 

appraisal, 156-157. 
Multipliers, use in land valuations, 210, 

2 15--216. 

National Association of Railroad and 
Utility Commissioners, 49. 

National Industrial Recovery Act, 626. 
National Industrial TraJlic League. 57-

58.73-74. 
National Transportation Committee, 348. 
New CODStrUction: volunwy, 348-367; 

compulsory, 367--38,.. See fllro Exten .. 
sWm and abrandonmenlS; Volunrary ex
tensions; Compulsory new construction. 

No.par stock, 528-s340 555. 584-
Normal prices VI. spot prices, in repro-

duction cost appraisal, '75-'77. 
Normal 1914 prices, asc:ertainm.ent of; 

172-175. 

Non-<arrier lands, in valuation cases, 
206-207, 208-209. 

Non-carrier properties and lCCW'itiea, in 
capitalization cases, sog. 

Non-existencc of road being valued, as .. 
sumption in reproduction cost ap
praisal. ,67-,69. 

Noo-voting stock and limitations upon 
voting power, 534-542. 

Obsolescent 1ineI, 348. 
O·F.n." method of revising primary val· 

uations: character, 268-273; grounds 
for adoption, 273--28,; critique of 
Commission's reasoning, 285-292; con
demnation by Supreme Court, 292-
294; critique of Coun', determination. 
294"""300• 

Oldham. John E •• 46,. 
Omissions, in reproduction cost appraisal, 

154, 16" 180. 
Open and closed terminals, 4"-412. 
Operating division, 6. 
Organization and finaa.ce, control of: na

ture and magnitude of task, 20-33; 
recency of powers, 323-,324; character 
of powers, 324-]26; intcrrelalions, 
326-327; common characteristics 326-
327; CXtensioDS and abandonments. 
327-385; nature and purposes of au .. 
thority, 327-329; jwiJdictional restJi,e.. 
tions, 329"-330; scope of discretion. 
33G-331; abandonmcnts, 331-348; 
plant and service readjustments, 331-
332; unprofitable operations, 332-334; 
balancing of intercsu. 335-338; con .. 
trolling &clOts, 338---340; financial 
considerations, 34G-343; evidcncel of 
public .....J. 343""346, uitique, 347-
348, volunlaI)' .. tensions, 3411-367, 
plant and oervia readjustments, 348-
349; DeW areas, 349"-351; revenue COli" 

Jidcratiolll, 352-354; competirivc COD" 
oiderations, 355""360, questiODf of fi· 
nancing. 360-364' uitique, 364""367. 
compulJory IICW a>QJtrUctioo, 367-385' 
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nature of power, 367""368; guiding 
c:onsideratiollS, 368-370; dominance of 
6DanciaI W:tnr in dismissal of com
plaio.., 37 .... 373; substantive basis of 
ord<r in Or.gon case, 373-376; Com
mission's disposition of legal issue of 
sufficiency of power, 37~78; Supreme 
Court's restriaive comtruction of 
statutory provision, 378-381; critique, 
381-385; coOperation and combination. 
385-S0~; Jl3ture and purposes of au .. 
thority, 385""388; interlocking direc
tora.... 388-404' character of per
formance, 388-391; maintenance of 
competitive relations, 391-399; safe
goarding of Iinaocial managemeot, 
399-402; critique, 402-404; pooling 
arrangements, 404-430; neglect of 
pooling device, 404-405; authoriza
tions in freight service, 405-408; au· 
thorizations in passenger service, 408-
410; joint use of terminals, 410-421; 
nature of authority, 411-413; limited 
utilization, 414-421; compensation dif.. 

ficulties, 413-414, 416-418, 41']-421; 
competitive wastes and their elimina· 
tiOD, 421-424; 1933 emergency provi
sions, 424-428; critique, 428-43°; ac
quisitions of control, 430-474; nature 
of authority, 430-431; relation to COn
IOlidation policy, 43[-434; character of 
issUCI, 434-435; jurisdictional prob .. 
lems, 435-451; the problem of public 
interest, 451-472; achievement of 
economy and improvement of service. 
453-456; preservation of competition 
and maintenance of existing channels 
of trade, 456-46Q; disposition of weak 
roaels. 460-466; propriety of contem
plated financial arrangements, 466-
472; critique. 472-474; consolidations,. 
474-502; activity confined to formula
tion of plan, 474; nature of required 
plan, 474-475' propo.ab of Ripley Re
port, 475-481; tentative plan and hear
ings, 481; delay in adoption of final 
plan. 482-483; recommendations for 
... lief from this duty, 483-484' tellta-

tive character of ""final" plan, 485-
488; modification of plan lOr eastern 
territory, 488-493; absence of actual 
consolidations, 493-494; 1933 amend
ments of Jtatutory provisions,. 494-499; 
critiquC, 499-502; issuance of securi
ties and assumption of obligations, 
502-617; nature of authority, 502-
504; character of performance, 504-
506; extent of capitalization, 506-
526; significance. so6-s"07; past over
capitalization, S07-508; capitaliz
able assets, 5oB-su; valuation of 
capitalizable assets, sn-513j capitali
zation of surpluses through stock divi
dends, SI3-525; aitique, 525-527; 
types of securities, S27~53; signifi
cance, 527-528; no-par stock, 528-
S34; non-voting stock and limitations 
upon voting power. 534-542; conEl'ol 
of indebtedness, 542-551; critique, 
551-553; terms and conditions, 554-
577; nature of authority, 554; charac
ter of performance, 554-555; sale of 
stock below par, 555-556; extension of 
"rights" to stockholders, 556-560; con
trol of oclling price of bond., 56o--s64; 
competitive bidding, 564-575; critique, 
575-577; reorganization expedienu, 
57'1-617; traditional procedures and 
character of performance, 577-580j 
volume of securities, 58o-s84; burden 
of fixed charges, 584-589; absence of 
constructive approach, 588--594; ad
justment of equities between security 
holders, 594-600; reorganization ex
penses, 599-610; need of modifying 
reorganization procedures, 6n-613; 
1933 amendment to Bankruptcy Act 
(S..aon 77), 6[3-6[5' critique, 615-
617; general appraisal of control of or· 
ganization and finance, 617-627. 

Organization of valuation project, 99"" 
105· 

Oliginal.cost: as recorded, 138-140; as 
estimated, 140-144. 304-306; as teo

stated investment. 144-149; critique, 
143-14"" 148-150. 
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See Land values. 
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ture of intangibles, 221-230; general 
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239; inadequacy of Commission', rea .. 
soning, 240-242; impropriety of blan .. 
ket allowances, 243-24S. 

Overcapitalization: significance, S06-s07i 
past overcapitalization, S07-508; capi .. 
talizable assets. s08-51 I; valuation of 
capitalizable assets, 5U-S13i capitali. 
zation of surpluses through stock divi .. 
dends, SI3-52S; critique, 52S-52-7. See 
11110 Reorganizations. 

Overcharges,6-? 
Overheads, in reproduction cost ap .. 

praisal: nature, 119-180; engineering, 
180-181 i general expenditureS, do-
182i incorporation fees, 182; interest 
during construction, 180, 183-184; 
critiquc, 184. 

Pages of testimony, number, 9. 10-11, 
27, 49-50. 

Panama Canal Act, 87. 
Parcel Post Act, 86. 
Passenger service, pooling authorizations, 

4°8-410• 
Period prices in valuations, 3°3-304, 3U. 
Permissive character of authority over co

operation and combination, 38S"""386, 
490, 491-492, 494. SOI--502. 

Pluralistic valuations, 112-113. 
Policing of carrier accounts, 74~7. 
Pooling arrangements: nature and pur .. 

pose of authority, 404-405; neglect of 
pooling device, 40S; authorizations in 
freight service, 40S-408; authorizations 
in passenger service, 408-410; joint 
usc of terminals, 410-.plj nature of 
authority. 4I1-413i limited utilization, 
414-421; compensation di8icultics, 

413-414, 416-418, 411-4U; competi· 
tive wastes and their elimination, 421-
424; 1933 emergency proviaions, 4:14-
428 i critiquc, 428-430. 

Porter, Commissioner, 316, 395, 398, 

419, 487,488• 489, 49°· 
Post Office Department Appropriation 

ACb.86. 
Potter, Commissioner, 115-116. 141, 

190-191. 219. 231. 255, 256, 260--261, 
264.415. 516,518-519,519.539. S82. 

Potter, W. W., 122. 
Preferred stock, requirement of voting 

power, 534-537. 
Prescription of carrier acc:ounts, SI-S2, 

7'-74· 
Presence of existing mcaDJ of transporta .. 

tion, assumption in reproduction cost 
appraisal, 167""'169. 

Prescnt value of lands. relationship to rc" 
production cost theory, 209-21 S. See 
11110 Land values. 

Priority orders, 63-64, 6S. 
Procedure, in valuation work., 101-105. 
Program of con$truction. in reproduction 

cost appraisal: assumed non-ex.istcncc 
of road being valued, 16,-169; .... 
sumed presence of existing meant of 
transportation. 167-169; assumed trans
portation charges, 169; critique, 169-
171• 

Prohibitory character of 1933 combina .. 
tion provisions, 496-498. 

Pto$CCUting activities: relation to Depart .. 
ment of Justice, 80-81; informal ad .. 
justmenu, 81-82; moderate approach, 
82-83; charges embraced, 83-84i Yw.. 
latioDJ of safety regulations, 84. 

Prosecutions. division ot; 81, 82. 
Prouty, Commissioner, 100, 121. 119. 
Provisional orders: ill abandonmcm cues. 

345; in a",fUion weI, 357""358. 
Prudent investment. 131, 141-143, 148-

149· 
Public improvcmcnu, in reproduction 

cost appraisal, 156-IS7. 
Public purchase, valuations for. 112-113. 

IlS· 
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443-446, 447-448• 
Purposiveness of valuation, 110-116. 
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Railroad crossings, in reproduction cost 

appraisal, 157-159. 
IlaiIroad Labor Board, 86. 
Railroad Sccurioo Commission, 520. 
Railway Accounting OfficclI Association, 

72, 73· 
IlaiIway Labox Act, 428. 
IlaiIway mail pay. b6-37. 
1laoJom, William L.. 131. 
Batc~making, as the controlling objective 

of the valuations. 117-121. 

Rate memoranda, Dumber, 13. 
Rates and transportation. division of, II. 
Rate structure investigation, 4&-s1. 
Recapture: of excess earnings; character, 

29-30; administration, 31-33; proce
dure, 32-33; exemption for new lines, 
364-365; influence upon valuation dcJc.. 
trine, 311-318. repeal,30, 318. 

Reconstruction Fi.nance Corporation, 547. 
613,624. 

lleconsttucti.on FUlallCC Corporation Act, 
22, 425, 553, 613. 

Regional advitory boards, 58. 59. 6,. 
Regulatory method •• 9D-115. 
Reierson, Roy L., 564. 
Itc:imbUl'SellWlt of deficits, 21--22. 

Released. rate applicatiollJ~ character, 15-
16; number, 15. 

Released Rates Committee, IJ-n.. 
RclocatiOD of equipment, 63. 
Reorganization expenses, 599"""610. 614, 

6'5.6,6. 
Reoxgaoizations: traditional procedures 

and clwacter of performance, 577-
580; volume of 1CCUrities, ,8o-s84; 
burden of fixed ehargea, ,84-589; abo 
acDCe of c:oJlItrUctive approach, 588-
594; adjUitmeDt of "'!woo bexw ... 
IeCUrity holderl, 594-600; reorganiza
tion expenses, 599-610; need of modi-

JYing xeorgaoization procedures, 611-
6'3; 1933 amendment to Bankrup"'Y 
Act (Section 17), 613-61S; critique, 
61~17. 

Reparation claims, ,.:s. 
Reports. Su Accounts and reports. 
Reports regularly publishcd by Bureau of 

Statistics, 79. 
Reproduction cost: nature of hypothesis, 

lSI-ISS; inventory, 155-166; program 
of construction, 166-171; unit prices, 
171-179; overheads, 17!rIS4j critique, 
185-r86. 

Reproduetion cost hypothesis: topographi. 
cal conditiom, 152-153. IS6, 167; 
clearing and grubbing, IS:l-153; loca
tion engineering, 153-154; contingen
cies, 154. 180; omissions, 154, 165, 
ISO; unforeseen difficultics, 154, xSo; 
inventory, 155-166; program of con
struction, 1~6-171i unit prices, 171-

179· 
Reproduction cost less depreciation: na

ture, 186-IS7. meaning of deprecia
tion, 187-191; calculation of deprecia
tion, 191-194; critique of depreciation 
concept, 194-19S; execution of depre
ciation policy, 198-200; appreciation, 
20G-202j critique of treatment of ap
preciation, 202-206. 

Reproduction cost VI. actual investment, 
272-292. 

Reproduction of plant n. replacement of 
service, 151-152, 291, 299. 

Rerouting of b'aflic:, 63,65. 66. 
Resignation of directors to circumvent 

statutory prohibitions, 400-402. 
Restated inv.estment, in original cost de

terminations, 144-149' 
Retrospective valuations and future valua

tions, 248-251, 265-267, 268. 
Review of orders of CoOrdinator, 427. 
Revision of primary valuations: extent of 

performance, 39-40; distinctive char
acteristics, 267-269. the O'Fallon. 
method~ 268-273j grounds for adop
tion, 273-285; tritique of Commission's 
reasoning, 285-292; condemnation of 
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O'Fallon method by Supreme Court, 
292-294; critique of Court', dctermi~ 
nation, 294-300; resulting changes in 
valuation methods, 300-3°2; in ascer
taining reproduction cost, 302-304; in 
estimating original cost, 304-306; in 
fixing single-sum values, 307-308; 
critique of prevailing valuation process, 
308-310; 1933 amendment of valua
tion provisions, 3IQ-3l1j usc of valua
tion figures, 311; general appraisal of 
valuation project; 312-319. 

Riebberg. Donald R., I2:1, 131. 
Riggs, H. E., I23. J97. 
Rights in land, 221. 

Rights in public domain, in reproduction 
cost appraisal, 157. 

Ripley report for tentative consolidation 

plan, 475-48 •• 
Ripley, William Z., 475-481, 532 , 534-
Robbins, Carl B., 53'. 
Roberts. Justice, 378-381. 
Robinson, Bird M., 461. 
Robinson, G. H., J 22. 

Rodgers, Churchill, 6.6. 
Rottscbaefer, Henry, 122. 

Routine activities, 5-6. 
Rule of rate-making, as amended in 

1933,310• 

Safety administration. 67-68. 
Safety Appliance Acts, 84. 
Safety appliances, section on, 56. 
Safety, bureau of; 56, 68, 84-
Sco~ of Commission's tasks: general, 3-

6; rates and traffic, 6-20; formal and 
informal cases, ~I I; wiff activities, 
12-15. suspension proceedings. 16-17i 
fourth-section applications. 1']-20; or
ganization and finance. 2G-33; transi
tional activities following Federal Con
trol. 21-22; certificates of convenience 
and necessity, 24-25; pooling arrange
ments, 23. 25; interlocking directo
rates, 23. 25-27; consolidations, 23. 
27-28; acquisitions of control, 2]. 28; 
issuance of securities, 2SI. 30-31; re-

capture of excess earnings. 29-30, 31-
33; valuation. of carrier property, 33-
42; underlying data, 34-37; tentative 
valuations, 37-38; final valuatioBl, 38-
39; revisions of primary valuations, 39-
40; general investigations, 42-55; in 
response to requests of Congresl, 43-
45; upon Commission's own motion. 
45-47; under specific Congreuional 
mandates, 47-55; service and safety, 
55-68; car-service activities: under oor
mal conditions, 56-57. 59-62; in emer
gency .ituations, 57-59, 62-66; safety 
of operation, 67-68; accounts and re .. 
ports, 68-80; prescription of accoun~ 
71-'74; policing of accounts. 74-77; 
statistical compilations. 78-80; prose
cuting activities, 80-85; mitcc:l1aneow 
tasks, 8rB8; critique, 8g.....g4. 

Sears, John fL, 534. 
Second-band materials, in reproduction 

cost appraisal, 162-163_ 
Security issues: applications and authori

zations, 30-31; nature of authority, 
502-504; character of performance, 
504-506; alent of capitalization, 506-
526; significance, 506-507; past over .. 
capitalization, 507-508; capitalizable 
assets, 508-sll; valuation of capitaliz.. 
able assets, 511-513; capitalization of 
IUrplu... through stock dividend" 
513-525; critique, 525-527; types of 
securities. 527-553, significance, 527-
528; no-par stock, 528-534; non~vot .. 
ing stock and Jimirabom upon voting 
power, 534...,42; control of indebted
ness, 542-551; critique, 551""'53; 
terms and condition~ 554...,.77, nature 
of authority, 554; character of per .. 
formance. 554""555; sale of _k be· 
low pat. 555-556, extension of 
"rights" to stockhoJders, 556-560; con
Irol of selling price of bonds, 560--564; 
competitive bidding, 564-575; aitique, 
575""577; rcorpoiution expedients, 
577-6]7; traditional procedures and 
cb>nct<r of performance, 577""580; 
volume of securities. 580-,84; burden 
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of fiud charges, 584"""589; absence of 
CODSttUCti .. approach, 58B-594; adjust
ment of equities betw= security hold
.... 59~OO; reorganization expenses. 
59!)-610; n=I of modiJYing reorgani
zation pn><:<durcs, 611-613; 1933 
amcndmc.ot m BanluuplI:y Act (Sec
tion 77), 613-615; aitique, 615-617; 
general appraisal of security regulation, 
622.-623_ 

Separability of invalid conditions, 607, 
608, 6osH)lo. 

Servicr, bureau o~ 53, 56, 57, 58, 6 .. 66. 
Servia: orden, 60-61, 6:&-66. 
Sharfman, t ~ III, 112, 124t 125'. 28g-

2\10. 
Sherman Act, 436, 459. See also Anti

trust law., relief &om; Clayton Act pro
=dings. 

Sherringto .. C. Eo R., 386. 
Short lines. S .. Weak roads. 
SbotHcnn notes. issuance ot; 30, 503. 
Signals and train control devices: bwcau 

of; 68; section on, 56, 68. 
Simpso .. Sidney P., 435, 438. 
Siogle~um value determinations: rcla~ 

tion ro undorlying figures, '46-248; 
MrospeCtive valuatiom and future 
valuations, 248-251; use of judgment 
method. 251-253; critique of judg~ 
meat method. 2S4~5!iJ; ""fotmula" cm~ 
ployed in primary valuation .. '5~64; 
aitique of primary valuations, 265-
• 67. 

Sinking funds, for debt ",bremen" 547, 
553· 

Solidification and adaptation, 81 form of 
appreciation, 200, 202. 

Special deposit. and reserve fund., in capi
talization CbCI, 510-5n. 

Special docket applicatio ... : <haracter, 7-
8; number. 9, 10-11. 

Splawn. Walter M. W., 461, 482. 
Spot prices in valuations. 131-132, 176-

177, 303. 
, Spur b'acb, extensions and abandolll1lCJlts 

o~ 3'9-330. 
Standard TUlle Act, 86. 

Staples, Charles Pot 100. 

Statistics and accounts, bureau of; 70. 
Statistics: bureau ot; 541 70, 78, 7sa; divi-

tion o~ 70 • 
S"' ...... Wdliam H. S., 534. 
Stock dividends: not pRV..,ted by im

plied trust doctrine, 514; subject to COD
trol, 514-S15; conditions of authoriza
tion, 515-518; aitique, SIll-52,. 

Stock "rightr," 556-560. 
Stock, sale below par, 55,," 555-556. 
Stone, Justice, X32, 293, 295-296, 300, 

30X, 383. 608-6xo. 
Subsidies. See Aid.. gifis, grantr, and 

donations. 
Substitute services. in abandonment cases, 

345-346. 
Surpluses, capitalization o£ See Stock 

dividends. 
Suspension Board, x X-12. 

Suspension pMCCCdings: character, X7; 
number, x6. 

Sutherland, Justice, 606-607. 
Switching ficllities and services, require

ment of provision by one road for an
other, 414-4x8. 

Taft, Chief Justice, '77, 377. 
Tariff activities, X2-X5. 

Tarilfi, applications to file without re
quired notice, number, 13. 

TariS filed, number, 13 • 
TariBi, rejected for want of required no-

tice, number, 13. 
Tariffi, section on, II. 

Taussig, P. W., 127. 
Taxation, valuation for, 112-113, 115. 
Taylor, Commissioner, 134, 135. 285, 

397, 487, 488, 536. 
Telephone consolidations, 27'""'28. 
Tentative character of "final" consolida-

tion plan, 481-488, 493. 494. 
Tentative valuation reports, 37-38. 
T~ facilities, joint use of, 410-421. 
Terms and conditions, in acquisitions of 

control. 466-472. 
Terms and conditiOllS of security issues: 
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nature of authority, 554;. character of 
performance. 554-555; salc of stock 
below par, 555~56j extension of 
Urigbu" to stockholders, 556--560; con· 
trot of selling price of bonds, 560-564i 
competitive bidding, 564-575; critique, 
575-577. See Dlso Reorganizations. 

Time zone adjusbncnts, 86-87. 
Topographical conditions, in reproduction 

cost appraisal, 152-153. 156, 167. 
Traffic, bureau of, 1I-I2. 

Transitional guaranty of earnings. 22. 

Transportation Act, 10, 18, 20, 21-22, 

33-34. 51-5'. 53. 57. 58. 7
'
• 76. 78. 

118-120, J24, 127-128, 268, 213, 293. 
323. 324. 328, 341. 349-350,367. 377. 
37H80. 382-385. 385--388. 404-405. 
406, 412-413.415.422,461, 550-551, 
570, S8g. 590, 609· 

Transportation charges, in reproduction 
cost appraisal, 169. 

Transportation of explosives and other 
dangerow articles, section on, 56. 66. 

Trumbower. Henry R .. 333. 
Trumbull. Frank, 1l6. 
Trustees, panel (or railroad operation 

pending reorganization, 614. 615. 617. 
TunelI, George G., 122, 1:13. 
Types of securities: signilicaDce, 527-

528; no-par stock. 528-s:34; non-vot .. 
ing stock and limitations upon voting 
power. 534-542; control of indebted
ness, 542-551; critique, 551-553. See 
alro Reorganizations. 

Unauthorized acquisitions of control, re
lation to interlocking directorates. 392-
399· • 

Underlying valuation figures, 34-i1, 137-
245. See 11110 Original Cost; Reproduc. 
tion cost; Reproduction cost less depre
ciation; Land valucs; Other values and 
clements of value. 

Uofor...... difficulties, in r<procluaiDn 
cost appraisal, 154, 180. 

Unification of terminals, 486. 
Uniform prices and varying valuation 

dates, in reproduction COlt appraiaal, 
'76-'78. 

United States attorneys, S0-8I, 82, S4. 
Unit prices, in reproduction COlt a~ 

praual: basis for ascertainment, 171-
172; expert opinion, 171-172, 174-
175. 178j normal 1914 prices, 172-
175; normal prices VI •• pot priCCl, 17'-
177; uniform prices and varying valua .. 
tion dates, 176-17S; critique, 175-179. 
See also Period price. in valuatiODI. 

Urgent Deficiencies Act of October :12, 
191] (providing for review of Com .. 
mission'l orders in the courts), 101-
lOS, 427. 

Valuation Act. 34. 90, 97-99, 106, 109. 
110, 116-117. 1Z4, 1Z7. 133. 13S, 148. 
166.185. 200.205.206.216-219. 227-
:12S, 231,239.245-246,249,250,251, 
252, 265.267. 268,270. 507. 

Valuation, advisory board, 100. 
Valuation, bureau of; 34. 36, 39-40, 97, 

g9-IOI, 140. 144. ISO, 158. ]60, ]6,.. 
167. 168. ]69-170. ]73, 175. 178-]79. 
189. ]9S. 203-204, 211. :n5. :u6-2t8. 
223. 224. 225. 245-246, 252, 269. 277. 
303. 304. 311. 526-s27, 583· 

Valuation, director of, 100. 127, 18g. 
Valuation, division of; 340 g9-loo. 
Valuation "ordcrs," nature ot; lOS-lOg. 
Valuation project: nature and magnitude 

of task, 33-42; organization of work., 
99"".05; practical character of pro
cedure, 101-105; coOperatioD with car .. 
ricn, 102-105; nature of valuation 
ftorders," 105-109; purposiVCDCII of 
valuatioD. 110-116; rate making as 
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